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CONCORDAI^CE TO SWEDENBORG.

Kadesh. Kadesch.

A. 1678. 'They . . . came to En-Mishpat, this is

Kadesh' (Gen. xiv. 7) = continuation. . . By 'Kadesh'

are signified truths, and also contentions about truths.

As it here treats about the falsities and the derivative

evils which the Lord overcame in His first combat,

mention is made of 'En-Mishjjat, this is Kadesh,'

because there was contention about truths.

-. That 'Kadesh' = truths about which there is

contention, is evident from Ezek.xlvii. 19 ; xlviii.28.

'. It was also at Kadesh where Moses struck the

rock . . . which waters were called 'Meribah,' from

contention (iSTum.xx. I- 13 ; xxvii.14; Deut.xxxii.51).

. It was also to Kadesh that the spies . . .

returned, and where they murmured and contended . . .

(Num.xiii.26).
•*. (Thus) 'En-Mishjiat,' or 'the fountain of

judgment,' or 'the fountain of Mishpat-Kadesh' = con-

tention about truths, and thus continuation.

1958. 'It is between Kadesh and Bared' (Gen.xvi.

1 4) = the quality, namely, that He saw M'hat was the

quality of this truth . . . That ' Kadesh ' = truth, and

also contentions about truths. Ref.

2497. The state in which the Lord was when He first

instructed Himself in the doctrinal things of charity

and faith, is signified by 'Kadesh and Shur' (Gen.xx.

I ). 2502.

2503. That ' Kadesh'= the affection of the interior

truth which proceeds from rational things . . . may be

evident from the signification of 'Kadesh.' 'Kadesh'

=

truth about which there is contention, thus contention

about truth, as to from what origin it is . . . But as all

truth with the Lord was from a celestial origin, 'Kadesh'

hence = the affection of truth. . . The affection of the

interior truth which proceeds from rational things is

here signified by 'Kadesh.'

S. 18'. By 'the wilderness,' aiul 'the wilderness of

Kadesh' (Ps.xxix.8) is signified the Church where there

is not any truth and good.

Kadmonite. Kadmoiiita. See Kenite.

Kaleidoscope. See Cylinder.

ICalsenius. Kalsenius. D.4842. 4S43. 5985.

6013.
VOL. IV.

ICapernaum. Kaper?iaiun, Capernaum.
E. 447'''. Occurs. 653''.

Swedenborg's Bible. Matt.xi.23. 'Capernaum' =
those who are instructed.

Kedar. Kedar.

Kedarites. Kedares.

See Arabia.

A. 2830^. 'The princes of Kedar' (Ezek.xxvii.2i)=:

their intelligence.

e, 'The flock of Kedar' (Is.lx. 7) = Divine celestial

things.

3268. 'Nebaioth, Kedar,' etc. (sons of Ishmael) (Gen.

XXV. I4) = all things which are of the Spiritual Church,
especially with the Gentiles . . .

-'. That by 'Nebaioth' and 'Kedar' are repre-

sented those things which are of the Spiritual Church,

especially with the gentiles ; namely, its goods and the

derivative truths. 111.

. 'The flock of Kedar' = spiritual good.

^. That Kedar is Arabia, is evident from the

following passages ; and that Arabia was named Kedar
from the son of Ishmael, may be evident from the fact,

that the things mentioned in these two verses are lands

or nations which are all named from the sons and grand-

sons of Abraham . . .

*. 'The princes of Kedar ' = spiritual truths.

". They, however, who are not in truth, because

not in good, are they who are represented by 'the

Arabians,' and by 'the Kedarites' in the wilderness. 111.

'. 'Kedar' (Is. xxi. 16, 17) = those who are in

simple truth.

E. 357^. By 'Kedar,' or Arabia, are signified those

who are in the Knowledges of good ; and, abstractedly,

these Knowledges themselves.

Keel. Carina. Coro.57^

Keenness of sight. Ades.

A. 9969. The inhabitants and Spirits (of the Second

Earth) relate to the keenness of the external sight in

the Grand Man . . .

9970. I replied that I . . . compared thera to eagles

as to their keenness of sight.

H. 97-. He who is in intelligence is said to be of

sharp sight.

A



Keep 2 Keep a'wray

[H.] 462-. With the Angels, the internal sight inflows

into the external sight, so that they act as a one ; hence

they have such sharpness of sight.

R. 455*^. The sensuous man ... is dull in the power

of seeing truth.

M. 2246. By day tliey look at their wives with a

retracted glance.

231*. Such judges appear to others to be endowed

with a very sharp sight of the understanding, when yet

they do not see a whit of what is just and fair.

293. I strained my eye sight to see what they were

doing. 315.

380^ Elevate the keensightedness of your abilities a

little higher, and you will see . . .

T. 40^. He believes himself to be endow'ed with the

keensightedness of an eagle, although he sees the

things of wisdom no more than a bat in the daylight.

Keep. See Guard.

Keep, Preserve. Servare.

Keeper, Preserver. Servator.

R. 8. 'To keep the things which are written therein'

(Rev.i.3) = to do the things which are therein.

185. 'Because thou hast kept the word of My
endurance' (Rev.iii. 10) = because they have fouglit

against evils, and then have rejected falsities.

186. 'I will keep thee from the hour of temptation

. . .'(id. ) = that they will be jnotected and preserved

in the day of the Last Judgment. E.215.

705. 'Blessed is he who watcheth and keepeth his

garments' (Rev.xvi. 15) = . . . Heaven for those who

look to Him, and remain in a life according to His

precepts . . .

944. 'Blessed is he who keepeth the words of this

prophecy' (Rev.xxii.7) = that the Lord will ... give

eternal life to those who keep-CKAVo(/i:'«?j/-and do the

truths ... of the doctrine of this book . . . 946.

E. 15. 'To observe and keep' (Rev.i.3) = to perceive,

will, and act according thereto. -,I11.

214. 'Thou hast kept the word of My endurance ' =
those who have lived according to the Lord's precepts.

, . . 'To keep' = to live.

391^^. ' To keep-«M<od-ire-the Sabbath' (Is.lvi.6) = to

be in conjunction with the Lord ; and 'to keep His

covenant' = conjunction by a life according to the Lord's

precepts.

412^. Occurs.

444*. 'Then Judah shall be saved, and Israel shall

Jwell securely' (Jer.xxxiii. i6) = that then they shall be

saved who are in love to Him.

654^ 'A Preserver and a Prince' (Is.xix.2o) = the

Lord, who is called 'a Preserver' or 'Saviour' from the

good of love ; and 'a Prince' from the truths of faith.

811-^. 'To keep them from afar' (Jer,xlvi.27 ; xxx.

10)= to save them although they are far from salvation.

'To keep from the land of captivity ' = to deliver from
falsities, whereby they had been secluded from tho

truths and goods of Heaven and the Church.

899''. 'If anyone keep My word, he shall never see

death' (John viii.52). By 'to keep the Lord's words'

is signified to live according to the Lord's precepts.

1007. 'And keepeth his garments' (Rev. xvi. 15) =
those who live according to His Divine truths.

D. Wis. xi. 3. 'To keep My precepts,' 'words,' and

'commandments' (John xiv.23 ; xv. io) = to do the

goods of charit}^ which are uses to the neighbour.

Keep away. See ChosE-ardiu.

Keep down. Prewere.

E.357-". They who are kept down by the falsities of

ignorance. Sig.

Kenan. Kenan.
A. 500. 'Enos . . . begat Kenan' (Gen.v.9) . . . By

'Kenan' is signified a fourth Church, which succeeded

tlio former ones.

Kenissite. KenissHa. See Kenite.

Kenite. Kenita.

A. 1867. 'The Kenite, and the Kenissite, and the

Kadmonite' (Gen. x v. 19) = falsities, which are to be

expelled from the Lord's Kingdom.

Kephas. Kephah, Kephas.

E. 4ii^\ 'Thou shalt be called Kephas, which, if

thou interi)retest it, is a rock' (John i.42). Kephas

means a rock in the Syriac language, and therefore also

Peter in that text is everywhere called 'Kephas;' and
Kephas is also 'a rock' in the Hebrew language, as is

evident in Jer.iv.29 ; and in Job xxx.6, where 'rocks'

are mentioned in the plural.

820'. As truth from good . . . is the first of the

Church, therefore Peter was the first called, and was
the first of the apostles ; and was also named by the

Lord 'Kephas,' which is 'a rock ;' but in order that it

might be the name of a person, he is called 'Peter.'

By 'a rock,' in the supreme sense, is signified the Lord

as to Divine truth, or the Divine truth proceeding from

the Lord. Hence, in the relative sense, by 'a rock' is

signified truth from good which is from the Lord. In

like manner by 'Peter.'

Kernel. Nucleus.

A. I200<=. Like a shell without a kernel. 6587*=.

9925. 10194.

4957^. Like a husk and chaff in comparison with tlie

kemel-7iz<c?earia.

5563. As it were nuclei in the skull . . . Such nuclei,

which are indurations, with those who are lieing

reformed, are broken . . .

M. 267^. Of whom it may be said, that his shell . . .

is wise, and his kernel ... is insane.

364. The internals with the good are like the kernels

within in their soundness and goodness . . . But . . .

with the evil their internals are like kernels which are

not eatable on account of their bitterness, or which are

rotten, or worm eaten . . .

D. 250^. They thus pervert the nucleus or nature [of

man].



Kesia Key

3612. Such . . . form as it were nuclei in the left side

of my head.

3696. The life of jiersiiasioii constitutes the shell, and

the life of nature the kernel . . .

4074. By Noah is signified the Church which . . .

lasted in the posterity as a niicleus or axis.

4287-. The opinion in which a man is, or his assumed

principle of life, is like a nucleus . . .

6105. (The charity in v,-hich a man lives) may be

compared to a kernel . . .

. Then all these things are like a shell without a

kernel . . .

E^GSia. See under Cassia.

Kesithae. Kesithae.

A. 4400. 'A hundred kesithae' (Gen. xxxiii. 19) =
what is full. . . By 'the kesithae,' which were coins, in

the internal sense, are signified such (interior) truths
;

for this word is derived from a word which means truth

(Ps.lx.6).

Keturah. Ketm-ah.

See under Aiuiaham.

A. 3235. 'Abraham and Keturah' =the Lord as to

the Divine Spiritual. Ex.

3236. Abraham's woman (Keturah) represents the

Lord as to Divine truth adjoined to Divine spiritual

good. Ex.

3237. 'Her name was Keturah' (Geu.xxv. i) = the

essence of this Divine truth.

3243. 'AH these were the sons of Keturah' (ver.4) =
as to doctrinal things and the worships thence. . .

'Keturah' represents Divine spiritual truth conjoined

with Divine sj)iritual good ; thus the things which are

of the Lord's S[)iritual Kingdom, the worship of which

is according to doctrinal things . . .

Key. Clavis.

A. 2356-. Hence it is evident what is signified by . . .

the keys with which is opened (the door of Heaven).

2760. Pref.-. To this faith belong the keys of the

Kingdom of the Heavens . . .

3750^. That Pope spoke to me . . . about Peter and
his keys, which he supposed himself to have . . . He
was instructed what is meant by Peter's keys, namely,

the faith of love and of charity . . . D.3648.

4368^. ' I will give thee the keys of the Kingdom of

the Heavens' (Matt.xvi. 19) . . . By 'the rock,' here, . , .

is signified the faith of charity . . . and thus the keys

to open and shut Heaven are given to this faith.

8304^ By 'the key' (Matt.xvi.) is meant the power.

9410^ That ' keys' = power. 111.

10182-. One Angel prevails against a thousand who
are from the Hells. It is this power which is meant by

'the keys' of Peter . . .

J. 57. I spoke with some from that nation concerning

the keys given to Peter . . .

W. 184. The knowledge of degrees is like a key to

open the causes of things.

R. 62. 'I have the keys of Hell and of death' (Rev.i.

18)=- that He alone can save. . . The reason 'to have

the keys of Hell and of death ' does not mean the power

to cast into Hell, but the power to save. Ex. E.86.

^. By 'the keys' is signified the power to open

and shut. 111.

174. 'He who hath the key of David, and who
openeth and no one shutteth, and shutteth and no one

openeth' (Rev.iii.7) = who alone has omnipotence to

save. By 'David' is meant the Lord as to Divine truth.

By 'the key' is signified the Lord's omnipotence over

Heaven and Hell . . .

^. The like is meant by 'the key of David' given

to Eliakim (Is.xxii.22).

421. 'There was given to him the key of the pit of

the abyss' (Rev.ix.i) = their Hell open. By 'a key' is

signified the power to open, and also the act of opening.

Refs.

768. What the Lord said to Peter about the keys of

the Kingdom of the Heavens. Ex.

798. By 'the keys of the Kingdom of the Heavens,'

which are that whatever that 'Rock,' which is the

Lord, shall bind on earth shall be bound in the Heavens,

and that whatever it shall loose on earth shall be loosed

in the Heavens, is meant that the Lord has the power

over Heaven and earth . . . thus the power to save the

men who from faith of the heart are in that confession

of Peter.

840. 'To have the key of the abyss' (Rev.xx.i)= the

Divine power to open and shut Hell.

M. 436. He handed me the key, and said, AVrite.

376. Not even to look through the key hole.

T. 7306. The Holy Supper ... is like the key to

their house in Heaven.

D. 2136. By Peter is meant faith, and to faith are

given the keys of the Lord's Kingdom ; because no one

can be admitted into Heaven except by faith in the

Lord, and no one gives faith except the Lord ; therefore

the Lord alone has the keys of the Heavens . . .

5012^ (The English) give keys to strangers, which

are signs that they would be received.

D.Min. 4823. He came to those who said that they

have Peter's keys . . .

E. 86*. The reason 'keys' are mentioned, is that all

the Hells are closed, and are opened only when evil

Spirits are cast in, and when some are taken out . . .

Hence 'keys' are mentioned, by which is signified the

power to open and to shut . . . "The like is signified by

'the keys' given to Peter . . .

205. 'He who hath the key of David'- Who has

power by Divine truth. 'A key ' = the power to open

and to shut ; here, Heaven and Hell . . . Hence by 'a

key' is here meant the power to save ; because to open

Heaven and to close Hell is to save.

e_ The like is meant by the key of Peter as by

'the key of David ;' namely, that the Lord has all the

power ; and that He has Power by His Divine truth.

206^.

209'*. This is also meant by the keys given to Peter
;



Key-bearer Kidneys

tor by Peter there ... is meant truth from good which
is from the Lord, thus faith from charity ; and by the

keys given to him is meant power over evils and
falsities. 411^^.

[E.] 536. 'There was given to him the key of the pit

of the abyss' = communication and conjunction with the

Hells. 'A key' = the act of opening. "^jEx.

-. A key (as used in the Spiritual World) corre-

sponds to admission and opening from one part (of the

mind) into another.

^. From these things it may be known whence it

is that 'a key' is mentioned; and that it= admission
and opening. 111.

*. Therefore it is said that they 'carry the keys
of Heaven' (Luke xi.52) ; that is, that by truths they
can open communication with Heaven for those whom
they teach . . .

820^. By 'the keys of the Kingdom of the Heavens'
is signilied intromission into Heaven for all those who
are in truths from good from the Lord.

Inv. 35. The reason the keys of the Kingdom of the

Heavens were given to Peter, is that he represented the

Lord as to Divine truth.

Key-bearer. Claviger.

R. 531". Papists . . . who do not adore any key-

bearer of Christ, are saved.

T. 562^. They make only a general confession before

their key-bearer.

Khesib. Kesib.

A. 4S27. 'He was in Khesib when she bare him'
(Gen.xxxviii.5) . • • 'Khesib' = the state of the Idola-

trous signified by 'Shelah,' in which the Jewish nation
was.

Kick. Recalcitrare.

Kicking, A. Recalcitratio.

A. 62 1 2-. There he lay with the horse kicking at

him.

^. The horse which . . . kicked signified the

Jewish and Israelitish people, that they were solely in

externals, and thus that the Intellectual rejected, and
as it were by kicking, removed them. D.2276.

Kid. Haediis, Hoedus.
A. 294. 'A kid' =: the affections of good.

2781. Voluntary things arc signified by 'kids,' etc.

3519. 'Take for me thence two good kids of the she-

goats' (Gen.xxvii.9)= the truths of that good. 'Kids

of the she-goats' = the truths of good. -,Ex.

*. That the truth and good of the innocence of

the external or natural man is signified by 'a kid,' and
'a she-goat.' 111.

. 'The leopard shall lie down with the kid' (Is.

xi.6) . . .
' A kid' = those who are in innocence.

^ When all the first-born of Egypt were smitten,

it was commanded that they should slay a small cattle

perfect and male of the lambs or kids, and should put
the blood on the posts . . . (Ex.xii.5) , . . 'Lambs and
kids' = the states of innocence [which cause] those who
are in them to be protected from evil . . .——

". When Jehovah appeared to anyone by an

Angel, a kid of the she-goats was sacrificed, lest he
should die. 111. The reason was that . . . the Lord
cannot appear to anyone, not even to an Angel, unless
he to whom He appears is in a state of innocence . . ,

". As genuine conjugial love is innocence, it was
customary in the Representative Church to enter in to a
wife by a gift of a kid of the she-goats. 111. 4871.

. That 'a kid' and 'a she-goat'=innocence, is

evident also from the sacrifices of guilt, when anyone
had sinned through error. 111. Sin through error is sin

of ignorance, in which there is innocence.

. 'Thou shalt not seethe a kid in its mother's
milk' (Ex.xxiii.19

; xxxiv.26) . . . =that they should
not destroy the innocence of infancy.

3540. 'She made him put on the skins of th.e kids of

the she-goats' (Gen.xxvii.i6)= the external truths of

domestic good. . . 'Kids of the she-goats,' being from
the flock at home, = the truths of domestic good.

4871. 'I will send a kid of the she-goats from the

flock' (Gen.xxxviii. I7) = a pledge of conjunction; (for)

'a kid of the she-goats' = the innocence of the external

or natural man ; and as it = innocence, it= a pledge of

conjugial love, or a pledge of conjunction ; for genuine
conjugial love is innocence . . . 4885. 4899.

7840. 'A she-goat,' or 'a kid' = tlie good of truth, in

which there is innocence.

. 'A kid,' or 'a she-goat' — the exterior good of

innocence. Ex.

9301. 'Thou shalt not seethe a kid in its mother's

milk ' = that the good of innocence of the posterior state

is not to be conjoined with the truth of innocence of the

prior state. . . 'A kid'= the good of innocence. Ex.

9990-. The ]nirifications of the internal man were re-

presented by burnt-ofl'erings and sacrifices from rams,

kids, and she-goats . . . (The term internal man is here

used to denote the spiritual or middle degree of the

mind. 10042®.)

10132". 'The leopard shall lie down with the kid' . . .

The interior good of innocence is here signified by 'a

kid.' ('A kid,' in this passage, =; the genuine truth of

the Church. R.572<=. ) ( = innocence of the second

degree, the opposite to which is 'the leopard.' E.314^.

)

( = charity. 780*'.)

Kidneys. Renes.

Renal. Renalis.

A. 3884''. The fourth general operation (of Heaven)

was into the kidneys. D. 1616.

3941-. 'The fat of the kidneys of wheat' (Deut.xxxii.

14) = the Celestial of love and charity.

5378. (These modest Spirits) were infested by . . .

those who constitute the province of the kidneys, the

ureters, and the bladder. The former answered them

modestly, but still the latter infested and harassed

them, for such is the nature of the renal ones. (The

modest Spirits therefore terrified them) in consequence

of which the renal ones fled away ; and then there

appeared a certain one who pursued them in their flight,

and another who flew in front between the feet of that

great one ; and that gi-eat one was seen to have wooden

shoes, which he threw towards the renal ones. See

Peuitoneum, here. D.991. 992. Ex.



Kidneys Kidneys

5380. It i.s known that there are secretions and ex-

cretions, and these in a series, from the kidneys even

into the bladder. In the first of the series are the

kidneys, in the middle of it are the nreters, and in the

last is the bladder. Those who in the Grand Alan con-

stitnte these provinces, are in like manner in a series
;

and although they are of one genus, still they differ as

the species of that genus. They speak with a hoarse

voice as if cloven, and desire to introduce themselves

into the body, but it is only an endeavour. Their situa-

tion relatively to the human body is as follows. They
who relate to the kidneys are on the left side next the

body, beneath the elbow. They who relate to the

ureters are towards the left from thence further from

the body. They who relate to the bladder are still

further away. Together they nearly form a parabola

from the left side towards the front parts ; for they

thus project themselves towards the front parts from

the left ones ; thus in a tract of considerable length.

This is one general way towards the Hells ; the other is

through the intestines . . . For those who are in the

Hells correspond to such things as are voided through

the intestines and through the bladder ; for the fal-

sities and evils in which they are . . . are nothing but

(spiritual) urine and excrement. D.999-1003. Ex.

53S1. Those who, in the Grand Man, constitute the

province of the kidneys, nreters, and bladder, are of

such a genius that they want ... to explore and
scrutinize the quality of others ; and some of them
desire to chastise and punish, provided there is some-

thing of justice in the cause. Such, also, are the offices

of the kidneys, ureters, and bladder ; for they explore

the blood which is jjrojected into them, to discover

whether it contains any useless and hurtful serum ; and
they also separate it from what is useful, and afterwards

castigate it ; for they detrude it towards the lower parts,

and in the way and afterwards agitate it in various

ways. Such are the offices of those who constitute the

province of these parts. But the Spirits ... to which
the urine itself . . . corresponds, are infernal . . .

5382. That those who constitute the province of the

kidneys and ureters are at hand to explore or scrutinize

the quality of others, as to what they are thinking, and
what they are willing, and that they are in the cupidity

of finding out causes, and of making them guilty of some
fault, chiefly in order that they may be able to chastise

them, I have frequently experienced, and have spoken

to them about this cujiidity and end. Many of this

kind in the world had been judges, and had then

rejoiced at heart when they found out what they
lielieved to be a just cause for fining, chastising, and
punishing. The operation of such is apperceived in the

region at the back where are the kidneys, ureters, and
bladder. Those who belong to the bladder extend

themselves towards Gehenna, where also some of them
sit as it were in judgment.

5383. The methods in which they explore or scrutinize

the lower minds of others are very numerous ; but it is

allowal)le to adduce only this one. They lead other

Spirits to speak, which in the other life is effected by
means of an influx which cannot be described to the

apprehension : if, then, the train of the induced speech

is easy, they thence judge that they are such. They

also induce a state of affection. But they who explore

in this way are among the grosser ones. But others

explore in a different way. There are some who, the

moment they arrive, at once apperceive another's

thoughts, desires, and acts, and also what past deed

gives him pain. This they seize on, and if they suppose

there is just reason, they condemn . . .

5384. The methods in which those who constitute

the province of the kidneys, ureters, and bladder . . .

chastise, are also various. For the most part they

remove things delightful and glad, and induce things

undelightful and sad. Through this cupidity these

Spirits communicate with the Hells, and through the

justice of the cause, which they inquire into before they

chastise, they communicate with Heaven ; and therefore

they are kept in that province.

5385. From these things it may be evident what is

signified by its being said in the Word that 'Jehovah

proves and searches the reins and the heart ;' and also

that 'the reins chastise.' 111.

^. By 'the reins,' here, are signified spiritual

things, and by 'the heart,' celestial things ; that is, liy

'the reins' are signified the things which are of truth
;

and by 'the heart,' the things which are of good. The

reason is that the kidneys purify the serum ; and the

heart, the blood itself. Hence, 'to prove,' 'explore,'

and 'search,' 'the reins ' = to prove, explore, and search

the quantity and (j^uality of truth, or the (juantity and

quality of the faith with man.

5391. There are also kidneys which are called the

subsidiary kidneys, and also the renal capsules. Their

office is not so much to secrete the serum, as the blood

itself, and to transmit the purer blood by a short circuit

towards the heart ; and thus also to prevent the sper-

matic vessels, which are near, from carrying off all the

purer blood ; but they perform their chief work in

embryos, and also in new-born infants. Chaste virgins

constitute this province in the Grand Man, who are

prone to anxieties, and are fearful of being disturbed.

They lie (|uiet at the left part of the side below. If

anything is thought about Heaven, or about a change of

their state, tliey become anxious and sigh . . . When
my thoughts were led towards infants, they felt a re-

markable comfort and internal joy . . . and when any-

thing was thought in which there was nothing heavenly,

they were tormented. Their anxiety arose chiefly from

their being of such a nature that they keep their thoughts

fixedly in one thing . . . The reason they belong to tliis

province, is that thus they constantly detain the lower

mind of another in certain thoughts, whence such things

arise and manifest themselves as cohere in a series, and

which are to be withdrawn, or from which the man is to

be purified ; and in this way the interiors are better

open to the Angels . . . D. 968-972, Ex.

10032. 'The two kidneys, and the fat upon them'

(Ex.xxix. I3) = the interior truth of the external man
and its good. 'The kidneys' = interior truths.

. By 'the kidneys' are signified truths which

explore, purify, and chastise. This signification is

derived from their function. 111.

-. 'To search,' and 'to prove,' 'the reins ' = to

explore the truths of faith . . .

. That the truths of faith are signified by 'the
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kidneys,' is very evident from David : 'Jehovah, behold

Thou desirest Trutli in the reins' (Fs.li.6).

[A. 10032P. The reason 'tlie kidneys' = interior truth,

and its exploration, is that the ureters and the bladder,

which go forth from the kidneys, = exterior truth, and

its exploration, and also its chastisement. Kefs.

10074. 'The two kidneys, and the fat which is upon

them' {Ex.xxix.22)=:the purified interior truth of the

natural man and its good. 'The kidney8'= the interior

truth of the external or natural man. . . The reason it

is truth purified which is signified by 'the kidneys,' is

that the kidneys are organs which purify the blood ;

and the blood = truth.

H. 96". Those in the (!rand .Man who are in the

kidneys, are in truth wliicli examines, separates, and

corrects.

97. Hence it is that by . . . 'the kidneys' is signified

the examination of truth.

P. 336". How the . . . kidneys separate the blood

from impure humours.

R. 140. 'That I am He who searcheth the reins and

the hearts' (Rev. ii. 23) — that the Lord sees the quality

of tlie truth and the (quality of the good whicli everyone

has. . . By 'to search the reins and the hearts' is signi-

fied to see all things whicli a man believes and which
he ioves, thus the quality of liis trutli and of his good.

That this is signified ... is from correspondence . . .

(which) is from this,— that as the kidneys purify the

blood from impure things, which are called urinous . . .

so the truth of faith purifies man from falsities . . .

". Hence it is that the ancients placed . . . in-

telligence and its perceptions in the kidneys. 111.

®. By 'the kidneys,' in these passages, are signi-

fied the truths of intelligence and of faith.

T, 4966. In such freedom ... do the kidneys secrete.

D. 367. The Spirits who form the kidneys are they
who want to dissipate falsities from truths, and thus to

purify spiritual things . . .

825. The Spirits who represent the kidneys, ureters,

and bladder in man, are on the left side of the face, but

in front, at a distance between the region of the temples

and that of the forehead, nearer to the forehead. These

are such as care nothing for interior things, still less for

those which are more interior ; nor do they understand

them . . . The same are prone to indignation, as from a

certain species of envy ; as because good Spirits . . .

were with me. At this they were indignant, and wanted
in various ways to harass them, in order to drive them
away. Many such things they do from indignation

;

and they are restless in mind ; and are not content with
their lot, so that a kind of faculty of the urine may be

thence inferred. They are present, and I speak to

them ; they are indignant, go away, return ; they are

numerous and in series. They, moreover, are not de-

ceitful, because they act from a kind of angry envy, but

not from deceit ; and are like those in the bodily life

who are called merely choleric.

827. The same, who are as it were kidneys, ureters,

and bladders, do not well understand the thoughts of

man. They do not penetrate, except only to those

things whicli are exterior . . .

924. These examiners are of that kind who constitute

the province of the secretive organs in man ; as the

kidneys, the ureters, the bladder ; for these members
do nothing else than explore the several things which

are presented to them ; nay, which they snatch to

themselves.

959. Whenever any Soul comes, and is met by those

who constitute the province of the kidneys, ureters,

and bladder, they are at hand in order to examine, or

explore ; and they desire to have causes, and solicitously

seek them wherever they can find them ; for they desire

to explore for the sake of chastising and punishing, in

whicli cupidity they are much delighted ; but they

explore only those things which the Soul has brought

with him from the l)ody ; for the kidneys, ureters, and
bladder secrete from the blood only the obsolete and
filthy liquids.

960. Tiiat those wlio are in the province of the

kidneys and of the subsidiary kidneys, draw the grosser

things into them, and thus purify those things which
are to be more pure.

. Both the urinary and the subsidiary kidneys

draw unclean things into them ; the kidneys the

unclean things of the serum, and the subsidiary kidneys

the more unclean things of the spirit of the lilood ; and
therefore the siierniatic vessels descend from tlie eniul-

gents.

961. While the purer thoughts are being taken away
from man, they who are in the province of the kidneys

then pursue the corporeal things also, thus the more
unclean things, in a twofold order or degree. As these

things are in agi-eement with those who constitute that

jirovince, because they introduce them, they also with-

hold their minds in them, and thus abstract them from

the ])urer things, and therefore the purer things are

taken away to Heaven unaccompanied by what is

unclean.

962. Therefore the subsidiary kidneys take away the

unclean things of the spirits of the lilood, as the kidneys

take away the unclean things of the serum of the blood

. . . They act bj' attraction ... In like manner do the

Spirits in that province ... As soon as anything which

corresponds is excited in a purer sphere . . . these Spirits

associate themselves together, and by their co-operative

force, which is exerted at a distance . . . they excite and

attract, and thus liberate the better and purer things

from the more unclean ones . . . and therefore it is evil

Spirits who wipe them away, whereby, however, they

do not become worse, but they must perform such

offices before they can become better, or be reformed.

966. The subsidiary kidneys thus draw to themselves

by a fixed view into those things which are not so

grossly unclean, but which are interiorly unclean.

They attract because they fix the serum of the spirits or

of the purer blood . . .

968. On those who constitute the province of the

renal capsules.

1004. Those who secrete the inmost essences pertain

to the renal capsules . . . They are harmless Spirits,

who perform their chief work in fetuses and infants
;

and therefore they can be referred to the sanguineous

part.
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1 22 1. The (|uality of these Spirits (who exercise the

.1 udgiiient of Gehenna) may be evident from a comparison

of their phantasies and life with the operation of the

kidneys, nreters, and bladder. Des.

1239. Those who constitute the province of the

kidneys and nreters [exercise] exterior Judgment . . .

E. 167. 'I am He that searcheth the reins and the

hearts '= . . . that the Lord alone knows and explores

tlie exteriors and the interiors, and the things which

are of faith and love. . . 'The reins' = the truths of

faith, and their purification from falsities. -,I11.

". 'Thou art near in their mouth, and far from

their reins' (Jer.xii.2) = truth only in the memory and

thence in some thought when the man is speaking, but

not in the will and thence in the act. Truth in the will

and thence in the act is what separates and dissipates

falsities . . . This truth is what is meant in special by
tlie 'reins.'

•'. 'To prove the reins' (Jer.xvii. io)= to purify

truth l)y separating what is false.

•*. 'Reins' (Ps.li.6) are here expressed in the

Original Language by another word, which involves the

separation both of falsities from truths, and of evils from

goods. Hence it is evident that by 'the reins' are

signified purification and separation.

*. The combats of truths with falsities is signified

by, 'My reins chastise me in the nights' (Ps.xvi.7).

. 'To possess the reins' (Ps.cxxxix. 13) = to know
the falsities and the truths with man.

". As the kidneys = truths purified from falsities,

in the sacrifices only the fats and the kidneys were

burned. HI. . . The reason was that the fats = the good

of love ; and the kidneys, the truths of faith.

''. The reason 'to search the reins and the hearts'

= also to explore the exteriors and the interiors of man,

is that truth is without and good is within ; and spiritual

good, which in its essence is truth, and is in special sig-

nified by 'the reins,' is exterior good . . .

yio'". 'To possess the reins ' = to purify truths from

falsities.

Kill. See 'i'LkY-mactare.

Kill. Interficere.

A. S086. 'Jehovah killed all the first-born in the

land of Egypt' (Ex.xiii.i5) = that all who were in faith

separated from charity were damned.

R. 322. 'There was given to them the Power of

killing over the fourth part of the earth' (Rev.vi.8)-

the destruction of all the good of the Church. As by

'death' is meant the extinction of man's spiritual life,

and as by 'Hell' is meant damnation, it follows that

by 'to kill' is here meant to destroy the life of man's

soul.

D. 1383. On the right side of the lake ... are those

who seek to kill each other with cruel instruments . . .

1 396, Gen. art.

3145-. If he could have killed the universal human
race for the mere glory of his name, he would have had

the highest pleasure from it.

3383. He would have killed me.

5500. They are such as have killed men in cold

blood . . .

E. 384. 'There was given to them the Power of kill-

ing over the fourth part of the earth ' = the deprivation

of all good and thence of all truth from the Word, and

thence in their doctrine of the Church from the Word.

... 'To kill,' or 'to kill-oa7VZerr',' = to deprive of good

and truth.

397. 'Their fellow-servants and their brethren who
should be killed as they were' (Rev.vi.ii) = evils ; for

'to kill' them = evil.

Kill. Iiiterimere.

A. 2851". See Ku.h-orcidere, here.

8950". They are well aware that they are not killing

themselves, and this is only an appearance which flows

out from the will of their lower mind that they would

rather die than be drawn away from the worship of the

Lord.

Kill. Occidere.

Killer. Occisor.

Killing, A. Ocdsio.

A. 329. That charity was extinguished with those

who se}>arated faith, and set it before charity, is described

by Cain, that he killed his brother Abel. 366. 369.

389. 'Everyone who finds me will kill me' (Gen.iv.

I4)=:that all evil and falsity will destroy him. (For)

when a man deprives himself of charity . . . whatever

he thinks is false, and whatever he wills is evil. These

are the things which kill man, or which cause him to

have no life.

390. That those who are in evil and falsity are in

continual terror of being killed. 111.

954. Those who on earth have been violent and un-

merciful . . . seem to themselves to kill and torment

(their) companions.

1010-. For in hatred there is the very killing of a

man, as is manifestly evident from the fact that he who
is in hatred wishes for nothing more than that he may
kill the other ; and, unless external bonds hindered, he

would kill him. Therefore the killing of a brotlier, and

the shedding of his blood, -- hatred . . ,

1474. 'They will kill me [Abram]' (Gen.xii. I2) = that

they will not care for celestial things.

1798^. The commandment 'Thou shalt not kill' is

altogether of charity . . .

2520. 'Wilt Thou kill also a just nation ?" (Gen.xx.4)

= whether good and truth should be extinguished.

2554. 'They will kill me [Abraham] on account of the

word of ray wife' (Gen.xx.ii) = that thus the celestial

things of faith would also perish . . . 'To kill' = to

perish.

26096. (By) 'Thou shalt not kill,' the Angels per-

ceived that they should not hold anyone in hatred, and

that they should not extinguish anything of good and

truth with anyone . . .

2851". 'To kill-i«^er»ner('-the root with hunger, and

to kill the remains ' (Is. xiv. 30) = to take away the goods

and truths which have been stored up interiorly by the

Lord,
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[A.] 3175. Without any perception of conscience he
would steal, kill, and commit adultery.

3182-. For he who hates anyone, kills him everj-

moment.

3387. 'Lest the men of the place kill me for the sake

of Rebekah' (Gen.xxvi.7)= because thus Divine good
would not be received.

3440^. 'To commit murder ' = to bear hatred ; for he
who hates another commits murder every moment . . .

34882. 'Then shall they . . . kill you' (Matt.xxi%'.9)=
that good and truth would perish . . . by denial. That
'to kill,' when predicated of good and truth, = not to

be received, thus to deny. Refs.

3607. 'I will kill my brother Jacob' (Gen.xxvii.4i) =
to deprive truth of life from itself. Ex. 3610.

4430®- 'They kill in the way to Shechem' (Hos.vi.9)

= that they extinguish truths even to interior ones, thus
all external ones.

4493*"- This is the secret reason why Hanior anil

Shechem with their families were killed.

4502-. 'Because in their anger they killed a man, and
in their own good pleasure they hamstrung an ox' (Gen.
xlix.6) = that in purposed evil they extinguished the

truth and good of the Church.

4727. 'Now come and let us kill him' (Gen.xxxvii.20)

= the extinction of the essential of doctrine concerning
the Lord's Divine Human. 'To kiir = to extinguish.

4728-. 'The raiment of the slain' (Is. xiv. 19) = truth

profaned.

4751. 'What gain is it that we kill our brother, and
cover his blood ?' (Gen.xxxvii 26)= that from this there
would be nothing profitable ... if this should be com-
pletely extinguished.

-. Avaiice would kiU for a mere triHe.

4818'. They believe . . . that all the rest in the world
are ... so vile that they may be killed at pleasure.

5037'*. 'The slain' (Is.x.4) = those who by principles

of falsity have extinguished the truths of faith in them-
selves, in a less degree than 'the thrust through.'

5393. lu that Hell are those who . . . have wanted to

destroy the human race, namely, to \i\\\-i)i(erjirere-aiid

despoil without respect or distinction . . . Such ferocity

prevails in many soldiers . . . who, not in battle, but
after it, rage with ferocity against the conquered and
unarmed, and with fury kill and despoil.

5886^. That he who does this is damned, is signified

by tlxe command that he 'shall be put to death' (Deut.
xxiv.7).

6356. 'Because in their anger they killed a man' =
that they completely averted themselves, and in their

aversion extinguished faith. . . 'To kill' = to ex-

tinguish.

6676. 'If it be a son then ye shall kill him' (Ex.i. 16)
= that if it were truth they should destroy it in any way
they could. . . 'To kill' = to destroy; for it is said of
truth.

6767. 'Sayest thou to kill me?' (Ex.ii.i4) = dost thou
want to destroy my faith ? ... He who destroys faith

with anyone destroys the Church with him ; and this is

also to kill him ; for he who takes away faith takes away
spiritual life . . .

-. That 'to kill' = to take away spiritual life, is

evident from many jilaces in the Word. 111.

. 'The day of killing' (Jer.xii.3) = the time of the

vastation of the Church, when there is no longer any
faith, because no charity.

^ 'The sheep of killing' (Zech.xi.4)= those whose
faith the possessors destroy. 8902''.

. 'To kill' (Ezck.xiii. i9) = to destroy s]>iritual

life ; that is, faith and charity.

. 'Tlie killed' (Is. x.4) = those who are in Hell,

thus who are in evils and falsities.

•*. 'The killed' (Is.xiv.i9) = those who are de-

jirived of spiritual life. 'Thou hast killed thy ]>eople'

= that he has destroyed the truths and goods of faith.

. 'The thief oometh not excejit ... to kill ..."

(John X. 10). 'To kill ' = to destroy the life of faith.

. 'The brother shall betray the brother to death,

and the father the children ; and the children shall rise up
against their parents, and shall kill them' (Mark xiii. 12)

. .. 'Brother,' 'children,' and 'parents' = the goods

and truths of the Church ; and 'to kill '= to destroy

them.
'. As by 'one who had been killed' was .signified

one who has been dejirived of spiritual life ... it was a

statute . . . that 'if anyone touched . . . one who had
been killed, he should be unclean seven days' (Num.
xix. 16).

6768. 'As thou killedst the Egyptian' (Ex. ii. I4)=:as

thou destroyedst falsity.

6771. 'Pharaoh . . . sought to kill Moses' (ver. 15)=
that the false Scientific . . . wanted to destroy the truth

which is of the Law from the Divine.

7021^ 'To kill the soul' (Ezek.xiii. 19)= ... to die

spiritually or be damned.

7039. 'I will kill thy son, thy first-born' (Ex.iv.23)=
the extinction of the faith which is devoid of charit}', and

the consequent devastation of truth with them.

7043. 'Jehovah . . . sought to kill (Moses)' (ver. 24)
= that a representative Church could not be instituted

with that nation. 'To seek to kill' = not to receive.

7089. In the Heavens they do not know what it is

'to commit murder;' for they live to eternity; but

instead of 'to commit murder' they understand to liear

hatred, and to injure the spiritual life of anyone.

7162. 'To put a sword in their hand to kill us' (Ex.

v.2i) = that hence they feel such ardour to destroy by

falsities the truths of the Church. . . 'To kill' = to

destroy the things which are of faith and charity.

8413. 'To kill all this congregation with hunger'

(Ex.xvi.3)= that from defect of delight and of good the}-

would expire. 'To kill '= to deprive of life ; here, of

the life which is from delight and from good ; for in these

the life of man consists. Ex.

8902. 'Thou shalt not commit miirder' (Ex.xx. 13)=
not to take away spiritual life from anyone ; also not to

extinguish faith and charity ; and also not to bear

hatred to the neighbour. (For) 'to kill' — to deprive of

spiritual life . . . because, in the internal sense, it treats

of the spiritual . . . life of man ; and as spiritual life or
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tlie life of Heaven with inau is the life of faith and

•charity, therefore by 'not to commit murder' is also

signified not to extinguish faith and charity with any-

one. The reason 'not to commit murder ' = not to bear

hatred to the neighbour, is that he who bears hatred

continually wants to kill, and also would kill in act

unless prevented by the fear of the penalty, etc. ; for

hatred . . . breathes nothing but the murder-j;ecem-of

him whom it hates, in the world the murder of his body,

in the other life the murder of his soul. This is meant

by the Lord's words in Matt. v. 2 1,22.

-. That 'to commit murder' or 'kill' = to take

.away spiritual life from anyone, and conseipiently to

extinguish faith and charity, is evident from almost all

the passages in the Word where 'killing' is mentioned,

or the expression 'to kill' is used. 111.

1". 'Killers' (Jer.iv. 31) = those who destroy goods

and truths.

1-. 'They shall kill you' (Matt.xxiv.9). 'The

hour cometli, that everyone who killeth you will think

that he offers holy worship to God' (John xvi.2). Here

also by 'to kill' is signified to deprive of spiritual life
;

that is, of faith and charity.

". 'To kill' (Lukexi.49)=:to extinguish.
'^^. 'The slain' (Rev.xviii.24) = those who have

])erished as to spiritual life.

'". As by 'one slain' or 'thrust through' is

signified the extinction of good and truth . . .

^\ (Thus) the commandment about 'not com-

mitting murder' involves not only that a man is not to

1)6 killed as to the body, but also that he is not to be

killed as to the soul . . .

9011^. In order that these things might Ije signified

by those who kill their companions by mistake (Deut.

xix.4-6).

9013. 'To kill him with deceit' (Ex.xxi. I4) = malice

tlience to deprive the neighbour of eternal life. 'To

kill' =: to take away faitli and charity from the neigh-

bour, and thus to deprive him of spiritual life.

9073. 'And (the ox) hath slain a man or a woman'
(ver.29) = if it has destroyed the truth and good of

faitii.

9093'*. Bclshazzar's being 'slain in that night' (Dan.

V. 30) = the privation of the life of truth and good, thus

damnation.

9205. 'I will kill you with the sword' (Ex.xxii.24) =
til at by falsities they deprive themselves of good and

truth. 'To kill,' when said of those who defiaud those

wlio are in good and truth . . . =to deprive them of such

tilings. That 'to kill '= to deprive of si)iritual life.

Kefs.

9262. 'The innocent and the just kiU thou not'

( Ex. xxiii. 7):= aversion to the destroying of interior and

exterior good. . . 'To kill' = to destroy. 9264.

9320". Such are permitted to destroy, and to kill . . .

liut not those who are in externals and at the same time

in internals, because these act from good, and good is

from the Lord.

9325-*. 'The slayer' (Hos.ix.i3) = one who deprives of

.sjiiritual life, or of life from good and truth. Refs.

10288. 'To be cut off,' and 'to be killed, ' = to be

sei)arated from those who are in good and the derivative

truths, and to perish as to spiritual life.

10438. 'For evil He hath brought them forth to kill

them in the mountains' (Ex.xxxii. I2) = that those who
are in good would perish. 'To bring forth to kill'= to

destroy ; but, when said of-Jehovah, who never destroys

anyone, it = to perish by their own evil.

10490. 'Kill ye a man his brother, and a man his

companion, and a man his neighbour' (ver.27) — a clos-

ing up as to the influx of good and truth, and of things

in affinit}'' with them, lest there should be any reception

and communication. 'To kill' = to take away spiritual

life, thus the good of love and the truth of faith ; here,

therefore, to close up lest there should be any reception

and communication of them . . .

H. 531-. Although he does not commit murder, still

he bears hatred to everyone who opposes him . . . and

unless external bonds . . . restrained, he would commit

murder.

570. Therefore it is the delight of their life to want

to destroy and kill . . .

S. 671 ])y 'to commit murder,' man understands to

bear hatred, and to desire revenge even to murder-

necem. . . A spiritual Angel understands by it to act as

a devil, and to murder-necare-a man's soul. A celestial

Angel understands by it to bear hatred to the Lord,

and to the things which are of the Lord. E. 1083".

R. 112. 'Antipas . . . was slain among you where

Satan dwelleth' (Rev.ii. 13)- when all Truth has been

extinguished by the falsities in the Church. ( = when

all are hated who acknowledge the Lord's Divine

Human. E. 137.)

139. 'I will kill her sons with death' (ver.23) = that

all truths from the "Word with them will be turned into

falsities. . . 'To kill sons'= to turn truths into falsities,

for so they perish. ( = that thus falsities are extin-

guished. E. 166.

)

269. 'A lamb standing as if slain' (Rev.v.6) = the

Lord as to the Human not acknowledged in the Church

to be Divine. ( = as yet acknowledged by few. E.315.)

307. 'That they should kill one another' (Rev.vi.4)

= intestine hatreds, infestations by the Hells, and

internal unrest. ( = the falsification or extinction of

truths. E.366).

325. 'The souls of them that were slain for the

Word of God, and for the testimony which they

held' (ver.9) — those who had been hated, reproached,

and rejected by the evil, on account of a life according

to the truths of the Word, and the acknowledgment of the

Lord's Divine Human. E.392. R.329.

•'. That by 'the slain' are meant those who are

rejected, treated with abuse, and held in hatred by the

evil in the World of Spirits, and who can be seduced
;

and also those who long to know truths, but cannot on

account of the falsities in the Church. 111.

427. 'Not to be able to kill them' (Rev.ix.5) = not to

be able to take away from those who are not in the

faith of charity the faculty of understanding and willing

truth and good ; for when this faculty is taken away the

man is spiritually killed. E.547.
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[R.] 446. 'To kill a third part of men' (ver. i5)= to

take away from the men of the Church spiritual light

and life. (= to dejirive themselves of all the under-
standing of truth, and thence of spiritual life. E.572.)

453- 'By these three was a third part of men killed'

(ver. 1 8) = that it is from these things that the men of

the Church perish. ( = that all the understanding of

truth and the derivative spiritual life was extinguished

by them. E.579.)

. 'To be killed ' = to be spiritually killed, which
is to perish as to the soul.

495. 'If anyone will hurt them, thus must he be
killed' (Rev.xi.5) = that he who condemns them shall

in like manner be condemned. ( = that they perish

according to the endeavour to inflict evil. E.643.

)

500. 'The beast ... shall kill them' (ver. 7) = that

those who are in the internals of the doctrine of faith

alone . . . will themselves reject them, and, so far as

they have influence, will cause others to reject them.
(=the destruction thereby of all the good and truth of

the Church. E.651.)

516. 'There were killed in the earthquake names of

men seven thousand' (ver. 13) = that in that state all

those who professed faith alone . . . perished. (= tliat

in that change of state all truths of good perished with
them, and thereby all things of Heaven and the Church.
E.676.)

589. 'Slain from the foundation of the world' (Rev.

xiii.8)=the Lord's Divine Human not acknowledged
from the establishment of the Church. E.807.

592. ' If anyone shall kill with the sword, he must be
killed with the sword' (ver. 10) = that he who l>y falsities

destroys the soul of another, shall be destroyed and
shall perish by falsities. E.812.

603. 'As many as would not worship the image of

the beast should be killed' (ver. 15) = damnation upon
those who do not acknowledge the doctrine of their

faith. E.833.

. 'To be killed '= to be spiritually killed, which
is to be damned ; and (therefore) 'to be killed' = to be
declared a heretic, and to be excluded from the com-
munion of the Church . . .

801. By 'them that are slain' (Rev.xviii.24) are

signified those who have been spiritually slain ; and
those are said to be spiritually slain who perish by
falsities. Ref. E. 1194.

836. 'The rest were slain with the sword of Him who
sat upon the horse . .

.' (Rev.xix.2i)= that all from the
various heresies among the Reformed who have not lived

according to the Lord's precepts . . . having been judged
from the AVord, perish.

847. 'To be killed,' 'pierced,' or 'dead' . . . (means)
that they have been rejected by those who are in evils

and falsities.

T. 309. 'Thou shalt not commit murder,' in the
natural sense, means not to kill a man, not to inflict

on him any wound of which he may die, and also not to

mutilate his body ; and it means, moreover, not to

bring any deadly evil upon his name and reputation,
J)ecause with many reputation and life go hand in hand.

In a wider natural sense, by murders-honiicidia-are

meant enmities, hatreds, and revenges, which breathe

nn\rder-ncce7n. (Continued under Mukdek, here, and
at T. 3 10.)

310-. Those who are destroyed by falsities, are meant
by 'the slain.' 111.

311. In the celestial sense, 'to commit murder'
means to be rashly angry with the Lord, to hate Him,
and to want to blot out His name. . . This is meant by
'the lamb standing as it had been slain.'

312. Devils and Satans bear continually in mind to

kill the Lord ; and, as they cannot do this, they are in

the endeavour to kill those who are devoted to the

Lord ; and as they cannot do this like men in the

world, they make every effort to destroy their souls
;

that is, to destroy faith and charity with them.

D. 1863. On those who in life deceitfully kill men.

2662. A tumult under the sole of the left foot

(indicated) those who have been obsessed by the cupidity

of fighting and killing men. . . In the other life they

seem to themselves to kill and lacerate each other . . .

They are miserably treated there . . .

3653. That the endeavour of the interior evil Spirits

is to kill.

3710. Among the magical arts is this,—that they

inspire others with anger ... in order that they may
kill themselves . . .

4803. (The Moravians) killed a man who had divulged

their secrets. 4806. 4807. 4808.

E. 186^. 'To kill the souls that ought not to die

(Ezek.xiii. i9) = to deprive them of life from truths.

3 1
5-. The Lord is said to be spiritually 'killed' when

the truth which is from Him is denied, and the good

rejected . . .

*. That 'to be killed' = to be spiritually killed.

111.

328. 'For Thou hast been slain, and hast redeemed

us to God in Thy blood' (Rev. v. 9) = the separation of

all from the Divine, and conjunction with the Divine

by the acknowledgment of Him and by the reception of

Divine truth from Him. 'To be slain,' when said of

the Lord, =the separation of all from the Divine ; for 'to

be slain,' in the Word, — to be spiritually slain; that

is, to perish from evils and falsities ; and as the Lord is

not with them—for He is denied—therefore by 'slain,'

when said of the Lord, is signified not acknowledged,

and also denied ; and, when the Lord is denied. He is

as it were slain with them, and thereby they are

separated from the Divine . . .

329^'. 'The slain'= those who have perished by

falsities and evils. .

337. 'The lamb that was slain' (Rev.v. I2)=the

Lord's Divine Human not acknowledged, and by many
denied.

355I''. 'To kill' = to extinguish. 589^

374®. Their damnation is signified by their being

' slain.

'

418^ 'The 8lain'= those with whom there is not any

spiritual life.
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427-. 'To smite,' and 'to kill,' = to hi- dannied . . .

5 1
3". ' To kill '= to destroy.

584, 'The rest of the men who were not killed' (Rev.

ix.2o)= all those who did not perish. 'To be killed ' =
to be sjiiritiially killed, which is to perish in eternal

death.

589. 'To kill, ' spiritually, - to extinguish tlie spiritual

life, which is done through the falsities of evil.

644**. 'To kill the propliets' = to destroy the Divine.

655^. (Thus) 'to kiU' relates to the truth of doctrine

of the Church . .
.' 'to crucify,' to the good of doctrine.

721^^. 'Murderers' (,Jer.iv. 31)=: those who destroy the

spiritual life of man by falsities and evils.

863^. 'Slay to destruction' (Ezek.ix.6) = to completely

destroy.

935^. 'Thou shalt not commit murder' contains also

not to bear hatred to the neiglibour, and not to love

revenge ; for hatreds and revenges breathe murder-

necem.

10 12-'. The proximate sense of this precept, 'Thou

shalt not commit murder,' which is the spiritual moral

sense, is, Thou shalt not hate thy brother or neighbour,

and thus not treat him with contumely and ignominy
;

for thus thou injurest and killest his reputation and
honour, from which is his life among his brethren,

which life is called civil ; whence he will afterwards live

in society as it were dead . . . This, when done from

enmity, from hatred, or from revenge, is murder-
homicidium. . . . and he who does it is as guilty before

the Angels as if he had killed his brother as to the life

of tlie body ; for enmity, hatred, and revenge breathe

nmrdeT-necem-and will it . . . These three are an

endeavour to murder ; and all endeavour is as it were

an act . . .

*. But the more remote sense of . . . 'Thou shalt

not commit murder,' which is called tlie celestial

spiritual sense, is. Thou shalt not take away from a man
the faith and love of God, and thereby his spiritual life.

This is murder-AoTnictV/i/n/i-itself. (Continued under

MuiiDEE, here.)

1014^. The delight of doing evil from hatred, which

breathes forth from Hell, is the delight of killing
; but

as tliey cannot kill the body, they want to kill the

spirit . . . From these things it is evident that the

precept, 'Thou shalt not commit murder' involves also,

Thou shalt not bear hatred to thy neighbour ; likewise,

Thou shalt not bear hatred to the good of the Church
and its truth ; for if thou hatest good and truth, then

thou hatest the neighbour, and to hate is to want to

kUl. Hence it is that the devil ... is called 'a

murderer-Ao??iicz(ia-from the beginning.'

D. Wis. xi. 5a*. Take the fifth precept, 'Thou shalt

not commit murder.' The Spiritual in it is, Thou shalt

not deny God, thus the Lord ; for to deny Him is to

kill and crucify Him in yourself: and also. Thou shalt

not destroy the spiritual life which a man has ; for thus

thou killest his soul. The JNIoral is. Thou shalt not

bear hatred to the neighbour, and wish for revenge

against him . . , And the Civil is, Thou shalt not kUl
his body.

Kill. Trucidare. T.312-. D.4546. E.754-.

Kind. See under Genus.

Kindness. See under Grace.

Kindle. Accendere, Ince?idere.

See Inflamk.

A. 10. Faith and charity are now kindled in the

internal man.

3909. 'Jacob's anger was kindled against Rachel'

(Gen. xxx.2)= indignation on the part of natural good.

5034. 'His anger was kindled' (Gen.xxxix. r9)= a

turning away from spiritual truth.

84951 'To kindle a fire' (Ex.xxxv.3) = that whicli is

of life from pro[)riuni. 10362-.

9147. 'He that kindleth the kindling, repaying he

shall repay' (Ex.xxxii.6) = the restoration of the things

taken away through anger from an afl'ection of evil. . .

'The fire that goeth forth ' = anger from an attection of

evil; hence 'to kindle' = a taking away or consuming

thereby; and 'that which is kindled' =^ that which is

taken away or consumed.

9228-. 'To kindle a fire with them for seven years

(Ezek.xxxix. 9) = plenary destruction through the cupidi-

ties of the loves of self and of the world.

. 'To kindle,' and 'to burn, ' = to lay waste

through the cupidities of the loves of self and of the

world.

9300^. That man ... is kindled witli good when he

is reading the Word . . . That which is then inwardly

kindled is their Yoluntar}' ... If that which is then

kindled in them is the genuine good of charity ... it

is the Voluntary of the internal man which is kindled . . .

9570. To kindle a light in the lamps.

9798. To be kindled by the fire of Heaven, is to will

good.

10201. 'To adorn,' or kindle, the lamps = when these

things come into their liglit.

-. In proportion as the love is kindled, truth

shines.

10202. 'To cause to ascend,' or to kindle, the lamps

= to illustrate with Divine truth, and thence with

intelligence and wisdom.

10284-. The love . . . continually inflows into the

understanding, and kindles it . . .

H. 134^ Hence it is customary to say, to be kindled,

etc.

283-. They are kindled with a cruel desire to injure

them.

295e. In the same proportion evil Spirits kindle him.

473-. The will is that which is kindled with love.

512^. In the same proportion the Lord kindles his

will with the love of knowing truths.

W. 87^. That heavenly fire may kindle their hearts.

M. 223^. The mind is kindled by the mere thought

of the sex. Ex.

361. The reason man is kindled by an attack on his

love . . .
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[M.] 380^-. Hence it is that man is kindled . . . when
his love is exalted into zeal, anger, and wrath , . .

460^. It is better that the torch of the love of the sex

should be first kindled with a wife.

D. 3853. The pieces of wood were not kindled . . .

3896^. When they heard that they were innocent,

they were kindled . . .

4788. To kindle a fire means to act what is jiions.

D. Min. 4774-. Ho was set on fire within . . .

E. 257. 'To kindle' (Ezek.xxxix.9) = to consume by

evils.

449'. 'To kindle a fire-inctndium' {.Ter.vi. i)=:the

destruction of the Church by evil loves,

504^^ Tliis is what is meant by, '"What will I if it is

already kindled ?' (Luke xii.49).

982^. In proportion as heavenly affections inflow with

the evil, the evil are kindled with the heat and cupidity

to do evil and speak falsity. Ex,

D. Wis. X. The affection is the life of the tliought

. . . therefore, if tlie one is kindled, the other is

kindled . . .

King. y^t'X.

Royal, Regal. J^egius.

Royalty. Reginm.

A. 337-. The Lord is called 'the King;' and the

celestial man, 'the King's son.' (Ps.lxxii. i).

665^. All the kings of Israel and Ju<lah, even the

worst, represented the Eoyal of the Lord ; and so did

Pharaoh who exalted Joseph over the land of Egypt.

1259^. The Lord's Eoyal is predicated of peoples,

because they relate to truths ... In the .lewish Church

they were a nation before they liad kings ; but after

they had received kings they became a people.

1361-. Every king, whoever he was, in Judah and
Israel, or even in Egypt and elsewhere, could represent

the Lord. Their Royal itself is representative. So
could the worst king of all, as Pharaoh , , , Nebuchad-
nezzar, Saul, and all the other kings of Judah and
Israel . . . The anointing itself, from which they are

called 'Jehovah's anointed,' involves this.

1409''. All the kings of Judah and Israel represented

the Lord's Royal . . .

1416"^. 'Kings of peoples' (Gen.xvii.i6) = the deriva-

tive spiritual things of faith, whicli are of the Lord
alone. .

*. The Lord's 'Kingdom,' from His Royal, is

predicated of the spiritual things of love, and is called

'a holy people' (Ex.xix.6) ; and therefore 'kings from
the loins ' = spiritual things.

1482", By the kings of the other kingdoms are signi-

fied the same as by the kingdoms themselves.

1652. Apparent goods and truths are signified by the
kings here named (Gen.xiv. i); and the evils and
falsities which are to be fought against are signified by
the kings named in verse 2. 1654. 1662. 1672. 1682.

1672. 'Kings,' 'kingdoms,' and 'peoples,' in the
historicals and propheticals of tlie Word, = truths, and
the things which are of truths.

1723. 'The king's valley' (Gen.xiv. 17) = the truths of

the external man.

1728. There are two things which are predicated of

the Lord, namely, that He is a King, and that He is a

Priest. A king, or what is royal, =: holy truth . . .

This is the Divine Spiritual. The Lord as a King
governs each and all things in the universe from Divine

truth . . . These are the things which the kings and

priests in tlie Jewish Church represented, and which

Melchizedek represented, as king of Salem, and priest

to God Most High.

2015. 'Kings shall go forth from thee' (Gen.xvii.6)=:

that all truth is from Him. (For) 'a king,' in the

Word, = truth.

\ That ' kings ' = truths. 111.

. 'To suck the breast of kings' (Is.lx. i6) = to be

instructed in truths.

'', Those who are in truths are called in the

Word ' king's sons,

'

1", Kings represented the Lord's Divine truth

. , . All the laws of order by which the Lord governs

the universe as a King, are truths . . .

'^ As kings represented truths, which ought not

to command, because they condemn, therefore their ap-

pointment was so far displeasing that the people were

blamed for it, and the quality of truth regarded in itself

was described by the right of a king ( i Sam. viii. 1 1-18) ;

and it was before commanded by Moses (Deut.xvii.

14-18) that they should choose the genuine truth which

is from good, not spurious, and that they should not

defile it witlx reasonings and scientifics. These things

are wliat are involved in the prescription concerning a

king in the passage last cited.

2069. 'Kings of peoples shall be from her' (Gen.xvii.

i6) = truths from conjoined truths and goods. 'Kings,'

in general, =all truths.

^. 'The kings' which were to come from Abra-

ham= the celestial truths whicli inflow from the Lord's

Divine good ; and 'the kings of peoples,' which were to

come from Sarah, =the spiritual truths which inflow

from the Lord's Divine truth.

2466^-, 'Kings of the earth' (Rev.xvii.) = the truths

of the Churcli.

2468^, 'The king of the south' (Dan. xi. 40) = those

who are in goods and truths. 'The king of the north'

= those who are in evils and falsities.

2504. 'The king of Gerur' (Gen.xx.) = the truth itself

of faith,

2567^, The 'right of kings' (i Sam.viii.)= the right of

truth, and also of falsity, when it begins to exercise

dominion over truth and over good.

2607-. ' A king ' = truth.

2761^ ' Kings ' = truths.

2781^. The king rode on a she-mule, and his sons on

he-mules, because kings and their sons represented the

truths of the Church.

2826^ 'A king'= the truth of faith ; for the Royal

represented the Lord's Spiritual Kingdom.

2832". 'Our king to the Holy One of Israel' (Ps.

Ixxxix. i8)= Divine truth to the Lord.
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'^ 'Kingdoms,' and 'kings' (Dau.vii.) = doc-

trinals of falsity.

2851^. 'Her king and princes are among the nations'

( Lam. ii. 9) = truths immersed in evils.

2906^ 'A king ' = the truth of the Church.

29216. ' Christ' = Messiah, Anointed. King, thus Jeho-

vah as to truth.

3007. See Christ, here.

3009^, The truth which 'a king' signified, was from

good, thus the truth of good ; and thus the Koyal with

them represented the Lord as to the Divine truth which

is from Divine good ; thus the Divine marriage of good

in truth . . .

3105^. For the Royal was representative and signifi-

cative of the Divine truth which is with the Lord.

31836. 'Kings thy nurses' (Is.xlix.23) = intelligence.

3242^ 'The kings' whom they slew (]Srum.xxxi.8) =
falsities.

3355. 'The kings of the ground '(Is.xxiv. 21) = falsities.

. ' Kings '= truths ; and, in the opposite sense,

falsities. Refs.

3441*. 'My servant David shall be king over them'

(Ezek.xxxvii.24) . . .
' king ' = Divine truth.

3448^. 'The king of the north ' = falsities . . . 'The

king of the south ' = truths. 3708^.

3670-. For all kings, whoever they are and whatever

their quality, by tlie Royal itself with them represent

the Lord . . . The Royal itself ... is holy, whatever be

the quality of him who ministers . . . (thus) no king

can ever claim for himself anything of the Holy which

is of his royalty ... in proportion as he does so he is a

spiritual thief . . . and also in proportion as he does

evil—that is, acts contrary to what is just and fair and

to what is good and true—a king puts oft' tlie represen-

tative of the holy royalty . . . and represents the

opposite.

3703'-. 'King's daughter' (Ps.xlv. I3):=the love of

truth.

3704^ As kings and priests represented the Lord, the

kings by the royalty with them represented the Lord as

to Divine truth . . .

3863'-'. 'A king' = the truth of faith. Refs.

3875^. The royalty, in the Word, —the Holy of

faith.

3969^^. The Divine Spiritual of the Lord is what is

called His Royal ; for tlie Lord's Royal is Divine trutli

. . . The Lord's Royal itself is what is represented by

Joseph, in that he was made a king in tlie land of

Egypt. 46696.

4013. As a rod = power, it was anciently used by
kings ; hence a short rod and also a sceptre was a badge

of royalty.

4262^. That presents were given to kings and priests

when they were approached. 111. and Ex.

4281''. Hence it was that the kings, both evil and

good, e([ually represented the Lord's royalty.

43916. 'King'= Divine truth. Refs.

4402". 'King' = trutl). 4728-.

4575. 'Kings shall go forth out of thy loins' (Gen.

XXXV. 1 1) = truths from the Divine marriage.

4581^. In like manner as in the creation of a king,

setting a crown on his head, anointing him on the fore-

head and wrists with oil out of a horn, putting into his

hand a sceptre, a sword, and keys, clothing him with a

crimson robe, setting him on a silver throne, and then

on horseback in his royal pomp ; and also afterwards

having him waited upon at table by the great men of

his court, besides many other things ; unless these things

represented holy things, and were themselves holy

through correspondence with the things of Heaven and
thence of the Church, they would be nothing else than

plays like those of children . . . Ijut all these rituals

derived their origin from the Most Ancient times . . .

At this day also they are accounted holy, not because it

is known what they represent, or to what they corre-

spond, but by interpretation as of emblems which are in

use. But if it were known what a crown, oil, a horn, a

sceptre, a sword, keys, riding on a white horse, being

waited upon at table by the great ones of the court, re-

presented, and to what holy thing they each corre-

spond, people would think of them much more holily

. . . 4966^

4650. 'These are the kings who reigned in the land

of Edom' (Gen.xxxvi.3i)= the principal truths in the

Lord's Divine Human. 'Before a king reigned over the

sons of Israel ' = when as yet spiritual truth interiorly

natural had not arisen.

4677'-^. As the kings in the Jewish Church repre-

sented the Lord as to the Divine Spiritual, or Divine

truth, their daughters were clothed in tunics of various

colours . . .

4763'*. By ' Israel' was represented the Lord's royalty.

•''. By 'a king,' especially by 'David,' in the

Word, is represented Divine truth.

4789-. For that which in the Word is signified by a

land or nation, is also signified by its king ; for he is

the head of the nation,

4876^". As a rod represented the power of truth ; that

is, the power of good through truth ; kings had sceptres

. . . for by kings was represented the Lord as to truth.

The royalty itself is Divine truth. Refs.

4966''. The Ancients knew that a king represented

Divine truth which is from Divine good.

5038. 'The place in which the bound of the king were

bound' (Gen.xxxix.20) — the state in which are those

who are in falsities. . . They are called 'the bound of the

king,' because 'a king,' in the internal sense, is truth.

Refs.

5044'*. Truths themselves are signified l>y 'kings;'

and the trutlis of the Ancient Church by ' the kings of

antiquity' (Is.xix.ii). 6015-.

•——^ The falsities thence which by reasoning become

and appear as if they were the veriest truths, are signi-

fied by 'He saith. Are not my princes kings ?
' (Is.x.S).

. The Angels reject from themselves the idea of

a king and a prince ; and, Avhen they perceive this idea

with a man, they transfer it to the Loid, and perceive

that which proceeds from the Lord, and that which is

of the Lord in Heaven, namely, the Divine truth froii?

His Divine good.
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[A. 5044]*. ' Kings ' = Diviue truths.

^". 'A king' = truth itself.

". 'A king' = truth in generah

5068. The reason the Lord calls Himself 'a King' in

these words :
' When the Son of Man shall come in His

glory, He shall sit upon the throne of glory ; then shall

the King say to them' (Matt.xxv.31,34), is that the

Lord's royalty is Divine truth, from which and accord-

ing to which Judgment is effected . . . Hence it is that

the Lord calls Himself a King. ' That the Lord's royalty

is Divine truth. Refs.

5164-. Because the royalty represented the Lord as to

Divine truth. Refs.

5307-. By 'David' is represented the Lord as to the

royalty.

5313". Because by 'a king,' in the Word, is signified

truth ; and also by 'a kingdom.' Refs.

'^. In so far as the Lord is a Judge from Divine

truth, He is there called 'King' (Matt.xxv.).

SSai**. 'The kings who will enter through the gates

of that City' (Jer.xvii.25) are not kings, but the truths

of the Church. Refs.

5323^. Before kings, when, formerly, they were borne

in a chariot, the knees were bent, for the reason that

kings represented the Lord as to Divine truth, and 'a

chariot' signified the Word. The rite of this adoration

was commenced when it was known what was repre-

sented, and at that time the kings did not attribute the

adoration to themselves, but to the Royal itself separ-

ated from them although adjoined. The Royal was to

them the law, which, being from Divine truth, was to be

adored in the king in so far as he was the guardian there-

of. Thus the king himself attributed to himself nothing

lif the Royal except tlie guardianship of the law ; and in

proportion as he receded from this, he receded also from

the Royal . . . That the Royal is Diviue truth. Refs.

Consequently the Royal is the law, which in itself is the

truth of the kingdom . . .

5619^. For kings represented the Lord as to Divine

truth. Refs. 6125*'.

5922^'''. As Divine truth is what is represented by 'the

Royal' in the AVord . . . therefore to the Lord as a King

is attributed 'glory.' HI.

6015". Pharaoh is called 'the king of Egypt' from

scientific truth.

607 1
-. The laws are from the king, but the evils of

penalty are not from the king, but irom those who do

evils.

6148^ Divine truth was represented by kings. Hence

it is that by . . . kings are signified truths.

. The priesthood and the royalty in the Ancient

Church were conjoined in one person, because the good

and truth which proceed from the Lord are united ; and

are also conjoined in Heaven with the Angels. The
person in whom these two things were conjoined . . .

was called ' Melchizedek,' or 'King of Justice.' Ex.

*. But as the Israelitish people were such that

. . . only the representative of a Church could be insti-

tuted with them ... it was permitted that they should

be separated, and the Lord as to Divine truth was repre-

sented by the kings . . .

6372-. 'Jehovah is our King' (Is.xxxiii.22) . . .

'King'=;that He acts from truth.

6385". ' The king of the south ' — truths from good
;

'the king of the north ' = falsities from evil.

6410. 'He shall give the deliciousnesses of a king'

(Gen.xlix.2o) = what is pleasant from truth. £.438"*.

6432-. 'To suck the breasts of kings ' = good from
truth. ( = the insinuation of celestial truth. 6745^)

6482^. Some confirm . . . that the Universal may
exist without the particulars, from the ease of a king,

who rules universally but not singularly ; but they do
not consider that the royalty is not only with the king
himself, but also with his ministers . . .

6508-. 'According to the days of one king' (Is.xxiii.

15)= the state of truth within the Church.

6651. 'There arose a new king over Egypt' (Ex.i.8)=
separated scientifics which are against the truths of the

Church. Pharaoh, who is here 'the king,' represents

the Scientific in general. He is called 'a king,' because,

in the genuine sense, 'a king' = truth; and, in the

opposite sense, falsity; and when by 'the king'

Pharaoh is meant, there is signified a false Scientific
;

that is, a Scientific which is against the truths of the

Church. Hence, also, he is called 'anew king ; ' for he

who was in the time of Joseph represented the Scientific

which was in agreement with the truths of the Church.

6740-. 'Kings thy nurses' = the insinuation of truth,

which is of intelligence.

7041. For everywhere in the Word a leader or a judge,

and also a king, represents the nation and people of

which he is the leader, judge, or king, because he is its

head.

7220*^. Because mere falsities [are meant], it is said

'Pharaoh king of Egypt' (Ex.vi. 11) ; for by 'a king,'

in the genuine sense, is signified truth ; and, in the

opposite sense, falsity. 8142.

72246. For the king is the head of the people ; and

therefore by the king is signified the like as by the

people.

7351-. 'The kings of the earth' (Rev.xvi.i4) = the

truths of the Church.

^. 'The chambers of their kings' (Ps.cv.3o) =
interior truths ; and, in the opposite sense, interior

falsities.

7396. In Heaven, kingdoms are represented as a man
. . . and the king as the head.

7524^ As falsities are signified, there immediately

follows that 'the king shall be taken away whom they

will set up' (Deut.xxviii. 36) ; for by 'a king' is signi-

fied truth ; and, in the opposite sense, falsity. Refs.

75536. By 'the five kings' who fought against Gibeon,

and by their people (.Jos.x.) are represented those who
are in falsities from evils.

7643^ 'The king of the abyss' (Rev.ix.ii)=infernal

falsity.

8330*. 'A king' =r truth. Refs. 9391".

8495*. 'Kings':^ the truths of faith. 8904'.

8543. When I told (the Spirits of Jupiter) that in our

Earth their Lord is called Christ Jesus, and that Christ
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means the Anointed or King . . . they said that they do

not worship Him as a king, because what is royal savours

of what is worldly.

8625. For 'a throne' is predicated of the Lord's

royalty, and to the Lord's royalty corresponds His

Spiritual Kingdom. There are two things which are

jiredicated of the Lord, namely, the priesthood and the

royalty . . . the Spiritual Kingdom corresponds to His

royalty ; for tlie Lord is called ... 'a King' from

Divine truth . . .

8717^. By the truth which proceeds from Himself the

Lord rules all things ... not like a king in the world,

hut as God in Heaven and the universe. A king in the

world has only a universal care , . .

8770-. With the descendants of Jacob there was first

a kingdom of judges, afterwards a kingdom of priests,

and finally a kingdom of kings . , . and by the kingdom

of kings was represented Divine truth without Divine

good. But when to the royalty there was added also

something of the priesthood, there was then represented

Viy the kings Divine truth in which there was so much
of good as there was of the priesthood adjoined to the

royalty.

''. These things were instituted in order that by

them might be represented the states of Heaven, for

there are two Kingdoms there . . . and the Spiritual

Kingdom is what is called the Lord's royalty : in this

reigns Divine truth . . . and as the representative of the

Celestial Kingdom began to perish, when they asked for

a king, therefore, in order that the representative of the

Lord's Kingdom in the Heavens might still be continued,

the Jews were separated from the Israelites . . .

9093'*. 'A king ' = the truth of good. Refs.

9144^". 'Hail, King of the Jews' (John xix.3)= truth

Divine. That by 'a king,' in the Word, is signified

truth from the Divine. Refs.

^-. By the inscription on the cross, also, 'Jesus

the Nazarene King of the Jews' is signified that the

Divine truth, or the Word, had been so regarded and

treated by the Jews, with whom was the Church.

9146-. 'A king' = the truth of faith of the Church in

the complex. Refs.

9293-*. 'Kings' =the truths of the Church. Refs.

934I^ 'King8' = those who are in truths, Refs.

9372-*. 'Kings' houses' (Matt. xi.8) = the abodes where
the Angels are ; and, in the universal sense, Heaven

;

for 'houses' are mentioned from good ; and 'kings' are

])redicated of truth ; therefore the Angels are called

'the sons of the Kingdom,' 'the sons of the King,' and
also 'kings,' from their rece[ition of truth from the

Lord.

9406-. 'Kings' (Is.lx. 1 1 ) = those who are in the truths

of faith.

94296. 'The kings of the earth who will bring glory'

(Rev.xxi.24)= those who are in truths from good. Refs.

9477-. That the kings represented the Lord as to

Divine truth. Ref.

9503*^. By 'a king,' in the internal sense, is signified

Divine truth . . . therefore He said, 'I am a King, and
into this was I born, that I might give testimony to the

Truth' (John xviii.37) ; that is, that He Himself is the

Divine truth.

9642". 'The king of the south ' = the light of truth

from the Word ; and 'the king of the north ' = reasoning

from scientifics about truths.

9806^. They who discharged the ministry of Judg-

ment were called judges, and afterwards kings . . . and

as all Judgment is effected by means of truth ... by

'judges,' in the Word, is signified . . . truth from good
;

but by 'kings,' the truth from which is good . . .

9809''. 'He hath smitten kings in the day of His

anger' (Ps.cx.5) = the destruction of falsities then.

". In the Word passim there are mentioned in

one series kings and priests, and also kings, princes,

priests, and prophets; and there. . . by 'kings' are

signified truths in the complex . . . 111.

9954^". The reason they anointed kings, was that they

might represent the Lord as to Judgment from Divine

truth ; and therefore by 'kings,' in the Word, aie

signified Divine truths. Refs.

". 'Kings of the earth' (Ps.ii.2)= the falsities

. . . which are from the Hells, against which the Lord

fought . . .

10160. The question was asked, whether in (the

Second Earth) they live under the commands of princes

or kings. They replied that they do not know what
commands are . . .

10182'^. That the kings were anointed with oil out

of a horn, represented truth from good in its power. . .

Kings = those who are in truths from good . . . thus,

abstractedly, truths from good.

10540^. The reason the lamentation of David over

Saul treats of the doctrine of truth combating against

the falsity of evil . . . was that by 'a king,' or by the

royalty which Saul had, is signified Divine truth as to

protection and as to Judgment. Refs.

10711. (In the Fourth Earth) they always choose and

set over themselves some bearded old man, who is as it

were their king and high-priest . . .

10793. Governors over those things which are of the

world, or over civil things, are called magistrates, and

their chief, where there are such governments by com-

mand- z?K^cj'ia, is called a king.

10799. So kings and magistrates are [appointed] to

administer the things which are of civil law and Judg-

ment. N.3i9,('< AW/.

10800. As the king alone cannot administer all things,

there are governors under him . . . These governois,

taken together, constitute the royalty, but the king

himself is the chief.

10801. The royalty itself is not in the person, but is

adjoined to the person. The king who believes that

the royalty is in his own person ... is not wise.

10802. The royalty consists in administering according

to the laws of the kingdom, and in judging according to

them from what is just. The king who regards the

laws as above himself, conse([uently himself as below

them, is wise ; but he who regards himself as above the

laws, consetjuently the laws as below himself, is not

wise.
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[A.] 10803. The king who regards the laws as above

himself. . . places the royalty in the law, and the law

dominates over him ; for he knows that the law is

justice, and all justice which is justice is Divine ; but

he who regards the laws as below himself . . . places

the royalty in himself, and believes himself either to be

the law, or the law which is justice to be from himself;

hence he arrogates to himself that which is Divine . . .

10S04. The law which is justice is to be enacted by

wise persons in the kingdom who are skilled in the law

and who fear God, and the king and his subjects are

then to live according to it. The king who lives accord-

ing to the law which is justice, and therein sets an

examjile to his subjects, is truly a king.

10805. The king who has absolute Power, and who
believes that his subjects are such slaves that he has a

right to their lives and possessions, if he exercises it, is

not a king, but a tyrant.

10806. There must be obedience to the king according

to the laws of the kingdom, nor is he to be injured in

any way by deed or word ; for upon this depends the

public security.

H. 24. The Spiritual Kingdom is called His royalty
;

and, in the Word, His 'throne.'

342^. (The hereditary evils of the son of a king who
had grown up in Heaven.)

559-. The nature of the love of self seen in kings . . .

N. i^. That by 'kings' are signified those in the

Church who are in truths ; and thence, abstractedly,

the truths of the Church. Refs.

W. H. i*^. 'King of kings' = the Lord as to Divine

truth.

L. 14^. 'Kings' (Ps.cx.)= those in the Hells who are

in the falsities of evil.

42. That the Lord is called 'King,' and 'Anointed.'

Ex. and HI.

S. 256. 'The kings of the earth' (Rev.xix. 19) mean
the Reformed, who are in falsities of doctrine.

45. 'A king' = the truth of the Church.

P. 1
1
3-. Such as the king is, such are his ministers

and satellites, aud such is his kingdom . . .

201-. If a king were to allow his subjects to rule all

things of his kingdom, he would be no longer a king,

but would only be called a king . . . Government cannot

be predicated of such a king . . .

215^. After the times (of the Golden Age) . . . (men)

of necessity gathered themselves into communities, and
appointed over themselves one whom they at first called

a judge, afterwards a prince, and finally a king and
emperor . . . From the judge, prince, king, and emperor,

as from the head into the body, the lust of dominating

invaded many, like a contagion, and thus there arose

degrees of dignities . . . and with these the love of self,

and the conceit of man's Own prudence.

217^ Who does not see that . . . the king is for the

sake of the kingdom, and not the reverse 1 220^.

246. (Why so many of the kings after Solomon were

permitted to profane the Temple and the holy things of

the Church.)

.254^. It is comparatively like a husbandman and a

king . . .

R. 18. 'He is the Prince of the kings of the earth'

(Rev. 1.5)= from Whom is all the truth from good in the

Church. E.29.

20. 'He hath made us kings and priests' (ver.6) =
who grants that those who are . . . regenerate are in

Avisdom from Divine truths, and in love from Divine

goods, ( — that from Him we are in His Spiritual and
Celestial Kingdom. E.31.) R.283.

. The Lord is called 'a King,' in the Word, from

His Divine Avisdom . . . and therefore they Avho are in

Avisdom from the Lord are called 'king's sons,' and also

'kings.'

-. The Spiritual Kingdom is what is called the

Lord's royalty ; and as all Avho are there are in wisdom
from truths, they are meant by 'the kings' which the

Lord Avill make the men Avho are in Avisdom from Him.
•'. By 'kings' (in these passages) are not meant

kings, but those Avho are in Divine truths from the

Lord ; and, abstractedly. Divine truths, from which is

Avisdom.

. 'The king of the south '= those Avho are in

truths ; and 'the king of the north' =those Avho are in

falsities.

*. By 'kings' (in these jjassages) are meant those

Avho are in truths ; and, in the opposite sense, those

who are in falsities ; and, abstractedly, truths, or

falsities.

^. (Thus) by 'the kings' which the Lord Avill

make those Avho are wise from Him, is not meant that

they Avill be kings, but that they will be Avise.

. That by 'a king' the Lord meant Truth, is

evident from His Avords to Pilate . . .

337. 'The kings of the earth . .
.' (Rev.vi.i5) = those

who before the separation (from Heaven) had been in

the understanding of truth . . . and not in a life accord-

ing thereto.

440. 'They had over them a king the angel of the

abyss . .
.' (Rev.ix. ii)= the falsity of evil Avhich reigns

there ; for by 'a king,' in the genuine sense, is signified

him Avho is in truths from the affection of good ; and,

abstractedly, this truth itself: and hence, in the opposite

sense, by 'a king' is signified him Avho is in falsities

from the concupiscence of evil ; and, abstractedly, this

falsity itself. E. 562, Ex.

483. 'Thou must prophesy again over . . . many
kings' (Rev. X. 11) . . . 'To prophesy'^to teach . . ,

and 'kings' = those Avho are interiorly in these things.

... As those Avho are in interior falsities are in special-

treated of ... it is said 'and many kings,' by Avhich are

signified the falsities of evil in abundance.

664. 'Just and true are Thy AA'ays, King of saints'

(Rev. XV. 3) = that all things which proceed from Him are

just and true, because He is the Divine good itself and

the Divine truth itself in Heaven and the Church. . .

By 'a King,' Avhen said of the Lord, is signified the

Divine truth ; and by 'the King of saints,' the Divine

truth in Heaven and the Church from Him.
. The Lord is called 'a King,' in His Divine

Human, because this is the Messiah, the Anointed, the
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Clirist, the Son of God . . . The reason the Lord as a

King= the Divine truth, is that 'a king ' = this. Hence

it is that by 'kings' are signified those who are in

Divine truths from the Lord ; and it is from this that

Heaven and the Church are called His 'Kingdom ;' and

also that His Advent into the world is called 'the

Gospel of the Kingdom.' 111.

2_ That the Lord is called 'a King.' Ill,

700. 'That there might be prepared the way of the

kings from the rising of the sun' (Rev.xvi. i2)= those

wlio are in truths from good, and are to be introduced

into the New Church.

704. 'The kings of the earth and of the whole world'

(ver. 14) = those who principally are in falsities from evil

;

liere, all who are in the same falsities in the whole

Church ; for by 'kings' are signified those who are in

truths from good ; and, in the opposite sense, those who
are in falsities from evil.

720. 'With whom the kings of the earth have com-

mitted whoredom' (Rev.xvii.2) = that it has adulterated

the truths and goods of the Church which are from the

Word . , . 'The kings of the earth ' = the truths of the

Church which are from the Word. ' Kings '= truths

from good . . . here, the same adulterated and profaned.

Ex. and 111.

*. 'The king of the south ' = the Kingdom or

Church from those who are in truths ; and 'the king of

the north' = the kingdom and Church from those who
are in falsities.

*=. The reason why they who are in truths from

good from the Lord are called 'kings,' is that they are

called the sons of the Lord . . . and the Lord is the

King himself, and Heaven and the Church are His

Kingdom.

737. 'The seven heads are seven mountains . . . and
they are seven kings' (ver.9) = tbe Divine goods and the

Divine truths of the Word , . .

740. 'The ten horns are ten kings, who have not yet

received a kingdom' (ver. 12) = the Word as to power

from Divine truths with those who are in the kingdom
of France . . .

-. By 'kings' are signified those who are in

Divine truths from the Word ; and, abstractedly, the

Divine truths therein.

743. 'Because He is Lord of lords and King of kings'

(ver. I4)= because He is the God of Heaven and earth.

From His dominion over all the goods of Heaven and

the Church, He is called 'Lord of lords ;' and from His

Kingdom over all the truths of Heaven and the Church,

He is called 'King of kings.'

751. 'Which hath a kingdom over the kings of the

earth' (ver. 18) = that the Roman Catholic religiosity as

to doctrine reigns in the Christian world, and still as to

some part with the Reformed also . . .

-. 'The kings of the earth ' = the truths, or the

falsities, of the Church. Refs.

767. 'The kings of the earth shall. . . mourn over

her, who have committed whoredom and been delitiated

with her, when they shall see the smoke of her burning'

(Rev.xviii.9) = the interior griefs of those who have been

in liigher dominion and its delights by means of the

VOL. IV.

falsified and adulterated truths of the Word, which

they have made the holy things of the Church, when
they see them turned into things profane. . . By 'the

kings of the earth' are (here) meant the highest in

order, who are called magnates and primates.

830. 'King of kings' (Rev.xix. i6) = the Lord as to

the Divine truth of the Divine wisdom.

832. 'To eat the flesh of kings . .
.' (ver. 18) = the ap-

propriation of goods from the Lord through the truths

of the Word . . . 'King8'= those who are in the truths-

of the Church from the AVord ; and, abstractedly, the

truths of the Church from the Word.

833. 'The kings of the earth' (ver. 19)= those who,

above the rest, are in the falsities of that religiosity ;

thus the leaders . . .

921. 'The kings of the earth shall bring their glory

and honour into it' (Rev. xxi. 19)= that all who are in

truths of wisdom from spiritual good will there confess

the Lord, and will ascribe to Him all the truth and all

the good which are with them.

The greater of you will be kings, and the lesser

Des.

M. 7.

princes.

262*. This love rises up with politicians until they

want to be kings and emperors ; and, if possible, to

dominate over all things of the world, and be called

kings of kings and emperors of emperors.

263-. There, all are emperors of emperors, kings of

kings . . .

T. 114. In the Lord there are two ofiices, the priestly,

and the regal . . . From His regal office He is called

Christ . . . and also God, the Holy One of Israel, and

the King. These two offices are distinguished from each

other as are love and wisdom . . . Therefore, whatever

the Lord has done and operated . . . from Divine

wisdom or Divine truth, He has done and operated

from His regal office. In the Word, also . . . 'King,'

and 'Royalty' = Divine truth, (which) was represented

by the kings in the Israelitish Church. Redemption

pertains to both offices.

117. Redemption may be illustrated by comparison

with a just king ... 122.

131. Every citizen or subject is united to the king by

doing his commands . . .

305. In a wider sense, by (the fourth) commandment
is meant to honour the king and the magistrates

;

because these provide for all in general the necessaries

which parents provide in jmrticular.

354. A kingdom . . . makes a one under a king who
has justice and judgment.

403''. The honours attached to office are the hands of

the king and the pillars of society, provided . . .

405". Emperors, kings, and dukes, who have been

born and educated to dominion, if they humble them-

selves before God, are sometimes less in the love (of

dominion) than those who are of low origin . . .

*. With the laity (the love of dominion climbs

upwards) until they want to be kings . . .

410. In like manner a king or magistrate, from three

or four persons, would select one who was qualified for

an office . . .

B
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[T.] 412-. In the -world there are higher and lower

offices . . . and the king is he whose government is the

most universal . . .

422. A king who sets his subjects an example in well-

doing, who wants them to live according to the laws of

justice, who rewards those who do so, who regards

everyone according to his merit, who defends them

against injuries and invasions, who acts as the father of

the kingdom, and consults the general prosperity of his

people, has charity in his heart, and liis deeds are good

works.

533^. (The love of dominating over all, and the love

of possessing the goods of all) can reign more with . . .

subjects than with kings ; for the latter are born to

dominion and wealth, which they at last regard no

otherwise than as others do households and possessions

... It is otherwise with kings who [aspire] to dominion

over the kingdoms of others.

680. In this manner a king exercises his Power, which

is distributed according to order among many ; from

which a kingdom becomes a kingdom.

Ad. 3/5509. With the kings who were anointed, it

was only the royal dignity that was sanctified, because

God Messiah is the only King . . .

D. 151 2. That kings, etc., are treated the same as

men of the lowest sort.

2664". The Lord is the King of the universe.

3167. Kings, who have been born kings. . . cannot

hide or throw off the sphere (of dignity) until after many
years . . .

3441. His disciple, who was a king.

6000. The late king of England seen there. 6033^

D. Min. 4589, 4590. (A king is to be loved for his

virtues, otherwise the love is tilthy.)

4745. On kings and queens who believe themselves to

have absolute Power . . .

E. 27*. The reason the Lord so replied, when He was

asked whether He was a king, was that the Lord as a

King is Divine truth ; for this is the Lord's royalty in

Heaven . . .

31. 'Kings' = all those who are in truths from good,

or in faith from charity, from the Lord. The reason is

that the Lord is the only King, and they who are in

truths from good, are, from him, called His sons . . .

*. Hence, by ' a king, ' in the prophetic Word, is

meant the Lord as to Divine truth ; and by 'kings and

princes,' those who are in truths from good from the

Lord; and ... in the opposite sense, by 'kings' are

signified those who are in falsities from evil. 111.

^. Pilate understood that the Lord called Truth

'a king.'

^. Why the people proclaimed the Lord 'a King'

when He entered into Jerusalem. Ex.

65-. Kings '= truths from good from the Lord.

152^. 'Thine eyes shall see the king in his beauty'

(Is.xxxiii. i7)=^that they will understand truth in its

own light with pleasantness.

175^ ' Kings '= all who are in the truths of faith in

the Loi;d.

*. ' Kings ' = truths themselves.
^". 'The king who shall mourn' (Is. vii. 27) = the

truth of the Church.

195^ 'The king's daughter' = the affection of spiritual

truth, and thence the Church from those who are in this

affection. 'The King' = the Lord as to Divine truth.

205. By 'kings,' in the Word, is represented the

Lord as to Divine truth . . . and by king David

especially . . .

206^. 'The king's house '= the Church which is in

truth from good from the Lord.

2o8^ ' Kings '= those who are in truths. •*. 242"*.

331''-

237^ 'A king' = truth. •.

275-. 'A vehement king' (Is. xix.4)=: falsity from the

love of self.

15. 'Kings' = falsities. 357^. 3861^.

279". 'A king'= truth ; and, in the opposite sense,

falsity. 391-*.

283'*. 'Kings' = truths. 355-''. 481". 540^ looo-'.

288^. 'The kings of the earth ' — all who are in truths

from good. 294®.

298-^ 'The kings whose loins He will loose' (Is.xlv. i)

= the Hells as to falsities.

304^^ 'To see the king in his beauty ' = to see the

genuine truth which is from the Lord alone.

*^. ' Kings ' = the truths of Heaven and the

Church ; 'two kings' (Is.vii. 16) = the truth of the Word
in the internal sense, and the truth of the Word in the

external sense.

316^^ 'The ten horns are ten kings ' = falsities.

331". The Lord is called 'a King' from Divine truth.

332. 'Thou hast made us to our God kings and priests'

(Rev. V. 10)= that from the Lord they are in the truths

and goods of the Church and of Heaven.

340^ The Lord is called 'a King' from the Divine

Spiritual which proceeds from His Divine Human.

3553. ' Kings ' = Divine truths in general.

-\ 'The king of the north '=falsity from evil:

and 'the king of the south ' = truth from good. 514^'*.

573''-

38^ gy 'kings' is represented the Lord as to

Divine truth.

365^°. The Lord is meant by, ' Thy King reigneth

'

(Is.lii.7).

375^6. Kings were anointed in order that they might

represent the Lord as to Judgment from Divine truth
;

and therefore by 'kings,' in the Word, are signified

Divine truths.

. But the kings of the earth were not the anointed

of Jehovah, but they were so called because they repre-

sented the Lord, who alone is the Anointed of Jehovah
;

and therefore it was sacrilege to injure the kings of the

earth, on account of the anointing . . .

18. 'The kings of the earth' (Ps.ii. 2) = the falsities

. . . from the Hells against which the Lord fought . . .

391^1. <;jjy king and my God' (Ps.lxxxiv.3). The

Lord is so called from Divine truth.
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395'^ The kings over the sons of Israel represented

the Lord as to Divine truth ; and their kingdom signified

the Church as to this.

401-". 'Kings of the earth' (Is.xxiv.2i)=falsities of

every kind.

406^ 'Tlie kings of Sheba and Seba' (Ps.lxxii. io) =
the interior and exterior goods of the natural man . . .

12. 'The kings of the island which is in the

passage of the sea' (Jer.xxv.22)= tlie Knowledges of

truth in the ultimate of the natural man . . .

412-'^. 'A king hard in faces' (Dan.viii.23) = no truth,

but falsity, in their interiors.

422^^. ' Kings '= those who are in truths from good.

427^. What is signified by kings, formerly, and also at

this day, being anointed during their coronation, on the

forehead and on the hand. For kings formerly repre-

sented the Lord as to Divine truth . . .

433^. 'Behold thy King eometh to thee, just and

i'aithful is He' (Zech.ix.9)= the Lord, from whom is the

good of love and the truth of doctrine.

'*. The Lord as 'the King of the Jews ' = the Lord

as to Divine truth proceeding from the Divine good of

His Divine love. Hence, 'kings,' in the AVord, =tlie

truths which are from good.

448^^. 'A king' = Divine truth.

45 3^^ 'A king '— truth from good . 65 4'*".

518"^. 'Kings' = falsities from Hell.

540''. ' King ' = falsity from evil.

578*. ' King '= infernal falsity itself,

SSS'*. 'Great kings' (Jer.xxv. I4) = the falsities from

which are evils.

617*. 'The two kings,' who are the king of Egypt and

the king of Assyria (Is.vii.)= scientifics evilly applied,

and the derivative reasonings . . .

625. 'Many kings' (Rev. X.I I )= various truths which

are from good, but according to the religion of each

person.

635'*. This Divine truth is signified in the Word by
*a king.'

637I". 'A king' = the truth of the Church.

638". By the right of a king is here meant and
described the dominion of the natural man over the

spiritual, in that it destroys all the truths and goods of

the Church, and makes them serve the natural man.

654*8. 'A vehement king'= the falsity of evil.

659^. 'King8' = the truths of the Church themselves

in the whole complex.

675^''. 'Ten kings' = falsities in the whole complex.

684". 'The kings of the earth' (Ps.ii.) = the falsities

of the Church.

717^''. 'The king of the north ' = those who are in

knowledge from the Word, and yet not in life ; thus

also, those who are in faith alone so called, and still not

in charity . . . and 'the king of the south '= those who
are in intelligence from the Word, because in charity :

these are 'the king of the south,' or of the king of the

south, because 'the south '= , . . intelligence . . .

721'". 'King' = the truth of doctrine from the Word.

741''. 'The kings of the earth' (Lam.iv. I2)= the men
of the Church who are in truths.

746". As kings formerly represented the Lord as to

Divine truth, and the Divine truth received by the

Angels in the Spiritual Kingdom is . . . the good of

charity, the kings over the sons of Israel called their

subjects brethren, although the subjects were not allowed

to call their king brother . . . 111.

811^. 'Kings' r= the truths of the Word.
^^ 'The king of the north '= falsity dominating

in the Church ; and 'the king of the south' — truth pro-

tecting the Church against falsity.

83 1 e. These Heavens constitute the Lord's royalty.

850^. 'King' = the Lord as to Divine truth.

941. 'King of saints '=: that He is the Divine truth.

946. The Lord is called 'a King' from Divine truth.

10346.

997. 'The way of the kings'= the influx of Divine

truth.

1003. ' Kings '= those who are in truths from good;
and, abstractedly, truths from good. 1034.

1034. 'The kings of the earth' (Rev.xvii.2) = the

truths of the Church.
-. As by 'kings' are signified truths from good,

by them in the opposite sense are signified falsities from

evil. 111.

1063. 'Seven kings' = the truths of the Word falsified

and profaned. 1064, Ex. 1065. 1066. 1067^

1069. 'The ten horns are ten kings' = the truths of

the Word as to power.

1070. 'Kings' = the truths of the Word ; here, these

two primary truths . . .

1073. 'Because He is Lord of lords and King of kings'

= that the Lord is good itself and truth itself, and is

thence omnipotent.

. Therefore . . . the Angels in the Second Heaven

are called . . . 'kings;' and are referred to when the

Lord is called 'King of kings.'

1089. 'The kings of the earth ' = truths.

1 103. (Illustration of three ei]^ual kings in one king-

dom. )

1 1 29. 'The kings of the earth' (Rev.xviii.9) = those

who have exercised that (Babylonish) power.

1 188. (Example of a liad and a good king, prince,

etc.)

5 M. 4. If he has been a king or a prince, he appears

to himself (after death) in a like court.

Coro. 17. In every kingdom there must be a king as

the head . . .

Kingdom. Reg?i!im.

See A.NiMAi, Kingdom, Celestial Kingdom,

Natural Kingdom, and Spiritual Kingdom ; and

also under King.

A. 318. He was now in another kingdom . , .

969. In so large a kingdom . . .

1672. 'Kingdoms,' in the Word, = truths, and the

thincjs wliich are of Truths.
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[A.] 1846^. 'Kingdom against kingdom' (Matt.xxiv.

7)= falsities against falsities. 2i2oe. 2547^ 3353*^.

2479^ Of no use in (that) kingdom . . . The things

in the kingdom of the world had been left behind.

2547. 'Thou hast brought upon . . . my kingdom a

great sin' (Gen. XX. 9) = that all doctrinal things were in

danger. . . 'Kingdom'= the truth of doctrine, or what

is doctrinal.

. That 'kingdom' = the truths of doctrine ; and,

in the opposite sense, falsities of doctrine. 111.

*. By 'kingdoms' (in Daniel) are meant the states

of the Church as to truths and falsities. , . The states

of . . . the kingdoms of the earth in the sense of the

letter are states of the Church and of the Lord's Kingdom
in the internal sense. E.412^1.

2832^^. 'Kingdoms' (Dan. vii.) = doctrinals of falsity.

14

3355-. 'Kingdoms' = the truths which are of the

Church.

^;i'JS- Therefore, the truths themselves which are from

the Lord are called 'the sons of the kingdom' (Matt.

xiii.38).

3448". 'The kingdoms of the nations' (Ls.xiii.4) =
falsities from evils.

3481. The kingdom of the Messiah. Des.

, ' Kingdom '= truth. 5313".

These two Kingdoms are presented in man by
the two kingdoms in him, which are tlie kingdom of

the will and the kingdom of the understanding . . .

Hence, too, it is that in man's body there are also two
kingdoms, namely, of the heart and of the lungs.

4424^. 'The sons of the kingdom' (Matt.viii.i2) =
those who are in the vastated Church. ( = those who
are of the Church. 7688.)

4691^. 'Kingdom' is predicated of truth ; and 'do-

minion,' of good. 111. 4973". £.331^

47633. Saul's rending the skirt of Samuel's coat

(i Sam.xv.);represented . . . that the kingdom should
be cut off from him . , . for, in the internal sense, 'a

kingdom '= Divine truth. Refs.

4931^. See Heart, here. H.95.

50233. 'If a kingdom is divided against itself, that
kingdom cannot stand' (Markiii.24). . . By 'a kingdom'
is signified truth.

5044^". 'The kingdom'
doctrine therein.

(Lam. ii. 2)= the truths of

53952. A kingdom of uses.

73642. (The loves of self and of the world the origin
of empires and kingdoms. ) 81 18.

7396. Empires and kingdoms are represented in

Heaven as a man . . .

8226^. ' Nations
' = evils

; and 'kingdoms,' falsities.

8770. 'Ye shall be to Me a kingdom of priests' (Ex.
xix.6) = thegood of truth then. . .

'A kingdom of priests

'

= spiritual good, which is the good of truth ... 'A
kingdom ' = truth.

". There was first a kingdom of judges, afterwards
a kingdom of priests, and finally a kingdom of kings

;

and by the kingdom of judges was represented Divine

truth from Divine good ; by the kingdom of priests,

who were also judges, was represented Divine good from

which is Divine truth ; and by the kingdom of kings,

Divine truth without Divine good . . . (Continued under
Celestial Kingdom.)

8954. (In Saturn) there are no cities, nor king-
doms . . .

9093-*. 'The kingdom of Belshazzar divided' = the

dissipation of good and truth.

9295*. 'The sons of the kingdom,' who are 'the seed'

(Matt.xiii.38) = the truths of faith of the Church. 'The
sons of the evil kingdom,' who are 'the tares' (id. ) = the

falsities of faith of the Church.

9404^. Therefore they were divided into two king-
doms.

9807*. 'The sons of the kingdom' (Matt.xiii.) =
Divine truths in Heaven and the Church. . . 'The king-

dom' = Heaven, and also the Church.

9987^. 'The AVord of the kingdom' (Matt.xiii. 19)=
the truth of Heaven and the Church ; for 'the kingdom'
= Heaven and the Church.

10079. Each Kingdom is tripartite . . .

10278. Inauguration to represent the Lord in both

Kingdoms. Sig.

10570''. 'To commit whoredom with all the kingdoms
of the earth' (Is.xxiii.i7) = to do so with all the truths

of the Church. £.141'*.

H. 20. That Heaven is distinguished into two King-

doms. Gen. art.

. They are called Kingdoms, because Heaven is

called 'the Kingdom of God.'

406. Who is the Lord of that kingdom . , .

. The laws ofthat kingdom are eternal Truths . . .

596. The two kingdoms of Hell. (See Celestial

Kingdom, here.)

P. 251^. (The representation of the kingdoms of the

Christian world.

)

R. ^}. 'The kingdom' (Rev.i.9) = the Church.

387. The Hells are also distinguished into two king-

doms . . . the Diabolic Kingdom and the Satanic King-

dom. Ex, E.655-. 740^. 1043-.

520, 'The kingdoms of the world are become of our

Lord and His Christ' (Rev.xi. 15)— that Heaven and the

Church have become the Lord's, as they had been from

the beginning, and now also of His Divine Human.
E.683.

523. 'Thou hast entered into the kingdom' (ver.17)

= that Heaven and the Church are now His, as before.

By 'His Kingdom' is here meant the New Heaven and

the New Church. E.691.

749. 'To give their kingdom unto the beast' (Rev.

xvii. i7)= to acknowledge the "Word, and found the

Church upon it. Ex. E.1086.

2_ That 'kingdom ' = the Church. 111.

6. The reason 'kingdom' = the Church, is that the

Lord's Kingdom is in Heaven and on earth, and His

Kingdom on earth is the Church. Hence the Lord is

called 'the King of kings,'
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839". 'Thy kingdom come' . . . The Father's king-

dom comes when the Lord is immediately approached

. . . Therefore the Lord said to His disciples that they

should preach the Kingdom of God, and this is the

Kingdom of God.
io_ 'Thy kingdom come' — that the Lord shall

reign. 111.

E. 48. 'In the kingdom' (Rev. i. 9) = in the Church

where truths are. (For) 'a kingdom,' in the Word, =
Heaven and the Church. The reason it= the Church as

to truth, or where truths are, is that by the Lord's

royalty is signified the Divine truth which proceeds

from Him . . .

-. That 'kingdom,' in the Word, = Heaven and

the Church as to truths. 111.

. 'To hear the Word of the Kingdom' = to hear

the truths of the Church.
•

. 'Kingdom against kingdom ' = falsity against

truth.

• *. 'Thy kingdom come '= that truth may be

received.

. 'Thine is the kingdom, the power, and the

glory ' = that Divine truth is from God alone.

^. The reason Heaven is signified by 'kingdom,'

is that Heaven with the Angels is from no other source

than the Divine truth which proceeds from the Lord's

Divine Human.

167. These two kingdoms of the mind correspond to

the two kingdoms of the body . . .

aas^^*. 'Kingdom against kingdom ' = Church against

Cliurch.

13. 'Kingdom' = the Church. 373^. 375"'. 617".

619^^ 675I''. 721^-. 1029^ 1^. 1070. 1153^.

304-^. 'Kingdoms' = the truths whicli make the

Church.

355". By 'kingdoms,' in like manner as by 'peoples,'

are signified falsities.

373''. The reason ' kingdom ' = the Church, is that the

Lord's Kingdom is where the Church is ; and therefore

those who are of the Church are called 'the sons of the

kingdom.

'

400^*. 'Kingdom against kingdom' = that falsity will

fight with falsity.

. For 'kingdom'= the truth of the Chiirch ; and,

in the opposite sense, its falsity.

411*. ' Kingdom ' = the Church and Heaven. 455'*.

453®. 'Kingdoms' are predicated of truths ; and, in

the opposite sense, of falsities.

573'". ' Kingdoms' = Churches, as to truths, and as to

falsities.

600''. For in the southern part (of Heaven) the Divine

itself which proceeds is such, which is meant by 'the

kingdom prepared from the foundation of the world.'

683^. Therefore, those who receive the Divine truth

are called by the Lord 'tlie sons of the Kingdom.'

685''. 'Kingdom' = Heaven and the Church as to the

truth of doctrine.

697*. 'The kingdoms which he has nuxde to tremble'

(Is.xiv. 16) — the Churelu'S into which the general Church

is distinguished.

730'- ' Kingdoms ' = the truths of the Church.

73423. That there will be contentions of Churches

together, is signified by . . . 'kingdom against king-

dom' (Is.xix.2). ' City ' = doctrine, and 'kingdom' =

the Church thence.
=». 'Kingdom against kingdom' (Matt.xxiv.) =

that falsity will fight with falsity. . . ' Kingdom'

=

those who are in falsities, of whom is the Church.

74ii3, 'Kingdoms' (Is. xiv. 16) = Churches distin-

guished according to truths.

989. 'His kingdom was made darkness' (Rev.xvi. 10)

= the Church in mere and dense falsities. 'Kingdom'

=:the Church as to truths.

10S9. 'To have a kingdom' (Rev.xvii.i8)= domina-

tion ; and it is said of truths or of falsities. 'Kingdom

'

= the Church as to truths or falsities.

1 145'*. The two Kingdoms conjoined into one . . . Sig.

1226*. One kingdom of nature has been created for

another, the mineral kingdom for the vegetable king-

dom, and this for the animal kingdom, and all for the

human race . . .

D. Love vi-. All of one kingdom appear before the

Lord as one man according to the love of uses . . . Those

in the kingdoms who love the uses of their offices

because they are uses appear together as a man Angel

;

and those who love the uses of their offices for the sake

of pleasures alone separate from the uses appear together

as a man devil . . .

x. The Divine love there ... is distinguished into

two kingdoms . . . The Divine love ... is further dis-

tinguished into lesser kingdoms, which may be called

provinces, and these again into Societies . . .—
-. So diabolical love ... is there distinguished

into two kingdoms . . .

C. 84. When it pleases the Lord, each kingdom is

presented before the Angels in Heaven as one man . . .

When anyone sees a kingdom as one man, he can see

the (quality of it ; and according thereto it is the

neighbour.

87. That .
. . each empire, kingdom, and republic is

the neighbour according to its good of religion and of

morals . . .

Can. Holy Spirit v. 5. This Church is the kingdom

of saints ... in Daniel.

Kingdom of the Lord. Regmnn Domini.

Kingdom of God. Regnum Dei.

Kingdom of Heaven. Regnum Coeli.

See under Canaan.

A. 29-. By 'the Kingdom of God,' in the universal

sense, is meant the universal Heaven ; in a sense less

universal, the true Cliurch of the Lord ; in a particular

one, everyone who is of true faith, or has been regene-

rated through the life of faith ; and therefore he is

called Heaven . . . and also 'the Kingdom of God,'

because the Kingdom of God is in him, as the Lord

teaches in . . . 'Tlie Kingdom of God cometh not with

observation . . . for behold the Kingdom of God is

within you' (Luke xvii.20,21).

496. The internal sense of the Word solely regards the

Lord and His Kingdom.
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[A.]99^ 'The garden in Eden' , . .= the Lord's King-
dom, and Heaven, in which man is placed when he has

become celestial.

402. By 'the Holy City' . . . nothing else is meant
than the Lord's Kingdom in the universal, or in each

one in particular in whom is the Lord's Kingdom.

9 1 6-. Then the man of the Church has in him the

Kingdom of the Lord ; for the Kingdom of the Lord
consists solely in mutual love and the derivative

happiness.

1025I 'The Land of Canaan' = the Lord's Kingdom
in the Heavens and on earth.

1097-. Eacli and all things . . . were representative

of the Lord's Kingdom. The Lord's Kingdom is such
that everyone . . . must perform a use ; nothing except
use is regarded by the Lord in His Kingdom . . .

1 103, Such are slaves in the^Lord's Kingdom, that is^

in the other life, for they are among the unhappy.

1194^. The internal sense never treats of other things
than those which are of the Lord's Kingdom, thus
which are of the Church. 1247.

1259, Men dwelt distinct in nations, families, and
houses ... in order that the Church on earth might
represent the Lord's Kingdom . . .

1277. They have a situation iu the Lord's Kingdom
according to . , .

1298^. 'The Holy Jerusalem ' = the Lord's Kingdom
in the Heavens and on earth.

13 16. Have as an end the common good of the Church,
and of the Lord's Kingdom . . .

1326. Such is the state and order iu the Lord's King-
dom.

i4o4«^. Represent the things of the Lord, of His
Kingdom, and of the Church."

1409. All things in the world present some idea of
the Lords Kingdom . . .

1416. 'I will make thee into a great nation' — the
Kingdom in the Heavens and on earth . . .

. Therefore the Lord is His Kingdom itself;

that is, the all in all of His Kingdom.
•*. 'A kingdom of priests' = tlie Lord's Kingdom

in the Heavens and on earth as predicated from the
celestial things of love . . .

\ All who live in ignorance and in charity are

'a nation,' because they are of the Lord's Kingdom.

1432-. (The marriage of the Lord) with His Kingdom
in the Heavens and on earth.

1437^. The celestial things of love alone are in the
Lord's Kingdom, and constitute the Lord's Kingdom.

I443<=. Represents the entrance of the faithful into

the Lord's Kingdom.

1447. In order to represent the celestial and spiritual

things of the Kingdom and Church of the Lord.

1458^. The New Jerusalem, or the Lord's Kingdom.

1472". For the sake of the Lord's Church on earth,

and for the sake of the Lord's Kingdom in the
Heavens . . ,

1540^. There is nothing in the Word which does not
regard the Lord, His Kingdom, and the Church.

1551^ Treats of the new Church ... in special, and
of the Lord's Kingdom in the universal.

1607. Canaan represented the Lord's Kingdom iu the

Heavens, or Heaven ; and the Lord's Kingdom on

eartli, or the Church.

1610''. Hence the Lord's Kingdom, or Heaven, is

inmiense.

16136. For 'the New Jerusalem' is nothing else than
the Lord's Kingdom in the Heavens and on earth.

2336.

1645". The Lord's Kingdom is one of ends and uses.

1728. Divine truth is the order itself of His universal
Kingdom

; all the laws of which are truths . . .

1733- 'The new heavens and the new earth'= . . . tlie

Lord's Kingdom, and everyone who is a Kingdom of

the Lord, or in whom is the Lord's Kingdom.

1799*^. That there was only an P]xternal in the Lord's

Kingdom. Sig. and Ex.
*. Thus from all the diverse Churches there

would be one . . . and the Lord's Kingdom would be

effected on eartli.

1802. That the E.xternal shall not be heir of His
Kingdom. Sig. and Ex.

i8o3<^. The Lord's Kingdom is mutual love. Rcfs.

1807. A representation of the Lord's Kingdom iu a

view of the universe. Sig. 1810.

1880"^. They would thus pass from tlie Lord's Kingdom
on earth to the Lord's Kingdom in the Heavens ... as

into the same . . .

1909**. If he has as an end the good of . . . the Lord's

Kingdom , . .

1965. (The internal sense) treats of the Lord's King-

dom in the Heavens, and also of His Kingdom on earth,

that is, of the Church ; and in like manner of each one

iu whom is the Lord's Kingdom . . . 2165^.

2009-. (Then) the Lord's Kingdom comes.

2048. There is signified in a universal sense the Lord's

Kingdom
; in a sense less universal, the Church . . ,

2049'-. The interior things of charity are those in

which consists the Lord's Kingdom. Refs.

2054. The Church, in the Lord's Kingdom, is circum-

stanced as are the heart and lungs in man . . .

2162*. So do (these principles) succeed each other in

the Lord's Kingdom in the Heavens ; and in the Church,

which is the Lord's Kingdom on earth ; and also in

each one who is a Kingdom of the Lord.

2173-. There is such a conjunction (of good and truth)

in the Lord's Kingdom in the Heavens ; and in the

Lord's Kingdom on earth, or in the Church . . .

2209'-. The Word conjoins Heaven with earth ; that

is, the Lord's Kingdom in the Heavens with the Lord's

Kingdom on earth. 2S99.

2333- 'Morning,' in the Word, =the Lord's Kingdom,

and whatever is of the Lord's Kingdom . . .

2359. No one can be admitted into the Lord's King-

dom, that is, into Heaven, unless he is in the good of

love and of charity ...
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23855. Then there was the Lord's Kingdom on earth

as in the Heavens.

2405^. The rise of a new Church ... is the Lord's

Kingdom on earth ; and this both in general and

particular . . . Ex.

2425^. The Lord's Kingdom on eartli, which is the

Church, they acknowledge still more as their neigh-

bour . . .

2618. The heavenly marriage is the Lord's Kingdom
ill the Heavens and on earth ; and therefore tlie Lord's

Kingdom is so frequently called 'a marriage' in the

^\'ord. Ex. 2649.

2669-. The Lord's Kingdom in the Heavens and on

earth is celestial and spiritual . . .

2737. They who live in conjugial love . . . have the

Lord's Kingdom in them . . .

2803-. From Whom descends the heavenly marriage,

which is the Lord's Kingdom itself in the Heavens.

2853-. The Lord's Kingdom on earth consists of all

those who are in good, who, although scattered through

the whole world, are still one, and as members consti-

tute one body. Such is the Lord's Kingdom in the

Heavens . . .

2904-'. All things in the Word . . . regard the Lord's

Kingdom ; for the Lord is everything in His Kingdom.
The Divine things which are from the Lord in His
Kingdom, make His Kingdom. Therefore, in propor-

tion to the amount of good and truth which an Angel,

Spirit, or mau. receives from the Lord, and believes to

be from the Lord, is he in His Kingdom. But in pro-

portion as he does not receive it, nor believe that it is

from the Lord, he is not in His Kingdom. Thus the

Divine things which are from the Lord make His

Kingdom, or Heaven ; and this is what is meant by the

Lord's being everything in His Kingdom.

2910'-. In the beginning of a Church . . . everyone is

atl'ected ... for the sake of the Lord's Kingdom . . ,

2928^. For the Lord's Kingdom on earth is the

Clmrch,
•*. The New Jerusalem, that is, the spiritual

Kingdom of the Lord.

2982. Which (new Church) is one in the Lord's

Kingdom. Sig. and Ex.

3000. Hence it is that each and all things in the

universe represent the Lord's Kingdom ... 3483.

3081. 'Virgin,' in the Word, = the Lord's Kingdom,
and also the Church ; and thence everyone who is a

Kingdom of the Lord, or who is a Church. Ex. and 111.

3245-'. For the Divine of the Lord makes His King-
dom.

3310. 'Land' . . .=the Lord's Kingdom in the

Heavens and on earth, thus the Church, which is the
Lord's Kingdom on earth. In like manner 'ground,'

V)ut in a more restricted sense ; and the same is signified

also by 'field,' but in a still more restricted sense.

3379- In this light are those alone who are in the
Lord's Kingdom in the Heavens, that is, in Heaven ;

and who are in the Lord's Kingdom on earth, that is,

in the Churches.

3384^. Not to be in a state of the good of love, thus

not in the Lord's Kingdom. Sig.

3439. The Divine is in the internal sense, because

there is the Lord's Kingdom in the Heavens . . . The

Divine is also in the literal sense . . . because there is

the Lord's Kingdom on earth . . .

3451. The conjunction of the Lord's Kingdom on

earth with the Lord's Kingdom in the Heavens ... by

the Word. Tr.

3454'-. For in these things is the Lord's Kingdom
itself.

3483^. (Thus) the visible universe is nothing else than

a theatre representative of the Lord's Kingdom ; and

this is a theatre representative of the Lord Himself.

3648'-.

3645. The universal Kingdom of the Lord is a

Kingdom of ends and uses . . .

3796^. When the good of the neighbour, the common
good, the good of the Church, and of the Lord's King-

dom, is the end, then as to his soul the man is in the

Lord's Kingdom, thus with the Lord ; for the Lord's

Kingdom is nothing but a Kingdom of ends and uses

for the sake of the good of the human race.

3858. For truth and good, or faith and love, make
the Lord's Kingdom . . . and as the Jewish Church was

instituted to represent the Lord's Kingdom, the par-

titions of that people into twelve tribes signified these

things.

3863^1 <To see ^he Kingdom of God' (Luke ix.27) =
to believe.

3880. For the Lord is Divine love itself, and the

influx of this makes His Kingdom, and this by the

Word which is from Him.

3913*. To put on ends for the neighbour and for the

Lord's Kingdom . . .

3934®. The Lord's Kingdom with man begins from

the life which is of works ; for he is then at the begin-

ning of regeneration. But when the Lord's Kingdom is

with man, it is terminated in works, and he is then

regenerate.

39356. Before man can enter into the Lord's Kingdom,

that is, by regeneration become a Church.

3960". The heavenly marriage is what is called the

Lord's Kingdom, and also Heaven ; and this because it

comes forth from the Divine marriage, which is the

Lord.

3994". As innocence is the primary thing in the

Lord's Kingdom . . .

4137'*. As . , . the Lord's Kingdom is the marriage of

good and truth . . .

6. Hence it is evident how the heavenly marriage,

that is, the Lord's Kingdom, is in each thing of the

Word.

4221'=. (The lot of those who have no love towards

the Lord's Kingdom.

)

4240*. 'The land of Seir,' in the relative sense,

propeily = the Lord's Kingdom with those who are

outside the Church ; that is, with the gentiles, when
the Church is being established with them . . ,
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[A.] 4255-. When a man is becoming a Church, or

a Kingdom of the Lord . . .

^. 'The new earth,' or 'Holy Land ' = the Lord's

Kingdom, and also the New Church, which is the Lord's

Kingdom on earth. Refs.

4263®. (For) all who are in good are in the Lord's

Kingdom.

4279-. Its internal sense, in which it treats of the

Lord's Kingdom, is for the Second Heaven.
. Hence it is that the Lord's Kingdom is within

man. Ex.

4286^ 'Israel' . . . = the Lord's Spiritual Kingdom in

Heaven and earth . . . 'Jacob' . . . = the Lord's King-
dom such as it is in the First Heaven . . .

4394. "When man is in interior truths in faith and life,

he is in the Lord's Kingdom.

4434^. Hence the Lord likened the Kingdom of the

Heavens, that is, His Kingdom in Heaven, and His
Kingdom on earth, which is the Church, to 'a man a

king, who made a wedding for his son ..."

4576. For good is the essential itself of the Lord's

Kingdom and Church.

4638. 'The Kingdom of the Heavens shall be likened

to ten virgins' (Matt.xxv. i)= the last time of the Old
Church and the first of the New ; the Church is the
Lord's Kingdom on earth.

4735'\ The calling of all to the Lord's Kingdom. Tr.

4918. The heavenly marriage is Heaven itself, or the

Lord's Kingdom ; and the Lord's Kingdom on earth is

the Church.

50446. 'The new earth ' = the Lord's Kingdom in the

Heavens and on earth.

50976. As there is what is representative of the Lord's

Kingdom in each thing of nature . . . 5116^.

5212^. 'The Kingdom of God' which is compared to

grass, an ear, and corn' (Mark iv. 26-28) is Heaven with
man by regeneration ; for he who is regenerate has in

him the Kingdom of God, and becomes the Kingdom of

God, or Heaven, in an image . . .

5236^. 'To receive the Kingdom of God as a child'

(Luke xviii. 1 7)= charity and faith from innocence.

5433-. When he is in the affection of truth for the

sake of truth, that is, for the sake of the Lord's King-
dom ... he is among the Angels.

5826^. When man is in this good and truth, the

Lord's Kingdom is in him, consequently he is a

Church . . .

5886*. 'The Kingdom of the Heavens ' = good and
truth with man, thus Heaven with Him.

6023^ The Lord's Kingdom is still more the neigh-
bour (than the Church). 68196.

6233. The Lord's Kingdom for those who are in this

good and truth. Sig.

62766. For the good and truth themselves which are

in the Lord's Kingdom, proceed from His Divine and
Divine Human, and cause the Lord Himself ... to be
His Kingdom.

6389. They are among those in the Lord's Kingdom
•who are in the lowest place.

6392. That in this happiness are they who are in the

Lord's Kingdom. Sig.

6396. They who are such (as are meant by 'Dan') are

in the Lord's Kingdom . . . but are among those in the

Lord's Kingdom who are in the First Heaven.

. In this prophetic utterance of Israel, by his

twelve sons there are described in general as to their

quality all who are in the Lord's Kingdom.
". Thus the ultimates of the Land of Canaan re-

presented the ultimates in the Lord's Kingdom.
. But if truth is completely separated from good,

it is then not in any boundary of the Lord's Kingdom,
but is outside of it.

6405^. They who are such (as are signified by 'Gad')

are also in the Lord's Kingdom, but at the threshold.

6443. Their possession in the Lord's Kingdom while

they are still in what is obscure. Sig.

65746. Hence the Lord's Kingdom is called a King-

dom of ends and uses.

6589". For by Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob ... in the

representative sense, is meant the Lord's Kingdom in

the Heavens, and His Kingdom on earth, which is the

Church.

6821". He who loves his country, and from goodwill

does good to it, in the other life loves the Lord's King-

dom ; for there the Lord's Kingdom is his country : and

he who loves the Lord's Kingdom, loves the Lord, because

the Lord is the all in all of His Kingdom ; for that which

is properly called the Lord's Kingdom is good and truth

which are with those who are there, from the Lord.

6823. The Lord's Kingdom is the neighbour in a

higher degree than the Church where anyone is born
;

for the Lord's Kingdom consists of all who are in good,

both on earth and in the Heavens. Thus the Lord's

Kingdom is Good with all its quality in the complex.

When this good is loved, the individuals are loved who
are in the good. Thus the whole, which is all good in

the complex, is the neighbour in the first degree, and is

that Grand Man . . . This Man, that is, the Lord's

Kingdom, is loved, when from inmost affection good is

done to those who are man through that Man from the

Lord, thus those with whom is the Lord's Kingdom.

7236. That the sons of Israel were to be distinguished

. . . into classes according to the qualities of good . . .

in order that they might rejjresent the Lord's Kingdom
in the Heavens . . .

7337. Hence it is that all Divine miracles represent

the states of the Lord's Kingdom in the Heavens, and

of the Lord's Kingdom on earth, or the Church.

73966. This communion, or this Church, is the Lord's

Kingdom on earth conjoined with the Lord's Kingdom

in the Heavens . . .

80546. For by the Land of Canaan is signified the

Lord's Kingdom, thus Heaven and the Church.

8443. The internal sense treats of the Lord's Kingdom.

86942. 8943.

8772. He who knows the formation of good from

truths . . . knows the arcana of the formation of man
anew, that is, of the formation of Heaven or of the

Lord's Kingdom with him ...
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'Honour thy . . . mother ' = love for . . . the

Lord's Kingdom.
—— -. 'Mother,' in the supreme sense, = the Lord as

to Divine truth, thus His Kingdom ; for the Divine

truth which proceeds from the Lord makes Heaven. Ex.

8900. ' Mother'= the Lord's Kingdom, or Heaven . . .

(for) the Lord's Kingdom is the same as the Church,

witti the sole difference, that the Lord's Kingdom on

earth is called the Church . . .

e. Moreover, the Lord's Kingdom is the country

of all who are therein ; and our country is mother in

the natural sense . . .

8988^. He is then a Heaven or Kingdom of the Lord,

in particular.

9372''. That the Word in the internal sense ... is in

a degree above the Word in the external sense ... is

signified by, 'the lesser in the Kingdom of the Heavens
is greater than he' (Matt.xi. 11).

95876. 'The Kingdom of God ' (Mark iv. 26)= Heaven
with man, thus the good of love and the truth of faith.

10357S. Whether you say the Church with a man, or

Heaven with him, or the Kingdom of God with him, or

the Lord with him, it is the same ; for the Church is the

Lord's Heaven on earth ; and the Kingdom of God is

Heaven and the Church together . . .

H. 64^. They who in the world love the good of their

country more than their own, and the good of their

neighbour as their own, are they who in the other life

love and seek the Lord's Kingdom ; for there the Lord's

Kingdom is in place of our country. T.414^.

112. The Lord's Kingdom is a Kingdom of ends

which are uses ; or, what is the same, it is a Kingdom
of uses which are ends . . . 387^.

J. 9®. The same is meant by . . . 'the Kingdom of

God is within you.' ' The Kingdom of God' = the Divine

good and truth in which are the Angels.

L. 42. That Heaven and the Church are called 'the

Kingdom of the Lord. ' HI.

S. 17". 'The Kingdom of God ' = Heaven and the

Church,

^ That 'the Kingdom of the Heavens " = the

Church . . .

. 78^ 'The Kingdom of God is within you.' By 'the

Kingdom of God' is here meant the Lord, and the

Church which is from Him.

P. 26. For the Lord's Kingdom, which is not only

over Heaven, but also over Hell, is a Kingdom of uses.

R. 284. That they will be in the Lord's Kingdom
. . . Sig.

285. The Church everywhere is the Lord's Kingdom.

478. That then the Lord's Kingdom will come. Sig.

and 111.

^ That it is the Lord's Kingdom which will be

evangelized in the days of the voice of the seventh

Angel, ni.

^ That 'to evangelize '=: the Advent of the Lord,

and His Kingdom then. III.

553. 'The Kingdom of our God, and the Power of

His Christ' (Rev.xi. 10) = because the Lord alone reigns

in Heaven and in the Church. . . This is meant by 'the

Gospel of the Kingdom,' and by 'tlie Kingdom of God.'

111.

664. Hence Heaven and the Church are called the

Lord's 'Kingdom.' 111.

956. That he who knows anything of the Advent of

tlie Lord, and of the New Heaven and the New Cliurch,

and thus of the Lord's Kingdom, should pray that it

may come. Sig.

. Like things are also signified by . . . 'Thy
Kingdom come.' The Lord's 'Kingdom' is the Churcli

whicli makes one with Heaven . . .

958^. That they will not have their lot with those

who are in the Lord's Kingdom. Sig. For all things

written in this Book regard the Xew Heaven and the

New Church, which make the Lord's Kingdom . . .

M. 7^. The Kingdom of Christ, which is Heaven, is

a Kingdom of uses.

T. 199'". 'The Kingdom of the Heavens ' = Heaven
and the Church.

415. That the Church is the neighbour which is to

be loved in a higher degi'ee, and the Lord's Kingdom in

the highest. Gen. art.

416. Because by the Lord's Kingdom is meant the

Church in the whole world which is called the Com-
munion of Saints, and there is also meant Heaven ; and

therefore He Avho loves the Lord's Kingdom, loves all in

the universal world w^lio acknowledge the Lord, and

have faith in Him, and charity towards the neighbour

. . . They who love the Lord's Kingdom love the Lord

above all things ; consequently, above others they are

in love to God ; for the Church in the Heavens and on

earth is the Lord's Body . . .

'-. Therefore, love towards the Lord's Kingdom
is love towards the neighljour in its fulness ; for they

who love the Lord's Kingdom not only love the Lord

above all things, but also love the neighbour as them-

selves . . .

. Therefore the Lord says, 'Seek ye first the

Kingdom of the Heavens and its justice, then all things

shall be added to you' (Matt. vi. 33). That 'the King-

dom of the Heavens' is the Lord's Kingdom. 111.

572. That unless a man is generated anew ... he

cannot enter into the Kingdom of God. Gen. art.

. By 'the Kingdom of God' is meant Heaven

and the Church ; for the Kingdom of God on earth is

tlie Church. 111.

Ad. 520-522. A description of the Kingdom of God.

D. 2!;67. The Lord's Kingdom is now turned from

those called Christians to others.

2664. It is important then to know the nature of the

government in the Lord's Kingdom . . .

3872. On the Lord's Kingdom.

58146. They can serve as ultimates in the Lord's

Kingdom.

E. 4S-. 'The Kingdom of God' = the Church as to

truths, thus also the truths of the Church.

176^ ' Kingdom ' = the Church, and therefore it is

called 'the Kingdom of God.'

252^ 'The Kingdom of the Heavens,' to which the
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ten virgins are likened, = Heaven and the Church. (
=

the Church. 548^.)

[E.] 288'. 'His Kingdom' (Ps.cxlv. 12) = Heaven and

the Church.

403'^ 'The Kingdom of God is nigh' (Luke xxi.3i) =
the Lord's New Church.

426'. 'The Kingdom of the Heavens' (Matt.xiii.) =
the Spiritual World and the Church.

456. Those in the Lord's Kingdom. Sig.

: The Lord's Kingdom is Heaven and the Church,

where the Lord is worshipped, and where the Divine iu

His Human is acknowledged . . .

612''. 'The Kingdom of God,' in these passages, = a

New Heaven and a New Church froin the Lord.

683-. That the Lord's Kingdom is the reception of

Divine good and Divine truth . . . These are the things

l>y which the Lord reigns ; consei[uently they are

properly the Lord's Kingdom with those who receive

them . . .

^ The Lord . . . rules also those who do not re-

ceive, as all in Hell ; but still it cannot be said that the

Lord's Kingdom is there . , .

*. That that is the Lord's Kingdom which pro-

ceeds from Him and is received, is evident from the

places in the Word where "the Kingdom of God' is

mentioned. HI.
• ^. 'Seek ye first the Kingdom of the Heavens

. .
.' By 'the Kingdom of the Heavens,' in the spirit-

ual sense, is meant the Divine truth . . . and, in the

supreme sense, by 'the Kingdom of the Heavens' is

meant the Lord, because He is the all of His Kingdom.
®. As Heaven is Heaven from the reception of

Divine truth from the Lord, in like manner the Church,
therefore, in the common sense, Heaven and the Church
are meant by 'the Kingdom of God,' and 'the Kingdom
of the Heavens' . . .

e. That 'the Kingdom of God '--the Church as

to truths from good, and also Heaven ; and that the
Kingdom of God with man= to be iu truths from good
from the Lord, thus in wisdom, and thence in the power
to resist evils and falsities. Ref.

91 1^ 'The Kingdom of the Heavens' (Matt.xiii.) =
the Lord's Church in the Heavens and on earth ; for the
Church is everywhere. 1044^.

1073. Therefore the Third Heaven is called the Lord's

'Dominion,' and the Second Heaven, the Lord's 'King-
dom' . . .

1193^. 'The Kingdom of the Heavens' (Matt. vi. 33,1

= the Lord and His Church.

121 7-. This is meant by 'Thy Kingdom come on earth

as in the Heavens.' The Lord's Kingdom was also

before the Last Judgment, for the Lord always rules

Heaven and earth, but the state of the Lord's Kingdom
became different after the Last Judgment . . .

Inv. 58. The Lord is 'the Kingdom of God ;
' thus is

Heaven and the Church.

Kir. J^/r. A. 9340".

Kiriatliaim. Kiriathaim.
A. 2468^. The falsities with which they are imbued

are signified by, ' Nebo, Kiriathaim,' etc. (Jer.xlviii. i).

Kirjath-arba. Kiriath-Arba

.

A. 2909. 'In Kirjath-arba, this is Hebron in the

Land of Canaan' (Gen.xxiii. 2) = in the Church; (for)

'Kirjath-arba ' = the Church as to truth.

-. As to Kirjath-arba which is Hebron, it was

the region where dwelt Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. 111.

From the representation of these three ... it is evident

that Kirjath-arba which is Hebron represented the

Church before Jerusalem did so.

*. That iu course of time every Church decreases,

until nothing of faith and charity remains, and that it

is then destroyed, was represented by Kirjath-arba

which is Hebron, in that it was possessed by the

Anakim. 111.

2981. It is there called 'Kirjath-arba this is Hebron.'

because by 'Kirjath-arba' is signified the Church as to

truth, and by 'Hebron,' the Church as to good. Here,

however, it is no longer called Kirjath-arba, but

'Hebron,' because it treats of one who is regenerate, who
no longer acts from truth but from good.

4613. 'i\ Iam re Kirjath-arba' (Gen. xxxv. 27) = the state

of the Natural as to truth. . . ' Kirjath-arba '= the

Church as to truth, thus truth.

Kiss. Oscidaii.

Kissing. Osculatio.

•A- 3573- "Kiss me my son' (Gen. xxvii. 26) = whether

he could be united. 'To kiss ' = unition and conjunc-

tion from affection. Kissing, which is an external

thing, is nothing else than the affection of conjunction,,

which is an internal one : they also correspond.

3574. 'He approached and kissed him' (ver.27) =
presence and unition. . . 'To kiss' = unitiou or conjunc-

tion from affection. 111.

. 'To kiss the Son' (Ps.ii. i2)-=to be conjoined

with the Lord by the faith of love.

. 'Let justice and peace kiss' (Ps.lxxxv. io) = let

them conjoin themselves.
'-. They are said to 'kiss the calves' (Hos.xiii.2),

that is, embrace magic, and adjoin themselves to it.

^. 'Every mouth which hath not kissed Baal' (i

Kings xix. 18). 'To kiss' = to conjoin themselves from

affection, thus to worship.

3800. 'Jacob kissed Rachel' (Gen.xxix. ii)= love to.

wards interior truths. 'To kiss '= unition and conjunc-

tion from affection ; consequently love . . .

3808. 'And kissed him' (ver. 13) = initiation. 'To

kiss'=conjunction from affection ; here, initiation to

this conjunction ; for initiation is what precedes con-

junction.

4139. 'And hast not permitted me to kiss my sons

and my daughters' (Gen. xxxi. 28) = disjunction ... as

to truths and goods.

4215. '(Laban) kissed his sons and his daughters'

(ver. 55) = the acknowledgment of these Truths, and of

the affections of the same. 'To kiss' =: conjunction from

affection, consequently acknowledgment ; for where

there is conjunction by good and truth, there [is the

acknowledgment of them.
-. Conjunction from affection produces kissing

(by the correspondence) ...
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4353. "He kissed him' (Gen. xxxiii.4) = interior con-

junction from love. 'To kiss '= conjunction from love
;

here, interior conjunction.

5312. 'Upon thy mouth all my people shall kiss'

(Gen.xli.4o) = that everything there shall be under

obedience to him. 'To kiss upon his mouth ' = to

acknowledge and do what he commands, thus to obey.

5929. 'He kissed all his brethren' (Geu.xlv. 15)=
adjunction from grace. 'To kiss ' = conjunction from

affection ; here, adjunction from grace. Ex.

6260. 'He kissed them' (Gen. xlviii. 10)= conjunction

from the affection of truth . . . because there follows

'he embraced them,' by which is signified conjunction

from the affection of good ; for embracing is a more
interior and thence closer aff'ection than kissing, as is

the affection of good than the aff'ection of truth.

6501. 'He kissed him' (Gen.l. i) = the first conjunc-

tion. 'To kiss' = coujunction from affection ; here, the

first conjunction, because in what follows it treats of a

closer conjunction.

7057. 'And kissed him' (Ex.iv.27)= the affection of

conjunction. 'To kiss' = conjunction from affection.

R. 245". 'The wings kissed one another' (Ezek.i.23)

= to act conjointly and unanimously,
^l

875. The two Angels embraced and kissed each other.

T.386.

M. 20^. He then kissed her, and said. Now thou art

mine . . .

2o8e, From the mouths of their wives which they

kiss.

T. 37^. They kiss nature as the creatress of the

universe. 508^.

45-. Robbers, who kiss each other when they are at

robberies . . .

80. The satan kissed her, and said. Oh my Adonis I

418^. Then the goods kiss each other and conjoin

themselves.

509S. He kisses sin daily, like . . .

D. 2973. The black cow kissed her . . .

4494-. She kissed him, and then he was tortured . . .

4745. See Charles XII., here.

E. 283^^. 'The wings kissed one another' = the con-

sociation and conjunction of all things there by the

Lord.

587^^ ' To kiss the calves' = to become merely natural.

684^^. 'Kiss ye the Son ' = conjunction with the Lord

l)y love. 'To kiss' = conjunction from love. 850^.

De Conj. loS. See Emiikack, here.

Inv. De Mirdculis. The Angels kissed me on account

of the things which I had said . . .

Kitchen. CuHna.

Culinary. CuUnarius.

A. 2125'-'. A kitchen seen.

D. 271 1. On a kitchen.

2719. On the culinary fire. Continuation.

3752. The fire-place of a kitchen seen.

3790. A large kitchen (seen in the abode of the

Quakers).

3923. A lascivious wife seen in a culinary place ...

3924. De Conj. 9.

3993^. A kitchen in which there was human flesh,

seen.

Kite. Milvus.

T. 165^ Like a gull, or a kite . . .

E. iioo". 'Kites,' when mentioned in the Word, = a

kind of falsities.

I200-'. In the World of Spirits are seen . . . kites . . .

Kittim. See Chittim.

Knead. Fifisere.

See also VovsT>-innstre.

A. 2176. 'Knead, and make cakes' (Gen.xviii.6) =
the Celestial of His love in this state.

Kneading-trough. Madra.
A. 7356. 'Kneadingtroughs' (Ex. viii.3) = the delights

of cupidities in the Natural, but still more exterior ones,

because kneading troughs are the vessels in which is

prepared the dough for bread.

7967. 'Their kneading troughs liound in their

garments' (Ex.xii.34) = the delights of the affections

which (delights) adhere to truths. 'Kneading troughs'

= the delights of the affections.

Knee. Genu.

See Gexuflectiox.

A. 3054. 'He made the camels fall down on their

knees' (Gen.xxiv. ii) = a holy disposing of the general

scientifics. . , 'To make fall down on the knees' = to

dispose one's self to what is holy.

3915. 'Let her bear upon my knees' (Gen.xxx.3)=
acknowledgment by the affection of interior truth, from

which is conjunction. . . 'The knees,' or 'thighs' = the

things which are of conjugial love, thus which are of

the conjunction of the truth of faith and the good of

love . . . .

4946. They acted into the left knee, and a little

above the knee at the front . . . D.1185.

5323. 'Abrech,' in the Original Language, is 'Bend

the knee;' and the bending of the knees is adoration

. . . Holy fear, and the consequent humiliation, and

consequently adoration, have an act which corresponds

to them, namely, the bending of the knees, falling

down upon the knees ... In this state, if the adoration

is from genuine humiliation . . . there is a failing of the

spirits, and a consequent giving way of the joints in the

boundary or intermediate where the S])iritual is con-

joined with the Natural, thus where the knees are . . .

Hence it is that the bending of the knees is a sign

representative of adoration . . .

-. Formerly, when kings were carried in a chariot,

the knees were bent. Ex.

5328". Therefore ... by the knees, which are inter-

mediate, is signified the influx, and the communication

of spiritual things with natural things.
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[A.] 6585. 'Were born upon Joseph's knees' (Gen.l.

23) = from good conjoined with truth from the Internal.

'To bear upon the knees' =the conjunction of good and

truth.

66o2<=. A Society in the plane of the knees.

7478". They remained upon their knees until the

Lord should raise them . . .

8947. The Spirits of Saturn, and also that Earth

itself, appear ... in the plane of the lower part of the

knees.

10379-. (The Spirits of the Third Earth act) into the

left knee . . . D.1686.

^. The feet correspond to natural things ; the

thighs to heavenly ones ; thus the knee to their

conjunction.

H. 652. The Second Heaven forms the breast down to

the loins and knees.

D. 1081. His keeping (a semi-devil) upon his knees =
that he was cherishing a like filthy love . . .

1189'^. Hence they then occupied the left knee,

because the loves and pleasures of such are signified by

the left thigh and the left knee.

3496-. A colder afflatus is now felt chiefly in the

region of the left knee.

42356. These are they who hurt the left knee.

4638. The Hell of those who insidiate against con-

jugial love is under the hinder part of the knees . . .

55096. He said that he would carry them upon his

knees, which are between the Natural and the Spiritual.

E. 365^^. That theuce is . . . celestial love, by which

is effected conjunction with the Lord, is signified by,

'Ye shall be delighted upon the knees' (Is.lxvi. 12).

'The knees ' = celestial love.

. That 'the knees ' = conjugial love, and thence

celestial love. Refs.

455^*. 'Unto Me every knee shall bow' (Is.xlv.23)=
that all will adore Him who are in natural good from

spiritual; 'the knee' = the conjunction of natural good

with spiritual ; whence it is evident that bendings of

the knees = acknowledgment, thanksgiving, and adora-

tion from spiritual good and delight in natural.

629^. 'The waters to the knees' (Ezek.xlvii.4)= in-

telligence such as is possessed by the spiritual natural

man ; for 'the knees ' = the Spiritual Natural.

677'. 'All knees shall go away into waters' (Ezek.

vii. I7) = grief because the good of love is destroyed . . .

'The knees ' = the love of good.

De Conj. 74^. From the presence (of solifidians) there

came a pain into the left knee.

Knife. Culter.

A. 20466. This is why stone knives, or swords of

rock, as they are called, were employed for circumcision.

2799. 'He took in his hand the fire and the knife'

(Gen.xxii.6) = the good of love and the truth of faith. . .

That the knife which was employed in sacrifices . . .

signified the truth of faith, may be evident from the

signification of 'a sword,' or 'little sword,' in the Word
;

for instead of 'knife,' 'little sword' is used. Both have

the same signification, but with this difference, that the

knife which was employed for the victims signified the

truth of faith, but 'a sword' = truth combating; and

as 'a knife' is rarely mentioned in the Word, for a

secret reason ... we may show what 'a sword' signifies.

^^. The reason 'a knife' is scarcely ever men-

tioned in the Word, is that in the other life there are

evil Spirits, who are called Knifers-c »Z^rarn (See Cut-

throat), at whose sides knives appear to hang, on

accoiint of their having a nature so savage, that they

want to cut the throat of everyone with a knife. Hence

it is that knives are not mentioned, but 'little swords,'

and 'swords ;' for these, being used in combats, excite

the idea of war, thus of truth combating.
^*. As it was known to the Ancients that a sword,

a small lance, and a knife =truth, the Gentiles . . .

used to pierce and cut themselves (therewith), in con-

nection with their sacrifices . . .

2817. 'He took the knife' (ver. 10) = temptation as to

truth. 'A knife ' = the truth of faith.

8950. Little knives then appear in their hands, with

which they seem to want to smite their breasts . . .

9088-. The stone knife with which circumcision was

performed, = the truth of faith.

R. 835-. Sometimes knives appear in their hands,

with which they threaten.

D. 1336. (One who had committed suicide) had a

knife in his hand, and wanted to plunge it into his

breast ; and when he had laboured much with the

knife, he wanted to cast it away, but in vain.

2627. Bread cut with a knife is what counterfeits

what is celestial . . .

2922. They took counsel to kill me . . . by means of

such as had knives.

2974". I observed in sleep a knife in my hand . . .

3653. I was in the street and saw knives, and it was

induced by phantasy that with the knives they would

cut my throat . . .

3924. The lascivious wife . . . had a knife in her

hand . . .

4049. Under the buttocks there is a direful Hell

where they try to strike each other with knives . . .

but the knives are constantly taken away when they

are in the act of striking. They are those who have so

hated their companions, that they wanted to destroy

them completely.

4101. They want to cut the throat of every innocent

person with knives.

4314. He was manifested by a knife which he put

into the hand of another . . ,

4530". Before speaking with Spirits was opened to me,

it happened that I wanted to kill myself with a knife,

which cupidity grew so strong that I hid the knife in

my desk ... It is now disclosed that it was that woman
(Sara Hesselia), who was excited whenever she saw the

knife . . .

4648. They appear with knives . . .

46536. When James is thought about ... it appe'ars
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as if a knife flew out thence, to kill those who are of

that opinion. J. (Post.) 198.

4745. It was shown by means of a knife which he

(Charles XII.) devoured in her presence twice or thrice,

that he held her in deadly hatred, and then by his

plunging the knife into her back . . .

5008. He had also a knife for pens, which had also

been made magically.

5038. There appeared a certain one above with a

knife and scissors (Ivu/ ocA .sax-). The knife represents

and signifies the good of civil life ; and the scissors, the

truth of civil life ... It was observed that the knife

and scissors had such efficacy that it could jienetrate to

the inmost things of man ; which was a sign that they

can completely adulterate goods and also truths . . ,

E. 734''. 'They shall beat their swords into pruning
hooks' (Is.ii.4) . . . 'Pruning hooks' = the truths of

doctrine, from the fact that the trees in gardens= per-

cejitions and Knowledges of truth.

Knitting. JVe^a, Netus.

M. 91-. See EMBROinER, here.

328. Than a ship's cable can be drawn through the

eye of a netting-?ip<o)-ii-needle.

D. 6009. A maiden appeared with knitting in her

hand. It was Ulrica Eleonora in that state . . .

6087. Queen Christina ... is in some spiritual work
wliich corresponds to knitting-7ie</o?a'.

Knock. See under Beat.

Knop. See under Colocvnth.

Knot. Nodus. T.742. D.3298.

Knot. Scirpus. Coro.35\

KnO'W. See under Acknowledgment.

Know. Cognoscere.

Knowledge. Cogjiltio.

Knowable. Cognoscibilis. D.4404.

Cognitive. Cognitivus.

See under Ethiopia, Famine, Jordan, Riches,

SiBON, South, Star, Syria, Trade, and Tyre.

A. 5. Stupendous things in the other life which never

came to the Knowledge of any man . . .

8. Remains, here, are especially the Knowledges of

faith which the man has learned from infancy ; which

are stored up, and do not appear until the man comes

into this (second) state (of regeneration) . . .

12. (In the sixth state) his spiritual life is delighted

and sustained with those things which are of the

Knowledges of faith . . .

19. Remains . . . are the Knowledges of truth and

good, which never come into the light until external

things have been vastated. These Knowledges are here

called 'the faces of the waters.'

22. ' Morning' = every subsequent state, being one of

. . , Truth and of the Knowledges of faith.

24. After the Spirit of God . . . has brought forth

into day the Knowledges of truth and good ... He
then distinguishes . . . between the Knowledges which

are with the internal man, and the scientifics which are

of the external man. . . The Knowledges which are

with the internal man are called 'the waters above the

expanse ;' and the scientifics of the external man are

called 'the waters under the expanse.'

27. When he knows that there is an internal and an

external man . . . then the Knowledges of truth and

good, which are with him, are stored up in his memory,

and are referred among scientifics ; for whatever is

insinuated into the memory of the external man . . .

remains there as a scientific, and is produced thence by

the Lord. These Knowledges are ' the waters gathered

together to one place,' and are called 'seas.'

28. 'That 'waters '=Knowledges and scientifics. 111.

34. The celestial Angels . . . from love, are in all the

Knowledges of faith , . .

36. Faith is not only the Knowledge and acknow-
ledgment of all things which are embraced in the

doctrine of faith . . .

42^. That he has swallowed up the Knowledges of

faith ... as the whale did Jonah; where 'a whale ' =
those who possess the generals of the Knowledges of

faith as scientifics, and act thus.

44. Man . . . can produce nothing of good, unless the

Knowledges of faith are first sown in him . . .

61. All things are called spiritual which are of the

Knowledges of faith . . .

78. The 'second river' is the Knowledge of all things

which are of good and truth . . . which is of the internal

man. 116.

117. 'The Ethiopians'= Knowledges.

125*^. In place of the perception of the Most Ancient

Church there afterwards succeeded the Knowledge of

good and truth from things before revealed . . .

188. It is then insinuated that (the novitiate Spirit)

should be instructed in the Knowledges of good and
truth. 189. 2762^.

199. 'The fruit of the tree of which they might not

eat' = . . . the Knowledges of faith.

213. 'They Knew that they were naked' (Gen.iii.7) =
that they Knew and acknowledged that they were not,

as before, in innocence, but in evil.

229S. They desired to Know whether it was true . . .

310^. Conscience from the Knowledges of truth and
good.

338. 'The man Knew Eve his wife' (Gen.iv. i).

•-. That with those called 'Cain,' faith is Known
and acknowledged as a thing b)' itself. Sig.

371^. Conscience is formed from things revealed and
Knowledges from the Word . . .

393. It was therefore provided . . . that by the Know-
ledges of faith men might receive charity ... so that

Knowledge or hearing would precede, and through
Knowledge or hearing charity might be given , . ,

400. 'Cain Knew his wife' (ver. 17). Ex.

419. The Knowledges of faith involve both (celestial

and spiritual things).
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[A.] 459^. The spiritual are they who, through the

Knowledges of faith, have received charity from the Lord.

620^, Faith ^s the containaiit of the Knowledges of

faith, which are being insemiuated.

654. Faith is never the Knowledge of the things

which are of faith, or the Knowledge of the things to

be believed ; this is only Knowledge : but it is acknow-

ledgment . . .

854. The first light of the regenerate never comes

forth from the Knowledges of the Truths of faith, but

from charity . . .

867*^. Is only in the Knowledge of the most general

things . . .

1 1 14. All whom they have Known in the world . . .

they can meet.

1 132. They who cultivated Knowledges, scientifics,

and rituals, and separated them from internal things,

are 'the sons of Ham.'
. They who cultivated the Knowledges of spiritual

things, are 'the sons of Cush.'

. They who cultivated the Knowledges of celestial

things, are 'the sons of Raamah.'

1 134. On those who, out of the Knowledges of faith,

make mere knowledge.

1 136. Are of wisdom, intelligence, knowledge, and

Knowledges . . .

1 1 62-. 'The sons of Ham ' = all who have the know-

ledge of the Knowledges of faith, and not charity . . .

1 163. Nations by which are signified Knowledges,

knowledges, and rituals, which are of faith separated

from charity. HI.

2_ I Phut,' or Lybia= Knowledges from the literal

sense of the "Word by which they confirm false prin-

ciples. 1 166.

e. By the same nations are also signified simply

Knowledges and knowledges . . .

1 1 64*. ' Cush ' = the Knowledges of the interior things

of the Word, which are the boundaries to which know-

ledges reach.

II7I'*. For without Knowledges no one can become a

man of the Church.
e. 'Sheba' = Knowledges . . .

1 172. 'Dedan' — Knowledges of lower celestial

things . . .

1 197. 'Philisthim'= . . . the knowledge of the Know-

ledges of faith and charity.

. They could not but make the Knowledges of

faith a thing of the memory ; for the Knowledges of

spiritual and celestial things . . . become no other than

things of the memory, when the man who is skilled in

them is devoid of charity. . . Knowledges and Know-

ledges are nothing with a man in the other life . . .

unless they have imbued life.

1 198. That the Knowledges with these are scientifics.

Sig. and Ex.
-. Thus the knowledge of the Knowledges of faith

is distinct from the knowledge of natural things, so that

they scarcely communicate . . .

1203. 'Heth'= the exterior Knowledges of celestial

things. Ex,

<^. The Knowledges of spiritual things are those

which regard faith, thus doctrine ; but the Knowledges
of celestial things are those which regard love, thus life.

i2io<^. (Thus) Knowledges extend themselves to faith

even to charity, which is their last boundary.

1 21 2. The other (origin of Falsities) is Knowledges
and scientifics, by reasonings.

1226. Hence come true intelligence, true knowledge,

and true Knowledge, all which are sons of charity . . .

1231. 'Lud'=:the Knowledges of truth
;

(for) the

Knowledges of truth are . . . from the Lord through

charity, and thus through faith, by means of reason

and knowledge. HI.

1232. Hence by 'Aram,' or Syria, are signified the

Knowledges of good. HI.

1234. 'The sons of Aram ' = the Knowledges derived

from (the Knowledges of good), and the things which

belong to Knowledges. These derived Knowledges are

natural Truths ; and the things which belong to Know-
ledges are deeds according to them. . . (Thus) 'Uz, Hul,

Gether, and Mash ' = so many kinds of these Knowledges,

and of deeds according to them.

1409-. When that Knowledge (of significatives) began

to perish . . .

1450. These celestial things are insinuated , . . without

Knowledges . . .

''. The Lord . . . was introduced . . . afterwards

into Knowledges. Tr. 1451^.

1 45 1

.

' Bethel ' = the Knowledge of celestial things,

. Celestial things are insinuated into man both

without Knowledges, and with Knowledges. Ex.

1453. That as yet the Lord's state was obscure, as to

the Knowledges of celestial and spiritual things. Sig.

and Ex.

. H is one thing to be in celestial things, and

another to be in the Knowledges of celestial things, Ex.

. 'Ai' = the Knowledges of worldly things.

2. When a man is being regenerated, he is intro-

duced by means of the Knowledges of spiritual and

celestial things ; but when he is regenerate, he has been

introduced, and is in the celestial and spiritual things

of Knowledges.

1457. Here begin the progressions of the Lord into

Knowledges.

1458. 'The south'= intelligence, which is procured

by means of Knowledges. Knowledges are celestial

and spiritual Truths, which are so many radiations of

light in Heaven ... As the Lord was now to be imbued

with Knowledges, in order that as to His Human
Essence also He might become the Light itself of

Heaven, it is here said that 'he journeyed . . . towards

the south.'—-e. Knowledges are the things which open the

way to behold celestial and spiritual things. By Know-

ledges the way is opened for the internal man to the

external, in which are the recipient vessels, which are

as many as are the Knowledges of good and truth.

Into these, as into their vessels, celestial things inflow.

1460. 'A famine in the Land' = a scarcity of Know-

ledges as yet with the Lord when He was a child.
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. The Knowledges with a man never come in

childhood from the interior, but from the objects of the

senses, especially from hearing. For with the external

man there are recipient vessels, which are called things

of the memory, and these are formed by means of Know-
ledges . . . with the influx and aid of the internal man

;

consequently Knowledges are learned and implanted in

the memory according to the influx of the internal man.

So, also, was it with the Lord when He was a child . . .

But with Him the interiors were celestial things, which

adapted the vessels for the reception of Knowledges,

and that the Knowledges might afterwards become
vessels to receive the Divine.

-. That 'a famine,' or 'hunger,' = a scarcity of

Knowledges. Fully ill.

^. For the life of good Spirits and Angels is sup-

ported by no other food than the Knowledges of good

and truth, and by the goods and truths themselves.

1461. 'Abram descended into Egypt to sqjourn'^in-

.struction in Knowledges from the Word.
. 'Egypt' = the knowledge of Knowledges.

1 462, Ex.

. The external man cannot be reduced to corre-

spondence and agreement with the internal man other-

wise than by Knowledges. . . Knowledges must be

implanted in it as in ground ; for in these celestial

things can have their recipient vessels. But the Know-
ledges must be from the Word. Knowledges from the

Word are such that they are open from the Lord Him-
self . . . Hence it may be evident that the Lord in His

childhood did not will to imbue any other Knowledges

than those of the Word, which was open to Him from

Jehovah Himself . . .

1463. Changes of the state of the thoughts are Know-
ledges ; which, in the World of Spirits, are presented

to view by means of instructions . . .

1469^. The scientifics and Knowledges which [a man]
has learned, are not truths or Truths, but are only

recipient vessels . . . These vessels were to be formed by

the Lord by means of instruction in Knowledges from

the Word ; or, rather, they were to be opened thereby . . .

1472. The knowledge of Knowledges, the quality of

which is described, when they see celestial Knowledges.

Sig. and Ex. (See KNOW-scire, here.)

1474. That they would not care for celestial things,

but only for mere Knowledges. Sig.

1475'^. (The Lord's external man was made Divine)

by means of Knowledges. Tr. Without Knowledges,

as media, the external man cannot even become man.

1504. The quality of another is Known there . . .

1536. AVhen the external man in childhood . . . was

first imbued with scientifics and Knowledges. Tr.

1548^. The second state (from which comes heavenly

light) is that the man is introduced into spiritual and

celestial things through Knowledges, whicii must be im-

planted in the celestial things conferred from infancy . . ,

1551^. 'Ships of Tarshish' = Knowledges.

. 'Gold' = the Knowledges of celestial things;

'silver,' of spiritual things.

1555. That is called the light of intelligence which is

procured by means of the Knowledges of the Truths
and goods of faith . . ,

-. Man is introduced to wisdom or life ... by
means of knowledges and Knowledges.

^. As the understanding cannot be procured
except by means of knowledges and Knowledges . . .

. When the intellectual part has been instructed

in knowledges and Knowledges, especially in the Know-
ledges of truth and good, then first can the man be re-

generated ; and, when he is being regenerated, truths

and goods are implanted by the Lord by means of

Knowledges in the celestial things with which he had
been endowed by the Lord from infancy, so that his

intellectual things make a one with his celestial ones.

1557- For worldly things cannot be dispelled before

truth and good are implanted in celestial things by
means of Knowledges . . . Knowledges make a general

and obscure idea distinct . . .

1561. When Knowledges are implanted in (that)

state, they make it lucid. When, by means of Know-
ledges, truth and good are conjoined to that prior

celestial [state] . . .

1563. These organic vessels (of the external man) . . .

are opened ... by means of scientifics and Know-
ledges . . .

-. (Thus) it must happen that such scientifics

and Knowledges will insinuate themselves with the

external man as cannot agree with spiritual truths . . .

(and) such things must be dispelled . . .

1573. The falsity from evil cannot be born until the

man has been imbued with scientifics and Knowledges,
Ex.

i6i6-''. (Thus) the Lord's external man, or Human
Essence, was conjoined with the Divine Essence by
degrees, according to the multiplication and fructifica-

tion of Knowledges.
. No one, as a man, can ever be conjoined with

the Lord, except by means of Knowledges ; for by
means of Knowledges man becomes man. So it was
with the Lord, because He . . . was instructed like

another man ; but into His Knowledges as receptacles

celestial things were constantly being insinuated, so

that the Knowledges were continually made the re-

cipient vessels of celestial things, and these vessels

themselves were also made celestial . . .

*. If a man is such that he can be regenerated,

(his) knowledges and Knowledges are infilled with
celestial things . . . and thus are implanted in the

celestial things with which he has been endowed from

infancy ; and thus his external man is conjoined with

his internal man. They are first implanted in the

celestial things with which he has been endowed in

adolescence ; then in those with which he has been en-

dowed in childhood ; and finally in those with whicli he

has been endowed in infancy . . . This implantation is

ett'ected by the Lord alone . . .

^ But the Lord by His Own power . . . infilled

His Knowledges with celestial things, and implanted

them in celestial things . . . first, in the celestial things

of childhood, then in the celestial things of the age

between childhood and infancy, and finally in the

celestial things of His own infancy . . .
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[A. i6i6''']. The innocence of infancy is of no use unless

by means of Knowledges it becomes the innocence of

wisdom ; and therefore in the other life infants are

imbued with Knowledges.

. As the Lord implanted Knowledges in celestial

tilings, so He had perception . . . He had His iirst per-

ception when He implanted the scientifics of His child-

liood, which perception is signified by 'the oak-grove

Moreh ; ' and He had the second one, which is interior,

when He imjilanted Knowledges, which perception is

signified by 'the oak-gi'oves, Mamre, which is in

Hebron.'

1636. I have spoken with almost all I have Known . . .

1659-. The Lord's external man, which, by the media

of knowledges and Knowledges, was to be conjoined

with His internal man.

1661". Every man at first of all fights from the goods

and truths which he has received by means of Know-
ledges . . .

1685". Therefore such combats never come forth

before the man has been imbued with the knowledges

and Knowledges of truth and good.

1774. They remain outside of Heaven ; for they are

unwilling to be imbued with the Knowledges of truth,

and thus to be aflTected with good . . .

1 79 1. His pei'ception was . . . the sensation and per-

ceptive Knowledge of all things which were taking

place in Heaven . . .

1802*. No one can perceive that which he does not

know and believe, thus he cannot be endowed with the

faculty of perceiving the good of love and the truth of

faith, except by means of Knowledges, in order that he

may know what it is, and of what quality it is . . ,

s. Then first are they heirs . . . when they are in

the affection of good, that is, in mutual love, into which

they are introduced by means of the Knowledges of good

and truth, and their all'ectious.

1839^. ' Darkness' = the falsities which have possession

of those who are in Knowledges ; which is greater than

the darkness of the gentiles who have not Knowledges.

1842. ' In Knowing thou shalt Know' (Gen. xv. 13) =
that it is certain.

1861. He who has the Knowledges of truth, and still

does not acknowledge them, but at heart denies them,

and leads a life in things contrary to the truth. Sig.

1866^. The lands which the Euphrates bounds and

divides from the Land of Canaan =the scientifics and

Knowledges of celestial things . . .

1893. Infants . . . become rational ... as they are

imbued with knowledges and Knowledges.

^. As the Rational is formed by means of scien-

tifics and Knowledges, which enter through external

sensuous things . . .

1895. Rational truth ... is born from knowledges

and Knowledges vivified by an affection which corre-

sponds to them . . .

-. The Rational is not born from knowledges and

Knowledges . . . but from the affection of knowledges

and Knowledges ; as may be evident from the fact, that

no one can ever become rational, unless he breathes

some delight or affection of knowledges and Know-
ledges ... In themselves, knowledges and Knowledges
are nothing but dead things, or instrumental causes,

which are vivified by means of the life of affection.

1900. The life itself of man is from the internal man,
which cannot have any communication with the external

man, except a very obscure one, until there have been
formed recipient vessels, which are of the memory, which
is done by means of Knowledges and knowledges. The
influx of the internal man is into the Knowledges and
scientifics of the exterior man, by the medium of affec-

tion . . . Thus is perfected the correspondence of the
external man with the internal . . . but still not so that

they agree, unless the Knowledges, by means of which
these [vessels] are formed, are Truths . . .

1 901. Infants cannot know a whit of truth until they

have been imbued with Knowledges
; but in proportion

as they are better and more perfectly imbued with Know-
ledges, so much the better and more perfectly can intel-

lectual truth ... be comnumicated.
-. This intellectual truth . . . inflows through an

internal way . . , and constantly comes to meet the

Knowledges which are insinuated by means of sensuous

things, and are implanted in the memory.

1 902". This is the reason why the Rational of man is

to be formed ... by means of scientifics and Knowledges
insinuated through the senses . . . and thus in inverted

order. Tr.

1909. There are many affections of the exterior man
. . . but the affection of Knowledges and knowledges

excels them all, when it has as an end to become truly

rational . . .

1910. The life of the affection of Knowledges and
knowledges gives to the Rational as it were a body, or

clothes the life of the internal man as the body does the

soul. Knowledges and knowledges are circumstanced

no otherwise.

191 1. To the Rational which is first conceived there

adhere many fallacies from knowledges received from

the world and nature, and many appearances from the

Knowledges taken from the literal sense of the "Word.

Examps.

1964. The Rational can never be conceived and born,

or formed, without scientifics and Knowledges ; but the

scientifics and Knowledges must have use as the end
;

and when they have use, they have life as the end . . .

Unless they are learned for the sake of a life of uses,

they are of no moment . . .

-. They who learn Knowledges in order to be

perfected in the faith of love . . . are in the use of all

uses, and receive spiritual and celestial life from the

Lord . . .

2025. As man acquires life for himself especially

through instruction in scientifics, doctrinals, and Know-
ledges of faith . . .

2039^. For without the Knowledges of truth there is

never any purification.

2046. Therefore, man is reformed and regenerated

through the Knowledges of truth, and not until he has

been imbued with them.

2049. Those who are not in the goods and truths of
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faith because they are not in the Knowledges of them.

Sig.

*. In the other life, the knowledge of the Know-

ledges of faith is of no avail ; for the worst, even the

infernals, can be in the knowledge of them . . . But

[what avails] is a life according to Knowledges ; for all

Knowledges have life as the end. Unless they were

learned for tlie sake of life, they would be of no use . . .

Hence it is evident that tlie life of the Knowledges of

faith is no other than the life of charity . . .

*. Still, doctrinal things, or the Knowledges of

faith, are in the highest degree necessary for the forma-

tion of the life of charity, which cannot be formed with-

out them.

2063'*. For no one can be regenerated except through

the Knowledges of faith, which are truths through

which he proceeds to conjunction. The Lord goes to

meet these through good . . . and inapts it into the

Knowledges of faith, that is, into its truths ; for all

truths are vessels recipient of good . . .

2072-. Because the Rational is formed by means of

the Knowledges of truth . . . The Knowledges of good

are truths, equally with the Knowledges of truth.

2184*. The Celestial Spiritual is the same as . . . the

affection of Knowledges and knowledges from the

affection of charity . . . such as is with those who love

the neighbour and confirm themselves therein from the

Knowledges of faith, and also from scientifics, and lience

love these.

2 1 89-. ]\lau is reformed and regenerated . . . by means

of Knowledges and scientifics, whicli are of truth ; and

wliich are continually being implanted in good . . .

2219. As the perversity of the human race is thence

Known . . .

2228'-. Thus they err in the mere Knowledge of what
faith is ... It is not Knowledge . . . Man is saved by
the life which he has acquired in the world through the

Knowledges of faith . . ,

2230. 'To Know' anyone, properly, =to know that he

is such. In like manner when applied to a thing . , .

2240'', 'They found no waters '== no Knowledges of

truth.

2280I The Knowledges of good and truth cause a

man to be wise as a man.

2292, Infants are successively introduced into the

angelic state through the Knowledges of good and truth

. . . 2306.

2354. 'Let us Know them' (the Angels) (Gen.xix.5) =
that they want to show that it is false to acknowledge
them.

2357-. They who are in a life of evil are admitted

no further than to the Knowledge of good and of

the Lord; and not to the veriest acknowledgment and
faith . . .

2362. 'They have not Known a man' (ver.S)= that

falsity has not contaminated them.

2385. 'The door' = the Knowledges which introduce

to truth.

2389. ' Sons-in-law '= the Knowledges of truth, with
which are associated the affections of good . . .

VOL. IV.

2401-. They who are in the Knowledges of truth, but

at the same time in a life of evil . . . believe no-

thing . . .

2466^. The Knowledges of good and truth from the

"Word by which they confirm falsities. Sig.

1-. The 'many waters' upon which the harlot sits

= Knowledges.

2485. One I had not Known in the life of the

body . . .

2524-. For the truth of the Rational is procured by

means of knowledges and Knowledges which are in-

sinuated through sensuous things external and internal,

thus through an external way . . ,

2551". How (the Lord) by means of knowledges and

Knowledges, which He revealed to Himself, perfected

His Rational . . . Tr.

2576". 'Mantles,' and 'garments of embroidery '
=

Knowledges from scientifics, thus lower truths.

2632-. The Lord's first Rational was born as it is with

others, namely, by means of scientifics and Knowledges

. . . thus through an external way
;

(and therefore)

could not but have with it many worldly things , . .

which the Lord successively expelled . . .

2636-. Man is prepared (for regeneration) by the Lord,

by the insinuation of such things as may serve for ground

to receive the seeds of truth and good, which things are

. . . also the Knowledges of good and truth, and the

thoughts thence derived.

2657". The first Rational ... is procured by means of

. . . knowledges and the derivative reasonings, and also

by means of the Knowledges of spiritual things from the

doctrine of faith, or from the Word.

2689^. With those who are able to become spiritual

men this Affirmative is confirmed by means of scientifics

and Knowledges . . .

2691-. 'Hagar' = the afiection of the Knowledges of

truth, which is what has grief. For the Rational of man
is born from the affection of knowledges as a mother ; but

his Spiritual, from the affection of the Knowledges of

truth from doctrine, especially from the Word . . .

The afl'eetion of the Knowledges of truth, here, is

' Hagar.

'

2722". The Ancient Church, being spiritual, was not

in the perception that it was so, but in Knowledge
;

for it was in wdiat is relatively obscure.

'^. But when trees are predicated of the Spiritual

Church, they=Knowledges ; because the man of the

Spiritual Church has no other perceptions than those

which he has through Knowledges from doctrine or

from the Word ; for these become of his faith, thus of

his conscience from whicli is his perception.

2761'-. 'The sea' =: Knowledges.

278 1
-. 'Beasts of the south ' = those who are in the

Knowledges of good and truth, but who make them to

be not of life but of knowledge. 3048^.

2832-. That the strength is in knowledges and the

Knowledges of truth. Sig.

2850-. Knowledges relate to the Rational . . . scienti-

fics to the Xatural.
C
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[A.] 2913-. 'Heth' = tlie exterior Knowledges which
regard life, which are the external truths of the

Spiritual Church.

2960-. Because good is perfected by the imbuements
of the Knowledges of truth.

2967. 'A merchant ' = those who have the Knowledges
of good and truth; and 'merchandise' =these Know-
ledges themselves. Fully ill.

^. 'Waters' = Knowledges
; and the sea,' a

gathering together of them.
•*. 'The merchandise with which they traded '=

the Knowledges of good and truth ; for thence ex-

clusively come wisdom and intelligence . . . But when
the Knowledges are for the sake of self . . . they have
no life, and they are utterly deprived of them ; in the
life of the body by embracing falsities . . . and evils . . .

and in the other life by a complete deprivation of all

truths. Sig.

*. That all the Knowledges of good and truth are

from the Lord. Sig.

^. 'To buy and sell ' = to acqirire the Knowledges
of good and truth

; and, through them, good itself.

2972. 'Every tree in the field ' = tlie interior Know-
ledges of the Church.

2973. The exterior Knowledges. Sig. . . Exterior
Knowledges are those of the rituals and doctrinals

which are of the External Church ; but interior Know-
ledges are those of the doctrinals which are of the
Internal Church.

29926. Which cau never come to the Knowledge of

man. 2994^.

3030^ That to the good of (the Lord's) Rational,

truth should be adjoined, and this by the common way,
that is, by means of scientifics and Knowledges from the
natural man.

3033"'- When a man has the affection of good . . . then
when anything is to be thought which is to be willed

and done, his good will inflows into his thought, and
there applies and injoins itself to the Knowledges which
are therein, as to its recipient vessels . . ,

3048-. For the Rational as to truth can never be born
and perfected without scientifics and Knowledges.

-'. ' Treasures ' = Knowledges . . .

*'. 'Arabia,' and 'the kingdoms of Hazor'=: those
who are in the Knowledges of celestial and spiritual

things . . . merely to be thought wise and intelligent.

3051. 'Aram N'aharaim' = the Knowledges of truth
;

(for) 'Aram,' or Syria, = the Knowledges of good.

3079. Vessels = receptacles, as are scientifics and
Knowledges relatively to truths.

-. 'The vessels of gold and silver' (out of which
Belshazzar drank) = the Knowledges of good and truth,

which were profaned; for ' the Chaldeans' = those who
are in Knowledges . . ,

*. 'Empty vessels '=Knowledges in which there

is no truth.

. 'Water flowing from buckets' = truths from
Knowledges.

3081. 'A man had not Known her' (Gen.xxiv.i6) =
pure from everything false.

31226. ']sro Knowledge of God' (Hos.iv.i) = no recep-

tion of the influx of the truth of faith.

3161^ A man becomes rational by means of scientifics,

namely, by means of Knowledges of many genera and
species, the first of which are media to those which next
follow, and so in order down to the last ones, which are

of the spiritual things of the Lord's Kingdom, and are

called doctrinal things , . .

3219. AVhen the Angels are discoursing about Know-
ledges . . . birds appear . . . (and also objects of the

vegetable kingdom. 3220.)

3240^. 'Sheba and Dedan' = the Knowledges of

celestial things ; or, those who are in the Knowledges
of celestial things, that is, who are in the doctrinals of

charity ; for doctrinals are Knowledges.
6_ ii^ the proper sense, ' Sheba '= those M'ho are in

Knowledges of good ; 'Dedan' those who are in Know-
ledges of truth from good.

3242'*. 'Women who had Known a man' (Num.xxxi.
i7)= aff'ections of falsitj\

3304-. Therefore infiints are devoid of all Knowledge
of truth.

33536. 'There shall be famines and pestilences ' = that

there will no longer be any Knowledges of good and
truth.

3364. A lack of the Knowledges which are of the

natural man (is treated of there) ; and a lack of the

Knowledges which are of the rational man (is treated

of here).

3391. The doctrine of faith regarding rational things

in Knowledges. Sig. and Ex.

. The things which appear by the internal sight

in general are Knowledges, which are of the external

man. Rational things . . . that is, spiritual truths, are

not Knowledges, but are in Knowledges ; for they are

of the Rational, thus of the internal man ; and it is the

internal man who regards the things which are of the

external man, thus who regards truths in Knowledges
;

for Knowledges, being of the natural man, are vessels

recipient of rational things.

3408. The natural good (here meant) is that which is

procured by means of the Knowledges of truth joined

to the affection of good.

3420. That those who were in the mere knowledge of

Knowledges denied these truths. Sig.

. They are in the knowledge of Knowledges who
are in the doctrinal things of faith, and do not want to

know the truths of Knowledges or of doctrinal things.

The truths of Knowledges or of doctrinal things are

those things which are of life . . . Doctrine, to which

belong doctrinal things and Knowledges, only teaches

these truths . . .

3502^, The Natural is not made new . . . except

through doctrinal things, or the Knowledges of good

and truth ; the celestial man first through the Know-
ledges of good, and the spiritual man first through the

Knowledges of truth. Doctrinal things, or the Know-

ledges of good and truth, cannot be communicated to

the natural man, thus neither can they be conjoined and

appropriated, except through delights accommodated to
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him ; for they are insinuated through an external or

sensuous way. Tr.

3508-. It is according to order that (regeneration) be

effected through truth, that is, through the Knowledges
of good and truth ; for without them the Natural can-

not be enlightened by the Rational . . . thus cannot be

regenerated, Knowledges being the vessels which receive

the good and truth inflowing from the Rational . . . The
vessels which receive the good and truth from tlie

Rational are the truths themselves of the Natural,

which are nothing but scientifics, Knowledges, and

doctrinals.

3518-. By the good which he derives from his parents

. . . scientifics are introduced, and afterwards the Know-
ledges of truth . , ,

35 70^ To foods correspond scientifics and Know-
ledges . . .

3603-, As they do not live according to them, they

have no perception of tliis good and truth, but have only

Knowledges sejiarated from them.

36396. From the situation itself it is Known . . .

3665-. Interior truths are no other than the Know-
ledges of such things as inmostly contain Divine things.

For there are Knowledges of things in which inmostly

there is not anything Divine, and there ai'e those in

which there is. The Knowledges in which there is

inmostly what is Divine are such that they can admit

interior truths more and more successively and in order

;

but the Knowledges in which thei-e is not what is Divine

are such that they do not admit, but reject them. For

the Knowledges of external and corporeal good and
truth are like ground which according to its own nature

admits seeds of this and of no other nature, bringing

forth one kind of seed, and suffocating another. The
Knowledges in which there is inmostly what is Divine

admit into themselves spii'itual and celestial truth and

good ; for from the Divine which is within and disposes,

they are such : whereas the Knowledges in which there

is not what is Divine admit only falsity and evil ; for

they are of such a nature. Those Knowledges of ex-

ternal and corporeal truth which admit spiritual and
celestial truth and good, are here signified by 'the

daughters of Laban from the house of Bethuel;' but

those which do not admit it, are signified by 'the

daughters of Canaan.'

^, The Knowledges which are learned from in-

fancy to childhood are as it were most general vessels,

which are to be infilled with goods ; and, as they are

infilled, the man is enlightened. If the vessels are such

that genuine goods can be in them, the man is en-

lightened from the Divine which is within them, and

this successively, more and more : whereas, if they are

such that genuine goods cannot be in them, he is not

illuminated. He indeed appears as if he were en-

lightened, but it is from fatuous lumen, which is of

falsity and evil ; but he is really obscured by them more
and more as to truth and good.

*. Such Knowledges are manifold, so manifold,

that they can scarcely be enumerated as to their genera,

still less be distinguished as to their species ; for they

are derived from the Divine in a manifold way through

the Rational into the Natural. For some inflow im-

mediately through the good of the Rational, and thence

into the good of the Natural, and also into the truth of

this good, and thence again into the external or cor-

poreal Natural, and there too they go off into various

streams ; and some inflow mediately through the truth

of the Rational into the truth of the Natural, and also

into the good of this truth, and thence again into the

external or corporeal Natural. They are circumstanced

like nations, families, and houses, and like the rela-

tionships by blood and marriage therein, in that there

are some which descend in a direct line from the first

father, and some which descend in an oblique line, or

more and more collateral , . .

^. As to the Knowledges themselves of external or

corporeal truth, which are from collateral good, and have

in them what is Divine, and thus can admit genuine goods,

such as are with infant children who are afterwards re-

generated, they are in general such as are those of the

historicals of the Word. Enum. These are Knowledges
which have in them what is Divine, and admit into

themselves spiritual and celestial goods and truths,

because they represent and signify them. Such Know-
ledges also are the rest which are in the historicals of the

Word. Enum. AVhen these and such Knowledges are

known and thouglit of by an infant child, the Angels

who are with him think about the Divine things which

they represent and signify ; and as the Angels are

affected with these things, their affection is communicated,

and causes the delight and pleasure which the child has

from those Knowledges, and prepares his mind to

receive genuine truths and goods. Such and very many
others are the Knowledges of external and corporeal

truth from collateral good.

3675. 'He went to Paddan-aram'^^the Knowledges

of this truth.

3676^, External truth, from which is the good which

here is 'Jacob,' is nothing else than Knowledges; for

these are the truths which are first of all imbibed, and

are also accounted as truths by those who are at the

beginning of regeneration. But Knowledges are not

truths in themselves, but from the Divine things which

are in them ; when these shine forth they then first

become truths. Meanwhile they are only as it were

general vessels, through which and in which truths can

be received ... as are all scientifics when they are first

learned.

3679*'. From these ultimate or extreme things all the

regeneration of the Natural begins. These extreme or

ultimate things are the first Knowledges, such as are

those of infants and children.

3680. The beginning of coming forth through the

Knowledges of this good. Sig.

. They are called Knowledges of good, because

all truths are Knowledges of good . . . But in so far as

truths regard doctrine, they are called Knowledges of

truth.

3685. 'He went to Paddan-aram' = to imbue the

Knowledges of that good and truth.

3688*. The truth of good . . . inflows thus into these

[acts], and operates this according to the Knowledges

in which the child is.
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[A. 3688]''. For the interior good of charity cannot
inflow into any other truth than that which is of his

Knowledge . . .

3693". They are imbued with tlie Knowledges of

good and trutli as to this thing, which is signified liy

'to wash themselves with waters in the evening.'

3701^. For without knowledge, or Knowledge, man
cannot be imbued with any good ... To this end such
Knowledges are insinuated into him as are not quite

contrary to those wliich he had before. Examps. . .

These and the like Knowledges are those of tlie infancy
of his new life . . .

3726^. It has been said that good from the Lord can
be iniiilauted in Knowledges . . . They who have no
other idea about Knowledges . . . than that they are

abstract things . . . cannot possibly ajjprehend what it

is for good to be implanted in Knowledges . . . But it

is to be known that Knowledges and truths are no more
things abstracted from the jmrest substances ... of the

spirit, than sight is abstracted from . . . tlie eye . . .

There are purer substances, which are real, from which
they come forth, the variations of the form of which,
animated and modified by an influx of life from the

Lord, jn-esent them . . .

3735^. They who have been in the life of good, after

death come into the Knowledges and perception of all

these things . , .

3762. The truths of love, (or) celestial truths . . . are

Knowledges about charity towards the neighbour and
about love to the Lord. Tr. and 111.

". ' The sons of the east,' in the opposite sense,=
the Knowledges of evil and falsity, thus those who are
in them. 111.

3863S. 'To see in seeing and not to Know' (Is.vi.9) =
to understand what is true, and still not to acknowledge.

3913. 'A maid-servant ' = the aff'ection of the Know-
ledges which are of the exterior man.

^. The spiritual man is in his bliss when he is in

the Knowledges of good and truth ; which are his

wealth . . .

3989. Knowledge. Sig. 4714. 5255.

4017. 'Waters '--Knowledges and scientifics, which
are the truths of the Natural.

4027-. They who are not regenerate . . . are outside
of Knowledges, because they are outside of i^erceptions.

4096-'. He who has spiritual Knowledges as an
end . . .

^. The good which is of love and charity inflows

. . . into no other things with man than the Know-
ledges which are with him ; and as the good is fixed

there, the thought is kept in the truths which are of
Knowledges . . ,

4107. 'Which he had acquired in Paddan-aram' = the
Knowledges of good and truth in the Natural.

4136-. Man has no Knowledges of this subject, and
at this day does not desire any ; and as the Lord does
not inflow immediately with man, and teach him, but
inflows into his Knowledges, thus mediately, therefore
he cannot possibly know . . .

4231. No one is born into (spiritual) good; but is

led into it by the Lord through the Knowledges of good
and truth.

4247-. Good . . . then, has no vessels . . . for at the

beginning of regeneration man is not as yet in Know-
ledges . . . But when the man is being regenerated,

which takes place in adult age, when he is in Know-
ledges, then good manifests itself.

. All the Scientific and all the Cognitive are

insinuated through the sight or hearing into the thought,

and thence into the will, and from the will through the

thought into the act . . .

4248*^. Before this, the man cannot undergo temitta-

tious, because he is not yet in the Knowledges by
which to defend himself, and to which he may have

recourse for comfort . . .

4255. ' Jordan ' = initiation into the Knowledges of

good and truth. -,Ex.

. That he had little of truth when he was being

initiated into Knowledges ; and that afterwards he had

many truths and goods. kSig. and Ex.

-. For the Knowledges of good and truth are tin-

first things ; and, at last, when the man becomes a

Church . . . they become the last.

4334''. "And Knew not till the flood came' (Matt.

xxiv.39)=:that they will not know that they are in-

undated . . .

4345. The atfections of knowledges and of Knowledges

are in the highest degree external ; for the knowledges

and Knowledges themselves are the things from whicli

and in which are truths.

4360". All infants are in sensuous scientifics, and they

serve as planes . . . for the Knowledges of spiritual

things.

4395. Exterior Knowledges, which serve to introduce

genuine goods and truths. Sig.

4424. For the Knowledges of good and truth are

separated from such in the other life. Sig.

4429. ' To see ' = to Know.

4453. 'To trade'=to acquire Knowledges. Ex. and

111.

4539. Knowledges are in the Natural, or in the

ultimate of order.

4598. Progression towards interior things ... is not

})rogi-ession into the Knowledges of interior truth ; for

Knowledges eflPect nothing unless the man is affected

with them. But (it) is progression towards Heaven

and the Lord through the Knowledges of truth im-

planted in the att'ection thereof . . .

4599"^. The Knowledges of interior truth. Sig.

4638^. He who is in the Knowledges of truth, and

does not do them, is called 'a foolish man.'

4791. They who love the Word of the Lord, and

desire thence the Knowledges of truth and good, belong

to the province of the tongue . . .

4844^". The Knowledges of truth and the scientifics

(of the Ancient Church) were to Know and know what

the rituals of their Church represented . . .

4914. 'To Know'= to be conjoined.

5248. From their garments they can be Known . . .
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5276''. Knowledges are notliing else than the truths

of the natural man, but wliich have not as yet been

appropriated to him. The miiltiplieation of such

truths is here meant (by 'the seven years of plenty').

Knowledges do not become truths with a man until

they are acknowledged with the understanding, which

takes place when they are confirmed by him ; and these

truths are not appropriated to him, until he lives

according to them.

52S0. 'The plenty shall not be Known . .
.' 'To be

Known' = to be apperceived.

-. The Knowledges of good from the "Word, or

from doctrine thence, are called truths of faith . . .

5309. 'To Know,' when predicated of God, =foresight

and Providence ; for it cannot be said of God that He
Knows [or takes knowledge], for He knows-«or<7-all

tilings from Himself ; and the faculty of Knowing with

man is from Him ; and therefore to Know, in God, is

to foresee and provide. To foresee is to Know from

eternity to eternity ; and to provide is to do it.

5402. By the scientifics of the Church . . . are meant
all the Knowledges of truth and good before they have

been conjoined with the interior man, or through the

interior man with Heaven, and thus through Heaven
with the Lord . . .

5649^. The Knowledge of a thing must precede the

perception of it.

6025. Their being born in Paddan-aram represented

that the man of the Church must be regenerated through

the Knowledges of good and truth.

61 10". That the angelic Heaven has such an appetite

for truths and goods, and for the Knowledges of them,

scarcely anyone can believe . . . They will say. What
are the Knowledges of good and truth to me ?

6240, He who has not the perception of good, but

only the Knowledge that it is ti-ue, because he has been

so instructed ... is not a truly rational man . , .

6385-. The Knowledges of good and truth are

described by such things as belong to a ship. Enum.

6386^. Doctrinal things are those which are from the

Word ;
Knowledges are those which are from these

doctrinal things on the one side, and from scientifics on

the other ; and scientifics are those which are of experi-

ence from self and from others.

6390^. 'The classes of Reuben ' = those who are in the

Knowledges of the truth of faith.

6435*. The Knowledges of good and truth (which)

How from the goods of celestial and spiritual love. Sig.

6471. A Spirit who supposed that he excelled in the

Knowledges of faith.

6538^. For the Knowledges of good and truth are the

first things through which man is initiated into the

things of the Church.

6539. For before the Knowledges of good and truth,

which are the initiaments, can be implanted in good

. . . there is grief. Sig.

6596. At that time, the scientifics of the Church were

Knowledges of the representatives and significatives

which had been in the Ancient Church.

6696. The Spirits of Mercury are allowed to wander

about, and to acquire for themselves the Knowledges of

the things which are in the universe. 681 1. 6926.

6727. 'To Know what would be done to him' (Ex.ii.

4) = observation.

6806. 'And God took knowledge' (ver.25) = that He
endowed with charity. . . For it is charity which con-

joins the Lord with man, and causes the Lord to be

present with him, consequently to Know him. The

Lord does indeed Know all in the universe, but not as

a father does his sons, except those who are in the good

of love and of charity. HI.

-. (Thus) 'to be Known,' when said by the

Lord, = to be in the good of charity ; that is, to be

endowed with that good . . . and 'not to be Known,'

=

to be in evil.

-—-^. 'To Know' involves conjunction; and a man
is said to be so far 'Known' to the Lord, as he is con-

joined with Him. The Lord also Knows those who are

not conjoined . . . but as these are in evil, they are in a

diff'erent presence, which is as it were absence . . .

^. So Angels and Spirits who are alike as to

states of life . . . mutually Know each other ; whereas

they who are unlike as to states of life ... do not so

well Know each other . . .

68146. The Spirits of Mercury excel but little in the

faculty of judgment . . . for bare Knowledges delight

them.

6815. It was granted to insinuate to them, whether

they wanted to perform any use from their Knowledges ;

for to be delighted with Knowledges is not sufficient,

because Knowledges regard uses, and uses must be the

ends ; that from Knowledges alone they have no use,

but others have to whom they may be willing to com-

municate their Knowledges ; and that it is not at all

proper for a man who wants to be wise to stand still in

Knowledges alone, because these are only instrumental

causes . . . But they replied that they are delighted

with Knowledges, and that to them Knowledges are

uses.

6865-. The false Scientific is what most infests those

who are of the Spiritual Church. The reason is that

they have no perception of truth from good, but only

the Knowledge of truth from doctrine.

6926. The Spirits of Mercury ... act as a one, so

that the Knowledges of each are communicated to all,

and the Knowledges of all to each.

6990. 'One who sees, or one who is blind '= faith

through Knowledges, and no faith through no Know-

ledges.

7072. For flying things= the Knowledges of things.

7175^. Moreover, the Knowledges of immaterial things

are represented in the other life by crystals.

7209. 'Ye shall Know that I am Jehovah your God'

(Ex.vi.7) = apperception then that the Lord is the only

God. 'To Know' = to apperceive.

7245". That nation rejected the very Knowledges of

internal things.

7280. 'The Egyptians shall Know that I am Jehovah

'

(Ex.vii.5) = that they shall have fear of the Divine.
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[A.] 7324. ' Pools' = intelligence from the Knowledges

of good and truth ; for . . . collections of water, and lakes,

= Knowledges in the complex through which is intelli-

gence. 111.

7553". 'Trees burnt up' = the Knowledges of truth

destroyed by the evil of cupidities.

7647. Tlie consuming of all the Knowledges which

they have from the Church. Sig.

7743^. The bird turned into stone= the life of Know-

ledges without love . . .

7748. They who love Knowledges alone, and not a

life according to them, have relation to the interior

membrane of the skull.

7749. They who love Knowledges alone, and not a

life according to them, for the most })art glory on

account of them, and seem to themselves wiser than all

others ; thus they love themselves, and despise others,

especially those who are in good, these they regard as

simple and unlearned. But the lot is inverted in the

other life ; there, those wise persons seem to themselves

to become fools, and those simple persons wise.

7750. As by the bird of stone was represented those

who are in Knowledges alone, and not in the life of

love, and as consetpiently they have almost no spiritual

life, we may show that those onl}' have spiritual life who
are in heavenly love, and thence in Knowledges

; and

that love contains in itself the whole Cognitive which

is of that love. (Shown by the case of animals and

birds.

)

7770-. 'Take the talent from him, and give it to him

who hath ten talents' . . . 'AVhosoever hatli, to him

shall be given, so that he shall have abundantly ; but

whosoever hath not, even that which he hath shall be

taken away from him.' The reason is, that the Knpw-
ledges of good and truth with the evil are applied to

evil uses ; and the Knowledges of good and truth with

the good are applied to good uses. Tlie Knowledges

are the same, but the application to uses makes the

quality of them with each person ; as is the case with

the riches of the world . . . from which it is evident,

that the same Knowledges—like the same riches—which

had been with the evil, can be with the good, and can

serve for good uses. (This was also represented by) the

sons of Israel borrowing from the Egyptians vessels of

silver and vessels of gold , . .

*. 'Merchandise and meretricious hire '= Know-
ledges applied to evil uses. That these shall be given

to the good, who will apply them to good uses. Sig.

——•'. ' The profit which is devoted to Jehovah '= the

Knowledges of truth and good.

8426. 'In the evening ye shall Know . .
.' (Ex.xvi.6)

... 'To Know'= to be revealed.

8449. 'Ye shall Know that I am Jehovah' (ver. 12)=
that they may know that the Lord is the only God.

8562. For as water and drink recreate the natural life,

so do truths and the Knowledges of truth the spiritual

life . . .

8568^. 'Springs of waters ' = the Knowledges of truth

from the Word.

8963. Therefore, man is not admitted into combat

until he is in the Knowledges of truth and good . . .

8994-*. Therefore, knowledges and Knowledges are

represented by ^ m&n-vivos.'
e_ ]>ut Yvith those who are in the Celestial King-

dom . . . tlie wives are in the Knowledges of good and

truth.

9011". 'The forest' = the Chru'ch as to the Know-
ledges of truth ; 'Carmer = the Church as to the Know-
ledges of good. In like manner, ' Lebanon and

Hermon.'

9103*. Therefore, the Knowledges of spiritual things

must be with a man in his Natural, in order for spirit-

ual perception to come forth ; and the Knowledges of

spiritual things must be from revelation. When the

light of Heaven inflows into these Knowledges, it inflows

into its own . . .

^. This influx (of light from Heaven) acconinid-

dates itself according to the analogous and corresponding

Knowledges of truth in the Natural.

9230^ So long as the truths of the Church go no

further (than the memory and the understanding), they

are only Knowledges and scientifics ; and, relatively to

goods, are outside the man himself . . .

9231^. 'The crimson and fine linen' with which the

rich man was clothed, = the Knowledges of good and

truth from the Word. 9467^Ex.

9279-. The things which have relation to truth are

called scientifics and Knowledges . . .

^. It is the Knowledges of the truth and good of

faith from the Lord, and thence of faith in the Lord,

which open the intellectual things of the internal

man . . .

9297s. Hence it is that Spirits are instantly Known
there as to their quality . . .

9325''. 'A new cruse,' or new vessel, = scientifics and

Knowledges of good and truth.

9372*. John the Baptist's ' meat' = spiritual nourish-

ment from the Knowledges of truth and good from the

Word.

9391^. Here are described those who are in abundance

of the Knowledges of good and truth, and still live

evilly.

^. By 'the prodigal son' are meant those who
have been prodigal of heavenly riches, which are the

Knowledges of good and truth.

9394. As scientifics are Knowledges, they serve the

sight of the internal man as a kind of mirror in which

to see such things as are of service to him ; for they fall

under the view of the internal man as do fields full of

plants, flowers, etc. . . under the view of the external

man.
^. (Thus) scientifics and Knowledges, which are

things of the memory, serve those who are in the loves

of self and of the world as means to confirm falsities

against truths, and evils against goods . . , Hence it is

that the learned, who are such, are more insane than

the simple . . .

9544. (The vessels of the table of the bread of faces) =:

the Knowledges of celestial good and truth. The

Knowledges of these goods are signified by these vessels

;

and as Knowledges are signified, and Knowledges are

of the memory of the natural man ; and as the Natural
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is external, therefore it is said, 'with which the table

shall be covered.'

5^. The Knowledges of truth and good are the

scientifics of the Church. 9755".

9723-^ The scientifics which have served these uses

are signified by 'the ashes' wdiich are to be removed
;

and the Knowledges of truth and good, through which

man has spiritual life, after they have served their

use, that is, after they have imbued life, are signified

by 'the ashes of the altar,' which also are to be

removed.

9724. Vessels, in general, =the things of the external

memory, or scientifics ; and, in holy things, the Know-
ledges of good and truth, which are means for the

worship of the Lord . . .

9755*^. It here treats of the vastation of the Know-
ledges of good and truth.

9841^. The truths of faith from love are not the bare

Knowledges of such things in the memory, and thence

in the understanding . . .

9768^. The Knowledges of good are the truths of

celestial love.

9945. 'Tliou slialt make with the work of the em-

broiderer' = the Knowledges of good and truth. 'The
work of the embroiderer ' = scientifics ; and the reason it

is said the Knowledges of good and truth, is that by
these are meant interior scientifics, such as are of the

Church concerning faith and love . . . and all things in

the Spiritual World are held in connection by means of

Knowledges and the derivative affections.

10021^. That rhe Knowledges of trath and good are

implanted in the innocence of infancy, as in their plane.

Refs.

10026. For Knowledge must precede, before man can

have faith, and live the life of faith . . .

10037*. 'They who have eaten delicacies ' = those who
have the AVord, and thence the Knowledges of truth

;

'those brought up upon crimson '= those who are in the

Knowledges of good.

10155. 'They shall Know that I am Jehovah their

God' (Ex.xxix.46) = what is perceptive that all good and

truth are from the Lord. 'To Know' = to understand,

believe, and perceive . . . because it is said of both the

Intellectual and the Voluntary of man. When it is

said of the Intellectual only, it = to understand; when
of the Intellectual and at the same time af the Volun-

tary, it =: to believe ; and when of the Voluntary only, it

= to perceive: and therefore with those who are solely

in the knowledge of a thing, and thence in thought

concerning it, 'to Know ' = to itnderstand ; but with

those who are in faith, 'to Know' = to believe ; whereas

with those who are in love, 'to Know' = to perceive.

". But when 'to Know' is conjoined with 'to

understand,' ' to see,' and 'to believe,' then 'to Know'=
to perceive ; because to understand, to see, and to believe,

relate to the understanding, consequently to truth ; but

to perceive, to the will, consequently to good. 111.

^. In these passages, 'to Know ' = to perceive;

and to perceive is from good.

*. As ' to Know, ' in the proper sense, — to perceive

from good, it is said, 'It is Known from the heart'

(Deut.viii. 5) ; . . . and to do what is good is called 'to

Know Jehovah' (Jer.xxii. i6).

10182®. Hence it is that from the evil . . . there is

taken away persuasive faith, and also all Knowledge of

truth . . .

10199''. 'Sheba and E,aamah' = those who are in the

Knowledges of celestial and spiritual things.

10227I''. It here treats of the Church which places

everything of the Church in bare Knowledges . . . when
yet Knowledges are nothing but means to amend and

perfect the life ; and therefore he who possesses them
without a life according to them, is 'miserable, needy,

blind, and naked.'
• ^^. It here treats of those who ac(j[uire Knowledges

without the end of any use, except that they . . . may
know, when yet life is that to which they should be of

service.

1025S-. 'Dan and Javan' = those who are in the

Knowledges of celestial things.

10272-. By ministering goods and truths, are meant

the goods and truths which are in the external man,

which are called Knowledges and scientifics . . .

10367'*. Hence it is that the Knowledges of truth

and good must precede, and must enlighten the under-

standing of man ; for the understanding of man has

been given in order that it may be enlightened through

the Knowledges of good and truth, to the end that they

may be received by his will, and become good . . .

10400*^. Hence man has illustration when he is read-

ing the Word, but according to the light which he is

able to have by the means of the Knowledges which are

with him. 10402^.

10445. (The multiplication of) goods and truths and

their Knowledges. Sig.

1055 1-. The light of Heaven inflow's and enlightens,

although the man is unaware of it. The reason (of

which) is, that that light inflows into the Knowledges

which are in the man's memory, and these Knowledges

are in natural light ; and as the man thinks from these

Knowledges as from himself, he cannot apperceive the

influx . . .

10565. 'To Know Jehovah '= to know the quality of

the Divine with them.

H. 46. (In Heaven) all who are in like good Know
each other . . .

352-". If man were born into the order of his life . . .

he would be born into intelligence and wisdom, and

thence also into the faith of all truth, in proportion as

Knowledges accede.

355s. Therefore, in proportion as the spirit of a man
has been made rational by Knowledges and knowledges

in the world, he is rational after (death) . . .

356. But they who through Knowledges and know-

ledges have ac([uired intelligence and wisdom—who are

they who have applied all things to the use of life, and

at the same time have acknowledged the Divine, loved

the Word, and lived a spiritual moral life—with these,

knowledges have served as means of being wise, and

also of strengthening the things which are of faith . . .
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[H. 356]^ From these things it is evident that through

Knowledges and knowledges man becomes spiritual,

and that these are means of lieing wise, but only with

those who have acknowledged the Divine in faith and

life.

356. App.^. That man is to be imbued with know-
ledges and Knowledges, because bj' these he learns

to think, afterwards to understand what truth and good

are, and at last to be wise. Refs.

. That Knowledges open the way to the internal

man, and afterwards conjoin him with tlie external

man according to uses. Refs.

427-. They who come out of the World of Spirits into

Heaven, (or Hell), see each other no more, and do not

Know each other, unless they are alike in mind from a

like love.

457^' I have seen some recently from the world, and

I Knew them from their faces and speech ; but when
they were seen afterwards, I did not Know them.

8. Hence it is that all who have Known each

other in the world. Know each other also in the World
of Spirits ; but not in Heaven or in Hell.

469. Hence it is that Spirits and Angels, C([ually with

men, are perfected in intelligence and wisdom through

the Knowledges of truth and good. . . I have seen . . .

that those who have been in any truth from simple good,

were imbued with Knowledges, and through these with

intelligence, and afterwards were carried up into

Heaven.
^. But it is to be known that they are not im-

bued with Knowledges, and through them with intelli-

gence, any further than to the degree of the atlection of

good and truth in which they had been in the world . . .

^. That Spirits and Angels are continually Ix'ing

perfected in intelligence and wisdom through the Know-
ledges of truth and good. Refs.

481". After the first and second states (after death) are

passed, they are separated so that they no longer see,

nor Know each other ; for everyone becomes his own
love . . .

494. As the spirit of a man just after his life in the

world is such, he is then Known by his friends . . . for

Spirits perceive this not only from his face and speech,

but also from the sphere of his life when they approach.

5176. (Thus) Knowledges, which are external truths,

do not cause that anyone comes into Heaven ; but the
life itself, which is the life of use, which has been im-
planted through Knowledges.

518. But (these learned Spirits) were explored, as to

whether their Knowledges resided in the memory, or in

the life . . .

^. But those with whom Knowledges resided in

the memory only ... at the influx of the light of

Heaven began to be darkened . . . They were afterwards
instructed that Knowledges do not make an Angel, but
the life itself which they have obtained through Know-
ledges

; because, regarded in themselves. Knowledges
are outside of Heaven ; but life through Knowledges is

within Heaven.

552. After the first and second state (after death) are

passed, a Spirit is at once Known, as to his quality.

when he is looked at ; not only from his face, but also

from his body, and also from his speech and gestures . . .

N. l". By 'the foundations of the wall which were of

every precious stone,' are meant the Knowledges upon
which that doctrine is founded.

48''. That the truths which are in the natural man
are called scientifies and Knowledges. Ref.

51. (Passages on the subject of the knowledges and
Knowledges, through which the internal spiritual man
is opened.

)

". For the sake of distinction, the scientifies

which belong to the spiritual state and life are called

Knowledges, which are chiefly doctrinal things. Ref.

^. That the sight of the internal man calls forth

nothing else from the scientifies and Knowledges of the

external man than those which are of the love of the

former. Ref.

. That scientifies and Knowledges are disposed and

conjoined fascicularly according to the loves through

which they have been introduced. Ref.

. That the scientifies and Knowledges with a

man are implanted successively in his loves, and dwell

in them. Ref.

^ That scientifies and Knowledges, lieing of the

external or natural man, are in the light of the world

. . . Ref.

52. That scientifies and Knowledges are of the ex-

terior memory. Refs.

J. 12-. There is (a mental) extension according to the

increments of wisdom, thus according to the plurality of

the Knowledges of truth which have been implanted in

the understanding . . .

C. J. 14^. Spiritual light . . . enters with man into

his understanding, in proportion as he is in the faculty

of perceiving, from the Knowledges he has received.

Life 27-. These are Knowledges without life . . . and

such, in time, perish . . .

<=. But still Knowledges are most necessary . . .

F. 25. That the Knowledges of truth and good are

not of faith before man is in charity ; but that they are

the storehouse from which the faith of charity can be

formed. Gen. art.

28. This storehouse is most necessary, because with-

out it faith cannot be formed ; for the Knowledges of

truth and good enter faith, and make it. If there are

none, faith does not come forth ... If they are few,

faith is small and needy. If they are many, faith is

rich and full . . .

29. The Knowledges of genuine truth and good make
faith, and not at all the Knowledges of falsity . . .

31. The Knowledges of truth and good which pre-

cede faith . . . ^.

. As soon as charity is implanted, these Know-
ledges become of faith . . .

32. Spiritual heat in its essence is charity, and it

vivifies the Knowledges of truth and good which are

therein, and from them forms faith.

33. The Knowledges of truth become truths with one

Avho is regenerate ; and also the Knowledges of good ;

for the Knowledge of good is in the irnderstanding.
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W. i<^. Not from Knowledge . . . Init from exiieri-

oiice . . .

146-. Without the Knowledge that . . .

1S5. Without a Knowledge of these degrees . . .
-.

189.

1896. The mere Knowledge of alistract things . . .

220-. Tlie Angels have such Knowledge from . . .

237. The spiritual degree . . . gr-o\vs through the

Knowledges of truth and good, or through spiritual

Truths.

P. 60. In the Angelic there is a Knowledge of the

way from walking in it, and a walking in the way
through the Knowledge of it.

91-. The acknowledgment of the Lord from wisdom,

which, regarded in itself, is only Knowledge, exists

from doctrine.

96^. For Knowledges are like the tools of a work-

man . . .

233^. Truths in the memory, in themselves are Know-
ledges . . .

250^, These Knowledges are the things of which the

good are to 'make themselves friends,' and which 're-

ceive them into eternal habitations.'

275. The Knowledge of evil after the fall is meant liy

eating of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil.

335. These truths in themselves are Knowledges, from

which are knowledges.

R. 74^. The Knowledges of good and truth from the

Word are truths.

143. 'Who have not Known the depths of Satan'

(Rev. ii. 24) = who do not understand their interior

things . . .

244. 'The fourth animal was like a flying eagle' = the

Divine truth of the Word as to Knowledges, and the

derivative understanding.

^ 'An eagle,' in the opposite sense, =tlie Know-
ledges of falsitj-, from which the understanding is per-

verted. 111.

320'^. He showed that with those now seen there were

not any Knowledges of good and truth from the Word,

nor the understanding of them ; and they who are such,

in the Spiritual World appear pale.

345. Who alone Knows all and each one. Sig.

406. 'The third part of the ships perished ' = that all

the Knowledges of good and truth from the Word which

are of service for the use of life, were destroyed with

them.

. The Knowledges of good and truth are the

necessaries for all the use of the spiritual man ; for from

them is the doctrine of the Church, and according to

this is life. ' Ships' = these Knowledges. Ex. and 111.

534. The wisdom and intelligence of the New Church

from the Knowledges of Divine good and Divine truth

from the Word. Sig.

889. Thirst for the Knowledges of truth from the

Word from natural use, and also from spiritual use. Ex.

899. 'Having twelve gates' = all the Knowledges of

truth and good there, through which man is introduced

into the Church.

900. The Divine truths and goods of Heaven ... in

these Knowledges ; and also guards lest anyone should

enter into them except from the Lord. Sig.

^. The Knowledges of good and truth from the

Word, when there is in them what is spiritual from the

Lord, are not called Knowledges, but truths ; whereas

if (that) is not in them they ai'e nothing but scientifics.

901. That the Knowledges of truth and good, in

which there is spiritual life from the Lord, and through

which there is introduction into the New Church, art-

for those who are more or less in love, or the affection

of good ; and for those who are more or less in wisdom,

or the affection of truth. Sig. and Ex.

916. That the acknowledgment and Knowledge of

the Lord conjoin into one all the Knowledges of truth

and good which are from the Word, and introduce into

the Church. Sig. and Ex.

. The reason each gate was of one pearl, is that

all the Knowledges of truth and good . . . relate to one

Knowledge, which is the containant of them, which

one Knowledge is the Knowledge of the Lord. It is

called one Knowledge, although there are manj' which

make up that one Knowledge ; for the Knowledge of

the Lord is the universal of all things of doctrine, and

thence of all things of the Church . . .

^. 'The one precious pearl ' = the acknowledgment

and Knowledge of the Lord.

937"'. Faith and thence the presence of the Lord exist

through the Knowledges of Truths from the Word,

especially concerning the Lord Himself there.

940. That in the New Jerusalem . . . men will not be

in Knowledges concerning God from the natural lumen

which is from Own intelligence, and from the glory

originating from conceit . . . Sig.

M. 47a^. Husbands (there) rarely Know their wives,

but wives well Know their husbands. Ex.

T. 11^. Knowledges concerning God are mirrors of

God . . .

. The faith of God enters into man by a prior

way . . . but Knowledges concerning God enter by a

posterior way, because they are imbibed from the

revealed Word, by the understanding, through the

senses of the body ; and in the middle of the under-

standing there is a meeting of the influxes . . .

24. Because there have been lacking the Knowledges

through which man ought to ascend to meet God ;
foi'

everyone should prepare the way for God ; that is,

should prepare himself for reception ; and this should

be done by means of Knowledges. The Knowledges

which have been lacking . . . are the following . . .

-. The Knowledges by means of which the human

understanding ascends . . . may be compared to the

steps of the ladder seen by Jacob . . . But it is fjuite

otherwise when these Knowledges are lacking, or when

the man spurns them . . .

66. They recognize their own image in these objects,

8l2. Now as the Knowledge of the Lord surpasses in

excellence all the Knowledges which exist in the

Church . . .

208". The Lord teaches everyone through the Word,

and He teaches him from those Knowledges which are
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with the man, and tkies not infuse new ones immedi-
ately . . .

[T.] 2556. Confirmation enters the Avill . . . whereas

bare Knowledge only enters the understanding . . .

339^. The Lord draws near to every man, as he
Knows and acknowledges Him.

349. It cannot be Known that , . .

377". So all spiritual offspring, which are the Know-
ledges of good and truth, are born from charity as

father, and from faith as mother. From these things

may be Known the generation of spiritual families.

379^. Like touchstones by which gold and silver are

Known.

3S0-. It may be exjilored and Known, whether . . .

410^. It is sufhcient that the neighbour be loved

according to the degrees which one Knows.

448. Among the Knowledges known-«otos-iu Heaven
there is also this . . .

457". God inflows with every man with the acknow-
ledgment of Himself into the Knowledges concerning
Himself . . . (Such a man) receives this influx in the

understanding and not in the will, and he remains in

the Knowledges without an interior acknowledgment of

God . . . But the man who receives . . . the influx in

the will . . . has an interior acknowledgment of God,
which vivifies with him the Knowledges concerning
God.

521. Who does not Know a Jew by his face . . .

525. Tliat the Knowledge of sin . , . begins repent-

ance. Gen. art.

526. That a man .

his sins . . .

may Know and acknowledge

528. That actual repentance is ... to Know and ac-

knowledge one's sins . . . Gen. art.

539. The confession must be, that he sees. Knows,
and acknowledges his evils . . .

564. For the evil which a man does not see, Know,
and acknowledge, remains.

5S9-. But no one can be said to be reformed by mere
Knowledges of Truths . . .

S90<^. Therefore, my friend. Know a man . . . from
his heart . . .

665. The Knowledge of conscience in the world is

among the lost Knowledges.

667. That without a Knowledge of the spiritual sense

of the Word . . .

6746. That the Internal Church might thus be more
closely Known : and this is Known from the uses of

baptism.

681. That the second use of baptism is, that the

Christian may Know and acknowledge the Lord . . .

Gen. art. 684.

Ad. 991. These essential things are formed succes-

sively through thoughts from those things which are in

the memorj", and are called Knowledges . . .

993. These conclusions, which are called principles,

are Knowledges, which are imbibed either through the

hearing, or are formed from things which have been

heard . . .

D. 336. That the Knowledges of spiritual and
celestial things, which are pure Truths, when they are

in the faith of the mind, and also in its thought, can

affect delightfully the whole Heaven of Angels.

772. See Kxow-saVe, here. 773.

1055. All Knowledges are spiritual foods, but of what
quality is Known from the end. Ex.

I425*'. They constitute the things which are of the

internal senses, which are Knowledges.

1429^. They said that they are delighted from Know-
ledges, and that this is a use.

1757''. It is only Knowledge.

1935. That the Knowledges of Truths with men are

as it were vessels.

2389. If a man has no true Knowledges of faith in

the life of the body, in the other life Knowledge is not

wont to bo given to such Spirits ; for the Knowledges

which they have had in the life of the bod}' remain

after death, and are easily resuscitated . . . Hence it

may be concluded what a true Knowledge of faith effects

after death ; and what no Knowledge of faith.

2688^. Xo one knowing and Knowing.

3261. For the Lord Himself inseminates the Know-
ledges which are in agreement with them.

32S8. How the Spirits of Mercury acquire the Know-
ledges of things. Des.

3386-. Such things with angelic Spirits and Angels

are not fallacies, but are appearances ; and are as it

were vessels, to which can be applied the Knowledges

of faith. Therefore it was told what the Knowledges

of faith are, which are not appearances ; namely, that

the Knowledges of faith are, that the Lord rules the

universe ;• that all good and truth are from the Lord

alone ; that with us there is nothing but evil ; and the

like.

3428. Such are those who reject faith, so that they

do not want to hear about faith, nor about Knowledges,

which they suppose to be the tree of knowledge which

deceived Eve and Adam. They remain in life only,

speaking about life , . .

3437. I spoke to him many things about the Know-
ledges of faith : that there cannot possibly be true life

except through the Knowledges of faith ; that without

life through the Knowledges of faith, or through the

doctrine of faith, that is, through faith, there would be

no need of the revelation of the "Word . . . and there

would be no need of his preaching ... as life might be

infused immediately, without the "Word ... He now
wants to insinuate, that he had supposed that man is

regenerated while he is unaware of it, and that he thus

obtains life : concerning which it was given to say,

that such is the case with regeneration, but still through

the Knowledges of faith ; and that although the man
is then unaware of it, still, in a state of misfortune

and temptation, when corporeal things recede, those

things which are of faith are recalled by the Lord into

his mind.

3438'-. Such a life (as men are born into) cannot
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possibly be amended except through the Knowledges of

truth and good, and thus through the Knowledges of

faith.

3445. True conscience is not possible without the

Knowledges of faith . . . (and) man is not born into

any Knowledge . . . and unless he were to receive the

Knowledges of truth and good from education, he

would be much viler than the brutes . . .

^. True conscience is never born with man, l)ut

first there must be Knowledges ; thus it is procured . . .

3459*^- (So long) they cannot come to the courtyard

of Knowledges.

3537. It was given to say, that all the Knowledges of

faith are Truths . . .

3549. That evil Spirits are dispersed from those who
are kept by the Lord simply in the Knowledges of

faith.

3564. That the Knowledges of faith are the food of

Spirits.

3590. 3Ian ought to think from Heaven, that is, from

the Knowledges of faith, which are heavenly, and
which have been revealed ; and thus are to be con-

firmed, if need be, by sensuous things. For the Angels

are in the sphere of faith, consequently, are in the

Knowledges of faith.

3591'^. It is of the Lord's Providence that one finds so

many contrary things ... in order that we may remain

in universal Truths or in the Knowledges of faith, and
that these may rule the thoughts ; and that when they
reign we may abstain from such things.

3602. That objections are not to be made against the

Knowledges of faith.

3603. Faith means the universal Knowledges and
Truths of faith . . . Without these, there is no faith

;

but the Knowledges of faith are faith, because faith is

to be had in them . . . Thus do the ideas become
determinate.

3614. That those who do not admit objections against

the Knowledges of faith, are secure from evil Spirits.

3875. Conjugial love is attended with all the [neces-

sary] Knowledge . . . Thus all Knowledge follows from

affection. Therefore, he who is in the affection of true

faith, is in the Knowledges of all things ; but when
the affection has ceased, then the Knowledges remain

to be insinuated through another way, namely, through

an external one, or through the ear ; which indeed

appears to the ignorant as if it were the Lord ; for,

from the things said from the Knowledges of faith, it

is Known whether there is a Lord. But as they are

Knowledges, and not affections, they are nothing else

than images of the Lord without life ... It was shown
me to the life, how the Knowledges which do not come

forth from affection, are like such inanimate birds of

pearl . . ,

3904. A certain one . . . who had known above others

. . . what the Knowledge of faith is, came to me and
said that now he knows nothing . . . (This was) because

in the other life Knowledges are confirmed, that they

may be Tiuths of faith . . . For, although anyone is in

the light of Knowledges, yet if his life is repugnant, he

does not love the things confirmatory of the Know-
ledges of faith against his life ; but he rather loves the

things confirmatory of his life against the Knowledges

... It was given to console him [by saying] that this

is the state into which those are first reduced who are

in the Knowledges of the truth of faith, and with

which the life does not agree, which is a species of

vastation ; and then for the first time the Lord insemin-

ates truths . . .

3977. On things confirmatory of the Knowledges of

faith.

. The Knowledges of faith cannot be other-

wise than at first confirmed by sensuous things and

natural Truths ; for man cannot believe without things

confirmatory ; but afterwards, when they have been

confirmed, the Lord endows him with conscience, in

order tliat he may believe without things confirmatory.

He then rejects all reasonings. This sphere is angelic,

in which evil Spirits cannot be . . .

4037^. So is it with those things wliich are of the

Knowledges of faith . . . Confirmatory things then

accede, which are all in the corporeal memory, where

also are the Knowledges of faith.

4058. In proportion as anyone is in love from the

Lord, he is in Knowledges ; which Knowledges come

from the Lord alone, both immediately, and also

through Heaven.

4172. From this it was evident that Knowledge must

precede . . . and that unless there is Knowledge, one is

not endowed with the charity of faith ; thus the Know-
ledge of truth precedes.

4263. They who are in charity and conscience know as

it were from themselves all tlie Knowledges of faith . . .

4264. So it is with charity ; he who is in charity is

in all things of faith, or in all Knowledges which are

called of faith ; so that he does not think at all

about the Knowledges, because he then has them in

himself . . . But the reason man must have Know-
ledges, is that he knows nothing about spiritual and

celestial things ; they are above his apprehension ; and

thus he must have Knowledges, in order that he maj'

be regenerated by means of them, and receive charity

from the Lord . . . and may know these things, and

innumerable chings more.

4295. Discourse concerning Knowledges falls with

man into the things which he is eating . . . because

Knowledges are spiritual foods . . .

4696. I supposed at first that when in good . . .

Heaven could be granted to those who are devoid of the

Knowledges of truth and good ; but it was shown how
changeable they were, so that they could not be led

when they were in any sensuous natural state, but they

then seized upon anj' opinions whatever, so that all

things were indeterminate. When he turned himself,

he then changed his mind into the opposite, like a

revolving wheel . . . Hence it is evident that a plane

must be formed in the world from the truths of faith,

or from the Knowledges of good and truth, in both

doctrine and life . . . and that otherwise their state is

changeable and evil.

4697. Women were also seen who were deceived by
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evil women . . . because they had not given heed to the

Knowledges of truth and good from preaching. Those

who had lived well were brought to a place where they

can 1)6 amended.

[D.] 4731. That all who are like are Known . , .

5450. Ugly black horses were seen, like dusky clouds.

They approached me, and I felt behind me the sphere

of adulteration . . , Some at my back were then heard

to say, What need is there of Knowledges ? thus of

truths ? It is sufficient to be in holy worship. . . They
were then told that an external Holy, without the

Knowledges of truth and good, is not holy, because

there is nothing from Heaven in it ; for it is from an

empty man, from whom nothing is perceived . . . and

also that man cannot have Heaven in himself without

Knowledges ; for instance, if he does not know about

the Lord, that all good is from Him ; anil about him-

self, that all evil is from him. Hence comes the

humiliation which is of worship ; and if these things

are not in the humiliation, there is nothing in it . . .

Those who were of this character were monks, because

they keep all in . . . thick darkness . . . They who are

such, namely, those who are averse to Knowledges,

through which however is the way to Heaven, and who
place the whole of worship in externals, are the (log and

Magog of the Apocalypse.

5696. Such, at first, are accepted, and they are

delighted with Knowledges not for the sake of any

uses except for the sake of delight. In the other life

such delight is increased with them . . . They appear on

mountains . . . and believe that they can never be

disturbed. They do not trust in the Divine, except

intellectually when it is well with them . . . Such care

nothing as to how their neighbour is circumstanced . . .

They bind themselves with the evil everywhere . . .

Such are they who interpose themselves between the

Lord and the evil in the other life ; nay, between the

Lord and man . . .

5899. Some, when inspected by the Angels, appear

like cats . . . Such was B. Stierncrona, who only sang

Amen ; and did not attend to any Knowledges.

5971^. For before faith, knowledge and Knowledge

must precede . , .

D. Min. 4597'^. Hence it may be evident how neces-

sary it is to imbue the Knowledges of what is right and

true, and to act according to them, and to confirm the

love.

4613. Hence it maybe evident how important it is

to know the Knowledges of truth ; and to believe that

this is the truth.

E. 71. As the Knowledges of truth are in ulti-

mates . . .

93. By 'the Angel of the Church of Ephesus,' are

meant all those in the Church who are in the Know-
ledges of truth and good, thus in the Knowledges of

such things as are of Heaven and the Church, and yet

are not, or are not as yet, in a life according to them.

By these Knowledges are especially meant doctrinal

things ; but doctrinal things, or the Knowledges of

truth and good, alone, do not make a man spiritual, but a

life according to them ; for doctrinal things, or Know-

ledges, without a life according to them, reside only in

the memory and thence in the thought ; and all things

which reside there only, reside in the natural man . . .

95. For the remembrance of those within the Church
who are in the Knowledges of truth and good from the

Word. Sig.

e_ Tijg i-eason those who are in the Knowledges
of good and truth from fJir JFord are meant ... is that

by the Knowledges of truth and good are meant the

doctrinal things of the Church, and these cannot be

had from any other source than the Word.

96. From Whom are all the Knowledges of good and
truth. Sig.

'^. The reason the Knowledges of good and truth

are here treated of first, is that these are the first things

of the Church ; for no one can lie initiated into faith

and charity, which make the Church, except through

the Knowledges which are of the Church from the

Word.

105. That a life according to Knowledges is what is

essential of the Church, and not Knowledges without a

life according to them, may he evident to everyone who
considers ; for Knowledges, so long as one does not live

according to them, reside solely in the memory ; and so

long as thej' reside there only, they do not affect the

interiors of man . . .

-. Before the Knowledges of truth and good enter

man's will or love, they effect nothing whatever towards

his salvation, because they are not within the man, but

are witliout him. But still Knowledges are necessary,

because without them man can know nothing concerning

spiritual life, and he who knows nothing aljout this life

cannot become spiritual ; for what a man knows he can

think, will, and do, but not what he does not know
;

but still if they enter no deeper than the memory and

the derivative thought, they do not affect him, and con-

sequently do not save him.

3. It is believed by many . . . that to know doc-

trinal things, and from knowledge to believe that they

are true, saves a man however he lives ; but I can assert

that no one is saved by these things. I have seen

many, even the most learned, cast into Hell ; but, on

the other hand, I have seen those who have lived ac-

cording to tiie Knowledges of truth and good from the

Word elevated into Heaven. Hence it is evident that

Knowledges effect nothing, but a life according to

them ; and that Knowledges only teach how we are to

live. To live according to the Knowledges of truth

and good, is to think that we are to do so, and no other-

wise, because it is commanded by the Lord in the Word.

When a man thinks thence, and thence wills and acts,

he then becomes spiritual. But it is necessary for those

who are within the Church to believe in the Lord, and,

when they think about Him, to think of the Divine in

His Human, because from His Divine Human proceeds

everything of charity and faith.

107. He who believes that those can be in the Know-

ledges of truth who separate charity from faith, is nmch

mistaken ; for they apprehend all things from themselves,

and nothing from Heaven, and the things which a man

aiiprehends from himself and not from Heaven are

falsities, because he thinks in darkness . . .
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-. These are intelligent in iiroportion as tliey

have ajiplied the Knowledges of truth and good to life.

3. All these who are in the Knowledges of truth

and good, and not in the good of life according to them,

can live a moial life equally with those who are in

Knowledges and through them in the good of life ; but

their moral life is natural and not spiritual. Ex.

109-^ By 'the tree of knowledge' is signified the

delight of Knowledges without any other use than that

they may be called learned . . .

no. 'AVhich is in the midst of the paradise of God' =
that all the Knowledges of good and truth in Heaven

and in the Church look thither (that is, to the good of

love to the Lord), and proceed thence. ^,Ex.

. ' Paradise' = the Knowledges of good and truth,

and the derivative intelligence. 111.

^. By 'Asshur,' in the Word, are meant those

who have become rational through the Knowledges of

good and truth . . .

^. Without previous Knowledges, love and faith

are not possible ; for without them a man would be an

empty man.

\ As all the Knowledges of good and truth

regard the Lord, and jiroceed from Him . . .

112. For remembrance to those within the Church
(Smyrna) who . . . are but little in the Knowledges of

truth and good, which, however, they at heart long for.

Sig.

'. Here are described those who are in tlie Know-
ledges of truth and good, and at the same time iu a life

according to them . . .

^. For no one can be introduced into the Chuieh,

and be formed for Heaven, except through Knowledges

from the Word. AVithout these, a man does not know
the way to Heaven ; and without these the Lord cannot

dwell with him. That without the Knowledges of

truth and good from the Word no one knows anything

about the Lord, the angelic Heaven, charity, and faith,

may be known ; and that which a man does not know,

he cannot think, or will, consequently cannot believe

and love. Hence it is evident that man learns the way
to Heaven through Knowledges. That without the

Knowledges of truth and good from the Word, the

Lord cannot be present and lead man, is also known
;

for the spiritual mind of him who knows nothing about

the Lord, Heaven, and charity and faith, is empty, and

has nothing from the Divine within it ; and yet the

Lord cannot be with a man except in what is His own
in him ; that is, in the things which are from Him.

Hence it is that it is said, that the Lord cannot dwell

with a man unless he is in the Knowledges of truth and
good from the AVord, and thence in life. From these

things ... it follows, that a natural man cannot possibly

become spiritual without the Knowledges of truth and

good from the Word.
*. In its bosom the Word is spiritual, and . . .

therefore so long as a man lives iu the world, and sees

then from the natural man, he can be but little in the

Knowledges of truth and good, but only iu general

ones, in which, however, there can be implanted in-

numerable things when he comes into the Spiritual

World . . . foi- the general Knowledges which are with

him, are as it were vessels which can be infilled with

many things . . .

118^. As the Lord loves to lead everyone to Himself,

and to save him, and this He cannot do except through

the Knowledges of truth and good from the Word, He
therefore loves to implant these in man, and to make
them of his life . . .

126. 'A crown,' when predicated of those who are in

the spiritual affection of the Knowledges of truth and

good,=wisdom . . . The reason (these) have eternal

happiness, is that Heaven is implanted with man
through the Knowledges of truth and good from the

AVord. Ex. . . There are two minds with man . . . The
natural mind is opened through the Knowledges of the

things which are in the world ; and the spiritual mind
is opened through the Knowledges of the things which

are in Heaven, which the AVord teaches, and the Church

from the AVord. Through these, man becomes spiritual,

when he knows them, and lives according to them. Sig.

-. Those of them who do not care for the Know-
ledges of truth and good from the AVord, and who do

not imbue them, not only in the memory, but also in

the life, remain natural . . . for their holy worship,

adorations, and prayers, do not proceed from any

spiritual origin ; for their spiritual mind has not been

opened through the Knowledges of spiritual things, and

through a life according to them, but it is empty ; and

worship which proceeds from what is empty is only

natural gesture . . .

. From these things it may be evident that the

Knowledges of truth and good from the AVord, and a

life according to them, are what alone make a man
spiritual . . .

141^^. The reason 'the merchandise and meretricious

hire should be holy to Jehovah,' is that by these things

are signified the Knowledges of truth and good applied

by them to false and evil things ; and through these

very Knowledges, regarded in themselves, a man can be

wise ; for Knowledges are means of being wise, and are

also means of being insane ; thej' are means of being

insane when they are falsified by applications to evils

and falsities . . .

176*. Truths in the natural man are scientilics and
Knowledges, from which a man can think, reason, and
conclude, naturally, concerning the truths and goods of

the Church, and concerning the falsities and evils which

are opposite to them, and thence be in a kind of natural

illustration when he is reading the AA'ord . . .

182. Those who lead a moral life, but not a spiritual

one, because they make light of the Knowledges of

spiritual things, and of the derivative intelligence and

wisdom. Sig. and Ex.

193. The unexpected time of death, when all the

Knowledges procured from the AVord which have not

attained spiritual life will be snatched away. Sig. and

Ex. ",111.

-. Therefore, when he becomes a Spirit, he rejects

from himself all the Knowledges he has acquired from

the AVord which do not agree with the life of his spirit's

love. But it is otherwise with those whose . . . tlioughts

in the spirit make one with their thoughts from the

memory of the body, thus with the Knowledges of
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truth and good which they have from the Word ; and,

iu proportion as they make one, these Knowledges

obtain spiritual life ; for they are elevated by the Lord

from the external man into the internal, and make the

life of the latter, thi;s its understanding and will . . .

[E. 193]^. It is said 'as a thief,' because the evils and
derivative falsities in the natural man take away and

cast out the Knowledges of truth and good which are

from the "Word there ; for the things which are not

loved, are cast out.

*. As evils and the derivative falsities penetrate

from the interior, and . . . cast out the Knowledges of

truth and good which dwell exteriorly with a man,
therefore those (evils and falsities) are meant by

'thieves.' 111.

^". That all the Knowledges of truth and good

which are from the Word will be taken away from those

who have not acquired spiritual life, is meant in the

parable of the talents . . . Ex.

^^ To commit the Knowledges from the Word
to life, is to think from them when, being left alone,

one thinks from one's spirit ; and to will them and do

them ; for this is to love truths because they are truths
;

and these are they who are made spiritual througli

Knowledges from the Word.

195. Those who lead a moral life from a spiritual

origin, by applying to the uses of their life the Know-
ledges of truth and good from the Word. Sig. and

Ex.

. ' Garments ' = the scientific truths and Know-
ledges wliich are in the natural man. ——

^

^. These scientifics and Knowledges, when they

are from the Word, are 'defiled' by this,—tliat the man
learns and retains them solely for the sake of . . . being

called learned ... or that he may thereby get honours

and wealth, and beyond these ends he does not care for

them. Thus are Knowledges from the Word polluted

and defiled by the loves of self and of the world ; for

they dwell together with evils and falsities . . .

*. It was said above that a man becomes spiritual

through the Knowledges of truth and good from the

Word applied to the uses of life ; but why a man
becomes spiritual through those which are from the

Word, and not through any others, shall now be told.

All things which are in the Word are Divine, and they

are Divine by this,—that they have in them a spiritual

sense, and throngh this sense communicate with Heaven
and with the Angels there ; and therefore when a man
has Knowledges from the Word, and applies them to

life, he then through them communicates with Heaven,

and through this communication he becomes spiritual

. . . Whereas the Knowledges which are from other

books, which deliver the doctrinal things of the Church
and confirm them by various things, do not effect com-

munication with Heaven, except through the Know-
ledges therein from the Word. These do communicate
if they are understood truly, and are not applied to

faith alone, but to life . . .

196. Their spiritual life which they have through the

Knowledges of truth and good from the Word. Sig. and
Ex.

. Nothing else with man makes the spiritual

life, except the Knowledges of truth and good from the

Word ajiplied to life ; and they are applied to life when
the man holds them as the laws of his life ; for he thus
regards the Lord in every single thing, and the Lord is

present with them, and gives intelligence and wisdom,
and the affection and delight of them ; for the Lord is

in His own truths with a man . . .

235. 'I will spue thee out of My mouth ' = separation

from Knowledges from the Word . . . for the food which
a man takes, corresponds to Knowledges . . . because

Knowledges nourish the spirit, as foods nourish the

body.

-. That they who are 'lukewarm' . . . are separ-

ated from Knowledges from the Word, they themselves

do not know ; for they believe that they are in Know-

[

ledges more than others ; but still they are not ; nay,

they are scarcely in any
;
(the reason of which is) that

when they are reading the Word, they keep their minds
in their falsities, whence they either do not see truths,

or, if they see them, they either pass by or falsify

them . . . ^.

•. There are two causes of their separation from

Knowledges from the Word : the first is that they

cannot be enlightened by the Lord . . . and the second

is, that they profane truths by falsifications . . .

236". Those who acquire Knowledges without any
other end than . . . that they may know them. Tr.

238. That they do not know that they have no Know-
ledges of truth, and no Knowledges of good. Sig,

242^ What they called faith was only Knowledges
. . . and these Knowledges are not in man, but are in

the entrance to him, which is his memory, until they

are in his will ; but iu proportion as they are in his will,

they are in the man himself . . . and in the same jjro-

portion they are in his sight, which is faith. The
Knowledges themselves which precede, and in the

natural sight appear as if they were believed, do not

become of faith . . . Hence it is that the sight of Know-
ledges, which is siTpposed to be of faith, recedes from a

man successively as he begins to think evilly from

willing evilly ; and also recedes from him after death

... if the Knowledges have not been inrooted in his

life ; that is, in his will or love. Ex.

*. To these (ruminatory stomachs of animals)

corresponds the memory with man . . . Into this he

first collects spiritual foods, which are Knowledges, and

afterwards he takes them out, as it were by ruminating,

that is, by thinking and willing ; and ajipropriates them
to himself, and thus makes them of his life. From this

comparison ... it may be evident that unless Know-
ledges are implanted in the life by thinking and
willing, and thence by doing them, they are like foods

Avhich are unmasticated in the ruminatory stomachs,

where they either become putrid, or are vomited out.

(Continued under KNOW-stv' rt', here.

)

275''. The neglect and loss of the Knowledges of

truth. Sig.

1^. Knowledges and truths differ in this,—that

Knowledges are of the natural man, and truths are of

the spiritual.

-1. The tr;;ths which are in the natural man, and

are called Knowledges and scientifics.

283*. To infil with the Knowledges of truth and
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good those who are in the Ultimate Heaven and in the

Church. Sig.

294". 'Tliat they may see, and Know . .
.' (Is.xli.20)

= Knowledges, and understanding . . .

313^". When the inmost is spiritual . . . then also the

Rational, the Cognitive, and the Scientific, are also

spiritual . . .

372^ 'Not to be Known in the streets' (Lam.iv.8) =
not to be recognized-?rco;7)io.sci-by genuine truths.

376^**. By 'the works,' from which uses are effected,

are signified the Knowledges of good ; and by 'wealth,'

the Knowledges of truth ; and, as the Knowledges of

truth and good are in the natural man— for therein is

all the perceptible Cognitive and the Scientific—there-

fore . . .

386. A lack and ignorance of the Knowledges of truth

and good. Sig.

. By food and drink are signified all things which
nourish and support the spiritual life, which in general

are the Knowledges of truth and good . . .

-"'. In all these passages, ' famine ' = the depriva-

tion of the Knowledges of truth and good, and the con-

sequent deprivation of all truth and' good. ^^,

13 14

'^. That ' famine '=: also ignorance of the Know-
ledges of truth and good, such as is with those who
know that they exist, and thence long for them. 111.

387. For where . . . there are no Knowledges of truth

and good, there is not any spiritual life ; for this is

procured through the Knowledges of truth and good

applied to the uses of life. For man is born in all evil

and the derivative falsity, and therefore he is born into

plenary ignorance of all spiritual Knowledges. In

order, therefore, that he may,be withdrawn from evils

and the derivative falsities . . . and saved, it is

necessary that he should learn the Knowledges of

truth and good, by means of which he may be intro-

duced, and may become spiritual.

402. That the Knowledges of good and truth have

perished. Sig.

403. 'Its untimely figs ' = the things which are in the

natural man, which are esi^ecially the Knowledges im-

planted in the natural man ft-om infancy, and not yet

matured, because they have been merely heard, and

thence received.

-. As man is born natural, the Knowledges

which he imbibes from infancy, before he becomes

spiritual, are implanted in his natural memory. But

when he advances in age, and begins to view rationally

the Knowledges of good and truth which he has im-

bibed from the AVord, or from preaching, if he then

leads an evil life, he seizes and imbues the falsities

which are opposite and contrary to these Knowledges,

and then ... he reasons from falsities against the

Knowledges of his infancy and childhood ; and when

this is done, these Knowledges are cast down, and falsi-

ties succeed in their place. These, therefore, are the

things which are signified by, ' the stars shall fall to the

earth, as a fig-tree casteth down her untimely figs,

when she is shaken by the wind.'

405". 'A vine out of Egypt' = thc Spiritual Church,

which begins with a man through scientifics and Know-
ledges in the natural man.

406. The truths of the natural man are scientific

truths, which are under the view of the rational man
;

and they are the Knowledges of truth, which are under
the view of the spiritual man. The Knowledges of truth
are the things which the natural man knows from the

Word . . . The spiritual mind is opened and cultivated

after (the natural mind), but in proportion as the man
receives the Knowledges of truth which are from the

Word, or from doctrine from the Word ; and therefore

it is not opened with those who do not apply them to

life . . .

^ That all the Knowledges of truth and good, and
the confirmatory scientifics, which a man has imbibed
from the Word and from teachers from infancy, change
their places and their state in the natural man, and
perish from the view, when falsities enter. Sig.

^. By the truths of the natural man are meant
the Knowledges of truth ; and by the goods of the

natural man are meant the Knowledges of good.
^-. For all the Knowledges of truth and good, as

Knowledges, are in the natural man ; and they become
truths and goods when the man lives according to them,

because through the life they are received in the spiritual

man.

418'. 'Elam' = those who are in the knowledges which
are called of faith, and not at the same time in any
charity.

419^*. The scientifics and Knowledges which are with

man before reformation. Sig.

427*. Because saving faith cannot be given, unless

there precedes historical faith, w'hich is the Knowledge
of the things of the Church and of Heaven from others.

444". 'The army of the heavens '= the Knowledges of

truth and good in the spiritual man ; and 'the sand of

the sea '= these Knowledges in the natural man.

506, That the perceptions and Knowledges of truth

and good have perished through cupidities originating

from evil loves. Sig.

*. When the perception of spiritual truths and

goods perishes, the Knowledge of tliem also perishes
;

for although the man knows them, and speaks them,

either from the Word or from doctrine, still he does not

know them when he does not perceive them. The per-

ception of a thing makes the Knowledge of it. Know-
ledge without perception is dead . . . and so also is tlie

Knowledge of the mere sense of words, and not of the

thing itself. Such Knowledges of truth and good, from

the Word and from the doctrine of the Church, are with

those with whom there predominate the loves of self

and of the world, . . They are still only shells, which

appear ... to have kernels within, when yet they are

empty.

507^. A man is such a man as is determined by the

way in which the Knowledges and knowledges with him

live . . .

514. That all the Knowledges from the Word, and

from doctrine thence, perished. Sig.

518^. The natural man has Knowledge and appercep-

tion, as the spiritual man has intelligence.
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[E.] 538*. For the tiutlis of the natural man are the

Knowledges of truth and good. It liere treats of the

vastation of the Church as to these.

545". By scientifics from the "Word are meant all

things of the sense of the letter there in which there

does not appear what is doctrinal ; but by the Know-
ledges of truth and good are meant all things of the

sense of the letter of the Word in which and from which

is what is doctrinal.

556'^. Falsifications of the Knowledges of truth, and

. . . adulterations of the Knowledges of good. Sig. The

Knowledges of good are also truths ; for to Know
<'Oods is from the understanding, and the understanding

is of truth.

569^. The Knowledges and knowledges which are

signified by the river of Egypt, introduce (into the

Church) ; for without Knowledges and knowledges no

one can be introduced into the Church, nor can he per-

ceive the things which are of the Church . . .

587^. That there is no life of intelligence and of the

derivative perception of truth and good, is signified by,

'They do not Know, nor understand . .
.' (Is.xliv.ig).

591. That (they have not turned themselves away

from) taking away the Knowledges of truth and good,

and thus the means of acquiring spiritual life. Sig.

617^^ 'To eat to satiety '= to receive the Knowledges

of good ... as much as is sutticient for the nourishment

of the soul.

1^. If those who are in the Celestial Kingdom

imbue the natural man and its memory with the Know-

ledges of spiritual truth and good, and want to be wise

from these, they become stupid . . .

632*. 'Good pasture' = everything which nourishes

spiritually, especially the Word, and the derivative

Knowledges of truth and good.

638*. And every Church is a Church from the Know-

ledges of truth and good, and according to the iiercep-

tions of them

.

654". For the truths and falsities of the aiatural man
are called Knowledges and scientifics ; but truths them-

selves, when they have attained life . . . are of his

spiritual man. These ... do not appear to the manifest

sense and sight of the man, like the Knowledges and

scientifics of the natural man . . .

^''. By the drowning of the Egyptians in the Sea

Suph was represented the lot of those who abuse know-

ledges to confirm evils and falsities ; for after death

they are deprived of all the Knowledge of truth and

wood ; and when they have been deprived of these they

are cast into Hell.

^*. As all of both the Celestial and the Spiritual

Kingdoms are in intelligence and wisdom through the

Knowledges of truth and good, and through the scien-

tifics which confirm them . . . Sig.

'^,
' The trees of Eden' = the Knowledges of good

from the Word which the natural man has perverted and

falsified.

^'^. And the Church is first formed with man
through knowledges and Knowledges in the natural

man, which is first cultivated Ijy them . . . Afterwards,

through the knowledges and Knowledges which have

been implanted in the natural man, the Intellectual is

formed, in order tliat the man may become rational . . .

675^. By 'the ten pounds which he gave to his ten

servants to trade with' are signified all the Knowledges

of truth and good from the Word, with the faculty of

perceiving them . . . and 'to trade '= to acquire intelli-

gence and wisdom through them.

8. That the first (of those to whom talents were

given), from some Knowledges of truth and good acquired

much wisdom. Sig.

^. That those who in the world do not acquire

spiritual intelligence through the Knowledges of truth

and good from the Word, are evil, may be evident from

the fact, that all are born into evils of every kind, and

these are not removed except through Divine truths

from the Word . . .

1". 'To lose a drachma'= to lose one of the truths,

or of the Knowledges of truth.

700^''. The reason the gold, silver, and vessels of brass

and iron, were given into the treasury of the house of

Jehovah, was that they signified the Knowledges of

spiritual and natural truth and good . . . which, with

those who profane, are turned into direful falsities and

evils ; l)ut, as they are still Knowledges, although applied

to evils, they serve for use with the good, by applica-

tion to goods . . .

-*'. Placing everything of religion in knowledge

and Knowledge.

701. For every att'ection wants to be nourished by

Knowledges which agree with it.

717"'. The Knowledges of truth and good are truths

in ultimates, such as are the truths of the sense of the

letter ... of the Word.

718. For the Knowledges of truth and good are the

truths of the natural man, from which comes intelligence

to the rational and the spiritual man.

725^^ The Lord's 'vessels of ornament of gold and of

silver '= the Knowledges of good and truth, which are

the goods and truths of the sense of the letter of the

Word. These are called 'vessels,' because they contain

within them spiritual truths and goods ; and they are

called ' vessels of ornament, ' because they are appearances

and thus forms of interior things ; those which are ' oi'

gold ' = those which are of good ; and those which are

'of silver '= those wdiich are of truth.

730^^ Then (a man) can be led by the Lord, and be-

come spiritual, which is effected by the implantation of

the Knowledges of truth from the Word . . . and by the

calling forth and elevation of these Knowledges out of

the natural man . . .

739''. But it is to be known that (the men of the Most

Ancient Chmch) were never forbidden to acquire the

Knowledges of good and of evil from Heaven, for

through them their intelligence and wisdom were per-

fected ; neither were they forbidden to acquire the

Knowledges of good and of evil from the world, for

thence their natural man had knowledge. But they

were forbidden to view these Knowledges by a posterior

way, because it was given to them to see all things

which appeared in the world before their eyes by a prior

way. To view the things of the world by a prior way

. . . and thence to imbibe Knowledges, is to view them
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from the light of Heaven, and thus to Know their

<|uality ; and therefore also through Knowledges from

the world they could confirm heavenly things, and thus

strengthen their wisdom. But they were forbidden to

view Knowledges from the world by a posterior way,

which is done when we conclude from them aboirt

heavenly things . . .

^. That they were allowed to acquire Knowledges

from the world, and to view them by a prior way, is

signified by 'Jehovah God made to grow out of the

ground every tree desii'able in aspect, and good to eat ;'

for by 'trees' are signified Knowledges and perceptions

. . . The Knowledges of good and of evil from the Lord,

from which is wisdom ; and the Knowledges of good

and of evil from the world, from which is knowledge,

were represented by 'the tree of lives,' and by 'the tree

of the knowledge of good and evil in the midst of the

garden.' That they were allowed to appropriate to

themselves Knowledges from every side, both from

Heaven and from the world, provided they did not pro-

ceed in an inverted order, by reasoning from them about

heavenly things, and not by thinking from heavenly

about worldly things, is signified by 'Jehovah God com-

manded that they should eat of every tree of the garden,

but not of the tree of the knowledge of good and

evil' . . .

820-. For truth without good is only the Knowledge

that it is so ; and Knowledge alone does not eff"ect any-

thing, except that the man can become the Church
;

but not until he lives according to Knowledges . , .

837*. The Knowledges of truth and good, which a

man has aci[uired from infancy, and from which he has

iilled his memory, are not alive with him until he begins

to be affected with truths because they are truths, and

begins to will and do them. Before this they are out-

side the man's life.

965. The state of the Church manifested as to the

Knowledges of truth in the natural man, Sig.

966. That all the Knowledges of truth from the

"Word are falsified. Sig.

. The Knowledges of truth from the Word, are

the truths of the sense of its letter, or truths in the

Word for the natural man, which also are Divine truths.

967-. The Knowledges of truth from the Word are

not alive with a man until the internal spiritual man
has been opened . . . Then, through the opened spiritual

man, there inflows what is spiritual from Heaven into

the Knowledges of truth and good which are from the

Word in the natural man, and vivifies them. It vivifies

them in this way : that the Knowledges of truth and

good in the natural man become correspondences of the

spiritual things which are in the internal spiritual man
;

and, when they are correspondences, they are alive ; for

then in each of the Knowledges or truths, what is

spiritual is enclosed, as the soul is in its body. Hence

it is that after death the man comes into these spiritual

things, and that the Knowledges to which they corre-

sponded serve them as a basis. But it is otherwise with

those with whom the Knowledges from the Word have

not been vivified. The S[>iritual which inflows from

Heaven into the Knowledges, is the aff"ection of truth,

the aff'ection of good, and the affection of fructifying

VOL. IV.

. . . These are the spiritual things which inflow into and
vivify the Knowledges of truth from the Word with
those who are in the life of charity and the derivative

faith. But, with those who are in faith separated from

the life of charity, these same Knowledges are dead.

1044. An appearance in externals as if they were in

the Knowledges of good and truth, when yet in internals

they are in the knowledge of evil and falsity. Sig.

. ' Pearls ' = the Knowledges of good and truth
;

and, in the opposite sense, the knowledge of evil and
falsity . . . 3, 111.

1098-. Thought becomes fuller from the Knowledges
of truth which are of faith, and of good which are of

love, from the Word ; for all things which are from the

Word are Divine ; and Divine things, taken together,

are God.

1 104. ' Merchants ' = those who acquire the Know-
ledges of good and truth from the Word ; thus who
either teach or learn them . . .

1 142. The Knowledges of truth and good from the

Word profaned. Sig.

1154^. So in reformation: the things which the man
should acquire are the Knowledges of truth and good

from the Word, from the doctrine of the Church, from

the world, from his own labour. All other things are

operated by the Lord, unknown to the man. But it is

to be known, that all these requisites ... to build the

house, which . . , are the Knowledges of truth and good,

are only things of provision, which are not alive until

the man does them, or lives according to them as of

himself. AVhen he does this, then the Lord enters, and
vivifies and builds, that is, reforms.

1 165. All who come from the earth into the Spiritual

World, are Known as to their quality from this :

Avhether they can resist evils as of themselves, or not.

1200-. All are Known there from the appearances

which are near and around them ... 1212^.

Ath. 16. Knowledge precedes with everyone ; but

still it is not faith until he lives the life of faith . . .

What is before this is of Knowledge ; for the Lord makes
faith from the Knowledges with a man.

J. (Post.) 195. He who has fought against evils ... is

in the Knowledges of truth and good as of himself . . .

235. That on the affection of love are inscribed the

Knowledges of truth, so that the affection itself pro-

duces them . . .

De Verbo 12-. But it is necessary that there be first

in the memory the Knowledges of both spiritual and

natural things . . .

C. 3. That in proportion as anyone does not Know
and know what sins there are . . .

*,

181. (Then) the man actually Knows and knows (the

evils in himself).

Abom. There is no Knowledge of . . . (This phrase

many times repeated.

)

Inv. 41. In the Spiritual World no one Knows an-

other from his mere name, but from the idea of his

quality. This causes another to be present and Elnown.

Thus and no otherwise are parents Known by their

children, etc. . . (Thus) no one has the Lord present

D
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with him, unless he knows His quality . . . (i>ualities are

of two kinds ; one kind is of Knowledge concerning

Him . . . and the other kind is of tlie Knowledges which

proceed from Him . . .

Know. Dignoscere.

A. 1072-. Spirits are known ... as to wliether they

are in the faith of charity, or not . . .

1079". These two kinds of men are thence known . . .

H. 438^. They are well distinguished from the Spirits

who are there.

R. iio*^. By truths alone is one known fnim tlie

other.

T. 103". The Jews are there! ly known from otheis.

Know. Iiiternosccre.

A. 108336. Tims is Divine vision known fiom vision

not Divine.

H. 2^. He would be at once known and rejected.

496. Evil Spirits are known from good ones especially

by this , . .

Know. Nosse.

Acquaintance. Notitia.

A. 70. It has been given to speak . , . with many
who had been known to me. 448. 1886, Pref, ^oob^.

10758^.

20o"^. From good they knew truth . . .

215. "When it was given to know that (they spoke)

from themselves, I at once knew-6-c/re»i-that it was
false.

270-. They know no more than the brutes what the

Spiritual and Celestial are.

479. 'To call by name '= to know the quality.

iioo^. He who knows many truths and goods . . .

I I2ie. As they had what is fundamental in themselves

. . . they could not but know all things which are

thence.

1 141. They knew no other doctrinals than external

rites.

1 143. In Heaven they know not names . . .

. Then he no longer knows what is of the

body.

1 274-. Those who had been in any way known in the

life of the body . . . are present in a moment.

1327^. Those who know (can profane).

1388. A good Spirit is known (from his influx, and
also from every one of his words). (Also an evil Spirit.)

(Compare with 1389.)
-. Men also can sometimes know what another is

(really) thinking . . .

1555^. Few, if any, know . . .

. Man is introduced to M'isdom or life by knowing
and knowing, or by knowledges and Knowledges.

1557"- The Angels know and acknowledge that they
know nothing from themselves, but that whatever they
know is from the Lord . , .

. He who does not acknowledge that there are

infinite things which he does not know, beyond those

which he knows, cannot be in the holiness of ignorance

in which are the Angels . . .

1931. AVhy Jehovah asks man what He already

knows.

2230. 'Because I have known him' (Gen.xviii. 19)=
that it is true. Ex.

2284. It is known that . . .

*. The Lord alone knows . . .

2486. Evident from those I have known in the bodily

life.

2718-. They who are in the affection of good, know
and perceive from the good itself in which they are that

it is .so.

2826, 'To know,' when predicated of the Divine . . .

= to be united ; or, what is the same, to be glorified.

3175. Thus man does not know from himself anything

which is of eternal life.

3603^. He believes himself to be good when he knows
many things . . .

3843. He who knows not the state of man, may be-

lieve that conjunction is possible with truths . . . when
he knows them . . .

4221. One whom I had known . . . 5058. 5720*^.

5991-.

4266-. Does not know what the internal man is . . .

4321. The things which man knows are comparatively

scarcely anything in comparison with the things which

he does not know.

4407^. This man also knows and observes, although

not instructed by any knowledge-.5c/e«<*awi.

4633. In the other life, there are manifested not only

the things which a man knows about himself, but also

the things which he does not know.

4638^. 'I know you not' = rejection. 'Not to know
them,' in the internal sense, is not to be in anj'^ charity

towards the neighbour, and, through this, in conjunc-

tion with the Lord. They who are not in conjunction,

are said 'not to be known.'

5309. It cannot be said of God that he takes Know-
ledge, for He knows all things from Himself.

6200-. The Spirits . . . thence knew all things which

I had ever known about that matter.

. When I thought of a man who was known to

me . . .

6652. 'Who knew not Joseph' (Ex.i.8)=which was

completely alienated from the Internal. 'Not to know'
= to be alienated ; for he who does not know truth, and

does not want to know it, is alienated from the truth of

the Church.

6813. There is such a communication among Spirits,

that when they are in a Society, if they are accepted and

loved, all things which they know are communicated,

not by speech, but by influx.

2. If the Knowledges with them were to be in-

creased to eternity, they could not arrive at an ac-

quaintance with generals.

6853. 'I have known their griefs' ( Ex. iii. 7)= foresight

as to how much they have been immersed in falsities.
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'To know,' when said of the Lord, = foresight . . .

because the Lord knows each and all things from

eternity.

6906. 'And I know' (Ex.iii. i8) = foresight.

697 1
-. Those become merely sensuous and corporeal

men who have first known the things which are of the

Spiritual World, and afterwards have rejected them . . .

7097. 'I know not Jehovah' (Ex. v.2)=that they do

not care for the Lord. 'Not to know'= notto care ; for

he who does not care, says that he does not know.

7194. 'In ily name Jehovah I was not known to

them' (Ex.vi.3) = that in a state of temptations they did

not think of the Di\-ine things of the Church.

8695. 'To make known ' = to teach.

10562. 'To know,' when said of Jehovali, = to know
and foresee from eternity.

10565. 'Make known to me, I pray. Thy way, and I

shall Know Thee' (Ex.xxxiii.i3)= instruction concern-

the Divine as to its quality with them. . . 'To make
known ' = instruction

.

10569. 'To be made known,' when said of the Divine

with them,=to be revealed.

1069 1. 'Not to know ' = not to perceive.

H. 17. By which (spheres) they are known sometimes

at a great distance . . .

46. I have seen some of them as if they had been

known from infancy, but others as if they were not

known at all. (The former) were those who were in a

state like that of my spirit . . .

S. 17^. 'Not to know,' when said by the Lord, =not
to be in His love.

W. I. Man knows that there is love, but he does not

know what love is . . .

220. Therefore from a mere action made by the hands,

there is known by the Angels . . . the (Quality of the

man . . ,

P. 153. Although the universal Christian world

knows . . .

T. 5936. Thus the Angels know the whole man . . .

605. At this day this is known, and still it is un-

known -ignotum.

D. 610, That in the other life they meet those known
to them. 2771. 2909.

1499. I have spoken to more than thirty whom I had
known in the life of the body . , .

39176, I knew no otherwise than that I had known
that thing, when yet I had known nothing about it . . .

4057-. He who is in any cupidity . . . (there) knows
all things which are of that insane love . . .

4179. On my acquaintances.

4677. AVhen I have conversed with angelic Spirits, I

have observed that they appear to me as if they were
acquaintances and friends of long standing, with whom
there is a similitude of mind . . , although I have never

seen them before.

4716. Spirits acknowledge as a friend one who is

like themselves ; as an acquaintance, everyone who re-

ceives their ideas . . .

E. 252^. 'I know you not'= that the Lord is not

conjoined with them . . . for the Lord has His abode

with those who are in love and the derivative faith
;

and these He knows, because He Himself is there.

473. 'Lord, Thou knowest' (Rev. vii. 14)= that the

Lord alone has known this.

Know. Scire.

Knowledge. Scieiitia.

Scientific. Scientificus.

Scientifically. Scientifice.

Knowing. Sciens, {a.nd Scius, E.195''. :\[.29i.)

Knowable. SdMHs. a.93oo^

Knowingly. Scienter.

See under KNOW-cofiTHOSccre.

See Scientific truth ; and also under Camel, Egypt,

Embroider, Fish, Forest, Grass, Pharaoh, Phil-

istine, Rational, Sea, Tree, and Whale.

A. 24. Then the Lord distinguishes between . . . the

Knowledges which are with the internal man, and the

scientifics which are of the external man. . . The scien-

tifics of the external man are called ' the waters beneath

the expanse.'

27^ For whatever is insinuated into the memory of

the external man, whether it is natural, spiritual, or

celestial, remains there as what is scientific, and is pro-

duced thence by the Lord. (See KNOw-co[/9ioscere,

here.

)

30-. They first receive life from the Lord by the faith

of the memory, which is scientific faith . , . Rep. by

the inanimate things.

31. Bj' 'Pharaoh,' and 'the Egyptian,' in the Word,

is meant what is sensuous and scientific ; here, that by

sensuous and scientific things they have extinguished

love and faith,

34. Spirits who are in the knowledge of doctrinal

things of faith without love, are in so frigid a life, and

dim a light, that they cannot approach to the first

threshold of the court of the Heavens , , .

40. By 'the creeping things which the waters pro-

duce,' are signified scientifics, which are of the external

man. . . That 'the creeping things of the waters,' or

fishes, = scientifics. 111.

42. Fishes ' = scientifics ; here, animate through faith

from the Lord, and thus alive, ' Whales ' — the generals

of these . . , Pharaoh, king of Egypt, by whom is re-

presented human wisdom or intelligence ; that is, know-

ledge in general ; is called 'the great whale.' 111. By

these passages are signified those who want to enter into

the mysteries of faith by means of scientifics ; thus from

themselves.

55^, Then 'the birds of the heavens,' which= truths,

or intellectual things, 'build their nests in its branches,

which = scientifics,

56. The natural man is in like manner delighted with

natural things ; which, being of his life, are called

'foods,' and are especially scientifics.
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[A.] 75. The Scientific and the Rational of the celes-

tial man are described by 'the shrub, and the herb from

the ground, watered with vapour.

'

78. The 'fourth river' is knowledge, which is of the

external man.

80. The celestial man is allowed, from all perception

from the Lord, to know-jjo.^t.se-what is good and true
;

but not from self or the world ; that is, to inquire into

the mysteries of faith by means of sensuous and scien-

tific things, through which things his Celestial dies.

Tr.126.

91^ This tranquillity, which is of peace, produces

those things which are called 'the shrub of the field,'

and 'the herb of the field ;' which, in special, are rational

and scientific things from a celestial spiritual origin.

99. With the spiritual man . . . the Lord inflows

through faith into his intellectual, rational, and scien-

tific things
; but as his external man tights with his

internal man, it appears as if intelligence did not inflow

from the Lord, but from himself, through scientific and
rational tilings. But tlie order of life of the celestial

man is, that the Lord inflows through love and the

faith of love into his intellectual, rational, and scien-

tific things
; and, as there is no combat, he perceives

that it is so.

102. 'The tree of the knowledge of good and evir=:

faith from the sensuous, or knowledge. (For 'tree of

knowledge,' see also under Tree.)

III. For external men know-?iorit7i<-scarcely anything

but knowledge, which they call both intelligence and
wisdom, and faith.

Ii8^ 'Phrath,' or ' Euphrates, ' = knowledge, which
is the ultimate, or terminus.

119. 'The shoot among the dense [leaves] ' = the

scientifics of the memory, which are thus circumstanced.

120. As by 'Egypt,' so also by the 'Euphrates,' are

signified knowledges or scientifics, and also the sensuous

things from which are scientifics. 111.

^. As the Scientific of the memory is the ter-

minus of the intelligence and wisdom of the spu'itual

and celestial man.

121. Thus, through reason, are vivified scientifics,

which are of the memory. This is the order of life ; and
such are celestial men. Sig. And as the elders of Israel

represented celestial "men, they are called 'wise, intelli-

gent, and knowing' (Deut.i. 13, 15). In like manner
Bezaleel ... of whom it is said, that ' he was filled with

the spirit of God, in wisdom, in intelligence, and in

knowledge, and in every work' (Ex.xxxi.3 ; xxxv.31
;

xxxvi.1,2).

127. That men want to inquire into the mysteries of

faith by means of sensuous and scientific things, was
the cause of the fall not only of the Most Ancient
Church . . . but also of every Church ; for thence come
not only Falsities, but also evils of life.

128. The worldly and corporeal man says in his heart.

If I am not instructed concerning . . . the things of

faith by means of sensuous things, so that I may see
;

or by means of scientific things, so that I may under-

stand ; I will not believe . . . This 'to eat from the tree

of the knowledge of good and evil,' from which tlie

more he eats, the more he becomes dead.

^. But he who wants to be wise from the Lord . . .

says in his heart, that the Lord is to be believed, that

is, the things which the Lord has spoken in the "Word,

because these things are Truths, and ... he confirms

himself by means of rational, scientific, sensuous, and
natural things ; and the things wliich are not confirma-

tory, he separates.

129. It may be known-notum-to everyone . . . that

all the knowledge and reasoning favour his principles

. . . But the true order is to be wise from . . . the Lord's

Word, then ... he is enlightened in rational and scien-

tific things also. For it is never forbidden to learn

knowledges, because they are useful to the life, and de-

lightful . . . But [it must be done] from this principle,

— that he believes in the Word of the Lord, and con-

firms spiritual and celestial Truths by natural Truths . . .

130. He who wants to be wise from the world, has for

his garden sensuous and scientific things . . . His river

Euphrates is all his Scientific, which is damned . . .

«. 'The trees of Eden' = the scientifics and Know-
ledges from the Word, which they thus profane through

reasonings.

196. At this day . . . they confirm themselves by

means of scientifics \inknown to the Most Ancients, and

thus blind themselves much more . . .

-. He who is scientific, or concludes from know-

ledges, says, AVhat is the sjiirit . . .

200". When that generation expired, there succeeded

another . . . which from truth knew good, or from the

things which are of the Knowledges of faith knew the

things which are of love ; most of them for scarcely any-

thing except that they might know them.

202. The Most Ancient Church . . . not only did not

eat of the tree of knowledge, that is, learn what is of

faith from sensuous and scientific things, but was not

even allowed to touch that tree, that is, to think any-

thing that was of faith from sensuous and scientific

things, lest they should fall down from celestial into

spiritual life, and so on. Such, also, is the life of the

celestial Angels . . . least of all can they endure to hear

anything scientific about faith . . ,

203. But the spiritual Angels . . . confirm the things

of faith by intellectual, rational, and scientific things
;

but they never conclude concerning faith from these

things : they who conclude are in evil.

204^. That ' they would be as God, knowing good and

evil' (Gen.iii.5)= that if they did this from themselves

they would be like God, and could lead themselves.

205^. The love of self is attended with this,—that

they . . . want to be led by self, and that (thus) they

consult sensuous and scientific things concerning the

things which are to be believed.

206-. These are their principles, which they confirm

... by the sensuous and scientific things with them.

208. This was the fourth posterity of the Most Ancient

Church, which . . . did not want to believe in the things

revealed, unless they saw those things confirmed from

sensuous and scientific things.

210. The propiium of man . . . [causes men] to sup-
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pose that wliat they do not apprehend sensxionsly and
scientifically is nothing . . .

2156. 'Every man is made stupid by knowledge ..."

(Jer.li.17).

232. At this day it is much worse than formerly ; for

tliey can confirm the incredulity of the senses by scien-

tifics unknown to the ancients . . .

233. To explore the mysteries of faith by scientifics,

is as impossible as for a camel to enter through the eye

of a needle ... so gross ... is what is sensuous and

scientific relatively to what is spiritual and celestial . .

.

Kxamp.
^. (Tims) they who consult sensuous and scientific

things concerning things to be believed, precipitate

themselves not only into doubt, but also into denial
;

that is, into thick darkness, and (therefore) into all

cupidities ... 301.

251. For all evil has originated from what is sensuous,

and also from what is scientific, which were at first sig-

nified by 'the serpent.'

-. 'The serpent's root ' = what is sensuous and

scientific.

264. 'Zidon'= those who have been in the Knowledges

of faith, and have lost them through scientifics, and

thence have become barren.

285. It treats of the sixth and the seventh posterity,

which were separated from the knowledge of good and
truth . . . lest they should profane the holy things of

faith.

298. That 'the man knew good and evil' (Gen.iii.22)

= that he had become celestial, thus wise and intel-

ligent.

308. 'The cherubs ' = the Lord's Providence lest man
should insanely enter into the mysteries of faith from

what is sensuous and scientific . . .

340. That what has been inscribed on the heart

became scientific. Sig.

344. What is the purpose of . . . the knowledge,

Knowledge, and doctrine of faith, but that man may
become such as it teaches ?

Faith without charity is mere know-379-

ledge . . .

402*. The knowledge of spiritual and celestial things

at the time of the Lord's Advent. Tr.

408-. They who only know, cannot profane.

424. 'An artificer '= one wise, intelligent, and know-

ing. 111.

446. The men who live at this day do not believe in

the spirit, because . . . they do not apprehend it by
knowledges . . .

605^ For in those ancient times they did not indulge

so much in knowledges as men at this day ; but in

profound thoughts . . .

647^. Hence man may know how insane it is to want

to explore the things of faith by means of sensuous and

scientific things . . .

657. 'The lowests, seconds, and thirds ' = scientific,

rational, and intellectual things. . . There are three

degrees of intellectual things in man ; the lowest is the

Scientific . . . These are so distinct from each other

that they are never confounded ; but the reason man
does not know this, is that he places life solely in what
is sensuous and scientific ; and (therefore) cannot know
that his Rational is distinct from his Scientific . . .

When yet the case is that the Lord through the

Intellectual with a man inflows into his Rational, and

through the Rational into the Scientific of the memory.

Hence comes the life of the senses . . . This is the true

intercourse of the soul with the body . . .

896. To know truths, to acknowledge Truths, and to

have faith in Truths, are quite different things. To
know is the first of regeneration ; to acknowledge is the

second ; and to have faith is the third. The difference

between to know, to acknowledge, and to have faith,

may be evident from this,—that the worst are able to

know, and still not to acknowledge . . .

'^. They who have faith, know, acknowledge, and

believe.

. Merely to know what is of faith, is of the

memory without the consent of the Rational . . . They

who only know are many of them in Hell.

991. (The dominion of the internal man over)

scientifics. Sig.

. For scientifics are of three kinds : intellectual,

rational, and sensuous. All are inseminated into the

memory, or rather into the memories ; and in one who

is regenerate they are called thence by the Lord through

the internal man. These scientifics (which are signified

by 'all the fishes of the sea'), and which are from

sensuous things, come to the sensation or perception of

man when he lives in the body ; for he thinks from

them. The others, which are more interior, not so

much, until ... he comes into the other life.

e. 'Seas' = a congregation of scientifics, or of

Knowledges.

1029. With every man there are interior and exterior

things . . . The exterior things are scientifics and

l)leasures, which are here signified by 'the wild animals

of the earth.'

1085-. Those who want to explore spiritual Truths

from scientifics. Tr.

1 100'. It effects nothing, that a man knows many

things, if he does not live according to the things which

he knows ; for to know has no other end than that he

may thence become good. When he has become good,

he has far more than he who knows innumerable things,

and still is not good ; for that which the latter seeks

through knowing many things, the former has. But it

is otherwise with him who knows-9iO)'t<-many truths

and goods, and at the same time has charity and con-

science ; he is a man of the Internal Church, or 'Shem.'

They who know but little, and have conscience, are

enlightened in the other life. These are signified by

'Japheth.'

1 134. Those who, from scientifics through reasonings,

invent for themselves new worships. Tr.

1 162. Hence it may be evident, that knowledge is

not faith.

'. All are called 'sons of Ham' who have the

knowledge of the Knowledges of faith, and not charity.
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Whether they have the knowledge of the Knowledges

of the interior things of the "Word . . . whether the

knowledge of all things wliicli are in the literal sense

of tlie Word ; whether the knowledge of other Truths,

from which they are able to regard the former ones, of

whatever name ; whether the Knowledge-cognitionem-oi

all the rituals of external worship—if they have not

charity, they are 'sons of Ham.'

[A.] 1163. 'Mizraim,' or 'Egypt,' = the knowledges,

or various scientifics, bj' means of which they want to

explore the arcana of faith, and by which they conlirni

the derivative principles of falsity.

1165, 'Mizraim,' or 'Egypt,' . . . also = simply know-

ledges, thus those which are useful. 111.

ii86-'. Reasoning from scientifics about spiritual and

celestial things, is called 'whoredom.'

1195. 'Ludim, Auamim, Lehabim, and Naphtuhim'
= so many rituals, which are mere scientifics. . .

Rituals merely scientific are predicated of those who
by means of reasonings explore spiritual and celestial

things, and tlience invent for themselves a worship

:

the rituals of this worshij), being from reasonings and
scientifics, are called scientific rituals, in which there

is nothing spiritual and celestial, because it is from self.

Hence came the Egyptian idols, and the magic . . .

1 196.

1198-. Thus the knowledge of the Knowledges of

faith is distinct from the knowledge of natural things,

so that they scarcely communicate. Sig.

1230. 'Arphaxad'= knowledge. 1336.

1237. 'Shelah' = that which is of the knowledge

derived thence.

1 33 1. The internal worship of this Church ('Shem')

was scientific 1337-

1385. The Spirits of the skin . . . are those who in

the life of the body had confused truth and good by
scientific and philosophical things . . .

1 388-. This knowledge is natural with man, deriving

its origin from the nature of Spirits . . . and thus from

the spirit of the man himself, and its communication
Avitli the World of Spirits.

1390. Not only is there a communication of the

affections and thoughts of another, but there is also a

communication of his knowledge, insomuch that the

one Spirit supposes himself to have known what the

other knows, although he had known nothing about it.

Thus is communicated all the knowledge of another.

Some Spirits retain it ; others do not.

1402. Progress from scientifics even to celestial

truths, which was according to Divine order, in order

that the Lord's Human Essence might be conjoined

with the Divine one. Tr.

1408-. The things which are of the sense of the letter

are like . . . the scientifics of the memory which are

from sensuous things, which are general vessels, in

which are interior or internal things.

141 2. There are with man corporeal and worldly
things both exterior and interior . . . The interior ones
are aifections and scientifics. Sig.

1435. Everything scientific from which man thinks

is called 'acquisition.' Without acquired scientifics,

man as man cannot have any idea of thought. The
ideas of thought are founded upon those things which
have been impressed on the memory from sensuous

things ; and therefore scientifics are the vessels of

spiritual things . . .

1443. There are with man intellectual, rational, and
scientific things ; his inmost things are intellectual

things ; his interior ones are rational things ; and his

exterior ones are scientific things. These are called his

spiritual things, which are in such an order. The
intellectual things of the celestial man are compared to

a garden of every kind of trees ; his rational things to a

forest of cedars and the like trees . . . and his scientific

things to oak-groves, and this from the intertwined

branches such as are those of oaks. By trees themselves

are signified perce[)tions ... by the trees of an oak-

grove, exterior perceptions, or those of scientifics, which

arc of the external man . . .

1462. 'Egypt,' relatively to the Lord, = the know-
ledge of Knowledges ; but knowledge in general

relatively to all other men. 111.

. When the Church was tliere, knowledges

flourished there , . . But after they wanted to enter

into the mysteries of faith by means of knowledges . . .

it became magical, and by 'Egypt' was signified the

scientifics which pervert . . .

-. That by 'Egypt' are signified useful know-

ledges ; thus, here, the knowledge of Knowledges,

which can serve celestial and spiritual things as vessels.

111.

. 'Egypt,' here, = those who are in scientifics, or

in natural Truths, which are the vessels of spiritual

Truths.

*. 'Fine linen of embroidery ' = the Truths of

knowledges, which serve. Scientifics, being of tlu>

external man, ought to serve the internal man.
'. Here, the knowledges of celestial and spiritual

things are called 'the hidden things of gold and silver,'

and also 'the desirable things of Egypt.'

1472. The knowledge of Knowledges is attended with

this—and there is something natural in it—and it is

also manifested with children when they first begin to

learn ; namelj^, that the deeper the things are, the more

they desire them, and still more when they hear that

they are heavenly and Divine. But this delight is

natural, and originates from a desire which is of the

external man. This desire causes other men to place

delight solely in the knowledge of Knowledges, without

any other end ; when yet the knowledge of Knowledges

is nothing else than a certain Instrumental, for the

end of use, namely, that they may serve as vessels for

celestial and spiritual things ; and then . . . for the

first time they are of use, and receive their delight from

use.

-. It may be evident to everyone, if he pays

attention, that in itself the knowledge of Knowledges

is nothing else than for a man to become rational, and

thence spiritual, and finally celestial ; and that through

them his external man may be adjoined to his internal

man ... To this end, also, the Lord insinuates the

delight which he perceives in knowledges in his child-

hood and youth. But when a man begins to place
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delight in knowledge alone, it is a corporeal cupidity

Avliich carries him away ; and, in proportion as it carries

him away, or that he places his delight in knowledge

alone, in the same proportion he removes himself from

what is heavenly, and in the same proportion also the

scientifics close themselves towards the Lord, and

become material. But in proportion as scientifics are

learned for the end of use ; as for the sake of human
society ; for the sake of the Lord's Church on earth

;

for the sake of the Lord's Kingdom in the Heavens ;

and still more for the sake of the Lord, in the same
proportion they are more opened ; and therefore the

Angels, who are in the knowledge of all Knowledges

. . . still estimate knowledges as nothing relatively

to use.

^. As the Lord knew-?iO'v7-this when He was a

child . . . these things were said, [signifying] that if He
should be carried away bj^ the mere desire of the know-
ledge of Knowledges, then the knowledge would be

such that it would no longer care for celestial things
;

Init only for the Knowledges which the desire for know-
ledge would carry away. Tr.

1475. The case is this : knowledge is such, that it

desires nothing more tlian to introduce itself into

celestial things and explore them ; but this is contrary

to order ; for it thus does violence to celestial things.

Order itself is, that the Celestial, through the Spiritual,

should introduce itself into the Rational, and thus into

the Scientific, and should adapt it to itself; and,

unless this order is observed, there is never any wisdom.

1476. The order is . . . that the Celestial inflows into

the Spiritual, the Spiritual into the Rational, and this

into the Scientific. When there is this order, then the

Spiritual is adapted by the Celestial, the Rational by
the Spiritual, and the Scientific by the Rational. The
Scientific in general then becomes an ultimate vessel

;

or, what is the same, scientifics in special and in

particular become ultimate vessels, which correspond to

rational things, rational things to spiritual ones, and

spiritual things to celestial ones. "When there is this

order, then the Celestial cannot be violated. Otherwise

it is violated.

1480. That the knowledge of Knowledges is very

pleasing to itself. Sig.

. For knowledge is such in childhood : for it is

as it were innate in knowledge, because it is innate in

man, that first of all it pleases for no other end than

for the sake of knowing. Every man is such ; his

s})irit is very greatly delighted with knowing ... it is

his food, with which he is supported and refreshed . . .

This food ... is conmiunicated to the external man, to

the end that the external man may be adapted to the

internal.

". But these foods succeed one another in the

following order . . . From this again there is a celestial

and spiritual food still lower, which is that of reason

and of the derivative knowledge. On this live good

Spirits. . . Hence it is evident why and how knowledge

is very pleasing to itself; for it is circumstanced as are

appetite and taste ; therefore, also, eating, with man,

corresponds to scientifics in the World of Spirits ; and

the appetite and taste itself, to the desire for knowledges.

1484. 'A woman ' = truth ; here, the truth which is

in knowledges
; with the deliciousnesses of which the

Lord was taken in His childhood.

1485. That scientifics were midtiplied with the Lord.

Sig. . . It is here predicated of knowledge, which is

signified by 'Pharaoh,' that it 'did well to Abram,'
that is, to the Lord when a child ; and this . . . for the

sake of intellectual truth, which it longed for.

i486. 'He had flock and herd, and asses, and servants,

and maid-servants, and she-asses, and camels' = all

things in general which are of scientifics. . . In general,

these= all things which are of the knowledge of Know-
ledges, and of scientifics. The scientifics, regarded in

themselves, are 'the asses and servants ;' the pleasures

of them, are 'the maid-servants and she-asses' . . . All

things whatever with the external man are nothing else

than things of service ... So also all scientifics, which
are exclusively of the external man ; for they are pro-

cured from earthly and worldly things through sensuous

things, in order that they may be of service to the

interior or rational man . . . Scientifics, therefore, are

the ultimate or outermost things, in which are termin-

ated the interior things in order ; and, as they are the

ultimate and outermost things, above all other things

they must be things of service. Everyone may know,

if he reflects, to what things scientifics may be of

service . . . Everything scientific must be for the sake

of use, and this is its service.

1487. That the scientifics were destroyed. Sig.

. ' Pharaoh ' = knowledge in general, consequently

the scientifics which are of knowledge.

. This is the case Avith scientifics [that is,

that they are destroyed]. They are procured in child-

hood for no other end than that of knowing : with the

Lord, from the deliciousnesses and the aff"ection of truth.

The scientifics which are procured in childhood are

very many, but they are disposed by the Lord into

order, in order that they may serve for use ; first, in

order that he may think ; afterwards, in order that

through thought they may be of use ; and finally, in

order that he may become use, that is, that his very

life may consist in use, and may be a life of uses. These

things are performed by the scientifics which he imbibes

in childhood : without them the external man can never

be conjoined with the internal . . . When the man
becomes use . . . then the scientifics, which had served

for the first use, in order that he might become rational,

are destroyed, because they serve it no longer ; and so

on. These are the things which are here meant by that

'.Jehovah smote Pharaoh with great plagues.'

1488. (Pharaoh's) ' house ' = the scientifics which are

gathered together. To gather scientifics together, and

by means of them to build the external man ... is

circumstanced not unlike the building of a house. 111.

1489. The case is this : imless the scientifics which in

childhood have performed the use of making the man
rational, are destroyed, so that they are as nothing,

truth can never be conjoined with what is celestial.

These first scientifics are for the most part earthly,

corporeal, and worldly. However Divine may be the

precepts which a child imbibes, he still has no other

idea concerning them than from such scientifics ; and
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therefore so long as these lowest scientifics adhere . . .

his mind cannot be elevated. With the Lord in like

manner . . .

[A.] 1491. The knowledge itself, or the scientifics

themselves, which the Lord imbibed when a child, are

here called ' Pharaoh .' Thus it is knowledge itself which

thus addresses the Lord, that is, Jehovah (does so) by

means of knowledge. . . Taking notice comes by means

of knowledge . . .

1492. The affection which is in these words, is as it

were the indignation of knowledge, and the Lord's

sorrow . . . because thus were destroyed the scientifics

which He had imbibed with delight.

1495. From these things it is evident that when the

Lord as a child imbibed scientifics, He first of all knew-
nosset-no otherwise than that the scientifics were solely

for the sake of the intellectual man, that is, in order

that He might Know truths from them ; but it was

afterwards disclosed that they were in order for Him to

arrive at celestial things ; and this took place to prevent

celestial things from being violated . . . When man is

being instructed, there is a progression from scientifics to

rational truths ; further to intellectual truths ; and finally

to celestial truths . . . K the procedure is made from

scientifics and rational truths to celestial truths, without

the media of intellectual truths, what is celestial is

violatetl . . .

". The order is for the Celestial to inflow into the

Spiritual and adapt it to itself ; for the Spiritual thus

to inflow into the Rational and adapt it to itself ; and for

the Rational thus to inflow into the Scientific and adapt

it to itself. AVhen man is being instructed in his first

childhood, then there is indeed a like order, but it appears

. , . that progression is made from scientifics to rational

things ; from these to spiritual things ; and thus at last

to celestial things . . ,

. (For in itself the Scientific and Rational is

dead, and that it seems to live, it has from the interior

life which inflows.

'*. This may be evident from the thought and
faculty of judging; in these lie hidden all the arcana of

the analytical art and science . . . 2004-.

1499. That scientifics left the Lord. Sig. and Ex.

1500. That scientifics left the truths which were con-

joined with celestial things. Sig. and Ex.

1536. There is here described the state of the external

man such as it was in childhood, when it was first

imbued with scientifics and Knowledges . . . Tr.

1542. There are two things with man which cause

that he cannot become celestial . . . The one which

belongs to his intellectual part is the empty scientifics

which he imbibes in childhood and youth . . .

'^. As the Lord . . . was informed like another

man, He also had to learn scientifics, which is repre-

sented by the sojourn of Abram in Egypt ; and that

empty scientifics at last left Him, is represented by
that 'Pharaoh commanded the men upon him, and sent

him away, and his wife, and all things which he had.'

1543-

1 557-, The Angels know-norwn<-and acknowledge

that all their knowledge, intelligence, and wisdom,

are as nothing relatively to the infinite [knowledge,

intelligence, and wisdom] of the Lord ; thus that it is

ignorance.
". The holiness of ignorance . . . consists in the

acknowledgment that he knows nothing from himself,

and that the things which he does not know, relatively

to those which he does know, are infinite ; and especi-

ally in his regarding scientific and intellectual things

as of small account relatively to celestial things . . .

1589^. There are three things which constitute the

external man ; namely, the Rational, the Scientific, and

the external Sensuous. The Rational is interior ; the

Scientific is exterior ; this Sensuous is outermost.

. As the Scientific applies itself to the Rational,

and is its Instrumental, it follows that the affection

inflows also into the Scientific, and disposes it.

1 594-. The Intellectual and the Rational can perceive

what and of what quality the Scientific is ; but not

contrariwise.

1597. 'Lot dwelt in the cities of the plain' = the

external man, that he was in scientifics. . . 'Cities'=
doctrinal things, which in themselves are nothing else

than scientifics, when predicated of the external man
separated from the internal.

1598. 'And he spread his tent even to Sodom' . . . By
these words are signified scientifics from cupidities . . .

1600. The cupidities to which scientifics extended

themselves. Sig.

. 'Men'-tv'W, here, = scientifics, because they are

predicated of the external man when separated from the

internal.

. Scientifics are said to extend themselves to

cupidities when they are learned for no other end than

that one may become great . . . All scientifics are for

the sake of the end that the man may become rational,

and thus wise, and that he may thus be of service to

the internal man.

17 13'-. With the exterior man there are both affections

and scientifics ; the former are from the goods of the

interior man, and the latter are from the truths of the

same. When they are actuated so that they agree with

the interior man, they are said 'to serve,' and 'obey.'

1718-. Properly speaking, the external man is con-

stituted of the scientifics which are of the memory, and

the affections which are of the love with which the man
is imbued . . .

1759. The speech of celestial Spirits . . . cannot be

adapted to any word ... in which there is an idea from

what is scientific . . .

1783''. He who places everything in human wisdom,

or in knowledges, to him heavenly wisdom appears as

an obscure nothing.

1798'-^. AVhat is doctrinal separated from love or

charity never makes the internal of the Church ; for

what is doctrinal is only knowledge, which is of the

memory, M-hich exists with the worst . . .

1890. The conception of the Lord's first Rational by

the influx of the internal man into the affection of

knowledges of the external. Tr. The affection of know-

ledges of the external man is the Egyptian handmaid

Hagar. 1895.

1 901". This intellectual truth . . . inflows through an
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internal way ... it is like a kind of light -which

illuminates, and gives the faculty of knowing, thinking,

and understanding.

1902. If man were imbued with no hereditary evil,

the Rational would be born immediately . . . and

through the Rational would be born the Scientific
; so

that man would have with him all the Rational, and all

the Scientific, at the moment of his coming into the

world ; for this would be according to the order of

influx ; as may be concluded from the fact, that all

animals whatever are born into all the Scientific which

is necessary and conduces to their food, protection,

habitation, and procreation, because their nature is

according to order. "What [then] -would not man [be

l)orn into], if order had not been destroyed with him :

for he alone is born into no knowledge. The cause of

this Ex.

^. This is the reason why the Rational of man is

to be formed ... by means of scientifics and Know-
ledges insinuated through the senses . . . and thus in

inverted order. Tr.

1904'*. Man has no idea about his internal things ; for

he makes both the Rational and the Intellectual to

consist in the Scientific ; and does not know that they

are distinct ; and in fact so distinct, that the Intellectual

can exist without the Rational, and also the Rational

without the Scientific . . .

1911^. In proportion as the Rational thinks from

scientifics originating from sensuous things ... it the

less apprehends intellectual truths.

1928. That tliat truth was from the things whicli

proceed from scientifics. Sig.

. 'Shur'— such a Scientific as is as yet in the

wilderness ; that is, as has not yet attained life. Truths

from scientifics are said to attain life, when they adjoin

or associate themselves to trutlis into which inflows the

Celestial of love . . .

1941^. ' Thickets ' = scientifics and pleasures.

2049S. Concerning Pharaoh, by whom are signified

knowledges in general.

. By 'the trees of Eden, with which they

descended into the lower earth,' are also signified know-

ledges, but the knowledges of the Knowledges of faith.

2145^. The more the Most Ancients were in scientifics

from the objects of hearing and sight, the lower were

their perceptions . . .

2162^®. By 'the feet and hoofs, whereby the streams

and Avaters are troubled,' are signified scientifics from

sensuous and natural things from which men reason

concerning the arcana of faith . . .

21846. The truth of the Natural is what is scientific,

which favours the delight which is perceived from

charity.

2 1
96-. Human rational truth does not apprehend

Divine things . . . for this truth communicates with the

scientifics which are in the natural man ; and, in pro-

portion as from these it views the things which are

above itself, it does not acknowledge them . . .

2290. Infants (there) have with them only the faculty

of knowing . . .

2336*'. 'The hoofs of the horses '= scientifics pervert-

ing truth.

2388^. It is evil of life which hinders good from being

received in the truths which are with man in his

memory or knowledge.

2400*^. The truth they teach takes root no deeper than

knowledge of the memory alone is wont to do . . .

2425-. They do indeed suppose that they know ;
but

from truth, thus from knowledge . . .

2429^. For anyone to have truth in himself, he must

not only know it . . .

2439. ' Zoar '= the aff"eetion of the good of knowledge ;

that is, the aft'ection of truth.

2471. To the exterior memory . . . belong . . . also

the scientifics which are of the world.

2476-. For exterior things ; namely, scientific, worldly,

and corporeal things, are adapted to man . . . while he

is in the world.

2480. As men after death are in the interior memory

. . . they who have been pre-eminently in knowledges

cannot bring forth anything from their scientifics . . .

But whatever they have imbued . . . by means of know-

ledges—as it has formed their Rational—they bring

forth into use . . .

2492". They who have wanted to penetrate into

Divine arcana by scientifics . . . with these (the cal-

losity) appears darksome . . .

2504". There are in general the intellectual things of

faith, the rational things of faith, and the scientific

things of faith ; they proceed in this order from interiors

to exteriors . . . They are as what is prior to what is

posterior ... It appears to man as if the Scientific oi

faith were first . . . but the Intellectual continually in-

flows into the Rational, and this into the Scientific . . .

All these things are called spiritual things, which are

thus distinguished into degrees . . .

2508. The heavenly marriage itself is solely between

Divine good and Divine truth ; hence with man there

is conceived the Intellectual, the Rational, and the

Scientific ; for, witliout conception from the heavenly

marriage, man can never be imbued with understanding,

reason, or knowledge.

2531'. Hence it is eviilent how important it is that

interior truths be known and received. These truths

can indeed be known, but never received, except by

those who are in love or in faith in the Lord . . .

2538". In proportion as there is anything ... of the

Sensuous, the Scientific, and the Rational, from which

it is believed that it is so, there is no doctrine ;
but in

proportion as (these three) are removed, that is, that it

is believed without tliem, doctrine lives ;
for in the

same proportion the Divine inflows. . . But it is one

thing to believe from the Rational, the Scientific, and

the Sensuous, or to consult them in order that it may

lie believed ; and it is another to confirm and strengthen

that which is believed by rational, scientific, and

sensuous things. Tr.

2541. 'He called his servants ' = rational and scientific

things.

. There are in the man who is ... a Kingdom of
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the Lord, celestial, spiritual, rational, scientific, and
sensuous things. These are in subordination among
each other . . . Scientifics are subordinate to rational

things ; and sensuous tilings are suliordinate to scien-

tifics . . .

[A. 2541]-. The Angels perceive (in these words) how the

Lord reduced rational and scientific things to obedience
;

and indeed so, that He did not reduce to obedience the

rational and scientific things themselves, Irat the

aff'ections which rose up against the celestial and
spiritual things of doctrine ; for when these have been
subjugated, rational and scientific things have also

been reduced to obedience ; and at the same time into

order.

2543''- The zeal (in the following verse) is in favour

of doctrine, that it might be uncontaminated by any-
thing rational and scientific.

2546. Because the Eational and Scientific wanted to

rise up and enter, and thus have something in common
with the doctrine of faith, which is Divine. Sig,

2557^- For it is known that man is boni into no
knowledge . . . but only into the faculty of receiving

it . . .

^ For if spiritual truth iuflowed from within, as

good does, man would be born into ... the whole
Scientific, so that he would have no need to learn
anything.

2559. When (the Lord) left the Scientific and the
derivative appearances, with their delights. Sig.

2567- By natural truths are meant scientifics of every
kind . . .

2568-^ They who think from a negative principle,

the more they consult rational, scientific, and jdiilo-

sophical things, the more they cast themselves into
darkness . . .

. But they who think from an affirmative prin-

ciple can oontirm themselves by whatever rational,

scientific, and philosophical things they can . . .

2577-. It appears . . . that man becomes rational
through sensuous and scientific things ; but this is a
fallacy. Good from the Lord constantly inflows through
man's Rational, and meets and adopts to itself scien-
tifics

;
and in proportion to the quantity of them which

it can adopt, and rightly dispose, the man becomes
rational.

25846. AVhen the doctrine of faith ... is regarded
from truths Divine , . . then each and all things, lioth

rational and scientific, confirm it. (But) when it is

regarded from human things, that is, from reason and
knowledge, nothing of good and of truth is con-
ceived . . .

2588". Those think from a negative principle, who
believe nothing unless they are convinced by rational
and scientific things, nay, by sensuous things . . .

(These) never believe . . . But those who are in the
affirmative, that is, who believe that they are truths
because the Lord has said so . . . are constantly con-
firmed, and their ideas are enlightened and strengthened
by rational, and scientific, and even by sensuous things

;

for man has light from no other source than through
rational and scientific things . . . *,Examps.

^ (They can contirm this) scientifically, by many
things ; as that truths shun evils . . . ".

^. From these examples it is evident, what it is

to enter from truths into rational and scientific things
;

and what to enter from scientific and rational things

into truths ; namely, that the former is according to

order, Init the latter contrary to order . . .

**. To cultivate the Rational by means of know-
ledges is never denied ; but it is forbidden to harden

one's self against the truths of faith ... It treats much
of these things in the internal sense of the Word. 111.

^^ On those who by means of scientific and
rational things want to enter into the doctrinal things

of faith and into Divine things, and thence are insane.

Fully ill.

''^ On those who from the doctrine of faith enter

into rational and scientific things, and thence are wise.

111.

2675. The life of the exterior man is the aff"ection of

knowledges . . . AVith those who are becoming spiritual,

good and truth are implanted by the Lord in the affec-

tion of knowledges, in order that they may want to

know and learn what is good and true . . . For the

affection of knowledges is the mother through which
the Rational in which is the Spiritual is born.

2702^''. 'To come towards the sea'=:to scientifics;

'the sea' = a collection of them.

2704-. AVhen they are coming into a state of enlighten-

ment . . . they are in the attection of knowing and
learning truths . . .

27 iS. The affection of knowledges which is possessed

by the man of the Spiritual Church. Sig. and Ex.

. The good with the man of the Spiritual Church

... is illuminated by the Lord's Divine Human, from

which illumination there comes forth in his Rational

the affection of truth, and in his Natural the affection

of knowledges ... By knowledges are not meant such

knowledges as there are with the learned, but every-

thing scientific which, from experience and through

hearing, he has been able to imbue from civil life, from

doctrine, and from the AA'ord.

2719. It now treats of the doctrine of faith . . . that

human rational things from scientifics were adjoined

to it.

2720^ The doctrine of faith, that scientifics wanted

to attribute it to themselves. Sig.

2726. That the Lord adjoined to the doctrine of faith

many things from the knowledge of human Know-
ledges. Sig.

2761. 'The serpent (biting the horse's heels) ' = one

who reasons from sensuous and scientific things about

Divine arcana.

2762'*. As by the sea are signified knowledges in

general, they gave horses to the god of the sea.

. AA^hen they were describing the rise of know-

ledges from the Intellectual, they feigned a flying horse

which with his hoof broke open a fountain where there

were maidens who were knowledges (or the sciences).

2763^. This knowledge (or science) of correspond-

ences . . .
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2781. 'The canier = tlie Scientific iu general; and
*the ass,' the Scientific in partit^ular. 111.

^. Natural good is the delight flowing forth from
charity and faith ; natural truth is their Scientific.

. They are called 'the beasts of the south' who
are in the Knowledges of good and truth ; but who make
them not of life, but of knowledge . . .

2826^. 'The spirit of knowledge and of the fear of

Jehovah' (Is.xi.2) = tlie Divine love of trutli.

^^ 'Wisdom and knowledge' (Is.xxxiii.6)-=the

good of faith conjoined with its truth.

2831. 'Caught in a tliicket'= in the natural Scientific.

. . . As to the sjiiritual being caught in the natural Scien-

tific as to the truths of faith, the case is this . . . They
who have no perception of good and truth must needs

be confirmed by scientifics . . .

". That 'a t]iicket'= the natural Scientific
; that

is, that Scientific which adheres to the exterior memory.
in.

. For the human Rational is founded in its

scientifics.

''. To stick in scientifics, and thence to regard

spii'itual, celestial, and Divine things. Sig.

. To reason from scientifics. Sig.

®. Those who have faith in the things which they

hatch from their scientifics. Sig.

. Those things which are not dictated by the

Word, but by the scientific proprium. Sig.

^. That which ascends from what is scientific

into Divine arcana . . . vastates the Church. Sig.

^^. The reason scientifics in the Word are called

't\uckets-2}cr2}lcxa' is that they are relatively such,

especially when they are breathed upon by the cupidi-

ties of the love of self and of the worW, and by prin-

ciples of falsity. It is celestial and spiritual love which
disposes into order the scientifics which are of the

exterior memory ; whereas the love of self and of the

world perverts order, and disturbs all things which are

therein. . . Moreover, the things which are of the

exterior memory, where scientifics are, relatively to

those things M'hich are in the interior memory, where
rational things are, are in a thicket, or as in a thiek

forest . . .

2832, That the spiritual . . . are entangled in the

natuial Scientific with all power as to truth, and are

thus deprived of the power to perceive truths. Sig. For
the more anyone consults natural scientifics ... as to

those things which are of the truths of faith, the more
he loses the light of truth ; and, with the light, also the

life, of truth. Everyone may know this from experience

, . . from those who say that they can believe nothing,

unless they apprehend that it is so through either

sensuous or scientific things. If you explore them . . .

you will find that they believe nothing at all . . .

2839". Unless faith is implanted in charity, it is

merely knowledge . . .

2850. 'As the sand which is upon the sea shore'—

a

multitude of corresponding scientifics. 'The sea'=
scientifics in general, or a congregation of them ; and
' sand ' = scientifics in special and particular. Scientifics

are compared to 'sand,' because the little stones of

which sand consists, in the internal sense, arc scientifics.

. . . A\'hen the things of the rational man, namely, the

goods and truths of Knowledges, agree with the things

which are of the natural man, namely, with scientifics,

so that they make a one, or mutually confirm one

another, then they correspond.

2992^. The Angels know each and all things which
are in the body . . . 2993, Ex.

3013. That Divine truth might be conjoined with the

Divine good of His rational ; and this by the common
way from the natural man, namely, from scientifics,

Knowledges, and doctrinals . . . Tr.

3020^. The things in the natural mind are all scien-

tifics, thus also all Knowledges of every kind ; in a

word, each and all things which are of the exterior or

corporeal memory . . .

3048". For the Rational as to truth can never be born

and perfected without scientifics and Knowledges.
*. The vanity of the knowledges which are not for

use. Sig.

^. General scientifics are those which comprehend
in them many particular ones, and these singular ones

;

and form in general the natural man as to his intel-

lectual part.

3049^. General scientifics are not good in themselves,

nor alive ; but the affection of them causes them to be

good and alive ; for they are then for the sake of use.

No one is affected with any scientific, or truth, except

for the sake of use ; use makes it good. But such as

the use is, such is the good.

3052. Scientifics and doctrinals are distinguished from

each other in this : that doctrinals are from scientifics,

Doctrinals regard use, and are procured by reflection

from scientifics.

3054. The holy arrangement of general scientifics.

Sig.

3058*=. The 'drawers of water' . . . represented those

who continually desire to know truths, but for no other

end than that they may know , . .

3068. The submission of scientifics. Sig.

. For every scientific is a vessel of trutli ... A
scientific without truth is an empty vessel . , . whereas

a scientific in which is truth ... is a full vessel. The
afl'ectiou which is of love is that which conjoins

them ...

3071. The enlightenment thence of all the scientifics

in the natural man. Sig. 3094.

3074. There is here summarily described the process,

how truth appears by means of scientifics, and is

elevated from them, out of the natural man into the

rational, and becomes rational truth ; in the Lord

Divine truth ; namely . . . that by the influx of the

Divine love into the Human . . . the scientifics which

were in the natural man were enlightened, and the

truths became manifest which were to be elevated into

the Rational . . .

3084. Relatively to truth, the Scientific which is of

the natural man is exterior . . . and therefore, relatively

to truth, the Scientific is called 'a covering,' and also

'a garment.'

3086. That Divine good inflowed into the natural
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man, that is, into the scientifics, Knowledges, and
doctrinals therein ; for these are of the natural man in

so far as they are in its memory. Tr.

[A.] 3102. The acknowledgment of trutli Divine from

the enlightenment in general scientifics. Sig. and Ex.

31 14. If such food were to fail the natural man,
namely, to know, he would not subsist.

3128". For all good inflows by an internal way . . .

into the Rational of man ; and through this into his

Scientific, even into tlie sensuous Scientific, and by
illustration there causes truths to be seen. ^.

3164. 'Vessels of silver'= in special, scientifics; for

these are recipients of truth.

3175^. But so long as truth is in the memory only, it

is only knowledge.

3190. The Intellectual elevated above natural scien-

tifics. Sig. and Ex.

3203. The separation of the affection of truth from
the scientifics in the natural man on the perception of

rational good. Sig. and Ex.
^. All truth is at first of knowledge . . .

^ The man then acts from good , . . and no
longer from knowledge . . .

3264. The birth of the spiritual man from the Divine
influx into the affection of knowledges. Sig.

. Divine truth, to which is subordinated the
affection of knowledges and of the Knowledges of truth.

Sig.

3267^ He can indeed know truth, but it is not im-
planted in his life.

32836. "When the Rational looks . . . into the scien-
tifics of the natural man, it is as if [it were looking] into
a plain beneath itself.

3293- The truth in the Natural is all that which is of

knowledge, and is called scientific . . . [but] what is

scientific by itself, abstractedly from the delight whicli
is of affection, is not anything . . . whereas the delight

. . . without what is scientific is something, but only
what is vital, such as is with infants. Therefore, in

order that the Natural may be human, it must consist
of both

; the one is perfected by the other . . .

3301^. The state of the celestial man is that he is in

good, and from good knows all truths ; and he never
thinks and speaks . . . from scientifics about good.

3309. 'Esau was a man knowing (or skilled) in

hunting' (Gen.xxv.27) = the good of life from sensuous
and scientific truths. . . 'A skilled man' is predicated
of the affection of truth, or of those who are in the
affection of truth.

3316. 'Pottage' =a heap of scientifics badly made up
. . . (which) was amended by spiritual truth from the
Lord. Sig.

3321". For in the natural man there are scientifics

which are in great measure derived from the fallacies of
the senses

; and which ... he still believes to be truths.

3332'- The good of doctrinals is what flows forth from
knowledge.

3368-*. As Divine truth cannot inflow immediately
into scientifics . . .

3388®. It is not enough for a man to know that it is,

but he also wants to know ivhat it is . . .

3394^. The celestial ]>erceive Divine good and truth

. . . even in the Natural, that is, in scientific and
sensuous things.

3402^. To know good and truth, or to keep them in

the memory ... is not to have good' and truth ; but to

be affected with them from the heart.

3416. There are internal truths everywhere in the

"Word ; but such as are in the knowledge of Knowledges,

and not at the same time in life ... do not see these

truths . . .

3417'. Thus they who are in the knowledge of Know-
ledges, and notin the life of charity, cannot know that

there is any delight except that which results from pre-

eminence . . .

3420. Those are in the knowledge of Knowledges
who are in the doctrinals of faith, and/lo not want to

know the truths of Knowledges or of doctrinals.

(These) truths are those which are of life . . .

3518-. "When a child is first being instructed, he is

affected with the desire of knowing . . . from a certain

connate pleasure ... As he grows up, he is affected with

the desire of knowing for the sake of some end, as that

he may excel others . . . But when he is to be regener-

ated, from the delight of truth ; and when he is being

regenerated . . . from the love of truth ; and afterwards

from the love of good.

3519. The things in the Natural which relate to

the . . . understanding there, are scientifics.

3539-. After death, man has with liim . . . the things

of his external man . . . even the scientifics.

3570^. To appetite and relish correspond the desire

and affection of knowing truth ; and to foods correspond

scientifics and Knowledges. . . The soul, which is the

good of the Rational, gives to desire and be affected

with the things which are of knowledge and doctrine.

367 1-. To understand good and truth, and to will

them, is of the Rational . . . but to know them, and do

them, is of the Natural. The scientifics and works

themselves are as ground ; and when the man is affected

with scientifics wliich confirm good and truth, and still

more when he apperceives delight in doing them, then

the seeds there are as in their ground, and grow . . .

3701^. They who are being regenerated do not learn

such things barely as knowledges, but as life.

3726". Good is the first, and truth is the last, of

order. Hence it is that man ought to begin from

scientifics, which are the truths of the natural man ;

and afterwards from doctrinals, which are the truths of

the spiritual man in his Natural. Examp.

3727*. 'The hoofs of the horses' — the lowest intel-

lectual things, such as are scientifics from mere sensuous

things.

376S. That knowledge is from the "Word. Sig.

. ' Droves '= the knowledge of doctrinals . . .

Thus 'to make the droves drink from the well ' = that

from the "Word is the knowledge of the doctrinals of

good and truth.
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. That all the knowledge and doctihie of good

and truth are from the Word. Ex.

3824^. In the natural memory are truths, both ex-

ternal and internal, as scientific doctrinals.

3833^. When (good has been conjoined with truth)

the man begins to know innumerable things . . .

3843-. Truth ... is then no longer brought into act

from knowledge or doctrine, but from a certain

delight . . .

3849. Nothing of doctrine, nor even of knowledge,

can enter with man, except through the affections . . .

3905"^. Truths of faith not learned for the sake of

doing, but only for the sake of knowing, adjoin them-

selves to affections of evil and falsity ; and are therefore

. . . interiorly against faith.

39152. To know these truths ... is bare knowledge,

unless there is affection . . .

3952*. The truths of the external man are the scien-

tifics and doctrinals which he first imbibed through his

parents and masters ; afterwards through liooks ; and at

last by his own study . . . The scientifics Avhich are the

truths, and the delights which are the good (of the

external man) are conjoined, but do not make witli him
the heavenly marriage . . .

4014S. The scientific and rational things with the

man of the Spiritual Church. Tr.

40172. 'Thirst' = the aflection of knowing . . . truth.

4037. 'Men-servants' = scientifics, which are the

truths of the natural man.

4038. General scientifics are the lower or exterior

truths of good.

^. The Natural is the middle part (between the

Corporeal and the Rational) ; for the things Avhich enter

through sensuous things store themselves up in the

Natural as in a kind of receptacle ; this receptacle is

the memory ; the delight, etc. there pertain to the will,

and are called natural goods ; and the scientifics there

pertain to the understanding, and are called natural

truths.

4075^. How, by means of Societies "of Spirits and

Angels, the Lord introduced Himself into knowledge.

Ex.

4096^. Let him try whether he wants to know . . .

4151^. Many can know this, but few believe it.

4154^. He who is a natural man, that is, who thinks

from scientifics, knows no otherwise than that the

natural things from which he thinks are the inmost

things . . .

4156. (Interior natural truths which are from the

Divine) in scientifics. Sig. and Ex. 4157.
2. That scientifics are relatively gross and in-

ordinate . . . does not appear to those who are in scien-

tifics alone . . . They believe that in proportion as a

man knows, or in proportion to his possession of know-
ledge, he is wise. But . . . those in the other life who
. . . had been in scientifics alone, and had thence ac-

quired the reputation of being learned, are sometimes

much more stupid than those who had been skilled in

no knowledges. The reason is that scientifics are

indeed means of being wise, but also of being insane.

To those who are in the life of good, scientifics are

means of l>eing wise ; but to those who are in the life of

evil, they are means of being insane ; for by scientifics

they confirm not only the life of evil, but also principles

of falsity ; and this arrogantly and with persuasion,

because they believe themselves to be wiser than

others . . .

^. He does not possess the Rational who can

reason from scientifics ... It is only a fatuoirs lumen
which produces this skill . , .

. With him (who is truly rational) . . . light

inflows from Heaven, and . . . illuminates his scientifics,

so that they confirm ; and moreover it disposes them
into order, and into a heavenly form.

*. Hence it may be evident that scientifics are

means of being wise, and also of being insane ; that is,

that they are means of perfecting the Rational, and also

of destroying the Rational. Therefore, they who by
means of scientifics have destroyed the Rational, are in

the other life more stupid than those who have been

skilled in no knowledges.

6. That scientifics are relatively gross, is evident

from the fact, that they are of the natural or external

man ; and that the Rational, which is cultivated by
means of them, is of the spiritual or internal man.

4161. Interior truths are said to be among unclean

things, when they are among scientifics which do not

as yet correspond, but which disagree.

4169. But to do good from truth, is to do it from

knowledge . . .

4247". For he is then not so much in the affection of

knowing truth, but in the affection of doing it.

4266. Scientifics, and Knowledges, thus doctrinals

(which) are in the natural or external man, that is, in

his memory, and are not as j'et implanted in the sj^iritual

or internal man. Sig.

4280^. How greatlj^ the science of correspondences

excels other sciences, may be evident from the fact, that

without it the Word as to the internal sense can never

be known . . .

4319-. They were told that to know is not to believe.

Ex.

*'. With those who only know ... no heavenly

light is received . . .

4345. 'The handmaids'=the affections of knowledges
and of Knowledges . . . The affections of knowledges

and of Knowledges are the most external ; for the

knowledges and Knowledges themselves are the things

from which and in which are truths . . . The more ex-

terior things are, the more general they are. Ex.

4360. Sensuous scientifics and their truths, and their

submission. Sig.

. Sensuous scientifics, which are signified by
'the handmaids,' are the scientifics of external things,

which are of the world, and are thence the most general

of all ; and are those which enter immediately through

the external senses, and are perceived by the sense itself.

In these are all infants, and they serve as planes ... for

the Knowledges of spiritual things
; for sjiiritual things

are founded upon natural ones, and are represented in

them.
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[A.] 4383^. Although, relatively to man, the Angels are

in wisdom so great, that the things which they know and

perceive are unutterable, they confess that they know
only what are relatively the most general things, and

that the things which they do not know are inde-

finite . . .

44046. The sense of taste corresponds to the affection

of knowing.

4459^. That such is the case in Heaven thej^ do not at

all know ; and, so long as they are in externals alone,

they do not want to know ; nay, they cannot know . . .

4503'

falsities

Those who by means of scientifics hatch

Sig.

^. Those who by means of knowledges are insane.

Sig.

4508. 'All their wealth (they took captive) ' = all the

scientifics which they had acquired (they dejirived them

of and perverted). 4Sli-

. Spiritual wealth . . . consists of scientifics, so

far as they are known . . .

4539". 'To go up from Egypt to Canaan' . . . = that

the Scientific is to serve for apprehending the things of

the Lord's Kingdom . . . and as scientifics are lower, or,

what is the same, exterior things ... it is said ' to go

up' from Egypt . . .

4552. For the lowest of the Natural is relatively

entangled and fallacious, in proportion as it derives its

Scientific and pleasure from the sensuous things of the

body.

4585^. Those who are not in any desire to know the

things of eternal life . . . Because the cares of the world

and of the body possess all their thought, and take away

all desire to know anything else . . .

4598. Progression towards interior things ... is not

progression into scientifics ; for this progi-ession often

takes place without any progression towards interior

things, and frequently with retrogression. (Continued

under K^ow-cognoscei-e, here.)

4612^, He can indeed know the things which are of

light or of Heaven, but he cannot be affected with them,

except in so far as they conduce to his getting honours

and wealth . . .

4618". It is the same with the Rational : unless there

is a reception of its light in the Natural, its sight

perishes ; for the scientifics in the Natural are the

objects of the sight of the Rational ; and, if these

objects are contrary to the light . . . the sight of the

Rational perishes ; for it cannot inflow into things con-

trary to itself.

4638^". The time and state of acceptance which is

unknown to man, is signified by, 'Ye know not the day

nor the hour in which the Son of Man will come' (Matt.

XXV. 13).

Truths from scientifics. Sig.

Servants'

=

those who know,

4715*. 'Valley' = scientific and sensuous things

—

which are lower things—by means of which they have

perverted truths.

4748^, Interior truths are conclusions from exterior

4648^

4682I

truths, or scientifics
; for the scientifics of the natural

man are means which serve for concluding about, and
thus for viewing, interior things ; in like manner as any
one views the mind of another in his countenance . . .

4749". The scientifics from which are interior truths,

which are signified by the Ishmaelites carrying spices,

resin, and stacte, on their camels, are such as are not of

the Church, such as are with the gentiles. These truths,

from these scientifics, are no otherwise amended and
healed than by means of the scientifics of the genuine

Church, thus by instruction in them. Sig.

4760. The Divine truth brought to scientifics to

consult them. Sig. To consult scientifics about Divine

truth, is to see from them whether it is so ; but this is

done in one way by those who are in the affirmative . . ,

and in another way by those Avho are in the negative.

When the former consult scientifics, they confirm the

truth by them, and thus strengthen faith ; but when the

latter consult scientifics, they cast themselves more
into falsities . . , Moreover, this is according to the

intellectual faculty of each man : if those consult

scientifics who have not an interior view, they do not

see the confirmation of truth in them ; and therefore

they are carried away by scientifics into the negative :

whereas they who have an interior view, see the confir-

mations ; if not otherwise, still by means of correspond-

ences. Exam p.

•*. The reason the learned . . . see Divine truths

less than the simple, is that they consult scientifics . . .

from the negative, and thereby destroy with themselves

the view from what is interior ; and then they no

longer see anything from the light of Heaven, but from

the light of the world ; for scientifics are in the light of

the world ; and if they are not illuminated by the light

of Heaven, they induce darkness.

4788. That those who were in some truth of simple

good consulted scientifics. Sig. . . For those who are

in the truth of simple good for the most part suffer

themselves to be led away by the fallacies of the senses ;

thus by the scientifics which are from them. *.

4789. 'To Potiphar, the chamberlain of Pharaoh ' =
the interior things of scientifics. 4965, Ex.

4792. Spiritual food is knowledge, intelligence, and

wisdom . . .

4793. As the taste corresponds to the perception and

affection of knowing, understanding, and being wise
;

and the life of man is in this affection ; no Spirit or

Angel is permitted to inflow into man's taste , . .

*. By these arts they pervert the scientifics with

man, and apply only those which favour filthy cupidities.

Such obsessions cannot be avoided, unless the man is in

the affection of good, and thence in faith in the Lord.

4794. The reason a Spirit has not taste ... is lest

that sense should turn him away from the desire of

knowing and being wise ; thus from spiritual appetite.

4844^". From affection ... to lead those who were in

knowledge through good to truths. Rep.

4882-. The Angels are in this truth, not only by
knowledge, but also by perception.

4965. The interior things of scientifics are those

which approach more nearly to spiritual things, and are
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the applications of scientifics to heavenly things ; for

these are what the internal man sees, when the external

man sees only the scientifics in the external form.

4966. It is to be known, that the scientifics of the

ancients were quite different from the scientifics of the

present day. The scientifics of the ancients . . . treated

of the correspondences of things in the natural world

with things in the Spiritual World. The scientifics

which at this day are called philosophical things, such

as are the Aristotelian ones and the like, were unknown
to them. (Examps. of the scientifics of the ancients.)

^. Parnassus they placed on a hill beneath, and

thereby understood scientifics. . . Tlie}' called the

sciences maidens.
^. From these things it is evident of what quality

were the scientifics of the ancients ; and that these

scientifics led them into the Knowledge of things

spiritual and celestial.

*. The scientifics which have succeeded in their

place, and which are properly called philosophical

things, rather withdraw the mind from knowing such

things, because they can be applied also to confirm

falsities ; and, moreover, when truths are confirmed by

means of them, they cast the mind into darkness,

because most of them are bare words , . . which are

apprehended by few, and concerning which even those

few dispute.

®. The Gentiles had those scientifics from tlie

Ancient Church . . . These were the scientifics which,

in the genuine sense, are signified by 'Egypt.'

4967. For every scientific with man is natural, be-

cause it is in his natural man, even every scientific con-

cerning things spiritual and celestial. The reason is

that man sees these things in the Natural, and from

the Natural : the things which he does not see from the

Natural, he does not apprehend. But the regenerate

man . . . sees these things in one way, and the unre-

generate man ... in another : with the former, scientifics

are enlightened by the light of Heaven ; but with the

latter not so, but by the light which inflows through

Spirits who are in falsity and evil . . .

^. (Thus) the genuine Scientific is natural truth

;

for every genuine scientific ... is a natural truth.

4973. Scientifics are the truths of the natui'al mind,

which are said to be 'in their house,' when they are

conjoined with good there. 5079.

4976. That the Scientific was appropriated to its own
good. Sig.

. 'To minister' is predicated of scientifics; for

by 'a minister,' and 'a servant,' in the Word, is signified

the Scientific, or natural truth, because this is subor-

dinate to good. The Scientific, relatively to the delight

of the natural man ; or, what is the same, natural truth

relatively to its good ; is circumstanced exactly as is . . .

drink relatively to food . . . 5023.

4977. Good applying itself to the Scientific, or to

natural truth. Sig.

5079*. There are interiors and exteriors of the Natural

;

the interiors of the Natural are scientifics and their

affections . . .

5081. For man is born into no knowledge . . .

5089-. The sensuous who have studied scientifics,

rarely apprehend anything about the things of

Heaven . . .

5 1 14". Hence, from the scientifics which have been

born from the things he has heard and seen in the

world ... a man has intelligence and wisdom . . .

5 1
57". By sensuous things are meant those scientifics

and tliose delights which have been insinuated through

the five senses of the body into a man's memory and its

concupiscences ; and which together constitute his ex-

terior Natural, from which he is called a sensuous man.

These scientifics are subject to the intellectual part . . .

and are what are represented by 'the butler,' and are

retained . . . The reason they were retained, is that for

a time they could agree with intellectual things . . .

5168^. Sensuous and scientific things are only media

into which the good called 'charity' inflows, and presents

itself in a form, and irnfolds itself for every use. But
scientifics, even if they were the very truths of faith

themselves, without this good in them, are nothing but

scales among dirt, which fall off . , .

5192. The seven years of plenty in Egypt are the

scientifics to which the good from the Celestial of the

Spiritual can be applied. The seven years of famine

are [those] of the following state, when there is nothing

good in the scientifics except what is from the Divine

Celestial of the Spiritual . . .

5196'^. The Nile represented the sensuous things

subject to the intellectual part, thus the scientifics

which are from them ; for these are the ultimates of the

spiritiral things of the Lord's Kingdom.

5201. 'The sedge,' or larger grass which is near rivers,

= the scientifics which are of the natural man. That

'grass,' or ' herb, ' = scientifics, is clear from the Word.

'To pasture in the sedge,' therefore, =to be instructed

in scientifics. For scientifics are media, and are as it

were mirrors, in which the image of interior things

presents itself . . .

5212. 'Seven ears ascending on one stalk' = the

scientifics which are of the Natural conjoined to-

gether.

. The reason ' ears '= scientifics, is that 'corn'

=

the good of the Natural ; for scientifics are the con-

tainants of natural good, as ears are of corn ; for as in

general all truths are the vessels of good, so also are

scientifics, for these are the lowest truths. The lowest

truths, or the truths of the exterior Natural, are called

scientifics, because they are in man's natural or external

memory, and because they partake for the most part of

the light of the world, and hence may be presented and

represented before others by forms of words, or by

ideas formed into words by such things as are of the

world and its light. But the things which are in the

interior memory are not called scientifics, but truths,

in so far as they partake of the light of Heaven.

. The scientifics which are here signified by

'ears' are the scientifics of the Church, concerning

which, Kefs.

*. The comparison with grass, the ear, and the

corn involves the rebirth of man through scientifics,

the truths of faith, and the goods of charity, in Mark
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iv.26-29 . . . 'The grass' (or blaLle) = tlie first Scien-

tific ;' 'the ear'=the Scientific of truth thence . . .

[A.] 5213. 'Fat,' when predicated of (these) scientifics,

= their receptibility of the good of faith . . . For

scientifics are vessels . . . And 'good,' when pi'edicated

of (these) scientifics, = their receptibility of the good of

charity . . ,

-. There are very many scientifics into which

the things which are of faith and charity can be applied

;

as all the scientifics of the Church . . . consequently,

all the scientifics which are true concerning correspond-

ences, representatives, significatives, influx, order, intel-

ligence, and wisdom, the affections ; nay, all the truths

of interior and exterior nature, both visible and in-

visible, because these correspond to spiritual truths.

5214. 'Seven thin ears ' = scientifics of no use, . .

Scientifics of no use are those which have no other end

than glory and pleasure . . .

5215. ' Parched with the east wind' = that the scien-

tifics are full of cupidities. -.

5217. That the scientifics of no use exterminated the

good scientifics. Sig. and Ex.

5287". In the AVord, a distinction is made between

'wisdom,' 'intelligence,' and 'knowledge;' and by

'wisdom' is meant that which is from good, by 'intelli-

gence' that which is from truth, and by 'knowledge'

both of them in the Natural of man. 111.

5293. That which conduces to use is to know what is

good and true ; what is q/use is to will and do them . . .

5321^ ' Chariots' = the doctriuals of good and truth,

and also the scientifics which are of doctrinals . . .

io_

5326". Thus (with the man who is being regenerated)

the Natural becomes as the Spiritual ; for the natural

things which are therein, as the scientifics and Know-
ledges which derive something from tlie natural world,

act nothing from themselves, but only stipulate that

the Spiritual may act in and through the Natural, and

thus naturally . . .

5373^. The case is this. "When man is being regener-

ated as to the Natural, all goods and truths are gathered

into scientifics. Those which are not in the scientifics

there, are not in the Natural ; for the natural mind as

to that part which is subject to the Intellectual consists

solely of scientifics. The scientifics which are of the

Natural are the ultimates of order, and prior things

must be in ultimates in order that they may come forth

and appear in that sphere ; and moreover all prior

things tend to ultimates, as to their termini or ends, and

come forth simultaneously therein, as causes do in their

effects . . . The scientifics which are of the Natural are

such ultimates. . . From these things it may be evident,

that when the Natural is being regenerated, all interior

goods and truths, which are from the Spiritual World,

are gathered into scientifics, in order that they may
appear.

5376. That there was desolation everywhere except in

the scientifics where was the Celestial of the Spiritual.

Sig.

5378. (Modest Spirits seen) who want to know all

things . . . and thus to confirm themselves that it

is so.

5398. In these chapters ... it treats of the regenera-

tion of the Natural as to the truths and goods of the

Church ; namely, that it is not effected by means of

scientifics, but by means of influx from the Divine.

5410. To appropriate to themselves the good of truth

by means of scientifics. Sig.

5414. That he wants spiritual truths, equally with

all other things, to be procured by means of scientifics.

Sig.

5432. The truths of faith of the Church ... in the

first age, when they are learnt, are no otherwise appre-

hended, and committed to memory, than as are all

other scientifics ; and they remain as scientifics until

the man begins to view them from his own sight, and
to see whether they are true ; and when he has seen

that they are true, until he wants to act according to

them. This view, and this will, effect that they are no

longer scientifics, but precepts of life . . .

-. They who have arrived at adult age . . . and
have not viewed the truths of the Church . . . from their

own sight, and seen whether they are true, and who
have not wanted to live according to them, retain them
with themselves no otherwise than as all other scien-

tifics ; they are only in their natural memory . . .

54S7. 'They filled their vessels with corn ' = that the

scientifics were gifted with good from truth.

5489. 'A sack,' here, in special, =what is scientific,

because as a sack is a receptacle of corn, so is what is

scientific a receptacle of good. That what is scientific

is a rece])tacle of good . . , may be known from this,

—

the scientifics which enter into the memory are always

introduced through some affection ; those which are not

introduced through some affection do not adhere there,

but slip away. The reason is . . . that there is no life

in scientifics except through affection. Hence it is

evident that scientifics always have such things con-

joined with them as are of affection . . . consequently

some good . . . Thus the scientifics form as it were a

marriage with these goods ; and hence it is that when
this good is excited, the scientific with which it is

conjoined is also instantly excited ; and, on the other

hand, when the scientific is recalled, the good conjoined

with it also comes forth . . .

2. Hence it is that with the unregenerate, who
have rejected the good of charity, the scientifics which

are the truths of the Church, have adjoined to them

such things as are of the love of self and of the world,

thus evils. . . These scientifics, to appearance, come

forth beautifully, when these loves reign universally . . .

But with the regenerate, the scientifics which are the

truths of the Church, have such things adjoined to them

as are of love towards the neighbour, and of love to

God, thus genuine goods. . . From these things it may

be evident how the case is with scientifics and with

truths, that they are receptacles of good.

5492. 'They lifted their provision upon their asses '
=

that truths were gathered into scientifics.

5495. 'To give his ass provender in the inn' = when

they reflected upon the scientifics in the exterior
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Natural , . . For reflection especially feeds scientifics . . .

And scientifics are as it were in tlieir inn when they are

in the exterior Natural . , . When scientifics are in the

exterior Natural, they communicate immediately with

the external senses of the body, and , . . as it were rest

upon them . , .

5510'*. There are two things in the Natural, namely,

scientifics, and the truths of the Church. That the

Celestial of the Spiritual . . . disposed scientifics into

order in the Natural, has been treated of. It now
treats of the truths of the Church . . . Scientifics must
be disposed into order there before the truths of the

Church, because the latter are apprehended by the

former ; for nothing can enter the understanding of

man without ideas from such scientifics as the man has

acquired from infancy. Man is quite ignorant that

every truth of the Church ... is founded upon his

scientifics ; and that he apprehends it, retains it in the

memory, and calls it forth from the memory, by means
of the ideas made up from the scientifics with him . . .

5519. 'To know,' here (Gen.xlii.33)= to will.

5558. There are Spirits, who, when they want to

know anything, say that it is so ; thus do one after

another in the Society ; and then they observe whether

what they say flows freely . . . Such are they who con-

stitute the cutaneous glands . . .

5580. When the truths whieh were from scientifics

failed. Sig.

e_ From these things it is evident how the case

is with truths— that they are from scientifics.

5637". Scientifics are illustrated by the light of

Heaven when the man has faith in the doctrinal things

which are from the Word . . .

5649*. When any Spirit who is in good . . . comes
into an angelic Society, he comes at the same time into

all the knowledge and intelligence belonging to the

Society . . . and then he knows no otherwise than that

lie had known and understood it before, and from him-

self; but when he reflects, he apperceives that it is

given him gratis by the Lord through that angelic

Society.

5661. 'Not to know' (Gen.xliii.22)= not to believe.

5670. Instruction concerning the good (of scientifics).

Sig. . . The good of scientifics is the delight from
scientific truths ; which are the most general truths

which appear in natural light . . .

5700-. Scientifics are said to be in inverted order,

when they abuse heavenly order to do evil . . . They
who have become such, know how to reason from scien-

tifics sharply and skilfully, because they reason from
sensuous things . . .

. When scientifics are in order, they are disposed

by the Lord into the form of Heaven ; but when scien-

tifics are in inverted order they are disposed into the

form of Hell ; and then the falsest are in the middle,

and the things which confirm them are at the sides
;

but truths are outside, and being outside they cannot
have communication with Heaven . . .

5741. The external man a little removed, with his

truths and scientifics. Sig.

". He who in thought goes no furtlier . . . than
VOL. IV.

to the scientifics which are of the memory, supposes

that everything of man consists therein. He does not

know that scientifics are the lowest things with man,
and are such as are for the most part hidden away when
the body dies : but the things which are in them, that

is, truth and good, with their afl"ections, remain ; and
also, with the evil, falsity and evil, with their affec-

tions : scientifics are as it were the body of these things.

So long as a man lives in the world he has these things

... in his scientifics
; for scientifics are containants

;

and as scientifics contain, and as it were carry, interior

things, they are signified by the asses which are used

for carrying burdens.

5774. That from sensuous things, truths were brought
back into scientifics. Sig. and Ex.

. From sensuous things come forth scientifics
;

and from scientifics, truths. The things which enter

through the senses are stored up in the memory, and
thence the man concludes what is scientific, or from
them perceives the Scientific which he learns : from
scientifics he afterwards concludes truths, or from them
perceives the truth which he learns ... As a child, man
thinks and apprehends from sensuous things ; as he
advances in age, he thinks and apprehends from scien-

tifics ; and afterwards from truths . . .

^ (Thus) a man may be sometimes in sensuous

things . . . sometimes in scientifics, which takes place

when he elevates himself from sensuous things, and
thinks interiorly ; and sometimes in the truths which
have been concluded from scientifics, which takes place

when he thinks still more interiorly. . . A man can also

bring down truths into scientifics, and see them in

these ; and he can also bring doAvn scientifics into

sensuous things, and contemplate them in these ; and
also the reverse.

5859. (Thus) Sjnrits put on as their own, all the
scientifics of a man the moment they come to him . . .

5S71. That scientifics not agreeing and opposing

should be cast out from the midst. Sig. and Ex.
. When the truths of faith are conjoined with

the good of charity, then all those scientifics which do
not agree, and still more those which are opposed, are

rejected from the midst to the sides . . . and then they
are partly not regarded, and partly are held as of no
account. But from the scientifics which agree, which
remain, there takes place as it were an extraction, and
... as it were a sublimation, whence comes the interior

sense of things, which is not perceived by the man
while he is in the body, except by something of

gladness . . .

5874. That scientifics are man's ultimates, namely,

in his memory and thought, does not appear ; it seems

to him as if they make the whole of his intelligence and
wisdom ; but . . . they are only the vessels in which are

the things of intelligence and wisdom ; and, indeed, the

ultimate vessels ; for they conjoin themselves with the

sensuous things of the body. That they are ultimates,

is evident to him who reflects upon his own thought,

when he is inquiring into any truth : scientifics are

then present, but do not appear ; for the thought then

extracts the things which they contain, and in fact from

a great many scattered hithei- and thither, and even
E
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hidden away ; and thus it forms conclusions ; and the

more interiorly the thought goes, the further it removes
itself from scientifics. This may he manifest from the

fact, that when man comes into the other life ... he
indeed has his scientifics with him, but, for many
reasons, is not allowed to use them . . . and still he
thinks and speaks about truth and good much more
distinctly and perfectly than in the world. Hence it

may be evident, that scientifics serve man to form the

understanding ; but when the understanding has been

formed, they then form the ultimate plane, in which
the man no longer thinks, but above it.

[A. ] 5881. The order in which scientifics and truths are

disposed in man's memory ... is a wonderful order

:

they cohere fascicularly, and the fascicles themselves

also do so together, and this according to that connec-

tion of things which the man had apprehended. . .

These coherences are more wonderful than a man can
ever believe : in the other life they are sometimes
presented to view . , . Scientifics and truths are ordi-

nated into these fascicular forms solelj' by the man's
loves ; into infernal forms by the loves of self and of

the world ; but into heavenly forms by love towards the

neighbour and liy love to God . . .

5886. At this day the Internal of man is indeed

among scientifics . . . but it is rejected to the lowest

things . . . Sig.

5897". The celestial do not at all want to know about

the scientifics which are signified by 'Egypt
;

' for they
know all things from the celestial good in which they

are ; which good would perish if they were to betake;

themselves to scientifics. Sig.

5901. Scientifics are the first things whicli are to be

learned ; for they are the tilings from which truths are to

be concluded, and in which truths are afterwards to be

terminated . . . These are the things which Joseph
represented.

5934. In the natural mind there are scientifics of

various kinds : there are scientifics concerning earthly,

corporeal, and worldly things, which are the lowest
;

for these are immediately from external sensuous things,

or those of the body : there are scientifics concerning

the civil state, its governments, statutes, and laws,

which ai'C a little more interior : there are scientifics

concerning those things which are of moral life, which
are still more interior : but those which are of spiritual

life are more interior than all ; these are the truths of

the Church, which, in so far as with man they are only

from doctrine, are nothing else than scientifics ; but
when they are from the good of love, they then go above
scientifics ; for they are then in spiritual light, from
which they regard scientifics in their order beneath

them. Man, through siicli degrees of scientifics, ascends

to intelligence ; for scientifics, through these degrees,

open the mind, so that light from the Spiritual World
can inflow,

5941. The approach of spiritual good, and of the

truths of the Church, to the scientifics of the Natural.

Sig.

5945. The doctrinals of scientifics are doctrinals from
the literal sense of the AVord. Examps. and Sig.

5948-. Thus, if what is scientific is regarded as the

end . . . truths at last vanish.

5949. Tlius, if truths are objects of care, they will

have scientifics, which are 'the good of the land of

Egypt,' in abundance. . . Scientifics should indeed be

objects of care as well as truths, but they must regard

good as the end.

5951, With those who are first learning truths, they

are only scientifics ; afterwards, if they are sacredly

reverenced, they go further, and become truths of the

Church . . .

5991. Corporeal Spirits seen . . . who in the world

had excelled ... in knowledges, and had thereby com-
pletely confirmed themselves against the Divine . . .

6ooi^ For natural tiuth with all things belonging to

it must be initiated into the scientifics of the Church,

which is signified 1iy that Jacob with his sons descended

into Egypt.

6004-'. Truths are said to l>e initiated into scientifics

when they are brought together into them, so as to be

in them ; which takes place with this intent, that when
what is scientific comes into the thought, the truths

brought into it may come at the same time into remem-
brance. Exam}!. . . When scientifics are thus infilled,

then when one is thinking from scientifics, the thought

widely extends and diffuses itself; and indeed to many
Societies in the Heavens at the same time ; for as such

a scientific consists of so many truths within itself, it

thus unfolds itself, unknown to the man ; but it must
be truths which are in them.

*. It is also according to Divine order, that

interior things must betake themselves into exterior

ones . . . Unless it is so, the man cannot be fully

regenerated ; for by such a bringing of truths into

scientifics, the interior and exterior things agree, which

would otherwise disagree ; and if they disagree, the

man is not in good, because not in what is sincere.

®. JMoreover, scientifics are in a lumen nearly

the same as that in which is man's Sensuous of sight

;

and this light is such, that unless it is enlightened

within by the light which is from truths, it leads into

falsities . . . and also into evils from falsities,

6007. Elevation from scientifics to interior things.

Sig. . . For after scientifics have been infilled with

truths, the man is elevated from scientifics to interior

things ; and then scientifics serve him as the ultimate

plane of his mental view.

6015. Doctrinals from the scientifics of the Church.

Sig.

. ' Pharaoh ' = the Scientific of the Churcli in

general. 111.

^. They (say). Demonstrate scientifically that it

is so, and then I will believe . . .

6023. Truths are initiated and collated into scientifics

when scientifics are ruled by truths ; and they are ruled

by truths when truth is acknowledged because the Lord

has said so in the Word ; and afterwards the scientifics

which affirm are accepted, and those which assault are

removed , , . When this is so, then, when the man

thinks from scientifics, he is not led away to falsities,

as he is when truths are not in scientifics. For scien-
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tifics are not truths from themselves, but from the

truths in them ; and such as are the truths which are

in them, such a general trutli is the Scientific. For the

Scientific is only a vessel, which is able to receive both

truths and falsities, and this with immense variety.

Examp.
^. The scientific remains the same, namely, that

every man is the neighbour ; but by one it is infilled

with truths, and by another with falsities. The case is

the same with all other scientifics.

6044". He who excels in any rationality can see that

the scientifics with a man should look to truths as their

end ; and that the truths should look to goods . . .

6047^. It here treats of the conjunction of the truths

of the Church with its scientifics. But . . . the begin-

ning is not made by scientifics, nor can an entrance be

made by means of them into the truths of faith ; for

the scientifics with man are from sensuous things, thus

from the world, from which are innumerable fallacies
;

but the beginning is to be made from the truths

of faith, in this way. (Continued under Doctrine,

here.

)

-^ Afterwards, when he has been confirmed, aud
is thus in the affirmative from the Word that these

things are truths of faith, it is then allowable for him
to confirm them by all the scientifics which are with

him,, of whatever name and nature they may be; for

then, as the affirmative reigns universally, he accepts

the scientifics which agree, and rejects the scientifics

which, on account of the fallacies which are in them,

disagree. By means of scientifics faith is strengthened.

Therefore it is denied to no one to search the Scriptures

from the affection of knowing whether the doctriuals of

the Church . . . are true . . . nor is it denied him to

strengthen himself afterwards by means of scientifics
;

but it is not allowable for him to do so befoi'e. This is

the way, and there is no other, of conjoining the truths

of faith with scientifics ; not only with the scientifics

of the Church, but also with all scientifics whatever.
e_ Yrom these things it may now be evident, that

the Scientific is by no means to be rejected from the

truths of faith ; but that they are to be conjoined

together
;
yet by the prior way, that is, by the way from

faith ; but not by the posterior way, that is, by the way
from scientifics. Refs.

6052. Separation from the perverted scientifics which

are opposite to the scientifics of the Church. Sig.

• The Scientific which confirms good is that to

which the perverted Scientific is opposite. Perverted

scientifics are those which destroy the truth of faith

and the good of charity ; and are also those which
invert order, like the magical things which were in

Egypt . . . Correspondences and representatives were

the scientifics which were cultivated with them . . .

As to the separation of them ... it is effected by the

ordination ; when good with its truths is in the middle,

which is signified by 'Goshen,' then the perverted

scientifics, which are opposite, are cast out.

-. Thus far it has treated of the conjunction of

truths with scientifics, concerning which conjunction

it is further to be known, that the conjunction of the

internal man with the external cannot possibly be

effected unless truths are insinuated into scientifics
;

for scientifics, together with the delights of the natural

affections, constitute the external man ; and therefore,

unless conjunction is effected with scientifics, it cannot
be effected at all . . . The method in which this con-

junction is effected, is that which has been described in

this chapter, which method is effected by the insertion

of truths into scientifics.

60556. The external man is that which is properly to

be called the scientific man, because in him are

scientifics, which for the most part derive their lumen
from those things which are of the lumen of the world

enlightened and thus vivified by the light of Heaven.

6059. It treats in (Gen.xlvii.) of the insinuation of

the truths of the Church which are in the Natural into

the Scientific. The (former) are the sons of Jacob . . .

The Scientific into which these truths are insinuated is

' Pharaoh.

'

6060. It afterwards treats of the way in which

scientifics are reduced into order by the Celestial

Internal . . .

6068. That they are in the middle in the Natural,

where scientifics are. Sig. and Ex.
-. For the internal eye . . . regards those things

which are in the Natural, and which are scientific, as

outside of itself . . .

e. Thus the internal sight is fixed upon the

scientifics which have the greatest agreement with the

truth and good in which the man is : these scientifics

are then, to him, in the middle.

607 1 . The scientifics of the Church, at this day, are

the things which are of the literal sense of the Word.

Unless truths from the internal sense are insinuated

into these scientifics, the mind can be led away into

every heresy ; but when truths have been insinuated

into them, then the mind cannot be led away into

heresies. Examp.
-. But this scientific appears with a different

face, if interior truths are insinuated into it ; as, for

instance, this truth . . .

e_ When these and many other truths are insinu-

ated into this scientific, it appears wdth quite a different

face ; for this scientific then becomes like a transparent

vessel . . .

6077. To seek life in scientifics. Sig.

. As to the life of truth being in scientifics, or

truths seeking their life in scientifics, it is to be known

that all things . , . seek something ulterior, in which

they may be ... in order that they may be continually

producing something ... In the Spiritual World this

appears in this,—that good seeks to live in truths, and

truths seek to live in scientifics, and scientifics in

sensuous things, and sensuous things in the world.

^. As to truths in scientifics, it is to be known,

that interior truths may indeed be insinuated into

scientifics, but they have no life therein until good is

in them. In good there is life, and in truths from good,

and thus in scientifics from good through truths. Then

is good like a soul to truths, and through truths to

scientifics, which are like a body. In a word, charity

towards the neighbour vivifies and animates faith ; and,

through faith, the scientifics which are of the natural

mind.
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[A. 6077]^. At this day there are few who kuow that

truths and Bcientifics are distinct from each other. The
reason is, that few are in the truths of faith from

charity ; and the truths of faith in which there is not

<;harity are nothing else than scientifics ; for they are

in the memory no differently from the other things

which are there. But when the truths of faith are from

charity, or when charity is in them, they perceptibly

<listinguish themselves from scientifics, and sometimes

elevate themselves from them, and then they view

scientifics beneath themselves. This is especially evi-

dent from the state of man after death : he can then

think and speak rationally about the truths and goods

of faith, and with much greater clearness than in the

life of the body ; but he can take out no scientifics

from the memory : these with him are as things for-

gotten and blotted out, although he has them all with

him. Hence it may be evident, that the truths of

faith, which in themselves are spiritual, and scientifics,

which in themselves are natural, are distinct from each

other ; and that the truths of faith are elevated from

scientifics towards Heaven by means of the affection of

the good of charity.

6078. That scientifics in which are the goods of truth

are wanting. Sig.

. That scientifics and truths support man's soul,

is manifestly evident from the longing to know with

man, and also from the correspondence of food to

scientifics . . . Good Spirits and Angels are in the con-

tinual longing to know and be wise . . . But in order

that scientifics may yield healthful nourishment to the

soul, there must be in them life from the goods of truth :

if they have not life thence, scientifics do indeed support

the interior life of man, but his natural life, and not his

spiritual life.

6084. That siiiritual good and the truths of the

Church may live in the inmost of scientifics. Sig.

". The objects of the internal sight are no

other than scientifics and truths . . . Truths, and the

scientifics which agree with them, come directly

under the sight, that is, are in the inmost, with

those whom spiritual and celestial truths delight

and affect . . . whereas falsities and the scientifics

which agree with them (do so) with those whom the

evils of the love of self and of the world affect and

delight.

60S7. That they are the primary things of scientifics.

Sig.

. Scientifics in which there are truths (are here

.signified), because it is said 'rulers over my cattle,' that

is, Pharaoh's . . .

6109. It now treats of the Celestial Internal, that it

reduced all things into the Natural into order under a

general, to the end that there might be effected the

conjunction of scientifics with the truths of the Church,

and through these truths with spiritual good, and
through this good with the Celestial Internal. But as

the reduction of scientifics into order under a general

cannot be effected otherwise than by vastations of good

and desolations of truth, and then by sustentations,

therefore both are here treated of. But these things

rarely take place with a man while he lives in the world

. . . In the other life, however, they take place with all

who are being regenerated . . .

61 12. That the Celestial Internal brought together

into one every true and adaptable scientific. Sig.

. A scientific is said to be true and adaptable

when it is not darkened by fallacies, wdiich, so long as

they cannot be dispelled, render the scientific unadapt-

able ; and so also is a scientific which has not been

perverted by ajiplications to falsities and to evils,

either by others or by one's self; for these, when once

impressed on any scientific, remain. A scientific,

therefore, which does not labour under these vitiations,

is a true and adaptable scientific.

61 15. That (every true and adaptable scientific) was
referred to the general in the Natural. Sig. and Ex.

^. Concerning this ... it is to be known that all

scientifics, as well as all truths of every kind wdiatever,

in order to be anything, must be referred to a general,

and must be placed and contained in a general, and
under a general ; otherwise they are at once dis-

sipated. In order that scientifics and truths may be

something, a form must be induced upon them, in

which they may mutually regard each other ; which

cannot be done unless they are consociated under a

general. (Continued under General, here.)

61 17. That every scientific in the Natural was under

the auspices of the Internal, is signified by Joseph being

ruler over the whole land of Egypt ; but the conjunction

of the truths of the Church with the scientifics in the

Natural, is what is now described in the internal sense.

6125. 'For horses ' = scientifics from the Intellectual

;

(because they were the horses of Egypt).

. The Intellectual . . . consists in the view of

subjects-)T/«//i-from such things as are of ex[ierience

and knowledge . . .

^ (Thus) scientifics from the Intellectual . . .

are the scientifics which confirm those things which

man intellectually apprehends and perceives ; these may
be either evil or good. These scientifics are what are

signified by 'horses from Egypt.' 111.

*. Scientifics from a perverted Intellectual, which

are consulted in the things of faith, and the Word is

not believed in . . . Sig.

^, That such scientifics were destroyed, is re}ire-

sented by the horses and chariots of Pharaoh being

drowned in the Sea Suph . . .

^. That intelligence is to be procured through

the Word . . . and not through scientifics from man's

Own Intellectual, is signified by 'the king not to

multiply horses ..."

6 141. That the mind will be cultivated with the

scientifics of the Church. Sig. and Ex.

6183. What elevation from scientifics is, shall be

told in a few words. The regeneration of the Natural

is effected by the insinuation of spiritual life from the

Lord through the internal man into the scientifics

there. This insinuation has been treated of in this

chapter (Gen.xlvii.). But, when the man has been

thus regenerated, if he is such that he can be regener-

ated further, he is elevated thence to the interior

Natural . . . The elevation is effected by a withdrawal

from sensuous things and scientifics, thus by elevation
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above them ; and then the man comes into a state of

interior thought and affection . . .

6192-. The Spirits do not know that they are with

man.

622Z^. This Intellectual, which is called the Intel-

lectual of the Church, is more interior than the

Intellectual which is only from scientifics ; for it is the

apperception that it is so, not because scientifics and

philosophical things dictate it, but because the Word in

its spiritual sense dictates it. Examp.

6294. 'He said, I know, my son, I know' (Gen.

xlviii. I9)= that it is so, but tliat it appears other-

wise . . .

6316. The learned as to a great part are sensuous.

The reason is that they have learned knowledges solely

for the sake of reputation . . . for all the knowledges

which are in the learned world are means of being wise,

and are also means of being insane.

6323^. Therefore animals are in all the scientifics

which ever belong to their love. Enum.
. All these scientifics are included in their loves,

and dwell there from their first origin. Into these

scientifics they are born, because they are in the order

of their nature . . .

^. If man were in the order in which he was

created . . . he, above all animals, woirld be born not

only into scientifics, but also into all spiritual truths

and celestial goods . . .

6383. By 'Zebulon' it here treats of those in the

Church who conclude from scientifics concerning

spiritual truths, and thus strengthen these truths with

themselves. . . By 'Zebulon' are not meant those who
do not believe unless scientifics and sensuous things

dictate , , . These never believe. The reason is that

the negative reigns universally, and when this (is the

case), the scientifics which deny inflow and are collected

together, but not those which confirm : those which

confirm are rejectetl to the sides, or are explained

in favour of the scientifics which deny. . . But by

'Zebulon' are here meant those who believe doctrinal

things from the Word . . . and yet their faith has not

life in truths, but in scientifics ; for they apply

scientifics to doctrinal things, and thus strengthen

their affirmative. They, therefore, who are 'Zebulon,'

do not elevate themselves from scientifics ; but when
they hear or think about an}' truth of faith, thej' at

once fall into what is scientific. There are many such

in the world ; and the Lord provides that scientifics

and sensuous things should serve them for this use.

6384. 'Shall dwell at the haven of the seas' — life

where there is the conclusion of truth from scientifics.

-. These have the truths of faith so bound to

scientifics that they cannot be elevated. Hence they

are in obscurity more than all others in the Spiritual

Church ; for they have but little light from the Intel-

lectual, because it is immersed in scientifics and sensuous

things. The case is otherwise with those who . . . have

strengthened the truths of faith by scientifics, but yet

so that they can be elevated from scientifics, that is,

from the Natural where scientifics are. The Intellectual

of these is enlightened, and thus is in a certain percep-

tion of spiritual truth, to which the scientifics which

are beneath serve as a mirror, in which the truths of

faith and of charity appear and are acknowledged, as

affections are in the face.

6386^. Doctrinal things are those which are from the

Word ; Knowledges are those which are from these

doctrinal things on the one side, and from scientifics on

the other ; and scientifics are those which are of experi-

ence from self and from others.

6431. To be gifted with scientifics which are in the

Naturah Sig.

. As the Natural is signified by 'the abyss which

lieth under,' scientifics are also signified ; for scientifics

together with their delights are in the Natural, and

make its life, especially with the spiritual man, for he is

introduced by means of scientifics into truths, and by
means of truths into good.

6507. The sadness of the scientifics of tlie Church,

which is signified by 'the Egyptians wept for Israel'

. . .=sadness because the good of the Church . . . had

left scientifics, which are external things of the Church,

when it ascended from them to the internal of the

Church, which is the good of truth ; for it then does not

regard scientifics as with itself, as before, but beneatli

itself. For, when the truth of the Spiritual Church

becomes good, a turning takes place, and then it no

longer regards truths from truths, but from good . . .

Hence comes sadness ; and also from this, that there is

then effected a different order among scientifics, which

is not effected without grief. 6539.

6523. That (the Internal) adjoined to itself the

scientifics of the Natural. Sig.

6532. That the interior and exterior goods of inno-

cence and charity were in the inmost of scientifics. Sig.

6542. That scientifics have grief before they are

initiated into the truths of the Church, Sig.

6580". It treats now of the Spiritual Church as

established, which is described in these verses by Joseph

dwelling in Egypt . . . With the man who is a Spiritual

Church there is life from the Internal in the scientifics

of the Church ; for with him scientifics are made sub-

ordinate, and are reduced into such an order that they

receive the influx of good and truth ; so that they are

receptacles of influx from the Internal. It is other-

wise with those who are not the Church ; with them

scientifics are so disposed, that those which confirm

truth and good are rejected to the sides ; thus are far

removed from the light of Heaven ; and hence those

which remain are recipients of falsity and evil.

6596. At that time, the scientifics of the Church

consisted of the Knowledges of the representatives and

significatives which had been in the Ancient Church
;

and the concealment of the Internal in these is signified

by, 'Joseph was placed in an ark in Egypt.' Ex.

66032. In the Spiritual World the affection of know-

ing truth and good corresponds to the serenity of the

atmosphere.

6618. Some Spirits gloried that they knew all things

—these Spirits relate to the memory—but they were

told that there are indefinite things which they do not

know. Des.

6639. See EoYPT, here.
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[A.] 6652-. Scientifics alienated from the Internal,

are scientifics opposed to the Church. Sig. and Ex.

6653. Subordinate scientifics . . . which are separated

from truth. Sig.

6654. That the truths of the Church are prevailing

over the alienated scientifics. Sig.

6661. For they who are in scientifics alienated from

truth, who are here signified by Pharaoh and the

Egyptians, pervert and falsify all the truths of the

Church, and from the truths thus perverted and falsified

make for themselves doctrines. Sig.

6675. The apperception of the truth and good inflow-

ing from the Internal into the scientifics of the Church.

Sig. and Ex.

6690. The scientifics in the Natural are disposed into

continual series ; one series coheres with another, and

thus all do so, according to their various afliuities and

relationships ; and they are circumstanced not unlike

families and their generations ; for one is born from

another . . . But the arrangement of the scientific

truths in the Natural varies with each man ; for the

ruling love induces their form on them, Ex.

6692. General influx into scientifics contrary to the

truths of the Church. Sig.

6706'-'. Nor does the Lord require more from the man
of the Church, than that he should live according to

that which he knows.

6723. The Church which darkens itself by reasonings

from scientifics. Sig.

6726. That at first (the Divine Law) was among false

scientifics. Sig. and Ex. 6732.

. The reason 'the flag' = what is scientific, is

that every herb in the Word = some species of scientific

;

the flag, which grows on the bank of a river, a low

scientific. 111.

6750. Moreover, scientifics are what those who are

being regenerated must first learn, for they are a plane

for the things of the understanding ; and the under-

standing is the recipient of the truth of faith ; and the

truth of faith is the recipient of the good of charity.

Hence it may be evident that the Scientific is the first

plane when man is being regenerated.

-. That the Scientific was also the first plane

with the Lord when He made His Human Divine truth,

or the Divine Law, is signified by the Lord, when an

infant, being brought into Egypt . . . But by scientifics

are not meant philosophical scientifics, but the scien-

tifics of the Church.

675 1. To be in the first truths by means of scientifics.

Sig. For the first truths are born from scientifics
;

and thus are like sons from the mother, which is the

aff'ection of scientifics. . . As man grows up, sensuous

things are the first plane ; then scientifics ; and upon

these planes judgment afterwards grows . . . When
man is being regenerated, the generals of faith, or the

rudiments of the doctrine of the Church, are the first

plane ; then the particulars of doctrine and of faith
;

afterwards, successively, things more interior. It is

these planes which are enlightened by the light of

Heaven.

6761. That (the Divine Law) destroyed the alienated

Scientific. Sig.

6769. That (the Divine Law) was among the alienated

scientifics, and not yet in truths, so as to be safe. Sig.

6771. That the false Scientific, apperceiving this,

wanted to destroy the truth which is of the Law from

the Divine. Sig.

6813. See Meucuiiy, here. 6931. 7077. D.3288.

3289.

6832. ' In a flame of fire out of the midst of a bramble'

= love Divine in scientific truth . . . (For) all small

trees of whatever kind— scientifics, but the greater

trees-or6o?'e?a-= Knowledges and perceptions. As the

bramble produces flowers and berries, it = scientific truth.

The scientific truth of the Church is nothing else than

the Word in the sense of the letter, and also every re-

presentative and significative of the Church which was

with the descendants of Jacob. In their external form,

these are called scientific truths ; but in their internal

form they are spiritual truths.

6865-. It is the false Scientific which chiefly infests

those who are of the Spiritual Church. The reason is

that they have not perception of truth from good, but

only the Knowledge of truth from doctrine. They who
are such are very much infested by scientifics ; for

scientifics are the most general vessels, which some-

times appear contrary to truths, before truths, being let

into them, cause them to be translucent, and thus not

to be perceived. Moreover, scientifics are full of the

fallacies of the senses, which cannot be dispelled by

those who are only in Knowledges from doctrine, and

not in the perception of truth from good ; chiefly

because the light of the world predominates with

them . . .

". But those who are in the light of Heaven are

in illustration from the Lord, and apperceive before con-

firmation whether a truth is confirmable or not, by

looking into the scientifics which are beneath, and are

then disposed into order. Hence it is evident, that

these have an interior view, which is above scientifics,

and thus is distinct ; whereas the former have a lower

view, which is within scientifics, and thus is confused-

perplexam.

6897. [A promise of] elevation and deliverance fnjm

infestation by false scientifics. Sig.

69 1
5'. The things which precede [have shown] that

those who are of the Spiritual Church . . . were in-

fested by those who were in false scientifics . . . thus as

to the things of the natural mind, for the things which

are of this mind are called scientifics. These, moreover,

chiefly infest the spiritual ; for their thought is within

scientifics, and little above.

6916. The aff'ection of truth which is with those who

are in scientifics. Sig.

6917. 'Vessels of silver ' = scientifics of truth; and

'vessels of gold ' = scientifics of good. Scientifics are

called 'vessels,' because they are generals, and are able

to contain in themselves innumerable truths and mani-

fold goods.

. It is to be known that, in themselves, scientifics

are not truths, nor are they falsities ; but that they
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become truths with those wlio are in truths, and falsities

witli tliose who are in falsities ; their application and

use effect this. The scientifics with a man are circum-

stanced as are the riches and wealth with him
;
(which)

with those who are in evil, are pernicious, because they

apply them to evil uses ; whereas with those who are in

good (they) are useful, because they apply them to good

uses ; and therefore if the riches and wealth which are

with the evil, are transferred to the good, they become

good. So, also, is it with scientifics. Examp.
^ As the Egyptians applied (the representatives

of the Ancient Church) to magic . . . with them they

were not true scientifics, but false scientifics
;
yet the

same things in the Ancient Church were true scien-

tifics . . .

, Therefore many scientifics may be imbibed by

those who are in evils and falsities, which can be ap-

plied to good uses, and thus become good. Such scien-

tifics were also signified by the spoiling of the nations

. . . The gold and silver thus taken were afterwards ap-

plied to a holy use. 111.

6918. 'And garments ' = lower scientifics which corre-

sjjond to the former.

egsa*. Seduced Eve by the tree of knowledge ; that

is, through scientifics which are from what is sensuous,

thus from fallacies.

6975. 'Take of the waters of the river (Nile) ' = false

scientifics.

7039". By faith is here meant the knowledge of such

things as are of faith . . . Such things as are of faith

with tliose who are not in charity, are only things of

the memory, and in the memory are in no other form

than is any other scientific
; nor is there the scientific

of the truth of faith there, because it is defiled with

ideas of what is false . . .

7074-. Thej^ said that (they present things opposite)

in order to inspire the desire of knowing . . .

7076. In their own Society what one knows all

know . , .

7112. 'Ye shall give no more chaff to the people'^

the lowest scientifics, and the most general of all. . .

Those scientifics are called the lowest which are full of

the fallacies of the senses, and which the evil abuse to

pervert goods and truths, and thus to suj>port evils and

falsities ; for these scientifics, on account of the fallacies,

can be turned in favour of principles of falsity and

cupidities of evil. Such scientifics are also the most

general of all ; and, unless they are filled with less

general and with particular truths, they can serve fal-

sities and evils ; but the more they are filled with

truths, the less they serve them. Such are the scien-

tifics by which those who in the world have professed

faith alone, and yet have lived a life of evil, in the other

life infest the upright . . .

^ Chaff (or straw), or grass = the lowest Scien-

tific . . . for herbaceous tilings, and also straw-like

things, have no other signification. 71 15. 7127.

7127^. Such things, then, are what are meant by the

lowest and most general scientifics of all, which are

signified by 'straw.'

7 1
30". The things which are of the natural mind are

called scientifics ; but those of the rational mind are

called intellectual reasons.

71 31. For the scientifics of faith and charity are

indeed truths, but general ones ; thus are the recipient

vessels of particular and singular truths . . . For ex-

ample ; it is a scientific truth that charity towards the

neighbour is an essential of the Church . . .

°. These things have been said in order that it

may be known what general scientifics are.

7144. That scientifics which contain truth are no

longer furnished. Sig.

7231^. The Spiritual Church begins with man through

faith in knowledge and afterwards in understanding,

which is represented liy Reuben and his sons . . .

7296. 'The wise ones ' = those who are in the know-

ledge of spiritual things, and of their correspondence

with natural ones.

7324. ' Pools ' = the scientifics which serve the truths

of doctrinals ; and, in the opposite sense, the scientifics

which serve the falsities of doctrinals. 111.

*. Scientifics are Knowledges, but in a lower

degree.

74 1
9-. When this knowledge is taken away from

them ... in the other life . . .

7444. 'To know' (Ex.viii.22)=apperception.

7465-. They who are in the knowledge of faith, but

in evil of life, are not carried into Hell immediately

after death, but successively.

75536. 'The green grass burnt up' = the scientifics of

truth destroyed.

7598. 'To know' (Ex.ix.29) = to be known-?^o^^(»^.

7786.

7689. 'It shall devour all the herb of the land' = that

it shall consume every scientific of truth.

". The truth of the natural mind is scientific.

7724-. For truth without good is merely scientific.

In order that this Scientific may become of faith, it

must be conjoined with good : it then passes into the

internal man, and becomes faith.

7729^. The ancient Sophi were in the knowledge of

such things , . .

7750. Animals have the knowledge of all things

which are of their love . . . Therefore they have all the

requisite knowledge . . . which knowledge with some is

such, that man cannot be otherwise than amazed at it.

This knowledge is said to be connate . . . but it is of

the love in which they are. If man were in his love

... he would not only be in all the re(iuisite knowledge.

but also in all intelligence and wisdom . . . for they

would inflow from Heaven into these loves . . .

*. "When these come into Heaven, they know and

are wise in such things as they had never known-

?iowerani-before . . .

7763. It treats (in Ex.xi.) ... of the scientifics of

truth and good being transferred to those who are of

the Spiritual Church . . . 7770. 7969-

7766. With these there is only the knowledge of such

things as are of faith.

7770. (The borrowing from the Egyptians of vessels
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of silver and vessels of gold, and garments) = that the

scientifics of truth and good taken away from the evil

who were of the Church, would be made over to the

good who are thence. 7969.

[A. 7770]. It is believed that the scientifics of truth

and good are the truths and goods tliemselves which are

of faith ; but they are not. It is the affections of truth

and good which make faith : these inflow into scien-

tifics, as into their vessels.

7778". Faith without charity ... is only the know-
ledge of such things as are of faith . , . There is the

knowledge of the truths of faith with them . . . This

knowledge is wliat they call faith ; and when the scien-

tifics of truth and good of faith are applied by them to

confirm falsities and evils, they are no longer with them
the truths and goods of faith . . .

7780. 'The handmaid behind the mills ' = the most

external affection of knowledges.

7877^. They who are in the Third Heaven . . . are in

the perception of truth . . . That which is in perception

in this way does not fall into knowledge. It is other-

wise with the spiritual . . . these are led through tlie

truth of faith to the good of charity . . . hence with

them truths become knowledge, and are called the

doctrinal things of faith.

7920. By 'vessels' in general are signified the scien-

tifics which are of the Natural, because they are the re-

ceptacles of the influx of good and truth . . .

8002''. Scientifics wliich are from natural lumen
alone. Sig.

8005. That scientific truth also shall be entire. Sig.

and Ex.

. ',Bone' = the ultimate in which interior things

are terminated as in their basis . . . Such an ultimate in

spiritual things is the Scientific
; for all spiritual truths

and goods flow down according to order to lower things.

and at last are terminated in scientifics, and there

present themselves visibly to man.
^. The Scientific is said to be entire, when it ad-

mits into itself nothing except the truths which agree

with its good ; for the Scientific is the general recep-

tacle. Moreover, scientifics are circumstanced as are

the bones in man ; if they are not entire, or in their

order . . . tlie form of the body is varied, and the actions

according thereto. Scientific truths are doctrinal

things.

8034. From the heart he wants to know what truth

and good are . . .

8346. 'Shur'= the scientifics of the Church which
have not as yet attained life.

8381. A horse represents in the Spiritual World the

Intellectual formed from scientifics ; aud as (in Jupiter)

they are afraid to cultivate the Intellectual by means of

knowledges, there is an influx of fear. Thej- do not care

for the scientifics which are of human learning. 8627.

8398'-. Those who are in scientifics, who thence hatch
falsities from which are evils. Tr.

8628. These Spirits had placed wisdom in such things

as are of the mere memory, as in languages, in the his-

torical things of the literary world, in bare experimental

things, and especially in philosophical terms, and in

other like things ... As these have not cultivated their

Rational by knowledges as means, in the other life they

have little perception . . . But they who have used

knowledges as means of annihilating the things of faith,

have completely destroyed their Intellectual . . .

-. From intercourse with such, the Spirits of

Jupiter had concluded that knowledges induce shade

and blind ; but they were told that in this Earth they

are the means for opening the intellectual sight . . .

^. Thej' were further told that in themselves

knowledges are spiritual riches ; and that those wlio pos-

sess them are like those who possess worldly riches
;

which in like manner are means for performing use to

one's self, the neighbour, and one's country ; and are

also means of doing evil : and also that they are like

garments . . .

8629®. (This Spirit) was cold . . . which was a sign

. . . that bj' means of knowledges he had not opened

l)Ut had closed against himself the way to the light of

Heaven.

8635. No one can be regenerated unless he knows the

things of the new life . . .

8636. No one can know these things from himself. . .

8754. The man who is being regenerated, is led

through truth . . . tliat is, to know it, then to will it,

and finally to act it.

8772-. The spiritual life is first acquired by knowing

the truths of faith . . . When they are only known,

they are as it were in the door . . .

8S69-. That which proceeds from Own intelligence

(is siguitied by), 'Every man is become a fool from

knowledge . . . (Jer.x. 14). 9424^

8872^. To the corporeal Sensuous relate the scien-

tifics which proximately come forth from the ex2)erience

of the external senses ; and also their delights. The
latter and the former, with the good, arc good, because

they are applied to goods ; but with the evil they are

evil, because they are applied to evils . . .

8890. By 'a sojourner in the gates' is signified the

Scientific in general . . .

^. For the Scientific in general is in the gates ;

that is, in the entrance to the truths which are of the

Church.

8891^ The understanding of truth is described by
'the tree of knowledge ;' and the reason it was forbid-

den to eat of this tree, was that the regenerate man . . .

ought no longer to be led by the understanding of truth,

but by the will of good . . . Consequently, by . . . 'eat-

ing of the tree of knowledge' is meant the fall of that

Church from good to truth, consequently from love to

the Lord aud towards the neighbour to faith without

these loves, aud this through reasoning from man's Own
Intellectual.

8994^ The difference is like that between knowledge

and affection : they Avho are in the knowledge of truth

and good . . . are not affected with truth and good, but

only with the knowledge of tliem, consequently are

delighted with truths for the sake of knowledge ; where-

as they who are in the affection of truth and good . . .

are not affected with the knowledge, but with the

truths and goods themselves when they hear and per-
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ceive them with others. Such an affection is general

with good women ; but the affection of tlie knowledges

of truth is general with men. Hence it is that they

who are in spiritual affection love women who are

affected with truths, but do not love women vvho are in

knowledges ; for it is according to Divine order, that

men should be in knowledges, but women only in affec-

tions ; and thus that they should not love themselves

from knowledges, but the men ; whence is tlie Con-

jugial ... As this is so, knowledges and Knowledges

are represented by men, but affections by women . . .

But it is to be known that this is the case with those

who are of the Lord's Spiritual Kingdom ;
but with

those who are of the Celestial Kingdom . . . the hus-

bands are in affection, and the wives are in the Know-

ledges of good and truth ; hence is the Conjugial with

these.

9003. 'A covering,' or 'garm.ent'=:the lower scien-

tlfics ; for these are what spiritually support the external

life of man. Refs.

9011^. There is here described the blamelessness . . .

of him who has injured anyone ... by scientifics from

the fallacies of the senses . . . 'An instrument ' = what
is scientific.

^. The Church is called ... 'a forest,' from

knowledge . . .

9088^. The Lord inflows into those things with a

man which the man knows, Init not into those which

he does not know ; and therefore He does not amend
what is evil or false until the man has been instructed

that it is evil or false.

9149. Truths from good, and the corresponding

scientifics in the memory. Sig.

. The reason they are corresponding scientifics,

is that all spiritual truths are stored away in scientifics,

as in their vessels ; and all scientifics correspond to the

ti'uths which are contained.

9154. It here treats of truths and scientifics taken

away from the memory.
. Truths and scientifics belong to good as to

their master . . . and truths and scientifics are in good

as in their house.

91 76-. Truths not conjoined are those which are

learned from others, and do not enter more deeply than

into the memory, and there remain as scientifics . . .

9188^. Those who destroy the truths and goods of

the Church by scientifics perversely applied . . . Sig.

9216". The things of man's life . . . succeed in order

from interiors to exteriors ; exteriors are scientifics with

their pleasantnesses . . .

9239. To believe in God is to know and to do ; but

to believe the things wliich are from God is to know
and not yet to do . . .

9258". When the internal of man is being ... re-

generated, then the scientifics and truths which are of

the external man are like the fibres of fruit, through

which the sap is carried towards the internal ; after-

wards, when the man lias been regenerated, these things

are separated and serve as ground.

9272^. A sinner receives instruction, but only lays it

aside among scientifics . . .

9278''. By the knowledges of the world have con-

firmed themselves against the truths and goods of the

Church.

9372^. Foods there are represented according to the

desires to know and be wise.

9391". To appropriate only scientifically. Sig.

'^. To pervert the scientifics of truth and good

from the sense of the letter of the Word in favour of

their cupidities. Sig.

'". The arrogance of those who want to enter

from scientifics into the mysteries of faith. Sig.

9394. ' Basins ' = the things of the memory, because

vessels in general = scientifics ; and scientifics are

nothing else than things of the memory.
. What scientifics are relatively to the truths

and goods of life with man shall be told in a few words.

All things whicli are learned and stored up in the

memory, and wliich can be called forth from it to the

intellectual sight, are called scientifics, and in them-

selves are the things which constitute the Intellectual

of the external man. As scientifics are Knowledges,

they serve the sight of the internal or rational man as a

kind of mirror in which to see such things as are of

service to him . . .

•*. It is further to lie known, that scientifics or

the things of the memory, when they become of man's

life, vanish from the exterior memory, as are wont to

do the gestures, actions, speech, reflections, intentions,

in general the thoughts and affections of man, when,

by continual use or habit, they become as it were spon-

taneous and natural ; but no other things become of

man's life, than those which enter into the delights of

his love, and form them ; thus which enter into his

will.

''. That scientifics are vessels, and in tlie Woiil

are signified by vessels of every kind, as by basins, cups,

water[)ots, and the like, is because every scientific is a

certain General, which contains in itself the particulars

and singulars which agree with the General ; and sucli

generals are disposed into series, and as it were into

bundles.and these bundles and series are mutually ordin-

ated in such a waj' that they relate to the heavenly form
;

and are thus in order, from the most singular to the most

general things. An idea of such series may be formed

from the muscular series and bundles in the human
body. Each bundle therein consists of a [nunilier of

motor fibres ; and each motor fibre, of blood-vessels and

nervous fibres. Each muscular bundle, also ... is en-

conijiassed by its coat . . . and in like manner the

interior fascicles whicli are called motor fibres. But

still all the muscles, and the motor fibres in them

which are in the universal body, are so ordinated, that

they concur, according to the good pleasure of the will,

in every action, and this in an incomprehensible manner.

The like is the case with the scientifics of the memory,

which are also in like manner excited by the delight of

the man's love . . . but through the medium of the in-

tellectual part. That which has become the life of the

man . . . excites them. For the interior man has his

siglit continually in them, and is delighted with them

in so far as they agree with his loves. And those wliich

enter fully into the loves, and become spontaneous, and

as it were natural, vanish from the external memory,
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but remain inscribed on the internal memory, from

which they are never erased. Thus do scientifics

become of the life.

[A. 9394]^. From these things it is also evident, that

scientifics are as it were vessels of the interior life of

man ; and tliat this is the reason why scientifics are

signified by vessels of various kinds. 111.

. Scientific truths from a celestial stock, are

'vessels of basins ;' and scientific trutlis from a sjjiritual

stock, are ' vessels of psalteries.

'

e_ 'Basins before the altar ' = scientific goods.

9407''. Their chief knowledge was the knowledge of

correspondences, and the knowledge of representations,

which knowledges are at this day among the things

which have been lost.

9424''. Scientifics of falsity and evil, which are ac-

knowledged and worshipped as truths and goods. Sig.

9552. 'Its pomegranates ' = scientifics of good. 111.

. There are scientifics of good, and scientifics of

truth ; the former are signified by 'the pomegranates;'

and the latter by ' the flowers ' with which the candle-

stick was encompassed and ornamented. 9S53-

9553. The scientifics of truth precede, and in their

manner produce the things which are of wisdom with

man; for they serve his Rational as objects, and thus

as means of being wise. Hence it is that the scientifics

of truth are like flowers ; and the good of life, which is

the good of wisdom, is like fruit.

-. That ' flowers ' = the scientifics of truth; and,

in general, truths. 111.

^ 'The leaf '= scientific truth in general; 'the

flower ' = scientific truth in so far as it serves as a

means of being wise . . .

9557. 'Three bowls like almonds '= what is full as to

scientifics from good. 9563.

9565. A scientific of good to every single truth. Sig.

9567. That the scientifics of good . . . shall be from

the Divine Spiritual. Sig.

9568. When good is the all in all . . . also in the scien-

tifics which are signified by the pomegranates and the

flowers. Sig. It shall be told how the case is with this.

It is good from which are truths ; and truths from good

from which are scientifics ; thus is the one derived and

produced from the other ; but still good is everything in

the products and derivatives, because they are from

good.

-. In like manner there succeed one another the

Celestial, the Spiritual, and the Natural ; from the

Celestial is the whole of the Spiritual ; and from the

Spiritual is the whole of the Natural, that is, from the

Celestial through the Spiritual ; all that is called

the Celestial with man which is of the good of love ; the

Spiritual, which is of the derivative truth of faith ; and
the Natural, which is of the Scientific. The reason

the Scientific is natural, is that the Scientific is truth

ajipearing in the light of the world ; whereas the truth

of faith, in so far as it is of faith with man, is in the

light of Heaven. (Thus) the first is everything in the

products and derivatives ; so much so, that if the first

is withdrawn, the things which follow from it perish.

9642^. 'The forest'=what is scientific reigning.

". 'The king of the north '= reasoning about

truths from scientifics.

9653"^. The west is called 'the sea,' because 'the sea'

=:the Scientific in general ; and the Scientific is in the

external or natural man, where good is in obscurity.

The whole Scientific, being of the natural man, is in the

light of the world.

96S8. For scientifics serve the Intellectual as objects,

from which it may hatch truths . . .

^. The Knowledges of truth and good are the

scientifics of the Church.
•*. 'The princes of the sea'— the primary scien-

tifics, which are called dogmas.

9723. That it may be known what is signified by 'the

ashes' ... it shall be told how the case is with the

things which remain in man after uses. From his in-

fancy to the end of his life in the world, man is being

perfected as to intelligence and wisdom ; and, if it shall

be well with him, as to faith and love. Scientifics

chiefly conduce to this use. Scientifics are imbibed

through hearing, seeing, and reading, and are stored up

in the external or natural memory. These scientifics

serve the internal sight, or the understanding, as a

plane of objects, that it may thence select and elicit

such things as may promote wisdom. For . . . the

understaiuling . . . looks into that plane, or memory,

which is beneath itself, and, from the various things

therein, it selects and elicits such as agree with its love.

These it summons to itself from beneath, and stores

them up in its own memory, which is the internal

memory. Hence is the life of the internal man, and

his intelligence and wisdom. The case is the same with

the things of sjiiritual intelligence and wisdom . . .

scientifics must in like manner serve for the implanting

of these in the internal man ; but the scientifics must

be from the Word, or from the doctrine of the Church,

and these are called the Knowledges of truth and

good . . .

-. After the scientifics, or Knowledges of good

and truth, have performed the above use, they as it

were vanish from the memory. They are circumstanced

as are the matters of instruction which from infancy

have served a man as means for the perfecting of his

moral and civil life. After they have performed this

use . . . they perish from the memory, and remain

solely as to their exercise or use. Thus does a man
learn how to speak, to think, to discriminate and judge

;

he learns how to live morally, and to conduct himself

decorously ; in a word, he learns languages, good

manners, intelligence, and wisdom.

'. The scientifics which have served these uses

are signified by ashes which are to be removed ; and the

Knowledges of truth and good, through which man has

spiritual life, after they have served their use, that is,

have imbued life, are signified by 'the ashes of the altar,'

which also were to be removed.

9724. (The utensils of the altar) = the scientifics

which contain and are of service for every use. (For)

vessels in general= the things of the external memory,

or scientifics ; and, in holy things, the Knowledges of

good and truth, which are means for the worship of the

Lord.
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9755^. Truth in the external man is truth by know-
ledge ; whereas truth in the internal man is truth of

faith ; for from truth by knowledge there is made truth

by faith, when it is elevated from the external man into

the internal . . .

*. Knowledges destroying tlie truths of faith. Tr.

•'. The Knowledges of good and truth are the

scientifics of the Church,
". 'The earth is full of the knowledge of Jehovah,

as the waters cover the sea' (Is.xi.g). 'The sea'=scien-

tifics ; therefore it is said, 'the earth is full of the

knowledge of Jehovah.'
". 'The beast out of the sea '== what is scientific

destroying the truths of faith.

9793. I told them that there are sciences on this

Earth which do not exist elsewhere ; as things astro-

nomical, geometrical, mechanical, physical, chemical,

medical, optical, philosophical ; besides arts which are

also not Known elsewhere ; as ship-building, metal

casting, w'riting upon paper, and printing the same . . .

D.4663I1.

9818. Those in the Celestial Kingdom know truths,

not from knowledge . . . but from internal percep-

tion . . .

9841-''. For the truths of the external memory, which
are scientifics, have no life, unless they are at the same
time in the interior memory . . .

9854. Conjunction such as is that of truths in scien-

tifics and among scientifics, thus which is in the

external memory. Sig. and Ex.

99 1
5-. In the Heavens there are three things which

succeed in order ; namely, the Celestial, the Spiritual,

and the Natural . . . and the faculties in man which

receive these things are called the Voluntary, the In-

tellectual, and the Scientific from which is the thinking

or imaginative [faculty] of the external or natural man.

The Voluntary receives the Celestial, or good ; the In-

tellectual receives the Spiritual, or the derivative truth
;

and the Scientific, which constitutes the Intellectual of

the natural man, closes them . . .

9918. See F(iMK(;nANATK, here.

. The scientifics of good and truth, which are

signified by 'the pomegranates,' are doctrinal things

from the Word, which are scientifics in so far as they

are in the memory which is in the external man. But

when they enter into the memory which is in the

internal man, as is the case when the man lives accord-

ing to them, then the doctrinals as to truth become of

faith, and those as to good become of charity, and they

are called sjiiritual. "When this takes place, they almost

vanish from the external memory, and appear as if they

were innate, because they are implanted in the man's

life . . . From this it is evident what scientifics are,

and to what tliey conduce, consequently, to what the

doctrinals of the Church conduce when they are held

only scientifically . . .

9922. That doctrine and worship must be from the

good and truth which are within scientifics, and not

from the scientifics apart from them. Sig. and Ex.

". All things of the external memory are called

scientifics . . . The things inscribed on the internal

memory are not called scientifics, because they are

things of the man's life ; but they are called truths of

faith and goods of love. These are the things which

must be within scientifics. Ex.

^. It is further to be known, that there are scien-

tifics of good, and scientifics of truth . . .

. That scientifics are things of the memory in

the natural man. Refs.

. That the internal man is opened by means of

scientifics. Refs.

-—— . That scientifics are means of being wise, and

also means of being insane. Refs.

. That scientifics are vessels of truth, and vessels

of good. Refs.

. That scientifics are of service to the internal

man. Refs.

. That scientifics, which are things of the ex-

ternal memorj^, when they become of life, vanish from

the external memor}', but remain inscribed on the

internal memory. Refs.

. That the man who is in the truths of faith from

the good of charity can be elevated above scientifics.

Refs.

. That when a man dies he carries with him into

the other life scientifics, or the things of the external

memory ; but that they are then ijuiescent, and how.

Refs.

9931^. That, when a man is in heavenly love, all

scientifics are disposed into a heavenly form, and that

the love disposes them. Ref.

9945. By the Knowledges of good and truth are

meant interior scientifics, such as are those of the

Church concerning faith and love . . .

9960*, 'The beard' =sensuous scientifics, which are

ultimate truths. 111.

9996. The ultimate of the Intellectual is called the

sensuous Scientific . . . The sensuous Scientific, which

is the ultimate of the Intellectual, is imbibed through

two senses, which are those of hearing and sight.

". The sensuous Scientific, which is the ultimate

of the Intellectual, is meant in the Word by 'a cup ;'

for the wine, or water, which is therein, is tlie truths

which are of the intellectual part . . .

10029". Truth in the Natural is the Scientific ; and

the good therein is the delight thereof ; both are per-

ceptible to man while he is in the world . . . "Whereas

the truth in the internal man is not a Scientific which

appears, but it is truth inqilanted in his intellectual

part . . .

10061*. 'The right eye' = the knowledge of good

applied to confirm falsity.

10067^. Man imbibes truths from hearing through

hearing, and from reading through sight, and stores

them up in the memory ; these truths belong either to

tlie civil state, or to the moral state, and are called

scientifics. The man's love . . . looks through the

understanding into the things therein, and selects

thence such things as agree with the love ; and the

things which it selects it summons to itself, and con-

joins witli itself; and by these it strengthens itself

every day. The truths thus vivified by love make his

Intellectual.
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[A.] 10124. With those who are in tlie Spiritual King-

doiu, truth is implanted in the external man, and there

first becomes knowledge ; and, in proportion as the man
is affected with it, and lives according to it, it is called

out into the Intellectual, and becomes faith, and at the

same time charity towards the neighbour. This charity

constitutes his new Voluntary, and the faith his new

Intellectual, and both conscience.

-. But, with those who are in the Celestial King-

dom, truth does not become knowledge ... It does not

remain as knowledge in their memory . . .

10156. For the knowledge of the natural man, that

is, of the unregeneratc man, is in the light of the

world ; but the intelligence of the spiritual man, that

is, of the regenerate man, is in the liglit of Heaven
;

and, so long as a man is solely in the light of the world,

he is in Hell . . .

-. Those, moreover, who are only in natural

knowledge, and thence in no other light than the light

of the world, cannot possibly believe the things which

are of Heaven ; and even if they want to enter into

them by their own lumen . . . there comes to them as

it were a thick darkness, which . . . makes what is

heavenly as nothing . . . which is also the reason why
so many of the learned reduce themselves into such

insanity by means of their knowledges . . . Tiie case is

otherwise with those who suffer themselves to be elevated

by the Lord into tlie light of Heaven ; these are first

elevated above the scientifics which are of the natural

man
; and afterwards, from the light of Heaven, they

see those things which are in their natural man, and
which are called scientifics, and well discriminate them,
adopting those which they apprehend, and which are in

agreement, and rejecting or laying aside those which they
do not apprehend, and which are not in agreement. Ex.

1 02
1
7''. 'The beast out of the sea ' = the truth of the

Church falsified by means of scientifics which are from
the world.

10225. Man's second state is from the fifth up to the

twentieth year : this state is a state of instruction aud
of knowledge, and is called childhood.

*. That the second state is a state of instruction

and of knowledge, is evident . . . because the child at

that time does not conclude anything from himself, nor
does he discriminate between truths and truths, nor
even between truths and falsities, from himself, but
from others : he only thinks and speaks the things of

the memory, thus from knowledge alone ; nor does he
see and perceive whether a thing is so, except from faith

in his master.

10252'^. The wise men from the east . . . were in the
knowledge of correspondences and representations. In

those times this knowledge was chiefly with the
Arabians, Ethiopians, and others in the east ; and
therefore ... by 'Arabia,' 'Ethiopia,' and 'the sons of

the east,' are meant those who are in the Knowledges of

heavenly things. But in time that knowledge perished,

because, when the good of life ceased, it was turned into
magic, and was obliterated first with the Israelitish

nation, and afterwards with the rest . . .

102722. By ministering goods and truths, are meant
the goods and truths which are in the external man,

which are called Knowledges and scientifics ; for these

are the things into which the internal man looks, and

from which he selects things confirmatory, which agree

with the life of his love . . . There are also goods and

truths which minister to these again, which are called

sensuous scientifics . . .

10331. 'In wisdom, and in intelligence, and in know-
ledge, and in every work' (Ex.xxxi.3)= as to those

things which are of the will, and which are of the under-

standing, in the internal, and in the external man. . .

' Knowledge ' = the things which are of the understand-

ing, and thence of the speech, in the external man.
2. A wise man is one who does truths from love ;

an intelligent one is one who does them from faith ; a

knowing one is one who does knowingly . . . and there-

fore no one can be called wise, nor intelligent, nor

knowing in the genuine sense, who does not do ; for all

three,—wisdom, intelligence, and knowledge,—are of

life, and not of doctrine without life ; for life is the end

for the sake of which they are. Such, therefore, as is

the end, such are the wisdom, intelligence, and know-

ledge. (Continued under Intelligence, here.)

^. Knowledge is to know well ; and work is to

do well, both from willing well. These two are of the

external man.

I0406'"'. 'Knowledge' (Jer.x. 14) = Own intelligence.

104166. The delight and festivity . . . when scientifics

confirm spiritual things, and agree with them. Sig.

10488. Truth without good is not even truth ; for it

is only what is scientific devoid of life . . .

10669-. 'Fitches and cummin' — scientifics ; because

these are the first things which are learned in order that

a man may receive intelligence.

H. 87. "With the Ancients, the knowledge of corre-

spondences was the chief of all knowledges ; for by

means of it they imbilied intelligence and wisdom ; and

those who were of the Church, through it had communi-

cation with Heaven ; for the knowledge of correspond-

ences is angelic knowledge.

108. What knowledge is as it were implanted in

every animal I . . . The bees know . . .

*. The reason animals . . . are born into all this

knowledge, and not man ... is that animals are in the

order of their life . . . 352^.

109. Volumes might be [written], and yet the interior

arcana . . . cannot be exhausted by knowledge.

267''. Sensuous men are not in any wisdom, but only

in knowledge.

271. The Angels of the Inmost Heaven do not lay up

Divine truths in the memory, thus neither do they

make any knowledge from them ; but the moment they

hear them they perceive them, and commit them to life

. , . But the Angels of the Ultimate Heaven first lay up

Divine truths in the memory, and store them up in

knowledge ; and take them out thence, and perfect

their understanding by them . . .

279'-^. (The man who is being regenerated) is first led

into the knov/ledge of (good and truth) ; then from

knowledge into intelligence, and finally from intelligence

into wisdom ; innocence always accompanying, which is

. . . that he knows nothing of truth . . . from himself. . .
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280^, They ]i.uo\\-7iorunt . . . that what they know,
relatively to that which they do not know, is as it were

nothing . . .

292. The Spirits do not at all know that they are

with man . . . for if they did know, they would speak

to him ; and then evil Spirits would destroy him . . .

295. In childhood, Spirits are present who are in the

affection of knowing, thus who commuuicate with the

Ultimate Heaven . . .

351. It is believed in the world that those who know
many things, whether it be from the doctrines of the

Church and from tlie Word, or from the sciences, see

truths more interiorly and acutely than others . . . Ex.

^ In order to become intelligent and wise, he

must learn many things . . . those which are of Heaven,

from the Word . . . and those which are of the world,

from the sciences.

353. By the sciences are meant experimental things

of various kinds ; things physical, astronomical, chemi-

cal, mechanical, geometrical, anatomical, psychological,

philosophical, historical of kingdoms, also those of the

literarj' world, things critical, and those of language.
'^. (Such) regard the things of the Word no other-

wise than as others do the sciences.

'^ Still, sensuous men can reason . , . liut from

the fallacies of the senses confirmed by their scientifics.

356. App. Things collected from the Arcana Coelestia

concerning knowledges.

. That scientifics are the first things upon wliicli

is built and founded the life of man, civil, moial, and
si^iritual ; and that they are to be learned for the sake

of use as the end. Refs.

-. That there are scientifics which admit truths

Divine, and those which do not admit them. Ref.

. That empty scientifics are to be destroyed.

Refs.

. That empty scientifics are those which have as

the end, and which confirm, the loves of self and of the

world ; and which withdraw from loves to God and
towards the neighbour ; because such close up the

internal man . . . Refs.

'. That the internal man is opened and succes-

sively perfected by means of scientifics . . . Ref.
i2e_ Thus, the scientifics and Knowledges which

are of the natural man, without these universals, can be

of little service to man's Rational for understanding and

increase. Hence it is evident how necessary scientifics

are. N.34e.

423^. That which is only in the understanding ... is

only a thing of knowledge in the memory . . . 474-.

482. 5262. 551.

435. For lack of knowledges . . . they cannot conclude

rationally . . .

464^. In proportion as a man has become rational

through languages and knowledges, he is rational after

death ; and not at all in proportion as he is skilled in

languages and knowledges.

488", They who have studied knowledges, with no

other end than to be called learned, and have not

cultivated the Rational by them . . . love sandy

places . . .

489^ They who have loved knowledges, and by them
have cultivated their Rational . . . and who have at the
same time acknowledged the Divine, have their pleasure

of knowledges and rational delight turned into spiritual

delight, which is that of the Knowledges of good and
truth. They dwell in gardens. Des.

N. 33. With those who are in evil and falsity . . .

instead of will there is desire ; and instead of understand-
ing there is knowledge.

51. (Refs. to passages on the subject of knowledges
and Knowledges, through which the internal spiritual

man is opened.)

. That those things are called scientifics which
are in the external or natural man and its memory ; but
not those which are in the internal or spiritual man.
Refs.

-. That there are scientifics which concern
natural things, which are of the civil state and life,

which are of the moral state and life, and which are of

the spiritual state and life. Refs. But that for the sake
of disthiction, those which are of the spiritual state and
life are called Knowledges, which are chiefly doctrinal

things. Ref.

^. That with the evil tlieir knowledge does not
deserve even to be called knowledge, because it is devoid
of life. Ref.

^^. (Refs. to passages on the subject of the know-
ledge of correspondences.)

J. 38^ Every Church . . . when it becomes external

is at its end, because it then places everything in know-
ledge ; and little, if anything, in life.

W. H. 8-. That at this day . . . the doctrine of

charity is rejected into knowledge, which is called moral
theology. Ref.

L. 15. 'By His knowledge He shall justify many'
(Is.liii. 11).

S. 15. That the whole Church has been devastated b}'

scientifics perverting all truth, and confirming falsity.

Tr.

F. II. A faith of what is unknown is onl}' knowledge,
which is of the memory . . .

W. 9. Without a knowledge that . . .

55^. This is [stated] here only for knowledge.

61. Animals have connate knowledges corresponding

to their affections . . .

67. Man is born into the ultimate degree of the

natural world ; he is then elevated by knowledges into

the second degree ; and, as he perfects his understanding

from the knowledges, he is elevated into the third

degree, and then becomes rational.

134". In birds and beasts there is such a knowledge
;

for it is implanted in them to know from themselves

their homes and dwelling-places.

184. The knowledge of degrees is as it were the key

. . . Without this knowledge scarcely anything of cause

can be known.

188. I do not know whether . . .

222^. As the Angels are in wisdom from universals,

and thence in knowledge concerning singulars . . .

237. When man is born, he first comes into the
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natural degree, and this grows with him by continuity

according to his knowledges, and according to the

understanding ac(iuired by means of them. (Continued

under K^ow-cog^iosccrc.
)

[W.] 255-. Beasts ... do not think, but act from

knowledge corresponding to their love.

26 1
'^. When the things of Heaven serve the natural

mind . . . they become like the scientifics of the natural

man, within which tliere is nothing of life.

278*^. The first degree, which is the love of the will,

is not knovm-noscitur-in the knowledge of the memorj%

which is the third degi'ee, except by a certain pleasant-

ness in knowing and speaking.

280. The Angels k^iiow-Jwscunt ... a man's knowledge

from the sense of his words.

284*=. When the Angels look into tlie world they see

... no knowledge of God, of Heaven, and of the

creation of nature, for their wisdom to rest upon.

332. Uses for perfecting the Kational are all things

which teach the tilings now spoken of, and are called

knowledges and studies, which relate to things natural,

economical, civil, and moral, and which are imbibed

either from parents and masters, from books, from

intercourse with others, or from self by reflection upon

these things.

338. For the sake of knowledge, it suffices . . .

366. Consult anyone skilled in anatomical knowledge.

-. They who know these things, either from

anatomical science, or from confirmation from those

who are in this science, can see that . . .

404. That . . . the first conjunction (of the will and

understanding) is through the afl'ection of knowing,

from which comes the affection of truth. Gen. art.

. In the second state, which belongs to man in

childhood, there is the affection of knowing . . . Through

this the infant child learns to speak, to read, etc. . .

. That from this is the att'ection of truth, is

evident. For when a man has become intelligent from

the affection of knowing, he is not so much led by

affection to know, as by afiectiou to reason . . . When
this afl'ection is elevated even to spiritual things, it

becomes the affection of spiritual truth. That its first,

or initiament, was the affection of knowing, may be

seen from the fact, that the affection of truth is an

exalted affection of knowing ; for to be affected with

truths is from affection to want to know them . . .

410*. (Thus) the knowledge which the love acquires

to itself from the affection of knowing ... is not of the

understanding, but is of the love.

*. Thoughts, perceptions, and the derivative

knowledges, do indeed inflow from the Spiritual World ;

but still they are not received by the understanding

;

but by the love according to its affections in the under-

standing. Ex.

P. 74. Beasts . . . instead of understanding have

knowledge . . .

-. Every afl'ection has its consort ; the affection

of natural love has knowledge ... In beasts there is the

marriage of afl'ection and knowledge ; in this case the

affection is of natural good, and the knowledge is of

natural truth.

•''. Now as with them afl'ection and knowledge
act altogether as one, and their afl'ection cannot be

elevated above their knowledge, nor their knowledge
above their afl'ection ; and if they are elevated, they are

elevated both together ; and as they have no spiritual

mind into which . . . they can be elevated, therefore

they have no faculty of understanding ... or of free

will ; but mere natural afl'ection with its knowledge . . ,

They are carried along, from their affection, by means
of their knowledge . . , 96'', Ex.

75. Therefore a man can be elevated from natural

knowledge into spiritual intelligence . . .

105s. From the life's love comes the love of the means,
the delights of which, and the knowledges thereby

called forth from the memory, make the external of his

thought.

16S''. Those have exterior enlightenment from man
who think and speak from knowledge alone impressed

on the memory . . .

172". This is within the knowledge of preachers, who
say . . .

180*. Consult those who are skilled in this science.
''. If a man knew all tlie operations of both

brains into the fibres . . . and from his knowledge of

them were to dispose them ail . . .

275'-. If man were born into (love truly human), he
would be born into ... a certain light of knowledge
and thence of intelligence ; and into these he would also

quickly come.

276. When the love of the neighbour was turned into

the love of self, man could no longer be born into the

light of knowledge and intelligence . . .

296'°. He who is not skilled in anatomical know-
ledge . . .

305. Many complain that they had not known (this)

... But they are told that they were able to know if

I they had wanted, that . . ,

317. In civil and economical things . . . what is

useful and good cannot be seen unless many statutes

and ordinances are known ; nor in judicial matters,

unless the laws are known ; nor in the things of nature,

as in things physical, chemical, anatomical, mechanical,

and so on, unless a man has been imbued with the

sciences. But in things purely rational, moral, and

spiritual, truths appear from their light itself
;
pirovided

the man, from a just education, has become a little

rational, moral, and spiritual. (The reason of this Ex.)

... A man sees these things ... as he sees the mind of

another from his face . . . without any other knowledge

than that which is implanted in everyone. Why should

not man in some measure see from influx the interior

things of his own life, which are spiritual and moral,

when there is no animal Avhich does not from influx

know its own necessary things, which are natural ?

R. 2o5. They who believe from themselves . .

believe that they know and understand all things. Sig.

242. 'A calf= the affection of knowing. Ill,

288. ' Riches and wisdom ' = the Divine knowledge and

wisdom, which are omniscience.

^. ' Riches ' = the Knowledges of good and truth,.

and thus knowledge.
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337. Those who, before the separation, had been in

the understanding of truth and good, in the knowledge

of the Knowledges of them . . . and still not in a life

according to them, Sig.

351. The consort of natural love is knowledge . . .

775. Because they have not scientific goods and truths

in the things of the Church, to which such things corre-

spond. Sig. and Ex.

. By these things are signified scientifics, which
are the ultimates of the natural mind, and which differ

in quality according to the essence which is in them.

Sig. For by 'vessels' are signified scientifics ; here, in

the things of the Church ; because scientifics are the

containants of good and truth . . . Moreover, scientifics

are of great variety, and their receptacle is the memory.
The reason they are of great variety, is that the interiors

of man are in them ; moreover, they are introduced into

the memory either from intellectual tliought, from hear-

ing, or from reading, and then according to various

perception from the Rational. All these things are

within scientifics, as appears when they are reproduced,

which takes place when the man thinks or speaks.

^. 'A vessel of precious wood '= the Scientific

from rational good and truth; 'a vessel of brass ' = the

Scientific from natural good ; 'a vessel of iron'= the

Scientific from natural truth ; and 'a vessel of marble ' =
the Scientific from the appearance of good and truth.

M. 25^. Because He had deigned to bless them with

knowledge and thence intelligence concerning heavenly

joys.

133. Why man is not born into the knowledge of any
love, when yet beasts and birds . . . are born into the

knowledges of all their loves. Fully Ex. 134.

134. The Northerns said, that man is born without

knowledges in order that he may receive all ; whereas

if he were born into knowledges, he could not receive

any except those into which he had been born ; and

neither could he appropriate to himself any knowledge.

Ex.
-. The Westerns said . . . Connate knowledges

and aff"ections limit the progression ; whereas connate

faculty and inclination limit nothing ; and therefore

man can be perfected to eternity in knowledge, intelli-

gence, and wisdom.
*. The Southerns said, that it is impossible for

man to take any knowledge from himself; but he

takes it from others, since he has no connate know-

ledge ; and as he cannot take any knowledge from

himself, so neither can he take any love, since where

there is not knowledge there is no love. Knowledge
and love are inseparable companions, and can no more be

separated than will and understanding, or afiection and

thought, or than essence and form ; and therefore, as

a man takes knowledge from others, so love adjoins

itself thereto as its companion. The universal love

which adjoins itself is the love of knowing, under-

standing, and being wise. This love belongs to man
alone . , .

*. To these things we add, that beasts are born

into natural loves, and thence into the knowledges

corresponding to them ; and yet that they do not know,

think, understand, and possess wisdom from know-

ledges ; but they are carried along by means of them
by their loves . . . like sleep-walkers, who do what they
do from blind knowledge, the understanding being

lulled.

^. The Easterns said . . . Jlan becomes a likeness

of the Lord by his feeling (what is good and true) in

himself, as from himself. Tliis he feels, because he is

not born into knowledges, but receives them . . .

^. They then formed this conclusion : Man is

born into no knowledge, in order that he may come
into all knowledge . . . and he is born into no love,

in order that he may come into all, by the applications

of knowledges from intelligence . . .

163. The things which belong to the rational wisdom
of the men are called, in general, knowledge, intelli-

gence, and wisdom . . . But everyone has knowledges
peculiar to his calling. Enum.

-. To rational wisdom pertain all the sciences

into which youths are initiated in the schools ; and
through them afterwards into intelligence ; and which
are called by various names ; as things philosophical,

physical, geometrical, mechanical, chemical, astronomi-

cal, juridical, political, ethical, historical, and many
more ; through which, as through doors, an entrance is

made into things rational . . .

187. That , . . the men from creation are forms of

knowledge, intelligence, and wisdom ; and women are

forms of the love of these things with the men. Ex.

270'. The lowest region of the mind, where conjugial

love dwells in the love of what is just and right with its

knowledge. Rep.

298. Parents deliberate from judgment, knowledge,

and love ... As regards the suitor, they acquire Know-
ledges ; and as regards their daughter, they know.

299. The daughter cannot (judge) from knowledge or

Knowledge, because she knows few things.

I. 16^. They who are in the Ultimate Heaven are in

the love of knowing truths and goods . . .

^. A man can become ... an Angel of the

Ultimate Heaven if he receives only the love of knowing

truths and goods . . .

T. 12®. Such knowledges cannot be given to (animals)

from the sun . . .

32'*. From the infinity to which each knowledge may
grow . . .

42. The ultimate region (of the mind) ... is opened

from infancy to childhood, and this is eff"ected by means

of knowledges. The second region ... is opened from

childhood to adolescence, and this is effected by means

of thoughts from knowledges . . .

73-. Natural faith is only knowledge and persuasion.

339-

I do'. He knows no otherwise than that he is still

living in the same world . . .

186. Theological things . . . are in tlic highest region

(of the mind) ; moral things . . . are in the second

region . . . political things are in the first region ; and

scientifics, which are manifold, and which can be re-

ferred into genera and species, make the door to those

higher things . . .
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[T.] 2ooe. That at the time of the Lord's Advent,

the Scientific, the Rational, and the Spiritual will make
one ; and that then the Scientific will serve the Rational,

and both the Spiritual. Sig.

336. Man ... is perfected in understanding, which is

done through knowledges.

525^. ]5efore this is done, all that is only know-

ledge . . .

591^. Regeneration is not knowable in the present

Church . . .

665^. Vou, who have studied the sciences, tell us . . .

Ad. Jer.xxiii. 17, "When knowledges and the things

of the memory . . . wanted to introduce themselves into

spiritual things, and as it were to build them, I at once

fell into doubtiugs . . . For jiarticulars can never enter

into universals . , .

D. 155'*. When, by scientifics excited by the love of

self and of the world ... he wants to introduce himself

into the mysteries of faith . . ,

249. That the natural sciences, or those of natural

tilings, are at this day like the ultimate heaven, which
perverts Truths into Falsities. Ex.

. The sciences, or the wisdom of the present day

is such, that it cannot serve as a plane for spiritual

Truths, still less for celestial ones ; but it is like the

idtimate heaven, which perverts into the contrary the

Truths which descend from Heaven. For, at this day,

whatever is taught through the sciences concerning the

natural causes of phenomena . . . and also whatever is

deduced for the Knowledge of the soul, and the like, is

full of false hypotheses, in which not a single Truth is

evident to the view . . .

250. I say . . . with those who study scientifics so

that they will believe nothing without them : beyond

the use [performed by them] in schools . . .

560. See Jui'iTER, here.

690a. His faith was . . . completely suffocated by

earthly knowledges . . . Thus his faith was buried in

knowledges.

691. I discussed with them concerning the necessity

of knowledges in life, that the things which are of true

faith alone are necessary . . .

767. On various sciences, how they occupy the human
mind, and give t][uality to it.

. As to philosophy, every part of it has hitherto

effected nothing else than to darken minds . . .

768. As to mechanical science, when one indulges too

much in mechanical business, he forms the mind so as

to [believe] that there is nothing except what is

mechanical . . .

769. As to geometry and the like, this also as it were

concentrates the mind and hinders it from going into

universals . . .

770. As to things histoi'ical, they are things which
do no harm, provided they are not merely things of the

memory.

771. See Memoky here.

772. Natural experience, such as that pertaining to

a garden . . . does not impede spiritual Knowledges . . .

773. All Knowledges are free from harm, provided

everything is not made to consist in them, but another

end is intended. They are spiritual riches, on which
is founded the understanding of things . , .

990. They want to know all things ... 1571.

3970.

1 29 1. It is Ijetter to have faith, without understand-

ing it by knowledges. Ex.

1625. On the knowledge of the Angels.

1628. In order that they might know, they en-

deavoured to think that they did not want to know . . .

2467s. Those who have only scientific faith . . .

2946^. 2947.

2523. That knowledges are not to be rejected ... If

truths are confirmed by them, they then illuminate,

l>ecause man is in knowledges.

2634. How the case is with natural sciences and their

Truths, relatively to spiritual and celestial Truths.

Ex.

2736. That knowledges contribute nothing to salva-

tion, but rather confuse and distort ideas.

. Knowledges contribute nothing to salvation,

but only the Knowledges of Truths, from the Word of

the Lord ; and this ... is circumstanced as is the

Knowledge of the human body, as to things anatomical

. . . which effects nothing towards the preservation of

health ... In like manner intellectual health, which

may be much greater with those who know nothing

concerning the understanding, than with him who has

studied these things all his life, and who is confused with

hypotheses and scholastic things.

2781. On the inverted order of Knowing spiritual and

celestial Truths. . . It is like one who wants to know
what the Avill is from the muscles ... So are natural

knowledges, relatively to the things which are of

faith.

2927. That Spirits, although not instructed in life,

appropriate to themselves all the knowledges of

man . . .

2955'- The secoud kind receive (the things written by

me) as scientifics ; and are delighted with them as

scientifics, and as curious things.

2976. There are . . . four spheres of faith ; naraelj',

the sphere of knowledge . . .

2978. The sphere of knowledge is that which does

not admit the things which are of faith . . .

2995. That those who long for good care nothing for

scientifics, and as it were refuse them.

2999. On the confirmation of heavenly Truths by

human scientifics.

3 1 1 7. One who said that he knows what he wills ; to

whom it was insinuated that he knows nothing except

what tends to his delight.

3143. That scientifics also are implanted in Spirits

. . . Spirits retain in the interior memory the things

which they hear, see, and perceive, as men do in the

exterior memory ; but they cannot recall these things
;

only the Lord.

3259. Although they do not know that they know,
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yet as soon as it occurs, they recollect it. (Thus) the

memory of Spirits is much more perfect than the

memory of men . . .

[D.] 3351. How much the knowledges and intelligence

of Spirits exceed those of men. Ex.

3376. After the Flood . . . there thus succeeded

scientific ideas, which were separated . . . Thus , . .

scientific and intellectual faith is stored up separately.

3377^-

3378^. (Whereas) with us there are good scientifics,

but evil aftections.

3460. In themselves, the sciences are not such that

they are to be rejected, for spiritual things can be con-

firmed by them ; and therefore the Angels understand

indefinitely more things in all the sciences than can

ever be believed . . . But they who are learned, in every

science, hardly intermit to reason . . . about spiritual

things, each from his own science, and thus they blind

themselves. For, in order to seem learned, many
reason from their own sciences ; as the philosophers

from theirs, the logicians from theirs, the metaphysi-

cians from theirs, the anatomists from theirs,

geometricians from theirs, the historians from theirs,

the politicians from theirs, and so on ; and therefore in

the learned the ideas are closed, thus spiritual and

celestial things, and thus Heaven ; whereas it is open

to the unlearned. Who worship nature as God more
than those who are men of knowledge-sc/ejiies, from

every science whatever ?

3493. They who acknowledged orally and scientifi-

cally that . . .

3571^. Although they were scientifically persuaded . . .

3591. That we can know nothing, except what is

given by the Lord. Ex.

3819. Beasts are not skilled in the arts and sciences,

as the mechanical, physical, philosophical, and many
others ; nevertheless they are in them, and, in fact,

like the body of man, in their most secret arcana ; and
from nature they know many more things than man by
all his arts and sciences ; as for example, they know
how to build nests, to form webs, etc. . . These are the

scientifics which beasts know-norunt ; man by his

sciences does not advance so far. Therefore sciences

and things of art are such things as man has in common
with beasts ; and therefore they in like manner regard

natural life ; for the ends are terminated in nature.

3970. There are Spirits . . . who desire to know all

tilings, and j'et do not determine themselves to any-

thing, in order to know it. They only . . . desire to

know, but do not . . . know anything. (Their quality

represented by a black horse. Des.

)

4039^. Scientifics are acquired there also ; and the

faculty of acciuiring and of exercising them is greater

;

but still not beyond the acquired actuality.

4057. I marvelled that the deceitful, etc. are in such

great knowledge-wo^«7ia-and science in infusing and
doing evil . . . when yet in the life of the body they had
known nothing of the kind . . . But it was perceived

that he who is in any cupidity . . . (there) knows-7iovit-

all things which are of that insane love ... He who
is in cupidity ... is in the knowledge of such things,

even when it is excited by others ; and therefore in pro-

portion as anyone is in the life of cupidities, in the same

proportion he is in the knowledge of those things which

belong to the cupidities . . .

4059. That aflfections are attended with all knowledge.

Ex.

-. Neither would man have any need to build up

sciences artificially ... if he were in the love of true

faith . . .

41436. From this it is evident that rational Spirits

cannot be together with scientific Spirits ; and that

they are quite distinct.

4171. Faith (alone) is nothing bvit knowledge ; and

he is insane who supposes that knowledge alone, or

Knowledge, saves ; since all Knowledge is for the sake

of the end that one may become good.

4294. That scientifics and doctrinals are nothing,

unless the man so does. Ex.

4477. Whatever be the idea from scientifics . . .

Sirens, when they call it forth from the man, turn it

into magic . . . They entered into my scientifics con-

cerning the viscera . . .

4627". He is in such scientifics . . .

4628. They who are instructed in the sciences . . .

-. The reason the learned are such, is that they

learn the sciences for the sake of the reputation of

learning . . . and not that they may be wise through the

sciences , . .

47556. And this naturally, without previous know-

ledge, because it is according to order.

4779. I was brought back to the region where are

those who are in sciences . . . and these were the

least of all able to receive the Heavenly doctrine . . .

But further to the right . . . were those . . . who had

not extinguished, by sciences, the gift of perception

that it is so.

4782. They called the Spirits from this Earth

sciences ; for they correspond to sciences which are

not abstracted from material things, but which are

conjoined with them. Thus in this Earth it is known,

from science, that God is a Man ; elsewhere not from

science.

4843. He had linown-novcrat-the doctrinals of his

Church, but only scientifically . . .

5 141. Those correspond to the bones who have

studied various sciences, but have made no use of them
;

as those who have studied mathematics merely to invent

rules . . .

51776. (Then) wisdom and intelligence perish, and

from them is made knowledge.

56436. For the longing to know grows according to

the good of love . . .

5709. As the sciences have closed up the under-

standing, therefore the sciences also open it ; and it is

opened in proportion as they are in good.

5710-. Science teaches that there is with man an

internal and an external man . . .

e_ In a word, nothing can be founded upon

scientifics, unless it has first been founded upon the

F
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Word. This must be the first thing ; the second is

only coniirmation from the man's scientifics.

[D.] 5785. That scientifics effect nothing, if the

Rational has not been cultivated thereby. Ex. (Shown

liy the case of Leeuwenhoek.)

5944. On the tree of knowledge. Gen. art.

'
. Only the celestial can know what is meant by

to eat of the tree of knowledge. (Examps. given of

what is meant by it.) First. If a person can think

well . . . and then wants to think from metaphysical

and logical rules . . . then his former faculty perishes.

Second. If a person can conduct himself becomingly

... if he afterwards learns the rules of decorum from

science, and . . . moves his body and face according to

these, his natural faculty perishes . . . Third. If a

famous dancer wants to learn rules and dance by them
;

and still more if he wants to do so from the science of

the muscles. In a word, in proportion as a man wants

to think and act from the knowledge which is of the

memory, he acts from his own proper Intellectual ; but

in proportion as he does so from affection, he does so

from another origin. As concerns truth and good, in

proportion as he thinks, wills, and acts them from the

knowledge which is of the memory, thus from obedi-

ence alone, he acts them from his Own Intellectual,

thus from evil . . . Hence it is evident that in propor-

tion as a man is led by the Lord, he is led by an

affection within him, and by innumerable laws, almost

all of which are unknown ; and if, then, he wants to

act from knowledge, the former state perishes, which is

from the influx of the Lord's Divine : and there comes

forth a state from proprium, which is from evil. This

is meant by the Lord's words, 'Let your discourse be

Yea, or Nay ; what is beyond this is from evil.'

601 1. On the progression of truth or faith from

knowledge into the understanding, then from the

understanding into the will, and from the will into act.

D. Min. 4578. How worthless are the knowledges of

the present day. Ex.

. In general, knowledges are nothing else than

means of being wise, or for forming one's Rational . . .

They who are in truths, can by knowledges acrjuire

many confirmations, and thus infil their ideas. They

who are in falsities can also by the same knowledges

loose confirmations, and thus infil their ideas with

falsities. Useful knowledges are things physical,

optical, chemical, pharmaceutical, anatomical, mathe-

matical, astronomical, architectural, botanical, metal-

lurgical, historical, the governments of kingdoms, and

the like ; from all of which, as means, everyone can

become rational. But there are some [knowledges]

which completely destroy the faculty of thinking, and

destroy the Rational ; as things scholastical . . . philo-

sophical . . . logical . . . (and also) things geometrical

and algebraical, when simple Truths are demonstrated

by means of them, and the thing ... is expressed by

angular, circular, and curved figures, and is explained

according to them . . . Such knowledges, and the

applications of such knowledges, cause a man to lose

his common sense, and become insane.

4579. Such is modern wisdom. Ancient wisdom was

never such: this taught naked Truths; and thus one

could know and think innumerable truths ; while at

this day he can know scarcely any.

4657. Still, there are many useful knowledges, which

strengthen and enlighten ideas : such as all physical or

natural knowledge in the three kingdoms of the world
;

especially that of experience ; as things astronomical,

geometrical, optical, chemical, mechanical, historical,

anatomical, medical, those of civil law, and such things

also as are called philosophical.

4826^. The stomach corresponds to the desire of

knowing, for the sake of use ...

E. 117S. Whoever is in the spiritual affection of

truth, apperceives that there are few things which he

knows, and infinite things which he does not know
;

and he also knows-7ioi'i<-that to know and acknowledge

this, is the first step to wisdom ; and that those do not

arrive at the first step who are proud from knowledges,

and who from them believe themselves to be the most

intelligent.

118. 'And poverty, but thou art rich' = the acknow

ledgment that they know nothing from themselves.

Ex. and 111.

204^. It is only knowledge.

213. 'To know' (Rev.iii. io)= Knowledge.

236-. To know . . . falsities is not to be intelligent . . .

*. But now they know that they know scarcely

anything. To know something, in the Spiritual World,

means to know something of truth ; whereas to know
falsities is not to know . . .

237-. 'Thy wisdom and thy knowledge hath seduced

thee. .
.' (Is.xlvii. 10) = those who believe that they

know all things . . . when yet they know nothing of

truth . . .

242*. The circle of life is to know, to understand, to

will, and to do ; for the spiritual life of man begins from

knowing . . . Whence it is evident that Knowledges

are only in the entrance to life when they are in the

memory, and thatj they are not fully in man until

they are in his deeds, and that they are more fully in

the deeds in proportion as they are more fully in the

understanding and the will.

275^. The intelligence of their truth from the Lord is

described by, ' the earth shall be full of the knowledge

of Jehovah.'

357-". See Elam, here,

376^3. 'To know' (Is.Ivi. ii) = to be able.

386I-. The desolation or destruction of the Church by

there being no Knowledges of good and truth, is

signified by, 'My people shall be banished for lack of

knowledge' (Is. v. 13).

409^. 'By His knowledge shall ]\Iy just servant

justify many'= . . . the salvation thence of those who

are in spiritual faith, which is of charity ;
'knowledge'

= Divine truth, and thence Divine wisdom and intel-

ligence.

417^. The vastation of all confirmatory scientifics,

and of the Knowledges of good and truth. Sig.

504-^. That there is no longer ... the understanding

of truth, is signified by, 'there is no longer . . . with

us any that knoweth' (Ps.lxxiv.9).
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5072. Knowledges are only the means to uses ; and

such as they are, such are the uses which come forth

from them. They are alive, when the man acquires by

them intelligence and wisdom . . .

511^. When a merely natural affection dominates,

then in the natural man there is not any truth, but all

that is there is a Scientific not true. A dead Scientific

is a false Scientific ; the reason of which is that then

the scientifics there conjoin themselves with affections

merely natural, which all s[>ring from the loves of self

and of the world ; and yet truths themselves, being

in themselves spiritual, conjoin themselves only with

spiritual affections . . .

512. That the love of self, when it enters into . . .

the natural man, turns the whole Scientific therein

into the falsity of evil. Sig.

513. By a living Scientific is meant a Scientific

which derives life from spiritual affection ; for this

affection gives life to truths, and thence gives life to

scientifics ; for scientifics are the containants of spiritual

Truths.

514''. 'Ships' . . . =the knowledges of the natural

man ; for these contain in themselves, and as it were

carry, spiritual wealth, as ships do worldly wealth.

. By the last boundaries of the Land of Canaan
are signified the ultimates of the Church, which are

knowledges which comprehend the Knowledges of truth

and good. . . By knowledges are meant such know-
ledges as there were with the Ancients, namely, the

knowledges of correspondences, of representations, of

influxes, and of Heaven and Hell, which especially

comprehend (or comprise) the Knowledges of truth and

good of the Church, and serve them.
^. That all intelligence and knowledge are from

the Lord. Sig. It is believed that knowledge is from
man ; but knowledge, in so far as it serves intelligence,

in which is the perception of truth, is from the Lord

alone.

545". By scientifics from the Word, are meant all

things of the sense of the letter therein in which there

does not appear what is doctrinal . . .

559. 'They had tails like scorpions' — sensuous

scientifics which are persuasive.

. For sensuous scientifics are the ultimates of

intelligence and wisdom.
-. Sensuous scientifics are those scientifics which

enter from the world through the five senses of the

body ; and thence, regarded in themselves, are more
material, corporeal, and worldly, than those which are

more interior. All . . . sensuous men, when left to

themselves . . . think about Divine and spiritual things

from sensuous scientifics, and they consequently reject

Divine and spiritual things . . . and their own scientifics,

which they have made sensuous and material, they

apply to destroy them. For example, the learned men
of this kind who hnovr'-noi-unt-thmgs physical, anatom-

ical, those pertaining to a garden, and many things

which are of human learning, when they see the

wonderful things in the animal and vegetable kingdoms,

say in their hearts, that all these things are from nature,

and not from the Divine ; and this because they do not

believe in anything except what they see with their

eyes and touch with their hands ; for they cannot

elevate their minds above, and thus see them from the

light of Heaven ; for this light is thick darkness to

them ; but they keep their minds down in earthly

things, almost in like manner as do the animals of the

earth, to which they also compare themselves. In a

Word, all knowledges with such are made sensuous ;

for such as is the man himself, such are all things

which are of his understanding and will . . . These

things have been adduced, in order that it may be

known what sensuous scientifics are.

^. The reason these (sensuous scientifics) . . . are

in the highest degree persuasive, is that they are the

ultimates of the understanding . . . which captivate

the generality, because they are appearances from such

things as they see in the world with their eyes ; and, so

long as the thought inheres in them, the mind cannot

be disposed to think interiorly, or above them, until

tliey have been removed ; for the interiors which are of

the mind all cease in ultimates, and rest on them as a

house does on its foundation ; and therefore they per-

suade in the highest degree ; but only those whose

minds cannot be elevated above sensuous things . . .

560. The reason the stings were in their tails, is that

it is scientifics sensuously perceived by which they

deceive, both by scientifics from the Word, and by the

scientifics from the world from which is human learn-

ing. They deceive by scientifics from the Word, in

that they explain it sensuously according to the letter,

and not according to its interior sense ; and by scientifics

from the world, in that they confirm thereby.

569^''. The first terminus (or boundary) of the Church,

is the Scientific which is of the natural man . . . which

is signified by the Nile. To (this) the Spiritual Church

extends itself ... in like manner the spiritual mind.

Both the Scientific and the Rational are in the natural

man ; the one end of which is the Scientific and the

Cognitive, and the other end is the Intuitive and the

Cogitative ; into these ends inflows the spiritual man
when in the natural man.

577-. Therefore with these, instead of intelligence,

there is only knowledge, from which proceeds reason-

ing .. . Sig.

581. That from sensuous scientifics, which are fal-

lacies, they reason cunningly. Sig. . . For by 'the head,'

when predicated of the sensuous man, is signified know-

ledge, and the derivative infatuated thought.

. Sensuous scientifics become fallacies when a

man reasons from them concerning spiritual things ; as

for example, that dignities and wealth are real bless-

ings . . .

''. 'The heels of a horse' = truths in ultimates,

which are sensuous scientifics.

587^ 'The knowledge from which a man is a

fool' (Jer.x.14; li.i7) = 0wn intelligence. ( = from the

scientifics of the natural man separated from the spiri-

tual.
727I".)

6171^. By 'the tree of the knowledge of good and

evil,' is signified the knowledge of natural things,

by means of which it is not allowable to enter into the

celestial and spiritual things which are of Heaven and

the Church, consequently, from the natural man into
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the spiritual, which is an inverted way, and thus does

not lead to wisdom, but destroys it . . . The men of the

Most Ancient Church, being in love to the Lord, had
Divine truths inscribed on them, and thence, from
influx, they knew-iioverunt-the corresponding things in

the natural man, which are called scientifics ... If,

therefore, they had committed spiritual things to the

natural memory, and in tliis way had appropriated them
to themselves, that which was implanted with them
would have perished, and they would have begun to

reason from the natural man about spiritual things . . .

This, therefore, is what is signified by their not eating

of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil.

[E.] 627*. 'Grass instead of the reed and the rush.'
' Grass ' = knowledge from a spiritual origin, or that by
which spiritual truth is confirmed ; but 'the reed and
the rush ' = knowledge from a sensuous origin, or tliat

by which the fallacies of the senses are confirmed. This

latter knowledge, regarded in itself, is only knowledge
in the lowest degree natural, which is to l^e called

material and corporeal, and in which there is little or

no life.

^'. 'A reed ' = truth in the ultimate of order,

which is called the sensuous Scientific, and which
becomes mere falsity when it is solely of the natural

man separated from the spiritual.

654^^ 'Scales' (of a fish) = the fallacies of the senses,

which are scientifics of the lowest sort.

659^. By 'the pit' is signified the Hell where such

dead scientifics reign, that is, scientifics separated from

truths, because applied to confirm falsities of doctrine

and evils of life.

696^''. By 'the spirit of knowledge' (Is.xi.2) is meant

the Divine Natural, which is the proceeding Divine

received by the Angels of the First Heaven.

714. 'A great red dragon '= . . . those who suppose

that they are saved by knowledge alone without life.

-. For knowledge and the facultj' of reasoning do

not make a man spiritual, but life itself . . . because

knowledge and the derivative faculty of reasoning are

only natural, and therefore are possible with . . . the

worst . . .

^. By 'a dragon,' in general, are meant those

who are more or less natural, and still are in the know-

ledge of spiritual things from the Word. Ex.

715. 'Having seven heads' =the knowledge of the

holy things of the Word, which they had adulterated . . .

775-

717^''. By 'the king of the north,' are meant those

who are in knowledge from the Word, and yet not in

life . . .

785. By 'the head' of this beast, is signified know-

ledge ; for, where the understanding does not see, there

is no intelligence, but in its place there is knowledge
;

and, moreover, of those who are in falsities there cannot

be predicated intelligence, but knowledge.

790^. But all these things . . . even if they are from

the Word, before the spiritual mind has been opened,

are natural, for they are only knowledge.

914". The wisdom of men, in comparison with the

wisdom of the Angels, is as knowledge is to intel-

ligence . . .

941-. (Man infils the Natural) with the Knowledges
of truth and good, and also adapts to them the

knowledges which are from the world, in order that

they may confirm and agree. Hence man has the

Rational . . .

957^. Therefore, they who are in the Inmost Heaven
are in wisdom ; they who are in the Middle Heaven are

in intelligence, and they who are in the Ultimate

Heaven are in knowledge.

1 146. The reason 'a vessel' — the Scientific, is that

all truth in the natural man is called scientific
;
(and)

the Scientific of the natural man is the containant of

rational and spiritual Truths ; for, when these have
been thought and perceived, they are laid aside in the

memory, and are called scientifics. Hence it is that by
'vessels,' in the Word, are signified Knowledges, which,

in so far as they are of the natural man, laid aside in

his memory, are scientifics.

1 1 70. ' The sailors ' = those who are in knowledge.

1 1 80. The man who knows all goods and all truths,

as many as can be known, and does not shun evils,

knows nothing. Evils absorb and cast them out, and
he becomes a fool ; not in the world, but afterwards.

Whereas the man who knows few goods and few truths,

and shuns evils, knows them, and superadds more, and

becomes wise ; if not in the world, still afterwards. As
therefore everyone, in every religion, knows evils, and

from these falsities . . . and, when he shuns them,

knows the goods which are to be done, and the truths

which are to be believed, it is evident that a universal

means of salvation has been provided by the Lord . . .

1 186. No longer any wisdom, intelligence and know-
ledge. Sig.

. AVisdom is the inmost of the understanding,

intelligence is the middle of it, and its ultimate is

knowledge.

1190-. All the eminent in Heaven are wise, and all

the wealthy are knowing ; and therefore the eminence

there is of wisdom, and the wealth there is of knowledge.

This eminence and wealth . . . are acquired by all in the

world who love wisdom and knowledge. To love wisdom

is to love the uses which are true uses ; and to love know-
ledge is to love the Knowledges of good and truth for

the sake of these uses.

1202^. Beasts . . . instead of understanding have

knowledge.
*. What a beast knows is not from any under-

standing, but from the knowledge of affection, which is

its soul. The knowledge of affection exists in eveiy-

thing spiritual ; because the Spiritual which proceeds from

the Lord as a Sun is light united to heat, or wisdom

united to love ; and knowledge is of wisdom, and affec-

tion is of love, in the degree which is called natural.

(Continued under Beast.)

J. (Post.) 285. The love of knowing. Gen.art.

. The love of knowing is the external of the will

;

the use for the sake of which it is, is the internal of the

will.

De Verbo 19*. The natural, spiritual, and celestial

senses . . . succeed each other as do knowledge, intelli-

gence, and wisdom ; and therefore the men of the Earth,
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being in natural light, are called by the Angels know-
ing

; the Angels of the Spiritual Kingdom are called

intelligent ; and the Angels of the Celestial Kingdom
are called wise.

D. Wis. I*. The light in the lowest Heavens is like

the noonday light of the world, because they are in

knowledge. .

xi. 6a. Knowledge, and the derivative thought, are

two faculties distinct from the will . . .

Know not. Nescire.

A. 1769. He did not know that he was in the other

life. 2748.

1883S. They do not know whether they are in the

body or out of the body.

1906-. This (is done) when the man does not know.

2875-

S. 41 -. These (Divine truths), together with the

light of Heaven, inflow with some even when they do

not know.

D. 4345. He did not know his own name, and was
indignant. 4385.

E. 194. 'Not til know' (Rev.iii.3) = ignorance.

Known, To become. Innotescere. W.3oe.

188. 20I-. 236. E. ii5ie.

Korah. Korach.

E. 324®. The reason Korah, Dathan, and Abiram,

together with their company, were swallowed up by the

earth, although they took fire from the altar, and offered

incense, was that by their murmuring against Moses

and Aaron was signified the profanation of the good of

celestial love. For by ]\Ioses and Aaron was represented

the Lord ; and to nnirmur, that is, to rebel against the

Lord, and to perform holy things, is profanation . . .

496^ 727".

Koran. Alcoran, Coran.

M. 342. As the Slohamraedans have made the Koran
the sole book of their religion, and consequently think

much of Mohammed, who wrote it . . . they think but

little about our Lord. T.833.

348". Although the Mohammedans from the Koran

acknowledge our Lord as the Son of God, still they do

not approach Him, but Mohammed.

D. 5666a. Mohammed himself, who wrote the

Koran . , .

5669a. (These Mohammedans) were told to remain in

their own religion, provided they think concerning the

Lord from their doctrine from the Koran . . .

E. 1

1

80-. A Mohammedan sees from the Koran that

God is one, that the Lord is the Son of God, that all

good is from God, that there is a Heaven and a Hell,

that there is a life after death, and that the evils which

are [mentioned] in the precepts of the Decalogue are to

shunned. If he does these things, he also believes them,

and is saved.

Laban. Laban.

A. 1 356-. Laban . . . worshipped images . . .

3012. 'Laban' (in Gen.xxiv.)=the affection of good
in the natural man.

3130. 'His name was Laban' (ver.29) = the quality of

(the affection of good in the natural man).

3 13 1. 'Laban ran to the man out of doors to the

fountain' (id.) = the mind-o?^^raw7/^-of the affection of

good towards truth . . .
' Laban ' = the affection of good.

3135-

3149. 'Laban'= the affection of good in the natural

man (which wanted these Divine things to be appro-

priated).

3160. 'Laban answered...' (ver.5o) = the acknow-

ledgment that it was of the Lord alone . . . By Laban
as a brother is represented the affection of good in the

natural man . . . The affection of good and the affection

of truth in the natural man are like brother and

sister . . .

3612. 'Flee thee to Laban my brother, to Haran'

(Gen.xxvii.43) = to the affection of external or corporeal

good. ' Laban ' = the affection of good in the natural

man. . . But what is properly signified here by 'Laban,'

and 'Haran,' may be evident from what follows . . .

namely, that it is collateral good of a common stock.

3665. 3676.

3691. By Laban ... is signified good and truth.

3758. See Jacob, here.

3778.
'Know ye Laban the son of Nahor' . . . 'Laban'

= collateral good of a common stock. 3793'. S^iS-

3818.

. Terah . . . represents the common stock, from

which are the Churches . . . Abram puts on the repre-

sentation of the genuine Church . . . and Nahor his

brother . . . that of the Church such as it is with the

gentiles . . . Hence it is that by Nahor, his son Bethuel,

and his son Laban, is represented the collateral good of

a common stock ; that is, the good in which are they

who are of the Lord's Church with the gentiles. This

good differs from the good of a common stock in the

direct line in this,—that there are no genuine truths

which are conjoined with their good ; but most of them

are external appearances, which are called the fallacies

of the senses ; for they have not the Word . . .

^. As to this good (represented by Laban) the

case is, that at first of all it serves man as a means for

acquiring spiritual good ; for it is external corporeal,

and is from external appearances, which in themselves

are fallacies of the senses. In childhood, man acknow-

ledges nothing else for truth and good ; and although

he is taught what internal good and truth are, still he

has no other idea of them than a corporeal one ; and as

such is his first idea, therefore such good and truth are

the first medium by which interior goods and truths are

introduced. This is the arcanum which is here repre-

sented by Jacob and Laban.

3972. 'Laban' represents collateral good from a

Divine origin. 3979.

3982. The good represented by Laban is such, that it

is only a good which is useful to introduce genuine

truths and goods ; and, when it has performed this use,

it is afterwards left behind . . .

-. "When a man is being born anew ... he is led
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by, many afiectioiis of good and truth wliich are not

affections of genuine good and truth, but are only use-

ful for the apprehending of these, and afterwards for the

imbuing of them ; and, when man has imbued them,

then the former things are given to ol)livion and left

behind . . . This, also, is the case with tlie collateral

good which is signified by 'Laban,' relatively to the

good of truth which is signified by 'Jacob ;
' and also by

the flock of each of them.

[A.] 39S4. It treats of the quality of the good repre-

sented by Laban, before it was conjoined with the good of

truth, which is 'Jacob,' that it was of little use, that is,

was barren.

3986^ For by 'Laban' is signified such good as is not

genuine, because genuine truths have not been im-

planted in it ; but which still is such that they can be

conjoined with it, and in which the Divine can be. It

is wont to be with little children before they have re-

ceived genuine truths ; and such good is also with the

.simple within the Church who know few truths of

faith, but still live in charity ; and such good is also

with upright gentiles, who are in the holy worship of

their gods. Through such good, genuine truths and

goods can be introduced.

3990. That it was not to be brought from the good

represented by Laban. Sig.

3991. That the good represented by Laban was to be

employed for use ; namely, that of introducing genuine

goods and truths. Sig.

3993'*. The fructification of good and the multiplica-

tion of truth . . . are what are signified by the flock

which Jacob acquired through the flock of Laban . . .

The flock of Laban= the good which is represented by

Laban.
''. 'What is speckled' . . . with black and white

= the good with which evil is mixed ; and 'what is

spotted ' = the truth with which falsity is mixed. These

are the things which are taken from the good of Laban,

in order that they may serve to introduce genuine goods

and truths. Ex. and Examps.

3994. 'And all the black cattle in the lambs '= the

proprium of innocence which is of the good signified by

Laban. Ex.

4000. From the good meant by Laban . . . 4005.

4005^. That from one good, Avhich is here represented

by Laban, so many various goods can be separated. Ex.

401 1. 'And Jacob fed the rest of Laban's flocks'

(Gen.xxx.36)= that from the things which were left he

took those goods and truths which might be conjoined.

4020. That thence natural good had such things from

the middle good signified by Laban. Sig.

^. Such are the things which are here signified,

and which acceded to the good of natural truth rej^re-

sented by Jacob, from the good signified by Laban.

4024. 'In the flock of Laban' (ver.4o) = in the good

signified by Laban. . . 'Laban'=good, namely, middle

good, whereby the Natural has goods and truths.

4026. 'And he did not set them to the flock of Laban'

(id. )= absolute separation from the good signified by

Laban. . . For Divine goods and truths are completely

separated from those goods and truths which derive

anything from what is human . . .

4027*. It here treats ... of the good which serves as

a medium, and which is here signified by Laban and his

flock.

4033. 'Of the next in coition was Laban's' (ver.42)=
that the compulsory things were left.

*^. After the good which is signified by Laban
and his flock has served these uses, it is then separated.

This separation is treated of in the following ehajiter.

4061.

4063. 'He heard tlie words of the sons of Laban,

saying' (Gen.xxxi. i)= thc truths of the good signified

by Laban, as to what their quality was relatively to the

good acquired thence in the Natural by the Lord. . .

'Laban ' = collateral good of a common stock, thus such

good as may sei've to introduce genuine goods and

truths ; here, that which has served ; for it treats of its

separation.

-. How the case is with the good signified Ity

Laban, relatively to the good of truth represented by

Jacob . . , may be illustrated by the states of the regen-

eration of man . . . When man is lieing regenerated, he

is kept by the Lord in a certain middle good. This

good serves to introduce genuine goods and truths ; but

after these goods and truths have been introduced, it is

separated thence. (Continued under Good.
)

4065. Other good (than His own) had indeed served

the Lord as a means, and which had relationship with

what was maternal ; for Laban, by whom this good is

signified, was the brother of Rebekah, who was the

mother of Jacob . . .

4066. 'And Jacob saw the faces of Laban' (ver.2) = a

change of state with that good when the good meant by

Jacob was receding. . . ' Laban' = middle good. 4074.

4067. From Laban, that is, from the good signified

by Laban, nothing was taken ; but it had its own things

as before.

*, jSIan is led from the state of the old man to the

state of the new man ... by means of angelic Societies,

and by the changes of them. Middle goods and

delights are nothing else than sUch Societies . . . and

when the nian has been brought thereby to spiritual

and celestial goods and truths, these Societies are separ-

ated, and more interior and perfect ones are adjoined.

Nothing else Ls meant by the middle good signified by

Laban, and l>y the separation of that good, which is

treated of in this chapter. 4069*=.

4077. If, now, instead of the good which is signified

by Laban, we conceive of such a Society of Spirits and

Angels as are in such good, it is evident how the case is.

The Societies do not easily recede from him with whom

they have been ; but when he with whom they are re-

cedes, then they are indignant, and behave in like

manner as Laban here did towards Jacob ; nay, even if

they perceive that any good has acceded to him through

them, they say that it has acceded from them ;
for in

their indignation they speak from evil.

4088. ' Because I have seen all that Laban doeth to

thee' (ver. I2)= the proprium of the good signified by
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Laban, that it is not such as [to act] from itself, (For)

Laban= middle good. . . (And) the Societies which are

in such good . . . are not such as to do much from them-

selves, or from proprium ; but they suffer themselves to

be led by others, thus to good by the Angels, and to

evil by evil Spirits ; which also shines forth from the

historicals here concerning Laban, especially from the

things which follow.

4097. 'Have we any longer a portion and inheritance

in the house of our father ?' = the first state of the

separation (of the affections of truth) from the good sig-

nified by Laban. Ex.

4105. The separation of the truth and good which are

from Laban's. Sig. and Ex.

4110. 'Laban had gone to shear his flock' (ver.i9)= a

state of use and of an end of good, which is 'the flock of

Laban.

'

. It now treats of the separation of the middle good

which is Laban, from the good procured thence which

is Jacob. (Continued under Evil Spirit.)

41 11. A change of the state signified by Laban as to

truth. Sig. and Ex.

^. As to the good signified by Laban, and its

change of state ; so long as it was with the good repre-

sented by Jacob, it was nearer to the Divine . . . and

was (therefore) in a more perfect state of truth and good.

But when it was being separated thence, it came into

another state as to truth, and as to good . . .

4112. 'Jacob stole the heart of Laban the Aramean

'

(ver. 2o)= a change of the state signified by Laban as to

good. . .
' Laban ' = middle good, which is now being

separated ; and, because it is being separated, Laban is

now called 'the Aramean' . . . for ' Laban the Aramean'
= such good as has not within it Divine good and truth

as before. Ex.

4113. For Laban had believed, that as Jacob had

served him, all things which were Jacob's should be

his . . .

4121. ' (Laban) took his brothers with him' (ver. 23)
= goods in place of those which he had lost. . . 'And
pursued after him'-— continued ardour of conjunction.

4122.

4125. 'And God came to Laban the Aramean in a

dream iby night' (ver.24) = an obscure perception of

that good when left to itself. 'Laban' =the middle

good.

4126. 'And said to him, Beware lest thou speak with

Jacob from good even to evil' (id.) = that there should

be communication no longer.

4127. 'And Laban overtook Jacob' (ver. 25) = some-

thing of conjunction.

4129. 'And Laban fixed with his brothers in Mount
Gilead' (id.) = a state of good in something of this con-

junction. ' Laban' = a good now separated from the

good represented by Jacob.

413 1. 'Laban said to Jacob' (ver. 26)= a state of com-

munication of the good now represented by Laban, with

that good which is now represented by Jacob.

4132. Indignation (is signified by) these and the

following words of Laban,

4145. 'Laban ' = collateral good, or that which does

not inflow directly. (Continued under Good, here.)

4150. Nothing of the good signified by Laban is in

the good which Jacob represents.

415 1. The good represented by Laban, after it was

separated from the good represented by Jacob, came

into another state by the separation. (Continued

under Good.)

4159. ' Laban'= middle good.

4162. That those truths were not Laban's. Sig. and

Ex.

4180. For Laban, as he was then separated from

Jacob, that is, middle good from good Divine, was in

such a state that he wanted to introduce (or inflict)

evil.

4184. What Laban here says . . .=that middle good

claimed to itself all goods and truths.

4189. The conjunction of the Divine Natural with

the goods of works in which are the gentiles. Sig. j .

'Laban,' here, = the goods of works.

-. The reason 'Laban,' here, =the goods of works,

in which are those who are at one side, or the gentiles,

is that as Laban has now been separated from Jacob,

that is, middle good from the Divine good of the

Natural, he can no longer represent middle good ; but,

as he has served as a middle (or medium), he therefore

represents some good, and in fact good at one side, or

collateral good. Before Laban was conjoined with

Jacob, he represented collateral good; (Refs.) con-

sequently good at one side. . . The case of Laban is

similar to that of Lot, and Ishmael. Ex.

*. Hence it is that 'Laban,' here, and in what

now follows, represents the goods of works, such as are

with those who are at one side, that is, with the gentiles.

The gentiles are said to be at one side, or in collateral

good, because they are outside the Church. Ex.

4195^. The quality of the good from truths on the

part of Laban ; that is, on the part of those who are in

the goods of works. Sig.

4197. A testification of the conjunction of the good

here signified by Laban Avith the good Divine of the

Lord's Natural ; consequently, the conjunction of the

Lord through good with the gentiles ; for it is this good

which is now represented by Laban. Sig.

4198. The presence of the Lord's Divine Natural in

the good which is now represented by Laban. Sig.

4206. Nahor represents the Church of the gentiles

. . . Therefore, Laban, here, who was a son of Nahor,

represents good at one side, such as is with the gentiles

from the Lord. 42x1^.

4214. 'And Laban arose early in the morning' (ver.

55) = the enlightenment of that good by the Lord's

Divine Natural. . . ' Laban ' = good such as is that of

the gentiles.

4217. 'And Laban went and returned to his place'

(id. )= the end of the representation by Laban.

4243. 'I have sojourned with Laban . . .' (Gen.xxxii.

4) = that he had imbued the good signified by Laban ;

(for) 'Laban' = middle good, that is, good not genuine,

but which serves to introduce genuine truths and goods.
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[A. 4243]-. The case is this : truth cannot be implanted

in good, except by media ; which media have been treated

of in the preceding chapters, which treat of the so-

journing . . . of Jacob with Laban, and of the flock he

there acquired.

4395. By 'Laban' is represented the affection of such

good. Refs.

E. 696-'^. As Laban was a natural man, Jacob swore

to him by the dread or terror of Isaac.

Labour. Labor.

Labour, To. Laborare.

Laborious. Laboriosus.

See under Six.

A. 263. The Angels with tlie man then begin to

labour. 270.

531. By 'work' is signified that they could not,

except with labour and difficulty, ])erceive what was
true. . . It is 'tlie work and labour of our hands' when
men must inquire what is true, and do what is good,

from self or propriuni.

13277. All the labour,' etc. (Jer.xx.5)= tlie Know-
ledges of faitli.

2276". 'Some thirty' = . . . tliat he has laboured but
little.

2385. ' They laboured to find the door' (Gen. xix. 11)

= that they could not see any truth which led to good,

3846^. The reason 'to serve' = study, is that the
labour which is of the external man is study in the
internal. Hence study is called the labour of the mind.

3975. 'To serve' = labour and study; which, when
predicated of the Lord, = Own power. 3977.

5352. 'God hath made me forget all my labour' (Gen.
xli. 5i) = removal after temptations. . . 'Labour'= com-
bats, thus temjitations.

611 1. 'The land of Egypt laboured . .
.' (Gen.xlvii.

13) . . .=desolation.

61 19. Then the spiritual life labours.

6393. That he labours with every work. Sig.

6663. The Spirits , . . \z}oo\}ix-allahorant-\a. every way
to withdraw them from truth and good.

7320. 'To labour to drink' (Ex.vii.i8) = not to want
to be instructed . . .

7893. ' "Work '= the labours and studies which have
as an end the things of the world.

8670. Labour in temptations. Sig. . . For in these

they who are being tempted have labour against falsities

and evils ; and the Angels also have labour with them
in order that they may be kept in faith . . .

8888. 'Six days thou shalt labour, and do all thy
work' (Ex. XX. 9) = the combat which precedes and pre-

pares for this conjunction. . . 'To labour and do all

one's work ' = to perform those things which are neces-

saries of life ; here, of the spiritual life . . .

8891. The Lord has labour with man before he is

regenerated. Sig.

88932. Then the Lord has labour ; for he fights for

man against the Hells . . .

9262^. See Calf, here.

"'. ' To labour '= to serve.

9278*. But when a man is in internal things, then,

because he is in Heaven Avith the Lord, labour and
combat cease . . . This is signified by 'the seventh day.'

10360. Because by the six days of labour ... is signi-

fied every state of combat ; for labour, in the spiritual

sense, is not labour such as there is in the world, but

such as there is with those who are in the Church, before

they enter into the Church, and become the Church
;

which labour is combat against evil and the falsities of

evil. The Lord had the like labour . . . when He was
in the world . . .

H. 364. The poor who are content with their lot . . .

love labour more than idleness.

R. 77. 'Thy labour, and endurance' (Rev.ii.2) = th.eir

study and patience.

81. 'For My name's sake hast laboured . .
.' (ver.3)=

the study and work of procuring for themselves . . . the

things which are of religion and its doctrine.

153I". (In that cavern) all labour; and, as they

labour, food is given them from Heaven.

640. 'That they may rest from their labours' (Rev.

xiv. 13) = . . . that those who afflict their soul, and

crucify their flesh in the world, for the sake of the Lord

and eternal life, will have peace in the Lord.

-. Such affliction is meant by 'labour' in the

following passages. 111.

884. By 'the labour' which shall be no more (Rev.

xxi.4) are signified temptations.

M. 268''. They are thrust into an infernal prison,

where they are kept labouring for a garment and for

food, and after that for some coins . . .

T. 301. 'Six days shalt thou labour . . .'in the

natural sense, means that six days are for man and his

labours . . . When the Lord came into the world . . .

the seventh day was made a day of instruction in Divine

things, and thus also a day of rest from labours . . .

302. By 'the six days 'of labour,' in the spiritual

sense, is signified combat against the flesh and its con-

cupiscences ; and at the same time against the evils and

falsities which are with one's self from Hell . . . That so

long as this combat lasts, the man has spiritual labour

. , . Refs.

^. That the Lord's combats were 'labours,' and

are called 'labours.' 111.

798^^ In that cave . . . they are driven to labour for

food.

D. 2501. They regard those who ... are laborious

... as nothing.

6088"'. In the Hells all are driven to works, and they

who do not work receive no food, garments, or bed
;

thus are they driven to labours.

E. 98. 'I know thy works, and thy labour, and thine

endurance'= all things which they will, think, and do
;

thus all things of love and faith in the spiritual and in

the natural man . . . 'Labour' = the things which are of

thought and faith.

. (Thus) by 'works,' in the spiritual sense, is
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meant all that which man wills and loves ; and by

'labour,' all that which man thinks or believes . . .

^. The reason why by 'labour,' in the spiritual

sense, are meant all things which man thinks, is that to

labour spiritually is to think.

I02. 'For My name's sake hast laboured'= the ac-

knowledgment of the Lord and of the Knowledges of

truth which regard Him. . . 'To labour'=to apply the

mind and study, that these things may be known and

acknowledged ; for this signifies to labour, when it is

said of those who study the Knowledges of truth and

good.

340^^ By ' the labour of his hands which he should

eat' (Ps.cxxviii.2) is signified study of life according to

these things.

365*". 'The labour of justice' (Is.xxxii. 17) = good

conjoined with truth, in which there is peace ; for

' labour, ' in the Word, is said of truth . . .

388^**, The Church is called 'labouring' (Ps.lxviii.9)

from the study to do what is good.

409'. His combats with the Hells, and their subjuga-

tion, is signified by 'the labour of His soul' (Is.liii.ii).

4 1
3-. When the equilibrium is perishing, the Heavens

. . . begin to labour . . .

617^". By 'silver' is here signified truth from pro-

prium, or Own intelligence ; in like manner by 'labour'

{Is.lv.2).

695^^ By 'labour' (Jer.xxxi.i6) is signified the Lord's

combat against the Hells, and the subjugation of them,

in order that 'a new Church might be established.
17

900. 'That they may rest from their labours ' = that

they no longer have any combat against evils and

falsities, or infestation by them.
^. The reason why by 'labours' are meant

temptations, is that temptations are labours of the soul,

or spiritual labours. 111.

Labour, To be in. Parturire.

See under BEAii-;;a?-ere.

A. 49 1 S*-'. 'To be in labour, and to be tortured to

bear' (Rev.xii.2) = that it was received with difficulty.

K.535.

8313^. 'Grief as of one in labour' (Jer.vi. 24)= despair

that good was being injured.

R' 535- 'To have in the womb ;' 'to travail,' and 'to

bear,' in the spiritual sense of the Word,=to conceive

and bear those things which are of the spiritual life.

-,I11.

E. 405". The earth is said 'to travail' when . . . the

man of the Church is being generated anew.

721^ 'Thou travailest earth' (Ps.cxiv.7) = the

establishment of the 'Church, or the reformation of

those who will be of the Church. 'To travair=to

receive truths and to be reformed.

^8. That truths will be known, but still not

received in the life ; and that thus they cannot be

reformed, is signified by, 'Sin shall travail, and there

shall not be to break through,' namely, the matrix

(Ezek.xxx.i6).

. As by 'to travail' is signified to receive the

truths of the Word by hearing or reading ; and by 'to

bring forth' is signified to make fruitful and to produce

them in act . . . therefore, when these things are ettected

with difficulty, on account of the falsities and evils

which reign in the Church ... it is said that 'they are

seized with pain as of one in labour.' 111.

'^. That 'pain as of one in labour' is also said of

those who on account of falsities conjoined with evils of

life, cannot receive truths any more ; which, however,

they want to receive, when destruction is imminent,

especially in the Spiritual World at the time of the

Last Judgment. 111.

Labourer. See under WoRKMAN-(9/^/'fl'^?V/^.

Labyrinth. Lahyrinthus.

Labyrinthine. Labyrintheus.

A. 5 1 816. They who pertain to the lymphatics . . .

are as it were labyrinths . , .

M. 8^. This paradisiacal labyrinth is truly an entrance

into Heaven.

T. 165^. Like one who enters a labyrinth without a

guide or thread.

E. iiSS''. By infinite ways, which appear as laby-

rinthine even before the Angels of the Third Heaven.

Lace. Lacinia.

A. 5559. After the manner of lace . . .

59545, When the Scientific is genuine, it appears . . .

in the other life like lace.

D. 231. There was represented something like lace,

to denote that the insanity could be converted into

something handsome.

Lacerate. See Rend.

Lack:. See under Fail.

Ladder. Scala.

A. 3690^. As it were according to the steps of a

ladder.

3695^. These are the things which are represented

. . . by ' the ladder set on the earth . .
.

'

3699. 'Behold a ladder set on the earth' (Gen.xxviii.

12) = the communication of the lowest truth and of the

good thence derived. 'A ladder ' = communication. . .

Hence it is evident that the ladder which was between

earth and heaven, or between the lowest and the highest,

= communication. That it is the communication of the

lowest truth and of the good thence derived which is

signified by 'the ladder set on the earth,' is evident

from the fact that it here treats of the truth and de-

rivative good of that degree which is here represented

by Jacob.

-. In the Original Language, the word ladder is

derived from a word which means a path or way ;
and

this is predicated of truth.

'^. Hence it is evident what 'the ladder' signifies,

one extremity of which was set on the earth, and the

otlier reached to heaven ; namely, the communication

of the truth which is in the lowest place witli the truth
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which is in the highest. . . That there are lowest truths

and goods, and highest truths and goods, and between
tliem steps as of a ladder. Ref.

[A.] 3700. 'Its head reaching to heaven' (id. ) = that

there was communication with the Divine. (For) 'the

head,' or summit, of a ladder=:what is highest ; and
' heaven ' = the Divine.

3701. Tliat by 'ascending and descending on the

ladder,' is signified, in the supreme sense, infinite and
eternal communication and conse(iuent conjunction, is

evident . . .

. (Thus) b}' 'the ladder set on the earth, and its

head reaching to heaven, and behold the Angels of God
ascending and descending upon it,' is siguitied in sum
as it were an ascent from the lowest ; and afterwards,

when the older is inverted, a descent. Ex.
®. Thus, by those truths which were of his infancy

and childhood, the Angels of God ascended as by a

ladder from earth to Heaven ; but afterwards, by the

truths which are of his adult age, the Angels of God
descend as by a ladder from Heaven to earth.

3702<^. Hence it is evident of what quality are those

through wlioni the Divine tilings of the Lord descend

even to the ultimates of nature, and from the ultimates

of nature ascend to Him ; and represent the Divine

communication and consequent conjunction ; which, in

the supreme sense, is signilied by the Angels ascending

and descending on the ladder set on the earth, whose
head reached to lieaven, and above which Jehovah was
standing.

3882. Ascent by a ladder from the earth even to the

Lord. Sig. (by the births of the hrst four sons of

Jacob.)

. When the regenerated one has arrived at (the

Celestial of love), then the Lord appears to him ; for he

has then ascended from the lowest degree as by a ladder

up to the degree where the Lord is. This ascent is also

what is signified bj' the ladder seen by Jacob in his

dream . . .

3939®' It treats of the regeneration of man, or of the

states of man before he becomes the Church ; and, in

the supreme sense, of the Lord, how He made His
Human Divine ; thus of the ascent by the ladder which
was seen by Jacob at Bethel, up to Jehovah.

5114^. There are degrees (or steps) as of a ladder,

between the Intellectual and the Sensuous . . .

5147. For good from the Lord inflows through the

inmost of man, and thence, by steps as of a ladder, to

exteriors.

6819^, These ascending degrees (of the neighbour),

are like the steps of a ladder, at whose top is the Lord.

8945". See Degree, here.

M. 231. Behold a ladder, by which I descended . . .

268.

270^ Ascent from one story into another by steps, as

by stairs. T.395-.

T. 24-. Knowledges . . . may be compared to the

steps of the ladder seen by Jacob . . .

. Then the elevation of the understanding may

be compared to a ladder erected from the earth to the

window of the hrst story of a magnificent palace , . .

D. 3656. He appears to climb up (to Heaven) ... by

the steps of a ladder, although there is no ladder,

4575. A great l^uilding ... in which were circular

stairs . . .

4582-. There appeared as it were a ladder by which

he ascended.

4583. They seem to themselves to ascend by stairs.

4681.

5792. There is an ascent by stairs from one City into

the other . . .

5980. Louis XIV. descended by stairs . . .

De Min. 4573. The Jesuits descend into their Hell

by stairs, and they ascend by stairs ; as the Angels are

represented doing by a ladder when seen by Jacob.

J. (Post.) 19. "When they descend by stairs they come

into a new city.

Coro. 29-. The natural and the spiritual mind are

like two stories of one house, and conjoined by stairs . . .

Lagerberg. Lagerberg. D.46S3. 5461a. 5479-.

58670. 6028-'. D. Min. 4815.

Laid asleep. See Lulled.

Laity. Laid.

Layman. Laicus.

See under Clergy.

C. J. 45. The English have a double theology ; one

from the doctrine of faith, and the other from the

doctrine of life ; from the doctrine of faith for those who
are initiated into the priesthood ; from the doctrine of

life for those who are not initiated into the priesthood,

and are commonly called laymen (or the laity).

R. 143^. Only the clergy know the arcana of the

doctrine (of faith alone) ; but not the laity ; and there-

fore the latter are chiefly meant by those 'who have not

Known the depths of Satan.'

398. See Clergy, here.

403. 'By 'the sea' is signified the Church with those

who are in externals, and in faith alone ; and they who

are in externals are called by the general term tlie laity,

because those who are in internals are called the clergy.

567. 'I saw a beast ascending out of the sea'= the

laity in the Churches of the Reformed who are in the

doctrine and faith of the dragon concerning God and

salvation.

. The reason the laity are meant by 'the beast

out- of the sea' ... is that by 'the sea' is signified the

external of the Church ... and the laity are in the

externals of the doctrine of the Church . . .

5706. por the laity can (falsify the truths of the

Word), but do not. Sig.

680. 'The second Angel poured out his vial upon the

sea ' = the influx of truth and good from the Lord with

those in the Church of the Reformed, who are in its

externals, and in that faith, and are called the laity.

767. 'The mourning of the shipmasters and sailors '
=
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those who contribute, who aie called laymen, (both

tliose who are in greater dignity, and those who are in

less, down to the common people, who are attached to

that religiosity . . . 786.)

786. It now treats of those who are not in any order

of the ministry, but who still love that religiosity . . .

who are called laymen.

B. 59-. When they teach faith and at the same time

good works . . . they select expressions and weave them
into two senses ; one for the laity, and the other for the

clergy ; for the laity, to prevent its nakedness from

appearing, and for the clergy, that it may appear. 79^.

T. 112. He quotes many statements from the "Word,

to which our raw ones, by whom we mean tlie laity,

attend and assent.

1 59-. On the right were seen the learned of the laity,

and behind them the unlearned.

850. They said. Why has your Lord revealed (these)

arcana to you who are a layman, and not to some one

from the clergy ? (Swedenborg explains the reason ; and
more fully in I. 20.)

D. 6099^ (The laity were found to know nothing

Avhatever of the theology of Cocceius.)

Can. Trinity ix. 5. When the laity are asked about

God, i'aith, and charity, they know almost nothing , . .

(and tlie clergy answer almost like blind men in pits. 4.

)

Lake. Laais.

A. 2702''. 'The wilderness into a lake of waters.' Ex.

7324. Lakes= Knowledges in the complex . . . (See

hAKE-statjnum, here.)

10161. In the Second Earth . . . there are lakes

containing fish.

M. 294. Within this rosary there was a little lake of

limpid water.

D. 4049. Lakes of the cruel, or a direful Hell . . .

5487^. They are cast into a lake there . . .

E. 475". By the waters of the lake or pool of Siloah,

are signified the truths of the Word.

922^. 'The vats overflow' (Joel iii. 13) = that there

were nothing but falsities from evil.

D. Love xii. What is general is like a lake . . .

Lake. Sfagnum.

Stagnate. Stagnare.

Stagnant. Stagneus.

A. Si 9. There is a capacious lake towards the left,

in a plane with the lower parts of the body, greater in

length than in breadth. Near its front bank there

appear . . . monstrous serpents, such as are in standing

waters ... On tlie left bank . . . appear tliose who
devour human flesh, and each other . . . Further on to

the left there appear great fishes, monstrous whales,

which swallow men and vomit them up again. On the

opposite bank there appear very deformed faces, especi-

ally those of old women . . . who run about as if they

were insane. On the right bank are those who try to

kill each other with cruel instruments ... In the

middle of tlie lake it is everywhere black, like what

has stagnated. I have occasionally seen some brought

to this lake . . . who were such as had cherished

intestine hatred against the neighbour . . . D. 1379.

820. They who have practised robberies, and piracy

. . . seem to themselves to dwell in filthily stinking

lakes.

941. A city between Gehenna and the Lake where the

better Jews seem to themselves to dwell . . . D.747-

954«. They who have been delighted with mere

pleasures . . .dwell in urinous and stinking lakes.

956. They who are tenacious of revenge . . . are

conveyed into a miry lake, which is near the filthy

Jerusalem, and are rolled and dipped therein, so that

they become like mire . . .

1666. Such Spirits desire nothing more than to pass

their time in things stagnant, miry, and excremen-

titious . . .

2132^. It appears as if they were cast down, some

towards the Lake . . .

2446. 'The devil was cast into a lake of fire and

brimstone ..."

7324. 'And upon their pools' (Ex.vii. i9)= into the

scientifics which serve . . . truths ... or falsities.

. 'Pools,' in the Word . . . = intelligence from

the Knowledges of good and truth ; for 'pools' there

mean collected waters or Isikcs-lacubus, (which) = Know-

ledges in the complex through which is intelligence. 111.

\ 'To set the wilderness for a pool of waters'

(Is.xli.i8)= to give the Knowledges of good and truth,

and the derivative intelligence, where they were not

before.

3_ 'Pools of soul' (Is.xix. io) = the things which

are of intelligence from Knowledges . . .

*. That 'pools of waters,' in the opposite sense, =

evils from falsities, and the derivative insanity. 111.

They also= the Hell where such things reign, but in

this case the pool is called 'a pool (or lake) of fire' , . .

7383. 'Upon the streams, upon the rivers, and upon

the pools' ( Ex. viii. 5)= against falsities.

ioi94<=. Around those who are in ti-uths, and not

from good, there appear nothing but rocks, crags, and

pools. . . But around those who are in falsities from

evil there appear marshes . . .

H. 585. Some (of the openings to the Hells appear)

like marshes ; and some like pools of water . . .

J. 50. The evil are cast into marshes and pools.

P. 117. The concupiscences of evil together with their

delights then remain with them, like impure waters

stopped up and stagnated.

304. The general delight in Hell is smelled as stag-

nated water, into which have been thrown various kinds

of filth . . .

R. 6752. When we sank down, the place at first

appeared to us like a lake, but presently like dry land,

and afterwards like a small city . . .

835. 'The lake of fire burning with brimstone' (Rev.

xix.20) = the Hell where are they who are in the loves

of that falsity, and at the same time in the cupidities of

evil. By 'a lake' is signified falsities in abundance.
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[R. 835P. The Hell where such are, appears from afar

like a fiery lake with a green flame as of brimstone.

But those who are therein do not see this ... It is their

love of falsity, together with the cupidities of evil,

which makes the appearance of such a lake.

*. That by 'a lake' is signified where there is

truth in abundance ; and thence, in the opposite sense,

where there is falsity in abundance. 111.

864. By 'the lake of fire into which he was cast'

(Rev. XX. 10) is signified the Hell where are the loves of
falsity and the cupidities of evil.

872. 'And death and Hell were cast into the lake of

fire' (ver.i4)=:that the impious at heart . . . were cast

down into Hell among those who were in the love of
evil, and thence in the love of the falsity which agrees
with evil.

-. 'A lake ' = where there is falsity in abundance.

874.

893. 'Their part is in the lake of fire burning with
brimstone' (Rev.xxi.8) = the Hell for them where are

the loves of falsity and the cupidities of evil.

M. 71. These shun extra-conjugial loves ... as the
lakes of Hell.

79-. Lakes (seen), out of which crocodiles raised their

heads.

^. They are cast into the gulfs of the west, which
from afar appear like lakes of fire and sulphur.

80. I looked at the end of the west, and lo there

appeared as it were lakes of fire and sulphur ; and
I asked the Angel why the Hells there appear so. He
replied. They appear as lakes, from falsifications of

truth, because water, in the spiritual sense, is truth ;

and there ajipears as it were fire about them and in

them, from the love of evil ; and as it were sulphur,

from the love of falsity. These three things—the lake,

the fire, and the sulphur, are appearances, because they
are correspondences of the evil loves in which they are.

All there are shut up in eternal workhouses . . .

521^. The Angel opened the Hell in the western
quarter . . . and said, Look there. And they saw a
lake as it were fiery, and recognized there some who
had been their friends in the world . . .

522. The next day ... I saw that the forest had
disappeared, and in its place there was a sandy plain,

and in the middle of it a lake, in which were some red
serpents . . . But some weeks afterwards ... I saw on
its right side some fallow land . . .

T. 120. The World of Spirits is as full of the wicked
... as a viridescent pond is of the spawn of frogs.

377^ If charity is without truths, (it is like) a man
eating burnt bread, and at the same time drinking
unclean water from some pond.

D. 466. That they might look into the sea, which is

a lake.

467. The sea which is called a lake, is the penalty
of those who oppose themselves to heavenly truth . . .

1
1 74. They seem to live in lakes (of urine, etc.).

1379. On the Lake. Gen. art.

1396. On those who are at the right of the Lake . . .

1798. On the penalties of those who relate to the
stagnant humours in the brain.

2825. He (then) falls downwards into a black and
very filthy lake, and there remains until he is liberated

by the Lord. The water is so filthily black that it can

scarcely be described. Such falls frequently take place ;

for thus Heaven is freed from Falsities. But when they

have been instructed in the World of Spirits . . . they

are again received. 2831.

3469<^. Thus they were immersed in their lakes.

3559. On a poisoner, who was cast into a lake. . . He
said that it was excrementitious and filthy. 3562.

3564-

4453-. They returned through caverns towards the

lake, so that I supposed that they would advance

beneath the lake ; but their cavernous way was bent , . .

to the limits of this universe, and where there before

appeared as it were a stagnant sea, into which they were

cast in another universe . . .

4684. When anyone supposes himself to be greater

than others ... he is transferred far to the left . . .

where theie appears a lake smoking with fire . . .

®. Elsewhere, also, there are smoking lakes . . .

for filthy adulterers . . . (and) for the cruel.

4734. Around the cities, and elsewhere, there appear

marshes or lakes,

475 1-. Above a lake at the right side, which no one

can pass over without being suffocated.

4788-. There was a marsh near, or an utterly marshy

water, a lake . . .

5204. On gulfs which are also Hell ; lakes of sulphur.

5207. On the casting of Babel into the lake of

sulphur.

5217. They who were carried away into the lakes

were carried away in a moment.

5467. This shining lake appeared (so) from the

sulphureousness of lasciviousness. Into this lake all

the women were cast. The lake was situated trans-

versely at the end of the angle ; it was great ; and a

great number were cast into it . . .

5468. (The position of this lake shown by a diagram.

)

5723''. All these were cast into their lake . . .

5838. They were cast down ; very many into marshes

and lakes . . .

E. 304-^ 'A pool of waters,' and 'a spring of waters'

(Is.xli. 18) = good, because there is truth ; for all spiritual

good ... is procured through truths.

386^^ 'A pool of waters' (Ps.cvii.35) = an abundance

of truth.

405". 'A pool ofwaters'(Ps.cxiv. 8)= the Knowledges

of truth; and 'a fountain of waters '= the Word from

which they are. ( = truths in abundance. 483*.

)

*'. 'I will dry up the pools' (Is.xlii.15) . . , 'The

pools'= the perception of truth. The understanding

of truth is from the light of truth, but the perception of

truth is from the heat or love of truth. ( = that the

Knowledge of truth will perish. 518^^.

483^. 'A pool of waters,' etc. (Is.xli. 18)=: an abund-

ance of the Knowledges of truth.
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518^. It is i'roin the signification of 'waters,' as being

truths, that 'a fountain '= the Word, and the doctrine

of truth; and that 'pools,' 'lakes,' and 'seas' = tlie

Knowledges of truth in the complex.

627^. That then there will be intelligence through

Divine spiritual truth with those with whom before

there was not any, is signified by 'The dry place shall

be for a pool' (Ls.xxxv.7). 714''^.

730-'*. Truths in abundance in the spiritual man, are

meant by 'a pool of waters' (Is.xli.i8) ; and truths in

abundance in the natural man, by 'springs of waters.'

25_

J. (Post.) 2366. Such are carried to the boundaries of

the Spiritual World of our Earth, where there appears a

lake smoking with fire . . .

De Conj. 90. Hailots . . . cast into a marshy lake

... 92.

Coro. 38^. The ancients called these Hells . . . the

pools of Acheron.

Lamb. Agnus, Agna.
A. 45. See Beast, here. 2781.

430. 'Lamb,' 'kid,' and 'calf (Is.xi.6)=the three

degrees of innocence and love.

1361-. The lambs and sheep which were sacrificed,

represented celestial things.

1736'. 'He shall carry the lambs-aflfHe/^os-in His

bosom.

'

2179^. When lambs appear in the World of Spirits,

they know that the Angels are discoursing about goods

still more interior, and about innocence.

2276^. Celestial good was represented by the sacrifice

of a lamb.

2720®. 'Abraham set seven ewe-lambs of the flock by

themselves' (Gen.xxi.28)= the holiness of innocence.

2830^. Therefore the Nazarite was to sacrifice a he-

lamb and a ewe-lamb (Num.vi. 14) by which was signi-

fied the Celestial. 10132I".

^ 'Lamb' (Ezek.xxvii. 21) = celestial things.

2906". 'That the lambs which were offered in the

burnt-offering and sacrifice, were 'lambs of their year'

(Lev.xii.6, etc. ) = the celestial things of innocence in

the Lord's Kingdom, which are eternal.

3081^. They are said to 'follow the Lamb whitherso-

ever He goeth ;' for by 'the Lamb' is meant the Loi'd as

to innocence. 3325^.

3268*. 'Lambs, rams, and he-goats' (Ezek.xxvii.21)

= spiritual goods and truths.

35193. He-lambs and she-lambs (as sacrificed) = the

innocence of the internal or rational man.

3994. 'AH the black cattle in the lambs' (Gen.xxx.

32) = the proprium of the innocence which belongs to the

good signified by Laban. . . 'A lamb' = innocence.

-. Whereas the white in the lambs = the merit

which is placed in goods.

•'. That ' lambs ' = innocence. 111.

. 'The wolf shall dwell with the lamb' (Is.xi.6)

. . .
' The lamb ' = those who are in innocence.

. 'The wolf and the lamb shall pasture together'

(Is.lxv. 25) . . . 'The lamb '= those who are in inno-

cence.

. As the wolf and the lamb are opposites, the

Lord said to the seventy . . .
' Behold I send you forth

as lambs into the midst of wolves' (Luke x.3).

. 'The fat of lambs' (Deut.xxxii. i4) = the charity

of innocence,

*. 'Lambs,' in the Original Language, are ex-

pressed by various names, and thereby are signified

different degrees of innocence ; for in all good there must
be innocence . . . and thence also in truth. Here,

'Iambs' are expressed by a word by which 'sheep' also

are expressed (111.) ; and it is the innocence of the faith

which is of charity which is signified. 'Lambs' are ex-

pressed by other words elsewhere. 111.

. 'To gather the lambs into His arm ' ( Is. xl. 1 1
)=

those who are in charity in which is innocence.

^ As there is no charity and love except from

innocence, the Lord first asks Peter whether he loves

Him ; that is, whether there is love in the faith, and
then says, ' Feed My lambs' (John xxi. 15) ; that is, those

who are in innocence. 4169-^ 10087^.

''. As the Lord is the innocence itself which is in

His Kingdom, for all innocence is from Him, He is

called 'the Lamb.' 111.

. It is known that the paschal lamb, in the

supreme sense, = the Lord. . . In the representative

sense, the paschal lamb= that which is essential of

regeneration, namely, innocence ; for no one can be

regenerated except through charity in which is inno-

cence.

". As innocence is the primary thing in the

Lord's Kingdom, and is the Celestial itself there, and as

the sacrifices and burnt-offerings represented the spiritual

and celestial things of the Lord's Kingdom ; therefore

the essential itself of His Kingdom, which is innocence,

was rej)resented by the lambs ; and therefore the con-

tinual burnt-offering was made of lambs, one in the

morning, and the other between the evenings . . . and
two on the Sabbath days . . . and by still more lambs
on stated feasts. 111.

. The reason a parturient woman, after the days
of her cleansing were passed, was to offer a lamb for a

burnt- ottering, or a young dove, or a turtle, (Lev.xii.6),

was that there might be signified the effect of conjugial

love, which is innocence ; and because inf^mts— inno-

cence. 10132".

3995^. Hence it is that 'spotted,' in the Original

Language, is expressed by a word which also means
'lambs.' 111.

4021. 'And Jacob separated the lambs' (Gen.xxx.40)

= as to innocence
;
(for) ' lambs ' = innocence.

5913. See Flock, here.

7073. See Innocence, here.

7832. A lamb, or a she-goat, which, here, are 'a small

cattle' = innocence ; a lamb, the innocence of the
interior man . . .

78396. By 'a burnt-offering from a lamb' (Ezek.xlvi.

13) is meant the worship of the Lord from the good of

innocence.

7840. ' Thou shalt take from the lambs and from the
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she-goats' (Ex.xii.5)=:the good of innocence interior and
exterior. Ex.

[A.]9i27«. ' The blood of tlie Lamb' = innocent blood
;

for 'the Lamb ' = innocence.

9295^. The burnt-offering from lambs, etc. = the wor-

ship of the Lord from the quality of that good (that is,

from good not as yet fully purified).

9391. Lambs and sheep signitieJ the good of inno-

cence and of charity in the internal or spiritual man . . .

®. 'To eat the lambs from the flock' (Amosvi.4)

=:to learn and appropriate to themselves the goods of

innocence which are of the internal or spiritual man.

9990". The purification of the internal itself, which is

inmost, was represented by the burut-ofierings and

sacrifices from lambs. 10042*.

10132. 'Two lambs the sons of a year every day (con-

stantly)' (Ex.xxix.38) = the good of innocence in every

state (in all Divine worship). ' Lambs '=: the good of

innocence. 111.

^. The inmost good of innocence is signified by
'a lamb' (Is.xi.).

^ That 'a lamb ' = the good of innocence in

general; and, in special, the inmost good of innocence,

may be evident from the fact that it is mentioned in

the first place ; and also from the fact that the Lord

Himself is called 'the Lamb.'
^. As the Lord when in the world was, as to His

Human, innocence itself ; and as, therefore, all inno-

cence proceeds from Him, He is called 'the Lamb,' and

'the Lamb of God.' 111.

''. As 'lambs' — those who are in innocence, the

Lord said to Peter, first, 'Feed j\Iy lambs'. . . 'Lambs,'

here, = those who are in the good of love to the Lord;

for these are in the good of innocence above all others.
''. As by 'lambs' are meant those who are in love

to Him, thus in the good of innocence, it is said, that

'He will gather them in His arm, and carry them in

His bosom ;' for they are conjoined with the Lord by
love . . .

^. From these things it may now be evident what
is signified by the burnt-offerings and sacrifices from

lambs, and why they were made every day, every

Sabbath, every new moon, and every feast ; on the

feast of the passover, each day ; and why, at the feast

of the passover, a lamb was eaten, which was called the

paschal lamb. III. and Ex.
^^. From these things it may be evident that by

'a lamb' is signified the good of innocence. . . This is

especially evident from the fact that the Lord Himself

is called 'the Lamb' . . . and also that those are called

'lambs' who love the Lord. 111.

^-. The good of innocence is signified not only by
'a lamb,' but also by 'a ram,' and 'a bullock ;' but

with this difference, that by 'a lamb' is signified the

inmost good of innocence . . , (Continued under Inno-

cence, here.) 10137^''.

^^. Its being said that the lamb which was offered

in the burnt-offering was to be the son of a year, signi-

fied that when a lamb exceeded a year it was a sheep
;

and as a lamb was as it were the infant of a sheep, there

was signified by it such good as is of infancy, which is

the good of innocence. Hence also it was, that lambs

were ottered for a burnt-offering in the first month of
the year, when the passover was . . . also on the day of
the firstfruits . . . and on the day in which they waved
the sheaf. 111. For by (these times) there was also

signified a state of infancy, thus a state of innocence.

10133. It treats of purification from evils and falsities

by the good of innocence ; for this good is signified by
'lambs;' and the purification from evils and the
derivative falsities, by the burnt-offering from them . . .

H. 1 10. Sheep and lambs correspond to affections of
the spiritual mind.

2S2. Hence the Lord is called 'the Lamb;' for 'a
lamb ' = innocence.

N. I-. By 'God and the Lamb' is meant the Lord as

to the Divine Itself and the Divine Human.

S. i8'^ 'A lamb' (in the Word) = innocence.

R. Pref.2. 'The Lamb ' = the Lord as to the Divine
Human. 6. 256. 288. 291. 339. 368.

269. 'A lamb slain' (Rev. v.6) = His Human not ac-

knowledged in the Church as Divine. 589. E.315.

295. 'When the Lamb opened the first of the seals'

(Rev.vi.i) = exploration by the Lord , . .

383. 'The Lamb who is in the midst of the throne

shall feed them' (Rev. vii. 17) = that the Lord alone will

teach them. By 'the Lamb in tlie midst of the throne'

is signified the Lord as to the Divine Human in the

inmost, and thus in all things of Heaven.

588. 'The names not written in the Lamb's book of

life' (Rev.xiii.8) = except those who believe in the

Lord.

595. 'He had two horns like a lamb' (ver. ii)=:that

tliey vaunt their things as if they were Divine truths of

the Lord, because from the Word ; for by 'a lamb' is

meant the Lord as to the Divine Human, and also as to

the Word, which is the Divine truth from the Divine

good. Hence it is that upon this beast, which is also

the false prophet, there appeared two horns like a

lamb . . .

612. 'Behold a Lamb standing upon the Mount Sion

. . .' (Rev.xiv. i) = the Lord now in the New Heaven

. . . by 'the Lamb' is meant the Lord as to the Divine

Human.

636-. It is said '(he shall be tormented) before the

Angels and the Lamb' (ver. 10) because these loves are

against Divine truths, and against the Lord who is

the Word ; for by ... ' the Lamb ' is signified the Lord

as to the Divine Human, and at the same time as to the

Word. 743.

662. 'By 'the song of the Lamb' (Rev.xv.3) is signi-

fied confession from faith concerning the Divinity of the

Lord's Human ; for by ' the Lamb ' is meant the Lord as

to the Divine Human. 918. 932.

743. 'These shall fight with the Lamb, but the Lamb
shall overcome them ; because He is Lord of lords and

King of kings' (Rev.xvii. i4) = the Lord's combat with

them concerning the acknowledgment of His Divine

Human, because in it the Lord is the God of Heaven

and earth, and also the Word.

812. 'For the marriage of the Lamb is come' (Rev.
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xix. 7) = because henceforth there is a full marriage of

the Lord and the Church. In order that this may be

signified, it is said 'the Lamb,' and by 'the Lamb' is

meant the Lord as to the Divine Human. E. 1219.

903. 'The Lamb' = the Lord. 919. 925.

M. 75^. AVhere he-lambs and she-lambs were pastur-

ing.

T. 144-. Who does not know that the Lord was not

that 'Lamb,' nor in that 'Lamb ;' but that the 'Lamb'

was a representation of His innocence ?

D. 4785''. As (the Moravians) do not acknowledge the

Lord as God, but as a man, in common discourse they

call Him the Lamb, and by this they understand one

who is innocent. 4810.

E. 9^. 'Lambs ' = those who are in the good of inno-

cence and of love to the Lord. Refs.

67. 'Lambs '= celestial good. Refs.

220^. 'The Lamb ' = His Divine Human.

279''. 'To eat the lambs from the flock '= to imbibe

the Knowledges of internal good, or of the spiritual

man.

297. The Divine truth from the Lord is called 'the

Son of Man,' but here 'the Lamb.'
^. 'God'= the Lord as to Divine good ; and 'the

Lamb,' as to Divine truth.

314. 'A Lamb standing '= the Lord as to the Divine

Human . . . because 'a lamb' = the good of innocence,

and the good of innocence is the good itself of Heaven
which proceeds from the Lord . . .

, It is believed . . . that the Lord is called 'the

Lamb' from the fact that the continual burnt-offering

. . . was of lambs, and especially on the days of the

passover when a lamb was also eaten, and because the

Lord suffered Himself to be sacrificed ; but this reason

for the name is for those . . . who do not think beyond
the sense of the letter . . . Bat in Heaven . . . when a

lamb is mentioned, or when 'lamb' is read in the Word,
then the Angels . . . perceive the good of innocence ;

and when the Lord is so called, they perceive His

Divine Human, and at the same time the good of inno-

cence which is from Him. -, 111.

^. By 'the lambs which He will gather in His

arms' are signified those who are in love to Him. This

love is that which, regarded in itself, is innocence . . .

and because this love is signified by 'lambs,' it is also

said 'He shall gently lead those which are sucklings.'
'''. 'A lamb' = innocence of the inmost degree . . .

*. As 'a lamb' = innocence . . .

'. As 'lambs' = those who are in love to the Lord,

which love is one with innocence . . .

^ By 'lambs,' etc. are signified the three degrees

of the good of innocence . . . ^.

**. As by 'a lamb' is signified innocence, which,

regarded in itself, is love to the Lord, therefore by 'a

lamb,' in the supreme sense, is signified the Lord as to

the Divine Human ; for the Lord as to that was inno-

cence itself 111.

-^°. As . . . the burnt-offerings signified all repre-

sentative worship from the good of love . . . therefore

'every day, morning and evening, a burnt -offering of

lambs was made.' 'On every Sabbath, of two lambs,

besides the continual burnt-offering of them.' 'At the

beginnings of the months, of seven lambs.' In like

manner 'on the day of the first-fruits.' In like manner
•'in the seventh month, when there was a holy convoca-

tion.' In like manner, to wit, 'of seven lambs on each

day of the passover . .
.' 111.

. On account of this representation, there was

also instituted the paschal supper of 'lambs, or kids'

(Ex.xii. 1-29) ; for by the feast of the passover there was
represented the glorification of the Lord's Human.

337. 'The Lamb'=the Lord as to the Divine Human.
456. 864.

343. 'The Lamb ' = the Divine truth proceeding.

412. 'The Lamb ' = the Lord as to Divine truth. 460.

482. 936.

460^. It is said 'He that sitteth upon the throne, and

the Lamb,' and by both is meant the Lord; by 'He
that sitteth upon the throne,' Himself as to the Divine

good ; and by 'the Lamb,' Himself as to Divine truth,

both from His Divine Human . . . and therefore also

elsewhere there is mentioned the Lamb alone upon the

throne (111.) 482.
<^. That by 'the Lamb' is meant the Divine

Human of the Lord ; and, in the relative sense, the

good of innocence. Ref.

476. 'The blood of the Lamb' = the Divine truth pro-

ceeding from the Lord. -,Ex.

78c®. By 'a lamb' is signified innocence.

816. 'Like a lamb'= ... as if from the Lord.

817^-. The celestial goods and derivative truths in

which are the Angels in the Third Heaven, were signi-

fied l>y (the sacrifices of) lambs . . .

888. 'The Lamb ' = the Divine Human of the Lord
;

here (Rev.xiv. 10) the Divine which proceeds from the

Lord, which is Divine good united to Divine truth in

the Heavens ; here, therefore, the Divine good . . .

936. 'The Lamb' = the Lord as to Divine truth, thus

as to the Word, for this is Divine truth. Hence, be-

cause it is said ' Moses and the Lamb,' there is signified

the Word of the Old and of the New Testament . . .

1038'. Hence . . . the Lord Himself, from Divine in-

nocence, is called 'the Lamb.'

1072. 'To fight with the Lamb' = to have controversy

concerning the holiness of the Word, and concerning

the Power of the Lord to save men. . . 'And the Lamb
shall overcome them ' = that He will rescue those who
want to be instructed and led by Him through the

^^'ord.

Lam.e. Claudns.

Halt, To. Clajiduare.

A. 210^. In the Word such are called 'the lame,' and

'the blind.'

2417^. Some they called the lame . . . 4302-\

4302. 'He halting upon his thigh' (Gen. xxxii.3i) =
that truths were not yet disposed into that order so that

all together with good might enter celestial spiritual

good. 'To halt'— to be in good in which as yet are no
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genuine truths, but general ones into which genuine

truths can he insinuated, and such as do not disagree

with genuine truths. ^,Ilh

[A. 4302.]''. Thus 'the lame '= those who are in good,

but not in genuine good, on account of their ignorance

of truth ; in such good as are the Gentiles who live

in mutual charity. 111. *.

". By ' the foot which was to be cut off' is meant

the Natural . . . Thus that on account of the disagree-

ment and dissuasion of the natural man it is better to

be in simple good, although in the denial of truth . . .

is signified by 'to enter halt into life' (Markiv.45;

Matt.xviii.8).

'. By 'the lame,' in the Word, are also signified

those who are in no good, and thence in no truth. 111.

*. In the Original Language 'the lame, is ex-

pressed by one word, and 'he that halteth,' by an-

other; and by 'the lame,' in the proper sense, are

signified those who are in natural good, into which

spiritual truths cannot inflow, on account of natural

appearances and the fallacies of the senses ; and, in the

opposite sense, those who are in no natural good, but in

evil, which completely hinders the influx of spiritual

truth : whereas by 'one -who halteth,' in the proper

sense, are signified those who are in natural good, into

which general truths are admitted, but on account of

their ignorance, not particular and singular ones ; and,

in the opposite sense, those who are in evil, and who

thus do not admit even general truths.

4314. In the internal historical sense, by 'he was

halting upon his thigli' is signified that goods and

truths were completely destroyed with that posterity.

... 'To halt upon the thigh ' = those who are in no

good, and thence in no truth . . .

6413-. 'The lame one shall lea]) as a hart' (Is.xxxv.

6) ... By 'the lame one' is signified him who is in

good, but not as yet in genuine good. £.455-".

90145. 'One that supporteth himself with a staff",' or

one who is lame (2 Sam. iii. 29) = those with whom all

good is destroyed.

9042^. 'One lame' (Jer.xxxi.8) = one who is in good

but not genuine on account of ignorance of truth.

9209^.

E. 223". 'The lame,' etc. (Luke xiv. 21) = those who

are not in truths and goods, but still long for them.

( = those who because they had not the Word were in

ignorance of truth, and thence in want of good ; but

who still longed for truths, through which they would

have good. 652^-.

)

518*. By 'the lame who shall leap as a hart,' is sig-

nified him who is not in genuine good, because not in

the Knowledges of truth and good.

7211". 'One lame' (Jer.xxxi.8)= one who is not in

goods.

Lamech. Lamech.

A. 332. In the last of these heresies, which is called

'Lamech,' nothing of faith any longer remained.

384. That all the good of charity afterwards perished,

is evident from 'Lamech' (Gen. iv. 19-24).

406. By 'Lamech' is signified vastation, or that there

was no faith ; as is evident from verses 23, 24 : tliat

'he slew a man to his wound, and a little one to his

bruise ;' where by 'a man' is meant faith, and by 'a

little one,' or a little child, charity.

409. Lamech, who was the sixth in order, utterly

denied even faith.

. Adah and Zillah are called 'the wives of

Lamech,' who was of no faith, as the Internal and the

External Church of the Jews, who also were of no faith

. . . are also called ' wives.

'

428. From these things ... it is manifestly evident

that by 'Lamech' is signified vastation ; for he says

that 'he had slain a man, and a little one ;' and that

'Cain should be avenged sevenfold, and Lamech seventy

and seven times.'

441®. After the Church had been extinguished by

those who are called 'Cain,' and finally 'Lamech.'

465. The ninth Church was called 'Lamech.' 523.

467. Lamech is described—that with him there was

nothing left of the perception of the Most Ancient

Church.

485. That Churches of diff'erent doctrines were called

by a like name, is evident from those which in the pre-

ceding chapter were called 'Enoch,' and 'Lamech,'

being diflferent from those which are here called 'Enoch,'

and 'Lamech.'

526. By 'Lamech' is here signified the ninth Church,

in which there was so general and obscure a perception

of truth and good that it was almost none, thus a

vastated Church. 527.

527. 'Lamech,' in the preceding chapter, has nearly

the same signification as here, namely, vastation. . .

'Lamech' means what is destroyed.

532. By 'Lamech' is signified the Church vastated.

533. Both of these Churches, which are called

'ilethuselah' and 'Lamech,' expired immediately before

the Flood.

Lament. Lamentare.

Lamentation. Lamentatio.

Lamentable. LamentaMHs.
See Woe ; and under 'HLov^.^-plangore.

A. 699^. I heard miserable lamentations ... D. 228.

8146. When they fell through the fire they lamented

much.

1395*^. Hence a lamentable state is ])roduced,

2057^. Hence dissociation, which . . . puts itself

forth in lamentable states . . .

70876. That the Spiritual Church lamented before

the Divine. Tr.

77736. Then the state there is lamentable ; for then

come fiercenesses and cruelties.

7782. Interior lamentation. Sig.

6_ Because the greater the lamentation is, the

more interior it is.

8289^. But this glorying of theirs was changed into

lamentation-/am<;w<M?/i, when the Lord came into the

world. Sig.
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8573. Interior lamentation, and intercession. Sig.

W. i88e. Most of all do (the Angels) lament over

the coniirmations concerning faith separated from

charity . . .

284^. Becanse the Angels have lamented before the

Lord, that when they look into the world they see

nothing but darkness . . .

R. 99". (Those being infested) lament, saying that

they have done good . . . and yet now they cannot . . .

416. The deepest lamentation over the damned state

of those in the Church . . . Sig.

. By 'Woe' is signified lamentation over the evil

with anyone, and thence over his unhappy state.

441. Further lamentations over the devastation of

the Church. Sig.

471. A grievous lamentation that the Church is taken

away from Him. Sig.

518. A lamentation over the perverted state of the

Church, and finally a last lamentation, of which here-

after. Sig.

558. A lamentation over those who are in the in-

ternals and in the externals of the doctrine of faitli

alone, and thence in evils of life . . . Sig.

D. 3216^. He lamented miserably.

4109. So lamentable are the states into which they

are driven.

5059®. They induced a pain in my left eye, even to

lamentation.

E. 39 1^^ A lamentation over all things of the Church
vastated. Sig.

531. A ginevous lamentation over the changes of the

state of the Church at its end. Sig.

555®. 'Mourning,' and 'lamentation' (Jer.ix.2o) = on

account of the Church vastated as to truths and as to

good.

601^*. Grievous grief and lamentation over all things

of the Church. Sig.

654-^^. Lamentation concerning the damnation of

those who avert themselves. Sig.

710''. Over whom there is lamentation.

721^-. Their lamentation that they are in that

Church. Sig.

730^^. The lamentations of those who are natural,

and .still long for ti-uths. Sig.

Lamentations. Tlirenae.

E. 357'-"'. In the Lamentations it treats of the vasta-

tion of all the good and of all the truth with the Jewish

nation, on account of the application of the sense of the

letter of the Word to favour their own loves.

Lamina. Lamina. D.3807. 3808. 4463.

E. 439''. 'The pieces of silver' (Ps.lxviii.3o) = the

tiuths of the Cliurch. 627'-'.

Lamp. See under Luminary.

Lamp. Lampas.
A. 7i6\ Here, 'the seven lamps whicli went forth

VOL, IV,

from the throne of God' (Rev.iv.5) are seven lamps-
lucernat.

30796, 'The lamps' (of the ten virgins)= love.

4638. 'Who took their lamps' (Matt.xxv. i) = spiritual

things in which is what is celestial, or truths in which
is good ; or, what is the same, faith in which is charity

towards the neighbour ; and charity in which is love to

the Lord . . . But 'lamps in which there is no oil '= the

same in which there is no good.

5313^. 'The seven lamps of tire burning ' = affections

of truth from good, which also inflict injuries on those

who are not in good ; and therefore they are called ' the

seven Spirits of God ' . , .

7072. A garden full of lights and lamps. D.1431.

See \iPCAV-lucerna, here.

Tjy?)^. The same (persuasive) faith is also meant by
'the lamps without oil' with the five foolish virgins

. . . By 'lamps' are signified the truths of faith, and by

'oil' the good of charity ; thus by 'lamps without oil,'

the truths of faith without the good of charity.

8989^. 'To have oil in their lamps '= the good of

charity in the truths of faith,

9182^1, The virgins who 'had oil in their lamps ' =
those who have good in their truths ; but those who
'had not oil in their lamps ' = those who have not good

in their truths, 9192^

9369^. 'Oil in the lamps '= good in the faith.

9780". 'Oil in the lamps'= the good of love and of

charity in the truths of faith.

98i8-'', The lamps are called 'the Spirits of God ;
' for

'lamps' = Divine truths.

S. 17-. 'The lamps' (Matt.xxv.)=the truths of faith.

P.3289. M.44e.

Life 26. It has been given to see and hear manj'

after death who enumerated their good works and exer-

cises of piety . . . among I have also seen some who had

lamps and no oil . , , it was found that they had not

shunned evils as sins . . .

R. 237. 'The seven lamps of fire before the throne,

which are the seven Spirits of God ' = the New Church

thence in Heaven and on earth from the Lord through

the Divine truth proceeding from Him. By 'the seven

lamps' are here signified the like as by 'the seven

candlesticks,' and also by 'the seven stars' (which) = the

Xew Church on earth . . . and the New Church in the

Heavens. And as the Church is the Church from the

Divine which proceeds from the Lord, which is the

Divine Truth and is called 'the Holy Spirit,' therefore

it is said, ' which are the seven Spirits of God.'

408, 'There fell a gi-eat star from Heaven burning as

it were a torch' (Rev.viii. io):=the appearance of Own
intelligence from conceit originating from infernal love.

... By 'a star' and also by 'a torch' is signified intelli-

gence ; here, Own intelligence, because it was seen to

burn ; and all Own intelligence burns from conceit . . .

e_ '^ torch,' or ' lamp ' = intelligence.

M. 2oe. Followed by the six virgins with their

kindled lamps in their hands.

T, i69<=. The Divine Trinity in the minds of men , . ,

ought to shine like a lamp.
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[T.] 185'. The temple was illuminated with lights and

lamps in abundance.

353-. Compared to the lighting up of temples by

manifold candelabra ; of houses by chandeliers ; and of

streets by lamps.

3966. Like a lamp in the hand without a candle

lighted, such as was in the hands of the five foolish

virgins . . .

606. By 'lamps' are meant such things as are of the

understanding.

E. 183^. Lamps' (Rev.iv.) = Divine truths.

187*. 'Lamps' (Matt.xxv.)= the things which are of

faith. 212*.

250'^. 'A lamp' (Matt. XXV. ) = faith.

252^. 'The lamps' (Matt.xxv.) = the truths of faith.

. 37 5«. 840^. 1 1 89-.

274. 'Seven lamps of fire burning before the throne,

which are the seven Spirits of God'= Divine truth itself

united to Divine good proceeding from the Lord's

Divine love. . . For ' lamps ' = truths ; hence 'the seven

lamps' = all truth in the complex, which is Divine

truth.

2. 'That ' lamps '= truths, which are called the

truths of faith. 111.

. 'To light my lamp' (Ps.xviii.28) = to enlighten

the understanding through Divine truth.

*. See LAMV-luce7-7ia, here.

375'*^ They who know truths from the Word or from

the doctrine of the Church, and are not in the good of

love and of charity, that is, do not live according to

them, are 'the virgins who have no oil in their lamps,'

and who are therefore not admitted into Heaven. But

they who are in the good of love and of charity, and are

thence in truths from the Word, or from the doctrine of

the Church, are 'the virgins who have oil in their

lamps,' and are received into Heaven.

517. 'There fell a great star from heaven burning as

it were a torch '= the truth of the Word falsified from

Own love. . . 'A torch' (or 'lamp') = the truth of the

Word, of doctrine, and of faith.

675^. 'The lamps' (Matt. xxv.)= the Knowledges of

truth and good ; here, from the Word ; and also the

truths of doctrine and of faith.

Lamp. Lucerna.

A. 716*. See Candlestick, here.

886. The reason oil of olive was employed for the

. . . lamps (Ex.xxvii.20) was that it represented every-

thing celestial . . .

2_ 'The lamps' (Zech.iv. 2)= celestial things, from

which are spiritual things ; as from flame ... is light.

2832^. 'A lamp' (Ps.cxxxii. I7)= the light of truth.

4335-. 'The light of a lamp shall not shine' (Rev.

xviii.23) = no intelligence of truth.

7072^. Afterwards it was allowed to represent before

(the Spirits of Mercury) a very pleasant garden full of

lights and lamps
; then they stayed . . . because lights

with lamps=Truths which shine from good. D. 1431.

9548^. That 'a lamp' = faith, and the intelligence of

truth and the wisdom of good, which are from the Lord

alone, is evident from the places in the Word . . . where

'a lamp' is mentioned. ^,111.

'. 'The lamp' (Rev.xxi.23) = the Divine truth

which is from the Lord.

**. It treats here of the extinction of faith and of

the derivative intelligence in spiritual things ; which

are 'the lamp which shall no longer be,' and 'the light

of the lamp which shall be taken away' (Rev.xviii.23
!

Jer.xxv. 10).

'Thy Word is a lamp unto my foot' (Fs.cxix.

". 'The lamp of the body is the eye . .
.' (Matt.

As faith, and the derivative intelligence and

wisdom, are signified by 'a lamp,' the kings of Judah
are called 'the lamps of David' (i Kings xi. 36; xv.4

;

2 Kings viii. 19) ; and David is called 'the lamp of

Israel' (2 Sam.xxi. 17) : not that the kings of Judah

were lamps, nor David ; but because by a king is

signified the Divine truth which is from the Lord ; and

by David the Lord as to the Divine truth ; from which

are faith, intelligence, and wisdom.

9569. 'Thou shalt make the lamps thereof, seven'

(Ex.xxv.37) = the holy spiritual things thence; (for)

'a lamp' = faith and the intelligence of truth, which are

from the Lord alone ; thus the Spiritual ; for the Divine

truth which is from the Lord, and through which are

faith, intelligence, and wisdom, is the Spiritual. . . The
reason the lamps were seven in number, was that the

Divine truth, from which are faith, intelligence, and

wisdom, is what is called holy . . .

9684''. 'The lamp, which is the Lamb,' that is, the

Lord, = faith, and the derivative intelligence of truth

and wisdom of good, which are from the Lord alone.

9783. 'To cause the lamp to go up constantly' (Ex.

xxvii. 20) = faith thence, and through faith the intel-

ligence of truth and the wisdom of good from the Lord.

. . . The reason 'a lamp ' = faith, is that the Divine

truth i)roceeding from the Lord is the light in the

Heavens. This light, received by the Angels there, or

by man, is like a lamp
; for it illuminates all things of

the mind, and gives intelligence and wisdom. Light,

received, is faith. But it is to be known that faith is

not a lamp, nor an illuminator of the mind, unless it is

from charity . . .

9930*. 'A lamp' (Ps.cxxxii. i7) = the Divine truth

from which is intelligence.

10133''. 'A lamp' (Ex.xxvii.2o)= the truth and good

of faith. Refs.

10201. 'In dressing the lamps. .
.' (Ex. xxx. 7) =

when truth also comes into its light. 'Lamps ' = Divine

truth, and the derivative intelligence and wisdom.

That 'to dress or kindle them — when those things

come into their light, is evident. 10202.

10400*. Doctrine as a lamp. (See Doctkine, here.)

10582=*. S.52. 54. 59. E.3562.

10584-. That doctrine made from the Word by one

who is illustrated must be as a lamp to the understand-

ing. Refs.

H. 108. Their wax serves mankind for candles in tlie

whole world.
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P. 250*. Kindle a lamp, and inquire . . .

R. 43^ There is nothing said about the lamps of

these (seven) candlesticks ; but in what follows it is

said that the Holy Jerusalem, that is, the New Church,

has 'no need of the sun, nor of the moon, because its

lamp is the Lamb . . .;' and further, 'They have no

need of a lamp, because the Lord God enlightens them'

(Rev.xxii.5) ; for those who will be of the Lord's New
Church are only candlesticks, which will shine from the

Lord.

796. 'The light of a lamp shall not shine in thee any

more' (Rev.xviii.23) = that with those . . , there is not

any enlightenment from the Lord and the derivative

perception of spiritual truth.

919. 'Because the glory of God hath enlightened it,

and its lamp is the Lamb ' = that the men of that

Church . . . from the Divine truth of the Word are in

spiritual light from the Lord alone. . . Because this

enlightenment is from the Lord, it is said, 'and its

lamp is the Lamb.'

940. 'They have no need of a lamp' (Rev.xxii.5)=
that ... in the New Jerusalem men will not be in

Knowledges concerning God from natural lumen. Ex.

T. 185^. See LAUP-Iampas, here.

606. The regenerate are like the lamps of the candle-

stick in the tabernacle.

D. 5415. A miraculous lamp always burning (of the

Jesuits there). 54 17, Ex.

E. 62^. As a candlestick derives its representative

from its lamps, and the lamps from the light, which in

Heaven is Divine truth, therefore the Lord also is called

'a lamp.' 111.

223^^ By 'a lamp,' in general, is signified truth from

good and the derivative intelligence.

272^. 'A lamp' (Ps.cxxxii.) = Divine truth from which
is Divine intelligence.

274^. The eye is here called 'a lamp,' or a lamp-
lampas-shining, because 'the eye '= the understanding

of truth, and thence also the truth of faith.

316^**. That the Lord as to Divine truth proceeding

from His Divine good is called 'a lamp.' Ref.

638^". By the fire kindled in the lamps (in the taber-

nacle) was signified spiritual love, which is love towards

the neighbour ; in like manner by the oil of olive . . .

of which was the fire.

684^. 'I will dispose a lamp for Mine Anointed'

(Ps.cxxxii.i7) = the enlightenment of Divine truth from

the unition of the Divine and the Human in the Lord
;

'a lamp ' = Divine truth as to enlightenment.

1081*. The eye ... is called 'a lamp,' from the light

of truth, which man has from understanding and faith.

1089^. Unless doctrine is the lamp.

1 188. 'The light of a lamp shall not shine in thee

any more '= that there is nothing of the truth of Heaven

and of the Church. . . 'A lamp,' or a candlestick, =
Heaven and the Church.

Lamp. Lychtiarium.

M. 20. At the walls there hung lamps of silver.

T. 353-. Compared to the lighting ... of houses by
chandeliers.

Lance. Lanceola.

A. 2799-^ A lance, etc. = truth.

Land. See EARTH-Z^rr^.

Lands, i Ost. D.5731.

Lane. See Broad places.

Lang. D.5870.

Language. See under Tongue.

Languor. Languor.

Languid. Latigiiidus.

Languish. Languescere, Elanguescere.

A. 6078^ The spiritual life (then) languishes . . .

9325''. 'Jehovah shall remove from thee ... all the

evil languors of Egypt' (Deut.vii. 15).

E. 152^ 'A languid heart' (Lam.v.i7) = the will of

good no longer.

304^. 'The land '= the Church, which is said 'to

mourn and languish' (Is.xxxiii.9) when falsities begin

to be . . . acknowledged as truths.

340^°. 'The evil languors of Egypt '= the falsities

originating from the evils in the natural man.

376-''. 'To mourn and languish' (Is.xxiv.7) = the

deprivation of (the truth of the Church).

401^'. 'She that hath borne seven languisheth' (Jer.

xv.9)=that the Church . . . would perish. 721^.

654^^ That neither shall there be any Knowledges of

truth which are of the Church, is signified by, 'all the

trees of the field shall languish upon him' (Ezek.xxxi.

15).

''*. 'To be sad,' and 'to languish' (Is. xix. 8) = to

labour.

697^. Occurs.

730^-'. The devastation and desolation of the Know-
ledges of good and truth from the natural sense of the

Word, are signified by 'to mourn, languish,' etc. (Is.

xxxiii.9).

741^". The desolation of the Church is described by
'to mourn,' 'to be confounded,' and 'to languish' (Is.

xxiv.4).

Lantern. See Lamp.

Laodicea. Laodicea.

Laodiceans. Laodkenses.

A. 102271^. 'To the Angel of the Church of the

Laodiceans . .
.

' It here treats of the Church which

places everything of the Church in bare Knowledges,

and thence exalts itself above others.

P. 18. They who are in evil and at the same time in

good are meant by these words of the Lord to the

Church of the Laodiceans . . .

R. l54,Pref. On those who alternately believe from

themselves, and from the Word, and thus profane holy
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things, who are described by the Church in Laodicea.
These . . . are called to the Lord's New Church.

[R.] 198. 'To the Angel of the Church of the Laodi-
ceans write' (Rev. iii. 14) = to those and concerning those
ill the Church, who believe alternately from' themselves
and from the Word, and thus profane holy things. . .

There are some in the Churcli who lielieve and do not
believe

; as that there is a God, that the Word is holy,

that there is an eternal life, and many things which are

of the Church and its doctrine ; and still they do not
believe them. They believe them when they are in

their sensuous Natural, yet they do not believe them
when they are in their rational Natural ; thus they
believe them when they are in externals, and con-

sequently when they are in society and in speech with
others ; but they do not believe them when tliey are in

internals, consequently when they are not in society

with others, and are then in speech with themselves.
Of these it is said that they 'are neither cold nor hot,'

and that they 'are to be spewed out.' 202, Ex. 204.

206. That they believe themselves to ]iossess in all

abundance the Knowledges of truth and good , . .

Sig.

208. That they do not know that all the things they
know and think concerning the truths and goods of the
Church do not at all cohere . . . Sig.

209. That they are devoid of truths and goods. Sig.

210. That they are devoid of the understanding of

truth and the will of good. Sig.

211. An admonition that they should acquire the

good of love from the Lord through the AVonl, in order

that they may be wise. Sig.

212. That they should acquire the genuine truths of

wisdom. Sig.

215. That those of them who do thu.s are loved by
the Lord ; and that then they cannot but be let into

temptations, in order that they may fight against

themselves. Sisr.

E. 227. 'To the Angel of the Church of the Laodi-

ceans write ' = those who are in faith alone, thus who
are in faith separated from charity. 23i-,Ex, 233.

256. In the address to the Churches in Philadelphia

and Laodicea, faith according to life is treated of.

^ As in the things written to this last Church,

namely Laodicea, it has treated of those who are in the

doctrine of faith alone ; and at the end there also

concerning the faith of charity ; to the things said

above it is to be added that love makes Heaven ; and as

it makes Heaven it also makes the Church . . .

Lap. Lambere.

A. 3242^. In Judges vii. etc., each and all things

are representative of the falsification of truth, and of

punishment on that account, even to this, that they
were destroyed by such things as are signified by *to

lap waters with the tongue, like a dog' (ver.5,6),

7620. The flame lapped round about the hand.

R. 455". Serpents . . . lap the dust.

463. The great head (of the turtle) licked their hands.

D. 2973. The black cow licked her hand.

4729. The little dog . . . licked her lips.

E. 406'". By 'enemies' are signified evils, of which it

is said that they '.shall lick the dust' (Ps.lxxii.9), that

is, that they are damned.

455®- Py 'Midian' are here (Judg.vii.) meant those

who do not care for truth, because they are merely
natural and external ; and therefore they were smitten
by those who lapped waters in their hand with their

tongue, as a dog lappeth
; for by these are meant those

who have an appetite for truths, thus who from some
natural aff'ection strive to know truths ; for by 'a dog'

is signified appetite and desire; by 'waters,' truths;

and by 'to lap them with the tongue,' is signified to

have an appetite for, and to strive after from desire.

5 M. 23. The eagles licked np-efom6e6an<-the vis-

cosity like water.

Lapis lazuli. Lapis lazuli.

M. 12. Before the gate of the j)alace there were six

high columns of lapis lazuli.

Laplanders. Lappones.

D. 419. That certain, in special the Laplanders and

the like, are ruled by the phantasy that they are

carrying infants, and want to show them to the Lord of

Heaven.
. There are those who, when they come into the

othei- life, are ruled by the imagination that they have

infants within their arms, as many as they can carry,

placed without order, provided there is a multitude of

them ; and at the same time have boys and girls placed

before them, in a row, and thus they seek where is the

Lord of the place, wanting to show Him their infants

and children ; but still, when they were questioned,

tliey said that they want to support their children.

These, when interrogated, were found to be like those

who were formerl3'inLapland-iya///yowiae, with garments

not dissimilar. But this has now been begun because

now they have been instructed. Before, they did not

come so, but having sent forth two with dusky hair,

they entered with ofl'ensive little animals. These, on

account of their love of infants, are more acceptable

than many others ; for the Heavens love this.

Lapsarians. Lapsarii.

B. 66'-. Imported into their Church from the Supra-

and Infra-Lapsarians.

T. 72. Then a certain Supra-Lapsarian Predestinarian

from the Hollanders said . . .

i83-''. According to the Supra-Lapsarians . . .

Larman. Larmajt. D.6012.

Larynx. Larynx.
A. 4791. Those who love the Word of the Lord, and

thence long for the Knowledges of truth and good,

belong to the province of the tongue ; but with the

difl'erence, that some of them belong to . . . the larynx

and trachea . . .

6057. Mentioned. D.Wis.x^

D. Wis. X. 5^. The head of the trachea is called the

laryax.
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Lascivious. Lascivus, Lasciviosus.

Lasciviousness. Lascivia.

Lasciviously. Lascive.

Lascivious, To be. Lascivire.

A. 824. On the Hells of those who have passed their

life in adulteries and lasciviousnesses.

829. Those who in the life of the body think las-

civiously, and who turn whatever others say, even

holy things, into lasciviousness
; even when adult and

old, when nothing of natural lasciviousness blows on

them ; these do not desist so as to think and speak

differently in the other life ; and as their thoughts are

there communicated, and sometimes go forth with other

Spirits into obscene representations, causing scandals,

they undergo the penalty that before the Spirits whom
they have injured they are prostrated horizontally, and

are circumrotated like a roll quickly, from left to right

;

then transversely, in another position ; and so in

another ; naked before all, or half-naked, according to

the quality of the lasciviousness ; and at the same time

shame is infused into them. Then they are revolved

round and round by the head and feet transversely like

axles ; and resistance is instilled, and at the !same time

pain ; for there are two forces acting ; one round and

roirnd, and the other backwards, which is attended with

a painful tearing asunder. When these things have

been executed, an opportunity is given them to with-

draw themselves from the sight of the Spirits ; and

shame is insinuated into them. But still there are

some who try him, as to whether he still persists in

such things ; but so long as he is in a state of shame
and pain, he is on his guard. This penalty appeared in

front at some distance. D. 1694-1696. De Conj.127.

1907^. Conjugial love . . . which is divided among a

number, is not conjugial love, but is [that] of lascivious-

ness.

2307s. When remitted into the life of the evils

innate to him ... he accounted lascivious things as

nothing.

2732". They who have lived in marriage not conjoined

l)y conjugial love, but by lascivious love, are separated

in the other life ; because nothing of lasciviousness is

tolerated in Heaven.

2733. As I perceived that there was what was las-

civious in the ideas of his thought, I spoke to him
about marriage . . .

2735^. The affections and thoughts of (conjugial love)

are represented by diamond-like auras which sparkle as

it were with rubies, and these [are attended with] de-

liciousnesses which affect the inmost things of their

minds ; but as soon as anything of what is lascivious

intervenes, they disappear.

2741. Good and truth continually inflow from the

Lord with all, consequently genuine conjugial love
;

but it is diversely received ; and as it is received, such

does it become. With the lascivious it is turned into

lasciviousness . . .

2742. There] exists with some a certain likeness of

conjugial love . . . with some it is inducetl by the love

of lasciviousness. At first this appears as if it were

conjugial ; for at that time they emulate something of

innocence ; they sport like little children ; they perceive

a joy like something from what is heavenly ; but in

process of time they are not united more and closer,

like those who are in conjugial love, but they are

separated. H.381.

2746. There was a certain Spirit at a middle height

above the head who in the life of the body had lived

lasciviously, (His lascivious life described.) He had

thus extinguished the desire for marriage, and even for

the procreation of children, and had thus contracted an

unnatural nature. All these things were disclosed, and

he was miserably punished . . . and was afterwards cast

into Hell. D.1663. 1664.

4992-. See Lust, here.

5055-. Lest such things as in themselves are most

heavenly should be hurt by filthy thoughts, which are

of lasciviousness . . .

5712-. See Disease, here.

9182-. niegitimate conjunction is that which is

effected not from a conjugial affection, but from some

other affection, as from . . . lasciviousness . . .

10837-. That all things may be done . . . without

lasciviousness, an old man sits behind the maiden

girls . . .

H. 377*^. It has been given to see the quality of the

marriage between those who are in the falsities of evil,

which is called the infernal marriage. They converse

together, and are also conjoined from what is lascivious
;

but interiorly they burn with deadly hatred against

each other.

379. The Angels clearly perceive that marriage with

more than one would close their Internal, and cause that

the love of lasciviousness would introduce itself in

place of conjugial love, which love withdraws from

Heaven.
-. There are few who are in genuine conjugial

love, and they who are not in it know nothing whatever

about the interior delight which is in that love ; but

only about the delight of lasciviousness, which delight,

after a brief cohabitation, is turned into what is un-

delightful.

Life 74. By 'to commit adultery' ... in the natural

sense, is . . . also meant to do obscene things, to speak

lascivious things, and to think filthy things.

75. The reason why ... in proportion as anyone

shuns the lasciviousness of adultery, he loves the

chastity of marriage, is that the lasciviousness of

adultery and the chastity of marriage are two opposites
;

and therefore in proportion as he is not in the one, he

is in the other.

76. No one can know what is the quality of the

chastity of marriage except him who shuns the las-

civiousness of adultery as a sin . . .

M. 55-'. The chaste love of the sex ... is the love of

a man towards a maiden or wife who is beautiful in

form and graceful in manners, free from all idea of las-

civiousness ; and contrariwise.

102^. Moral wisdom shuns evils and falsities as

leprosies ; especially lascivious things, which con-

taminate its conjugial love.
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[M.] 1392. See Chaste, here.

140^. That a sphere of lasciviousness pours out from

those who are unchaste, is evident from the statiites

among the sons of Israel, that each and all things were

unclean which those defiled by such things should touch

with their hands.

148-. I have heard from the Angels . . . that the

External from the Internal, which they called the Ex-

ternal of the Internal, is devoid of all lasciviousness,

because the Internal cannot be lascivious, but can only

be chastely deliciated ; and that it imparts the same to

its External . . . Quite different is the External separ-

ated from the Internal—this, thej' said, is lascivious in

general and in every part.

191^. The love descends from the mind, and acts into

the lower things according to their disposition ; and
therefore a lascivious mind acts lasciviously, and a

chaste mind chastely ; and the latter disposes the body,

whereas the former is disposed by the body.

212. The contrary takes place with those who from

being in no love of wisdom are in no conjugial love.

These do not enter into marriages except also with the

end of being lascivious, and in this end there is also

the love of being insane ; for, regarded in itself, every

end is a love ; and lasciviousness in its spiritual origin

is insanity.

240*=. With those (who reject the holy things of the

Church) the interiors . . . are more and more closed up,

and in the body are stopped up ; and then even the love

of the sex becomes vile, or is insanely lascivious in the

interiors of the body, and thence in the lowest things of

their thought. It is these who are meant in the Memor-
able Relation, no. 79.

256. The reason commonness from being continually

allowed is an accidental cause of cold, is that it attaches

to those who think lasciviously about marriage and
about a wife . . .

304^. The state of betrothal with (the unchaste)

answers scarcely any other purpose than that they may
infil their concupiscences with things lascivious, and
by them contaminate the Conjugial of love.

305. In the lowest region of the mind . . . reside all

the concupiscences of evil, and lasciviousnesses ; but in

the higher region, which is called spiritual, there are

not any concupiscences of evil and lasciviousnesses , . .

345. That polygamy is lasciviousness. Gen. art. The
reason is that its love is divided among a number, and
is the love of the sex, and is the love of the external or

natural man, and thus is not conjugial love, which
alone exists chaste. . . Hence polygamous love is las-

civious, and polygamy is lasciviousness. . . Thus, as it

is the love of the sex, it is the love of lasciviousness.

352. If there were a communication (between the

Christian and the Mohammedan Heavens) what is un-
chaste and lascivious would inflow from the Moham-
medans into the Christian Heaven, which could not be

endured there . . . (thus) the Christian Angels would
become natural, and thus adulterers ; or, if they
remained spiritual, they would continually feel about
them what is lascivious, which would intercept all the

bliss of their life.

429. All who are in Hell are in the connubial con-

connection of evil and falsity . . . and as this is adultery.

Hell is also that. Hence it is that all there are in the

lust, lasciviousness, and immodesty of scortatory

love.

4396. I have heard from the Angels that they dis-

criminate in the extremes what is lascivious from what
is not lascivious, as anyone discriminates the fire of

dung . . . from the fire of spices . . . ; and that this is

from the ditterence of the internal delights which enter

into the external ones . . .

511^. Wives resist . . . also from an idea of lascivious-

ness . . .

T. 80. Then she inspired lasciviousness into the

man, which Sirens are dexterously skilled in doing, on

the reception of which he kissed her . . .

313. In the natural sense, by the sixth command-
ment is meant not only to commit adultery, but also to

will and do obscene things, and thence to think and

speak laacivious ones.

590. Like one who alternately . . . satiates his las-

civiousness below with a harlot.

D. 386. That those who indulge in lasciviousnesses

. . . seem to themselves to be in subterranean places.

. They who have loved a lascivious life, being

lascivious in a clandestine way [seem to themselves] to

pass their time in subterranean places, as in cellars,

which are furnished with candles, and indeed with

things like those which belong to their lascivious

licence in secret ; for phantasies reign when they depart

this life, and are turned into like things. But even

these also are infested according to the degree and end

of their lasciviousnesses, as by mice, and by filthy

insects of that kind, which had been inwardly the ends

of their lasciviousness ; and although they are ignorant

that such had been their ends, still they are then mani-

fested by the filthy insects and the like, even until they

abstain from these things ; for a soul is first given by
means of phantasies, by which they are gradually

averted. Thus in place of pleasure they are allotted

direful phantasies, which afterwards take possession of

them, even until they so abhor the pleasures that they

desire nothing of them any longer ; so that at last they

are averse to them ; nay, they abhor them. Thus [is it

done] according to the ends, or the hidden loves. (Their

infestation by filthy little animals further described.

387.)

1663. On the penalty of lasciviousness. (SeeA.2746,

above.

)

1664,5. ^^ '^^'^^ thus punished . . . He was driven

towards an extended rope, upon coming in contact with

which he stooped his head in order to pass under, but

was immediately caught by the back, and fastened to

the rope, and was then made to revolve round ... in

full view of all the Spirits and Angels, and at the same

time shame and pain were struck into him. After he

had been released, he came to me . . . and told me that

he had been such in his life, but still he spoke with

shame ... he also said that he had been so lacerated

that he supposed nothing [of him] was holding together

;

but still he spoke modestly, and repented that he had
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been such ; and therefore^ he had not suffered so much
as others who have led such a lascivious life.

1704. To the things which reign in the mind of a

man, Spirit, or Angel, are bent all the tilings which

they hear. . . Consequently those who are lascivious

(bend) whatever they hear into lascivious visions with

them, and thus into lascivious expressions.

1787. Tliere were certain who in the body had led a

lascivious life, and who also had been infected, and had

infected others with their contagion . . . Not long after

death . . . they came to me ; for they did not know that

they were in the other life ; and I observed that they

wanted to live here in like manner . . . Their life in the

body had been to insidiate with ^\'ives . . . 1788.

3319*^. The spheres of adulteries and of cruelties are

one, together with such lasciviousness as appears to be

conjugial.

3468. The lasciviousness of those (in Gehenna), which

is fiery, was (then) as it were diminished, because the

delight of the other lasciviousness was greater . . .

Hence it was evident that the lasciviousness (of these

adulterous priests) was much more atrocious than the

lasciviousness of those who are in Gehenna . . .

3895. Concerning very lascivious girls. 3897^. De
Conj.55, below.

391 1. On the lascivious.

3912. I perceived that they were such that they were

operated tL rough by others who are lascivious ; they

had been lascivious (women), from no other end than

that lasciviousness might delight them . . .

3922. On the lascivious. There are lascivious men
who have lasciviousness as the sole end. When they

have wives, they
,

do not care for marriages [except]

solely for the sake of lasciviousness, which is their end.

Thus in their marriages they do not desire to have

infants, because as their wife is then pregnant, they

cannot live with her lasciviously
; for the end rules all

things ; and therefore they are prone to lasciviousnesses

outside of those which they have with their wives,

which they practise in foul ways ; and thus they pervert

and carry away into lasciviousnesses those who would

otherwise be good wives. When the lascivious cannot

be with their wife, then they loathe her, and live

lasciviously with harlots, and thus their wives also

become harlots, earing nothing for the conjugial debt,

nor for the procreation of offspring . . . Harlotry in

marriage they account as nothing, provided they can

practise lasciviousnesses
; and they care nothing for

their wives being sucli. These dwell over the head,

rather high up, but a little to the back. Operant ur in

huLbum penis, quern incendiint, ci ei dolorem injliejunt.

3923. Such wives, who have lasciviousness as their

sole end, have also been seen ; one in a sort of kitchen

place, . . Lascivious men, when revolving deceits and

wickednesses in their minds, call such into their com-

pany . . .

3924. Such a lascivious wife . . . had a knife in hei-

hand . . . and in her phantasy there was an infant . . .

because they are such that they have lasciviousnesses

as the end, and thus murder infants, because they do

not desire them, but as it were destroy them by las-

civiousnesses , . . Being inspected by the Angels, they

were represented as filthy conglomerated intestines , . .

Hence it appeared that they were magical women, and

at the same time wickednesses, and deceitful.

4268^. One (method of reducing Spirits into order) is

that some evil Spirits are admitted among the upright

ones, who at once have their sphere with them. The
spheres are such that all who are like them are affected ;

as when there are lasciviousnesses, then all who are

lascivious are excited in a like way . . . and thus they

are separated . . .

4409. The love of lasciviousness was also represented

as external, which does not enter into the mind, but

remains in externals ; and it was insinuated that such

love is for the most part confounded with conjugial

love, when yet it is [that] of lasciviousness ; such also

as there is between a husband and a number of wives . . .

4547. To the right, a little in front (in Hell) are the

brothels of the lascivious ; and those of the voluptuous ;

who are in excrements.

463 1-. These Genii inspire lascivious things in un-

speakable ways.

. These points which were . . . l»lunt, are repre-

sentative of the greatest lasciviousness.

4719. Conjugial love with the spiritual begins from

externals, thus from a certain lasciviousness ; they love

nudity, and it excites them. At last, indeed, the ex-

ternals vanish, but then the conjugial love is also

wont to cease in its effect. It is otherwise with the

celestial . . .

-. In the other life the spiritual appear clothed.

These are lascivious from their nature in the world . . .

The reason is that . . . the spiritual love from the intel-

lectual part, which is relatively external ; hence comes

what is lascivious in the beginning.

4866, Lasciviousness was excited in me, and this was

felt ... in the common way ; which was perceived by

the bystanders, who said Rua raha, which meant the

excitation of the lasciviousness of that part . . .

5124. Conjugial love cannot be described : nothing

enters into it which is lascivious ; what this is they do

not at all know.

5179. On a mountain where is the Conjugial . . .

They said that they were all naked . . . but no lascivi-

ousness was excited . . .

5180. There was a certain person who had faith in the

sense of the letter of the Word, and supposed himself to

have the Conjugial, because he had lived sincerely with

his own wife, and had never been lascivious . . . There-

fore he was brought to [this place]. He could see

naked women without any emotion of lasciviousness

;

but they told him that he must strip ofi' his clothes . . .

and then ... he was deprived of his senses . . . and

thus he remained, like one half-dead . . . Such are they

who believe the Word as to the sense of its letter, and

. . . have not imbued interior truths from it.

5466. AVhere the women dwelt there appeared a

brightness as it were sulphureous, which was from the

lasciviousness in which they had been in the world ; for

what is lascivious with women so appears in the other

life when they are together.
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[D.] 6055-'. Those who are in conjiigial love feel exactly

whether there is what is lascivious or not ; for all that

is lascivious is of adultery ; whereas with those who are

ill conjugial love, there is nothing of what is lascivious.

This is felt by them most exactlj'. 6iid-'\ D.Min.
4604. E.99o^ De Conj. 4, Gen. art.

6106^. Tasked Spirits newly arrived from the world,

who had accounted things lascivious not to be sins . . .

I said that it is allowable to commit whoredom and
adultery in Hell . . . and would they rather be in

Heaven or in Hell. I asked more than a hundred, and
I could not extort an answer.

61 lo^^ With those who are in conjugial love . . . the

wife inilows into the sense of the husband, so that the

sensations and delights themselves are mutually . . .

communicated ; thus quite ditfereut is lascivious love

from conjugial love.

''^ With these who are in lascivious love, the

interiors which are lascivious depart together with
potency, and thus a cold is produced from which the

common [)lane as it were dies.

D. Min. 4612. He thus destroys conjugial love, and
turns it into what is lascivious.

4628. It is then the love of lasciviousness which
reigns, on the cessation of which there is no love.

E. 710-''. They who are merely natural ... are not
in any conjugial love, but in what is lascivious, such as

is that of adultery.

-^. The reason they are called 'eunuchs' is that
there is not what is lascivious in them, such as there is

in those who irom the hardness of their hearts . . .

married a number of wives . . .
-^.

803. II. He learns . . . also that lascivious aiul ob-

scene thoughts are also 'adulteries."

817^^. 'He-goats,' in the opposite sense, = those who
are in faith separated from charity, because they are
lascivious more than all others . . .

1004^. For with those who are merely natural, there

is . . . only a union of bodies from the lower mind las-

civiating in the flesh ; which lasciviousness is from a

universal law implanted from creation in everything

alive and not alive, which is, that everything in which
there is force wants to produce its own likeness, and to

multiply its species to infinity and eternity.

J. (Post.) Si. It was given to perceive the sphere of

(Mohammed's) life. It was exteriorly delightful, con-

cealing interiorly what is lascivious, which exists with
them from matrimony with a number of wives and con-

cubines . . .

233. All (Spirits) coming into the World of Spirits

after death) have an idea of love from the idea of

lasciviousness.

De Conj. 4. The internal of lasciviousness, or of

adultery, is from . . . Hell, and from all its unhappi-
ness . . .

55. On those who in the external form live modestlj'

and chastely, but think lasciviously. Gen. art.

66". Then the marriage of good and truth perished,

from whicli nakedness became lascivious . . .

67. In all the rest of the Heavens below the Third

all appear clothed, and blush at their nakedness before

the eyes of others, because it excites what is lascivious.

Lasha. Lascha.

A. 1212. 'In coming to Sodom, Gomorrah, Admah,
Zeboim, even unto Lasha' (Gen.x.i9)=the falsities and
evils in which they are terminated.

Lassitude. Lassitudo.

D. Min. 4599. There were some who had general

affection . . . They induced lassitude of the lower mind,
with as it were lassitude of the body . . . because there

is but little vital in such a general affection . . . Life it-

self consists in the intelligence and wisdom of truth,

and if this is absent . . . there is lassitude.

E. 992^. The Angels are in continual potency ; and
after the act there is never lassitude . . . but alacrity of

life . . .

Last, Ultimate. Ultimus.

See under Boundaky, Extreme, First, Hair, and
Nazarite.

A. 118. ' Euphrates '= knowledge, which is the ulti-

mate, or terminus.

1476. The Scientific in general then becomes the ulti-

mate vessel . . .

1486^. Scientifics, therefore, are the ultimate and
outermost things, in which are terminated interior

things in their order . . .

1748. 'The sole,' and 'the heel' = the ultimate

Natural.

. 'A shoe ' = the Natural still more ultimate-

uUtrius.

®. For the ultimate Natural and Corporeal is the

lowest of all things which are with man. Sig.

1808-. All celestial and spiritual things . . . are sub-

stantial, and therefore they come forth actually in ulti-

mate nature.

1837. ' Sunset '= the last time of the Church, which

is called the consummation, when there is no longer any

charity.

1839-'. 'The day of Jehovah ' = the last time and state

of the Church.

1 843-. That faith is rare in the last times . . .

1850. See Last Judgment, here.

1857. See Consummate, here. 4057.

1861''. The Falsities which will reign in the last

times. Sig.

i886,Pref. (From these things) it maybe evident . . .

that the last time is at hand. 212 1^. 2122''. 2123.

2126^

2135, Pref. By 'the Last Judgment' is signified the

last time of the Church.

2198^. 'Old age' involves nothing else than the last

time . . .

2242. The last time of the Church in general, and

the last time of anyone in particular, is called in the

Word 'visitation,' and precedes the Judgment.

2335. ' Evening' = the state of the Church before the

last, when there begins to be no faith . . .
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2353. 'At night' = the last time when (the Divine

Human and the Holy proceeding) are acknowledged no

longer.

2371. The state of the Church is here described such

as it is about the last times . . .

2456. The Lord's thought concerning the last time.

Sig.

2492^. For the exterior memory is the ultimate of

order, in which spiritual and celestial things are softly

terminated and reside, when there are goods and truths

therein. H.466.

2679®. (These erroneous things) may serve spiritual

things as ultimate planes.

2760^. (Thus) it is evident that about the last time

the internal sense of the Word will be opened.

2776-. If only they will think in the last hour . . .

3938".

2906^. 'The posterity of years ' = the last time of the

Church. .

2908. 'To die,' 'dead,' and 'death,' when predicated

of the Church, = its last time, when all faith, that is,

charity, has expired ; which time is in the Word called

'night.'

2967^. Truths in their order down to the ultimate ones

which are sensuous. Sig.

3134^. 'No man' . . . treats of the last time of the

Church, when there is no longer anything of truth.

3293^. For the spiritual life (of the spirit after death)

is terminated in the Natural as in the ultimate

plane . . .

3301. 'Hair'. . . = the Natural, because hairs are

outgrowths in the ultlmates of man.

3382^. For all these things regard Him as the First

from Whom, and as the Last to whom.

3398*. Such was the state which is meant by ... ' the

last day, ' etc.

3483. For each and all things in nature are ultimate

images . . ,

3519^. By 'the wool of she-goats' is signified the ulti-

mate or outermost of innocence, which is in ignor-

ance, such as there is with the gentiles.

3632. See Okder, here.

3652^. The last state of the Church. Tr.

3657. How the Lord began to make Divine His
Natural as to truth, from the ultimate of order, in order

that He might thus dispose the intermediate things and
conjoin each and all things to the First . . . Tr.

3702. For man is so created that the Divine things of

the Lord may descend through him down to the ultl-

mates of nature, and may ascend from the ultimates of

nature to Him . . . and thus through man, as through

the uniting medium, the very ultimate of nature may
live fron^ the Divine, which would be the case, if man
had lived according to Divine order. Ex.

*. Hence it is evident that there would be a de-

scent of the Divine through man into the ultimate of

nature, and from the ultimate of nature an ascent to

the Divine, if only, in the faith of his heart ... he
would acknowledge the Lord as his first and last end.

*. When (the Most Ancients) were contemplating

the lower and ultimate things of nature, they appeared

before their eyes as if they were alive . . . From which

it is evident of what quality are those through whom
the Divine things of the Lord descend down to the ulti-

mates of nature, and from the ultimates of nature

ascend to Him, and represent the Divine communica-

tion . . . which in the su^jreme sense is signified by 'the

Angels ascending and descending on the ladder set upon

the earth . .
.

'

3720. 'This is nothing but the house of God '= the

Lord's Kingdom in the ultimate of order.

^. The reason 'the house of God' here = the Lord's

Kingdom in the ultimate of order, is that it is treating

of Jacob . . . The Natural is in the ultimate of order
;

for therein are terminated all the interior things ; and

there they are together ; and because they are together

there, and thus innumerable things are together beheld

as one, there is what is relatively obscure there.

3721. 'And this is the gate of Heaven ' = the ultimate

in which order ceases, through which ultimate, there is

apparently as it were an entrance from nature. Ex.

3726. It treats . . . here now that it is truth which is

the ultimate of order. It is this ultimate which is

called the holy terminus, and is signified by the stone

which Jacob took, and set for a statue. That truth is

the ultimate of order may be evident from this, that

good cannot be terminated in good, but in truth ; for

truth is what receives good . . . Hence it is evident that

good is the first of order, and truth the ultimate.

3739- '(This stone) shall be the house of God ':= (that

the truth which is the ultimate) shall be the Lord's

Kingdom in the ultimate of order, in which higher

things are as in their house. Ex.

3752*-". These things are said of the last time of the

Church, that is, of its vastation . . .

3901. That the last state of the Church is compared

to the eagles which are gathered together to a car-

case . . .

40096. Because in the Sensuous as in the ultimate of

order prior things are together, each son (of Jacob) re-

presents some General, in which those things are.

4089. ' Bethel' =good in the ultimate of order, conse-

quently in the Natural, for this is the ultimate of order,

becairse celestial and spiritual things are terminated

there.

4090. 'The statue'= a holy terminus, thus the ulti-

mate of order, and consequently truth.

41 16. All the boundaries of the Land of Canaan re-

presented . . . that which was ultimate, and that which

was first ; the ultimate, because it ceased there . . .

4240.

4240. The Ultimate or First Heaven is celestial and
spiritual natural, being in simple good, which is the

ultimate of order there. In like manner with a regen-

erate man, who is a little Heaven.

4255''. 'To remember from the land of Jordan ' = from

what is ultimate, thus from what is low.

4539. As interior things are terminated and bounded
in the ultimates of order, and are together there, and
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as it were dwell together in one house ; and as the

Xatinal with man is the ultimate witli man, in which

interior things are terminated, therefore by 'Bethel' is

properly signified the Natural ... In the Natural, or

in the ultimate of order, also are Knowledges.

[A.] 4552-. But when a man does not suffer himself to

be led by the Lord, but bj^ evil, they are then in the op-

posite order . . . and to the ultimate circumferences are

rejected the veriest Divine truths . . .

4580-. When they saw these stones as boundaries,

they thought about truths which are the ultimates of

order.

4585-. For the Lord . . . progressed . . . from truth

wliicli is in the ultimate of order . . .

46 1
8''. Therefore the Heavens have been so formed . . .

that one may serve another for reception, and at last

man as to his Natural and Sensuous for the ultimate

reception ; for there the Divine is in the ultimate of I

order, and passes into the world. Therefore if the

ultimate agrees or corresponds with the prior things,

then the piior things are together in the ultimate ; for

the things which are ultimate are receptacles of the

things prior to themselves, and there the successives are
j

together.

4638. The last time of the old Church and the first of

the new'. Sig.
;

4697''. As it here treats of the last day, or of the last

state of the Church . . .

4730-. Saved at the last hour. 5351^. 7272-.

5006. Tliat truth not spiritual applied itself to the

ultimate of spiritual truth. Sig.

5008. That it withdrew that ultimate truth. Sig. and

Ex. 5010. 5028. 5036*.

. In ultimates there is affinity, but not any con-

junction. Ex.

5044'*. By 'Egypt' is signified the Scientific of the

Church, thus natural truth which is the xiltimate of

order . . .

5078". That he will not rise until the last day : when

yet it is the last day for everyone when he dies.

51 14. Derivations thence down to the ultimate one.

Sig. and Ex. 5 122^, Ex.

. To the ultimate which is the Sensuous : for the

first in order is the Intellectual, and the ultimate is the

Sensuous. Ex.

*. The life of man . . . passes through these

degrees from the inmost to the ultimate, and according

to its derivation it becomes more and more general, and

in the ultimate most general. Ex.

5122-. At last the order is inverted, and then that

which was last becomes the first.

5 1 25-. Then sensuous things are reduced into order,

in order that they may be in the last place. When
sensuous things are in the last place . . .

5153. '"Are three days'= to the ultimate.

5 1 54.
' Within three days ' = that which is in the

ultimate.

5168^ At this day within the Church there is no

longer any charity ; for it is the last time of the Church
;

consequently neither is there any afi"ection for knowing
such things, 5639^.

5189^. In ultimates the fibres act dissimilarly, but

still they are from one beginning ; thus they act dis-

similarly in ultimates as to the appearance, but similarly

as to end.

5196. (These) were the ultimate boundaries of Canaan
. . . consequently these rivers represented the ultimates

or boundaries (in the Lord's Kingdom). The Nile . . .

represented the sensuous things subject to the intel-

lectual part, thus the scientifics which are from them
;

for these are the ultimates of the spiritual things of the

liord's Kingdom.
^. To view anything from the interior down to the

ultimate, is represented by standing near the ultimate.

This is the case in the Spiritual World.

5247''. As the Internal does not exist without the

I

External—for the External is the ultimate of order in

which the Internal subsists—it was a dishonour to the

Word to call Elisha 'bald.'

5373-*. Scientifics which are of the Natural are the

ultimates of order : prior things must be in ultimates

j

in order that they may come forth and ap[iear in that

sphere ; and moreover all prior things tend to ultimates

as to their termini or ends, and therein they come forth

together—as do causes in their effects, or as do higher

things in lower ones— as in their vessels. The scientifics

which are of the Natural are such ultimates. Hence it

is that the Spiritual World is terminated in tlie Natural

of man ; in wliich the things of the Spiritual World are

presented representatively . . .

5874. (Mercy and joy) even to ultimates. Sig.

. 'The Egyptians ' = scientifics, thus ultimates;

for the scientifics with man are his ultimates. That

scientifics are man's ultimate things— that is to say, in

his memory and thought—does not ajjpear : it seems to

him that they make everything of intelligence and

wisdom. But it is not so ; they are only . . . ultimate

vessels ; for they conjoin themselves with the sensuous

things of the body. That they are the ultimate things

is evident to him who reflects upon his own thought . . .

^. (Thus) scientifics serve man to form the under-

standing ; but when the understanding has been formed,

they then form the ultimate plane, in which the man
no longer thinks, but above it.

5945-. Such doctrinal things (of scientifics), being the

first things which a man learns, also serve him after-

wards as an ultimate plane ; for when he has advanced to

interior things they become the ultimate things. More-

over in these things celestial and spiritual things actually

cease ... for the Spiritual World has as it were its feet

and soles in the natural ; and, with man, as to his

spiritual life, in the doctrinal things of scientifics.

6000^. ' Midnight ' = the last time of the old Church,

when there is nothing of faith because nothing of

charity ; and also the first time of the new Church.

. 'Night'= the last time of the old Church, and

the first of the new.

6077. All things in the Spiritual World, and thence

all things in the natural, seek something ulterior in

which to be, and act the cause in the effect . . . This
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ulterior is as it were a body . . . This efl'ort does not

cease except in the ultimates of nature, where things

inert oppose themselves.

6396'-. Thus the ultimates of that Land represented

the ultimates in the Lord's Kingdom ; and therefore

Dan represented those who are in the ultimates there
;

for truth before it has been conjoined with good is in

the ultimate . , .

^. That the inheritance of Dan was the ultimate

of the Land of Canaan, is evident from . . . 'from Beer-

sheba even to Dan ;' 'Beersheba'= the inmost of the

Land.

6402^. These are in the Lord's Kingdom, but in its

ultimates.

645 1-. Life . . . does not become quiescent except in

the ultimate of order, where it comes to a stand ; and
as interior tilings inflow according to order even to the

viltimate, and there come to a stand, it is evident that

the interior things are together in the ultimate ; but in

this order : the inmost . . . holds the centre there ; the

interior things . . . encompass the centre ; and the

exterior things make the circumferences ; and this not

only in general, but also in singulars.

*. As all the interior things are together in the

ultimate, there is an appearance as if life were in the

ultimate, that is, in the body, when yet it is in the

interior things . . .

6473. That the Lord rules man's ultimates equally as

his primes, may be evident from the fact that order is

from the Lord, which is successive from primes to

ultimates
; and in order itself there is nothing except

the Divine ; and because it is so, it is necessary for the

presence of the Lord to be equally in ixltimates as in

primes . , .

6493^. Fortune is Providence in the ultimate of

order, in wliich all things are relatively inconstant.

6495-. Into these (external) bonds, which make the

ultimate plane, the Lord then inflows . . .

6587. Prediction concerning the last time of the

Church. Sig.

6588. That the last time will come. Sig.

6592. By Joseph's 'bones' is signified that which is

most external, or the ultimate of the Church, thus its

representative
; for the representatives . . . were the

ultimates of the Church . . .

6666*^. (This) is a sign that the last time of the

Church is at hand . . .

6844^. Therefore (sensuous things) are the last which

can be regenerated , . .

6895. 'To visit '= the Advent of the Lord, which
precedes the last time of the Church, which time is

called in the AVord 'the Last Judgment.'

6952. 'Take it by the tail' = the power of elevating

from the ultimate of the Sensuous . . . For 'a serpent'

= the Sensuous . . . Thus its tail = the ultimate, or

lowest there , . . (Thus) by 'the serpent's tail' is signified

falsity itself, for this is ultimate or lowest . . .

7004-. So tliat the First Esse may be present in the

derivatives mediately and immediately, thus eiiually in

the ultimate of order and in its prime . . .

7270". (Thus) there are continual successions from the

First . . . down to ultimates which are with man (and

which are here defined to be the Sensuous and Corporeal

of man) ; nay, to the ultimates which are in nature.

The ultimates which are with man, as also in nature,

are relatively sluggish, and are thence cold ; and are

relatively general, and thence obscure.

*. But it is to be well known that truth Divine

. . . inflows also at the same time without successive

formation, even into the ultimates of order . . .

7337. The efl'ects in ultimates are miracles, when it

pleases the Lord that they should be presented in that

form.

-. Order appears alike in the ultimates where the

miracles are presented. For example : the Divine truth

proceeding from the Lord has in itself all power ; hence

it is that there is power also in truths in the ultimate

of order ; and therefore the evil acquire power by
truths . . .

7644. 'Shall cover the surface of the earth ' = the

ultimates of the natural mind. ' Surface ' = external

things, thus ultimates.

7645. That from the vastation of the extremes in the

Xatural the whole natural mind will be obscured (is in

this way) : the interior things with man are terminated

in his ultimates or extremes ; and there the things

which are successive with him are together : when in

the ultimates there is nothing except falsity and evil,

then the truths and goods which inflow from the interioi'S

into the ultimates inflow there into evils and falsities,

and are thus turned there into such things, and therefore

there appears nothing in the wliole Natural except

falsity and evil . . .

7729. As the ultimate of the Natural is signified by
'a hoof . . . there is also signified the truth which is

the ultimate of the Natural. -,I11.

7844^. 'Evening' = the last time of the Church, and
also its first . . .

8439". AA^hen the influx of good and truth from the

Lord makes this transit, then the good and truth are

appropriated to the man ; for then the influx goes down
into the ultimate of order, that is, into the ultimate of

nature, whither all Divine influx tends . . .

8480. It is called an abuse when the like comes forth

in ultimates, but from a contrary origin . , .

8609. 'They took a stone' = truth Divine in the

ultimate of order . . . because it was placed beneath

(Moses) . . . AVhat truth in the ultimate of order is,

may be evident from the things said above concerning

truths in what is successive of order . . . Those which

are ultimate are meant by truths in the ultimate of order.

8610. By 'Moses' is represented truth in the first of

order . . . AVhen the truth in the ultimate of order

corresponds to this truth, the latter is supported ; for

they then act as one ; for the interior ones are conjoined

with the exterior, and finally with the ultimate ones, by
correspondences : then the first truth has strength in

the ultimate one, for it is in it and acts through it

;

whereas if there is not correspondence, there is disjunc-

tion ; hence the first truth has no strength in the

ultimate one
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[A.] 8902-. The last time of the Church. Tr.

8906^ 'The day of Jehovah '= the last state or last

time of the Churcli, when there is no longer truth, but
in place of truth falsity.

9063. Tlie Sensuous is the ultimate in the natural

man.

9163^. 'To break the bones ' = to destroy the truths
from thi- Divine which are the ultimate in order. . .

Truths ultimate in order are the truths of the sense of

the letter . . .

9212. By 'the garment,' here, which is given in

pledge, is signified the ultimate of the Natural, which
is the Sensuous . . .

-'. That the Sensuous is the iiltimate of life with
man. Refs.

9216. The Sensuous is tlie ultimate of the life of

man
;

(and) that which is ultimate contains all the
interior things, and is their General, for they cease in

it, and thus rest upon it : as for example tlie skin,

which is the ultimate covering of the body ... In like

manner, in the body, tlie peritoneum . . . and so also

the pleura relatively to the viscera of the cliest . . .

*. Moreover, it is to be known that each and all

things progress from the First or Inmost successively to

their ultimates, and there rest ; and the prior or interior

tilings have a connection with the ultimate in successive

order ; and therefore if the ultimates disappear, tlie

interior things also are dis.sipated . . . Hence the human
race is the ultimate in order, in which ceases, and on
which rests, Heaven . . .

9372'^ 'A reed' = truth in the ultimate, such as is tlie

Word in the letter.

®. ' Locusts' = ultimate or most general truths.

9391-. 'The soles of the feet' = the things which are

ultimate, in the natural man.

9406. 'And under His feet' =: the ultimate sense,

which is the sense of the very letter . . , (for) the
ultimate of truth Divine or of the Word is such as is

tlie sense of the letter . . .

^ 'The footstool of .Jehovah ' = Divine truth in

ultimates, thus the Word.
. 'A cloud'^the Word in the letter, or Divine

trutli in ultimates.

''. Truth Divine or the Lord in ultimates is

meant by 'His arms and feet like the brightness of

polished brass;' and also by 'the voice of His words
like the voice of a multitude.'

9407^. The Nazarites= the Lord as to the Divine
Natural

; thence also Divine truth proceeding from Him
in ultimates, which is the Word in the sense of the
letter ; for 'the hair' . . .= truth in ultimates.

9430. 'A cloud covered it'= the ultimate of the Word,
that it is thus relatively obscure.

". For all who are in Heaven are instructed by
the Lord from the truth Divine which is with man,
thus from the Word. The reason is- that man is in the
ultimate of order, and all the interior things cease in the
ultimate

; the ultimate is as it were the support of the
interior things, in which these subsist and rest. The
Word in the letter is Divine truth in the ultimate
of order ; in like manner the man of the Church with

,whom is Divine truth, as to his Natural and Sensuous :

in the latter as in the former the interior things are

terminated and rest. Ex.

9433'^- 'The bases upon which it is founded ' = truths

in ultimates, such as are those of the Word in its literal

sense. . . Hence it is evident what is 'the bound set so

that they may not pass over,' namely the ultimate of

truth Divine in which the interior things cease ; and
upon which as upon a support and foundation they

subsist and rest.

9499. 'Upon the sides of the ark' = in ultimates. . .

(For) 'the sides of the ark ' = the Divine sphere encom-
passing Heaven in ultimates. . . But the ultimates and
terminations in Heaven differ from the ultimates and
terminations in the world in this,—that in the world

they are relatively to space, and in Heaven they are

relatively to goods conjoined with truths. Divine good

conjoined with Divine truth, which is the ultimate,

terminaut, concludent, and containant of Heaven, is

comiiaratively as is the atmosphere in the world, which
Hows around man and holds together tlie wliole surface

of his bod}' in its connection . . .

9536. 'Thou shalt make for it four rings of gold'

=

the ultimate receptacle of the heavenly marriage . . ,

9537. 'The corners '= firmness . . . from the conjunc-

tion of Divine truth with Divine good in ultimates,

which is signified by the four rings of gold.

9552®. 'To kill the last ones-pos^rema- with the

sword ' = thus to destroy the ultimates.

960S. 'Thou shalt make fifty loops in one curtain '=
plenary conjunction in the ultimates of the spheres.

9628. 'The hinder parts of the Habitation '= the

ultimate of Heaven.

9629. The manner in which this ultimate proceeds

from good, so that Heaven may be rendered safe. Sig.

9726. 'Thou shalt make for it a grating, the work of

a net' = the Sensuous which is the ultimate. 'A grat-

ing the work of a net' = the external Sensuous, thus

that which is the ultimate of life with man ; and

because it= the ultimate, it was put around the altar . . .

-. Therefore (the Sensuous) is the last which is

regenerated.

9730. 'Thou shalt put it beneath the circuit of the

altar downwards' = this in ultimates. . . For 'a circuit,'

when the Sensuous is treated of, =the ultimate. That

the external Sensuous is the ultimate of life with man.

Ref.

9823. 'The breastplate ' = Divine truth shining forth

from Divine good ; here, in ultimates progressively from

the inmost things in the Heavens ; for the epliod, upon

which that breastplate was, represented the ultimates

of the Spiritual Kingdom, and consequent!}'' the

ultimates of Heaven. Ex.

9824-. Successives, which proceed and follow in their

order, in ultimates present themselves together. Take

for example, end, cause, and effect ; the end is the first

in order, the cause is the second, and the effect is the

ultimate ; and so do they successively progress ; but

still in the effect, which is the ultimate, the cause is

presented together, and the end in the cause . . .
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^. The case is similar with willing, thinking, and

doing ... To will is the first, to think is the second,

and to do is the ultimate, which also is the effect, in

which the prior or interior things come forth together

. . . Hence it is that . . . man is to he judged according

to his deeds or works . . .

. As, then, tlie interior things present themselves

together in the ultimate, therefore . . . the ultimate, if

the order is perfect, is held as what is holy above the

interior things ; for the holiness of the interior things

is there complete.
*. As in ultimates the interior things are together

. . . therefore John was loved by the Lord more than

the I'est of the disciples . . . Hence also it is evident

why the external or ultimate which is in perfect order,

is holy above the internal things regarded one by one
;

for when the Lord is in the ultimate, He is simultane-

ously in all things ; and when He is in that ultimate,

the interior things are held together in their order, con-

nection, and form, and under supervision and guidance

at pleasure.

^. This, then, is the reason why the ephod, be-

cause it was a representative of the ultimate in the

Lord's Spiritual Kingdom, was held to be more holy

than the rest of the gaiments of the priesthood ; and

therefore the ephod was the principal sacerdotal dress,

and was made of threads of gold woven in the midst of

hyacinthine, crimson, scarlet double-dyed, and fine

linen . . ,

9828^. See Belt, here.

9836^. Because all preservation depends on the state

of the ultimates ; for all the interior things cease there,

and form a plane there, in which they subsist. Ulti-

mates are like the soles and the feet on which the whole

body stands ; and they are also like the hands and arms,

by means of which the body exercises its powers . . .

Hence, too, it is, that the hands and arms, and also the

soles and feet, correspond to the ultimates of Heaven.

That power and streugtli consists in ultimates, was re-

presented in the Ancient Church by the hair with the

Nazarites . . .

'. That in ultimates there is power, and also the

preservation of interior things in their state, can be

understood by those who know how the case is with

things successive and thence simultaneous in nature
;

namely, that things successive at last form in ultimates

what is simultaneous, in which they are collaterally in

the like order ; and tlierefore things simultaneous, which

are ultimates, serve the successive things, which are

prior, as corresponding supports on which they rest, and

thus by means of which they are preserved.

9854. It here treats of the conjunction of truths

through good in the ultimates of the Spiritual King-

dom . . .

9866. Hence it is that the three Heavens are one in

ultimates ; in like manner each Heaven . . .

9891. It treats of the conjunction of all the goods

and truths of Heaven with the ultimates there, and

thence of the preservation of the whole and of all its

parts.

9895-. That those things which are lowest, or which

are ultimate, hold together the higher or interior things

in connection and form. Ref. This lowest, or ultimate,

is represented by the belt of the ephod.

9905. 'The urim and thummim'=:the shining forth

of the Divine truth from the Lord in ultimates. ".

•'. It is to be known that this shining forth ap-

pears in ultimates, because all things which are of light

from the Divine descend down to ultimate ends ; and

because they descend thither, they also shine forth there

and thence. Hence it is that the breastplate was put

upon the ephod and upon its belt ;
for the ephod repre-

sented Divine truth in ultimates . . .

9917^. That from the Divine in extremes or ultimates

healing went forth. Sig.

9918. 'The fringes' = the ultimates or extremes of

Heaven and the Church ; and the ultimates or extremes

there are scieutifics. Ex.

9993^. 'Pure frankincense,' which was put upon the

cakes, —truth from celestial good, which is the ultimate

or extreme of the Celestial Kingdom.

9996. The reason 'a basket' = the Sensuous, is that

the Sensuous is the ultimate of the life of man ; and in

the ultimate are stored up all the interior things in

order.

. The ultimate of tlie Intellectual is called the

sensuous Scientific ; and the ultimate of the Voluntary is

called sensuous delight . . . The ultimate of the Intellec-

tual is imbibed through . . . hearing and sight ; and . . .

the ultimate of the Voluntary is imbibed through . . .

taste and touch ; the ultimate of the perception of both

is smell . . . The ultimate of the Intellectual is meant . . .

by 'a cup' . . . and the ultimate of the Voluntary by 'a

basket
;

' and as the ultimate is the containant of all the

interior things, the interior tilings also are meant by

these vessels . . .

10028. The whole of Divine truth in the Sensuous,

which is the ultimate of the life of man. Sig. and Ex.

. The ultimate of life in the human is that which

is called the external Sensuous, which is here meant.

-. These truths, with the prior ones in their order,

cease in ultimates, which are of the external Sensuous,

and are there together. Hence it is evident that all in-

terior truths are together in the truths of the sense of

the letter of the Word ; for these latter truths . . . are

ultimate.

10030. (Accommodated good) which is in tlie ulti-

mates or lowest things. Sig. and Ex.

. ' The intestines '= the ultimate or lowest things.

10036. 'Its skin' -= falsity in ultimates. Ex.

10044". There are two things which signify the whole,

namely, the highest and the lowest. The reason the

lowest or ultimate [does so], is tliat all the interior

things cease in ultimates . . . and are there together.

Hence it is that the highest through the ultimate holds

together all the interior things—which are the inter-

mediates—in connection and in form, so that they look

to one end. That the ultimate= the whole, is evident

from many things in the Word, as that the whole man
is called 'fiesh.' 111.——

^. As ultimates= all things, or tlie whole, there-

fore tlie hair and the beard, which are the ultimates

that are excrescent with man, are taken for them
;
and

also the feet ; nay, the toes and the fingers. III.
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[A. 10044'^]. ' To shave the head, the liair of the feet, and

the beard '= to take away the ultimates ; for when these

are taken away, the interior tilings dissolve and perish.

*'. That all things are held together in connection

. . . from the first or highest through ultimates or

lowest things. Sig.

''. That the first holds together all things in con-

nection through the ultimate, may be evident from the

Word, and from man. Ex. ^
^. As to man, man in ultimates is the Church on

earth . . .

^. The ultimate of man is the skin . . . That the

skin is the ultimate holding the interior things in con-

nection is evident . . .

1". From these things the arcanum is manifest

why the Lord glorified His Human also as to ultimates;

the ultimates are called 'bones and flesh' . . .

'^. That the interior things cease and rest in ulti-

mates, and are there together ; and that ultimates hold

the interior things together in connection, even in

spiritual things. Refs. That therefore in ultimates

there is strength and power ; and that therefore there is

holiness in ultimates ; and that in ultimates there are

things revealed and answers. Refs.

10062-. But it is to be known that the ultimate or

outermost of any member = the same as the whole

member.

10125^. That the Lord glorified His very body even

to its ultimates, which are the bones and the flesh . . .

10129'. The incense ... is called 'the holy of holies,'

because it= celestial good in ultimates . . .

10137'. It here treats of the last time of the Church,

when there is no longer there the good of love and the

truth of faith . . .

10186. For in outermost or ultimate things truth

from good is in its power.

10236^. By the Sensuous which is the ultimate of the

Natural, is meant that which is properly called the

flesh, and which perishes when the man dies . . . That
this Sensuous is the ultimate plane in which the life of

man is terminated, and upon which as upon a base it

rests itself, may be evident. (Continued under Sen-
suous. )

10259*=. For 'myrrh '= sensuous truth, which is truth

ultimate in order . . . and from the ultimate and the

inmost there must be what is full . . .

10313''. Therefore by 'servants' ... is signified the

Sensuous which is the ultimate of the life of man.

10376. 'A stone'= Divine truth in ultimates , . . and
Divine truth in ultimates is the sense of the letter of

the Word . . .

10634. The Divine things of the Word . . . are said

to be 'created,' when they are Divine from inmosts to

outermosts, or from primes to ultimates.

-. For all that which is from the Divine begins

from Him, and progresses according to order down to

the ultimate end, thus through the Heavens down into

the world, and there rests as in its ultimate
; for the

ultimate of Divine order is in the nature of the world.

That which is such is said to be 'created.'

10728. For the representatives of the Church with

the Israelitish nation were truths in the ultimate of

order. For with representatives the case is this : the

things which appear in nature, in its three kingdoms,
are the ultimates of Divine order ; for in them are ter-

minated all things of Heaven, which are called things

spiritual and celestial . . .

H. 65^. For the arms and hands are ultimates of

man, although at the side.

102''. Nature has been created solely that it may in-

vest what is spiritual, and present it correspondently in

the ultimate of order.

297. The Lord Himself inflows with every man ac-

cording to the order of Heaven, both into his inmosts

and into his ultimates, and disposes him to receive

Heaven ; and rules his ultimates from his inmosts, and
at the same time his inmosts from his ultimates, and
thus holds together in connection each and all things

with him. This influx of the Lord is called immediate

influx.

304-. The exteriors of man which are in the natural

world are all things which are of his . . . external

memory, and which are thence of his thought and ima-

gination ; in general Knowledges and knowledges with

their delights and pleasantnesses, in proportion as they

savour of the world ; and also many pleasures which are

of the sensuous things of the body ; and moreover the

senses themselves, the speech, and the actions. All

these things are also the ultimates, in which the Divine

influx of the Lord ceases ; for this influx does not sub-

sist in the middle, but advances to its own ultimates.

From these things it may be evident that in man is the

ultimate of Divine order ; and because he is the ulti-

mate, he is the basis and foundation.

^. The reason the Divine influx . . . does not sub-

sist in the middle, but advances to its ultimates ... is

that the middle through which it passes is the angelic

Heaven, and the ultimate is with man . . .

315. Divine order never subsists in the middle, and
there without an ultimate forms anything ; for it is not

in its fulness and perfection ; but it goes to the ultimate.

But when it is in its ultimate, then it forms , . .

353 (y)- That the Sensuous is the ultimate of the life

of man. Refs,

475. In the deeds or works is presented the whole

man ; and his will and thought . , . are not complete

until they are in deeds or works ... for these are the

ultimates in which those things are terminated . . .

540^. Falsities from evil . . . would affect the simple

good who are in the ultimates of Heaven . . .

580. The second kind (of the arts of infernal Spirits)

relates to the abuse of the ultimates of Divine order.

J. I. Because the sense of the letter of the Word is

natural, and in the ultimate of Divine order . . .

9. Creation commenced from highest or inmost things

. . . and proceeded to ultimate or outermost things, and

then first subsisted. The ultimate of creation is the

natural world, and in it the terraqueous globe with all

things which are upon it. When these things had been

completed, then man was created, and into him were col-
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lected all things of Divine order from primes to ulti-

mates ; into his inmost were collected those things

which are in the primes of that order ; into his ulti-

mates, the things which are in its ultimates ; so that

man was made Divine order in form.

8. Man's spiritual things, which are of his thought

and will, inflow into his natural things, which are of his

sensations and actions, and there cease and subsist. If

man did not enjoy these latter also, or were devoid of

these termini or ultimates, his spiritual things . . .

would dissolve, like things interminate or devoid of a

bottom. In like manner is it when a man passes out of

the natural world . . . then, being a Spirit, he does not

subsist upon his Own basis, but upon the common basis,

which is the human race.

20®. 'To create in the image of God, and in the like-

ness of God,' is to collect into him all things of Divine

order from primes to ultimates, and thus make him
an Angel as to the interiors of his mind.

L. 36. That thus God became a Man, as in primes, so

also in ultimates. Gen. art.

^. It is from this that the Lord is called . . . 'the

First and the Last.' 111.

S. 6^. Therefore when (the Divine) is in its ultimate

degree, it is in its fulness. Such is the Word. This,

in its ultimate sense, is natural ...

27. In every Divine work there is a first, a middle,

and an ultimate ; and the first goes through the middle

to the ultimate, and thus comes into existence and sub-

sists : hence the ultimate is the basis. Also, the first is

in the middle, and, through the middle, in the ultimate

:

thus the ultimate is the containant. And as the ulti-

mate is the containant and the basis, it is also the

support.

28®. When these things are comprehended, it is also

comprehended that every Divine work is complete and
perfect in the ultimate

; and also that in the ultimate,

which is a trine, is everything, because the prior things

are in it simultaneously.

38. How successive order becomes in the ultimate

simultaneous order. Ex.

2. As to the Word : the Celestial, Spiritual, and

Natural proceed from the Lord in successive order, and

in the ultimate they are in simultaneous order.

49^. Hence by 'the hairs of the head' is signified cel-

estial wisdom in ultimates ; and also Divine truth in

ultimates.

98. That the Lord came into the world in order that

He might infil all things of the Word, and thereby

become Divine truth or the Word also in ultimates.

Gen. art.

. (This) is meant by these words in John : ' The
Word has been made flesh, and has dwelt among us, and

we have seen His glory . .
.

' (i. 14) : 'to become flesh '=
to become the Word in ultimates.

. His (juality as the Word in ultimates. He
showed to His disciples when He was transfigured . . .

-. The Lord as the Word in ultimates is described

in Rev.i. 13-16; where all things of the description of

Him= the ultimates of Divine truth, or of the Word.
f. The Lord had indeed been the Word before.

l>ut in primes . . . But when the Word had been made
flesh, then the Lord became the Word in ultimates also.

It is from this that He is called 'the First and the
Last." 111.

W. 52. There is a correspondence ... of (man's) ulti-

mate life with all things of the mineral kingdom.
-. In the Spiritual AVorld there are all things

which come forth in the natural world ; and they are

correspondences . . . also of the ultimates of life of

those who are there.

61®. The endeavour (in minerals) towards vegetating,

and thus towards performing uses, is the ultimate from
the Divine in created things.

65. The uses of all things which have been created

ascend through degi-ees from ultimates to man . . .

Gen. art.

. Ultimates are each and all things of the mineral

kingdom, which are matters of various kinds, of stony,

saline, oily, mineral, metallic substance, covered over

with soil consisting, of what is vegetable and animal

mouldered into the finest dust. In these lie concealed

the end and also the beginning of all the uses which are

from life. The end of all uses is the endeavour to pro-

duce them ; and the beginning is the force which acts

from that endeavour. These are of the mineral kingdom.

165. The reason a dead sun has been created is tliat

all things may be fixed, stated, and constant in ulti-

mates
; and in order that there may thence come forth

things which are perennial and ever-enduring. Thus
and no otherwise is creation founded. The terraqueous

globe, in which, upon which, and around which, such

things are, is as a basis and a support ; for it is the

ultimate work, in which all things cease, and upon
which they rest. That it is also as it were a matrix,

from which are produced the effects which are the ends

of creation, will be told in what follows.

167. That the end of creation comes forth in ultimates
;

which is, that all things may return to the Creator, and
that there may be conjunction. Gen. art. 171.

207. In every ultimate there are discrete degrees in

simultaneous order. (Continued under Dk(;ree.)

208. In a word, there are such degrees in every

ultimate, thus in every efl'ect ; for every ultimate

consists of prior things, and these of their primes . . .

209. That the ultimate degree is the complex, the

containant, and the basis of the prior degrees. Gen. art.

211. 212.

212®. The efl'ect is nothing else than the end in its

ultimate
; and as the ultimate is the complex, it

follows that the ultimate is the containant, and also

the basis.

215. That the ultimate of each (of these) series,

which is use, action, work, and exercise, is the complex

and the containant of all the jirior things, has not yet

been known. It appears as if in use, action, work, and

exercise, there is no more than such as is in motion
;

but still all the prior things are in them actually, and

so fully that nothing is wanting. They are enclosed in

them as wine is in its vessel, and as furniture is in its

house. The reason they do not appear is that they are

regarded only exteriorly, and regarded exteriorly they
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are only activities and motions. It is as when the

arms and hands move, and it is not known that a

thousand motor fibres concur to each of their motions,

and that to the thousand motor fibres there correspond

thousands of things of thought and afl'ection, which

excite the motor fibres ; and which, as they act in-

mostly, do not appear before any sense of the body.

This is known : that nothing acts in tlie body, or through

it, except what is from the will through the thought

;

and as both act, it must needs be that each and all

things of the will and thought are in the action. They
cannot be separated. Hence it is that from the deeds

or works a judgment is formed by others concerning the

thought of the man's will, which is called the intention.

This has been made known to me : that from a man's

deed or work alone the Angels perceive and see every-

thing of the will and thought of him who does it , . .

Hence it is that in the Word 'works' and 'deeds' are

so often commanded, and it is said that a man is Known
from them.

[W.] 216. Unless will and understanding, or affection

and thought, and also charity and faith, impart and in-

volve themselves, when possilde, in works or deeds, they

are nothing better than airy things which pass away . . .

The reason is that the ultimate is the complex, the

containant, and the basis of the prior things.

217. That degrees of height are in fulness and in

power in their ultimate. Gen. art.

218. That (these degrees) in their ultimate are in

their power, may be confirmed from all those things

which have been adduced . . . from things sensible and
perceptible . . . but here I shall confirm them only by
the endeavours, forces, and motions in dead subjects

and in living subjects. Ex.

. As motion is the ultimate degree of endeavour,

by this it exerts its power.

220. As the body has determined its powers chiefiy

into the arras and hands, which are ultimates, (tliey)=:

power.

221. Therefore the ultimate sense (of the Word),
which is . . . called the sense of the letter, is not only

the complex, containant, and basis of the corresponding

interior senses, but the Word in the ultimate sense is

also in its fulness and in its power.

'K As the Lord fully glorified the natural Human
even to its ultimates. He therefore rose with the whole
body . . .

-K As by the assumption of the natural Human
the Lord made Himself Divine truth in ultimates, He
is therefore called 'the Word,' and it is said that 'the

AVord has been made flesh ;' and Divine truth in

ultimates is the Word as to the sense of the letter : this

He made Himself by the fulfilling of all things of the
Word concerning Himself in Moses and tlie Trophets
Ex.

233-. For the Divine, which had filled all spaces

without space, (then) penetrated also to the ultimates
of nature.

257", Through such a covering, which has been taken
from the natural world, the spiritual bodies (of Spirits

and Angels) subsist ; for the Natural is the containing

ultimate : hence it is that there is not any Spirit or

Angel who has not been born a man.

259^. With these [persons] the Rational cannot be

elevated ; for the life . . . with them has not the termini

in which it ceases so disposed that it can perform ulti-

mate acts according to order ; for it acts according to

the ultimate determinations, but not from them,

278. The reason why the acts of the body, viewed by
the eye, appear thus simple and uniform ; as seeds,

fruits, eggs, or as nuts and almonds in shells, appear in

the external form ; and yet contain in themselves all

the prior things from which they are, is that every

ultimate is covered round about, and is thereby distinct

from the prior things . . .

302. That the atmospheres, which are three in both

worlds ... in their ultimates cease into substances and
matters such as are in earths. Gen. art.

303. That svibstances or matters such as those in

earths have been produced by the sun through its

atmospheres, is affirmed by everyone who thinks that

there are perpetual mediations from the First to the

ultimates . . . Now as the atmospheres are these prior

things through which that Sun presents itself in

ultimates, and as those prior things continually decrease

in activity and expansion down to the ultimates, it

follows that when their activity and exjiansion cease in

the ultimates, they become substances and matters

such as are in earths ; which, from the atmospheres,

from which they originated, retain in themselves an
effort and endeavour to produce uses.

304. From this universal origin of all things in the

created universe, each thing therein derives the like,

namely, that it progresses from its prime to ultimates,

which are relatively in a state of rest, in order that it

may cease and subsist ... As there is such a progression

in man of the fibres and vessels from primes to ultimates,

therefore there is a like progression of their states : their

states are sensations, thoughts, and affections : these,

also, from their primes, where they are in light, pass to

ultimates, where they are in shade ; or, from their

j)rimes, where they are in heat, to ultimates, where
they are not in heat : and as there is such a progi'ession

of them, there is also such a progression of the love and
of all things of it ; and also of the wisdom, and of all

things of it : in a word, there is such a progression of

all things in the created imiverse . . .

310. The very quality of being able to produce forms

of uses (the substances and matters of which earths

consist) derive from their origin, which is, that they are

the ultimates of the atmospheres, with which they are

therefore in agreement.
". This endeavour (in tliese substances and

matters to cause seeds to germinate and grow) is after-

wards continuous from the earths through the root even

to ultimates, and from ultimates to primes, in which
the use itself is in its origin. Tiius do uses pass into

forms ; and the forms, from the use, which is like a

soul, in the progression from primes to ultimates and
from ultimates to primes, derive that each and all

things of them are of some use.

^. These things follow from this : i. That there

are ultimates, and in ultimates are all the prior things
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together in their order. 2. That there are degrees of

both kinds in the greatest and the least of all things ; in

like manner in this endeavour. 3. That all uses are

produced by the Lord from ultimates ; and therefore

in ultimates there must be an endeavour towards them.

311. But still all these endeavours are not alive ; for

they are endeavours of the ultimate forces of life . . .

The atmospheres in the ultimates become such forces,

by which the substances and matters such as are in

earths, are actuated into forms, and are held together

in forms both within and without.

314. In the forms of uses of the vegetable kingdom
the image of creation appears in this,—that from their

primes they proceed to their ultimates, and from the

ultimates to the primes. Their primes are seeds ; their

ultimates are stems clothed with bark ; and, through

the bark, which is the ultimate of the stems, they tend

to seeds, which . . . are their primes. The stems clothed

with barks relate to the Earth clothed with earths
;

from which comes forth the creation and formation of

all uses. . . The image of creation in the forms of uses

is exhibited in the progression of their formation from

primes to ultimates, and from ultimates to primes . . .

(Thus) it is evident that the progression of the creation

of the universe has been from its Prime, which is the

Lord encompassed with the Sun, to ultimates, wliich

are earths ; and from these through uses to its Prime . . .

316. In the forms of uses of the animal kingdom there

is a like image of creation, in that from seed . . . there

is formed a body, which is its ultimate ; and that when
this grows up, it produces new seeds. . . From this

parallelism it is evident, that as there is a likeness of

creation in the forms of plants, so also there is in the

forms of animals, in that there is a progression from

primes to ultimates, and from ultimates to primes.

^. A like image of creation comes forth in each

thing which is in man ; for there is a like progression

of love through wisdom into uses ; thence a like one of

the will through the xinders tanding into acts ; and a

like one of charity through faith into works. The will

and the understanding, and also charity and faith, are

the primes from which ; the acts and works are the

ultimates ; and from these through the delights of

uses a return is made to their primes . . .

^. A like progression from primes to ultimates,

and from ultimates to primes, is exhibited in the forms

most purely organic of the atfections and thoughts with

man : in his brains there are those star-like forms called

the cineritious substances ; from these go forth fibres

through the medullary substance by the neck into the

body, which pass on to ultimates there, and from the

ultimates return to their primes: the return of the

fibres to their primes is made through the blood-vessels.

"•. There is a like progression (from primes to

ultimates) of all the affections and thoughts, which are

changes and variations of the state of these forms and
substances ; for the fibres which go forth from these

forms or substances are comparatively like the atmo-

spheres from the spiritual Sun, which are the contain-

ants of heat and light ; and the acts from the body are

like the things which are produced from earths through

the atmospheres . . .

VOL. IV.

345. That the spiritual ultimate separated from its

Higher operates (these evil uses). Gen. art.

. If a man becomes only natural, he loves those'

things only which are of the body and the world . . .

from (which) it is evident that the spiritual ultimate,

which is called the Spiritual Natural, can be separated

from its higher things ; and that it is separated with

the men from whom is Hell. The spiritual ultimate

cannot be of itself separated from its higher things,

either with beasts, or in earths, and look towards Hell
;

but only with men. From these things it follows that

the spiritual ultimate, separated from its Higher, such

as it is with those who are in Hell, operates these evil

uses upon the Earth. 111.

346-. All animals, greater and less, derive their

origin from the Spiritual in the ultimate degree . . .

man alone from all the degrees . . .

P. 119-. The reason is that the Lord acts into the

inmost of man, and from the inmost into the consequents

even to the ultimates ; and in the ultimates is the man
simultaneously. So long, therefore, as the ultimates

are kept closed by the man himself, there cannot be any

purification effected, but only such an operation into

the interior things by the Lord as is that of the Lord

into Hell . . .

124^. That the Lord acts from inmosts and from

ultimates simultaneously. (This) is because thus and
no otherwise each and all things are held together in

connection ; for the intermediates depend successively

from inmosts down to ultimates ; and in ultimates they

are simultaneously together. . . From this it also is that

the Lord . . . came into the world, and there put on . . ,

a Human in ultimates, in order that He could be from

primes and at the same time in ultimates
; and thus from

primes through ultimates rule the universal world . . .

125. These angelic arcana have been premised in

order that it may be comprehended how the Divine

Providence . . . operates, in order to conjoin man with

Himself and Himself with man. This cannot be effected

in any particular of him singly, but in all things of him
simultaneously : and this is effected from the inmost of

man and from his ultimates simultaneously : the inmost

of man is his life's love ; the ultimates are those things

which are in the externals of his thought ; and the

intermediates are those things which are in the internal

of his thought . . . From which it is again evident that

the Lord cannot act from inmosts and ultimates

simultaneously, except together with the man ; for man
together with the Lord is in ultimates ; and therefore

as man acts in the ultimates which are at his determina-

tion, because in his freedom, so the Lord acts from his

inmosts, and in the succcssives towards the ultimates.

Those things which are in the inmosts of man, and

in the sticcessives towards the ultimates, are entirely

unknown to the man ; and therefore the man does not

at all know how and what the Lord is operating there
;

bitt, as those things cohere as a one with the ultimates,

it is not necessary for man to know more than that he

must shtm evils as sins, and look to the Lord. Thus,

and no otherwise, can his life's love, which from birtli

is infernal, be removed by the Lord, and a heavenly

life's love be implanted in its place.

H
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[P.] iSi. The mind moves to these acts . . . the ulti-

mates from the inmosts, and the inmosts from the

ultimates . , .

220-. The natural and temporary things (wliich man
puts oft' at death) are the outermosts and ultimates into

which man first enters, which is done when he is born,

to the end that he may afterwards be introduced into

interior and higher things ; for outermosts and ulti-

mates are containants ; and these are in the natural

world. Hence it is that no Angel or Spirit has been

created immediately, bnt that all have been first born

men, and thus introduced ; and hence they have outer-

mosts and ultimates, which are in themselves fixed and
stated ; and within which and from which the interior

things can be held together in connection.

^. Besides, all the interior or higher things are in

the outermosts or ultimates simultaneously . . . and

therefore all the operation of the Lord is from primes

and ultimates simultaneously, thus in fulness. But as

the outermosts and ultimates of nature cannot receive

spiritual and eternal things . . . therefore man puts them
otf, and retains onlj" the interior natural things which

agree with spiritual and celestial things, and serve them
as containants. This is effected by the rejection of the

temporary and natural ultimates, which is the death of

the body.

276. "When the love of the neighbour had been turned

into the love of self, man could no longer be born into

the light of knowledge and intelligence, but into the

thick darkness of ignorance, because into the very

ultimate of life, which is called the Corporeal Sen-

suous ; and could be introduced from this by instructions

into the interiors of the natural mind, the Spiritual

always accompanying. The reason he is born into the

ultimate of life, which is called the Corjioreal Sensuous,

and therefore into the thick darkness of ignorance, will

he seen in what follows.

2'j'jafi. All reformation is eff"ected in what is full, that

is, in primes and ultimates simultaneously ; and the

ultimates are reformed in the world so as to agree with

the primes, and they cannot be reformed afterwards,

because the ultimates of life which man bears with him
after death, become quiescent, and conspire with his

interiors, that is, act as one with them.

R. 231. The appearance of the Lord's Divine wisdom

and Divine love in ultimates. Sig.

. 'A stone,' in the Word, = truth in ultimates.

2. For all the precious stones in Heaven derive

their origin from the ultimates of the AYord ; and their

transparence from the spiritual sense of the ultimates

therein. The ultimates of the "Word are the truths and

goods of the sense of its letter.

342^. That 'a corner '= the ultimate which supports

the higher things, as a foundation does a house, and thus

also [that it signifies] all things. HI.

434. By 'the hairs,' in the Word, is signified the

ultimate of man's life, which is the Sensuous. It is

this which appears to them as being in the alfection of

truth, when yet they are in the afi"ection of falsity. Sig.

657. Evils and falsities in the Church, such as there

are in its last state, universally disclosed by the Lord.

Sig.

672. That 'the four animals,' which are cherubs, =
the Word in ultimates , . .

. And besides the Lord always operates from

inmosts through ultimates, or in what is full. Sig.

678'. From which things it is evident that the

ultimate is the complex of all the prior things ; whence
it follows that all the concupiscences of evil are in

simultaneous order within the evil itself which a man
perceives in himself : all the evil which a man perceives

in himself is in ultimates ; and therefore when a man
rejects evil from himself, he at the same time rejects

its concupiscences ; but still not from himself, ^but from

the Lord. A man can indeed reject evil from himself,

but not its concupiscences ; and therefore when he

wants to reject evil, by fighting against it, he must look

to the Lord ; for the Lord operates from inmosts to

ultimates ; for He enters through the man's soul, and

purifies.

798". The Divine operation of the Lord to save men
is from primes through ultimates ; and it is this which

is meant by 'Whatever he shall bind or loose on earth,

shall be bound or loosed in Heaven :
' the ultimates

through which the Lord operates are on earth, and in

fact with men : on this account, in order that the Lord

Himself might be in ultimates as He is in primes. He
came into the world, and put on the Human. That all

the Lord's Divine operation is from primes through

ultimates ; thus from Himself into primes, and from

Himself into ultimates. Refs.

M. 44^. As they perceived that the novitiates wanted

to know whether in Heaven there are the like ultimate

deliciousnesses, they said that they are exactly like, but

much more blessed, because angelic perception and

sensation are much more exquisite than human ... It

is a universal law that primes come forth, subsist, and

persist from ultimates : so also is it with this love
;

and therefore unless there were ultimate deliciousnesses,

there would not be any deliciousnesses of conjugial love.

(Continued under Delicious.) See also 51, Gen. art.

6<f. See Delicious, here. 144. 293^

256^. The Angels are continually in the delight of

conjugial love, and in its ultimates according to the

presence of their minds uninterrupted by cares ; thus

from the determinations of judgment with the hus-

bands.

304^^. Thus from the unchaste things in the will (the

marriage of the spirit) lets itself headlong down into the

body, and defiles the ultimates of its love with an

alluring ardour ; from which, as in the beginning it was

on fire, so its fire suddenly goes out and passes away

into the cold of winter ; whence defect is accelerated.

305^^. From these things it can be seen that conjugial

love, from the first beginnings of its heat, must be

elevated out of the lowest region of the mind into the

higher region, in order that it may become chaste
;
and

that thus from what is chaste it is let down through the

middle and the lowest region into the body ; and that

when this is done, by the descending chasteness this

lowest region is purified from its unchaste things
; and

hence the ultimate of that love also becomes chaste.

3 1
1
2. That all order proceeds from primes to ultimates

;
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and that the ultimates become the primes of some

following order ; moreover, that all things of the middle

order are the ultimates of the prior, and the jirimes of

the following order ; and that thus ends continually

proceed through causes into effects, may be sufficiently

confirmed and illustrated before the reason from things

Known and visible in the world.

313. That the ultimate state is such as is the succes-

sive order from which it is formed and comes forth, is a

canon . . .

-. That all those things which precede in minds

form series, and that the series are collected together,

one beside another, and one after another, and that

these simultaneously compose the ultimate, is as yet

unknown in the world ; but as it is a Truth from

Heaven, it is here adduced ; for by means of it there is

laid open what influx operates, and the nature of the

ultimate, in which the above-mentioned series, suc-

cessively formed, coexist.

314^ See Hand, here.

355'*. As the ultimate operation of the soul in the

body with two consorts is into the ultimates of love

there, and these depend upon the state of the soul, it is

evident whence thej' have this perpetual (faculty).

389. In relation to spiritual things there is no predi-

cation of what is extended . . . hence it is that whatever

proceeds from the Lord is in an instant from primes in

ultimates.

441®. After the delights of scortatory love have been

removed . . • the spirit enters chaste into the body, and

infils their bosoms with the deliciousnesses of its bliss,

and from the bosoms infils also the ultimates of that

love in the body ; hence the spirit afterwai'ds acts in

full communion with these, and these do so with the

spirit.

T. 565. The Sensuous is the ultimate of the life of

man's mind, adhering and cohering with the five senses

of his body.

757. That at this day is the last time of the Christian

Church . . . Gen. art.

760. That this last time of the Christian Church is the

very night in which former Churclies have set. Gen. art.

Ad. 3/4445. In Heaven all the Angels ardently await

the Last Day ; for they think of nothing else.

D. 2712. From this it is evident that the last times

are at hand. 2801. 3412. (3528,Des. They are when
the equilibrium is perishing.

)

2751. I have spoken with Spirits about the corporeal

or material things of man, that they are the ultimates

of order ; that order extends itself from inraosts to

ultimates ; and that the ultimates are in man's natural

mind, which is formed from the senses of the body,

whence comes the memory of objects, which are material

ideas : thus that order is not complete except in ulti-

mates, which are the outermost vessels of all the interior

things in succession which are insinuated by the Lord.

2917. To the ultimate of order, which is the body.

3022. With man is the ultimate of order . . .

4167^. The memory of man is their ultimate plane.

4605. The direction of the Lord is in primes and in

ultimates ; thence the mediates flow in their order.

That ultimates are directed equally with primes, may
be evident from . . . what has been said about fortune.

4839S. When they were told that the la.st~2>ostremi-

should be first, they concluded that they would sit in

the last place while they were exercising command.

4847. Through the Divine Human of the Lord order

has been restored down to the ultimate of life, which is

the Sensuous ; for the Divine successive order had
perished in the ultimates, thus the Divine in the

ultimate . . .

5 15 1. For the inhabitants of this Earth are in

ultimates . . .

5508. For all the interiors of man cease in their

ultimates in the body, and this progressively from head

to sole ; nay, each degree of succession of each cupidity

has its own ultimate determined in the body . . .

5552. Man, or the human race, is the ultimate, and

is that in which Heaven ceases ; because man has

Heaven in himself, and corresponds to it : his Sensuous

Avhich is exhibited in the world is the ultimate itself,

and therefore it is also the foundation upon which

Heaven rests, as a house does upon its foundation ; for

there is a connection of all things from primes to

ultimates ; and the Sensuous of man is relatively fixed

. . . Hence it is evident that while man lives in the

world he acquires for himself a fixed plane, and that

this therefore cannot be changed ; whence it is that a

man remains to eternity such as he has become in the

world. He has this plane with him, but it is completely

quiescent ; but still his interiors cease in it . . .

5553. In order, therefore, that the Divine might rule

all things . . . through primes and ultimates simul-

taneously, the Lord came into the world . . . and rose

again with the Human even to the ultimates . . . for

thus He could subjugate the Hells, and thus he could

afterwards rule the Heavens and the earth, and no

otherwise ; for man had then completely receded in

ultimates from the Heavens, so that the foundation

then Ijegan to perish.

5608. The natural thought of man is the plane in

which cease all things of angelic wisdom . . . Into this

plane fall all things which the Angels are thinking.

Hence [such as] is the plane, such also becomes their

wisdom ; or, as the ultimates are, so are the primes.

5615. It has been observed . . . that as the ultimates

are directed by the Lord from the prior things, so

also, conversely, are the prior things directed from

the ultimates ; and the Lord is the First and the

Last, or in the prime and in the ultimate, in order that

all things of Heaven might be thus directed ; and there-

fore He became a Man, in order that He might be in

ultimates also from Himself, and not from other men :

hence He directs all things from the First and the Last,

ultimates by means of prior things in Heaven, and

prior things through Heaven from ultimates : hence the

connection.

5616^. Natural Truths are in the place of a founda-

tion : hence the thought is full of such ideas ; and when
a man is reading the Word ho is in them. The plane
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and ultimate is with an intelligent man, whether he is

thinking about such things, whether he is thinking

about other things, or whether he is asleep ; for still it

is with him ... A number of men can together serve as

a plane for one Angel. The Lord so disposes that what
is absent in one may be in another . . .

[D.] 58146. They can serve as ultimates in the Lord's

Kingdom, which correspond to the shoes of the feet . . .

5934. The Lord infilled a number . . . with His

Divine in ultimates : these did in like manner as the

ultimate Divine, and thus He cast down many
Societies . . .

E. ^6. The Word as to the sense of the letter is

Divine truth in ultimates. .

41. That He rules all things from primes through
ultimates. Sig and Ex.

. By this (Human) therefore, the Lord is in

ultimates
; and as He has made these also Divine, He

lias introduced Himself into the Divine power of ruling

all things from primes through ultimates.

66. For hairs are ultimates
; for they grow from the

ultimates with man ; and in them the primes cease.

^. His Divine in ultimates was His Human.
which He made Divine even to the flesh and bones,

which are the ultimates.

^. Since he who is deprived of ultimates, is also

deprived of the prior things.

69. 'His feet like fine brass . .
.' = the ultimate of

Divine order which is the Natural, full of Divine love.

. For tlie Divine is in its fulness when in its

ultimate . . .

81. 'I am the First and the Last' (Rev.i. i8)= who
rules all things from primes through ultimates, and
thus all things of Heaven. 113.

175-. The sense of the letter . . . serves as a basis . . .

For all things which are in nature are ultimates of

Divine order ; and the Divine does not subsist in the

middle, but flows down even to its ultimates, and thus

subsists : hence it is that the Word is such in the

letter . . .

278. The appearance in ultimates as to power and
effect of Divine truth . . . Sig.

. It is said in ultimates, because this appearance

was before John when he was in the spirit, and he saw
all things in ultimates. Ex. <

328"'. For the Divine operates from primes through
ultimates ; thus from Himself through those things

which are from Himself in ultimates, which are in His
Human.

395"*. That by the mantle of Elijah the waters of

Jordan were divided . . . signified the power of Divine

truth in ultimates ; for the waters of Jordan signified

the first truths by which entrance is made into the

Church, and these first truths are those which are in

the ultimates of the Word.

405-^. For whatever the Lord did in the world was
representative, and whatever He spoke was significative :

the reason He was in representatives and significatives

. . . was tliat He might be in the ultimates of Heaven
and of the Church, and at the same time in their

primes ; and might thus rule and dispose iiltimates

from primes ; and all the intermediates from primes

through ultimates : representatives and significatives

are in ultimates.

417^. In the ultimates (of the abodes of Spirits and
Angels) are those who are not in any wisdom and
intelligence.

'. 'Moab'= those who are in the ultimates of

the Word, of the Church, and of worship ; and, in the

opposite sense, those who adulterate them by turning

them to themselves . . .

422'^ For before the Lord's Advent, the Divine

proceeded from His Divine which is called 'the Father,'

but this did not reach to ultimates after the Church had
been vastated.

440'^. The reason Divine power is through truth from

good in the Natural, is that the Natural is the ultimate,

into which the interior things, which are things spiritual

and celestial, inflow, and where they are simultaneously

and snlisist : they are therefore in fulness there, in

which and from which is all Divine operation. Hence
it is that Divine power is in the sense of the letter of

the Word, because it is natural. . . From these things it

may be evident whence it is that Ephraim is called 'the

strength of the head of Jehovah.'

449^. Benjamin was born the last, because the

Natural consisting of truth conjoined with good is the

ultimate of the Church with man : for there are with

man three degrees of life . . . and the ultimate degree is

that in which are those who are in the Ultimate or First

Heaven . . .

475^'^. All the Lord's miracles . . . were Divine ; and
the Divine always operates in ultimates from primes,

and thus in what is full : ultimates are such things as

appear in the world before the eyes . . .

-^. For Heaven is conjoined with^man when man
is in ultimates, that is, in such things as are in the

world as to his natural man, and in such things as are

in Heaven as to his spiritual man . . .

513^^. That the Lord glorified His Human even to its

ultimate, which is called the Natural and Sensuous . . .

By 'the hands and feet' are signified the ultimates of

man ; in like manner by 'flesh and bones.' 581^-.

543-. By the ultimate Sensuous of man is not meant

the Sensuous of sight, hearing, smell, taste, and touch
;

for these are proper to the body ; but the ultimate of

thought and affection, which is first opened with

infants ; and which is such that they do not think

anything, and are not affected with any objects than

those which make one with the above-named senses ; for

infants learn to think through the senses, and to be

affected with objects according to those things which

have pleased the senses ; and therefore the first Internal

which is opened with them is the Sensuous which is

called the ultimate Sensuous of man, and also the

corporeal Sensuous. (Continued under Sensitous.)

559^. The reason sensuous scientifics . . . are so

highly persuasive, is that they are the ultimates of the

understanding ; for the understanding ceases in them as

in its ultimates . . .
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581'-. The ultimate Sensuous, which the Lord

glorified ... is signified by that 'brazen serpent ..."

611. The last state of the Church, and the revelation

of Divine truth then. Sig.

630^. To eat in that court the sanctified things , . .

(signified that) all the appropriation of holy things is

effected through ultimates . . .

654^^. For the representatives were the ultimates

of Heaven and the Church ; and all the prior things,

which are rational, spiritual, and celestial, enter into

the ultimates and are in them ; and therefore the Lord

through those representatives was in ultimates : and as

in ultimates there is all strength, therefore from primes

through ultimates He subjugated all the Hells, and

reduced into order all things in the Heavens : hence it

was that the whole life of the Lord in the world was

representative . . .

666*. For the ultimate of the life of man is in his

Natural : this ultimate is as a basis to his interior and

higher things ; for these cease in the ultimate, and

there subsist ; and therefore unless there is life in the

ultimate, the life is not full, thus neither is it perfect

:

and moreover the interior or higher things all coexist in

the ultimate, as in their Simultaneous ; hence such as

is the ultimate, such are the interior or higher things
;

for these accommodate themselves to the ultimate,

because it receives them.

684^^. The Lord is called 'Jehovah' from the Divine

in primes ; and 'the Mighty One of Jacob' from the

Divine in ultimates, in which Divine power is in its

fulness.

717. Divine truths in the ^^ltimate of order, which

are the truths of the sense of the letter of the Word . . .

adulterated and profaned. Sig. and Ex.

726'\ That all power is simultaneously in ultimates
;

and that thence the Lord has infinite power from primes

through ultimates. Ex. It shall first be told what is

meant by ultimates. Primes are the things which are

in the Lord, and which proximately proceed from Him
;

ultimates are those which are most remote from Him,

which are in nature, and are the ultimates there. These

are called ultimates, because spiritual things, which are

prior, cease in them, and subsist and rest upon them as

upon their bases ; and therefore they are immovable.

These are hence called the ultimates of Divine order.

The reason why in ultimates there is all power, is that

the prior things are simultaneously in them ; for they

coexist there in an order which is called simultaneous

order ; for there is a connection of all things from the

Lord Himself through those things which are of Heaven

and which are of the world down to these ultimates

;

and as in ultimates the prior things which successively

proceed are simultaneously together, it follows that in

ultimates from primes there is power itself: but the

Divine power is power through the Divine proceeding,

which is called Divine truth.

®. It is from this that the human race is as it

were the base of a column, or as it v/ere the foundation

to a palace, for the Heavens ; consequently that the

Heavens in order subsist upon those things which are of

the Church with men in the world, thus upon Divine

truths in ultimates, which are Divine truths such as are

of the Word in the sense of its letter. The nature of

the strength in these cannot be described in a few words.

Into these ultimates with man the Lord inflows from

Himself, thus from primes, and rules, and holds together

in order and in connection all things which are in the

Spiritual World.
^. As, then, Divine power itself resides in these

ultimates, the Lord Himself came into the world, and

became a Man, in order that He might be at the same

time in ultimates as He is in primes, to the end that

through ultimates from primes He might be able to

reduce all things into order, which had become dis

ordered ; namely, all things in the Hells, and also in

the Heavens. This was the reason of the Lord's

Advent ; for just before the Lord's Advent there was

not any Divine truth in ultimates with men in the

world . . . and hence there was not any basis for the

Heavens ; and therefore unless the Lord had come into

the world, and had thus assumed an ultimate, the

Heavens which were from the inhabitants of this Earth

would have been translated elsewhere, and all the

human race on this Earth would have perished in

eternal death. But now the Lord is in His fulness, and

thus in His omnipotence, on earth as in the Heavens,

because He is in ultimates and in primes. Thus the

Lord can save all who are in truths Divine from the

AVord, and in a life according to them ; for with these

He can be present and dwell in the ultimate truths

from the Word, because the ultimate truths also are

His, and are Himself because from Him, according to

His words in John :
' He who hath My precepts, and

doeth them, he it is who loveth Me, and My Father

loveth him, and We will come to him, and will make

abode with him' (xiv.21,23).

". The natural man is the receptacle of ultimates.

806'. These things could not have been presented in

efi'ect unless the Lord had assumed the Human : the

reason is that the Lord performs such effects (as the Last

Judgment, etc.) from primes through ultimates
;
for to

act from primes through ultimates is to act from what is

full : the very strength of the Divine power consists in

ultimates ; thus that of the Lord in His Human,

because this is in the ultimate. This was one reason

why the Lord came into the world. The other reason

was that He might glorify His Human . . . for thus and

no otherwise can the Hells be kept subjugated to

eternity ; for thus He acts to eternity from primes

through ultimates, and in fulness ; for thus His Divine

operation reaches down to the ultimates in the world
;

whereas otherwise it would reach only to the primes in

Heaven, and mediately through them and through the

sequents, to ultimates, which are men ; and therefore if

these latter were to recede, as took place just before the

Lord's Advent, the Divine operation with men would

cease, and thus there would not be for them any means

of salvation : the Divine operation of the Lord through

the Human assumed in the world, is called His imme-

diate influx down to ultimates.

822-'. See Work, here. 839.

928. 'The seven last plagues' (Rev.xv.i) = evils and

falsities manifested in the whole complex, which have
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completely devastated the Church as to all its goods and
truths. . , 'Last'= as to all the goods and truths; for

then is the last and what is consummated.

[E.] 1086'. Now as all the higher things store them-

selves iu the lowest ones in simultaneous order, it follows

that in the ultimates of the Word, which are of the sense

of its letter, are all things of Divine truth and of Divine

good even from their primes ; and as all things of Divine

truth and of Divine good are simultaneously in their

ultimate, which is the sense of the letter of the Word,
it is evident that there is the power of Divine truth,

nay, the omnipotence of the Lord, in saving man ; for

when the Lord operates. He does not operate from
primes through mediates into ultimates ; but from

primes through ultimates, and thus into mediates

:

hence it is that in the Word the Lord is called 'the

First and the Last:' and hence it is that the Lord
assumed the Human, which in the world was Divine

truth, or the Word ; and that He glorified it even to

ultimates, which are the bones and the flesh, to the end
that He should he able to operate from primes through
ultimates from Himself ; and not, as before, from man.
This power in ultimates was represented by the hair

with the Nazarites, as with Samson ; for the hair

corresponds to the ultimates of Divine truth.

1087-. As in the ultimate sense of the Word, which
is called the sense of the letter, are all the interior

things simultaneously . . . which are in the Words of

the three Heavens ... it may be evident from this that

Divine truth in the sense of the letter of our Word is in

its fulness. It is said in its fulness, because it contains

in itself all the prior things even from the prime . . .

the ultimate is what includes them ... As the Word in

ultimates is such, it follows that it is not the Word
until it is in its ultimate, thus until it is in the
sense of the letter : if it were not in this, the Word
would be like a temple in the air, and not upon the
earth ; or like a man in flesh, and not at the same time
in bones.

^. As Divine truth in its ultimate is in its

fulness, and also in its power—for when it is in it, it is

simultaneously in all things—therefore the Lord never
operates except from primes through ultimates, conse-

quently iu what is full ; for He does not reform and
regenerate man except by means of truths in ultimates,

which are natural : it is from this that such as a man is

in the world, such he remains to eternity . . . : it is

also from this that Heaven and Hell are from the
human race, and that Angels have not been created

immediately
; for man in the world is in his fulness

;

and therefore he can be conceived and born there, and
afterwards be imbued with knowledge, intelligence, and
wisdom, and become an Angel.

"*. As the Lord operates all things from primes
through ultimates, and in ultimates He is in His
power and in His fulness, it therefore pleased the Lord
to take on the Human, and become Divine truth, that
is, the Word ; and thus from Himself to reduce into
order all things of Heaven and all things of Hell, that
is, perform the Last Judgment : this the Lord could
achieve from the Divine in Himself, which was in

primes, through His Human, which was in ultimates
;

and not, as formerly, from His presence or abode iu the

men of the Church ; for these latter had completely

removed themselves from the truths and goods of the

Word, in which before there had been the habitation of

the Lord with men. This was the primary reason for

the Advent of the Lord into the world . . . Ath. 112.

129. 181.

1088-. Divine truth is that which is called the Holy
;

but it is not holy until it is in its ultimate : its ultimate

is the Word in the sense of the letter . . . The reason is

that this sense contains and includes all the holy things

of Heaven and the Church . . .

1112^. The Divine Human (before He assumed the

Human in the world) was not Divine down to ultimates :

the ultimates are what are called ' the flesh and bones ;

'

for these also were made Divine by the Lord when He
was in the world. •.

1207*. That nature has been created in order that the

Spiritual may be terminated in it, follows from what has

been said : that those things which are in the Spiritual

AVorld, are causes ; and that those things which are in

the natural world, are efl'ects ; and effects are termini.

Universally there must be an ultimate where there is a

prime ; and as in the ultimate there coexist all the

intermediates from the prime, the work of creation is

perfect in ultimates. For the sake of this end the sun

of the W'orld has been created ; and through the sun,

nature ; and at last-itltlmo-the terraqueous globe, in

order that there may lie ultimate matters there, in

which everything spiritual may cease, and in which

creation may subsist . . . and for the end that all things

may return thence to the Prime from which they are,

which is eff'ected through man.
e_ That intermediates coexist in ultimates, is

evident from the axiom, that there is nothing in the

effect which is not in the cause : and thus from the

continuity of causes and effects from the prime down to

the ultimate.

1210^. But as there is nothing which has not its

ultimate, where it ceases and subsists, so also the

Spiritual ; this ultimate of it is in the Earth, in its

lands and waters ; and from this ultimate the Spiritual

produces plants of all kinds . . .

1212^. For the Spiritual a quo, in mediates is alive
;

but in ultimates is not alive : in ultimates the Spiritual

retains no more of what is alive than suffices to produce

a likeness of what is alive : almost as in the human
body, in the ultimates of which—which are produced

from the Spiritual—there are cartilages, bones, teeth,

and nails ; in which what is alive, which is from the

soul, is terminated.

1219'. The idea of state (which the Angels have), and

the derivative idea of the appearance of space and

time, is not given excejit in the ultimates of creation

there, and from them. The ultimates of creation there

are the earths upon which the Angels dwell : there

appear spaces and times ; and not in the spiritual things

themselves from which the ultimates have been created
;

and not even in the affections themselves of the Angels,

unless the thought from them reaches through to

ultimates.

Ath. 49. Because all Divine operation reaches through

the whole of order, from primes to ultimates, and there
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operates ; for in ultimates all things are together : on

which account it has been shown that in ultimates

there is strength, not from themselves, but from those

things M'hich are in the ultimates from the primes.

Hence it is that there is strength in the sense of the

letter of the Word. It is from this reason that the

Lord has so often said that the Father in Him is He
who does the works ; and also, elsewhere, that He
Himself does the works.

^. The ultimate (at the time of the Flood) was
the Divine in the remnant of the human race . , .

De Verbo 5^. For the Divine influx of the Lord

through the Word is from primes through ultimates.

lo^. Hence it is that the ultimate of the Word
corresponds to the ultimates of man : the ultimate of

the W^ord is the sense of the letter, and the ultimate of

man is the hair of the head and of the beard.

D. Love iv. For the Divine which proceeds from the

Lord is Divine from primes down to ultimates : the

ultimates are those things which are also called bony,

which are the flesh and bone : that these also were

made Divine by the Lord, He taught His disciples,

—

that He has flesh and bone, which a Spirit has not

(Lukexxiv.39) ; and still He entered through closed

doors ; and became invisible ; which manifestly testifies

that also the ultimates of men in Him had been made
Divine ; and that thence there is a correspondence with

the ultimates of man.

xix^. Thus the will of man is living endeavour in

man, and acts in ultimates by the media of the fibres

and nerves . . .

-. For there cannot be any endeavour with man,
or will, unless it is also in ultimates ; and as it is in

ultimates, it is in interior act ; but this act is not per-

ceived by anyone . . . because it comes forth in his

spirit.

D. Wis. viii^ The reason (an angelic) mind cannot

be formed except in man, is that all Divine influx is

from primes into ultimates ; and, through the con-

nection with ultimates, into mediates ; and thus does

the Lord connect all things of creation, wherefore also

He is called 'the First and the Last.' This also was

the reason why He came into the world, and put on a

human body, and also glorified Himself therein, in

order that from primes and at the same time from

ultimates He might nUe the universal Heaven and the

universal world. It is the same with every Divine

operation : and that it is so is from the fact, that all

things coexist in ultimates ; for all things which are in

successive order are there in simultaneous order ; and

therefore all things which are in the latter order are in

continual connection with all things which are in the

former order ; from which it is evident that the Divine in

the ultimate is in its fulness . . . Hence it is evident

that all creation has been effected in ultimates
;
and

that all Divine operation passes through to ultimates,

and there creates and operates.

. That an angelic mind is formed in man, is

evident from . . . [the fact] that it is from a law of

Divine order, that all things should return from ulti-

mates to the prime from which they are . . . ^,

Ex.

xii. That by His Divine love and by His Divine
wisdom the Lord animates all things in Heaven and all

things in the world down to their ultimates ; some that

they may live, and some that they may be and come
forth. Gen. art.

2-. The Sun of the Spiritual World regards ultimates

from primes ; and the sun of the natural world regards

ultimates from the mediate.

5^. A natural origin has been added in order that

they may be at the same time material and fixed, for

the sake of the end of the procreation of the human race,

which is not possible except in ultimates, where there

is what is full.

. The Sun of Heaven, in which is the Lord, is

the common centre of the universe ; and all things of

it are circumferences aud circumferences even to the

ultimate one ; and He rules these circumferences from

Himself alone as one continuous thing ; but the middle

ones from the ultimate ones . . .

Can. God vii. 3. These progressions of ends go from

primes to ultimates; and return from ultimates to

primes ; aud they go and return by periods, which are

called the circles of things.

9. Thus there is a linked connection of all things in

the universe, from primes to ultimates, and from ulti-

mates to primes.

Redemp. viii. 10. All the operation of God takes

place from primes through ultimates, thus from His

Divine through His Human. Hence it is that God is

the First and the Last.

II. That in the ultimates of God all Divine things

are simultaneously together ; thus in our Lord Jesus

Christ are all things of His Father.

Last. Perdurare.

See DuKATiON.

Can. God iv. 12. (The objects in the Spiritual World)

last so long as [those there] are in that affection . . .

Last. Fostrevius, Postremitas.

A. 6337. 'I will tell you what shall happen in the

last of the days' (Gen.xlix. i) = the quality of the state

of the Church ... in the last-iJ<i»iMW(-of the state
;

namely, in that in which truths and goods in general,

when they are in their order, are together-»i;?m/.

E. 365^^ 'For the last to the man is peace' (Ps.

xxxvii.37) . . . 'The last ' = the end when there is

peace.

Last Judgment. Ultinmm Judicium.

See under Judge.

A. 900. 'Three' and 'seven' are most sacred, because

they are both predicated of the Last Judgment, which

will come on the third or the seventh day. It is the

Last Judgment with everyone when the Lord comes,

both in general and in particular ; namely, there was a

Last Judgment when the Lord came into the world ;

there will be a Last Judgment when He will come in

dory ; there is a Last Judgment when He comes to

every man whatever in jiarticular ; and there is a Last

Judgment for everyone when he dies. This Last Judg-
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ment is the third and the seventh day, which is holy to

those who have lived well, but not holy to those who

have lived evilly . . .

[A.] 931^. As to those who believe that the end of the

earth will be the same as the Last Judgment treated of

in the "Word ... in this they are mistaken. For there

is a Last Judgment of every Church when it has been

vastateil, or when there is no longer any faith in it.

The Last Judgment of the Most Ancient Church was

when it perished, as in its last posterity immediately

before the Flood. It was the Last Judgment of the

Jewish Church when the Lord came into the world.

There will also be a Last Judgment when the Lord will

come in glory ; not that the earth and the world will

then perish, but that the Church perishes. But then a

New Church is always resuscitated by the Lord . . .

^. Moreover there is a Last Judgment with every

man when he dies ; for then, according to the things

which he has done in the body, he is judged either to

death or to life. That nothing else is meant by 'the

consummation of the age,' 'the end of days,' or 'the

Last Judgment,' and consequently not the destruction

of the world, is clearly evident from the Lord's words in

Luke : 'In that night there shall be two in one bed, the

one .shall be taken, and the other left. Two shall be in

the field, the one shall be taken, and the other left'

(xvii. 34-36) ; where the last time is called 'night,'

because there is no faith, that is, charity ; and it is

said tliat they 'shall be left,' by which is clearly indi-

cated that the world will not then perish.

1S50. According to the internal sense, by the 'Last

Judgment' is meant the last time of the Church ; by

'the heaven and earth which will perish' is meant the

Church as to internal and external worship, which be-

comes no Church when there is no charity.

-. It was the Last Judgment of the Most

Ancient Church M'hen all charity and faith ceased,

which took place immediately before the Flood : the

Flood itself . . . was the Last Judgment of that Church

;

then perished heaven and earth, that is, the Church
;

and a new heaven and a new earth were created, that is,

a new Church, which was called the Ancient Church.

This Church also had its last time, namely, when all

charity became cold, and all faith was darkened, which

was about the time of Eber. This time was the Last

Judgment of that Church, which was the heaven and

earth which perished.

^. The new heaven and the new earth was the

Hebrew Church. This also had its last time, or Last

Judgment, when it became idolatrous ; and therefore a

new Church was raised up, and this with the descend-

ants of Jacob, which was called the Jewish Church,

which was no other Church than a Church representative

of charity and faith ... Of this so-called Church it was
the last time, or Last Judgment, when the Lord came
into the world ; for then the representatives ceased

;

namely, the sacrifices and like rites, in order to the

cessation of which they were cast out of the Land of

Canaan.

*. After this, a new heaven and a new earth were
created, namely, a new Church, which is to be called the

Primitive Church . . , and which at first was in charity

and faith. Concerning the destruction of this Church,

prediction is made by the Lord in the Evangelists, and

by John in the Revelation, which destruction is what

is called 'the Last Judgment;' not that now heaven

and earth will perish, but that a New Church will

be raised up in a certain vcgion-terrarum orbe, this one

remaining in its external worship, as the Jews do in

theirs, in whose worship it is sufficiently known that

there is nothing of charity and faith, that is, nothing of

the Church.
^. These things in general concerning the Last

Judgment. In particular, it is the Last Judgment of

everj'one immediately when he dies ; for he then passes

into the other life, in which, when he comes into the

life which he had in the body, he is judged either to

death or to life. There is also a Last Judgment in

singular. With the man who is being judged to death,

each and all things condemn him ; for there is nothing,

however minute, in his thought and will, which is not

like his Last Judgment, and which does not draw him

to death. With the man who is being judged to life, in

like manner, each and all things of tliought and will

with him have an image of his Last Judgment, and bear

him to life . . . These are the things which are signified

by ' the Last Judgment.

'

2117. On the Last Judgment. Gen. art.

. What the Last Judgment is, few at this day

know ; they suppose that it will come with the destruc-

tion of the world . . . and that then for the first time

the dead will rise again, and will be presented before the

Judgment ; and then the evil will be cast into Hell, and

the good will ascend into Heaven. These conjectures

are from the propheticals of the Word, where mention is

made of a new heaven and a new earth, and also of the

New Jerusalem . . .

21 18. By 'the Last Judgment' is meant the last time

of the Church ; and also the last of everyone's life. As

concerns the last time of the Church, it was the Last

Judgment of the Most Ancient Church . . . when their

posterity perished, the destruction of whom is described

by the Flood. It was the Last Judgment of the An-

cient Church . . . when almost all who were of that

Church became idolaters, and were dispersed. It was

the Last Judgment of the Representative Church , . .

when the ten tribes were carried away into captivity and

were dispersed among the nations ; and then the Jews,

after the Lord's Advent, were driven out of the Land of

Canaan, and were dispersed into the universal world. It

is the Last Judgment of this Church, which is called

Christian, Avhich is meant in . . . the Revelation by 'the

new heaven and the new earth.' 4333.

21 19. That the last of the life of every man, when he

dies, is the Last Judgment to him, is not hidden from

some, but still few believe it. Yet it is a constant

truth that every man after death rises again into the

other life, and is presented before the Judgment. This

Judgment is thus circumstanced. As soon as his

corporeal things become cold, which takes place after a

few days, he is resuscitated by the Lord by means of

celestial Angels, who at first are with him. But when
he is such that he cannot be with these, he is received

by Spiritual Angels, and successively afterwards by good

Spirits ; for ... as his desires follow him, he who has

led an evil life cannot stay long with Angels and good
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Spirits, but successively separates himself from them,

and this until he comes to Spirits of like life to that

which he had in the world. It then appears to him as

if he were in the life of his body ; in itself also it is a

continuation of the life. From this life his Judgment
T^egins. They who have led an evil life, in process of

time descend into Hell ; they who have led a good life,

are by degrees elevated by the Lord into Heaven.

Such is the Last Judgment of each one. 4527". 4663.

.4807.

2120. The things the Lord spoke concerning the last

times . . . = the state of the Church, and its quality at

the time of its Last Judgment. Ex.

2121. That the Last Judgment is at hand, cannot be

so evident on earth and within the Church, as it is in

the other life . . . The World of Spirits is at this day

full of evil Genii and evil Spirits . . . and so also is the

interior sphere of that World, where those are who have

been interiorly evil, as to the intentions and ends.

This in like manner is at this day so filled up, that I

liave marvelled that there could ever be so great a

multitude ; for they are not all cast down into the Hells

in a moment, because it is according to the laws of

order that every such person should return into his own
life which he had in the body, and thence by degrees be

•carried down into Hell . . . Hence those Worlds of

Spirits are filled up with . . . such . . . and by these

the Souls who come from the world are frightfully in-

fested ; and besides, the Spirits who are with man . . .

are excited more than before to inject malignant things

into man, so mucli so that the Angels . . . can scarcely

avert them, but are compelled to inflow into man more

remotely. From this it may be manifestly evident in

the other life that the last time is at hand. 2122. 2123.

2126.

2127. In the other life there sometimes appears a kind

of Last Judgment before the evil, when their Societies

•are being dissociated ; and before the good, when they

are being intromitted into Heaven. 2i28,Des. 2129,

Des. 2i3o,Des.

2441. 'The sun went forth upon the earth' (Gen.xix.

23)= the last time, which is called the Last Judgment.

Ex.

3353. Hence it is evident that the Last Judgment is

nothing else than the end of the Church with one nation,

and its beginning with another ; which end and which

beginning come forth when there is no longer any ac-

knowledgment of the Lord, or, what is the same, when
there is no faith. There is no acknowledgment or no

faith when there is no charity . . . That then is the end

of the Church, and its translation to others, is perfectly

evident from all those things which the Lord Himself

lias taught and predicted in the Evangelists concerning

that last day, or concerning the consummation of the

age. 111. and Ex.

3934^. As in the works of the external man there thus

•comes forth the life of the internal man, the Lord, when

treating of the Last Judgment, in Matt, xx v. 32-46,

enumerates nothing else than works.

4057. See Consummation, here. 4059. 4231".

4230. When the end of the old Church and the

beginning of the new one are at hand, then it is the

Last Judgment . . .

6S95. 'To visit ' = the Advent of the Lord, which

precedes the last time of the Church, which time is

called in the Word 'the Last Judgment.'

821 1*. As 'morning' = the state of the enlightenment

and salvation of the good, and the state of thick dark-

ness and destruction of the evil, therefore also ' morn-

ing' = the time of the Last Judgment, when those who
are in good are to be saved, and those who are in evil

will perish ; consequently it = the end of a former

Church, and the beginning of a new Church, which are

signified in the Word by 'the Last Judgment.' Refs.

and 111.

10622. The rejection of the evil into Hell, and the

salvation of the good then, is that Avhieh is called 'the

Last Judgment.

'

10758''. When they are not thinking about the Last

Judgment, they believe that they will live as men
immediately after death ; but as soon as thought about

the Last Judgment inflows, this idea is changed into

a material idea concerning their earthly body . . .

D.5196.

H. 312. Believes that no man comes into Heaven or

into Hell before the time of the Last Judgment . . .

J.15.

J. Title. On the Last Judgment, and on Babylon

Destroyed : thus that all things which have been fore-

told in the Apocalypse, are at this day fulfilled. From
things heard and seen.

I. That the destruction of the world is not meant by

the day of the Last Judgment. Gen. art.

. They who have not known the spiritual sense

of the Word, have understood nothing else than that at

the day of the Last Judgment all things which appear

in the world before the eyes will be destroyed ; for it is

said that the heaven with the earth will then perish,

and that God will create a new heaven and a new earth

. . . But it is so said in the sense of the letter of the

Word, because the sense of the letter of the Word is

natural, and is in the ultimate of Divine order, where

each and all things contain a spiritual sense in them . . .

But let them now know that the heaven which is visible

before the eyes will not perish, nor the habitable earth,

Init that both will remain ; and that by 'a new heaven

and a new earth' is meant a New Church, both in the

Heavens and on earth . . .

6. They who have adopted (the above-mentioned)

faith concerning the Last Judgment . . . believe . . .

that the generations and procreations of the human race

will afterwards cease . . . But as the destruction of the

world is not meant by the day of the Last Judgment

... it follows that the human race will remain, and

that the procreations will not cease. Fully ex.

28. That the Last Judgment will be where all are

together, thus in the Spiritual World, and not on earth.

Gen. art.

. It is believed concerning the Last Judgment,

that the Lord will then appear in the clouds of heaven

with the Angels in glory, and that He will raise up all

who have lived since the beginning of the creation . . .
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and will clothe the souls with their bodies, and . . .

will judge those who have acted well to . . . Heaven,

and those who have acted evilly, to . . . Hell. This

faith is in the Churches from the sense of the letter of

the Word, and could not be taken away so long as it

was unknown that there is a spiritual sense in each

thing which is said in the "Word . . .

[J. 28]-. (Thus) by these words is meant that the Lord,

when it is the end of the Church, will ojien the spiritual

sense of the Woid, and thus the Divine truth, such as it

is in itself: and thus that this is the sign that the Last

Judgment is at hand.

29. That the Last Judgment will come forth in the

Spiritual "World, and not in the natural world or on

earth, is evident from the two articles which precede,

and also from those which follow ... In the articles

which follow, it will be shown that the Last Judgment
has been already accomplished.

33. That the Last Judgment comes forth when it is

the end of the Churcli ; and that it is the end of the

Church when there is no faith because there is no charity.

Gen. art.

. There are many reasons why the Last Judgment
comes forth when it is the end of the Church. The
primary one is that then there begins to perish the

equilibrium between Heaven and Hell, and together

with the equilibrium the very freedom of man ; and
when the freedom of man perishes, he can no longer be

saved . . .

34^. As at the end of the Church evil increases over

good, all are then judged by the Lord, and the evil are

separated from the good, and all things are reduced into

order, and a New Heaven is established, and also a New
Church ou earth, and thus the equilibrium is restored.

This, then, is what is called the Last Judgment.

45. That the Last Judgment has been accomplished.

Gen. art.

. It has been shown above that the Last Judg-
ment does not come forth on earth, but in the Spiritual

AVorld, where all are together from the beginning of

the creation
; and this being the case it cannot come to

the Knowledge of any man when the Last Judgment
has been accomplished ; for everyone is expecting it on
earth . . . Therefore ... it has been given me to see

with my eyes that the Last Judgment has now been
accomplished, and that the evil have been cast into the

Hells, and the good elevated into Heaven, and thus that

all things have been reduced into order, and thence the
spiritual equilibrium has been restored . . ,

-. In what way the Last Judgment has been
accomplished, it has been given me to see from beginning
to end, and also in what way Babylon has been destroyed,

and also in what way those who are meant by 'the

dragon' have been cast into the abyss ; and also in what
way a New Heaven has been formed, and a New Church
established in the Heavens, which is meant by 'the

New Jerusalem.' . . . This Last Judgment commenced
at the beginning of the preceding year, 1757, and was
fully accomplished by the end of that year.

46. But it is to be known that the Last Judgment
has been effected upon those who had lived from the
Lord's time to this day ; but not upon those who had

lived before. For in this Earth there had been a Last
Judgment twice before ; one, which is described in the

"Word by the Flood ; and the other by the Lord Him-
self when He was in the world ; and which is also

meant by the Lord's words : 'Now is the Judgment of

this world, now is the prince of this world cast out of

doors' (John xii.3). Further 111.

^. The reason there has been in this Earth a Last

Judgment twice before, is that every Judgment comes
forth at the end of the Church . . . and in this Earth
there have been two Churches, the first before the Flood,

and the second after the Flood . . . The Last Judgment
of the (former Church) is described by the Flood . . .

Ex.

^ The second Church, which was after the Flood

. . • extended through much of the Asiatic world, and
was continued with the descendants of Jacob. Its end

was when the Lord came into the world ; and by Him a

Last Judgment was then effected upon all from the first

establishment of that Church, and at the same time

upon those left from the first Church . , .

^. The third Church on this Earth is the Christian

one ; upon this, and at the same time upon all who from

the Lord's time had been in the first Heaven, there has

been effected a Last Judgment, which is now treated of.

47. In what way this Last Judgment has been effected

cannot be described in special in this little "Work,

because the things are many, but they will be described

in the Explication upon the Apocalypse. For the

Judgment has been accomplished not only upon all

who have been of the Christian Church, but also upon

all who are called Mohammedans, and also upon all the

gentiles in this world ; and it has been effected in this

order : first, upon those who had been of the Papal

religion ; then ui)on the Mohammedans ; afterwards

upon the gentiles ; and lastly upon the Reformed.

Concerning the Judgment upon those who had been of

the Papal religion, see the following article concerning

Babylon destroyed ; concerning the Judgment upon the

Reformed, see the article on the former Heaven which

has passed away ; but concerning the Judgment upon
the Mohammedans, and upon the gentiles, some things

shall be said in this article.

48. The arrangement of all the nations and peoples

upon whom the Judgment has been effected in the

Spiritual World was seen to be as follows. In the

middle those appeared collected who are called the Re-

formed ; and there also distinct, according to their

countries. The Germans were there towards the north ;

the Swedes were there towards the west ; the Danes in

the east ; the Dutch towards the east and south ; the

English in the middle. All round this Middle, where

all the Reformed were, there appeared collected those

who were of the Pajial religion, the greatest part in the

western quarter, some in the southern. Beyond these

were the Mohammedans, also distinct according to their

countries, all then appeared in the south-west. Beyond

these were congregated the gentiles in a vast number,

who thus constituted the compass itself. Outside of

these there appeared as it were a sea, which was the

boundary.

49. (These words) = that the Lord will separate those

who are in truths and at the same time in good, from
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those who are in truths and not in good ;
(for these are

signified by 'the sheep and the goats'). Upon no

others has the Judgment been effected ; for the evil who
were in no truths were already in the Hells ; for thither

are cast all the' evil after death, thus before the Judg-

ment, who at heart deny the Divine, and reject from

faith the truths of the Church. Of those who had been

in truths and uot in good had been the former Heaven
which passed away ; and of those who are in truths and
at the same time in good has been formed a New Heaven.

50. As to the Judgment upon the Mohammedans and
gentiles, it was effected as follows. The Mohammedans
were brought from their places, where they had been

congregated ... by a way round the Christians ; from

the west, through the north, to the east, even to the

confines of the south ; and on the way the evil were

separated from the good : the evil were cast into marshes

and lakes ; many were also dispersed into a certain

desert which was beyond ; but the good were led through

the east to a land of great space near the south, and

dwelling-places were there given them . . .

51. The Judgment upon the gentiles was effected in

almost a like manner, but . . . they were brought only

part of the way, into the west, where the evil were

separated from the good ; and the evil were there cast

into two great gulfs . . . but the good were brought

above the Middle where the Christians were, towards

the land in the eastern quarter where the ilohammedans
were, and were allotted dwelling-places behind them ;

and further, to a gi'cat extension, into the southern

quarter . . .

*. The Judgment upon so great a multitude was
efiFected in a few days ; for everyone, when let into his

own love and his own faith, is at once designated, and
is carried to his like.

59. Why (the Babylonians) were tolerated to the day
of the Last Judgment. Gen. art.

*. Hence it is that there were tolerated all who
had been such from the time of the commencing Christian

Church up to the day of Judgment . , .

^. But it is to be known that only those were

preserved who suffered themselves to be kept in bonds

by laws both civil and sfiiritual, since these could be in

Society together. But those were not preserved who
could not be kept in bonds by these laws : these were

cast into Hell long before the day of the Last Judgment

;

for the Societies are continually purified and defended

from such.

^. In like manner , . . those who are interiorly

good . . . are by turns sent, before the Judgment, to

the 'places of instruction . . . and are taken Tip thence

into Heaven . . .

61. After visitation, destruction took place ; for

visitation always precedes. Visitation is the exploration

of their quality, and also the separation of the good

from the evil ; and the good are taken away theuce, and

the evil are left behind. These things having been

done, prodigious earthquakes took jjlace, from which

they observed that the Last Judgment was at hand,

and trembling seized on them all. Then those who
dwelt in the Southern Quarter, especially those in the

great city there, were seen running hither and thither
;

some that they might betake themselves to flight ; some

that they might hide themselves in the crypts ; some in

the cellars and pits where their treasures were ; and

some carried out thence whatever came to hand. But
after the earthquakes, there burst forth an ebullition

from below, which overturned all things in the city and

in the circumjacent tract. After the ebullition, there

came a vehement wind from the east, which laid bare,

shook, and overthrew all things to their foundations ;

and then all who were there were led forth out of every

place, and out of every retreat, and they were cast into

a sea, the waters of which were black. Those who were

cast into it amounted to many myriads. Afterwards,

from that whole tract there went up a smoke, like that

after a conflagration ; and finally a dense dust, which

was carried off by the east wind to the sea, and strewn

over it ; for their treasiires had been turned into diist,

and all those things which they had called holy, because

possessed by them. . . Lastly, there was seen as it were

a blackness flying over that whole tract, which, when
looked at, appeared like a dragon ; a sign that the

whole of that great city and the whole of that tract had

become a desert.

^. But those who were in the Council . . . were

not cast into the black sea, but into a gulf which

opened itself lengthwise, and deep doAvn, beneath and

around them. Thus was the Last Judgment accom-

plished upon the Babylonians in the southern quarter.

^. But the Last Judgment upon those who were

in front in the Western Quarter, and upon those who
were in the Northern Quarter, where also there was a

great city, was thus effected. After prodigious earth-

quakes, which convulsed all things down to the bottom

. . . an east wind went forth from the south, through

the west, into the north, and laid bare all that region
;

first that region which was in front in the western

quarter, where those who had lived in the dark ages

dwelt underground ; and afterwards the great city,

which was extended from that quarter all through the

north to the east ; and, when these had been laid bare,

all things appeared. But as there were no such great

treasures there, there was not seen any boiling up, and

fire and brimstone consuming the treasures, but only an

overturn and destruction, and then an exhalation of all

things into smoke ; for the east wind advanced, in

going and returning, and overthrew and destroyed, and

also took away. The monks, together with the common
people, were led forth to the number of many myriads,

and were partly cast into the black sea, on that side

of it which looks to the west
;

partly into the great

southern gulf, mentioned above
;
partly into the western

gulf; and partly into the Hells of the gentiles ... A
smoke was also seen ascending thence, and advancing as

far as the sea, and flying over it, and spreading a black

crust over it ; for that part of the sea into which they

had been cast, was encrusted with the dust and smoke

into which their dwelling-places and riches were reduced
;

and therefore that sea no longer appeared to the sight,

but in its place as it were a mere blackness, beneath

which is their Hell.

^. The Last Judgment upon those who dwelt

upon the mountains in the Eastern Quarter , . . was

thus accomplished. Those mountains were seen to
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subside into the deep, and all those who were upon them

were swallowed up. And he whom they had placed

upon one of the mountains there, and whom they pro-

claimed to be God, was seen to become black, and then

fiery, and together with them was cast down headlong

into Hell. For the monks of the various orders who
were upon those mountains, had said that he was God,

and that they were Christ ; and, wherever they went,

they carried with them the execrable persuasion that

they were Christ.

[J. 6i]-\ Lastly, there was effected the Judgment upon

those who dwelt more remotely in the Western Quarter,

and upon mountains there, who are meant by 'the

woman sitting on the scarlet beast, which had seven

heads which were seven mountains.' Their mountains

were also seen ; some of them opened in the middle,

where a huge gulf was made which was drawn round

into a spiral, and those who were upon them were cast

into it. Some of the mountains were torn up from their

foundations, and were completely inverted, so that what
had been the highest there became the lowest. Those

who were thence in the plains wei'e inundated as with a

flood, and covered o%'er ; but those who were with them
from the other Quarters were cast into the gulfs.

. But the things here told are only a few of all

which I have seen ; more will be given in the Explica-

tion upon the Apocalypse. These things were effected

and completed in the beginning of the year 1757.
^^. As to the gulfs into which they were all cast,

except those who were cast into the black sea, they are

many. Four have been disclosed to me. Enum. The
gulfs and the sea are their Hells . . .

64. As the Last Judgment has now been accom-

plished, and by it all things have been reduced by the

Lord into order, and all who were interiorly good have

been taken up into Heaven, and all who were interiorly

evil have been cast down into Hell, it is henceforth no

longer allowed as it had been before that thej' should

consociate below Heaven and above Hell ; nor that

(the Babylonians) should have anything in common
with others ; but as soon as they come thither . . . they

are completely separated, and, after some time passed

in the World of Spirits, they are carried into their

places . . ,

66. See Foemer Heaven, here. 67. 69. 70. 71.

67*. Hence it is that a Last Judgment has been

effected twice before upon the inhabitants of this Earth,

and now for a third time.

69. The First Heaven was composed of all those upon

whom the Last Judgment has been effected ; for it has

not been effected upon those who were in Hell, nor u^jon

those who were in Heaven, nor upon those who were in

the World of Spirits . . . and not upon any man still

living ; but solely upon those who had made for them-

selves a resemblance of Heaven . . .

72. How the First Heaven passed away, has been de-

scribed before, where it treated of the Last Judgment
upon the Mohammedans, and upon the gentiles, and
upon the Papists ... It remains for something to be

said about the Last Judgment upon the Reformed . . .

for, as above said, the Judgment has not been effected

upon any others than those of whom was the First

Heaven. After these latter had been visited, and had
been let into their interiors, they were distributed and

divided into classes according to their evils and the

derivative falsities, and according to their falsities and
the derivative evils ; and they were cast into Hells cor-

responding to their loves. Their Hells were on every

side around the iliddle ; for the Reformed were in the

Middle . . . Those who were not cast into Hells, were

cast out into deserts ; but some were sent down into the

plains in the southern and noi'thern quarters, in order

that they might form Societies, and be instructed and pre-

pared for Heaven. These are they who were preserved.

But the way in which all these things were accom-

plished, cannot be here described in special, for the

Judgment upon these lasted longer, and was effected

successively, by turns ; and as there were then seen and

heard many things worthy of mention, I will present

them in their order in the Explication upon the Apoca-

lypse.

73. On the state of the world and of the Church after

(the Last Judgnaent). Gen. art.

. It will be quite like what it has been hereto-

fore ; for that great change which has been effected in

the Spiritual World does not induce any change on the

natural world as to the external form ; and therefore

henceforth there will equally be civil things as before
;

there will be peaces, treaties, and wars, as before ; and

all other things which belong to societies in general and

in special. . . But as concerns the state of the Church,

this it is which hereafter will not be the same ; it will

indeed be similar as to the external appearance, but it

will be dissimilar as to the internal appearance. As to

the external appearance there will be divided Churches

as before ; their doctrines will be taught as before ; in

like manner religious things with the gentiles ; but

henceforth the man of the Church will be in a freer

state of thinking about the things of faith, thus about

the spiritual things which are of Heaven ; because

spiritual freedom has been restored ; for all things have

now been reduced into order in the Heavens and in the

Hells ; and thence inflows all thought concerning

Divine things, and against Divine things . . . But this

change of state is not observed by a man in himself,

because he does not reflect upon it, nor does he know
anything about spiritual freedom, nor about influx . . .

74. I have spoken various things with the Angels

concerning the state of the Church hereafter ; who have

said that things to come they know not, because to

know things to come is of the Lord alone ; but that

they do know that that slavery and captivity in which

the man of the Church has been heretofore has been

taken away ; and that now from restored freedom he is

better able to perceive interior truths, if he wants to

perceive them ; and thus to become interior, if he wants

so to become : but that they have small hope of the

men of the Christian Church ; but much hope of some

nation remote from the Christian world, and removed

from the infesters thence ; which nation is such that

it 'can receive spiritual light, and become a celestial

spiritual man ; and they have said that at this day

interior Divine truths are being revealed among that

nation, and are also being received in spiritual faith,

that is, in life and in heart, and that they adore the Lord.
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C. J. I. That the Last Judgment has been accom-

plished. Gen. art.

2. The reason the Last Judgment continues to be

treated of, is especially that it may be known what was

the state of the woiid and of the Church before the

Last Judgment, and what the state of the world and of

the Church has become after it ; and also in what way
the Last Judgment has been accomplished upon the

Reformed.

3. (The general opinion concerning the day of the

Last Judgment in the Christian world stated.

)

s. (It may thus be seen) that the Last Judgment
will not be in the natural world, but in the Spiritual

World. 56.

5«*. And that when the Last Judgment takes place,

it must be revealed for the sake of faith in the "Word.

8. On the state of the world and of the Church before

the Last Judgment, and after it. Gen. art.

10. As these had lived in externals as Christians,

they were conjoined with the Angels of the Ultimate

Heaven ... On account of this conjunction they could

not but be tolerated ; for to separate them before the

Last Judgment would have been to inflict injury on

those who were in the Ultimate Heaven. Sig.

ir. That before the Last Judgment was eff"ected upon
them, much of the communication between Heaven and
the world, thus between the Lord and the Church, was

intercepted. Gen. art.

12. That hence it is that after the Last Judgment
had been accomplished, and not before, revelations were

made for the New Church.
^^ That the state of the world and of the

Church before the Last Judgment was like evening and

night, but after it like morning and day. Gen. art.

14. On the Last Judgment upon the Reformed. Gen.

art.

16. Upon whom from the Reformed the Last Judg-

ment was eff'ected. Gen. art.

. The Last Judgment was effected upon no others

from the Reformed than upon those who in the world

had professed God, had read the Word, had heard

preachings, had attended the sacrament of the Supper,

and had not neglected the solemn rites of the worship

of the Church ; and yet had accounted as allowable,

adulteries, vai'ious kinds of theft, lies, revenges, hatreds,

and the like. These, although they had professed God,

made sins against Him of no account. They had read

the Word, and still had made of no account the precepts

of life therein ; they had heard preachings, and had

attended nothing to them ; they had gone to the sacra-

ment of the Supper, and still had not abandoned the

evils of their former life ; and they had not neglected

the solemn rites of worship, and still had not at all

amended their life. Thus they had lived in externals

as if from religion, and yet in internals they had had no

religion. These are they who are meant by 'the

dragon' in the Apocalypse . . . The same are meant also

by 'the he-goats' in Matt.xxv.

17. Upon all these from the Reformed was the Last

Judgment effected ; but not upon those who had not

believed in God, who had despised the Word, and had

at heart rejected the holy things of the Cliurch ; for all

these, when they came from the natural world into the

Spiritual World, had been cast into Hell.

19. While they remained (in their imaginary Heavens)

the interiors of their minds were closed up, and the

exteriors were opened ; so that their evils, by which
they made one with the Hells, did not appear. But
when the Last Judgment was at hand, their interiors

were uncovered, and then they appeared before all in

their real quality ; and as they then acted as one with,

the Hells, they could no longer simulate a Christian

life, but from delight rushed into evils and disgraceful

acts of every kind, and were turned into devils, and

also appeared as they do ; some black, some fiery, and
some livid like corpses . . .

22. From these things it may be evident upon which

of the Reformed it was that the Judgment was effected :

that it was not upon those who were in the Middle ; but

upon those who were around it . . .

23. On the signs and visitations before the Last

Judgment. Gen. art.

. There was seen above those who had made
themselves seeming Heavens, as it were a cloud, which

appeared from the presence of the Lord in the angelic

Heavens which were above them, especially from His

presence in the Ultimate Heaven, lest, on account of

the conjunction, any of them should at the same time

be taken away, and should perish. The higher Heavens

were also brought down nearer to them, by means of

which the interiors of those upon whom the Judgment

was about to come were uncovered ; on the uncovering

of which they no longer appeared like moral Christians,

as before, but like demons. They were uproarious and

quarreling together about God, the Lord, the Word,

faith, and the Church ; and as the concupiscences to

evils were also then let out into freedom, they rejected

all these things with contempt and ridicule, and rushed

into disgraceful acts of every kind. Thus was the state

of these heaven-dwellers changed. Then at the same

time vanished all their splendid things, which they had

made for themselves by arts unknown in the world :

their palaces were turned into vile cottages ; their

gardens into pools ; their temples into ruins ; and the

very hills upon which they dwelt, into rough sharp-

stones, and into other like things which corresponded

to their flagitious minds and cupidities. . . These were^

the signs of the coming Judgment.

24. As the uncovering of their interiors increased, so

the order among those who dwelt there was changed and

inverted ; those who had most prevailed in Reasonings

against the holy things of the Church, burst into the

middle, and assumed the dominion ;
and the rest, who

had less prevailed in reasonings, withdrew to the sides,

and acknowledged those who were in the middle as their

Angel guardians. Thus did they bind themselves

together into external forms-^ac/e-s-of Hell.

25. Round about these changes of their state, there

took place various concussions of the dwellings and

lands with them, which were followed by earthquakes,

great according to their turning away ; and here and

there also the earth yawned open towards the Hells

which were beneath them, and thus there was opened
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communication with those Hells ; exhalations were

then seen rising up as of smokes mingled with sparics of

fire. These also were signs which preceded ; and which

are also meant by the Lord's words concerning the con-

summation of the age and of the Last Judgment then

. . .
' Nation shall be stirred up against nation : there

shall be great earthquakes in divers places : signs also

from Heaven, terrible and great. And there shall be

distress of nations, the sea and the salt water roaring.'

[C. J.] 26. Visitations also were made by the Angels . . .

The Angels exhorted them to desist, and denounced de-

struction upon them if they did not. At the same time

they sought out whether there were any good ones inter-

mingled among them, whom they separated. But the

crowd, excited by their leaders, reviled the Angels, and

rushed upon them in order to drag them into some

public place, and treat them in an abominable manner.

It was done there as in Sodom. Most of them were

from faith separated from charity ; and there were also

some who had professed charity, and still had lived

flagitiously.

27. How the universal Judgment was effected. Gen.

art.

. After the visitations and signs premonitory of

the coming Judgment could not turn aside their minds

from criminal acts, nor from seditious macliinations

against those who acknowledged the Lord as the God of

Heaven and earth, who held the Word to be holy, and

led a life of charity, the Last Judgment came upon

them. It was thus effected.

28. The Lord was seen in a bright cloud with the

Angels, and there was heard from it as it were the

sound of a trumpet, which was a sign representative of

the protection of the Angels of Heaven by the Lord, and

of the gathering of the good from every side. For the

Lord does not bring destruction upon anyone, but only

protects His own, and draws them away from conmiuni-

cation with the evil ; and when they have been drawn

away, the evil come into their own concupiscences, and

from them rush into nefarious things of every kind.

Then all who were about to perish were seen together

like a great dragon, with its tail extended in a curve,

and elevated towards Heaven, bending itself about on

high in various directions, as though it would destroy

Heaven and drag it down ; but the endeavour was vain,

for the tail was cast down, and the dragon which also

then appeared elevated, sank down. (This representa-

tion Ex.)

29. I then saw some of the rocks upon which they had

been, subsiding to the lowest depths ; some translated

afar ; some opened in the middle, and those who were

upon them cast down through the openings ; and some

inundated as with a flood. And I saw many Spirits

collected into companies, as into bundles, according to

the genera and species of evil, and cast hither and
thither into gulfs, marshes, lakes, and deserts, which

were so many Hells. The rest, who were not upon the

rocks, but scattered here and there, fled away afl'righted

to the Papists, Mohammedans, and gentiles, and pro-

fessed their religions, which they could do without any
disturbance of mind, because with these there had been

no religion ; but still, lest they should seduce these

also, they were driven away, and thrust down to their

companions in the Hells. This was their destruction as

described universally : the particulars which I have seen

are more than can be here described.

30. On the salvation of the sheep. After the Last

Judgment had been accomplished, there was joy in

Heaven, and also light in the World of Spirits, such as

there had not been before . . . because those infernal

Societies had been interposed like clouds ... A like

light also arose to men in the world, from which they

had new enlightenment.

31. I then saw angelic Spirits, in great numbers,

rising up from the lower parts, and elevated into

Heaven ; who were the sheep, there reserved, and

guarded by the Lord for ages back . . .

53. In the days of the Last Judgment, I saw many
thousands (of the Dutch) cast out of the cities in the

Spiritual World, and out of the villages, and the sur-

rounding lands. (Their character des. ) I saw them
cast into a fiery gulf stretching beneath the eastern

tract, and into a dark cavern stretching beneath the

southern tract. This casting out was seen on the 9th

of January, 1757. There remained those with whom
there was religion . . .

57. After the Last Judgment, the state (of the Papists

there) was thus clianged, in that they were not allowed

to congregate in companies, as before . . .

59«. When the great northern city of the Papists

was destroyed, on the day of the Last Judgment, I saw

(that Pope) carried out of it on a couch, and taken to a

place of safety.

L. 3-. That the Lord came into the world in order to

effect a Last Judgment, and thereby subjugate the then

dominant Hells, which was effected through combats,

or through temptations admitted into his Human from

the mother . . .

5. By 'the day cruel' 'terrible,' etc., is meant the

Advent of the Lord to Judgment.

14^''. As a Last Judgment was effected by the Lord

when He was in the world, through combats with the

Hells, and through their subjugation, it therefore treats

in many places of the Judgment which He should

effect. 111.

61-. The reason this (doctrine of the Lord) has not

been seen before from the Word, is that if it had been

seen before, it would still not have been received ; for

the Last Judgment had not as yet been accomplished,

and before it the power of Hell prevailed over the power

of Heaven ; and man is in the midst between Heaven

and Hell ; and therefore if it had been seen before . . .

.

Hell would have snatched it out of their hearts, and

would besides have profaned it. This state of the power

of Hell has been completely broken by the Last Judg-

ment, which has now been accomplished. After it,

thus now, every man who wants to be enlightened and

to be wise, can be. 65. P. 263^.

62. Thus after the Last Judgment had been effected,

it is said . . .

F. 64. The Last Judgment was effected upon no others

than those who were moral in externals, but in internals

were not spiritual, or but little spiritual. Those who
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had been evil in externals as well as in internals had

been cast into Hell long before the Last Judgment ; and

those who had been spiritual in externals and at the

same time in internals had been elevated into Heaven

long before the Last Judgment. For the Judgment
was not effected upon those who were in Heaven, nor

upon those who were in Hell, but upon those who were

in the middle between Heaven and Hell, and who had

made for themselves seeming Heavens there.

*. At that time those (of the Reformed) who had

been in faith separated from charity, not only in

doctrine, but also in life, were cast into Hell ; and

those who had been in the same faith as to doctrine

only, but still had been in cliarity as to life, were ele-

vated into Heaven : from which it was evident that no

others are meant by the Lord by the he-goats and the

sheep, in Matt, xxv., where He is speaking of the Last

Judgment.

P. 264'*. That neither were genuine truths . . . re-

vealed by the Lord until after the Last Judgment had
been accomplished . . . Ex. It had been foretold by the

Lord in the Apocalypse that after the Last Judgment had
been accomplished, genuine truths were to be disclosed,

a new Church to be established, and the spiritual sense of

the "Word disclosed. That the Last Judgment has been

accomplished, has been shown in the Work on the Last

Judgment , . .

274®. I have not yet heard anyone say that (specific

deceased persons) have as yet no lot, but will have at

the time of the Judgment.

R. Pref.^. It is to be known that since the Last

Judgment, which was accomplished in the year 1757, in

the Spiritual World . . . there has been formed a New
Heaven from Christians . . . 79 1-.

2. In the Apocalypse it treats from beginning to end
of the last state of the Churcli in the Heavens and on
earth, and of the Last Judgment then ... £.5.

186. That they will be protected and preserved in the

day of the Last Judgment. Sig.

187. Because by the words which immediately pre-

cede is meant the Last Judgment ; and the Last Judg-
ment is also called 'the Advent of the Lord,' as in Matt.

xxiv,3. . . 'The consummation of the age ' = the last

time of the Church, when is the Last Judgment.
6, Yor after the Last Judgment the Church is

instaurated by the Lord. That Church in the present

case is the New Jerusalem . . .

225,Pref. It treats (in Rev.iv.) of the ordination and
preparation of all things in Heaven for the Judgment,
which would be from the Word and according to it . . .

225. Manifestation concerning the ordination of the

Heavens by the Lord for the Last Judgment, which
would be according to His Divine truths in the Word.
Sig.

227. Revelations concerning things to come before the

Last Judgment, and concerning it, and after it. Sig.

229. The Judgment in a representative form. Sig.

^. It is said that 'a throne'= the Judgment in a

representative form, because those things which John
saw were visions which represented . . .

233. 'Around the throne were four and twenty

thrones, and upon the thrones I saw four and twenty

elders sitting '= the ordination of all things in Heaven

for the Last Judgment. Ex.

. That wlien the Last Judgment should come

. . . it would be effected that the Word shall judge

everyone, the Lord regulating, so that all things shall

be done according to justice. See 239.

256,Pref. That the Lord in the Divine Human will

effect the Judgment from the Word and according to it,

because He Himself is the Word ; and that this is ac-

knowledged by all in the three Heavens. (Tr. in Rev. v.)

256. Because it treats of the exploration of all in the

Heavens and on earth upon whom the Last Judgment

will be, and of their separation.

273. '(The Lamb) came and took the book out of the

right hand of Him who sat upon the throne ' = that the

Lord as to His Divine Human is the Word, and that

this is from His Divine in Him, and that on this account

He will effect the Judgment from His Divine Human.
2. That the Lord will effect the Judgment from

His Divine Human, because He is the Word, is evident

from these passages. 111.

274. 'And when He had taken the book'=:when the

Lord commenced to effect the Judgment, and thereby

to reduce into order all things in the Heavens and upon

earth.

295,Pref. It treats (in Rev.vi.) of the exploration of

those upon whom the Last Judgment will come ; and

exploration was made as to the quality of the under-

standing of the Word as it had been with them, and

thence what had been the quality of the state of their

life . . . Concerning the state of those who on account

of the evil had been guarded by the Lord in the Lower

Earth, that at the time of the Last Judgment they were

to be delivered. Concerning the state of those who were

in evils and the derivative falsities, what it would be on

the day of the Last Judgment.

295. 'I saw when the .Lamb had opened the first of

the ;seals'= the exploration by the Lord of all upon

whom the Last Judgment will come, as to the under-

standing of the Word, and as to the consequent state of

their life. 302. 309. 317.

324. 'When He had opened the fifth seal '= the ex-

jjoration by the Lord of the state life of those who will of

be saved at the day of the Last Judgment, and who
meanwhile are reserved.

325-. For all are guarded by the Lord, lest they

should be injured by the evil, who have led any life of

charity ; and, after the Last Judgment, when the evil

have been removed, they are taken out of the places

where they are guarded, and are elevated into Heaven.

Since the Last Judgment, I have often seen them sent

out of the Lower Earth, and translated into Heaven.

"'. This is the reason why they are guarded by the

Lord ; and, when the evil have been cast out into Hell,

which is after the Last Judgment, they are brought

forth from the places where they are guarded.

327. (Their grief) that the Last Judgment is deferred.

Sig.

329. That the Last Judgment would still be deferred
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a little until there should have been collected from every

side those who in like manner had been hated, reviled,

and rejected by the evil on account of the acknowledg-

ment of the Divine Human of the Lord, and a life ac-

cording to the truths of His Word. Sig.

[R.] 330. ' I saw when He had opened the sixth seal' =
the exploration by the Lord of the state of life of those

who were interiorly evil, upon whom the Judgment will

come.

. Two arcana are to be revealed : First. That

the Last Judgment has not been effected upon any

others than those who in the external form had appeared

like Christians, and with the mouth had professed the

things which are of the Church ; but in the internal

form, or at heart, had been against them ; and because

they were such, therefore as to the exteriors they had

been conjoined with the Ultimate Heaven, and as to the

interiors with Hell. Second. That so long as they were

conjoined with the Ultimate Heaven, so long the in-

ternals of their will and love were closed, in conse-

quence of which they did not appear evil before others.

But when they had been separated from the Ultimate

Heaven, then their interiors were disclosed, which were

in complete opposition to their exteriors, from which

they had simulated and counterfeited that they were

Angels of light, and that the places where they dwelt

were Heavens. These Heavens so-called were those

which passed away at the time of the Last Judgment.

340. 'For the great day of His anger is come, and who

is able to stand ?
' = that they have become such of them-

selves through separation from the good and faithful, on

account of the Last Judgment, which otherwise they

could not endure. By ' the great day of the anger of the

Lamb ' is signified the day of the Last Judgment
; and

by ' who is able to stand ?
' is signified not to be able to

endure it for the torment ; for when the Last Judgment

is at hand, the Lord approaches with Heaven ; and of

those who are below, in the World of Spirits, no others

can endure the advent of the Lord than those who are

interiorly good . . .

-. That 'the day of the Lord's anger' = the Last

Judgment. 111.

342. 'I saw four Angels standing on the four corners

of the earth' = the universal Heaven now in the endea-

vour to effect the Last Judgment upon those who were

in the World of Spirits.

. There now follow many things concerning the

state of the Spiritual World immediately before the Last

Judgment, which no one can know except through

revelation from the Lord ; and as it has been given me

to see how the Last Judgment has been accomplished,

and also the changes which preceded, and the ordina-

tions which have followed it, I can thence trace back

the things which are signified by all the things in this

chapter and in those which follow.

2_ Yov the Last Judgment was effected upon

those who were in the World of Spirits, and not upon

anyone in Heaven, nor upon anyone in Hell. 866-.

3_ Yov the Lord, when the Judgment was at

hand, caused the Heavens to approach over the World

of Spirits ; and by means of the approach of the

Heavens there was effected such a change of the state of

the interiors which are of the mind with those who were

beneath, that they saw nothing but terrors before their

eyes.

343. It is to be known that the Last Judgment comes
forth when the evil are so greatly multiplied below the

Heavens in the World of Spirits that the Angels in the

Heavens cannot .subsist in the state of their love and of

their wisdom ; for there is then no support and founda-

tion for them ; and as this comes forth from the multi-

plication of the evil below, therefore, in order that He
may preserve their state, the Lord inflows with His

Divine more and more strongly ; and this is done until

they cannot be preserved by any influx unless the evil

below are separated from the good ; and this is effected

by the subsidence and approach of the Heavens, and a

consequently stronger influx, until the evil cannot

endure it ; and then the evil flee away, and cast them-

selves into Hell. Sig.

478. That after the Last Judgment upon those who
liave devastated the Cliurch, the Lord's Kingdom will

come. Sig.

525. 'The time of judging has come' = . . . the Last

Judgment rijion those with whom there is not any

spiritual life.

554. That by the Last Judgment those have been

removed who had set themselves in opposition against

the doctrine of the New Jerusalem. Sig.

626''. For the Advent of the Lord involves two things :

the Last Judgment, and after it the New Church.

The Last Judgment is treated of in Rev.xix.xx. . .

65 5<^. Like things to these happened in many places

at the day of the Last Judgment. Fully des. and

sig.

676-. For the Last Judgment is not eff"ected upon

them until they have been devastated. Des.

709. That thus it has been manifested by the Lord

that all thino-s of the Church have been devastated, and

that now the Last Judgment is at hand. Sig.

761". When evils and falsities are multiplied beyond

the degrees of opposition . . . the Heavens are infested
;

and unless the Lord then protects the Heavens, which

is done by a stronger influx from Himself, violence is

inflicted on the Heavens, and when this arrives at its

height, He then effects the Last Judgment, and so they

are delivered. Sig.

765. That on this account, at the time of the Last

Judgment, the penalties of the evils which they have

done will return upon them, which are . . . Sig.

804^. This also is the reason why it was not until

after the Last Judgment that there was revealed the

spiritual sense of the Word, and that the Lord alone is

the God of Heaven and earth ; for by the Last Judg-

ment the Babylonians have been removed, and also the

Reformed who had confessed faith alone ;
the falsities

of whom had been like dusky clouds interposed between

the Lord and men upon earth ; and had also been like

colds, which took away spiritual heat, which is the love

of good and truth.

865. 'I saw a throne white and great, and One sitting

upon it, from whose face fled the Heaven and the earth'

(Rev. XX. 1 1)= the universal Judgment effected by the
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Lord upon all the former Heavens . . . wliich Heavens

together with their earth were completely dissipated . . .

. Something is to be premised concerning the

universal Judgment which is here treated of. From
the time when the Lord was in the world, when He
Himself in Person effected a Last Judgment, it had been

permitted that those who were in civil and moral good,

although in no spiritual good . . . should stay in the

World of Spirits longer than the rest . . . and at last it

was conceded to them to make for themselves constant

dwelling-places there, and also by the abuse of corre-

spondences, and by ])hantasies, to form for themselves

seeming Heavens ; which, moreover, they had formed

in great abundance. But when they had been multi-

plied in such abundance as to intercept spiritual light

and spiritual heat between the higher Heavens and men
on earth, then the Lord effected the Last Judgment,

and dissipated those imaginary Heavens ; which was

effected in this way,— the externals by which they

simulated Christians were taken away ; and the in-

ternals, in which they were devils, were opened ; and

then they were seen such as they were in themselves
;

and those who were seen to be devils were cast into

Hell, everyone according to the evils of his life. This

was done in the year 1757.

876. Pref. It treats (in Rev.xxi. ) concerning the state

of Heaven and of the Church after the Last Judgment

:

that after this, through the New Heaven a New Church

will come forth on earth which will worship the Lord

alone.

877. 'Because the former Heaven and the former

earth had passed away ' = Heavens not from the Lord

... all of which were dissipated at the day of the Last

Judgment.

878. 'And the sea was no longer' = that the External

of the Heaven collected from Christians from the first

establishment of the Church, after there had been taken

out thence and saved those who were written in the

Lord's book of life, was in like manner dissipated. . .

But the Liternal of the Heaven from Christians was not

fully formed by the Lord until some time Ijefore the

Last Judgment, and also after it ; as may be evident

from Rev.xiv. and xv., where it treats of it ; and from

Rev. XX. 4,5. The reason it was not formed before.

Ex.

884^. As there are fellowships there as in the natural

world, it could not be otherwise before the Last Judg-

ment than that those who in externals were civil and

moral, but in internals evil, should be together and

should converse with those who in like manner were

civil and moral in externals, but in internals good
;

and as in the evil there is a continual cupidity of

seducing, therefore the good who were with them in

fellowship were infested in various ways. But those

who were grieved by the infestations from them, and

who came into fear of damnation, and of evils and

falsities from Hell, and of grievous temptation, were

taken out of their fellowship by the Lord, and were sent

into a certain Earth beneath that one, where also there

are societies, and were there guarded ; and this until all

the evil had been separated from the good, which was

effected by means of the Last Judgment ; and then
VOL. IV.

those who had been guarded in the Lower Earth were

elevated by the Lord into Heaven.

948. Tiie state of all in general before the Last Judg-

ment : that from those who were in evils goods were

taken awaj', and from those who were in falsities truths

were taken away ; and, on the other hand, that from

those who were in goods evils were taken away, and
from those who were in truths falsities were taken away.

Sig.

-. For before this had been done, the Last Judg-

ment could not be effected ; because so long as the evil

retained goods and truths, they were conjoined as to

externals with the Angels of the Ultimate Heaven ; and
yet they were to be separated ; and this is what is

foretold by the Lord in Matt. xiii. 24-30 ; and 38-40.

T. 95. The acts of redemption, by which the Lord
made Himself justice, wore that He accomplished the

Last Judgment, which was effected in the Spiritual

World, and then separated the evil from the good, and
the goats from the sheep, and expelled from Heaven
those who made one with the beasts of the dragon, and
of the worthy built a New Heaven, and of the unworthy

a Hell, and successively reduced all things into order in

both.

115. The Lord is also at this day effecting a redemp-

tion, which He commenced in the year 1757, together

with the Last Judgment, which was then effected.

123^. The ordination of the Heavens and of the Hells

has continued from the day of the Last Judgment until

the pi'esent time, and still continues . . .

124^ The nature of the Lord's power, which He has

from Divine good, when He accomplished the Last

Judgment in the year 1757 . . .

772''. That the Last Judgment was effected in the

Spiritual World, in the year 1757 ... I testify, because

1 saw it with my eyes, in full wakefulness.

796''. This was (Luther's) state of life up to the Last

Judgment, which was effected in the Spiritual World,

in the year 1757 ; but a year after that, he was trans-

lated from his first house to another, and at the same

time into a different state.

Ad. 222. The Last Judgment represented by the

overthrow of Sodom, etc. Its successive events enuni.

D. 220. On a represented image of the Last Judg-

ment. 243. See also 218.

1 3 16. A tumult in the World of Spirits which I

thought might be the Last Judgment. 2 122, Ex.

2339. On the Last Judgment. (The common opinion

stated.)

3618. Certain Spirits had put on the persuasion that

they would have a sweet sleep . . . even to the Last

Judgment.

4371. Concerning the Last Judgment: tliat man is

now perverted. 1749, Aug. 23rd.

4391. (How what the Lord said concerning the Last

Judgment is to be understood.)

4568. It is the day of the Last Judgment for every-

one immediately when he dies . . .

4925-4928. On Heaven, and on the Last Judgment.

There appeared many upon mountains and rocks, who
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were evil . . . But it was often seen that in various ways

the evil there were separated from the good, and were cast

down from the mountains and rocks. (4926) There was

one rock upon which there was a rather large city, where

were those who are in faith alone . . . These revelled in

the lust of exercising command, and therefore they stood

at the sides of the rock, and infested those who were

beneath. . . As all exhortation was in vain, that rock

began to subside ; and at last it subsided into the deep,

with that city and its inhabitants. It was said that the

same thing takes place elsewhere, where they do not live

the life of faith ; the better ones there, however, had

departed previously. . . Such are they who are meant

by 'the he-goats' . . . When the rock subsides, there is

then only a city there which contains an assemblage of

evil Spirits, who, when they were men, had been in

faitli separated from charity
;
[for] Ijefore this happens,

the good are removed thence . . . Thus there afterwards

appears a chasm there. There remain houses which are

of wood ; which, in such a city [contain those who] live

at the circumference ; for these are in the good of charity

and of faith. (4927) They subside very deeply, accord-

ing to the quantity and ([uality of their evil. This

I saw done with two cities upon the rocks. When
the whole of the rocks subside, and become valleys, it is

good, and signifies those who are suffering themselves

to be regenerated. (4928) From these rocks, being

lofty, they look far away, to a great distance ; and all

who are between the rocks, in the valleys, which are

cultivated, and where are Spirits who are being informed

and led to good, are harassed in many ways by those on

the rocks . . . and wherever they flee, they pursue them
with their eyes, and harass them . . . Therefore nianj'

of their cities there subsided, but those who were in the

good of charity and of faith were saved. This is meant
in Matt. XXV., by the sheep on the right, and the he-goats

on the left.

[D.] 4930-4932. Continuation concerning Heaven and

the Last Judgment. There are cities there, great and

many, and men betake themselves thither because they

. . . are able to live in some good, from fear for their

life, of the law, of honour, and of gain. So long as

they are in such things, they live morally ; but when
thej' are taken out of them, they then live according to

their interiors . . . Such cities appear upon rocks and

upon mountains ; upon the rocks are those who are in

principles from the doctrine of the Church ; upon the

mountains are those who are in loves . . . Into such

cities, there at first betake themselves such as are in

faith, and have led a moral life in the world ; but by

degrees the wicked betake themselves thither, by means
of simulated afi'ections of truth and good, and by means

of various arts ; and then the inhabitants of that city

begin to be infested—for in the other life thoughts and

affections are communicated—and, when this occurs,

visitation takes place ; Angels are sent thither . . . and
when they observe that the state of faith or the state of

love has been perverted by those wicked ones, then the

good are separated from the evil, like the shee}) from

the he-goats ; and the good go out, and the evil remain
;

and then that city subsides down into the deep, and

thus the evil are let down into Hell. I saw this done

with some of them. (4931) How great the wickedness

is of those who come thither, can scarcely be described

... It is chiefly carried on by means of the abuse of

correspondences ... In some cases they present them-
selves naked, and thus appear above, as innocents ; and
under the giiise of innocence perpetrate criminal things.

Some learn the spiritual language, whereby they con-

join themselves with some of the Angels, and thus

2>erpetrate criminal things ; but they have not a spiritual

language such as those have who are in Heaven, but an
artificial one ; and they do not speak by it in spiritual

ideas, but in natural ideas, which is utterly forbidden.

Some devise for themselves another language, and thus

consociate themselves so that others do not perceive

what they are saying to each other. Others act diff"er-

entlj', in thousands and thousands of ways. In a word,

the wickedness there is unspeakable. (4932) Four good

Spirits were sent into the cities in order to choose for

themselves an abode ; but wherever they came, they

found evil and infamous Spirits. In two, when they

had entered a house and chamber, some came in from

the city, and asked them to go out to scortate, to which

they wanted to impel them, and almost to oflTer violence

. . . thus it was done almost as in Sodom. The reasoii

scortations and adulteries so prevail in these cities, is

that in the world such things had been regarded as

of no moment ; and also because they place everything

of the Church in doctrine ; not caring whether it is

false or true ; and falsifications of doctrine are scorta-

tions ; and adulterations of good are adulteries.

4944, 4945. On Heaven and the Last Judgment.

Again have I seen great cities destroyed ; one subsided
;

the other was translated. The one which subsided

(did so) quickly, very deep down ; it subsided in the

middle, and the sides sloped down and followed ; and,

when they were in the deep, the sides were draAvn

together above, and thus it was covered over above
;

but before this, the better ones were called out, and had

gone out. (4945) The other city did not subside, but

was translated to another place, which was done to a

considerable distance, the translation advancing in a

circuit, and it appeared as if a cloud were being trans-

lated ; and, when it arrived at the end, it also subsided

so, [but] elsewhere. Before it was translated, all who
were therein were driven into a certain species of stupor

;

for there was a general change of state.

4953-4988. Concerning the Catholic religion, and

Babel. The leading clergy and prelates who are of this

religion, who had persuaded themselves . . . that they

have the keys of . . . Heaven, and that thus they have

the Power to remit sins . . . appeared at the right, on

both sides of where the Lord appears as a Sun ; into

which place they had been carried up by the opinion

that they are the nearest to the Lord ; and thus [have]

from Him the Power to dominate over those things

which are below. . . (4955) . . . There appears a sphere

as it were of the Lord around them ; and they want to

be adored almost as the Lord. They were indignant

when I merely looked at them ; and, being angry, they

deliberated together ; and were then driven away from

the mountain through a posterior way ; and, as they

were evil, they were cast into Hell. So was it done

several times. (4956) IMeanwhile, they excited many
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crews among those who are below, whom they want to

rule ; especially among those who are at the back

;

whom they inspire with the erroneous faith that the

things which they say are from the Lord . . . These are

the worst ones ; for by their persuasion they allure to

themselves simple good Spirits . . . and they can scarcely

be driven away ; but still they are being very grievously

punished, and at last are being relegated to the Hells.

(4957) They also have a great city upon a mountain at

the right, where they have a Consistory
;
yet they say

that the Pope is not there, because they are in the other

life, and that there the Lord is the Pope. (4598) I

saw that many of them were descending through the

posterior way, and were conducting themselves holily in

externals . . . and that they were exciting the white

monks with the books, who were praying for them . . .

and the Jesuits also were then conspiring with them. . .

(4960) There ajjpear around that mountain, from one

end to the other, men or Spirits who look downwards,

and thereby rule all things which are around. They
who are thus posted in a series, who amount to

hundreds, are called look-outs ; and every one of them
has his own function. (4961) He who stood first in

that series, is from those who take away understanding

from men by inducing ignorance of all things which are

in the Word . . . (4962) These also send forth Spirits to

those who are l:>elow , . . who sit behind them, and as it

were infuse themselves into their heads . . . and rule

their thoughts, and thus their will . . . There have been

many such with me . . . (4963) He who appears in the

second place is a look-out from those who disjoin the

Lord from the Church, putting themselves in His place
;

and who thus, which is the same thing, are separating

good and truth. Such, by means of others, send below

to the backs of those who are seated there, and cause

marriage to be separated . . . (4964) The functions of the

rest follow in order, as they stand there. The great

city is upon a mountain, is of wide extent, and [contains]

a vast multitude ; and in the middle of it there is a

rather lofty height, which is called the j\Iount of

Assembly, on the side more remote from the Lord as a

Sun ; it is on the side of the north. Tlie height of this

Mountain is the same as that of the Sun . . . precisely

according to that which is mentioned in the Prophet

concerning Lucifer, who is Babel [Is. xiv. 13,14]. (4965)

Below the Mount of Assembly, and also above it, there

also appear watch-towers, in which are those who look

everywhere around ; and also rule ; like those who are

around at the sides. (4966) There was seen a certain

one above a certain tower, who was holding a drawn

sword, which flashed ; and then those below who saw it

began to lie down quite blind, and as it were dead, with

terror . . . (4967) Above the Mount of Assembly there

appeared a tower ; and those who stood in it were seen

to wave as it were a sleeve, thus a white linen cloth,

which had this effect : that it excited below execrable

adulteries . . . (4968) It was seen that those who were

in the first place were descending from the Mount of

Assembly. It was a vast multitude ; but it was said

that this was but a little [of them]. Afterwards there

were also descending those who were in the second place
;

concerning whom above. (4969) There appears a com-

munication between this right-hand mountain, and a

mountain to the left of the Sun ; which communication

appears in front of the Sun ; so that they were almost

obscuring the Sun ; thus those who were taking away

love. In that communicatory place there appeared a

a vast multitude. There also appeared a tower on the

opposite [side], at the back, which corresponded to

those who are on the Mount of Assembly ; and they in

like manner were waving a sleeve there, when they

wanted to excite execrable adulteries. . . (4973) The

whole mountain was surrounded with benches in a . . .

fivefold order . . . and they were all filled with Spirits

. . . who had eyes all round about, and ruled all things.

My eye was drawn roi;nd the mountain . . . and it was

shown that the tracts, as far as the eye could reach, were

under their domination, everywhere round about. . .

(4975) Because this was the case, that mountain, with

the mountains round about, where there was a like

religion, subsided from its height down to the plane of

the horizon, where they afterwards wandered ; nor could

they any longer . . . exercise dominion over the lands

round about . . . (4977) When the mountains had sub-

sided, the Mount of Assembly, where there was a great

abundance of Spirits, was translated around to the left,

to a considerable distance ; and there it subsided ; and

those who were there were for the most part cast into

Hell . . . (4978) Before this subsidence took place, they

liegan to appear, not at the right and left of tlie Sun

. . . but remote therefrom . . . because the Lord liad

removed Himself from them ; and they had then said to

each other that their destruction was at hand ; because

if they were not near the Lord they could not exercise

dominion in His place . . . (4979) There afterwards

appeared, at the left side of the Sun ... a certain tower,

where many were labouring ; and they wanted to builil

that tower, and elevate it into Heaven ... It also was

built up to an immense height . . . There were below

some of those who had previously been upon the moun-

tain, who were then holding a council, and who were

deliberating about a doctrine which was to be the rule

for the peoples. It was this doctrine which was repre-

sented by the tower . . . (4980) Meanwhile, the commu-
nication between me and them was closed, so that I did

not know what they were doing ; but after that doctrine

had been hatched . . . the communication was opened,

and it was read. It was to this purport : I. That they

were to worship and adore the Pontiff as the vicar of

Christ. 2. That they had the keys of Peter ... 3. That

they were to worship Mary as the goddess of Heaven.

4. Also the saints beneath her ... 5. That the Pope

lias su]ireme Power over emperors and kings. 6. That
emperors and kings have no business with the things of

the Church. 7. That those who did not acknowledge

these tilings were condemned . . . (4982) When these

had been read, they received for answer that those

doctrinals had been hatched from the deepest Hell ; and

then there appeared ascending thence a diabolical crew,

very black and direful, who ajiproached, and with their

teeth tore away from them the written doctrinals, and
bore them away with them into the deepest Hell.

(4983) Those who were around were amazed ; but they

acquiesced when they were told that nothing had been

thought therein concerning the salvation of the human
race by means of the truths and goods of faith ; but in
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everything there was as the end a diabolical command
over the Heavens and over the earths, thus also over the

Lord. . . (4987) . . . Direful are the arts in which (the

Babylonians) are skilled for bringing men into damna-

tion ; they could avert the Lord's influx from those who
in faith acknowledge the Lord . . . turning the mind
and its thought to themselves . . . (4988) Som.e of those

who had been on the mountain deliberated together that

they would receive the Heavenly Doctrine, which is

treated of before the chapters of Exodus ; and they

entered upon execrable plans as to how they should

adulterate it ... so that it might be completely extin-

guished. But their execrable plans were disclosed, and
they were punished by being made utterly insane and

stupid. . . There were many such . . . They were persons

of three kinds : i. Those who think of nothing else than

exercising command, and using holy things as means of

exercising command, who also are Babel. 2. Those who
liave persuaded themselves that there is no God ; but

that man has all things in himself; so that everyone is

the builder of his own fortune ; and that religion is for

the sake of the common people, in order that they may
be kept in a bond. 3. There were such as had com-

pletely conjoined themselves with the Hells.

[0.35004-5006. Continuation concerning Babel. When
the mountains, together with the cities there, fell down,
there still remained mountains further away there ; and
those who were there, from phantasy, made in front of

them as it were the Sun, where the Lord is ; but it did

not shine. . . Those who were on the mountains there

sometimes removed themselves from the other side of

that phantastic Sun, and came forth ; and, as before,

plotted their criminal things in the lower places there
;

and then they removed themselves back again behind
that Sun, and were not seen ... It was then disclosed

that it was a man who was in the love of dominion
above the others there (it was the Archbishop Jacobus
Benzelius), who had professed the Catholic religion

because it was granted him to have dominion. He was
then taken out thence, and was cast . . . into damned
dust, because he had dared to commit such a crime . . .

He [also] had given the commands to do those criminal

things [in the lower places] . , . (5006) At last he rose

up, and said from that lower place to which he had gone
that he Avas the Lord, now on earth ; and afterwards,

that he was God. The Catholic crowd all round adored
him . . . and, wherever he went, they fell down on their

knees, especially those who were on the surrounding
mountains . . . and at last the Jesuits also descended,

and encompassed him in crowds, with acclamations . . .

But at last he was recognized. The Sirens and others

had encompassed him with a deceptive lumen, causing a

still greater persuasion.

5034-5058. Concerning the Swedish cities ; and con-

cerning the Last Judgment ; and concerning the Swedish
nation. The Swedish nation also dwell in cities ... in

order that they may be thus kept in some interior fear

. . . The Swedish cities, as is also the case elsewhere, are

many
; yet one is near another, so that they can come

from one into another within a minute. They are

distinguished by something of distance, or something of

a wall ; and the cities are consociated according to the

diversities of genius ... of the people. . . For the most
part, one nation is consociated into one such consociated

city . . . (5035) As regards the Swedish cities, there is

Stockholm the capital ; towards the east was Fahlun
;

towards the north. Boras ; and so on ; yet all in one

city. Those who dwell in the provinces remote from

the cities, have their houses there, but still they dwell

in the cities (on account of the robbers). But the cities

above-mentioned are inhabited by the evil. (5036) But
the good are consociated in another city, which is like

Gothenburg . . . (5037) As regards the Swedish nation

in general, it is among the wicked nations : goods are

adulterated with them, and also truths. (Continued

under Sweden.) (5038) . . . There appeared one above,

with a knife and scissors . . . When those who were in

that great city looked at them, then the evil rejoiced,

and loved them, and called them clever, skilful, and
sagacious ; by which was signified that those who
adulterate goods and truths . . . are loved . . . But
those who were better did not rejoice . . . (5039) When
that knife and scissors were shown . . . then the better

ones were separated from the evil by Angels . . . and

the better ones went oirt of the city ; and then that

great city, so consociated, subsided ; its middle subsided

deejdy, and [then] the rest of the great city subsided

almost as Avhen water descends vortically through an

orifice. When they had subsided, the houses were at

first overthrown ; but they then began to build the city

anew there ; Init then in a different order, concerning

which elsewhere. The order is, that the worst are in

the middle ; and those not so evil are in the circum-

ferences . . . (5041) The better ones also are consociating

themselves into cities, outside of the great one . . .

(5042) Further, a part of tlie great city subsided still

more deeply ; and the Fahlun part more deeply ; for the

reason that the evil are more interior than the rest ; but

in modern times they have become worse than they were

formerly, which has been effected by their governor,

Anders Swab. (His methods des. ) Hence these people,

inasmuch as sincerity had been liereditarily in them
from ancient times, from which they had also been

interiorly wise ; and inasmuch as they have destroyed

these things in themselves, they are now among the

M'orst nations in Sweden ; and therefoi'e these subsided

more deeply than others. (5043) In a word, the Swedish

nation is worse than the others in Europe, except the

Italian and the Russian nations ; for they think in-

teriorly. (Continued under Sweden.) (5045) But as

it is now the last time of the Church, and thus the Last

Judgment, Hells are being prepared for such, into

which they are being immediately sent down when they

come into the other life ; so that they are not being

allowed to wander about so, and desti'oy ; for unless

this [is done] no one from that nation can be saved.

(5046) In this nation above others there is the love of

exercising dominion . . . and, as they have interior

thoughts, in the other life they, above others, devise

wicked arts . . . Such from them were collected by worse

ones being sent in among them ... I saw a great crowd,

thus collected, cast into a Hell which was at a distance

in front, in the plane of the left foot. A chasm was

opened there, and through that they were thrust down.

When it was opened, it appeared as if a diabolical crew
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there flew forth on high ; the appearance was like a

column of such on higli ; and a gulf appeared like water

descending vertically through a chasm ; and they who
were thrust down thither, as it were sank down through

that chasm ; but still there were ways by which that

crowd was descending. They were afterwards heard in

that chasm ; and it was perceived that there was a wide

space there, and that many myriads could be cast in

thei'e. (5052) I also saw that there were thrust down
by the Angels into Hell, from a certain mountain, more
tlian hundreds of thousands, because they had been

found to be evil : the good had been brought out

previously . . . (5053) I saw a mountain afar off, Avhicli

was cleft in the middle along its breadth ; and those

who were there were subsiding deeply, in a vast multi-

tude ; and when this had been done, a multitude

emerged upwards, and ascended both ways to the sides,

to more lofty places there ; who were those who had
been in the pit, and had been prepared for Heaven.

(5054) In most of the mountains, there is a mountain
above a mountain ; and those on the higher mountain
are in interiors ; and the lower ones there are ruled by
them. As, for example, when those who ai'c on the

higher mountain are speaking evilly concerning the

doctrine of the Church ; then those who are beneath

persecute the good, especially virgins and the wives of

others. . . Therefore it is provided by the Lord that

those who are on the higher mountain should be in

good and the derivative truths ; for the life of the lower

ones depends on them. (5055) I saw a higher mountain,

or those who were there ; and that they were raising up
ensigns in the midst, in order to excite those who were

on tlie surrounding mountains to do evil to those who
had been sent by the Lord ; and when they were

exhorted to take away the ensign, they would not.

because tliey were excited by a diabolical crew outside

of them, and perliaps among them . . . and it was found

that the head of that mountain, together with the city

there, was being shaken hither and thither, and that

there was an earthquake . . . (5056) The middle of the

higher mountain is also higher . . . When visitation

comes, which takes place when the Lord sends Angels

thither to explore the quality of those who are there . . .

then those who are on the mountain, and in the city

there, are separated. If the mountain consists of the

good, the good are in the middle, and the worse ones

are at the sides. But if the mountain consists of the

evil, the evil then come into the middle ; and, when
this happens, those who are in the middle subside.

This was done with the mountain here treated of, which

was at the west, towards the north. It is important

that those who are on the higher mountain should be in

good, in life and in doctrine ; for upon this depends the

<loctrine and life of the lower ones ; and also upon this

depend the Hells which are beneath them. (5057) ilany

cities upon the mountains subsided in the middle ; and

in the subsidence there appeared as it were a vortical

gyi'ation such as there is in volumes of water which are

falling through a chasm. It was said that it is a sign

that they cannot be saved. . . Tlie Societies in the other

life constitute cities ; and ... in the cities where the

good are, the best are in the middle . . . and sometimes

an opening is made there to the Hells which are beneath

them. (5058) . . . Every such Society, every city, con-

sequently every mountain, has a coiTespondence with

some part of the human body . . .

5060-5074. Continuation concerning the cities and

Societies in the other life ; and concerning the Last

Judgment : concerning the I\Iohammedans. In passing

over, I spoke with those who were upon two mountains,

where there were Mohammedans ... In their first

mountain, they said that they live well . . . (5061)

They spoke with me from the other mountain ... As
they are of a different genius. Christians cannot come to

them . . . They are guarded below . . . Those from their

own nation who come to them, ascend by a secret way.

I spoke with them about a plurality of wives . . . They
entered well into reasons. (5062) The Janizaries who
were there . . . said that they were still Christians at

heart ; but part of them were intermediate. (5064)

When (these) were infested by the others, their city

subsided—but only with a silent and direct descent

—

almost to the level of the surrounding earth ; and thus

they were taken out from the infestation, because they

were not seen. Round about, there was as it were a

mountain wall, which enabled them to ascend and

descend at pleasure. . . (5066) Those who most infest

the good in the other life, are those who have placed

the whole of religion and of salvation in faith alone ;

and who have confirmed themselves in it ; and have not

lived according to the Lord's precepts ... Of these

there is a vast number . . . Such occupy mountains and

rocks, and continually infest those who are below, and

make one with the diabolical crew. Such, also, are

being cast down from their mountains and rocks, and

are being scattered around. (5067) There are, also,

many who have cared nothing for the doctrine of the

Church, but solely for the "Word in the letter, which

they bend to whatever opinion they want to bend it,

and to favour any evils whatever . . . (5068) The evil

are collected, and are separated from the good in

various ways. This is chiefly done by means of evil

Spirits, who excite them on every side ; and then those

who jilace delight in consenting, and in doing as they

want, are those who are evil ; and those who do not

place delight in such things, are among the good. The

quantity and quality of what is good are also perceived

by the Angels in the Heavens, from the Lord ; and it

also appears in the lower sphere by the directions of the

face and body. Those who turn their eye directly to

the evil S])irit, consent fully ; those who turn it to the

left or to the right, consent more or less ; those who
turn themselves away, consent the least. Those also

who incline the body, and oppose the shoulders, how-

ever they are excited, are good. The quality of the

good or evil also appears from the folding of the body.

Those who hide themselves in vaults, in chambers, in

dark places, all appear, and are jiresented before them.

(5069) I saw, also, that when they had been thus

separated to the number of many thousands, a certain

Spirit came with a banner, and crossed over the moun-

tains and rocks, waving the banner as he passed

through ; and that then they all appeared as if enfolded

in the banner ; which, however, was an appearance ;

for they had become delirious, and could no longer find

their houses. Their houses appeared to have been de-
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stroyed ... no otherwise than as is said concerning the

inhabitants of Sodom : that they were struck with

blindness . . . and this was done for an hour . . . But
still they did not even then desist : they remained

steadfast as before . . . There followed another Spirit

mth a banner, who also waved it a second time ; and
also a third ; and still they did not desist ; and there-

fore those who were such were then cast down from the

rocks and mountains. (5069) There is a gulf at the

left, in a long tract, into which are sent those who
cannot be otherwise mastered on account of their con-

tumacy and obstinacy. Those who have been sent into

that gulf remain there. Round aljout, at the sides

there, there are persons from various nations ; everj'one

of which nations is separated from the others ; and
those who [had been] in cities there, dwell in cities.

There is also Stockholm there ; and other cities as well.

There also appear those who are [still] in the world.

(5070) There are five kinds of Spirits who ascend upon
the rocks, and upon the mountains ; and who are being
cast down from them. i. There is the kind who believe

that faith alone saves, and care nothing for the life of

faith . . . These are such as act as one with infernal

Spirits, and who persecute the good . . . which has been
shown by their wishing to dissolve marriages, and to

commit whoredom. To (do tliese two things) is their

delight. The reason is that marriages relate to the

marriages of good and truth . . . They burn like he-

goats with the lust of scortating ; for scortation falls

into those who are such. 2. There are those who are

in charity as to the confession of the mouth ; but not as

to reception in the heart ; for they do not live a life of

charity. These are persecutors of faith ; and these also

dissolve marriages, and scortatf. 3. There are those
who are in a holy external, and in no iuternal ... 4.

All these, in general, are in the sense of the letter of the

Word, and not in any doctrine from the "Word. They
know something from the "Word, and ajiply it to what-
ever they want [to apply it to] : they explain it in

favour of all the cupidities in which they are ; and thus
make themselves guiltless. Most of them do not care

for the doctrine of the Church . . . There are some who
care, as the leading clergy ; but still they do not care

for the life. Such are most at this day, who yet are

called Christians. 5. There are those who are in a life

of piety, and in no life of charity . . . They also study
the Word, and the doctrine of the Church ; but only
for self; they also say that everyone ought to sweep his

own door . . . they do not want to communicate their

meditations to others, either orally, or by writings. In
a word, they live for themselves, and not for others.

They cause anxiety with others, and aversion as to those

things which are of the Church ; because they despise

others in comjmrison with themselves ; and also place

merit in those things. They gi-eatly lament when they
are being rejected , . . (5073) There is a great gulf at the

left side. Into it are being cast those whose interiors

had been completel}' closed, because they had imbued
nothing except earthly, corporeal, and worldly things,

from the loves of self and of the world. They cannot
be led from Heaven ; but only from Hell

;
[and] to

prevent them from infesting the World of Spirits, they
are being cast in there. There walk a vast multitude ;

very stupid ; and they are held in check there by a

fixed government ; and are shut off as far as possible

from infiux from the Hells . . . but when externals have
been taken away from them, they rush blindly into all

crimes. I saw, also, another dispersion of those who
are upon the mountains ; they were dispersed in a

moment ; and then everyone of them was cast into his

own place in the Hells. Thus was the mountain emptied

of the evil ; some upright ones remaining.

[D. ] 5077-50S2. Continuation concerning the Last

Judgment. It has been observed that sometimes the

worst Spirits betake themselves upon the rocks, and upon
the mountains ; and I have wondered why it happened so

;

when yet such ought to be shut up in Hell. But the

reason is, that in the world they had engaged in the

holy things of the Church . . . and had thence formed

the opinion that they could come into Heaven. They
who are in this idea are admitted upon the rocks and
u[»on the mountains ; for they believe that Heaven is

there . . . Therefore do so many among the worst betake

themselves thither, and dwell there, until the city is

full of such ; when visitation takes place ; and then such

a citj' falls down into Hell ; where they are actually

dwelling . . . (5078) When the mountains and rocks

have been obsessed by evil Spirits, there also then some-

times comes a wind from the east, which is called in the

Word 'the east wind ;' and it dries up all things there
;

namely, the gardens, fields, greenswards, and all^other

things in the fields and plains, and also makes the

liuildings unsightly ; and their garments are also

changed : for that wind comes from the quarter where

the Lord is, thus from the Celestial Heaven ; and there-

fore all evil things are destroyed by it . . . (5079) All

who come into the other life have with them the religion

which they had in the world . . . Those who are of the

Catholic religion who had been their prelates and

learned, as the cardinals, bishops, deacons, Jesirits, and

many monks, have with them in the other life that in

like manner they want to dominate there over the

universal world ; and they also excite various crews

there, climb the mountains, and send round about

guards, and such as infest all others whomsoever they

see, if they are not from their religion, and do not

adore them. . . The simple obey ; and they command
;

for they seek nothing else than that they should have

command over the Heavens and over the earths ; and

that they may be worshipped as gods. (5080) There

are three kinds which it has now been granted to

observe. One kind is in the east, in the same quarter

where the Lord is as the Sun, upon a mountain there
;

and they associate a certain devil . . . whom they place

in front of themselves, and say that he is the Lord
;

and also, by means of phantasies, they cause a lumen to

appear thence, so that he is adored. They who are at

the sides, both ways, and behind, ask for and obtain

answers from him ; and thus effect evils round about,

injuring all who are round about who do not acknow-

ledge them. At the left side are the evil who had said

that they have Christ with them ; and they want to be

of such great authority that they do not want to be

looked at by anyone ; but that they should cast down
their eyes, from veneration ; but these were cast down

and destroyed. At the other side, are those who had
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been more learned. There were also some behind, who
inflict evils at the command of that devil. I saw Jesuits

;

I saw others, who entered thither, and made themselves

Christ; and also that they were cast down. (5081)

Tliere are others far back, in the same quarter : these

are such as say that they are Christ ; and, wherever

they go, they bear with them a sphere of persuasion

that they are Christ. They seduce many simple and

upright ones ; for, from the sphere of their persuasion,

they cannot perceive otherwise. These are among the

worst ; and they do evils in secret : they send such as

are behind, and machinate evils in secret. Those there

also were sent down into Hell ; but still others come in

their place . . . (5082) On the other hand, there are

others from the same religion . . . who adore the

Father, and do not make much of the Son : these are at

the front a little to the north, on a lofty mountain ; and

they see, on a very high mountain, a certain man with

a hoary beard, whom they call God the Father ; from

him they receive commands, even to injure men who
are not of the Catholic religion. One from them came

to me in a dream by night, at the command of his com-

rades there, with a mind to injure me in a direful

manner, in which they are skilled ; but there then went

out through my eyes as it were fire from the Lord, by

which he, smitten with it, was prostrated backwards

;

and when I had awaked I spoke with those by whom he

had been sent ; who said that they were on a high

mountain, and that they had received this command
from God the Father, who is on that highest mountain

;

and that he had reiterated that command for them to

completely destroy me. When I said to them that it is

a devil who appears there, whom they call God the

Father, this they denied. It was also shown that it

was yawning under that mountain, and that he was cast

into Hell : but others succeeded ; who also were cast

down. They said that they know that they are men
who are there ; but that God the Father is in them,

and speaks through them. He appears to be sitting

there on a silver throne ; and, when inquiry was made,

it was that mountain which is called 'the Mount of

Assembly at the sides of the north,' where Lucifer is
;

according to the things in Is.xiv. ; thus that he is

Lucifer. That mountain also is at the sides of the

north. They were devils, who, from the itch and lust

of commanding, rise up, and make themselves God the

Father. I read before them the words of Isaiah : the

simple of them made acknowledgment ; but not the

learned of them ; as the Jesuits and others, who at

heart are atheists. These deliberated this [conclusion],

which they also said : that they were doing so in order

to persuade the simple tliat God the Father is there
;

and that they were admitting such into that mountain,

which is 'the Mount of Assembly.' (5082a) A long

time after, a like one was placed [there], and was pro-

claimed as God the Father ; and, when exhorted, they

would not desist from the acknowledgment [of him]

:

therefore an infernal and diabolical [fire] burst out from

him, and as it were consumed the criminal ones who
had placed such a monster there.

5103-5107. See Luther, here.

5 1 84-5 1 86. There was a plain a little more elevated

than a valley. There was a multitude of Spirits there,

who were always endeavouring to work evils by cun-

ning. They introduced themselves with others, behind
;

and also thus obsessed them ; they spoke through them,

wanting thus to introduce themselves [so as] to lead

their thoughts and deeds . . . When a multitude had

been congregated thither, and their wickedness had thus

been consummated, then came their destruction, or

Judgment. That whole plain was turned over, and

those who were upon it were overwhelmed with that

earth ; and then there was opened a plain which was

under it ; and there [there was] a multitude of other

Spirits, who had been in vastation there ; who were

upright ; these succeeded in the place of the former

:

whence it was evident, that the last devastation, also,

or the Last Judgment, is effected by a total overturn.

(5185) I saw some other vastations. When these were

visited it was found that they could not do otherwise

than do harm to the neighbour ; and this in various

ways. Many mountains and rocks were filled up with

such Spirits ; and also there where I believed Heaven

to be ; for so it appeared from the snowy cloud, as it

were, upon the summits. But when they had been

explored, almost all were cast out thence ; so that I

believed that thus those mountains were quite destitute

of inhabitants ; but still, when those had been cast out,

others succeeded in their place, to the full number ;
and

I was told, from Heaven, that those who had succeeded

in their place had been thrust down from thence by the

evil ; for the evil ascend on high by means of phan-

tasies ; but those who had been there previously, and

are good, had then been hidden away there by the

Lord, so that they had not been seen by the evil ; some

of them around them ; some under them ; and some

among them ; who, however, were very rarely seen,

because they were purer Spirits . . . Hence, then, it is,

that the inhabitants of the mountains are upright and

good Spirits, and Angels ; and that these appear as soon

as the evil have been cast down from thence. I saw

droves, even to thousands, cast down. Those who have

been cast down are borne into valleys ; and afterwards

to marshes ; and some to lakes ; and are cast down

there ; for when they are being cast down their evil is

consummated. (5186) From these things it may be

evident what is meant by those [good] who are of the

first resurrection, and those [evil] who are of the

second . . . (See 5203, below.)

5202-5203. Continuation concerning the Last Judg-

ment ; and concerning the destruction of Heaven and

earth . . . After many particular vastations had been

effected, of which above ; and those cohorts, which were

many, had been cast down from the mountains and

rocks ; and had been cast into pools, marshes, lakes,

and gulfs ; whence they can never ascend ;
there at last

came certain ones who set themselves before others, and

excited souls against the Lord, and against the Divine

truth which is from Him, from whom the whole mass

began as it were to be fermented ; and it was observed

that that crew and tunmlt spread itself around on all

sides, into from ten to twenty mountains and rocks ; to

those who were above them, and to those who were

below ; to the roots, and also to the summits, where it

was believed that the Heavens were . . . and then some
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put themselves forward ; and the rest adhered to and
helped them, solely to destroy those who were in Divine

truths from the Lord . . . When, therefore, this was
observed, that the contagion was increasing everywhere,

then there was a general Advent of the Lord. There

appeared as it were a cloudy sphere, which was carried

round upon the mountains and rocks, and took away all

their inhabitants ; not, as before, casting them down
;

but carrying them away, so that it did not appear

whence [it came] ; for that Divine sphere passed through

into their interiors, which are of the will, or heart ; and

snatched them away ; and they were in a moment trans-

lated to lower places, and to the Hells, to which they

corresponded ; and tliis to myriads. This was done

within the time of an hour. That Divine sphere was
carried round and round in a gyre, returning several

times ; and it thus took away all those who had
rebelled. Those not taken away were not seen, because

they were hidden ; who were those who had not rebelled.

The mountains themselves, and the heads of the moun-
tains, receded and subsided ; some down to the plain

;

the cities were thrown down, and there was seen eveiy-

where a solituJe. This was the destruction of Heaven
and earth, which, in the genuine sense, is meant in the

Word by ' the Last Judgment ;

' in place of which tliere

is expected a New Heaven and a new earth. (5203)
Those wliowere upon the mountains androcks, were those

who are mentioned in the Apocalypse as being of the

second resurrection ; for the second resurrection is the

resurrection of those who are in the Churcli in the latter

times, and who are evil. From the first resurrection

[are those] who [had been] in former times ; and also

[those] who [had been] in worse times, and [had been]

good.

[D.] 5207-5222. On the destruction of Babel, and the

casting into the lake of sulphur. It has been seen

several times before, how the case was with those who
were from the Catholic religion, who had been leading
clergy . . . namely, certain in the east, where the Lord
is as the Sun . . . But tliose who were there from that
religion had made with themselves, by phantasy, a
likeness of the Sun . . . They had placed there a certain

devil, whom they called Christ ; and those around went
to him, and returned ; and he said to them that he had
given them all his Power, and that they may do what
they want ... as yet there were no Jesuits there. Thus
had they persuaded the common people, and were keep-
ing them in their former persuasion, lest they should
ever come to the Knowledges of truth and good. That
phautastic Sun was adored exactly as Christ. This
lasted for some time ; but when light from Heaven was
let in thither . . . that sun was obscured, and became
thick darkness ; and the devil who was within there
appeared in a large tub, which fell down ; and again,
by phantasies, it was repaired by them, and another
devil entered—a certain person known to me in the
world, who is now a devil—and so on, several times.
But these were destroyed ; and were cast into the Hells

;

and this continually ; for many always returned . . .

(The narrative as given above, at 5080-5082, is here
partially repeated in different words.) (5210) But
[concerning] Babylonia itself, and its destruction, I

saw the following things. I was introduced, in waking

vision, into a certain house like the palace on the

Capitoline hill in Rome, where was the seat of a senator

there ; and I was introduced to him ; and I spoke with

him. He, with some others, were in the endeavour to

form for themselves a doctrine according to which

they should live : they accepted some things ; but still

approved the Catholic monstrosities . . . (5211) Butround

about were a multitude of such as are called prelates,

and also cardinals ; and when they perceived that I had

spoken with him, and that he seemed to accept some

things concerning the Lord, they worked up a rebellion

against those who were there. There was a vast multi-

tude which was conspiring ; they were extended at my
right side, where the southern quarter is. The house

was besieged, and they began to break in the windows,

and to invade it ; saying that he had accepted .some

things from another religion ; and, while the conspiracy

was going on, I awoke, and I saw at the entrance as it

were his dead body, which thej-^ wanted to drag oiit,

but in vain. (5212) Afterwards, the conspiracy, which

was a great multitude from such upon the hills to a

great extension, was disclosed. When I saw this, I

came there in sleep ; and then that conspiracy betook

itself to me, besieging me around on every side, and

also in a long series to the last boundary, wanting thus

to completely destroy me ; but I then awoke, and was

withdrawn from there-iUuc- ; and then their destruc-

tion began. Almost all were destroyed ; and were cast

into the fourth dark gulf . . . Many thousands were thus

destroyed and cast in ; and this until^the disturbance

was quieted. (5213) My sight was then opened as far

as one of their boundaries, where sat the chiefs-opti-

mates~v,-ho were defending and directing all ; there were

as many as fifty. They had devised nefarious arts, in

order to keep the common people in obedience, and that

they might worship them as deities, and that they

might not think at all about God, still less about

Christ. A multitude came to them, and asked to be

intromitted into Heaven ; they gave them whatever

they could . . . and from their nefarious art they had

filled many places with men of various kinds, to whom
they sent those who asked to be introduced into Heaven.

(These places des.) But these also were cast into the

gulfs
;
partly into the first one ;

partly into the fourth.

(5214) Behind these were seen the cardinals, as many as

fifty . . . and I heard them speaking with the former,

as to how they deal with the common people ; namely,

that all those who do not adore them they cast into a

certain pit, which is in place of the Inquisition . . .

and also, from nefarious art, they labour to deprive

them of life itself ... by tearing out their hearts . . .

They leave no Power at all to the Lord. These, because

they were such, were cast into the lake of sulphur . . .

(5215) . . . No one ever appears who had been a Pope in

the world ; and, if he does appear, he is carried away

in a moment, and is cast into a place which corresponds

to his life . . . (5216) Their situation was [that] those

who were more remote were ruling the anterior ones
;

hence the cardinals were further away. These inflowed

into the lowest parts of the left foot, because they are

more sensuous than all others. The inmost evil ones

from that religion inflowed into the testicles, and

inflicted a certain pain in their interiors ; a sign that
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they are utterly against the interior things of Heaven.

(5217) Those who were carried away into the lakes,

were carried away in a moment ; for, when the Divine

is admitted, they are then in a moment where their

loves are . . . (5218) They were told how great a crime

they are committing. They completely withhold men
from Divine truths, by which is their way to salvation

. . . They persuade them to believe what they [say] . . .

They withdraw them from the Lord, to worship men in

the world, and . . . saints. All these things [are] for

the end that they may dominate over souls, from the

love of self ; and they also labour, by various arts, to

possess the earth ; for which nefarious ends they use

holy means, which are of the Church, which is a profane

thing ; and therefore they are Babel, and Babylonia,

and the beast spoken of in the Apocalypse. (5219. The
Societies into which were sent those who asked for

Heaven, des.
) (5220) The greatest part of those who

had claimed for themselves the Divine Power of saving

men . . . are cast into the fourth gulf, or chasm, which

is towards the north . . . for such are in all blindness,

and also in wickedness. I saw a great number cast

thither. Their life there is infernal—in hatreds, in

revenges, in iiercenesses, in continual scoldings, in

intestine enmity. (5221) There are [some] sittiug at

the right, that is, towards the south, round a table, and
deliberating concerning worship, as to how God is to be

worshipped if He gives them His Power of dominating

on earth in His stend ; and how if He does not give it.

(Their further deliberations stated.) (5222. See Fer-

ment, here.)

5228. "Where I before wrote about the devastation, or

Last Judgment, and about the casting out from the

rocks and mountains, [it was about] those who were from
the Christian religion in faith alone, who had thought

nothing about the life, but only about doctrine . . .

5229-5239. Continuation concerning the destruction

of Babel. In that chamber which is at the right, where
. . . they were sitting at a table . . , that referred to the

Papal Consistory ; for they are not allowed to have a

Consistory [such] as there is in the world. But more
remotely towards the south were those who had been
cardinals, who were ruling those who were in the

chamber. The Popes were still further away ; but did

not dare to show themselves ; for whenever they showed
themselves, and wanted to command, they were cast

down with punishment ; and, in fact, into a certain

gulf. Those who were in that chamber had their eyes

round about, as far as the remote mountains. Com-
munication was given them through the whole tract

where is that religion ; and they were continually giving

them commands as to what they should do . . . These

performed them obsequiously, as if it were from the

Papal Consistory. Those in that chamber were being

changed from day to da}', and others succeeded in their

place ; this was being done by the cardinals behind . . .

(5230) The things which now follow are of more import-

ance. For half a day . . . there was as it were a quiet

with me ; but still I perceived that round about there was

a great tumult. There were then being collected all who
liad been in greater dignity-digniores-than the rest, who
[had been] in monasteries and in churches — monks,

abbots, priests, prelates—from all sides, to myriads. . .

When all had been collected, and separated from others,

it then appeared that they were machinating against the

Lord ; and that they were thinking that He has no

Power ; and the greatest part of them, that there is no

Lord . . . and that they profess Him solely for the

leason that they may command. In a word, the greatest

part were pure atheists ; and yet they had been such as

had been set over others, and had vaunted the Lord as

most holy. Then they began to persecute those whom
the Lord was protecting . . . for Angels had beeu sent

from Heaven, [and] against these they were directing

their persecutions. It was then said in a loud voice,

which was heard everywhere round about, that they

were persecuting the Lord . . . and that they make no-

thing of Him . . . besides other like things. It was then

seen that many departed from them ; namely, all those

whom they had excited in order that they might stand

on their side, and fight agaiust the Lord. These re-

ceded, saying that they had not believed them to be

such ; but that they acknowledge the Lord. There

afterwards remained all those who had either depreciated

or denied the Lord, and had arrogated all Power to

themselves under the Lord's name—there were more

than a myriad, all eminent in the world. (5231) Then

on my right side ... a rather large mountain there was

split open ... so that there was made a long chasm ;

the length was southern, the sides of the chasm being to

the east and west ; and (it) yawned on the western side

to a level directly towards the deep ; aud the depth was

greater the nearer it [approached] the south, so that at

last no bottom appeared ; and it was dark there ; the

eastern side was a precipice. That vast opening was

seen, and it was horrible. (5232) It was then seen that

those who were nearest descended first by that declivity

;

and that they were driven by force to descend, and that

they could not resist. There appeared a very high

peak beside that chasm, on which were those who had

been in the greatest love of self . . . these were carried

down the declivity. At last others also began to be

brought there, from the surrounding mountains ; and

then it appeared that the peaks of the mountains became

continuous, and cohered ; and then there was carried

along it a vast multitude from every mountain round

about ; from the western, the northern, and the eastern

quarters ; all went round towards the west, and were

brought to that declivity, and were cast down : this

lasted some time ... In a word, from every mountain,

such ones—of whom afterwards- -were being carried;

and were being cast down into that deepest chasm—the

more deeply, the more they had been in the love of self,

and at the same time in the denial of the Lord . . .

Some also wanted to humble themselves, who appeared

to let themselves down deeply at the west ; but as it

was from hypocrisy, they were forced to ascend, and

were in like manner cast down. There were myriads (of

them). (5233) It is to be known that those who were

on the mountains at the south were those who were in

the greatest lumen of nature, whereby they confirmed

themselves agaiust the Divine ... At the north were

those who had been in an obscure lumen of nature, and

yet had thought the like. Those at the east were those

who had been in the greatest delight of commanding,
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and also in natural lumen thence ; and tliey liad done

the like. Those at the west had been in such [a prin-

ciple] obscurely. . . They were borne away thence in

order, according to their state— first, the southern ones
;

then the northern ones ; then the eastern ones ; and

lastly the western ones. But those who were in the east

were borne through the northern to the western [side]

;

and thus into that infernal chasm , . . (5234) Afterwards,

that southern remote mountain was opened, nearly

where that chasm terminated there ; and that which

was above was rolled down ; and then appeared the

abode of the cardinals, which was long ; and conclaves

[appeared] there in a long series, one behind another
;

they had been long there. In front of those conclaves

there was the chamber. Behind the series of those con-

claves, such conclaves were also continued still more

remotely ; it was perceived that the Popes were there,

but they did not dare to show themselves . . . Finally,

many were withdrawn from thence, and were also cast

into that long chasm of the mountains. A like abode

appeared at the north, in exactly the same line, but

afar, where were like conclaves, and like persons, namely
cardinals, but who were not in such erudition, and
derivative natural lumen . . . still they corresponded.

These also had wanted to make for themselves a chamber
there, thus to act a Consistory ; but this was forbidden.

(5235) At last very many were seen to How together from
various mountains, and to be brought from elsewhere.

There was a huge gulf at the west, at the right there,

where there appeared a vast luminous lieriness ; tliither

were brought those who were in the last [of the order of

the Judgment] ; and it was said that they wen; those

who had sought out from the Word contirmations in

favour of the ])apal Power, and in favour of such things

as that religion was establishing, thus who were more
learned from the Word than others, and yet at heart

denied the Divine. This fiery place had not been seen

before. (5236) Those from the crowd of that nation

who had lived in mutual charity, and had done what
is good according to their religion, i-ejoiced that this

had been done ; saying that they had been previously

kept away by such from thinking about the Lord . . .

(5237) That great chasm was immensely enlarged below,

so that it was a vast subterranean Hell, in which they
were , . . kept in order . . . The disposition into order in

Hell was seen in the southern gulf, whither Angels were
sent, through whom the Lord disposed into order all

who weie there . . . (5238) That infernal chasm into

which were cast those who had been in a more eminent
])lace is kept closed beneath, but open above ; and into

it are cast all who had been such from the beginning of

the Christian religion, wherever they are found ; and
into it are cast all such who are coming from the world
into the other life ; for that Hell is now for the first

time opened, or prepared for them ; hence it is ahvays
kept open above. I have seen them cast down after-

wards also. (5239) Some said that they believed the
Last Judgment takes place in the world ; but this is

contrary to the Word where it treats of the Last Judg-
ment (Matt.xxiv.) ; and it could not be, because the
human race is the foundation from which is Heaven

;

and moreover the Word is there, which is as the basis
;

and because the foundations are not to be destroyed.

These things happened in the last daj's of the year

1756.

[D.] 5240-5248. Concerning the form of Heaven, and

the situation of the peoples and nations there ; and con-

cerning the Mohammedans and the Gentiles there. The
Christians are in the middle ; still their extension is to

all the quarters, according to their states as to the light

of truth and love of good. Around this middle are the

Jlohammedans ; these make the next circumference or

circuit ; and this also to all the quarters round about

;

the like lands, mountains, rocks, and valleys are there.

Outside this circuit are the Gentiles, ordinated rela-

tively to the quarters, according to their lumen of truth

and love of good. Outside these, there appeared as it

were a sea, which was the boundary. It is to be

observed, that all these, taken together, were not

extended into a 2)lane, but into a globe, like the Earth
;

and therefore, when I was brought to the Gentiles, after

I had passed through the Mohammedans, I Avas descend-

ing by a slope. (5241) I was brought to the Moham-
medans towards the east . . . They said that many . . .

from the Catholic religion come to them, with a mind
to convert them ; but that they perceive it to be done

for the sake of gain and for the sake of dominion. (The

Angels explain the Divine Trinity to them.) (5242)

The Mohammedans comprehended this, and said that

they want to think about it . . . (5243) As concerns

Mohammed, he is not among the Mohammedans, but

among the Christians ... I also heard him speaking

there, and saying that he now acknowledges the Lord

as the only God . . . (5244) Afterwards, I was brought

... to the Gentiles who are towards the east ; to whom
I was borne downwards, following the declivity of the

globe . . . They said that they are sorrowful, because

the Divine does not appear to them ; and that they

nevertheless think of the Divine, and worship and

speak about Him ; and that if there is a Divine, at

least one should be sent who would teach them ; but

that this has long been expected in vain—thus suppos-

ing that He has deserted them altogether—and therefore

they can see nothing else than that they must perish.

But the Angels spoke to them from Heaven, saying

that the Divine could not be manifested to them, because

they had not wanted to believe that God Man had been

born into the world ; and that until they believe this

not anything can be revealed ; for this is the first itself,

and the fundamental itself, of all revelations. They

said that they do indeed believe that God is a Man ; but

that they cannot believe that God has been born a Man
in the world, because they cannot comprehend this.

(The Angels explain to them how it was.) On hearing

these things, they said that they had known no other-

wise than that He had been like another man, born of

a man father . . . but that now they know that the

Lord had not been such a man in the world . . .

5249-5257. Continuation concerning the destruction

of Babel. After these things had been accomplished,

there came continual infestations from the northern

quarter verging to the western ; there were the monks
of the various orders, and others who had congregated

thither from the first origin of Babel ; and I marvelled

how there could have been such a multitude upon one
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mountain. I was conducted thither, and it was then

discovered that there were cities there, one under

another ; and a great cavern thence towards the lower

parts ; and that there also was a vast multitude there
;

and that tliose who were below had been in a more

eminent state, because thus they were in greater safety

than those who were above ; and that those who were

above had thence their more important commands.

They dwelt thus. (The relative situation of these four

cities, one beneath another ; and of the communicating
cavern, shown by a drawing.) Those Avho were there

had been there from ancient times, and they are distinct

from the moderns of a like nature . . . (5250) It was
.said that there were many myriads there ; more than

hundreds [of myriads] ; and that there are monasteries

there ; and that tliese had subjected to themselves all

there . . . (5251) Hence it was evident whence so vast a

multitude could have place in one mountain, at which

I had previously wondered . . . (5252) Besides, a vast

multitude can hide itself in one city by this : that a

great part does not appear ; for those who are of another

genius, or who turn themselves to other quarters there,

thus to other falsities and evils, or to other loves, at

once become invisible ; and only those are visible who
are in a like faith and love with them. Hence it is that

sometimes inhabitants appear who had not done so

before ; and that to those who come thither they ajipear

few or many. The houses also disappear with them
;

and appear when they are seen . . . (5253) Before I was

brought to that mountain, I saw an opening made along

the length of that mountain on the anterior side, and

many cast thither ; as into the opening made in the

southern mountain, of which before. (5254) I saw that

there was a visitation there lasting some hours, and

then a silence . . . and then those were marked who
were there in the monasteries, who had wanted to be

lords of Heaven and earth, and to command all souls,

and subject them to themselves by means of holy

things ; these were marked, and were presently cast out

thence into the northern giilf; and partly into the

southern one ; according to the obscurity, or clearness,

of their natural lumen. All who were there had been

subject to tlie monks ; there were innumerable monas-

teries there—a most idle crew—who had subjugated

others by means of holy things ; and many by inagic,

by phantasies, and the rest by violence ; and this more

than in the world. When I afterwards directed my eye

there, the monasteries then appeared empty. (5255)

Those who were sitting in the windings of the cavern,

who also were many, and were guarding it ; and who
carried the commands through, and kept up the com-

munication, and thus kept the common people in

compliance, were afterwards cast down ; they were

commingled with the Gentiles who had worshipped

idols, and had thought nothing about God ; tliey were

also cast into the lakes and marshes towards the west,

of which below. (5256) Afterwards, the rest of the

crowd were taken out thence ; and, according to their

evils and goods, were dispersed ; some hither, and some

thither. Lastly, those who were in the lowest place and

dominated over all . . . among whom were cardinals—

a

great part of whom were cast into the gulfs ; some into

the southern chasm, into which the mountain had been

divided, of which above. (5257) At last that place was
destroyed from the bottom, so that no mountainous place

appeared there ; but as it were all smoke ; and this into

the deep, so that there was no longer any abode there.

5258-5262. On the Mohammedans, and their Last

Judgment. I saw that they were brought from the

west in a great multitude by a way towards the north,

to the east, apparently in a circular way, and on the

M'ay those who Avere evil, who were being separated from

the rest, were cast outside that sphere, where there is

a space of great extent ; there was a desert there,

and marshes, lakes, and forests ; and into these

were cast those who had led an evil life. This space

was at the back of that mountain spoken of above,

where there were such a multitude of monasteries . . .

At the side of that space, towards the north, there was
a huge extended gulf, into which many were cast, con-

cerning whom below. (5259) The rest went on in a

circuit fui'ther towards the east, and there spread them-

selves over a wide and extended space more at the back ;

those were brought thither who had acknowledged God
the Father, and the Son as a Prophet ; and with the

Father also in the Sun. Here, therefore, were the

better ones. That wide and extended space was divided

into mountains and valleys, upon which they were

ordinated ; and there it is well with them. (5260)

Those who are still better, who are such as have enjoyed

greater lumen than the rest, were brought to the front,

where there is a communication with the Christian

Heaven. It is an interstitial space, where, having been

instructed, they receive the Lord ; and they are carried

through towards the south ; and have their Heaven

there behind the Christians there . . . (5260a) There are

two Mohammeds, who have their place among the

Christians ; at the left, below. As these began to rebel

against the Lord, by claiming Power to themselves, the

one who was nearest was cast down from his place into

the lowest deep, and there was bound with chains . . .

and this with his courtiers ; I saw the earth open itself

beneath them, and they were swallowed up. (5261)

Afterwards, the other, who in like manner was claiming

for himself the Lord's Power, was cast into one of the

gulfs. (5262) When this had been done, a mighty

tumult arose among the Mohammedans who were at the

east behind the Christians ; but they were brought away

from thence, and part of them were cast into that

desert, and the adjoining chasm ; the rest were led round,

and were either dispersed on the way, or brought to the

places where their seat was ; some to their Heavens at

the east and at the south ; many were also brought in

a straight way across the plain where the Christians and

the Mohammeds had been, towards the west.

5263-5267. On the Gentiles, and their Last Judgment.

The Gentiles constitute a circuit still more remote, but

the most of them are at the east . . . These also were

brought thence towards tlie east ; not by a circuit, but

above the northern i)lane of the Christians ; and, what

I wondered at, on high ; so that a way was given them

above the Christians, and they did not communicate

with them. They were allotted a place around the

Mohammedans at the east, and also at the south.

(5264) Where the Mohammedan Heaven is, there appear
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chasms on both sides descending into the deep, into

which their evil ones were cast, who had worshipped

idols, and had thought nothing about God, and at the

same time had lived an evil life. (5265) There is also

a similar chasm at the north side of the Mohammedan
desert, into which were cast their worst ones, and also

those of the Catholic religion who had worshipped the

idols of the saints, and had thought nothing about the

Lord ; these were commingled with the Gentiles, and

cast in thither. (5266) Those from the Catliolic religion

who had adored idols, and had not thought about the

Lord, were taken out from the northern quarter under

the mountains there, and were commingled with the

flentiles, and, together with them, were brought to

their places ; in like manner as the Gentiles, because

their lot is similar. (5267) I afterwards saw the whole

northern valley, as far as the mountains there, upturned

from the bottom ; and all there were dispersed, and were

partly commingled with the Gentiles, and others ; and

tlien there appeared there also as it were a smokiness.

[D.] 5269-5279. Concerning the destruction of Babel,

and concerning the great city there between the north

and the west. Between the north and west, behind the

Babylonish city spoken of above (5249-5257), there was
a mountain which was continued into a country of

mountains and plains further away, and also on both
|

sides, towards the north even to the southern quarter,
[

and on the other side to the eastern one, so that on tlie

other side of that mountain, and at the sides, there was
a tract great and wide. (5270) Upon that mountain
there was a little city, in the midst of which was a

Pope ; his palace was exactly like the papal palace on

the Monte Cavallo, in Eome. But there was a gi-eat

city within the mountain, than which there is no larger

anywhere ; it also extended from the northern quarter

as far as the east—which it entered, but only a little

—

and, on the other side, through the western quarter as

far as the southern : it was also very broad. There was

there a vast multitude of men from various religious,

but still the city was of the Catholic religion . . . but

beneath that under-city there was not another city.

(5271) This city was very full of monasteries of men

—

there were many thousands of them—so that it was
completely monastic, except to some extent in the

middle towards the Avest, and on the side towards the

east ; the rest of the city was nothing but monasteries.

All the people there were subject to those who were

there, as servants are to their lords ; and moreover if

anyone had anything from the Divine Blessing, they

entered thither, and consumed it, until there was

nothing left. They had heaped together and hidden

away in their monasteries whatever they could, thus

living at their inclination, without use for the public
;

oaring for external things and for scarcely anything

else ; they taught nothing, but only showed a holy

external, which was utterly hypocritical, and also pro-

fane. I found in that city some I knew. (5272) I was
brought thither when the visitation had begun ; and
then they first carried out an idol of Mary, which was
most holy to them, of gold, dressed as usual ; and then

the Pope was led out into another place towards the

north ; whither, I do not know ; it was perceived that

in life in the world he had been blind—perhaps he was

saved. (5273) The visitation then entered into that

great under-city ; there was a great opening in front,

and a way thence to both sides, and also in front ; but

it was first elevated there, and afterwards there was a

descent, for the reason that this entrance should not

open on that side where the former city was. (5273a)

It is first to be known that the dominion of that Pope
was over the whole of that wide and large tract spoken

of above . . . where villages and houses were closely

[packed], so tliat his Power was most extended. (5274)
When the visitation had entered . . . then all who were

in the monasteries were brought out, even until they

were all evacuated ; a Divine force impelled them, so

that no one could Avithstand it ; but all were brought

forth through that exit. Tliose who were brought out

first, were borne to a place in front—of which before^
which had been a valley beneath which were many
Hells, which were cast out ... in a word, all the

northern quarter, as far as the mountain[lands]. At
that time there was a great marsh there, into which

were cast those who were brought out first ; of whom
there was a vast number. Those who were brought out

afterwards, were carried to that southern mountain
chasm—into which the mountain had yawned, as said

above—and were there driven into the deep. In the

last place, there were brought out some who appeared

altogether liard-skinned-ca/Zosi-; wlio are such as have

nothing of good left, and are in the love of self above

others. These were cast [into] a darksome cavern beneath

that mountain, at the side of that marshy valley. Thus
were all the monasteries evacuated, and they were

afterwards destroyed, so that the city was completely

devoid of monasteries. (5275) Afterwards, inquiry was

made in tlie city as to where the wicked were ; and they

were all cast out, in a gi-eat multitude ; and were cast

into the same marsh towards the east ; and some into

the Hells of the Gentiles. Thus was that city purified
;

and the people who stayed there, and who live well . . .

were left there. (5276) Afterwards, the visitation

arrived upon the mountainous region at the back of the

city . . . aud all the wicked were brought out thence,

and were cast into the Hells, and also into the gulfs.

(5278) It was told the rest in that city that they should

receive their governors, judges, and moderators, aud

also their priests ; whom I also saw sent thither. Tlie

situation of that city was . . . (The relative situations

of the mountain above, where the little city was ; of

the entrance into the great city below ; of the northern

extension thereof ; of its insinuation into the east ; of

its western extension round to the south ; of the part

of it where there were no monasteries, because they were

of another religion ; and of the great tract where were

the villages and thickly-peopled plains—shown by a

drawing.

)

5277. I was afterwards brought to the eastern gulf;

and I saw that all things there were being ordinated

and disposed : to every evil were being given its own

places ; and those were being set over who were to have

the care [of them] : and that the crowd which was not

so wicked had been taken out and carried elsewhere.

5280-5304. Concerning Babel, or the great Babylorjia

between the west and the south. There was still a
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great city extending itself from the west towards the

south—towards the south as far as to the chasm there,

into which the mountain yawned . . . and towards the

boundary from that western side in the corner, where

terminated that great subterranean city, of wliich I

have just treated. (5281) As the situation of this city

was (such), all those had congregated there who had
excelled others in the lumen of nature ; and who in the

world had been esteemed above others for their clever-

ness, and for the art of machinating—there especially

was the abode of the Jesuits. (5282) Their dominion is

round about there for a considerable distance ; it is a

continuous mountaiu[land]. But it is to be observed

that that city does not appear above the mountain, but

they enter through a great cavern, and descend from

the midst of the mountain, and then [enter] into that

great city. (5283) In like manner those who dwell in

that great tract around—neither do these appear above

the mountain[land] ; but beneath it ; and they descend

through the cavern to their villages and homes. (5284)

The reason is that everywhere there wander about

robbers and magicians, and a crowd which can destroy

them by magical arts and by phantasies ; and therefore

they had lowered themselves down beneath the moun-
tain[land] ; where also there is light as above ; for the

mountain[land] does not obstruct the light. (5285)

They wlio dwell in that great city, and they who dwell

without it, beneath the mountain[land] in that great

tract, are mostly rich men . . . There are innumerable

monasteries there ; the whole city consists of them, and
of the rich among them. (5286) The Jesuits and monks
there . . . scrape together riches, and hide them in the

deep where they have cells, full of gold, silver, and
diamonds and precious stones . . . There are chambers

within chambers, dark . . . (5288) They knew how the

cities had fared, of which above, and therefore they . . .

hid their more precious things in crypts that were still

darker . . . (5289) I sjioke with them concerning their

life in the world—that they care nothing for Heaven,

and do not believe in it, but only seduce the rich people

in oi'der to have their riches, and to dominate ; and

therefore, by various arts, they insinuate themselves

into all the palaces-aw/a.s-; and that they keep the

common peo})le in the darkest ignorance, and thus block

up the way to Heaven ... It was said there, that they

continually perform masses, as in the world ; and

always in a foreign language which is not understood

liy the people ; and that they place all worship in such

things . . . (5290) When they perceived that the Last

Judgment was at hand, they hid away in the crypts

their more }>recious things, as the diamonds and precious

stones ; and they carried out the gold ; there were

many idols of gold. (5291) The relative situation of the

surrounding mountain land, where the rich dwell under-

neath ; of the mountain beneath whicli is the great

city ; of the cavern by whicli they descend ; of the great

city ; of its quarters ; of the cavern leading into the

cellars where their riches are ; and the spiral passages

by means of Avhich they make the chambers there dark,

where the most precious things are—which chambers

are finally wound into each other, or reciprocally,

—

(shown by a drawing.) They descend into that city

through the cavern, and they ascend by means of

circular stairs . . . and also by sloping [flights of] steps,

broad ones ; because a multitude is continually going

out and entering. (5292) I saw them carrying out their

gold, wanting to hide it with others who dwell beneath

the mountain[land]. Some received it ; some sent it

back again, saying that they have no business with

such things. All the rich are admitted, from whatever

region they may be— they dwell round about beneath

the mountain[land] there ; and also some rich Jews, for

they think about nothing else than riches and command
—some, about command for the sake of riches ; some,

about riches for the sake of command ; some, about

both. (5293) They had also made a communication for

themselves, fi'om the midst there, with the Hells under

the earth of the southern part, and used then to defend

themselves by magic, and by various nefarious arts
;

and to destroy others and also to compel others, who
would not submit themselves, and who would not give-

them their riches. In the Hells there, the more a devil

was skilled in nefarious arts, the more acceptal)le he is.

(5294) They placed 'in their interior cells dust from the-

ground, which they sacredly believed to be truth, and

then immediately the ground there began to boil up'

under the treasures, and thus to be turned up . . . and

then there was an earthquake, and many from the-

neighbouring Hells were injected, whence a panic terror

seized them, and all who were in the monasteries rushed

out of them, and betook themselves, through the

caverns, upon the mountain plain, where there then

appeared a vast multitude of Jesuits and monks, Avho in

the world had been more ingenious in studies, arts,

intrigues, and machinations. Those who were in the

palaces there, who stood at the windows, remained quiet

until the monasteries had been evacuated ; but when
they also were thrown down by the earthquake, they

rushed out. (5295) Some also wlio had been wholly

devoted to riches, in heart let themselves down to their

treasures, and firmly resolved to die there . . . but at

last they were cast out, each one carrying golden idols

with him, but they were compelled to cast them away.

(5296) Then the mountain above began to be carried

away, and the whole city was presented to view, with

magnificent monasteries, their temples, and the rest of

the palaces, which were then seen ; and an ebullition

burst forth from the place below where their treasures

were ; then an cast wind . . . came, and took away the

whole city, and annihilated it into smoke, and cast it

into the western sea . . . (5297) Afterwards, the Hells

also which were intermediate between the centre and

that city were cast out from the bottom, and they who

were there were cast forth into the Hells of the Gentiles,

which are in the west . . , (5298) This lasted for some

time ; and first there was seen as it were a flood which

spread over the whole there, and at last it was seen to

be divided oif by a kind of precipice between the Hells

and the tract dominated by that city. (5299) At last

the tract dominated by that city, where the rich dwelt

beneath the mountain[land], was also cast out ; and

those who were there burst out ; some hither, some

thither. (5300) When this had been completed, the

whole of that Jesuitical and monkish crowd was led

down to the western sea, to the side which looks to\\ards

the south : they stood in a long row on the shore, and
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were east into that sea . . . (5301) Thus jierislied that

great [city] which is Babylonia, with all its riches,

which they had scraped together for ages, believing

that tliese would save them, and that no Judgment
would ever come . . . (5303) Finally, something black

was seen flying over the place where that city had been ;

it was a monster of a dragon . . . (5302) In order that

an idea may be had of the situation, which has been a

little confused, on account of the turning to a quarter

opposite to those who are above uie (the relative situa-

tions of the greatest city, treated of in 5269-5279 ; of

the rich city of Babylonia, now treated of; of the sea
;

of the tract subject to the rich city ; of the tract subject

to the greatest city ; of the Hells of the northern part,

which were made a marsh ; and of the Hells of the

southern part, the inhabitants of w-hich were cast into

the Hells of the Gentiles—[are here] shown by a draw-

ing)- (5304) The sphere which exhaled from those who
were in that rich city was such that it took away from

others all the perception and sensation of good and of

delight . . . The reason was that they were in the sphere

of the delight of the love of the world and of self . . .

[U.] 5305-5307. Continuation concerning the great

city between the west and the north, treated of in 5269-

5279. In the western tract subject to that city or

Pope, were very many monasteries, most of them under

the mountain land-^e>T«. The monks there went out

to seek for Souls, and to subjugate them ; Mdiich was

done in the night-time. "When it was found that they

had such an intention, tliey were all cast, partly into

the nortliern marsh, partly into a dark cavern, and
partly into a certain gulf. This happened with every

one in a moment, as with all the rest in that city.

(5306) Afterwards, an earthquake arose in that tract,

and the rest were terrified by it and rushed out. There

was a vast number, who were all cast into their Hells.

The reason was also told them—that they most carefully

keep the people in darkness . . . and thus prevent them
from being taught by the Lord through Angels ; and

thus they completely take away from them all the

)neans of salvation , . .

53 1 5-532 1. Continuation concerning Babel. In the

western tract there is a vast number of monasteries for

men ; but not upon that tract, except a few for the

purpose of observation . . . They are beneath the earth,

and there are many dwelling-i)laces there, and as it were

small cities full of monasteries. The number of the

monasteries exceeds the number in the world, from ten

to twenty times ; for a monastery which for example had

50, now also has just as man}'. The rest who had lived

in previous centuries make for themselves similar mon-
asteries round about there, but beneath the mountain

land. The whole western tract is full of such. (5316)

The Avestern tract which is subject to the greatest city

is full of similar monasteries ; namely, of such as had
not been so wealthy. But those which were wealthy
dwelt in the part from the west to the south, thus in the

tract subject to the rich city. (5317) The former

multitude has collected since the time of the Reforma-

tion ; and the latter are those who dwell beneath the

mountain land. Those, however, who lived in the dark

ages, dwell below, where there is a vast tract for them
and their common people. The dwelling-places there

range in a circuit of wide extent in all directions, so

that that tract is full of them ; but beneath those who
lived after the times of the Reformation. Those who
are from the dark ages dwell beneath them, as has been

said, widely extended ; for when the latter came, they

let themselves down there. Except in the middle, these

cannot ascend to those who are above ; but this rarely

happens, because it is closed up there. (Illustrated by
a drawing.) They seek for ways to emerge, but find

none. Sometimes some of them appear ; some appear

like gods, because they want thus to be worshipped ;

and some like robbers. They are in the greatest dark-

ness, and do not know anything of doctrine. (5318)

Almost similarly, beneath the western tract, dwell the

rich who lived in the dark ages, and those who lived

after them ; the latter above, and the former beneath
;

but the rich only. If they appear above, as sometimes

happens by means of thoughts, they are then in various

ways cast back by those who dwell above ... for those

above are afraid lest they, rather than themselves,

should carry off" the gains from the common people.

(53 '9) They have lumen there, but it is dim—it is a

fatuous lumen. They are allowed to go and dwell

round about, and also to let [themselves down still

deeper, but not to rise up. When they walk, they

always turn their backs to the Lord as a Sun . . . They
are wholly idolatrous. They worship idols sacredly,

and not the Lord, because they say that they have got

all His Power. (5320) They also possess hidden

treasures, and set their hearts on them . . . From their

phantastic faith . . . the treasures remain there. . ,

They always say that they are destitute. (5321) With
those in the western tract, in the confines between the

rich and those not so rich, the interior [parts] were

opened on the side of the rich, and the dwelling-places

there appeared, both higher and lower . . . Their destruc-

tion was at hand ; and therefore, being terrified, they rose

up , . . and carried forth their gold, silver, diamonds,

and precious things . . . They ascended by steps in a

circuit or spiral, and the steps appeared full of men.

5322-5336. Concerning the total destruction of Baby-

lonia. Babylonia was the name of those two tracts

which were subject to the two cities which were in the

two corners. (See the drawing referred to in no. 5303.)

These two tracts were properly called Babylonia, becau.se

riches abounded there, and those who were there set

their hearts on them alone. The other two tracts,

namely, from the middle of the western to the far end
of the northern, which were subject to the greatest city,

were also Babylonia, but not so properly as the two
former ones, because in these two tracts there were not

such great riches. (5323) After the confine between the

southern and western [quarters] had been destroyed . . .

a total vastation began to enter that great tract which
was Babjdonia ; in which, as said above, there dwelt a

gi'eat multitude, one stratum above the other ; namely,
those who [had lived] before the time of the Reforma-
tion, beneath

;
and those [who had lived] after it, above.

(5324) At first [it was eff'ected] by an east wind, which
was sent first through the southern ti'act, and advanced
to the western, as far as the boundary which is in the

middle of the western tract ; and it carried away the
mountain land above . . . until there first appeared the
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under mountain land laid bare ; and then there appeared

the nature of that subterranean land ; namely, that it

was full of palaces and monasteries. Around the chasm

above-mentioned, there appeared nothing except a kind

of obscurity ; afterwards, in that southern tract, the

rich who were devoid of monasteries, in great numbers ;

so that it was as if that whole tract had been built

underneath ; and then the tract as far as the western

confine ; and thence to the middle boundary in the west,

where there were magnificent monasteries in immense
numbers. (5325) Then, too, all the accumulations be-

tween the palaces and the monasteries were carried away

by east and west winds, which went in order, one after

another ; and thus that first stratum was laid bare down
to tlie foundations ; and even to their treasures, which

were beneath the monasteries. (5326) When this had

been done, the rich, who occupied the front tract, were

cast down thence into the Hells of the Gentiles . . , and

the monks and prioi's, and all the prelates, when they

saw all things laid bare, burst out from their monas-

teries, and were carried along to the western sea, at its

northern part. (5327) Those rich who were in front

had done nothing else than eat and drink, and amuse
themselves . . . not even thinking about any God. They
had a worship, but it was ... a mere matter of habit

. . . All their furniture was of gold and silver, and pre-

cious stones. These were they who were cast into the

Hells of the Gentiles. . . (5328) After this had been

done, then all the palaces and monasteries were turned

into smoke, which smoke advanced to the western sea
;

and also all the hidden riches, which went away into

smoke, and were cast into the sea. After this had been

done, a stronger east wind arose, and carried away the

other mountain roof in both tracts, and this advanced

to the other two tracts, as far as the corner between the

north and the east, where it stopped. That wind was

seen to pass through the whole, going and returning,

and continuing, until all those things had been laid bare

ilown to the bottom ; thus those two strata ; and when
these had been laid bare, there appeared everywhere

nothing but monasteries, with some of the common
jieople around them for service—there lived the monks
like gods, and the common people adored them as their

gods. (5330) So great was the thick darkness in the

second stratum, that they vaunted themselves as gods,

and said that the Lord has no power, and that they had
all . . . (5331) All these, the number of whom was vast,

were conducted to the northern shore of the western sea,

and were cast into the sea ; and all the monasteries

crumbled into dust, and [everything that was in them]

went away into smoke, and was carried down into that

sea. (5332) I afterwards saw a kind of atmosphere fall

down from Heaven, which completely devastated all

those tracts, so that they became a desert. (5333) There

afterwards came merchants, of whom a great number
were wont to come chiefly to the southern (puirter ; and
they sought for the rich who had been there, but did

not find anything ; so they went away sad. Some
flocked thither to draw out the gold and silver from the

bottom, but they sought for it in vain. (5334) After-

wards, there exhaled from that place a smoke as of

sulphur, advancing to the western sea. (5335) It was

also observed that some who had dwelt rather near the

city of the rich, in the southern tract, had as it were a
millstone around the left arm, the arm being inserted

into the middle of it ; which was a representative that
they had confirmed their wicked dogmas from the Word
• • • (5336) Thus has Babylonia been completely devas-
tated and destroyed on three sides, the southern, the
western, and the northern. This commenced at the end
of the year 1756, and in the beginning of the year 1757.
Yesterday and to-day these three tracts [were destroyed].

To-day is the sixth day of January, 1757.

5337-5346. Concerning Babylonia at the eastern

quarter. There were also very many of the same reli-

gion in the east, where mountains are seen ; and there

also there were monasteries, and the common jieople in

subjection ; but those were there who had been pious,

and upright . . . They had been taken out from those
treated of above, and had been translated towards the
east, into the mountains there, where they had their

own religion. . . (5338) Those who dwelt in the corner
between the south and the east, in monasteries were
cast out of tliem, and passed through the southern plain

about the middle as far as the west ; and those who
were near them, more to the east, crossed the northern
plain about the middle as far as the western tract, which
had been devastated ; and thence advanced to the corner

between the west and the north, following an angular or

interstitial line, as far as those who were in almshouses,

and still further very remotely ; and thence they betook
themselves towards the western quarter, at the other

side of the destroyed tract, and there were allotted their

residence. . . (5339) Tliere was still what is hypocritical

with them . . . the reason being that they had indeed
been in external holiness, and also in interior lioliness

above others, but yet with a mind to command others

. . . and as they were in thick darkness as to Divine
things, only worshipping the saints more devoutly than
others, therefore they were removed so far away ; and
there was then given them the other western tract to

dwell in. (5340) After these had been driven away,
then there were driven away those who are in the
eastern quarter in the middle ; and on both sides of the
middle ; and they were led around a little towards the

corner or the interstitial line between the east and the
north, and were very far removed ; and then they were
dispersed into the northern plain, beyond that tract

which had been destroyed . . , There was a vast multi-

tude ; and they occujjied much of the space around that

tract nearly as far as to the angular line between the
north and the west . . . They were those who had made
themselves a sun by phantasy . , . who have been treated

of before. Such as were there were in thick darkness,

and believed themselves to be led by the Lord, but that

the Lord does notliing except tlirough them . . . (5341)
Lastly, the visitation arrived at the corner between the
north and the east ; and, on both sides there, through
a long tract in the country there, there were monasteries
for virgins and [other] women, of whom there was a vast
number, in triplicate strata, below and above. All the
women in the monasteries were brought out, and those

of them who had led an evil life, especially by adulteries

and whoredoms, and those who had become profane by
an evil life contrary to their religion-—these were brought
forth in front, into the boundary of the corner ; and on
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both sides there, at the north and east, for some space,

there was made a great and deep chasm, and all such

were cast into it. (5342) The rest of the women, who

had led a life according to their religiosity, and at the

same time had been in some work, and had not been

idle, were brought out towards the east ... so that

they might settle there, and form a Society without

monasteries ; but only a few remained there ; they

returned, desiring the monasteries. Those women who

had lived in idleness, studying nothing else than ex-

ternal piety, were distributed among the followers of

their own religion, in order that they might act as

servants there, and learn to work . . . (5343) The rest,

also women, who were diligent in serving others there,

in various ways ; for food ; for garments . . . and who

did this from affection and religion—these were brought

outside the tract of the Church, in order that they

might form a Society there ; in a place safe from infes-

tations by the men ; in order that they might there

learn the truths of faith ; for such ones learn, but not

those who have been idle. That Society has been formed

in the confines between the soutli and the west, far

away . . . (5344) There afterwards came many travellers

—merchants from various nations, and monks who had

been travelling and absent then ; and when they saw all

things tiiere laid waste and deserted, they lamented

exceedingly : this lasted for days. (5345) Those who

are in the sea, and those who are in the gulfs, dare not

raise their heads out of them ; for as soon as they do so

they are frightfully tortured ; for there prevails around

a completely different sphere, which is opposite. (5346)

Those who were in the west had been in the greatest

love of self, and had had command as their end ; in the

east those who had been in the delight of the love of

exercising command ; in the north those who had been

in dim lumen concerning everything ; and in the south,

those who had excelled in cleverness.

[D.] 5347-5356. Concerning the Last Judgment of

those who are called Protestants . . . Those from the

Tjutheran religion, the Calvinistic, and from others in the

Christian world, except the Papists, were in the middle
;

l)ut below, upon a hill, and a little round about it, were

those who were from a genuine faith, and who were at

the same time in the good of life ; while above them,

on an extensive mountain, and on the mountain land

round about, were those who had been external men . . .

who had known the Word . . . and had frequented

places of worship, but had cared nothing whatever for

the life . . . These were on that mountain, in the

middle, and on the mountain land around, where there

were various cities, and a vast multitude. All these

were brought down below the mountain land as far as

the boundary of the Catholic religion, and were there

brought down into a steep or sloping chasm— dark,

wide, and large. Those who were on the southern part

of that mountain and mountain land, were brought

down into that wide and dark chasm which is at the

northern boundary ; and in like manner those who were

at the eastern quarter there ; all in their order ; tliose

who were in the eastern quarter into that chasm at the

southern nearer towards the east ; those who were in

the southern, in order towards the west there ; but

those who were in the western quarter of the mountain,

Avere brought down into a large, steep, and dark chasm
which yawned at the boundary of the western tract

;

and were there cast deeply down. (5348) Tliere were

first brought down the southern ones ; afterwards the

western ones ; and finally the eastern ones there. This

took place at the same time as when the eastern Papists

were brought down beyond the northern tract . , .

(5349) Those who were brought down into those chasms

at the boundaries were those who had led an evil life

• • • (5350) When this had been done, their dwelling-

places were laid waste and dispersed. Most were from

those outside the cities. (5351) Afterwards, a vast

number of those who are called Protestants, and who
vaunted faith alone, and yet had no life of faith ; both

the learned and the unlearned . . , were brought forth

in a vast multitude ; first, towards the west towards the

sea there, and were led to its southern side ; and were

brought back thence towards the south, on the other

side of the vastated Babylonish tract ; and as far as the

east there ; and also still further, beyond the middle of

it. Some having been separated thence were dispersed

towards the north, and were seen no more. The rest of

them were brouglit back towards the south ; and were

carried hither and thither; now this way, now back-

wards ; and were there explored as to whether they had

any faith . . . and everywhere it was found that they

had no faith, because no life . . . This lasted for the

space of an hour . . . (5352) When they were in the

southern quarter, there went out, near the gulf there, a

nniltitude who had been hidden there from former

times, and who in like manner had said that they

believe and thus are saved, and had thought nothing at

all about the life : this multitude was commingled with

the former. (5353) Again, from that mountain land,

and from the cities, there was led forth a multitude who
had lived morally ; but not from any conscience . . .

but solely from fear of the law, of the loss of reputation,

of gain, and of honour . . . And as they had not any

life of faith, and thus no communication with Heaven,

they also were cast out towards the southern and

towards the western quarter, and were led somewhat

round about, and it was ascertained that they had no

religion . . . (5354) Lastly were brought out those who
had been skilled in the doctrinal things of the Church

;

and who had also led a moral life ; but not from doc-

trine ; for it was solely on account of the laws . . . and

on account of reputation, gain, and honour . . . Tliese,

also, were examined as to whether they had anything of

conscience, and it was found that they ha<l nothing . . .

These also were cast out of the mountain land. (5355)

All these—who have been described in three classes

—

were driven far away, even so that they did not appear
;

at last [they were] like a cloud, and this was divided

and dispersed ; and it was said from Heaven that they

had all been cast into uninhabited and desert places ;

and had been completely separated, that they might no

longer associate together ; and that thej^ are wandering

about in that desert like those who have no religion.

Those who were of the first class were cast out into

separate desert and uninhabited places outside the tract

where the Church is, because they have no religion,

because no life. Those of the second and third classes

were dispersed in desert places more interiorly. Some
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[were sent] among the Gentiles of no religion, who lead

a ferine life. Their disi^ersion has been made to all the

quarters ; to the west, to the south, to the east, and

also to the north ; whence they can never return,

because there all tlie Knowledge of religion has been

taken away from them . . . This is done in desert

places, and therefore they lead a miserable life.

5359-5362. Afterwards, there continued the cleansing

of the middle space from all the cities—and also from

the nearest villages, everywhere—of all those who had

lived in the Church devoid of the Church . . . All such

were cast out, partly into the northern chasm, partly

into the western one, and also into a chasm at the

south, besides into the desert places everywhere.

(5360) It was observed that in one city, almost a fourth

of the number . . . who were of a different genius . . .

did not appear, except only when they turned themselves

into some likeness of affection ... To these, a dwelling-

place was given beneath the city, and this in various

places. I saw in the London there the ground heaped

lip in the shape of a small hill, and an entrance beneath

it. Beneath the hill there . . . there was a vast number
of the evil, amounting to many thousands, all of whom
were afterwards cast into the Hells ; because from them
there goes up an exhalation into the inhabitants of the

city, which infests them . . . Sometimes, also, some of

them go out thence, and appear ; but they return.

This occurs under the cities, in many places. Thus,

also, are the cities always cleansed by the Lord. (S361)

Moreover, in the regions outside the cities—and some-

times within the cities—there are very many who,

although evil, are not cast down ; and who, although

good, are not immediately elevated into Heaven : they

are those who have come from the world within the

last 10 to 20 years, who are of service to men, and

through whom as Subjects communication is effected

with the Hells and with the Heavens : these are they

who are in the World of Spirits ; for from the Hells

cannot be drawn out those who are there after they have

been fully vastated—sometimes some may who have not

been fully vastated—for those who have been vastated

are kept in Hell, and cannot be drawn out thence,

because the moment tlie}'^ put out their heads they are

direfuUy tortured. (See also 5363.) They who are

from the Avorld, and are serving as Subjects, are mean-

while being vastated . . . the evil as to all h3'^pocritical

truths and goods . . . the good as to actual evils and

falsities, and so they are elevated into Heaven. Thus
do all things follow on in succession. . . (5362) After

that Last Judgment, the Hells were completely changed.

I)es. (See also 5502.)

5366. I afterwards heard how the case was with the

Last Judgment upon the Dutch. Des. It was done on

the ninth day of January 1757. Those remained who
had had something of conscience.

5372. Those (who are meant by 'the dragon') were

collected into one, and sent into an abyss. Their abyss

is in the southern riuarter . . . They are kept there

boixnd. Hence it is that it is said of the dragon that

he was sent into the abyss, and is kept bound there a

thousand years.

5373-5375- I S'lso saw a crowd of vast number cast

VOL. IV.

down out of Heaven . . . into the earth at the west

towards the north there, and they were dispersed in a

desert land ; for that crowd cared nothing for doctrine,

but remained solely in the sense of the letter of the

Word . . . These were those treated of in the Apocalypse,

who were cast down from Heaven into the earth by the

tail of the dragon (Rev.xii.4), because they have no

Knowledges . . . Hence they wander about everywhere

• • • (5374) I saw those who had been such, cast down
in many thousands from a Heaven that was in the

highest-—they were then at the north side there—the

casting down appeared whenever an execrable adultery

was perceived below. They came into Heaven from

piety of life, and because they had thought about God.

(5375) I afterwards saw multitudes carried down from

the Heavens, to the eastern quarter, in order that they

might wander there.

5377-5404. Concerning the destruction of the Old

Heaven, or concerning the changes there. There is a.

still higher expanse above the middle where the Chris-

tians are, which has not appeared to me before, neither

does it appear to those who are below ; it is high above

the head round about. Some have said that they do

not see it ; but still they have seen some ascending as

into a cloud, but they vanished at some height.

Thither had ascended all from the Christian world who
had thought about God, and had led a life of piety, thus

whose interiors had been a little opened ; but by nothing

except a life of piety, and by thought about God.

(5378) I heard and saw them carried down from the

Heaven there, even to many myriads ; first towards the

north ; then towards the west ; and finally towards

the south. In a word, there was heard a vast multi-

tude ; and it was said that they were those who had

lived piously, and had thought about God, but still not

about the Lord, except as about a man like themselves

... in a word, had always directed their thoughts to

God the Father, that He might save them for the sake

of the Son . . . thus that they had not worshipped the

Lord . . . Neither had they been able to think about

God under any human form . . . Such pious ones could

not be with the Angels in Heaven, and therefore they

were carried down . . . (5379) The Angels had also com-

plained that they were interrupted in their thouglits

about the Lord, on account of the multitude of such

round about ... for in the other life the thouglits

which are of affections are communicated. (53S0) They

were all carried down to those quarters ; into the level

earth there ; or where there are plains ; and where

an obscurity appeared successively greater and greater

according to the distance ; and afar off, forests ; and

this according to their life, because they could not have

love and faith in God except so obscurely . . . (5389) I

then also saw that there were brought forth, from the

western quarter, and elevated into Heaven, to their

place, a multitude, who were those who had been con-

cealed and reserved there from the first time of Chris-

tianity, in various places there, and had been guarded

by the Lord, lest they should be seduced by the evil,

especially by the Papists who were in front there. A
multitude of Christians had been hidden there, and had

been guarded by the Lord ; who are those treated of in

Rev. XX. : and of whom it is said that they have been.

K
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slain ; that they have been carried out of the sepul-

chres, and are of the first resurrection (ver. 4, 5, 6, 12).

(5392) Afterwards, I saw brought out of Heaven, men
and women who had led a life of piety, and in fact an

idle one, who had continually meditated about God,

and had been in prayers ; but had not known anything

else from doctrine except that God remits their sins
;

not knowing what sins are . . . and who when they had
seen with others worldly things, and civil cares, had
said that these things ought to be abandoned, and God
worshipped ; and had therefore condemned others, and
had despised them in comparison with themselves,

placing all things of salvation in such a life of piety,

and not in a life according to the Lord's precepts. They
said in Heaven concerning these, that they dwelt at one

side there ; and that if they meet them, or look thither,

they induce a sadness which interrupts their joys, and
also dulls the truths of their intelligence and wisdom,

and makes them as if they were nothing to the purpose

;

but that still they had tolerated them, although they

wanted them away. (5394) All these were carried down
into the northern plain, to prevent them from straiten-

ing and driving into sadness those who are in Heaven.
They were carried down into the northern quarter

because they are in ignorance of such things as lead to

Heaven ; and it was said that they are allowed to dwell

together ; but that on no account must they lead an

idle life . . . and walk about in a melancholy fashion

• • • (5395) The German Protestants appear more towards

the north ; the Swedes at the north and west, in the

middle ; the Danes at the west ; the Dutch towards the

east and south ; the English in the middle among them.

All appear according to their genius as to religion.

(5396) When the Germans, Swedes, and Danes were

visited, those were first cast out . . . who had thought

about civil and worldly things, and little about the

things of religion, except that it exists . . . They said

that they did not know the difference between living

civilly and morally well, and living well Christianly . . .

But these were merely external men ; who, if their

externals are removed . . . rush into every crime . . .

because they are not interiorly ruled by the Lord . . .

(5396a) From the Protestants, so called, there appeared
a multitude upon a rather high mountain, and also

around the mountain, who had been of such a genius in

the world that they believed themselves to be Christians

and worshippers of God above others . . . because they
said they had performed repentance . . . whenever they
had frequented the Holy Supper, and had also some-
times prayed on their knees that their sins might be
remitted, and had called this repentance ; when yet
they had neither explored themselves, nor had known
what sin is, nor had cared to know . . . and therefore

when they had returned from the Holy Supper and
from their prayers, they had led a life not at all

diff"erent from before. They had supposed that not to

act contrary to the civil laws, from fear of the jjenalties,

or contrary to the moral laws, from fear of the loss of

reputation, gain, and honour, was to live Christianly.

(5396b) The evils of thought and will they had not
supposed to be sins . , . When external things are taken
away, no bonds of conscience . . . bridle or withhold
them from rushing into evils and falsities of every kind

without any mercy ... As they had the intention to

injure the upright whom the Lord has guarded . . .

they were told that they do not fear any God ; which
they denied ; and said that they had indeed known that

the Lord guards them, but still they do not regard the

Lord otherwise than as a man . . . (5396c) ... As these

were such, that mountain subsided down to the plain ;

and those who were worse than the rest were detained

in a certain height there, and were cast into a Hell near

the north. . . (5398) At the western quarter there was a

multitude whose speech sounded sincere . . . They were

those who had so appeared in the world . . . but in-

wardly had been devoid of conscience. They consult

together as to how they may subjugate the simple . . .

They assail others at the back . . . and thus inspire such

things as they are thinking . . . These also were cast

into a Hell in front there beneath the western tract . . .

(5399) Those were explored who had not any charity

towards the neighbour ; not those who are unmerciful

. . . because these are at once seen to be infernal ; but

those who do not appear so in words and in the ex-

ternal form . . . But when they saw the states (of the

Lord's Kingdom) being changed, they at once were with

those who were destroying it, and assisted them. They
were scattered round about ; and when such ones were

observed, they were cast into chasms and into deserts

on every side . . . (5400) Afterwards, all those were cast

out who cared nothing for the truths of the Church . . .

of whom there was a vast number ; for none of them
have thought about religion, but only about external

worship from habit from infancy, and for the sake of

their reputation, lest they should be called impious . . .

All these, also, were such that they wanted to exercise

command, and to lead others . . . which was found out

by this,—that wherever they saw anyone outside their

own tract, they immediately infested him, by subjugat-

ing him, and leading him as their slave, and not even

suffering him to think from himself; thus did they

want to obsess others. All who have hated the truths

of faith are such. The Gentiles care for their religious

things, and love to know interior things, and to live

according to them ; but among Christians very few,

except merely the priests and elders, of whom . . . the

greater part learn them for the sake of the reputation of

learning . . . but not to live according to them . . .

(5401) At the boundary in the west there appeared

women who infested whomsoever they saw ... I was

brought thither, and behold there was a vast number of

women who in the world had been harlots, numbering
many hundreds of thousands. All these were cast

thence into a marshy lake which was remotely at their

back in the west, and into Hells there ; and their

houses were destroyed : they were such as had remained

so through their whole life. (5402) Afterwards, other

women were seen, who had practised harlotry unknown
to others, and who also had been such to the end of

their life in the world ; these were seen at no space from

the former ones, to many thousands and myriads ; these

in like manner were brought down to the lake at the

western part there, and were cast into a dark cavern

which yaAraed there. (5403) There is also a marshy

lake in the southern tract, into which are cast those

who have been harlots clandestinely ; there are there
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very many of noble rank. Thither are cast those who
have been external men . . . Such are numerous . . .

Those who are such, and harlots, are cast into the

southern lake ; the rest also who are such are at the south.

[D.] 5405-5412. Concerning the residual Catholic

nation ; and a continuation concerning Babel. There was

a vast multitude of that nation, wlio were not in the

monasteries, who dwelt at the east, occupying that

whole quarter, even to the eastern quarter above the

southern, and which extended itself towards the Gentiles

there, upon the mountains there, and in the plains,

beneath and above. All this multitude was translated

from the east by a straight way even into the west, into

the other part of the Babylonish tract there ; where

seats were given them upon hills and plains of much
extent. (5406) Much part of that nation was such as

had lived in good, although not in truths ; they had

practised good according to their religiosity . . . These

were instructed in the seat to which they were carried

. . . (540S) There remain from that nation, as from all

others, a sufficient number for the service of the men of

that nation ; for every nation is served by its own
ones ; sometimes by others ... I saw there the city of

Rome, at the right between the south and the west, but

within the tract of Babylonia, and I saw all the streets

there, but not the Monte Cavallo, nor the Church of

Peter. The monasteries also remain there ; but how
long has not been said. (5409) Upon a lofty mountain

almost above me there appeared the sign of the cross

. , . and it was given to see , . . that some have begun

to commence Babel there again . . . They said that they

accepted the true doctrine concerning the Lord, concern-

ing love and faith in Him, and concerning charity

towards the neighbour ; but that to them was entrusted

the care that all things should be rightly observed . . .

(but) such ones were like tlie former, in that they aimed

at dominion by means of holy things ; and moreover

they were conjoining themselves with magicians , . .

All these, who amounted to a thousand, were cast into

the western sea near its northern shore. (5410) There

was still seen a monasterial tract in the west, beyond

the Babylonish tract towards the corner of the north

there . . . Thither transferred themselves those who had

no place in the Babylonish tract there ; and as they

differed in genius from these, that tract was beyond the

destroyed Babylonish tract there . . . This tract also

was crammed with monasteries. (541 1) Afterwards, I

saw a vast number brought down from the mountains

which were beyond the destroyed western Babylonish

tract towards the south, and also from the mountains

of the south there, and this by a western way to that

monasterial tract of which I have just spoken ; and

when that vast multitude came thither, there appeared

as an inundation there, below, where the monasteries

were ; and then all who were there went forth out of the

monasteries, and the greatest part of them fled away

... At last that vast multitude was explored as to who

among them were in the affection of truth from good

. . . That exploration was seen as a sudden bringing

down of them from that tract, through the north, and

the east, towards the south, and tlience towards the

middle : and this several times by turns : so appears

exploration by changes of state. Those of them who

remained in the middle, upon the hills there, and upon

the plain, were those who were in the affection of truth

for the sake of truth, and who thus [could] be imbued

with the truths of faith. The rest were sent to the

monasterial tract there, in order that they might remain

there, and be taught, where it was granted them to

dwell, without monasteries. It was also granted to

those from the monasteries who were in the affection of

truth for the sake of truth. (5412) They were carried

down into the middle because the Protestants were

there ... in order to be instructed there . . . Treasures

of gold and silver and of precious stones were left under

the earth in that new tract among the monasteries
;

and these were given to the new inhabitants there,

because they were in the affection of truth from good.

5413-5420. Concerning the mountain where the

Jesuits are ; and concerning miracles by means of the

Heavenly Doctrine. There was a certain one near me
who infested others with diabolical art ; and as such

arts come forth by influx from like ones, inquiry was

made as to where they were ; and it was found that

they were upon a certain mountain in the western

quarter towards the northern corner : and therefore

some were sent thither from Heaven, who made a visita-

tion, and it was found that there were Jesuits there

to some thousands, who had congregated there and

were dwelling together in a city . . . without monas-

teries ; and that they were acting by sight round about,

and were thus exercising dominion over many at a

distance . . . (5414) It was found that they had collected

and had posted round about that city, magicians more

skilful than others, whom they used for guarding them-

selves : they had given them houses all round : thus

was that city encircled. (5415) In the midst of the

city was their treasury, which was exceedingly great

. . . having been collected during a long time ... it

was under the earth, and in the midst of it was a

miraculous lamp, always burning . . . (5416) "When

these things had been found, then, by the Divine power

of the Lord, there were first carried away the execrable

guards . . . who were round about ; and these were

dispersed in every direction and immersed in marshes,

lieing thus cast into Hells. "When this was seen by the

Jesuits, they apperceived that their destruction was at

hand ; and therefore they flew to their arts, which

appeared like miracles. They caused to appear in tlie

air a resplendent, shining banner, by which they stirred

up those in the neighbourhood to their defence . . .

Afterwards there appeared a man in the air, in like

manner resplendent, and flying, who appeared first like

an Angel, and then like a monk. Afterwards, many

other tilings in a series, all in the air ; which ayipeared

on every side. One such shining appearance went into

a mountain where there were some from that religion

who were devout . . . These immediately ran down from

the mountain, and stood in a certain place, and prayed

for them devoutly and piously. This was done in order

that the simple good might also be allured to their

defence ; for such things inflow and are communicated.

• • • (5417) Presently the ever-burning lamp . . . was

seized upon, and was lifted up and shown, and was then

carried round on every side so that they should see it ;

inquiry being made wlience came such an art, which was
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magical, in that it burned continually ; and it was

found that it was in a certain moi;ntain where there

were monks who had invented that art . . . (5418) After

these things had been found, and visitation had been

made as to the quality of each and all who were there

. . . then the treasure was rolled about, and was com-

pletely commingled with the dust of the earth there,

and thus went away into dust ; and then the city with

all therein subsided into the deep, thus into Hell . . .

and there rose up a smoke thence, which was dispersed

around. (5419) Afterwards, visitation was made among
the monks. Those who by their art could produce that

continual burning, were on a mountain also in the

western quarter, not so remote from the middle . . .

They at first said that they had done it by means of

prayers . . . but . . . they had made the light by art, in

that they had cast the Heavenly Doctrine into a

crucible, and thus into the fire ; and when the crucible

was sent down it was taken out of tlie fire, and placed

in that lamp : and it was found that they had also made
the bright iiying signs in like manner by means of that

Doctrine, by casting it forth on high, and thinking at

the same time of such things as appeared. As these

had made use of such an art, which is a magical one most

shocking, because done with Divine truths, they also

[subsided] ; the earth opened beneath their feet,'and they

were swallowed up, having been cast into Hell. (5420)

Afterwards, inquiry was made in various places, and it

was found that by means of that Doctrine they had made
bright appearances in the air, in chambers . . . Tlie reason

the Doctrine shone, was from the Divine truths therein. .

.

[D.] 5421. On the Jews. The Jews dwelt within the

Middle to the left, in the plane beneath the sole of the

foot ; and there they had their many synagogues, and

assembled there, and had their worship . . . But they

have all been dispersed ; the synagogues have been

destroyed ; and now they wander round about without

any worship anywhere. They ajjpear solitary. Beneath

that plane there are also Jews, who as yet have not been

dispersed. That they should be dispersed was foretold

by the Lord in IMatt. xxiv. The reason they were

within the Middle, was that they had tlie AVord ; for

such are within it.

5422-5429. Continuation concerning the dragon.

Those were dragons who had been in no doctrine, but

solely in the sense of the letter of the Word, which they

had applied to whatever they wished . . . and who thus

had committed adultery with the Word . . . Such are

also sensuous men , . . They vacillate among all heresies

;

they can be Jews, Sociniaus, Papists . . . (5423) Those

who were such had been congregated at the left, beneath

the heel of the feet ; and others in the southern [quarter]

towards the west ; and also in the eastern towards the

southern ; and were for the most part presbyters. When
seen representatively, they appeared like black dragons

with a long tail. (5424) In the Heavens on every

side there had been collected those who had indeed

lived well morally, and had also frequented churches

and the Holy Supper, and had then been in devotion,

but yet had not cai'ed at all to know the doctrinal

things of the Church ... in a word, who had not been
in any affection of truth for the sake of truth, but
merely for the sake of external sanctity . . . (Such) are

indeed admitted, but live separated . . . round about

there ; and Avhen they turn themselves to the Angels,

they take away the happiness which they have from

wisdom, and dull their minds, and make the light dim
. . . Such have been admitted into Heaven in vast

multitudes for many ages ; although in Heaven they

had not Heaven . . . (5425) All such communicated with

those below who had been dragons, of whom before ; for

all who are in Heaven communicate with those who are

below ; thus they have connection, and make one. . .

Hence it was, that when the lower ones were removed,

those who were above were also dragged away. (5426)

The [lower] dragons, from influx from the higher ones,

conspired against the Heavenly Doctrine, which they

wanted to utterly destroy. That sedition was detected,

and then the dragons, who were many, were cast towards

the very remote south-eastern corner, until they scarcely

appeared. Consequently, it was then seen that a vast

multitude of such who were in Heaven fell down from

the Heavens on every side for the whole distance ; and
the fallen multitude appeared like a starry mass, as it

were a Milky Way ; which is described by the dragon

dragging down the third part of the stars . . . (5427)

Their casting down was first seen towards the eastern

quarter . . . then towards the northern, and at the same
time also a little towards the western ; and the latter

was into the level of the earth there. In their place

there ascended those who had been in the affection of

truth for the sake of truth ; and had been reserved by

the Lord to this time . . . (5428) When the dragons

looked towards those who were in the Heavenly Doctrine,

they fell into direful torments . . . Michael, in the Apoca-

lypse, is those who are in the Heavenly Doctrine . . .

5452-5456. Concerning the Prussian nation. The
Russian nation dwells at the south-eastern corner, com-

pletely in the corner, beneath the earth there. They
are in greater obscurity than the rest. I was conveyed

thither, and I first saw an unclean place, where there

were many who deliberated about the things of their

own kingdom, and in fact about liberty such as there is

elsewhere ; but they did not appear ... I afterwards

heard them saying that they were afraid of the Czar,

and that the Czar is everywhere. (5453) I was after-

wards brought to others from that nation who were

better ; these laboured continually ... I afterwards

heard that they do not care for religion ... in a word,

they are completely empty . . . (5455) Inwardly they

are more wicked than all others, and operate very

strongly by phantasies . . . (5456) Those from them who
were better, were, to a great multitude, conveyed thence

towards the north, beyond the desert Babylonish tract

there ; and were sent into a plain, at a great distance

towards the north, which tract is terminated there in

forests, where are those who are as it were wild animals.

They enter into vaults in various places there, and

scarcely appear upon the plain. Their tract there is in

the northern part, towards the eastern corner there.

5457-5460. Concerning the profane from various

religions, especially from the Roman Catholic one.

There were collected into one the profane of both sexes,

and first those who were from the Catholic religion
;

and all those who had believed the holy things of their

own religion, and had profaned them. Examps. (5458)
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All such, collected into one, were cast into a very deep

and darksome pit which was opened in the midst of the

Middle, and were hidden there . . . (5459) Afterwards,

in the middle of the western part, almost within the

Babylonish tract there, the earth was seen to be drawn

down from the earth there for some quadrangular space

. . . and then there appeared there as it were liquefied

flesh, dissolved by ])utrefaction ; and thither were all

those cast who had lived well exteriorly, had frequented

preachings and the Holy Supper . . . and yet had

inwardly worked after murders and adulteries, and had

stored up hatred against the neighbour, and revenges

and ferocities without mercy ; and had never performed

any other repentance except that they had prayed that

their sins might be remitted ; and still had not thought

about those hatreds, revenges, and ferocities ; but had

persevered in them . . . Such, because they had believed,

and still had so lived, have been cast into that profane

lake . . . and this to a vast multitude. Afterwards that

lake was covered over with dust brought thither from

its southern shore . . .

5461-5469. Babylon afterwards . . . (5465) I was

looking to the east, in a certain desert place which

terminated in a forest, where they were wandering.

These reduced some into their proprium ... in order

that they might be over them ; for they were without

rulers ; and therefore the one infested the other dire-

fully ... I was conveyed thither, and it was found

that such were there as had no fear of God, nor respect

for man . . . The majority of them were from the

common people, who yet had inwardly thought cun-

ningly and wickedly in the M'orld. They were then

visited ; and when it was found that they were such,

those were taken away from them who had led them
thither by their phantastic and magical art, and there

was opened, in the middle tract, a great cavern, which

stretched into the deep ; and thither were cast all who
were there ; and all those in the forests were also sought

out, and were also cast thither. There were, more-

over, many who appeared at the end of the forest upon

a higher place, who had been those who had known
something about God ; these, who still M'ere like the

rest, were also cast into the same cavern. . . Those who
were in that tract knew how to hide themselves in

certain subterranean vaults, and also those who were in

the forests ; but they were drawn out of them. (5466)

There were, moreover, still more cunning ones who
could more skilfully drive Spirits into their propriums,

and lead them. These dwelt under the earth in a long

row, quite in the extension of the corner between the

west and the south. (The extension of the corner

explained by a diagram.) They dwelt along this exten-

sion ; on the western side, men ; on the southern side,

women Avho had been harlots ; towards the Middle

those who had known something about the Divine . . .

Where the women dwelt there appeared as it were a

sulphureous brightness . . . but where the men dwelt it

was darksome. I was brought to a certain place there,

and it was seen that they were dwelling in their cham-

bers like harlots . . . (5467) After visitation had been

made [to ascertain] of what quality they were, and it

had been found that (they were such), then followed

the Judgment, in that all such were cast into Hell,

from which they would never go out any more. The
women were cast into a place burning with sulphur and
tire . . . this lake was situated crosswise at the end of

the corner ... it was a great number who were cast

thither. But the men who dwelt along that corner

[line] were cast to the western side into such an abyss

which opened in front of that lake, which abyss was

darksome, and stretched deeply beneath the sulphureous

lake. In front of this again, there opened a like abyss,

which also stretched beneath the other ; and into this

were cast those who had known about the Divine, and

who had frequented churches . . . (5468. Illustrated by
a diagram.

) (5469) But as evil Spirits who care nothing

for the Divine can do nothing by any art or phantasy,

unless they have in society with them Spirits who know
the Divine, thus who know some truths of faith, inquiry

was made where such were as were bearing them aid,

and they were found above on a certain mountain above

the Middle towards the west. There was there a vast

number of such, of both sexes, who had been in like

wickedness, and had stolen men by various arts, phan-

tastical and magical, (men are said to be stolen when
they are led into their proprium, and are thus led away

wherever the stealers please, 5466) ; and had led them

into a cavern in the western tract, not far from the

Middle, where also a brightness appeared, and there

treated them, cruelly in various ways. When this had

been found out, then all those women, to a great

number, who were in the cavern, was cast into the

sulphui'eous lake, and the men into the front abyss ; all

the women had been adulteresses in the world, and the

men adulterers, and in various ways they had allured

to adulteries. These, however much they have fre-

quented churches and have approached the Holy Supper,

still are such that they care neither for God nor men
;

and in the other life they give themselves to such arts,

in which they place the delight of their life. These

who were in the mountain were from various nations,

some from the Swedish. (5469a) After some time, a

great part of them were transferred from those Hells

iuto other Hells very remotely in the west. The women
have been seen by others, who were horrified, so

monstrous, cadaverous, and unclean were they. They

have been seen by the last pope ; and it was said that

he had not seen anything more horrible ; and some also

among them who had been nuns, in a house, of whom
nothing such had been suspected : he spoke to them.

5470-5480. Concerning the four corners ; and con-

cerning those who are there ; and concerning their Last

Judgment ; then concerning the dragonists ; and con-

cerning the abysses into which they have been cast.

(5471) All things in the other life must be considered

in relation to such a site (as is shown in the diagram

here given). There is the iliddle, where those are who

are truly Christian ; and in its midst is the New Jeru-

salem, four-square. The corners are to be considered

according to the extensions into the quadrangle . . .

These lines are called the extensions of the corner.

(5472) Those who were situated near the extension of

the corner . . . between the west and the south . . . have

been written of just above. (5473) As to those who

were near the extension of the corner between the west

and the south . . . there were there those who had cared
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nothing for the doctrine of tlie Church, but had applied

the sense of the letter of the Word to whatever they

wanted . . . thus who had not lived well, and had thus

committed adultery with the Word. At the south side,

according to its extension, were such women ; and on

the side towards the east were such men . . . Visitation

came to them, and after it the men were cast into a

long chasm stretching towards Hell there . . . Into that

long chasm on the south side . . . were cast such women.
The leaders who had been such, and had lived evilly,

were cast into that chasm more remote from the others

. . . and thei'e appeared there below as it were a coal

fire, and the smoke thence was like the dust of powdered
black coal. In the cavern of the women there appeared

below a hideous coaly briglituess. After these had been

cast thither, a vast number of like ones were then cast

down into the same chasms, and thither they were cast

from various mountains in the east, and also from

mountains in the south, and likewise some from the

middle : all according to the degree of the adulteration.

There was a vast number. (5474) Afterwards, there

was shown a plain whicli was lower than the earth, in

which were various dim subterranean places at the sides,

very broad . . . crosswise to the corner . . . Thither were

brought all those, of wliatever rank, both priests and
others, who had had no doctrine, thus no fixed faitli

. . . from the fact tliat they had studied the Word solely

as to the sense of its letter . . . These, who were there,

had not lived so very evilly, but morally well in

externals ; and some not so well ; and, having been

distinguished, they obtain a situation there according

to their life. Thither had tliey been successively

collected from the first ages, and now many are brought
thither. It is a rather large and roomy space. Those
who are there are not so badly off ; but the states of

their life are varied and uncertain. They do not dwell

in stated houses, but now in these, now in others . . .

thus sometimes in darksome caverns, because they had
had not a fixed but a wandering faith. (5475) It is to

be known that these two chasms . . . and also tliat

great plain . . . are the things which in the Apocalypse
are called 'the abyss' into which the dragon was cast;

thus there are the abysses of the dragon (Rev.xx.3).

In that great plain are those who have spiritually com-
mitted whoredom with the Word ; in the two front

[chasms] are those wlio have committed adultery with

it. (5476) Near the corner between the east and the

north, according to its extension . . . dwelt those who
had counterfeited before men that they were sincere,

pious, and possessed of every virtue, and also that they

were endowed with faith ; and who had thus in various

ways seduced men . . . There were on the northern side

such women, who operated strongly by phantasies ; and
on the eastern side were the men ; all in chambers
there ; under the earth in a long series. Those (of both

sexes) who were worse than the rest, were shut up more
interiorly. (5477) They were visited, and were found

to be such, on both sides ; and then they were all cast

down thence, and in fact into a certain mountain at

the end of the corner, in the midst of which a cavern

opened, stretching into the deep : thither Avere cast

such women to a great number ; and into a darksome
cavern beyond the mountain, in a certain level at the

east side of that mountain, a little further away . . .

were cast such men. (5478) Finally, [infernals] were

also cast thither from the Hells beneath the Middle,

even to a mi;ltitude . . . the men were cast into the

chasm, and the women into the cavern in the midst of

the mountain. (5479) At the corner between the west

and the north, near its extension . . . dwelt those who
in the world had known nothing, and were thence in

blindness as to spiritual and moral things, of an utterly

dull, heavy nature—and some as it were idiots—because

in the world they had wanted to know nothing about

the doctrine of the Church, nor about the Word . . .

There, also, are two chasms ; the front one for the men,

and the hinder one for the women ; and thither are

sent, by turns, those who are as it were idiots ; many of

whom are such as have been called wise or clever in the

world ; but who have nevertheless denied the Divine,

have cherished hatreds and revenges in their hearts,

have been adulterers, and the like, whatever they have

been in moral life. They who are such, lest they should

injure others bj' the gift of natural cleverness, are sent

thitlicr, and there become silly ... In that chasm the

light was altogether coaly. (5480) Afterwards, it Avas

seen tliat out of the Lower Earth in the western tract

towards the southern, there were rising up a great

number who were there, and who were carried into the

mountains which are in the east, into the place of those

who had been cast down thence, treated of above. For,

when the evil are being cast into Hell, then the good

succeed in their place, most of whom had been concealed

and reserved by the Lord in the Lower Earth ; and had

thus been taken away from the contagion of the evil,

and had been there initiated into sjiiritual life. It was

said that they were such as in theirj childhood had
learned the doctrinal things of the Cliurch for the sake

of the reputation of their learning ; lint afterwards,

having been led by the Lord, they had by those things

imliued the Christian life, and in proportion to this had

put off the pride of learning. (The positions of all these

places are shown on the diagram.)

[D.] 5486-5491. Concerning the Sirens, and their Last

Judgment. (5487) The Siren women dwelt together

upon a mountain in the southern quarter towards the

western, where they . . . infested all round about, even

those who were very remote from them ... on which

account they were visited, and were found to be such,

and therefore they were conveyed by force from that

mountain remotely towards the western line, and very

remotely above it, until they scarcely appeared, to the

western part beyond the line there, to the last boundary

of Christendom . . . and there they were cast into a

lake (the position of which is shown on the diagram,

and also that of the Sirenic mountain). (5488) After

those women who had been on the mountain had been

cast thither, they were brought out from their Hell,

which was in the southern quarter near the Middle,

where there was a vast multitude of them ; they had

been sent and conveyed thither for many years ; the

number and the multitude was vast, and was seen to

fill up the whole intermediate space, large as it was
;

they amounted to some myriads. An exit opened for

them in the southern tract, and they were conveyed to

the same place and all cast in thither. (5489) After-
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wards, those who had concealed themselves in the moun-
tain were sought for. The search was made by men of

like wickedness. They were seen to enter a cavern

which was in the middle of the mountain ; they went

down this, and it was seen that they excavated a space

there around the mountain at its other side for a con-

siderable space, which led around, and at last [went]

from cavern to cavern. Thither had fled the worst of

those women, who had also committed murders, and
had studied magical tilings, and who had profaned holy

things. These were cast down there through a cavern

in the middle of the mountain, and were cast into a

place there towards the southern side. (5490) After

this had been done, it was seen that as it were dust was

spread over the whole place, so that it was covered up,

in order that no one should ever rise out thence, and
it could scarcely be known where they were. (5491)
Afterwards, such men were cast into a place there which

is in the southern part. (Shown on the diagiam.) They
were led away from subterranean [places] in the western

tract ; first, those who were beneath the earth there

near to the southern line : these were conveyed over a

mountain to their place, and were cast into a part of

it nearer towards the corner line. Afterwards, from

underground, there rose up, in the western [tract],

almost in the middle, worse ones, who in like manner
as the Sirens, could enter into the affections of others,

by profane things equally as by holy ones. These also

were conveyed above the line towards the Sirenic moun-
tain, but at the western side of it, to the same lake,

into the midst thereof. And, finally, there rose up
from underground, in the west, nearer to the northern

line, those who had been the worst of all, those who
had committed murders, those who had committed

thefts, those who had committed adulteries, those who
liad been atheists, and yet appeared like Angels of light,

making a display of holiness ; and also who in secret

had practised magical arts which they had learned from

the diabolical crew, concerning which, however, nothing

had been divulged in the world. These also were con-

veyed above the corner line, but at the eastern side of

the mountain, to that lake, and were cast in thither

towards its further corner : thus were they hidden so

that they should never appear. Thus was that execrable

crew cast into Hell, and its number also was great.

5501-5505. Continuation concerning Babel. After

some days, an ordination was effected round about that

liabylonish tract, and to the whole quarter, so that a

girdle, or circumference, was made, at a distance from

the middle, a little beyond the Babylonish tracts ; all

from the Catholic nation. (5502) First there were

transferred the Hells from those nations which are at

the south and at the east ; the magical]Hells at the south,

and the phantastic ones at the east ; and those who were

there were cast in a vast number into the western sea,

and into the western gulf towards the north ; which

was done in this way :—all who were in the magical

Hells at the south were taken out thence, and were cast

into the western sea at its southern part, and along its

entire shore, to a gi-eat extension towards the west—for

that sea is stretched out in length to the west ; its

length is not great—and afterwards, their magical

things were reduced to dust, and were dispersed and

strewn upon the sea, which dust appeared like chatf.

Afterwards, there were taken out those who were in the

phantastic Hells at the east, also at a distance almost

the same from the middle, and those who were there

were conveyed by the way of the north to the west ; and

part of them were cast into the western gulf there, to-

wards the north ; and part into the western sea, at the

shore looking to the north ; also in a long series, and in

a vast number. (5503) There were afterwards taken

out, in a vast multitude. Spirits from the west who were

beneath the earth there, and who had been kept in con-

cealment by the Lord, and thus had been preserved

from the contagion of the rest, who were idolatrous.

They were taken out of various places there, and were

conveyed to the south, to the east, and to the north ; in

fact, into the places where the evil had been before, so

that dwelling-places were given them, as the lands of

the nations were given to the sons of Israel in Canaan
;

and this, also, round about, making a circumference.

Those who were conveyed to the south were those who
had led a moral life from Knowledges concerning [such]

things, so that they had lived well morally, and not

spiritually, because they had not had Knowledges con-

cerning the truths of faith . . . Those conveyed to the

east . . . were those who said that they love God, but

still were devoid of Knowledges as to how He is to be

loved . . . Those who were conveyed to the north, were

those who said that they love the neighbour . . . and

this also from lack of Knowledges . . . they were a vast

number ... In the western quarter, and at almost a like

distance from the middle, were placed those who had

worship from the ancient religion, and who had done as

their parents had done, not falling away from their re-

ligion on account of the lack of Knowledges. These had

lain concealed near the western sea at the side looking

to the north. All these, and those above mentioned,

were from the Catholic nation, and were the simple

good. (5504) Afterwards, to all of these, there were

sent a great number from the middle—namely, from

those who are called the Reformed and the Protestants,

who are in the Knowledges of the Church—to the end

that they might instruct them, and thus prepare them

for Heaven ; for most of them were in the affection of

truth, and it was now provided that they should receive

their joys. (5505) (Those who were thus sent to them)

had been preserved in the middle for a long time, as a

seminary. (They were sent) from various heights there ;

and therefore the places in the middle had been many
times cleansed from the evil . . . for a long time . . .

5510. Yastations and purifications are going on con-

tinually ; but the Last Judgment only at the end of the

Church.

55 1 5-55 iS. Concerning the New Heaven and the new

earth ; concerning the Last Judgment. (5516) I was

now brought to the Africans . . . they dwell in the west

remotely from the middle, towards the corner of the

north there . . . (5517) and I then heard a vast number

who had been sent from the middle, or from the semin-

ary, to the nations which were afar. (Swedenborg gives

the Africans instruction.)

5525. Concerning the Last Judgment ; concerning

Christians. Afterwards, they were separated ... all
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according to their life ; not according to the external

life, but the internal . . . Those who had lived as Chris-

tians according to the doctrine of their own Church,

were separated from those who had lived as Christians

according to the Word, from which they had drawn
many things which suited them, without doctrine : and

those also were separated who had indeed believed ac-

cording to the doctrine of the Church, but still had lived

according to the Word in respect to life : those who had
only believed, and had not lived, were cast out

;
partly

into deserts, and partly into Hells.

[D.] 5532-5535. Concerning the Former Heaven, and
the Last Judgment. Visitation was made on priests in

various places in the Christendom of Protestants, and
those were separated who may be called dragonists, from
those who had not been ; and the dragonists were found
to many thousands, and were cast out by cohorts into

various Hells, chiefly into the west, nearer to, and
further from, the middle ; and when they had been cast

out, there was perceived from them a sphere of filthy

adulteries within the various forbidden degrees. (5533)
They were those, who, when they become priests, do
indeed read the Word and know it, but still care no
more for it than that they may preach from it . . . (5534)
The quality of these may be evident from the crowd
which has followed them, the number of which W'as

vast ; which crowd also has been cast out of the moun-
tains, hills, and rocks in the middle ; where were those

who had the Word, and could be illustrated, and receive

spiritual life ; all the former were those who had lived

only a natural life ; and, so far as they were in societies,

a civil one ; and also thence an apparently moral one :

they had frequented churches, etc. ; but as they had liad

no interior bonds—for when they liad thought and willed

evil they had also done it—they had never thought,
This is a sin , . . but had only abstained from doing it

on account of external bonds, which are . . . All these

had had no conscience, thus no spiritual life, but only a
natural and civil one . . . That tliey are such, can be
Known . . . only by the Lord . . . (5535) All such, to a

vast number, have been cast out of the Christian world,

now, from the middle ; most towards the west, into

desert places there, where they are wandering, and are

dwelling together in their huts, under magistrates who
hold them in bonds by means of penalties and various
fears. They have been cast out of the Christian world
because they are not Christians.

553^, 5539- Afterwards, all the adulterers were cast

out, who were all those who perceive delight in adul-

teries, and of whom there was a vast number . . . the
adulterers are not cast out into desert places, like those
who had been spiritually adulterers, but into Hells ; the
reason of which is that such as perceive delight in adul-

teries have no communication at all with Heaven . . .

(5539) In Christendom at this day adultery is general

. . . they confirm themselves in various ways that adul-

teries are innocent ; from which also it is evident of

what quality Christendom is, and that it is the last

time of it. The causes are, that they do not make the

doctrine of the Church of life ; and so they do not care

for the life ; and so are adulterers spiritually.

5540-5542. Continuation. I was in a state of sad-

ness, but did not know the cause. I then heard that a

vast number were being sent down from Heaven towards

the lower parts . . . They were those who had rejoiced

in having the Heavenly Doctrine, saying that they

want to receive it, because they believe all things which

are in it ; and many had perceived that they were

truths. But as soon as they liad heard that that Doc-

trine was not only a doctrine of faith . . . but that it

was of life . . . they became sad ; and all had rejected

it, not wanting it. Hence came the sadness to me ; and

hence they had been sent down into the lower parts,

towards the north, where there was little communication

with Heaven ; but still where there was some communica-

tion. (5541) Those who had been sent down asked me
what was to be done ; whether all things in it ; and [said]

that they cannot possibly do that. It was given to say

to them that it is not grievous and difiicult, since all it

wants is, that toe live sincerely, both in our calling, and

outside of our calling, ivith everyone, and in ever;/

matter ; because i/[tve live] otherivise it is a sin, that is.

is against God, and against the neighbour. They said

that they M'ant this . . . but having been examined [it

was found that] they did not want it, since they want

to use fraud, cunning, and deceit against others for the

sake of self, and also to injure them in many ways,

which things they do not account as evils ; and tliere-

fore they were sent away . . . (5542) Among these,

also, are those who are in false doctrine from the sense

of the letter of the Word alone ; these care nothing for

truths themselves, however [plainly] they stand forth in

the Word ; and however [much] they are preached to

them in the other life
;
provided they have confirmed

themselves in the former things. But those of them

who have lived in good . . . eagerly desire truths,

genuine ones . . . There were seen, to a vast number,

those who had been such, from the Lutherans, and

others ; and as they do not want to receive anything of

genuine truth, they have been cast down out of Heaven,

and have been sent across into the earth towards the

east at the north there ; and those of them who had

lived evilly, into the Hells there.

5543) 5544- Concerning the Last Judgment, and the

New Jerusalem. I saw a vast multitude sent down out

of the Heavens, towards the east, and there allotted a

place in front ; those who were evil were cast round

about into deserts and into Hells ; those who were good

obtained abodes to dwell in. I afterM'ards heard a vast

multitude who were sent down out of Heaven to all tin-

rest of the quarters round about ; to the western, tlic

southern, and the northern, with whom it was done in

like manner ; and those who were good were allotted

abodes there, and dwelling-places. This lasted many
hours, through the whole night. (5544) This was not

a visitation ; for that had often preceded, but was a dis-

position into order ; for in the middle it is the best ; at

the circumferences are the good according to degrees
;

[namely] towards the east are those who are in clear-

ness of good ; those are at the west who are in obscurity

of good ; those are at the south who are in the clearness

of truth ; those are at the north who are in the ob-

scurity of truth.

5598, 5599. Continuation concerning Babylonia. As
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there are a great number from sucli as are called Babel

or Babylonia, who have not yet been vastated, but roam

free in the World of Spirits, and this even to some

hundreds of thousands, who are successively vastated,

as new ones arrive from the Earth, it is therefore con-

ceded to them to do as at first ; and in fact, in the same

quarters and places. Similar things, therefore, recur

continually ; but still they are continually destroyed

thereafter, and are cast into the Hells. Des. But, since

the Last Judgment, this takes place by some alterna-

tions . . . (5599) The former places where their dwell-

ing-places had been are quite deserted , . .

5629-5637. Concerning Babylonia and the very cun-

ning there, and the seven mountains. (5630) I was

brought, along with some Englishmen, to Italians who
had been very cunning, and were such inwardly, and

who had blazed with such wicked things in their life.

(See Italy, at D.5629.) When I came to a distance,

I at once perceived contempt for those who were

coming, and a greatness for themselves, as though they

possessed Heaven and earth. We approached nearer,

and then I spoke to them, asking thera first something

about the Lord. They said that they have all His

jiower . . . (5631) These dwelt on a mountain in the

west, far oti', behind a forest, where were the most

wicked ; and there they were hiding themselves. It

was said that around them there appears a fieriness as of

a conflagration, from the loves of self and of the world
;

because such a conflagration lies hidden in them, from

the fact that they believe themselves to possess Heaven
and the souls of men, and also aim at possessing the

universal earth. (5632) When they saw us, they said

among themselves that we were low men, and not of

any eminence . . . (5633) They said that the}' have the

Inquisition, and that they send thither all who do not

want to receive their religious decrees ; but that when
they seek them, they see tliat they have been let out,

and do not know how they get away ; and that the

Inquisitor says that he wants to abdicate that function,

because it avails nothing. It was shown, besides, how
cruelly they treat those who do not want to jirofess

their religious things, and to acknowledge them as gods

. . . suspcndunt illos sub costis uncis. (5634) It was
afterwards made manifest how such are sent to Hell.

At a bridge behind that mountain, more to the western

ones, there is a desert into which they are cast . . . and

this successively, as they themselves confessed. They
said that those who descend from the mountain, where

there is a narrow marshy space, when they come above

it . . . become very stu[dd ; they appear like corpses,

and do not know that they are men ; they wander there

to a great multitude ; and there is a long opening there

which stretches under the earth ; they who are the

worst enter into it ; and the more deeply they enter,

the more stupid they become ; they lie like corpses . . .

This M'ide passage stretches in a curve to a second

bridge, and the further they come the more stupid they

are, and the more cadaverous. The reason is, that the

interiors are closed up of all those who have been de-

ceitful, and have blazed with revenge up to the end of

life, and who have perceived their delight in it . . . It

was said that so long as they are such, they lie like

corpses, almost dead ; and that those with whom that

love is diminished, afterwards have something of life
;

but that they still dwell in that desert. (5635) I also

saw many descending from that mountain into the

desert. At first they began to be as it were insane, and

thus lost their cleverness in wickedness ; and afterwards

they were let down ; and it was said that those who go

across that marshy place never return . . . Those were

let down above that marshy place who were stubborn at

heart ; and did not want to desist from their execrable

cruelty . . . (5636) At last, those who were on this

mountain were visited, and perished in almost the same
way. The whole mountain subsided in the middle, and

they were cast completely into the deep, and the waters

were brought from the western sea, which poured over

them . . . They afterwards struggled to emerge . . . but

there then appeared a sulphureous smoke with fieriness,

from the love of self and of exercising command, which

was seen on all sides, and which was a sign that they

had been still more immersed in the cupidities of that

filthy love. (5637) The crowd who were around, who
were of the same genius, but who Avere not exercising

command, because they were lower, were carried away

behind the mountain at the southern side, and were east

into the gulfs according to their evils.

5648-5658. Continuation concerning Babylonia, and

the seven mountains. There are many mountains there,

which are there and thence [range] towards the north,

up to twenty ; but all these are called in the Apocalypse

the seven mountains upon which the beast dwells . . .

and the most who are there are from the Italian nation.

On the one previously told about dwell the Romans,

because these are in the love of exercising command
more than all others, and do not so much care for

Knowledges. Behind them dwell the rest of the Italians

who are such, ... as those who are from Tuscany,

Genoa, Venice, Jlilan, and Transmontana ; these dwell

upon the middle mountains there. On the furthest

ones towards the north were those from Naples, and

still further those from Sicily ; for the worst dwell

towards the north there, who were those from Sicily
;

who were in the acumen of falsity and in falsities more

than all others ; and not so much in the love of exercis-

ing command, like the Romans. (5649) It is also to be

known that many from the Reformed religion had

betaken themselves thither, and had professed the

Catholic religion, but only those who had been in a life

of evil ; who, when they had in vain betaken them-

selves
I
to p)iety and to prayers, had [then] betaken

themselves into their faith which they had had in-

teriorly in the world, and had accepted all things of

religion which others wanted [them to accept], because

in their hearts they make nothing of religion ; and from

this source there is a very great crowd there from other

nations, who all are their domestics ; moreover, that

external Catholic religion is for such. (5650) When
visitation had been made with those who were on the

three mountains nearest the Romans ;
and it had been

found that all things there were diabolical ; and that

they liad even arrived at the insanity that they had not

only rejected the Divine, but had also wanted them-

selves to be acknowledged as gods, and which also had

been done . . . These, when they had become such . . .

then the Last Judgment came upon them ; from two
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mountains there all were taken away in a moment,
having so been let into their interiors, and were thus in

a moment cast into the gulfs ; some into the higher

western one ; some into the lower western one ; some

—

a few—into the sea there ; and some into the higher

southern gulf. But the mountain which was in the

middle, subsided in tlie middle ; and those who were

there were cast down deeply into Hell ; and a black

smoke rose up. (5651) Afterwards, visitation was made
upon those mountains which were more towards the

north, where were those who were from lower Italy
;

and it was found that when they had been left to their

interiors, they had completely betaken themselves to

idolatrous worship, and had made for themselves idols

of various kinds . . , and had begun to worship them,

saying that the ancients in this Earth had done so, and
the Gentiles also, with whom it is well ; and by means
of various worships they had found out . . . the idols

which had succeeded best, and that which had succeeded

they had jn-eferred. Thus the promiscuous crowd was
worshipping idols . . . birds, fishes, serpents, images of

the moon and of the sun, and so on. They had
passed by the saints whom they had worshipped in

the world, having found that they did not help them
at all. Such a worship is innate in them, from

the worship of images on earth. When, tlierefore,

it was found that they were complete idolaters, worse

than the idolaters on earth, in that they had denied the

Divine, and had believed that such things helped them
liecause [they do so] by correspondences, then came the

Last Judgment upon those mountains ; some were first

assailed by an earth(|uake, which appeared like huge
waves of the sea ; and then the cities there were
violently shaken, and the palaces there, and they fell

down ; and then the mountain land was turned over,

and so rolled over them ; and thus they were com-
pletely taken away from the face of the earth. Con-
cerning the Inquisition of these . . . (5656) they were
wont to treat all whom they met in this way :—They
are able by their art to bring to themselves anyone
whom they see, and to present him present with them,
however he resists ; and then they reveal his evils . . .

and thus accuse and condemn him. If, then, they are

not [thus] driven to receive their worship . . . they cast

them into dusky caverns around their mountain ; but
still they are taken out by the Lord. (5652) The
mountains which are nearer the north, where were the
Xeapolitans, and finally those from Sicily, who were
the furthest away—these also were visited ; and it was
found that they had completely rejected their religion,

and had deliberately seized i;pon contrary things,

which they called false things, and which also were
false things; thus that whatever was false, and what
was contrary to faith, to the "Word, and to the Divine,

this they had seized upon and had worshipped . . . They
had divided their mountain lands into two parts ; in

one part were the worshippers of falsity, and in the

other were those who were in external holiness ; saying
that it is of advantage to worship the devil on the one
side, and the Divine on the other, and so that thus they
were safe both ways. "Where their treasures were, they
had placed those who were in external holiness, and the

altars, and those who were constantly in the office ; and

thus they were preserving their treasures, for this is

effected by means of such a perpetual faith ; otherwise

the treasures . . . with the evil vanish of themselves . . .

(5653) (Those) who are at the other side, where are their

saints, as they are called, because they are in holy

external worship ... do all things according to the

pleasure of their commanders at the other side, who
have the diabolical worship ; thus does the one side

favour the other, the holy things the profane ones ; and

so there is profanation there. Besides, by means of the

holy things of the one side they have communication

with those who are at the first threshold of Heaven,

who dwell above them—there is a mountain land which

rises up thence towards the Middle, where dwell all

those who are simple good or upright—and with these

they had acquired for themselves a good deal of com-

munication ; and in proportion as they had communica-

tion with these they have power. They speak to them,

and perform mutual offices for one another ; and some-

times they live together ; but those who had been

wicked, and had favoured them in evil doing, had been

cast down from that wide mountain land ; and so the

power has been in part taken away from them. They
who are on these mountains surpass others in malignity,

especially those who are on the furthest mountains near

the north ; these are in such perspicacity and interior

sharp-sightedness, that they were able to clearly discern

the thoughts of others, and to recite all things ; this is

effected from the communication with those who are at

the first threshold of Heaven ; in a word, they are very

perspicacious, especially those from Sicily ... I told

them that they place wisdom in wickedness ... At
these things they were speechless, and at last said that

they do not know of there being any other wisdom than

such as they have ; and that the wisdom of others is

only simplicity, in which they by no means wish to be.

(5654) The reason the most wicked are near the northern

(juarter ... is that, when they have been vastated,

they become the most stupid of all . . . (5655) It has

also been disclosed that they are worshippers of the

devil : they have books containing the doctrine of their

worship. (These books des. ) They were asked why
they do this, when they have whatever is necessary . . .

They said that it is in order to be able to exercise

dominion over all the others round about, and to possess

all those things as to souls and bodies ; and that they

do not obtain this from the Divine . . . (5658) Then,

the upright Spirits from whom they had their acuteness

having been removed, they became insane, and rushed

from the southern part of the mountain, where the

worshippers of the devil were . , . into Hell . . . where

there were black caverns into which they entered . , .

and their city fell down into a heap. Those who were

at the other side, where the external sanctities were . • .

were also nearly all cast out thence into the northern

gulf, where the stupid are . . . (See 5847. 5863,4.)

[D.] 5662a. Concerning the synci'etists ; the Last Judg-

ment. High above the head there, on a mountain

rather high, dwelt those who had deliberated together

concerning the union of religions, or syncretism ; and

they concluded that they would make one Church out

of many or out of all . . . but . . . only by means of

doctrinals . . . and not by life ... At last these had
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advanced so far as almost to have profaned goods . . .

As they were on high, and thus infiowed into the lower

parts, and only into doctrinal things, they wei-e there-

fore cast down thence, lest they should profane good

with others.

5663a-566ga. On the Mohammedans, and on Moham-
med ; the Last Judgment. The jMohamraedans dwell

in the western part outside the Christian world, on

many mountains there, to a great number. The better

of them have been transported thence into the eastern

part ; namely, those of them who in the world had ac-

knowledged the Lord as the Greatest Prophet, and had

called Him the Son of God, and had believed Him to

have been sent by the Father to instruct the human race,

thus that He is wiser than all others : such, who at the

same time have lived well according to their religion

. . . have been transported towards the east ; concern-

ing which translation I have treated before (5258-5262)

. . . (5664a) At the other side there remained . . .

hundreds of thousands, in the confines where Christen-

dom is terminated. There they worshipped that

Mohammed (who had been cast down) as God, neither

had they thought about the Lord, and but little about

the God of the universe . . . They first made for them-

selves another Mohammed, among themselves ; but

when this did not succeed, they elected a certain one on

a lofty mountain above Christendom, witli whom they

deliberated, and whom they obeyed as they had the first

Mohammed. But that crowd . . . were not content

with this, but also began ... to introduce themselves

into the Christian world ; and, in various ways, and
with various arts, they Ijegan to claim Power for them-
selves. They infiowed with some, and injured the

Christians ; and they also sent a very clever one to me,

who put himself in possession of the province of my left

ear, and for some time concealed himself, and thus he

strengthens them from thence, so that at last they can

scarcely be resisted. (5665a) But when this was dis-

closed, an inquiry was made, and it was found to be

from those Mohammedans who are in the confines in the

western part ; and their quality was inquired into, and
why they had done this, since they had not before in-

troduced themselves into Christendom ; and then it was
found that tliat crowd was such that they worshipped

Mohammed as a kind of god, and that tliey thought

nothing about the Lord according to their religion ; and

inquiry was made as to what sort of an idea they had

about God the Father, [and it was found] that they had

no other idea than as of the created universe, and that

the idea was devoid of the human idea, such as there is

with all the rest ; thus that they had no idea about God
the Father. They said that from their religion they

could think about the Lord, if they want, and could

approach Him rather than ilohannned ; but they said

that they cannot do this, because in the world they had

rejected this thought on account of Christians, who
were enemies to them. It was then found that they

are a wandering nation, and that they do not want to

do anything, nor betake themselves to anything of

work ; as those do who are on the mountains there
;

and who have governments, and forms of governments.

(5666a) As that crowd was such as to worship Jloham-

med so much (the real Mohammed was shown them).

He appeared gross in blackness, such as are corporeal

men who have but little life . . . and are almost fools.

He spoke to them, and said that he is such, and that he
is among the corporeal there ; and afterwards departed

into his place. (5667a) There was afterwards brought
forth the other Mohammed who was in bonds, and whom
they were seeking for ; and it was disclosed . . . that in

the world he had been a native of Saxony, and had
afterwards become a shiji-captain, and had been captured

by the Algerines . . . and had taken up the Moham-
medan religion there . . . and had thus been imbued
with both the Christian and Mohammedan religions . . .

and had occupied that place in the Christian world . . .

and when he had persuaded those who were in the con-

fines that he was ilohammed , . . he had commanded
them for quite a considerable time ; acknowledging the

Lord from the Christian religion, whence he could be

led by the Lord . . . And there was also the other

Mohammed, who was a Christian from Greece, who had
a place behind him . . . and had l)een acknowledged bj''

some . . . who had thought about a number of Moham-
meds . . . (5668a) As to those who are on the mountains

there, when they first come into the other life, they do
indeed think about Mohammed ; but they afterwards

desert him, and think about God the Father, the

Creator of the universe ; and about the Lord, that He is

the Greatest Prophet, the wisest of men, and the Son of

God. Exploration was made as to what sort of an idea

they had about the One God the Creator of the universe,

and it was found that it is as something human. (5669a)

Some of the Mohammedans, when they had heard many
things about the Lord, wanted to accede to that Church ;

but it was said to them that they should remain in

their own religion, provided they think about the Lord

from their doctrine from the Koran . . . because they

cannot acknoAvledge His Divine at heai't, but only some
of them with the mouth, and from the Intellectual ;

because from infancy they had imbued themselves with

the faith of such things ; and spiritual good has been

formed from such things as had been of their faith in

the world, which cannot be so suddenly extinguished by

what is new of faith . . .

5696-5699. Concerning the Last Judgment. At
length there were disclosed from the Christian world

all those who were indeed in light as to spiritual things,

but not in any charity as to the Voluntary ... In

the beginning such are accepted, and are delighted with

Knowledges for the sake of no other uses than delecta-

tion. In the other life, moreover, such a delectation is

augmented . . . but the Voluntary is then lulled, and

does not appear. Such . . . appear on mountains here

and there ; and some of them on lofty mountains
;
partly

within the middle, and partly in tlie western part.

These conjoin themselves there, and cousociate together

and this widely by means of thoughts . . . They do not

trust in the Divine, except intellectually, when it is

well with them . . . Such also care nothing how the case

is with the neighbour ; they see, but render no aid.

They present themselves harmless, or Angels . . . They

bind themselves with the evil everywhere, and defend

them . . . Such are they who interpose themselves be-

tween the Lord and the evil in the other life ; nay,

between the Lord and man ... so that the Di\ine
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operation cannot have its way in lower things . . .

(5697) Such were on a mountain in the middle ; and

8uch were on a rather high mountain in the western

quarter towards the north ; and round about every-

where on the mountains at the sides of the mountains

round about. On the high mountain they did not

appear ; they could make themselves invisible ; and

they had conjoined tliemselves with all the others round

about ; and they all believed that they were in Heaven,

because . . . they were in intellectual light, without

celestial heat : hence they are the most dangerous of

all, because they conceal themselves, and act in a hidden

way with the evil : against the good they dare not act,

until they see that they are beginning to turn aside
;

then they are present, and have more force . . . than

the evil, because they are bound together with the

simple good. (5698) When these had been found to be

such, they were cast down from the mountains . . . and

this as to myriads : those who were on the high moun-

tain were cast down beneath their own mountain ; the

mountain opened itself and swallowed them, and they

fell or were thrust down deeply, and were sent into

great darkness ; the darkness inHowed and took posses-

sion of them ; darkness is falsities, which is in place of

light with them. The rest were also cast into their own

Hells, according to the quality of their will. (5699)

After these had been cast down, the evil round about,

who were openly attempting evils under their auspices,

or by means of conjunction with them, then no longer

had forces for resistance ; and therefore tlu^y were then

east down into various Hells ; some in the levels, some

in the mountains. This took place on the 30th of

March, 1757.

[D.] 5711-5721. Concerning the Last Judgment, and

concerning the cities in the other life. The interior sight

was opened to me, and I looked into that street of

Stockholm called the Stora Nygatan . . . and I was

afterwards brought into that street, and there were

Angels with me who said that in the houses round about

there there was not anj-one alive, but all were dead,

that is, spirituall}- ; so that they were horrified, and did

not want to go any further. When they are dead in the

houses there, there appear no windows in the houses, but

apertures, within M'hich there is darksomeness ; but

when they are alive, windows appear, and men within

them. I was afterwards brought to the Lilla Nygatan
;

there, it was said that some few were alive . . . They
said that all the houses were full, but that those who
are not alive do not appear to the Angels ; but when
Spirits, especially evil ones, are walking in the streets

there, then windows appear, and men there, in light

;

for the evil see in their own light, and they also see

those who are in the like light . . . (5712) I was after-

wards brought to London, which is above, and I M'as

conveyed there from the hinder part at the Minories

almost as far as the Exchange ; and it was said that

they are not alive there, nor were they at the other side

there ; in Cheapside some were, and also on that side of

St. Paul's Cathedral. I was conducted no further . . .

(5713) It was said, further, that on the east side of

London in the other life there is a little City, where the

upright and good men dwell ; but who appear vile to

those who are in the city towards the west ; and that it

is not permitted for those who are in the city to enter

into the City ; they are prevented by guards ; and more-

over they cannot endure the sphere of their life . . . thus

they are safe. They are at the east there, because the

east is the good of love and of charity. It was further

perceived that the great city is preserved so long as

there is such a City there at the east ; but that there is

no such City at Stockholm. I was conducted also

through that little City of London, and some there

spoke to us. {5714) It was further said that outside

every city there are nothing but robbers, in great

numbers ; the fields are full of them ; and that no one

dare go outside a city, because he then falls into the

hands of the I'obbers ... I was also conducted outside

a city, and there was a crowd of robbers, who at once

knew of what quality I was, and how they could assail

me, and destroy me ; for such things are their study

. . . These robbers dare not enter into the cities ; when

they do enter, they are not admitted into any house, but

they remain in the streets ; and when they appear they

are ordered to go out, which they also do ; for when they

remain in the streets they have not any power, because

the law still reigns in the cities, and consequent security,

as in the cities of the world. But if they are admitted

into the houses, those who are there perish ; but no

robber is admitted into any house unless the house is

such that those who are there can no longer stay ; for as

soon as they enter, and see the men in the house, they

at once know their quality, and they bind themselves

with their minds ; and as soon as thcj' are bound to-

gether they have communication with them, even when
they are outside the cities ; and thus they are infested

until that house is vastated. (5715) It was further said

that when a city is such that there are no longer any

good there, it is then destroyed ; and that this is their

Last Judgment ; and it was said that such cities are

destroyed in a short time ; and that the inhabitants

therein are dispersed, and all are driven out to their

own places. (5716) The reason there are such cities

there, and like houses, is from men in the world who
are in the cities and houses there ; and that such there

are in the other life such as they are in the world, in

like houses; and because the correspondence is close and

material according to the ideas of the thoughts of the

men in the world. But now, in this last time of the

Church, a different arrangement is being made, and a

different correspondence ; thus not so immediate and

proximate a one ; but more remote by means of corre-

spondences. (5718) Part of the London city at the west

Avas, moreover, being destroyed. (5719) It was said

concerning those who were in the houses in the cities,

who were not good, that they do not attend at all to

heavenly things ; they turn themselves away from

them ; and that they do nothing else than talk together

about worldly and corporeal things ; and eat and drink
;

and hear what is going on round about ; as in the world

with such ; in a word, that the delights of the world

and of the body are their life ; and not at all the delights

of Heaven. At first they had frequented the churches,

but now the churches no longer even appear for them.

(5721) It was further said concerning those in Stock-

holm, that they care for nothing except to hear what is

being done within the city and outside the city . . . but
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nothing whatever concerning doctrinal things . . . They

were binding themselves with those who were merely

natural and material, although they knew that they

were devils ; they do this while walking in the streets,

and out of doors ; and they laugh at all things, so that

there is nothing which is of the Church and of Heaven.

Almost all are of this mind—that they want to lead

others, and to exercise command ; this is seated in them.

I saw the vastation of a part of Stockholm : the left side

of the street Nygatan was being completely destroyed,

so that there were no longer any houses there, but only

a waste ; and also a part of the Sodermalm, from the

furthest away side there, up to the houses nearer to me,

and [the people] were cast everyone according to his own

nature.

5723. I saw a great number of priests snatched from

Heaven who had adhered to (the dragon) ; and who,

when explored, were completely against the truths of

faith, being solely for external things and the world

. . . All these never think about the Divine of the Lord

, . . but solely of the human, that it was exactly like

another man . . . some, that it was still viler. The
most of these were from those who are in faith alone

;

and therefore these, from doctrine, are also such that

they do not care about the life . . . and they were all

cast into their lake at the southern side towards the

eastern ; and those who were there before, were cast still

further in.

5729-5736. Concerning the Mogul, and concerning

the Last Judgment. The Mongols are at the southern

side, beyond Christendom. They are proud, and want

to have eminence over all others. They are also hostile

to Christians. I saw that these also were cast down
into the Hells. The mountains there, in which they

dwell, were numerous, and these were cast down ; part

subsided ; from some they were cast into Hells ; in

some, into deserts. They are proud because they are

rich ; they have a diamond mine, and they have gold.

All those underwent such a Judgment who think solely

about Mohammed, and little about God ; as do all there

who are in the love of self.

5731-5736. On the vastation of those who are in no

charity ; concerning the Last Judgment, Meanwhile,

those who were in faith alone . . . more than others rose

up against the genuine Doctrine, without anyone's

having harassed them ; and they were congregated

together, and finally came to the decision that they

would stir up all they possibly could, from every quarter

except the eastern one—they could not come thither,

because they were protected by the Lord—and this as

far as the Mohammedans at the western side, and to

the Mohammedans at the southern ([uarter, besides in

the northern quarter also, who were there upon moun-
tains and in plains. They sent out from themselves

around to a hundred places, to every place as many as

fifty, in order that, being present, they might stir them

up, and that they might serve them as Subjects ; and

those who remained behind they divided, by tens, who
were to assist the former ones, and hold them in rebel-

lion more strongly, with a mind to completely destroy

the Heavenly Doctrine, because Heaven was said to be

in charity, and not in faith separated from charity . . .

For this reason they were stirring up such a rebellion,

with an obstinate determination to destroy the Doctrine

itself; although they had previously been shown that

this Doctrine comes from Heaven and from the Lord
;

which they had also acknowledged . . . but as they were

without any charity, or without the good of life, there-

fore they still acted as wicked enemies against Heaven,

and against the Lord. They also said that they knew
that those things are from the Lord ; and that the}'

also know that all from every religion are left in peace,

provided they acknowledge the Divine ; and, in the

Christian Church, the Divine of the Lord ; and do not

do evil to others who do no evil to them. But this was

all in vain ; for they were being I'enutted into their

interiors, which were such that they were devoid of all

conscience . . , nay, they did not know what conscience

is. Such, then, had been those who were in faith alone
;

and therefore all those who were in no charity were

disclosed, and were completely cast down from many
mountains, and from the plains, up to many thousands,

in vast numbers, and were cast down into Hells. (5732)

Nay, they were such that they were conjoining them-

selves with the monks who also had been such, especially

those who had believed themselves to be Christ, and

that they had all the Power , . . and who had feigned

holy things in externals . . . and in internals were such

that they were in deadly hatred against all those who
did not adore them as Christ , . . with these, also, they

had conjoined themselves, and were acting as one.

(5733) -^t last, when a great part had been cast doAvn,

it came to those leaders who were from faith alone, and

therefore some of them became as black as devils both

within and without, so that they were no longer recog-

nized as men, but entirely as the blackest devils ; and

thus they were cast into Hells ; everyone, however,

according to his evil of life. (5734) This I can assert

:

that he who does not acknowledge the Divine, and, in

the Church, the Divine of the Lord, and does not live

the life of faith, which is that of charity according ti>

doctrine, cannot be otherwise than cast into Hell ; for

he puts off everything human. A man is such as is his

life, from head to heel ; he who is black as to the life

is wliolly black. Let them think however they Avill,

and persuade themselves against it however they will

;

nevertheless, it is an eternal Truth. Let them know,

further, tliat men are saved from every religion, even

those who are in the doctrine of faith alone, provided

they live the life of faith, which is charity, and thus do

not imbue such things inwardly within themselves as

are diabolical. The external effects nothing, because if

this is separated, then it is their internal which makes^

their life, and not the external without the internal.

It has been commanded me that I should say this to^

them openly. (5736) These are they who are called by

the Lord 'the he-goats,' of whom it is said that they

had performed no charity, and that they were therefore

to go into eternal fire ; for they are in the dragon, and

have constituted something in it. They had been for

some time on their mountains, and had there led an

external life, for they had been kept in such things.

But when their thoughts were penetrating round about,

and were infesting all, so that they did not know what

it was to do good ; then the external things were taken
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away from them, and it was shown of \\ hat (]uality they

were, J. (Post.) 167.

[D.] 5737-5739- Concerning the Last Judgment of the

residue of the Catholic nation. Above the head there

were many from the Christian world who showed me
that they were in light more than others, and also in

heat ; and it was perceived that as they were there, and

an evil flamy brightness was falling down thence before

my forehead, it was perhaps not well with them ; and
that the light was false, and the heat filthy. It was

then disclosed whence they had their heat and light.

(5738) The heat was being introduced by those who were

in the western quarter, by monks who had believed that

they were Christ . . . These, in order to seduce all others

they could, wherever they might be, were inventing

arts, in order that they might be able to introduce

heats, and this in different ways, and from various

places, both good and evil ; and this by means of trans-

lations, which can be done in the other life; for such

things can be transferred to others ; and they wanted

thus to induce the belief that they were gods. (5739)
Those who were infusing the light were also in the

M'estern quarter. [Tlie two classes were] in two places

there, upon mountains ; upon one duplicated one to-

wards the north ; and upon the other towards the south.

Those who were in the duplicated one , . . were also

from the Catholic nation, who in like manner were

skilled in the art of transferring light from the places

where there was light, and also from genuine truths of

faith which they had with them, and which had been

permitted ; but such Mere in the persuasion that it was

Divine ; but all these things were from nature ; they

infused a deadly persuasion concerning that thing . . ,

and thereby wanted to induce the belief that they were

gods, and that they could give Heaven to everyone.

Hence they were seducing many of the simple, who yet

were good, and had been preserved ; for they had a

strong persuasive [power]. Their intention was, as also

they were compelled to avow, that when they had

induced that belief they would afterwards exercise

dominion over the souls of all, and over Heaven, because

Heaven was from them. Hence it came to pass that

that mountain opened itself in the middle, and swal-

lowed all, and they were sent into very great darkness

there, which now and then is turned into infernal fieri-

ness ; and presentlj' the mountain above opened itself,

and all from it were also cast into the same gulf, and

this to many hundreds of thousands. The like was done

with the other mountain, which was more towards the

south in the western quarter.

5742-5750. Concerning the Last Judgment, and the

destruction of the old Heaven and earth. The vastation

previously described lasted many days ; and at last

there appeared as it were a hand extended by the Lord
over the Heavens ; and then began that combat which
is described in the Ajiocalypse between Michael and the

dragon : from the western side towards the north there

appeared as it were a combat, from the elevation thence

towards the Heavens which were above the middle,

which were many, and where there were vast numbers of

Angels not previously known to me , . . The dragonists

were in that entrance, and were speaking with them,

and then all were turned to them, in oi'der that they

might hear what they were saying. Then the Heavenly

Doctrine was being rebutted by the dragonists, especially

that concerning the Lord ; and then everyone who was
listening was reduced into the state of his thought

concerning the Lord in which he was in the world ; and
then it was disclosed that most had rejected the Divine

of the Lord, saying that they do not want to know any-

thing about a visible God, but about an invisible one. It

was said to them that the Lord also is an invisible God
;

for He is one with the Father, and is in the Sun, and is

invisible in the world ever since His ascension from the

sepulchre ; and many things [were said to them] from

the Word ; but they all would have none of this.

Examination was made, besides, as to whether they had
placed anything of salvation in the life of faith ; but

they said. Nothing, but in faith : thus solely in thinking

alone, and nothing in willing and doing, that is, in

living. In a word, they were turned to all the quarters,

and were explored as to what quality they were ; and it

was' also said to them that it was the draconic Spirits

who were pressing upon them, and to whom they were

assenting ; and that the Lord teaches otlierwise. But
all was in vain. This advanced through all the Heavens
which have been collected since the Lord's Advent : and

all there who were such as has been said, after a mighty
combat, were judged for casting down. But they still

insisted that they should remain there, because they

had been there so long. (5743) On this account, the

Lord was seen to descend from the Sun, as it were in a

bright white cloud, into the loftiest heights ; and He
gave Judgment that all such were to be cast down

;

and, when He had returned into the Sun, they also

were cast down ; and this through a long time ; succes-

sively, according to the connection of Heaven ; and for

the most part they were thrust down into the western

quarter, where there was such a number that it cannot

be calculated except by taking hundreds of thousands

as a unit. But [I cannot] describe each and all things

of the combat, which was a temjitation ; and, in fact,

the most grievous one of all, lasting almost to despair

:

the Lord was holding them in the truth, and the devil in

falsity ; thus there was as it were an internal collision

. . . (5744) The whole western quarter was full of such

as had been cast down from the Heavens on every side
;

and there the earth opened itself, and they were covei'ed

over with a cloud, so that they should not rise up again

any more. They were all such as had indeed acknow-

ledged God, and had lived morally well ; but had not

thought about the Lord, except as of a common man
like themselves ; nor had they done what is good for

the sake of God, and because it is commanded in the

Word ; but for the sake of themselves and the world.

Nor had they abstained from thinking and willing evil

;

but only from doing evil, from fear of the law, of [the

loss of] life, reputation, honour, and gain. In a word,

they were those who, whatever they had done, they had

done for the sake of themselves. (5749) In the begin-

ning, all were taken into Heaven who had lived well,

thus in the acknowledgment of the Lord, and in a good

life for the sake of Him and the Divine precepts. But

as they were few, and the Heavens were vast, many
others were admitted, and at last all who had lived
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morally well ; and there was also given them happiness,

and all things in abundance, so that nothing was want-

ing : and finally they began to admit others, from mere

piety, provided they could simulate pious things ; and

also such as appeared upright and pious in externals

only, although in internals they were most wicked.

Angels, also, had been sent to them by the Lord, who

were manifesting such things to them, but in vain ; and

therefore, as such a multitude had increased, so their

interiors were for the first time opened, and they gave

themselves to them : but all the good had been taken

out thence, and had been concealed in various places,

and had afterwards constituted a new Heaven. (5746)

Thus perished the old Heaven and the old earth ; and

all those who had not lived the life of faith, which is

charity, were cast into Hell. They were also called

'the lie-goats who were on the left,' who had given

nothing to anyone from internal charity, but only for

tlie sake of what is external. These things lasted from

the 31st of March to the nth of April when was the

feast of the Passover, 1757. (5747) All those are called

'ilichael' who M'ere fighting for the Divine of the Lord,

and that He and the Father are one ; and thus that

there is one God ; and also for the life which is called

the life of faith . . . Those who were 'Michael' were

chiefly from the ancient Heavens . . . and from those who
were in them from the Gentiles, and from infants every-

where then [become] adults. (5748) The western quarter

was full of those who had been cast down, from the

northern corner uj) to the anterior southern one ; some

were also elsewhere. But the dragonists advanced from

the line from the southern [(juarter], of which before,

into the hinder western one as far as towards the north,

in a curved line like a tail, but in thick darkness there

beneath the tract. (5749, See the narrative continued

under Former Heaven, here.) (5750) Meanwhile con-

tinual pui'ifications had been effected ; for those who
had led an evil life, in adulteries, thefts, thus who had

l)een criminal atheists in the world, had not been

admitted ; but had been cast into Hell. Purification

from such had always been going on ; but still it had

been as in the body with the blood ; although it is con-

tinuallj' being purified, nevertheless it verges to the death

of the whole. Hence, now, a new Heaven. J. (P.) 168.

5758-5767. Continuation concerning the Last Judg-

ment. A description has been given (See above, 5731-

5736) of how those from the Christian world were dealt

with : the leaders who had endeavoured to destroy the

Kingdom of the Lord, and Heaven, were chiefly from

those who are in faith alone ; these had congregated,

with their dignitaries, and had agreed to be on the

look-out on every side for those who were acknowledg-

ing the truths of faith, or the Heavenly Doctrine. They

sent out by fifties on every side, into a hundred places,

and bound themselves together with the diabolical

crew ; and part of them remained and were communi-

cating with the former, and were assisting them. So

it had begun. But at last all such were cast down and

dispersed, and those who were like them. (5759) After-

M'ards, there were cast down those who utterly despised

erudition and knowledges . . . who were very numerous.

This also lasted long. Afterwards, tliere were cast out

those who liad perceived delight in the fact that others

were suffering, and who had invented unheard-of arts

for doing evil to others, striking a pain into the body

and lower mind, and continually keeping the thought

in that pain, and sending those who injected despair

also ; and who had also instilled weariness of life, and

a continual longing for deliverance from pain or from

any evil whatever ; which two things inflict such pain

and torture that it cannot be described. Such, also,

were cast down in vast numbers ; besides like ones who

had perceived delight in the torture of others. There

were also cast down all who were communicating with

those who were beneath, because they were outside their

territory. For these had a mind to command and to

lead others ; or else they had not cared for their own.

(5760) I saw those who remained collected into one
;

and these, together, appeared like one man. They who
were outside had been cast out. Those who appeared

together as one man were those who were in charity.

(5761) Afterwards, there were sent down, and not so

much cast down, those who had been in worldly things

in preference to heavenly ones . . . thus with whom
worldly and corporeal things had prevailed ; for these

could not be on high, because they cared for nothing

else than to look down thence, and to communicate

with lower things. Those who looked down were all

sent down, because they cared for earthly things ; but

those who had not looked down, remained. There were

various kinds of such ; and I heard the sending out and

casting down of them for a long time, thus to innumer-

able myriads. They were sent down into the plain, or

into the lower parts, where were their eyes and minds
;

and those who were evil into the Hells. All these were

from the second resurrection. (5762) In their place

others were carried up by tlie Lord, who had meanwhile

been separated from those who were upon the mountains,

and had been kept in concealment, and protected up to

this time, and they succeeded in their place, and are

making a new Heaven. All these were such as were in

charity towards the neighbour and in derivative faith,

or who were in good and had conscience from the Lord
;

and who, when anything evil [had come up] had thought.

This is contrary to what is true and good, contrary to

the Divine precepts, contrary to God ; and, from the

Christian world, those who had worshipped the Lord.

This lasted from the beginning of the year 1757 ; and

the elevation of the good to constitute a new Heaven,

from the end of the month of April, into the month of

Mav. (5763) The greatest part, unto many millions,

which was continued for a long while, came down
because they looked down, and they were joined with

those who were beneath, and were without. By this

they were joined with devils, made defence of them,

made compacts with them as with their own, began to

lust to dominate around themselves, and to do evil to

all those whom they saw were without defence. All

these did not belong to the mountains, but had moved
thither, and had made their home among those who
had been there before, and who had been good ; and

who, in order that they should not be seduced, were

now taken away by the Lord, and concealed in many
difl'erent places. Nay, in some places, those who had

ascended had driven away all who had been there

before ; and had established themselves in their place.
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They who had thus ascended are of the second resurrec-

tiou, who also had been driven down and carried away,

and the others had come in their stead ; as also all

such as had died as children and had been educated

in the spiritual life, and they constitute there a

new Heaven and a new earth. (5764) Afterwards,

there were also sent down those who had been pieties
;

they were on a high rock in the middle of it, invisible

to the rest, who had led a life of piety, but not any of

charity. There were two kinds of them ; one in falsi-

ties, who attributed all things to immediate mercy, and

also merit to self ... so that they had not cared to

know doctrinal things, and to imbue the internal man
with them, provided they were in a holy external, in

])rayers, in churches, in conversation. The other kind

despised the neighbour in comparison with themselves,

believing themselves alone to be worthy of Heaven, and

at heart condemning others who had not lived as they

had. The latter and the former were also looking down
below themselves to those who were below, and were

wanting to direct all whom they saw there ; thus they

had a ndnd to exercise command ; and it gave them the

opinion that they were Angels, because they were on

high. They inflicted a heaviness on the interiors of the

loin to the right ; with those who were in falsities, the

pain was determined towards the urethra
;
[with those]

who were in the love of self, towards the anus. They
said that they had thought little about the Lord, but

not about God, about the Father. They were also

anxieties ; and therefore they must be together, and
must not inflict sadnesses on the Angels, who are joys.

[D.] 5765-5769. Concerning Babylonia, and those de-

stroyed from the old Heaven. I saw and heard many
myriads of Spirits who were on mountains and rocks cast

down thence, and cast here and there into deserts, here

and there into gulfs, and here and there into other

Hells ; all ofwhom with the mouth spoke about God and
Heaven, but at heart they had the world ; and this

from Spirits who were in Christendom. All those were

cast down who were looking around to other mountains,

and to other rocks, and had entered upon a Society with

them, in order that they might thus defend themselves

against infesters ; and had not had regard to the one

God, to the Lord, who was protecting them ; thus who
had wanted to be safe and happy there from themselves

and their own prudence, and not from the Divine ; a

sign that they had been such in the world. Especially

have those been cast down who were looking down from

lofty [places] towards lower ones ; and who were infest-

ing those whom they saw, by various methods and arts
;

Anally, all who were looking down ; for those who were

not looking down were caring for none but their own
houses, and were trusting in the Lord . . . These have

been preserved. (5765b) There were besides, those who,

by various arts Known in the other life . . . had made
for themselves as it were a Heaven ; not that it was
felt with interior joy, but with exterior, wliich soothed

the externa] senses ; and therefore had made for them-

selves magniflcent things . . . both as to the floorings

and the things on them, and as to clothing and other

adornments, and also as to altars. They had summoned
to themselves all the magicians and artificers who could

])resent such things l)y means of their arts ; and they

themselves, taught by them, had also done so. They
had looked upon all the upright and good as simple

ones, and had wanted to have services from them ; but

when they wanted also to seduce them, [the latter] had
all been taken out by the Lord, and had been landed

elsewhere, and hidden up to this time. That there was
so great a number of such I could never think ; there

were many myriads. And, what was wonderful, they

were also on lofty mountain places, where they were not

seen, except as a mist ; and most of them had believed

that Heaven was there ; and they had also vaunted
themselves as being in Heaven, and had called them-
selves Angels of Heaven ; although there was nothing

Divine with them ; and they had believed that God
rules only universally, and they each and all things :

thus they were devoid of faith concerning the Divine

Providence, and had almost made themselves gods.

The Lord they considered no otherwise than as a common
man . . . Hence most of them had been consociated in

mind with the Hells. (5766) I saw that the faces of

many had been turned to one who was not such, who
had not thought about the world, but about Heaven ;

and not about himself, liut about the Divine, especiall}'

the Lord ; and who had believed that he has nothing

of Power from himself, but from the Lord. On seeing

him, thousands of thousands were so hostile that they

had all conjoined themselves together to torture him in

many ways. Thus were they manifesting themselves as

to (their liostility to the Lord). All these were marked
;

they were upon some mountains . . . (5766a) Those who
were there, appeared in a shining city, as if they were

in Heaven, but having been explored, [it was found]

that all wei'e such as above described ; and that they

were interiorly hypocrites, namely, that they could

speak about Heaven, etc., but still did good to no one

except themselves, that is, for the sake of themselves.

It was shown that son)e were interiorly hypocrites, and

some exteriorly ; and that the interiors of the mind . . .

with them were completely closed, and the exteriors

open towards the world : hence they cared for nothing

except such things. (5766b) These were aftecting him
who was in such faith and charity evilly . . . even to

cruelty, but still he was taken away by the Lord from

their fierceness ; and then all of them having been

explored, they were cast down from two mountains

which were at the right, within the sphere of Christen-

dora where the Word was ; and thus those mountains

were emptied of such. There were others besides,

round about, especially at the left, who appeared as it

were very high above the head. These were explored,

and it was found that they were interiorly hypocrites
;

and these were in like manner cast down. These, also,

were most hostile enemies against those who had done

what is good from the heart, although the latter had

done no evil to them, and had not spoken anything of

evil to them. Such are all who, although they know
and speak truths, still do not do truths. (576S) At the

back there was a large plain ; a little elevated there,

were those who had made a display of piety, and with

the mouth had spoken about God, and had prayed that

He would be merciful, and had thereby also imbued

their thoughts ; and had also frequently and habitually

approached the Holy Supper ; and yet had had nothing
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such at heart ; had lived altogether a life of the world,

and an evil one ; had thought nothing interiorly about

God such as they had spoken. These were those who

were in the highest degree hostile against him who has

been spoken of above, and wanted to destroy him in

every way. These, also, were all cast into marshes

outside the plain ; and part were also cast towards the

front, into vaults. (5769) I also saw somewhere on the

mountains and rocks, where there were the good mixed

with the evil, how they were separated ; the good were

in the middle and were consociated together, and when

looked at by me, they appeared as one man. Those

who were outside him were all such as could not be

received within the Society of the good ; and they were

rejected.

5786-5792. Concerning those who have been cast

down from tlie Heavens, Babylon : concerning the

Former Heaven. The casting down from the Heavens

had lasted long, and this uji to myriads. All those were

cast down who had been in the love of self . . . When
they look at anyone who worships the Lord, they be-

come as if they were insane, and endeavour to injure

him . . . All such, when turned to me, became such, and

hated all the things which have been written concerning

the Lord. (5786a) At last, also, there were cast down
those who had not acknowledged tlie Lord as God, but

had acknowledged the Father . . . (5786b) . . . They
inflict pains, anxieties, fears, and thus exercise dominion

over others ; and therefore they go upon mountains and

rocks, in order to see far and wide those who are lower,

and thus infest them. Most of the cities there are at the

sides of the mountain or rock ; and those who are con-

gregated in the society go out thence, and thus act . . .

for to exercise dominion and to injure is tlieir inmost

joy . . . Some who are such speak to the evil who are

below, and they know how to bind their minds with

themselves . . . whence there are consociations of such

with the Hells ; and therefore they were cast down.

There were in the cities such as had been bound by the

evil ; but such are then for the most part known ; foi'

the evil have them bound together with themselves,

which shows itself to others. (5789) It is to be known
that all Spirits in whom the love of self is seated, be-

lieve Heaven to consist in what is high . . . and there-

fore they climb up into mountains, higher and higher,

and believe that tlms they are in Heaven . . . for they

can look around on every side, and by their thoughts

can inflow into and rule all whom they see below. The
extension of their sight is great, even into the moun-
tains round about at a great distance, with whom they

speak, and to whom they send out Subjects, by whom
they are conjoined together and bind themselves in con-

federacies . . . and when so it has been done, tliey begin

to exercise dominion over all who are round about, con-

jointly ... I have seen some such Societies in the loftiest

places, where I supposed were the Angels of Heaven . . .

But all such were cast down ... at which I wondered

at first, because I sup2)0sed there were Angels there . . .

(5789a) I saw some so high up that you would have said

they were at the stars of Heaven ; nevertlicless they

were not there with the body. It is to be known tliat

in the other life everyone, wherever he may appear, is

really in tliat place where his reigning love is, and that

VOL. IV.

those who are in the loftiest [places] are really in the

lowest ; wliicli I have often seen, in that in a moment
they were in Hell . . . All these were cast doAvu, having

first been explored by this : that they were turned to

lower things ; and those who then . . . wanted to inflow

into others, to lead them to exercise dominion over

them, and to do evil to them, were cast down ; and this

for a long time to many myriads . . . (5790a) Those who
are not such rest (quietly in their houses, being content

with their own, and performing the works enjoined upon

them. These are they who are in the enjoyment of

heavenly joy, because it is in them, and not witliout

them. . . (5791a) jMost of such (as ai"e in the love of

self) ascend into mountains and rocks, and when they

arrive seek nothing else than that they may be set over

others. Thus they refuse to be in any employment,

saying that they do not know any, and that they had

been such. When inquiry is made in respect to their

quality, [it is found] that they have been those who
have cared for nothing except exercising dominion over

others, and that they are good-for-nothings, lazy ; but

they want to be honoured by others ; and wheji they do

not obtain this, they betake themselves outside the

Society, and look down, and exercise dominion over all

whom they see, and do evils to them, because they

love no one except themselves. Such exist as to the

greatest part in Germany, Sweden, Denmark, and

elsewhere ; but few in England, because there they care for

their own household and business affairs. (5791b) Such

are being cast down in myriads, which is effected by

this : that the Lord separates the good from them ; thus

takes away the communication with the good . . . and

then their quality appears . . . Such never care for any-

thing of wisdom ; they sjieak as if they understood all

things, but they have no intelligent idea about any

subject . . . (5791c) A great part of them were those

who were running about to wherever they found de-

light, from one place to another, leaving all things at

home, and thus taking away from others the delight of

their life, like the Societies of Friendship, and drawing

it into themselves ; by which others who had delight

from uses and in their offices, were reduced into a miser-

able state. And they did this, because in the world

they had not ajjplied themselves to any offices, except

for the sake of honour and gain, and thus of pleasure
;

and had done nothing for the sake of use . . . As, in the

other life, such are good-for-nothings, they run about to

wherever there is said to be any delight. All these were

cast down, and were reduced into a state of undelight

and misery, until at last they should perceive something

of delight in performing uses. Moreover, when these

persons come to others, they enter into their houses,

and stay there, althougli those who are there say no
;

and thus the possessors partly go out of their houses of

themselves, and arc partly driven out by these new-

comers. (5792) I have [also] seen the former and the

others, not cast down, but subside ; tlie liill or mountain

yawning in the middle, and them cast down in this way
into the deep. They climb tlie mountains in various

places, and by various arts, and they also summon and

receive magicians and very deceitful ones who defend

them, and whom they post around them. The greatest

part of such climb not by ways outside, but inside ; for
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there are Cities beneath Cities. When they constitute

one Society, the communication is effected by means of

open ways : an open way is a descent by a way. There

is an ascent by means of ladders (or stairs) from one

City into another which is not so like it. Most of such

hacl ascended, by ladders, from lower to higher places
;

hence there was so great a multitude. They had also

descended, by ladders, from city to city. When they

are at the highest they do evils to all who are around,

and when detected they descend, and hide themselves in

caverns and other places, which wind about, and so they

are not found . . . (5792a) Some were from those who
had indeed frequented churches and the Holy Supper,

but merely from habit . . . (5792b) Most of them had

made use of phantasies to procure for themselves an

image of Heaven, as to buildings and magnificent

things ; for they knew that they are blown in through

such evil Spirits as they had . . . posted round, and

also by magic . . . (for) they made nothing of communi-

cating with the infernals . . . (57920) When they had

been explored [it was found] that almost all these had

delight in exercising dominion and acquiring gain, and

none of them in use ; so that they had had no delecta-

tion whatever from use, but all from donnnion and

gain ; and that they had regarded these merely as those

things from which they had their joy and happiness
;

so that they were corporeal and natural . . . There Avere

some who had wanted gain and wealth for the sake of

honour and dignity . . . there were some Avho had

wanted honours for the sake of gain ; there were some

who had wanted them for the sake of magnificent things

in their houses, gardens, garments, attendance, feasts,

and the like . . . Such Spirits are now around everyone

in this world, because such are almost all who come

into the other life. And therefore all these were separ-

ated ; and in their place succeeded those who had been

reserved by the Lord ; who had been delighted with

uses ; and from whom is the iNew Jerusalem. Of what

quality, in general, were those who were in the Former

Heaven, see (above, 5070).

[D. ] 5805. I saw some thousands of Spirits congregated

together into one, so that Spirits were seen in a great

space, as far as the eye could reach. They were from

those who had been cast down from mountains and rocks

into a plain ; and I was then told that at first all are

thus congregated together ; and that then it is instilled

into them from the Lord whither each one is to betake

himself; and that he knows this, just like anyone who

goes out of his house, and then returns to it. When
this has . . . been instilled into each one, they depart

from each other of themselves, each to his own abode
;

and then they are in order.

5807-5810. Concerning the separation of the Chris-

tians and of the gentiles ; that the Lord has betaken

Himself to the gentiles. For a long time, by influx

from the Christian world, I laboured in my breast ; they

inflowed and infested my heart and lungs ; some the

heart, and some the lungs ; and at the same time my
lower mind, in various ways. This lasted many weeks,

perhaps months ; and I was reduced to such an ex-

tremity, that for the sickness of heart and mind I knew
not whither to betake myself. At last I was brought to

the end of it ; and inquiry was made as to whom this

was from. It was from Christians : it was found that

the infestations of the heart and lungs streamed from

those on high, who liad said that they believe in three

Persons ; and who also had been separated according to

their faith, and their own ways given to all, in order

that they should go out from Heaven, and descend to

their own places. (5808) The exploration lasted for

hours ; and there were brought out of the Christian

world : i. Those who had believed in Father, Son, and
Holy Spirit. 2. Those who had acknowledged the Lord,

but had thought nothing about His Divine. 3. Those
who had been in the belief that He is one with the

Father, but in various ways. 4. In a word, some
[were brought out] in one way, and some in another.

Those who had acknowledged His Human, and had re-

jected His Divine, as the Moravians, had inflicted a

pain in my right arm, at the shoulder-blade ; or as the

Socinians, a breaking of the bones of the breast. In a

word, the Christians were explored as to what faith they

had concerning the Lord, and His Divine, and His con-

junction with the Father. Some of them had thought

quite sanely ; but few. All were felt by their influx in-

to the breast, and by the various heavinesses [which

they caused]. (5809) I was then separated from those

who are in the Christian world, who were at the left
;

and I was brought by the Lord to the gentiles, who were

shown as to what faith they had in God. They were, i.

Those who had worshipped an invisible God and a

visible God. 2. Some who had made two from them
;

some who had made one from them. 3. Some had been

instructed by Christians that God has been born a

Man, and had therefore received the Christian faith
;

but when they had heard that they distinguished tlie

Divine into three Persons, they had gone away. Many
had made one out of the three, believing that although

Christians said three, they still thought of one. 4.

Some who had not understood what being born from

eternity is : they had been told, and they had compre-

hended well. 5. Some, who were the best, had believed

that God is altogether a Man, and that this is implanted

in everyone. 6. Some had thought in themselves for

some ages before, that God had been altogether born a

Man ; but they had not known where. They had made
inquiry, and had heard that it was in Jericho ; and so

had contentedly retained that word, and had held it as

holy. Whenever these M'ere thinking about God born a
Man, they saw a bright star in the air. 7. The wiser of

the gentiles [are] from those who in Africa think con-

cerning the Divine Human of the Lord as it is becom-

ing to do ; and are wise. They also have a Book, which

to them is the Word ; but it is not, like ours, written in

a like manner by correspondences ; it has been written

by enlightened men ; the latter are in Africa. 8. I was
told that there is a book among the Mohammedans,
which is in their hands, and is common there, in which
some pages have been written by correspondences, and
from which (pages) there is some light thence in the

Heavens. All were felt by their influx into the breast,

as to what quality they wei'e ; and also by the more un-

grateful and the more grateful sensations. (5810) I was
afterwards brought to those who were of the ancient

Churches ; of whom some Mere acknowledging an in-
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visible Divine, and a visible one ; some in one way, and

some in another. And afterwards to the Most Ancients,

who are in the acknowledgment of the Divine and of

Divine things exactly as tliey have been revealed to me.

They examined them, and agreed with them.

5812, 5813. Concerning the destroyed Babylonia,

and the inundation ; concerning the modern Nephilim.

There were some from tlie Papal religion in the western

quarter at the northern, who were the worst of all, who

liad miserably and most cruelly treated all who would

not acknowledge them as gods. Their wicked deeds I

pass over ; some of them have been described before.

They had their emissaries everywhere, endeavouring to

seduce all whom they could, betaking themselves upon

the higher places, from which they could look forth

upon the lower ones, and rule ; and wherever they

found any diabolical Spirit in the World of Spirits, they

adjoined him to themselves, and introduced evils.

Their arts are more than can be described. But before

their deceits and cruelties had come to a height, or had

been consummated, they had been destroyed in various

ways, having been continually cast down into the Hells;

but still their number had increased daily ; and they

persisted with such obstinacy that they would never

desist. They saw the Hells before them, and torments;

it was denounced against them that such a lot is for

them ; they saw those who were cast in from their own

number in thousands, and their torments. But still it

was in vain. Sometimes the surface of their [earth] was

turned over ; but still they made nothing of it. They

were in such obstinate wickedness from the love of self.

At last the Last Judgment came irpon them, and they

were inundated as witli waters, and all were immersed

in the Hells, in myriads. In like manner those of the

same sort who had departed into the more lofty places

in the northern quarter were also inundated. Some of

them were cast into the Hell where the Nephilim arc,

because they are like them. Some of them appear

bald ; some altogether bristly : those who are bald had

been inmostly in evils ; those who are bristly had been

completely in falsities. (5S13) On the following day

an inundation took place over a great part of the north

side, which advanced to some extent into the east ; and

all who were in evils there, were immersed, for they

would not desist from attacking the Divine, having

been started by the Papal crew. Some of the little

mountains were also submerged, whence they cannot

any more climb,up the mountains, or go through a way

upon the mountains and be taken away ; but they at

once enter the Hells . . .

5814-5820. On those who are in a holy external ; the

Last Judgment. There were many on a mountain in

the northern quarter, who in the world had been in a

holy external, and in no affection of truth . . . being

scarcely willing to hear about spiritual truth, except

merely the tirst theological rudiments. They were ex-

plored as to what they had thought about the Lord ; and

it was found that they had never thought about -His

Divine, but solely about His human, as if He were only

a man like anybody else ; and that His Divine consists

in the fact tliat He is loved by the Father. They

operated into the lower ribs of the left side, and in-

flicted a pain. These were cast down from that moun-

tain to many thousands ; and they were told that they

could serve for ultimates in the Lord's Kingdom, which

correspond to the shoes of the feet. A shoe also ap-

peared, which touched their faces. They were so simple

as to be of no value. (5815) . . . Thus, with them,

truths had been scientifics without any mental view . . .

and they had believed that they would be saved by a

holy external . . . Being such, they were removed in

myriads into the western quarter towards the eastern ;

and there a region was given them ; but lender the

earth. The reason it was under the earth, was that

they had been able to serve the infernal crew as a

support . . . Therefore they were kept in concealment

under the earth, in order that those who do something

from the heart might serve as the ultimates of Heaven.

Those who had believed that salvation consists in

prayers and in mere devotion, and had been sedulous

therein, and had also lived well, were collected into one,

and were transmitted into a city which is at the

southern quarter, where are those who had lived a

Christian life. They at first believed that they should

receive heavenly joy . . . and therefore there was given

them something that they wished for, in feasting, etc.

. . . but they said that this was not the heavenly joy to

tliem which they had looked for. But they could never

find any joy except being in their devotion and their

prayers , . . and therefore it was granted them to be

among the good in that city, to have intercourse there,

and to seek their own joy of whatever kind they

wanted ; and if they did not obtain it, then they were

in their devotion, and at the same time in consociation

with others, with which things they were content.

(5S16) Afterwards, all who were in that Heaven were

sent down, and it was shown that they had raised them-

selves up into the mountains and hills by means of

phantasies ; and that tliey were not there ; for they

appeared before the Angels of Heaven who were with

me, below me, in their own place ... at the level of the

Earth. When they were seen there, they were covered

over with a cloud, from falsities ; and afterwards by the

earth ; and so they were covered over, [that is] those

who were not so evil, to many myriads : those who
were evil were seen in the same way beneath them in

the deep . . . Those who were thus being kept in con-

cealment under the earth were the most of those

wlio were good round about below the AVorld of

Spirits ; others were about the south-western quarter

;

others were at the north-eastern quarter ; and so on.

(5819) All tliose were preserved in Heaven who in the

world had acknowledged the Divine of tlie Lord, and

had lived well ; especially tliose who had acknowledged

the Divine Human. But the rest, who had not ac-

knowledged the Divine of the Lord . . . were sent down

out of Heaven, and were cast down. Many wanted to

acknowledge the Divine of the Lord in the other life

who had not acknowledged it in the world ; but in

vain ; they did it with the mouth, and not with the

heart. (5820) The evil threw themselves into the moun-

tains from the cupidity of exercising command ; for thus

they could look forth all around, and exercise command.

Those who were not evil had ascended because they had

believed Heaven to be there.

5821. The ordination of the Heavens ; the Last Judg-
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ment. finally, the Heavens have been ordinated. i.

Those were led forth who had thought about the Divine
of the Lord, and whose ideas were open ; and they were

distinguished into classes. 2. Those who had thought
about His union with the Father, in like manner. 3.

Those who when thinking about the Lord had thought
solely about His Human, and nothing about His
Divine ; although they had known, still they had not
thought about it. 4. Those who had thought of three

Persons of the Divinity, and had been hostile against

all who had not believed in the same way as they
;

these also were distinguished in special ; and so on . . ,

5. Then, those who had acknowledged the Father
alone : these were perceived to be as it were without a

God ; and were rejected outside of Heaven. 6. Those
who had not believed in the Lord from eternity, but
that He had been born His Son.

[D.J5828, 5829. Concerningthosewhoare in faith alone,

that they have become heathens of no religion. Those
who had confirnied themselves in the doctrine of faith

alone . . . and had committed nothing of truth and good
to life, because they had rejected all moral life and good
works, saying . . . that no evils are any longer imputed,

because the Lord has fulfilled the law ; these became
rebels again and again, wanting to comjiletely destroy

the Heavenly Doctrine . . . and at last they were ex-

plored, and it was found that they had committed to

life nothing of Christian truth and good ; and tlieu the

doctrinal things which were merely . . . matters of

memory were taken away from them . . . and they aji-

peared destitute of garments . . . and then they under-

.stood nothing whatever, not even what is just or fair
;

and were exactly like the Gentiles who are of no religion,

because they had lived without religion . . . They were

cast into a certain southern dark gulf . . . and thus

were taken away out of the World of Spirits. (5829)
Others appeared in front, who had only known doctrinal

things from memory, and had not thought anything
about them. These were divested, in like manner . . .

and became like heathens of no religion, and were cast

into a gulf which was in the eastern quarter near the

southern, where are the dragonists. All these were

dragonists ; both the former ones, and these. These

latter ones inflowed into the pulsation of the heart ; the

former ones, into the respiration.

5831. Concerning those who have been east down
from on high, and from Heaven. All were exj)lored as

to whether they look down into lower places, or round
about from on high ; and all who had looked down from
desire, were cast down . . . This has lasted long. Thus
have they been cast down from the Former Heaven

;

and thus have the Societies of Heaven been expurgated.

They were often told that by so doing they ajipear to

the evil Spirits who are below, who know how to adjoin

them to themselves ; and when once they have been ad-

joined they cannot be separated ; and thus they admit
the infernal crew within the Society. Those who do
uses, and love the good of the Society, do not know
M'hat it is to look around and to look down ; there is a

counterforce when they think of it ; and all who are

such are invisible to all around ; for thus they turn

their backs to such things. They look down in various

ways . . . and most have in mind to command others,

and to injure others ; this has been done thousands and
thousands of times. Thus were they cast down from
the Former Heaven ; thus were the dragonists cast

down ; and those who were in faith alone . . . and many
others. All who look down are in a mind foreign to

the minds of the Society.

5833. I spoke with the Pope newly deceased. (Bene-

dict XIY. died in the year 1758.)

5838, 5839. For long, and through a duration of

years, I have seen how all the Reformed have been

purified according to nations ; and this in an adndrable

order, according to atl'ections, and their genera and
species. The ]uirifications were ettected in various ways,

especially by the presence of the evil ; thus by a species

of fermentations ; whence appeared those who Avere in

the delight of that evil ; and then they were separated

from the others ; and were cast down thence into various

quarters, especially into the northern and southern

ones ; where they have been ordinated into Societies
;

and this in lower places ; the evil in marshes and lakes.

All those who went forth from their Societies, and
looked around them, being such that they did not

esteem the delight and use of the Society, were ca.st

down ; most into marshes and lakes ; thus beneath the

earths, to prevent them from looking around them, and
tluis conjoining themselves with the evil. For those

who were such were infesting (also) those who were

around, because they were then outside their Society,

believing themselves to be thus in freedom ; and when
anyone supposes ihimself to be in freedom, he then

comes into his interiors, not being then withheld by

external bonds, as in the Society ; and therefore they at

once came into a different state. Those who are such

that they want to inflict troubles and evils on others,

want to go out of their Societies, and thus to do evils in

.safety. And then some of those who had gone out had
l)0und themselves together with evil Spirits below . . .

and when they had entered their Society they were

bound together with the evil Si)irits ; for he who is once

bound to them is kept bound by them wherever he is
;

and therefore the evil Spirits were communicating with

them within the Society, and thus could do evil to the

Society ; and therefore when the Society began to be

infected by them, it was in various ways purified from

them. This lasted long. There were also those who
had hidden tliemselves in lower places, and who rose

up, and did in like manner, and afterwards returned.

But all such were found and cast out. (5839) Some
were also skilled in the arts of looking down in the

houses themselves, and of seeing and hearing those who
were below, and also at the sides. All those who had
acted in like manner were found, and cast out. They
inflicted the itching of the itch on my body. They all

were such as had not delighted in any use for the sake

of use ; but some had performed a use for the sake of

food, and for the sake of honours, reputation, and gain,

as ends ; in a word, idleness had been their delectation
;

and those who love idleness more than use, collect evils

into their spirit ; for they do not determine the mind to

use, but to such tilings as are in the world ; thus to

filthy things and to evils of every kind ; from which
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they are well M'ithhekl if they receive delectation from

uses. Such purifications of the nations of the Reformed
have lasted long. It was granted to them, as before,

after they had been devastated, as it were to climb up
to places where before there had been like ones who had

formed the Former Heaven ; and then they were ordi-

nated by the Lord so that they should go in a way
which stretched to a Society conformable to them, or to

marshes and Hells ; from which ways they were not

allowed to turn aside ; and if they did turn aside they

were punished. Those who turned aside had a cupidity

to do evil [to some one], or to set themselves in freedom,

in order that they might do evils ; and therefore the

ways were guarded on both sides ; and he who went

outside the guard was punished, and cast into his own
Hell. The explorations [made to discover] of what

quality they were, are many ; and were clearly seen by

the Angels by means of turnings to the quarters.

5841. I spoke with the last Pope three weeks after

his death : I spoke to him for some days . . . 1758, 21st

to 25th of May. 5843.

5856-5866. Concerning the destruction of the subtle

Spirits from the Mohammedans, the Babylonians, and

the Reformed. The wandering crowd from the JMoham-

medans who were anteriorly in the western quarter at

tlie southern, began to look towards the Christian

world, and thus to infest it ; and they had communica-

tion with the most wicked Babylonish crew in the west,

who were skilled in making themselves subtle, so that

they were not seen by anyone ; and with whom there

also communicated some of the Reformed, who also were

skilled in the art of rendering themselves invisible ; so

that they were seen by no one, although they were

among them. (5857) The Mohammedans, conjointly

with the Babylonians, began to obsess my loft ear, and

to post cohorts of Spirits round about, in order to

accomplish their intentions ; and they did this so

insensibly and invisibly, that it scarcely came to the

sensation ; but still they were at once detected ; and

the ]\[ohammedans . . . were destroyed by having the

earth where they were rolled back upon them ; and

thus they were cast into Hell. (5858) Afterwards, the

Babylonians were disclosed who had made one with

them. They were in an obscure corner among the

anterior mountains in the west . . . and a little behind

those mountains where were the Xeapolitans and

Sicilians. There was also a mountain there upon which

the chiefs had their homes. They had found out that

art in order to render themselves quite invisible to

everyone, even to those close by . . , and those who were

upon the mountain could also cast themselves upwards,

and stay in the air ... so that in this way they fled

away from all destruction. But destruction came upon

them ; and for some minutes that faculty was taken

away from them ; and they were cast round about into

gulfs and Hells. Presently, those were visited who
stood in front, and rendered them aid ; and these also

were cast into the Hells. The Judgment advanced

further, to those who were within, and this in a long

tract ; first towards the north ; and then in a line

further into the west where the Sicilians were who were

all skilled in that art ; and these were in like manner

deprived of that faculty ; and were cast into the Hells

near there, where there appeared what is fiery and very

dim. (5859) Among these there were also some who
were skilled in the art that thej'^ could not only present

themselves invisible, but could also cause that no one

should know where they were, whether in this or that

quarter ; and they supposed that thus they should be

safe ; and that they could commit any crime without

the possibility of detection. The latter and the former

were communicating with some on the anterior moun-
tains ; and all who were making one with them were

cast into the Hells. There was the design among them
that when there was so great a multitude of like ones

that they could attempt it, they woirld destroy all

things ; which they also confessed. (5860) They had

been preserved to the end that by their means there

might also be disclosed all in the Christian world who
could make themselves invisible . . . For there were in

the Christian world among the Reformed those who bj^

peculiar approaches had ascended into the Societies

where were the good Reformed ; and were there hiding

themselves, by making themselves invisible as soon as

they saw any ; so that those who were in the Society

did not know that they were there. As these had com-

munication with those wicked Babylonians, they were

all disclosed, and were cast down from the Societies

on every side. They were from many Societies which

looked towards the west. Their art, by which they

had made themselves invisible, was disclosed. It was

a peculiar art, which could not be learned except by

some who in the world had excogitated various arts

• . . (5861) Finally, the destruction advanced to the

Mohammedans who were in the west in front ; and

these were all covered over by the earth which

was under them ; for they were looking towards

tlie Christian world, which had been forbidden

them.

5871-5876. Concerning the state as to the spirit after

the Last Judgment. . . All Spirits, after they have

been vastated, are now brought by ways which extend

to the Societies of their life . . . nor is it allowed to

turn aside elsewhere, and to stay in other places ; still

less to form for themselves Societies according to their

life in externals, as before. (5872) . . . They go to their

Hells directly, without delay. (5874) Hence man now
has freedom to think well ; for before, men were infested

by the evil, who had infused evil afl'ections ; and to

these the evil above had added themselves ; so that

freedom to think well was taken away. (5S75) Besides,

there had long been received into Societies such as could

hide their interiors, and present themselves good ; but

the Societies have been continually purified from such

. . . all these have been separated and cast down . . .

(5876) It was long permitted that they should pass

through the lofty places . . . but afterwards, it is not

so allowed ; except with some by whom the Societies

are to be purified,

5882. Concerning a New Heaven. I saw that those

who had been reserved by the Lord were elevated in

myriads ; and those who were elevated appeared like

what is aerial rising up from the earth after rain, when
the heat of heaven comes upon it.
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[D.] 5889. That all who had looked down have been

separated from the rest . . . This has also been done in

the Societies of Heaven, where are the upright and the

good. Those who did not belong to the Society could

not do otherwise than ajiperceive the things which were

below, because they were not in the bond of the Society

;

and therefore these also have been separated thence, and
have been brought into their own Society ... in order

that they might be reduced to their own reigning affec-

tion.

5908. There were given to a certain S[>irit the books
on Heaven and on the Last Judgment . . . 5946^

5937. Concerning the Last Judgment upon the Re-

formed. Tliis lasted for a long time, because they have

the Word ; and they were cast out in many ways. Most
who had not been cast into the Hells before, or taken

up into Heaven, climbed high up upon the mountains,

where there are many expanses ; and there all who
looked around, or looked through, were cast thence

;

partly into the paths around and beneath, partly into

the Hells. They continually made bindings, so that

20, 50, 100 Societies bound themselves together ; one

crew with this cupidity, another with another ; which
bindings were disclosed, and they were cast down, and
this to myriads . . .

5948. Concerning the Last Judgment uj)on the Re-
formed . . . The Judgment upon the Reformed lasted

long, because they had communication with the Angels of

Heaven by the Word ; and therefore the ordinations of

them lasted long ; and also because there was communi-
cation thence from them with the gentiles round about

;

for the light is propagated thence. ( ^) Tlie separa-

tion of the Papists from the Reformed also lasted long

. . . ( ^) The chief thing of all was the ordination

according to the idea concerning the Divine, and accord-

ing to the idea concerning the Lord . . .

5966-5969. Concerning those who were in the Former
Heaven. Such as there were in the Former Heaven are

still endeavouring to flee away to places where the like

had been ; but as those places have been given to the

Angels, they cannot now force their way up so far ; but
are removed in the ascent, and are borne through other
ways

; thus gradually lower and lower ; and at last to

their own places where they are to be. . . (5969) Many of

them were leading the thoughts of the men who were
below, both when they thought within themselves, and
when they Mere in their office. It was their deliglit to

be as it were in them, and to make them think. But
all these have been cast out . . .

5980. On the 13th of December, 1759.

6009. On the 15th of August, 1761 . . .

6012. Concerning new Heavens, which perish. I

have been told that such Heavens as those in which
they are interiorly evil but exteriorly good are also

being formed since the Last Judgment ; but in a small

form ; and still by turns they are destroyed ; and that

afterwards they are destroyed of themselves, through

the vicinity of the good Angels ; for when the angelic

Heavens are in the vicinity, a connection with them is

no longer possible, as before ; but they collapse of them-

selves. So does it take place hereafter. They said

that those who are in these Heavens or Societies, are

successively diminished ... It was granted to see one

such Heaven which had been formed by the Catholics

in the western quarter towards the south, in the mid-

distance, which was dissoh^ed. It consisted of from 800
to 1000. There was a certain person with me, who . . .

afterwards went to that Society, by means of which
communication was made with the Society in which I

am, from which they were greatly disturbed, so that

they ran about hither and thither, saying that their

Judgment or dispersion is now coming ; and presently

they also began to go out from every part of their

Society, which was a city ; from all sides of it. The
monks told them to remain ; but they replied that

they wanted to remain, but could not ; and that some
force was driving them from within, which they could

not resist ; and also that the same force was separating

them, and was driving some hither and some thither,

thus everyone to his own place ; whence that force was

coming they did not know. But it was evident that it

was from within ; namely, that from exterior delight

they wanted to remain, but from the interior, which
had now been opened to them, they were being so

driven, that the exterior delight could not resist it.

And when they had gone away a short distance, there

also came the delight of going away ; because it was

according to the diminution of the exterior one. It was

said that these were not from the common people ; but

from such as in the world had done notliing except go

into company, talk, and thus pass their time and tlie

days in pleasant things and sports ... I afterwards saw

in many other places the like dissolutions of com-

mencing Societies ; so that this is continually being

done . • .

6020. Concerning the purifications of Societies since

the Last Judgment. Evil Societies come together in

the former places, which were destroyed ; because the

former way extends thither ; but they are afterwards

collected together to some hundreds, or thousands, and

are taken away into their own Hells ; and this went on

until those places, and those round about, were filled

with good Spirits. Since then, the evil can no longer

be there, because they are tortured, and thus recede.

(Seven methods described by which the Societies are

purified.) See also 6022, 6103,

E. 5. 'The revelation of Jesus Christ ' = predictions

from the Lord concerning the last times of the Church

. . . for it treats of these times especially. It may be

supposed that, in the Apocalypse, the successive states

of the Church, from beginning to end, are treated of
;

but these are not ti-eated of therein ; but only the state

of Heaven and the Church about tlie end, when is the

Last Judgment . . . Concerning the successive states

of the Church, however, prediction was made by the

Lord Himself, in Matt.xxiv. and xxv. ; and also in Mark
xiii. . . (Compare E.91.)

215. The time of the Last Judgment, when those in

the Former Heaven are to be visited. Sig.

258. It has been made known above that in this pro-

phetic Book it does not treat concerning the successive

states of the Christian Church from its beginning to its

end— as has heretofore been believed—but that it treats
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concerning the state of the Church and of Heaven in the

last times, when there is a New Heaven and a new
earth ; that is, when there is a New Church in the

Heavens and on earth ; thus where there is the Judg-

ment ... As it treats in this Book concerning these

things, therefore in the first chapter it has treated con-

cerning the Lord who is the Judge ; and, in the second

and third chaj^ters, concerning those who are of the

Church, and who are not of the Church ; thus concern-

ing those who are in the Former Heaven which is to be

abolished, and concerning those who are in the New
one which is to be formed ... In this fourth chapter,

it now treats of the ordination of all things, chiefly in

the Heavens, before the Judgment ; on which account

a throne was now seen in Heaven, and around it

twenty-four thrones, upon which were twenty-four

elders, and also four animals near the throne, which

are cherubs. That by these things is described the

ordination of all things before the Judgment, and for

the Judgment, will be seen in the explication of this

chapter. It is to be known that T)efore any change comes

forth, all things are preordiuated, and are prepared for

the coming event ; for all things are foreseen by the

Lord . . . By 'the throne,' therefore, in the midst of

heaven, is meant the Judgment ; and by ' Him who sat

upon it,' the Lord ; by 'the twenty-four thrones, upon
which were twenty-four elders,' are meant all truths in

the complex, from which, and according to which, is

the Judgment; and by 'the four animals,' which are

cherubs, is meant the Divine Providence of the Lord lest

the Foruier Heavens should sufl'er detriment by the

coming extraordinary change ; and that then all things

miglit be done according to order ; namely, that the

interiorly evil might be separated from the interiorly

good ; and that the latter might be lifted i\]> into

Heaven, and the former cast down into Hell.

260a. 'Behold a door was opened in heaven ' = the

arcana of Heaven revealed . . . here, the arcana concern-

ing those things which would come forth about [the

time of] the Last Judgment ; none of which have as

jet been revealed, and which indeed could not be

revealed until the Judgment had been accomplished
;

•and not except through some one in the world to

whom it had been granted by the Lord to see them,
•a.nd to whom there had been at the same time revealed

the spiritual sense of the Word. For all the things

which have been Avritten in this prophetic Book
have been written concerning the Last Judgment,
but by means of representatives and correspondences.

261.

264. The reason these things are signified, is that in

the things which now follow it treats concerning the
state of Heaven and the Church directly before the
last Judgment ; and afterwards concerning the Judg-
ment itself . . . That the Last Judgment comes forth

when it is the end of the Church. Eefs.

267. 'Behold a throne set in Heaven, and ui)on the

throne One sitting' = the Lord as to the Last Judg-
ment. Ex.

269. The reason the appearance (of the Divine truth)

was 'like an emerald,' was that it indicated the Last
Judgment ; for the colour of this stone is green ; and

green signifies truth obscured. . . It was the Heaven
which is called 'the Former Heaven,' upon which was
the Judgment, and which was about to perish . . .

which was obscured.

270. 'And around the throne were four and twenty

thrones, and upon the thrones I saw four and twenty

elders sitting' = all truths from good in the higher

Heavens ordiuated by the Lord before the Judgment.

277^. As, in this chapter, it treats concerning the

ordination of all things for the Judgment, therefore it

also here treats of the cherubs, that is, concerning the

guard and Providence of the Lord lest the higher

Heavens should be approached except through the good

of love and of charity ; for, unless this had been done

before the Judgment, the veriest Heavens, in which

are true Angels, would have been endangered ; for the

reason that those Heavens which were about to perish

. . . had not been in the good of love and of charity,

but only in some truths. For there were there from

the Christian world those who had been in the doctrine

concerning faith alone, which some had confirmed by

some passages fi'om the Word, and had thereby obtained

some conjunction with the Ultimate Heaven ; but this

conjunction was disrupted, when that Heaven, which is

called 'the Former Heaven,' was dissipated ; and ordi-

nation was then made by the Lord to prevent anyone

from being hereafter conjoined with the Heavens,

except him who is in the good of love to the Lord, and
in charity towards the neighbour. This, in special, is

what is meant by the things which now follow in this

chapter. He, therefore, who believes that the Heavens

can hereafter be approached through worship and

through prayers by those who are in faith alone, and

not at the same time in the good of charity, is much
mistaken. Their worship is no longer received, nor are

their prayers heard ; but attention is paid only to their

life's love ; and therefore if there reigns the love of self

and of the world, no matter in whatever way they may
be in external worshi}i, they are conjoined with the

Hells, and are also borne thitlier after death ; and not

previously to any Heaven which is to perish, as has

hitherto been done.

369. For it treats in (Rev.vi.and vii.) concerning the

state of the Christian Church . . . from beginning to

end ; or from the Lord's time up to the Last Judgment

. . . Predictions concerning these successive states of

the Church are here manifested as if from the Book . . .

375". The reason the internal sense of the Word has

(now) been opened, is that the Last Judgment has been

accomplished ; and thus all things in the Heavens and

in the Hells have been reduced into order . . . 376^.

391. By 'the souls under the altar,' are meant those

who were reserved under Heaven up to the Last Judg-

ment ... I will say how the case is with this . . . The

Former Heaven which passed away . . . consisted of

those who had been in external worshi}) without internal,

and who had thence lived an external moral life although

they were merely natural . . . Those who before the

Last Judgment constituted this Heaven, were seen upon

the earth, and also upon the mountains, hills, and

rocks, in the Spiritual World ; and they had thence

believed themselves to be in Heaven. But those who
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had constituted this Heaven . , . were cast down ; and,

when they had been cast down, then there were elevated

and translated into the same places—that is, upon the

mountains, hills, and rocks, wliere the former ones had
been—all those who had lieen reserved by the Lord, and
had been hidden away liere and there ; most in the

Lower Earth
; and from these there was formed a New

Heaven. Those who were reserved, and were then
elevated, had been from those in the world who had
lived a life of charity, and who had been in the spiritual

aflection of truth. The elevation of these into the

places of the former has often been seen by me. These
are they who are meant by 'the souls of the slain seen

under the altar' . . .

[E.] 392''. Hence it came to pass that all those who had
been spiritual ; that is, who had been not only exteriorly,

but also interiorly good ; could not be together with
those (who l)elonged to the Former Heaven) ; but they
had seceded from them, either of their own accord, or

had been put to flight ; and when found had suffered

persecutions
; and therefore they had been concealed by

the Lord ; and had been reserved in their own places

to the day of Judgment, in order that they might con-

stitute a New Heaven. These, therefore, are those who
are meant by 'the souls of the slain seen under the
altar' . . . For they had been lield in hatred by the
rest, on account of Divine truth, and on account of the
confession of the Lord . . .

. In the Apocalypse, it treats jirincipally con-
cerning such things as there were to be in the Spiritual
World before the Last Judgment, and also during it,

and after it.

394^- From tliese things the reason maj- be seen, why
those who had professed the Lord, and had led a life

of charity, had Ijeen taken out by the Lord from the
violence of such, and had been kept concealed in the
Lower Earth, and had been reserved there up to the
Judgment. But after the Judgment those who had
dwelt upon the earth, upon the mountains, hills, and
rocks there ; who had been . . . interiorly evil, were
cast out ; and those who had been kept concealed under
the earth, or under Heaven, were elevated, and were
allotted an inheritance in the places whence the former
ones had been cast out.

397. As those who were then on high (in the Former
Heaven) could not endure the presence of those who
were interiorly good, tliey cast them out . . . and
therefore they were taken away by the Lord from
their violence, and were kept in concealment beneath
Heaven . . . ; and this was done from the time when
the Lord was in the world up to this time ; when the
Judgment has been elTected ; and then those who were
U[)on the high places were cast down . . . The reason
the evil were tolerated so long upon the high places

;

and the good were kept so long beneath Heaven ; was
that the latter and the former might be filled up, that
is, that the good might be sufficiently numerous for a
New Heaven to be formed from them ; and also that
the evil might of themselves fall down to Hell ; for the
Lord never casts anyone into Hell, but the evil itself

which is with evil Spirits casts them down. Sig.

\ When the state of the Church (is such that

there is no longer any truth because no good) then

comes the Last Judgment. The reason the Last

Judgment then comes, is also because the human race

is the basis or foundation of the angelic Heaven . . .

and when the basis does not correspond, the angelio

Heaven wavers ...

400^. (The scenery of the Last Judgment described

and exjdained.)

401''". It is to be known that when the Last Judg-
ment is being executed, the Lord appears in the Heavens
in much greater shining and resplendence than at other
times ; and this for the reason that the Angels nmst
tlien be more strongly protected ; for the lower [parts]

with which the exteriors of the Angels have communi-
cation, are then in perturbation. Hence, too, it is,

that as it is here treating of the Last Judgment, it is

said that 'the light of the moon shall be as the light of

the sun ; and that the light of the sun shall be seven-

fold, as the light of seven days ;' and for the same
reason it is said that 'there shall then be streams of

waters upon every high mountain, and upon every lofty

hill,' by which [is meant] abounding intelligence with
those who are on the higher mountains and on the
higher hills ; for it is the lower mountains and hills

upon Avhich is then the Judgment.

403^. These things (in Is.xxxiv.4) are said concerning

the day of the Last Judgment ... for the Last Judg-
ment foretold by the prophets of the Old Testament

was executed by the Lord when He was in the world.

And as like things were then done to those which were

done in the Last Judgment which is foretold in the

Apocalypse, and which has been executed l)y the Lord
at this day, therefore almost the like things are said

here . . .

^-^ It there (Luke xxi. 28-31) treats concerning

the consummation of tlie age, which is the Last Judg-
ment ; and there are enumerated the signs which
precede . . . That a New Church will then commence,

which in the beginning will be external, is signified by,

'Behold the fig-tree, and all the trees, when they shall

put forth' ... 'A fig-tree ' = the External Church ; and

'trees' = the Knowledges of truth and good. 'The

Kingdom of God,' which is then 'near,' = the Lord's

New Church ; for at the time of the Last Judgment
the Old Church perishes, and the New one commences.

404-. That this is so, is manifestly evident from the

appearances in the Spiritual World when the Last

Judgment has been effected ; for there have then some-

times appeared mountains and hills rolled together as

the roll of a book is rolled together ; and then those

who were upon them were rolled down into Hell ; which

appearance is caused by the fact that the interiors of

their minds, through which something of the light of

Heaven had previously inflowed, had been closed

up. . .

405-^. These things (in Zech.xiv. 3-5) are said con-

cerning the Last Judgment executed by the Lord when
He was in the world. For, when He was in the world,

the Lord reduced into order all things in the Heavens

and in the Hells ; and therefore He then effected a

Judgment upon the evil and upon the good. This

Judgment is what is meant in the Word of the Old
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Testament by 'the day of iudignatiou,' 'of anger,' 'of

Avratli,' 'of the vengeance of Jehovah,' and by 'the year

of retributions' . . . That it treats in this chapter con-

cerning tlie Advent of the Lord, and concerning the

Judgment then, is evident from these words there :

'Then Jehovah my God shall come ; all the saints with

Thee; and there shall be in that day no light, resplen-

dence, and sparkling : and it shall be one day which

shall be known to Jehovah ; not day, nor night
;

because about the time of the evening it shall be light'

(ver.5-7). 'The time of the eveniug' = the last time of

the Church, when is the Judgment ; there is then

evening for the evil, but light for the good. . . By
'Jehovah shall go forth, and iight against the nations'

(ver.3) is signified the Last Judgment u[)on the evil.

Further Ex.

411. 'They said to the mountains and rocks, Fall

upon us'— the covering over by evils, and by the

derivative falsities. . . These things are illustrated by

such things as come forth in the Spiritual World when
there is a Last Judgment ; for these things are said

concerning the Last Judgment ; as is evident from the

following verse, where it is said :
' Because the gi-eat

day of His anger is come, and who is able to stand '.'

By which 'day,' is meant the time and state of the

Last Judgment. The state of the im}iious is then such,

that they cast themselves down from the mountains and

rocks—upon which they had made their dwelling-places

—deep down into the Hells, according to the atrocious-

ness of the evils and falsities with them ; and this they

do themselves ; because they cannot endure the Divine

good, and the Divine truth. For the higher Heavens

are then oi)ened ; from which inflows the light of

Heaven, which is Divine truth united to Divine good
;

by this light the simulated goods and truths with them

are constricted, (and then) their evils and falsities are

opened ; and as these cannot endure the light of Heaven

—for they are tortured by it—tliey cast themselves from

the mountains and rocks deeply into the Hells, accoid-

ing to the quality of their evil and falsity ; some into

chasms and caves ; some into holes and rocks ; which

then stand open before them ; and after they have cast

themselves in, the openings are closed. . . When they

are in the caves and rocks, their tortures cease ; for

there is rest for them in their evils and derivative

falsities, because these had been delightful to them . . .

Hence may be evident what is signified l)y their saying

to the mountains and rocks that they should fall ui)on

them. (So) in Hos.x.8; Luke xxiii.30, where also it

treats of the Last Judgment . . .

413. 'Because the great day of His anger is come' =
the Last Judgment upon the evil . . . The Last Judg-

ment which is signified by 'the great da}-,' is [that]

upon the evil ; and also upon the good. The Judgment

upon the evil is called 'the day of indignation,' 'of

wrath,' 'of anger,' and 'of vengeance;' whereas the

Judgment upon the good is called 'the time of the

Advent of the Lord,' 'the year of well-pleasing,' 'the

year of the redeemed,' 'the year of salvation.' Every-

one, both evil and good, is judged immediately after

death . . . But still many of them, both evil and good,

are reserved to the Last Judgment ; Init only those evil

who could act a moral life in externals, from habit in

the world ; and those good who had imbued falsities,

from ignorance, and from religion. But the rest, after

some time had passed, had Ijeen separated from them ;

the good had been elevated into Heaven ; and the evil

had been cast into Hell ; and this before the Last

Judgment.
-. The reason the Last Judgment is called 'the

great day of the anger of God,' is that it appears to the

evil who are being cast into Hell as if God does this

from anger and wrath ; because their destruction then

comes from a])ove, and also from the east, where is the

Lord as a Sun ; and because they are then in terrors,

pains, and also torments. But still there is no anger

whatever in the Lord . . . but that a])pearance is from

this :—When it is the last state ; which is when evils on

earth, and at the same time in the Spiritual World, are

so augmented, that the dominion hangs on theu- side ;

and thereby the equilibrium lietween Heaven and Hell

is perishing—on the perishing of which, the Heavens

where the Angels are begin to labour—then the Lord

intensifies His virtue from the Sun ; that is, He intensi-

fies His love to protect the Angels ; and to restore the

state which is labouring, and which is beginning to be

weakened ; by which virtue and power, the Divine tnrth

united to Divine good, which in its essence is the Divine

love, penetrates through the Heavens to the lower

[parts], where the evil have consoeiated themselves ;

and as they cannot endure such an influx and presence

of the Divine love, they begin to tremble, to be in

anguish, and to be tortured ; for thereby are dissipated

the goods and truths which they had learned to counter-

feit in their sjieech and actions . . . and their internals

are o[iened, which are nothing Init evils and falsities ;

and as these are diametrically o})posite to the goods and

truths which are inflowing from within—and yet evils

and falsities have made their life—they feel such trem-

bling, anguish, and torture, that they can no longer

withstand it ; and therefore they flee away, and cast

themselves into the Hells which are beneath the moun-

tains and rocks ; where they can be in their evils, and

falsities of evil.

•. Some passages shall be adduced where the Last

Judgment is called 'the day of the indignation,' 'of

the anger,' 'of the wrath,' and 'of the vengeance,' 'of

Jehovah,' and 'of God.' HI.

". It treats (in Is.lxiii.4,6) concerning the Lord's

combats, by which He subjugated the Hells ; thus

concerning the Last Judgment which was effected by

Him when He was in the world ; for, by means of com-

bats—which were temptations admitted into Himself—

He subjugated them, and eff'ected the Last Judgment,

It is this Judgment which is meant by 'the day of the

anger and of the wrath of Jehovah,' in the Word of the

Old Testament. But the Last Judgment which has

been executed by the Lord at this day, is meant by 'the

day of His anger,' in the Apocalypse . . .

e. Besides, the time of the Last Judgment is

called, in other places, 'the day of Jehovah,' 'the day

of visitation,' 'the day of slaughter,' and 'the day of

the Advent' . . .

416. 'After these things I saw'=new perception con-

cerning the state of Heaven before the Last Judgment

;
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as is evident from the things which follow in this

chapter (Rev.vii.), in which it treats of the separation

of the good from the evil. For before the Last Judg-

ment arrives, the good are separated by the Lord from

the evil ; and are withdrawn.

[E.] 418. (Spiritual light and heat) flow forth from the

Lord as a Sim . . , sometimes more slackly, and some-

times more intensely ; when more slackly, the good are

separated from the evil ; but when more intensely, the

evil are rejected ; and therefore when the Last Judgment

is at hand, the Lord at first inflows slackly, in order

that the good may be separated from the evil ; and as,

in this chapter, it treats of this separation, mention is

first made of the withholding of the four winds of the

earth, by which is signified the slackening of the influx

of Divine good and Divine truth from the Lord . . .

4i9,Ex.
°. (In Matt.xxiv.) there are foretold by the Lord

all the successive states of the Church, even to its end,

when is the Last Judgment . . .

426^ That (the good and the evil) cannot be separ-

ated before the time of the Last Judgment, on account

of the above-mentioned conjunction, is meant by the

answer given to tlie servants who wanted to gather xip

the tares before [the harvest] . . . 'The harvest '= the

Last Judgment . . . for it is said 'the harvest is the con-

summation of the age,' and the consummation of the

age is the time of the Last Judgment . . , From these

things it may be evident that the plenary separation of

the good from the evil takes place at tlie time of the

Last Judgment . . . and that otherwise the good would

perish witli the evil ; for it is said, 'Lest haply gather-

ing up the tares, ye at the same time root up the wheat

with them' . . . How the separation itself is effected,

shall also be told in a few words. "When the good are

being separated from the e\il—which is effected by the

Lord by means of His slackened Divine influx, and by

inspection into those things which are of spiritual affec-

tion with Angels and Spirits— the Lord then causes

that those who are interiorly and thence also exteriorly

good, should turn themselves to Him ; and should thus

turn themselves away from the evil ; and when tliey

turn themselves away, they become invisible to the evil

. . . (and then) the evil have been separated ; and, at

the same time, they have also been separated from the

holiness which they had counterfeited in externals ; and
thus they look towards Hell ; into which they are also

presently cast.

427. 'Until we have sealed the servants of our God
upon their forehead ' = that those who are in truths from

good are first to be separated.

430'''. It is, besides, to be known, that by 'the

144,000' are meant those who had been taken up into

Heaven befoi'c the Last Judgment ; Avhereas by those

who follow, from verse 9 to the end of this chapter, are

meant those who had been reserved by the Lord to the

Last Judgment ; and who then, for the first time, were
taken up into Heaven . . . For those who had been in

truths from good had all been received into Heaven
before the Judgment ; whereas those who had been in

good, and not as yet so much in truths, had been
reserved ; and meanwhile had been instructed and pre-

pared for Heaven . . . Those who had been taken up

into Heaven before the Judgment, are also meant by

those treated of in Rev.xiv. 1,3,4 . . . The same are also

meant by 'those who are of the first resurrection ;' and

the rest are those who are of the second resurrection

(Rev. XX. 4-6).

486. 'When he had opened the seventh seal ' = pre-

diction concerning the last state of the Church. . . The

last state of the Church is when there is no truth,

because no good . . . That which was done in this state,

is foretold in the things which now follow. That which

was done . . . was done in the Spiritual AVorld before

the Judgment ; for tliere was then a like state of the

Church in the Spiritual World to that which there was

in the natural world ; but under a different appearance

-specie , . . When it was the last state of the Church in

the Spiritual World, then all these things which are

predicted in the following [verses] were accomplished
;

some of which are to be related . . . because they were

seen.

489a-. That all the changes of state, and the separa-

tions of the evil from the good, and the reverse, which

came forth before the Judgment, and during the Judg-

ment, wei'e effected by means of an interior influx of

Divine good and truth, more intense and more slack,

out of Heaven from the Lord, has been . . . shown above

. . . This is [here] signified by the Angel filling the

censer with the fire of the altar, and casting it into the

earth ; and afterwards, by the Angels sounding. As

this was effected by the Lord tlirough the Heavens,

therefore the Lord first conjoined the Heavens with

Himself more interiorly and closely ; for otherwise

danger would have threatened the Heavens also ; and

therefore this is signified hy the seven Angels standing

before God . . . And when they are more interiorly and

closely conjoined with Him, then those are separated

with whom there is not any spiritual good. Ex.

493-. That by these words (Rev.viii.3) is signified the

conjunction of the Heavens with those who were to be

separated from the evil and saved, may be evident from

the series of things . . . for it treats in this chapter, and

in the following ones, concerning the last state of the

Church . . . when the Judgment is at hand ; and, before

this state is described, it treats of the sejiaration of

those who were to be saved ; all of whom are meant by

those sealed upon their foreheads, and by those clothed

in white robes ... As these were then together in

Societies with those who were to be damned, therefore,

in this chapter, is described the means by which they

were separated and saved ; namely, that the highest

Heavens were first closely conjoined with the Lord

through Divine influx into celestial good, and through

it into spiritual good ; and then by these goods con-

joined into one in the lower [parts], where those who
were to be saved, and those who were to be danmed,

were together in Societies. This influx of the Lord out

of the higher Heavens, was received by those who had

lived in good in the world ; for this good was Avith

them ; and therefore by it they were conjoined with the

higher Heavens ; and were thus separated from those

who could not receive the influx, because they had not

lived in good, but in evil, when they were in the world. 111.
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497. '[The Angel] cast the censer filled with the fire

of the altar into the earth ' = the influx of the Divine

love out of the Heavens into the lower [parts,] where

were those wlio were to be separated and removed. For

below, upon the earths there, there were Societies in

which the good and the evil were together ; and who were

to be separated from each other before the Last Judg-

ment could take place ; for from the time of the Lord,

up to the time of the Last Judgment, all had been

tolerated who could live an external moral life . . .

And as, in the same Societies, or in the Former Heaven,

there were also the simple good ; some together with

those who were there ; and some elsewhere, but con-

joined with them by a pious and holy external ; and

yet tlie good were to be separated from the evil before

the Judgment ; in order that the former might be

elevated into Heaven, and the evil be cast into Hell

;

and as the separation was eff"ected by means of an influx

of Divine good and truth out of the Heavens into the

lower [parts], where they all were—hence it may be

evident that by 'he cast [into the earth] the censer

filled with the fire of the altar,' is signified that influx

into the lower [parts].

503*. Like things are signified by the plagues of Egypt
as by the plagues in the Apocalypse which took place

when the seven Angels sounded ; for by the Egyptians

•were signified merely natural men ; by the sons of

Israel, spiritual men ; by the plagues of Egy]it, those

changes which precede tlie Last Judgment ; in like

manner as here in the Apocalypse ; for by the immersion

of Pharaoh and the Egyptians in the sea Supli, was
represented the Last Judgment and damnation.

566^. For the end itself— Avhich is when the Last

Judgment is at hand—is described by the soiinding of

the seventh Angel.

6oo'\ 'The sheep '= those who are in the good of

charity towards the neighbour, and thence in faith
;

and 'the he-goats '= those who are in faith separated

from charity ; thus [the two] = all upon whom the

Judgment would come in the last time of the Church.

For all who liad been in the good of love to the Lord,

and thence in the good of charity and of faith, had been

taken up into Heaven before the Last Judgment ; and
all who had been in no good of charity and the deriva-

tive faith ; thus all who had been interiorly and at the

same time exteriorly evil ; had been cast into Hell

before the Last Judgment. But those who had been

interiorly good, and not equally exteriorly so ; and those

who had been interiorly evil, but exteriorly in good

—

all these had been left to the Last Judgment ; and then

those who had been interiorly good were taken up into

Heaven ; and those wlio had been interiorly evil were

cast into Hell.

624*. The reason the Word is still to be taught,

although its interior truths are undelightful ; and the

reason the Last Judgment does not come until there is

the consummation ; tliat is, when there is no longer any

good and truth left with the men of the Church, is this :

. . . There are two kinds of men upon whom the Judg-

ment is effected ; one kind consists of the upright ; the

other of the non-upright. The ui)right are the Angels

iu the Ultimate Heaven, of whom most are simple . . .

but the non-upright are those wdio had lived as Chris-

tians exteriorly ; but interiorly had admitted into the

til ought and will evils of every kind . . . These, when
they come into the other life, are for the most part

consociated with the upright—that is, with the simple

good who are in the Ultimate Heaven—for the exteriors

consociate them. . . These, namely, the non-upright, are

to be separated from the former . . . before the Last

Judgment comes ; and also after it ; and they can only

be separated successively. This is the reason why,

before the Last Judgment, the Word is still to be

taught, although ... as to its interiors, it is undelight-

ful ; and which, being undelightful, they do not receive
;

but only such things from the sense of the letter of the

Word as favour their loves and the principles thence

apprehended ; on account of which the AVord as to the

sense of the letter is delightful to them. By these

things, therefore, the upright are separated from the

non-upright.

". That, on account of this reason, the time is

]irotracted, after the Last Judgment, before the Kew
Church is fully instaurated, is an arcaniim from Heaven

which at this day cannot fall into the understanding,

except with a few ; and yet this is what the Lord teaches

in ]\[att.xiii. 27-30 ; 37-42. 'The consunmiation of the

age ' = the last time of the Church ; and, that before this,

the uiiright are not to be separated from the non-upright,

liecause they are consociated by exteriors, is meant by

'not gathering the tares lest at the same time ye root up

the wheat with them.'
-". For . . . the Advent of the Lord, and, with

Him, the Last Judgment, are not at hand until tliere is

no longer any truth of doctrine and good of life remain-

ing in the Church ; and this for the reason . . . that the

upright may be separated from the non-upright.

. 'To bring in the justice of the ages ' = the Last

Judgment, when it is recompensed to everyone accord-

ing to his deeds.

627-. Then came the destruction of (the Sodomites)
;

by which is meant their Last Judgment.

633'*. By 'the Flood' is signified . . . the Last Judg-

ment upon those who had lieen of the Most Ancient

Church.

674-. For the things which are said in this verse (Rev.

xi. 13), take place, and also did take place, when the

Last Judgment Avas at hand ; but in the Spiritual

World . . .

-•*. The Societies upon which the Last Judgment

came forth consisted of both the good and the evil ; but

of such evil as had been interiorly against the goods of

love and the truths of doctrine, but not exteriorly . . .

When, therefore, the good were separated from those

who had appeared good solely in the external form, then

the external good vanisheil, and the internal evil ap-

peared ; for they were being kept in that external good

by communication with those who were within the same

Society who were not only exteriorly but also interiorly

good . . . These things, therefore, are what are meant

in special by 'the two witnesses ascending . . . into

Heaven in a cloud, and their enemies seeing them ;

'

and . . . that ' in that hour there was a great earth-

quake' . . .
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[E.] 675^. See Former Heaven, here. 702^.

676^. In the end of the Church, when the Last Judg-
ment is at hand, those who are spiritually good are

taken away from those who are only naturallj^ so ; and
(then) from the latter are also taken away all truths of

good, and consequently all understanding of truth . . .

687. The higher Heavens in light and power from the

Lord to separate the evil from the good before the day
of the Last Judgment shortly to come. Sig. and Ex.

693^. ]5ecause, in the end of the Church, a little before

the Last Judgment . , . the state of those who are in

the Former Heaven and the former earth is changed
;

which is effected by the separation of the good from the

evil. Ex.

699. Because in this chapiter it has treated of the

changes of state which precede the Last Judgment

;

namely, concerning the separation of the evil from the

good
; and concerning the removal of the former from

the places where they had previously been. When this

is done, there then appears to those who are in the

higher Heavens a new Heaven and a New Church. Sig.

and Ex.

702^. For it here treats concerning the state of Heaven
such as it would be jiroximately before the Last

Judgment.

710''. For man is kept in the midst between Heaven
and Hell ; and, before the Last Judgment, that which

rises up from Hell prevails over that which descends

from Heaven.
727I8. The time of the Last Judgment. Tr.

754^. Because, after the Last Judgment, the state of

the Spiritual World has been completely changed . . .

For now everyone is borne (to Heaven or Hell) accord-

ing to his life.

806^. In order that the destroyed equilibrium might
be restored, it pleased the Lord to come into the world,

and to effect a Last Judgment . . .

817^. When the Last Judgment had been effected

upon those who had been of the Christian Church, all

those who had been in faith separated from charity

. . . were cast into Hell ; and all those who had been in

faith from charity were preserved.

849. ]\Ianifestatiou concerning the future separation

of the good from the evil before the Last Judgment.

Sig. and Ex.

. In (Matt.xxiv.) also it treats concerning the

Last Judgment . . .

". The future separation of the good from the

evil at the time of the Last Judgment, is foretold by
the Lord in (Matt.xiii.).

850^. The Last Judgment by Him [when in the world].

Sig.

^. As the Lord came into the world in order to

effect a Judgment, and thereby to reduce into order all

things in the Heavens and in the Hells ; and as the Judg-
ment is effected by means of Divine truth . . . the

Lord assumed the Human ; and, so long as He was in

the world, made it Divine truth . . .

859. For it treats in (Rev.xiv.) concerning the sepa-

ration of the good from the evil before the Last Judg-

ment ; and therefore the good, who were separated from

the evil, are meant by 'the 144,000 sealed from all the

tribes.

'

878". By this latter [Angel] manifestation is made
concerning the Last Judgment now at hand.

879. Finally, (in what follows, it treats) concerning

the Last Judgment.

880. That at the time of the Last Judgment (the

Babylonians) are to be completely destroyed. Sig.

907. This separation (of the good from the evil) pre-

cedes the Last Judgment.

91 1^ Tlie Angels will have such a state (of celestial

loves and their joys) after the Last Judgment . . .

9 1 2". That the separation of the good and the evil,

when the Last Judgment was at hand, was thus effected.

Sig. and Ex.

926. Revelation from the Lord concerning the state

of the Church proximately before the Last Judgment.

Sig. and Ex.

957. There is [here] meant the time before the Last

Judgment was effected . . . [for] before that time the

Word was in obscurity before the understanding. Sig.

985. No fear in regard to the Last Judgment by the

Lord. Sig. and Ex.

1013. ilanifestation out of Heaven from the Lord that

a consummation has been made, and thus that the Last

Judgment i.s at hand. Sig. and Ex.

. This was said after the seventh Angel had

poured out his vial into the air ; by which is signified

that all things of man's thought are averted from

Heaven, whence there is no longer any communication

of the men of the Church with Heaven ; and, when this

communication is broken, then comes the Last Judg-

ment ; for all things are held together in connection so

long as there is a communication of Heaven with the

Church ; but when the comnumication perishes, it is like

a house which falls when the foundation is taken from

under it . . .

io87''. Therefore it pleased the Lord to take on the

Human, and to become Divine truth . . . and thus from

Himself, to reduce into order all things of Heaven, and

all things of Hell ; that is, to effect a Last Judg-

ment . . .

1091. After the Last Judgment had been effected

upon those who are meant by 'the harlot.' Sig.

1093. For when the Last Judgment had been effected

upon those who are meant by . . . 'Babylon,' the dark-

ness was removed which had been interposed between

Heaven and earth. 1094.

1094. This was the reason why the spiritual sense of

the Word was not revealed, and the state of Heaven and

Hell manifested, until after the Last Judgment had

been executed. For if [they had been done] before,

Divine truth would not have had power and light.

1096. Joy of heart . . . because after the Last Judg-

ment had been effected upon those who are meant by

. . . 'Babylon,' Divine truth has power and light. 1097.

1098. Where they are after the Last Judgment. Sig.

1 107. Since the Last Judgment was executed upon
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(the Babylonians), they have been severely forbidden to

send any [emissaries] into the Societies where the Re-

formed are, or to the Gentiles ... As it here treats

concerning their state after the Last Judgment, especi-

ally concerning their state in the Sjiiritnal AVorld, there-

fore the things said here . . . are to be understood as

.said principally for [the Babylon there].

1 124. By the last state ... is signified the state when

there is no longer any good and truth left with them
;

and, as they are then completely destroyed as to the

spiritual life, destruction, that is, the Last Judgment,

comes upon them. The reason ... is, that then there

is no longer any connection or conjunction of Heaven

with them ; and when there is no connection or conjunc-

tion, separation takes place ; and separation is the Last

Judgment ; and when this takes place, the evil are cast

into Hell ; and|the good, having been drawn out from

them, are elevated into Heaven ; for as soon as the con-

nection of Heaven with anyone is dissolved, he at once

falls into Hell . . .

1 127. ' Because strong is the Lord God who judgeth

them' (Rev.xviii.8) = by the Last Judgment . . . upon

them . . .

1 1 79. For, before the Last Judgment—or before the

Babylonians were cast into Hell, and the AVorld of

Spirits was thereby delivered from them—the light from

which the Angels derive their wisdom and intelligence

was intercej^jted. The reason that light was intercepted

. . . was on account of the conjunction of the Babyloni-

ans with the Angels of the Ultimate Heaven.

121 7. 'The Lord God Omnipotent reigneth' = that

His Kingdom is on earth as in the Heavens ; by which

is meant that after the good had Ijeen separated from

the evil, and the evil had been cast into Hell, then all

the good came into a better state for receiving truth and

good from the Lord ; in which state they had not been

before ; for if they had received goods and truths so long

as they were in connection with the evil, they would

have contaminated and perverted them. This, also, is

the reason why interior truths were not revealed on earth

until after that separation had been ett'ected l:>y means of

the Last Judgment. This, also, is meant by :
' Thy

Kingdom come on earth, as in the Heavens' . . . The
Lord's Kingdom was before the Last Judgment also . . .

but the state of the Lord's Kingdom after the Last

Judgment has been made different from what it was

liefore it; for the reception of Divine truth and good

after it, is more universal, interior, easy, and distinct.

De Dom. 22. That the Lord effected a Judgment

when He was in the world . . .

Ath. 49. The Last Judgment which is described by

'the Flood,' was effected from the Divine which was left

in the human race ; thus the Divine effected it from its

own therein ; and thus also from primes through ulti-

niates. The ultimate then was in the human race which

was left.

92. K the Lord had not now effected a Judgment—
which is His Advent—no one in the Church could have

any longer been saved ; because all are in falsities . . .

P. P. Page i^^. [Latin edition.] Ref. to passages in

the P. P. on the subject of the Last Judgment.

J. (Post.) Title. Concerning the Last Judgment.

2. AVhen the Last Judgment was going on, the Pro-

testants were brought into the middle, and then ap-

peared in the following order :—the English in the

middle ; the Dutch towards the east and south ; the

Germans more towards the north ; the Swedes at the

north and west, in the middle. All then appeared ac-

cording to their general genius as to the reception of

good and truth. . . It was perceived that many from the

English had received the Heavenly Doctrine, and are

thereby coming into the New Jerusalem ; because they

are such as to receive the truths of faith more easily

than the rest ; and they see them in interior light.

18. On the day of the Last Judgment, there were cast

out of their cities, villages, and lands, the Dixtch who
had done nothing of good from any religion . . . but

only for the sake of reputation . . . This casting out was

seen on the 9th day of January, 1757. (See above,

D.5366.)

102. The Pope who was in the year 1738 . . . when

the Last Judgment was going on dwelt . . .

105. [Immediately after the date 13th. Dee. 1759,

occm-s the following.] Since the Last Judgment, the

Babylonians are collected upon the mountains in the

west for a long time, as before . . . where part have

made for themselves as it were new Heavens. But as

soon as there has been computed [up] to about two

hundred there, they are cast down into the Hells, as

before ; and this is done until all things have been re-

duced into such an order that no one after death can go

anywhere except into his own Hell . . . and this is done

when those places are occupied by Societies where they

are in the acknowledgment and adoration of the Lord.

(See also the following numbers.)

126. About [the time of] the Last Judgment, the

Christians appeared in the middle there, ordinated at a

distance on the right at the circimiferences, and also at

the quarters, according to the light of truth from the

love of good. Around that middle were seen the Mo-

hammedans ; in like manner at all the quarters ; near

the Christians ; according to the light of truth from

good. Outside this compass Mere seen the Gentiles,

ordinated according to their religiosity, and according

to the life therefrom. With all of them there are the

like lands, distributed into mountains, hills, rocks, and

valleys ; and over them there are expanses, in which

are the best of them, who had received from the Angels

truths of doctrine concerning the Lord, and concerning

life. Outside of them there appeared as it were a sea,

which was the boundary. All these compasses, taken

together, are not extended into a plane, but into a

globe, like the earth . . .

127. (Concerning the Last Judgment upon the Gen-

tiles. )

134-179. Concerning the Last Judgment u]ion the

Protestants or Reformed. Before the Last Judgment,

which was general, less general Judgments preceded,

which may be called preparatory ones, liy which those

who were evil more exteriorly were cast into Hell. It is

to be known, that between the Judgment effected by

the Lord when He was in the world, and the Judgment
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ett'ected now, the Spirits who had lived an exteriorly

moral life, and who then confessed God with the mouth
;

but not interiorly, or with the lieart, had ascended upon

mountains and hills, and liad made for themselves there

as it were Heavens ... so that the World of Spirits . . .

had been filled up with such Heavens ; and thereby the

communication of tlie Lord and Heaven with the human
race had been intercepted ; whicli also was the reason

why the spiritual things of the Word and of docti'ine

thence were not disclosed until after the Last Judg-

ment ; for tliereby the AVorld of Spirits was purified,

and the communication with man was opened. If [it

had been done] before, the spiritual things of the Word
and of doctrine thence would not have been received,

nor understood ; and if they had been received and

understood, still Hell, which then prevailed, would

have snatched those things away from their hearts,

and would have profaned them. . . (135) Before the

Last Judgment, I often saw Societies cleansed and also

destroyed which had made for themselves a semblance

of the Heavens. There was one rock upon wliich was a

rather large city, where were tliose who were in faith

separated from charity . . . They were in tlie desire of

commanding ; and therefore they stood at the sides of

the rock, and in various ways were infesting those who
were below. When visitation was made, and all there

were found to be such, I saw that that rock subsided

into the deep, together with the hill and the inhabitants.

The like was done elsewhere ; but before this is done,

the good are separated from the evil ; and the evil are in

the middle ; and then the middle subsides ; and the

circuit remains—in the circuit are those wlio are in the

good of faith ; that is, who are in charity. (136) All

who have not denied God with the mouth, although

[tliey have done so] at heart ; and who [have led] a

moral life on account of the civil laws, and also on

account of reputation and the consequent honours and
gains—when they come into the otlier life, betake them-

selves into Societies, where there are cities ; and there,

as in the world, they live morally well, from fear of a

penalty, and of the loss of honour and gain. But,

when externals are taken away from them, and they are

let into internals, they rush into nefarious things. But,

when the wicked increase in number, then the Society

is perverted ; and therefore Angels are sent thither, who
explore the state, and who separate the good from the

evil ; and the good are either sent to the sides, or are

taken out. Then that city subsides, together witli the

evil, into Hell ; deeply according to their wickedness.

I once saw that four Angels were sent to such a city
;

who, when they came thither, entered a house ; but the

infamous ones there, being excited by their presence into

interior wickedness . . . ran to the house where the

Angels were, crying to them to come out and scortate,

wanting to force them to it . . . In a word, it was done
like as it was done in Sodom ; and that city was com-
pletely destroyed, and its inhabitants were cast into the

Hells. . . (137) I also saw a rock upon which there was
such a city torn up from its place, and translated into

another place at a considerable distance, which appeared
like the translation of a cloud ; and, when it came to

that place, I saw that it subsided, because their Hell

was there. The inhabitants had previously been driven

into stupor. (138) Most who are in faith separated from

charity betake themselves into a rock ; and those Avho

are in the love of self, into mountains, which are higher

than the rocks . . . and when, before the Last Judg-
ment, the evil had been so congregated upon rocks and
upon mountains, then suddenly there were first felt

concussions and earthquakes—by wliich are meant per-

versions of the state as to the Church—and afterwards

tliere follows an overturn, which is effected either by
subsidences, or by translations, or by castings out,

and thus thrustings down into Hell. With the moun-
tains and hills upon which are Angels, the wisest are in

the middle, and the less wise are at the circumferences
;

but with those upon which are the evil, the worst are in

the middle, and tlie better ones are at the circumfer-

ences. The subsidence in the middle appears like a
vortical gyration; but in a spiral. (139) There was a

plain a little more elevated than a valley, where there

was congregated a multitude of Spirits who had learned

to work evils by cunning, and to present tliemselves

invisible behind others, and thus to compel others to

think and to speak what they want [them to do], even

evils and falsities. They had derived these things from

the fact that they had been in the insane love of reigning

over others. As it was then found that their wickedness

was consummated, their destruction came. That whole

plain was overturned ; and then the earth was opened

elsewhere, and there rose up good Spirits who had been

kept concealed by the Lord in the Lower [Earth] ; and
who had been guarded lest they should be infested by
the evil ; and they succeeded in their place, and came,

in full number, into possession of their land. Such

things were represented by the sons of Israel, to whom
Canaan was given, after the wickedness of the nations

had been consummated. (140) After many destructions,

and quasi Judgments had been executed, which were

premonitory of the general destruction and Judgment
;

and [after] cohorts of Spirits who had been impure, had
been cast down into pools, lakes, and gulfs ; that is,

into the Hells ; there then came some who were skilled

in the art of insuttlating and exciting others to evils of

the interior thought. These excited lower minds

against the Lord, and against the Divine truth from

Him ; by means of whom the multitude began to

ferment as it were in the whole mass. The tumult

advanced from thence on every side ; as when a re-

bellion is made by a few, and nevertheless it excites the

crowd. There, on many rocks and mountains, up to

their peaks, and thence on the sides down to the roots,

I saw the disturbance widely extended. Their mind
was to destroy those who were acknowledging and wor-

shipping the Lord, and who were in Divine truths from

Him. When it was observed that the contagion had
grown so widely, then there was the Advent of the Lord,

to a general Judgment. This Advent was the influx of

the Lord through the Heavens into them, which ap-

peared like a cloudy sphere carried round upon those

mountains and upon those rocks ; and it carried away
the inhabitants there ; not by casting them down, but

by carrying them away. That Divine sphere entered

into their interiors ; and it opened them, so that there

became evident what was concealed in their will, and
hidden in their heart ; and it snatched them away, and
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drew them down into tlie Hells, according to the evils of

life. That Divine sphere was seen to be carried round

in gyres, retui'ning several times ; and it also drew them

out from the places where they had concealed them-

selves. This was done with some myriads, within the

time of an hour. (Then) the heads of the mountains

receded ; and the mountains themselves subsided down
to the plain, and there was seen a solitude. Such

things are meant in the Apocalypse by 'the Former

Heaven and the former earth' which John saw pass

away . . . Those who were thus . . . cast down are those

who are meant in the Apocalypse by 'the dragon' and

his 'two beasts' (Rev.xii.xiii.); and by 'the false

prophet' who were cast into the lake of sulphur and

fire (Rev.xix.2o; xx. lo). (141) The Judgment upon

the Protestants or Reformed was thus effected. They

who had led a life of charity . . . had been carried up

into Heaven long before the universal Judgment ; and

all who at heart had denied Heaven, and had led an

evil life, had all, by turns, as they had come from the

world, been cast into Hell. The Judgment was effected

upon those only who had professed religion, and had

acted as if from religion, but only hypocritically . . .

These were they who made for themselves Heavens . . .

for their exteriors communicated with the Ultimate

Heaven, and their interiors with the Hells . . . The
Angels of the Ultimate Heaven were first separated

from them, and the communication was broken ; as . . .

with seeds in fruits, when they have ripened ... in that

the seeds separate themselves from the flesh of the fruit,

as it were of their own accord . . . (142) All the Pro-

testants or Reformed, concerning whom there was still

any hope, were collected in the middle ; where they

were all ordinated according to their kingdoms in the

world . . . But above, and also around them, were those

who had read the Word, had frequented temples ; but

still had made nothing of the evils of life, loving them-

selves and the world above all things. There was a vast

multitude there. Round about the Middle, where were

the Christians who had been in the good of faith and of

charity, there were black caverns, tending obliquely

into the Hells, which occupied a wide space below

;

where there were Hells beneath Hells. There were

such chasms and gulfs on every side around that middle

—on the eastern, western, southern, and northern sides

;

and also beneath the compass which the Papists had

made around the Reformed. All the interiorly evil

were disposed around the Christian middle ; and they

were brought into those gulfs from every quarter, and

were cast in thither. Thus, into the eastern gulf, [were

cast] those who were collected from the east, who had

been in the love of self, especially in the love of reign-

ing ; nor had any of them known but that faith alone

saves. Into the southern gulf were cast those who had

been skilled in the doctrinals of faith. Into the western

gulf, those who had been in the love of the world. And
into the northern one, those who had been in no under-

standing ; but had merely heard preachings ; and had

received no instruction afterwards. (143) First, the

southern ones were brought ; afterwards the western

ones ; finally the eastern ones. This was done at the

same time as with the Papists. The eastern ones were

brought beyond the northern tract, (144) "When this

had been done, their dwelling-places were vastated and
destroyed. (145) I afterwards saw a vast number of

those who had vaunted faith alone, and yet had] had no

faith, because they had paid no attention to the evils of

their life, both the learned and the unlearned, saying,

that they have the Word and the true doctrine . , .

These, in a multitude, were first brought out into the

west ; and afterwards into the south, on the other side

of the tract. The Babylonians were vastated there, and
even towards the east, and thus further ; and they were

divided and dispersed towards the north . . . (146)

When they were in the southern quarter, there then

went forth near the gulf there a multitude which had
been concealed there from early times ; who in like

manner had said that they had faith ; and that they

were to be saved on account of faith alone ; and yet had

thought nothing about the life. This midtitude then

approached and was commingled with them. (147)

From a certain mountain[land] there was led forth a,

multitude who had led a moral life ; but not in any
religion

;
[but] solely from fear of the law, of the loss of

reputation, of honour, and of gain ; thus without any
Christian -life ; and therefore in so far as they could per-

petrate evils unseen, they had perpetrated them. As
these had not acquired for themselves any communica-

tion with Heaven by a life from religion, they were

brought round to the southern and western quarter,

and were explored as to whether they had any religion

of life ; and, as they had none, they were rejected.

(148) Lastly, came those who had been skilled in the

doctrinals of the Church, and who in like manner had
led a moral life, but not a Christian one . . . These, also,

were cast out from that mountain[land]. (149) All

these, who were divided into three classes, were di-iven

away so far that they did not appear, except as a cloud
;

and Avere dispersed. I was told from Heaven, that they

had been cast down into uninhabited and desert places ;

and thus had been separated, to prevent them from

consociating. (150) This dispersion of the three classes

was made to all the quarters . . . whence they can never

return . . . because all the Knowledge of religion has

been taken away from them . . . (152) The cleansing of

the middle where the Reformed were lasted long ; and
those who were in the Church without haviug the

Church in themselves . . . were cast by turns into the

gulfs around the middle ; and many into deserts.

These cleansings lasted long after the Judgment. . .

(165) I afterwards saw a vast number both sent forth

out of the Heavens, and rising up below, and also left

behind, who were allotted their places, abodes, and
dwelling-places ; in the east, those who were in the clear

good of love and of charity ; to the west, those who were

in the obscure good of love and of charity ; to the south,

those who were in clear truths from good ; to the north,

those who were in obscure truths from good ; all ac-

knowledging the Lord as the God of Heaven and earth.

(166) Many were also brought from the Christian world

wlio had the understanding of trutli, Init not the will of

good. In the beginning such had been accepted by the

good, because they can also speak many truths ; and

with such in the beginning the understanding is illus-

trated, but the will is lulled. Such had lieen collected

on the mountains in tlie western quarter. They bind
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tliemselves with the upright who are in the Ultimate

Heaven [and] secretly cousoeiate themselves

with the evil, and infest the upright, first by reasonings,

and then by arts, until they are conjoined . . . for thus

they prevail against others ... I saw such on a rather

high mountain in the western (juarter towards the north

... I saw such cast down from the mountain, and from

the sides of the mountain ; and a chasm opened beneath,

and swallowed them . . . (See also above, at D.5696.)

(176) Since the Judgment, all the Societies have been

disposed in admirable order according to nations ; the

order was according to the affections in the Heavens,

and according to the cupidities in the Hells . . . (178)

The ordination of the Reformed lasted long after the

Judgment . . . (179) All those were retained in the

Heavens who had the delight of any use . . . and the

acknowledgment of God . . .

[J. Post.] 219. After the Judgment[tlie Solifidians]were

collected who had been dis))ersed among others round

about ; and when they had been collected there came

into their mind the cunning to seduce the upiight

—

that faith alone saves ; and therefore tiie latter com-

plained about them to the Lord ; and then I saw them

recede moi'e and more, until they came to the boundaries

of the Christian world, behind which there were deserts

. . . (Their life there des.

)

251. See Jew, here.

352. On the Last Judgment. (Nine propositions.)

-. That a Last Judgment has been effected three

times.

^. That a Last Judgment lias been etfected and

is effected l)y the Lord from piinics through ulti-

mates.
•. That the Last Judgment could not have been

effected the second time, unless the Lord Himself had

(Come into the world . . .

". That unless the Lord had glorified His Human
... no Last Judgment could liave been effected at this

<lay.

^ That after a Last Judgment a new Church is

always instaurated . . .

*. That it is therefore foretold in the Apocalypse

that the New Jerusalem will descend from Heaven after

the Last Judgment, by which is meant the New
Church.

^. That no one is received into this Church . . .

except him who acknowledges God as one both in

Person and in Essence, in whom is the Trinity, thus

the Lord ; and unless by some combat he removes and

shuns evils as sins against the Divine laws.

Coro. 10. That after this consummation . . . the

Lord Jehovih appears, and effects a Judgment upon

the men of the former Church, and separates the good

from the evil . . . Gen. art.

. Every man is indeed judged after death ; but

at tlie end of [each Church] all are collected, and a

general Judgment is effected upon them ; and this to

the end that they may be conjoined in heavenly order
;

which is etlected by the ordination of the faithful into

a new Heaven, and of the unfaithful into a new Hell

beneath it.

II. The Judgment which is the last of every Church,

is not effected in the natural world, but in the Spiritual

World . . .

12. The Judgment which is effected upon all from

the past Church, is effected to the end that the good
may be separated from the evil, both generally and
singularly ; and in ordei- that the good may be elevated

into Heaven, and the evil cast down into Hell. (Other

reasons given.) Such a Judgment was effected in the

year 1757, upon the men of the modern Christian

Church . . . 20"''. 21*.

34. The fifth state of (the Most Ancient) Cliurch,

was the separation of the good from the evil, which was
the Last Judgment upon all who had been of that

Cliurch. Gen. ait.

36. Thus, in this Earth, there have come forth four

Last Judgments upon its inhabitants ; and from them
four Heavens and Hells . . . All these Heavens have

been described in the work concerning Conjugial

Love . . .

Last Judgment, On the. De Ultimo

Judicio, et de Babylonia Destructa.

H. 229. The Work referred to. 482". soSl 5596.

5872. N.il 2. 8. 172^

L. Pref. 62^. P. 27. 264^ R. Pref. 716, (The Work
sent to the Englisli Bishops and Lords). 769. T. 115,

D-5908. 5946. J. (Post.) 1 25.

Last Judgment, Continuation of
the. Couiintiatio de Ultimo Judicio.

L. Pref. The Work referred to. F.64-. W.386e.

P.27. 2556. R.173, 865. M. 396., etc.

Last Judgment, On the. De Ultimo

Judicio. {Posthuvious).

J.(Post.) 104. The date of this AVork indicated. 122.

125. 239. 262.

Latchet. Corrigia.

A. 1748. 'If from a string even to a latchet of a

shoe' (Gen. xiv. 23) = all things which were unclean

natural and corporeal. Ex. . . By 'the string of a shoe'

is signified what is false ; and by 'the latchet of a shoe,'

what is evil ; and this the lowest of all, because it is in

the diminutive.

^. This was meant by John the Baptist, when he

said, 'There cometh One stronger than I ; the latchet

of Whose shoes I am not worthy to unloose.

'

Late. Serotinus. E.3769. 644". '^^. ^.

Latent. See under Hidden, To lie.

Lateral. See under SiDE-/<a'/z/.r.

Lateran. Lateraneusis. R.7762.

Latin. Latinus.

D. 5030. Masses said in the Latin language. 52 1 8.

5561. In Heaven they have the Word, and other

books ; and in the Spiritual Heaven the w-riting is in

. . . Roman letters . . . 5579. 5602. D.Min.483oe.

De Dom. r. A revelation has been made by the Lord
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concerning Heaven and Hell ; concerning the Last

Judgment . . . concerning the spiritual sense of the

Word . . . and concerning the state of man after death
;

and this fully and manifestly, so that anyone who
understands the Latin language may know . . .

Lattice. Cancelli. A.33913. M.375.

Lattice. Trajisenna.

L. 37^. (The phrase jy^r transennam occurs.) 45.

R.611''. M.132*. I.ii2. Ad.41. D.Loveiye. Can. God
iii.io.

T. 17*. (The phrase per tarn subtiks transennas

occurs.)

Laugh. Cachijinare.

Loud laughter. Cachinmis.

M. 79''. Many in the crowd laughed aloud, mocked
at, and jested . . .

240^ They will perhaps laugh at the mention of love

truly conjugial.

T. 16°. On seeing this portent, the bystanders

laughed with a loud laugh.

80*, He replied, with a loud laugh . . .

172". For who does not laugh at three gods ?

562-. They fled away ; some laughing and uttering

peals of laughter . . .

Laugh. Ridere.

Laughter. Risus.

A. 1 726-. In their vernal flower and smile.

2072. '(Abraham) laughed' (Gen.xvii. I7) = the affec-

tion of truth ; as may l)e evident from the origin and
essence of laughter. Its origin is notliing else than the

affection of truth, or the affection of falsity. Hence
come hilarity and gladness, which put themselves forth

in the face by means of laughter. Hence it is evident

that the essence of laughter is nothing else. Laughter,

indeed, is a something external, which is of the body,

because of the face ; but in the Word interior things are

expressed and signified by means of exterior ones , . .

thus the affection of truth by laughter. In the Rational

of man there is truth, which is the chief thing. There

is also the affection of good in it ; but this affection is

in the affection of truth itself, as its soul. The affection

of good which is in the Rational does not put itself forth

by laughter ; but by a certain joy ; and by a deriva-

tive delight of pleasure which does not laugh
; for in

laughter there is commonly something which is not so

good . . .

^ That 'laughter' here = the affection of truth,

may be evident from the fact that it is here mentioned
that Abraham laughed ; and in like manner Sarah,

both before Isaac was born, and also after he was l)orn
;

and also from Isaac's having been named from laughter
;

for 'Isaac' means laughter. 111.

2083. Because 'laughter,' in the internal sense, = the

affection of truth, which is of the Rational . . . thus,

here, the Divine Rational.

2139. That the human rational truth with the Lord
did not perceive it, thus did not believe, is signified by

the laughter of Sarah at tli^ door of the tent, which
was behind him.

2202. 'Sarah laughed within herself (Gen.xviii.l2) =
the affection of truth of that Rational, that it should be

so. ' To laugh, ' or ' laughter, ' = the affection of truth.

2207. 'Why did Sarah laugh at this ?
' (ver. I3)= the

thought of rational truth from its affection. 'To

laugh,' or ' laughter '= the affection which is of truth.

2215. 'Sarah denied, saying, I did not laugh, because

she was afraid' (ver. 15)= that human rational truth

wanted to excuse itself . . .

2216. 'He said, Nay, but thou didst laugh' (id.) =
that still it was such. . . How these things are circum-

stanced, may be evident from those things which have

been said above concerning the signification of 'to

laugh,' or of 'laughter ;' namely, that it is an affection

of the Rational ; and in fact the affection of truth or of

falsity in the Rational. Thence is all laughter. So
long as there is such an affection in the Rational as puts

itself forth in laughter, so long there is something

corporeal and worldly, thus merely human. Celestial

good and spiritual good does not laugh ; but it brings

out its delight and cheerfulness in the face, speech, and

gesture, in a different way. For there are very many
things in laughter ; as, for the most part, something of

contempt ; which, although it does not appear, still lies

hidden ; and it easily distinguishes itself from that

cheerfulness of the lower mind, which also produces

something like laughter. The state of the human
Rational with the Lord is described by Sarah's laughing

;

and by it there is signified with what affection the

truth of the Rational—at that time separated from good

—regarded that which was said
;
[namely] that it was

to be put off, and the Divine put on ; not that it

laughed ; but that it perceived from the Divine of what
quality it still was, and how much of the human there

was still in it that had to be expelled. This is signified,

in the internal sense, by the laughter of Sarah.

2640. '(Sarah said) God hath made me laugh' (Gen.

xxi.6)=:the affection of celestial truth. ' Laughter'

=

the affection of truth.

2641. 'Everyone who heareth sliall laugh to me' (id.)

= that all things there will have affection.

e_ That 'to laugh '=: to be affected with truth ;

or to have the affection of truth. Refs.

2658. 'Laughter,' from which Isaac was named, =the
affection of truth, or the good of truth.

3392. 'Behold Isaac laughing with Rebekah his

woman' (Gen.xxvi.8) = that Divine good was presenb in

Divine truth ; or that Divine good was adjoined to

Divine truth. . . 'To laugh '= the love or affection of

truth.

81 13. The Spirits of Jupiter . . . disposed the face to

be smiling and cheerful.

8246. They were pleased with the faces . . . which

were cheerful and smiling.

8247. The reason they were pleased with the smiling

and cheerful faces, was that in their Earth the faces of

almost all are such ; and this because they have no

solicitude about future things, nor have they worldly

cares.

M
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[A. 8247.] Even if, with those who are not good, there

is cheerfulness and laughter iu the face, it is in the exter-

nal skin ; and not in the fibres from the internal.

9278*. He laughs at everything of the Church . . .

H. 489^. Hence all things before their eyes as it were

laugh, play, and are alive.

W. 416''. It can then laugh at those things.

R. 42 le. In their hearts they have laughed at the

holy things of the Church.

M. 5. In a smile of cheerfulness.

lo''. The Angels . . . smiled.

562. At this they all laughed, and said . . .

79^ At this our host laughed most heartily-to<o

pectore.

137-. (The Angels) smiled pleasantly.

207. In (the cry) there was something of laughter
;

and in this something of indignation ; and in this some-

thing of sadness. T.694.

^. At this, the three new-comers said, smiling . . .

380^ He then listened, but smiling. T.35*.

B. 93^. At this they laughed.

T. 16^. On seeing this portent, the bystanders laughed

with a loud laugh.

I7"-^. At this they laughed, .saying, You are joking.

80^. I could no longer restrain my laughter.

147^. Then, sometimes they laugh at those things.

381^. When a hypocritical preaclier returns home, he

laughs at all the things ... he has said.

D. 2801^. Some of the Spirits laugh at such things

. . . they laugh that they are so ; and they laugh

because it is said that the last times are at hand.

2957^. The Spirits . . . laughed through me.

4140. From whatever affection they are thinking ; as

from ... a laugh ... in that thing there may lie

hidden many things which are simultaneously in it, or

present with it . . .

52 1
3-. A place where were those who were laughing

together.

E. 388*^^. ' At wasteness and famine thou shalt laugh.

'

Ex.

837^". They laugh when tliey hear . . .

5 M. 8. The Angels with a smile-suhrldente ore-asked

them.

Laurel, A. Laiirea, Laimis.

Laurel, Of. Laurens.

Laurel wreath. Laurea.

Laureate. Laureatus.

A. 1974. Laurel garlands, seen.

2296. Laurel espaliers, seen. H.337.

H. 520«. The ways which lead to the Spiritual King-

dom appear adorned with vineyards and laurels . . .

because vineyards and laurels correspond to the affection

of truth, and its uses.

R. 606. Decorated with the laurel of the tutorship.

875^. I saw a garden . . . where were olives, vines,

figs, laurels, and palms ; set in order according to

correspondence.

^. I walked in the garden, and saw some sitting

under a certain laurel, eating figs . . .

M. 10. Nine men, each wearing a laurel wreath, the

glory of his reputation . . . The Angel addressed the

nine laureates . . .

17'*. The quicker boys receive some leaves of laurel as

a prize.

56. An avenue of palms and laurels, (which) termin-

ated in a garden, in the midst of which was the Temple
of Wisdom.

77. We entered the Heaven (of the Copper Age) on
the southern side ; and there was there a magnificent

grove of palms and laurels.

136®. To those who were at the east, the Angel gave
laurel wreaths, in which were rubies and sapphires.

182^. Then the laureates . . . asked. What is new
from the earth ?

183. There appeared in the eastern quarter a grove of

palms and laurels, set in spiral gyres (which led into

the garden Adramandoni).

461^. This wreath (which consisted of a garland of

flowers) is given you, liecause from childhood you have

meditated about Heaven and Hell.

I. 19. I saw three men like laureates . . .

T. 58^. Daphne turned into a laurel.

335. I observed a number of Spirits, whose heads

were encircled with leaves of laurel, and who were

clothed in flowered robes ; which signified that they

were Spirits who in the natural world had been re-

noAvned for the reputation of erudition.

815®. Those who, from modem orthodoxy, teach

concerning faith, appear to the Angels as if wearing a

wreath made of the leaves of the bay-oak-aest'?(/i ;

whereas tliose who teach from the Word concerning

charity and its works, appear to the Angels as if adorned

with a wreath woven of the odoriferous leaves of the

laurel.

Laver. Labnan.
See Lip.

A. 3147^ See LAVEii-toracriww, here.

82i5<^. By the ten lavers, or 'bases' (near the temple

of Solomon) (i Kings vii. 30-33) were signified receptacles

of the truth by means of which man is purified and re-

generated.

ioi7Sa. By the laver and the washing (Ex.xxx.) is

signified purification from evils the first in all worship.

10235. 'Thou shalt make a laver of brass' (ver.i8)=
the good of the Natural of man, in which is purification.

(For) 'the laver,' in which was water for washing, = the

Natural of man. (See Wash, here.)

*. The reason 'the laver' = the Natural, is that

by the washing therein is signified purification from

evils ; and purification from evils is ett'ected in the

Natural ; and besides, by vessels in general are signified

those things which are of the natural man. . . It may
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seem strange that by 'the laver' is signified the Xatiiral

of man ; but it is to be known that in the internal sense

it here treats of purification from evils ; and man is

that which is purified. Hence it follows that something

of man is signified by that in wliich the wasliing took

place . . . and the reason that this is the Natural, is

that purification is effected therein.

*. As by 'the laver' is signified the Natural of

man ; by the waters in the laver, the truths which are

of faith ; and by the washing, purification from evils

;

it may thence be known what was signified liy the

brazen sea near the temple ; and also by the twelve

oxen which bore it : and in like manner what by the

other ten lavers which were also placed near the temple

;

and by the lions there, the oxen, and the cherulis ; and

also by the wheels as of a chariot beneath them. (See

Sea, here.)
s. This vessel, or this laver, is called 'a sea,'

because by 'a sea' is signified the Scientific in general ;

and all the Scientific is of the natural man . . . The

reason why this laver was 'according to the laver of a

cup,' was that by 'a cup' ... is also signified the

Scientific which is of the natural or sensuous man ; by

'the twelve oxen' were signified all the goods of the

natural and sensuous man in the complex, because they

were in }>lace of bases ; and by 'a base' is signified that

which is the ultimate, and supports . . . The reason they

looked to all the quarters of the world, was that the

good of the Natural of man is the receptacle of all things

which inflow from the world ; botli tliose which relate

to goods, and those which relate to truths. Its diameter

often cubits signified what is full ; and its circumference

of thirty cubits signified a plenary complex. The 'two

thousand baths' signified the conjunction of good and

truth ; tlms purification and regeneration . . . That the

brazen sea was placed 'on the right shoulder [of the

house] towards the east overagainst the south,' signified

towards tlie Lord ; for the Lord is the east. 'The

house,' or temple, = Heaven and the Church where is

the Lord. (Thus) 'the brazen sea,' consequently 'the

laver ' = the Natural of man, in which is purification.

10236. (For) 'the base' of the laver in which was the

water for washing= the ultimate of the Natural, wliicli

is called the Sensuous.

10237. The reason the laver was placed 'between the

Tent of the Assembly and the altar' (id.), and the reason

Aaron and his sons there washed their hands and feet,

was that there might be represented the purification of

the heart, and regeneration, which in its essence is the

conjunction of truth and good . . . This conjunction is

effected through the truths of faith . . . and this is

meant by man's being regenerated 'by water and the

spirit' . . .

10275. '(Thou shalt anoint with it) the laver and its

base' (ver.28) = all things which belong to purification

from evils and falsities, and to regeneration liy the Lord.

. . . 'The laver,' in which was the washing, =the Purifi-

catorium from evils and falsities ; and also the Regenera-

torium.

10345. '(They shall make) the laver, and its base'

(Ex.xxxi.9)= a representative of purification and regen-

eration ; and of the Natural; (for) the washing wliich was

effected by the water in the laver, = a representative of

purification and regeneration; and 'the laver ' = the

Natural of man.

E. 600-1. The reason Solomon placed lavers ; 'five

near the shoulder of the house on the right,' and 'five

near the shoulder of the house on its left
;

' but the

brazen sea 'on the right shoulder of the house towards

the east overagainst the south, ' was that ' the house, ' or

temple, represented Heaven and the Church ; 'the

lavers,' purifications from falsities and evils, and thus

preparations to enter into Heaven and into the Church
;

and 'the right shoulder of the house,' the south in the

Heavens, where Divine truth is in its light ; and its

'left shoulder,' the north, where Divine truth is in it.

shade. Thus by those 'ten lavers' were signified all

things of purification, and all who are being purified
;

and by the five on this shoulder and on the other were

signified those, or that kind of men, with whom Divine

truth is in its light, and those with Avhom it is in its

shade . . . But 'the brazen sea' represented a general

Purificatorium ; and the reason this was placed (as it

was) was because the Divine truth which purifies pro-

ceeds from the Lord's Divine love . , .

Laver. Lavaa-um.

See WASH-^a rare.

A. 2162^^. Hence their lavers were of brass . . . be-

cause 'brass' represented the good of external worship,

which is the same as natural good.

3147". The lavers, which were of brass, were placeil

outside the temple ; namely, the brazen sea, and the ten

brazen lavers, and the laver of brass from which Aaron

and his sons washed themselves ... by which was sig-

nified that external or natural things alone were being

purified ; and unless these are purified—that is, unless

the things which are of the love of self and of the world

are removed—internal things . . . can never inflow.

T. 685-. Hence it is that baptism ... is called tlie

Laver of Regeneration.

Law. Lex.

See under JuiusnicTiox-Jws.

A. 36®. 'The Law and the Prophets' (Matt.xxii,40)

= the universal doctrine of faith ; and the whole Word.

203 7 «. 2049^.

162. All the laws of truth and right flow from celestial

principles (or beginnings) ; or from the order of life of

the celestial man ... so, principally, does the law of

marriages descend [therefrom] . . . The law of marriages

thence derived, is that there shall be one husband and

one wife . . . This law was not only revealed to the men

of the Most Ancient Church, but was also inscribed on

their internal man . . .

266. As every law, and every precept, comes forth

from the Celestial and the Spiritual, as from its true

beginning, it follows that this law, which is of marriages,

does so also . . .

548. The laws of this Kingdom are eternal Truths,

which are all founded on that one only law, that they

shall love the Lord above all things, and tlie neighbour

as themselves, io38\ 1728. i775- 5^261 H.406.
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[A.] 1 121. (The sons of tlie Most Ancient Church) said

that they had the law inscribed on themselves, because

they were in love to the Lord, and in love toAvards the

neighbour ; for in that case whatever the laws dictated

was according to their perception ; and whatever the

laws forbade was contrary to their })erception : and they

did not doubt but that all human laws—as is the case

with the Divine ones—are founded in love to the Lord

and charity towards the neighbour, and regard it as their

fundamental , . , They also believe tliat all who live in

the world at tliis day who love the Lord and the neigh-

bour, also have the law inscribed on themselves . . ,

1361. It is a general law of representation, that . . .

1857^ A universal law of order . . .

1861^^. When the Law was being promulgated . . .

19376. Hence is a universal law, that . . .

2015^. 'So that there is no law' (Lam. ii. 9)= nothing

of the doctrine of faith.

^''. All the laws of order by which the Lord

governs the universe as a King, are truths ; but all the

laws by which He governs it as a Priest—and by which

He also rules the truths themselves—are goods . . .

2121. It is according to the laws of order, that . . .

2235. What is right is wdiat is judged from the law
;

and thus from what is just of the law . . .

2447. From the laws of order as to truth. Sig. and
Ex.

-. When a man separates himself from good, he
then casts himself into the laws of order which are of

truth separated from good ; and which are such that

they condemn . . .

6. For all the laws of order are from the Divine

Itself, the Divine Human, and the proceeding Holy of

the Lord.

2567^. All these laws originate from the laws of truth

and good in Heaven ; and, in the internal sense, they
have relation to these . . .

2606. The Word of the Old Testament was formerly

called 'the Law and the Prophets.' By 'the Law' were
meant all the historical books. Enum.

2748. I asked them if they did not fear the laws . . .

2768^. For he wdio separates himself from the laws of

Divine order—all of which are of good and the deriva-

tive truth—casts himself into laws opposite to DiAane
order, which are of evil and falsity, and thence of

punishments and tortures.

2826^ 'The law of Truth' (Mal.ii.6) = the truth of

(good).

2876. It is an eternal law, that . . ,

3382. 'He hath observed ]\Iy observances. My pre-

cepts, Jly statutes, and ^ly laws' (Gen.xxvi.5) = through
continual revelations from Himself . . .

' Laws ' = all

things (of the Word) in special.

". For to observe . . . laws, etc. is not predicable

of the Lord ; because He Himself was the Word ; con-

sequently, He Himself. . . was the law'. . . Therefore

by the above words, in the supreme sense, nothing else

can be signified than the unition of the Divine of the
Lord with the Human through continual revelations from
Himself.

^. That ' laws ' = all things of the Word in special,

in the genuine sense. 111.

3540^. As all the laws—even the civil and public

ones—which are in the Word, have a correspondence

with the laws of good and truth which are in Heaven . . .

3654^. 'The law written on the heart' (Jer.xxxi.33)

= the derivative perception of good and truth ; and also

conscience.

3693®. In this law, as in the rest, there is what ia

representative and significative of the Divine law which
is of good and truth in the Lord's Kingdom. ^.

3703^^. In the representative Chvirches there were

many laws which had their Divine thence. III.

^'. (As) the laws of marriages . . . The laws of

inheritances . . . The laws concerning the allowed and
the forbidden degrees . . .

3974. The law concerning the [Hebrew] servants.

Ex. 41 136.

4167-. The fear of the law, etc. (as a motive). 5135^.

(See vmder Bind-Whcm-c.)

4197^ This command ... is founded on the Divine

law, that . . , These are the things upon which that law

is founded ; although, in the external form, it appears

to be founded on the civil state ; but the one is not con-

trary to the other . . .

4281^. In order that the representative of a Church

might come forth with them, there were given them,

through manifest revelation, such statutes and such laws

as were entirel}'^ representative ; and therefore so long as

they . . . strictly observed them, they could represent
;

but when they turned aside ... to the statutes and laws

of other nations . . . they deprived themselves of the

faculty of representing.

4335'*. This law was delivered because (of its signifi-

cation).

4434'". The laws concerning marriages delivered in

the Old Testament, in like manner have a correspond-

ence to the laws of the heavenly marriage. 111.

4444^. That this same law was known to the

Ancients . . .

. (Thus Dinah's brothers) did not act from the

law, thus not from good ; but against the law, and

therefore from evil.

^. For the statutes, judgments, and laws, which

were given to the Israelitish . . . nation were not new
;

but were such as there had been before in the Ancient

Church, and in the second Ancient Church , . . 4449^.

4503^^ The reason these laws were delivered (was on

account of the signification).

4835^. The quality of the levirate law . . .

*. When representatives ceased . . . that law was

abolished.

4859^. Moses represented the Word which is called

'the Law.'

4952^. Unless the laws had withstood them . . .

5002^. Unless there were laws which united . . .

society would be entirely dissipated.

5127. From a law of order. Sig. and Ex.

2_ That it is a law of order that lower or exterior

things must serve higher or interior ones . . .
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51356. For as all the laws (of the Jewish Church)

derived their origin from the Spiritual "World, they

correspond to the laws of order which are in Heaven.

53232. The Royal was to (kings then) the law; which,

being from Divine truth, was to be adored in the king

. . . Thus the king himself attributed to himself nothing

of the Royal except the guardianship of the law . . .

knowing that adoration from any other source than the

law . . . was idolatry. The Royal is Divine truth

. . . consequently, the Royal is the law ; which, in

itself, is the truth of the kingdom, according to which

they must live.

54 1
3^. It is a general law, that . . .

5759. This law is of judgment from truth.

5764. Such a law has been derived from Hell.

5828^. The universal law, that influx accommodates

itself to efflux.

5886''. The law of the female captives. Ex. ^.

5922^ Moses (in this) represented the Law ; that is,

the Historical Word ... By 'the Law' are meant his

books together with the other historical ones . . . and

therefore when the "Word is called 'the Law and the

Prophets,' by 'the Law' is meant the Historical

Word . . .

607 1^. The laws in kingdoms are from the king ; but

not the evils of penalty.

6435'-. As such things were signified (by mountains)

. . , the Law was promulgated upon Mount Sinai.

6559. It is a law in the other life, that , . .

6632^. 'The Law and the Prophets' are the Word in

each and all things.

6705. Hence the doctrine of their Church contained

the laws of life.

'^. Everyone . , . either explains or changes the

laws of doctrine in his own favour.

6714. (In Ex.ii.) in the sujn-eme sense, it treats of

the Lord, how as to the Human He was made the Law
Divine. Moses represents tlie Lord as to the Law
Divine, which is the Word,

6718. The first of birth of tlie Law Divine in the

Lord's Human. Sig.

6719. The Law Divine in its own origin. Sig.

6723^. As it was provided that Moses should represent

the Lord as to the Law Divine, or the Word ... he was

placed in a little ark, but in a mean one, because it was

at its first birth . . . But afterwards, when it had shone

forth from ]\Iount Sinai, it was jilaced in an Ark which

was called the Ark of the Testimony. That the Law
Divine was placed within the Ark. 111.

•*. Hence the Ark was most holy, because it repre-

sented the Loi'd's Divine Human as to the Divine Law ;

for from the Lord's Divine Human proceeds the Divine

Law, or the Divine truth, which is the same as 'the

Word' in John i. 6725.

6744. Closes . . . = tlie Law Divine in its origin ; in

the supreme sense, with the Lord when He was making

His Human to be the Law Divine ; and, in the relative

sense, with man . . . when he is being initiated into

truth Divine. 6752.

6752. What the Law Divine is . . . The Law Divine,

in a wide sense, signifies the whole Word ; in a less

wide one, it signifies the Historical AVord ; in a con-

fined one, that which was written through Moses ; and

in the most confined one, the ten precepts inscribed on

stone tables upon Mount Sinai. (All these diff"erent

senses of the 'Divine Law' iU.

)

^. As Moses represented the Law, he was allowed

to enter to the Lord on Mount Sinai ; and not only to

receive there the tables of the Law, but also to hear the

statutes and judgments of the Law . . .

8. Tlie radiation from his faces signified the in-

ternal of the Law ; for this is in the light of Heaven,

and is therefore called ' glory ; ' and ' the covering ' signi-

fied the external of the Law.

6766^. It has treated . . . concerning the beginnings

of the Law Divine in the Lord's Human : it now treats

of the progress of that Law. But, in the internal sense,

it treats of the progress of Divine truth with the man

who is being regenerated . . . 6772.

6780. Aid from the truths which are of the Law from

the Divine. Sig.

67892. The truth which is of the Law from the Divine

is the truth of the Internal Church.

6804^. 'To put the law in the midst of them ; and to

write it upon tlieir heart '= to endow with faith and

charity.

6827. That the Law from the Divine was instructing

those who were in the truth of simple good. Sig.

and Ex.

. Moses— the Lord as to the Law Divine ; in the

beginning, as to truth which is of the Law from the

Divine ; but here, as to the Law from the Divine. So

may be named the degrees of progression in the Lord

before He became the Law Divine itself as to the

Human.

6940. (In Ex.iv.) it treats of the Law Divine,—that

trutli was adjoined to its good . . . ]\Ioses represents tlw;

Law Divine as to good ; and Aaron, as to trutli.

6943. Thought from the Law Divine. Sig. and Ex.

7089. 'Moses and Aaron'= the Divine Law, and the

doctrine thence.

. By the Divine Law which Moses represents, is

meant the AVord such as it is in its internal sense, thus

such as it is in the Heavens.

. The ten precepts, which, in special, are called

' the law,'

7104. That their Divine Law and doctrine will not

exempt them from grievous things. Sig.

7158. Thought concerning the Divine Law and the

derivative doctrine. Sig,

7164. Complaint from the Law Divine. Sig.

7166. When yet the Law proceeding from the Divine

seems to say otherwise. Sig. and Ex.

. For the Law from the Divhie is the law of

order ; and the law of order concerning those who are in

a state of infestations is . . .

7167. AVhen the command from the things which are

of tlie Law Di\-ine appeared to those who are in falsities.

Sisj. and Ex.
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[A.7167P. (For) 'the name of Jehovah '= everything of

faith and charity from which tlie Lord is worshipped,

tlius everything which is of the Law Divine ; for the

Law Divine is notliing else than that which is of charity

and faitli ; for tlie Law Divine is truth Divine proceed-

ing from the Lord ; and that which proceeds from the

Lord is Divine good and tmtli . . .

7186. Instruction concennng the Law Divine. Sig.

and Ex.

. Divine order is no other ; lience neither is the

Law Divine any other ; for every law Divine is of order
;

insomuch, that wliether you say the Law Divine, or a

law of Divine order, it is tlie same.
-. Those of tlie Spiritual Church are now in-

structed concerning this Law, and that they will certainly

be delivered b}' means of it . . . Moses here represents

the Law Divine, such as it is with those who are of the

Spiritual Church when they are in a state of infesta-

tions . . .

7201. That the Law Divine will give those of the

Lord's Spiritual Kingdom to ap[iereeive. Sig.

7206. Tliese truths Divine are nothing else than the
laws of order from the Lord's Divine Human ; for all

order is from Him ; thus all the laws of order. Accord-
ing to these laws is the whole Heaven, consequently also

the universe. The laws of order, or the truths, which
proceed from the Lord . . . are what are called 'the

AVord by which all things were made' . . .

7215. Exhortation by the Law Divine to those who
are of the Lord's Spiritual Kingdom. Sig.

7222. The Law from the Divine and the derivative

thought. Sig.

7226. Instruction anew from the Law Divine, and at

the same time from doctrine. Sig.

^. The quality of the ditference between the Law
Divine, and dcK'trine. Refs.

723 1
e. The Internal of the Cliurch is called Law from

the Divine ; and the External, doctrine thence. The
Law from the Divine, which is the Internal of the
Church, is also the Word in the internal sense . . .

7244. Thoiight concerning the Law Divine with those

who are in falsities. Sig.

®. Here, that the Law Divine is impure to those

who are in falsities.

72626. 'The Law and the Prophets' are the whole
AVord. 93836. 984 1^ T.287. E.797*. 888^.

7268. The Law Divine, and its power over those who
are in falsities. Sig.

^. Because Moses represented the Divine Law,
which is Divine truth, and is called 'the Word.'

7270. Immediate Divine influx into the Divine Law.
Sig.

7284. The state and quality of the Law from the

Divine (then with them). Sig. and Ex.

7291. The influx and communication of the Law
Divine . . . with doctrine. Sig.

6. Because the Law Divine is internal truth, and
doctrine is external ti'uth.

7296. • Wizards '= those who pervert . . . the laws of

order.

7381. The influx of the internal law into the external

law. Sig. . . The doctrine of good and truth, which

Aaron represents, is nothing else than the external law,

which comes forth from the internal law, that is, through

the internal law from the Divine. . . The internal law is

truth Divine itself, such as is in Heaven ; and the ex-

ternal law is truth Divine such as is on earth : thus the

internal law is truth accommodated to the Angels ; and
the external law is truth accommodated to men . . . The
(former) truth is for the most part incomprehensible to

men . . . (whereas) the ideas of interior thought with

men, although they are above material things, still are

terminated in material things ; and where they are termin-

ated there they appear to be . . . Hence it is evident how
the case is with the truth of faith ; and of what quality

is that which falls into the thought of man ; and which
is called the external law, and is represented by 'Aaron.'

Exam p.

6_ Yvom this example, it may in some measure be

evident of what quality is internal truth, or truth ac-

commodated to the Angels, which is called the internal

law ; and of what quality is external truth, or truth

accommodated to men, which is called the external

law.

7390. The presence of the Law Divine. Sig. 7451.

7416. The influx of the internal law into the external

law. Sig.

7463-. The reason the Law Divine is the same as truth

Divine, is that the Law Divine = the Word, and thus

truth Divine. That 'the Law '= the Word, and thus

truth Divine. 111.

. ' Written in the law ' (John x. 34) = in the Word
;

for it is WTitten in David.

*. That 'the law,' in a wide sense, = the whole

Word ; in a less Avide sense, the historical Word ; in a

still less wide sense, the Word which was written through

Moses ; and in a confined sense, the precepts of the deca-

logue. Ref.

7634. By Moses is represented the Law Divine, which

is the Divine ti'uth proceeding from the Divine good of

the Lord ; thus it is Divine truth to which Divine good

is united ; from which is the Church.

7721. By the presence of the Law Divine with the

infesters, is meant that they perceived whence the

plagues were coming.

7995. The laws of order for those who have been de-

livered from damnation and infestations. Sig.

. It is to be known that all the statutes which

were commanded to the sons of Israel, were laws of order

in the external form ; but those things which they re-

presented and signified, were laws of order in the internal

form. The laws of order are truths which are from

good. The complex of all the laws of order, is the

Divine truth proceeding from the Divine good of the

Lord . . .

8013. 'One law shall be' (Ex.xii.49) = that there is a

like right . . .

8068. 'That the law of Jehovah may be in thy

mouth' (Ex.xiii.9)= that the Divine truth may be in

everything which proceeds from . . . the understanding

and the will.
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8080"*. The law of the redemption of the first-born of

men , . .

8118^. As the laws of charity and of conscience which
had been inscribed on their hearts ceased, it was neces-

sary to enact laws to restrain violence.

8223. That the evil which is intended for others re-

lapses upon themselves . . . originates from the law of

Divine order : 'Do not to another except what thon

wantest others should do to thee.' From this law,

which, in the Spiritual World, is constant and perpetual,

have originated the laws of retaliation. 111.

^. But with that law in the other life, the case,

further, is this. Ex. . . And as it is from a law of order,

that evil relapses upon those who intend evil . . . the}'

rush in. . . The good who are in the Heavens ... do not

resist evil ; for the laws of order defend and protect

what is good and true . . .

®. (Thus) the law of retaliation . . . was not ab-

rogated by the Lord ; but was explained . . . that the

law of order itself which protects what is good, does it

from itself, through the evil.

8420. 'Whether he walks in My law' (Ex.xvi.4):=

whether they can live the life of truth and good. . .

'The law ' = the Word ; and as it= the Word, it= Divine

truth ; thus also the doctrine of good and truth. Hence
by 'to walk in the law of Jehovah' is signified to live

the life of truth and good according to doctrine.

8513. 'How long do ye refuse to keep My precepts

and My laws ?
' (ver.28) =that were not acting according

to Divine order. Ex.

8581. 'Horeb'= the Law Divine.

^. The reason water was not given to the people

from any other rock than from that in Horeb, is that by

'Horeb' is signified the Law Divine. The reason the

Law Divine is signified by ' Horeb, ' is that the Law was

promulgated there ; and the faith which is from the

Lord is from the Law Divine ; that is, from the Word
;

for by that the Lord teaches what faith is ; and also

gives faith.

86586. To this state comes the man of the Church
after he has undergone temptations ; and before the Law
Divine is inscribed on hearts.

8695. ' I make known the judgments of God, and His

laws' (Ex.xviii. i6) = that thence they are taught what
is true and what is good. . .

' Judgments '=truths ; and
' laws '= the truths of good. The reason ' laws ':= the

truths of good, is that 'the law' in a wide senses the

whole Word ; in a less wide one, the Historical Word
;

in a confined sense, the Word which was written through

Moses ; and in the most confined sense, the ten precepts

of the decalogue.

8706. 'Thou shalt teach them the statutes and the

laws' (ver.2o) = that from the truth which is immedi-

ately from the Lord are the external and internal goods

and truths of the Church. . . ' Statutes ' = the external

goods and truths of the Church ; and ' laws ':= the in-

tr-rnal goods and truths of the Church.

8753-. The reason Mount Sinai = these things, is that

the Law was promulgated thence by the Lord ; and the

Law is Divine truth from Divine good ; and also is the

truth of faith from good. Refs. 8817.

8904. 'Thou shalt not commit adultery '= . . . that

the laws of order are not to be inverted. Ex.

8972". The laws which were delivered and commanded
by the Lord to the sons of Israel were distinguished into

precepts, judgments, and statutes. (Continued under
Judge.

)

*. All laws, in so far as they were of a Represen-

tative Church, were called in general 'judgments,' and
'statutes.' 111.

8981-. The law from which this statute flows, is

that . . .

8999. That which is contrary to the laws of Divine

order. Sig.

. The laws of Divine order are truths in Heaven
;

for Divine order is from the Divine truth which proceeds

from the Lord.

9026^. Therefore such things were . . . commanded as

do not avail as laws since the internals of the Church
have been opened . . .

9049". For the laws of order in the other life are not

learned fi'om books, and thence stored up in the memory,

as with men in the world ; but they are inscribed on

hearts ; the laws of evil in the hearts of the evil ; and

the laws of good in the hearts of the good . . ,

'. The law of order from which these things (of

retaliation) flow, is . . . 'All things whatever that ye

would men should do to you, so do ye also to them ; this

is the Law and the Prophets' (Matt.vii. 12). Order is

from the Divine truth which proceeds from the Lord ;

the laws of order are truths from good in Heaven ; and

truths separated from good in Hell . . .

*. The law which is called the law of the right of

retaliation. Quoted and Ex.

9182. Whence came the law concerning illegitimate

conjunction . . , All the laws delivered to the sons of

Israel have their causes in Heaven, and derive their

origin from the laws of order there. The laws of order

in Heaven are all from the Divine truth and good which

proceed from the Lord : hence they are the laws of the

good of love, and of the truth of faith.

921 1. From this law concerning interest and usury it

can be seen how the case is with the laws which are

called 'judgments' . . . namely, that they ceased together

with the sacrifices . . . The interiors of this law are,

tliat . . .

e. But let men beware lest they believe to be

abrogated the laws of life, such as are in the decalogue,

and ^jas.s/w elsewhere in the Old Testament ; for these

laws have been confirmed in both an internal and an

external form ; for the reason that thej^ cannot be

separated.

9290. 'As I have commanded tliee' = according to the

laws of order.

9301. This is the heavenly arcanum from which this

law (respecting the seething of a kid) flows ; for all the

laws, and all the judgments and statutes, which were

given to the sons of Israel, contain arcana of Heaven

;

with which they also correspond.

9349. It has treated in Ex. xx.xxi.xxii.xxiii. concern-

ing the laws, judgments, and statutes which were

promulgateil from Mount Sinai ; and it has been shown
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what tliey contain in the internal sense . . . The literal

sense of the Word is by no means annihilated thereby,

but is rather continned , . . according to the Lord's

words in Matthew: 'Amen, I say to you, Till heaven

and earth pass, one jot or one little horn shall not pass

from the Law, until all tilings be done' (v. 18) ; and in

Luke :
' It is easier for heaven and earth to pass, than

for one apex of the Law to fall' (xvi. 17). 'The Law' =
the Word.

[A. 9349]^. From these things it may be evident how

the case is with the laws, judgments, and statutes which

were promulgated by the Lord from Mount Sinai . . .

namely, that each and all things therein are holy,

because they are holy in the internal form ; but still

that some of them have been abrogated as to use at this

day where the Church is which is an Liternal Cliurch
;

that some of them are such that they can serve for use

if one so pleases ; and that some of them are by all

means to be observed and done. But still (all these

three classes of laws) are equally holy in their internal

holy . . .

*. Tlie laws, judgments, and statutes (in the

above-mentioned chapters) which are by all means to be

observed and done, are those which are contained in

Ex.xx.3,4,5,7,8, 12, 13, 14,20 ; xxi.12,14,15,20 ; xxii.iS,

19,20,28; xxiii. 1,2,3,6,7,8,24,25,32. Those which can

serve for use if one pleases, are such as are contained in

Ex.xx.io; xxi. 18, 19,22,23,24,25, 33,34,35,36; xxii.1,2,

3,4,5,6,7,8,9, 10, II, 12, 13,14, 17,21,22,23,25,26,27,31 ;

xxiii.4,5, 9,12, 13, 14,15, 16,33. Those which have been

abrogated as to use at this day where the Church is

—

Ex. XX. 2 1, 22, 23 ; xxi. 2, 3, 4,5,6,7,8,9,10, 11,16,21,26,27,

28,29,31,32; xxii.15,29,30 ; xxiii. 10,11, 17, 18,19.

9411. The reason they had 'seen the God of Israel'

... is because the laws promulgated from Mount Sinai

= in a wide sense, the Word in the whole complex ; and

tlie Word is the Divine truth from tlie Lord, which, in

the supreme sense, treats of the Lord alone ; and there-

fore when those who ai-e in illustration are reading the

Word, they see the Lord . . . This is effected in the

Word alone, and not in any other wTiting.

9416. 'I will give thee tables of stone ' = the Book of

the Law, or the Word in the whole complex. Ex.

9417. 'And the law and the pi-ecept' (Ex.xxiv. 12)=
truth in general and in particular. 'The Law ' = truth

in general ... In the Word a distinction is made be-

tween precepts, judgments, and statutes . . . but all these,

in a general word, are called 'the Law ;' and the several

things which are of the Law are called 'precepts' . . .

9422. By Mount Sinai is signified the Law, or the

Divine truth proceeding from the Lord ; thus tlie Word :

by its peak, where was Jehovah ... is signified the

supreme or inmost of the Law or Word : by the rest of

the mountain ... is signified the internal of the Law or

Word, such as in Heaven ; and by the things which
were below the mountain, where were the elders and the

people, is signified the external of the Law or Word,
which is its external sense . . .

9613^. The conjunction of the angelic Societies into

one Heaven, has relation to the following laws. Enum.

9987. A law of order. Sig. . . (For) 'a word ' = Divine

trutli, and thence a law of order.

^. The law of order which in this chapter is

signified by 'a word,' is how ^the Lord glorified His

Human . . . and, in the relative sense (it applies to) the

regeneration of man . . . The reason this especially is a

law of order, is tliat the Lord as to His Divine Human
is order in the Heavens ; and because everyone who is

being regenerated is being reduced into that order ; and

therefore those who are in that order are in the Lord.

10122^. It is a law of Divine order, that the will and

understanding make one mind . . .

10 1 60". The Most Ancients . . . acted what is just

and fair from a law inscribed on their hearts.

10336-. ' To write the law upon the heart '= to implant

Divine truth in the will . . .

10802. See King at this ref. 10803. 10804. 10806.

H. 196. 'The Law and the Prophets '= the whole

Word ; thus all truth Divine.

2020. The Word contains all the laws of Divine order ;

for the laws of Divine order are the precepts which are

therein . . .

2156. (In the Spiritual Kingdom) they have laws,

according to which they live together. The governors

administer all things according to the laws. They

understand them, because they are wise ; and in doubt-

ful things they are illustrated by the Lord.

420". He receives the Lord who lives according to the

laws of Divine order, which are the precepts of love and

faith . . .

531. The laws of spiritual life, the laws of civil life,

and the laws of moral life, are delivered in the ten pre-

cepts of the decalogue ; in the first three, tlie laws of

spiritual life ; in the four following ones, the laws of

civil life ; and in the last three, the laws of moral life.

J. 69^. They had been just and sincere for the sake of

civil and moral laws ; and not for the sake of Divine

laws . . .

L. 8. That the Lord fulfilled all things of the Law
. . . thus all things of the Word. Gen. art.

9. That by 'the Law,' in a wider sense, are meant all

things written by ]Moses in his five books. 111.

10. That all things of the Word are meant by 'the

Law' in the widest sense. 111.

S. 46. By the Law itself inscribed on the two tables

of stone . . . was signified the Lord as to the Word.

Life 21. Hence results this general law . . .

53". They were promulgated with so great a miracle,

in order that it might be known that those laws were

not only civil and moral laws, but also spiritual laws

. . . and therefore those laws, by their promulgation

from Mount Sinai, were made laws of religion. R.529^.

54. As those laws were the firstfruits of the Word . . .

and as they were, in a brief summary, the complex of

all things of religion . . . nothing was more holy. 55.

56. 59.

63. (The notion that man cannot fulfil the law. Ex.)

64.

F. 672. 'The little horn' (of the he-goat) = the argu-

ment that no one can fulfil the law . . .
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W. 37^. The Divine Love wills to save all ; but it

cannot save them except by means of the Divine wisdom
;

and of the Divine wisdom are all the laws through which

salvation is effected ; and Love cannot transcend these

laws ; because the Divine love and the Divine wisdom
are a one, and act in union.

P. 32'-. He comes into the second degi-ee ... if he

lives according to the spiritual laws of order, which are

Divine truths ; and he can also come into the third

degree ... if he lives according to the celestial laws of

order, which are Divine goods.

70. That there are laws of the Divine Providence

which are unknown to men. Gen. art.

71. That it is a law of the Divine Providence that

man should act from freedom according to reason.

Gen. art.

95. In proportion as man as from himself does the

laws of his table, the Lord gives him to do the laws of

His table. But the man who does not do the laws of

his own table—all of which relate to love towards the

neighbour—cannot do the laws of the Lord's table, all

of which relate to the love of the Lord . . .

100. That it is a law of the Divine Providence that

man should as of himself remove evils as sins in the

external man . . . Gen. art.

115. The saying of Paul . . . 'That man is justified

by faith without the works of the law.' Ex. E..4i7-,Ex.

129. That it is a law of the Divine Providence that

man should not be comjielled l)y external means . . .

Gen. art.

154. That it is a law of the Divine Providence that

man should be led and taught by the Lord from Heaven
through the Word . . . Gen. art.

175. That it is a law of the Divine Providence that

man should not perceive and feel anything concerning

the operation of the Divine Providence . . . Gen. art.

221. The means by which man is led by the Lord are

what are called the laws of the Divine Providence
;

among which is this . . .

234. That the laws of permission also are laws of the

Divine Providence. Gen. art.

249*. All the laws of the Divine Providence are

necessities . . .

322^. Live these laws not only as civil and moral laws,

but also as Divine laws ; and you will be a spiritual

man, Ex.

329-. If you saj^, Do not do this because it is contrary

to the Divine laws—to this he can attend . . .

331. That the Lord cannot act contrary to the laws

of the Divine Providence . . . Gen. art.

R. Pref. IVa. (The doctrine of the Reformed concern-

ing the Law and the Gospel. Quotations.)

417^. That Paul meant the works of the Mosaic law,

which was for the Jews, we have been further confirmed

by this : that all the statutes for the Jews in Moses are

called 'the law.' 111.

577. 'His wound of death was healed '= . . . that no
one can . . . fulfil the law ; and that . . . Christ . . . has

taken away the damnation of the law.

578. .'And the whole earth admired after the beast '=
that that faith was then received with joy . . . because
thus they would not be servants under the law . . .

. For they believe that thus the law does not
damn ; thus they believe that to sin without the damna-
tion of the law is freedom, provided they have faith

;

when yet this is servitude itself . . .

^. I have spoken with certain doctors of the
Church in the World of Spirits, as to what they under-
stand, by 'the works of the law ;' and what by 'the law,'

uuder whose yoke, servitude, and damnation they say
they are not. They said that they were the works of

the law of the decalogue. I then said. What does the
decalogue decree? Is it not these things—Thou shalt

not kill ; Thou shalt not scortate ; Thou shalt not steal

;

Thou shalt not testify falsely ? Are these the works of

the law which you separate from faith, saying, that

faith alone justifies and saves without the works of the
law ? and are these the things for which Christ has
made satisfaction ? And they replied that these are the

things. And then was heard a voice from Heaven,
saying. Who can be so insane ? and their faces were at

once turned to the diabolical Spirits, among whom was
JMachiavelli, and many from the Jesuitical order, who
permitted all those things, provided they would beware

of the laws of the world . . .

579. 'They adored the dragon . .
.'= the acknowledg-

ment by the leaders and teachers of the doctrine of

justification by faith without the works of the law . . .

580. 'And they adored the beast'= the acknowledg-

ment by the general body-coc/«-that it is a holy truth,

that no one can . . . fulfil the law.

. It follows that the works of the law are to be

removed from faith, as not saving.

601. 'Saying ... to make an image of the beast . .
.'

= that they lead the men of the Church to receive for

doctrine, that faith is the only means of salvation,

because no one can , , , fulfil the law , , ,

662, ' They sang the Song of Moses . , , and the Song
of the Lamb ' = confession from charity, and thus from a

life according to the precepts of the Law, which is the

decalogue . , .

. By 'Moses,' in a wide sense, is meant all the

Law written in his five books ; and, in a confined .sense,

the Law which is called the decalogue , , ,

^, The reason why by 'IVIoses,' in a wide sense, is

meant the Law, is that his five books are called 'the

Law,' That all the precepts, judgments, and statutes

given through him in his five books are called 'the Law.'

Ex. and 111.

• ^. It follows from this that by 'Moses' is meant

the Law which is the decalogue . . .

920^. In the Church [those] men are celestial who live

justly according to the precepts because they are Divine

laws
; as a civil man lives according to the precepts of

what is just because they are civil laws. But the differ-

ence between them is, that the former, from his life

according to the precepts or laws, is a citizen of Heaven,

in proportion as, with himself, he makes the civil laws

which are of justice also Divine laws.

M. 276^. That matrimonies . . . are to remain to the

end of life, is from the Divine law ; and, as it is from
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this, it is also from rational law, and thence from civil

law ... It is from rational law, because it is founded

upon spiritual law ; for Divine law and rational law are

one law.

[M.] 351. That from these . . . are saved those who
acknowledge God ; and, from religion, live according to

the civil laws of justice. Gen.art.

. By the civil laws of justice are meant such pre-

cepts as are in the decalogue . . .

^. These same laws were promulgated . . . with

a stupendous miracle ... in order that . . . they might
become also the laws of religion . . . T.282. 444-.

T. 55. There is not an empire, kingdom, dukedom,
republic. City, house, which is not established by laws,

which make the order, and thus the form, of its govern-

ment. In each of them the laws of justice are in the

highest place
; political laws are in the second ; and

economical laws are in the third. If these are compared

with man, the laws of justice make his head, political

laws his body, and economical laws his garments ; and

therefore tliese latter, like the garments, can be changed.

But as to wliat concerns the order into which the Church
has been instaurated by God . . . the laws of this order

are as many as the Truths in the Word : tlie laws which
regard God will make its head ; the laws which regard

the neighbour Avill make its body ; and ceremonies will

make its garments ; for unless the latter held together

the former in their order, it would be as if the body were

stripped naked, and exposed to the heat in summer, and
the cold in winter . . .

56. That tlie omnipotence of God . . . proceeds and
operates according to the laws of His order. Gen.art.

71-. lY. It is a law of order that ... V. It is a law
of order that . . . VI. It is a law of order that . . . VII.

It is also a law of order that . . .

^. When the satan had heard these things ... lie

retorted ... Is man, from his own power, to introduce

himself into order by doing these its laws ? Do you not
know that man is not under tlie law ? . . . I only replied

this : It is also a law of order that man by his own work
and power should procure for himself fiiith through
Truths from the Word . . .

73. (They said,) What is the Divine omnipotence if it

is tied to laws ? Ex,
-. The laws of order prescribed for man are . . .

The laws of order on the part of God then are . . . God
cannot, according to the laws of His order, remit sins to

any man, except in so far as the man, according to his

laws, desists from them . . .

^ (God did this) by fulfilling all things of the

Word ; that is, all the laws of order therein , . .

. The Divine omnipotence . . . acts continuallv

and to eternity according to the laws of its order ; and
it cannot act against them ; nor change them as to a

point ; because order Avith all its laws is Himself.

74^. (They said,) Are you the man who has circum-
scribed God with laws, as with bonds 1 ... I said. Learn
the laws of Divine order . . .

^ God from Himself as order created . . . man,
in whom He established the laws of His order . . . which
laws, in the sum, are that he should believe in God,
and love the neighbour . . . There is no reciprocal dwell-

ing of man in God, except with those who live according

to the laws of order prescribed in the Word . . .

*. I replied, It is not a contradiction to act

omnipotently according to the laws of justice with

judgment ; or according to the laws inscribed on love

from wisdom : but it is a contradiction that God can act

against the laws of His justice and love . . . (See Omni-

potence, and Order, here.)

87'^. By means of Divine truth, God created the

universe ; and all the laws of order, through which He
preserves the universe, are Truths.

89S. For it is a law of order, that . . .

100^. For it is a fixed and immutable law, that . . .

131^. (This) is according to a law inscribed on nature.

220. By the Law itself inscribed on the two tables

was signified the Word.

262. That the Lord fulfilled all things of the Word, is

evident from the passages where it is said that the Law
and the Scripture were fulfilled by Him. 111.

-. That all things of the Word are meant by 'the

Law." 111.

283. The holiness of the whole Tabernacle was . . .

from the Law which was in the Ark.
-. On account of its holiness, from the Law in the

Ark, the people . . . encamped around it . . . On account

of the holiness of that Law, ami the presence of Jehovah

in it, Jehovah talked with Moses over the mercy-seat

. . . and the Ark was called 'Jehovah there.' . . On
account of the presence of Jehovah in that Law, and

around it, miracles were wrought by the Ark in which

was the Law. Enuni. 284,111.

287. The decalogue is called, by eminence, 'the Law,'

because it contains all things which are of doctrine and

of life . . .

288. 'The Law' is often mentioned in the Word . . .

In a confined sense, by 'the Law' is meant the de-

calogue ; in a wider sense . . . 'the Law' means the

statutes given through Moses to the sons of Israel ; and

... by 'the Law,' in the widest sense, is meant the

whole Word. 111.

341-. The laws of justice are truths which cannot be

changed ; for the Lord says, ' It is easier for heaven and

earth to pass, than for one apex of the Law to fall.'

411. The law of charity ... is this : 'Whatsoever ye

would that men should do to you, so do ye also to them ;

for this is the Law and the Prophets.'

4 1
4-. That our Country is to be loved . . . more than

self, is a law inscribed on human hearts . . .

423". Such become like those of whom it is said . . .

that they 'have the law written on their hearts.'

437. For it is a universal law in the Spiritual World ;

and thence also in the natural world ; that in proportion

as anyone does not will evil, he wills good . . .

444. The spiritual law is this one of the Lord :
' What-

soever ye would ..."

643". There was (then) no other law of imputation . . .

D. 2000. That not the least movement is made by

man apart from a stated law.

3253. That the internal law had perished when the

Law was promulgated from (Sinai).
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3428, Pref. The general law of Heaven. Stated.

4263. (On the law written on the heart.)

5526. In the other life they do not care whether a

man has lived according to the civil laws . . . but that

he has lived according to Divine laws . . .

E. 130^. 'The law'= Divine truth itself.

204^ 'The Law,' in a confined, and in a wide

sense . . .

237^. 'The Law' = the Word. 392".

392''. 'Law,' 'precepts,' 'commandments,' 'statutes,'

and 'judgments,' are frequently mentioned ; and by . . .

'law' and 'precepts* are signified the things which teach

doctrine . . . 111.

406^ 'To hope in the law' (Is.xlii.4)= to give the

Knowledges of truth.

". 'A law shall go forth from Me ; and I will

excite My judgment for a light of the jieoples' (Is.li.4)

= that from Him are Divine good and Divine truth

itself, from which is illustration; 'a law ' = the Divine

good of the Word ; and 'judgment,' the Divine truth of

the Word.

444^". 'They shall teach Jacob judgments, and Israel

thylaw' (Deut.xxxiii. 10) = that those who are in the affec-

tion of spiritual truth will do the W^ord, and teach the

goods and truths of the Church . . . 'Judgments' = the

truths of doctrine from the Word ; 'law' = the good of

truth.

^^. 'The law' (Mal.ii.7) = the goods of doctrine.

502'. By 'the Law' which was then promulgated

(from Sinai) is signified Divine truth.

597s. By 'the Law and the Prophets' (Matt.xxii.40)

is meant the Word in each and all things ; consequently

by those words is meant that each and all things of the

Word hang upon the good of love to the Lord, and the

good of charity towards the neighbour.

624^^. By 'the law hath perished from the [)riest'

(Ezek.vii.26) are meant the precepts of life.

653'^. By 'the word of Jehovah,' is meant Divine

good; and by 'the law of God' (Is.i. 10), is meant

Divine truth . . .

700®. The reason the Lord spoke to Moses from above

the propitiatory (or mercy-seat), was that the Law was

there ; and by that Law, in a wide sense, is signified

the Lord as to the Word ; and the Lord speaks with

man from the Word. 701.

701®, By 'the law of Truth' (Mal.ii.6) is signified

Divine truth from Divine good.

. By 'to recede from the way, and to stumble in

the law' (ver.8) is signified to live contrary to Divine

truth.

^^. As by the Law which was promulgated from

Mount Sinai, is signified, in a wide sense, the Word . . .

734^. 'Out of Zion shall go forth the law, and the

Word of Jehovah from Jerusalem' (Is.ii.3) . . . 'The

law ' = the doctrine of the good of love ; and 'the Word'
= the truth from that good.

774^. That man cannot possibly fulfil the law, is a

reasoning from the natural man. The spiritual man
knows that to do the law, and to fulfil it in the external

form, does not save ; but that iu proportion as a man
does the law in the external form from the internal

form, it saves. The internal form, or the internal of

the law, is to love what is good, sincere, and just ; and

its external is to do them. This the Lord teaches in

. . . 'Cleanse first the internal of the cup and of the

platter, that the external may become clean also.' In

})roportion as a man does the law from the internal, he

fulfils it ; but not in proportion as he does it from the

external without the internal. The internal of man is

his love and will ; and to love what is good, sincere, and

just, and from love to will them, is from the Lord

alone ; and therefore to be led by the Lord is to fulfil

the law.

^. That without the fulfilling of the law there is

no salvation, involves that if a man could fulfil the law

from himself, he would be saved ; Avhich, however, in

itself, is false ... It follows that the law is to be ful-

filled by the Lord . . .

^. That the Lord came into the world in order to

fulfil the law ; and that thus His justice and merit

might be imputed to man ; and that by this imputation

man is loosed from the yoke of the law ... is also a

reasoning from the natural man . . .

826-. By 'the law' (Jer.xxxi.) are meant all things of

the Word ; thus all the truths and goods of Heaven :

'in the midst of them '= in their life : and that 'the law

shall be written upon the heart ' = love.

e. Those become Angels of the Third Heaven

who draw the laws of life from the Word, and live

according to them ; and who worship the Lord.

946. For the laws of government in the Lord's Spiritual

Kingdom are called 'judgments ;' and the laws of

government in the Lord's Celestial Kingdom are called

'justice;' for (the former laws) are laws from Divine

truth ; and (the latter laws) are laws from Divine good.

*. By 'judgments' are signified civil laws; by

'precepts,' the laws of si)iritual life ; and by 'statutes,'

the laws of worship. . . That the laws with the sons of

Israel were called 'judgments,' 'precepts,' and 'statutes.'

111.

948*. All laws, whether civil, moral, or natural,

declare that we are not to steal, etc. . . But still a man

is not saved if he shuns these evils from those laws

alone, unless he also shuns them from spiritual law . . .

1135^. The laws of this order are called the laws of

the Divine Providence ; and the natural mind, unless it

is illustrated, cannot know them . . .

1 1
36-. The laws of order, which are called the laws

of the Divine Providence, are as follow . . . (These laws

treated of seriatim.)

I138-. From these things it is evident that the Lord

cannot lead man to Heaven, except by means of these

laws . . .

1 1
73". These laws are immutable, because they are of

the Divine wisdom, and at the same time of the Divine

love . . .

D. Wis. ii'*. That these productions take place ac-

cording to the laws of correspondence . , . Ex.

viii'. That it is from a law of Divine order, that all

things shall return from ultiniates to the prime a quo. Ex.
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Lawful. Legitinms.

A. 2868. Not from so lawful a bed,

5345s. That wliicli is multiplied from marriage is

lawful, thus true ; but that which is from adultery is

}iot lawful, but spurious, thus not true.

9186". In order that illegitimate conjunction might
become legitimate . . .

M. 25 1^. Tlie legitimate causes of separation are

those wliich follow. 252. 253. 254.

252®. By legitimate causes are not here meant judicial

•causes ; but such as are legitimate in regard to the other

consort.

466<'. Not at all with those who from causes legi-

timate . . .

467. That concubinage apart from a wife, when it

takes place from causes legitimate, just, and truly

weighty, is not \xn\d,wi\x\-iUicitus. Gen. art.

468. That the legitimate causes of this concubinage
are the legitimate causes of divorce, when the wife is

nevertheless retained at home. Gen. art.

Lawgiver. Legislator.

A. 6372. 'And a lawgiver from between his feet'

(Gen..\lix.io)= the truths which are from (the Celestial

Kingdom) in lower things. 'A lawgiver '= truths,

-. For at that time the Celestial Kingdom exer-

cised its Power through the truth (which is from good)
;

.and as this was the case, this truth is called 'a lawgiver.'
This truth is also understood by 'a lawgiver' in (the

following passages). 111. 6584^.

D- 4432*^. He who acts against just laAvs . , , throws
tlie blame ujion the lawgiver . . .

E. 355^^. 'The lawgivers of Israel' (Judg.v.9) = the
truths of the Church.

433'*. 'And a lawgiver from between his feet' (Gen.
xlix,io)= that the truth of the Word (shall not recede)

from its ultimate sense.

435^ 'For there is the portion of the hidden law-
giver' (Deut.xxxiii.2i)= the truths Divine which lie

hidden therein.

440^ The reason .Tudah is called Jehovah's 'lawgiver'
(•Ps.lx.7; cviii.8), is that by 'Judah' is signified in-

ternal Divine ti'uth, or the "Word in the spiritual sense
;

and the like "by 'lawgiver,' and 'law.'

447*. 'Lawgivers' (Judg.v. i4)= those who are in

truths from good ; and, abstractedly, the truths of good,

537=5, <A lawgiver' (Num,xxi,i8) = the Lord as to the
Word, and as to doctrine from the Word. A. 3424°,

Lawn. Viretiun. 11,489^ M.132. D,5i53.

Lawyer. Legisperitus. A.2i35,Pref.e, 10792.

10804.

E. 536*. Those were called 'lawyers' who searched

the Scriptures, and taught how the things therein are to

be understood
; and as the . . . Word is that by which

there is communication . . . with Heaven , , , and truths

falsified , , , are what cause disjunction, it is therefore

said that they 'carry the keys of Heaven' (Luke xi. 52),

Lay beams, To. Contignare. E.283^, 594^",

Capessere. T,37i^Lay hold of, To.
D, 18096.

Lay on, To. See Impose,

Lay up, To. Reponere.

A. 5022. 'She laid up his garment by her' (Gen.

xxxix. i6) = that it retained ultimate truth.

8497. ^Occurs. 8498. 8532. 8535.

9174*. Laid up in his memory. 9394. H.271. 278-.

S, 72^. Laid up in the Sacrarium, 73,

T. 391. Unknown and remote-jr^osiifs.

Layman. See Laity,

Lazarus. Lazarus.

A. 2916^. That the Lord exsuscitated Lazarus from

the dead (John xi. ) involves the resuscitation of a new
Church from the gentiles.

4783^, Not thinking about what the Lord said con-

cerning the rich man and Lazarus . . .

9231-'. By 'the poor man' are signified those within

the Church who are in but little good, from ignorance

of truth ; and who still long to be instructed. The
reason he was called 'Lazarus,' was from the Lazarus

who was exsuscitated by the Lord ; and of whom it is

said that the Lord loved him ; and that he was His

friend ; and that he reclined with the Lord at the table.

That he wanted to be filled with the crumbs which fell

from the rich man's table, signified his longing to learn

a few truths from those within the Church who were in

abundance, 10227-", E, 118*.

S. 40*. By 'Lazarus the poor man' are meant the

gentiles, who have not^the Word. That these were de-

spised and rejected by the Jews, is meant by Lazarus

Ijeing cast forth at the vestibule of the rich man full of

sores. The reason why the gentiles are meant by
' Lazarus, ' was that the gentiles were loved by the Lord

;

as Lazarus, who was resuscitated from the dead, was

loved by the Lord ; and was called His friend ; and

reclined at the table with the Lord (John xi. 3, 5, 11, 36 ;

xii.2),

R. 725^, By 'Lazarus' are meant the gentiles who
have not the Word.

E. 137". By 'Lazarus' who was cast forth at the

vestibule of the rich man, and who longed to be filled

with the crumbs which fell from his table, are meant all

whom the Lord loves because they long for truths from

spiritual affection . . . The Lord loved a certain person

called Lazarus, whom He also exsuscitated fi'om the

dead ... on which account Lazarus (the poor man) was

so called by the Lord . . .

717^^ By 'Lazarus the poor man' are meant the

gentiles, who have not the Word, and consequently have

not truths. 1143^.

962''. By 'Lazarus cast forth full of sores at the vesti-

bule of the rich man,' are meant the gentiles, who from

ignorance of truth were in falsities, and consequently

were not in goods . . .
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Laziness. FigHHa.

Lazy. Piger.

A. 6078. Good Spirits and Angels (are then) in lazi-

ness or sluggishness of life.

7270^. The ultimates with man . . . are relatively

sluggish . . .

D. Love xii. No lazy boaster ... (is tolerated there).

D.Wis.xi.4.

Lazy. Socors.

M. 6e. No food is given to the lazy.

Lead, To. Ducere, Abducere, Circiwiducere,

Deducere, Perducere, Reducere, Subducere.

Leader. Dtictor, Ductrix.

Leading. Ducatus, Ductus.

See Bring FORTH-eri?tcere, Draw awAY-abducere,
GviDA'SCE-manuductio, Introduce, and Lead into-

iiiducere.

A. 24^. It is a heavenly arcanum, that man is led (by

the Lord) both by the fallacies of the senses, and by

cupidities . . .

50^. The Angels do indeed lead, but they only minister ;

for it is the Lord alone who rules man through Angels

and Spirits.

132. As man is such that he is not content to be led

by the Lord ; but desires to be led by self and the

world, or from proprium, it here treats of the proprium

which was conceded to him.

205s. The love of self is attended with this,—that

they do not want to be led by the Lord, but by self . . .

1386. So long as Spirits suppose that they lead them-

selves . . . they cannot have perception.

18846. Then also he is led through ways of which he

himself is ignorant, even to the designated place.

1937-. Therefore they are among the less useful ones

;

for they suffer themselves to be led equally by the evil

and the good ; and they suffer much from the evil.

2294. The Spirits . . . could not withhold themselves

from leading (the infants) to think and to speak . . .

6. Such is the temptation of the infants ... to

accustom them ... to not suffering themselves to be led

by another, except by the Lord alone. H.343.

2679''. For the least things . . . with man are foreseen

by the Lord, and are provided for his future state to

eternity ; and this for his good, in so far ... as the

man suffers himself to be led by the Lord.

2768. Good, into which God leads him who is in

temptations . . . But it is the evil with man . . . which
leads-lnducit-into temptation.

2890. The evil Spirits with a man . , . infuse into

him their cupidities and their persuasions, and thus

lead him wherever they want. But the Angels ... in-

sinuate into him afi'ections of good and truth, and thus

lead him by freedom, not whither they want, but

whither the Lord pleases. Hence it is evident . . . that

it is slavery to be led by the devil, and that it is freedom

to be led by the Lord.

289 1 6. The more exquisitely (the Angels) perceive

that they are led by the Lord . . . the more they are in

freedom.

3350. Although there were so many (Angels), they all

thought and spoke as one . . . and this because no one

wanted ... to lead the choir : he who does this is of

himself dissociated in a moment. But they suffered

themselves to be led mutually by each other ; thus all

in singular and in general by the Lord . . .

3573^. For he who suffers himself to be led by the

Lord, never intends and thinks anything else (than what
is good).

39 1
3-. When man is being regenerated ... he is led

by the Lord through many states. Sig.

3963S. They who are in the affection of good from
which is not truth . . . suffer themselves to be led into

any evil and also falsity
;
provided there is induced on

the evil the likeness of good, and on the falsity the like-

ness of truth.

3986'*. The good of love to God, and the good of

charity towards the neighbour . . . suffer themselves to

be led by the Lord . . . Otherwise those who are in the

love of self and of the world ; these do not suffer them-

selves to be led and bent by the Lord, and to the Lord

;

but resist severely ; for they want to lead them-

selves , . .

4088". These are not such as do much from themselves

and from proprium ; but they suffer themselves to be

led by others ; thus to good by the Angels, and to evil

by evil Spirits ; which also shines forth from the his-

toricals here concerning Laban.

4136'-. For it is foreseen by the Lord . . . how a man
will suffer himself to be led by the Lord.

4151®. If they had believed . . . that all good and

truth are from the Lord, they would have suffered them-

selves to be led by the Lord . . .

4122-. For the Angels see and perceive with a man
who is being regenerated all the changes of his state . . .

and according to them and by means of them they, from

the Lord, lead to good, in proportion as the man suffers

himself to be led.

43236. So that he can, if he chooses, be led from

Hell to Heaven, and through Heaven to the Lord.

4364^. The Lord leads everyone by his affections, and

thus bends by a silent Providence ; for he leads by

freedom. . . When, therefore, man has been led to good

in freedom, then truths are accepted and implanted . . .

He who has been regenerated ... if he reflects upon his

past life, will then discover that he has been led by

many things of his thought, and by many things of his

affection.

4366. Man is led by the Lord in spiritual life by

almost the like things as those by which a man leads

others in civil life. Exanip.

4563-. Therefore infants are led by the Lord by means

of infants and Angels from the Lord.

4680-, (Then) Spirits from Hell led those (of the

Ancient Church).

4844*. For good is what teaches and leads
; and truth

is what is taught and led.
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^. ' Widows '= those who. . . nevertheless long

to be led through good. 111.

. It here treats of those who are being instructed

in truths and led to good by the Lord.

. 'An orphan ' = those who. • . long to be led

through truth to good ; and ' a widow ' = those who . . .

long to be led through good to truth.

^. The Lord is called 'the Father ' (of the orphans),

because He leads them like a father ; and this through

truth into good . . . The Lord is called 'the Judge' (of

the widows), because He leads them ; and this through

good into truth . . . For by 'a judge' is signified a

leader.

[A.] 5i45^. All those with whom the voluntary in-

teriors have been terminated, are elevated to Heaven
;

for the influent Divine can lead them . . .

5660". They who are being regenerated . . . choose,

from freedom, to be led by the Lord as to willing and

thinking . . .

e_ for to be led by the Lord is freedom ; for he

is led in good, from good, to good.

5662". No one can be gifted with this peace, except

him who is led by the Lord . . .

5893*. He is thus led, through degrees, to good.

^. The truths of faith, inrooted through the affec-

tion of truth, are the plane into which the Angels

operate ; and therefore those who have not this plane

cannot be led by the Angels ; but suffer themselves to

be led by Hell.

5954*. Suffers himself to be led by means of reason-

ings equally by evil and by good Spirits.

5982. In freedom man must be withdrawn-aifZuci-

from evil, and be led to good.

5992^ (How the Angels lead man. See Angei.,

here.

)

6201. He is (then) said to be withdrawn-s«6cZ«ci-

from sensuous things.

6325-. For the man who is led by the Lord is in free-

dom itself ; and thus in delight and bliss itself ; goods

and truths are appropriated to him ; the affection and

longing to do what is good is given him : and then

nothing is more happy to him than to perform uses
;

the perception of good is given him ; and also the sensa-

tion of it ; and intelligence and wisdom are given him
;

and all these things as his own ; for he is then a recipi-

43ut of the Lord's life.

6390. Whereas the affection of the latter love inflows

from the Lord, who does not command, but leads.

6392^. For they do not know that those who are led

by the Lord want nothing more than to do good works;

and think nothing less than about merit through

them . . .

6472". The Lord does not compel man to receive what

inflows from Himself ; but leads in freedom ; and, in

proportion as man allows, through freedom leads to

good : thus the Lord leads man according to his de-

lights ; and also according to fallacies and the principles

taken thence ; but He gradually leads him from these
;

and this appears to the man as if from himself . . .

6484-. It was shown . . . that each thing of his life

had been led by the Lord ; and that otherwise he would
have precipitated himself into the most frightful

Hell . . .

6717. 'He took a daughter of Levi' ( Ex. ii. i)= con-

junction with good. 'To take' . . . namely, to wife=
conjunction.

6914^. There are evil Spirits with these (preachers)

. . . who lead them.

7044^. When a man knows these truths, and wants to

do according to them, he is then led by the Lord . . .

7055s. For those with whom immediate Divine in-

flux has been conjoined with mediate, suffer themselves

to be led by the Lord ; but those with whom tliese in-

fluxes have not been conjoined, lead themselves, and

love this.

7272. Derives its origin. .

7284-. Multiplied into each other.

8093. 't!od did not lead them by the way of the

Philistines' (Ex.xiii. I7) = that it was provided by the

Divine that they should not pass to the truth of faith

which is not from good . . . For 'to lead,' when by God,

= Providence.

8098. ' God led the people a,hout-circumduxit-hj the

way of the wilderness' (ver. i8)= that from the Divine

auspices they were hrought-perdncti-to confirm the

goods and truths of faith through temptations. 'God

led ' = Providence ; or, what is the same, the Divine

ausjiices.

8107. 'To lead them in the way' (ver. 21) = the

Divine auspices. (For) 'to lead in the way,' when said

of Jehovah, = Providence . . .

8216. 'He dragged his [chariot] in heaviness' (Ex.

xiv. 25) = resistance and impotence.

8307. 'In Thy mercy Thou hast led Thy people' (Ex.

XV. 1 3) = the Divine influx with those who had abstained

from evils, and thus had received good. 'To lead in

mercy ' = to receive the Divine . . .

8309. 'In Thy x'irtue Thou hast condncted-deduxisti

to the habitation of Thy holiness' (id. )= that the

Divine power of the Lord has elevated them to Heaven,

into the Divine there. 'To lead in virtue' = ... to

elevate from Divine power.

83 1
5-. That those who are in natural good and not in

spiritual good cannot possibly be led by any influx from

Heaven. Refs.

8495*. That with those who are led by the Lord all

things inflow, even to the last of life, both intellectual

and voluntary. Refs.

8505*, For he who acts from truth leads himself;

whereas he who acts from good is led by the Lord. Sig.

8510. For the order in which man is led by the Lord

is through the willing of man, consequently through

good . . .

85 1 2^ By to live according to order, is here meant to

be led by the Lord through good ; whereas by not yet

living according to order, is to be led through truth
;

and, when man is led through truth, the Lord does not

appear ; and therefore the man then also walks in

darkness, in which he does not see good. It is other-
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wise when man is led through good ; he then sees in

light.

8513. When a man does what is good for the sake of

himself . . . the interiors are closed, and he cannot be

led through Heaven by the Lord ; but he is led by

himself. The love determines by whom a man is led
;

for everyone is led by his love : he who loves himself

more than his neighbour leads himself ; but he who
loves good is led by good, consequently by the Lord

from whom is good.

85 16^. Everyone must be led to . . . charity through

the truth of faith.

^. When a man has been regenerated ... he is

led by the Lord through good ; and no longer through

truth . . . All in Heaven are so led ; for this is accord-

ing to Divine order ... If they were to think and act

from truth . . . they would be . . . led by themselves,

and not by the Lord. Ex. 8539".

8517. 'The Sabbath ' = a state of peace ... in which

man is led by the Lord through good. If man were

then to lead himself, even by truth, he would dissipate

the state of peace . . .

8521^. Those who are in the affection of truth for the

sake of the uses of life ... are led by the Lord through

good . . .

8559. The life of Heaven is to be led by the Lord

through good . . .

8560. The Divine Providence differs from every other

leading ... in this,—that it continually . . . leads to

salvation . . .

8686^. In the first state . . . the man is led by the

Lord through truth . . . 8701. 8731^.

8701. Man is then led by the Lord through good.

8702e,Des.

e. In the other life everyone is led according to

his will which he had procured in the world.

8722^. What it is to be led by the Lord through

truth, and what through good. Refs. 8750^.

8754. The man who is being regenerated is first led

Ijy the Lord through truth, and afterwards through

good. Refs. 8935-. 9096^. 9274". 9294^

8755. One man leads another according to his ruling

love.

8866. For it is slavery ... to be led by those in

Hell ; and freedom to be led by the Lord. Refs. 8988-.

10409. E.409^,Sig.

8893<^. As soon as the good of love has been im-

jilanted . . . the man is led by the Lord according to the

laws of order (in Heaven) ; thus in peace. Sig.

921 1. Hence he who is led by the Lord thinks

nothing at all about reward ; and still does good to the

neighbour from the heart.

9227". In the same proportion the man is not led

through truths, but through good ; consequently, in

the same proportion he is led by the Lord.

9229. 'Men of holiness' =those who are led by the

Lord . . .

9305. 'To hnng-jKniuccndum-thee to tlie place

which I have prepared' (Ex. xxiii. 20) = introduction

into Heaven . . .

9336^. There are thousands and thousands of arcana

. . . through which man is led by the Lord . . . into the

life of Heaven.

9341^ 'To lead into the way' (Jer.ii. i7) = to teach

truth.

9409''. Without doctrine for a directress and leader-

cluct7'ice.

9589. Heavenly freedom is to be led by the Lord . . .

but infernal freedom is to be led by the devil.

9846^. How the Lord leads man through the truths

of faith, or through faith ; namely, (that it is) through

the good of love with him. Ex.

9993^. A cunning man ... is delighted to lead others

by such things . . .

10099^. When man is "^ithdra-wn-abducitur-irora

sensuous things ... he is vnthdra^n-subducatitr-or

elevated into the light of his spirit.

10153-. He then leads him by his love wherever he
wants . . .

10184'*. In (the first) state, man is led through truth

to good, thus partly by himself ; but in the latter one

... he is led by good ; that is, by the Lord through
good. Sig.

10188^. They who suffer themselves to be led by the

Lord . . . are in the sphere of Divine good . . .

10210^. For if a man is not in the good of innocence,

he is not led by the Lord ; but by himself: and he who
is led by himself is led by Hell.

i036o\ 'By the Sabbath' is signified a state of the

conjunction of man with the Lord ; thus a state when
man is led by the Lord, and not by himself; which
state is when he is in good. For to be led by the Lord,

and not by self, is 'to turn away the foot from the

Sabbath ; not to do our own wills ; not to do our own
ways ; not to find our own desire ; and not to speak a

word' (Jer.lviii. 13, 14).

10362. 'Profaning it' = to be led by self and our own
loves, and not by the Lord.

^. It is to be known that to be led by self and to

be led by the Lord are two opposite things ; for he v,'ho

is led by self is led by his own loves ; thus by Hell . . .

and he who is led by the Lord, is led by the loves of

Heaven . . . He who is led by these loves, is withdrawn-
subdiccitur-fvom his Own loves ; and he who is led by

his Own loves, is withdi&yin-subditcitur-hom the loves

of Heaven . . .

10377. For all who acknowledge God under a human
form . . . are led : the rest cannot be led . . .

10409. 'To make to ascend from the land of Egypt'

. . . .— to lead themselves. Ex.

10490^. 'To be a disciple of the Lord '= to be led by

Him, and not by self; thus by the goods and truths

which are from the Lord ; and not by the evils and
falsities which are from man.

10561. The Divine which will lead. Sig. and Ex.

10731. Spiritual death for those who are led by them-
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selves and their own loves, and not by the Lord. Sig.

(by 'doing work on the Sabbath day').

[A.] 10794. Priests must teach men the way to Heaven,

and also lead them : they must teach them according to

the doctrine of their Church, and they must lead them

to live according to it. The priests who ... do not

lead to tlie good of life, and thus to the Lord, are evil

shepherds.

10798. Priests must teach the people, and must lead

through truths to the good of life . . . Life 39.

H. 1 1
96. AVhen they were withdra-wn-suhducii-h-om

the body . . .

278. They who are in innocence . . . want to be led

by the Lord, and not by self.

280. As innocence is to be led by the Lord, and not

by self, all in Heaven . . . love to be led by the Lord
;

for they know that to lead one's self is to be led by pro-

prium . . . and he who loves himself does not sutler

himself to be led by another. 341. 'M.4.14P.

. For in proportion as anyone is wise, he loves to

be led by the Lord ; or, what is the same, in proportion

as anj'One is led by the Lord, he is wise.

351'-. Man believes in the Divine when he wants to

be led by the Divine.

359^. The reason the Lord's yoke is easy ... is that

in proportion as a man resists evils ... he is led by the

Lord, and not by self.

420^. And to be thus led by the Lord, from infancy

to the last of life here, and afterwards to eternity, is the

mercy which is meant.

479'^ All Spirits can be led wherever you please,

provided they are kept in their reigning love . . .

522-. Through Divine truths the Lord leads man to

Heaven ... In proportion, therefore, as a man abstains

from evil, the Lord, from pure mercy, leads him through

His Divine means ; and this from infancy to the end of

his life in the world, and afterwards to eternity . . .

558. In proportion as anyone is in celestial love,

which is to love uses and goods ... he is led by the

Lord ; because this love is that in which He is . . . But
in proportion as anyone is in the love of self ... he is

led by self ; and in proportion as anyone is led by self,

he is not led by the Lord ... To be led by self is to be

led by one's own proprium . . .

J.
12^. This is especially the case when a man is led

by the Lord ; for he is then introduced into genuine

truths . . . and into genuine goods ... for the Lord
then disposes all things of such a mind into the form of

Heaven . . .

Life 44. The will leads the understanding.

P. 43S. Therefore man is continually led by the Lord
in freedom . . .

44. To be led by self they call slavery. Ex.

154. That . . . man is to be led and taught by the

Lord from Heaven, through the Word, doctrine, and
preachings from it ; and this in all appearance as of

himself. Gen. art.

. It is from appearance that man is led and
taught by himself; and it is from Truth, that man is

led and taught by the Lord alone. They who confirm

. . . the appearance . . . cannot remove from themselves*

evils as sins . . . They are all interior idolaters ; for they

are worshippers of self and the world . . .

". But they who confirm . . . the Truth, become

worshippers of the Lord ; for the Lord . . . gives them

to perceive interiorly that they are not led and taught

by themselves, but by the Lord.

155. That man is led and taught by the Lord alone.

Gen. art.

156. That man is led and taught by the Lord alone,

means that he lives from the Lord alone ; for the will of

his life is led, and the understanding of his life is

taught . . .

162. That man is led and taught by the Lord alone

through the angelic Heaven and from it. Gen.art.

. That man is led through . . . Heaven, is from

the appearance ; but that he is led from it, is from the

Truth. Ex.

165. That man is led by the Lord through influx . . .

Geu.art.

. For to be led, and also to inflow, are said of

. . . the will.

. That every man is led of himself from his own
love ; and according to it by others ... is known. He
is led by the understanding and according to it only

when . . . the will makes it . . .

174. That in externals man is led and taught by the

Lord to all appearance as by himself. Gen.art.

. No one knows how the Lord leads and teaches

man in his internals . . .

176". If man perceived and felt the Divine Provid-

ence, he would also be led by it ; for the Lord leads all

through His Divine Providence ; and man does not lead

himself, except apparently . . . and therefore if he were

led with a living perception and sensation, he would

not be conscious of life . . .

183. (Thus) man ^knows no otherwise than that he
leads himself.

i86^ By His Divine Providence the Lord leads man
silently ; as a hidden stream . . . does a ship.

200^. That the aSections of the life's love of man are

led by the Lord through His Divine Providence, and at

the same time the thoughts, from which is human
prudence. Ex.

202-. It follows that unless the Lord leads man every

moment . . . the man recedes from the way of reforma-

tion and perishes.

^. It is according to the laws of the Divine Pro-

vidence for it to appear to man as if he leads himself
;

but the Lord foresees how he leads himself . . . 203.

208. They who acknowledge God and His Divine

Providence . . . are averse to be led by themselves, and

love to be led by the Lord . A sign that they are led by

the Lord, is that they love the neighbour. But they

who acknowledge nature and Own prudence . . . are

averse to being led by the Lord, and love to be led by

themselves . . .

210. It follows that unless man disposes as from his

Own prudence all things which are of his function and
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life, he cannot be led and disposed from the Divine

Providence . . .

-. Therefore, if you want to be led by the Divine

Providence, use prudence, as a servant . . . who faith-

fully dispenses the goods of his lord . . .

21 1^. See Fkee at this ref. D.5797.

215^^ For man does not know whether he is led by

the devil, or by the Lord. He who is led by the devU

does uses for the sake of himself and the world ; but he

who is led by the Lord does uses for the sake of the

Lord and Heaven . . . From this (alone) is the difference

Known . . .

227^. This is the good through which every man,

even an evil man, is led by the Lord.

2496. By these means the Lord leads the evil ; but

ouly from doing those things ; and not from thinking

and willing them. But by the former means the Lord

leads the good ; not only from doing those things, but

also from thinking and willing them.

253^. As these . . . look to God, and do no evil to the

neighbour, they are led by the Lord ; and they who are

led are also taught . . .

295. That the evil are continually leading themselves

mto-tTiducant-evils ; and that the Lord is continually

leading them a.wa,y-abdiKat-fvoTR evils. Gen. art.

296*. That an evil person, from himself, is continually

leading himself more deeply into-induccU-his evils. Ex.

^. That the Divine Providence with the evil is a

continual permission of evil, to the end that there may
be a continual "withdrsiwsd-abductio. Ex.

^^ That the vfithdx&vial-abductio-is effected by

the Lord in a thousand ways, even the most secret. Ex.

1-. With an evil man there is no other . . . with-

di&wal- abductio-tha,n of the more gi'ievous evils from

the less grievous ; whereas with a good man there is not

only the . . . withdvawal-abdudio-oi the more grievous

evils, but also of the less grievous ones . . .

297. That the evU cannot be completely . . , led

away-aio^Mci-from evils, and led into goods, so long as

they believe Own intelligence to be everything . . . Gen.

art.

298^. That man is thereby led a,\ya.y-abducatur-h'QTii

evil ; not by himself, but by the Lord. Ex.

^. He who believes in the Divine Providence is

led a,y7a.y-abducitu7--fTom. evil ; whereas he who does

not believe in it, is not led away . . .

310'^. Thus they lead others (by their cupidities) . . .

324^. Therefore He cannot lead man, except according

to the laws of His Divine Providence.

326^. The effect of conjunction is that the Lord turns

the man's face to Himself, and then leads him ; but the

effect of separation-sc/MKc^io-is, that Hell turns the

man's face to itself, and leads him.

333. With the evil the Lord provides by leading

a,vfa,y-abducendo-from. evils ; but with the good He
provides by leading to good ...

. Those want to be saved who acknowledge God,

and are led by Him ; and those do not want, who do
not acknowledge God, and lead themselves . . . This

VOL. IV,

the Lord sees, and still leads them ; and He leads them
according to the laws of His Divine Providence . . .

R. 384. 'He shall les,6.-dedtccet~to living fountains of

waters' (Rev.vii. i7) = He will lead through the truths

of the Word to conjunction with Himself.

D. 842. That man does not at all know that he is led

by Spirits, and through Spirits.

. One Spirit is led by others ; and, successively,

by others . . . and still the Spirit knows no otherwise

than that he is leading himself ... In like manner,
also, a Spirit can be led by a man . . . 3117a.

892. That he who is led by the Lord perceives in each
thing he does whether it is of permission, of leave, or of

good pleasure . . . Ex.

1589. That he who is led by the Lord is blameless.

Ex.

1628^. Spirits who are not led by the Lord, but who
want to lead themselves (could not do right, however
they acted).

1936. That some are more easily led by the Lord.

2223.

^937'- It is as easy for the Lord to lead one as

another ; but as it pleases the Lord to lead according to

order, it is more easy to lead him who is in order than
him who is not in order ; for he has first to be brought
ba.ck-deducendus-into the way, or into order, which
causes delay, to prevent his being broken.

2591. That from the creation of the first man the

Lord has led the human race. Ex.

2628. That there are mere necessities through which
man is led.

2850. That man is marvellously led . . .

2918. How man is led to good ends also, even by the

evil. Ex.

2965". For they are thus led through series of their

cupidities . . .

2994. For man to be led by the Lord, there must not

be the least pertinacity in him. So much pertinacity,

so much is there of the proprium of man ; which is taken

away by the Lord in those who are led by the Lord . . .

3002. One who supposed that by a mental look

directed into others, he could lead them . . . wherever
he wanted ; which is so common in the other life . . .

31 14. That man can never be led any better.

. Spirits suppose that they could Iiave been led

otherwise ; and thus could become better than they are

. . . But I perceived in a spiritual idea that they never

can be led better ; so that there are necessities every

moment of their lives ... 31 15.

e_ For man also can thus almost similarly lead

man in some particulars, when he knows his evil nature,

or cupidity.

3495. How one Spirit leads another both to think

and to speak. (See Fkee, here.)

4001. It is not conceded to any Spirit to teach man,
nor consequently to lead him, except from cupidity

;

but the Lord alone wills to teach and lead man ; which
would not be possible if a Spirit had anything of the

corporeal memory.
N
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[D.] 4144. Spirits are indignant and complain, wlien

they perceive that another is leading them . . . They

care nothing when they are not noticing it ; they then

suppose that they are leading themselves . . .

4321. A Spirit who said that he had led Panl.

5778^. Hence it was evident that in proportion as the

external man acts as one with the internal, the man can

be led by the Lord , . .

5786. When they were turned to lower things, they

wanted to lead all whom they saw . . . For in the other

life the thoughts are communicated ; and the one leads

the other marvellously by means of the thoughts . . .

5796. The Lord leads his will ... so that he is

affected with good ; and leads his understanding, so

that he is atfected with truth . . . and in proportion as

he learns truth ... he is led by the Lord through it
;

for he who does not know what is good and true cannot

be led by the Lord : a man is led through that which

he knows : the Lord inflows into the things which he

knows, and thus leads his aff'ections and thoughts . . .

(that is to say) the Lord leads him by means of those

things which he learns from affection.

6080. Thus the Lord leads men of the world by their

Own affections.

D. Min. 4652''. (Thus) man is led by the Lord to

foreseen ends by continual necessities ; and still [he is

led] by his freedom.

E. 195^. (Such) are led by means of Heaven by the

Lord.

242^. In proportion to the charity there is in the

faith, he is led by the Lord ; but in proportion as there

is no charity in it, he is led by himself; and he who is

led by himself, and not by the Lord, cannot think what

is good ; still less can he will and do good which in

itself is good . . .

386^. 'To lead' (Is.xlix.io), when said of the Lord,

— to illustrate.

555^^ 'Thy leaders' (Is. iii. 12)= those who teach.

689". From this it may be evident, that it is of the

Divine omnipotence to lead man according to order
;

and this every moment, from the beginning of his life,

even to eternity ; and this according to the laws of

order . . . that is to say, in so far as the man suffers

himself to be led ; that is, in so far as he does not want
to be led by himself ; for he who wants this, is in the

same proportion carried against order. And as it is of

the Divine omnipotence to lead according to order the

man who wants to be led—and consequently not anyone

contrary to order—therefore it is not of the Divine

omnipotence to lead anyone to Heaven who wants to

lead himself . . . Hence it may be evident, that it is

not of the Divine omnipotence to save those who do not

want to be led according to order ; for to be led accord-

ing to order is to be led according to the laws of order

. . . and therefore to lead according to these laws every

moment and continually to eternity the man who wants
to be led, is of the Divine omnipotence . . .

730^'. These things were represented by the . . .

leading ahont-circumductio-oi the sons of Israel in the

wilderness.

803-. YI. In proportion as a man is in these good

affections, he is led by the Lord, and not by himself.

825^ In proportion as a man lives religion, he is led

by the Lord ; and in proportion as he is led by the

Lord, his works are good . . .

864^. 'To deny one's self = not to be led by self, but

by the Lord . . .

^. From these things it may be evident, that 'to

follow the Lord'= to be led by Him, and not by self;

and no one else can be led by the Lord than he who is

not led by self ; and everyone is led by self who does

not shun evils because they are contrary to the Word.

Ex. . . Whereas, when evils have been removed . . .

then the Lord enters . . . and leads him . . . 865^.

979®. Only abstain from evils as sins, and look to the

Lord ; and the Lord will teach and lead.

1032". By the love of dominating, a man completely

averts himself from the Lord . . . and thus can no

longer be led by the Lord ; but is led by his own pro-

prium ; and to be led by one's own proprium, is to be

led by Hell. Man is led from Heaven, or else he is led

from Hell ; he cannot be led by both together. He is

led from Heaven when he is led by the Lord ; and he is

led from Hell when he is led by himself . . .

1072-. That the Word is Divine holiness from inmosts

to outermosts, is not evident to the man who leads

himself, but to the man whom the Lord leads ; for the

man who leads himself sees only the external of the

Word . . . whereas the man whom the Lord leads judges

concerning the external of the Word from the Holy
which is therein.

1145^". An Angel man is led by the Lord both from

within and from without ; but a devil man is led hy
himself from within, and by the Lord from without.

An angel man is led by the Lord according to order

;

from within, from order ; from without, to order : but

a devil man is led by the Lord to order from without
;

but by himself contrary to oi'der from within. An
An^el inan is continually led-abdiicitur- ironi evil by
the Lord, and is led to good ; but a devil man is also

continually led from evil by the Lord ; but from a more
grievous to a less one ; for he cannot be led to good '. . .

As an Angel man is led by the Lord, he is led by the

civil law, by the moral law, and by the spiritual law,

for the sake of the Divine in them. A devil man is

led by the same laws ; but for the sake of what is his

own in them.

1153*. The ways through which the Lord leads man
are much more involved and inextricable ; both those

through which the Lord leads a man by the Societies of

Hell, and from them ; and also those through which

He leads a man by the Societies of Heaven, and more
interiorly into them.

1155^. Through man's internal freedom, the Lord
enters to man even into Hell, where he is ; and through

it leads him there ; and, if he is willing to follow,

leads him ont-educit-tlience, and introduces him into

Heaven ...

1174^ How the Lord inflows; and how man is thus

led . . .

^. Thus and no otherwise can man be led by
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affection into affection . . . from the affection of truth

and good, by leading, if he acknowledges the Divine

Providence in each thing ; and from the affection of

evil and falsity, by permitting, if he does not acknow-

ledge it.

1 1 75*. Similar would it be if the Lord were to lead

man by thoughts, immediately ; and not by affections.

Moreover, when a man is led by the Lord by affections,

it appears to him as if he thinks from himself freely . , .

1179^. The good of love is that by which God leads

man ; and the truth of faith is that through which man
is led. Ex.

J. (Post.) 170. (Those who are in faith alone) are such

that they do not want to be led ; but to lead : this is

their delight ; and therefore they cannot be led by the

Lord ; for the Lord leads through the affection of

use . . .

241^. Nay (the diabolical Spirits) lead (their thought).

D. Wis. iv. For when the Lord is reforming and
regenerating man, he leads in like manner his will and
understanding ; but by means of the will given him,

and by means of the understanding given him, it

appears as if the man himself is leading himself . . ,

Lead across, To. Traducere. T. 4692.

E. 50432. 577^

Leading across, A. Traductio. A.8125.
D.4362.

Lead into. To. Indncere.

See Induction.

A. 959. By inducing bodies on them.
. Pains induced by resistance.

2, To induce [the belief] that they were others.

1692. Horror is induced for these things.

1 71 7'. Temptations are means ... of inducing goods

and truths.

1788. The diabolical crew, which leads into tempta-

tion.

1982^. Wakefulness induced on the senses . . .

2796. The states the Spirits were inducing (on me).

3425s. 'Lead us not into temptation.' It is accord-

ing to the sense of the letter that He leads into

temptation ; but the internal sense is that He leads no
one into it.

4299. It is the evils and falsities with man which
lead him into temptation ; consei^ueutly the evil Spirits

and Genii who infuse them.

65742. The Lord permits the infernals in the other

life to lead the good into temptation . . .

7298. Thus dulness is induced ... by the magicians

there. . . They also know how to induce fallacies . . .

7337*- The magicians there . . . induce on others

changes of states . . .

81972. The 'pillar' induced darkness on the Egyp-
tians . . .

8247. These things are what induce what is sad and
anxious on minds, and thence on faces. 8250.

8480*. They who trust in themselves, continually

induce evil on themselves . . .

86282. They concluded that knowledges induce a

shade . . .

H. 352^ Man is to be led into order by Know-
ledges . . .

360. (These Spirits) induce anxieties . . .

8. By gains and honours . . . they were induced

to love themselves and the world.

4572. It is not allowable (there) to induce on one's

self faces contrary to the love.

5182. That they might be brought into some angelic

Society.

5352. They had induced the vulgar to believe . . .

547. He leads himself into Hell . . . The Lord is so

far from leading man into Hell . . .

W. 20. The like may be inferred from . . .

243^. They induced darkness.

315. They induce matters on them.

P. 295. See Lead at these refs. 296^.

T. 14^. Holiness induced on it by authority.

D. 2373. They who induce obscurities . . .

2759. 'Lead us not into temptation.' Ex.

2764. They can induce others to believe . . ,

2971. Spirits do not tolerate others inducing any-

thing . . .

32279. Persuasion . . . can thus induce . . .

3477. Some induce on themselves to reason . . .

3592. Which induce Falsities.

3849. That natures are induced through external

things.

3937. They try to induce a bond of conscience . . ,

4277. On those who induce the persons of others.

D. Min. 4658. As hypocrites induce pains on the

teeth, so other Spirits induce other pains . . .

4733. On Spirits who induce diseases.

J. (Post.) 45. The Arians induce a pain on the right

arm near the shoulder-blade. The Socinians induce a

pain on the breast-bone.

Lead.
( The metal. )

Plumbum.
A. 2967*. Mentioned. E.4ii33.

8298. 'They sought the deep like lead' (Ex.xv.io)=
that evils dragged them down to lower things . . . It is

said 'like lead,' because by 'lead' is signified evil.

-. As lead is more ignoble than the rest of the

metals, it = the evil which is lowest, such as is the evil of

the exterior Natural. But in a good sense, it= the good

of the same degree ; as in Jeremiah vi.29 ; Ezek.xxii. 18.

E. 540". The things of the sense of the letter ... are

signified by 'brass, tin, iron, and lead' (Ezek.xxii. 18),

because by these things are signified the goods and truths

of the natural man . . .

Leader. See under CnmF-primoris, and

under LEAD-ducere.

Leader. Antesignanus.
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A. 1879-. The leaders (of the evil Spirits) . . ,

10330^. So many heresies exist in the world, because

the leaders and chiefs-rfwces-have looked to themselves,

and have had their own glory as the end ; and those

things which are of the Lord and Heaven as means to

the end.

H. 74^ From these leaders and chiefs-dwciijts-falsity

of thought concerning the Angels has been derived to

others . . .

P. 257^. It was necessary that the Lord should be

preached from the Word, and that thereby the Christian

Church should be instaurated ; but this could only be

done through leaders who would do it from zeal . . .

328''. When, in the Church, (evil) has invaded the

overseers, governors, and leaders, religion becomes per-

verted . . .

R. 581®. That this doctrine has been confirmed so

ingeniously ... by the leaders, and by those who teach

after them, that it cannot be assailed. Sig.

833. That all who are interiorly evil, who have pro-

fessed faith alone, with, the leaders and their adherents,

will assault the Divine truths of the Lord. . .

B. 21. The leaders of the Reformers, Luther, etc.

22. 232. 24. 25. Scia.3.

T. 759. Such is every Church which is in falsities,

when it has once been founded by leaders who seem to

themselves like lynxes . . .

796. I have often spoken with these three leaders,

(Luther, Melancthon, and Calvin).

D. 4495. An interior magician ... to whom they

adhered as their leader.

E. 163. They (merely) think that the leaders are to

be believed . . .

236". They had been solely in the natural affection

of knowing what the leaders said . . .

Leader. Bux.

Dukedom. Ducatus.

A. 2135*. 'Thou Bethlehem ... art not the least

among the leaders of Judah, for out of thee shall go

forth a leader' (Matt.ii.6 ; Micahv.i). . . As they

expect a leader and king who shall bring them back

into Canaan . . . they explain . . . 'the leader' to be

their Messiah ; when yet by . . . 'the leader' is meant
the Lord.

2407^. In proportion as truth becomes the leader,

good is obscured ; but in proportion as good becomes
the leader, truth is evident in its light.

2733. A General of an army who had been an
adulterer. H.385. M.481. (It was Prince Eugene.

D.4405.)

3448. 'And Phicol the commander of his army' (Gen.

xxvi.26) = the primary things of the doctrine of their

faith. . . For 'a commander,' like 'a prince,' = primary
things.

4647. 'These are the dukes (or chiefs) of the sons of

Esau' (the dukes enum. Gen.xxxvi. I5-I9) = the chief

truths of good . . . 4648. 4649.

6148^. They who reigned over the people were called

leaders ; and afterwards judges.

7041. Moses here represents ... that nation . . .

whose leader he was to be (8928'') ... for everywhere

in the Word a leader, or a judge, and also a king, re-

presents the nation and people whose leader, judge, or

king he is ; because he is its head.

8150. 'Tertian leaders were over them all' (Ex.xiv.7)

= reduced into order under generals. 'Tertian leaders'

= the generals under which are particulars . . . because

'three' = what is complete . . . and 'leaders' = chief

things ; and these things, taken together, are generals . . .

8276. 'The choice of the tertian leaders' (Ex.xv.4)

= all things with single things
;
(for) 'tertian leaders'

=

generals under which are particulars in series ; thus each

and all things.

8314. 'The dukes of Edom were dismayed' =(ver. 15)

= the like with those who were in the life of evil from
the love of self. ' Dukes '= chiefs-^'^'otfcijiui ; thus each

and all.

. As to 'dukes,' by them are signified chiefs;

and, in the sense abstracted from person, chief things
;

thus each and all things ; for when 'dukes' (or 'leaders')

are mentioned, there are signified generals under which
are all the other things ; or chief things ; as 'the

tertian leaders ;' and they are predicated of good ; and,

in the opposite sense, of evil. But 'princes' are pre-

dicated of truth.

^. In the Word there are words which belong to

the class of spiritual things ; and to the class of celestial

things . . . Such is the cases with the signification of

'princes,' and of 'leaders.' ' Princes ' = primary things;

and are predicated of the ti-uths of faith : whereas
' leaders '= chief things ; and are predicated of the good

of love. In the opposite sense, 'princes' are predicated

of falsities of faith ; and 'leaders,' of evils of love.

^. Hence it is, that those who reigned in Edom
were called 'leaders' (ill.) because by 'Edom' was sig-

nified the good of celestial love . . . Whereas with the

sons of Ishmael those who were set over the rest were

not called leaders, but 'princes ;' because by 'Ishmael'

were signified those in truth. From this cause also

those were called 'princes' who were set over the rest in

Israel, (ill.) . . . whereas ... in Judah they were called

'leaders' . . . 111.

P. 251^. Ascribes the victory to the prudence of the

General . . .

^. This is the Divine Providence, especially in the

counsels and meditations of the General . . .

M. 263-. W^e are all . . . leaders of leaders . . .

T. 405. See King, here.

413. The difi"erence between . . . the duty of a citizen,

the duty of a magistrate-^jraeilor, and the duty of a

chief.

418. Who loves a king, prince, chief, magistrate,

consul . . . except from the judgment from which they

act and speak . . . Who loves the General-in-chief of an

army, or any commander-^jrae/ec^um-under him, except

from his bravery and prudence ?

446s. The clown Avho jokes at the table of a duke.
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680^. If each (part of an army) were not commanded
by lesser leaders . . .

813. (In Germany) there are greater and lesser

dukedoms ; and each is like a monarch in his own . . .

814.

End of T. A theorem proposed by a certain Electoral

Duke in Germany, who also possessed the highest

ecclesiastical dignity.

E. 537^. Because they taught falsities, and the falsities

were also believed by the people, they are called 'blind

leaders of the blind' (Matt.xv. 14).

576®. 'Governors and leaders' (Ezek.xxiii.6)= prin-

cipal truths.

6oo'^ 'The chieftains of Judah' (Zecli.xii.6)=the

goods with the truths of that Church.

654*^^. 'All of whom have the look of leaders . .
.'

(Ezek.xxiii. I5) = the appearance as of chief Truths,

which were to be set over the rest.

C. 164. Charity with the General of an army.

. By the General of an army is meant its highest,

whether he is a king, an archduke, or a General con-

stituted by them, who holds the chief command. He,

if he looks to the Lord, and shuns evils as sins ; and if

he acts sincerely, justly, and faithfully in the things of

his generalshiTp-d ucatus-ai\d government, he does the

goods of use which are goods of charity ; and as he is

perpetually meditating upon them, studying them, and

exercising them, he becomes a charity. He, if he is a

king, or an archduke, does not love war, but peace ; and

in war he continually loves it. He does not go to war

except for the protection of his country ; and thus is not

an aggressor, but a defender. But afterwards, when
war has begun, he is also an aggressor when aggression

is defence. In battles, if he has not been born othewise,

he is brave and strenuous ; after battle he is mild and

merciful. In battles he would fain be a lion ; but after

battle, a sheep. AVithin himself he does not exult from

the overthrow of the enemy and from the honour of the

victory ; but from the deliverance of his country and his

own there from the invasion of the enemy . . . He acts

prudently; consults faithfully for his arm}', as the father

of a family does for his children and servants ; loves

them—everyone as he does his work sincerely and

strenously . . . Cunning, with him, is not cunning, but

prudence.

Leading man. A?ittstes.

A. 4136*. There was a certain Church dignitary who
had believed himself to be more learned than others . . .

4730-. Because the leading men of the Church can

gain nothing by faith alone ; but by the preaching of

Avorks.

5532^. That very many of the prelates of the Church

are such (spies), is manifestly evident from them in the

other life . . .

6047^. The leading men (of the Papists, Quakers,

Jews, and Mohammedans) have so said ; and their

followers confirm (their doctrinals).

7332°. They are like evil leading men of the Church

;

who, if the truths of doctrine do not serve them as means

of acquiring gain, deride them.

8581^. How readily the leading men of the Church

seize upon [the idea] that such Power has been given to

Peter . . .

9192^ In Hell have been seen . . . both Church dig-

nitaries, and others . . .

9263. It is believed by the leading men of the

Church that he is just and justified who knows the

truths of faith . . . and is thence in confidence . . .

H. 353-. The leading men of the Church who deny

the Divine . . .

J. 38^. He does not Know that it is true from any

other source than because it has so been said by a lead-

ing man of the Church . . .

R. 426^. For scarcely anyone, except a leading man
of the Church who teaches and preaches, comprehends

these (arcana of justification and salvation by faith

alone).

M. 126. It is from this appearance that the leading

men of the Church have given the palm to faith . . .

T. 7. The key to open (their theology) is with the

leading men of the Church alone.

1 35-. "We cannot think otherwise, because the leading

man of our Church . . . ascribes . . .

D. 5230. Monks, abbots, priests, prelates. (See also

under Last Judgment.)

E. 114''. Therefore evil prelates equally with good

ones ; or prelates who have no faith, equally with those

who have faith, can preach the Gospel, in appearance,

with a like zeal and affection.

250^ This the doctors and leading men of the

Church preach, when they preach from the Word . . .

443-. All in the First Heaven are in the obedience of

doing the truths and goods commanded by . . . the

master or leading man from whom they have heard

that this or that is true . . .

538^°. ' Pilots '== the leading men who lead and teach.

714^. This doctrine and this life are with those who

form the head of the dragon, who for the most part are

leading men of the Church . , .

802^. Lest the leading men of the Church who are

initiated into this dogma, when they are initiated into

the priesthood ; and, from them, the people of the

Church, should be infected by such poison . . .

Sio^. As the leading men of the Church speak, when

they speak from the Word.

863^ By 'governors and rulers' (Jer,li.23) are signi-

fied principles of falsity and of evil.

loig'^. In like manner the leading man of the Church

who falsities the truth of the Word, and perverts its

good.

1063^ Those of this kind who had been leading men
of the Church sometimes appear to shine at the

mouth . . .

1 1
30". Their leading men and presbyters, who are

called monks, desisted from reading (the Word) ; saying

that the dicta of the Pope are equally holy . . .

1
1
34-. Hence it is that a man says to himself, or a

leading man of the Church says to him . . .
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D. Love. xvii^. Sacerdotes antistites niinistri . . .

Coro. 17. For anything to be perfect, there must be

a trine in just order ... In like manner in the Church

—a priminfulate, overseers of the parish, and flamens

under them.

Leaf. Folium.

Leafy. FoHosus.

A. 57^. 'Leaf (Ezek.xlvii. 1 2) = the intelligence which

they have for the sake of use; which is called 'medicine.'

( = The truths from good which serve for the instruction

and regeneration of the human race. 885. ) ( = the truth

of faith. 6502^).

216. 'They sewed fig-leaves together . . ,' (Gen.iii.7)

. . . 'To sew a leaf together' — to excuse.

884. 'Behold an olive-leaf plucked off in her mouth'

(Gen.viii. ii)=some little of the truth of faith ;
' a leaf

— truth.

885. That 'a leaf =: truth, is evident from the "Word

passim. "Where man is compared to *a tree,' there 'the

fruits ' = the good of charity ; and 'the leaf,' the truth

thence ; and they are also circumstanced in like manner.

111.

-. 'A green leaf (Jer.xvii.8) = the truth of faith
;

thus it = the faith itself which is from charity.

. What is doctrinal of faith, or the truth, which

was preserved with the Jewish Church, is the 'leaf (on the

barren fig-tree). A vastated Church . . . knows truth,

but does not want to understand it ; and those are like

it who say that they know truth . . . and have nothing

of the good of charity. They are only the leaves of a

fig-tree ; and wither away.

3427^. If love to the Lord is compared to 'the tree of

life,' charity and its works are the fruits thence ; and
faith and all things of faith are only the leaves . . . and
they deduce the fruits . . . from the leaves.

4231. 'When ... its leaves bud forth, ye know that

summer is nigh' (Matt.xxiv.32). . . 'The leaves '=
truths.

51 15. See Germinate, here.

-. Such things as are of intelligence, are signified

in the Word by 'leaves.*

51 16. The virescence (of a tree) from its leaves repre-

sents the first state of man's rebirth . . . Hence it is that
' leaves ' = those things which are of intelligence, or the

truths of faith ; for these are the first things of the

rebirth or regeneration.

79666. In the Spiritual World this is presented

representatively as a tree with leaves and fruits ; the

leaves there, are truths.

8326. In the Word, man is compared to 'a tree' . . .

the truths of faith with him are compared to 'leaves' . . .

83776. See Jupiter, here.

9031''. 'The leaf which is for medicine' = the truths

of faith which are for the recreation and restoration of

the spiritual life.

93276. ' The sound of a driven leaf shall pursue them

'

(Lev.xxvi.36) , . . the reason it is so said is that 'a

leaf= truth.

9337. The leaves are indeed born first ; but for the

sake of the fruit as the end . . .

6_ From these things it is evident . . . that faith

without fruit ; that is, without the good of life ; is only

a leaf ; and thus that a man . . . luxuriant in leaves,

without fruit, is the fig-tree which 'withers away,' and

which is 'cut down.'

9553^ 'Leaf (Dan. iv. 12, 14) = scientific truth in

general.

9960-". By 'the leaves of the fig-tree of which they

made themselves girdles' . . . are meant the truths and

goods of the external man. Ex.
6_ That ' leaf = natural truth, which is scientific.

Ref.

10185^. That all things in nature relate to the human
form, is evident from each thing in the vegetable king-

dom. All things therein are clothed with leaves . . .

For the leaves therein relate to the lungs ; and are as it

were in place of respiration ; for by their means the sap

is drawn up ; and therefore a tree despoiled of its

leaves does not bear fruit. Hence also it is that

'leaves,' in the Word, = the truths which are of faith ;

for in like manner by them is conveyed the Vital

whereby good is formed.

H. 185. Paradises (in Heaven) where ... in some

places the leaves are as of silver ; and the fruits as of

gold ... M.13.

S. 66^. A tree . . . draws out of the ground ... a

grosser sap for the trunk, branches, and leaves . . .

Life 46-. (The faith of an evil man) is like a tree

luxuriant in leaves, and not giving fruits ... 'A tree,'

also, = man; its 'leaves' and 'flowers,' the truths of

faith . . .

P. 107. The life's love is that tree ; the branches

with the leaves are the affections of good and truth

with their perceptions . . .

3136. By 'the leaves of a fig-tree' with which they

covered their nakednesses, are signified the moral truths

by which are veiled the things of their love and conceit.

332^, There is a correspondence of man's life with the

vegetation of a tree . . . The natural truths with which

every man is first imbued are like the leaves with which

the branches are covered: 'leaves,' in the Word, =
nothing else.

R. 936. 'The leaves of the tree for the medicine of

the nations' (Rev.xxii.2) = rational truths thence by

means of which those who are in evils and the derivative

falsities are brought to think soundly, and to live

becomingly.

. The reason why by 'leaves' are signified

rational truths, is that by 'a tree' is signified man ; . . .

and by the leaves are signified his rational truths.

-. That by 'leaves' are signified rational truths,

is clearly evident from the things seen in the Spiritual

World . . . With those who are in the goods of love and

at the same time in the truths of wisdom, there appear

fruitbearing trees luxuriant with beautiful leaves

;

whereas with those who are in the truths of some

wisdom, and who speak from reason, but are not in the

goods of love, there appear trees full of leaves, but

devoid of fruits ; and with those with whom there are

neither the goods nor the truths of wisdom, there appear
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no trees, except such as are denuded of leaves in winter-

time. A man who is not rational is nothing else than

such a tree. Rational truths are those which proxi-

mately receive spiritual truths . . .

'. By 'leaves' are signified rational truths also

in . . . (111.) ; but they signif}'' according to the species

of the trees. The leaves of the olive and of the vine =
rational truths from celestial and spiritual light ; the

leaves of the fig-tree= rational truths from natural

light ; and the leaves of the fir, poplar, oak, pine, =
rational truths from sensuous light. The leaves of

these cause terror in the Spiritual World, when they

are agitated by a strong wind. These are what are

meant in Lev.xxvi.36 ; Job xiii.25. But the leaves of

the former not so much.

M. 76^. The (vine) leaves became silver ; and we
carried them away as a sign that we had spoken with

the people of the Silver Age.

T. 585-. The leaves which (a plant) puts forth im-

mediately after birth, are for lungs ; for as the heart

without the lungs does not produce motion and sensa-

tion, and by these vivify the man, so without leaves

the root does not cause a tree or shrub to vegetate.

638. By 'the leaves of a fig-tree' (Gen.iii.7) are meant
the truths of the natural man which had been succes-

sively falsified.

D. 710a. In every leaf there is a more interior

heavenly gladness . . ,

i960. What was the leaf of the fig-tree with which
Adam girded himself. . . It signified the natural Know-
ledges, or rational or intellectual faith, under which
were the nakednesses or filthy loves, which were covered

with such a leaf.

2931. Their Spiritual was represented as a leafy cloud.

34846. When I was writing on the leaf (of paper) . . .

6060. See Garden, here.

E. 109^. The foliage-/?"onc?es-and leaves (of trees)=
those things which are of the Knowledges of truth and
good.

'. 'Leaves'= the truths with man. 111.

386-^. ' Leaves ' = the truths of the natural man.

403^''. The fig, as a tree, = the natural man ; the fig,

as a fruit, = the good of the natural man ; and its leaf=
the truth of that good.

^^. That with that nation there was not any
natural good, but only truth falsified, which in itself is

falsity, is signified by the Lord's coming to the fig-tree,

but finding nothing thereon except leaves . . . 'The
leaf= truth falsified, which in itself is falsity; for 'a

leaf,' in the Word, = truth ; but the leaf of a tree which
is devoid of fruit= falsity ; and, with that nation, truth

falsified, because they had the Word . . . but had
falsified the truths in it.

481". 'A leaf (Jer.xvii.) = what is scientific.

504^^. 'Leaves' (Is.i.3o) = the scientifics and Know-
ledges of truth in the natural man.

638^^ (The dove returning to ISToah with an olive

leaf= the second state of regeneration) which is when
spiritual good begins to come forth by means of truths

. . . For by 'a leaf is signified truth ; and by 'an olive,'

the good thence born.

650^". 'His leaf beautiful, and his flower much' (Dan.

iv. I2)=the Knowledges and affections of truth and
good, and the derivative intelligence.

739". That they then clothed themselves with natural

truths, lest they should appear to be deprived of celestial

truths, is signified by their sewing fig leaves together,

and making themselves girdles; 'the fig-tree ' = the

natural man ; and its
' leaf = scientific truth.

1203". In many things, plants relate to such things

as are of the animal kingdom . . . They produce . . .

leaves as lungs . . .

Leaflet. Schedula.

H. 462a^. The letters and notes which had passed

between them were read . • . and not a word was

wanting.

R. 484. Leaflets lay around, on which he wrote . . .

Scribes collected the leaflets, and copied them upon a

whole sheet. T. 161.

I. 19^. They took three pieces of paper, and wrote

on them . . .

D. 6099''. Occurs.

Leafy. Frondosus. A. 2722.

Foliage. Frons. E.1092.

Leah. Lea^ Leah.

A. 409. This was represented also by Leah and

Rachel, the two wives of Jacob, of whom Leah repre-

sented the External Church, and Rachel the Internal . . .

12426.

422. The External (Jewish Church) was represented

by Leah. But as Jacob, or his descendants . . . were

such that they wanted nothing but external things . . .

Leah was given to Jacob before Rachel ; and by Leah
the weak eyed was represented the Jewish Church ; and

by Rachel the New Church of the gentiles.

3758. How the good of truth was conjoined with

related good . . . first by the afi"ection of external truth,

which is 'Leah' . , , Tr.

3793. The representation of Leah, that it is the

affection of extei-ior truth. Ex. -.

3819. 'The name of the elder was Leah' (Gen.xxix.

16) — the afi"ection of external truth, with its quality.

. Leah is called 'the elder,' because external

truth is said first ... or, what is the same, man is first

affected with external truths ... for external truths are

the planes of internal ones ; for they are the generals

into which the singulars are insinuated . . .

3820. 'The eyes of Leah were weak' (ver. I7) = the

affection of external truth as to its affection, that it is

such. Ex.

3834. 'And he took Leah his daughter, and brought

her to him, and he came to her' (ver.23)= that the

conjunction was as yet only with the aflfection of external

truth. 3838.

3843. Leah, who is here 'the first-born, ' = the aff'ec-

tion of external truth.
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[A.] 3851. 'He also loved Rachel above Leah' (ver.30)

= the love of internal truth above external truth. , .

' Leah '= external truth.

3855. 'That Leah was hated' (ver.31) = that the

affection of external truth was not so dear, because it

was further from the Divine. Ex.

3860. 'Leah conceived, and bare a son' (ver.32) =
spiritual conception and birth from what is external to

what is internal. Ex.

^. For by Leah is represented the affection of

external truth.

3902. In the preceding chapter, by the four sons of

Jacob from Leah, it treated of the state of the Churcli,

or of the man who is becoming a Church, as to the

ascent from the truth which is of faith to the good
which is of love. In this chapter, by the sons of Jacob
from the handmaids of Rachel and Leah, and from
Leah, and finally from Rachel, it treats of tlie conjunc-

tion of natural truth by media with spiritual good
;

and this in the order in which it takes place with the

man who is being regenerated.

3906. 'L9ah'= external truth. Refs. 3913.

39132. The mediums on the side of the external man,
are signified by the handmaids of Leah.

39270. For by 'Leah,' who here is 'my sister,' is

signified the affection of the external man.

3930. 'Leah saw that she stood still from bearing'

(Gen. xxx.9)= that no other external truths were acknow-
ledged. ' Leah ' = external truth.

3943. 'He brought them to Leah his mother' (Gen.

XXX. i4)=application to the affection of external truth.

3974. 'His woman Leah '= the affection of external

truth.

4073. 'Leah' (Gen.xxxi.4) = the affection of external

truth. 4096. 4099. 4153.

4342. 'He divided the children over to Leah' (Gen.

xxxiii.i) = the disposition of external truths under their

own affection. 'Leah' = the affection of exterior truth.

4345-

4345®' Then (are insinuated) the less general things,

that is, the particular ones relatively, which here are

Leah and her children . . .

4428. 'The daughter of Leah, whom she bare to

Jacob' (Ex.xxxiv. i) = (the affection of all things of

faith, and the Church thence) in externals
;

(for) 'Leah'
= the affection of external truth.

4604. 'The sons of Leah' (Gen. xxxv. 23) = external

Divine goods and truths in their order. 'Leah' — the

affection of external truth.

4696^. 'The moon,' here, =natural truth, because it

is predicated of Leah. . . For by 'Leah' is represented

natural truth.

5469. 'Leah'= the affection of exterior truth. Refs.

6024^ 'These are the sons of Leah, which she bare to

Jacobin Paddan-Aram' (Gen.xlvi. I5)= that those (doc-

trinals) were from spiritual affection in the Natural,

through the Knowledges of good and truth.

D. 3384. It has been shown me by experience how

Leah represented the Jewish Church ; and Rachel the

new one . . .

0. Hence it was given to know why Leah is de-

scribed as ',weak-eyed.'

E. 434". 'Jacob' represents the Church as to truth
;

'Leah' and 'Rachel,' the Church as to good; but

'Leah,' the External Church ; and 'Rachel,' the Internal

Church . . . and therefore the 'dudaim' were given to

Leah . . . but Leah gave them to Rachel. Ex.

439. ' Leah ' = the External Church, which is natural.

695''.

Lean. ATacilentus.

Leanness. Mades.
A. 5258. 'Lean in flesh' (Gen.xli. i9) = of no charity.

T. 391. Theological leanness at this day.

E. 556". He had become so lean and thin-?)iaccr.

Lean, To make. Emaciare.

A. 4976*=. Jlan would thence become lean . . .

0.41506.

E. 406^^ By 'to make lean' (Zeph.ii. 11) is signified

to remove evils from falsities.

Leaning back. Demisupinatus. A. 10 1 64.

Leap. Salirc.

See under DAXCE-saZterc.

E. 455-". 'He shall leap as a stag' (Is.xxxv.6)=joy

from the perception of truth.

10748. 'A fountain of water springing into eternal

life' (John iv. 14).

Learn. Discere, Addiscere.

See under Seize, and DKAW-AawWrc.

A. 1050^. These are states which man does not

learn . . .

107 1. "What good and truth were (the man of the

Spiritual Church) had to learn . . .

1464. The Lord had the power of learning above

every other man . . .

1472. "With children, when they first begin to learn,

the deeper the things are, the more they desire them . . .

1964^. They who learn Knowledges in order that they

may be perfected in the faith of love . . . are in the use

of all uses, and receive spiritual and celestial life from

the Lord . . .

19736. For Spirits have not the sense of taste, but in

place of it the desire ... of knowing and learning ; this

is as it were their food . . .

2049^. Unless Knowledges were learned for the sake

of life, they would be of no use . . .

2557^ For if spiritual truth inflowed from within, as

good does . . . man would have no need to learn any-

thing.

2675. "With those who are becoming spiritual, good

and truth are implanted by the Lord in the affection of

knowledges, so that they want to know and learn what

good and truth are, to the end and use that they may
become rational, and also spiritual ...
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2704^. They are then in the affection of knowing and

learning truths ; and, when they are in this affection,

they are easily and as it were spontaneously imbued

mth truths.

2878. There are innumerable causes from which and

for the sake of which man loves to learn truth and to

will good . . .

3175. Man learns (these natural and spiritual truths).

If he did not learn them, he would be much worse than

a brute animal . . .

^. From these things it is evident that man is

born into no truth, but that he learns everything, and

this by an external way . . .

3241^. They who are of the Spiritual Church, as they

have no perception ... of what is good and true, but

acknowledge as truths the things which they have

learned . . .

3332-. The spiritual man when being regenerated . . .

first learns the doctrinal things of truth . . .

3603^. Hence he is in the affection of truth from a

certain worldly love, which also is the means for his

learning more . . .

3701^ (Necessity of man's learning what evil and

falsity, and good and truth are.) 3762-.

3863. When man is being regenerated ... he first

learns and imbues the things which are of faith ... for

he is introduced by means of the doctrine of faith or of

truth ; for man is such that from himself he does not

know what heavenly good is, but this he must learn

from doctrine . . .

39056. The truths of faith which are not learned for

the sake of acting, but only for the sake of knowing,

adjoin themselves to affections of evil and falsity ; and

therefore they are not of faith with him who has learned

them, but they are interiorly against faith.

3906. They who are being regenerated, learn to

know what internal truth is, but in the beginning they

do not acknowledge it with such faith as to live accord-

ing to it . . .

3982-. It is known that man in his infancy and

childhood learns many things, for the sole use that

through them as means he may learn more useful

things, and successively through these things still more

useful, even until he learns those which are of eternal

life ; and, that when he learns these, the former things

are almost obliterated.

3995^. For when man is being regenerated, he does

good from the truth which he has learned ; for from

truth he learns what good is . . .

4018. The truths and goods which are learned, and

with which the man is not affected, do indeed enter into

the memory, but adhere as lightly there as a feather

does to the wall, which is dispersed by the slightest

breath of wind . . .

4317®. In place of perception, with the regenerate

there is conscience, which acknowledges as good and

truth that which is learned from parents and masters.

4404"^. The sense of hearing corresponds to the affec-

tion of learning, and also to obedience.

4713. How it was with those learning, or the Church.

Sig. . . (For 'the flock'=those who learn.) Ex.

5113-. The man of the Sjnritual Church first learns

the truth of faith.

5126^ From childhood to adolescence the communica-

tion is opened to the interior Natural by his learning

what is decorous, civil, and honest, both by instruction

from parents and masters, and also by stiidies. And
from adolescence to young manhood the communication

is opened between the Natural and the Rational by his

then learning the truths and goods of civil and moral

life, and especially the truths and goods of spiritual life,

through the reading and hearing of the Word : but in

proportion as he then ... does the tri:ths which he

learns is the Rational opened . . .

5270^. When man is being reformed, he first learns

truths from the Word, or from doctrine . . .
5280".

5280^. Many learn truths ... for the sake of reputa-

tion, etc. (Such must undergo temptation.)

53542. From his new Intellectual he apperceives de-

light in learning what is good and true for the sake of

life.

5432. When the truths of faith . . . are learned in

the first age, they are apprehended and committed to

memory no otherwise than as other scientifics . . . 5951'

5620-5. 'Honey,' here, = what is pleasant and delight-

ful from the affections of knowing and learning celestial

and spiritual goods and truths.

5820. He who has learned the truths of faith in the

world (merely) to know and [teach them, for the sake of

honour and gain . . . has them taken away from him in

the other life. 6316.

5945. As such doctrinals are the first which a man
learns . . .

6047-. The doctrinals of the Church must first be

learned . . .

6750. Scientifics are what those being regenerated

must first learn.

7750". If man were in his own love ... he would

have no need to learn these things.

7780. 'To sit at the mills '= to learn and imbue such

things as will serve for faith and . . . charity.

85 1 6^. Unless he first learns this from the doctrine of

his Church ... he cannot be prepared ... to receive

this good.

8629. (The Spirit) was asked whether he wanted to

learn these things . . .

8888^. For by (truths) man not only learns what is

good, but is also led to good.

8977. The men of the External Church ... are those

who learn truth from no delight, but only because it is

the truth of the Church, by means of which they believe

that they can be saved ; it is this necessity which

enjoins them to learn and know it. Rep.

89932. They who are in the affection of truth from

(the love of self and of the world), are they who learn

the doctrinals of the Church for the sake of gain, etc.

9184.

8995'. Most men think of gain or honour through the

truths which they learn ; but if they have these as the

end, the natural man dominates . . .
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[A.] 9025'. There are some who teach and learn the

truths of the Church from the literal sense of the Word ;

and there are some who teach and learn them from doc-

trine from the "Word. (The difference ex.

)

9034'. The man of the Church first learns truth from
the literal sense of the Word . . .

9050^. A longing to learn the goods and truths of

faith. Sig.

9188^ 'Sorcerers,' etc. = those who learn and teach

from the cupidity of gain and of honours ; and not from
the affection of the truth of faith and of the good of

life.

9209. The instruction'of those who are in ignorance

of truth, and still are in the longing to learn. Sig. (by

'the needy.')

9272^ 'To sow the earth,' or 'a field' = to teach and
to learn the truths and goods of faith.

9274-. The first state of the man who is being re-

generated is to learn truths, and to see them . . .

9391''. 'To eat the lambs of the flock ' = to learn and
appropriate to one's self the goods of innocence which
are of the internal man. 'To eat the calves , .

.'= to

learn and appropriate to one's self the goods of innocence
which are of the external man.

H. 35 1^ In order to become intelligent and wise,

man must learn many things ; not only those which are

of Heaven, but also those which are of the world ... In
proportion as 'a man learns and applies to life, he
becomes intelligent and wise ; for in the same propor-

tion his interior sight . . . and his interior affection . . .

are perfected.

512". Spiritual good and truth are not learned from
the world, but from Heaven. They can indeed be
known from the Word . . . but still they cannot inflow
into the life, unless the man is in Heaven as to the
interiors of his mind . . .

N. 23®. That if man does not learn or receive truths,

good cannot inflow, and thus he cannot become spiritual.

Ref.

S. 596. The rest who are in some life according to

truths, can learn from (those who are in illustration).

R. 618. 'No one could learn the song, except the
144,000' (Rev.xiv.3) = that no others from Christians
could understand, and thus from love and faith acknow-
ledge ... By 'to learn' is signified to perceive interiorly

in one's self that it is so, which is to understand, and
thus to receive and acknowledge. He who learns in

any other way, learns, and does not learn, because he
does not retain. E.859.

T. 343. That man receives faith by . . . learning
Truths from the Word . . . Gen. art.

D. 1438. Such Knowledges are to be so insinuated . . .

that the man does not know that he has learned
them . . .

2293. That Souls, Spirits, and Angels learn Truths
;

both in a state of delight, and also in one of sadness

—

but what the difference is. Ex.

4034^. (Thus) those things also which I have learned
through evil Spirits, I have learned from the Lord
alone . . .

6008. They were of those men who had wanted to

learn nothing . . . 6050.

D. Min. 4741. With those who learn such things

. . . without use . . . such things are like scales upon
scales, which . . . take away sense from tlie interiors . . .

E. 403^^. 'They shall not learn war any more' (Mic.

iv.3). Ex.

741^. 'The inhabitants of the world learn justice'

(Is.xxvi.9). Ex.

803^. How man can be in illustration, so that he may
learn the truths which are of his faith ... I. Let him
read the Word every day, a chapter or two, and learn

from a master, and from preachings, the dogmas of his

religion ; and especially let him learn that God is one,

and that the Lord is the God of Heaven and earth
;

that the Word is holy ; that there are a Heaven and a

Hell ; and that there is a life after death. II. Let him
learn from the Word, from a master, and from preach-

ings, what works are sins. Enum. Let him learn the

latter and the former things from infancy to adolescence.

840. A prohibition lest anyone should learn and teach

anything except what has been acknowledged . . . Sig.

J. (Post.) 31. Those who ... do not want to learn,

but to teach,

2256. He wanted to learn
; but, as he had confirmed

faith alone, he could not.

Learned. Dodus.
See also TEACH-docere.

A. 13856. Hence they seemed to themselves to be

more learned than others.

3820'*. They suppose that in the other life the learned

sliall shine like the stars . . . But the learned . . . =
those who are in good . . .

3957. It has been given to speak with the more
learned concerning this . . .

4136'^. (The stupid ignorance of a certain learned

Church dignitary.)

4844^'. The learned in the Ancient Church knew
that . . .

5432'. Such appear to themselves learned and wise.

5433'-

9188®. ' Sorcerers '= those who are learned from them-

selves . . . For he who will be learned in the truths and
goods of faith, must be taught by the Lord . . .

9192'. They wondered that those who, above others,

had been learned in the Word and in the doctrine of

their Church, were among the damned . . .

^. Those who are learned as to doctrine, but evil

as to life, are meant in . . . Matt.vii.22,23 ; Luke xiii.

26,27 ; and also by the foolish virgins.

H. 347^. In the external form . . . they appear equally

as intelligent and learned as those who are in the light

of Heaven . . .

518. They had persuaded themselves that they

should come into Heaven . . , because they had been

learned . . .

W. 239^. I knew a man ordinarily learned . . .

P. 208^. If they have been learned, they apply

scientifics to confirm the proprium of man and nature.
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R. 419. The exploration and manifestation of tlie

state of life of those in the Church of the Reformed,

who are called learned and wise from the confirmation

of faith separated from charity . , . Sig.

812^. Thus do the simple, . . . but rarely the learned

and erudite.

M. 533". A company where were the learned and

erudite . . .

T. 74. All these (who wore hats) were learned and

erudite ; and some, who wore turbans, were unlearned-

indocti. They were speaking together about unlimited

Divine power . . .

159". At the left were seen the learned of the clergy,

and behind them the unlearned ; and at the right the

erudite of the laity, and behind them the inerudite . . .

402^". That the learned and erudite who have con-

firmed themselves deeply in falsities . . . are sensuous

above others . . • 565.

619^. One of the spheres is concerning the Lord,

which breathes forth from the southern quarter, where

are the learned of the clergy, and the erudite of the

laity . . .

D. 77 (Index). Cunning and malignant Spirits seduce

the learned, and philosophers, more easily than

others . . .

595. Concerning a certain one among the most

learned.

1404. That those who suppose themselves to be in

the greatest light, because they are learned, will be in

the greatest darkness. Rep.

1462. That the learned, who are exterior men,

apprehend nothing but exterior things.

1466. Those who represent the learned, or the wise

of the world . . . wanted my tongue to perish. Ex.

2480. That truths . . . not sensuous . . . are at once

rejected by the learned.

2682. That the learned in the world obscure the

understanding of man.

3060a. That the learned are not permitted to speak

with Spirits, except with danger to their lives.

3062. That the most learned . . . have conceived a

false idea of Heaven.

3421. That the learned who have taken up phan-

tasies, see nothing else than the things which confirm

them.

3460^. Therefore, in the learned^ the ideas are

closed , . •

4264. Therefore, the unlearned . . . can often think

and speak better than the learned . . .

4550. The things from which he had been learned . . .

4552. They brought the stupid, who in the world had

been the learned.

5700. Concerning those who are called and believed

to be learned . . .

D. Min. 4736. Concerning the learned of this age.

4752^. This is not to be learned, that is, illustrated.

E. 105'. I have seen many, even of the most learned,

cast into Hell.

805". Hence it is that the learned of the Church,

when they come into the Spiritual World, are in so

many falsities, that they know scarcely one genuine

truth.

J. (Post.) 3. Provided (the English) are persuaded

that he is a learned and sincere man . . .

Learned. Eruditus.

Learning. Eruditio.

Instruct. Erudire.

A. 445. (Ideas of the learned about the soul or

spirit.) 1533.

i886,Pref. Fewer of the learned believe than of the

simple . . .

2144^. The learned do not know what perception is.

2310*. (Ignorance of the learned world concerning

the Word.)

2329^. (The learned especially have the idea of three

gods.)

2504". When speaking to the learned . . .

2592-. He greatly wondered that the learned at this

day are not delighted with such a study.

27i8'*. (Is there no happiness from learning, etc. 1)

3428-. Modern learning scarcely goes beyond these

limits, namely, whether it is, and whether it is so . . .

3483-. The learned know that subsistence is a per-

petual coming forth ; but still it is contrary to .
the

affection of falsity, and thence to the reputation of

learning, to say that nature continually subsists, as it

has come forth, from the Divine of the Lord . . .

3563*. When a man is affected with truth . . . that

he may become learned . . .

3747. I have sometimes spoken with Spirits about

the learned of our age,—that they know nothing except

to distinguish man into internal and external ; and this

not from reflection upon the interiors of the thoughts

and aff'ections with themselves, but from the Word of

the Lord ; and that still they do not know what the

internal man is ; and . . . many of them doubt whether

he exists, and also deny it ; and this because they do

not live the life of the internal, but of the external

man ; and that they are much seduced by the fact that

brute animals appear like them as to organs, viscera,

senses, appetites, and affections : and it has been said

that the learned know less about such things than the

simple ; and that still they seem to themselves to know

much more ; for they debate about the intercourse of the

soul and the body ; nay, about the soul, as to whether

it exists ; when yet the simple know that the soul is

the internal man ; and that it is his spirit which will

live after the death of the body ; and also that it is

the man himself who is in the body : besides that the

learned more than the simple liken themselves to

brutes, and ascribe all things to nature, and scarcely

anything to the Divine ; and also that they do not

reflect, that man, differently from brute animals, can

think about Heaven, and about God, and thus be

elevated above himself ; consequently, be conjoined with

the Lord through love ; and thus that he cannot but

live to eternity after death : and that they are especially
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ignorant that each and all things with man depend
upon the Lord through Heaven ; and that Heaven is a

Grand Man, to which correspond each and all things

wliich are in man, and also those in nature : and per-

chance when they shall hear and read these things,

such things will be paradoxes to them ; so that unless

experience were to confirm it, they would reject them as

something fantastical : in like manner when they shall

hear that there are tliree degrees of life in man, as there

are three degrees of life in the Heavens . . .

[A. 3747]®. But these things are remote from the

ideas of the learned of this age, who only debate as to

whether it is ; and so long they cannot know that it

is ; and still less what it is.

3748. A certain Spirit who . . . had been reputed

learned. Des.

3749. A certain Spirit . . . inflowed into my head . . ,

Tlie Angels said that he was taken from the Spirits

who are with a certain learned person at this day
still living in the world, which learned person had
got a reputation for learning above others. Then
through this intermediate Spirit communication was
given with the thought of that man. I asked the Spirit

what idea that learned person could have about the

Grand Man, and its influx, and the consequent corre-

spondence. He said, that he could have no idea.

Then, what idea he had about Heaven. He said not

any ; only blasphemies ; as that they play on musical

instruments there . . . and yet he is esteemed above

others, and it is believed that he knows what influx is,

and what the soul, and what is its intercourse with the

body . . . from which it may be evident what is the

quality of those wlio at this day teach others ; namely,

that from mere scandals they are against the goods and
truths of faith, although they make a diflferent avowal.

41 56-. Those who had been in scientifics only, and

had thence got the name and reputation of being

learned, are sometimes much more stupid than those

who have been skilled in no knowledges. Ex.

4322. For the learned discuss openly among them-
selves in their conclaves as to whether there is a Hell,

thus whether there is a Heaven ; and as they are in

doubt concerning Heaven, they cannot receive as any
principle that there is au influx through Heaven from
the Lord . . .

4527. They then saw how easily the learned fall into

error concerning the life after death ; and that they

above others do not believe except in the things which
they see.

4658. Withoi;t any other end than to be held learned

. . . (See below, U. 382.)

4733-, Very many of the learned among Christians

are such (as worship nature), owing to their not believing

the Human of the Lord to be Divine.

4760'*. It is general ... that the learned believe (in

the life after death) less than the simple ; and, in

general, that they see Divine truths less than the

simple. The reason is that they consult scientifics . . .

from what is negative, and thereby destroy with them-
selves the [mental] view from what is higher or interior,

(and then) they no longer see anything from the light

of Heaven . . . Hence it was that the simple believed

in the Lord, but not the Scribes and Pharisees, who in

that nation were the learned. 111. 6053-,

4966^ How greatly the human race has receded from

the learning of the ancients, which led to wisdom.

5089-. The sensuous . . have immersed their thoughts

in such things as are of the world ; that is, in terms and
the distinctions derived from them . . . and thus in

sensuous things, so that they cannot look around. This

is the reason why the learned believe less than the

simple ; nay, that they are less wise in heavenly

things . . .

5128'^ In such a persuasion (of what is false) are

many of the learned more than all others ; for they

have confirmed falsities with themselves by means of

syllogistic, philosophical, and finally by many scientific

things. With the Ancients, such were called serpents

of the tree of knowledge ; but at this day they may be

called interior sensuous ones devoid of what is rational.

5146®. (Ignorance of discrete degrees) is the reason

why the learned can only discuss hypothetically con-

cerning the intercourse of the soul and the body ; nay,

that many of them also believe that life is in the

body . . .

5321*. (A place there) where there walk and converse

those who in the world had been learned, and had had

life as the end of learning.

5649^. The learned believe more than the simple

(that the life of man is like the life of beasts) . . .

5820-. Even if, from this, lie is styled in the world

as very learned . . .

5991-. Among the grossly corporeal was one who had

been known to me . . . and who was among those more

celebrated for . . , learning.

6316. The learned ... as to a great part, are sensuous.

The reason is, that they have learned knowledges merely

for the sake of reputation . , . When they are promoted

to honours, they afterwards live sensuous more than the

simple . . .

6317. There were with me Spirits who . . . had been

called learned. They were remitted into the state of

thought in which they had been in the body, and their

thought was communicated to me, (which) was such

that they could never be brought to believe that a

Spirit has any sense . . . The cause was that they had

placed life in the body ; and had confirmed themselves

. . . against the life of the Spirit . . . Hence they had

closed interior things to themselves . . . After they had

(thus) confirmed themselves, if the greatest truths had

been told them, they would have been in relation to

them as the blind . . . But the unlearned-mdoc<i-who

have been in the good of faith, are not such . . ,

6924°. The things which obscure are chiefly the

aff"ections of elegance of discourse and of learning ; for

these hide the things themselves . . .

7270^. A maxim not unknown to the learned . . .

83816. (In Jupiter) they do not care for the scientifics

of human learning.

8628. They who have been conceited from learning

(from terms), perceive still less.
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86292. He was exceedingly stupid . . . (but) had been

among the more celebrated on account of learning. He
was cold . . .

863 1^. Learned men were present from our Earth

who had immersed their Intellectual in the terms of

scientific things, and had disputed much about form,

substance, the material, the non-material, and the like
;

and had applied such things to no use. (Their stupidity

in comparison with the Spirits of Jupiter.

)

8783^. The learned of the world believe that they

would have received the Word better, if heavenly things

had been set forth barely . . . but they are very much
mistaken ; for they would then have rejected it more

than the simple ... for human learning induces this

thick darkness with those who trust in their own
intelligence ... It is also very evident from the fact,

that those vi-ho are atheists and naturalists . . . are those

who are learned . . . They themselves know this.

8944. This is very evident from the learned of the

Avorld, who, by means of knowledges, have raised the

lumen of their nature above that of others : it is known
that these, above others, deny the Divine, and acknow-

ledge nature as the Divine ; and also that when they

are speaking from the heart . . . they deny the life after

death . . . consequently all things which are of faith . . .

9297'. He who is affected with truths solely for the

sake of learning ... is in persuasive faith.

9394^. Hence it is that the learned, who are such,

are more insane than the simple ; and with themselves

deny the Divine, Providence, Heaven, Hell, the life

after death, and the truths of faith ; which is clearly

evident from the learned of the European world at this

day in the other life ; where a vast number of them at

the very heart are atheists . . . From these things it is

evident of what use are Knowledges and scientifics to

those who think from the delights of the loves of self

and of the world. 9407**.

10099*. Hence it is that they who think from modern
learning do not know what the Spiritual is . . .

10156-. Hence it is that the merely natural man . . .

at heart denies Divine and heavenly things ; which

also is the reason why so many of the learned reduce

themselves, by means of their knowledges, into such

insanity . . .

10201*. Hence it is that the learned of the world,

who are in the love of self . , , are more blind than the

simple.

H. 74'. Because they have not extinguished, by
learning, that which is implanted in them from Heaven.

183". This general idea ... is annihilated . . . especi-

ally with the learned . . .

^. He who does not think from learning con-

cerning the soul . . . believes that he will live as a man
after death . . .

313. Very many of the learned from the Christian

world are amazed when they see themselves in a body

after death . . . The learned who have confirmed them-

selves in such things, and who have ascribed all things

to nature, have been explored ; and it was found that

their interiors were completely closed ... so that they

had not looked to Heaven, but to the world, and con

sequently to Hell . . .

353. They who do not acknowledge the Divine . . .

think from the corporeal Sensuous . . . however erudite

and learned-cZocii-they are believed to be . . . but their

erudition does not ascend beyond such things as appear

before their eyes in the world . . .

354. It has been given to speak with many of the

learned after (death) . . . Those who at heart had
denied the Divine . . . had become so stupid that they

could scarcely comprehend any civil truth, still less any
spiritual truth . . . Their interiors . . . were so closed

up that they appeared as if they were black ... so that

they could not endure any heavenly light . . .

s. From infernal ardour they torment those there

who do not worship them as deities . . . Into such

things is turned all the learning of the world, which

has not received into itself light from Heaven by the

acknowledgment of the Divine.

411. Before their interiors have been opened, Spirits

can be . . . instructed . . .

456. Those who believe, are reputed by the learned

as simple.

2. They said that this faith has emanated

especially from the learned, who had thought about the

soul from the corporeal Sensuous . . .

464*. I have spoken with many . . . who had been

believed to be learned, from the fact that they were

acquainted with the ancient languages . . . and who
had not cultivated their Rational by the things written

in those languages. Some of them seemed to be as

simple as those who had known nothing of those

languages ; and some seemed to be stupid ; but still

there remained with them conceit, as if they were wiser

than others.

e. The Angels grieve very much that many of

the learned ascribe all things to nature ; and that they

have thus closed up to themselves the interiors of their

own minds, so that they can see nothing of truth from

the light of truth ... In the other life, therefore, they

are deprived of the faculty of ratiocinating, lest they

should disseminate falsities among the simple good . . ,

and they are sent into desert places.

U. 38-, I may relate how the case is with the learned

in the other life, who draw intelligence from their own
proper meditation, kindled by the love of knowing
truths for the sake of truths, thus for the sake of uses

abstracted from worldly things ; and how the case is

with those who [do so] from others, without their own
proper meditation, as those are wont to do who desire

to know truths merely for the sake of the reputation of

learning, and of the consequent honour or gain in the

world . . . (Fully des. This long description is quoted

from A. 4658.)

W. 361^. Hence it is that many of the learned, who
have thought much, and especially who have written

much, have weakened and obscured their common per-

ception ; nay, have destroyed it . . .

M. 163. The things which belong to the rational

wisdom of the men . . . are called ... in special,

erudition, etc.
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[M.] 232. (The cry, how learned ! Ex.) T.333.

415''. The two Angels and the two satans were stand-

ing to the right . . . and I saw around them many

Spirits who . . . had been celebrated for their learning
;

and I marvelled that those learned ones now stood near

the Angels, now near the satans, (because) they now

favoured the one side and now the other . . .

. (They said,) We have looked down into the

earth at those who were celebrated for learning, and

who, from their own judgment, have thought about

God and about nature ; and we have found six hundred

out of a thousand in favour of nature, and the rest in

favour of God ; and that these were in favour of God

because they have frequently said, not from any under-

standing, but merely from things they have heard, that

nature is from God ; for frequent speech from the

memory . . . induces a species of faith. T.77*.

502®. Those who . . . have caught the allurement

from inBtriiction.

T. 80-. The satan said, My function is learning : do

not you see the laurel upon my head ?

98. Most of the clergy, who seek the reputation of

learning for the sake of honours and gains . . .

335. I observed a number of Spirits, whose heads

were encircled with leaves of laurel, and who were

clothed ill flowered robes, which signified that . . . they

had been renowned for their reputation for learning. . .

They were debating about connate ideas . . .

380". The more anyone believes himself to be more

excellent than others in learning and judgment, the

more prone he is to . . . appropriate (the idea that the

Lord) is a man, and not God . . .

665'*. We turned to the company which consisted of

the learned . . .

695. (In Heaven) the various things which belong to

rational learning are in their excellence.

D. 1950^. Such is the quality of human learning or

wisdom.

2515. In the Lord's Kingdom no one is estimated

from his learning . . .

4628. How much the perceptions of the learned differ

from those of the unlearned-tnentditorum. The learned,

that is, those who have been instructed in know-

ledges . . .

-. The reason the learned are such, is because

they learn knowledges for the sake of the reputation of

learning . . .

. Hence it is that most of the learned . . .

attribute all things to nature . . .

47276. (Thus) the most learned are atheists ... so

that, for them, learning is a means of being insane.

4744. Concerning the learned who have placed learn-

ing solely in such things as serve for intelligence, and
not in intelligence itself.

5141^. Most of the learned within the Church become
bones.

5759. Afterwards were cast down those who had
utterly despised learning and knowledges, of whom
there were a great number.

5999^. Most there do not come to intelligence, but to

learning.

D. Min. 4739. On those who know from others, and

are thence called learned . . .

4752^. This is the case with modern learning . . .

E. 52'. As this implanted [idea] has been almost cast

out with the learned of the world . . . the New Church

is being instaurated with the gentiles . . .

236^. Spirits who . . . had been believed to be learned

were explored as to whether they know what spiritual

faith is . . .

543'*. Such are many of the learned . . .

559^. The learned of this kind who know things

physical, anatomical, botanical, and many things which

belong to human learning . . . say in their hearts that

all these things are from nature . . .

714'. Most of those (who relate to the head of the

dragon) are learned . , .

^ See Leading Man, here.

787. Acceptance by the more learned in the Church,

and reception afar by the less learned. Sig.

797^". Such are many of the learned, who have con-

firmed faith alone . . .

808^. The idea of the Divine Human . . . has been

completely destroyed, especially with the learned

there.

885^. The latter is done by the learned who teach

from doctrine ; the former by the learned and the non-

learned who teach from the Word.

886^. The latter is done by the simple who receive

that faith ; the former by the learned who glory from

their learning.

998^ It is believed by man that as the learned know
many things from the Word and from doctrine, they

are more intelligent and wise than others . . .

Ath. 33. The learned mentioned. 77. 112. 198.

J. (Post.) 225. One who was learned, was ex-

amined . . .

273. See Left, here.

D. Love xiv®. Among these are many who have been

esteemed as learned . . . and who believe themselves to

be wise because they ascribe all things to nature and

prudence.

D. Wis. i''. The learned were collected, to the

number of three hundred; and the option was given

them as to which way they would go ; and . . . two

hundred and sixty entered the way of folly, and only

forty the way of wisdom . . .

vii. I. The sensuous learned have conceived this

[idea] from the name spirit ...

xi. 2a. Such is the genius of learning, which is con-

ceit, that it can confirm everything . . .

Learned. Litemtus.

A. 1756"^. As may be known to every scholar.

H. 56. In the learned world. 353. 354. M.313.

D.2482.

T. 814*^. Historia Lileraria, occurs.
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J. (Post.) 268. In the north dwell those who are not

lettered.

D. Love xvii^. Literati who write books full of

piety, doctrine, and erudition . . .

Least. Minimus.
A. 228. The least of thought with man is more per-

ceptible to the Angels than its greatest,

452^. Heaven does not consist in desiring to be the

least in order to be the greatest. H.408.

952. He wanted to be the least, in order to become

the greatest in Heaven. 6393'*. D.1302.

1594'*. These are they who are meant by 'the least,'

who become the greatest in the Lord's Kingdom. Ex.

18 1 2^ The Lord scarcely wanted to be even the

least.

34172. They did not know that heavenly delight . . .

is the delight of humiliation, and of the affection of

serving others ; thus to want to be, not the greatest, but

the least ; as the Lord teaches in Luke ix.48.

391 3^ The spiritual man seems to himself to have

his life in humiliation, and in being the least . . .

4051". See Great, here. W. 269. 275-. 285^ 13.5775.

E. 10552.

5115. For man is a Heaven in the least form. 60132.

W.203. 231.

5688. 'The youngest' {Gen.xliii.29) = him who is

born after all. Ex.

6057. The internal man is a Heaven in the least

form ; and the external man is a world in the least

form.

63932, Heavenly bliss is ... to want to serve others,

and to be the least, as the Lord teaches in Mark x.

35-45-

65712. Such is the effigy of the least things of his

will.

e. That this (evil) is in the least things of his

thought and will, is manifestly evident from the

sphere ...

6605. For everyone in an angelic Society is a Heaven

in the least form. H.51, Gen. art.

H. 57. Is a Church in the least form.

408. In Heaven ... he is called the least who has no

power and wisdom, and wants to have no power and

wisdom, from himself, but from the Lord ; such a least

one has the greatest happiness . . .

J. 12*. Then becomes a Heaven in the least form.

W. 77. That the Divine in the greatest and least

things is the same. Gen. art. 223^. 300.

222. See Degree, here. 223. 226.

227. The perfection of the created universe is from

the likeness of the generals and the particulars, or of

the greatest and least things, as to these degrees . . .

304^. The reason there are degrees of both kinds also

in the leasts of all things, is that the spiritual Sun is

the one only substance from which are all things.

313. Substances and matters ... in their leasts.

P. 296. Is a Hell in the least form. ^^

2996. As to his mind . . . man is either a Heaven or

a Hell in the least form.

D. 1234. What to want to be the least means. Ex.

3120. That he is greatest in Heaven who is least.

Ex.

5632. They then wanted to call themselves the least.

But I replied . . .

E. 1097^. The thought of God . , , as of nature in its

leasts, closes Heaven.

D. Wis. i. In the least point (wisdom and love) are

one ... for that which proceeds from the Sun also is

the Sun in the leasts, and thence universally in the

whole . . , There is not meant a point and least of space

;

for this has no existence in the Divine . . .

Leather. Corium.

Leathern. Coriaceus.

A, 5247^. 'A girdle of leather about his loins'

(2 Kings i. 8) = the literal sense as to goods. E.543",

76436, External truth is signified by , . . 'a leathern

girdle' (Matt.iii.4). 9372^

9828®. ' Leather'=what is external ; thus 'a leathern

girdle ' = that which . . . holds together interior things

in connection. E.619^®.

T. 391. The sound of a beaten drum.

Leave. Venia.

A. 13846. They perceive whether it is from will,

leave, or permission,

1755. Some things are from permission, some from

admission, some from leave, some from good pleasure,

some from will, 24472, 9940. D.892. 2296.

D. 38456. From leave if not evil, and from permis-

sion if evil.

E. 1097. By your leave . . ,

'

Leave behind. Relinqnere.

See under Residue,

A. 160. 'To leave father and mother' (Gen. 11.24) = to

[leave] the internal man.

182, The celestial Angels do not leave him . . ,

H,45o,

6372. If man were left to himself, he would rush . . .

868.

24746. Not the least doubt is left.

2475. Man leaves behind nothing except the bones

and flesh. H.461, Gen.art.

2678. That he was left in the proprium. Sig. and

Ex.

5008. 'He left his garment ,,,' Ex. 5028.

57582, In proportion as I was left to my pro-

prium , , .

5812. 'To leave' (Gen.xliv.22) = to be separated.

5813-

65326. 'To leave,' here, (Gen. 1.8) = to be there.

6789. 'To leave the man' (Ex. ii. 20) = not to be able to

be conjoined.
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[A.] 7565. 'Toleavein the field' (Ex.ix.2i)= to perish

by falsities from evils, which are signified by 'the hail.'

7646. 'The residue . . . left from the hail' (Ex.x.5)=
the truth not consumed by the former falsity. 7677.

7729. 'Not to be left' (ver.26) = not to be wanting.

7778^ These truths (are then) left behind . . .

7860. 'Ye shall not leave of it until the morning'

(Ex.xii.io). Ex.

8232. 'There was not left in them even to one' (Ex.

xiv.28) = all and each.

8407. 'To die by the hand of Jehovah ' = to be left by

the Lord ; for those who are left by Him—that is, who
leave Him—rush into evils and the derivative falsities.

9020-. "When they are left to themselves . . . 9192^

9399'. ioi22^ H.395. 496. 502. J.36-. Life 44^. W.244.

T.592. D.5843'.

10114. 'What was left of the flesh and of the bread'

(Ex. xxix. 34) = that it was not appropriated. Ex.

10115.

10122^. He is left in freedom.

R. 750^. They are then left by the Lord ; and those

who are left by the Lord become as pagans.

M. 194'. 'The father and mother' whom the man
shall 'leave,' in the spiritual sense = his proprium of tlie

will and of the understanding . . .

T. 126. In temptations, man is apparently left to

himself.

2. In the passion of the cross, the Lord was left

to Himself . . .

504^. He said. The things I have heard I leave.

E. 104. 'To leave the first charity' (Rev. ii. 4) = not to

make it the essential of Knowledges.

280*. Occurs. 340^^ 411^. 734"^

Leave off. See under Absolution.

Leaven. See under Ferment.

Lebanon. Libantis.

A. 8S6-. 'Lebanon' stands for the cedars, which =
spiritual things, or the truths of faith.

1443. The trees of the forest of Lebanon= interior

perceptions, or those of rational things.

2162". The celestial spiritual things of the^Church

are 'the glory of Lebanon,' or the cedars (Is.lx. 13).

2831^. 'Lebanon,' in the "Word, = the Rational.

9^

51 13. The memory of the Spiritual Church is com-

pared to the 'wine of Lebanon' (Hos.xiv.7).

5922^^. 'Lebanon' (Is. xxxv. 2) = the Spiritual Church.

IOI99^

9011^. See Carmel, here.

9277^. 'The cedars of Lebanon '= the truths of good.

9406". 'The glory ofLebanon, 'or 'the cedar'= spiritual

good and truth.

10261®. By 'Lebanon' is signified spiritual good ; thus

by 'Lebanon' is signified the same as by 'the cedar,'

because Lebanon was a forest of cedars.

S. 18^. By 'the cedars,' and by 'Lebanon,' which He
'breaks' (Ps.xxix.5) is meant the falsities of the ra-

tional man.

E. 175". 'Asshur'= the Rational of the man of the

Church which is illustrated ; this is called 'a cedar in

Lebanon' (Ezek.xxxi.3), because 'a cedar'=the same as

'Asshur;' in special, truth from good there; and
'Lebanon' is the mind where that is, because there were

cedars in Lebanon.

223^^. 'Lebanon withereth away' (Is.xxxiii.9) = the

Church as to truth.

281-. 'Lebanon' (Ezek.xvii.3) = the dostrine of the

Church which is from the Word.

288". 'The glory of Lebanon ' which is 'given them

'

(Is.xxxv.2)=Divine truth.

304^ By 'Lebanon' is signified the like as by 'the

cedar ;' namely, the truth of the Church.

324"^. 'The odour of Lebanon' (Hos.xiv.6) = spiritual

good, from its gratefulness.

326". Where it treats of the Lord's Advent, it is said

. . . 'Let Lebanon,' etc., 'rejoice.'

—— . 'Lebanon '= spiritual truth and good.

328''. 'To bring them to . . . Lebanon' (Zech.x. io) =
to the . . . good and truth of faith.

372^. ' Lebanon '= the Church as to truths ; thus also

the truths of the Church ; in like manner as 'the

cedar.

'

388^. By 'the cedar in Lebanon' is signified the

Rational.

405^. 'The sides of Lebanon' (Is.xxvii.24)=where

the goods of the Church are conjoined with the truths
;

' Lebanon ' = the Spiritual Church.

410^ 'The cedars of Lebanon' (Is.ii. 13) = interior

conceit from Own intelligence. 514^.

411^^. 'The snow of Lebanon' (Jer.xviii. I4)= the

truths of the Church thence. . .
' Lebanon ' = the Church

from which [they come].

458®. 'Lebanon' = the Spiritual Church.

569'-. One end of the Church, which is the Cognitive

and Scientific, is signified by 'Lebanon,' and 'the sea'

(Jos.i.4).

638^^ The sixth state of regeneration, which is a state

of intelligence and wisdom, is signified by 'its odour as

that of Lebanon' . . . ' Lebanon ' = rationality, from

which are intelligence and wisdom.

650'". 'The violence of Lebanon' (Hab.ii. 17)= force

inflicted by the rational man on truths perceived from

the Word ; for ' Lebanon ' = the Church as to the per-

ception of truth from the rational man.

654^. By 'the land of Gilead,' and by 'Lebanon'

(Zech.x. 10) are signified the goods and truths of the

Church in the natural man.
'^. 'The cedar,' and thence 'Lebanon' = the

Rational.

3®. That they have no Rational, is signified by,

'I will blacken Lebanon upon him' (Ezek.xxxi. 15),
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730^^. By 'Lebanon' is signified the Church as to the

rational understanding of good and truth.

Leech. Sanguisuga. D. 2974.

Leek. Forrum.
D. 5921. (Melancthon) came to me in his persuasion

(that is, in his persuasive way of speaking), and there

exhaled from him as it were the odour of leek {hvitlok,

garlick) ; and its pungency strongly affected my left eye

;

whence it was evident to what the stench of a leek

corresponds.

E. 513^. 'Leeks, onions, and garlick' (N'um.xi.5)=
such things as are of the lowest Natural ; that is, of the

corporeal Sensuous of man,

Leekgreen. Prasinus. M.294.

Lees. Faex.

Feculent. Faecukntus.

A. 2468". The falsities wherewith the good, which is

'Moab,' is defiled, are here called 'lees' (Jer.xlviii. 11),

in which the taste and odour remain, if he is not re-

formed.

5392''. Those who are defiled with earthly dregs are

in the region of the intestines . . .

6666^. All evil is contagious, and polIutes-^^^/aeca<,

as lees do dough . . .

7906^. Then what is false falls down, like lees ; and

the truth comes forth purified ; like wine, which is

clarified after fermentation, when the lees are falling to

the bottom. P. 284^.

M. 148. The conjugial external ... is (then) purified

from its lees by the internal . . .

272. Cupidities are like lees, which precipitate them-

selves to the bottom, when the must of the wine is being

clarified.

. The body absorbs (the internal affections), and
involves them in its lees.

441. The feculent delights of scortatory love . . .

T. 798^. He had been saturated with the same dregs.

D. 10542. What is feculent always adheres.

1738. (The skin and its coats) exhale more subtle

faeces . . .

E. 252^". 'A feast of lees,' or of the best wine (Is.xxv.

6)= the appropriation of truths.

72413. 'The dregs of the cup' (Is.li. I7)= mere falsities

from which are evils.

960^. 'Its dregs they shall suck out' (Ps.lxxv.8). Ex.

(=the penalty of profanation. 1 1 16.)

1 143^. Like the effervescence from lees, which is con-

cupiscence.

1159^ By 'lees,' 'defecated lees' (Is.xxv.6) are sig-

nified the truths from that good, with the happiness

from them.

D. Wis.x^. The feculent blood of the heart is purified

in the lungs.

LeeU"Wenhoek. Leeuwenhoek.

D. 5785. In the other life Leeuwenhoek said that he

leads a miserable life, because he had merely made ex-

periments . . . and had not cultivated the Rational by
them at all. He said that in the beginning he had be-

lieved that he should be accepted before all others, but

that nevertheless he is stupid. Ex.

Left. Sinister.

Left hand. Sinistra.

Left, To the. Sinistrorsum.

Wrongly. Sinistra

See Right.

A. 641^. The intellectual things of Spirits and Angels

inflow into the left side of the head or brain ... In like

manner as to the face. 644.

1270. See Influx, here.

1276. Evil Spirits are at the Lord's left.

1763". They apply themselves to the left side beneath

the elbow ; and also to the left earlap.

*. One (of the Spirits of the moon) came to me to

the left side beneath the arm.

1773^ The heat (of those who had been still more de-

lighted with the Word) went from the loins towards the

breast ; and thence through the left arm to the hand.

1977. The Angelic Spirits . . . introduced . . . black-

ish and shining rays, which darted into the left

eye . . .

1983. (Punishment) beneath the heel of the left foot.

1992^. The Spirits who cliided, were perceived at the

left side beneath the arm.

2129". The other (sound) inflowed towards the left

temple . . .

2605. (These idolaters of the Ancient Church) were in

front towards the left . . .

2 70 1
2. 'The left eye '= the Intellectual.

2751. (Adulterers seen) before the left eye.

3884. The left side of the brain corresponds to

rational or intellectual things.

4046. (These Spirits) presented a flaming lumen . . .

which first appeared beneath the left side of the chin
;

afterwards beneath the left eye . . . Afterwards, when
I applied my hand to the left side of my . . . head, I

felt a pulsation . . .

4050. A little star seemed near the region of the left

eye . . . Afterwards, there appeared walls . . . but only

at the left side. . . It was a representation of the in-

fundibulum . . .

4326. The involuntary sense . . . afterwards drew

itself towards the leftside of the face. . . D.3861.

3863, Ex.

^. The left (side of the face, with the left eye,

corresponds to) the affection of truth.

4410. The sight of the left eye corresponds to truths,

which are of the understanding . . . consequently, the

left eye corresponds to the truths of faith . . .

^. For those who are in truth are at the Lord's

left.

4656. A Spirit who spoke to me at my left earlap

... 46S7.
^
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[A. 4656]^. They see and interpret all things sinisterly.

4658. Something sonorous Avas apperceived penetrat-

ing from beneath, near the left side, even to the left ear

. . . They were logicians and metaphysicians . . .

4809®. 'The he-goats on the left ' = separation according

to . . . falsities from evil. . . In the other life . . , those

who are in falsities from evil (actually appear) at the

left. 48S23.

4946. Some who had imbued [the idea] that man
ought not to care for . . . spiritual things, but only for

. . . natural things , . . acted into the left knee . . . and

also into the sole of the right foot.

4950. Beneath the left foot, a little to the left, are

such as have attributed all things to nature ; but still

have confessed [a Divine] Being.

5071. The reason those 'on the left' are called

'cursed' ... is that they had averted themselves from
good and truth, and had turned to evil and falsity.

5180. The chief place of (this painful suction) was on
the top of the head, and it thence propagated itself to-

wards the region of the left ear, and also towards the

region of the left eye ; that which was from the eye was
from Spirits ; that which was towards the ear was from

Genii; (both of whom) pertain to the province of the

cistern and ducts of the chyle . . .

5380. Those who relate to the kidne3's, are at the left

side, very closely at the body beneath tlie elbow. Those

who relate to the ureters are towards the left, further

away from the body. Those who relate to the bladder

are still further away . . . This is one general way to-

wards the Hells.

5390. Those who have been tenacious of revenge, ap-

peared in front towards the left.

5391. The chaste virgins (of the subsidiary kidneys)

... lie quiet at the left part of the side lower down.

5393- Those who are in the province of the colon ex-

tend themselves in front, towards the left, in a curved
line, advancing towards Hell.

^. There appeared to me a wall as of plaster with
moulded figures, near the left elbow (which represented
the better Spirits of the colon and rectum).

5567. A certain one applied himself to my left side.

(His character fully des.) D.3485.

57142. (One who had been a great adulterer) inflicted

pain on the periostea, as on the toes of the sole of the
left foot . . .

572oe. When (that hypocrite) was lifted upwards at

the left, a pain invaded the left jaw, and the bone of

the left temple, down to the bones of the cheek.

5725. See Inundate, here.

61956. Those who had been bound with me ... as

they were separated, appeared to be removed from me
towards the left in front.

6267. 'Ephraim . . . towards Israel's left hand' (Gen.
xlviii.i3) = the truth of the Intellectual as in the second
place . . . 'The left hand' = to be in the second place.

6271. 'He placed his left hand upon the head of Man-
asseh' (ver. i4)=that he accounted good in the second
place.

6348^. The Hell (of profaners) is at the front side to

the left, at a great distance.

6922''. A multitude of Spirits ... at the back, a little

to the left, in the plane of the occiput.

7 171". The planet Venus appears to the left, a little

behind ; the planet Mars, to the left, in front ; the

planet Jupiter, in like manner to the left, in front, but

at a greater distance . . . the moon to the left, at a con-

siderable height ; the satellites also to the left, relatively

to their own planets. Such is the situation of these

planets in the ideas of Spirits and Angels . . . 7247.

7358. 7800.

7359. Spirits (from Mars) ajiplied themselves to my
left temple ... It breathed first on the left temple, and

on the left ear above ; and the afflatus advanced thence

to the left eye . . .

74926. Wrongly explained. 7803-.

7604". By wrong applications. 8885^.

7S03. The Spirits who chastise, apply themselves to

the left side ... 7810.

8149-. By wrong interpretations. 9298'^.

8910^ 'The left eye' corresponds to the truth of

faith.

951 1. By the Lord's left hand is signified the good of

spiritual love, which is the good of love towards the

neighbour. Hence all things which are on man's . . .

left side correspond to spiritual good. 111.

95568. By the things on the left side (of the body) are

signified the truths which are from goods. (Continued

under Right.) 9604^. 9736-. 9843^. 10061. H. ii8e.

"W. 127.

9684"^. The Moon (there) appears at a middle altitude

opposite the left eye. H. ri8.

10061'*. In the oi^posite sense . . . 'the left,' in the

Word, =the falsity through which is evil.

10189^. At the left (in Heaven) are those who are in

the shade of truth, thus who are in the north.

10283''. That 'the left' = the truth through which is

good. Ref.

10810. The good Spirits were then separated from the

evil . . . the evil to the left . . .

H. 141-. To the left there, is the north ; and this in

every turning of their faces and bodies. 151^. E.298.

333. The infants who are of a spiritual genius (appear

in Heaven) at the left. .

534. The way which tended to the left was narrow,

leading through the west to the south , . . The good

were bent to the left, and entered the narrow way
which led to Heaven.

J. 6i^ Some had a millstone around the left arm.

Ex.

R. 3866. The reason there was light when a window
was made on the left side . . . was that light inflowing

from Heaven on the left side afl'ects the understanding.

933. Truth ... on the left is what is in obscurity . . .

for the north in Heaven, by which is signified truth in

obscurity, is on the left.

M. 20^. The bridegroom sat down on the left.
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23S. The door (of the temple) was behind the pulpit

on the left.

D. 1018. On the left side of the head . . . are those

who . . . have despised and injured those things which
are good, or which pertain to the affections.

1284. The more direful they are, the more they appear

towards the left.

1548. Those among them who begin to have wrong
thoughts, dissociate themselves . . .

1690. When I held my left hand to the left side of

the skull or head, I felt a pulsation . . .

2318. Such is the flux of endeavours and of forces to

their centres, everywhere ; namely, by spirals from left

to right . . .

3202. That in the left foot up to the knee, dwell

those who, being natural, correspond to the celestials.

3275®. (To be seen) on the left would be a sign of uses

which are not good.

3362. (They said) that (the evil Spirits) are allowed

to operate into the right side of the head ; but not into

the left ; and from the right side of the head into the

left side of the chest ; but by no means into the left

side of the head ; for so I should be destroyed. 3363,
Ex. 3375.EX.

3495. A Spirit applied himself to my left side . . .

3522-. Cold was perceived near the left side of the

head. Ex.

3550<^. Those who had been in such principles were

elevated through the province of the left foot. 3551.

3612. Such strike a pain into the left side of my head

. . . When I did not admit such objections, I felt a pain

in the nerves of the left of the neck . . .

3655^ They preside over the left nipple of the breast.

3661. When they are in the persuasion that they are

gods (they feel) a delight especially near the left

breast . . .

3767. At this day (the Quakers) only feel a com-

motion at the left side of the belly, and in the left of

the arm just above the palms ; and at the same time

they keep the left side of the face cheerful.

3809. The rest (of the Quaker Spirits) who were in the

deep, by their aspiration affected the region of the left

ear, and also the left side of the head ... so that they

infused some pain into the left side of [my] head
;

which signifies their insane scientifics.

3948. I spoke . . . with those who were at the left

ear . . .

3951. (Aristotle's deity seen to the left, above.)

4098. One who held herself . . . within the transverse

suture at the left side of the head.

4I98'''. The point of a spear is then vibrated at theii-

left eye . . .

4217. I have felt the tumultuation of the Ante-

diluvians beneath the heel of the left foot.

4218. (The action of the solifidians into the left of

the body.)

4227. (The solifidians) are above, around the left side

of the brain . . . 4S80.

4235^ (The solifidians) are those who hurt the left

knee,

4614. Spirits (who) affect with pain the top of the

left side of the tongue.

^. They ojjerate into that part of the tongue from

which there is a communication from the left ear,

upwards into the left side of the head . . . and also to

the left eye ; and downwards into the left side of the

breast, down to some of the toes of the sole of the left

foot. (Their character des.)

4641. At the left side in front are very filthy Hells.

Des. 4642.

4744. (Wolff) was in the plane of the sole of the left

foot.

4936. On the left (in the churches there) are tho&e

who are in the truths of faith.

4986. At the left (in the cities there) are those who
are in falsity from evil.

5179. I was conveyed by the Lord to the left (to a

mountain where is the Conjugial).

5339. There was still with them what is hypocritical,

because they affected the left side of my head with a

dull pain.

D. Min. 4602. Spirits not evil who ascend within

the left side, towards the internal ear . . .

4717^. (The hypocrites of what is honest) appeared on

the left side at some height . . .

A Hell on the left in front . . .

2^-. By 'the left eye' is signified the undcr-

4734.

E. 15

standing of truth. Refs. 313^

386^. 'The left hand.,'= truth from good.

600^. By 'the left' are signified all things of tiutli

from good.

^. At an Angel's left is the north ; from (which)

it is that . . . the left= truth in shade ; or, what is the

same . . . the left= spiritual truth, which is truth in

shade ; thus also . . . the left= truth from good. Such

things are signified by all . . . the left parts of the body

and also of the head . . . 111. 768''. 984^. 11202.

. 'Let not thy left hand know . .
.' (Matt.vi.3)

... By 'the left hand' is here meant to know and act

without good. Ex.

^. By 'the left' is signified truth ; and, in the

opposite sense, falsity.

-^. The prophet Ezekiel was commanded to 'lie

upon his left side' (Ezek.iv.4). For ... by 'the left

side' is signified the doctrine of truth from good ; and

man is purified from iniquities by means of truths from

good.

Il68^ From left to right, which is contrary to order.

J. (Post.) 251. (The Jews) now dwell there at the left.

273. In the suburbs (of London) at the left, dwell

many of their learned, and Newton with them. They

descend thither by a declivity.

D. Wis. iii. 4. The left side (of this primitive brain)

is the receptacle of wisdom.

Leg. Crus.

See under Thigh.
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A. 2826". 'The legs of a man' (Ps.cxlvii. io) = Owu
power of doing good.

3869^". 'To rescue two legs' (Amos iii. 12)= the will of

good.

7859. 'His head upon his legs . .
.' (Ex.xii.9)= from

the inmost to the external . . .
'The legs ' = the exteriors

;

for, relatively to the head, the legs are lower things . . .

^. The command to roast the head upon the legs

. . . represented that the interiors and the exteriors

must be conjoined . . .

9653. 'For the two shanks of the Habitation towards

the sea' (Ex. xxvi. 22)= conjunction with Heaven where

good is in obscurity. . .
' Shanks '= the boundaries where

good verges into obscurity. 9655. 9658,

10030^. By 'the legs' (of the statue) is signified the

fourth state of the Church.

10048. Ordination is described by the intestines and
legs being put upon the segments and upou the head

(Ex.xxix.17) ; and by 'the intestines' are signified the

lowest things, which are called external sensuous things
;

by 'the legs,' the things proximately higher, which are

called natural . . . 10050,

10050. The reason 'the legs ' = the exteriors which are

of the natural man, is that the feet are meant at the

same time ; for the legs of beasts are four, and they cohere

with the feet, (which) = the Natural or External of man.
^. The like is signified by 'legs' in Amos iii. 12 ;

(where) 'legs' = the external of the Church, which also

is of the natural man. . . By 'the legs,' where the statue

of Nebuchadnezzar is treated of . . .is signified the truth

of faith in the external or natural man, which also is

'iron.' The reason 'the legs' are here distinguished

from 'the feet,' is that legs are dilferently circumstanced

ynth. man from what they are with beasts.

E. 163^. 'The legs' (Amos iii, I2)= the goods which

are in the natural man.

176^. By 'the legs' which were 'of iron,' is meant the

fourth state of the Church, W'hen there was no longer

natural good, but only truth. (Compare 411'*.)

543^^ The reason they were allowed to eat locusts,

because of their having legs above their feet to leap

with' (Lev.xi.21) is because ' legs ' = natural good con-

joined with spiritual good; and 'feet,' natural truth

from this good ; and all the truth which is from good

ought to be appropriated to and conjoined with man
;

but not the truth vvhich is not from good ; for this truth

is conjoined with some evil ; and therefore it is said that

'the winged-ams-creeping thing which goes upon four,

and which has not legs above its feet' was 'an abomina-

tion' (ver.23), ,

Legband. Periscelis. Coro.43,

Legion. Legio.

B. 52^ You could not be protected by legions of

Angels,

D. 2020®, Who can rule them, being as they are,

legions of legions ?

4683. He saw distinct legions.

E. 430^^. By 'twelve legions of Angels' (Matt.xxvi.

53) is meant the universal Heaven.

Leguminous plant. Legumen.
A. 7484. (In Mars) they eat . . . also ^pulse. (Also

in Saturn, 8956.) (Also in the Second Earth, 10161.)

(And in the Sixth Earth. 10835,)

T, 351'*. Every tree, shrub, bush, and leguminous
plant , , ,

Legislator. See Lawgiver.

Legitimate. See Lawful,

Lehabim. Lehabim. A, 1 194, 1 195.

Leibnitz. Leibnitzius.

p. 289^ (An experience of Leibnitz there, des.)

I, I'f. The monads of Leibnitz . . ,

19, See Aristotle, here,

T. 335^. I saw near me Leibnitz and Wolff, who paid

close attention to the reasons advanced by the angelic

Spirit. Leibnitz then came forward and expressed his

concurrence ; but Wolif went away, both denying and

affirming ; for he did not excel in interior judgment as

did Leibnitz.

J. (Post.) 262. On Leibnitz and Wolff, Gen.art.

263, Concerning a simple substance, Leibnitz said . . ,

264, Concerning pre-established harmony, Leibnitz

said . . .

Leisure, To be at. Vacare.

See also uuder Y.nvi\-vacuxLS.

A. 395
1
-. In order to be at leisure [to think] of

Heaven.

Lejel. Lejel. D.4488. D.Min.4563. 4564. 4654.

4718,

Lend. See under Interest.

Lend. Commodare.

A. 79696. 'They lent unto them' (Ex.xii,36)=that

they were transferred,

9174, 'To ask a loan' (Ex.xxii. 14) = truth from

another stock. Ex.

9176, The truths which have with them their own
good, are meant by 'the things lent , .

,'

9210*. To lend truths, or instruct, for the sake of

gain. Sig.

Lend. Mutno dare.

A. 9049''. 'To lend'= to instruct.

9174^ 'To lend'=:to instruct from the affection of

charity. 111.

^. 'To lend' (Luke vi. 34) = to do good from the

affection of charity, thus to communicate the goods of

Heaven, and also the goods of the world ; but the latter

for the sake of the former as the end.

9209. 'To lend' (Ex.xxii. 25)= from the affection of

charity to communicate the goods of Heaven ; thus to

instruct.

9213*. 'To lend' (Deut.xxiv. io)= the communication

of truth.
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E. 559'. 'He shall lend to thee, and thou shalt not

lend to him' ( Dent. xxviii.44)= that he shall teach thee

truths, but thou shalt not teach him.

695^. 'To lend' (Luke vi.35)=to communicate the

goods and truths of doctrine from the Word.

Length. Lotigitudo.

Long. Lofigus.

A, 650. That 'the length' =the holiness of these

things . . . cannot be so well confirmed from the Word,

because everything is predicated according to the subject

treated of; as, for instance, 'length,' in application to

time, = what is perpetual and eternal; as 'length of

days ;' but in application to space, it=what is holy . . .

788^. As a tall man. 1126. D.4072.

1613. 'According to its length, and according to its

breadth' (Gen.xiii. 17)= what is celestial and spiritual;

or, what is the same, good and truth.

. The Celestial, or good, being primary, is com-

pared to length ; and the Spiritual, or truth, being

secondary, is compared to breadth. 111.

3527s. For length, and the things which are of

length, are predicated of good.

4482. (Therefore) lengths, breadths, and heights,

which are measurements of space, = such things as are

of state ; length= what is holy ; height, what is good
;

and breadth, what is true. Refs. ^.

88986. That 'length' is said of good. Refs.

9487. 'Two cubits and a half its length' (Ex.xxv. 10)

= all as to good.

2_ That 'length,' in the Word, = good ; and

'breadth,' truth. Ex.

. The measuring of the New Jerusalem as to

'length' = the quality of good ; and as to 'breadth,' the

quality of tri;th.

9529. 'Two cubits its length' (ver.23) = all as to

conjunction with good.

9600. ' The length of one curtain eight and twenty in

cubit' (Ex.xxvi.2) = what is holy of truth from good.
' Length'= good.

9617. 'The length of one curtain thirty in cubit'

(ver.8) = what is full of truth from good. 'Length' =
good.

9636. 'Ten cubits the length of a board' (ver. 16)=
that this good is all in all. . . 'Length'=good ; here,

the supporting good, which is the good of merit . . .

9716. 'Five cubits the length, and five cubits the

breadth' (Ex.xxvii.i) = equally from good and from

truth.

9745. 'A hundred in cubit the length' (ver. 9)= full

with good from the Lord. Ex.

9750. ' Length '= good. 9751. 9862. 10179. E.627'*.

67515.

9771. 'The length of the court a hundred in cubit'

(ver. 18) = the good of that Heaven to the full.

10179. The reason 'length' = good, is that these

things are reckoned from the east to the west ; and by

the east and west is signified good from one terminus to

the other.

10181^. See Degkee, here.

H. i68<^. Times seem long to those who are sad . . .

E.1219^.

197-. I will state what is signified in the Word by
'length,' 'breadth,' and 'height.' In the world, that

is called long and broad which is long and broad as to

space ; in like manner what is high ; but in Heaven,

where they do not think from space, by length is meant

a state of good ; by breadth, a state of truth ; and by

height, the differences in them according to degrees . . .

because long, in Heaven, is from east to west ; and

there are those who are in the good of love : and broad,

in Heaven, is from south to north ; and there are those

who are in truth from good : and high, in Heaven, is

both according to degrees. Hence it is, that in the

Word, by 'length,' 'breadth,' and 'height,' such things

are signified. 111. R.86i"''.

^ 'The length' of the New Jerusalem= its good

of love ; its 'breadth,' the truth from that good; and

its 'height,' the good and truth as to degrees.

N. i^. 'Length' = good and its extension ; and

'breadth' = truth and its extension. Refs.

W. 71. In all the objects of (natural) sight there is

figure derived from what is long, broad, and high . . .

^. But the thought of an Angel has nothing in

common with the figure . . . which derives anything

from what Is long, broad, and high of space ; but from

the state of a thing from the state of the life. Hence,

instead of what is long of space, he thinks of the good

of a thing from the good of life ; instead of what is

broad of space, of the truth of a thing from the truth of

life ; and instead of height, of the degrees of these.

Thus he thinks from correspondence . . . from which

correspondence it is that 'length,' in the Word, =the

good of a thing ; 'breadth,' the truth of a thing; and

'height,' the degrees of these.

R. 906. 'Its length is as great as its breadth' (Rev.

xxi. i6) = that the good and truth in that Church make

one, as do essence and form. By 'the length' of the

city Jerusalem, is signified the good of the Church ;

and by its 'breadth' is signified the truth of the Church.

Ex.

907. 'The length, and the breadth, and the height of

it were equal' (id. ) = that all things of it were from the

good of love. . . For by 'length' is signified the good of

love . . . and this precedes, the others being 'equal'

to it.

E. 600^". ' Long' = extension.

629'*. ' Length ' — the good of the Church.
s.

' Length ' =its good of love.

654™. They are called 'men of length' (Is.xlv.14)

from good ; for ' length ' = good and its quality.

Lentil. Lens.

A. 3332. 'Pulse of lentils' (Gen.xxv.34) = the good

of doctrinal things. . . ' Lentils ' = the good of them.

3941^

Leopard. Fardus, Leopardus.

A. 430. 'The leopard' (Is.xi.6) = the opposite (to the

second degree of innocence). ( = the genuine truth of

the Church falsified. R.572e.) E.314^.
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[A.] 3540. As these truths and goods are from evil,

they are compared to . . . 'the leopard,' and 'its spots'

(Jer.xiii.23).

6441". Mentioned.

R. 572. 'The beast I saw was like a leopard' (Rev.

xiii.2) = a heresy destructive of the Church, because

from the truths of the "Word falsified. , . By 'a leopard'

is signified the affection or cupidity of falsifying the

truths of the Word ; and, as it is a ferocious beast, and

slaughters harmless animals, it signifies also a heresy

destructive of the Church. The reason the falsified

truths of the Word are signified by 'a leopard,' is from

its black and white spots ; and by the black spots are

signified falsities, and by the white among them, truth.

Hence, as it is a ferocious and fierce beast, by it are

signified the truths of the Word falsified, and thus

destroyed. 111.

574. That 'the leopard,' 'bear,' and 'lion' = such

things, may be evident from the like beasts seen by

Daniel (vii.3-7). By these four beasts are described

the successive states of the Church . . . The third state

of it is described by 'the leopard,' by which is signified

the Word falsified as to its truths ; by 'the four wings,

like those of birds, upon its back,' are signified con-

firmations of falsity . . .

M. 44^. Before the eyes of the Angels they appear

with feet like those of calves, or leopards.

78". Bears were seen on the left, and leopards on the

right, (which) were men who guard those inhabitants

of the north, and who rush at all who are spiritual.

Those who . . . confirm falsities thence, appear afar as

leopards,

79-. We saw dragons and leopards, such as are

described in Kev.xiii.2. . . Their Falsities, and depraved

inclinations towards the things which are of worship,

are represented by the dragons and leopards.

231^, They appeared . . . like graven images of stone

clothed with leopard's skins. T. 185-.

T. 13®. They become . , . leopards as to deceit.

324°. Such are described in the Word by 'leopards.'

3816. They appear as to their eyes like leopards.

569^. A devil who appeared from afar like a

leopard . . .

E- 355^- Their cupidity of perverting truths and
destroying them through reasonings from falsities

entirely remote from truths, is signified by, 'his horses

are swifter than leopards' (Hab.i.8).

780. 'The beast I saw was like a leopard' = reasonings

which disagree but which still appear to cohere. . . 'A
leopard ' = things which disagree, and which yet appear

as true. The reason such things are signified by 'a

leopard,' is that a leopard has its skin marked off and
variegated with spots, from which variegation it appears

not unbeautiful ; but as it is a fierce and insidious

animal, and above all others swift in seizing its prey

;

and as those also are such who are skilled in reasoning

expertly to confirm the dogma concerning the separation

of faith from good works, by means of reasonings from

the natural man, which, notwithstanding its disagree-

ment with truths, they thereby make to appear as if it

cohered with them—therefore as to its body this beast

appeared like a leopard. Examps. ^ 111.

^ 'Or the leopard his spots ' = tliat neither can

the falsity of evil change; 'the leopard,' here, = the

falsity of evil ; for it= truth falsified by means of reason-

ings ; and ' spots ' = things falsified.

**. 'The leopard' (Is.xi.) = the falsity which is

opposite to charity ; and which, by means of reasonings

in favour of faith, endeavours to destroy charity.

^. 'The leopard is awake against their cities'

(Jer.v. 6)= reasonings from the falsities of evil against

the truths of doctrine,

^ 'Whose horses are swifter than leopards'= the

cupidity of seducing by means of reasonings, and the

consequent expertness in seducing. . . Reasonings from

the natural man are signified by . . . 'leopards.'

^. 'The leopard,' in Dan.vii., also= reasonings

which disagree, but which still appear as if they cohere.

^°. 'As a leopard npon the way will I observe'

(Hos.xiii.7) = the falsification of truth by means of

reasonings from the natural man. By 'a leopard' is

signified falsification by means of reasonings. . . This is

so said concerning the Lord . , . from the appearance of

truth ... for it is the man himself who falsifies truth

by means of reasonings, when he is elated at heart.

I200^ (The leopard included among animals of an

intermediate character, which appear in the World of

Spirits.)

Docu. 302. I. Those [Spirits] who are like leopards,

smell those who are crafty.

Leprosy. Lepra.

Leprous, Leper. Leprosus.

A. 3301^, That in leprosy the colours of the hair and

beard were to be observed ; as white, reddish, yellow,

black ; and also in the garments ; and that he who was

cleansed from leprosy was to shave off all the hair of

his head, beard, and eyebrows (Lev.xiii. i-end ; xiv.8,9)

signified falsities unclean from what is profane, which is

'leprosy' in the internal sense,

6959^ As 'leprosy' = the profanation of truth . . .

6963. 'His hands as leprous as snow' (Ex.iv.6)=the

profanation of truth. ' Hands' = . . , truth; and

' leprous ' = profanation ; in special, the profanation of

truth.

. The reason 'leprosy' is so much treated of, is

. . . that it signified the profanation of truth . . . and

because the Jews and Israelites could profane truth

more than others . . .

^. That ' leprosy '= the profanation of truth, is

evident from the statutes concerning leprosy in Lev.xiii.

In this description there is contained in the internal

sense every quality of the profanation of truth, Enum.

But as the things described by 'leprosy' are profane, it

is not allowable to explain them particularly . . .

*. 'One who is leprous from the head to the heel'

(Lev.xiii. 12-14) means one who knows internal truths,

but does not acknowledge them ... He is not interiorly

in profanation, but exteriorly, which is removed j and

therefore he is 'clean.' But if he knows the truths of

faith, and believes them, and yet lives contrary to them.
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he is in profanation interiorly ; and so is he who has

believed, and afterwards denies ; and therefore it is said

that 'in the day in which living flesh has appeared in

him he shall be unclean' . . .

7524^ The sores of the leprosy . . , mentioned in

Lev.xiii., are also such (falsities); for ' leprosy ' = the

profanation of truth.

9014^ 'He who is leprous' (2 Sam. iii. 29) = the pro-

fanation of the truth of faith,

9209*. 'The lepers are cleansed' (Luke vii.22) . . .

'The lepers '= those who are unclean, and who still long

to be cleansed.

9468". For ' leprosy '= truth profaned, thus falsified.

R. 678^. As the Jewish nation was in the profanation

of the Word, and this is signified by 'leprosy,' they had
leprosy not only in their flesh, but also in their garments,

houses, and vessels ; and the kinds of profanation are

signified by the various evils of the leprosy, Enum,
E.962i».

M. 264. The face (of the devil) was leprous from his

forehead to his chin ; and also both his hands.

T, 148-. She infects them with her leprosy.

Ad. 3/5553. Leprosy treated of, and Ex. 5555.

5559- 5560. 5565. 5600. 5605. 5616. 5621. 5640.

E. 475^^. By 'Naaman the leper' was represented

those who falsify . . . For 'leprosy' = falsifications.

(The curing of his leprosy fully Ex.)

600^^, As by 'leprosy' is signified good consumed
through falsities, the method of the restoi'ation of this

evil by Divine means is described by the process of the

cleansing of the leprosy ... in Lev.xiv. 14-28 . . .

962'"', As by 'leprosy' is signified the profanation of

truth, and the profanation of truth is various—being

light and grievous, interior and exterior, and being

according to the quality of the profaned truth—its

efi'ects are various, which are signified by the appear-

ances in the leprosy, Enum.

Lernean. Lemaeus. Coro. 38^.

Let down. Demittere.

A. 3091. 'To let down' (Geu.xxiv. 18) = submission.

6854. It is said of the Lord that He lets Himself

down, when He comes to Judgment. Sig.

8606. 'When he let down his hand' (Ex.xvii. ii) =
when the faith with them was looking downwards . . .

W. 348. Goods and truths let down through the

Heavens . . . P. 288,

P. 79'. They were let down from Heaven, and were

let into their evils.

M. 43^. The Angel let down the parchment.

5346. The book shall be let down by us from

Heaven . . .

E. 315^'. Occurs. 537^®.

Let go. See Send AVfA.Y-dt?miiere.

Let in, To. Immittere.

Letting in, A. Immissio.

A. 5696^^. When he who is being regenerated is let

into his evils . . . 6724^.

8663. 'He bowed himself '= a letting in, or immis-

sion. 86666.

102S6. By light let in from Heaven.

H. 348. They introduce Divine truths immediately

into the life. .

482'. For all are let into their own loves . . .

491^. They are taken out of these caverns, and sent

into them, by turns.

502. He is let into the state of his interiors. 504.

^ 531'- ^- 551'.

5516. Vastation is nothing else than a letting into

the internals . , .

553*. As soon as any light of Heaven is let in . . .

558^^. Man is let into his proprium, whenever . . .

. Skilled in the art of letting upright Spirits

into their proprium ... by this—that they let them
into thoughts about themselves.

J. 50*^. No one can be withdrawn from his religiosity

unless he is first let into it.

P. 164^. Every man is from infancy inserted into

this divine man.

221. That man is not interiorly let into truths . . .

and goods . . . except in so far as he can be kept in

them . . . Gen. art. 232. E. 1158'^.

222. That a man can be let into the wisdom of

spiritual things, and also into the love of them, and

still not be reformed. Gen. art.

M, 48a^. To this end he is let into his external and

into his internal by turns . . .

T. 614. He was let into his Own sins . . .

E. 503^ *A sending of angels of evil' (Ps.lxxviii.49)

= the falsity of evil from Hell.

Lethargy. Lethargia. T,497, 509, 619I

Lethargy. Vetemus. \1.20f.

Lethean. Lethaeus. D.1773,

Letter. Litera.

Letter, Little. Literula.

See Hebrew Letters, under Hebrew Language,

See also A, B, E, H, I, N, 0, U, Y ; and also under

Epistle, Sense of Letter, Syllable, and Write.

A. 18701 Inspired as to each of the little letters . . .

9280^. Holiness inflows . . . into the literal sense, and

into the letter itself.

S. 3. The holiness of the Word ... in some places is

in the letters themselves.

7 1 . The spiritual style consists of mere letters, each

of wliich involves a meaning ; and there are points over

the letters, which exalt the meaning. The letters with

the Angels of the Spiritual Kingdom are like the printed

letters in our -world ; and the letters with the Angels of

the Celestial Kingdom—each of which also involves a

complete meaning—are like the old Hebrew letters . . .

W.295.
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p. 230. (In the spiritual language) each letter in the

alphabet means one thing ; and a number of letters

joined together into one word . . . involve the entire

state of the thing. R.292. , T.ige.

R. 38^. As, in the Spiritual World . . . each letter

means a thing, David wrote Ps. cxix. in order, according

to the letters of the alphabet. . . Something like this

appears in Ps.cxi.

T. 241. The letters with the Angels of the Celestial

Kingdom, with some, are like the Arabic letters ; with

some are like the old Hebrew letters ; but they are in-

flected above and within, with signatures above, between,

and within. Each of these, also, involves a complete

meaning,

508^. As the paper was written with rounded-c(?-n7j-

7iatis-letteTS, such as are in that Heaven, I . . . begged
that they would explain (it).

D. 3503^. They do not remain in the letter ; but in

the interior sense of the letter,

5561. In the Spiritual Heaven, the writing is in . . .

Roman letters . . , 5579.

5562. But in the Celestial Heaven . . . the letters are

, . . almost like the Hebrew letters ; and there they see

in each of the syllables, little horns, and apexes, many
things which they signify.

5563. They write letters, and send them to others.

5621, (Thus) the Word is Divine in the syllables and

letters also . . , (Hence) the Jews were driven to count

the letters ; and they have believed that there are

arcana in the several letters ; although they did not

know how,

5951. See England, here.

5965. In Heaven . . . the letters of the words are

sometimes written by curvatures, which also contain

arcana . , ,

D. Min. 481 1. Letters printed with type seen there.

4812. They have both written, and as it were printed,

letters. . . But I did not understand the language . , .

E. 260^. If the Word were spiritual in the letter also,

there would be no basis for it, and it would be like a

house without a foundation.

828^. (The Angels of the Third Heaven) do not write

by means of letters, as do the other Angels ; but by
means of curvatures and inflections which contain

arcana . , .

1070®. The Word in the letter, which is with us, is

Divine truth in ultimates.

Ath. 1126. Hence the Word in the letter is most

holy . . . and strength itself is there.

J, (Post) 261, The Word in the (old Hebrew) letter

has more immediate communication with Heaven,

324. Spirits and Angels , , , write by means of letters

and characters ; but the writing is quite diff"erent from

that in the world, except the letters and some of the

points , , .

6, They write the meanings of words by means

of alphabetical letters, each of which signifies a thing , , .

De Verbo 3''. As to the letters, the writing of the

spiritual Angels is like the writing of men in the world
;

but each letter signifies a thing ; so that if you were to

see it when in a natural state you would say that it is

mere letters. But in the highest Heaven the writings
are not the same as to the letters ; they have letters

written by means of various curvatures, not unlike the
letters of the Hebrew language, but everywhere in-

flected, and not merely linear . . , Each letter involves

a thing, the perception of which they have from affec-

tion, and not from thought,

14*, The writing of the spiritual Word is from letters

which are like the printed letters in our world ; but each
letter makes a meaning : and therefore if you were to

see that writing, you would not understand a single

word ; for letter is placed next to letter in a continuous

series, with little lines and points above and below ; for

it is according to the spiritual speech . . .

". But the writing of the celestial Word is from
letters unknown in the world. They are indeed alpha-

betical letters ; but each [is formed] from inflected lines,

with little horns above and below ; and there are jots

or points in the letters, and also below and above them.

It was said that sucli was the writing with the Most
Ancients in this Eartli , , .

22. In very many places it is better for man to under-

stand the Word according to the letter. Examp. and Ex.

24. See Word, here,

26'. (In order to express 'horses harnessed to a

chariot,' the spiritual Angels) write only '1 ; ' and this

letter expresses it. , . They also write 'the understand-

ing of doctrine' by means of '1 ;' but they are then in

higher thought ; from which it was evident that there

are correspondences in the words of their language,

D, Wis, vii. 5^. Although as to the letters the writ-

ing of the Angels is like the writings of the men of the

world. It cannot be understood by any man of the

world
;
[because] every consonant letter therein is one

meaning ; and every vowel letter is an affection. The
vowel letters are not written, but are pointed.

Letter (of the "Word). See Sense of

Letter ; and also under Letter.

Level, To. Applanare. T.732,

Levi. Levi.

See Levite.

A, 342, ' Levi '= charity ; and therefore the tribe of

Levi received the priesthood, and represented 'the shep-

herd of the flock.'

352. (Hence) the tribe of Levi—who in the internal

sense=love—was accepted in place of all the first-born,

and was made the priesthood (Num. 11,40-46 ; viii, 14-20).

1038^, 'Levi,' in the supreme sense, =the Lord ; and

thence the man who has love and charity ; and there-

fore 'the covenant of lives and of peace with Levi' (Mai.

ii.4,5) = [that] in love and charity. 1286*, 2826''.

3325^, As 'the first-born' represented the Lord ; and

those who are the Lord's are so from love to Him, there-

fore the tribe of Levi was accepted in place of all the

first-born ; and this because Levi represented the Lord
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as to love. 'Levi ' also = love ; for Levi means adhesion

and conjunction . . .

37596. These four degrees are signified by . . . Reuben,

Simeon, Levi, and Judah.

3858". The tribe of Levi= love . . . Hence the rod of

Levi only blossomed (Num.xvii.)

3861®. Levi was so called from 'adhering.' 3875®.

R.357.

3862^. By 'Levi' is signified spiritual love, or charity.

. The progression is thence ... to charity, which

is 'Levi' . . .

3869^. Faith in the will, when it becomes charity, is

'Levi.'

3870-. 'Levi' (here)= an affection contrary to charity.

3875^. Those who are in spiritual love are called 'sons

of Levi' (Mal.iii.3).

. That, in the supreme sense, the Lord is 'Levi,'

from His Divine love and mercy towards those who are

in spiritual love (is evident from) Mal.ii.4-9.

. And as the Divine love or mercy of the Lord is

meant, in the supreme sense, by 'Levi;' and, in the

internal sense, spiritual love ; therefore the tribe of Levi

was made the priesthood . . .

°. This mutual love, or charity towards the neigh-

bour, is what is meant by spiritual love, and is what is

signified by 'Levi.'

3877. 'She called his name Levi' (Gen. xxix. 34) = its

quality. . . This quality is what is signified by 'Levi,' and

also by the tribe named from him ; and it is this third

universal of the Church, or the third universal when man
is being regenerated . . . and it is charity. Ex.

4497. 'Simeon and Levi' (Gen.xxxiv.25) = faith and

love. . .
' Levi '= spiritual love, or charity. In the

genuine sense, these things are signified by Simeon and
Levi, and also by the tribes named from Simeon and

Levi ; but, in the opposite sense, falsity and evil . . .

Relatively to the Jewish nation . . . Simeon and Levi

represent these, (in that) they killed Hamor, Shechem,

and the men of the city . . . Simeon and Levi did this

in order that it might be represented that the truth of

faith and the good of charity had become falsity and

evil . . . 4499. 4502^. ^,Ex.

4515. 'To Simeon and Levi' (ver.3o) = what is repre-

sentative of spiritual and celestial things. . . 'Levi' =
love ; but, in the opposite sense, evil ; here, therefore,

what is representative of . , . celestial things. Ex.

4606. See Judah, here.

. In the supreme sense, 'Levi'=love and mercy;

in the internal sense, charity or spiritual love ; and, in

the external sense, conjunction. Refs.

5622'. (The blossoming of the almonds) was a sign

that the tribe of Levi had been chosen for the priesthood,

because by it was signified charity, which is the essential

of the Spiritual Church.

6024. 'The sons of Levi, Gershon, Kohath, and

Merari' (Gen.xlvi.ii) = spiritual love, and its doctrinal

things in general. 7230^^.

6352. 'Simeon and Levi are brethren' (Gen.xlix.5)=

faith in the will, and charity ; here, what is contrary,

because [they = ] faith separated from charity. Ex.

<^. Therefore, by 'Levi' is represented evil in act

;

for this is opposite to charity.

6716. 'There went a man of the house of Levi' (Ex.

ii. i)= the origin of truth from good. . . 'Levi' repre-

sents good ; for, in the supreme sense, 'Levi' represents

the Divine love; and, in the internal sense, spiritual

love ; and, as he represents love, he represents good
;

for all good is of love.

6717. 'And took a daughter of Levi' (id. ) = conjunc-

tion with good. Ex.

71S4. Afterwards (in Ex.vi.) there is described the

Lord's Spiritual Kingdom as to faith and as to charity

. . . Levi and his families represent the things which are

of charity.

7230^. ' These are the families of Levi according to

their births' (Ex.vi. 19) = that these things are goods and

truths from charity.

7231. The reason why Reuben, Simeon, and Levi,

and their sons, are here mentioned, and not the rest of

the fathers of the tribes with their sons. Ex.

2_ Finally, in the (new) will (of the man of the

Spiritual Church) there is apperceived the affection of

charity ; so that he wills to do what is good, not, as

before, from faith, but from charity towards the neigh-

bour ... It is this charity with its affection which is re-

presented by Levi.

80932. Faith separated from charity is described by

. . . Simeon and Levi, in that they killed Hamor . . .

and were therefore cursed by their father.

8159-. 'The sons of Levi' ( Mai. iii.) = those who are of

the Spiritual Church ; for by 'Levi' is signified charity,

or spiritual good. 9293*^.

104846. 'The sons of Levi,' who congregated to

Moses, (Ex.xxxii.26) = those who are in truths from good,

(which is the same as being in charity). 10485. 10491.

R. if. 'Levi'=truth in act, which is the good of

life ; and therefore the priesthood was given to his

posterity.

356. By Reuben, Simeon, and Levi . . . are signified

truth in the understanding, or faith ; truth in the will,

or charity ; and truth in act, or good work ;
tlie like as

by Peter, James, and John

.

357. 'From the tribe of Levi were sealed twelve thou-

sand' (Rev.vii.7) = tlie affection of truth from good from

which is intelligence with those who will be of the Lord's

New Heaven and New Church. By 'Levi,' in the

supreme sense, is signified love and mercy ;
in the

spiritual sense, charity in act, which is the good of life

;

and, in the natural sense, consociation and conjunction

;

for he was so called from 'to adhere,' by which ... is

signified conjunction through love. But here, by 'Levi'

is signified the love or affection of truth, and the deriva-

tive intelligence ; because he follows Simeon, and is the

middle one in this series. As Levi represented these

things, that tribe was made the priesthood. 111. That

the tribe of Levi=the love of truth, which is the very

love from which the Church is the Church, and the deri-

vative intelligence. 111.

6. <Xo purify the sons of Levi'=:to purify those

who are in the affection of truth. As this affection
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blossoms from intelligence, the rod of Levi, upon which
was written the name of Aaron, blossomed with almonds

(Num.xvii. i-ii).

D. 5987. See Espalier, here.

E. 229*. The tribe of Levi was the first of the tribes,

because Levi represented the good of charity ; and
therefore this tribe was made the priesthood, (which) is

the first of the Church, Refs.

242^. 'The sons of Levi '= all who are in the good of

charity, and thence in the truths of faith. . .

340''. As the sons of Levi were set over Divine wor-

ship, and all Divine worship takes place from spiritual

good and from the truths thence, it is said that ' Jeho-

vah chose them to minister to Him, and to bless in the

name of Jehovah' (Dent. x. 8 ; xxi.5) . . .

365^^ 'Levi ' = all who are in the good of charity to-

wards the neighbour ; and, in the supreme sense, the

Lord Himself, because this good is from Him ; here,

(Mal.ii.) the Lord Himself. Refs.

438. The obedience of faith is signified by . . . (the

tribes of) Simeon, Levi, and Issachar.

443. The tribes of Simeon, Levi, and Issachar, who
. . . constitute the third class of the sealed, = those who
are in the First Heaven . . . Ex.

^. 'Simeon and Levi are brethren '= faith separ-

ated from charity.

^. The reason his first three sons, Reuben,

Simeon, and Levi, were rejected and condemned by
their father Israel, is that in that prophecy it treats of

the instauration of the Church . . . and by 'Levi' is

there signified no good of charity . . . Ex.

444. 'From the tribe of Levi were sealed twelve thou-

sand '= good works . . . because charity consists in the

performance of goods. Ex.
^. The reason the priesthood was given to the

tribe of Levi, was that it represented love and charity . . .

*. As the tribe of Levi represented charity in act,

thus the goods of chanty . . .

. As the good of charity must be in all things of

the Church . . . and because the afl'ection itself of good
and truth . . . gives to understand, and instructs all,

the tribe of Levi was not only made the priesthood, but
there was also no inheritance given to it . . . (Num.
XXXV. ; Jos.xxi.).

^ 'The sons of Levi' (Deut.xxi.5)= the affection

of good and truth, which is charity.

^. That the tribe of Levi= the goods of charity,

which are good works. 111.

^ 'The sons of Levi' (Mal.iii.)=all who are in

the good of charity, and thence in the good of faith. Ex.
^. By 'Levi' (Deut.xxxiii.8-12) is meant the

affection of spiritual truth, Ex.

^\ That 'Levi' = love and charity. 111.

. 'Levi' means 'adhesion;' and ' adhesion '=
conjunction through spiritual love.

, The three sons of Leah, born in order—Reuben,
Simeon, and Levi, = the first and primary essentials of

the Church in their series ; namely, truth in the under-
standing, truth in the will, and truth in act ; in like

manner as the Lord's three disciples , , ,

'^ That 'Levi,' in the supreme sense, =the Lord

as to love and mercy, is evident from , , . Mal.ii. By
'Levi,' here, in the supreme sense, is meant the Lord as

to the Divine Human. Ex. . , And therefore by 'the

covenant of Levi' is meant conjunction with the Lord
through love and charity, 696^®, 701^.

". 'Levi,' and his tribe, in the opposite sense, =
the evil of falsity, which is opposite to the good of

charity ; and also life without charitj'-, consequently, no
charity towards the neighbour. 111.

494^ 'The sons of Levi' (Deut.xxxiii.)= those who
are in the truths of spiritual good.

555^", 'Levi' (Zech,xii. I3)=:the good of charity,

701^ For the Lord is meant by 'Levi,' as He is by
'David;' but by 'Levi,' as to the Divine good, which
is the Lord's priestly [office], Ex.

Leviathan. Leviathan.

A. 7293^. As ' whales ' = scientifics which pervert the

truths of faith, they= reasonings from fallacies, whence
come falsities , , , Like things are signified by 'levia-

than' in Is,xxvii. i; and in Ps.lxxiv. 14. In a good

sense, ' leviathan ' = reason from truths (Job xl. 25-32
;

xli. 1-26). Reason from truths is the opposite to reason-

ings from falsities, 9755^

104168, ' Leviathan ' = the Scientific in general.

B, 93«, I said. You are also leviathans , . . the

crooked leviathans , , . and the longish leviathans . . .

T,i82<'.

T, 74". I said . . . Open that faith, and you will see

, . , leviathan . , ,

E, 275^ 'Leviathan the longish serpent' (Is.xxvii. 1)

= those who reject all things which they do not see

with their eyes ; thus the merely sensuous, who are

devoid of faith because they do not comprehend.

'Leviathan the crooked serpent' (id. ) = those who on

this account do not believe, and yet say that they

believe.

455I8, See Behemoth, here,

4830, 'Whales' and 'leviathan' (Ps,lxxiv,)= scien-

tifics, which are of the sensuous and natural man, from

which is all falsity, when the spiritual man is closed

above them.

514", By 'leviathan,' that is, a whale, (Ps. civ, 26) are

meant all things of the natural man in the complex

;

which is said to 'play in the sea,' from the delight of

knowing and thence of being wise,

581*, Their cunning is signified by 'leviathan the

crooked serpent,'

Levirate. Leviratus.

A. 1748^. The levirate mentioned, 48 18^

4834. The levirate represented the preservation and
continuation of the Church.

4835, ' Perform the levirate to her' (Gen.xxxviii.8)=
that he should continue the representative of the

Church, . , 'To perform the levirate '= to preserve and

continue that which is of the Church. The levirate

defined. It was not new in the Jewish Church . , .

", The law of the levirate quoted (Deut.xxv.

5-10).
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^ The signification of the law of the levirate

explained. *.

4836. Not to perform the levirate= not to want the

good and truth of the Church, and its continuation.

Levite. Levita.

See under Levi.

A. 2252*. The Levites numbered from 30 to 50 years.

Ex.

2276*. The Levites taken for the ministry at 30. Ex.

3325^. The Levites given to Aaron. Ex.

6998. 'Is not Aaron the Levite thy brother?' (Ex.iv.

14)= the doctrine of good and truth. . . Aaron is called

'the Levite,' because by 'a Levite' is signified the

doctrine of good and truth of the Church, which

ministers and is of service to the priesthood.

8080^. The Levites were accepted in place of the first-

born, because by Levi was represented the good of faith,

or charity, (Num.iii. 12-end ; viii. 16-18). That the

good of faith is that which is to be ascribed to the Lord

9959"*- ' The priests the Levites' (Ezek.xliv. 15) = those

who are in truths from good.

10017. The priesthood which is represented by the

Levites, is the Lord's work of salvation proceeding from

this again. (See Aakon, here.)

^ The work of the salvation of those who are

thence in natural good, is represented by the priesthood

of the Levites . . . and therefore it is said concerniug

the Levites that they were 'given to Aaron' (Num.iii.).

10083^. The Levites represented truths ministering

to good ; and Aaron, the good to which they ministered ;

and therefore the Levites were 'agitated' (Num. viii.

11-21); that is, vivified. Therefore, also, it is said

that they are to be 'purified,' Ex.

10093^. As the Levites represented the Divine truths

in Heaven and in the Church being of service to Divine

good, they were given to Aaron in place of all the first-

born . . .

R. if. See First-born, here.

E. 444''. 'The Levites' (Jer.xxxiii. 18) = those who

are in worship (from the good of love and of charity,

and from the truths of faith). . . 'The Levites the

priests, My ministers' (ver.2i) = those who are in the

good of love to the Lord, and in the derivative wor-

ship. . . 'Thus will I multiply . . . the Levites My
ministers' (ver.22)=:the fructification of Divine good

with those who have conjunction with the Lord. Here,

as elsewhere, by 'the Levites, the priests,' are signified

those who are in the good of love and of charity ; and,

in the abstract sense, this good. 527^^.

1^. This opposite is signified by 'the Levite,' in

the parable . . . (Luke x. 32) . . .
' The Levite' = those

who have no charity towards the neighbour, such as

there were in Jerusalem at that time,

710^'*. The Levites were received in place of all the

first-born, because by 'Levi,' and thence by 'a Levite,'

is signified spiritual good from celestial good ; and

therefore the priesthood, by which is signified celestial

good, was given to Aaron and his sons ; and the

ministry of this good, by which is signified truth from

good, was given to the Levites.

734^'*, The reason the works and ministries of the

Levites , , . are called 'warfare,' is that the Levites

represented the truths of the Church ; and Aaron, to

whom the Levites were given ... for service, repre-

sented the Lord as to the good of love, and as to the

work of salvation ; and as the Lord . , , regenerates and

saves men by means of truths from the Word, and also

[by their means] removes the evils and falsities which

are from Hell, continually fighting against them, there-

fore the oSices and ministries of the Levites were called

' warfare ' . . .

Lewis. Levi.

D, 5987. See Espalier, here.

Lexicon. Lexicon. D.2040. See Library at

D.5999''-

Libation. See Drink-offering.

Liberality. Liberalitas. M. 164.

Liberate. See Deliver, and under Re-

venge.

Libertine. Libertimis. M.3o7^

Liberty. See under Free, and License.

Libidinous. See under Lust.

Library. Bibliotheca.

M. 207^. (A great library there which was distin-

guished into lesser libraries-Ziiraria, according to the

sciences.) T.694^.

D. 33876. Occurs. 4275.

5999. On libraries in Heaven.

. I was admitted into a library containing a

great number of books. Those there . . , said, that

there were books there from the Ancients, written by

correspondences. Interiorly in other libraries there

were books written by those who belonged to the

Ancient Churches ; and, still more interiorly, books for

the Most Ancients, from which the society called 'Enoch'

had collected correspondences . . , There was a vast

number who were studying the books ; some of whom
become learned ; many intelligent ; and others wise.

The treasuries for the more interior libraries appeared

brighter and brighter, but to me and them in a dimmer

light, because we were not capable of entering into the

things of wisdom which were there . . . The places there

were distinguished into many, according to the faculties

of those who were studying.

2. In the Heavens elsewhere also there are

libraries, but not public ones, as there. Moreover,

those who are studying in the Heavens, have com-

munication with those who are in those public libraries,

and are instructed thence in doubtful things.

3. At a distance to the left also there are libraries

which are also distinguished into treasuries ;
and the

number of them is great, according to all tlie varieties
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of studies and of the derivative learning. Those who
are in theological things study their own doctrinals

;

but still are thus led to perceive their doctrinals differ-

ently ; for they are bent to truer things by degrees.

But most there do not come to intelligence, but to

learning.

[D. 5999]^. At the sides there, are those who do not

study in order to become intelligent and wise through
their studies ; but who think from those things which
they have imbibed by means of objects and knowledges

;

and who therefore do not want to read books, as do those

who choose out those books which are merely of service

to the memory, such as lexicons and collections which
are for the memory only. To the former it is given to

think . . . and to form conclusions to many things

which are of intelligence ; the reason being that they
have no memory such as others have, but thought
instead.

®. Those from the moderns were explored, as to

whether they were able to apprehend and believe that

there are books and libraries in the Spiritual World
;

and scarcely any from the learned could do so. It was
said that they have there very many things concerning

correspondences, and explications of the Word by the

internal sense ; and that there were Most Ancient wise

ones there in the inmost chambers.

License. Licentia.

Licentiously. Licentiose.

A. 1695. They have no license to think and speak

what is false, except what is from their evil . . .

1947^. They place freedom in the humour-^«6i<M^and
license of thinking and speaking what is false, and of

willing and doing what is evil.

7812^. Occurs.

8870S. It is contrary to Divine order to leave them
the license of acting with simulation . . .

R. 449^. They spoke in all license . . .

M. 218. The intelligence of men is . . . fond of un-
restrained liberty. Ex.

D. 2088. The license of saying and denying . . .

2089. From inborn license . . .

2152. If the liberty or license of acting according to

their cupidity were given them . . .

2166. Societies of Spirits who want to use their

license , . . Some (of them) are repugnant to their

license . . .

2194. By complying with their license . . .

2239. The moment instantaneous license is given, it

is restrained.

23046. Spirits are not allowed to act from license, or

their own free determination.

2323. In the World of Spirits . , . license is some-

times granted them . . .

2577- When license is loosened to those evil ones . . .

26656. The license so to take possession of man is not
permitted them.

26816. jjg \}qxl?, caused grievous trouble to those who
wanted to live in license.

2700. They were thus thrust oiit of the state of their

unrestrained liberty . . .

30906. They fear the loss of their life and unrestrained
liberty.

34406. Thus (comes) unbounded license against con-

jugial love.

3462. He was restored to his former unrestrained
liberty, and was again explored.

3591. They did not know how everyone has nn-
bounded liberty of thinking . . .

3680. (They think) that if they detect any evil in a

man, they have license to destroy him.

3714". Wlien they are acting licentiously together . . .

5792c. The license of doing what they want . . .

E. 570. The license to reason from fallacies. Sig.

Lick. See Lap.

Lick. Lingere.

A. 9231^. 'To lick the sores' (Lukexxvi.2i)=to heal

them by such means as are within their power.

Lie, A. Mendacium.

Liar. Mendax.

Lie, or Counterfeit, To. Mentiri.

A. 2720. 'If thou hast lied to me' (Gen.xxi.23)=
without doubt.

4198". They know how to counterfeit . . . good and
truth.

4225''*. Had learned to counterfeit Angels of light.

74246.

43146. They had counterfeited zeal . . .

4327. What is fictitious, simulated, counterfeit, and

deceitful, reigns within . . .

4729. A lie from the life of cupidities. Sig, and Ex.

5188. There are some in the world who act by artifices

and lies, whence come evils. (Their method of acting

des.) Such relate to . . . the spurious tubercles which

grow in the pleura and other membranes . . . (The

punishment of such Spirits, des.) They have a most
intense sight, instantly seeing and snatching at anything

as means to favour them . . . They may also be called

death-bringing ulcers . . . whether in the pleura, the

pericardium, the mediastinum, or the lungs. . . After

punishment, such are rejected to the back, into the

deep, where they lie face downwards, with little of

human life ; thus deprived of their clear-sightedness,

which had been a ferine life. Their Hell is in a deep

place, beneath the right foot, a little in front. D. 1761.

6952^. 'The prophet the teacher of a lie is the tail'

(Is.ix. 15) ; where 'the tail'= falsity, which in the Word
is called 'a lie.'

6978-. 'Full of a lie' (Nahum iii. i) =falsity.

7122. 'Let them not look back to words of a lie' (Ex.

V. 9) = lest they turn themselves to truths. . . 'The

words of a lie,' when said by those who are in falsities,

= truths. For those who are in falsities call truths

falsities . . .

8904^". 'To speak lies ' = falsities, as is openly said.
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'Thou shalt not answer to thy neighbour the

witness of a lie' (Ex.xx. i6)= that good is not to be called

evil, nor truth falsity ; and that, on the other hand,

evil is not to be called good, nor falsity truth. 'The

witness of alie'= the confirmation of falsity ... 'A lie'

=:what is false of faith. Ex.

^. 'A lie' is often mentioned in the Word, and

by it is everywhere signified what is false and evil of

faith . . . 111.

9156^. 'A lie' (Is. Ivii. 4) = falsity.

9248I ' Vanity '= falsity of doctrine ; and 'a lie,' fal-

sity of life. 111. 102876.

9261. 'From the word of a lie thou shalt keep thy-

self far' (Ex.xxiii. 7) =aversion for falsity from evil. 'A
lie ' = falsity from evil . . . because this falsity is to be

kept far away . . .

10406". 'A lie' (Jer.x.14 ; li.i7)= tlie falsity of evil.

H. 457^. No one is (there) allowed to counterfeit

affections . . .

S. 79^ 'To multiply a lie and vastation' (Hos.xii. i)

= to falsify truths, and thus destroy the Church.

Life 87. 'To bear false witness' means . . . also to

lie. . .

88. As a lie and the Truth are two opposite things, it

follows that in proportion as anyone shuns a lie as a

sin, he loves the Truth.

R. 52^. 'The liars who shall be foolish' (Jer.i.36)=
the falsities of their doctrine.

79. 'And hast found them liars' (Rev.ii.2) = that

they are in falsities. 2, Ex.

182. 'But do lie' (Rev.iii.9) = when yet there is no

Church with them.

624. By 'a lie,' in the Word, are signified falsity,

and false-speaking.

892. 'Liars' (Rev.xxi.8) = . . . those who are in fal-

sities from evil. ^.

924. 'That doeth abomination and a lie' (ver.27) =
who does evils from confirmation, and thus also falsities.

... 'A lie '= falsities of every kind ; here, the falsities

of evil, which in themselves are evils ; thus falsities

which confirm evil, which are the same as confirmed

evils.

^. The reason ' a lie ' = falsity of doctrine, is that

a spiritual lie is nothing else ; hence by 'to make a lie'

is signified to live according to the falsities of doctrine.

That ' a lie, ' iu the Word, = falsity of doctrine. 111.

952. 'Whosoever loveth and maketh a lie' (Rev.xxii.

15)= who makes the precepts of the decalogue of no

account . . .

T. 321. By (the eighth commandment), in a wider

natural sense, are meant lies of every kind and political

hypocrisies, which have an evil end in view.

322. This falsity of faith is meant in the Word by 'a

lie.' 111.

^. As by 'a lie' is meant falsity, the Lord says

that 'the devil speaks a lie from what is his Own'
(John viii.44).

e_ 'j^ lie ' = falsity and false-speaking, in these

places also. 111.

345. Persuasion counterfeiting faith.

590^. Can counterfeit Angels of light.

Ad. 938. The opposites to Truths ... are called lies,

and Falsities . . .

D. 1622. That Spirits ... lie. Gen.art. 2747.

2627. It is what counterfeits the Celestial.

4233. They do not lie with the end of deceiving . . .

4748. He counterfeited what is just and true more

perfectly than any other man.

5476. Used in the sense of counterfeit. E.1013^.

E. 100. 'A lie,' and 'a liar'= falsity. 141^. i86^

237. 238*. 329'==. '"' 355''- 357^^ 419'^ 559"- 587'-

653".

193^. 'To make a lie'= to think and will falsity from

evil.

211. 'To lie'= to be in falsities; for 'a lie,' in the

Word, = falsity of doctrine.

433^^ 'A lie' = falsity from evil. 589".

710^^ 'To speak a lie'= to believe falsities.

740^. Their falsity from evil is signified by, ' when he

speaketb a lie, he speaketh from his Own. '
' His Own

'

= the evil of the will ; and ' a lie '= the derivative falsity.

768". 'A lie'=the Divine truth, or the Word, adul-

terated.

803". II. Lies and revilings also are 'false witness.'

866^. *To speak a lie'= to teach falsity from ignorance

of truth. \
". 'Deceit, and a lie'=to persuade falsities from

set purpose and cupidity.

902*. They became (celestial) Angels by accounting as

heinous . . . lies and slanderings, which to them were

false witness. 1019^

Lie. To. Cubare.

Lying down, A. Cubatio, Cubitus.

A. 2345. ' Scarcely had they lain down' (Gen.xix.4)

= the first time of visitation, Ex.

2465. 'To lie with '= to be conjoined.

3398. ' To lie with '= to be perverted or adulterated.

3399-

3696. ' (Jacob) lay down in that place ' (Gen. xxviii. 11)

= tranquillity of state; for 'to lie down' = tobein a

state of tranquillity ; because a lying down and sleeping

is nothing else.

^. That 'to lie down,' in the Word,=a state of

tranquillity. 111.

3705. 'Upon which thou liest' (ver. I3)= in which he

was.

3767. 'Three . . . flocks lying near it' (Gen.xxix.2).

Ex.

3952. 'He lay with her in that night' (Gen.xxx. 16) =
conjunction.

4433. 'To lie with her' (Gen.xxxiv.2) = to be con-

joined illegitimately. 4445.

4601. 'To lie with' (Gen.xxxv.22) = to profane.

4989. 'Lie with me' (Gen.xxxix.7)= that it desired

conjunction.
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[A.] 5001. ' lie listeneil not to lior to lie with hor' (ver.

10) = that it was avoiso to bo coiijoinotl. . . 'To lie with

hor'= to bo conjoined illegitimately. 5015.

6182. 'I will lie with my fathers' (C!en.xlvii.3o) = life

such as there was with the Ancients. 'To lie' = life;

for 'to lie,' here, means to bo buried with them, (which)

= resnrreetion and regeneration . . .

6369. 'lie couched as a lion' (Geii.xlix.9) . . . 'To

couch ' = to lic-ycic'tre-iii safety and without fear.

6390. 'Lying between burdens' (ver. 14)= life among

works. 'To lie'=:lifo, but obscuro life. E.445*.

91S3. 'And shall lie with her' (Ex.xxii.i6) = illegiti

mate et)njiuictic)U.

9190. 'Everyone lying witii a beast' (ver. i9)=con-

junction with the e\ils of the cui>idities of the love of

self.

9257. 'To lie under a burden' (Ex.xxiii.S) = to perish.

R. 417^. They appeared to be lying down when they

were deliberating.

M. 23. They went to h&A-cxibiium.

D. 1934. 'To lie down securely, none making afraid"

(Lev. XX vi. 6). Ex.

D. Min. 4679. The odour of boiled prunes corre-

sponds to the di'light nnirried partners have in lying

beside each o\\\i'v-samma}ilitj(jandet- ... in simply lying

-/if/(/(r-beside her.

E. 27S'-. 'To conch' (Gen.xlix.9)= that he is in

security from all falsity and evil.

283'*. 'To lie among the orders' (Ps-lxviii. i3) = to live

in the statutes.

314^ Occurs. 34o"->. 375H 3SS'. 410'^ 448^ 654=''.

". f'59'- 734'- 750''- 7Si^'. So5». Si7«. 863".

1029''*. 1146^

365'*. 'In peace together I lie down and sleep' (Ps.

iv.8) . . . 'To lie down and to slcep' = to live.

650'^*. 'They shall lie down securely' (Lev. xxvi. 6)=
protection in the Church from the breaking in of

falsity . . .

Lie. Jacere.

A. 5376^ 'To lie in the head of all the streets' (Is.

liii.20)=lhat truths appear to bo dispersed. E.6S2-^
863".

9942^''. 'To cast a lot.'

H. 433. While they are lying upon the bier . . .

527. When the life of their love was taken away, they

lay as if lU'ad.

5634.D. 5200. They lie (there) like corpses .

E. 315'*. Occurs. 405".

1147". They lie like new-born infants . . .

Lie down, To. Decumbere.

A. 9027. 'To lie down' (Ex.xxi.iS) = to be separated.

Lie down, To. Rembare.
D. 154. That evil Spirits can lie down and feed

togetlier with those who are faithful . . .

E. 278**. 'To lie down in their habitations' (Ps.civ.

22) — states of tramiuillity and peace.

Lie with, To. Concumbere.
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life is the life of love from Him ; and true joy is the

joy of this life. There can only be one true love ; thus

there can be only one true life, whence are true joys . . .

34. The celestial Angels . . . from love are in such

life and light of intelligence that scarcely anything can

be described ; whereas Spirits who are in the knowledge

of the doctrinal things of faith without love, are in so

frigid a life and obscure a light, that they cannot ap-

proach the first threshold of the court of the Heavens.

Sig.

•^. (Thus) they who are in love are also in faith,

and thus in heavenly life ; but not they who say that

they are in faith, and not in the life of love. The life

of faith without love, is like the light of the sun with-

out heat . . .

^. ' Winter '= the life of no love.

• 35. When the understanding is ruled bj' the will . . .

they constitute one life . . . But when the understand-

ing is at variance with the will, as is the case with those

who say they have faith, but live otherwise, then the

one mind is torn asunder into two . . .

37. Life without changes and varieties would be one

single life, thus no life . . .

39. After the great luminaries have been kindled

. . . the man for the first time begins to live. Before

this, he can scarcely be said to have lived ; for the

good which he did he supposed he did from himself,

and the truth which he spoke he supposed he spoke

from himself ; and as man from himself is dead . . .

whatever he produces from himself is not alive . . . Sig.

-. Still, when the Lord resuscitates into life, or

regenerates, a man, he at first permits him so to sup-

pose . . .

41. Whatever is Proper to man has no life in it . . .

whereas whatever is from the Lord has life ; and, when
presented to view, it appears as what is human alive . .

.

Every word, idea, and least of thought of an angelic

Spirit is alive. In his most singular things there is an

affection proceeding from the Lord, who is life itself

;

and therefore the things which are from the Lord have
life in them, because they have faith in Him, and are

here signified by 'the living soul.'

42. ' Fishes '=scientifics, here made animate through

faith from the Lord, and thus alive.

43. Everything which has life from the Lord in it,

fructifies and multiplies itself immensely . . .

44. Says he believes, and yet does not so live . . .

50. Without the communication of man through

Spirits with the World of Spirits, and through Angels

with Heaven, and thus through Heaven with the Lord,

he could not possibly live. His life completely depends

upon this conjunction . . .

56, See FooD-cibus, here.

57^. 'The waters out of the sanctuary '= the life and
mercy of tlie Lord . . .

59. Man's cupidities and Falsities cannot be abolished

in a moment ; for this would be to destroy the whole

man ; for he has acquired to himself no other life . . .

64. This, then, is the internal sense of the Word, its

veriest life . . .

70*^. For death is a continuation of life.

94. 'To inbreathe into his nostrils the breath of

lives' (Gen. ii. 7) = to give him the life of faith and of

love; 'and the man became a living sour= that the

external man also became alive.

95. It here treats of the life of the external man ; in

the first two verses of the life of his faith or under-

standing, and in this one of the life of his love or will.

^. The life of faith prepares the external man

;

the life of love causes him to be man.

105. 'The tree of lives' (Geu.ii.9)= love and the

derivative faith . . .

121. How the things which are of life proceed, may
be evident from these rivers ; namely, from the Lord

... is wisdom, through wisdom is intelligence, through

intelligence reason, and thus through reason are vivified

the scientiflcs which are of the memory. This is the

order of life . . .

149^. The proprium of man is . . . dead . . . Whatever

lives with him is from the Lord's life ; and if it were to

recede, he would fall down as dead as a stone ; for he is

only an organ of life ; but such as tlie organ is, such is

the aff'ection of life. The Lord alone has proprium . . .

The Lord's proprium is life, from which proprium is

vivified the proprium of man . . .

150. The state of a man when he is in proprium, or

when he supposes that he lives from himself, is com-

pared to sleep . . . That no one has any life from him-

self has been shown in the World of Spirits, insomuch

that evil Spirits, who . . . obstinately insist that they

live from themselves, have been convinced by living

experiences, and have confessed, that they do not live

from themselves ... It has been given me manifestly

to perceive that every idea of thought has flowed in

. . . Therefore, the man who supposes that he lives

from himself, is in falsity ; and by believing that he

lives from himself, he appropriates to himself all evil

and falsity, which he never would appropriate to himself

if he believed as the case really is.

1 55-. The Angels perceive that they live from the

Lord ; and, when they do not reflect, they know no

otherwise than that they live from themselves . . . They

are in their peace and happiness . . . when they are in

the general perception that they live from the Lord.

206^. If such were asked what it is to live from the

Lord, they would think it to be phantasies.

233^. JVIan does evil . . . and yet he does not live

except from the Lord.

290. She is called 'the mother of everyone living,'

from faith in the Lord, who is life itself. There cannot

possibly be more than one life, from which is tlie life of

all ; and there cannot possibly be life, which is life,

except through faith in the Lord, who is life ; nor

faith, in which is life, except from Him, thus in which

He is ; and therefore the Lord is called in the Word

'the Only Living,' 'the Living Jehovah,' 'He that

liveth to eternity,' 'the Spring of life,' 'the Fountain

of living waters.' 111. Heaven, which lives from Him,

is called 'the Laud of the living.' 111. Those are

called 'the living' who are in faith in the Lord, And

they who are in faith are said to be 'in the book of
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lives;' and 'iu the book of life.' Therefore, also,

those are said to be 'vivified,' who receive faith in Him.
111. On the other hand, those not in faith, are called

'the dead.' 111.

[A.] 303. Man acquires for himself life by all things

which ... he acknowledges and believes . . .

304. 'To take from the tree of lives, and eat' (Gen.

iii.22) = to know even until he acknowledges whatever is

of love and faith ; for 'lives,' in the plural, = love and

faith. . . 'To live to eternity,' is not to live to eternity

in the body, but to live after death in eternal damna-
tion . . .

316. (This goes on) until (the novitiate Spirit) associ-

ates himself with such as are in complete agreement

with his life in the world, with whom he finds a life as

it were his own ; and then, wonderful to say (the novi-

tiate Spirits) lead with them a like life to that which

they had lived in the body. But, when they have

relapsed into this life, there is then effected a new
beginning of life ; and some . . . are carried thence

towards Hell ; but those who have been in faith in the

Lord, are from this new beginning of life led by degi'ees

to Heaven.

320. On the nature of the life of a . . . Spirit. Gen.

art.

322^. Life consists in sense ; for without sense there

is no life ; and such as the sense is, such is the life.

443. He had believed that he should live (there) an

obscure life, because if the life of the body were with-

drawn, there would remain something obscure ; for he

had placed life in the body . . . and had confirmed him-

self from the fact that he saw the brutes also to have

life, almost as men . . .

447. Man as to life is a Spirit, and his body only

serves him to live upon the earth ; bone and flesh, or

the body, cannot possibly live and think.

652. There are in man two lives ; one is of the will,

and the other is of the understanding. They become

two lives when there is no will, but instead of will

cupidity. The intellectual part is then that which can

be reformed, and afterwards a new will can be given

through it, so that they still constitute one life, namely,

charity and faith.

657. Man places life solely in what is sensuous and
scientific . . . when yet the case really is that the Lord

inflows through the Intellectual with man into his

Rational, and through the Rational into the Scientific

of the memory : hence is the life of the senses, of sight

and of hearing. . . Without an influx of the Lord's life

into the intellectual things with man, or rather into the

voluntary things, and through the voluntary into the

intellectual things, and through the intellectual into

the rational things, and through the rational things

into his scientifics, which are of the memory, there

could never be life with man : and although a man is

in falsities and evils, still there is the influx of the

Lord's life through the voluntary into the intellectual

things ; but the things which inflow are received in the

rational part according to its form ; and this causes

that the man can reason, reflect, and understand what
is true and good.

661^. Although there was no life of faith left, still,

as they had derived from their parents something of the

seed thence, which they had suff'ocated, it is here called

'the breath of lives' (Gen.vi.17; vii.22).

668. In good and delight there is life ; but not in

truth, except what it has from good and delight.

671. With an unregenerate man . . . there can be

rational and scientific truths, but they are not alive
;

there can also be as it were voluntary goods, such as

there are with the gentiles, nay, with the brutes, but
they are not alive . . . Such things are never alive with

a man until he has been regenerated, and they are thus

vivified by the Lord. In the other life it is very mani-

festly perceived what is not alive, and what is alive.

The truth which is not alive is at once perceived as

something material, filamentous, closed. Good not
alive is perceived as something woody, bony, stony.

Whereas truth and good vivified by the Lord are open,

vital, full of what is spiritual and celestial, open even

to the Lord ; and this in every idea and action . . .

Therefore it is now said, that 'pairs should enter into

the ark to vivify.'

678. Goods and delights constitute the life of man
;

not so much truths ; for truths receive their life from

goods and delights . . .

687. As Heaven is such, no Angel or Spirit can ever

have any life unless he is in some Society . . . for there

is never possible the life of any one dissociated from the

life of others. Nay, no Angel, Spirit, or Society, can

ever have any life, that is, be aff"ected with good, will,

be afi"ected with truth, think, unless there is a con-

junction of him with Heaven and with the World of

Spirits through a number of his own Society. In like

manner the human race : no man whatever can ever

live, that is, be aS"ected with good, will, be afi'ected

with truth, think, unless he in like manner is conjoined

with Heaven through the Angels with him ; and with

the World of Spirits, nay, with Hell, through the Spirits

with him . . . 697.

^. When, after the death of the body, men come

into their own Society, they come into their veriest life

which they had in the body, and from this they begin a

new life ; and thus, according to their life, which they

had led in the body, they either descend to Hell, or are

elevated to Heaven. 697^.

714. Man has a more interior life, which is never

possible with beasts, which life is the life of faith and

of love from the Lord ; and unless this life were in each

thing which he has in common with beasts, he would be

nothing else [than they are]. Examp.
^. Through the life which man has from the

Lord, he lives after death, because the Lord adjoins him

to Himself . . . And although a man may live like a

wild beast . . . still the mercy of the Lord . . . does not

leave him, but continually inspires his life into him

through the Angels, which . . . gives him the power to

think, reflect, and to understand whether a thing is

good or evil . . . and thence whether it is true or false.

726^. The life which is not eternal is not life . . .

848. All regeneration is [to the end] that the man
may receive new life, or rather that he may receive life,

and become .... a living man from a dead man ; and
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therefore, when his former life, which is merely animal,

is destroyed through temptations, he cannot do other-

wise than fluctuate . . . between truth and falsity.

Truth is of the new life, falsity is of the old. Unless

the former life is destroyed ... no spiritual seed can

possibly be sown, for there is no ground.

920-. With the man of the Most Ancient Church,

each and all things were as it were alive.

933-. When a man is being regenerated, he receives

life from the Lord ; for before he cannot be said to have

lived ; the life of the world and of the body is not life
;

but celestial and spiritual life alone is life. By re-

generation by the Lord a man receives life itself; and

as, before, he had no life, there alternates no life, and

life itself; that is, no faith and charitj', and some faith

and charity. Sig.

977-. With a regenerate man there is celestial and
spiritual life ; but with an unregenerate man there is

only corporeal and worldh' life. The reason he can

think and understand what is true and good, is from

the Lord's life, through remains . . ,

995. Corporeal and sensuous things . . . are dead ; but

they live from the delights which come from the

interiors in order ; from which it is evident that such as

is the life of the interiors, such is the delight of plea-

sures ; for in delight there is life. The delight in

which there is good from the Lord is alone alive ; for

then it is from the very life of good.

1000. See Soul, here.

^. For . . . the new life, which the regenerate

spiritual man receives from the Lord, is completely

separated . . . from the man's Own life, which is not

life, although it is called so, but is death, because it is

infernal life. . . That they were not to commingle this

new life , . . with the evil or excrementitious life which

is of the man. Sig.

1026. 'Every living soul which is with you' (Gen.ix.

lo)= all things with man which have been regenerated.

. . . Everything is called 'living' Avhich receives life

from the Lord . . . (and) according to the life which a

regenerate man receives, does each thing witli him live,

both his rational things, and his affections. This life

appears before the Angels in each thing of his thought

and speech . . .

1040. 'The living soul,' properly = that which receives

life from the Lord ; that is, that which has been re-

generated, because this alone lives . . . With man there

are voluntary, and there are intellectual things . . .

With a living man tliey are living
;

(for) such as is a

man, such are each and all things with him ; the general

life is in each single thing . . . Therefore such as is the

life of a man in general, such is his life in the singulars,

nay, in the veriest singulars of his endeavour, and of his

intention, or will ; and in the veriest singulars of his

thought ; so that there cannot be the least of an idea in

which there is not the like life. Examps.
^. Then all things with the man are regenerated,

that is, have life ; and indeed they have life in propor-

tion as his Own Voluntary . . . could be separated from

the new Voluntary and Intellectual . . .

1050. 'Every living soul in all flesh' (Gen.ix. 15) =
VOL. IV.

the universal human race. . . Every man is called 'a

living soul' from that which is alive with him. No
man can ever live, still less as a man, if he has not

something alive with him ; that is, unless he has

something of innocence, charity, and mercy (that is,

remains) . . .

*. These remains with every man are what are

here called 'the living soul in all flesh.'

1 121. For thus man is conjoined with the Angels

through their veriest life, which consists in such love.

1153-. Humiliation consists in the acknowledgment

that with self there is nothing alive . . . (but) that

everything alive ... is from the Lord.

1 197. The things of the memory are as dead, unless

the man . . . lives according to them from conscience
;

(they then) are things of life . . . Knowledges are no-

thing with a man in the other life . . . unless they have

imbued life.

1273. Thence they have (there) a new beginning of

their life . . .

1293. 'To dwell ' = to live.

131 7-. The end with a man is his life itself. . .

Therefore, such as is the end, such is the life of the

man , . . (Hence) the life of a man is such as is his love.

13826. The Angels . . . never have any idea of death ;

but only an idea of life.

1387. The diff"erence of life between having percep-

tion, and not having it, is such as there is between

darkness and light. We live to ourselves for the first

time when we receive such perception ; for then we live

from the Lord.

1399. Every Spirit has communication with the

Interior and the Inmost Heaven . . . otherwise he could

not live . , . Such also is the case with man ; he com-

municates through Angels with Heaven ... for other-

wise he could not live. The things which inflow thence

into his thoughts are only the ultimate effects. Thence

is all his life ; and thence are ruled all the endeavours

of his life.

1436. Every essential living thing which is possible

in that obscure state. Sig. and Ex.

. 'Soul,' in the ])roper sense, =that with man
which lives ; thus his life itself. That which lives

with man is not the body, but the soul ; and through

the soul the body lives. The life itself of man ... is

from celestial love ; there never can be anything living

unless it thence derives its origin ; therefore, here, by

'soul' is signified the good which lives from celestial

love, which is the essential living thing itself.

1487. That his very life may consist in use, and be a

life of uses.

1506. For if anyone in the other life is abandoned by

his Society ... he first becomes as if half-dead ; his

life being then sustained only by the influx of Heaven

into his interiors.

1555-. Wisdom is predicated solely of life ... He is

introduced to wisdom or life by knowing . . .

3. Thus does the man for the first time receive

new life, and this by degrees. The light of this life is

called wisdom . . .

P
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[A.] 1568^. Let a man reflect solely upon the ends which
reign . . . thus will be evident the quality of his life,

and of what quality it will be after death ; for the life

is formed from the ends—or, what is the same, from

the loves—which reign. The life of every man is never

anything else.

1 589-. Nothing ever lives with the external man
except affection . . .

^. For the good of love from the Lord continually

inflows . . . but the man who is in . . . cupidity perverts

the good ; but still his life remains thence . . .

1603^ As the Lord was life as to the internal man,
so He became life as to the external man. This is

what is meant by 'glorification.'

16216. From this, infants get the idea that all things

around them are alive.

1627. The decorations (there) move themselves as if

alive . . .

1628. The angels . . . call the habitations on Earth
dead and not" real; but their own living and true,

because from the Lord. -.

1643. The speech of angelic Spirits is incomprehen-
sible . . . each and all things are as it were alive . . .

1679-. It is the life itself of man which desires, that

is, which loves ; and, when he confirms with himself

this life, or cupidity, or love, all the things which
confirm it are falsities, and are implanted in liis life.

Such were the Antediluvians.

1690^ In the Word of the Lord's life . . .

^ All temptation is against the love ... To
destroy anyone's love, is to destroy his life itself ; for

the love is the life. The Lord's Life was love towards
the universal human race . . .

17 18^. The body is only ... a shell, which is dis-

solved in order that the man may truly live . . .

1 735-. In love ... is the esse of all life, that is, life

itself ; and as Jehovah alone is the Esse of life, or life

itself, because He alone is love, each and all things have
thence their esse and their life ; nor can anyone be and
live from himself except Jehovah alone . . . (therefore)

it is a fallacy of sense that men seem to themselves to

live from themselves. The Angels manifestly perceive
that they do not live from themselves, but from the
Lord, because they live in the Esse of the Lord's life,

being in His love ; but still there is given them, above
all others, the appearance as if they live from them-
selves, with unutterable happiness. This, therefore, is

to live in the Lord, which is never possible unless we
live in His love, that is, in charity towards the
neighbour.

1742. That he should give them their life, and the
rest they would not care about. Sig. and Ex.

-. The life which evil Spirits have, and desper-

ately love, is the life of the cupidities of the love of self

and of the world, and thence the life of hatreds, revent^es,

and cruelties ; in no other life do they suppose there is

any delight. They are like men—for they have been
men, and from their life when they Avere men they
retain this—who place all life in the delight of such
cupidities, not knowing otherwise than that this life is

the only one, and that when they lose it they will die

altogether. But the nature of the life which they love

is evident from such in the other life : it is turned into

a stinking and excrementitious life ; and, wonderful to

say, they perceive this stench as what is most delight-

ful. Examp.

1767. When the Word of the Lord is being read by a

man who loves the Word, and lives in charity ... it is

presented by the Lord before the Angels ... so that

each thing is perceived as if it had life. This is the

life which is in the Word ; and from which the Word
was born when it was sent down from Heaven.

1798^. The life itself is the internal of all worship,

and thus everything doctrinal which flows from the life

of charity.

1799. All in the Lord's Kingdom are 'heirs,' for they

live from the Lord's life, which is the life of mutual
love . . . The Lord's 'sons,' or 'heirs,' are all who are

in His life, because their life is from Him . . .

•''. What is doctrinal does not distinguish Churches
with the Lord, but life according to doctrinals ; which
all, when true, regard charity as their fundamental.

^. They would (then) say in their hearts, that he

is a true Christian when he lives as a Christian, or as

the Lord teaches.

1802. The Lord's life inflows through the Third

Heaven into the Second, and through this into the

First . . . besides that it also inflows immediately into

all the Heavens.
". In so far, therefore, as they have of love and

charity, they are 'sons' or 'heirs,' for so far they have

life from the Lord.

1803. They who are being regenerated receive the

Lord's life. The Lord's life ... is Divine love, that is,

love towards the universal human race . . . They who
have not the Lord's love, that is, who do not love the

neighbour as themselves, never have the Lord's life,

thus have never been born from Him . . . and therefore

cannot be heirs of His Kingdom.

1808-. For all celestial and spiritual things which are

from the Lord are living and essential . . .

1820-. For man's life consists in his loves.

1854. They who die . . . pass from an obscure life

into a clear one ; for the death of the body is only a

continuation, and also perfection, of life . . ,

1877. Souls . . . especially the evil, at first retain

those things which they had in the life of their

body . . .

1880*. Man was so created that while he lived on

earth among men he was at the same time to live in

Heaven among the Angels ; and the reverse . . .

1900. The very life of man is from the internal man,

who can have no communication with the external man,

except a very obscure one, until recipient vessels have

been formed . . . which is effected by means of Know-
ledges and knowledges . . .

1904-. Regarded in themselves, good and truth are

of no life, but derive life from love or affection. They
are only instrumental things of life ; and therefore,

such as is the love which affects good and truth.
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such is the life ; for everything of life is of love or

affection.

1909. The conjunction of the internal man with the

life which is of the affection of knowledges. Sig. For
' Hagar' = the life of the exterior or natural man ; which

life is the life of the affection of knowledges.

. The life itself of the internal man inflows into

all the affections of the natural man, but is there varied

according to the ends. When it inflows into affections

which have the world as the end, this end is vivilied by

that life, and it becomes a worldly life ; when into

aflections which have self as the end, this end is

vivified by that life, and it becomes a corporeal life
;

and so with all the rest. Hence it is that cupidities

and phantasies live, but a life contrary to the affection

of good and truth.

^. The influent life is not applied to any other

object than the end, because everyone's end is his love,

and love alone is what lives ; all other objects are only

deiivations thence, which derive their life from the

end. Everyone can see the quality of the life he has,

provided he explores the quality of his end . . .

191 1*. It is an intellectual truth that all life is from

the Lord ; but the Rational first conceived . . . sup-

poses that if it did not live from itself it would have

nothing of life . . . 1936.

1928. 'Shur' = such a Scientific ... as has not as yet

acquired life. . . The life itself of truths is from (the

Celestial of love) . . . Things, or truths, which are not

conjoined together according to the form of the heavenly

Societies, have not as yet acquired life
; for before this

the Celestial of love from the Lord cannot inflow

suitably. They first receive life when the form is alike

on both sides . . .

". Besides, the truths of faith never have any

life, unless the man lives in charity ... for there is

life in charity . . .

1937''. In all freedom is the life of man, because it

is his love.

. Thus is appropriated to them the life of

celestial love.

1944. The life of the rational man. Sig.

1957. See Fountain, here.

1964. When the life of the affection of knowledges

brought forth the Rational. Sig.

. Scientifics and Knowledges must have use as

the end, and when they have use, they have life as the

end ; for all life is of uses, because of ends. Unless

they are learned for the sake of a life of uses, they are

of no moment . . .

-. But when they have use as the end, they then

receive life from uses ; but such a life as is the use.

They who learn Knowledges in order to be perfected in

the faith of love . . . receive from the Lord spiritual

and celestial life ; and, when they are in this life, they

are in the faculty of perceiving all things which are of

the Lord's Kingdom. In this life are all the Angels
;

and, because they are in this life, they are in intelli-

gence and wisdom itself.

1999^. By means of this Internal, man lives after

death, and to eternity.

*. These Internals of men have not life in them-

selves, but are forms recipient of the Lord's life . . .

2004^.

202 1-. For . . . the Lord is life, and His Human
Essence was also made life . . , and there is union of

life with life : but man is not life, but a recipient of

life . . . AVhen life inflows into a recipient of life, there

is conjunction ; for it is adapted to it as an active to a

passive, or as what is alive in itself to what is dead in

itself, which thence lives. . , From himself man is not

alive, but the Lord from mercy adjoins him to Himself,

and thus causes him to live to eternity . . .

2025. As man acquires for himself life especially by
means of instruction in scientifics, doctrinals, and the

Knowledges of faith, 'sojourning' = the life thus

acquired. As applied to the Lord, it = the life which
He acquired for Himself by means of Knowledges,

combats of temptations, and victories in them . . .

•*. The Lord's soul was life itself . . . 1

2049^. See K'sow'-cognoscere, here.

*. It is this life (of charity) which saves after

death, and never any life of faith without charity ; for

without charity the life of faith is impossible. They
who are in the life of love and charity are in the Lord's

life.

. To receive the life of charity ... in the other

life, when they have had none in the life of the body,

is never possible ; but their life in the world remains

with them after death . . .

21 16-. The life contracted (from hatreds, etc.) remains

with them after death ; nay, each and all things of this

life, which successively return . . . "With those who
have lived in love to the Lord and in charity towards

the neighbour, the evils of life also all remain, but they

are tempered with the goods which they have received

from the Lord through the life of charity, while they

lived in the world, and thus they are elevated into

Heaven . . .

2119^. But, as the desires of everj'one follow him, he

who has led an evil life cannot stay long with the

Angels and good Spirits, but successively separates him-

self from them . . . until he comes to Spirits of like life

to that which he had in the world. It then appears to

liim as if he were in the life of his body ; in itself,

moreover, it is a continuation of the life. From this

life his Judgment begins. They who have led an evil

life, in process of time descend into Hell ; they who
have led a good life, are by degrees elevated by the

Lord into Heaven. Such is the Last Judgment of each

one.

2121. They are not cast down into the Hells in a

moment, because it is according to the laws of order

that every such person should return into his own life

which he had in the body, and thence by degrees be

carried down into Hell.

2173^. The things which are not in such a marriage

do not live.

2189^. In truth there is not life, but in good ; truth

is only a recipient of life, that is, of good.

2196*. For example: That man has no life except

what is from the Lord. The Rational from appear-
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ances supposes that in that case a mau could not live as

of himself; when yet he truly lives for the first time

when he perceives that he does so from the Lord.

[A.]2209". Each affection of a man, nay, each idea of his

thought, is his image, and such that in it in a marvel-

lous way there are all things of his life.

2219*. Love to God and love towards the neighbour

should be the life of man, by which he should be dis-

tinguished from brute animals . . .

2228^. Thought saves no one, but the life which he

has acquired in the world by means of the Knowledges

of faith. Tliis life remains, wliereas all the thought

which is not in agreement with his life, perishes.

Heavenly consociations are according to lives, and

never according to thoughts which are not of the life
;

the thoughts Avhich are not of the life are simulatory,

and are completely rejected. In general, the life is

twofold ; one infernal, and the other heavenly. In-

fernal life is contracted from all those euJs, tlioughts,

and works wliich flow from the love of self, consequently

from hatred against the neighbour ; heavenly life, from

all those ends, thoughts, and works which are of love

towards the neighbour ; this life is that which is

regarded by all those things which are called faith, and

is procured by all things of faith.

2249^ These things are presented to the life . . .

2253. With the Lord, when He was in the world,

there was no other life than the life of love towards the

universal human race . . . This life is tlie veriest celestial

life by which He united Himself to the Divine, and the

Divine to Himself . . . This life was one of pure love,

which is never possible with any man. They who do
not know what life is, and that the life is such as is

the love, do not apprehend it. Hence it is evident, that

in proportion as anyone loves the neighbour, he has the

Lord's life.

2256^. All the good a man has thought and done
from infancy up to the last of his life, remains ; in like

manner all the evil . . . They are inscribed on his book
of life, that is, on both his memories, and on his nature

. . . From these things lie has formed a life for himself,

and, so to speak, a soul, which is such after death . . .

If he has lived in the goods of love and charity, then

the Lord separates the evils . . . But if he has lived in

evils , . . then the Lord separates the goods from

him . , .

2261^. Regarded in themselves, truths do not give

life, but goods. Truths are only recipients of life, that

is, of good . . .

. With those who live in things contrary to

charity, there can never be acknowledgment, but some
persuasion, to which is adjoined the life of the love of

self or of the world. Thus in this acknowledgment
there is not the life of faith, which is of charity.

'. The life of truths, thus of faith, is from the

Lord alone, who is life itself. The Lord's life is mercy,

which is of love towards the universal human race.

Those can never have of the Lord's life, who, although
they profess the truths of faith, despise others in com-
parison with themselves ; and, when their life of the

love of self and of the world is touched, bear hatred

against the neighbour, and perceive delight in the loss

of his wealth, honour, reputation, and life.

2268^. The Angels as it were dwell in the truths of a

man, and insinuate affections of good from the Lord,

when the man lives in love to the Lord, and in charity

towards the neighbour ; for they are delighted thus to

dwell, that is, to live, with such men . , .

2280^. Not so with those who . . . have led a life in

things contrary to good.

2284'^. Therefore it is never allowable for a man to

judge concerning another as to the quality of his spiritual

life ; for the Lord alone . . . knows this : but every one

is allowed to judge concerning another, of his quality as

to moral and civil life.

. See Charity, here. —-'.

2297^. From this (the infants) get that heavenly idea,

that each and all things around them are alive ; and

that they are in the Loi'd's life, which affects their

inmosts with happiness.

2298. There was shown me . , . the nature of the

ideas of the infants when they see any objects. They
were as if each and all things were alive ; so that they

had life in each idea of their thought ; and it was per-

ceived that the ideas are almost the same with infants

on Earth, when they are at play.

2305. The innocence of intelligence and wisdom is

such, that they acknowledge that they have life from

the Lord alone . . .

2311^. As the body lives through the soul, so does

the literal sense through the internal sense ; through the

latter the Lord's life inflows into the former, according

to the aff"ection of him who is reading it.

2357-. They who are in the life of evil are admitted

no further than to the Knowledge of good and of the

Lord, but not as far as to the veriest acknowledgment

and faith . . .

'^. This is the reason whj' at this day it is granted

to so few to believe from tlie heart . . . for they are in

the life of evil.

2363. When they are shown tliat life itself . . .

begins when (the delight of the love of self and of the

world is taken away) they feel a certain sadness . . .

-. Heaven, that is, angelic life, consists in

this . . .

^. For, after death there remains with everyone

the life, or, what is the same, the aff'ection ; according

to this, then, is all the thought . . .

2367-. (For) a man who has been in the good of love

and of charity, when he passes into the other life,

comes from an obscure life into a clearer one, as from a

kind of night into day ; and, in proportion as he comes

into the Lord's Heaven, into a still clearer one . . .

2383*. It would be better that they should be in

Falsities than in truths, because they are in the life of

evil . . . Sig. and Ex.

2454^. When yet life according to doctrine makes the

man of the Church, and not doctrine separated from

life ; for when doctrine is separated from life, then,

because there is vastated good, which is of life, there is

also vastated truth, which is of doctrine, that is, it

becomes a statue of salt . . .
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24756. So that after death he leaves nothing whatever

behind, except the mere bones and flesh, Avhich, while

he lived iu the world, were not animated of themselves,

but by the life of his spirit . . .

2480®. It is the affection itself which gives life ; the

affection of evil which gives life to falsities, and the

affection of good which gives life to truths.

2531^. 'I am the Way, the Truth, and the Life'

(Johnxiv.6); where 'the Way ' = doctrine ; 'the Truth,'

everything which is of doctrine ; 'the Life,' good itself,

which is the life of truth.

2556®. As to his spirit, man is so conjoined with

those who are outside of him, that if he were deprived

of the connection thence, he would not live even for a

moment.

2649". They do not know that such as is the life,

such is the man ; and that the Divine Esse of life, or

Jehovah, was in the Lord from conception ; and that

the like Esse of life came forth in His Human by the

union.

2658. That the merely human Rational could not

have a common life with the Divine Rational itself,

neither as to truth, nor as to good. Sig. and Ex.
". (For) the Divine is life itself, and thus has

life in Itself ; but what is merely human is an organ of

life, and thus has not life in itself. When the Human
of the Lord had been made Divine, it was no longer an

organ of life, or a recipient of life, but was life itself,

such as is that of Jehovah Himself. It first had this

from the very conception from Jehovah, as is clearly

evident from the words of the Lord Himself: 'As the

Father has life in Himself, so hath He given to the Son
to have life in Himself (John v. 26). In the same:

'In Him was life, and the life was the light of men'
(i.4). In the same : 'Jesus said, I am the Way, the

Truth, and the Life' (xiv.6). In the same : 'Jesus

said, I am the Resurrection and the Life ; he that

believeth in Me, although he were dead, shall live'

(xi.25). In the same: 'The Bread of God is He who
cometh down from Heaven, and giveth life to the

world' (vi.33).

. But that man is not life
; l)ut an organ or

recipient of life. Ref.

^, That 'to inherit,' when predicated of the Lord,

= to have the life of the Father, thus in Himself; and,

when predicated of men, = to have the Lord's life, that

is, to receive life from the Lord, is evident from many
passages of the Word.

. To have life in Himself is the Esse itself of

life, that is, Jehovah ; but to have the Lord's life, or

to receive life from the Lord, is to receive the Lord in

love and faith ; and, because these are in the Lord, and
are the Lord's, they are called His 'heirs,' and 'sons.'

^. Heaven is here called 'life eternal,' elsewhere,

simply 'life' (IU.) ; for the reason that the Lord is life

itself ; and he who receives His life is in Heaven.

2689-. The life of everyone is nothing else than

affection or love.

*. The real reason they admit things doubtful,

and afterwards things negative, originates from the life

of evil. They who are in the life of evil can never do

otherwise. The life of everyone ... is affection or

love ; and such as is the affection or love such is the

thought . . .

s. It is otherwise with those who are in the life

of good ; truth itself has its ground there, and its heart,

and its life from the Lord.

2697. The good of truth manifests itself only in the

affection of truth, and afterwards in a life according to

truth. . . (But) truth without good is of no life ; and

therefore by truth separated from good there is not any

new life.

2702". 'Streams of living water,' and 'living foun-

tains of waters ' = the truths which are from the Lord,

or from His Word . . , The good of love and of charity,

which is from the Lord alone, is the life of truth.

2706. The Lord is indeed present with everyone ; for

life is from no other source ; and rules his most singular

things . . . but diversely according to the reception of

life. With those who receive His life of the love of

good and truth wrongly, and pervert it into the loves

of evil and of falsity, the Lord is present, and rules

their ends so far as possible to good ; but His presence

with them is called absence , . . But with those who
receive the Lord's life of the love of good and truth,

there is predicated presence . . .

2708. With the celestial, the good of love is implanted

in their voluntary part, where is the principal life of

man ; but with the spiritual in their intellectual part,

where is the secondary life of man . . .

2715. The voluntary part is what principally lives

with man ; but the intellectual part lives thence.

^. The spiritual man . . . debates wliether it is

so, unless he has been confirmed by much life.

2718. In this verse is described the spiritual man, of

what quality he is as to good, that is, as to the essence

of his life . . .

^. Thus that in the good of love from the Lord

there is heavenly life, but not in the truth of faith

separated thence.

2776'-. Believe themselves . . . saved . . . however

they have lived through the whole course of their life.

2826^. But still they do not come into internal wor-

ship, or into holy fear, unless they are in the good of

life . . .

2839®. But faith becomes intelligence and wisdom

when it is implanted in charity, that is, in life.

2871. In the freedom (which is of the loves of self

and of the world) consists the life (of infernal Spirits),

insomuch that if it is taken away from them, they have

no more life left than a newly born infant. . . A certain

evil Spirit was in the persuasion that such things could

be taken away from him . . . thus that his life could be

miraculously transcribed into heavenly life ; and there-

fore these loves with their cupidities were taken away

from him . . . and he was then seen like an infant

swimming with his hands . . . From which it was

evident that it is impossible for one who has acquired

a life from the love of self and of the world ... to come

into Heaven ; for if such a life were taken away, he

would not have anything of thought and will left.

28736. Hence all in the other life are distinguished
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according to freedoms, or, what is the same, according

to loves and affections, consequently according to the

deliglits of life, which is the same as according to lives
;

for lives are nothing else than delights ; and these are

nothing else than aftections, which are of loves.

[A.] 2875S. To receive anything contrary to the aflfec-

tion, is to receive it contrary to the life . . .

2878®. The Lord alone disposes and rules in applica-

tion to the genius and life of each one . . .

2880. For all affection, which is of love, is man's
veriest life

; and to act from the affection is to act from
the life, that is, from self . . .

2887. If these Spirits and Angels were taken away
from man, he would be instantly devoid of will and
thought, thus of no life.

2888. The case with the life of everyone, whether
man, Spirit, or Angel, is this : that it inflows solely from
the Lord, who is life itself; and diffuses itself through
the universal Heaven, and even through Hell ; thus
into each one

; and this in an incomprehensible series

and order. But the life which inflows is received by
each one according to his nature

;
good and truth are

received by the good as good and truth, but good and
truth are received by the evil as evil and falsity, and
are also with them turned into evil and falsity . . .

2889. Evil Spirits can scarcely at all apprehend that
they do not live from themselves, and that they are

only organs of life
; still less that there is no life except

what is from good and truth ; and still less that they
do not begin to live until the life of the cupidities of

evil and of the persuasions of falsity in which they are

has been extinguished. They believe that if they were
deprived of these things, nothing of life could be left

:

when yet the case is, that when they should have lost

the life of the cupidities of evil and of the persuasions
of falsity, they would then for the first time begin to
live

; and that before this the Lord is not received with
the good and truth in which alone life consists ; and
that then intelligence and wisdom, thus the veriest

life, inflows, and is afterwards immensely increased,

and this with . . . inmost joy ; and this with unutter-
able variety to eternity.

2904. 'The lives of Sarah were' (Gen.sxiii.i) = the
Church's times and states as to Divine truths, which
jn-eceded. . . 'Lives,' here, because they have regard to

age and the periods of age ... = states . . . and as it

treats in what follows about the Church, therefore
'lives' = the times and states of the Church. 2906.

2913. All the doctrinal things (of the Ancient Church)
were of charity, or life.

^. 'Heth' — exterior Knowledges which regard
life.

2916. 'A sepulchre' . . .=life, or Heaven; and, in

the opposite sense, death, or Hell. Ex.

. Through regeneration, man, from dead, becomes
alive.

2930^. See Soul, here.

3001. There is but one only life, which is the Lord's,

and which inflows and causes man to live ... To this life

correspond the recipients, which are vivified through

this Divine influx, and indeed so that they appear to

themselves to live from themselves. This correspond-

ence is that of life with the recipients of life. As the

recipients are, so do they live. Those men who are in

love and charity, are in correspondence ; for they agree,

and the life is received by them adaptedly. But those

who are in things contrary to love and charity, are not

in the correspondence, because the life itself is not

received adaptedly ; thence they have such an appear-

ance of life as they are. This may be illustrated by
many things, as by the motory and sensory organs of

the body, into which life inflows through the soul
;

such as these are, such are their actions and sensations

. . . But, in the Spiritual World, all the modifications

which come forth from the influx of life, are spiritual

;

hence such are the differences of intelligence and
wisdom. 3484.

3016^. For human life, from infancy to old age, is

nothing else than a progression from the world to

Heaven . . .

3063-. For love is the very Esse of life . . .

^. That nothing lives except love. Ref.

3069-. In Knowledges of truth, but in life of evil.

3086. For all the light, life, and order, in the natural

man, are from influx from the Divine . . .

3095. For in the affection is the life through which

is the conjunction.

3103. 'The nose ' = the life of good, from the respira-

tion which is tliereiu, which, in the internal sense, is

life ; and also from the odour . . .

3 1
58-. For the things which are of the will constitute

the esse of a man's life ; but the things which are of the

understanding constitute the derivative existere of his

life.

3161'-. Truths are first appropriated to the man when
he begins to love them for the sake of life

; and still more
when he applies them to life . . .

3175^. Man first begins to live, when that perishes

which in the world he believes to be the all of life ; and

the life which then succeeds is relatively unutterable

and indefinite.

3182^. When he no longer regards life from doctrine,

but doctrine from life . . .

3203-. (Truth becoming of life. Ex.

)

^. For good is life.

3241^. They form together one Church . . . when they

regard life as the end of doctrine ; that is, they inquire

how the man of the Church lives, and not so much
what his opinion is ; for everyone is endowed by the

Lord with a lot in the other life according to the good

of life, and not according to the truth of doctrine

separated from the good of life.

3242. No one is admitted into the Lord's Kingdom
except him who is in the good of faith ; for the good of

faith is of life. The life of faith remains, but not the

doctrine of faith, except in so far as this makes one with

the life . . .

. They fear to speak of the good of life, because

the life condemns them.
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3248. 'While he was yet living' (Gen.xxv.6) = to

whom he could give life . . . For by Abraham is here

represented the Lord as to the Divine Human, (from

which) the spiritual have life; and, as they have life

thence, the Lord is said to live with them , . . Life is

given to the spiritual by means of the good of faith. Sig.

3249. Charity towards the neighbour is nothing else

than a life according to the Lord's precepts.

3251. 'These are the days of the years of the lives of

Abraham which he lived' (ver. 7)=a state representative

of the Lord as to the Divine Itself. . . 'Lives,' here,

also= states.

3263^. 'Ishmael,' and also 'the Ishmaelites' . . .=
those of the Lord's Spiritual Church who as to life are

in simple good, and therefore as to doctrine are in natural

truth.

3267^. He who is in charity . . . excuses his neighbour

for dissenting from him in matters of belief, provided

he lives in good and truth . . . For he who lives in

charity, that is, in good, receives truths from the Lord

such as agree with his good . . . Whereas he who does

not live in charity, that is, in good, can never receive

any truth. He can indeed know truth, but it is not

implanted in his life . . . and therefore they who know
truths . . . and do not live in charity, or in good,

although they are in the Church, because born therein,

are nevertheless not of the Church . . .

3293. From the delight therein the Natural has its

life ... In order that the Natural may be human, it

must consist of both (good and truth) . . . but it has its

life itself from good.

'. This good ... is twofold . . . interiorly it com-

municates with the . . . Rational, exteriorly with . . .

the things of the body, and makes the life in the ex-

ternal senses, and also in the actions. Without a com-

munication both ways, man cannot live either with the

reason or the body. It is the interior communication

which remains with man after death, and there makes
his natural life

; for a Spirit also has a natural life ; for

liis spiritual life is terminated in his natural life as in an

ultimate plane ; for a man after death cannot think im-

mediately, except from those things which are of his

Natural , . .

3299*^. Good is what gives life, but through truth . . .

3305. That which is of life is of the will ; that which

is of doctrine is of the understanding ; the former is

called good, and the latter truth . . .

''. 'Jacob,' and 'Israel' . . . = the Lord's Spiritual

Kingdom and Church, which is the Church from the

doctrine of truth and the life of good . . .

3318-. Man is nothing else than an organ or vessel

which receives life from the Lord ; for man does not

live from himself. Refs. The life which inflows with

man from the Lord is from His Divine love ; this, or the

life thence, inflows and applies itself to the vessels which

are in the Rational, and which are in the Natural of

man. These vessels . . , are in a contrary position

relatively to the life, in consequence of the hereditary

evil into which man is born, and in consequence of the

actual evil which he himself acquires ; but in proportion

as the life which inflows can dispose the vessels to receive

it, it does dispose them. These vessels in the Rational

of man, and in his Natural, are those which are called

truths, and in themselves are nothing else than percep-

tions of the variations of the forms of these vessels, and
of the changes of state according to which the variations

come forth in diff'erent ways, which take place in the

most subtle substances, in inexpressible ways. The good

itself, which has life from the Lord, or which is life, is

that which inflows and disposes. As, therefore, these

vessels, which are to be varied as to their forms, are in

a contrary position and turning, relatively to the life,

it may be evident that they must be reduced into a

position according to the life, or in compliance with the

life. This cannot possibly be done so long as man is in

that state into which he was born, and into which he

has reduced himself, for they are not obedient, because

they are stiftly resistant, and harden themselves against

the heavenly order according to which the life acts ; for

the good which moves them, and to which they are com-

pliant, is of the love of self and of the w'orld . . . and

therefore, before they can become compliant, and be fit

for receiving anything of the life of the Lord's love,

they have to be softened. This softening is eff'ected by
no other means than temptations . . . W^hen, therefore,

they have been a little tempered and mastered through

temptations, these vessels then begin to become yielding

and compliant to the life of the Lord's love, which con-

tinually inflows with the man. Hence, then, it is, that

the good, first in the rational man, and afterwards in

the natural, begins to be conjoined with the truths there

;

for the truths . . . are nothing else than perceptions of

the variations of the form according to the states which

are continually changing ; and the perceptions are from

the life which inflows.

3324. It treats in these verses . . . concerning the

right of priorit}', whether it belongs to truth or to good

;

or, what is the same, whether it belongs to the doctrine

of truth or to the life of good . . .

''. That good is the life of truth. Ref.

—— . That the affection of good is of life, and the

aff'ection of truth for the sake of life. Ref.

3325^. (For) in good there is life, but not in truth

except what it has from good ; and good inflows into

truths and causes them to live.

". The Church . . . then no longer studies life,

but doctrine ; and when it does this, it casts itself into

shades, and falls into falsities and evils . . . Sig.

3335. 'He went'

=

life. 'To go' = to progress into

the things which are of good, that is, into the things

which are of life, for all good is of life. Almost the

same is signified by 'to journey,' 'to sojourn,' and 'to

progress.

'

3337<=. The things which come forth (from man's in-

terior imagination, or from his thought) are in them-

selves inanimate, but they become animate from the

influx of life from the Lord.

3338. The heat of Heaven . . . makes the life of the

internal man ; and (the heat of the world) the life of the

external man ; for without love and affection man can-

not live at all. . . These heats become loves and atfec-

tions from the influx of the Lord's life, and thence

appear to man as if they were not heats, but still they
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are ... It is this heat from which the will of man
lives ; but the light treated of above is that from which

his understanding lives.

[A.] 3344^. In a word, by representatives adjoined to

ideas, speech as it were is alive ; least of all with man
. . . more so with the Angels of the First Heaven ; still

more so with the Angels of the Second ; and the most
of all with the Angels of the Third Heaven ; for these

are proximateh' in the Lord's life. Whatever is from

the Lord is in itself alive.

3347^. (The Angels said) that the faculty (of acting)

is not of the fibres, but of the life in the fibres
;
just as

the faculty of thinking is not of the mind, but of the

life from the Lord which inflows into it.

3387*. "Without vessels, or receptacles, good does not

find a place . . . and therefore where there are no truths

. . . there is no rational or human good, consequently

the man has no spiritual life. In order, therefore, that

man may still have truths, and thence spiritual life,

appearances of truth are given . . .

3412^. See Philistine, here.

3416®. Not that the Lord leaves them, but that they

remove themselves from the Lord, because from the

things which are of life.

3417. That the Lord disposed truths so that they

might be adapted to the apprehension and genius of

those who are not so much in life, but are in the doctrinal

things of faith. Sig. and Examp.

34206. jje^ therefore, who teaches what is to be done,

and does not do it, does not want to know truths ; for

they are against his life ; and the things which are

against his life he also denies.

3424. 'A well of living waters' (Gen.xxvi. I9) = the

Word, in which are Divine truths ; thus the Word as to

the literal sense in which is the internal sense. . . As in

this sense the Word is . . . heavenly and Divine, its

waters are called 'living.' 111.

. 'The •waters which make everything to live'

(Ezek.xlvii.9)= the Divine truths which are in the

Word.
-. That the Word of the Lord is such that it

gives life to him that thirsteth, that is, to him who
longs for life ; and that it is a fountain whose waters
are living, tlie Lord teaches in John iv. 10,14. . . That
the Word is alive, and thus gives life, is from this,

—

that in the supreme sense it treats of the Lord, and in

the inmost of His Kingdom, in which the Lord is the

all ; and this being the case, it is life itself which is in

the Word, and which inflows into the minds of those

who read tlae Word in holiness . . .

3451^. For example: if anyone acknowledges as a

doctrinal that charity is from faith, and lives in charity

towards the neighbour, then indeed he is not in truth as

to doctrine, but still he is in truth as to life; conse-

quently he is in . . . the Lord's Kingdom. Again : if

anyone says that good works are to be done in order

that we may have a reward in Heaven . . . and yet when
he does good works never thinks of merit ; he in like

manner is in the Lord's Kingdom, because as to life he
is in truth ; and as he is such as to life, he suffers him-
self to be easily instructed . . .

3459. Abimelech . . . represents those who make faith

the essential of the Church, and set it before charity.

They who are such are not in any good, except the good
of truth ; for they elicit and imbibe nothing else from the

Word than the things ... of truth ; but those which are

of good, thus which are of life, they scarcely see . . .

3485. The representations which come forth in the

other life are appearances, but living ones, because they

are from the light of life. The light of life is the

Divine wusdom.

3498. Life in the Natural. Sig. and Ex.

. The life of the Rational or of the internal man
is distinct from the life of the Natural or of the external

man, and indeed so distinct that the life of (the former)

exists beyond the life of (the latter) ; but the life of (the

latter) cannot exist without the life of (the former)

;

for the External lives from the Internal, insonmch that

if the life of the internal man were to cease, the life of

the external man would at once become none . . .

-. But when man lives in the body . . . the life

of the Rational appears in the Natural, insomuch that

there does not appear to be any life in the Rational, if

it is not at the same time in the Natural . . . Hence it

may be evident that it is a life in the Natural which
corresponds, which is signified by these words which
Isaac said to Esau, ' I know not the day of my death ' . . .

3528®. All the Perceptive . . . comes forth from good

. . . For the Lord's Divine life inflows into good, and
through it into truth, and thus presents perception.

3539'*. (Some) who are in no love ... or charity . . .

well apprehend this . . . that love is the life itself of

man ; and that the life is such as is tlie love.

. From the understanding a man can also appre-

hend this, although his will dissents . . . that the

happiest life is from love to the Lord and from love

towards the neighbour, because the Divine Itself inflows

into it ; and on the other hand, that the most unhappy
life is from the love of self and the love of the world, be-

cause Hell inflows into it.

^. Hence also it can be perceptible before the

understanding, but not before the will, that love to the

Lord is the life of Heaven, and that mutual love is the

soul from that life . . .

^. With the evil there is not any afi'ection of truth

for the sake of life, that is, for the sake of the good of

life from truth ; and therefore they cannot be reformed
;

whereas with the good there is the affection of truth for

the sake of life, that is, for the sake of the good of life,

and therefore these can be reformed. But the first state

of the reformation of these is that the truth of doctrine

appears to them to be in the first place, and the good of

life in the second, for they act good from truth ; where-

as their second state is that the good of life is in the

first place, and the truth of doctrine in the second ; for

they act good from good, that is, from the will of good . . .

3570-. Hence it is that the man who lives only a

natural life cannot know anything about the things

which are going on with him in his internal man . . .

^. As a man's ends are of his loves, they are his

inmost life. Refs.

3579. Almost as the life builds up the fibres in man,

and disposes them into forms according to uses . . .
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3600. Life from Divine good . . . and from Divine

truth. Sig.

3603-. All those do not know what good is who pass

a life of the love of self and of the world . . , and as

they do not know what good is, they do not know what

truth is ; for truth is of good . . . 3612.

3607. The inversion and privation of the life of truth

from itself. Sig. and Ex.

-. For truth has no life from itself, but from

good . . . and in good there is life, but not in truth

except what it has from good. Refs. And therefore the

privation of the life of truth from itself is not the

extinction of truth, but its vivification ; for when truth

appears to have life from itself, it then has no life,

except such as in itself is not life ; whereas when it is

deprived of this, then it is endowed with life itself,

namely, through good from the Lord, who is life

itself . . . 36 10, Ex.

3610. For in the love of self and of the world . . .

there is not life, but in celestial and spiritual love . . .

^ (But) they who are in the affection of self and

of the world believe that no other life can be possible,

consequently that if they were deprived of this life,

they would not live at all. For they who are in this

life cannot ])ossibly know what spiritual and celestial

life is ; when yet the case is that when they are deprived

of this life . . . then life inflows from the Lord . . .

with wisdom and happiness unutterable ; and when
their prior life is regarded from this life it appears as

no life, or like the sordid life of brute animals ; for

there is nothing of what is Divine in it beyond that

they can think and speak, and thus appear like others

in the external form.

3623. 'Wherefore have I lives?' (Gen.xxvii.46) =
that thus there is no conjunction; (for) 'lives' = con-

junction through truths and goods . . .

. The reason here and elsewhere 'lives' are

mentioned, in the plural, is that there are two faculties

of life in man ; one which is called the understanding,

and is of truth ; and the other which is called the will,

and is of good. These two lives, or faculties of life,

make one, when the understanding is of the will, or,

what is the same, when truth is of good. Hence it is

that in the Hebrew language, 'life' is sometimes men-
tioned, and sometimes 'lives.' (The latter ill.)

^. As regards 'lives,' these in the plural= both

that which is of the will and that which is of the under-

standing ; consequently, what is of good and what is of

truth. For the life of man is nothing except good and

truth in which there is life from the Lord ; for man,

without good and truth, and the life in them, is no

man ; for without them man could will nothing, and

think nothing : all his will is from good or non-good,

and his thought from truth or non-truth ; hence man
has lives, which are one life, when the thought is from

the will, that is, Avhen tlie truth which is of faith is

from the good which is of love.

3628^. Hence it is evident that there must always be

two forces, for anything to come forth and subsist. The
forces which inflow and act inwardly are from Heaven,

and through Heaven from the Lord, and have life in

them. . . Unless there were interior modifications, which

are of life, to which corresponded the exterior modiiica-

tions which are of the air, there would be no hearing

. . . and unless there were an interior light, which is of

life, to which corresponded the exterior light which is

of the sun, there would be no sight.

3636*^. Love . . . presents the heat of man's life ; and

intelligence . . , presents the light of man's life.

3646. With brute animals the case is the same as to

influxes and correspondences as it is \nth men, namely,

that with them there is an influx from the Spiritual

World, and an afflux from the natural world, by means
of which they are held together and live ; but the

operation itself presents itself diversely according to

the forms of their souls and thence of their bodies . . .

^. It is the ends which show the nature of the

life which man has ; and the nature of that which a

beast has . . .

^. The reason very many men do not know how to

distinguish between their own life and the life of beasts,

is that they are in like manner in external things . . .

3647. It has been given to see . . . some . . . who in

the life of their body had looked solely to earthly

things . . . They had been of the sailor and rustic

crowd. They appeared ... to have so little of life,

that I supposed that they could not be allotted life

eternal, like other Spirits. They were like machines,

but little animated. But the Angels had care of them
solicitously ; and, by means of the faculty which they

had as men, insinuated into them the life of good and
truth ; and thus they were led on from a life like that

of animals into human life.

3648. There is also an influx from the Lord, through

Heaven, into the subjects of the vegetable kingdom . . .

But the forms there are such that they do not receive

anything of life . . .

3672. The life of instructions. Sig.

. 'To inherit' =: to have another's life ; here, life

from the Divine.

. 'The Land' = where the life is.

^. The life of instructions ... is the life of good

from truth ... for when a man lives according to the

truths in which he is being instructed, he is then in

the life of instructions.

3679*. But the external man is in the light of the

world, in which there is no intelligence, and not even

Hfe.

\ The like is the case with all the life which

appears in the external man, in that it is the life of the

internal man in him, as in its material and corporeal

organ.

^ (The quality of Spirits) is entirely according to

the affections, and the derivative thought of things, in

the life of the bodj^ ; that is, according to the state of

life which they have acquired in the world. Ex.

3690. Life more remote from Divine doctrinal things.

Sig. and Ex.

^. When (anyone) is delighted with this histori-

cal alone, he is in the life of external truth, remote

from Divine doctrinal things. Afterwards, when he

begins to be delighted and aflccted with the commnnds

or precepts which are therein, and lives according to
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them, he is then in the life of truth, but is still remote

from Divine doctrinal things themselves ; for the life

according to those things is only moral life, the precepts

of which are known to all who are in human society,

from the civil life and the laws there ; as that the Deity

is to be worshipped, parents to be honoured, murder
not to be committed, nor adultery, nor theft.

[A. 3690]*. But h e who is being regenerated, is by degrees

led on from this more remote life, into a life nearer to

Divine doctrinal things, that is, into spiritual life . . ,

3696. Moreover, every man is in a state of tranquillity

in the beginning of his life, or in his infancy ; but in

proportion as a man advances in life ... he removes
himself from that state . . .

^. The case is nearly the same with the new life,

with the man who is being regenerated . . .

3701''. These and the like (imperfect) Knowledges are

of the infancy of man's new life ; and are such ... as

derive something from his former life, or from the

nature of his former life, and also something from the

new life, into which he is thus introduced . . .

''. But they who are being regenerated, do not

learn such things barely as knowledges, but as life ; for

they do these truths . . .

''. This state is that of infoncy and childhood as

to the new life, which is to succeed in place of the

former life. But the state of the adolescence and young
manhood of his life, is that no respect is had to any
person such as he appears in the external form, but such
as he is as to good ; first in civil life ; next in moral
life ; and at last in spiritual life . . .

3702. And thus, through man as the uniting medium,
the ultimate of nature itself would live from the Divine

;

which would be, if man had lived according to Divine
order.

-. Besides that the things (in nature) which are

still more hidden would be perceived in his interior

organs, if his life were according to order.

3742. That there is one only life, and that from the
Lord alone, and that Angels, Spirits, and men are only
recipients of life, has been made known to me by
experience so manifold, that not even the slightest

doubt is left. Heaven itself is in the perception that it

is so, insomuch that the Angels manifestly perceive the
influx

; and also how it inflows, and how much and in

what way they receive it. When they are in a fuller

state of reception, they are in their peace and happiness

. . . But still the Lord's life is so appropriated to them
that they perceive as if they live from themselves, but
still they know that it is not from themselves. The
appropriation of the Lord's life comes from His love and
mercy towards the universal human race, in that He
wants to give Himself and what is His to everyone ; and
actually does give in so far as they receive ; that is, in

so far as they are His likenesses and images in the life

of good and in the life of truth. And as there is such
a Divine endeavour continually from the Lord, His life

... is appropriated.

3743- Those, however, who are not in love to the
Lord and in love towards the neighbour, consequently
who are not in the life of good and truth, cannot
acknowledge that there is one only life which inflows.

and still less that this life is from the Lord ; but they
are all indignant, and even feel aversion, when it is said

that they do not live of themselves. The love of self is

what does this ; and, what is surprising, although they

are shown by living experiences in the other life that

they do not live of themselves, and then, on being

convinced, say that it is so, still they afterwards persist

in the same opinion, and suppose that if they lived

from another, and not of themselves, all their delight

of life would perish ; not knowing that the exact con-

trary is the fact. Hence it is that the evil appropriate

evil to themselves . . . and that good cannot be appro-

priated to them . . . But still the evil, and also the

infernals, are forms recipient of life from the Lord ; but

such forms that they either reject, suff'ocate, or pervert,

good and truth ; and thus, with them, the goods and
truths which are from the Lord's life, become evils and
falsities . . .

3748. Such as they have been in the life of the body,

such are they in the other life ; for all things which are

of anyone's life, that is, which ai-e of love and aff'ection,

follow him, and are in him, as the soul is in its body,

because he has formed his soul from them as to its

quality.

3762-. But still (these truths) are not acknowledged,

believed, and imbued, unless there is a life according to

them ; for then the man comes into affection, and in

proportion as he comes into aflection from life, they are

implanted in his Natural . . .

38246. (Truths) are not conjoined, until the man is

aff"ected with them for the sake of the use of life, or

until they are loved for the sake of life ; for then good

is coupled with them, through which they are conjoined

with the Rational . . . Through this way there is au

influx of life into them from the Lord. 3843.

3849. For in affections there is life ; but not in the

truths of doctrine . . . without them , . .

^. For the life of the understanding is from the

will ; from which it is evident . . . that truths . . .

derive their life from good . . . The reason truths still

appear animate, although it is not from the good of

charity, is from the affections of the love of self and of

the world, which have no other life than that which in

the spiritual sense is called ' death, ' and is infernal life.

3865. The good of truth ... is the affection of truth

for the sake of life ; for life is the good which is

regarded in truth by those who are afterwards regene-

rated. Without life according to truth there is no
conjunction of truth with good, and consequently no

appropriation. This may be plainly evident to every-

one, if he pays attention to those who live evilly, and to

those who live well ; namely, in that those who live

evilly, although in their childhood and young manhood
they have been skilled in the doctrinal things of the

Church . . . still if they are explored as to what they

believe concerning the Lord, faith in Him, and con-

cerning the truths of the Church, you will find that

they do not believe one whit ; whereas they who live

well, will be found, everyone of them, to have faith in

truths, which they believe to be truths. But those who
teach truths . . . and live evilly, do indeed say that

they believe, but still at heart they do not believe . . .
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e. Hence it is evident that the life teaches what

is the quality of the acknowledgment of truth . . . and

that faith separated from the good of life says that how-

ever a man lives still he can be saved of grace ; and

that it reasons against this matter of doctrine, that the

life of everyone remains after death.

3869^. They who have faith of the will receive life,

and therefore it is said, 'They who hear shall live'

(John V.25).

3887. Whatever is (in the Celestial Kingdom) is as it

were alive before them ; for that which comes immedi-

ately from the Lord is alive.

39056. For not anything is acknowledged in faith

until we have lived according to it.

3906. At first they do not acknowledge (internal

truth) with such faith as to live according to it . . .

3913'. A natural man seems to himself to have life

when he is raised to dignities . . . But a spiritual man
seems to himself to have life in humiliation . . .

39 1
5-. For without affection truths have no life.

Exauip.

6. He does not love the neighbour, but himself in

preference, and is in natural life, and not in spiritual

life. . . So long as natural affection is dominant, the man
is called 'dead ;' for he has a life contrary to heavenly

life. Heavenly life is the veriest life.

3916. That thus there is life for it. Sig.

3934^. It is to be known, besides, that the Lord's

Kingdom with man begins from the life which is of

works ; for then he is in the beginning of regenera-

tion . . .

393S-. There are two things which make man, namely,

esse and existere ; the esse of man is nothing else than

what is recipient of the Eternal which jiroceeds from the

Lord ; for men, Spirits, and Angels are nothing else than

recipients, or recipient forms, of the life from the Lord

;

the reception of life is that of which is predicated exist-

ere . . .

^. That which proceeds from the Lord is that

which appears as existere in Him, but it is not in Him,
but is from Him, and causes that men, Spirits, and

Angels come forth, that is, live. Existere with man.

Spirit, and Angel is to live, and to live is his eternal

happiness . . .

^. I have sometimes spoken to those in the other

life who had been in the delights of evil and falsity
;

and it was given to say to them that they have no life

until they are deprived of their delights. But they

said, as do such in the world, that if they were deprived

of them they would no longer have anything of life.

But it was given to reply that then life first begins,

and, together with that life, happiness such as there is

in Heaven . , .

®. The man of this age believes that ... in what-

ever affection he may have lived through the whole

course of his life, he can come into Heaven. With
those who have so lived ... I have also sometimes

spoken. When they come into the other life, they at

first think of nothing else than that they can come into

Heaven, not attending to their past life, namely, that

by that life they have put on the delight of the affection

of evil and falsity from the loves of self and of the world

. . . It was given to say to them that everyone can be

admitted into Heaven . . . but whether they can live

there, they could know if they were admitted. Some

. . . were admitted ; but as, there, it is the life of love

to the Lord and of love towards the neighbour which

makes all the sphere and happiness of life, when they

came thither they began to be tortured ; for they could

not breathe in such a sphere . . .

e. It is this Continuous of love which is called

affection ; and it is this Continuous which reigns in the

life of man, and which makes all the delight with him
;

and, as it makes this, it makes his life itself ; for the

life of man is nothing else than the delight which is of

his affection ; thus is nothing else than the affection

which is of his love. Love is the will of man ; and

thence it is his thought ; and thus it is his action.

3957. As they had not been solicitous about the life

after death, but only about the life in the world . . .

^ The second thing which they are able to know,

provided they merely use their reason, is that the life

which a man has acquired in the world follows him ; or,

that he is in such a one after death. For they are able to

know that no one can put off the life ac(iuired from in-

fancy, unless he were to die altogether ; and that this

life cannot be instantaneously transmuted into another

one, still less into an opposite one. As. for example, he

who has acquired a life of deceit, and in this has had the

delight of his life, cannot put off the life of deceit, but

is in that life also after death. Or, they who are in the

love of self, and are thence in hatreds and revenges

against those who are not subservient to them ; or in

other like things ; that they remain in them after the

life of the body ; for these are the things which they

love, and which make the delights of their life
; conse-

quently, their veriest life ; and that thus such things

cannot be taken away from them, without at the same

time extinguishing the whole of their life. In like

manner in all other things.

8. The seventh thing which a man is able to know

of himself, is that love to God, and love towards the

neighbour, are what cause man to be man . . . and that

they constitute heavenly life, or Heaven ; and that the

opposite things constitute infernal life, or Hell.

e. But the reason why man does not know these

things, is that he does not want to know them, for he

lives an opposite life ; and also because he does not be-

lieve that there is a life after death ; and also because

he has caught principles of faith, and none of charity ;

and thence believes . . . that if there is a life 'after

death, he can be saved from faith, however he has

lived . . .

3969I''. But in the celestial heat and spiritual light

which proceed from the Lord as a Sun . . . there are the

good of love and the truth of faith, thus wisdom and in-

telligence ... for the things which proceed from the

Lord are alive. Refs.

39862. Tjie varieties (of good) also come forth from

the affections which are of everyone's love, which are

rooted and appropriated in the man through his

life.

39933. Unless the correspondence of the internal man
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with the external has been effected in time, or in the

life of the body, it is not effected afterwards.

[A. 3993p. If evil were taken away from man sud-

denly, it would be to extinguish the fire of his first life.

•"•. For example : if anyone believes himself to be

pure from sins . . . when he has once performed repent-

ance ... or after confession ... or after he has attended

the Holy Supper ; if he lives a new life, in the affection

of good and truth ; this falsity is tliat with which good

can be mixed ; whereas, if he lives a life of the flesh and
of the world, as before, then it is falsity with which good
cannot be mixed.

". Again : if anyone is ignorant that man rises

again after death, and thence does not believe in the

resurrection ; and also if anyone knows, but still doubts,

and almost denies ; and yet lives in truth and good
;

with this falsity also good and truth can be mixed
;

whereas if he lives in falsity and evil, then they cannot
be mixed with that falsity, because they are contrary

;

and falsity destroys truth, and evil destroys good.

4063^. When a man is being regenerated, it is not

effected in a moment . . . but . . . through the whole
life of the man . . , for . . . the man is to be endowed
with a life which he had not before; nay, of Avhich he
before knew scarcely anything . . .

•'. Hence it is evident that the former things are

always left behind when a new state of life is put on.

4 136^. He was a certain leading man, who . . . because

lie had led an evil life, was in such stupid ignorance

about good and freedom, and about the delight and
bliss thence derived, that he did not know the least

difference between infernal delight and freedom, and
heavenly delight and freedom . . .

4149-. The operation (of an organ of the body) is

effected by means of the life which inflows through the

soul
; and the life is from the good which is from the

Lord.

4151*. Very few believe that (all good and all truth

are from the Lord), as may be evident from the fact

that they suppose the whole of life to be in themselves
;

and scarcely any, that life inflows. ,The whole of the
life of man consists in the faculty that he can think,

and that he can will ; for if the faculty of thinking and
willing is taken away, nothing of life remains ; and
the veriest life consists in thinking good and willing

good, and also in thinking truth, and in willing that

which he thinks to be truth . . .

". They who are evil . . . when shown that every-

thing inflows, come into anxiety, and are exceedingly

importunate to be allowed to live in their own proprium

;

and [declare] that if that were taken away from them,
they could live no longer. Thus do even those believe

who know.

4156^. To those who are in a life of good, scientifics are

a means of being wise ; but to those who are in a life of

evil, they are a means of being insane . . .

4171^. For example : if one who has led a life of good

. . . suffers himself to be persuaded that a life of good
effects nothing towards salvation . . . and if he after-

wards does not care for life, and also contemns it, he is

called 'torn.'

4175. For the life itself of man is nothing but love ;

for without love man can have nothing whatever of life;

nay, if a man reflects, he can know that all the vital

fire and heat which are in the body are thence.

4198". For from the Lord alone is the life of everyone

;

they who receive His presence in good and truth are in

the life of intelligence and wisdom ; whereas they who
receive His presence ... in evil and falsity are in the

life of insanity and folly ; but still they are in the

faculty of being intelligent and wise.

4205-. Without affection, or without the delight

which is of love, nothing can enter into man, because in

these is his life.

4206-. This is circumstanced as is the life with man,
which inflows and acts into the various sensory and

motory organs of the body, and into the various members
and viscera, and everywhere presents variety . . . but

still it is one life which acts all things so variously : it

is not that the life itself acts differently, but that it is

differently received ; for it is the form of each according

to which the action is determined.

4225-. Tliey who are outside the Grand Man . . . can-

not enter into it ; for the lives are contrary . . . because,

there, is the life of love to the Lord and of love towards

the neighboxn- : and as nothing there corresponds to their

life, they can scarcely breathe . . . For the respiration is

according to the freedom of life . . . and, what is wonder-

ful, they can scarcely move themselves . . . and therefore

they cast themselves . . . down to Hell, where they have

respiration and mobility. Hence it is that life, in the

Word, is represented by mobility.

6. Therefore there are so many Heavens . . . and

every one, in his own Heaven, is in his own life, and has

an influx from the universal Heaven . . .

4227. They who have been such in the life of the body,

are also such in the other life ; for everyone is followed

by his own life . . ,

4247^. But it is to be known that this is the circle

(namely, from knowledge to act), but still it is good

which produces this circle ; for the life which is from

the Lord inflows solely into good, thus through good,

and this from the inmosts. That the life which inflows

through the inmosts produces this circle, may be known
to everyone ; for without life nothing is produced ; and

as the life which is from the Lord does not inflow except

into good, and through good, it follows that it is good

which produces it, and which inflows into truths, and

appropriates them to itself . . .

42498. (The man of the Church at this day) woirld say

that he feels the life in himself, and that he thinks . . .

and wills from himself . . .

4258. That even then life would be gained. Sig. and

Ex.

4274. Nothing else makes the intellectual life of man
than that which he believes to be truth ; and his volun-

tary life, than that which he has impressed on himself

to be good ; and therefore when that is assaulted which

he believes to be truth, the life of his understanding is

assaulted ; and when that is assaulted which he has im-

pressed on himself to be good, the life of his will is
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assaulted ; so that when a man is being tempted, his life

is at stake.

4318. The chief thing of the intelligence which the

Angels have, is to know and perceive that all life is from

the Lord . , .

4320. The reason the life which is from the Lord alone

appears witli everyone as if it were in him, is from the

love or mercy of the Lord towards the universal human
race, in that He wills to appropriate to everyone that

which is His own, and to give to everyone eternal happi-

ness . . .

2. That the evil also receive the life which is from

the Lord, is circumstanced like the objects of the world,

which all receive light from the sun, and thence their

colours, but according to their forms ... So is the light

or life from the Lord with the evil ; but this life is not

life, but is . . . spiritual death.

4321. If all things were to be denied of which the

causes are not known, innumerable things would be

denied which come forth in nature . . . and how much
more the arcana which come forth ... in the Spiritual

World ; as these : that there is one only life, and from

it all live ; and everyone differently from another ; that

even the evil live from the same life, and also the Hells

;

and that the influent life acts according to the recep-

tion . . .

4330. Insomuch that there are few who believe any-

thing else than that the External of man is the all of man,

and that when it recedes, which takes place when a man
dies, there is scarcely anything left which lives ; still

less that the Internal is that whicli lives in the External

;

and that when the latter recedes, the former especially

lives.

4352". For the truths of faith regarded without love

are only words \vithout life : but through love, thus

through conjunction with the good of love, tliey receive

life. 4368-. 4373.

4373. That life appears to be from truth, is compara-

tively like the life which is in tlic body, which however
is not of the body, but of the soul ; nor of the soul, but
through the soul from the First of life, that is, from the

Lord ; and yet it appears as if it were of the body.

4390^. These two (truth and good) include in general

all things which are of doctrine, and which are of life
;

truths, the things which are of doctrine ; and goods, the

things which are of life.

4406^. The spirit is that which lives in the body.

4416. They who have known truths, and also have
confirmed them in themselves, and yet have lived a life

of evil, appear in a snowy light, but cold . . .

-. Hence it was evident why those who lead a

life of evil can never have faith in Divine truths from a

sincere heart ; for they are in that smoky light, which
becomes darksome to them when heavenly light falls

into it, so that they see neither with their eyes nor with
their mind ; and moreover they then fall into anguish,
and some as it were into swoons. Hence it is that the

evil can never receive truth, but only the good.
*. The man who leads a life of evil cannot believe

that he is in such a lumen, because he does not see the

lumen in which his spirit is . . . but if he saw tlie lumen

of his spirit, and were to experience wliat it would
become if the light of truth and good from Heaven were

to inflow into it, he would know manifestly how far he

was from receiving the things which are of light, that

is, which are of faith ; and still more from imbuing the

things which are of charity ; and thus how far he was
from Heaven.

4417. There was once a discourse with Spirits about
life, namely, that no one has anything of life from

himself, but from the Lord, although he seems to live of

himself; and then at first the discourse was what life

is, namely, that it is to understand and to will, and as

all understanding has relation to truth, and all willing

to good, that the intelligence of truth and the will of

good are life. But the reasoner Spirits said . . . that

those who are in no intelligence of truth and will of

good nevertheless live ; nay, they believe that they live

more than others. But it was given to reply to them,
that the life of the evil does indeed appear to them as

life, but still it is the life which is called spiritual

death ; which they could know from the fact that as to

understand truth and to will good are life from the

Lord, to understand falsity and to will evil cannot be

life, because evils and falsities are contrary to real life.

In order that they might be convinced, the quality of

their life was shown, which when seen appeared like

the lumen from a charcoal fire whicli had a smokiness

intermingled with it ; and when they are in this lumen,

they can be of no other opinion than that the life of

their thought and of their will is the one only life ; and
this still more from the fact that the light of the intel-

ligence of truth, which is that of real life, cannot at all

appear to them ; for as soon as they come into that

light, their lumen becomes darksome, insomuch that

they can see nothing whatever, and therefore perceive

nothing. The quality of the state of their life was also

shown by the abstraction of their delight from falsity

. . . "When tliis was done, they appeared with ghastly

faces, like corpses, and might be called effigies of death.

4459^. Unless they are to rise with the body they do

not believe that there can be a resurrection . . . for they

place all life in the body, not knowing that the life of

their body is from the life of their spirit, which lives

after death.

''. The use itself which a man loves determines

his life, and distinguishes it from others . . . not indeed

the use itself, but the love of the use, for in love is the

life of everyone.

4464-. jMan does not know that a certain spiritual

sphere encompasses him according to tlie life of his

affections . . .

^. The spheres which are perceived in the other

life all originate from the loves and derivative aff'ections

in which they had been, consequently from the life
;

for the loves and derivative aflections make the life

itself; and (therefore) they originate from . . . the ends

. . . for everyone has as an end that which he loves
;

and therefore the ends determine the life of a man , . .

4468. There are two things whicli conjoin the men of

the Church, namely life and doctrine. When life con-

joins, doctrine does not separate ; but if only doctrine

conjoins . . . then they separate from each other . . .
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when yet doctrine is for the sake of life, and life is from

doctrine . . . But that doctrine does not separate if life

conjoins, is evident from the fact, that he who is in

goodness of life does not condemn anotlier who is of a

difi'erent opinion, but leaves it to liis faith and conscience

. . . for he says in his heart, that ignorance can con-

demn no one, if they live in innocence and mutual

love . . .

[A.] 4472. Condescension as to life. Sig. and Ex.

4502-. Disjunction as to life and doctrine. Sig.

4524. As there cannot he more than one only fountain

of life ... it is evident that all life is from the Lord,

who is the First of life ; and, as it is so, each and all

things which are in the Spiritual World correspond to

Him, and consequently each and all things which are in

man . . .

4622'. (That Spirits have senses) may he concluded

by him who believes in the life after death, from the

fact, that there can be no life without sense ; and that

the quality of the life is according to the quality of the

sense . . .

4623. But it is to be known that the sensitive life of

Spirits is twofold ; namely, real, and not real : the one

is distinguisheil I'rom the other by this, that all that is

real which appears to those who are in Heaven, but all

that is not real which appears to those who are in Hell

;

for whatever comes from the , . . Lord is real, for it

comes from . . . life in itself ; but whatever comes from

the proprium of a Spirit is not real, because it does not

come from . . . life in itself. They who are in the

affection of good and truth are in the Lord's life, thus

in real life ; for the Lord is present in good and truth

through affection ; but they who are in evil and falsity

through affection, are in their Own life, thus in life not

real ; for the Lord is not present in evil and falsity. Ex.
'-. They who are in Hell equally have sensations

. . . but when they are inspected by the Angels, they

. . . disappear . . . and they themselves, so far as they

are in cupidities of evil and in the persuasions of falsity,

are nothing but phantasies as to their thoughts ; and to

see anything from phantasies, is to see real things as not

real, and not real things as real ; and unless, by the

Divine mercy of the Lord, it were granted them so to

feel, they would have no sensitive life, consequently no

life ; for the Sensitive makes everything of life.

4633. From the things which have been said about

perceptions and odours, it is evident that the life of

everyone, and conse(;[uently the atl'ection of everyone, is

manifestly evident in the other life . . .

4638^". The study of the life according to the precepts

of faith. Sig.

4656-. Thus there was little of life in his speech.

4663. That everyone receives a reward in the other

life according to his life in the world. Sig.

-. The fruits of faith are nothing else than a life

according to the precepts of faith ; consequently, a life

according to them saves ; but not faith without life
;

for after death man carries with him all the states of

his life. Examps. . . Everyone retains in the other life

the nature which he had put on in the life of the body
... If the nature be expelled nothing of life remains.

•'. For he who is . . . in the life of faith is in the

faculty of receiving faith . . . But he who is not in . . .

the life of faith is never in any faculty of receiving

faith . . .

4674*. When they (are admitted into Heaven), the

life of their thought and will labours, the life of the

thought from principles of falsity, and the life of the

will from the life of evil in the world.

4676. His own life in him. Sig.

. As the body or external man grows old he

passes into what is new of life . . . Hence, 'old age' =
life.

s. The influx from Heaven concerning the per-

manence of life . . .

4683-. They are conjoined, but . . . not from life. . .

They place nothing of salvation in the life of faith . . .

yet they know . . . that doctrine is nothing without life

. . , they (therefore) persuade that confidence . . . even

at the last moment of life, is saving, without any regard

for the past life ; although they know that everyone's

life remains after death, and that everyone will be

judged according to the works of his life.

472 1-. If the Church would acknowledge the life of

faith as the beginning (or principle), it would acknow-

ledge charity . . . and love to the Lord, and hence the

works of charity and love . . . and that regeneration is

effected by the life of faith . . .

-K The reception of the influx (of happiness) is

iuii)ossible with anyone who has not lived the life of

faith . . .

*-'. That the life of faith saves. (Proved from the

Word and the Athanasiau Creed.)

4724*. Those extinguish (the Divine Human) in

themselves, who ... do not live the life of faith. . .

But they who live the life of faith, adore the Lord . . .

as God the Saviour . . .

4733. That it is not to be extinguished, because it is

the life of religion. Sig. and Ex.

. The acknowledgment and adoration of the

Lord's Divine Human is the life of religion.

4735'*. The appropriation (of the Divine good and

Divine truth) is effected by a life of love and charity,

which is also a life of faith.

4744-'. 'The unclean Spirit' = the uncleanness of life

with man . . . For unclean Spirits dwell in the unclean-

ness of a man's life.

4747. Those who are in simple good as to life, and

thence in natural tniths as to doctrine. Sig.

^. Those who have confirmed themselves against

Divine truths . . . not only in doctrine, but also in life

... so remain to eternity. . . For that which is con-

firmed ... in life imbues the Voluntary ; and that

which has been inrooted in both lives of man, namely,

in the life of his understanding and in the life of his

will, cannot be eradicated ; the very soul of man which

lives after death is formed from these things, and is

such that it never recedes from them. ^.

4769^. Those who set doctrine before life, and at last

do not care for life. Sig. When yet life makes the man
. . . and the life remains after death ; but not doctrine

except in so far as it derives from life.
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4776. For those who are iu the life of cupidities

cannot be in the life of love and charity, because tliey

are complete opposites. Ex.

4793. As ... in the affection (of knowing, nnder-

standing, and being wise) is the life of man, no Spirit

or Angel is permitted to inflow into man's taste ; for

this would be to inflow into the life which is proper to

him. Nevertheless, there are wandering Spirits who
. . . study to enter into the taste with man ; and, when
they have entered into it, they possess his interiors,

namely, his life of thoughts and aft"ections . . . Very

many are at this day possessed by them ; for, at this

day, there are interior obsessions. Ex.

4802. Still, truths are not appropriated to them,

niiless they live according to them.
^. Those who have understood truths, and yet

have lived a life of evil, are also such in the other life

. . . But as they have a life of evil, they are in Hell.

(Two such des.

)

^ They were called serpents of the tree of know-

ledge, because when they reason from the life, they

then speak against truths.

^. Hence it may be evident what faith is without

the life of faith.

4805. They had believed that they alone were alive

and in light ; and that those outside their society were

relatively as it were not alive and not in light.

^. It was shown . . . that if they aspired further

than to those things which correspond to their life, they

could not have Heaven . . . For in that case their society

is a society of interior friendshij) . . . for they regard

others as . . . not alive ; which thought, when communi-
cated, induces sadness, and this . . . returns to them.

4807^. That everyone will be judged according to his

life. Sig. Thus everyone carries his judgment with

him, because he carries his life with him. 4809^. 4810.

4809". For the Angels are recipients of the life of the

truth which proceeds from the Lord's Divine good . . .

s. To be ordinated according to the life. Sig.

4837'. If Heaven were distinguished according to

truths (only) . . . they could not have from the Lord

oneness of life, or one soul ; for this is possible solely in

good . . .

4839. For in the end is the life of man . . . the life

of his soul is nothing else. 6571.

4844". Truth without good . . . becomes the truth of

intelligence through a life of good.

4868''. Moreover, the life of everyone, without dis-

tinction, remains with him after death. 5718*^.

4882. 'She went' = life. Ex.
. It appears to (Spirits and Angels) equally as to

men, that they live from themselves ; when yet they do

not live from themselves, but from the Divine of the

Lonl, from whom is everything of life.

-. Those who are not in good ... do not want to

hear that it is an appearance that they live from them-

.selves ; for they want to live from themselves. But
besides its being shown them l)y living experience that

they do not live from themselves ; and that progressions

from ]>lace to place are changes ... of the state of the

life
; they are also told that it may be sufficient for

them to know no otherwise than that they have life

from themselves ; and that they could not have more
even if it were in themselves from themselves ; but that

still it is better to know how the case really is, because

then they are in the truth, and (thus) in the light of

Heaven . . . (Shown by experience.) 56o5-,Ex.

4899^. The Church is not in those . . . who acknow-
ledge the Lord from doctrine, and not from life.

s. In Heaven, the things of love to the Lord and
of love towards the neighbour are everything of life,

consequently everything of wisdom and intelligence.

4906^. Man's vital fire and heat (are) from love . . .

(otlierwise) he could not possibly have life. But this

spiritual fire, or heat, which makes life, becomes with

the evil a burning and consuming fire . . . With animals

devoid of reason, spiritual heat also inflows and makes
the life, but a life which is according to the reception

in their organic forms . . .

4925-. (These errors) have infected not only doctrine,

but life ; as that a man is saved however he lives . . .

63532. 72722.

4928^. When a man has been regenerated . . . he

studies life more than doctrine.

4943S. But as they have led a pious life . . . Angels

are sent to them . . .

4984^. The truth of faith makes no one happy, but

the good of faith ; for this afi'octs that thing itself which

is of the life of man, namely, his will . . .

5006^. For the Christian Church at this day preaches

faith alone . . . but not life ; and, when life is not

preached, man comes into no affection of good, (con-

sequently) into none of truth . . .

"*. When yet . . . man's life in the world is

scarcely as a moment relatively to his life after death

. . . But there are few who believe that they will live

after death . . . But . . . immediately after death, man
is in the other life, and his life in the world is altogether

continued ... It has been granted me to know by living

experience, that the lot which awaits everyone is accord-

ing to his life.

5034^. When anything is contrary to anyone's love

... he is angiy, as if something were lost from the

delight of his life, consequently from his life.

5054^. Those who are in the province of the womb
and the surrounding organs . . . are in a very sweer and

agreeable life . . .

5057-. (From the example of the Israelites) many con-

firm themselves in this—that the life effects nothing
;

but that it is . . . reception into Heaven from mercy

alone, whatever the life may have been.

5058*^. From (the example of this Spirit) it is evident

that reception is not from mercy, but that it is the life

which makes Heaven . . .

5060. For these had been such in the life of the body
;

and (therefore) they are such also in the other life
; for

everyone is followed by his life.

5068^. To receive Divine truth is . . . to make what is

of doctrine become of life.

5070. Eternal life ... is life from good. Good has

life in it, because it is from the Lord, who is life itself.
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In the life which is from the Lord are wisdom and intel-

ligence ; for . .
. those who have this wisdom and intel-

ligence have life ; and as happiness is adjoined to such

life, eternal happiness is signified by 'life.' (Whereas)

those who are in evil appear as if they have life, hut it

is such life as in the Word is called 'death' ... As there

is life in good and the derivative truth, there cannot be

life in evil and the derivative falsity ; for these are con-

trary, and extinguish life
; and therefore in these there

is no other life than such as is in the insane. 5407*^.

[A.] 5071-. For those who have had no conscience in

the life of the body, cannot have any in the other life.

. All the vital lire is from the loves with man . . .

5079-. The things there . . . have what is alive in

them, which those have not which are properly of the

natural world.

5084''. Hence is the fallacy that the ijisum vivum
with man, which is called the soul, is a something
ethereal . . .

. It is a fallacy of sense that man believes he

lives from himself, or that life has been implanted in

him. . . That it is the Divine alone which has life from

itself ; and thus that there is only one life ; and that

the lives in the world are only recipient forms, the

Sensuous does not at all apprehend. Refs.

5097. (Origin of man's vital heat.) 5215-. 6128*^.

6314.

5 1 14". (Otherwise) the Sensuous could not have any
life such as is human. The Sensuous has not life from

the fact that it sees from the light of the world, for the

light of the world has no life in it ; but from the fact

that it sees from the light of Heaven, for this light has

life in it. "When this light falls with man upon those

things which are from the light of tlie world, it vivifies

them. Hence a man . . . has intelligence and wisdom
;

and, from these, civil, moral, and spiritual life.

*. The life of man, which is from the Divine of

the Lord, passes through these (three) degrees, from the

inmost to the ultimate ; and is everywhere derived ; and
becomes more and more general ; and, in the ultimate,

most general.

^. (Therefore) tlie recipient forms of the life (of

brute animals) cannot be otherwise than dissipated . . .

5 1 15. Because, when man is being reborn, spiritual

life inflows into him, just as, when a tree is germinating,

its life [inflows] through the heat from the sun.
-. (Man finally produces) such things as are of

life ; namely, the goods of love and of charity in act

;

which are signified by 'fruits.'

5 1 28-. For the life of the thought, which is in the

speech, and the life of the will, which is in the action,

do not appear . . . But in the other life, those who are

in good distinctly perceive . . . the quality of the life
;

and also whence is the life in the speech and actions.

^. The principal indication as to whether a man
is solely sensuous, or whether he is rational, is from his

life. By his life is not meant such life as appears in

his discourse and works, but such as is in them ; for the
life of the discourse is from the thought, and the life of

the works is from the will . . . Such as is the intention

or end in the discourse and works, such is the life . . .

It is this life which is meant when it is said that the life

remains after death . . .

. For a life of evil closes up all . . . communica-

tion with the Rational, and causes the man to be merely

natural and sensuous. Examps.

5130-. That which reigns universally with anyone

(there), produces that sphere, and manifests his life

before others.

51386. Hence the quality of the faith can be known
from the life

; for good is of life and truth is of faith
;

and, on the other hand, evil and falsity.

5141^. Man's life is then in external things, or in the

body . . .

51596. Man's veriest life is from no other source than

liis end . . . 5660''.

5 1 64^. The reason they are servants more than others,

is that they know, acknowledge, and perceive, that

everything of life ... is from the Lord, and nothing

whatever from self . . .

51886. Such lie there face downwards, with but little

of human life ; being thus deprived of their clear-

sightedness, which had been a ferine life.

5 1
98-. The lives of beasts are nothing else than aflfec-

tions . . .

5199. The good itself which is from the Divine in

Heaven is that from which the Angels have life
; but

the form of their life is through the truths which are

from that good.

52 1
5-. Spiritual heat is alive, but natural heat is not

alive . . .

5232. Because there are two faculties in man which

constitute his life ; namely, the will and the under-

standing
;

(for) there are two things Avhich make life in

Heaven, namely, good and truth . . .

5256. Regarded in itself, the human is nothing else

than a form recipient of life from the Divine ; whereas

the Lord's glorified Human ... is not a form recipient

of life from the Divine, but is the Esse itself of life ; and

that which thence proceeds is life.

52596. Thus in man the life from the Divine produces

diverse thoughts and actions according to the forms.

52766. These truths are not appropriated to man until

he lives according to them ; for nothing is appropriated

to man except that which becomes of the life ; for thus

he himself is in them, because his life is in them.

5293-. Hence the quality of a man's life is according

to the quality of his use.

5342^, For no one can be admitted into Heaven unless

he has received spiritual life
; and no one can receive

spiritual life unless he is being regenerated ; and no one

can be regenerated except through the good of life con-

joined with the truth of doctrine. Hence has he spiritual

life. Sig.

5351^, For the will of man is the first of his life, and

his understanding succeeds . . .

^. For the life remains with everyone ; but the

doctrine only so far as it derives from the life.

5407. 'Let us live and not die' (Gen.xlii.2)=spiritual

life . . .
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. The reason Heaven in general, and eternal

happiness in special, are called 'life,' is that wisdom of

good and intelligence of truth are there, and in (these)

there is life from the Lord . . .

5432. (These) cause them to be no longer scientilics,

but precepts of life, and finally life ; for they thus enter

into the life, to which they are appropriated.

5470. For as man is born in sins, he cannot possibly

live, unless on the one side he communicates with Hell,

and on the other with Heaven ; all his life is thence,

5849- 5979- 5993-

5493. 'To go ' = to live. 5605, Ex.

5552. Those things in man which have the greatest

life correspond to those Societies in the Heavens which

have the gi-eatest life, and thence the greatest happiness,

as are those to which correspond the external and in-

ternal sensories of man, and the things which are of the

understanding and the will. Whereas those things in

man which have less life correspond to such Societies as

are in less life there, as are the cuticles . . . and also the

cartilages and bones . . . and also the hairs . . . 5560,

Ex. 5561, Ex. 5565, Ex.

5561'-^. By spiritual life is meant that life which the

Angels in Heaven have. A man in the world is intro-

duced to this life through those things which are of faith

and charity. The affection itself of good . . . and the

affection of truth ... is spiritual life. Without this

life, the life of man is natural, worldly, corporeal,

earthly life, which is not spiritual life if this is not in

it ; but is such life as is possessed by animals in general.

5605. Spiritual life according to degrees. Sig. and
Ex.

s. 'In God we are moved, we live, and are '= the

external, the internal, and the inmost of life.

5614. That [there Avould have been] spiritual life ex-

terior and interior. Sig. and Ex.

. For by the provision which they received the

first time is signified exterior life, or life in the Natural,

because they were without the medium . . . whereas by
the corn which they are receiving this time is signified

interior life . . .

5627. Life from spiritual truth. Sig.

5637. Elevation to procure for themselves life from
the interiors of scientifics. Sig. and Ex.

5650. The natural man . . . supposes that if these

concupiscences were abolished, no more life would
remain in him . . .

5660^. When (these Spirits) apperceive that every-

thing they think and will inflows . . . they believe that

their Own life would be none . . . 6325.

5664a^. Truths (which are merely known) have no
life . , . With the evil ... the love of self and of the

world insulfiates them, and makes a quasi life ; but this

life is such as there is in Hell, which is called spiritual

death . . .

5679. ' To live ' = spiritual life. 6140. 6173.

5680^. The Natural never has . . . any life of thought
and atlection, except thatwhich comes from the Spiritual

;

for all things in the Natural are, from themselves, dead
;

but they are vivified through influx from the Spiritual

World ... In the Spiritual World all things are alive

from the light which is from the Lord ; for in that light

are wisdom and intelligence.

5804. The truths the man had known before had little

life, whereas those which he afterwards receives have life

from good.

5820*^. He is (there) left to his will, that is, to his

life.

5826^. When ... a man is affected with truth . . .

that he may live according to it . . .

. Is truth anything unless it has life as its end ?

. . . What are the precepts of the decalogue without life

according to them ? ... It is the same with the doctrinal

things of faith from the Word, which are the precepts of

Christian life, for they are spiritual laws ; neither do
these conduce to anything, unless they become of the

life. Let a man consider whether there is anything
with him which is anything, except that which enters

into his life itself; and whether the life of man, which
is life, is elsewhere than in his will. Hence then it is,

that it has been said by the Lord . . . that all the Law
and all the Prophets are founded in love to God and in

love towards the neighbour, thus in the life itself, and
not in faith without life . . .

5835. The life of the one in the life of the other. Sig.

and Ex.

5847. No man, Spirit, or Angel ever has life from

himself; thus neither can he think and will from him-

self ; for in thinking and willing is the life of man ; to

speak and act is the derivative life. For there is one

only life—that of the Lord—which inflows into all, but

it is variously received ; and, in fact, acconling to the

quality which a man, through his life, has induced on his

soul. Ex. . . During his life in the world, man induces

a form on the purest substances which belong to his

interiors . . . and according to this form is received the

Lord's life, which is that of His love towards the uni-

versal human race.

^. That there is one only life
; and that men,

Spirits, and Angels are recipients of life. Refs.

5854-. The Lord . . . could lead man into good ends

by omnipotent force, but this would be to take life away
from him ; for his life is one of completely contrary

loves ...
^. (If the Lord did this) man would be miserably

deprived of his life ; for man's life is from cupidities

and phantasies . . . and unless this life were sustained

by means of evil Spirits, and were thus amended, or at

least led, he would not survive a minute.

5865. This (inanimate blackness) was the corporeal

life of that man. . . The corporeal life of a man who is

in the good of faith appears . . . woody, and of the

colour of wood. A certain Spirit (also) was let into the

state of the body . . . and was then seen by me as a

black mass devoid of life.

5881®. This commotion manifests itself also by anxiety

concerning the past life.

58S3. (The distinct life of the internal man. Ex.)

5890. Spiritual life in them from Providence. Sig.

and Ex.

. There is natural life, and there is spiritual life

:

Q
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natural life is meant in the sense of the letter . . . and

spiritual life in the internal sense ; and, in many places,

by 'to vivify,' and by 'life,' is meant spiritual life, even

in the sense of the letter. 111.

[A.] 5915. The continual influx of spiritual life from

the Celestial Internal. Sig. and Ex.

5949^. That which a man has as the end . . . makes

his interior life. Examps.

5951. When . . . they live according to the truths of

faith, they become spiritual truths . . . For the good of

love and of charity . . . causes them to live ; for to . . .

live according to them is from this good. The quality

of truths . . . with those who live according to them,

and with those who do not live according to them.

(Presented to view.)

5967. 'Joseph is yet alive' (Gen. xlv. 26) = that the

Internal had not been rejected. Ex, 5974.

5969. A deficiency of the life of the Natural and of

the understanding thence. Sig. and Ex.

. The reason it is said thence, is that the life

which is of the will always precedes, and the life of the

understanding follows. The reason is, that there is life

solely in the will, and not in the understanding except

from the will. This is evident from (the fact), that in

good there is life, but not in truth except from good
;

for it is manifest that that is always prior which lives,

and that that is posterior which lives thence.

5972. 'The spirit of Jacob their father revived ' = new
life , . . for natural good. There is new life when the

Spiritual from the Internal inflows, and acts, from the

interior, into those things which are in the Natural . . .

59S6. Everything of thought and will inflows, because

there is one only life, from which are these faculties of

life ; and this life inflows from the Lord by a wonderful

form, which is the heavenly form ; not only generally,

into all ; but also particularly into each ; and it is every-

where varied, according to the form of each subject . , .

6024^. The state of spiritual life, and its quality.

Sig.

6032. It is to be known that there are two things

with man which make his life, namely, spiritual light,

and spiritual heat ; spiritual light makes the life of his

nnderstanding, and spiritual heat the life of his will . . ,

These two things constitute all the life of man. Ex,

6036, ' This time let me die' = new life, (Ex, under

Die, here.)

6038. 'That thou art yet alive' (Gen.xlvi.3o)=the

perception of life thence in himself. Ex.

6054. For the life after death is a continuation of the

life in the world.

-. As the Lord lives in everyone in Heaven . . .

6063^. Without influx (from the internal) the Natural

has no life, because it is in the nature of the world,

(which) is entirely devoid of life ; and therefore in order

that the Natural with man may live, there must be

influx from the Lord, not only immediately from Him,
but also mediately throiigh the Spiritual World . . .

The Natural of man has been formed to receive life

thence . , .

6071''. If evil were taken away from them, they would

have no life , , ,

6077. To seek life in scientifics. Sig, and Ex.

. All things . . . seek something more ultimate

in which to be . . , Good seeks to live in truths ; truths

seek to live in scientifics ; scientifics in sensuous things,

and sensuous things in the world,

-. Interior truths can be insinuated into scien-

tifics, but they have no life therein until good is in

them ; in good there is life, and in truths from good,

and thus in scientifics from good through truths „ . ,

6078. ' Pasture ' = that which supports spiritual life,

which is especially scientific truth , . . But there must
be in them life from the goods of truth

;
(otherwise)

scientifics do indeed support the interior life of man, but

(only) his natural life. 111.

6093. 'How many are the days of the years of thy

life?' (Gen. xlvii, 8) = concerning the state of life of the

Natural from the Si)iritual, . . 'Life' = spiritual life,

6097,

61 10. Truths and goods, and their Knowledges, make
the sjiiritual life of those who are in Heaven, Ex.

-. Let such know, that life from (riches, honours,

and pleasures) is the life of the body, not the life of the

soul ; and that the former life perishes with the body,

whereas the latter one remains to eternity . . .

61 18, [Supplication] concerning the support of the

spiritual life, Sig.

^. These two things (the good of love and the

truth of faith) are what make the spiritual life. 6136®,

61 19. Spiritual life consists in exercises according to

truths, consequently in uses ; for those who are in

spiritual life long for truths for the end of life ; that is,

in order that they may live according to them ; thus for

the end of uses. In proportion, therefore, as they can

imbibe truths , . , they are in spiritual life, because in

the same proportion they are in intelligence and wisdom.

When, therefore, truths are deficient . . . their spiritual

life labours.

6128. All the support of spiritual life in the Natural

is efl"ected through influx from the Internal . . . Sig,

^, Hence comes vegetative life,

^. Hence can be comprehended what is the influx

of life from the Lord . , ,

6135^. ^0^ t^^ body, or the whole man, who is meant

by the body, is a receptacle of life from the Lord ; thus

a receptacle of good ; for the good of love makes the life

itself in man ; for the vital heat, which is love, is the

vital heat itself ; and, unless this heat is in man, he is a

something dead . , . Even if there is no heavenly love

with a man . . . still the inmost of his life is from

heavenly love ; for this love continually inflows from

the Lord, and makes the vital heat with him in its

beginning ; but it is perverted by the man in its pro-

gress . . .

6136. That if they were desolated, there would no

longer be spiritual life from the Internal, Sig,

6138, Men are nothing but forms recipient of life from

the Lord ; and, from heredity and actuality, these forms

are such that they repel the spiritual life which is from

the Lord ...
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6161. 'Thou hast vivified us ' = spiritual life no other-

wise and from no other source.

6171. A fixed state-s<a<jo-of spiritual life. Sig.

6182. 'I will lie with my fathers '= life such as the

Ancients had. Ex.

6183. The regeneration of the Natural is effected

through the insinuation of spiritual life from the Lord

through the internal man into the scientifics there. Tr.

... If the man cannot (be further regenerated) his

spiritual life is in the exterior Natural.

61936. Whereas evil Spirits are angry . . . when it is

said that life is not in them, but that it inflows. When
this is shown them by living experience . . . they con-

fess that it is so . . . but after a while they deny it . . .

6208. When (those who enjoy hereditary natural

good) come into the other life, they wonder that they

are not received into Heaven, saying that they have led

a good life. But they are told that a good life from

what is natural or hereditary is not a good life ; but

from those things which are of the doctrine of good and

truth, and of the life thence . . .

6221. See Die, here.

6272^ For life makes the Church with man, and not

doctrine without life.

6302. Perception . . . concerning new life. Sig. and

Ex.

6317. They had placed life in the body, and had con-

firmed themselves against the life of the spirit . . .

6325. It is an eternal Truth . . . that no one lives

from himself except the Lord ; consequently that every-

thing of life inflows, the good of life from the Lord, and

the evil of life from Hell . . . When a man is in this faith

. . . evil cannot be appropriated to him . . .

6. The man is then a recipient of the Lord's life.

. As man is a form recipient of the Lord's life,

he is an instrumental cause ; but the life from the Lord

is the principal cause ; and this life is felt in the in-

strumental as its own, (because the principal and the

instrumental cause act together as one cause).

6326. I spoke concerning the degrees of life in man,

saying, that man consists of mere forms for receiving

life, and that one form is more interior than an-

other . . .

6353^. Heaven is denied by the Lord to no one, but

the life, and the communication of the life, which is

felt there as an odour is on earth, renders it impossible

[for such] to be there ; for they are tortured there by the

evil of their life more than in the deepest Hell.

6371". Before the Advent of the Lord into the world,

the influx of life with men and Spirits was from Jehovah

. . . through the Celestial Kingdom . . .

6384. Life where there is the conclusion of truth from

scientifics. Sig. and Ex.

. This life is in the external man ; and, with

some, in the lowest Natural. Des.

6389. ' Bone ' = that which has little spiritual life.

Tr.

6390. Life among works. . . Thus obscure life. Sig.

and Ex.

6396. The good with them lies concealed . . . and

impels them to live according to the truth.

64056. 'The sons of Amnion '= those who falsify

truths, and live according to them when falsified.

645 1-. Hence it is that life inflows through the in-

most into the interiors, and through the interiors into

the exteriors . . . and that it does not quiesce except in

the ultimate . . .

^. Therefore there is the appearance as if life

were in the ultimate ; that is, in the body ; when yet it

is in the interiors ; and neither is it there, but is in the

Highest . . . Hence, too, it is that life in the exteriors

is obscure relatively to life in the interiors ; for in the

exterior's life is general, coming forth from the influx of

. . . innumerable things from the interiors . . .

6464. '(Jacob) expired ' = new life there, namely, in

the goods and truths of the Lower Natural . . . 6465.

6465. Thus in the posterior are all the priors in their

order ; and the case is the same with . . . those things

which are of life with man. Ex.

6466. It has been shown that both lives with man,

namely, the life of his thought and the life of his will,

inflow from Heaven, and this through tl)e Angels and

Spirits who are with him. But it is to be understood

that that which inflows from Heaven, inflows through

Heaven from the Lord, for everything of life Avith the

Angels is from the Lord . . . and they are also in the

perception that it is so. And as everything of life with

the Angels is from the Lord, everything of life with man
is also from the Lord ; for man is ruled through Angels

and Spirits in particular ; and through Heaven by the

Lord in general.

6467. From this it is evident that no man ever has

life from himself; and thus that he cannot think and

will from himself ; for the life of man consists in think-

ing and willing. For there is one only life, namely,

the Lord's, which inflows into all, but is variously

received, according to the quality which a man has

induced on his soul through his life in the world. Ex.

6. It is to be known that the life from the Lord

is the life of love towards the universal human race.

6468. Spirits recently from the world . . . believe that

everything of life is in man himself, and that nothing

inflows . . . Spirits who are not good do not want to be

instructed in these things, for they want to live from

themselves. They said that I had no life, because they

had heard me saying that I do not live from myself . . .

I said, further, that everyone has life according to the

form of his interiors which he has acquired by willing

and acting, thinking and speaking.

^, I afterwards spoke with good Spirits concern-

ing the influx of life from the Lord—that this inflows

into all ; and that this is evident from Heaven, because

it relates to a man . . . and that this would be impos-

sible, unless life from the Lord inflowed into Heaven in

general, and into each one there in particular. And also

that it is evident from the fact that the universal

Heaven relates to the Lord ; and that the Lord is the

centre of all the mental looks ... I said, further, that

the fact of everything of life being from the Lord is

evident also from this—that the soul of man in the

womb can so marvellously form the body and all its
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manifold members and organs in such a series, and its

interiors according to the image of Heaven, which would
be impossible unless all life were from the Lord, and
unless Heaven were such.

[A.] 6469. (This was) a sign that (the Angels) are in

the Lord's life.

6. See Influx, here. 6470. 6472. 6564.

6471. A certain Spirit . . . was brought into such a

state that he did not think and will from himself . . .

he then said that thus he could not live, but that life

was grievous to him. He was then told that he had
not loved to live in the Truth which he had taught ;

and that tlie Angels are in that state, and are in happi-

ness when they perceive that they do not live from them-
selves . . . From tliis it was evident how difficult it is to

live the life of faith, unless one lives in the good of

charity.

6475. I heard it said to certain evil Spirits . . . that

they should show one in Heaven who does not acknow-
ledge . . . that the Lord is the life of all . . . but they
could not.

^. The Lord is pre.sent also where there is what is

contrary, but merely to give them life . . .

6484. He continued there his former life, as all are

wont to do.

-. It was shown . . . what would be the quality

of his future life, which had been foreseen, and that

each thing of his life had been led by the Lord . . .

e_ jje was amazed to find himself living after

death.

6553. The life of the Celestial Internal and of the

truths of faith, in scientifics. Sig. and Ex.

6571-. If anyone who is an evil end conies into Heaven,
his life labours like one who lies in the death agony . . .

e. Their spheie is like a spiritual evaporation from

each thing of their life.

6574. That thence is life to those who are in the truths

of good. Sig. and Ex.
^. When the internals are . . . infusing falsities

and evils, they are in their life, and the delight of

their life.

. This is the means by which spiritual life is

bestowed. Ex. ^.

6576. That they should live through the Internal

from tlie Divine through truth . . . and good. Sig. and
Ex.

66016. From these things it may be evident that the

quality of man's life is circumstanced entirely according

to the Societies into which his thought and affection

extend themselves, and according to the quality and
the quantity of the extension. (From experience.)

66256. These and such other things are in the ideas

of those who live evilly, and thence think evilly. Des.

6637-. The Church is the Church from this—that

they live according to the Word, or according to

doctrine from the AVord ; so that doctrine is the rule of

life . . . Those who live evilly . . . are further from the

Church than the Gentiles ... It is to be known that

wlioever lives in the good of charity and of faith is the

Church , . .

6666-. For all the delight of life, thus the life itself

(of the infernals), consists in doing evilly . . .

6677. 'If a daughter, she shall live' (Ex.i. i6) = that

if it is good they shall not destroy it. Ex.
-. It is to be known that in good there is life

; for

good is of love ; and love is the life of man. If evil . . .

assaults good . . . the life of the one tights against the life

of the other. And as the life from the good of celestial

love is from the Divine, if the life from the love of self

and of the world comes into collision with it, it begins

to be extinguished ; for it is suffocated ; and thus they

are tortured like those in the death agony . . .

6. The case is different with truth ; this has not

life in itself ; but from good ; that is, through good from

the Lord.

6685. 'Because they are living' (ver. 19) = that

spiritual life is in them. 'To live '= spiritual life
;

here, spiritual life in those things which are of the

Church, whicli are signified by 'the Hebrew women.'
What spiritual life is . . . may be further expounded.

The Spiritual in its first origin is the Divine truth pro-

ceeding from the Lord's Divine Human . . . This Divine

truth, in which is Divine good, is . . . the life itsell'

which infils Heaven ; nay, which intils the universe
;

and, where there is a subject, there it inflows ; but

it is varied in the subjects according to their form.

In the subjects which are in agreement with good,

it presents spiritual life ; but in subjects which

are in disagreement with good, it presents a life con-

trary to spiritual life, which in the Word is called

'death.' Hence it is evident . . . that spiritual life is

to be in the truths from good which proceed from the

Lord.

6704. It is the part of Christian prudence to examine

well what is the quality of a man's life, and to exercise

charity according thereto.

6705. Thus (the Ancients) reduced doctrine into order,

and the life according to that doctrine. Hence the

doctrine of their Church contained the laws of life.

^. For everyone . . . defends his own life, and

therefore either explains or changes the laws of doctrine

in his own favour.

67066. Nor does the Lord require more from the man
of the Church, than that he live according to what he

knows.

6716-. The Lord was conceived from Jehovah ; hence

the inmost of His life was Jehovah Himself ; for the

inmost of the life of every man, which is called the soul,

is from the father . . . That the inmost of life ... is

continually inflowing and operating upon the external

which is from the mother, and striving to make it like

itself, even in the womb, may be evident from . . .

67 1
7". When a man has been regenerated, good mani-

fests itself, especially by this—that he loves to live

according to the truth . . .

6775 . Those are said to be in simple good who . . .

live according to the things which they believe . . .

6779-. For they who are in evils never acknowledge

that charity and its works contribute to salvation ; for

they cannot acknowledge things which are against their
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life
; for this would be to acknowledge things which are

against themselves.

6832^. It is the fire ... of that Sun which gives the

esse of life to every man ; and it is the vital fire itself

which infils the interiors of man with heat.

". They who do not know that the vital fire with

man is from a different origin than elementary fire . . .

6872'-. The quality of every man is Known from his

love ; for love is the esse of the life of everyone ; the

veriest life comes forth thence.

. Tluis His Human was made Divine when He
received into it His Father's love, wliich was the Esse of

His life.

'K So that you would say that (the Angels) are

nothing but loves all through. The reason is that all

the interiors of an Angel—as also of a man—are nothing

but forms recipient of life ; and, as they are forms reci-

pient of life, they are forms recipient of loves ; for loves

make the life of man.

69046. The life of truth is the life which is lived by

those of the Spiritual Church. Sig. and Ex.

6948^. As, for instance, the fallacy concerning the

life of man, that it is of the body ; when yet it is of

tlie spirit in the body. . . [Also] the fallacy that life is

permanent in man, when yet it inflows.

6949-. All those think from a separated Sensuous . . .

who are in evil of life, and are thence in no faith ; for

he who lives evilly believes nothing.

6959^. If a man has faith . . . and afterwards recedes,

and denies that which he had formerly believed ; and

especially if he lives contrary to the truth which he had

confirmed . . . he profanes the truth ... In the other

life such become like skeletons, and have as little life

left as have the bones . . .

6977. While a man lives in the world he is kept in a

(reformable) state . . . whereas after death his life

follows him, and he remains in the state which he has

acquired by the wliole course of his life in the world . . .

7016. Elevation to interior and more spiritual life in

the Natural. Sig. and Ex.

7017. 'See whether they yet live' (E.\-.iv.i8) = the

perception of that life. Ex. . . 'To live ' = spiritual

life.

7081. The life itself of man is his love ; and such as

his love is, such is his life ... N. 54.

7082. There are two things in the natural world

wliich make life there, namely, heat and light ; and

there are two things in the Spiritual World which make
the life there, namely, love and faith. . , Moreover, love

is actually the vital heat of man . . . and faith is

actually the light of man . . .

7085. As love is the source of man's life ... all in

the other life are consociated according to loves ; for

his life—that is, his love—follows everyone . . .

7186^. It is according to order that everyone carries

with him his life which he has lived in the world ; and

according to it is his state in the other life . . . (Thus)

those who have lived in good—but with whom there

are also gross and impure things which belong to the

loves of self and of the world—cannot be associated

with those who are in the Heavens, until those things

have been removed.

7 1972. When it is said that charity and faith make

Heaven, there is meant the life of charity and faith.

But it is well to be known that the life to which belongs

Heaven is a life according to the truths and goods of

faith concerning which the man has been instructed.

Unless these are the rules and principles (or beginnings)

of his life, in vain does he expect Heaven, however he

has lived
; for without them a man is like a reed which

bends according to every wind ... In a word, the life

of Christian good is that which makes Heaven ; not the

life of natural good.

7212. The Lord's life (possessed by them) to eternity.

Sig. and Ex.
'•^. The reason the Lord's life is in Heaven, con-

sequently that those there are in His life, is that they

are in the truth and good which proceed from the Lord
;

and the good which is in the truth is the Lord Himself

;

and the truth in which is the good is the life from the

Lord from which all live. From these things it is

evident that those who are in good and thence in truth

. . . are in the Lord's life.

7295^. For even evil men have Angels with them . . .

Hence it is that as everything of the life follows, they

are at first associated with Angels. But when, from

their life in the world, such cannot receive the influx

of truth and good from Heaven, the Angels and good

Spirits by degrees recede from them ; and, as these

recede, they become less and less rational . . .

7317. Those who infest are those within the Church

who had professed faith . . . and yet had lived contrary

to the precepts of faith ; in a word, who had been in

persuasive faith, and in a life of evil. When these

come into the other life, they carry with them the

princijile that they are to be introduced into Heaven

. . . and they do not want to know anything about the

life of faith and of charity . . . for they say that . . . all

evils of life have been washed away. (This idea shown

from the Word to be false.

)

*. After some time they begin to know that no

others are intromitted into Heaven than those who have

lived the life of faith . . . and then they begin to despise

their faith . . . and soon they cast themselves into the

falsities which are against the truths of faith. Into this

state is turned the life of those who have confessed faith,

and have lived a life contrary to faith. These are they

who infest the upright there, and who are meant in

special by 'Pharaoh.'

7342". For the afl'ection of love is man's life. If his

affection is the love of self and of the world, then his

whole life is nothing else ; nor can he strive against it,

for this would be to strive against his own life itself . . .

7408. This fasciculation is presented to view especi-

ally in the brain . . . and not unlike is it in the purer,

and, at last, in the purest substances, where the forms

. . . are the very forms of life.

-. That forms or substances are recipient of life,

may be evident from each thing which appears in living

things ; and also that the recipient forms or substances

are disposed most suitably for the influx of life. With-
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out the reception of life in substances, which are forms,

there would not be anything alive in the natural world,

nor in the Spiritual World. (Continued under Form.)

Tlie reason the learned have perceived the things of

man's life ... as being devoid of recipient substances or

forms, has been that they have believed the life or soul

to be a sonietliing flamy or ethereal, tlius such a thing

as would be dissipated after death ; whence the insanity

of many of them that after death there is no life.

[A] 74 1 8-. Those who are within the Church and do

not live the life of faith. Sig.

7419. The Sensuous of those who have been in the

knowledge of faith, but in a life of evil (corresponds to

lice and their habitat).

7437^. The reason those who are in evils think to

falsities ... is that evils are the very delights of their

life, insomuch that they are their veiy lives . . .

7439^. (Such) do not believe that everyone's life

awaits liim ; nor that man is to be prepared for Heaven

l)y his whole life in the world ; and tliat this is done of

the Lord's mercy . . . Hence, too, they believe . . . that

man can be instantaneously transmitted into the life of

good . . . not knowing that if the life of evil were taken

away from the evil, they would liave nothing whatever

of life
; nor that if those who are in a life of evil were

admitted into Heaven, they would feel Hell in them-

selves . . .

7494. Therefore, those who either pervert, extinguish,

or reject with themselves the good of love and the truth

of faith, liave no life in them ; for the life which is

from the Divine is to will good and believe truth ; and

those wlio . . . will evil and believe . . . falsity have

what is contrary to life. This contrary to life is Hell,

and is called 'death' . . . That the life of love and faith

is called 'life,' and also 'eternal life,' and those who
have it in them 'living men ;' and that the contrary of

life is called 'death,' and also 'eternal death,' and that

tliey are called 'dead men.' HI.

7506^ See Idea, here.

7554. (The terrible vastation of) those who have
filled the memory . . . with such things as are of faith

. . . and yet have lived contrary to them. Sig. and Des.

7748. Those who love Knowledges only, and not a

life according to them, relate to the interior membrane
of the skull. But those who accustom themselves to

speak without affection, and to draw the thought to

themselves, and withdraw it from others, relate to the

same membrane ossified ; because, from having some
spiritual life, they come to have no life. 7749. 7750.

7750. Those only have spiritual life who are in

heavenly love, and are thence in Knowledges. Ex.

7778*. It is an arcanum that everyone's faith is such

as is his life. If, therefore, the life is damnable, so is

the faith ; for there is a faith of falsity when the life is

evil . . .

7779^ For who does not know . . . that the life of

faith causes a man to be spiritual, and not faith except

in so far as it has been implanted in life ? The life of

man is his love, and that which he loves he wills and
intends . . .

77966. For without the influx of (good and truth from

the Divine) there is no life.

7847. As angelic ideas are such, they are also alive
;

and thus the things in the natural world which are dead

objects, when they pass into the Spiritual World, become

living objects ; for everything spiritual is alive, because

it proceeds from the Lord.

7950-. He who believes that those who are in evil of

life can l)e in illustration as to the truths of faith, is

very much mistaken. They can be in a state of con-

firmation, that is, they can confirm the doctrinal things

of their Church . . . iDut they cannot see whether the

things they confirm are true, or not. . . He, therefore,

who is in evil as to life, is in the falsity of his evil, and

does not believe the truth, however well he knows it . . .

8013. That he who when instructed receives the truth

and good of the Church, and lives according to them,

shall be as he who had been instructed before within

the Church, and had lived a life conformable to the

precepts of faith and charity. Sig. and Ex.

-. For before regeneration the life is according to

the precepts of faith ; whereas after regeneration it is

according to the precepts of charity, Ex.

8034. For the sake of life. (See Faith, here.)

8043. For the man's life is then (from the faith of

charity).

8 1
48-. In persuasive faith . . . yet in a life of evil.

(See Faith, here.)

8152^. When life makes the Church, and not doctrine

separated from life, the Church is one ; but when doctrine

makes the Church, there are many.

8206^. The life of good, or a life according to the

truths of faith, ettects this [spiritual safety]. (See Evil,

here.)

8252. With the man of the Church there must be the

life of piety, and there must be the life of charity.

They must lae conjoined. The life of piety without the

life of charity conduces to nothing ; but the former

together with the latter, to all things.

8253. The life of piety is to think and speak piously,

to devote one's self much to prayers, to conduct one's

self humbly then, to frequent temples, and to hearken

devoutly to the preachings then, and to approach the

sacrament of the Supper often every year, and in like

manner [to observe] all other things of worship accord-

ing to the ordinances of the Church. But the life of

charity is to will well and to do well to the neighbour ;

in every work to act from what is just and fair, and

from what is good and true ; in like manner in every

QW\AoymQi\t-functione: in a word, the life of charity

consists in the performance of uses.

8254. The veriest worship of the Lord consists in the

life of charity, but not in the life of piety without it.

The life of piety without the life of charity is to want

to look out for one's self only, and not for the neigh-

bour ; whereas the life of piety together with the life of

charity is to want to look out for one's self for the sake

of the neighbour. The former life is from love towards

self, but the latter is from love towards the neighbour.

8256. A man is such as is his life of charity, but not
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such as is his life of piety without the former. Hence a

life of charity awaits a man to eternity, but not a life

of piety, except in so far as the latter is in accord with

the former. That a life of charity awaits a man to

eternity. IlL

8257. By the life through which the Lord is princi-

pally worshipped, is meant a life according to His pre-

cepts in the Word ; for through these man knows what
faith and what charity are. This is Christian life ; and

is called spiritual life. But life according to the laws

of what is just and honourable, without the former one,

is civil and moral life. This life makes a man a citizen

of the world ; but the former one makes him a citizen

of Heaven.

82936. This delight (of doing evil) then makes their

life, which life is infernal life.

8311. Those in heresies and in a life of good. (See

Chtjech, and Falsity, here.)

8313*. For every one in the other life retains the

principles of his faith which he had had in the life of the

body ; and no others change them into truths except

those M'ho have been in the good of life ; for good longs

for truth . . . But those who have been in evil of life

do not change ; they are as it were hard, and reject

truths ; and are also in obscurity, so that they even

cannot see them . . .

8314. The like (despair of enlarging their dominion)

with those who are in a life of evil from the love of self.

Sig. and Ex.

S3
1
5. That those who are in a life of falsity from that

love (dare not do anything). Sig. and Ex.

832 1
-, No others are in the faculty (of receiving the

truth of good and the good of truth) than tliose who
have lived a life of charity. This life gives that

faculty . . .

8346. For si)iritual life is acquired through tempta-

tions.

8349^. The genuine affection of truth is to want to

know what is true for the sake of life in the world, and
for the sake of eternal life. These come into tempta-

tion when the truths with them begin to be deficient

, . . Tr.

8358. In the things which follow it treats concerning

the instruction as to how they should live, in order not

to yield in temptations.

8361. 'If thou wilt do what is right in His eyes'=
life according to (the Lord's precepts). Ex.

. For the Lord is in His precepts when one lives

according to them.

8362. 'And wilt hearken to His precepts ' = obedience,

and a life according to the goods of faith, which are the

interior things of the Church. Ex.

8363. ' And wilt keep all His statutes ' = a life accord-

ing to the truths of faith, which are the exterior things

of the Church. Ex.

8364. That they should be withheld from the evils

which are with tliose who are in faith separated and in

a life of evil. Sig. and Ex.

^. For, in the internal sense, such things are sig-

nified as affect the spiritual life. The diseases which

affect that life are evils . , . Faith and charity make
spiritual life, and this life is sick when falsity is in

place of the truth of faith, and evil in the place of the

good of charity ; for these bring that life to the death

which is called spiritual death, and is damnation ; as

diseases bring the natural life to its death.

^. By all the 'diseases' here mentioned are signi-

fied spiritual diseases, which are evils destroying the life

of the will of good, and falsities destroying the life of

the understanding of truth ; in a word, destroying the

spiritual life which is of faith and charitj'' . . . Every

disease corresponds to its own evil. The reason is that

everything of man's life is from the Spiritual World
;

and therefore if his spiritual life sickens, there is also

evil derived thence into his natural life, which there

becomes disease. (Continued under Disea.s?:.
)

8389. To perform repentance is ... to desist from

sins, and to lead a new life according to the precepts of

faith. N. 161.

8390. He who only acknowledges universally that he

is a sinner . . . and does not explore himself . . . does

not make the confession of repentance ; for he lives

afterwards as he had done before.

8391. He who leads a life of faith performs repent-

ance daily ; for he reflects upon the evils which are

with him, acknowledges them, bewares of them, and

supplicates the Lord for aid. For, of himself, man is

continually falling . . .

8392^. He who is evil, and who in a state of compul-

sion promises repentance, and also does what is good,

when he conies into a free state, returns into his former

life of evil. It is otherwise with a good man . . .

8393. The repentance of the mouth and not of the

life is not repentance. Sins are not remitted through

repentance of the mouth, but through repentance of the

life. Sins . . . are not removed from man except

through a life according to the precepts of faith. In

proportion as a man lives according to these, his sins

are removed ; and in proportion as they are removed

they are remitted ... In the other life a man can be

withheld from evil in proportion as he had resisted evil

in the life of the body ; and he can then be kept in

good, in proportion as in the life of the body he had

done what is good from affection.

8394. After a man has . . . performed repentance, he

must remain constant in good up to the end of life. If

he afterwards relapses to the former life of evil, and

embraces it, he then profanes . . .

8400. AVhat is new of life. Sig. . . For the manna=
the good of truth, which is the life of the spiritual man.

8403-. The reason (for temptations) is that regenera-

tion takes place to the end that the life of the old man
may die, and that the new life which is heavenly may
be insinuated. Hence it may be evident that there

must necessarily be a combat ; for the life of the old

man resists, and does not want to be extinguished ; and

the life of the new man cannot enter except when the life

of the old man has been extinguished. Hence it is

evident that there is a combat on both sides, and an

ardent one, because it is for the life.

6. Moreover (many temptations are necessary) for
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there are very many kinds of evil which have made the

delight of the former life, that is, -which have made the

old life ... All these evils are diametrically opposite to

the heavenly good which is to be insinuated, and which

is to make the new life.

[A.] 8408. A life according to their own pleasure, and

such as they lusted for. Sig. and Ex. . . For this life

is the life of the proprium.

8409-. ' Flesh ' = what is dead ;
' spirit, ' what is alive.

For spiritual death is from evil ; and what is alive is so

called from good ; for spiritual life is from good. 111.

•*. For the life of the flesh, which is proper to the

body, is nothing but the pleasure of the senses, the de-

light of the appetites, and concupiscence. (See Flesh,

here.)

S410. 'Bread' = the good of heavenly life; and, in

the opposite sense, the good of natural life separated

from that which is heavenly ; thus the good of plea-

sures ; for ' bread '= that which . . . preserves the

spiritual life of the soul ; and that this is the good of

love, is evident from the life of Heaven, which consists

solely of that good. Whereas in the opposite sense
' bread ' = that which . . . sup})orts the life of those who
are in Hell ; and that this is tlie evil of the love of self

and of the world, is evident from the life of Hell, which
consists solely therein.

S413. 'To kill ' = to deprive of life, here, of that which
is from delight and good, for in these consists the life

of man. Eefs.

. ' Hunger '= a lack of good ... for when that

which nourishes the spiritual life, or the life of the

sjiirit, is taken away, hunger ensues.

-. "When the good of charity, which makes spirit-

ual life, is to be insinuated, there is then removed the

delight of jdeasures which had made the natural life
;

and (then) the man comes into temptation. For he
believes that if he is deprived of the delight of pleasures,

he is deprived of all life ; for his natural life consists in

that delight, or good, as he calls it ; for he is unaware
that when this of life is removed, the Lord insinuates

spiritual delight and good in its place. This good is

that which is signified by the manna, and the former

by the flesh and bread in Egypt . . .

^. Before regeneration, the delight of pleasures

was everything of his life ; whereas after regeneration

the good of charity makes everything of life ; and then

the delight of pleasures serves as a medium, and as the

ultimate plane.

8417. Life from (celestial good). Sig.

. 'Togo'^life. Refs.

8420. Whether they are able to live the life of truth

and good. Sig.

. 'To walk' = to live. Refs. and Ex.
®, 'To journey,' ' to progress, ' and 'to sojourn '=

to live. Ex.

8453. For without goods and truths the Natural is

not alive.

8456. For no truth of doctrine or of the Word becomes
truth with man until it has received life from the

Divine
; and it receives life through the insinuation of

the truth which proceeds from the Lord, which is called

the truth of peace. This truth is not the truth of faith,

but it is the life or soul of the truth of faith . . .

^, It is to be known that the lower or exterior

things with a man who is being regenerated receive life

successively from the higher or interior things. Thus
the truth of faith [receives life] from the truth of peace,

and this [receives life] ft-om the Lord Himself. The
insinuation of life from the Lord with those who are

being regenerated takes place in successive order from

Himself, thus through the inmost, and so through in-

teriors to exteriors ; so that with the regenerate there is

what is open down from the Lord . . .

84596. Truth is the form of good, and good is the life

and as it were the soul of that form.

8464. That this is the good which shall be appropri-

ated and make their life. Sig. and Ex.
e_ for the good whieli is from the Lord makes

the life of Heaven with man, and afterwards nourishes

and supports it.

8495^ ' Fire ' = everything which is of life; and 'to

kindle a fire ' = that which is of life from proprium.

8497-. For men and Angels are only recipients, or

forms accommodated to receive life, thus good and

truth, from the Lord. Life itself is from no other

source ; and, as life is from the Lord, it cannot be ap-

l)ropriated otherwise than by its appearing as if it were

tlieir own. But those who are in the Lord perceive

manifestly that Life inflows, consequently good and

truth, for these are of life. The reason why life appears

as if it were their own, is that from Divine love the

Lord wills to give and conjoin all His own things to

man.

8512. The appearance of the Divine obscured . . .

happens when men do not live according to the Divine

precepts ; for when they live according to them, they

live according to Divine order . . . and when they live

according to order they live in the Lord, for the Lord is

order itself. Hence it follows, that he who does not

live according to the precepts and laws which are of

Divine order, does not live in the Lord, consequently

that the Divine is then obscured with him. By to live

according to order is here meant to be led by the Lord

through good ; whereas by to live not as yet according

to order is meant to be led through truth, and (in this

case) the Lord does not appear . . . Tr. 85 13^, Ex.

8530-. (Truth is to good) as is every organic form of

the body to the life therein.

8548. He who does not receive spiritual life, that is,

who is not generated anew by the Lord, cannot come

into Heaven. 111.

8549. From his parents, man is not born into spirit-

ual life, but into natural life. Spiritual life is to love

God above all things, and to love the neighbour as one's

self, and this according to the precepts of faith which

the Lord has taught in the Word ; but natural life is to

love self and the world more than the neighbour, nay,

more than God Himself.

8550. Hence the derivation of evil has at last become

so great, that everything of the proper life of man is

nothing but evil. This . . . is not broken and altered,

except through the life of faith and charity from the

Lord.
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8552. These evils are entirely contrary to spiritual

life ; they destroy it ; and therefore unless a man, as to

the spiritual life, is conceived, born, and educated anew

... he is condemned.

8553. As man is such, the order of life with him is

inverted . . . and must be [again] inverted.

8557. What is progressive of spiritual life. Sig.

8559. According to the order of life to receive the

life of Heaven. Sig. and Ex.

. For man is endowed by the Lord with this life

through temptations, which are described by the jour-

neyings of the sons of Israel in the wilderness. The life

of Heaven is to be led by the Lord through good ; and

in order that man may come to this life, good must be

implanted through truth . . .

8567. For the most part the spiritual life is brought

to this extremity in temptations ; for the natural life is

thus extinguished . . . This despair is presently dissi-

pated . . . for after every spiritual temptation [there is]

consolation, and as it were what is new of life.

8571. That from the lack of truth all spiritual life is

expiring. Sig. and Ex.
-. For spiritual life consists of the good of charity

and of faith, and of the truth of faith internal and
external.

8584. That (truths of faith from the Lord) will , . .

give tliem spiritual life. Sig.

8603'*. The forms in the animal kingdom (as distin-

guished from those in the vegetable kingdom) have been

created to receive life. Hence, as the forms recipient of

life are in successive order, so also are the lives which
thence result ; for the forms or substances recipient of

life are subjects, and the things which result from their

changes and modifications are forces which are to be

called lives, because they are living forces.

®. For all the things which are of life relate to

truth, and their perfection to good ; and, in the opposite

sense, to falsity, and their imperfection to evil.

8604^. For the Lord inflows with every man through

the truth which is from Himself ; through this He gives

life to man ; for the light which is from the Lord is

Divine truth, and is 'life' (John i.4). This Divine

truth . . . inflows into the good with a man, and through

it draws the man to the Lord ; for the life which is

from the Lord is attractive, because it is from love . . .

8635. No one can be regenerated unless he knows
such things as are of the new life, that is, of the spiritual

life
; for man is introduced into that life through re-

generation. The things which belong to the new life,

or to the spiritual life, are the truths which are to be

believed, and the goods which are to be done.

8638. For he who knows these things can think them,

afterwards will tluni, and finally do them, and thus

have new life.

8639. (Whereas) he who does not know (these truths)

cannot live from Him . . .

8640. From these things it may be evident of what

quality is the life of one who has been regenerated, and

that it is the life of faith ; and also that this life cannot

be ijiven to man until he is in such a state that he is

able to acknowledge the truths of faith ; and, in pro-

portion as he acknowledges, to will them.

86436. Thus truths become of the life, and are called

goods.

8665. To ask concerning the life, and its prosperity

and happiness. Sig.

8674*^. These goods make eternal life with man.

8700-. It is according to order that those are saved

who have lived well, and that those are condemned

who have lived evilly. Hence it is impossible for those

who have lived well to be sent into Hell, and for those

who have lived evilly to be elevated into Heaven . . .

•*. It is according to order that in the other life

all are consociated according to the life which they had

acquired for themselves in the world . . .

8701-. Man has not been regenerated until he acts

from the aff"ection of good . . . When he is in this state,

then his life is the life of good . . .

, For in the other life all are consociated accord-

ing to the life of the will, and not according to the life

of the understanding . . .

. Those who are evil are not sent into Hell until

they are in the evil of their life
; for when they are in

this they are also in the falsity of their evil . . .

8707. The light of intelligence and the derivative life.

Sig. and Ex.

8708. The reception of the truths of faith is not

eff"ected through acknowledgment alone, but through

acknowledgment conjoined with life . . .

8746. The internal man is regenerated through think-

ing the things of faith, and willing them ; but the

external man through a life according to them. The
life of faith is charity.

8747. The man who has been regenerated is in Heaven

as to his internal man . . . and is then able to live the

life of Heaven ; to lo-\e the Lord, to love the neighbour,

to understand truth, to relish good, and to perceive the

bliss thence. These things are the happiness of eternal

life.

8750^ There are in general two states of life ; namely,

a state of thought . . . and a state of afl'ection . . .

8754^ Afterwards, when the man receives new life,

which he receives for the first time when he is in good,

the truths of faith are implanted . . .

8755. 'They journeyed from Rephidini ' = what is

continuous of life from the former state. 'To journey'

= what is continuous of life. Refs.

8762. Those who at the same time believe that such

things are to be observed, but that still the essential of

worship is the life of faith—that is, charity towards the

neighbour and love to the Lord—these are of the

Internal Church.
e. Hence it is that those who think concerning

eternal salvation place it in a life of piety, and nothing

of it in a life of charity.

8767. 'If ye will keep Jly covenant '= life in good,

and thence conjunction. Ex.

6. For he who lives according to the precepts is

conjoined with the Lord ; for these teach life, and also
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give life, and thus open the way to Heaven, and the

sight to the Lord.

[A.] 8772. The good which has not its quality from the

truths of faitli is . . . natiiral good, which does not give

eternal life. The reason is that natural good has in it

only natural life, which life is not unlike the life of

beasts . . . But beasts cannot receive spiritual life.

Hence it is evident that spiritual life is acquired solely

through the truths of faith.

". This life, namely, spiritual life, is first acquired

through knowing the truths which are of faith ; after-

wards through acknowledging them ; and finallj' through

believing them . . .

8781-. For the Divine can appear to anyone no other-

wise than according to the state of his life and of the

derivative apperception . . .

8794^. Sometimes the communication with some of

the Societies has been taken away, and then there

remained so much of life and such a kind of life as there

was of extension into the remaining Societies ; and
when many Societies were taken away, then the life

laboured and began to be as it were extinguished . . .

'^. The reason these arcana are unknown to man
is that at this day lie believes tliat he lias life in him-
self, and thus that he lives without consociation with

Spirits and Angels . . . But in tliis lie is completely

mistaken, for all the life of man is from the Lord
through Societies.

•. It is to be known, further, tliat the extension

of life of those who are of the Spiritual Church is to the

angelic spheres in the Second Heaven . . . and not to

the Third Heaven . . .

®. And further—that everyone in the other life

conies among those with whom he had communicated in

the life of the body : his dominant love determines it

;

for this is what constitutes the sphere of everyone's life,

and extends itself according to its quality, and according

to its quantity.

8S01. 'Whether beast or man, he shall not live' (Ex.

xix. 13)= that good and truth would lose spiritual life.

... 'To live ' = spiritual life . . . Good and truth lose

life when the influx from the Lord is no longer per-

ceived, for thence they have life . . . They then do
indeed appear like good and truth ; but no otherwise

than as a painting, which in itself is not alive.

8806^. Those of the Spiritual Church who live the

life of truth, and thence the life of good, are withheld

from evils and are kept in good by the Lord . . . And
they receive good from the Lord, that is, they are holy,

in so far as they live a life of good according to the

genuine truths of faith . . .

88 1 2-. (Thus) the heat and light from the sun of the

world are devoid of life ; but the heat and light from

the Sun of Heaven are [attended] with life
; and the

latter . . . are therefore called spiritual, because they

have life in them, and the former . . . are called natural,

and have no life in them. The life which is apper-

ceived in living things, in heat and from heat, is not

from the heat of the sun of the world, but it is from the

heat of the Sun of Heaven. (Continued under Heat.)

8834. For the Lord inflows through good into truth.

and thus gives life to man. This life appears in man
as his, but it is the Lord's in the truth from good with

him . . .

8853. Every man has a proprium which he loves

above all things ... It is constantly present in his

thought and also in his will ; and it makes his veriest

life.

"

8854^. (For example) he who loves himself above all

things recollects himself in every single thing . . . for

his life is a life of self.

When a man is being regenerated, charity is

implanted through faith, until the former is dominant,

and (then) he has new life ; for it is then constantly in

his thought, and constantly in his will . . .

8857. The like is the case with love to the Lord :

when this love is dominant, it is present in every single

thing of his life . . .

8858. A man is entirely such as is the dominant of

his life. By this he is distinguislied from others. Ac-

cording to this is his Heaven if he is good, or his Hell if

he is evil. For this is his veriest will ; and thus it is

the very esse of his life, which cannot be changed after

death. From these things it is evident what is the

quality of the life with one who is regenerate ; and what

is the quality of the life with one who is not regenerate.

8865. Hence it is that the life of the Angels is the

life of the Lord in them. The life of their will is the

life of love from the Lord, and the life of their under-

standing is the life of faith from the Lord . . .

^. There are such Spirits and Angels with a man
as is that which universally reigns with him, because

(this) is the life of everyone. All the cheerfulness and

content which a man has, even when he is thinking

about other things, is thence . . . That they are the

source of it does not come to the perception of the man,

because the man does not know that his life inflows,

nor that that which is universally regnant makes his

life ; nor that when thin of his life is touched, it is as if

the pupil of his eye were touched . . .

8868-. In order that truth may be [truth], there

must be life in it ; for truth without life is not the truth

of faith with man ; and life is from no other source than

good, that is, through good from the Lord . . .

e. The truths in which is the Lord are truths

which are alive, and the truths in which the Lord is

not are truths which are not alive ; those which are

alive are truths of faith, from love to the Lord and

from charity towards the neighbour ; those which are

not alive are not truths, because within them there is

the love of self and the love of the world. Thus can

Spirits and Angels ... be discriminated ; for everyone's

truths are according to his life, that is, according to

that which universally reigns with him.

8873. For life from the Lord inflows only into a

humble and submissive heart, because this is fitted to

receive it . . .

The Divine love is the esse of all life.

8879. ' Mercy ' = the influx of good and truth from the

Lord, and the derivative spiritual life, which is bestowed

through regeneration.
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8881. In order that (truths) may live with man, they

must inflow from the Lord. They are indeed learned

by man . . . but so long as he does not do them, they

do not become alive. But when they are . . . insinuated

into the will . . . and thence into act, they become

alive, and are of faith.

8882. 'To take the name of God in vain '= to turn

truth into evil, that is, to believe that it is truth, and

still to live in evil; and it also = to turn good into

falsity, that is, to live holily and yet not to believe.

Both are profanation. Ex.

^ ' The house swept ' = a life contrary to truths.

8887^. For if these things are violated, spiritual life

perishes with that man, and becomes merely natural

life, and afterwards sensuous life , . .

8893. Before a man has been regenerated ... he is in

disquiet and unrest ; for his natural life then fights

with his spiritual life, and wants to dominate over

it . . .

8898. The derivative state of life in Heaven. Sig.

and Ex.

8902. That spiritual life is not to be taken away from

anyone. Sig. and Ex.

. As spiritual life, or the life of Heaven with

man, is the life of faith and of charity . . .

8910^. It is believed in the world that thought is the

man ; but there are two things which constitute the life

of man—the understanding and the will. . . Thought,

without the aff'ection which is of love, does not make
anything of life with man ; but thought which is from

the affection of love . . .

891 1-. To be judged according to the will, is the same

as to be judged according to the love, and also the same

as to be judged according to the ends of life, and also

to be judged according to the life ; for the will of man
is his love, and is his end of life, and is his veriest life.

111.

8922. That thus the life of Heaven with them would

perish. Sig. and Ex.

8924. That the life of Heaven will not perish ; but

merely that its existence and quality may be known.

Sig. and Ex.

8925. A holy fear of the Divine, and the consequent

preservation of spiritual life. Sig. and Ex.

8936. Worship in special according to the state of

everyone's spiritual life. Sig. and Ex.
e_ The various goods which are of the spiritual

life. Sig.

8941. For the things which are hatched from the

proprium . . . have life from man, which life is no life

. . . Whereas that which is . . . from the Divine has

life in it ; for all life is from the Divine.

8948. For the appearance of everyone there is accord-

ing to his . . . life.

8971. They had lived wholly at their pleasure . . .

and had therefore at heart denied the Divine . . . and

all other things of faith, and this was the reason they

had not acknowledged the holiness of the Word.

(Whereas) all who have been in the truths of faith, and

in a life according to them, have held the Word to be

holy . . . For with those who are in the life of good, the

interiors are open into Heaven . . . whereas with those

who are in a life of evil, the interiors are . . . open into

Hell . . . -.

8987-'. They do not consider that the confidence of

faith is impossible except with those who live the life

of charity.

8988. For the will is the esse of man's life.

899 1-. For his life awaits everyone after death.

Such as a man is when he dies, such he remains . . .

(that is) such as he is from the whole course of his

life . . .

8995^. The uses themselves make the spiritual life

with men.
. For that which with a man is regarded as the

end, makes his veriest life.

•». For the end, which is the love, alone lives

with man ; the means to the end do not of themselves

live, but receive life from the end . . .

9002. For matrimony ... in the spiritual sense, is

the conjunction of the life of the one with that of the

other. According to Divine order there is a conjunction

of the life from the truths of faith with the life from

the good of charity . . .

9003. The non-deprivation of the interior life which

is 'food,' and of the exterior life which is 'clothing.'

Sig. and Ex.

9007. The injuring of the truth of faith, and the

consequent loss of spiritual life. Sig. and Ex.

. The reason spiritual life perishes through the

injuring of the truth of faith, is that good united to

truth makes that life ; and therefore when truth is

secretly taken away, good falls, and so does spiritual

life.

9008. ' Death' = damnation, because with (such) the

truths of faith and the goods of love have beeji extin-

tinguished ; for these are what constitute the veriest

life of man ; for they are from the Lord, from whom

alone is life . . . The reason why those who are in evils

and falsities . . . still live, is that they have been born

men, and thence are in the faculty of receiving life from

the Lord ; and they also do receive from the Lord so

much of life as enables them to think, to reason, and to

speak ; and thereby to present the evil with them so

that it appears as good, and the falsity as truth, and

thus to act semblances of life.

901 1. (Those who extinguish the spiritual life of

others unintentionally.) Tr.

90 1
4-. Hypocrisy cannot be remitted ; because deceit

is like poison which . . . destroys the remains, (and

then) nothing of spiritual life is left. Tr.

3_ The Lord remits everyone's sins . . . but still

they are not therefore remitted unless the man performs

serious repentance, and desists from evils, and after-

wards lives a life of faith and charity, and this up to

the end of his life. When this is done, the man then

receives from the Lord spiritual life, which is called new

life ; and when, from this life, he looks at the evils of

his former life, and holds them in aversion and horror,

then first are they remitted . . .

e_ 'Wanting bread'= those who are deprived of
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all spiritual life; for ' bread ' = the susteutatiou of the

spiritual life through good.

[A]. 9020. Those who want to dispense the things . . .

which are of the heavenly life Avith man, to the end

that they may dominate . . .

-. They thus de]irive themselves of all spiritual

life . . .

9026^. After the internal things of the Church had
been opened by the Lord, man was to live the internal

life which is of faith and charity, and that external life

in which internal things make the life.

9028. 'If he shall . . . walk abroad upon his crutch'

= the forces of life in him. . . 'To walk ' = to live. Refs.

9030. That truth is called spiritual truth which
together with good makes the life of the internal man

;

whereas scientific truth is that truth which makes the

life of the external man . . .

9031^. (The sickening and death of the spiritual life.

See Disease, here.)

*. (The nutrition, recreation, and restoration of

the spiritual life. ) Sig.

^. As (these things) are not said in the Word of

the natural life, but of another life which is distinct

from the natural life, it is evident . . . that man has

ai] other life, which is that of his internal man. Those
who think grossly concerning the life of man, believe

tliat he has no other life than that which is of the body,

which is the life of the external or natural man. They
wonder what the life of the internal man is ... If they
are told that this life is the life of faith and charity,

and that the internal man is man's spirit which lives

after death . . . they wonder still more ; and those of

them who live solely to the body and not to the soul

. . . a])prehend nothing of what is said about the life of

faith and charity ; for they have thought only from
natural light . . . and therefore after death , , . they
live in the shade of death, that is, in falsities from evil.

9033. If faith in the Word perishes, the man cannot
spiritually live

; for man has spiritual life through faith

from the Word.

9034^ Spiritual good formed through truths is that

which makes the spiritual life of man.
*. From these things it is evident how the truths

of the literal sense of the Word serve for forming
spiritual truths ; in general, for forming faith and
charity, which make the spiritual life ; which life

consists in being affected with truths for the sake of

good, and in being affected with good from truths, and
finally in being afiected with truths from good.

9042^. He who is in the life of faith in act. Sig.

9043S. When good is in the Natural, then the man is

new ; his life is then from good, and his form from
truths from good ; and he is like an Angel ; for the

Angels have life from good, and form from truths . , .

9049-. For every man carries with him into the other
life that which through his life in the world he has
implanted in his heart . . •

9050. That ' soul '= spiritual life, is evident from the

signification of 'soul,' which is, the life of man, that is,

the life of his faith, which is spiritual life. In the
Word, 'heart' and 'soul' are mentioned ^asstni, and by

'heart' is there signified the life of love, and by 'soul'

the life of faith. Man has two faculties recipient of

life from the Lord ... to the faculty called the will

pertains love, for the good of love makes its life ; and

to the faculty called the understanding pertains faith,

for the truths of faith make its life. But these two
lives with man ai-e still one ; and, when they are one,

then the things which are of faith are also of love . . .

and the things which are of love are also of faith . . .

Such is the life with all in Heaven.
®. Love has its quality from faith, and faith has

its life from love . , .

9051. Man has an exterior and an interior under-

standing ... It is the latter which is illustrated by the

Lord when the man receives faith ; for it is in the light

of Heaven, and in it is the spiritual life of man, which

is not so much manifested to him in the world, but in

the other Life . , . Meanwhile that life lies concealed

interiorly in the thought of the exterior understanding,

and produces what is holy and reverential there for the

Lord, the Word, etc.

9061 . The internal man cannot live the spiritual life

unless the external is in agreement . . .

9086^. Men might apprehend the Word according to

the internal sense if they lived the angelic life, namely,

the life of faith and love . . . They who live this life

are illustrated by tl»e Lord, and see the holy things of

the Word ; and by no means any others.

9094-. j\Ian comes into such wisdom after . . . death
;

but only that man who had received in the world the

life of faith and charity from the Lord . . .

^. All the truths with man have life from the

affections which are of some love. Truth without life

thence is like sound . . . without an idea . . . Hence it

is evident that the life of man's understanding is from

the life of his will ; consequently, the life of truth is

from the life of good. . . If, therefore, there are two

truths which do not live from the same general affection

. . . they cannot but be dissipated . . .

9103''. The reason interior good is to be restored to

the full, is that this good makes the spiritual life of

man ; and unless the spiritual life is restored to the full,

the exterior good which makes the natural life cannot

be restored ; for the latter life is restored through the

former. Tr. ^Ex.
•''. That the external man is regenerated . . .

through the internal, may be evident. . . For the things

which are in the external or natural man live from the

light of Heaven ; for this light is alive, because it pro-

ceeds from the Lord, who is life itself : but they do not

live from natural light, for this light in itself is dead.

In order, therefore, that the things which are in this

light may live, there njust be an influx of the living

light through the internal man from the Lord . . .

91 17. As faith and charity, which are fi'om the Lord,

make the spiritual life of man ... to act against con-

science is to act against that life.

9127*. For these are elevated by the Lord from the

life of the sensuous things of the body towards the life

of their spirit ; thus from the light of the world into

the light of Heaven . . .

^ 'To shed blood' . . . does not signify to deprive
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a mail of the life of the body, but to . . . deprive him
of the life of the soul, that is, to destroy his spiritual

life, which is from faith and love to the Lord.

912S-. Those who see (the good and evil in them-

selves) are those who have received from the Lord the

life of faith and charity ; for this life is internal life, or

the life of the internal man.
^. Nothing comes forth from itself, but from

what is prior to itself, thus at last from . . . the Lord.

He who apprehends this can also apprehend that every-

thing of life with man is from the Lord ; and as charity

and faith make the veriest life of man, that everything

of charity and faith is from the Lord . . .

9136. 'Which are alive' (Ex.xxii.4)=in which there

is spiritual life . . . which is the life of faith and

charity.

9141^. There is with man the fire of life, and the

light of life ; the fire of life is his love, and the light of

life is his faith . . .

9152. It treats (here) of the loss of the truth of faith

with man, thus of the loss of spiritual life ; and of its

restoration . . . But these things . . . are for the most

part unknown to man, because it is not kno^\T[i what

spiritual life is, thus neither that this life is an interior

life, which is distinct from natural life, which is ex-

terior ; nor is it known that the former life is given to

man by the Lord through the reception of the truth of

faith in the good of charity.

9182^, For good and truth make the life of man,
moral and civil good and truth the life of the external

man, and spiritual good and truth the life of the internal

man. It is to be known that the life of man is from no
other source than good and truth ; for all that which a

man loves is called good, and all that which he believes

is called truth . . .

9188. There are two things which make Heaven, thus

spiritual life with man : the truth of faith in the Lord,

and the good of love to Him . . .

^. Hence it is evident that with such spiritual

life is null, because it has been destroyed through the

falsities of evil ; and in so far as they have conjoined

these falsities with truths, so far they have extinguished

spiritual life with themselves. Therefore ... it is said,

' Thou shalt not vivify them.' 9189.
*. The extinction of their spiritual life is described

by 'widowhood,' and 'bereavement' . , .

. That everything of spiritual life has been extin-

guished. Sig.

9192^. The reason the former were in Hell, was that

they had indeed been in truths as to doctrine, but in

evils as to life
; and the reason the latter were in

Heaven, was that they had not indeed been in truths as

to doctrine, but still they had been in good as to life . . ,

*. They who are learned as to doctrine, but evil

as to life, are they who are meant by the Lord in Matt,

vii. 22, 23 ; XXV. 11, 12 ; and Luke xiii. 26, 27.

91936. To acknowledge and worship the Lord is to

live according to His precepts, that is, to live the life

of faith and charity. The life of faith is to do the pre-

cepts from obedience ; and the life of charity is to do

them from love.

92 1 2-. That the Sensuous is the ultimate of life with

man. Refs.

92 1 6-. The case is similar with all things which are

of man's life itself . . . These also succeed in order from

interiors to exteriors . . .

9224-. The good of charity inflows through an internal

way . . . and therefore does not come to the apperception

until truths . . . begin to be loved . . . for the sake of

life . . .

*. (The error) that faith can make the life of

Heaven with a man whose life is infernal, consequently

that tlie one life can be transcribed into the other ; and
thus that those in Hell can be elevated into Heaven, and
live among the Angels a life contrary to their former
life ; not considering that to live a life contrary to the

life which the mau had imbued in the world is to be de-

prived of life ; and that those who attempt this are like

those who are in the death agony . . .

9229. The state of life then from good. Sig. and Ex.

9245. That those only are in faith who live accoiding

to the precepts of faith. 111.

9256-. They who have confirmed themselves against

the truths and goods of faith, as do all those who live

evilly, close the internal man above and open it below . . .

^. With such the internal man cannot be opened

towards Heaven unless the negatives of truth or affirma-

tives of falsity . . . are dispelled . . . which cannot be

done except by a total inversion of the life, thus during

many years . . .

. Hence it is evident that to destro}^ falsities

with such is to destroy the life itself . . .

*. But those who . . . have lived in some kind of

faith and charity according to their religiosity, could

not close the internal man. (Their lot in the other

life des.

)

9269. The longing and life of those (who long to be

instructed in the truths of the Church). Sig. and Ex.
«. Longing is the very activity of life ; for it is

from the affection of good ; and the truth of faith lives

from the affection of good.

9272^. To be instructed concerning the good of life,

but still not to live in it. Sig.

9273. Appropriation takes place, when the truths

which had been of doctrine become of life . . .

9276". There are with man two fountains of life,

namely the heart and the lungs. It is known that the

heart is the first of his life, and that the lungs are the

second of his life ; and that each and all things which

are in man live from these two fouutains . . .

^. That everything of man's life inflows through

Heaven from the Lord. Refs.

9279", Hence it is evident what and of what quality

are the things which open man's life.

9281. The state of life of those outside the Church

who are in truths and goods. Sig. and Ex.

9282. The things which were of life were called 'pre-

cepts.' Tr.

-. Thus (these things) do not contribute anything

to the eternal life of man. For such things, if not made
of life, are dissipated in tlie other life . . .
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[A.] 9294. ' First-fruits '.= those things which are the

last of instruction, and the first of life,

9296'-. (Thus) these two things (truth and good)

make the life of man ; and the truth of faith and the

good of charity make his new life ; and a man has no

new life unless both have been implanted in him.

9300. For goods and truths have their life from the

Lord ; and they have life from the Lord when they are

ascribed to Him.
". Truths make the life of the understanding,

and good the life of the will. ^

. Hence it is that by 'the heart' is signified the

life of the will ; and by 'the soul,' the life of faith.

9311'*. 'They that hear shall live' (John v. 25) . . .

'To live '= to be endowed with spiritual life through (the

truths of faith).

^ 'The deaf = those who do not know the truths

of faith, and who therefore cannot live according to

them.
e, ' To do them'= to live according to them.

9312. 'To do the things which I speak' = to live

according to those things which the Lord has taught in

the "Word. ... To live according to them is to comply

with them from faith and love. Compliance from faith

and love is living compliance, because it has in it life

from faith and love
;

(for) in all that is done by man
nothing lives except love and faith. All the other

things which belong to life have life from them and ac-

cording to them ; for the life of love and faith is life

from the Lord, who is life itself. This life is the life

of Heaven, and of all wlio become Angels.

9315. 'When Mine Angel shall go before thee ' = life

according to the precepts of the Lord. Ex. . . 'To go,'

and 'to journey' = to live. Refs.

9324*^. For the spiritual life comes forth and subsists

through the truths which are of faith and the goods

which are of love.

9333^. For whatever a man from his first infancy

thinks, wills, speaks, and does, adds itself to his life,

and makes it. These things cannot be exterminated,

but only removed.
•*. Everyone carries with him thither ... all

things of his life, that is, whatever he has thought,

willed, spoken, and done ; nay, whatever he has seen

and heard, from infancy to the end of his life in the

world. . . Those who in the world have lived a life of

faith and charity, can be withheld from evils and kept

in good, and thus can be elevated into Heaven. But

those who in the world have led a life not of faith

and charity, but a life of the love of self and of the

world, as they cannot be withheld from evils and kept

in good, they sink down into Hell.

9334. That there would be little of spiritual life if

the removal (of falsities and evils) were hasty. Sig.

and Ex.
^, That regeneration, or the implantation of the

life of Heaven with man, begins from his infancy, and

lasts to the end of his life in the world . . . Refs.

9336-. Hence it is evident that the former life, which

is of Hell, 7nust be completely destroyed—that is, evils

and falsities must be removed—in order that the new

life, which is the life of Heaven, may be implanted
;

and this cannot be done hastily. Ex.

9348. The loves of self and of the world are born

with man, and thence does he feel the delight of his life

from his birth ; nay, thence he has his life . . .

9363. To believe the things the Word teaches . . .

and not to live according to them ... is persuasive

faith. 9369,111,

9378-. The good which inflows from the Lord is never

wanting, for it is in the very life which man has from
the Lord ; but good together with life is received in pro-

portion as evils are removed.

9380^. Those who perfectly know the doctrine of

their own Church as to every particular, and yet do not

apply these things to life, (are) also in externals without
an internal. Tr.

. The Lord enters through a man's life into his

truths of faith.

9383. The things in the Word which belong to life

in the spiritual and in the natural state. Sig. and Ex.
, For all the heat of life is love.

-. That all things which are in the AVord are of

life is from (the fact that the Divine truth tlierein pro-

ceeds from the Lord, who is life itself). Also that all

things therein relate to life, as may be evident from the

two precepts upon which all things of the Word are

founded . . ,

9386. 'Moses wrote all the words of Jehovah '= . . .

truths Divine imprinted on the life by the Lord. Ex.

94i6»,Ill.

939 1 ^ Those who are in abundance of Knowledges

. . . and still live evilly. Sig.

9393. Divine truth which has been made of life and

of worship. Sig. and Ex.

. For the life of man is his will.

9394^ That which has been made the life of man,
which is that which has been made of his will or love

. . . 9434-.

. Thus do scientifics become of the life.

9400-. For that which makes the interior life of

man is the influx of truth Divine from the Lord ; for it

is that light itself which illuminates the sight of the in-

ternal man . . . and it is the heavenly heat which is

in that light—which is love—which kindles and vivifies

the Voluntary of the internal man . . .

-. That the life of man is not in himself, but

that it inflows from the Lord. Refs.

9434". Hence . . . such as is the love, such is the

life , , ,

9444. The sins a man does are inrooted in his very

life, and make it ; and therefore no one is delivered

from them unless he receives new life from the Lord . . .

9448. But these things are possible only with those

who have received new life from the Lord through

regeneration . , .

9457®. Without conjunction with the Lord through

Heaven, man would perish ; for man has his life from

that conjunction. 948 1-.

95856. And the will is the esse of man's life.
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9637^. The riame or lire of life is love, and the light

of life is faith.

9642^. The tribe of Simeon — the truth of faith in the

life.

9683. With all the good which makes heavenly life,

thus eternal life with man and with Angels, the case is

this . . .

. The reception (of goods) is according to every-

one's spiritual and moral life in the world ; for his life

in the world awaits everyone to eternity.

2_ Therefore, order itself with man is that he

shall live in the good which is from the Lord, which is

that he shall live from the Lord.

9715. For with every man there are Spirits from Hell

and Angels from Heaven. Without these man cannot

live at all.

'. Thus on the one side man's life is joined to

the Hells, and on the other to the Heavens . . .

9780^. No one knows what good is unless he lives in

good according to the Word ; for when he lives in good

according to the Word, then the Lord insinuates good

into his life . . .

9818^ 'Spirit' . . . = the life of the intellectual part
;

for there is a life of the intellectual part, and a life of

the voluntary part ; the life of the intellectual part is

to know, to see, and to understand truth to be truth,

and good to be good ; and the life of the voluntary part

is to will and love truth for the sake of truth, and good

for the sake of good ; the latter life is called in the

Word 'the heart,' and the former 'the spirit.' 111.

^. That 'spirit' . . .=the intellectual life, or the

life of truth. Ex. "'.

'^. 'Flesh' = the proprium of man, in which there

is nothing of spiritual life. 111.

^^. The reason the Divine truth proceeding from

the Lord is signified by 'the Spirit of God,' is that all

the life of man is thence, and heavenly life with those

who receive that Divine truth in faith and love. 111.

^\ (Thus) . . . the 'Holy Spirit '= the life from

the Divine truth which proceeds from the Lord, which
life is called . . . the life of faitli and love, and is the

very spiritual and celestial life with man. 111.

'^ ' Breathing' = the life of faith ; hence (the

breathing of the Lord upon His disciples) = the faculty

given them of perceiving Divine truths, and thus of

receiving that life.

. That the breathing which is of the lungs cor-

responds to the life of faith, and the pulsation which is

of the heart to the life of love. Refs. and 111.

-*. 'To give the Holy Spirit' = to illustrate with

Divine truth, and to endow with life thence, which is

the life of intelligence and wisdom.

984r''. (For) the truths of the exterior memory . . .

have no life unless they are at the same time in the

interior memory ; for those which are in the latter have

been made of the life ; for the interior memory is man's
book of life ; and the things which are of the life are

represented in Heaven by gardens, olive-yards, vine-

yards, and by beds of roses and lawns . . . But those

things which are not of the life are represented by rocky

places and thickets . . .

^. For the things which a man loves and thence
does are of his life.

9918. See Doctrine, here.

9954. They knew that the good of love is the essential

thing itself from which all things of the Church . . . are
alive, for it is the esse of life

; for the Divine inflows
through the good of love with man, and makes his life

;

and, where truths are received in good, it makes the
heavenly life. Hence it is evident what anointing
represented . . .

^. And truths without good have not in them the
life of Heaven, that is, life from the Divine,

9995". Therefore man does not know what is the esse

of his life, and that it is good, and that it is not truth
except in so far as it comes forth from good. Good
pertains to the will . . . and therefore truth cannot
become of the life of a man until he loves it . . .

lOIIO^.

looii. (Thus) the Divine, because it is the inmost of
all things ... is the one only thing from which is the
life of all things

; and therefore in proportion as a man
receives of the Divine, he lives.

10021-, This state (of external innocence) is the
plane of the new life when a man is being regenerated
Ex.

10038^ For there are two fires of life with man ; one
is the love of self, and the other is love to God . . . That
everyone's love is the fire of his life may be known to

everyone who reflects ; for without love there is no life,

and such as the love is such is the life . . .

10083. Hence Divine life. Sig. and Ex.
^. As the acknowledgment of the Lord is the

first of all things of si)iritual life . . . tlie Lord so often

says that he who believes in Him has eternal life . .

111. But He also teaches at the same time that those

have faith in Him who live according to His precepts,

so that the life thence enters into the faith.

loiio^ This good inflows from the Lord with infants,

in order that in advancing age it may serve for the first

of the Lord's life with man . . .

10143''. The conjunction of (good and truth) is to

live from them ; for when good and truth have been
conjoined with a man, he has a new will and a new
understanding, consequently a new life.

102192. This is circumstanced as is the life itself with

man, and as are the two interior faculties of life, which
are the understanding and the will. Who does not

believe—until he has been instructed—that life is in

himself . . . when yet both life in general, and also the

understanding and the will, inflow . . . For unless

Spirits and Angels are with man ... he cannot live for

a single moment . . .

10236-. By the Sensuous which is the ultimate of the

Natural is properly meant that which is called 'the

flesh,' and which perishes when man dies . . . That this

Sensuous is the ultimate plane in which the life of man
is terminated, and upon which it reposes as upon a base,

may be evident. (Continued under Sensuous.
)

10252-. (From the memory of the external man,
truths) are called forth by the Lord into the internal
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man ; which takes place when the man lives according

to them . . .

[A.] 10254. For with man tliere is sensuous life, and
natuial life, both of the external man ; but the sensuous

life is exterior, drawing its truths from the objects on

the Earth and in the body ; and the natural life is

interior, drawing its truths from the causes of those

objects. In like manner the life of the internal man is

exterior and interior ; the exterior life draws its truths

from those things which are in tlie ultimates of Heaven,

and the interior from those things which are in the

interiors of Heaven.

10262. The reason the Lord's Divine celestial good is

the Conjunctive itself of all things, is that it is the esse

itself of the life of all things; for it vivilies all things

through the Divine truth jnoceeding from (it), and it

vivifies them according to the quality of the reception.

10264^. Each and all things with man relate to truths

and their perceptions and affections, for they make his

Ufe. Ex.

I0492'*. It is the life itself according to truths which
opens the internal man.

10578^. He who believes tliat he loves the Lord, and
does not live according to His precepts, is very much
mistaken ; for to live according to them is to love the

Lord. Ex.
*. To live according to the Lord's precepts is to

live according to the doctrine of charity and faith,

which is premised to the chapters of Exodus.

10596. The life of a man after death is the life of his

love and faith. Hence such as his love and such as his

faith had been when he lived in the world, such a life

awaits him to eternity : the life of Hell is for those who
have loved themselves and the world above all things

;

and the life of Heaven is for those who have loved God
above all things and the neighbour as themselves . . .

The life of Heaven is that which is called eternal life
;

and the life of Hell is tliat which is called spiritual

death.

10597. That man lives after death. 111.

10645-. By merely believing and by merely loving,

tlie Lord is not worshipped ; but by living according to

His precepts . . .

10659*. Those are illustrated when they are reading

the Word . . . who acknowledge the Lord and love to

live according to His precepts ; but not those who say

that they believe, and do not live. For the Lord inflows

into the life, and thence into the faith of man, but not

into the faith separated fi'om the life.

. That this is so the Word teaches ; and all those

apprehend it who admit the Lord into their life ; who
are they . . . who acknowledge Him, aud love to live

according to His precepts.

*, To be withdrawn from evils, to be regenerated,

and thus to be saved, are of mercy, which is . . . mediate,

that is, is for those who recede from evils, and thus admit
the truth of faith and the good of love from the Lord
into their life ... To receive order into one's self is to

be saved, which is effected solely by living according to

the Lord's precepts. Man is regenerated to the end that

he may receive into himself the order of Heaven, and he

is regenerated through faith and through a life of faith

which is charity. . . In good there is life . . . and in

evil there is death . . . And that the one cannot be

transcribed into the other, the Lord teaches in Luke
xvi.26.

10683'*. For truth does not become of the life until it

enters the will.

^. 'A disciple ' = the truth of life ; but 'a prophet,'

the truth of doctrine.

10711. (In the Fourth Earth) they love to live ac-

cording to the manner of living of their ancient one,

even until they believe his life to be communicated to

them ; but the more intelligent of them worship God.

107 14. There are two things which make the life of

man—love and faith ; love makes the life of his will,

and faith the life of his understanding. Hence such as

is the love and such as is the faith, such is the life.

N.230.

107
1
5. The love of good and the derivative faith of

truth make the life of Heaven ; and the love of evil and
the derivative faith of falsity make the life of Hell.

10729S. To suffer one's self to be driven or brought to

good through truths is to live according to them.

1073 1. Thej-- say to themselves, What is the use of

such (spiritual truths) ? . . . do not we still live as others

do ? . . . The reason they so think, is that they think

from the ;life of the world, and not from the life of

Heaven. The life of Heaven is to them a something

which is not known, and no one can think from what is

unknown ; and therefore those who are such cannot be

saved . . .

10740. That which anyone does from love remains

inscribed on his heart ; for love is the fire of life ; thus

it is the life of everyone. Hence, such as is the love,

such is the life ; and such as is the life—thus such as

is the love—such is the whole man as to the soul and as

to the body.

1074 1. As love to the Lord and love towards the

neighbour make the life of Heaven with man, so the

love of self and the love of the world, when they reign,

make the life of Hell with him . . . and therefore those

with whom the loves of self and of the world reign can

receive nothing from Heaven . . .

10742. Hence it is that those with Avhom the love of

self and the love of the world make the life, will good

to themselves alone . . . and as their life is from Hell

they despise others in comparison with themselves, and

are angiy with them if they do not favour them . . .

and at last these things become the delights of their

life, thus their loves.

10743. These are they who . . . come into Hell,

because their life agrees with the life of those who are

in Hell . . .

10744. As these receive nothing from Heaven, in their

hearts they deny God and the life after death, and

hence also hold cheap all things of the Church. If they

do what is good to their fellow-citizen, to society, to

their country, and to the Church ... it effects nothing ;

for they do these things for the sake of self and the

world ...
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10745. Therefore when these come into the other life

. . . they rush into every wickedness according to their

interiors ... for these things are then to them the

delights of life . . .

10746. In the world many do not know that such

things are the delights of their life, because they hide

themselves in the loves of self and of the world.

10747. ^s love is the fire of life, and everyone has

life according to his love, it may be known from this

what heavenly and infernal fire are . . .

10748. The quality of the life with those who are in

Hell may be inferred from the life of such together in

the world if external bonds were taken away . . .

10749. The life of a man cannot be changed after

death ; it then remains such as it had been. Xor can

the life of Hell be transcribed into the life of Heaven,

because they are opposites. Hence it is evident that

those who come into Hell remain there to eternity ; and

that those who come into Heaven remain there to

eternity.

10763. But doctrine alone in man does not make the

Church in him, but life according to it. Hence it

follows, that faith alone does not make the Church,

but the life of faith which is charity.

10764. For the doctrine of charity and at the same

time of faith is the doctrine of life
; but not the doctrine

of faith without the doctrine of charity.

10765. Those who are outside the Church, and still

acknowledge one God, and live according to their

religiosity in a certain charity towards the neighbour,

are in communion with those who are of the Church
;

because no one who believes in God and lives well is

damned . . .

10787. To love the Lord is to love the precepts which

are from Him, which is from love to live according to

them.
^. Those who . . . send truths at once into the

life come into interior perception concerning them.

10816. There are two things which make the life of

Heaven with man— the truth of faith and the good of

love ; this life is in man from God . . .

H. 9. The Angels from their wisdom . . . say not

only that all good and truth are from the Lord, but also

all of life. They confirm it by this . . . They say,

moreover, that there is one only fountain of life, and

that man's life is a stream thence . . .

-. Tliat all of life is from the Lord, they also

confirm by this—that all things in the universe relate

to good and trutli ; the life of man's will, which is the life

of his love, to good ; and the life of man's understanding,

which is the life of his faith, to truth ; and therefore as

all good and truth come from above, it follows that so

does all of life.

14. Love is the very esse of everyone's life ... 17-.

25. (The celestial Angels) receive Divine truths imme-
diately into the life . . . 26,Ex. 271. 348.

136. The veriest life of the Angels is from heat, but

not from light, except in so far as there is heat in it.

It is evident that life is from heat ; for when it is

removed life perishes.

VOL. IV.

141^. For all the origin of life is from the Lord as a

Sun.

2026. Therefore in proportion as a man knows (the

laws of Divine order, which are the precepts contained

in the Word), and lives according to them, his Internal

is opened to him, and there the order or image of Heaven

is formed anew. Hence it is evident what it is to be in

the form of Heaven ; namely, that it is to live according

to the things which are in the "Word.

2036. As all thought and affection inflow, (it follows)

that so does everything of life ; because everything of

man's life consists in this—tliat he can think and be

afiected ; or, what is the same, that he can understand

and will.

227. The doctrines (there) all regard life as the

end . . .

236^. I have heard the Angels disclosing the life of

another solely from hearing him. They also said that

they know all things of another's life from a few ideas

of his thought, because they thence know his reigning

love . . . and that man's book of life is nothing else.

267. The three degrees of life. See DeCxREE, here.

468.

293. Therefore man is kept in his life through evil

Spirits, and is withheld from it through good Spirits.

^. In so far as man has from what is hereditary

... he W'Ould have no life if he were not allowed to be

in evil ; and he would also have no life if he were not

in freedom.

364. Everyone is followed by his life . . .

e_ To believe is nothing else than to live.

420^. He receives the Lord who lives according to

the laws of Divine order . . .

432. Therefore all the rational life which appears in

the body is of the soul ... As what is material is not

alive, but only what is spiritual, it may be evident that

whatever is alive with man is his spirit. Ex.

433. As everything which is alive in the body, and

which acts and feels from life, is solely of tlie spirit . . .

it follows that the spirit is the man himself . . . for

whatever lives and feels in man is of his spirit, and

there is nothing in man from head to foot which does

not live and feel. Ex.

4506. But if the life (of the novitiate Spirit) had been

such in the world that he could not be in the company

of the good, he desires to be away from them, and this

. . . until he associates himself with such as exactly

agree with his life in the world ; with whom he finds

his own life ; and then, wonderful to say, he leads a

like life to that which he had led in the world.

462. Still, the difference between the life of man in

the Spiritual World and his life in the natural world,

is great ; both as to the external senses and their affec-

tions, and as to the internal senses and their affections.

Des.

468-. The Rational is not formed and opened by these

truths merely by man's knowing them, but by his living

according to them ; and by living according to tliem is

meant to love them from spiritual affection, and (this)

is to love what is just and fair because it is just and fair,

what is sincere and right because it is sincere and right,

R
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and what is good and true because it is good and true
;

whereas to live according to them . . . from corporeal

aifection, is to love them for the sake of self . . . When
truths become things of service, they do not . . . open

any degree of his life, not even the first . . .

[H.] 470. That after death man is such as has been his

life in the world. Gen. art.

476. (Thus) the life which awaits a man after death

is his love and the derivative faith, not only in potency,

but also in act ; thus it is the deeds or works, because

these contain in them all things of the man's love and

faith.

513^ (The sufferings of) those who had confirmed

themselves in falsities, and still had led a good life. Des.

517. In tlie Heavens Knowledges are not committed

to memory, but to life ; for the memory of Spirits is in

their life
; for tliey receive and imbue all things which

agree with their life ; and they do not receive, still less

imbue, those which do not agi'ee . . .

e_ "Wlien a Spirit comes into his own Society . . .

he is in his own life when he is in his own use.

. (Thus) Knowledges ... do not cause anyone to

come into Heaven, but the life itself, which is the life

of use, which has been implanted through Knowledges.

518^ They were then instructed that Knowledges do

not make an Angel, but the life itself which is obtained

through Knowledges ; because, regarded in themselves.

Knowledges are outside of Heaven, but life through

Knowledges is within Heaven.

521. These do not know . . . that man is entirely

such as is his life, and that his life is such as is his

love, not only as to the interiors which are of his will

and understanding, but also as to the exteriors which

are of his body . . . Nor do they know that the body

does not live from itself, but from its spirit . . .

526. Most who live in evil . . . say that to come into

Heaven is merely to be admitted of mercy alone . . .

527. I can testify from much experience that it is

impossible to implant the life of Heaven in those who
in the world have led a life opposite to the life of

Heaven. Des.

. Some wanted the life of love which they had

contracted in the world to be taken away from them,

and the augelic life to be infused in its place . . . This

Avas done . . . but when the life of their love was taken

away they lay like dead men.
-. (Thus) are the simple good instructed that no

one's life can possibly be changed after death ; and that

an evil life cannot ever be transcribed into a good

one. Ex.

528. That it is not so difiicult as is believed to lead

the life which leads to Heaven. Gen. art.

^. In order that a man may receive the life of

Heaven he must by all means live in the world, in its

offices and business, and thus through moral and civil

life receive spiritual life. Xo otherwise can spiritual

life be formed with a man . . .

529. If the life of man is regarded from a rational

view, it is found to be threefold ; namely, spiritual life,

moral life, and civil life ; and these lives are found to

be distinct. Tor there are men who live a civil life, and

not a moral and spiritual one ; and there are those who
live a moral life and not a spiritual one ; and there are

those who live both a moral life and a civil life and at

the same time a spiritual life. The latter are those who
lead the life of Heaven ; but the former are those who
live the life of the world separated from the life of

Heaven. From these things it may be evident . . . that

spiritual life is not separated fiom natural life or the

life of the world, but that the former is conjoined with

the latter as is the soul with its body ; and that if it

were separated it would be like dwelling in a house

wliich has no foundation. For moral and civil life is

tlie Active of spiritual life, because it belongs to spiritual

life to will well, and to moral and civil life to act well

;

and if the latter is separated from the former, spiritual

life consists solely in thought and speech, and will

recedes, because it has nothing to rest on ; and yet will

is the Spiritual itself of man.

531. The laws of spiritual life, the laws of civil life,

and the laws of moral life are delivered in the ten pre-

cepts of the decalogue ; in the first three the laws of

spiritual life, in the four following ones the laws of civil

life, and in the last three the laws of moral life. In

the external form the merely natural man lives accord-

ing to the same precepts in like manner as the spiritual

man. Ex.

533. That it is not so difiicult to lead the life of

Heaven ... is evident from the fact that all that is

necessary is that when anything comes up which he

knows to be insincere and unjust, and to which he is

inclined, he should think that it is not to be done

because it is contrary to the Divine precepts. If a man
accustoms himself so to think, and from custom acquires

some habit, he is then by little and little conjoined with

Heaven . . . the higher things of his mind are opened

. . . and he sees what is insincere and unjust . . . and

then they can be shaken off . . .

535. It has been granted to speak with some . . . who
had removed themselves from the business of the world

in order to live piously and holily . . . Most of these,

having thus contracted a sad life, and having removed

themselves from the life of charity, which life cannot

be led except in the world, cannot be consociated with

the Angels ; because the life of the Angels is glad from

bliss, and consists in performing goods, which are works

of charity. Besides, those who have led a life abstracted

from worldly things blaze with merit . . .

^. These things have been said in order that it

may be known that the life which leads to Heaven is

not a life abstracted from the world, but in the world ;

and that a life of piety without a life of charity—which

is possible only in the world—does not lead to Heaven
;

but that a life of charity [does lead there], wliich life is

to act sincerely and justly in every function, in everj'

business, and in every work . . . from a heavenly origin
;

which origin is in that life when a man acts sincerely

and justly because it is according to the Divine laws.

This life is not difficult. But a life of piety abstracted

from a life of charity is difiicult ; and yet that life

withdraws from Heaven in the same proportion as it is

believed to lead to Heaven.

577^. The Lord cannot protect man unless he acknow-
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ledges the Diviue, and unless he Uvea a life of faith and
charity.

589-. In tlie natural world that which acts and that

which reacts is called force and also endeavour ; but in

the Spiritual World that which acts and that which

reacts is called life and will ; life there is living force,

and will is living endeavour . . .

N. 28. Man has two faculties which make his life,

one is called the will and the other the understanding

. . . All man's life is there.

35^. Tlius the life of the will is the principal life of

man, and the life of the understanding proceeds thence.

Eefs.

278. (Kefs, on the subject of the influx of life with

man in special.)

J. 13. Hence it is that everyone leads a life distinct

from the life of another.

25^. This is the reason why the life of a beast is

dissipated together with its natural life.

^. Hence it is that every man, of whatever

quality he may be, lives to eternity.

31. The natural life with man effects nothing, but

his spiritual life in the natural one, because, from itself,

the Natural is devoid of life ; and the life which appears

in it is from the life of the spiritual man, thus it is the

latter who is judged. Ref.

36. When the doctrinal things of the Church are

merely believed, they are not in the man's life , . . nor

do they enter into his life until they enter into his will

and thence into his actions. Then first are they in the

man's spirit ; for the spirit of man—whose life is the

life itself of man—is formed from his will, and from his

thought only in so far as it proceeds from his will.

38. The truths which regard only faith and not life

cannot make a man spiritual ; and so long as they are

outside the life they are only natural . . .

C. J. 21. The Lord so conjoins the Societies that all

lead as it were one life of man . . .

45. The English . . . have a twofold theology ; one
from the doctrine of faith, and the other from the

doctrine of life . . .

L. I-. 'In Him was life, and the life was the light of

men.' 'Life' = the Divine love; and 'the light'= the

Divine wisdom.

47. That by 'spirit' is meant the life of man. Gen. art.

, There are two fountains of life with man ; the
one is the motion of the heart, and the other is the

respiration of the lungs. It is the life from the respira-

tion of the lungs which is properly meant by 'spirit,'

and also by 'soul.' 111.

48. As the life of man is various according to his

states, by 'spirit' is therefore meant the various affection

of life with man ; as—I. The life of wisdom. 111. II.

The excitation of life. 111. III. The freedom of life.

111. IV. Life in fear, pain, and anger. 111. V. The
life of various evil affections. 111. VI. Infernal life. 111.

50. That where 'Spirit' is said of the Lord there is

meant His Divine life, thus the Lord Himself. 111.

S. 3^. Hence man has life through the Word.

69. That in the Word alone . . . there are spirit and
life. Ex. and 111.

92, Heresies themselves do not damn men, but the evil

life and also the confirmations of the Falsities which

are in the heresy . . .

Life, Title. The Doctrine of Life for the New Jerusa-

lem from the Precepts of the Decalogue.

1. That all religion is of life, and that its life is to

do what is good. Gen. art.

. Every man who has religion knows and ac-

knowledges that he who lives well is saved, and that he

who lives evilly is condemned ; for he knows and ac-

knowledges that he who lives well thinks well, not only

about God, but also about the neighbour ; but not he
who lives evilly. The life of man is his love ; and that

which a man loves he not only does freely, but he also

thinks freely. The reason therefore it is said that life

is to do what is good, is that doing what is good acts as

one with thinking what is good. If these do not act as

one with a man they are not of his life.

2. That religion is of life, and that life is to do what
is good, is seen by everyone who reads the AVord . . . 111.

3. The reason everyone who has religion knows and

acknowledges, that he who lives well is saved, and that

he who lives evilly is condemned, is from the con-

junction of Heaven with man . . . Hence is this common
perception.

4. It is a wonderful thing that (even those who teach

faith alone) acknowledge—and this is effected by common
perception from Heaven—that those ai'e saved who live

well, and those condemned who live evilly. (This is

evident from the Exhortation before the Holy Supper.

)

r-
8. The reason all religion is of life, is that after death

everyone is his own life
; for the same life awaits him

as he had had in the world, and it is not changed ; for

an evil life cannot be converted into a good one, nor a

good one into an evil one, because they are opposites,

and conversion into what is opjjosite is extinction ; and
therefore, being opposites, a good life is called life, and

an evil life is called death. Hence it is that religion is

of life, and that life is to do what is good.

17''. 'To believe in the name of the Son of God' = to

believe the Word and to live according to it.

52. (Thus) there is not a grain more of truth with a

man than there is of good, thus not a grain more of

faith than of life. There is thought that it is so, in the

understauding ; but not the acknowledgment which is

of faith, unless there is a consensus in the will. Thus
do faith and life walk with equal step.

F. 36. As no one can have trust except him who
lives well, this latter is meant by believing in Him.

W. I. That love is the life of man. Gen. art. (See

Love, here.)

2. No one knows what the life of man is unless he

knows that it is love. If this is not known, one person

may believe tliat man's life is merely to feel and to act

;

and another that it is to think ; when yet thought is

the first effect of life, and sensation and action are the

second effect of life. . . It is (really) the inmost thought.
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which is the perception of ends, which is actually the

first effect of life.

[AV.] 3. It is known that (the heat of the sun) is as it

were the comnion life of all (plants) . . . which thus as

it were live.

4. That God alone ... is love itself, because He is

life itself ; and that Angels and men are recipients of

life. Gen. art.

^. Therefore if any man (thinks) that he is not a

recipient of life, but life, he cannot be withdrawn from

the thought that he is God.

. (How it is that man feels as if ho were life.)

6. It follows that the conception of a man from his

father is not a conception of life
; but only a conception

of the first and purest form receptible of life . . .

9. The Divine life, which is love and wisdom . . .

33. Affection and thought . . . are as it were the

fountains of all things of man's life . . .

35. Therefore the Divine life is one. Life is the

Divine Essence.

38®. 'Life and light' (John i.)— the Lord's Divine

love and Divine wisdom.

45S. As this very Substance and Form is the Divine

love and the Divine wisdom, it follows that it is the

very and only Love, and the verj' and only AVisdom,

consequently that it is . , . the very and only Life ; for

love and wisdom are life.

46. Nor can they think anything concerning life,

except as of a volatile thing going away into nothing.
e_

66. All animals are recipients of life ; the more perfect

animals are recii)ients of the life of the three degrees of

the natural world ; the less perfect are recipients of the

life of two degrees of that world ; and the imperfect are

recipients of one degree of it. Man alone is a recipient

of the life of the three degrees, not only of the natural,

but also of the Spiritual World . . .

^. (Thus) there is an ascent of all things ... to

the First, who alone is life ; and the uses of all things

.are the very recipients of life ; and therefore so are the

forms of uses.

68. In every created thing there is reaction. In life

alone is there action ; and the reaction is excited through

the action of life . . . Thus in man it appears as if the

reaction were his, because he feels no otherwise than

that life is his, when yet man is only a recipient of life.

It is from this cause that man from his hereditary evil

reacts against God. But in proportion as he believes

that all his life is from God, and that all the good of

life is from the action of God, and all the evil of life

from the reaction of man, in the same proportion re-

action becomes of action, and the man acts with God as

of himself.

76^. Esse in itself is life itself, which is the Divine

love of the Divine wisdom, and the Divine wisdom of

the Divine love.

80. The Divine is also the same in the greatest and
least things of all things which ... do not live . . .

And the reason they do not live is that they are not

forms of life, but forms of uses.

892. In itself the heat of the Spiritual World is alive,

in like manner the light ; but the heat of the natural

world is in itself dead, and in like manner the light.

For . . . love is alive, and the Divine love is life itself

;

but fire is dead, and the solar fire is deatli itself. So it

may be called, because there is nothing whatever of life

in it.

116. As (freedom and rationality) are inmostly con-

joined with man's life, so inmostly that they may be

said to be injoined into his life, they appear as if they

were his Own . . .

144^. All these are sensuous natural, and some of

them are such that they imagine that they alone are
alive, regarding others as if they were images.

157^. The sun of the natural world is pure fire from
which everything Jof life has been abstracted ; but the

Sun of the Spiritual AVorld is fire in which there is

Divine life. The angelic idea ... is that the Divine
life is inwardly in the fire of the Sun of the Spiritual

World, but outwardly in the fire of the sun of the

natural world. From this it may be seen that the

actuality of the natural sun is . . . from the living force

which proceeds from the spiritual Sim . . .

163. That without two suns, the one living and the

other dead, there is no creation. Gen. art.

164. As all spiritual things in their origin are alive

... it follows that the (spiritual) Sun is alive . . . and
that the dead sun has been created through the living

Sun . . .

185-. Without Knowledge of these degrees, nothing

can be known ... of any diflerence of life between men
and beasts.

200. Perfection and imperfection . . . are predicated

of life . . . Perfection of life is perfection of love and
wisdom, and as the will and understanding are their-

receptacles, perfection of life is also perfection of will

and understanding, and consequently of the affections

and thoughts. And, as spiritual heat is the containant

of love, and spiritual light of wisdom, the perfection of

these may be referred to the perfection of life.

203®. No others are elevated into these degi'ees except

those who in the world have been in truths, and have

applied them to life.

204. Prior things are more pei'fect , . . because . . .

they are less covered over with substances and matters

devoid of life.

219. Let there be an apfilication of these things to

living endeavour, to living force, and to living motion.

The living endeavour in man—who is a living subject

—

is his will united to his understanding. The living

forces in man are the things which constitute his body

within . . . And the living motion in man is action . . .

239^. (The effect on a poorly educated man of having

applied the precepts of the Word to life. See Command-
praecipere, here.)

240". In these two faculties is the Lord with every

man . . . hence it is that every man, both good and

evil, lives to eternity.

248®. Itis not known that (the opening of higher degi-ces

with man) is effected through spiritual life, which is life
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according to the Divine precejits ; and that without a

life according to them, man remains natural.

253. The spiritual degree is not opened, but still is

not closed, with those who have led some life of charity,

and yet have known little of genuine truth. Ex.

255. On the nature of the difference between the life

of a natural man and the life of a beast . . . The differ-

ence is that man has three degrees of the mind . . .

Whereas beasts have . . . only the natural degrees . . ,

259. With (idiots, etc. ) the Rational cannot be elevated

;

for the life—which is of the will and understanding

—

has not with them the termini or boundaries in which it

ceases so disposed that it can perform ultimate acts

according to order . . .

294. As the things which constitute the (spiritual)

Sun are from the Lord, and are not the Lord, they are

not life in itself, but are bereaved of life in itself . . .

301. From the angelic ideas, which are devoid of

space, it is very evident that nothing in the created

universe is alive except God Man . . . and that nothing

is moved except through life from Him ... So that it

is the Truth, that in God we live, move, and are.

311. Still, all these endeavours are not alive ; for they

are endeavours of the ultimate forces of life . . .

358^. For love is the esse of life, and wisdom is the

existere of life therefrom. 368.

363. That love and wisdom, and the derivative will

and understanding, make the very life of man. Gen. art.

. Scarcely anyone knows what life is. When
anyone thinks about it, it appears to be a volatile some-

thing . . . This appears because it is not known that

God alone is life, and that His life is the Divine love

and the Divine wisdom. Hence it is evident that the

life with man is nothing else ; and that life is with him
in the degi-ee in which he receives [them] . . . From
these two things, therefoi-e, which proceed from the

Lord as a Sun, is life,

^. That love and wisdom from the Lord are life,

may be evident from the fact, that as love recedes from

a man he becomes torpid, and as wisdom recedes he be-

comes stupid ; and if they receded altogether he would
be extinct. Ex.

365. That the life of man, in its beginnings, is in the

brains, and in its denva.tives-principiatis-is in the body.

Gen. art.

. By life in its beginnings is meant the will and
the understanding . . .

^. AVhere the fibres are, in their beginnings and
primes, there is the life in its beginnings and primes.

Will anyone undertake to deny that the origin of the

life is where there is the origin of the fibres ? 366^.

366. That such as the life is in its beginnings, such

it is in the whole and in every part thereof. Gen. art.

367. That through these beginnings the life is from

every part in the whole, and from the whole in every

part. Gen. art.

390-. For so long as the heart is moved, so long the

love with its vital heat remains, and conserves the life
;

as is evident from swoons and suffocations, and also from

the state of life of the embryo in the womb. In a word,

the life of man's body depends on the correspondence of

its pulse and respiration with the pulse and respiration

of his spirit ; and when this correspondence ceases the

life of the body ceases, and his spirit goes away, and

continues his life in the Spiritual World, which is so

like his life in the natural world that he does not know
that he has deceased.

394". From the wisdom of the Angels is this . . . that

the soul (of the will and understanding) is love and

wisdom from the Lord ; and that these two are what

make the life of man, which is from the Lord alone ;

and that for the sake of the reception of the Lord by

man, He causes the life to appear as if it were man's
;

but lest man should claim life for himself as his own,

and thus withdraw himself from the reception of the

Lord, He has taught that everything of love, which is

called good, and everything of wisdom, which is called

truth, are from Him, and nothing of them from man
;

and that as.these two are life, everything of life, which

is life, is from Him.

399. That love or the will is the very life of man.

Gen. art.

. As all things of the body, as to coming forth

and as to motion, depend upon the heart ; so all things

of the mind, as to coming forth and as to life, depend

upon the will ... for the will is the receptiicle of love,

and love is the life itself, and the love which is the life

itself is from the Lord alone.

^. The way in which the heart acts in the body is

evident from [the fact] that everything lives, or is in

compliance with life, where the heart acts by means of

vessels sent forth from itself ; and that everything does

notlive where the heart does not act by means of its

vessels.

'^. Hence it may be seen that as the subsidiary life

of the body depends upon the heart alone, so in like

manner the life of the mind depends upon the will alone
;

and that the will lives when the thought ceases, in like

manner as the heart lives when the respiration ceases
;

as is evident from embryos, those who are dying, who
are being suffocated, and who are in swoons. From
which it follows that love or the will is the very life of

man.

400. From this it is evident that all things of man
come forth from the life of the will—which is the love

—from its beginnings from the brains by means of the

fibres ; and that all things of his body come forth from

the heart by means of the arteries and veins. From
these things it is manifestlj' evident that the life

—

which is the love and the derivative will—is continually

striving after the human form . . . The reason there is

an endeavour and striving after the human form, is that

God is a Man, and the Divine love and the Divine wis-

dom are His life, from which is everything of life.

Anyone can see that unless the life which is Man Him-
self acted into that which in itself is not life, nothing of

such things as there are in man could be formed, in

which there are thousands of thousands of things which

make one, and unanimously conspire to the image of the

life from which they are . . .

406, That by means of these three conjunctions, love
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or the will is in its sensitive life, and in its active life.

Gen. art.

[W. 406]-. An act from love without understanding

. . . cannot be called a living act . . .

407. This may be confirmed to the life . . .

. That a man is not in any sensitive life, nor in

any active life, while the heart and lungs do not act

together, may be evident from the state of an em-

bryo . . .

". That a man is not in any sensitive life, nor in

any active life, without the co-operation of the heart

and the lungs, may also be evident from swoons.

. It is similar with a man who is being suffocated

. . . yet that the heart still lives, is known ; for he

returns into both lives, the sensitive and the active,

as soon as the blockade of the lungs is removed.

410^. The reason truth is conjoined reciprocally (with

good), is from the life of good.

^. For the life of a man is his love , . . and his

life is according as he has exalted his affections by means
of truths . . ,

41S®. From these things it may be evident that no
one is to be judged from wise speech, but from his life

;

that is, not from wise speech separated from life, but

from wise speech conjoined with life. By life is meant
the love.

4226. Man is not elevated (into a higher degree of life)

through wisdom alone, but through life according to it

;

for the life of a man is his love ; and therefore in pro-

portion as he lives according to wisdom, in the same
proportion he loves it ; and he lives according to wis-

dom in the same proportion as he purifies himself from

unclean things which are sins.

427^. Such have those become in that "World who had
immediately applied to life the Divine things which they

had heard . . ,

P. 13. It has been said that love makes the life of

man, but there is not meant love separated from wisdom

. . . because (this) is not anything ; and therefore tlie

love which makes the inmost life of man—which is

from the Loi'd—is love together with wisdom ; and so

also is the love which makes the life of man in so far as

he receives it.

17. Tlierefore, if a man has had the life of the love of

evil, all truth is taken away . . . (and he then) imbues

falsity which is in agreement with his evil . . .

32^. These degrees are opened by the Lord with a

man, actually, according to his life in the world . . .

33. Man is more and more nearly conjoined with the

Lord, not through knowledge alone, nor through intel-

ligence alone, and not even through wisdom alone ; but

through life conjoined with them. The life of a man is

his love and love is manifold . . .

57^. The life-ru-^m-of a man and an Angel is from

the proceeding Divine conjoined with him by con-

tiguity, which appears to him as if it were his own.

73". As love is the life of man, so also is freedom of

his life. Ex.

83^. With him who is being regenerated, the order of

life is turned (from) natural to spiritual . . .

6. Every man is regenerated through truths, and
through a life according to them ; for through truths he
knows life, and through life he does them. Thus does

he conjoin good and truth . . .

loi^. In the Spiritual World ... it is not asked what
has thy faith been, nor what thy doctrine ; but what
thy life . , . For it is known that such as is the life of

anyone, such is his faith ; nay, his doctrine ; for the

life makes for itself doctrine, and it makes for itself

faith.

156. The reason man is led and taught by the Lord
alone, is that he lives from the Lord alone ; for the will

of his life is led, and the understanding of his life is

taught. But this is contrary to the appearance ; for it

appears to man as if he lives from himself ; and yet the

Truth is that he lives from the Lord and not from him-
self. Now as while he is in the world there cannot be

given to man the perception of sensation that he lives

from the Lord alone—for the appearance that he lives

from himself is not taken away from him, for without it

man is not man—therefore it shall be evinced by reasons,

which arc afterwards to be confirmed by experience, and
finally by the Word. 157, Ex. 159,111.

157^. That (the Divine love and the Divine wisdom)

are the life from which are the life of all things, and all

things of life. Ex.

. Human reason acknowledges at the first hear-

ing that all the life of man is of his will and under-

standing ; for if (these) are taken away, he does not

live. Or, what is the same, that all the life of man is

of his love and thought; for if (these) are taken away
he does not live. . . It follows that everything of life is

from the Lord.

1 58. Bj' living perceptions . . .

. (The celestial Angels) perceive the influx of the

Divine love and the Divinewisdom from the Lord ; and, as

they perceive it, and from their wisdom know that these

things are life, they say that they live from the Lord,

and not from themselves . . . and they also love and will

that it should be so ; and nevertheless they are in all

the appearance that they live from themselves ; nay,

they are in this appearance more strongly than other

Angels . . .

160. That the life of the evil is from the same origin.

Ex.

161. The life of animals ... is the life of merely

natural affection with its mate knowledge. It is a

mediate life which corresponds to the life of those who
are in the Spiritual World.

164*. Every man is initiated by the Lord into his

place according to his life.

1 76-. If man were led with a living perception and

sensation, he would not he conscious of life . . .

178^. That the human mind is not its own life while

it is solely in the affection of the will ... in like

manner when it is only in the effect, is evident to every-

one ; and therefore the mind has not any life from one

ofthem separately, but from these three conjointly.' This

life of the mind would be diminished and would recede

in the case of a foretold event.

182^ He who thinks that God rules all things, thinks
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that He is love itself and wisdom itself, thus life itself

. . . Does not what is living itself rule what is dead ?

... If you think that what is dead can give life to itself,

you are insane. Life must be from life.

1 86. The delight of love makes man's very life ; and
therefore when man is kept in the delight of his life, he

is in his freedom . . .

e_ To be appropriated is to become of the life.

193^. Thus there are with every man two beginnings

of life, one natural and the other spiritual ; and the

natural beginning of life is the beating of the heart,

and the spiritual beginning of life is the will of the

mind . . .

^. Now as the soul of the will is love, and the

soul of the understanding wisdom, both from the Lord,

it follows that love is the life of everyone ; and that the

love is such life as is determined by its conjunction with

wisdom ; or, what is the same, that the will is the life

of everyone, and that it is such life as is determined by
its conjunction with the understanding.

194. Conjunction sucli as is that of the esse of life

with the existere of life ; which is such that one is no-

thing except together with the other ; for what is the

esse of life unless it comes forth ? and what is the

existere of life except from the esse of life ? Further

Ex.

195. Hence it follows that these delights and pleasant-

nesses make the life of man. Ex. ^.

205. All who lead an evil life interiorly acknowledge

nature, and human prudence alone. Ex.

221. That a man is not interiorly let into the truths

of faith, and into the goods of charity, except in so far

as lie can be kept in them up to the end of life. Gen.

art.

227-. Man cannot live except in both (evil and good)

;

for if he were in himself alone, and thus in evil alone, he

would not have anything of life ; and if he were in the

Lord alone, and thus in good alone, he would not have

anything of life. For in this latter of life he would be

as it were suffocated . . . and in that former of life he

would be extinct ; for evil without any good is in itself

dead. Therefore every man must be in both ; but the

difference is, that the one is interiorly in the Lord, and
exteriorly as it were in self ; and the other is interiorly

in self, but exteriorly as it were in the Lord ; and the

latter is in evil, and the former is in good.

^ With those who have first acknowledged the

truths of faith, and have lived according to them ; and
who have afterwards . . . rejected them, and especially

if they have denied them, goods and evils can no longer

be separated, but they are commingled . . .

231^. The second kind of profanation is [committed]

by those who understand and acknowledge Divine

truths, and yet live contrary to them. Ex.
''. The seventh kind of iirofanation is [committed]

by those who first acknowledge Divine truths, and live

according to them, and afterwards recede, and deny
them. This is the worst kind of profanation. Ex.

233^, That which is received by the will comes into

the man, and is appropriated to him, and becomes of

his life ; and in the life itself which man has from the

will evil and good cannot be together, for so he would
perish ; but both can be in the understanding . . .

259^. Dissensions and heresies are (thus) inevitable . .

.

and still more so when the Church itself had assumed
as essentials such things as are of the understanding

alone , . . and not such things as ai-e of the will, thus as

are of life ; and when the things which are of life are

not essentials of the Church—then man is from the

understanding in mere darkness . . . For the will must
see in the understanding ... or what is the same, the

life and its love must lead the understanding to think,

speak, and act, and not contrariwise . . .

*. There are three essentials of the Church—the

acknowledgment of the Lord's Divine, the acknowledg-

ment of the holiness of the Word, and the life which is

called charity. According to the life, which is charity,

every man has faith. From the Word is the Knowledge

of what the life must be . . .

2626. For no one can approach the Lord and at heart

acknowledge Him as the God of Heaven and earth, ex-

cept him who lives according to His precepts. In the

Spiritual World ... no one can even name Jesus except

him who has lived in the world as a Christian . . .

277-'. These affections are with everyone veiled round

with things honourable, which are of moral life, and

with things good, which are partly of civil life and

partly of spiritual life. These things make the external

of life, even with the evil. Every infant is born into

this external of life . . .

277a. So also is the life of man—such as it is when
he dies, such it remains . . . for death is a continuation

of life, with this difference—that then the man cannot

be reformed. Ex.

282. For the understanding with its thoughts is the

external of man's life, and the will with its affections is

the internal of his life.

292. That from the one only Fountain of life inilows

all that man thinks and wills, and thence what he

speaks and does, and that nevertheless the one only

Fountain of life—which is the Lord—is not the cause of

man's thinking evil and falsity. Ex.

308. It has been demonstrated that there is one only

life, and that men are recipients of life ; and also that

the will is the receptacle of love, and the understanding

of wisdom, which two are that one only life. It has

also been demonstrated that it is from creation, and

thence continually from the Divine Providence, that

this life should appear in man in a likeness as if it were

his, consequently as his Own ; but that this is an ap-

pearance, to the end that man may be a receptacle.

®. See Proprium, here.

310^. Concerning the life of man in the world, they

think no otherwise than that it is like the life of a

beast ; and concerning the life of man after death, that

it is like a vital vapour, which, rising from the corpse

or grave, falls back again, and so dies.

. They call the love of self the fire of life.

311*. The reason they are such phantoms, is that

evils and falsities do not live, but only goods and

truths ; and as they know this ... for otherwise they
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would not simulate them, they possess human vitality

ill their phantoms.

[P.] 314^. Concerning life they know no otherwise than

that it is a certain activity of nature ... If it is said

that thus nature is alive, they deny it, but [affirm] that

nature gives to live. If it is said, Then is not life dis-

sipated when the hody dies ? they reply that life

remains in a particle of air which is called the soul. If

it is said, What then is God ? is He not life itself ? at

this they are silent, and do not want to say what they

think. If it is said, "Would you allow that the Divine

love and the Divine wisdom are life itself? they reply.

What is love '! and what is wisdom ? . . . These things

are adduced in order that it may be seen how man is

infatuated by his own prudence . . .

324. It has been shown that with man there are three

degrees of life, which are called natural, spiritual, and
celestial . . . and that with beasts there is only one

degree of life, which is like tlie ultimate degree with

man, which is called natural. From which it follows

that by means of the elevation of his life to the Lord
man is above beasts in this state—that he can ... re-

ceive the Divine ; and lie who can receive the Divine so

as to see and perceive it in himself cannot be otherwise

than conjoined with the Lord, and, through this con-

junction, live to eternity.

325. That it is thence from the Divine Providence

. . . that those are saved who acknowledge God and live

well. Gen. art.

326". Some can think about God from the under-

standing
; but if a man does not live well, this effects

nothing else than presence ; for he can nevertheless

turn himself away from God, and turn himself to Hell
;

which is done if he lives evilly. To acknowledge God
at heart can be done by none except those who live

well ; according to the good of their life the Lord turns

these away from Hell, and turns them to Himself. The
reason is that these alone love God, for they love the

Divine things which are from Him by doing them.
^. For the life of everyone is in each and all

things which he does . . . From which it is evident that

to shun evils because they are contrary to religion . . .

is to live well.

328^. In every religion there are two essentials of sal-

vation, which are to acknowledge a God, and not to do
what is evil because it is contrary to God. All the

other things . . . which are called [matters] of faith, are

provided for everj^one according to his life, for they are

accessories of life
; and even if they precede, still they

do not receive life before. It is also provided, that all

who have lived well, and have acknowledged a God,
shall be instructed after death by Angels . . .

^. There is also given to every man after death
an opportunity to amend his life, if possible ... At first

they receive truths ; but those who have not acknow-
ledged a God, and have not shunned evils as sins, in the

world, after a short time loathe truths, and recede . . .

330^. Those born outside the Church . . . also have
religion, from which they acknowledge that there is a

God, and that men are to live well ; and he who ac-

knowledges a God, and lives well, becomes spiritual in

his degree, and is saved.

^. Yet the whole Word is nothing but the doc-

trine of life.

. In the Christian world there are few who place

religion in life. What, therefore, is more insane than

to believe that only Christians are saved ? . . . and that

has Heaven from birth, and not from life ?

338^. It has been shown . . . that no one can live

with any others than those who are in a like love ; and
that if he comes to others he cannot breathe his own
life . . .

^. The spiritual state is such that no one can be

anywhere except where his reigning love is, for the de-

light of his life is there . . . and the spirit of man can-

not be elsewhere, because it makes his life . . . (and

this delight) he has acquired in the natural world by
his life.

''. As they desired it, the Angels removed their

infernal delight. But as this was the delight of their

life's love, consequently their life, they lay as it were

dead . . . nor was it possible to insufflate any other life

than their own, because all things of their minds and
bodies had been turned backwards . . .

^. The doctrines of all Churclies, regarded in-

teriorly, teach life . . .

". From these things it is evident, that the

doctrines of all Churches, interiorly regarded, teach

life
; and, as tliey teach life, they teach that salvation

is according to life ; and the life of a man is not inspired

in a moment, but is formed successively, and is reformed

as the man shuns evils as sins . . .

R. 8. The communion with the Angels of Heaven of

those who live according to the doctrine of the New
Jerusalem. Sig. and Ex.

29. He who is . . . the very and one only Life in itself

. . . Sig. 38.

54. That from such a presence of the Lord there was

a failing of his Own life. Sig. and Ex. E.78.

. The proper life of man cannot endure the pres-

ence of the Lord, such as He is in Himself . . .

55. Life then inspired by the Lord. Sig. and Ex.

E.79-

56. Resuscitation into life. Sig. and Ex.

. A holy fear . . . supervenes when life from the

Lord enters in place of man's Own life. Man's Own
life is to look from himself to the Lord ; but life from

the Lord is to look from the Lord to the Lord, and still

as if from self. When a man is in this life he sees

himself not to be anything, but only the Lord.

58. 'lam He 'that liveth' (Rev.i. i8)= who alone is

life, and from whom alone is life. In the Word of the

Old Testament, Jehovah calls Himself 'the living,' and

'He that liveth,' because He alone lives ; for He is

love itself and wisdom itself, and these are life. 111.

-. The Lord as to the Divine Human also is the

Life, because the Father and He are one. 111.

e_ j\s the Lord alone is the life, it follows that

from Him alone is life ; and therefore He says, 'As I

am alive, ye shall also live' (John xiv. 19).

60. 'Behold I am living for ages of ages' (Rev.i. 18)

= that He is eternal life. Ex. 250. 293. (=that

from Him is life eternal. E.84,I11. 114.)
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67^. As no one can have tnist except him who lives

well, this also is meant by to believe in Him.

84. 'Repent . . .
' = that they should invert the state

of their life. Ex.

93. 'Who was dead and is alive' (Rev.ii.8) = that He
has been neglected in the Church, and that His Human
has not been acknowledged to be Divine ; when yet as

to that also He alone is life, and from Him alone is life

eternal. Ex.

103. 'I will give thee the crown of life' (ver. io)=
that they will then have eternal life as the reward of

victory. Ex.

123. That (this good) does not appear to anyone, be-

cause it is inscribed on their life. Sig. and Ex.

157. 'Thou hast a name that thou livest, and art

dead' (Rev.iii. i)=that it seems to themselves and
others . . . that they are spiritually alive, when yet

they are spiritually dead. Ex. E. 186.

^. A life not according to Divine truths is not

such life as is possessed by those who are in Heaven
;

and those who are not in the life of Heaven cannot en-

dure the light of Heaven . . . and still less the heat of

Heaven . . .

320. ' Pale ' = what has no vitality . . . and those are

said to have no vitality who are not in goods of life

from truths of doctrine. For . . . doctrine is not per-

ceived without a life according to it, (because) a life ac-

cording to doctrine from the "Word opens the spiritual

mind, and light inflows from Heaven, and illustrates

. . . That it is so is unknown to him who knows the

truths of doctrine, and yet does not live according to

them.

321. The extinction of spiritual life and the conse-

quent damnation. Sig. and Ex.

. Every man has spiritual life from creation . . .

but that life is extinguished when God, the holiness of

the Word, and eternal life, are denied. Ex.

325. 'The souls under the altar'= . . . those who had

been hated ... by the evil, on account of their life ac-

cording to the truths of the Word . . . 329.

337. Those who . . . were in the understanding of

truth and good, in knowledge . . . and in learning . . .

but still not in a life according to them. Sig. and Ex.

361. 'Of the tribe of Benjamin were sealed twelve

thousand' = the life of truth from good according to

doctrine with those who will be in the Lord's New
Church and Xew Heaven. Ex.

380. That they are in the Lord's presence, and con-

stantly and faithfully live according to the truths

which they receive from Him in His Church. Sig.

and Ex.

411. The extinction of spiritual life with many from

the falsified truths of the Word. Sig. and Ex.

485. Pref. That men are to live according to the pre-

cepts of the decalogue (one of the two essentials of the

New Church). Tr. (See Essence at this and the

following refs.

)

502. The two infernal loves . . . which are in the

Church where . . . men do not live according to the

precepts of the decalogue. Sig. and Ex.

. These loves cannot be removed except by ... a

life according to His precepts . . . and a life according

to His precepts is not possible unless man is led by

Him. It is indeed possible, but not a life in which

there is anything of Heaven . . . This life is given only

by Him who is life. That the Lord is this life. 111.

510. 'The spirit of life from God' (Rev.xi.ii) =
spiritual life; and 'to stand upon their feet'= natural

life concordant with spiritual life. Ex.

634. The third degree of (faith alone) is to live ac-

cording to it. Ex. and Tr.

681. 'Living soul' (Re%'.xvi.3) = the truth of faith.

835. 'Cast alive into the lake of fire' (Rev.xix.20)

. . .
' Alive ' — as they were.

849. 'Who lived with Christ' (Rev.xx.4)=;who were

in conjunction with the Lord ; because these live.

868. That all were judged according to their internal

life in externals. Sig. and Ex. 871.

. The works of the mind . . . and of the body

. . . proceed from the man's internal life, which is that

of his will or love. Whatever does not cease in works,

either of the mind ... or of the body ... is not in the

life of man . . .

875-. The Angel replied that the love which originates

from the Lord as a Sun is the heat of life of Angels and

men, thus is their life ; and that the derivations of the

love are called affections . . .

1". Man is not life in himself, Init an organ

recipient of life. The Lord alone is life in Himself ;
as

He says in John : 'As the Father hath life in Himself,

so hath He given to the Son to have life in Himself

(v. 26). Further ill. There are two things which make

life—love and wisdom ; or, what is the same, the good

of love and the truth of wisdom. These inflow from the

Lord, and are received by man, and are felt in man as

if they were in him . . .

13_ The life which inflows is life proceeding from

the Lord, which is also called the Spirit of God ;
in the

Word, 'the Holy Spirit.' But this life is varied and

modified according to the organization induced on a man

through his love and aspect.

889. 'The fountain of the water of life' (Rev.xxi.6)

= the Lord and the Word.

923". Religion is called religion from life according to

doctrine. . . Everything of life according to the things

which doctrine teaches is called good . . . But where

there is doctrine and not life, there cannot be said to

be either the Church or religion, because doctrine regards

life as one with itself . . . and therefore where there is

doctrine and not life there is not the Church.

937-. Love for the Lord and the consequent conjunc-

tion with Him are given through life according to His

precepts. 111.

96r\ The Itself, which is Love itself and Wisdom

itself, was the Lord's soul from the Father; thus the

Divine life, which is life in itself. (Whereas) in man

the soul is not life, but a recipient of life. The Lord

also teaches this, saying: 'I am the Way, the Truth,

and the Life.'

M. 34-. He is quite unaware that love is his very
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life ; not only the general life of his whole body, and
the general life of all his thoughts ; but also the life of

all the singulars of them. . . (For) if you remove the

affection of love, can you think anything ? or can you
do anything ? Is it not the case that in proportion as

the affection which is of love cools, so do thought,

speech, and action ; and that in proportion as it heats,

so also do the latter. Therefore love is the heat of man's
life, or his vital heat . . . The fire of the angelic Sun,

which is pure love, effects this.

[M.] 36. From this it may be seen that love is the esse

or essence of man's life, and that thought is the existere

or coming forih-existentia-oi his life thence derived,

203. The Conjugial of good and truth ... is that

which inflows into man from the Lord, and makes his

human life . . .

315^^ Tlie soul is not life, but is the proximate

receptacle of the life from God.

351. That of these—although they are polygamists

—

those are saved who acknowledge a God, and from

religion live according to the civil laws of justice. Ex.

380^. Whether nature is of life, or life of nature.

Discussed.

''. We said . . . Do you not know that . . . wlien

the mind is elevated it sees the tilings which are of life

above, and the things which are of nature below ? What
else is life than love and wisdom ? And what else is

nature than the receptacle of them through which they

operate their uses ? Can these be one except as the

principal and the instrumental ? . . . What is the human
body but an organ of life ? Have not each and all

things therein been organically formed to produce the

things which the love wills and the understanding
thinks ? And are not the organs of the body from
nature, and love and thought from life ? . . . You will

see that it is of life to be affected with and to think
;

and that to be affected with is from love, and to think
from wisdom, and that both are from life

; for, as has

been said, love and wisdom are life . . .

1°. Concerning the centre and the expanse of

nature and of life. Discussed.
'^. We instructed him . . . that the things which

are of life are called spiritual things ; and that the

things which proceed from the (natural) sun are con-

tainants of life, and are called natural things ; and also

that the expanse of the centre of life is called the

Spiritual World . . .

^-. The vital heat of men and of animals in

general is from no other source than the love which
makes their life . . .

457. (That) the Conjugial of one man Avith one wife

is the jewel of human life , . . Gen. art. . . The reason

is that the life of a man is such as is that love with him
;

for it makes the inmost of his life ; for it is the life of

Avisdom cohabiting with its love, and of love cohabiting

u-ith its wisdom, and hence it is the life of the delicious-

nesses of both. In a word, man is a living soul through
that love.

461''. For without the permanence of delight (human
beings) have no will, and no sensation, thus no life.

493. The life of man is essentially of his will, and

formally of his understanding. The reason is that the

will acts as one with the love, and love is the essence of

the life of man, and it forms itself in the understanding

through such things as agree.

495. If man views these Knowledges rationally, and
lives according to them, the love of his will is simul-

taneously elevated, and in the same degree his human
is perfected . . . (But) if he does not live according to

the Knowledges of good and truth, the love of his will

remains natural . . .

510. That the lot (of those who are in the lust of

varieties) is miserable, because they have not the inmost
of life. Gen. art.

524. That everyone has a life proper to himself. Ex.

B.I 10.

^. That his own life awaits everyone after death.

Ex.

. The works according to which it will be ren-

dered to everyone are the life, because the life makes
them, and they are according to the life.

. I can testify for certain that everyone is explored

there as to what has been the quality of his life ; and
that the life which he has contracted in the world awaits

him to eternity. I have spoken with those who had
lived ages ago, and whose life was known to me from

history, and I recognized a life like the description. I

have also heard from the Angels that no one's life can

be changed after death, because it has been organized

according to his love and the derivative works ; and that

if it were changed, the organization would be torn to

jjieces . . .

*. Tliat then there is imputed to an evil man the

evil of his life, and to a good man the good of it. Ex.

B. 51. That from the faith of the modern Church

there abounds the worship of the mouth and not of the

life ; when yet the worship of the mouth is acceptable

to the Lord according to the worship of the life. Gen. art.

I. 7. All things have relation to good and truth . . .

and hence it is that in man there are two receptacles of

life. . .

8-. For the soul is not life in itself, but is a recipient

of life from God, who is life in itself; and all influx is

of life, thus from God. This is meant by . . . 'Jehovah

God breathed into man's nostrils the breath of lives,

and man became a living soul.' 'To breathe into his

nostrils the breath of lives' = to implant the perception

of good and truth. The Lord also says concerning

Himself. . . 'So hath He given to the Son to have life

in Himself.' 'Life in Himself is God ; and the life of

the soul is the life which inflows from God. (Continued

under Influx, here.)

^ For the mind . . . has two lives—one of the

will and the other of the understanding. The life of

the will is the good of love, the derivations of which are

called affections ; and the life of the understanding is

the truth of wisdom, the derivations of which are called

thoughts. By means of the latter and the former does

the mind live. But the life of the body is the senses,

speech, and actions . . . These are from the soul through

the mind . . .

10. Who . . . does not see that, regarded in itself,
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love is alive
; and that the appearance of its fire is life ?

. . . consequently that the (spii'itual) Sun is alive . . .

^, There are two things which effect all the effects

in the universe—life and nature ; and they effect them
according to order when life from within actuates nature.

It is otherwise when nature from within brings life to

act, wliieh is effected with those who place nature . . .

above and within life . . .

*. Damnation is the lot of those who believe life

to be from nature . . .

1 1*. Besides, life is one only [thing], and it is not

creatable ; but is in the highest degree capable of inflow-

ing into forms organically adapted for reception. Such
forms are all and each things in the created universe.

^. It is believed by many that the soul is life,

and that thus because man lives from a soul he lives

from his own life, thus from himself ; consequently not

through the influx of life from God
;
(from which idea)

come forth innumerable fallacies . . .

^. I once heard a voice from Heaven saying that

if there were a spark of his life in man, of his own, and
not of God in him, there would be no Heaven . . .

12. For the soul inflows into the human mind, and

through it into the body, and bears with it the life

which it is continually receiving from the Lord, and
transfers it thus mediately into the body ; where, by
means of the closest union it makes the body as it were

live. (Thus) the Spiritual united to the Material, as a

living force with a dead force, causes man to speak

rationally, and to act morally.

-. It appears as if the tongue and lips speak from

a certain life in themselves ; and that the arms and
hands [do so] in like manner ; but it is the thought

—

which in itself is spiritual—which speaks ; and it is the

%vill—which in like manner is spiritual—which acts. Ex.

13. That man is not life, but an organ recipient of

the life from God ; and that love together with wisdom
are life . . . has been demonstrated above. Hence it

follows that in proportion as a man loves wisdom ... he

is an image of God, that is, a receptacle of life from

God ; and, on the other hand, that in proportion as he

is in the opposite love ... he does not receive life from

God, but from Hell, which life is called death.

^. Love itself and wisdom itself are not life, but

are the esse of life ; whereas the delights of love and
the pleasantnesses of wisdom—which are affections

—

make life ; for the esse of life comes forth through

them. The influx of life from God bears with it these

delights and pleasantnesses . . .

®. From these things it may be (dimly) perceived,

that the reception of the influx of life from God is

according to the state of the love and wisdom with a man,

15^. The life of a beast may be compared to a sleep-

walker . . .

16'*. It follows that there are tliree degrees of wisdom
and three degrees of love, consequently three degrees of

life. For they are graduated by the things through

which they pass.

T. 34*. The Divine life which actuates man by influx

from the (spiritual) Sun may be compared to the . . .

influx of (natural) light into a transparent object.

(Continued under Influx.)

39. That as God is love itself and wisdom itself He is

life itself, which is life in itself. Gen. art.

. It is said . . .
' God was the Word ; in Him was

life, and the life was the light of men.' 'God,' here =
the Divine love ; and 'the Word,' the Divine wisdom

;

and the Divine wisdom, properly, is life ; and life,

properly, is the light which proceeds from the (spiritual)

Sun . . . The Divine love forms life, as tire forms light.

Ex. .

e. Hence it is evident that the life of man dwells

in the understanding ; and that it is such as is his

wisdom ; and that the love of the will modifies it.

40. 'As the Father hath life in Himself, so hath He
given to the Son to have life in Himself,' means that as

the Divine Itself which was from eternity lives in itself,

so also the Human which it took on in time lives in

itself. Life in itself is the very and one only life from

which all men and Angels live. . . The life which . . .

is the light proceeding from the (spiritual) Sun is not

creatable, but continually inflows ; and, as it illumines,

so also it vivifies the understanding . . . And as light,

life, and wisdom are one, therefore wisdom is not

creatable . . .

-. Therefore let everyone beware of persuading

himself that he lives from himself . . . for in the same

proportion that he (does this), he casts down his mind

from Heaven to the earth, and from spiritual becomes

natural . . . for he closes up the higher regions of his

mind . . .

42. (The three degrees of life. See Degree, here.)

-. The perfection of life does not consist in

thought, but in the pei'ception of truth from the light

of truth. From this may be inferred the differences of

life with men. Des.

63. From (the spiritual Sun) God sends forth heat

and light, which pervade the universe from its primes

to its ultimates, and produce the life which is possessed

by man and every animal . . .

68. That man is in power against evil and falsity . . .

in wisdom . . . and in God ... in proportion as he

lives according to Divine order. Gen. art.

96. The Lord enters into every man with (the Divine

life, which is the Divine love and the Divine wisdom)

;

but unless a man lives according to order, that life is

indeed in him, but contributes nothing whatever to

salvation. It merely gives the faculty of understanding

truth and doing good. To live according to order is to

live according to the jn-ecepts of God ; and when a man
so lives and does, he procures for himself justice . . .

245. The special Church which is with a man in the

singular is not . . . made by doctrine, but by a faith

and life according thereto. In like manner the Word
does not . . . make the Church in special with a man

;

but a faith according to the truths, and a life according

to the goods, which he derives thence, and apjjlies to

himself.

335". New-born infants . . . can breathe, because they

live ; for this is a universal of life.

340. That the sum of faith is that he who lives well

and believes rightly is saved by the Lord. Gen. art.

. That man has been created for eternal life, and

that every man can inherit it provided he lives accord-
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ing to the means of salvation which have been prescribed

in the Word, is admitted by every Christian and heathen
who has religion and sonnd reason. Truly the means
of salvation are many, but all and each of them relate

to living well and believing rightly, tlius to charity and
faith, for charity is to live well, and faith is to believe

rightly. These two generals of the means of salvation

are not only prescribed for man in the Word, but are

also commanded ; and (therefore) it follows that by
means of them man can provide for himself eternal

life . . .

[T. 340]-. There are two things which must be together

in order that it may be said that man lives well and
believes rightly. These two things are called the

internal man and the external man. (Continued under
Internal Man.)

341. That God cannot but save those who live accord-

ing to His precepts, and have faith in Him, is evident

from John xiv.21-24. . . (For God) cannot but love him
who lives well and believes rightly . . .

-. And as it is impossible for God to damn anyone
who lives well and believes rightly, so on the other

hand it is impossible for God to save anyone who lives

evilly and thence believes falsities. Ex.

343. That man receives faith by going to the Lord,

learning Truths from the Word, and living according to

them. Gen. art. 347. ^,Ex. 348.

344. The esse of the faith of the New Church is . . .

2. Trust that he who lives well, and lielieves rightly, is

saved by Him.

347='. Spiritual life is life according to Truths . . .

358. That man can procure for himself the life of

faith and of charity. Gen. art. 359, Ex.
. The reason man is allotted life by going to the

Lord, is that the Lord is life itself; not only the life of

faith, but also the life of charity. 111.

^. By the life in faith and charity is meant the

spiritual life which is given by the Lord to man in his

natural life.

360. The heat and light from the (spiritual) Sun have
life in them. Their life is from the Lord who is in the
midst of that Sun. But the heat and light from the
(natural) sun have nothing of life in them . . .

362. That the Lord, charity, and fjiith make one, as

do life, will, and understanding in man. Gen. art.

. These are the things which have been unknown

:

—That man is a mere organ of life : That life with all

things of it inflows from ... the Lord : That there are

two faculties of life in man, called the will and the
understanding . , .

364. That the Lord . . . with all His Divine life,

inflows with every man. Gen. art.

. In (Gen.i.27; ii-7) inan is described as being
an organ of life, and not life. . . For God . . . could not
create life . . . but He could create man a form of life

;

as He created the eye a form of light. . . As, therefore,

God alone is life, it follows indubitably that from His
life He vivifies every man ... It also follows that God
inflows with every man with all His Divine life—that
is, with all His Divine love and Divine wisdom, for
these two make His Divine life—for the Divine cannot
be divided.

-, The way in which God inflows with all His
Divine life may be perceived from (the way in which
the sun) inflows into every tree, flower, and stone . . .

366. That everyone receives life from God according

to his form. Gen. art. ^.

. Tlie same life—because the same soul—is in

each person from infancy to old age ; but as his state is

varied according to his age ... so also is it perceived.

The life of God is in all its fulness not only with good
men, but also with evil men. (The difl"erence ex.)

®. Man's form, which has been induced through

the states of his life, varies the operations.

373. By the animus is meant man's affection of love

and the derivative thought. These form his nature ; in

general, his life.

384. In Christendom all those have no faith who
reject the Lord and the Word, although they live

morally . . . Gen. art.

393. It is a constant Truth that for man to have

spiritual life . . . charity and faith cannot be separated.

Who does not see it from a certain interior perception

. . . when he hears anyone say that whoever lives well

and believes rightly is saved ? And who does not reject

it . . . when he hears it said that whoever believes

rightly and does not live well is also saved ? inasmuch
as from interior perception it then instantly comes into

the thought, How can anyone believe rightly when he

does not live well ?

-. So again if anyone should hear that whoever

lives well is saved, although he does not believe, would

not the understanding see, perceive, and think, while it

turned it over and over, that neither is this consistent

;

since to live well is from God ? for all good which in

itself is good is from God. What then is living well

and not believing but as clay in the hand of a potter,

which cannot be formed into any useful vessel for the

spiritual kingdom, but only for the natural kingdom ?

Moreover, who does not see contradiction in these two
statements ; unquestionably in this one—that he will

be saved who believes and does not live well ? and also

in this one—that he will be saved who lives well and

does not believe ?

443. That moral life, when it is at the same time

spiritual, is charity. Gen. art.

-. For there are four jieriods of life through

which man passes from infancy to old age. Enum. . .

But these periods of life are the periods of the life of

man's spirit, and not likewise of his body . . .

470. That man is not life, but a receptacle of life

from God. Gen. art.

. It is commonly believed that life is in man,

his own ; so that he is not only a receptacle of life, but

also life. . . The cause of this fallacious belief—that

man is also life, consequently that life has been created

in man, and has afterwards been generated in him by

engrafting—I have deduced from appearance ; but the

cause of the fallacy from appearance is that at this day

most are natural . . .

-. That man is not life, but a receptacle of life

from God, is evident from these facts—that all things

which have been created are in themselves finite ; and

that man, being finite, could not have been created
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except from finite things ; and therefore it is said . . .

that Adam was made from the earth and its dust . . .

and every man actually consists only of such things as

are in the earth, and from the earth in the atmo-

sphere . . .

^. As concerns man's spirit, it also has been

created from finite things. What is the spirit of man
but a receptacle of the life of the mind ? The finite

things of which it consists are spiritual substances which

are in the Spiritual World, and are also collated into

our earth and stored up therein.

47 J. Who cannot see . . . that life is not creatable ?

For what is life except the inmost activity of the love

and wisdom which are in God and are God? which life

may also be called living force itself. He who sees

this can also see that this life cannot be transcribed

into any man, except together with love and wisdom.

Who . . . can deny that all good of love and truth of

wisdom are from God alone, and that in proportion as

a man receives them from God he lives from God ? . . .

and that on the othei' hand in proportion as anyone

does not receive (them) he does not receive the life,

which in itself is life, from God, but from Hell, which

is no other life than inverted life, and which is called

spiritual death ?

472. (Life enum. among the things which are not

creatable.

)

473. The reason man feels just as if he lived from his

own life, is that the instrumental feels the principal as

its own . . . The principal cause is life, and the instru-

mental cause is the mind of man.
. Beasts also appear to have life created in them,

but it is a like fallacy ; for they are organs created to

receive light and heat from the natural world and at

the same time from the Spiritual World . . . mediately

through Heaven or Hell . . . Man alone receives light

and heat—that is, wisdom and love—immediately from

the Lord. This is the difference.

504^. To this I replied, Man is an organ of life, and

God alone is life ; and God infuses His life into an

organ ... as the sun infuses its heat into a tree . . .

and God gives man to feel this life in himself as his

own ... in order that man may live as from himself

according to the laws of order . . . and may dispose

himself to receive the love of God. Ex.
". If God had not left man to feel (this), man

would not be man, neither would he have eternal life
;

for the reciprocal conjunction Avith God causes man to

be man and not a beast, and also causes him to live to

eternity.

528. That actual repentance is ... to begin a new
life. Gen. art.

577^. Who cannot hence perceive that unless there

were such action and co-o}>eration with the influent life

in the spiritual organism of the brain, thought and will

could not come forth ? For life inflows from the Lord
into that organism, and as the latter co-operates, that

which is thought is perceived ... If only life acted,

and the man did not co-operate as if of himself, he

could no more think than a stock.

682. By 'the name of the Lord Jesus Christ' ... is

meant the acknowledgment of Him, and a life accord-

ing to His precepts. 111.

Ad. 655-664. (The subject of life treated of and fully

explained.) 980. 9S6.

D. 167. On the life of brutes.

. They are ruled by a certain general life, which
is the life of Genii and Spirits . . . Hence a general life

comes forth . . . which diffuses itself, and constitutes a

sphere . . .

696. On the life of Souls or Spirits, and its diversities.

. Each Spirit has his own instinct of life, which
is perceived either when he is left by himself, or when
he is in a Society of his like. . . Besides, the life of a

Spirit is not only varied according to the kind of

associates he has, but it is also exalted (and diminished,

according to the number of them). Thus are the lives

of Souls after death adjoined to various Societies . . .

In every Society the Souls suppose that it is they alone

who live from themselves.

1 104. As soon as the interior corporeal things grow

cold, the vital substances . . . are separated. Ex.

13 13. That the Lord God alone lives.

. Spirits are exceedingly indignant when I say

that the Lord God alone lives, and that no man. Spirit,

or Angel lives from himself, or has life from himself,

and that he is only an organ of life. As the Spirits

could not comprehend it, I have demonstrated it by
various things. Aii,Jirfit, that the sense of the body or

the body does not live from itself, but from the spirit
;

neither does the spirit live from itself, but from its

soul ; and neither does the soul live from itself, but

from the Lord. (Three other arguments stated.

)

13146. When I asked them whether they did not

want to become Angels, they replied that they did, but

that they did not want to lose anything of their own
life. And when I said that they would then receive a

better life, they were not able to perceive it.

1708. How life from the Lord is infused also into the

evil. Gen. art. 1709, Ex.

. Spirits have often inveighed against me as

having no life, because I said . . . that men, Spirits,

and Angels do not live from themselves, but from the

Lord, and that they are only organs of life. . . They
therefore said that I was endowed with no life at all

. . . Tliey are averse to my saying such things, because

they want to live from themselves . . .

1 710. The Lord's life inflows into all who are in the

universe ; for they constitute the Grand Body . . .

which lives from Him, as a man does from his soul . . .

and therefore all the members and parts of the members

cannot but live from Him . . . and according to (their)

forms, so do they live . . .

1769. He who is in faith, knows and perceives that

he does not live from himself. Gen. art.

1770. The great fallacy of sense, that man . . . lives

from himself, originates from the love of self . . .

1787. How the life (which a man has lived) in the

body is continued after death. Gen. art.

1828. Therefore there are three degrees of life within
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man, just as there are three degrees of life in the

Heavens. Ex.

[D.] 1S84. On a certain perception by whicli it is

Known how nuich life, and what quality of life there

is in ... a Spirit or Soul. ^.

1905. For without reflection there is no life.

2102. Spirits . . . supposed that there is no life except

that of cupidities ... for they know of no other life

than that which they suppose to be their own . . . But

it was given to reply to them that (when removed from

cupidities) I have much more life . . . They further

supposed tliat such a life is outside a person, and not

witliin him ; but it was given to think that they suppose

the life of cupidities ... to be witliin them, and there-

fore sins are imputed to them ... As concerns tlie

Lord's life, this is still more appropriated to a man,

because [it is appropriated] interiorly, more interiorly,

and inmostly . . .

2326. That the Lord is not in the least the cause of

evil, follows from this—that when the Lord's life

inflows into the Heavens, and into the World of Siiirits,

then the organic forms or substances receive the life

each according to its own form . . . The life which

inflows is supposed by them to be their own, whence

come perversities.

234S. Hence it may be evident that the postdiluvian

man is such that he can retain all liis life, and perceive

it as his own ; although it is not his life and perception,

but appears as if it were his ; diftcrently from those who
were before the Flood . . .

2460. That there is no life in evil. Gen. art.

2672. The Spirits were thinking that still they are

alive ; and therefore it was given to say to them that

life is in wisdom . . . and that tlie Truths of faith are

what constitute life . . . But still they were thinking

that insane men are nevertheless alive . . . and have

much delight in that life . . . and therefore it was given

me to say to them . . . that they have such a life as is

like a dim tire sliining in the dark. 2673, Further ex.

2674. They still supposed that there is something of

life in them, because they live . . . and that thus they

do have life from themselves, because such a life is

theirs. But it was given to reph' that the life which is

therein is not theirs ; but is the faculty of being able to

reason, and to understand what is true and good, which

has been given to man above the beasts ... It is this

faculty . . . from which their smoky fire derives its life.

2735. That all things of man's life inflow from the

Lord.

282S. That the veriest life is not of man, but of the

Lord—a subtle proposition [put forth] by certain ones.

. The proposition was [this]— That no man,

Spirit, or Angel can think that anything is his own, or

have anything appropriated to him . . . unless there is

also life in the recipient . . . But I was kept in the per-

suasion that it is the Truth that life is of the Lord

alone . . .

2S29. But they were informed that the life of the

human soul—that is, of the inmost of the mind—is not

of man, but of the Lord. The things of the mind are

what receive life, and through these perception and

sensation are communicated to the natural mind and to

the body ; and as a man and a Spirit lives in his

Natural and in his Corjioreal, he supposes the life which
is of the Lord to be liis own . . .

2S35. I'^iiit there are distinct ftxculties, or lives, one

witliin the other. Ex.

2836*^. Tlie life of the exteriors is . . . of the interiors,

and the interior life is of the things more interior, and

the life of these is of the Lord alone. Thus man
supposes that he lives from himself, as his interior spirit

supposes that it lives in the body.

2S44. That when infants are playing with objects

they suppose that they are alive.

2876. It was given to reply, that it has been decreed

from eternity that everyone should enjoy his own life,

and should not be deprived of it ; and therefore this

(deceitful Sjnrit) also has life from the Lord ; but that it

is the same as with transparent objects when enlightened

by the sun, in which the light is turned into colours (of

all kinds).

2S84. That the Lord's general life inflows into the uni-

verse. Ex.

29S5. A demonstration that [although] they suppose

tliat they live from themselves, still they do not live

from themselves.

3014. That Spirits have no life unless those things

which they desire are permitted them.

3092. The following proposition was propounded to

them
—
"Who is alive ? he wlio is led by the Lord, or he

who is led by himself? For such Spirits sujipose that

there is no life unless it comes from themselves ; and
thus that he who is led by the Lord is devoid of life . . .

Tlie matter was deliberated, and as soon as anytliing

intellectual was given them by the Lord they perceived

that that is the true life which conies from the Lord,

and not the life which is from self, because it is from

evils and to evil ; consecjuently that the life to evil is

spurious, and that the life to good is true . . .

3156. It was given to say to him. What more does he

want than that he should seem to himself to live ? . . .

And further. What more can he want than to live the

Lord's Life ?

3215. When it was said concerning the life of Spirits,

that there is one only life, namely, the Lord's, conse-

quently that of love ; and when it was shown that all

are merely organs of life, and that the life of the Lord

inflows, being varied according to the quality of the

organs ; and also that love alone is life ; and that with-

out loves and their cupidities a man or a Spirit enjoys

no life—then the deceitful murderer appeared like an

inanimate mass ; thus representing himself from de-

ceit . . .

3216. He was therefore cast do\vn . . . more deeply,

and there lay as if bereaved of life, so that he supposed

that all life had been taken away from him . . . Hence
may be evident what is the quality of a Spirit when he

is remitted into his own state . . . He, being such, said

that he loves that life . . . 3217.

3254-. The Lord's life passes through Heaven, and is

varied according to the forms . . .
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3390. I was shown of what quality were the pre-

Adaniites who were regenerated by tlie Lord and called

'Adam.' A certain one spoke to me in such speech (as

theirs). In his words there was Imt little life ... I

heard that he was not evil, hut had little life left . . .

A little interior life remained . . .

3419. The Lord alone, being life, vivifies and actuates

(the organic things of the body). . . For His life is in

ultiniates as well as in primes. Therefore whoever wants

to live or act his own life cannot be in the Grand Man
. . . Therefore the whole Grand Man is a passive force

. . . which is called dead in itself : and the Lord alone

is an active or living force. Hence the mairiage (be-

tween them).

3428. On those who reject all foith, and believe only

in life.

3429. The same one, who was a Subject of such Spirits

. . . seemed to me to have a bright white body, (or

rather) a bright whiteness instead of a body, because life

is thus represented. When he was examined as to what
was the quality of the life which he perceived, it was

found to be abstracted from faith, thus devoid of Know-
ledges ; for they supposed that if there were life, there

ought not to be Knowledges present. It was given to say

to him . . . that life is that which does, and that [so is]

the life of faith, for faith is nothing except life ; and

when one lives the life of faith, tlien Knowledge is not

felt . . . As, when a man is speaking, he does not attend

to the words, but remains in the sense of the words ; so

also when he lives, the things which are of Knowledges

as it were perish . . .

3430. He said that he was nothing, supposing that

life consisted chiefly in that . . . 3431.

3432. His preacher . . . had persuaded him that life

is everything. He does not admit even the expression

faith, nor truth and good, because they are of faith . . .

he does not know what love is, consequently he does not

know what life is, because he does not admit the life of

faith, and scarcely the life of love. His life was there-

fore perceived as being cold ; but still while lie lived in

the l)ody he did not seem to himself to do what is

evil . . .

3433. As he was thus acting life, without the Know-
ledge of life, he appeared vague and indistinct ; for he

supposes spiritual life to be so—abstracted from the

body.

3437. I spoke to (his preacher) many things about the

Knowledges of faith—that there cannot possibly be true

life except through the Knowledges of faith. (Continued

under Kxow-co^noscere.

)

3438. It was also given to speak concerning the angelic

life—that it is a life of love ; and it was insinuated that

a life of love is their happiness . . . (and that) such a

life (as men are born into) cannot possibly be amended
and reformed except through the Knowledges of truth

and good . . . and that man is not born into any under-

standing, still less into any will ; but is first . . .

inaugurated into the intellectual things of truth and
good . . . and thus by the Lord into life ; and thus the

life becomes the Lord's, which is the life of love.

3457. It was perceived by a spiritual idea that there

is nothing of life in the evil. Ex.

3484-. All sucli forms (however perfect) are within
nature, and are devoid of life ; and therefore so long as

the mind detains itself in sucli forms, it is still without
life ; whereas the things which are within or above them
are living from the Lord ; but still they are organic,

because they have no life in themselves, any more than
the forms within nature.

3495«. It was observed . . . that the influxes of the
Lord's life thus inflow (from one Spirit to another in

succession) through a form as it were perpetually spiral
;

which form no one except the Lord can know.

3539. On the quality of the life of the evil.

. The life of the affections or of the will of tlie

evil is like the fire of a torch, of a wax candle, or of

sulphur ; for into such a life, which is one of cupidities,

is turned the Lord's life of love and mercy. The life of

their understanding is like the lumen thence, which is

dim . . . But at the approach of heavenly love ... it is

extinguished ; the fieriness is first put out, and then it

is turned into cold . . . But at the approach of Truth

. . . their fiery lumen is bedimmed, and finally becomes

darkness.

3551. (How little life there is in the lowest of the

common people when they become Spirits.

)

3552. (And how assiduously good Spirits try to infuse

life into them.) J. (Post.) 193.

3553- When the good and angelic Spirits had thus had
care of them for some hours, they began to be as it were

vivified ... so that life was being insinuated into them
in order that they could be in association ; and they then

said that so they were in Heaven ; for the life which

had been insinuated into them was their Heaven. . .

There is nothing repugnant with them in so far as

Knowledges are concerned ; there is merely a resistance

in that they want to return into their own life . . .

3554. The way in which life was successively infused

into them, was represented by (a succession of) colours.

Des.

^. Life is thus successively insinuated into them,

in order that they may be able to be in the associations

of good Spirits.

3571. Some were therefore let into the state of per-

suasion of others—that they do not live from them-

selves, but that life inflows through other Spirits, thus

from what is general. When they came into this state,

they said that so they could not live . . . From this it

may be concluded that if man were to come into such a

state—which is a state of the Truth—that he believed

that he does not live from himself, but from the life of

the Lord ; and that the Lord's life inflows through the

Angels ; and if at the same time he believed himself to

be ruled through Spirits—then he could scarcely live,

although he had been scientifically persuaded [of the

fact] ... In a word, his life would be in the highest

degree anxious ; and therefore it is permitted that man
should suppose that he has his ov.-n life, although it is

a mere fallacy of sense.

3694. From this it is evident what is the life of per-

suasions
;
[namely] that when a man has been persuaded

concerning the Truths of faith, he then has a life of

light, tliat is, intellectual life, which life is diverse
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according to the persuasions of those things which tlie

man has conceived concerning faith. AVliile he is in the

persuasion of the Trutlis of faith, he is still in nothing

but a life of light, and tlie life of light cannot enter into

the life of love . . . for the life of persuasions is born

from the life of love ; for he wlio is in the life of love is

in the Knowledges of faith . . . Whereas he who is only

in the life of persuasion cannot on that account be in

the life of love, because the nature which is his life of

love is nothing hut evil, and therefore this life is utterly

repugnant. This is the reason why the nature—and
consequently tlie life of cupidities—must first be de-

stroyed before anyone can come into Heaven ; for the

life of light cannot introduce anyone into Heaven, where

there is nothing but mutual love.

[D.]3696. Whateverdiffers from true faitli, andof which

one is persuaded, derives a life of persuasion ojiposite to

true life ; and therefore there are innumerable S2)ecics

of life from persuasion, as also from nature. The life

of persuasion constitutes the shell, and the life of nature

constitutes the kernel, which conjoin themselves in so

far as possible.

3756^. Hence it is evident that (evil Spirits) have no

life, because life consists in the understanding of truth

and the will of good.

3757. As to the life of the body ... as tliat some

know the streets of a city . . . and others know how to

make shoes, the Si)irits said that still these })ersons live.

But it was given to reply that such a life is the life of

brutes ; for they know all these things (much better

than man). Ex.

3758. But as to a life truly human, it is not such a

life as is common to the beasts . . . but a life truly

human is that which regards eternal life, eonsei^uently

the soul ; for man lives for the sake of eternal life
; and

from these things he is man ; which life consists in the

understanding of truth and the will of good ; and which

with evil Spirits is no life. . . This may be evident also

from those who come into the otlier life who have had

little of spiritual life, in that they are like blocks of

wood, and have scarcely anything of life ; which is how-

ever exsuscitated with them.

3820. If a man's ends do not regard those things

which are of spiritual and celestial life ... he cannot

have any other life than that ^\hich beasts have ; for

the ends show what and of what quality is the life . . .

3903. How difficult it is for those who are not in

faith to live the life of faith. Gen. art.

. Certain Spirits, not of the evil, but of those

who wanted to be in faith . . . were in the sphere that

they were not thinking and speaking from themselves

. . . When they were in this perception they said that

so they could not live ; for their life was then as it were

grievous to them. It was given to say that seeing it is

true that they do not think and speak from themselves,

how is it that they do not love to live in the Truth ?

But this availed nothing ... It was also given to say

that the Angels are in their happiness when they perceive

that they do not live from themselves ; but this con-

solation did not avail. Hence it was evident how
grievous is the life even of those who are good—to live

the life of faith.

3904. A certain Spirit . . . Avho knew better than
others what faith is, and what the Knowledge of faith,

came to me and said that he now knows nothing ... It

was given to say to him that he had been reduced into a

state of . . . ignorance, not because he did not know
what truth is . , . but because in the other life Know-
ledges are confirmed . . . and, as his life is repugnant to

them, it follows that he knows nothing . . . For although

anyone is in the light of Knowledges, if his life is

repugnant, he does not love the things which are con-

firmatory of the Knowledges of faith against the life,

but he rather loves the things confirmatory of the life

against the Knowledges ; and when there is such a

combat, it follows that he is in . . . ignorance ... It

was given to comfort him, [by telling him] that it is a

state into which those are first reduced who are in the

Knowledges of true faith, and whose life is not con-

cordant ; which is a species of vastation ; and that then

for the first time the Lord inseminates Truths . . .

3906. I afterwards spoke to him . . . about love . . .

and that the life of Heaven ... is the life of love . . .

This life was represented to him . . . and he (then)

apperceived that he was so far from that life that he

supposed he could never come into Heaven ... It was
given to say to him that it is possible . . . and, having

been let into that life, he acknowledged that it is.

39 1 2". (Tliese lascivious Spirits) had little life . . .

They become like skeletons . . . and afterwards life is

insjiired into them . . . and thus they serve as bones,

into which other Spirits can inflow.

4000. The Spirits objected . . . that ideas originate

from the objects of sight . . . and thus that the Lord's

life does not inflow, but is excited by the objects which

are seen. (Continued under Idea, here.)

4010. From these things it is given to conclude that

it is better to be ignoiant of all things, and simply to

believe in simplicity that the Lord's life inflows into

each and all things, and that His Providence rules eacli

and all things, than to give one's self up to the explora-

tion of such things. Fully ex.

4050. There are two lives, namely, the life of per-

suasions and the life of cupidities, which at this day are

distinct with the human race, who supiiose that man
can be saved through faith alone, and thus separate the

life by which they are saved from the life of the body

. . . which is a species of simulation, in that a man can

think in one way, and be saved by the life of the

thought, and live in another way ; thus being in Heaven

by the life of the thought, and in the world by the life

of the will ; when yet these lives are not to be separated.

4051. They who are in such a life of persuasion are

vastated differently from those who are in the life of the

will or of cupidities. Ex.

4052. But those who are in the life of persuasion or

confirmation that faith saves, and still live mercifully,

from conscience, because so it has been commanded by

the Lord, and do not place merit in it . . . are saved in

the other life. (The palace where they dwell described.)

This signifies the life of faitli.

4095. Concerning the influx of life from the Lord,

and His Providence in the most singular things.
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4096. On life.—For man and Spirit there ought to be

one life which is true life, namely, that of love and

thence of the Knowledges of faith, and thus of things

confirmatory. Such a life is truly angelic ; and such

was that of the Most Ancient Church. But when loves

were successively turned into cupidities, and thence into

Falsities, there thence originated the direful persuasions

of the antediluvians, and thus the life of persuasions.

After the Flood, life was separated and was made two

lives; namely, one of cupidities, which remained, and

was hereditarily transferred and increased ; while the

life of faith was made a life by itself, and separate ; so

that there is possible a life of faith, nay, of the Know-
ledges of faith, which is the life of the Church after the

Flood ; and at last, when they did not know external

rites, they were inaugurated into that life, and also into

the precepts of the law . . . Therefore at this day there

is also the life of faith without love, which however

cannot enter Heaven until the Lord has conjoined it

with the life of love.

41 1 1. The last vastation follows . . . and as they are

then in scarcely any association, they sit in darkness,

and in torment, with little life . . .

4114a. On both the lives of a Spirit.—There are with

a Spirit two lives which he has drawn with him from

the body . . . namely, the life of persuasion, and the

life of cupidities. (Their life of persuasions described.)

^. The life of cupidities is distinct from this
;

but when cupidity has induced persuasion, then both

lives act. Therefore it is good for a man not to be per-

suaded concerning falsities . . .

41 1 5. Concerning the life of persuasion,—The life

which remains after death is the life of persuasion and

the life of cupidity. When a Spirit is in his life of

persuasion he excites all things whatever in man's

memory which are in conformity with his persuasion . . .

41 16. There is also the life of cupidity, which is an

altogether different life ; for the life of persuasion regards

what is true or false . . . whereas the life of cupidity

regards what is evil and good . . . 41 17, Ex.

41 18. The life of cupidity remains with Spirits, and

it excites with man various cupidities, and thus the

confirmations . . .

4188. Concerning the life of Spirits and Angels.

—

There are genera and species of lives ; and Societies are

distinct according to the diftcrences of life. Everyone

has Societies corresponding to his own life ; the genus

of that life is among many Societies, each of which has

its peculiar life. A man or Spirit is in these Societies

according to his changes of state, but he has his general

or reigning life in one Society, into which he relapses

. . . Outside these Societies—his own in special—he does

not find the delight of his life . . .

4213. Concerning the influx of the life of the evil,

and of the good.
e_ The life of the principles (of the evil) appears

like light, but it is wintry light. It is otherwise with

the life of the good.

4253. (Thus) all life is from cupidity, even that of

intellectual things, thus from love . . . 4273^.

4273'=. Hence it was evident that the influx of life is

VOL. IV.

from the Lord alone ; and the life aff'ects all, so that

they suppose themselves to live,

4281. Concerning those who have been vastated until

they have little life left.

4282*=. For their life, although it appears human
from their excelling in cleverness of converse and of

decorum, is nevertheless animal life, and thus, after

ages, retains little of spiritual life
; and at last they can

serve for the vilest uses. Examp.

4299. It has been shown in many ways that the life

of evil Spirits consists in cupidities ; and that in propor-

tion as they are removed from cupidities, they are

removed from their life. And therefore, in order that

they may live, and be prepared for some use, it is given

them sometimes to abide in their cupidities ; nay, in

the hope of doing evil , , .

4322. It was also said that if evil were taken away,

perhaps there would remain but little life . , . The

Societies were (then) removed, and he appeared like an

infant swimming with his hands ; and it was said that

he knew nothing, neither how to speak, nor how to

think . . . Thus would it be with the evil if they

wanted to become good miraculously.

4349. Concerning the life of Spirits, Angels, and men,

. I perceived manifestly that there is nothing

which conjoins in the other life except the life itself of

man, Spirit, and Angel. Such as is the life, such is the

conjunction, even in Societies. All other things M'liich

are not of the life are not regarded in the other life . . .

It was therefore said to Spirits who were boasting of

their various merits in the world . . . that in the other

life no inquiry is made about these things, but only as

to what kind of a life they have, thus what kind of life

they have imbued themselves with from the ends or

loves . . . Therefore the union is of lives, and not of

knowledges, professions of truth, merits, or deeds devoid

of charity.

4387. What intellectual life is—It is evident that

there are two lives, namely, of the will, and of the

understanding. . . These two lives are circumstanced as

are the sun and the moon. The sun is the aff"ection of

good ; the moon is the attection of truth. . . Intellectual

life is of the affection of truth ; but as the moon cannot

shine without the sun, but has the light of the sun

which it reflects, so also [is it with] intellectual life . . .

4471. Evil Souls . . . first return into their own life,

and then exercise their wickednesses in the World of

Spirits according to their natures ; but when they go

beyond the delight of their life they are punished . . .

It is however provided by the Lord that they shall not

inflict evils on the good . . . After they have led this

life for some years, and have exercised their wicked-

nesses, they collect their evils, and become nothing else

than evils of their own kind, and goods are then taken

away from them . . . and thus they precipitate them-

selves into the Hell where such are. Theie they torture

one another . . . and meanwhile sit like skeletons . . .

and sometimes they are tortured interiorly, and are now

and then remitted into delights together, but they return

to the things which have been mentioned. At this time

they dare not rise up into the World of Spirits ... At
S
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last, after many ages . . . their corporeal things can in

some measure be lulled, and then they are sometimes
elevated into the World of Spirits, in order that they

may serve for the vilest uses, with but little life, and
with scarcely any delight . . . Such is the lot of the

evil.

[D.] 4507. (These witches) have little life left.

4686. I saw how evil Spirits and Genii are around
man according to his life. There appeared ... an
active form, like a vortex . . . consisting of the influx of

such Spirits or Societies from Hell. Such as his life is,

such does it attract. There is a general life, or one
which reigns universally, together with its varieties. A
man who as yet has not become actually evil appears
above the earth there, but as it were covered over as

with a very dense opaque skin ... But when he acquires

for himself a life of evil, he sinks down more and more
below the plane of the earth there, first to the feet,

afterwards to the loins, then to the breast, and finally

to the head, and then he is in Hell, and he cannot be

elevated thence, because he is then in adult and also in

old age, and no longer receives new truths, nor can

those with him be bent . . . and when the man is not far

from the end of his life, his head sways to and fro, and
at last his whole body is bent forward . . . and he falls.

46S7. After death he comes into the Society of such
Spirits. . . No one is permitted, before death, to be with
half his body above the earth, and half below it. This
must be either above the loins or below them ; there is

the love in general. . . The progression of his life

appears by his descending more deeply, by degrees.

4689. All who come into the other life are by degrees

remitted into the life which they had had in the world

. . . But the external intellectual things are by degrees

taken away from them, and they are let into their own
nature . . .

4746. That the life after death is the life of the

internal man . . . Ex.

4824. For if a man lives evilly, and still believes in

the holy AVord, he does evil to Heaven. Therefore the

Epistles of Paul have been permitted . . .

4847^. This may be confirmed from the fact that the

body is the existere of life from the soul, which is the

esse of life.

\ Those from the Christian world who . . . deny
the Lord, have scarcely any life.

5002. Why some men live long, and others not long.

Ex, 5003.

. The life of every man is foreseen by the Lord,

as to how long he will live, and in what manner, and
therefore from his first infancy he is directed [with

regard] to his life to eternity.

5496^. (Murderers there) have very little interior life.

5507. After devastation (all) are cast into Hell, or

walk with but little life.

5520. With those who are becoming celestial the
doctrine of the Church passes immediately into the life.

When they know it, they live in simplicity according to

it . . . But with the spiritual the doctrine of the Church
passes first into the memory, and thence into the under-
standing and into the life . . .

5540. (Rejection of the Heavenly Doctrine as soon as

it is known to be a doctrine of life. See Last Judgment,
here.

)

5689. The reason they are first kept in externals

(there), is that they may be (thus) prepared for interior

life, which is the life itself of man after death . . .

5720*=. Hence it is evident that the life of a man
makes the quality of his spirit.

5734. This I can asseverate—that he who does not

acknowledge the Divine, and, in the Church, the Divine

of the Lord, and does not live the life of faith, which is

that of charity according to doctrine, cannot be other-

wise than cast into Hell ; for he puts oflf everything

human. A man is such as is his life, from head to heel.

He who is black as to the life is wholly black. Let

them think however they will, and j^ersuade them-
selves against it however they will, it is nevertheless an
eternal Truth. (Continued under Last Judgment,
here.

)

5793. What it is to live as a Christian ; and that it is

not so difficult to do so in the Heavenly Doctrine as in

the destroyed Babylon. Gen. art.

. Two things are requisite ; first, to believe in

the Lord, that is, to believe that everything good and

true is from Him ; and, secondly, to live sincere, so

that he may shun external evils, which are also contrary

to the civil laws.

5794. In the external form a Christian lives like an-

other. He can grow rich, but not with cunning and

evil art ; he can eat and drink well, but not place the

life itself in them, or receive delectation from sujier-

fluity or drunkenness ... he can dwell well, with mag-

nificence according to his condition ; he can enjoy

social intercourse as others do ; sport, converse about

the things of the world, about various household affairs

;

in a word, without any difference in externals . . . Nor
has he any need to appear devout . . . but glad and
cheerful ; nor to give to the poor, except in so far as an

aff"ection for the neighbour leads him. He must live a

moral man, and a good one; but with him a moral

man is a spiritual man, because he thinks that every-

thing good and true is from the Lord . . .

5881. Concerning the life of charity with man.—No
man in the Christian world can possibly be in the life

of charity unless when he thinks about the Lord he

thinks of His Divine . . ,

5881a. Many have said that charity is the essential of

the Church . . . from a mei'e principle, and not from the

life ... A certain one said that he had heard that as he

believed in charity he had the life of charity, as he who
believes in faith has the life of faith. Hence it was

evident that they had believed life to be in anyone

without life.

592S. Concerning those who make the Lutheran re-

ligion of life.

5933. No one can be conjoined with Heaven, thus

with the Divine, except through such things as are of

the Word and thence of the Church . . . however

morally, that is, sincerely and justly, he lives ... It is

the life of a man according to those things which makes

him spiritual . . .
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6034. He was seen as without life, but yet there was

perceived the flesh as of a living man. Ex.

6065. Melancthon . . . asked, What is Truth ? and

what is life ? It was answered (from Heaven) that

Trutli and life are to live according to the precepts of

the decalogue . . . that to live unjustly is sin, and that

to live sincerely and act justly is Truth. Thus Truth

and life act as one . . ,

D. Min. 4599. There is little vital in such a general

affection : life itself consists in the intelligence and

wisdom of truth ; and if this is absent, there is little of

what is vital.

4694. When it is said to them that life is not theirs,

but that it inflows ... to this they are averse ; they

want to live from themselves . . .

4718®. Hence it was evident that it is the life (which

is effective there), and not any faculty of reasoning and

apperceiving well.

4744. That all life is from the Lord. Ex.

4759S. The life which afterwards remains is so little

that . . .

4768. Life is not external, or doing good, unless it is

from willing good. Life consists in willing good and in

thinking good . . . and he who wills good and thinks

good does good, for there cannot be life without effect.

47746. So that their life—that is, their interior life

—

is diminished.

4789. On those who excel in intelligence, but have

lived evilly.

E. 78. 'As dead,' when the Divine presence with man
is being treated of, = a deficiency of man's Own life ; for

the life proper to man is that into which he is born, which

in itself is nothing but evil, for it is completely inverted,

because it regards only self and the world, and conse-

quently turns itself backwards from God and Heaven.

The life which is not proper to man is that into which

he is brought when he is being regenerated by the

Lord ; and when he comes into it he regards God and
Heaven as in the first place, and himself and the

world in the second. This life inflows with a man
when the Lord is present. Hence it is evident that in

proportion as this life inflows there is effected a turning

round of the life
; and this turning round, when sudden,

causes the man to appear as if he were dead . . . But
these two states of life cannot be described to the appre-

hension. They are different with a man from what they

are with a Spirit ; and they are quite different with the

evil from what they are with the good.

2. At the presence of the Divine, man cannot live

as to the body ; those who do live are shut in by an
angelic column, which moderates the Divine influx ; for

the body of no man is receptible of the Divine, and
therefore it dies and is rejected. 111.

79. ' He laid His right hand upon me '= life from Him
. . . such as is with those who are in illustration, and
see and hear such things as are in Heaven.

82. *I am He who liveth' (Rev.i. i8) = Him who is

from eternity . . . (for) only He who is from eternity

has life in Himself. That the Lord has life in Himself
both as to the Divine and as to the Human. 111.

s. It is believed in the world that man has life

implanted in himself ; thus that it does not continually

inflow from Him who alone has life in Himself, and

who alone is life. But that this faith is a faith of fal-

sity, see H.9.

84. 'And behold I am alive forages ofages' = eternal

life from Him. 'To be alive,' here, = life in others
;

and His life in others is eternal life. Ex.
". That the life of the Lord is the life of faith

and love to Him, and that this life is eternal life. 111.

^Ex.

93. By 'the Angel of (the Church of Ephesus') are

meant those in the Church who are in the Knowledges

of truth and good . . , and yet are not, or are not as yet,

in life according to them . . . For doctrinal things alone

... do not make a man spiritual, but a life according

to them. Ex. . . Therefore a man does not become
spiritual until they enter the life ; and they enter the

life when the man wills the things which he thinks,

and thence does them. Ex.

97. From Whom is life for all in the New Heaven
and New Church. Sig.

. 'To walk '= to live
; and, when said of the

Lord, life itself. Ex. and 111.

104. 'Thou hast left thy first charity ' = that they do

not make as the essential of Knowledges the life which

is possessed by those who are in a commencing Church.

Ex.

105. That life according to Knowledges is what is

essential of the Church, and not Knowledges without a

life according to them. (Continued under Kxow-
cognoscere. )

e. To live according to the Knowledges of truth

and good, is to think that we are to do so, and no other-

wise, because it is commanded by the Lord in the Word.
When a man thinks thence, and thence wills and acts,

he then becomes spiritual. But it is necessary for those

who are within the Church to believe in the Lord, and,

when they think about Him, to think of the Divine in

His Human, because from His Divine Human proceeds

everything of charity and faith.

112^. Here now (by 'the Church of Smyrna') are

described those who are in the Knowledges of truth and
good, and at the same time in a life according to them.

These, therefore, are those who are in the affection of

truth from a spiritual origin. Ex.

114. 'He who was dead and is alive' (Rev. ii. 8)= that

He has been rejected, and yet that from Him is eternal

life.

126. 'I will give thee the crown of life' (ver. io) =
wisdom and the consequent eternal happiness. , . 'Life'

= eternal happiness, which is also called eternal life.

. Man is born only natural , . . but becomes

spiritual through truths from the Word and through a

life according to them. Who can ever become spiritual

unless he knows something about the Lord, Heaven, the

life after death, faith, and love, and all the other things

which are means of salvation ? If a man were ignorant

of these things, he would remain natui-al. Further ex.

. . . This is meant by the Lord's words in John :
' Unless

anyone be generated from water and the spirit, he can-
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not enter into the Kingdom of God' (iii.5). By ' water'

is signified the truths of faith ; and by 'the spirit,' a

life according to them. (Continued under IvNow-
cognoscere.

)

[E.] 131-". ('The cherubs placed to guard the way to

the tree of life') = . . . that all approacli to the acknow-

ledgment of the Lord alone is closed against him who
does not live the life of love.

136. There are two things which make the spiritual

life of man—love and faith . . .

148. The state of the interior life, which is unknown
to all except those who are in it. Sig. and Ex.

. Those are in interior life who are in love to the

Lord ; and no others are in love to the Lord than those

who acknowledge the Divine in His Human. . . Interior

life is the spiritual life in which are the Angels ; but

exterior life is the natural life in which are all who are

not in Heaven. With those who live according to the

Lord's precepts and acknowledge the Divine in His
Human, the interior mind is opened, and the man then

becomes spiritual ; whei'eas those wlio do not so live, or

acknowledge, remain natural.

152^. It is the interior life of man, which is the life

of his spirit—which life is the life of his understanding
and will—which feels through the organs of the body
the thiugs which are in the world, and thus perceives

them naturally. , . AVith beasts also, their interior life

—which is also called their soul—in like manner feels

through the external organs of the body. (The differ-

ence ex.

)

179". That they have life from Divine truth. Sig.

182. 'To the Angel of the Cliurch in Sardis write' =
those who lead a moral life, but not a spiritual life,

because they make light of the Knowledges of spiritual

things, and of the derivative intelligence and wisdom.
Ex.

. We must first explain what moral life is, and
what spiritual Life, and also what is moral life from
spiritual, and what is moral life without spiritual.

Moral life is to act well, sincerely, and justly with asso-

ciates, in both employments and in business ; in a word,
it is the life which appears before men, because it is

carried on with them. But this life is from a double
origin, being either from the love of self and of the
world, or from love to God and towards the neighbour.
Moral life from the love of self and of the world is not
in itself moral life, although it appears as moral. Ex.

3. But spiritual life is entirely different, because
it is from a different origin, being from love to God and
towards the neighbour

; and hence their moral life is

also different, and is truly moral life. Ex.
. (Thus) moral life from spiritual life is truly

moral life, which is to be called spiritual, because this

is its cause and origin ; whereas moral life without
spiritual is not moral life, but is to be called infernal,

for in proportion as there reigns in it the love of self

and of the world it is fraudulent and hypocritical.

1832. For there are two things which make all the life

of man, namely, good and truth. These two, united in

a man, make his spiritual life. -1,111. and Ex.
*. There are two things which make the life of

man—the understanding and the will ; the life of the

understanding is to think from truths or falsities, and
the life of the will is to affect or kindle with love those

things which the understanding is thinking. These two
lives of man correspond to the two lives of his body,

which are the life of the respiration of the lungs, and
the life of the pulsation of the heart.

186. 'Thou hast a name that thou livest, and art

dead' (Rev.iii. i)= . . . that they suppose themselves to

be alive because they lead a moral life, when yet they

are dead. Ex.
^. That 'to live,' or 'to be alive '= spiritual life

with man. 111.

^ ' Life ' = salvation and Heaven. 111.

. Heaven is called 'the Land of the living.' 111.

^. That the Lord alone has life in Himself, and
that every man has life from Him. 111.

1^ The reason ' life '= the Lord, and the deriva-

tive salvation and Heaven, is that everything of life is

from one only Fountain . . . and Angels and men are

only forms recipient of life from Him. The life itself

which proceeds from the Lord, and which infils Heaven
and the world, is the life of His love, and it appears in

Heaven as light, which, being life, illuminates the

minds of the Angels . . . Hence it is that the Lord calls

Himself not only 'the Life,' but also the 'Light.' 111.

187. 'Be awake ' = that they should procure life for

themselves. Ex. and 111.

. For spiritual life is to moral life without spirit-

ual life as wakefulness is to sleep. Ex.
*. As 'to be awake ' = to receive spiritual life, 'to

sleep '= natural life without spiritual. 111.

189. That otherwise the Divine is not in the moral

life. Sig. and Ex.

*. Whether you say moral life from a spiritual

origin, or from a Divine one, is the same thing, because

all spiritual life is from the Divine. Ex.

193. (On Knowledges which have not attained spirit-

ual life. See 'K'i^ovi-cognoscere, here.)

<'. To commit the Knowledges from the Word to

life, is to think from them when, being left alone, one

thinks from one's spirit ; and to will them and do

them ; for this is to love truths because they are truths

;

and these are they who are made spiritual through

Knowledges from the Word.

195. See KNOW-co{/?Jo.sce;-e. 196.

198^. The spirit of a man is such as is his life . . .

209. That they have power from the Lord against

evils and falsities in proportion as they make of life the

truths from the Word, and acknowledge the Divine of

the Lord in His Human. Sig. and Ex.
-. (These two things) are the two principal things

of the Church, aud no one can be in one unless he is at

the same time in the other ; for all the truths which are

made of life are from the Lord . . . Ex.

. Truths are made of life when the man loves

them, thus when he wills and does them ... In a word,

they are made of life when a man lives according to

them from affection . . .

231^. But when their life is explored, it appears

utterly infernal. Des.
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235^. When yet the life makes the man of the

Church ; and tliose things are made of his faith which

are of his life.

242*. The circle of man's life is to know, to iinder-

stand, to will, and to do ; for the spiritual life of a man
begins from knowing, is then continued into understand-

ing, afterwards into willing, and finally into doing.

From this it is evident that when Knowledges are in

the memory they are only at the entrance to life. (See

also KNOw-coj7?ioscere, here.)

242^. Falsities are made of faith when evils are of

life.

256. All things of the Church relate to these . . .

generals—doctrine, life according to it, and faith ac-

cording to life. These are treated of in the writings to

the six Churches. Enum. Life according to doctrine is

treated of in the writings to the Chui'ches in Thyatira

and Sardis.

289. 'To Him who liveth for ages of ages' (Rev.iv.

10)=: from Whom is . . . eternal life. . . For by 'Him
who liveth' is signified that He alone is life, and
thence that everything of life ... is from Him. 291.

349-

292*^. Hence it is evident . . . that no conjunction of

good and truth is possible unless a man lives the life of

love. To live the life of love is to do the Lord's pre-

cepts. Ex.

294!^ As by 'the Word' is meant the Lord as to

Divine truth, it is said, 'in Him was life, and the life

was the light of men' . . .
' Light ' = the Divine truth

;

and 'life' all the intelligence and wisdom from Divine

truth ; for these things make the life itself of man ; and
also according to them is eternal life.

295^. 'To satisfy every living thing with good-plea-

sure' (Ps.cxlv. i6)= to enrich with Divine truth from

love all who receive life from Him.

325^ Worship . . . consists ... in the life of cliarity

. . . Therefore such as is a man as to the life, such are

his prayers. Ex.

329^". There are two things with man which make his

spiritual life, namely tlie good of love and the truth of

faith . . .

349'-'. As it is at this day believed in the world, that

the life which everyone has is given and implanted, and
thus is his Own, and that it does not continually inflow,

I will say something about it. Its being believed that

life is in man, insomuch that it is his, is only [the

result of] an appearance which originates from the per-

petual presence of the Lord, and from His Divine love,

in that He wills to be conjoined with man, and to be in

him, and to give His life to him . . . And as this is per-

petual and continuous, man supposes that life is in him
as his Own. Yet it is known that all good and truth

. . . come from above . . . and in good and truth is life

itself, and not elsewhere : the receptacle of the good of

love is the will, and the receptacle of the truth of faith

is the understanding ... it is in these two faculties in

which is all the life of man , . . whence it is evident

that the life of these faculties—consequently the life of

the whole man—is not in man, but inflows . . .

^ Those in Hell also live from the influx of life

from the Lord ; for good and truth in like manner
inflow with them, but they turn good into evil and
ti'uth into falsity, and this because they have inverted

their interior recipient forms by a life of evil ; and all

influx is varied according to the forms . . .

*. That there is one only Fountain of life, and
that all life is thence, and continually inflows, is very

well known in Heaven . . . for they perceive the influx

itself.

. That all lives are as streams from the one only

and perennial Fountain of life, has also been made
evident to me by much experience, and has been seen

in the Spiritual World with those who believed that

they lived from themselves . . . When the influx into

the thought was partly taken away from them, they lay

as if they were lifeless ; and presently, at the approach

of the influx, they revived as it were from death ; and
the same afterwards confessed that their life is not in

them, but inflows continually into them ; and that

men. Spirits, and Angels are onlj' forms recipient of

life.

". The wise there conclude that it is so from the

fact that nothing can come forth and subsist from itself,

but from what is prior to itself; and thence ... in

successive order from the First ; and that thus life itself

regarded in itself is solely from Him who alone is life

in Himself . . . How fatuitously (therefore) do they

think who derive the origin of life from nature . . . and
not from . . . the very Esse of life, from Whom is all

the order . . . according to which life inflows—eternal

life with those wlio can be disposed to receive life

according to Divine order ; and opposite life, which is

called spiritual death, with those M'ho cannot be dis-

posed, thus who live contrary to Divine order . . .

". Beware of believing that the Divine life with

anyone ... is changed ; for . . . the life itself is not

changed or varied ; but it is presented an appearance of

the recipient form through which and out of wliieh it

passes . . .

^. These things have been said in order that it

may be known that there is one only life, and that all

things which live, live from it. . . It shall now be

shown that the Lord is that life itself, or that He alone

lives. Ex. and 111. 1120-'.

381^. There is then no spiritual life. F>j spiritual

life is meant the life of Heaven, which in the Word is

simply called 'life.'

3S7. The consequent extinction of s[iiritnal life.

Sig. and Ex.

388-. The evil life which is signified by 'the evil wild

beast' exists just as much with those who lead a good

moral life, if tliey have not spiritual life. Ex.

. (Tlius) an evil life ... is not the external life

. , . but it is the internal life which is of the spirit. Ex.

388-2. ggg Eve, here.

4i9''^. For there are two lives whicli with man make

a one—the life of truth and the life of good ; the life of

truth is the life of the understanding, and the life of

good is the life of the will. Sig.

*. Hence it may be evident that 'spirit,' or

' wind, '= spiritual life. Tr.

*. In Gen.ii-7 . . . tliere is meant spiritual life,
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which is the life of intelligence and wisdom through
Divine truth. Ex.

[E.] 423. 'Having the seal of the living God' (Rev.

vii.2)= the Divine will. Ex.
s. For the Lord is called 'the living God' from

the Divine love ; for love is the life itself of man ; and
the Divine love is that from which is the life of all.

475^. That the internal man is purified through the

truths which are of faith, and the external through a

life according to them, is meant by (John iii.5).

483. 'And shall lead them to living fountains of

waters' (ver. I7)=in Divine truths. Ex. . . By 'living'

is signified living from the Divine . . . 'Living waters'

are often mentioned in the Word, and by them are

meant the truths which come . . . from the Lord. The
reason they are living, is that the Lord is life itself . . .

and that which comes from life itself is alive ; whereas

that which comes from man is dead. In order that the

Lord may give life to truths, He inflows into them
through good, and good vivifies. He also inflows from
the interior, and opens the spiritual mind, and implants

in it the aifection of truth ; and the spiritual affection

of truth is the very life of Heaven with a man. This
life is that which is insinuated by the Lord into a man
through truths. Hence it may be evident what is meant
by 'living waters.' 111.

521-. For man has all spiritual life—which is called

in the AVord 'life,' and 'eternal life' — througli

truths . . .

546^. Man has two faculties in which all his life

consists— the understanding and the will . . . 551.

572. That (they were continually in the state) of

depriving themselves of all the understanding of truth,

and of the derivative spiritual life. Sig.
• ". For man has spiritual life through the under-

standing, because in proportion as the understanding is

opened and suffers itself to be illustrated through truths,

in the same proportion the man becomes spiritual. The
understauding, however, is opened through truths from
good, and not through truths without good . . .

585^. For every man is such as is his life ; and the
life of man principally consists in willing and thence
doing . . .

588. In which and from which there is nothing of the

understanding of truth or of the perception of good, and
thus nothing of spiritual Hfe. Sig. and Ex.

591. That (they have not averted themselves) from
snatching away the Knowledges of truth and good, and
thus the means for acquiring spiritual life. Sig. and Ex.

-. ^. Spiritual life is extinguished through perver-

sions of good and falsifications of truth, and also through
the deprivation of the Knowledges of truth and good,

through which spiritual life is procured.

617^^. That to read the Word and to be instructed

from it eff'ects nothing towards salvation, unless at the

same time we live according to it. Sig.

622^^. The reason ' the belly ' or ' viscera ' = the inter-

iors of the thought or of the understandiug, is that

there are two lives with man, namely, the life of the

understanding and the life of the will. All thin2;s of

the body correspond to these two fountains of life . . .

insomuch that the part of the body which does not

sufl"er itself to be actuated by them is not alive. Hence
it is that the universal body is subject to the commands
of these two lives ; for all things in the body which are

moved ... by the breathing of the lungs are subject to

the command of the life of the understanding ; and all

things of the body which are actuated ... by the beat-

ing of the heart are subject to the command of the life

of the will. Hence it is that 'soul' and 'heart' are often

mentioned in the Word, and that 'the soul ' = the life

of the understanding, and also the life of faith ; for the

soul is predicated of the respiration : and that 'the

heart' = the life of the will, and also the life of love.

1012.

624^^. 'Thou shalt not live'

tincruish.

(Zech.xiii.3) = to ex-

629^. 'To live ' = the influx of the Lord into these

Knowledges through the spiritual man and his intelli-

gence.

650^"^. For if evils and the derivative falsities were to

be removed from a man all at once, he would have

scarcely any life ; for the life into which he is born is

the life of evil and of the derivative falsity. (Sig. by

the gradual driving out of the nations from Canaan.

)

665. 'The spirit of life from God' (Rev.xi. ii) = the

Divine truth proceeding from the Lord. Ex.

666. iSTew life such as is possessed by a regenerate

man of the Church. Sig. and Ex.
•*. For the ultimate of man's life is in his

Natural . . .

670. For all who lead an evil life ... in themselves

think against the goods and truths of the Word . . . Ex.

707. For everyone's life's love . . . forms a sphere

around him . . .

714. For everyone is formed interiorly according to

his life. Ex.
'^. For knowledge and the faculty of reasoning do

not make a man spiritual, but the life itself. Ex. ^.

725-. 'The male '= doctrine, and 'the female ' = life.

Ex.

. The reason these two, namely, doctrine and

life, taken together . . . are called 'man,' and also make

the Church, is that man is man from the understanding

of truth and the will of good . . . Ex.

735. See Michael, here.

739^ The third degree is opened with those who at

once apply Divine truths to the life . . .

7 50-. As all the life of man resides in these two

faculties . . . 'lives' are sometimes mentioned in the

plural . . .

778'. See Faith alone, here.

780". They wanted to endue (the idol) with something

of life by means of their arts, but could not.

78 1^^. 'We are . . . among the living as the dead'

(Is.lix. io)= that they are able to be in spiritual life

through the Word, and yet are not because they are in

falsities.

790^ Man has no need to operate more than to
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learn truths from the Word aud live according to

them.

792. Who cannot see . . . that a man is such as is his

life? Ex.

796^. See Doctrine, here.

^ The faith of the life remains, but not the faith

separated from life ; and every man has life in propor-

tion as he abstains from evils and shuns and is averse

to them because they are contrary to the Word . . .

797®. Therefore to impute the Lord's merit to them-
selves, and not to live according to His jirecepts ... is

blasphemy. Ex.

^. For the life of man's thought is from the

affection of his will.

1". Life according to (false) doctrine completely

closes Heaven. Ex.

799. For the Church is the Church from life accord-

ing to doctrine ; and life according to doctrine is

worship.

799^*. Those are called 'the living' who are in truths

from good.

800^. Those do not falsify the Word . . . who do

not separate faith from life . . . believing that faith and
life make one . . . (and) affirm in themselves that no

one who lives evilly can have faith, but he who lives

well ; and that he who lives evilly cannot receive faith

unless he performs repentance of life . . . and also that

he who lives evilly cannot have in his spirit any other

faith than a faith of what is false . . . They who thus

conjoin life and faith . . . have the life of charity . . .

and their faith is spiritual in so far as they know truths

from the Word, and live according to them ; for faith is

made spiritual from the life.

826^. Those become Angels of the Third Heaven who
draw the laws of life from the Word, aud live according

to them, and who worship the Lord.

828^. The holy things of Heaven and the Church . . .

with them are not in the memory . . . but in the life . . .

831'*. (Thus) the life of every man is from his works.

Ex.

832^. The things which a man thinks from his interior

memory, when left by himself, are of his life, and become

of his life. Ex. . . But the things which he thinks from

his exterior memory, if they do not make one with the

thought from the interior memory, are not of his life,

nor do they become of his life . . .

^. The love with a man, and his derivative life,

are not made spiritual by merely knowing and under-

standing trutlis, unless he also wills and does them. Ex.
^. These (three) degrees are opened with a man

according to the reception of Divine truth in his life. Ex.

837^^. That the whole life of a man is the life of his

love ; and that love and life with a man make one, and

are one. Ex.

*. There are two primary faculties of the life of

man, namely, the will and the understanding. Ex.

^ Man's love and life are entirely such as are the

works of his will ; and the works of the will are accoi-d-

ing to the truths which are applied to life. Knowledges

... do not live M-ith him . . . until he begins to be

affected with truths because they are truths, and begins

to will and do them. Before this they are outside the
man's life.

839. It shall now be (shown) that the faith of a man
is such as is his love or life . . . Works contain in them-
selves all things of a man's love and life . . , The life of

his mind produces such things through the life of his

body, and both lives , . . concur to produce them ; from
which it follows that they manifest themselves in them.
. . . And as the will and the thought, through the life

of the body, produce action, the faith manifests its

quality in the works. Further ex.

842. From (what has been said above) I will make
the following conclusion—that with every man, the love,

the life, and the works make a one ; insomuch that

whether you say the love, the life, or the works, it is

the same thing. Ex.

847^. Besides, all religion has life as its end. Ex.

859^. For Avith everyone the Lord inflows into the

life
; and the life of Heaven is from love or charity . . .

and love or charity is such as it is formed through truths

. . . and therefore no other life receives influx . . . from

the Lord . . . The life of faith separated from charity

... is life merely natural . . . from which life there is

no communication with Heaven . . .

864®. The evil which a man has hereditarily makes
his life, because it is his proprium . . .

865. All the affection and derivative thought of a

man is not only within him, and makes his life ; but is

also without him, and makes the sphere of his life , . .

866^. Everything which inflows into the internal

sight of man ... if it pleases, enters his will, and adds

itself to his life.

874". Hence it was evident to me . . . that he who
does not live the life of truth does not want to be

reformed ; and he who does not want to be reformed

successively rejects from himself all things which had
been of his intelligence and wisdom, and lives his own
love, which is contrary to these things . . .

<=. The glory of the Lord is to illustrate men and

Angels, and to bless them with wisdom and happiness,

which is done solely through the reception of Divine

truth in doctrine and at the same time in life.

885". Hence it is that there are many in (the solifidian)

Churches who teach faith conjoined with life, and life

conjoined with faith ; but others who teach faith separ-

ated from life. The latter is done by (those) vrho teach

from doctrine, the former by (those) who teach from the

Word . . . and this is permitted . . . because the Word
manifestly teaches life, and faith according to life . . .

899^. 'To pass from death into life' (John v. 24) =
resurrection and life in Heaven.

901. 'Their works follow with them '= that they have

si)iritual life, which is the life of the Angels of Heaven.

Ex.

. The reason ' works ' = the life of man, is that

they make his life . . . That which is in the thouglit

and in the will, and not in act, does indeed enter the

man and commence his life ; but still it goes out aud

disappears, because it is not as yet terminated. Whereas

that which is in the will of a man and thence in act,
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makes his life, and is permanent, whether it is evil or

good. That thought alone does not make the life of

man may be evident from the fact that a man can think

many things which he does not will . . . The reason the

thought and will of a man without act do not make his

life, is that the will is not fixed, and will not fixed is

like water which evaporates ; for it is easily changed by

a love which is adverse to it. (Thus) by 'works' ... is

signified the life of man. That works, love, will, and

act, and the life of man, make one, see above.

[E. ]
962". Interior profanation is eflfected through

life, exterior through speech.

1004'*. There are consorts in the Heavens wlio are in

such conjugial love tliat both can be one flesh . . . They

said that they have one life ; and tliat they are like the

life of good in truth, and the life of truth in good ; and

that they are like the pairs (of organs) in man . . . which

although two still are one as to life, and as to the

exercise of life . . . They said that their life thus eon-

joined is full of Heaven, and that it is the life of Heaven

itself with its infinite blessednesses . . .

1005^. Whereas in chaste marriages the life of the

man through the seed adds itself to the life of the wife ;

whence is the inmost conjunction from which they

become not two but one flesh . . .

1121^. The life regarded in itself which is God cannot

create another who is life alone ; for the life which is

God is uucreate, is what holds together, and is not

separable. Hence it is that God is one. But the life

\v'hich is God can create forms from substances, which

(forms) are not lives, and it can be in these, and can

give them as it were to live. These forms are men,

which, being receptacles of life, could not at the first

creation be anything but images and likenesses of God
. . . for life and its recipient adapt themselves together

as the active and the passive, but do not commingle

themselves. Hence it is that human forms, wliich are

recipients of life, do not live from themselves, but from

God, who alone is life ; and therefore, as is known, all

the good of love and truth of faith are from God . . . for

if man had the least bit of life as his own, he could will

and do good from himself, and also understand and

believe truth from himself . . . when yet if he believes

this, the form which is recipient of life closes itself

above it, is perverted, and intelligence perishes. Good
and its love, and truth and its faith, are the life which

is God ; for God is good itself and truth itself ; and

therefore God dwells in these with man.

I122-. It appears to man as if he lives from himself,

but this is a fallacy ; for if it were not a fallacy, man
could love God from himself, and be wise from himself.

The reason life appears as if it were in man, is that it

inflows from the Lord into his inmosts, which are remote

from the sight of his thought, and thus from his per-

ception ; and also because the principal cause, which is

life, and the instrumental cause, which is the recipient

of life, act together as one cause ; and this is felt in the

instrumental cause, which is the recipient, as if it were

in it. Ex. . . He who examines more deeply is able to

know that man as to each and all things which belong

to him is an organ of life ; and that that which produces

sense and perception inflows from without ; and that it

is the life itself which causes man to feel and perceive

as of himself. Another reason why life appears as if it

were in man, is that the Divine love is such that it wants

that which is its own to belong to man, but still teaches

that it does not belong to man. Ath. 69.

1 1 24-. If it is said and thought that life itself is God,

or that God is tlife itself, and there is not at the same

time any idea of what life is, then ... it is not under-

stood what God is. In the thought of man there are

two ideas—one abstract, which is spiritual, and the

other not abstract, which is natural. The abstract idea

. . . about the life which is God, is that it is love itself

and wisdom itself, and that the love is of the wi-sdom,

and the wisdom of the love. But the non -abstract idea

about the life which is God, is that His love is like fire,

and His wisdom like light, and that both together are

like the sunbeam . . .

^. But it is not allowable to have an idea about

the life which is God as of fire, or of heat, or of light,

unless at the same time there is in them the idea of love

and wisdom . . . For God is a perfect Man, in face . . ,

and in body. There is no difl'erence as to form, but as

to essence. His essence is that He is love itself, and

that He is wisdom itself, thus life itself.

1 1 25-. No idea can be obtained of the life which is

God unless there is also obtained an idea of the degi-ees

through which life descends from its inmosts to its

ultimates. (Continued under Degree.)

1 1 26-. As God is life, it follows that He is uncreate

. . . because life cannot be created, but it can create . . .

If life came forth from another, there would be another

who was life, and this life would be life in itself. Or,

if this First were not life in itself, it would be either

from another or from itself ; and life from itself cannot

be said, because from itself involves an origin . . . This,

therefore, is the life itself which is God, and which is a

jNlan.

1 1 27-. That all things are from the life itself which is

God, and which is a Man, may be illustrated by the

man who has been created. Ex.

^, The life itself with him is a man, both the

sensuous and the natural, as well as the rational, the

spiritual, and the celestial . . . The man in which these

are, is only the recipient. . . So the universal angelic

Heaven ... is a man ; each Heaven by itself ... is a

man ; each Society ... is a man ; so is the Church on

earth , . . The reason is that the life which is from the

Lord is a man. Life from the Lord is love and wisdom ;

hence such as is the reception of the love and wisdom

from the Lord, such is the man. These things testify,

in the first place, that all things have been created from

the life which is God, and which is a Man.

1 129*. That all things are from the life itself which

is God, and which is wisdom and love, may also be

illustrated by created things, when they are regarded

from order. Ex.

1134'^. The reason God has all power, and men and

Angels none at all, is that God alone is life, and men
and Angels are only recipients of life ; and life is that

which acts, and the recipient of life is that which is

acted upon. Ex. . . If man does not live from himself, it

follows that he does not think and will from himself . . .
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1136-. The laws of order which are called the laws of

the Divine Providence, are the following. I. That man
should not feel and perceive, and thence should know
no otherwise than that life is in him, thus that he thinks

and wills from himself, and thence speaks and acts from

himself; but yet that he should acknowledge and believe

that the truths which he thinks and speaks, and the

goods which he wills and does, are from God, thus as

from himself. 1138^, Ex.

1143^. See Half-dead, here.

1147^. For fifteen years I have manifestly perceived

that I do not think and M'ill anything from myself;

also that everything evil and false inflows from infernal

Societies, and everything good and true from the Lord.

Observing this, some Spirits said that I do not live ; to

whom it was given to reply that I live more than they

do, because I feel the influx of what is good and true

from the Lord, and I see and perceive the illustration
;

and that from the Lord I perceive the evils and falsities

from Hell ; not only that evils are thence, but also from

whom they are ; and it has also been given me to speak

to them, to reprehend them, and to reject them together

with their evils and falsities ; and thus to be delivered

from them. And it was further given to say that now I

know that I live ; and before not so much.

1162^. Man is in the midst of these Societies . . . and

if he were to be plucked away from them ... he would

fall down dead, life remaining solely in the inmost through

which he is a man and not a beast, and through which

he lives to eternity.

1171^. Such, then, is the life of man, not only the

life of his lower mind, but also the life of his body ; for

the life of the lower mind acts as one with the life of the

body -by correspondences; for the life of the will cor-

responds to the life of the heart, and the life of the

understanding to the life of the lungs, which are the

two fountains of the life of the body. . . Hence it is that

an evil person cannot live in Heaven, and that a good

one cannot live in Hell. Both the one and the other

become as dead, if they are not among those with whom
the life of their will and the derivative life of their

understanding act as one . . .

1196-. Something shall now be said about the life of

animals. Ex.
^. From its origin what is spiiitual has life in it

;

but what is natural has from its origin nothing of life

in it . . .

1 199". No one can know the quality of the life pos-

sessed by the beasts of the earth, the birds of the

heavens, and the fishes of the sea, unless he knows what
their soul is, and the quality of it. Ex.

1207^. Nature and life are two distinct things.

Nature begins from the sun of the world, and life begins

from the Sun of Heaven. . . That which proceeds from

the Sun which is pure love is called life . . .

1212-. The Spiritual fi'om which (are animals and
plants) is alive in its mediates, but in its ultimates is

not alive. In its ultimates the Spiritual retains no

more of what is alive than is sutticient to produce a

likeness of what is alive , . .

1222^. As Angels are only recipients ... it is evident

that the Lord is the life of that Man, that is, of Heaven
and the Church.

1223^. That as life is in each thing and in the most
singular things of man, and Knows all their state ; so

the Lord is in each thing and in the mostsingidar things

of the Angels of Heaven and of the men of the Church.

Ex.
^. The reason life is in each thing and in the

most singular things of man, is that the animal form

... is the real-ip.sa-form of life ; for, from its first

Fountain, which is the Sun of Heaven or the Lord, life

is in the perpetual endeavour to form a likeness and

image of itself, that is, a man, and from man an Angel
;

and therefore from the ultimates which it has created it

adjoins to itself things conformable, by means of which

there is man, in whom it may live.

1226''. (The omnipresence and omniscience of the Lord

shown) from the life of man.

Ath. 130. So long as the Lord was in the human
from the mother He was not as to the human life of

Himself ; but afterwards, when He had put off' that

human from the mother, He was life from Himself.

131. Life of itself is pure love, the Divine Itself.

Life not of itself is a form recipient of life.

215. For the life of every man is from his father . . .

J. (Post.) 193. Concerning some who had no spiritual

life, because they were in ignorance of truth ; and that

life has been inspired into them by the Lord through

the Angels. Gen. art.

341. The seed of a man is his life, which is conjoined

with the life of the wife . . . But when the lives of

several men are introduced into one woman, there results

such filth that it is too aljominable to be described . . .

De Verbo 2^ From these things it is evident that

the "Word is interiorly alive . . . 'The words which I

speak to you are spirit, and arc life' (John vi. 63). The

life which inflows through the Word from the Lord is

the light of truth in the understanding, and the love of

good in the will. This love and that light conjointly

make the life of Heaven with man, which is called

eternal life, as the Lord teaches : 'God was the Word;
in Him was life, and the life was the light of men.'

D. Love i. That . . . love is the very life of man.

Gen. art.

ii. That the Lord is love itself because He is life

itself, and that man and Angel are only recipient. Gen.

art.

iii. That the life which is the Divine love is in a

form. Gen. art.

iv-. How the proceeding Divine, which is the very

and one only life, can be in created and finite things.

Ex.

D. Wis. iii. 6. That there is life in the embryo before

birth, but that it is not conscious of it . . .

vii. 4. That the life of the body, which is natural

life, comes forth and subsists through this influx, and

that it ceases through the removal of it. Gen. art.

X. I. That the life of the will conjoins itself with the

life of the understanding. Ex.
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[D. Wis. ] 3. That the life of the understanding purifies

the life of the will. Ex.

-. That the life of the understanding also perfects

and exalts the life of the will. Ex,

4. That the life of the will co-operates with the life

of the understanding in every motion ; and, on the

other hand, the life of the understanding co-operates

with the life of the will in every sense. Ex.

6. That with the evil the life of the will is not

purified, perfected, and exalted through the life of the

understanding ; but that it is defiled, depraved, and
brutalized. Ex.

7. That the love which is the life of the will makes
the whole life of the man. Ex,

xi. 3a. 'I am the Way, the Truth, and the Life.' Ex.

xii. That the Lord animates . . . some things to live,

and some to be and come forth. Gen. art.

3. The correspondence ... of nature witli life . . .

4. That all things . . . have been created to compli-

ance with life itself. Gen. art.

C. 102. The life of the man who is to be regenerated

is the aff'ection of truth from good, or charity . . .

Cor. 256. By 'lives,' in the plural, are meant love

and wisdom . . .

Inv. 26. The origins of all errors in tlie Cliurch have
been, that they have believed man to live from himself,

or from his own life ; and that life has been created in

him . . .

Life after Death. Vita post mortem.
See Afteii Death, and Other Life.

A. 4289-. (Ignorance of the Israelites about the life

after death.) D.2236.

4776^. (Modern unbelief in the life after death.)

4818'. 48446. sooe-*. 5571. 55736. C.J.33,

6S53-. The delights of the loves of self and of the

world take away faith concerning the life after death.

7490. S944.

8944^. (Source of the belief of the gentiles in the life

after death).

10758-. This idea concerning the resun-ection (of the

material body) is attended with this use—that they
believe in the life after death ... D.5196.

H. 451. This commencement of man's life after death
lasts no longer than a few days . . .

452. They then marvel that they had not believed in

such a life after death . , .

602. Concerning man's implanted [belief] about his

life after death, which is from the influx of Heaven, Ex.

5. 114. That unless there were a Word, no one would
know about . . . the life after death. Gen. art.

P. 274. (Ignorance of the life after death a cause of

doubt concerning the Divine Providence.) Gen. art.

The reason men have not known it, is that with those
who do not shun evils as sins there is interiorly a latent

belief that man does not live after death . . . But with
all in whom there is any religion the Knowledge is im-
planted that men live after death, (Ten proofs of this

given.

)

M. 28. That man lives as a man after death. Gen.

art.

182". He confessed that he had not believed in the

life after death. T.8o^

532^. I said further, that at this day a revelation has

been made by the Lord concerning the life of men after

death. The Angels said. What [can have been revealed]

about the life after death ? Who does not know that

man lives after death 1 I replied, They know, and they

do not know, Ex.

T, 160^. (Twelve novitiate Spirits deliver their

opinions concerning . . . the life after death.)

498^. All these evils are removed solely by the true

use of free determination in spiritual things, which is,

to apply the mind to thinking about the life after

death.

56S. What pious and wise man does not want to know
the lot of liis life after death ? I will therefore declare

the generals in order that he may know. Fully des.

D. 3077. That the life after death is a life to which

the life of the body cannot be compared.

4568. Concerning the life after death—that the man
appears to himself to be livini,' in the world. Ex. 4575.

4578.

4746. That the life after death is the life of the

internal man. Ex.

Lifeless, To be. Exatiimare.

A. 7193". When tlie infernals approach the celestial

Angels . . . they are as if they were lifeless. 8265.

H.48.

T. 641^. If anything (of the Lord's meiit) . . . were

to touch them . . . they would be lifeless. -'.

E. 741'^. 'Men expiring for fear . .
.' (Luke xxi.26).

Ex.

Lift up. See under Elevate.

Lift up. Allevare. H.3352.

Lift up. Tollere, AttoHere, ExtoUere.

A. 1054. It is then predicated of the Lord . . , that

He 'lifts up His face' upon him.

1604. 'To lift up the eyes and see' = to be illuminated

and to perceive.

2148. 'To lift up the eyes '= to see and perceive the

things which are above one's self," (that is, the things

which are interior. ) Ex.

2689. 'To lift up the voice and weep ' = the last

extremity of grief.

2789. 'To lift up the eyes ' = to elevate the intel-

ligence, thus to think. 2829. 3198.

3202. 'To lift up the eyes and see '= intention.

3761. 'Jacob lifted up his feet' (Geu.xxix. i)= the

elevation of the Natural. 'To lift up'= elevation.

3801. 'To lift up the voice and weep '= the ardour of

love.

3901'*. Rational and voluntary things from the Divine

were then given, which are signified by its being 'lifted

up from the earth' (Dan.vii.4).
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4083. 'To lift up the eyes' =to think, and also to

intend, thus to perceive, (And thus also to advert.

4086.) 4339. 4988.

4339. For to lift up the eyes is an external thing

which corresponds to the elevation of the mind . . . con-

sequently, to perception. 435^.

4746. 'To lift up the eyes and see ' = intention and

thought, or intense thought ; here, further thought.

5018. 'To lift up the voice and cry '= great aversion.

5124. 'Pharaoh shall lift u-p-extoUet-thy head' (Gen.

xl. 13)= what is foreseen and thence concluded. 111.

-. 'To lift up-ex^o^^erc-the head' = their deliver-

ance ; for they are then elevated or lifted \\p-attolluntur-

out of vastation, to the heavenly Societies. 'To be

lifted up-«<<o/^i-or to be elevated= to progress towards

interior things . . . Whereas 'to lift \vp-attoUere-i\ie.

head from upon anyone '= to be judged to death. Ex.

5155. 'Pharaoh shall lift up thy head from upon

thee' (ver. I9)= what is concluded from what is foreseen.

Ex. 5162.

5327. See Hand, here. S328. 721 1. R.474.

5684. 'To lift up the eyes' = thought and intention

. . . and also advertence, thus reflection. Ex.

7550^. This is why the Lord so greatly extols His

own power and glory.

7551. 'Still to lift M^-exiolhre-lxim^eli' (Ex.ix. 17)=
not as yet to desist from infesting.

8160. 'To lift up the eyes' = mental view, perception,

and thought. Refs.

1062 1. 'To bear,' and 'take away, evil ' = to remove
it so that it does not ajipear ; for the evils with a man
cannot be taken away . . .

L. 17. 'To take away sins' means the same as

redeeming man, and saving him. Ex.

Life 66". ' To take up the cross '= to fight against

concupiscences.

R. 306. 'To take away peace from the earth' (Rev.

vi.4) = charity etc. taken away.

E. 316^2. See Horn, here.

340^^. 'To lift VL\j-aUoUere (His faces) '= to reveal

Himself, which is effected from the Divine good through

the Divine truth. 412'*.

612^. 'To extol ' = confession.

730^^. 'To lift up the eyes '= to take notice.

^^. 'To lift up the voice ' = their joy from Know-
ledge.

Liga/inent. Ligame7itum.

See CoLLIflAMENT.

W. 403-. The viscera of the whole body are conjoined

with the chamber of the breast by ligaments ; and so

conjoined that when the lungs respire, each and all . . .

receive something of the respiratory motion . . . and,

together Avith these, all the lower things of the body

which are in connection with them by means of liga-

ments . . .
408'-.

D. 983. On the Spirits who relate to the external

ligaments.

. All the viscera of the body . . . have their

external ligaments through which there are communica-

tions not only with the internal things—and in fact

with the least things, as is evident—but also with the

things which are outside ; and especially with those

which act in society. The ligaments of the viscera . . .

relate to generals, as to the peritoneum, the pleura, the

diaphragm, the mediastinum, the pericardium . . . and

according to these connections [there are] communica-

tions and relations . . .

984. Among Spirits there are those who relate, as

it were, to the ligaments in the body. The internal

ligaments are those Spirits who are near ... in order

that the Societies which are distant may perceive the

things thought by me. (These emissaries) place them-

selves near the head, so that they perceive whatever

inflows . . .

985. Those who relate to the ligaments between

Angels and men, are Spirits so collocated into order by

the Lord that the thoughts of man—nay, the causes and

beginnings of his thoughts—can be uplifted . . . The

Lord Himself is in all, and, when it so pleases Him, has

no need of mediations.

986. The external ligaments are the ! Spirits who as

it were run hither and thither; and when they hear

anything, they at once fly to their own Society and tell

it in a sonorous voice . . . They are those who in the

life of the body have loved to be able to discern what

others are thinking, or to seem to themselves to be able

to do so ; and when they hear [anything] they cannot

rest ; but are carried away by a certain cupidity of the

lower mind to tell it to others . . . There are similar

explorers in general as in each of the Societies in

particular. In the same way do these persons run

about in the other life, and for the sake of this end they

are admitted, and thus they suppose themselves to be

loved ; but they are loved only as means to ends.

D. Min. 4582. Those who are still more envious

operate into . . . the ligaments towards the testicles.

D. Wis. X. 4. (The anatomical connection of liga-

ments with the heart and lungs. Des.

)

Light. Levis.

A. 25402. These things appear as of no consequence

to the man to whom worldly and bodily things are a

matter of care and of the heart ; but to the Angels they

are precious. . . Hence it is manifest that many things

which are of no consequence to man ... are most

highly valued by the Angels . . . and, on the other

hand, that the things which are most highly valued by

man . . . are of no consequence to the Angels. 255 1^.

2574^.

3768. Unless they were significative, these things

would be of too slight consequence to be mentioned in

the Divine Word.

6346. 'Unstable as water ' = to be of no weight or

strength. E.434^''.

8279. Truth from good is of such a nature that it

ascends upwards, like a light body in the world.

M. 452. That fornication is light when . . .
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E. 594^. 'AligMcloucl' (Is.xix.i)= truth. ( = Divine

truth natural spiritual. 654*®.)

780^. 'Whose horses are swifter than leopards' (Hab.

i.8)= . . . their skill in seducing. Their desire and

skill are signified by their being light and swift-ceferes.

Light. Ltix.

See Lucid, and Lumen ; and under Heat.

See also under Colour, Enlighten, Ei'e, Flame,

Glory, Illuminate, SHiNE-Z«fcere, Sight, and South.

A. 18. Man has then nothing of light. 19.

20. 'Let there be light, and there was light' (Gen.i.3)

. . . When man is being conceived anew, he first begins

to know that his goods are not goods ; and when he

comes more to the light [he begins to know] that the

Lord exists, and that the Lord is good itself and truth

itself. (111. by John i. 1-9.)

21. 'And God saw the light, that it was good ; and

God distinguished between the light and the darkness.

And God called the light day, and the darkness He
called night' {Gen.i.4,5). T^ie light is called 'good'

because it is from the Lord . . .
' Darkness ' = the things

which . . . (before) had appeared as light . . . All things

which are of the Lord are compared to 'day,' because

they are of the light . , .

34. Those who are in knowledge . . . without love, are

in such . . . dim light tliat . . .

-. Like the light of the sun without its heat, as

in winter . . .

38. 'To distinguish between the light and the dark-

ness' (ver. 18) ... By 'the light' is meant truth . . .

51. The spiritual man ... is called 'a sou of light'

(John xii.36).

182. The spiritual Angels give the use of light to

(those who are being resuscitated). D. 1 106*^.

322. Good and angelic Spirits, and Angels, live in

light so great, that the noon-day light in the world can

scarcely be compared to it.

1042. See Rainbow, here.

-. See Colour, here.

. In spiritual things . . . black is . . . evil, which

absorbs and extinguishes the rays of light ; whereas

snow-white is the truth and good which a man supposes

that he does from himself, which reflects and rejects

from itself the rays of light. The rays of light which

fall upon them, and as it were modify them, arc from

the Lord, as from the Sun of wisdom and intelligence
;

for the rays of spiritual light are nothing else, and are

from no other source.

1 05 3-. The Angels live in light so great that the

light of the world is relatively nothing. Compared to

the light of the world, the light of Heaven in which the

Angels live is like the lumen of the uoon-day sun as

compared with the lumen of a candle, which is extin-

guished and becomes null when the sun rises. In

Heaven there are celestial light and spiritual light.

Celestial light ... is like the light of the sun, and
spiritual light is like the light of the moon, but with

every difterence according to the state of the Angel
receiving the light . . . 1525.

1 11 6. The second and third posterity of the Most
Ancient Church . . . live in an aura of . . . resplendent

pearly light, and sometimes in a diamond -like one.

11 17. They live in the highest [degree of] light. The
light of the world can scarcely be compared to that

light in which they live. That light has been shown
me by means of a flaming light which as it were fell

down before my eyes ; and those who belonged to the

Most Ancient Church said that they have such light,

and one still more intense.

1 32 1. For all the light of the Truth is from the Lord,

and all thick darkness is from man ; and when, in

worship, man succeeds in place of the Lord, the light of

truth becomes thick dai'kness, and then light is regarded

by them as tliick darkness, and thick darkness as

light . . .

1440''. The light itself of the soul is in celestial

things, because in them is the Divine Itself . . .

1458. In Heaven those are in light who are in a state

of wisdom and intelligence, exactly according to their

state, and those are in the highest light who are in a

state of the highest wisdom and intelligence . . .

. Knowledges are celestial and spiritual truths,

which in Heaven are so many radiations of light, and

they are also presented visibly by light. . , As, there-

fore, the Lord was to be imlnied with Knowledges, in

order that as to the Human Essence also He might

become the light itself of Heaven, it is here said that

'Abram journeyed . . . towards the south.'

-. 'Thy light shall arise in the darkness' (Is.

Iviii. io) = that they will have the intelligence of truth.

1521. On the light in which the Angels live. Gen. art.

. The light in Heaven is such as to incredibly

surpass the very uoon-day light of the solar world.

But they have no light from this world, because they

are above or within the sphere of that light ; but their

light is fiom the Lord, who is the Sun to them. More-

over, to the Angels the light of the world is like a dense

thick darkness ; and when they are permitted to look

into that light it is as if they were looking at mere

darkness . . . From this may be evident what a differ-

ence there is between the light of Heaven and the light

of the world.

1522. I have so often seen the light in which Spirits

and Angels live, that at last I have ceased to marvel at

it, because it has become familiar. It would be too

prolix to adduce all my experience, therefore I may
adduce only these few things.

1523. In order that I might knoAv the quality of that

light, I have sometimes been withdrawn into the abodes

of good Spirits and Angels ... I have also seen infants

and their mothers in light of brightness and resplendence

so great that anything brighter is quite impossible.

1524. An intense flaming fell down before my eyes

which gi-eatly dazzled not only my eye-sight, but also

my interior sight. Presently there appeared an obscure

something like an opaque cloud in which there was as it

were something earthy ... So great is the light with

the Angels in Heaven relatively to the light in the

World of Spirits . . . And as is the case with the light,

so also is it with the intelligence and wisdom of the
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Angels above the intelligence and wisdom of Spirits
;

and not only the intelligence and wisdom, bnt also all

things which belong to intelligence and wisdom, as

speech, thought, joys, happinesses, for these correspond

to the light.

1526. I have been withdrawn from the ideas ... of

the body, so as to be held in spiritual ideas, and there

then appeared a vivid sparkling of diamond-like light

... I can describe the light in no other way, for it was

as if it were sparkling with diamonds in all its minutest

[particles] ; and while I was kept in that light I per-

ceived the particulars which were worldly and corporeal

as if they were beneath me, and far removed ; by which

I was instructed in what gi-eat light are those who are

withdrawn from material ideas into spiritual ones.

3885.

1529. It is very well known in Heaven, but not so

well in the World of Spirits, whence conies such great

light, namely, from the Lord. . . In the third Heaven
the Lord appears to the celestial Angels as a Sun, and

to the spiritual Angels as a moon. The origin itself of

light is from no other source. But the Angels have

light in proportion to the Celestial and Spiritual with

them ; and such as are the Celestial and Spiritual such

is the light. Thus the Lord's Celestial and Spiritual

itself manifests itself before their external sight by
means of light. 1530,111. 1531,111.

1532. By virtue of the Lord's light in Heaven there

appear things wonderful and innumerable beyond utter-

ance. They are continual representatives of the Lord

and of His Kingdom, such as are in the Prophets

and the Apocalypse . . .

1548. (The introduction of the Lord) into celestial

light. Sig. and Ex.

. There are two states from which is celestial

light. Ex.

1555. (The advance of the Lord) from the light of

intelligence into the light of wisdom. Sig. and Ex.

1588^. Such is the effect of the influx of celestial

spiritual light from the Lord.

1619. Continuation concerning the light in which the

Angels live. Gen. art.

162X. See Atmosphere, here.

1646. The speech of the Angels sometimes appears in

the World of Spirits ... as a vibration of light . . .

1725. Hence every man has light from Heaven ; that

is, the aliility to think and speak, and to be a man.

1783". When heavenly light appears, the light of the

world is like thick darkness . . . Whereas when anyone
is in the light of the world, heavenly light, if it then
appears, is like thick darkness.

1838. In the other life the Lord is ever . . . light

itself, but before the evil He appears like darkness . . .

1839^. 'Woe to those who set darkness for light, and
light for darkness ' (Is. v. 20). ' Darkness ' = falsities, and
' light ' = truths.

^. 'This is the judgment, that the light has

come into the world, but men have loved the darkness

more than the light, for their works were evil' (John
iii. 19). 'The light' = truths, and 'the darkness'

=

falsities; and 'the light' = the Lord, because all truth

is from Him ; and 'the darkness ' = the Hells, because

all falsity is thence. ^^.

1861^5. The Lord appears ... to all the good as light

of varied delight and pleasantness . . .

2045^. Like an object which turns the rays of light

into ugly colours.

21246. By which intellectual light is completely

darkened.

2157. Celestial ideas can scarcely be called ideas, but

so many lights of affections and perceptions, which
follow in a continuous series . . .

2196^*. From appearances man supposes that no other

light is possible than that which is from the light of

the world ; when yet in the Heavens there is not one
whit of the light of the world ; and still there is light

so great as to exceed a thousand times the noon-day
light of the world.

223 1^. See Flame, here. *.

2349^. ' The light ' = faith in the Lord, and the Lord

Himself. 111.

2353^ 'The light is not in him' (John xi. 10) . . .

'The light ' = what is true and good.

2388". In the other life truth manifests itself by
light, and good by heat ; bnt truth without good b}- a

cold light, but with good by a vernal light.

2441^. It is the Divine Celestial of the Lord's love

which thus appears before their eyes, and makes the

very light of Heaven as its effect. In proportion there-

fore as they are in celestial love, they are elevated into

that celestial light, which is from the Lord ; but in

proportion as they are I'emote from celestial love, they

cast themselves away from the light into infernal

darkness.

2576^^. The Holy itself of the Lord's Divine Human
was 'the raiment' which appeared 'as tlie light' . . .

when He was transfigured. ( = the Divine truth.

46773.)

2588"-^. For man has light from no other source than

through rational and scientific things.

''. A certain Divine light inflows \vith some . . .

when the Word is being read.

8_ YoT truth is the light itself of Heaven.

2682". For the light of truth from the Lord cannot

inflow into the Persuasive which is from the proprium
;

for this is of such a nature that it extinguishes that

light. In the other life what is persuasive appears like

a wintry light ; bnt at the approach of the light of

Heaven it becomes full of darkness . . .

2699". Those who have been in vastation . . . are

(then) elevated . . . from a state of shade, which is a

state of ignorance, into a state of light, which is a state

of illustration and of recreation thence, thus into joy,

which affects their inmosts. It is actually light into

which they come, which is such that it illustrates not

only the sight but also the understanding ; and how
greatly they are reci'eated by that light may be evident

from the opposite state from which they have been

delivered. Des.
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[A.] 2701^. Thesight of the eye is from the light of the

world ; the sight of the understanding is from the light

of Heaven inflowing into those things which are of the

light of the world ; but the sight of faith is from the

light of Heaven.

2708. "With the celestial there is a light as it were

visual and also perceptive of good and truth from the

Lord like the light of day from the sun ; whereas with

the spiritual there is a light from the Lord like the

light of night from the moon. Ex. 2S49.

2714. 'Brightness' and 'light' (Hab.iii.4)=illuniina-

tion.

2715^. As the spiritual dispute whether it is so, they

cannot for a long time come to the first boundary of the

light of the celestial, still less can they view anything

from that light.

2741. Like the light of the sun inflowing into objects,

which is received according to their form . . . 2SSS.

300ie. 34846. 3646. 3743<=. 88192.

2776'. The light of Heaven is such that when it

illuminates the sight of Spirits and Angels, it also

illuminates the understanding at the same time ... so

that in proportion as anyone in Heaven has of external

light, he has in the same proportion of internal light,

that is, in the same proportion he has of understanding.

Hence it is evident in wliat the light of Heaven diflers

from the light of the world . . .

*. The light of Heaven from the Lord's Divine

Human can reach no others than those who live in the

good of faith . . .

2813''. Here, when they ask who is the Son of Man,

Jesus replies concerning the light, which is the truth
;

and [says] that He Himself is the light or truth in which

they should believe.

2814. The Divine truth in the Lord's glorified Human
is above appearances ; nor can it ever come to any un-

derstanding ... of man, and not even to that of the

Angels ... It appears in the Heavens as the light which

is from the Lord.

2935*. So long as they are in such a state, the light

of truth from the Lord cannot inflow.

2973^. Celestial flame, and spiritual light. Ex.

". Simulate Angels of light.

3017^. Concerning (these arcana) the Angels have

clear light from the Lord ; for in the light of Heaven

these things are evident as in clear day ; whereas in the

light of the world, in which man is, scarcely anything

[is evident], except something obscurely with a regene-

rate person ; for he too is in some light of Heaven.

3o86e.

3086. For all light, life, and order in the natural man
are from influx from the Divine.

3094. Illustration is from light ; but such as the light

is, such is the illustration.

-. The light of Heaven is from the Lord's Divine

good through His Divine truth . . . and it penetrates

not only to the celestial, but also to the spiritual, and

illustrates all in Heaven with wisdom and intelligence.

3108. Those who are not in good and the derivative

faith have no other ideas of thought than those which

have been formed from the objects of the light of the

world . . .

3138. There are two lights which form the intellectual

things of man—the light of Heaven, and the light of

the world. The light of Heaven is from the Lord . . .

the light of the world is from the sun and moon . . .

The internal man has his sight and his understanding

from the light of Heaven, but the external man has his

sight and his understanding from the light of the world.

The influx of the light of Heaven into those things

which are of the light of the world makes illustration,

and at the same time apperception ; if there is corre-

spondence, the apperception of truth, if there is not

correspondence, the apperception of falsity instead of

truth. But illustration and apperception are impossible

unless there is aftection or love, which is spiritual heat,

and which gives life to those things which are illus-

trated by the light
;
just as the light of the sun does

not give life to plants, but the heat which is in the

light.

-. In the verses which immediately follow there

is described a further preparation ; namely, that the

light of Heaven, which is the Divine light of the Lord,

inflowed into those things which were of the light of

the world in His natural man.

3167. The spiritual man is he who understands and

is wise from those things which are of the light of

Heaven, but the natural man from those things which

are of the light of the world.

-. For then the light of Heaven inflows, and
illustrates those things which are in the natural man,

and causes the things therein to receive light ; the

goods therein, the heat of light, that is, love and

charity ; and the truth, the rays of light, that is, faith.

3190. When tmth is being elevated from the Natural

into the Rational, it is then taken out of the sphere of

worldly light into the sphere of heavenly light, thus as

it were from the obscurity of night into the clearness of

day ; for the things which are of the light of the world,

in which are all natural things, are relatively as in the

night ; whereas the things which are of the light of

Heaven, in which are spiritual things, are relatively as

in the day . . .

3195. (The Lord's Divine Rational as to good) in

Divine light. Sig. and Ex. 3261.

2. 'Light' is many times mentioned in the Word,

and by it in the internal sense is signified the truth

which is from good. But in the supreme internal sense

by 'light' is signified the Lord Himself, because He is

good and truth itself. There also actually is light in

Heaven, but infinitely brighter than the light on earth.

Refs. Spirits and Angels see each other in that light

. . . As to its lucidity, that light does indeed appear

like the light in the world, but still it is not like it, for

it is not natural, but it is spiritual, having wisdom in

it, so that it is nothing else than wisdom which thus

shines before their eyes ; and therefore the wiser the

Angels are, the brighter is the light in which they are.

This light also illuminates the understanding of man,

especiallj' of a regenerate man, but it is not apperceived

by the man so long as he is living in the body, on

account of the light of the world which then reigns.
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Evil Spirits in the other life also see each other . . .

and this indeed from the light of Heaven, but it is a

lumen like that from a coal fire ; for into such a lumen

is turned the light of Heaven when it comes to them.

^ As concerns the origin itself of light, it was

from eternity from the Lord alone ; for the Divine good

itself and the Divine truth, from which is the light, is

the Lord. The Divine Human which was from eternity

was that very light ; and as this light could no longer

affect the human race . . . the Lord willed to put on the

Human itself through birth ; for thus He could illumin-

ate not only the rational things of man, but also his

natural things . . . 4180'.

*. That the Lord is 'the light,' that is, good

and truth itself, and that thus from Him are all intelli-

gence and wisdom, and consequently salvation. 111.

5. 'The light ' = Divine truth. 5954^
^. From these passages it is manifestly evident

that the Lord as to the Divine good and truth in the

Divine Human is called 'the light.'

^ 'The sun no more a light by day . .
.' = not

those things which are of natural light, but those things

which are of spiritual light, which are signified by

Jehovah's being 'for the light of eternity' (Is. Ix. 19,20).

3222. Truths (there) are represented by lights, and

by innumerable modifications of light. Hence it may
be evident whence it is , . . that by 'lights' in the Word
are signified the truths which are of faith.

3223. There are two lights by which man is illumin-

ated—the light of the world and the light of Heaven.

The light of the world is from the sun, the light of

Heaven is from the Lord. The light of the world is for

the natural or external man, thus for those things which

are in him. Although the things in him do not appear

to be of this light, still they are so ; for nothing can

be apprehended by the natural man, except by means of

such things as come forth and appear in the solar world,

and thus unless they have somewhat of form from the

light and shade there. All ideas of time, and all ideas

of space . . . without which the natural man cannot

think, are also of the light of the world.
—— . But the light of Heaven is for the spiritual or

internal man. The interior mind of man, where his

intellectual ideas are ... is in this light. This is un-

known to man, although he calls his undei'standing

sight, and ascribes light to it. The reason is that so

long as he is in worldly and corporeal things, he has a

perception only of such things as are of the light of the

world, and not of such things as are of the light of

Heaven. The light of Heaven is from the Lord alone
;

and the universal Heaven is in that light. This light

of Heaven is immensely more perfect than the light of

the world. The things which in the light of the world

make one ray, in the light of Heaven make myriads.

There are intelligence and wisdom in the light of

Heaven. This is the light which inflows into the light

of the world which is in the external or natural man,
and causes him to perceive sensuously the objects of

things. Unless this light inflowed man would never

have any apperception ; for the things which are of the

lumen of the world have life in them thence. When the

external man makes one with the internal there exists

a correspondence between tliese two lights, or between

the things which are in the light of Heaven and those

in the light of the world; and then the things which

come forth in the light of the world are representative

of such things as are in the light of Heaven.

3224. It is wonderful that man does not yet know
that his intellectual mind is in a kind of light, which

is quite different from the light of the world. But

such is the condition, that to those who are in the light

of the world the light of Heaven is as it were darkness
;

and to those who are in the light of Heaven the light

of the world is as it were darkness. This comes princi-

pally from the loves, which are the heats of the light.

They who are in the loves of self and of the world, thus

who are only in the heat of the light of the world, are

to the same extent affected solely with evils and falsi-

ties ; and these are what extinguish truths, which are

of the light of Heaven. But they who are in love to the

Lord and in love towards the neighbour, thus in

spiritual heat, which is of the light of Heaven, are

aft'ected with goods and truths, which extinguish fal-

sities ; but still the correspondence exists with these.

-. Spirits who are solely in the things which are

of the light of the world, and are thence in falsities

from evils, in the other life do indeed have light from

Heaven, but such a light as is fatuous, and such as flows

forth from an ignited coal or torch ; but at the approach

of the light of Heaven this light is at once extinguished,

and becomes thick darkness. They who are in this

light are in phantasies . . .

3. For the truths and goods which are from the

light of Heaven inflow into the interior mind, which

with them is closed ; and therefore the light inflows

around and outside of that mind, and becomes such that

it is modified solely by falsities which appear to them

as truths. Truths and goods cannot be acknowledged

except with those in whom that interior mind has been

opened, into which light from the Lord inflows . . .

3225. Hence it may now be evident . . . that corre-

spondence is between those things which are of the

light of Heaven and those which are of the light of the

world . . .

3236®. And the new understanding must have its

light from the new will.

32S3''. The Rational is like a higher sight . . . The

light of that sight is the light of truth ; but the origin

of this light is of the good in the Rational.

3341. As the representations cannot come forth in the

other life except by discriminations of light and shade,

it is to be known that all the light ... is from the

Lord, and that all the shade ... is from the propriinii

of the man. Spirit, or Angel. From these two origins

. . . are derived all the variegations which are of light

and shade in the other life.

3343. Spiritual things, which are of truth, take place

by modifications of heavenly light, in which are affec-

tions . . .

3374. By the Spiritual in the genuine sense is meant

the light itself of truth which is from the Lord . . .

Hence it may be evident, that as this light inflows from

the Lord, into both the Rational and the Natural of

man, the Spiritual is predicated of both.
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[A.] 341 2^. With (those who have receded from charity)

. . . there sometimes appears a snowy light, but this

light is such as is the winter light . . . and therefore

when such approach Heaven their light is turned into

mere darkness , . .

34 1
3^^. For at the approach of the light of truth from

the Lord those who are in doctrine alone, and not in

life, are completely darkened . . .

3427''. AVith those who are in doctrinals alone and

not in the good of life, the interiors are closed, so that

the light of truth from the Lord cannot inflow, and give

them to apperceive that'[the truth] is so. Whereas with

those who are in love to the Lord the interiors are open,

so that the light of truth from the Lord can inflow . . .

3438'. Man's interiors are in the light of Heaven, and

his exteriors in the light of the world. The nature of

the difference between tlie light of Heaven and the light

of the world, consequently between those things M-hich

are of the light of Heaven, and those things which are

of the light of the world, may be seen above. Refs. It

is such as is the difference between the light of day and

the shade of night. As man is in this shade, and does

not want to know that there is light in truth from the

Lord, he cannot believe othei'wise than that his shade is

light ; and also, conversely, that that light is shade.

(Continued under Internal Sense.)

3485. The representations which come forth in the

other life . . . are alive, because they are from tlie light

of life. The light of life is the Divine wisdom, which

is from the Lord alone. Hence all things which come
forth from that light are real ; not like those which are

from the light of the world . . .

3493^. For the Rational has its sight from the light

of Heaven, and the Natural has its sight from the light

of the world . . . and when there is correspondence the

things in the Natural appear to the Rational in light,

because then the things which are of the light of the

world are illustrated by those which are of the light of

Heaven . . .

3573-. Of whicli he can have scarcely any idea through

those things which are of the light of the world, that is,

which are of the natural lumen with him ; but through

those things which are of the light of Heaven, that is,

which are of rational light.

3579. In the other life . . . ideas are formed from the

light of Heaven, in which there is intelligence.

3596. (These things) cannot be seen except in the

light in which is the rational or internal man, in which
light are few at this day, because few are regenerate.

3628^. Unless there were an interior light which is of

life, to which corresponded the exterior light which is

of the sun, sight would never come forth.

3636. It is a most universal thing that the Lord is the

Sun of Heaven, and that thence is all the light in the

other life ; and that nothing whatever from the light of

the world appears to . . . those who are in the other

life ; and also that to the Angels the light of the world

which is from the sun is nothing else than thick dark-

ness. . . Spiritual light appears before their eyes as

light, but it has in it intelligence and wisdom, because

it is from that source . . . and therefore . . . intelligence

is called spiritual light, and also presents the light of

man's life. From this universal correspondence are all

the rest derived.

3643. Those who are in the Heavens are in a serene

aura of light, like the light of early morning, of noon,

and also of the approach of evening . . .

3646. Thus when spiritual light inflows into the souls

of the brutes, it is received quite dissimilarly, and there-

fore actuates them dissimilarly . . .

3679-. The internal man is in the light of Heaven, in

which light there are intelligence and wisdom from the

Lord ; but the external man is in the light of the world,

in which there is no intelligence, and not even life ; and
therefore unless the internal man thought in the external,

nothing could ever be thought. Ex. N. 34. 37.

*. AVith him whose Natural corresponds to his

Rational, communication is opened, so that the light of

Heaven from tlie Lord can inflow through the Rational

into the Natural, and illustrate it with intelligence and

wisdom ; hence it is that this man is rational and thinks

spiritually. Whereas with him whose Natural does not

correspond to his Rational, the communication is closed,

and there inflows only somewhat of light round about

and through chinks through the Rational into the

Natural ; hence this man is not rational, and does not

think spiritually ; for accordingly as a man has influx

of the light of Heaven so does he think.

3693^. For the Angels have changes of state between

the highest amount of light and less light, or between

the highest amount of wisdom and less wisdom . . .

3704. In its essence the sun is nothing but fire, and

the light which thence appears is not in the sun, but

from the sun. 3969^'*. 5704-. 10196^.

3723. ' Morning' = the advent of heavenly light ; thus,

here, elevation from obscurity into light, and conse-

quently a state of illustration.

3769^ The loves of self and of the world have self as

the end, which end kindles natural lumen, but extin-

guishes heavenly light ; so that they see acutely the

things which are of self and the world, and not at all

the things which are of the Lord and His Kingdom.

3798^. In everyone's love there is the light of his life

;

for love is like a flame from which is light. Such,

thereibre, as is the love or flame, such is its light of

truth . . .

3833-. Hence the light of truth from good increases

immensely, and becomes as it were a continuous luci-

dity ; for the man is then in the light of Heaven which

is from the Lord.

3862. That all celestial and spiritual light, or faith,

appears in the external form in Heaven as the light

which is from the Sun . . . and that this light has in-

telligence in it, and this because it is from the Lord,

who is the Sun there. Refs. From this it is evident . . .

that all truth is from the light thence ; and it is also

evident from this . . . that all thoughts which are of

faith or truth, are variegations of that celestial and

spiritual light which is from the Lord, and that thence

is intelligence. (Continued under Heat.
)

-. Hence they received answers by lights (from

the urim and thummim). ^ ", Ex.
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^. For all the light of Heaven is varied according

to the states of a thing . . .

3863''. 'To see a great light' (Is.ix.2) = to receive and

believe the truths which are of faith. Heavenly light

is said to shine forth upon those who are in faith ; for

the light which is in Heaven is Divine truth from Divine

good.

^^. That 'to see' = to have faith in the Lord, is

evident from (the fact) that the light of Heaven, being

from the Lord, is attended with intelligence and wisdom,

consequently with faith in Him . . . and therefore to

see from that light, as the Angels do, cannot signify

anything else than faith in the Lord ; for the Lord Him-
self is within that light, because it proceeds from Him.

It is moi'eover this light which shines in the conscience

of those who have faith in Him, although the man is

unaware of this so long as he lives in the body, for then

the light of the world obscures that light.

395 7^. When a man dies he passes relatively from

shade into light . . .

3969^. These arcana cannot be seen except by those

who are in the charity of faith ; for as to their interiors

these are in the light of Heaven, in which light there is

also intelligence. They cannot be seen by those who
are in the light of the world, for in this light there is

no intelligence, except in so far as it has in it the light

of Heaven. 3993''.

4104'^. When a man acknowledges (spiritual things)

as primary, and (natural things) as secondary. Truths

and their affections are elevated with liim ; for in the

same proportion he is translated into the light of

Heaven, in which are intelligence and wisdom ; and in

the same proportion the things of the light of the world

are to him images and as it were mirrors in which he

sees them. . . (Otherwise) Truths and their affections

are not elevated, but are either suffocated, i-ejected, or

perverted ; for he is in natural light into which there

does not inflow anything of heavenly light.

4156*. With him who clearly sees that good is good,

and that truth is truth, and that evil is evil, and falsity

falsity, there inflows light from Heaven, and illustrates

his Litellectual, and causes the reasons which he sees in

the understanding to be so many rays of that light.

The same light also illuminates scientiiics, so that they

confirm ; and besides disposes them into order and into

the heavenly form. But they who are against good and
truth—as are all who are in a life of evil—do not admit
that heavenly light, but are delighted solely with their

own fatuous lumen.

4214^. The light of Heaven which inflows with them
is at once turned into fatuous lumen . . .

4302-. For those who are in heavenly perception are

in the light of Heaven ... in which light are intel-

ligence and wisdom. But those who are in natural

light are not in any intelligence and wisdom, except in

so far as the light of Heaven inflows into this light, and
so disposes it that the things of Heaven appear as it

were in a mirror ... in the things of natural light.

For without the influx of the light of Heaven, natural
light presents to view nothing of spiritual truth.

4319S. For heavenly light is received by those (who
VOL. IV.

know and believe) ; but it is not received by those who
only know . . . and consequently neither are the intelli-

gence and wisdom which are in that light ; and there-

fore when they approach the angelic Societies, that is,

heavenly light, it is turned with them into darkness.

4335^. 'The light of a lamp shall not shine in thee'

(Rev.xviii.23) = no intelligence of truth.

4379. These arcana are manifest solely to those who
are in the light of Heaven ; and as to some rude image

to those who are in the light of the world when the

light of Heaven is admitted into this light.

43876. The thought of the Angels is from the light

of Heaven . . .

4402^. The spiritual man is so called from the fact

that the light of Heaven . . . inflows into the things

with him which are of the light of the world ; and
causes the things of the light of Heaven to be repre-

sented in those which are of the light of the world, and
thereby to correspond. For, regarded in itself, the

Spiritual is the Divine light itself which is from the

Lord . . . But, with the spiritual man, that light falLs

into the things of faith with him . , . whereas with the

celestial man it falls into the good of love.

4403. Continuation concerning correspondence with

. . . with the eye, and with light. Gen.ai't.

4405. For there are two lights, one which is of the

world from the sun, and the other which is of Heaven
from the Lord. In the light of the world there is no-

thing of intelligence, whereas there is intelligence in the

light of Heaven. Hence in proportion as the things of

the light of the world with a man are illuminated by
the things of the light of Heaven—thus in proportion

as they correspond—the man is intelligent and wise.

4406^. For man's spirit is in the light of Heaven, and

his body in the light of the world.

4408-. It is clearly evident that there is an interior

light, in which there is life, consequently intelligence

and wisdom, which illuminates the interior sight, and
which meets the things which have entered through the

external sight ; and also that the interior light operates

according to the arrangement of the things which are

there from the light of the world.

441 1. When the light which proceeds from the Lord
inflows into the Third Heaven, it is received there as

the good which is called charity ; and when it inflows

into the Second Heaven, mediately and immediately, it

is received as the truth which is from charity ; whereas

when this truth inflows into the First Heaven, mediately

and immediately, it is received substantially, and ap-

pears there as a paradise, and elsewhere as a City con-

taining palaces . . .

4413. That the light of Heaven has in it intelligence

and wisdom ; and that it is the intelligence of truth and

the wisdom of good from the Lord which appears before

the eyes of the Angels as light, has been given me to

know by living experience. I have been elevated into

the light, which sparkled like the light radiating from

diamonds ; and while I was kept in it I seemed to my-
self to be withdrawn from corporeal ideas, and to be led

into spiritual ideas . . . The ideas of thought which had

originated from the light of the world then appeared to

T
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be removed from me, and as it were not to belong to

me, although they were obscurely j^resent. Hence it was
given to know that in proportion as a man comes into

that light he comes into intelligence. Hence it is that

the more intelligent the Angels are, in so much the

greater and brighter light they are.

[A.] 4414. The differences of light in Heaven are as

many as are the angelic Societies . . . nay, as many as are

the Angels in each Society. The reason is that Heaven
is ordhiated according to all the diflerences of good and
truth, thus according to all states of intelligence and
wisdom, consequently according to the receptions of the

light which is from the Lord. Hence it is that nowhere

in the universal Heaven is there an exactly similar

light ; but it differs according to the temperings of it

with what is flaming and with what is bright white,

and according to the degrees of its intensit}- ; for intelli-

gence and wisdom are nothing else than an eminent

modification of the heavenly light M-hich is from the

Lord.

4415. Novitiate Spirits . . . arc very gi-eatly sur-

prised that there is light in the other life, for they bring

with them the notion that light is from no other source

than the sun and material flame ; and still less do the}-

know that there is a light which illuminates the under-

standing . , . and still less that that light gives the

faculty of thinking ; and, by influx into the forms

which are from the light of the world, presents all

things which are of the understanding. If they have
been good, and in order that they may be instructed,

they are elevated to the heavenly Societies, from Society

into Society, in order that by living experience they

may perceive that there is light in the other life, and
that it is more intense than is ever possible in the

world ; and that they may at the same time apperceive

that in proportion as they are in the light there, they

are in intelligence. Some, who had been taken up into

the spheres of celestial light, spoke to me thence, and
confessed that they had never believed such a thing,

and that the light of the world is relatively darkness.

They also looked thence through my eyes into the light

of the world, and perceived it as no other than a dark
mist ; and with pity said that in such is man. Hence
it may be evident why the Angels of Heaven are called

in the Word 'Angels of light,' and why the Lord is

said to be 'the light,' and thence 'the life of men.'

4531-

4416. The quality of Spirits appears from the light

in which they are ; for the light in which they see cor-

responds to the light from which they perceive . . .

Those who have known truths, and have confirmed

them . . . and yet have lived a life of evil, appear in a

snowy light, but a cold one, such as is winter light.

But when they approach those who are in the light of

Heaven, their light is completely darkened . . . and
when they remove themselves from the light of Heaven,
there succeeds a yellow lumen as from sulphur, in which
they appear as spectres, and their truths as phan-
tasms . . .

^. But those who are in evil and the derivative

falsities appear in a lumen like that of a coal fire. At
the light of Heaven this lumen becomes altogether

dusky ; but the lumens themselves from which they see

are varied according to the falsity and evil in which
they are. Hence it has been evident why those who are

leading a life of evil can never, from a sincere heart,

have faith in Divine truths ; for they are in that smoky
lumen, which becomes full of darkness to them when
heavenly light falls upon it, so that they see neither

with their eyes nor with their minds ; and besides they

then fall into agonies, and some as it were into swoons.

Hence it is that the evil can never receive truth, but
only the good.

*. The man who is leading a life of evil cannot

believe that he is in such a lumen, because he does not

see the lumen in which his spirit is, but only the lumen
in which is his eye-sight, and thence his natural mind.

But if he saw the lumen of his spirit, and were to ex-

perience what it would become if the light of truth and
good from Heaven were to inflow into it, he would know
manifestly how far he was from receiving the things

which are of light, that is, which are of faith, and still

further from imbuing those which are of charity ; thus

how far distant he was from Heaven. 4417".

4419-. The quality of intelligence from the proprium,

and that of intelligence from the Divine, was shown to

him by means of lights ; for in the other life such

things are presented to view in a wonderful way by

means of variegations of light. Des.

44238. For the light of Heaven . . . cannot penetrate

into that mist. This is the state of a vastated Church.

4430. 'Shechera' = the first of light; consequently

interior truth ; for this is the first of light, (which the

descendants of Jacob extinguished with themselves. ) Tr.

4523. Continuation concerning the correspondence of

the eye and of light with the Grand ]\Ian. Gen. art.

4526. The reason man can acquire wisdom through

the things which appear to him in the light of the

world, is that a higher light—that is, the light of

Heaven—inflows into the objects which are of the light

of the world, and causes them to appear representatively

and correspondently. For the light which is above the

light of the world is that which proceeds from the Lord

. . . The intelligence and wisdom which are from the

Lord appear there as light. It is this light—which
makes the understanding or internal sight of man

—

which when it inflows through the understanding into

the objects which are from the light of the world, causes

them to appear representatively and correspondently,

and thus intellectually.

4527. I have spoken with some a few days after their

decease, and as they were recently arrived they were in

some light there which to them difl'ered but little from

the light of the world ; and as the light had appeared

such to them they were in doubt as to whether they had
light from any other source. They were therefore taken

up into the first of Heaven, where the light was still

brighter, and they said to me from there that they had

never seen such light ; and this took place after the sun

had set. (Compare 7174. H. 126.)

4598-. They who are in exterior things only are rela-

tively in a mist . . . whereas those who are in interior

things are in light, and consequently in wisdom, for
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the light there is wisdom. And, wonderful to say,

those who are in the mist cannot see that those who are

in the light are in light ; whereas those who are in the

light can see that those who are in tlie mist are in

mist.

4612". See Rational, here.

4627. A beautiful yellowish light seen. Further des.

4742. The light of Heaven ... is varied with every-

one according to reception. All the thought of the

Angels is effected by means of the variegation of this

light, as also is the thought of man, although man is

not aware of this, because with him this light falls into

material images or ideas which are in his external man
from the light of tlie world. Hence that light is so

obscured witli him, that he scarcely knows that his in-

tellectual light and sight are thence ; whereas, in the

other life, when the sight of the eye is no longer in the

light of the world, but in the light of Heaven, the fact

manifests itself that his thought is thence.

4760*. The learned . . . consult scientifics . . , from

what is negative, and thereby destroy with themselves

the [mental] view from what is higher or interior, (and

then) they no longer see anything from the light of

Heaven, but from the light of the world, for scientifics

are in the light of the world, and if they are not illu-

minated by the light of Heaven, they induce darkness,

4798, (Difierent appearance of things as seen in the

light of Heaven.) 5013", 5057". 5247. 5302'^ 5565.

5567^- 5571- 5573®- 5695^- 6626. 9174. H.8o<^. R.153I-,

926'. M.232-.

4802^. (Like the light of winter.) 7506'-.

4805, They believe that they alone are in light.

4809. ' When the Son of Man shall come in His glory

'

— when Divine truth Avill appear in its own light,

which takes place with every man when he dies, for he

then comes into the light of Heaven, in which he is

able to perceive what is truth and good, and tlius of

what quality he is.

4835s. This is like one who is in darkness, and from

it sees the things which are of light ; or, what is the

same, like one who is in the light of the world, and
from it sees the things which are of the light of Heaven.

For, relatively to the light of Heaven, the light of the

world is like darkness. The things of the light of

Heaven do not appear as they are in themselves, in

darkness, that is, in the light of the world ; but they

appear as in a representative image, as the mind of a

man appears in his face. And therefore when the light

of Heaven appears in its clearness, the darkness or re-

presentative images are dissipated. This is effected by
the Advent of the Lord.

4881. 'To arise ' = elevation . . . from a state of ignor-

ance into a state of intelligence ; for thus is man ele-

vated from a state of the light of the world into a state

of the light of Heaven. 4884. 4903.

4930^. Good is that which first rises and gives light

;

by which light are illustrated the things which are in

the natural man, so that they are seen, acknowledged,

and finally believed. Unless there were light from good
within man, he could never see truths with acknowledg-
ment and faith . . .

4967-. With a regenerate man scientifics are illustrated

])y the light of Heaven ; but with a non-regenerate man

. , . they are illustrated by the light which inflows

through Spirits who are in falsity and evil ;
which light

is indeed from the light of Heaven, but with them it is

made opaque . . .

5008*^. It is impossible from natural light to see the

things which are of spiritual light. This is contrary to

order. But it is according to order that the things

which are in natural light should be seen from spirit-

ual light.

5097. All times . . .^various states according to the

variations of the light of Heaven. The variations of

the light of Heaven are not variations like those of the

light in the world . , . but they are variations of intel-

ligence and love. For the light of Heaven is nothing

else than Divine intelligence from the Lord, which also

shines before the eyes . . . and it is this light which

makes the Intellectual of man,

5114^, There exist in man derivations from the Intel-

lectual, which is in the light of Heaven, to the Sensuous

which is in the light of the world
;
(otherwise) the Sen-

suous could not have any life such as is human. The

Sensuous has not life from tlie fact that it sees from the

light of the world, for the light of the world has no life

in it ; but from the fact that it sees from the light of

Heaven, for this light has life in it. When this light

falls with a man upon those things which are of the

light of the world, it vivifies them, and causes the man
to see the objects intellectually, thus as a man. Hence

man has intelligence and wisdom from the scientifics

which have been born from the things he has seen and

heard in the world ; and from that intelligence and

wisdom he has civil, moral, and spiritual life.

5128^ See Persuade, here.

5212, See IvNOW-sdre, here.

5219. For the light of Heaven is Divine truth from

the Lord ; hence the truths with Angels, Spirits, and

men are subsidiary lights ; but they have their light

from the Divine truth through the good in the truths.

For unless truths are from good . . , they cannot receive

any light from the Divine , . , for good is like fire, and

truths are like the lights thence. Trutlis without good

do indeed also shine in the other life, but they shine with

a wintry light ; which light at the light of Heaven be-

comes thick darkness,

5319. The brightness and resplendence of Heaven are

from the light which is from the Lord ; and the light

which is from the Lord is the Divine truth itself, Refs.

and 111.

5328^. By the Spiritual is meant that in the Natural

which is of the light of Heaven ; and by the Natural is

meant that in the Natural which is of the light of the

world. 5344.

5387s. For in the other life everyone appears in the

light of Heaven according to correspondence.

5400-. The light of Heaven, by means of which there

is sight there, is Divine truth from the Lord, This ap-

pears before the eyes of the Angels as light a thousand

times brighter than the noon-day light in the world
;
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and as this light has life in it, therefore at the same time

that it illuminates the eye-sight of the Angels, it also

illuminates the sight of their understanding, and causes

the apperception of truth, according to the quantity and

the quality of the good in Avhich they are.

[A.] 541 1^. For the light of Heaven is intelligence itself

from tlie Divine ; hence comes the perceptivity in each

thing which is represented by means of that light.

This is impossible in the light of tlie world, for this

light has nothing of intelligence in it ; but understand-

ing takes ])lace by means of it through tlie influx of the

light of Heaven into it, together with the simultaneous

influx of tlie perceptivity which is in the light of

Heaven. Hence it is that a man is in the light of

Heaven in the proportion that he is in intelligence, and

that he is in intelligence in proportion as he is in the

truths of faith, and that he is in the truths of faith in

proportion as he is in the good of love ; consequently,

that a man is in the light of Heaven in 2)roportion as he

is in the good of love.

5427. Fi'om the light in which is the Celestial of the

Spiritual, thus from the heavenly light of the Spiritual

. . . which is truth from the Divine, apjiear each and all

the truths which are below, or which are in the Natural

;

but not contrariwise if there is no medium, and still less

if there is not correspondence, and through correspond-

ence, conjunction ; which is manifestly evident from the

fact that the Angels who are in the Heavens—thus who
are in the light of Heaven—can see each and all things

which are taking place in the World of Spirits ... in

the Lower Earth, and in the Hells ; but the reverse is

not the case. (Moreover) the Angels of a higher Heaven
can see all things which are taking }>lace below them in

a lower Heaven ; but not conversely, unless there is a

medium. For there are mediate Spirits through whom
communication is effected backwards and forwards.

Therefore those below who have no medium ... see

nothing whatever when they look into the light of

Heaven . . . Tr.

^ But when there is correspondence the exterior

man sees through the medium what is being done in the

interior man ; for the light belonging to the interior

man inflows through the medium into the light which
belongs to the exterior man—that is, heavenly light into

natural light—and illuminates this light ; from which
illumination that which comes forth with the interior

man appears, whence comes intelligence and wisdom to

the exterior or natural man . . .

5428. That truth from the Divine did not appear in

natural light not as yet illuminated by heavenly light.

Sig. and Ex.

. Take for example the glory of Heaven. They
who think about the glory of Heaven from natural light

not illuminated by the light of Heaven—because they

are without a medium, and still more if there is not cor-

respondence—can have no other idea about that glory

than as of the glory of the world . . . (Other examps.
given.

)

5477. That from the natural light in which are those

truths it is not believed that all things ajipear from

spiritual light. Sig. and Ex.

. ' Joseph '= the Celestial of the Spiritual, which

is in spiritual light. That from this light the truths in

the Natural appear, is signified by 'Joseph heard.'

-. "With natural light, and spiritual light, the

case is this. Natural light is from the sun of the

world, and spiritual light is from the Sun of heaven
which is the Lord. All the truths of faith which man
imbibes from infancy are apprehended by means of such

objects and the derivative ideas as are from the light of

the world ... A man who has not been regenerated is

utterly unaware that spiritual light exists ; and even

that in Heaven there exists a light which has nothing

in common with the light of the world ; still less does

he know that it is that light which illustrates the ideas

and objects which are from the light of the world, and
causes man to be able to think, conclude, and reflect.

The reason spiritual light is able to do this, is that that

light is the wisdom itself which proceeds from the Lord

:

this wisdom is presented as light before the sight of the

Angels in Heaven. From this light appear each and all

things which are below, or which are with man from

natural light ; but not conversely, unless the man has

been regenerated. In that case the things of Heaven
. . . appear in the Natural from illustration by spiritual

light as in a representative mirror. Hence it is evident

that the Lord, who is the Light itself, sees each and

all things which are in the thought and will of man
;

nay, which are in universal nature . . .

5563*^. (Such) have their skulls ... as of ebony, by
which tlie rays of light—which are truths—are wholly

reflected.

SSSs"*. 'To lift up the light of faces' (Ps.iv.6) = togive

good from mercy.

5637^. "When scientifics are illustrated by the light of

Heaven. Ex.

56S0®. In the Spiritual World all things live from the

light which is from the Lord ; for in that light there

are intelligence and wisdom.

5704S. ' Light '= truth. Refs.

58656. When Spirits look into the things which are

of the light of the world, the things which are there

appear like mere darkness.

5965-. That is called the Spiritual Mhich is in the

light of Heaven ; for that which is in that light lias in

it the affection of good and the perception of ti'uth
;

these are in that light because that light is from the

Lord ; and therefore those who are in spiritual good and

truth are in the internal of the Church . . . But that is

called the Natural which is in the light of the \^'orld

;

and that which is in this light has not the affection of

good and the perception of truth t?i it, but outside of

it ; for the light of Heaven inflows and makes an

illumination round about, thus outside and not within,

and causes it to be known that good is good and truth

truth, because it is so said, and not that it is perceived

to be so ; and therefore those who are in natural good

are in the external of the Church . . .

6000^. Hence the light of truth ... is absorbed and

suffocated.

6032. Spiritual light, and spiritual heat. Fully ex.

(See Heat, here.)

^. As to spiritual light, this is circumstanced in
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the understanding of man as natuial light is in his

external sight : namely, that in order for the eye to see

there must be a light which illuminates, and then the

eye sees in tlie light all things which are outside of

itself round about. Just so the intellectual mind, which
is the internal eye of man. In order for this eye to see

it is necessary for the light of Heaven ... to illuminate
;

and when this eye has been illuminated by this light,

it then sees the things which ai'e outside of it round

about. But the objects which it sees are spiritual,

namely, scientifies and truths. But when this light

does not illuminate, the intellectual mind ... is like

the eye of the body in the dark, and it sees nothing
;

that is, from scientifies it sees nothing of truth, and

from truths nothing of good. The light which illumin-

ates the intellectual mind is truly light, and is such

light as a thousand times surpasses the noon-day light

of the world. From this light all the Angels in the

Heavens see the things which are outside of them round

about ; and also from the same light they see and

perceive the truths which are of faith, and the quality

of them.

6055. Thus the internal man is in the light of

Heaven, and the external man is in the light of the

world. Ex. 9755, Ex.

6125'^ For the Intellectual translates the things of

the light of Heaven into those which are of the lumen

of nature . . .

6309S. For the things of the light of Heaven become

darkness when they fall into those which are of the lumen

of the world ; because, in themselves, they are contrary.

But in order that tliey may not be contrary, man is

regenerated . . .

6310. According to the degrees in man there are also

lights . . .

63 'S*^- The three Heavens are no otherwise distinct

than according to elevations towards the interiors, thus

also according to the degrees of light. Ex.

6335". The lights in Heaven are varied according to

the goods and the derivative truths ; and the states of

intelligence and wisdom are varied according to the

lights . . .

6359''. Thus when the light of Heaven . . . falls upon

the hardness of falsity from evil, it is reflected ; where-

as when the light of Heaven . . . falls upon the softness

of truth from good it is received.

638S<=. They are like objects which do not remit the

rays of light, but absorb them . . .

6400. Truth is in no light unless good is with it or in

it ; for good is like a flame which gives otf light from

itself . . .

6608. Intellectual light has been given me, has been

taken away, diminished, and moderated, in the things

being thought, spoken, and written, and this frequently
;

and it has been given me to perceive the varieties and

differences. The light itself has been perceived as an

illumination which illustrated the substances of the

interior sight, as the lumen of the sun does the organs

of sight . . .

6751'^. These planes are what are illustrated by the

light of Heaven.

6775*^. For spiritual light cannot there inflow into

singulars . . .

6829. But when man emerges from temptation, then

appears light with its spiritual heat ; that is, truth

with its good.

8. When light from the Divine appears, falsities

and evils are removed . . .

6832^. In the First Heaven the Lord does not appear

either as a Sun or as a Moon, but only as light ; which
light far surpasses the light of the world.

6865-. For the light of the world has the predomi-

nance with them, which light appears clear so long as

the light of Heaven does not inflow into it . . .

6907^. They who are in evil of life and thence in

falsity are in the light of the world ; for there is a light

by which intellectual objects are seen. With those who
are in falsity from evil this light is sparkling, and the

more they are in falsity from evil the more it sparkles.

The glory of the world which is from the love of self

kindles it, and causes it to sparkle. This being the

case, truths appear therein exactly like falsities, and

falsities exactly like truths. The reason is, that

heavenh' light cannot inflow into the beam of this light

;

but with such a light it becomes thick darkness. Hence

it is that such are in a strong persuasive in favour of

falsities against truths, because so they see them in that

light. Whereas with those who are in truths from

good the light of the world does not sparkle, but is

obscure. With these the light of Heaven is bright

;

and (therefore) truths appear in it as truths, and falsi-

ties as falsities ; for when this light falls upon falsities

... it not only obscures but completely extinguishes

them. I'his light . . . becomes successively more and

more bright with them, insomuch that at last the light

of the world cannot be compared to it.

697 1
-. In a word, when the approach for the influx of

the light of Heaven has once been opened, and is then

closed, the man is compelled to look downwards . . .

lest the truths which he has once acknowledged . . .

should be profaned.

7130''. The things which are of the natural mind are

for the most part in the light of the world, which light

is called the lumen of nature ; but the things which are

of the rational mind are in the light of Heaven, which

light is spiritual light.

7486. (Artificial light in Mars.)

7625. In the Word . . . the truth conjoined with good

which proceeds from the Lord is compared to 'light
;'

and the truth of faith is also therein called 'light' . . .

for love ;is the fire of life, and faith is the light of

life.

771 1-. 'To await light' (Is.lix.9) = to await truth.

7719. 'AH the sons of Israel had light in their dwell-

ings' (Ex.x.23) = that those of the Spiritual Church had

illustration everywhere in their minds. . . Light'

=

illustration ; for the light which is from the Lord

illuminates the understanding ; for in this light there

are intelligence and wisdom. Refs.

e. Moreover there is light in the dwellings of the

Angels according to the intelligence and wisdom of their

minds ; and in proportion as they have light, in the
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same proportion those who are in the opposite—who are

those who have infested them—have thick darkness.

[A.] 78706. (Thus) in the other life everyone has light

according to his faculty of understanding, as furnished

with truths from good, or with falsities from evil.

7950-. All spiritual light comes through good from

the Lord, thus through charity ; for the good of charity

is like a flame from which is light . . .

8197-. The ijresence of the Lord — which is here

signified by 'the pillar' — is heavenly light itself.

Heaven has its light thence, which light is a thousand

times brighter than the noon-day light of the world.

But the same light becomes thick darkness with the

evil, even if they are in the light itself . . . The reason

is that the truth Divine pi'oceeding from the Lord

appears before the eyes of the Angels as light ; but to

those who are in falsities from evil it cannot appear as

light, but as thick darkness ; because falsity is opposite

to truth, and extinguishes it. Tr.

8328^. See Heat, here. 8530. 8644.

8512^. Whei-eas when a man is led by means of good,

he sees in light.

8604^. By the truth which is from Himself the Lord

gives life to man ; for the light which is from the Lord

is Divine truth, and is 'life.' (Continued under Lifk.
)

8694*^. For through Heaven from the Lord there is a

light which circumfuses and illustrates the understand-

ing . . . The things which then apjjcar in this light are

truths ; for this light itself is the Divine truth which

proceeds from the Lord.

8707. The light of intelligence and the derivative

life. Sig. and Ex. 8708.

. From the immediate influx of truth from the

Lord there is not the apperception of truth, but the

light which gives the faculty of understanding. It is

Avith this light as it is with the light of the eye-sight.

For the eye to see objects-7'es objecias-iheve must be a

light giving a general illumination. In this light the

eye sees and discriminates objects . . . The case is

similar with the sight of the internal eye, which is the

understanding. For this to see there must also be a

light giving a general illumination, in which appear the

objects which are the things of intelligence and wisdom.

This light is from the Divine truth which proceeds

immediately from the Lord. The things presented as

objects in this light appear beautiful and delightful

according to their agreement with the good in each

person.

8750^. There are in general two states of life, namely,

a state of thought . . . and a state of affection . . . The
(former) state is that which is illustrated by the light

from the Sun of Heaven . . .

8764. That thus through truths they have been

elevated to heavenly light. Sig. and Ex.

2. For the Intellectual sees from the light of

Heaven, (which) is spiritual truth ; that is, the truth

of faith.

8871. 'The things in the heavens above, and in the

earth beneath ' = the things which are in spiritual light,

and which are in natural light.

8872. 'And in the waters under the earth '= . . .

That these are what are in the corporeal Sensuous, is

evident from the successive degrees of light which belong

to the Intellectiial in man. In the first degree are those

which are in spiritual light ... in the second are those

which are in natural light ; and in the third are those

which are in corporeal sensuous light.

8878. For those who are in evil are not in heavenly

light, but are in natural light, and at last are in

sensuous light which is from the Corporeal. From this

lumen these persons cannot possibly see the Human of

the Lord otherwise than as human . . . ^.

8977'*. For those who are in the good of charity are

in the light of Heaven, and from it see the things which
are in the light of the world. Whereas those who are

in the truth of faith, and not in the good of charity,

are in the light of the world, from which they cannot

see the things which are in the light of Heaven ; for

the light of Heaven is above—tliat is, within— whereas

the light of the world is below or without ; and lower

things can be seen from higher, but not conversely.

Heaven can inflow into the world, but not the world

into Heaven.

9103^. The Natural sees things in the light of the

world, which light is called natural lumen. Man
actiuires this lumen bj' means of the objects which enter

through the sight and the hearing . . . "When light from

Heaven inflows into these, the man begins to see them
spiritually, and to discriminate between things useful

and not useful ; thus he begins to have a clear view of

truth . , . This clear view increases according to the

influx of the light of Heaven ... for the light of

Heaven inflows through the internal man into the

external. Hence the man has perception, but not spirit-

ual perception ; for this perception does not come forth

from natural truths, but from spiritual truths. Ex.

^ For the things in the external man live from

the light of Heaven, because this light is alive . . . But

they do not live from natural light ... In order that

the things in this light may live, there must be an

influx of the living light . . .

91412. (The fire of life and the light of life. Ex. See

Life, here.)

9144. So long as the fires of evil are kept shut up in

the will, the understanding is in light . . . But when
those fires pour forth their light into the understanding,

the previous light is dissipated, and the man is obscured

as to the apperception of good and truth . . .

9176®. For the Angels are in the light of Heaven,

(which) has infinite things in it, because (it) is the

Divine truth proceeding from the Lord, 9212*.

9227^. The things stored up in the memory, and

which appear in the memory before the understanding,

appear in the light of the world, which is called natural

lumen ; whereas the things which enter the will . . . are

in the light of Heaven, (which) is the truth of good

from the Lord. When these things go forth thence into

act, they return into the light of the world, but then

appear in that light under cpiite a difi'erent form . . .

9245. 'To come to the light' (John iii.2i)= to faith

in the Lord, thus to faith from the Lord.
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94056. The elevation of man into the light of Heaven.

94071^

9435. (A Spirit the upper part of whose face only was

seen to be in the light of Heaven.)

9467-. For heavenly light is real, and in itself is the

Divine truth proceeding from the Lord's Divine good.

9498^. 10703.

9468^. (This) Divine truth appears as a flaming light

in the Inmost Heaven, and as a bright white light in

the Middle Heaven.

9470''. Sjiiritual truth . . . and celestial truth . . .

diff'er as do the light from the sun, and the light from

the stars.

9548^. 'Light' = faith, thus also intelligence and

wisdom.

9568". The Scientific is truth appearing in the light

of the world ; whereas the truth of faith, in so far as it

is of faith with a man, is truth appearing in the light

of Heaven.

9570. ('The seven lamps') = the light of the Spiritual

Heaven. Ex.

. The light of the Spiritual Heaven is the Divine

truth proceeding from the Lord, and the derivative

faith, and intelligence of truth and wisdom of good.

How the case is with the light of the Spiritiral Heaven

shall be told in a few words. In the Lord's Celestial

Kingdom,—which is the inmost or Third Heaven—there

is a light which immensely transcends the light which

is in the Lord's Spiritual Kingdom, which is the Middle

or Second Heaven, The light of the Celestial Kingdom

. . . does not appear as light, but as flame, because in

that Heaven there reigns the good of love . . . Whereas

in the Spiritual Kingdom . . . there is a light which

immensely transcends the light of the world, but still it

appears bright white, because in that Heaven there

reigns the truth of faith from the good of charity.

Hence, too, by 'light' in the Word is signified the

truth which is from good ; and, in the supreme sense,

the Divine truth which proceeds from the Lord's Divine

good. 9865-.

957 1<^. The Lord's Divine Human is the source of

light in Heaven ; for the Divine cannot be seen except

under the human form. Sig.

9577". The light of Heaven is for man's spirit, and
the light of the world is for his body ; and . . . the

things which are in the light of Heaven are in thick

darkness when man sees from the light of the world
;

and, on the other hand, the things which are in the

light of the world are in thick darkness when man sees

from the light of Heaven. Hence it is that when the

light of the world is taken away from the sight of the

bodily eye, the eyes of the spirit are opened, and the

things which are in the light of Heaven are seen.

9642. For in the Heavens light— and with light

intelligence and wisdom—increases towards interior

things.

96536. All the Scientific, being of the natural man,

is in the light of the world.

9684. Those in the Celestial Kingdom have light

from the Lord as a Sun ; and those in the Spiritual

Kingdom have light from the Lord as a Moon. Ex.

9695. Therefore (the Spirits of the First Earth) have

light from a certain flame . . . because they do not

adore the Lord ; and therefore they have no light from

the Sun of Heaven, but from an angelic Society ; for an

angelic Society, when permitted by the Lord, is able to

present such a light to Spirits who are in a lower sphere.

9723. For the things which a man loves he sees in

the light ; but the things which he does not love he

sees in the shade.

9783. Light, received, is faith.

9797. In proportion as the internal man has been

opened towards Heaven, thus to the Lord, in the same

proportion it is in the light of Heaven, thus in the

same proportion it is in the understanding of truth. The
light of Heaven is the Divine truth which proceeds

from the Lord ; and to be illustrated by this light is to

understand truth.

9801. But in proportion as the internal man has been

closed towards Heaven ... it is in cold and thick dark-

ness as to the things of Heaven ; and then in proportion

as the external man has been opened towards the world,

he thinks falsity and wills evil . . . for the light of the

world with him extinguishes the light of Heaven.

9814. The Divine Spiritual is the Divine truth pro-

ceeding from the Lord's Divine good. In Heaven this

appears as light ; and also is the light which illumin-

ates the Angels' sight, both external and internal. The

modification of this light according to the subjects

which receive it, which are Angels, presents various

phenomena to view, as clouds, rainbows, colours . . .

and also shining garments around the Angels.

9857^. 'For a light of the peoples' (Is.li.4) = for

illustration.

9905". That the light of Heaven is the Divine truth

proceeding from the Lord's Divine good. Refs.

10019^. 'Light of faces'= Divine truth from Divine

good.

101356. 'Light' = the Lord as to Divine truth.
'

10574I".

10156. The knowledge of the natural, that is, of the

unregenerate man, is in the light of the world ; whereas

the intelligence of the spiritual, that is, of the regenerate

man, is in the light of Heaven. And so long as a man
is in the light of the world he is in Hell ; whereas when

he is at the same time in the light of Heaven he is in

Heaven . . .

1055 1^ In proportion as they think from self and

the world, in the same proportion they think from

natural light separated from heavenly light
;
(which) is

mere thick darkness in spiritual things.

10574^ ' Light '= the Divine truth proceeding from

the Lord. 111.

10605-. The light (in Heaven) does not undergo

diurnal changes like the light in the world ; but is

varied according to the states of love and faith with the

Angels . . . Ex.

10694-. These loves are opposites, and therefore so

also are the lights. Ex.

H. 43. The Angels who are in the middle (of a Society)
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are in the greatest light ; and those at the circumfer-

ences are in less and less light. S. 107.

[H.] 118-. The good of love corresponds to fire . . .

and tlie good of faith corresponds to light ; and, in the

spiritual sense, light is faith.

126. On light and heat in Heaven. Gen. art.

. That there is light in the Heavens cannot be
apprehended by those who think solely from nature

;

when yet the light in the Heavens is so great as to

exceed by many degi-ees the noon-day light in the world.

I have often seen it, even in the times of evening and
night. At first I had wondered when I heard the
Angels saying that relatively to the light of Heaven it

is scarcely anything but shade ; but now that I have
seen it I can bear \ntness to it. The brightness and
brilliancy of it are such that they cannot be described.

The things which have been seen by me in the Heavens
were seen in that light ; thus more clearly and distinctly

than things in the world.

127. The light of Heaven is not natural, like the
light of the world, but is spiritual ; for it is from the
Lord as a Sun, which Sun is Divine love. (Continued
under Heat.)

128. The reason Divine truth is light to the Angels,
is that the Angels are spiritual, and not natural. The
sjiiritual see from their own Sun, and the natural from
theirs

; and the Divine truth is that from which the
Angels have understanding

; and the understanding is

their internal sight, which inflows into their external
sight and produces it. Hence the things which appear
in Heaven from the Lord as a Sun appear in light. As
this is the origin of light in Heaven, the light is varied
there according to the reception of Divine truth from
the Lord

; or, what is the same thing, according to the
intelligence and wisdom in which the Angels are. And
therefore the light is diff"erent in the Celestial Kingdom
from what it is in the Spiritual Kingdom ; and it is

diff"erent in every Society. The light in the Celestial

Kingdom appears flaming, because tlie Angels who are
there receive light from the Lord as a Sun ; whereas the
light in the Spiritual Kingdom is bright white, because
the Angels who are there receive light from the Lord as

a Moon. Moreover, the light in one Society is not like

what it is in another ; and in each Society also it diff"ers
;

those who are in the middle being in gi-eater light, and
those around being in less. In a M'ord, in the same
degree in which the Angels are receptions of Divine
truth, that is to say, in the same degree in which they
are in intelligence and wisdom from the Lord, in the
same degree they have light. Hence the Angels of

Heaven are called 'Angels of light.' W.253'^. 380.

129. As the Lord in the Heavens is the Divine truth,

and the Divine truth there is light, therefore in the
Word the Lord is called 'the Light.' 111.

130. That the light in the Heavens is spiritual, and
that that light is the Divine truth, may also be con-
cluded from the fact that man also has spiritual light,

and that he has illustration from that light in propor-
tion as he is in intelligence and wisdom from Divine
truth. The spiritual light of man is the light of his

understanding, the objects of which are truths, which
he disposes analytically into oi'dei's, forms into reasons.

and from them concludes things in a series. The
natural man does not know that it is real light from

which the understanding sees such things, because he

does not see it with his e3'es, nor apperceive it in his

thought ; but still many know it, and also distinguish

it from the natural light in which are those who think

naturally and not spiritually . . .

". That it is true light which illustrates the

mind, quite distinct from the light which is called

natural lumen, has frequently been given me to perceive,

and also to see. I have been elevated into that light

interiorly, through the degrees ; and, as I was elevated,

my understanding was illustrated, so that at last I per-

ceived . . . such things as I could not even comjirehend

in thought from natural lumen. I have sometimes been
indignant that they were not comprehended, when yet

in heavenly light they were clearly and perspicuously

perceived.

^. As there is a light for the understanding, the

like is said of it that is said of the eye ; as that it sees

and is in the light, when it perceives . . .

131. As the light of Heaven is the Divine truth, that

light is also Divine wisdom and intelligence ; whence
the same is meant by being elevated into the light of

Heaven, as by being elevated into intelligence and
wisdom, and by being illustrated ; and therefore the

light with the Angels is exactly in the same degree as is

their intelligence and wisdom. As the light of Heaven
is Divine wisdom, all are Known in the light of Heaven
in respect to their quality . , . Those who are below

Heaven, and do not will what is good, are exceedingly

afraid of being looked at in the light of Heaven ; and,

wonderful to say, those who are in Hell among them-

selves appear as men, but in the light of Heaven as

monsters . . . exactly in the form of their evil. (553.)

. . . Hence it is evident that in the light of Heaven all

things are made manifest
;
(the reason of which is) that

the light of Heaven is the Divine truth.

1 32-. The cold light (of truths without good) dis-

appears when the light of Heaven falls upon it. Ex.

137^. (As there is such great power in Divine ti'utli)

'light' is what is first mentioned in (Genesis).

203'-^. Without the light which illuminates the under-

standing, man cannot think at all.

239^. The ideas of thought of the Angels . . . are

modifications of the light of Heaven.

265s. For delectation is attended with light, because

it is from love ; and with those who love such things as

are of Divine and heavenly wisdom, light shines from

Heaven, and there is illustration.

266. See Wisdom, here.

308®. Comprehensible (only) to those who are in

spiritual light.

309. The human Rational comes forth from the influx

of the light of Heaven. 430.

310-. W^ithout such a Word there would be no light

of Heaven with the men of our Earth ; thus no con-

junction of Heaven with them ; for in proportion as the

light of Heaven is present with a man, in the same pro-

portion there is conjunction.
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312^. (Such) canuot be elevated into the light of

Heaven.

347. Those who are affected and delighted with truth

itself, are affected and delighted with the light of

Heaven ; and those who are affected and delighted with

the light of Heaven, are also affected and delighted with

Divine truth ; nay, with the Lord Himself ; for the

light of Heaven is the Divine truth, and the Divine

truth is the Lord in Heaven. This light enters solely

into the interiors of the mind, for the interiors of the

mind have been formed to receive it ; and as it enters it

also affects and delights . . .

^. Hence it is that these are in the light of the

world, and not in the light of Heaven. 352.

466. (The absorption, reflection, and transmission of

spiritual light, mentioned and ex.

)

481'*. They who are in corporeal love see nothing in

the light of Heaven. To them the light of Heaven is

thick darkness ; but the light of Hell—which is like the

light from burning coals—is clear light . . . 584^.

489-. They who from interior affection have loved

Divine truths and the Word—that is, from the affection

of truth itself—in the other life dwell in light, on lofty

places . . .

553S. In the light of Heaven everything appears as it

is in itself.

5696. So the light of Heaven, when it inflows into

truths of good, gives intelligence and wisdom ; but when

it inflows into falsities of evil, it is there turned into

insanities and phantasies of various kinds.

5846. From these things it is most clearly evident

that a man conies into the light of Heaven in proportion

as he acknowledges the Divine, and confirms with him-

self the things which are of Heaven and the Church . . .

6036. For whatever is loved enters with light into the

idea of the mind ; especially when truth is loved,

because all truth is in light.

N. 196. Everything heavenly is in light, and every-

thing infernal is in darkness.

37. With „the evil the Internal is in the world and its

light, and in the same light is their external ; and

therefore they see nothing from the light of Heaven,

but solely from the light of the world . . .

49. On the light of Heaven, in which is the spiritual

man. Refs. to passages.

J. 38-. In proportion as a man from internal becomes

external, in the same proportion is spiritual light

darkened with him, even until he does not see Divine

truth from . . . the light of Heaven . . . but only from

natural light, which is of such a nature that when it is

alone and not illustrated by spiritual light, it sees

Divine truth as it were in night. Further ex.

C. J. 14^. For in its essence spiritual light is Divine

wisdom . . .

30. After the Last Judgment . . . there was light in

the World of Spirits such as there had not been before.

Ex. . . A like light also arose for men in the world, from

which they have new illustration.

40. (The interior intellectual light of the English.

See England, here.)

48. (Spiritual light with the Dutch. See Dutch

here.

)

L. i". 'The light'= the Divine wisdom. W.98.

30^. 'The light of the gentiles' = the Lord as to the

Human

.

S. 41. When such read the Word in illustration from

the Lord they see Divine truths in natural light ; for

the light of Heaven, in which is the spiritual sense of

the Word, inflows into the natural light, in which is

the sense of the letter, and illuminates the Intellectual

of the man . . . 58.

73. For in proportion as the Angels are in the under-

standing of the Word, in the same proportion they are

in light. The light of Heaven is the Divine wisdom,

which, before their eyes, is light. In the Sacrarium in

which the copy of the Word is laid, there is a flaming

and bright white light, which surpasses every degree of

light which is outside of it in Heaven.

104. That through the Word there is light for those

who are outside the Church. Gen. art.

W. 2f. By the faculty (of thinking rationally) man

is either in the light of Heaven, or derives thence the

General of his thought; and it is a universal of the

light of Heaven that there is one God.

96. That spiritual light is quite distinct from natural

light, may be known to everyone if he attends to the

thoughts of his own mind . . .

1 56-. These things transcend the ideas of the thoughts

which are in natural light, but not those which are in

spiritual light . . .

175. See Atmosphere, here.

182. As to the spiritual light in which the Angels

are, it has been granted me to see it with my eyes.

The light with the Angels of the higher Heavens is so

shining white that it cannot be described, not even by

the shining whiteness of snow ; and it is also so sparkling

that this also cannot be described, not even by the

beams of the sun of the world. In a word, that light

surpasses a thousand times the noon-day light on earth.

But the light with the Angels of the lower Heavens can

be in some measure described by means of comparisons ;

but still it surpasses the highest degree of the light of

our world. The reason the light of the Angels of the

higher Heavens cannot be described, is that their light

makes one Avith their wisdom . . . (Thus) ^there are

degrees of light.

243. That the understanding can be elevated into the

light of Heaven . . . but not the will into the heat of

Heaven . . . unless the man shuns evils as sins and looks

to the Lord. (Shown from experience.) 244. 4i3- 4^6.

I. i4,Gen.art. T.6o2,Ex.

245. The nature of the influx of light into the three

degrees of life . . . with man. Ex. (Continued under

Heat.)

247. By the influx of spiritual light into all the three

degrees of the m.ind, man is distinguished from beasts,

and is able to think analytically, to see truths both

natural and spiritual . . . and thus to be reformed and

regenerated. The faculty of receiving spiritual light is

what is meant by lationality . . .
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[W.] 254^. The closing up of the spiritual degree is like

the retorsion of a spire, which is the reason why after

this degree has been closed it reflects (that is, repels) the

light of Heaven ; consequently instead of the light of

Heaven, there is thick darkness there ; and the Truth,

which is in the light of Heaven, becomes nauseous.

^ In the light of Heaven (a sensuous man)
appears ... as a monster, with a retracted nose . . .

because the nose corresponds to the perception of truth
;

and he cannot endure a ray of the light of Heaveu. In

their caverns such have no other light than a light as it

were from live coals, or burning charcoal.

257. The natural mind can be elevated even to the

light of Heaven in which the Angels are, and perceive

naturally what the Angels perceive spiritually, thus not

so fully ; but still the natural mind of man cannot be

elevated into the angelic light itself. "When a man is

(thus) elevated to the light of Heaven, he can think and
even speak with the Angels ; but the thought and speech

of the Angels are then inflowing into the natural thought

and speech of the man . . . and therefore the Angels

speak with the man in . . . his own vernacular.

429. (These) are in the Ultimate Heaven, and are in

a light there like the nocturnal lunar light.

P. 166. The understanding ... is illustrated by
spiritual light . , . There is spiritual light, and there is

natural light, both alike as to the external appearance,

but unlike as to the internal appearance ; for natural

light is from the sun of the natural world, and thence

is in itself dead ; but spiritual light is from the Sun
of the Spiritual World, and thence is in itself alive.

This light illustrates the human understanding, and
not natural light. The natural and rational lumen is

not from this latter light, but from the former. It is

called natural and rational lumen, because it is spiritual

natural. For there are three degrees of light in the

Spiritual World,—celestial light, spiritual light, and
spiritual natural light. Celestial light is a flaming spark-

ling light
; this light is with those who are in the Third

Heaven. Spiritual light is a resplendent bright white

light ; this light is with those who are in the Middle

Heaven. And spiritual natural light is such as is the

diurnal light in our world ; this light is with those who
are in the Ultimate Heaven, and also with those who
are in the World of Spirits . . . but with the good there

it is like the summer light, and with the evil like the

winter light, on earth. But it is to be known that all

the light of the Spiritual World has nothing in common
with the light of the natural world : they diff"er as what
is alive and what is dead. From these things it is

evident that natural light, such as there is before our

eyes, does not illustrate the understanding, but spiritual

light. R.231.

167. Something shall also be said concerning the

light of Hell. The light in Hell is also of three degrees.

The light in the lowest Hell is like the light from burn-
ing charcoal ; the light in the middle Hell is like the
light from a flame on the hearth ; and the light in the

highest Hell is like the light from caudles, and with
some is like the nocturnal light from the moon. Neither
are these lights natural, but they are spiritual ; for all

natural light is dead, and extinguishes the understand-

ing ; and with those who are in Hell there is the

faculty of understanding which is called rationality . . .

and rationality itself is from spiritual light, and not one

whit from natural light ; but the spiritual light, which

they have from their rationality, is turned into infernal

light, as the light of day is turned into the darkness of

night.

-. But still all in the Spiritual World ... see in

their own light as clearly as man does in his in the day-

time ; the reason of which is, that the eye -sight of all

has been formed to the reception of the light in which it

is . . .

^. But the diff'erence between these lights is

clearly seen by those who look from one light into the

other . . .

e. From these things it may be evident that such

as is the understanding which a man has, such is the

light which he has ; and that after death everyone

comes into his own light, for he cannot see in any other

. . . The life's love of everyone makes for itself the

understanding, and thus also the light ; for the love is

like the fire of the life, from which is the light of the

life.

i68\ The light of confirmation . . .

173. As man has light through the Word ... it

follows that from light in its origin there is light in its

derivations, which are the perceptions and thoughts . . .

187''. Because the natural lightj inflowing from below

would at once extinguish the spiritual light inflowing

from above.

233^-. He who continually immerses his thoughts in

his own proprium, cannot be elevated out of natural

light into spiritual light . . .

317. Truths (then) appear in their own light. Ex.

318®. The diff'erence cannot be seen between the light

of confirmation, and the light of the perception of truth.

(The difference ex.

)

R. 53". 'The light of the moon' (Is.xxx.26)= faith

from charity; 'the light of the sun ' = intelligence and

wisdom from love then from the Lord.

224*. Every man ... is able to see the truths of the

Word in light . . .

386. Light would have inflowed from Heaven and

would have confused them.
^. For light inflowing from Heaven on the right

side affects the will . . . but light inflowing from Heaven

on the left side aff"ects the understanding ; and every

man can be in the light of Heaven as to the understand-

ing, provided the will is closetl as to its evil.

414. By 'light' in general is signified Divine truth,

which is truth i'rom the Word ; by ' the light of the

sun,' spiritual Divine truth ; and by 'the light of the

moon and of the stars,' natural Divine truth, both from

the Word ...

566^. Fatuous light is the light of the confirmation of

falsity. This light corresponds to the light in which

are owls and bats . . . When they looked upwards to

Heaven . . . they saw darkness ; but when they looked

downwards to the abyss . . . they saw light. . . They
said that thus light and darkness are not anything, but
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only the state of the eye . . . But it was shown that

their light was fatuous light . . . and that their light

was only the activity of their minds originating from the

fire of concupiscences ; being not unlike the light of

cats . . .

•'. A place there into which light inflows im-

mediately from Heaven. (An experiment made with it.

)

631^. Spiritual light . . . propagates itself around . . .

675. Their light in spiritual things . . . was then

suddenly extinguished.

695^. When the light of Heaven inflows into the

chambers with those in Hell, it becomes so dark that

they cannot see one another ; and therefore all Hell is

closed, so that not a chink is open ; and then they are

in their own lumen. Ex.

832-. For the truths of the Word are in the light of

Heaven, and its goods are in the heat of that light ; and

therefore unless the understanding is in the light of

Heaven through the Word, the will cannot come into

the heat of Heaven.

8751^. See Perception, here.

897. The ^spiritual sense is in the light of Heaven
. . . 911'^.

912. That everything of the New Church is the good

of love inflowing together with light from Heaven . . .

Sig. and Ex. 9i9,Sig. and Ex. 940, Sig. and Ex.

914. Interior thought is in the light of Heaven, and

is called perception ; and exterior thought is in the light

of the world . , .

920. 'To walk in the light thereof ' (Rev.xxi. i9)= to

live according to Divine truths, and to see them within

one's self, as the eye sees objects . . .

926'. The Angels said. This appears simple before the

eyes, but it becomes more and more magnificent accord-

ing to the influx of light from Heaven. Shown.

954. That the Lord will come with new light, which

will arise before His New Church. Sig. and Ex.

961. I saw above me in Heaven a very bright white

light in an oval form . . .

^. They could not say Gods . . . because the light

of Heaven, from which was their thought . . . resisted.

M. 56. Follow the light. Ex.

75^. I saw a great light upon a hill in the middle.

Ex.

77". A bright white light seen from the ancient Word.
^. The fatuous lights of the south are falsifications

of truth.

79®. The light of Heaven in which we were was seen

by them as a shade.

137-^. In Heaven there is perpetual light, and never

the shade of evening . . .

''. Men have been created receptions of light . . .

165. Women are not in light,

233^. (The confirmer proved) that light is thick dark-

ness, and thick darkness light.

®. Above the Rational is heavenly light, and

below is natural light ; and the latter light is such that

it can confirm whatever it pleases. But if heavenly

light does not inflow into natural light, the man does

not see whether anything true is true, and thence neither

that anything false is false . . .

e. The eyes of birds of night are illuminated

within by a fatuous light . . . Such a fatuous spiritual

light exists with those who confirm falsities . . .

316". The brightness of light, or light, is nothing

but the resplendence of fire. Shown.

380-*. There was no diurnal solar light there, but

nocturnal lunar light.

384^. Suddenly a flaming light—which is the light of

conjugial love—filled the house with resplendence, and

their hearts with pleasantness.

500^. The light of Heaven inflowing into their eyes

opened the interiors of their minds . . .

B. 55. In the human understanding there are two

lights, one from Heaven, and the other from the world.

The light from Heaven inflows into human minds above

the memory, but the light from the world, beneath

it . . ,

I. 6. On spiritual heat and light. Gen. art. (See

Heat, here.)

T. 39. See Fire, here.

73^. A resplendence of light of a golden colour (then)

inflowed through the roof . . .

76*=. Sparks of light from the Sun there descended

. . . into their eyes, and through them into the habita-

tions of their minds . . .

136. (Five gymnasia seen which were circumfused

with diflerent kinds of light. Enum.) 459.

1376. The tumult was stilled by light descending

from Heaven . . . From these the light was seen to be

thrown back, and to inflow into those who had passed

from the left side to the right.

335. I saw fatuous lights in diverse forms. Des.

-. They saw him encompassed with heavenly

light, through which they could not break . . .

380^. If light from Heaven inflows they cast them-

selves headlong into caverns, and into their thick dark-

ness, in which they have light like that of owls . . .

and cats . . .

459". When he had said this, there appeared a flam-

ing light through a window on the east, and tinged his

cheeks.

664. I said, I saw . . . around you a sphere of heavenly

light, by which I knew that you are of those called 'the

elect.'

758'^. Both falsity and truth, when confirmed, appear

in a like light ; and it is not known whether the light

is fatuous, like that in a dream ; or whether it is true

light, like that of day.

774. The light which proceeds from the Lord as a Sun

. . . is the Truth ; and by this man has rationality.

839. Men who perceive things interiorly are in the

light of truth, which is the light of Heaven ; and those

who jierceive things exteriorly are in no light of truth,

because they are solely in the light of the world . . .

Ad. 940. On intellectual light. 99S.
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D, 2951. (I saw) a certain extraordinary light in the

things which I was writing.

3646^. As the light of a candle is extinguished by the

intense light of the snn ... so is the noon-day light of

the sun by tlie light (in which the Angels live).

4293. Light without variegation is not possible. Ex.

4387. The light from voluntary things is [that of]

good . . .

441 1. (Angelic speech by variations of light.) 4405.

4439. The Societies of friendship have a light almost

flaming.

4627^. See Lumen, here.

^ That all understanding and thouglit are from

the light which inflows. Ex.

4863^^. Tlie light there is very dim. I saw the lumen
of a candle conveyed thither, and the light from it was
rather bright.

4924^. (By means of mediations some solifidians were

enabled to endure the light of Heaven ; and then from

that light they saw the real nature of the light of their

companions below.)

5528<=. The light from the Lord ^\ith an Angel sends

its rays on every side, but obscurely to all the (luarters

(except the east).

5708. On the light from confirmation. E.242^.

^. They who are not in the good of life have no
heavenly light, even if they know all things in the

universal Heaven ; but only a lower light, which is

natural . . .

5739- Thev were skilled in the art of transferring

light ...

5869. That those who are above give light to those

who are below, when the}' agree. (Compare 5901.)

59086. (Thus) Divine truths are in what is clear and
pleasant when they are read in the light of Heaven

;

but in what is obscure and unpleasant when they are

read in natural light. It is different with other writings

for which there is no need of the light of Heaven.

5920. By his Persuasive Melancthon extinguished the

intellectual light with others . . .

6086. That spiritual light is Divine wisdom. (Shown
by experiment.)

D. Min. 4670. On the light of persuasion. Gen.art.

4728. On the light and the intelligence which are

from proprium, and which are from the Lord. Ex.

4746. On those who are . . . as it were in the light of

Heaven, and yet are evil.

481 1. On the light in the other life.

E. 27. ' Light ' = Divine truth. 1188.

131^''. The light of Heaven is the Divine truth pro-

ceeding from the Lord.

i86^^ The life itself which proceeds from the Lord,

and which infils Heaven and the world, is the life of

His love, and appears in Heaven as light ; which, being
life, illuminates the minds of the Angels, and gives

them to imderstand and be wise. Hence it is that the

Lord is called not only 'the Life,' but also 'the Light.'

111. . . And hence it is that 'light,' in the Word, =
Divine truth, and the derivative intelligence and

wisdom ; and that the Lord Himself is called 'the Light.'

196. 294!^,

187. (Natural lumen as compared with spiritual light.)

200®. Light will then be seen in each thing of the

Word. . . Nothing in the Word will then be seen in

light.

223^^. These things were said to the disciples, by
whom are signified all truths and goods in the complex ;

and therefore it is said, 'Ye are the light of the world'

(Matt. V. 14); for by 'light' is signified Divine truth

and the derivative intelligence . . .

229''. The reason 'light' is said to have been made

first ... is that by 'light' is signified the truth of faith

(which appears to come before charity). (Compare
294I5.)

257*^. 'Tlie light of the moon shall be as the light of

the sun, and the light of the sun shall be sevenfold, as

the light of seven days' (Is.xxx.26) . . .=that Divine

truth in Heaven shall be devoid of all falsity, thus com-

pletely and fully pure. 401^", Ex.

283^ 'The light' with which Jehovah covers Himself
= Divine truth in the Heavens . . .

349^". 'The light of men'=the life of their thought

and understanding. For the proceeding Divine . . .

appears in Heaven as light . . . This light proceeding

from the Lord is life itself, which not only illuminates

the understanding . . . but also vivifies it according to

the reception ; and when this light is received in the

life, it is called 'the light of life' (John viii. 12).

351-. (The propagation of spiritual light to the

gentiles. Ex.)

386^=. ' Light ' = truth in the light.

391', 'Light' = the illustration in which Truths

appear.

401. All the light possessed by the natural mind . . .

is from the light of its spiritual mind, which light is

the light of Heaven.
'8. Light from Heaven was then given to the

Israelites . . .

40532. 'The light of the world' (Matt.v.14) = the

truth of the Church.

406. When the spiritual mind is open, the light of

Heaven inflows through it into the natural mind, and

illustrates it , . . But when the spiritual mind has not

been opened . . . the light of Heaven is let into the

natural mind only through chinks round about, whence

it has the faculty of thinking, reasoning, and speaking,

and also the faculty of understanding truths, but not

the faculty of loving them, or of doing them from atiec-

tion ; for the faculty of loving truths because they are

truths is given solely through the influx of the light of

Heaven through the spiritual mind ; for the light of

Heaven [which comes] through the spiritual mind is

conjoined with the heat of Heaven, which is love . . .

whereas the light of Heaven which inflows into the

Natural through chinks is light separated from the heat

of Heaven . . .

^. Tor a light of the peoples '= illustration.
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408. Wisdom is from tlie light of Heaven ;
whereas

intelligence is from the light of the world illustrated by

the light of Heaven. Ex.

411. The light of Heaven, which is Divine truth

united to Divine good (effecting the Last Judgment).
2

412'. 'The light of the faces of Jehovah '= Divine

truth from the Divine love. 111.

9. 'In the light of Thy faces' (Ps.xc.8) = in the

light of Heaven from the Lord as a Sun ... As this

light is the Divine truth itself from which are all in-

telligence and wisdom, the quality of everything which

comes into it is manifested as in clear day. Hence it is

that when the evil come into that light, they appear

exactly as they are, deformed and monstrous according

to the hidden evils with them.

422^. The light, which is spiritual light or Divine

truth, also inflows directly from the east into the west,

and also flows both ways into the sides ; but with this

difference, that the Divine truth which inflows from the

east into the west in its essence is the good of love
;

whereas that which inflows into the sides in its essence

is truth from that good ; and therefore those who dwell

in the south and in the north . . . are in the light of

truth ; those in the south in the clear light of truth,

and those in the north in the obscure light of truth.

The light of truth is intelligence and wisdom.
'3_ <Ti^e nations shall walk to Thy light' (Is.lx.3)

= life according to Divine truth.

434^. The light of Heaven is the Divine good in

form . . .

483'°. 'In Thy light shall we see light' (Ps.xxxvi.9)

= ... in the Divine truth.

526^-'. That care is to be taken lest the truth once

perceived in the understanding and received in the will

be turned into falsity, which is done from evil, is meant

by, 'See therefore lest the light which is in thee be

darkness' (Luke xi. 34).

527^. By 'light from the sun' ... is meant spiritual

light, such as there is with the Angels who see the Lord

as a Sun ; whereas by 'light from the moon and stars'

... is meant natural light such as is with the Angels

who look to the Lord as a Moon. (These two lights

ex.) *.

'. By 'the light' which was made on the first

day is signified Divine light, which in itself is Divine

truth, thus S2)iritual light, which illustrates the under-

standing . . . For without the illustration thereof by
the Lord no reformation can be effected . . . and there-

fore 'light' is spoken of first of all ... Its being said

that 'God saw the light that it was good ' = that there

had been good illustration and reception with them.

But by 'the darkness' is signified the lumen which is in

the natural man . . . because, relatively to spiritual

light, this lumen is darkness. . . Hence it is said (further)

that 'God distinguished between the light and the dark-

ness ; and called the light day, and the darkness night
;

'

from which it may be evident that by 'day' is signified

spiritual light, and by 'darkness' natural light. ".

541. That the light of truth from the Lord became

thick darkness through infernal falsities. Sig. and Ex.

559''. Elevation into the light of Heaven ... is actual

elevation of the interiors . . .

588^ It follows that falsities are of no light.

595^. For the light of Heaven, in like manner as the

light of the world, presents variegations of colours

according to its incidence . . .

6 1 2-. ' Light,' = Divine truth manifested. 644--. 678-.

678^. The light of Heaven, which in its essence is

Divine truth and Divine wisdom, is the Divine love

proceeding. 714^".

726^. These ethers and airs . . . when modified mole-

cularly - singillatim - give light. (Continued under

Heat.)

734-. 'Let us go in the light of Jehovah' (Is.ii.S) . . .

=:that they will lead the life of wisdom. 'The light of

Jehovah ' = the Divine truth ; and 'to go in it' = to live

according to it, thus to be in the life of wisdom.

744. The joy of the Angels from the light and
wisdom then with them. Sig. and Ex.

832*. The love of truth is what receives the light of

Heaven . . .

S46-. The natural iinderstanding . . . cannot be illus-

trated by its own lumen ; but is illustrated by the light

of the rational man, (which is illustrated) from spiritual

light. Ex.

864^. 'I am the Light of the world' = that the Lord

is the Divine truth itself. 'He who folioweth Me'=
that he who acknowledges His Divine, and does His

precepts ; 'shall not walk in darkness ' = shall not be in

falsities ; 'but shall have the light of life ' = but shall be

in Divine truths, which teach a man eternal life, and
lead him to Heaven.

1 171. The light of the understanding before reforma-

tion is like the clear light of the moon, according to the

Knowledges of truth and good ; whereas after reforma-

tion it is like the light of the sun, clear according to the

application of them to the uses of life.

1206'*. Light modifies substances. (Continued under

Heat.
)

1210^. (The light in the three Heavens, des.

)

J. (Post.) 5. The cause of the appearance of light with

the English ... is from their life, which differs from

the life of all other nations. Ex.

13. The light (of the Dutch) appears more obscure,

because their spiritual light is conjoined with natural

light ; the reason of which is that they are constantly

thinking about trade. 16.

312. The middle ether [is that] which makes a vortex

around the planets, in which also is light, and the

satellites, and from which is magnetism.

De Verbo 2-. The Angels think by means oflights . .

,

3". The influx of the light of Heaven into the light

of the world is like the influx of the cause into the

effect . . .

D. Wis. i. That the Divine wisdom , . . appears

before the eyes of the Angels as light. Gen. art.

^. The Divine wisdom which in the Heavens

appears as light, in its own essence is not light, but
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clothes itself with light, so that it may appear before

the sight also of the Angels. The wisdom in its own
essence is Divine truth, and the light is its appearance

and correspondence. As light corresponds to wisdom,

and the Lord is the Divine wisdom, the Lord is called

'the Light' in many places. 111.

[D.Wis.i.]*. That light is the appearance of wisdom,

and that it is its correspondence, is evident in Heaven

. . . for in Heaven there is no other light than spiritual

light, which is the light of wisdom, illustrating all

things which come forth from the Divine love there.

The wisdom with the Angels gives them to understand

these things in their essence, and the light gives them

to see them in their form, and therefore the light in the

Heavens is in an equal degree with the wisdom of the

Angels. In the highest Heavens there is a flaming light

wliich sparkles as from the most refulgent gold ; the

reason is that they are in wisdom. In the lower Heavens

the light is bright white, and resplendent as from the

brightest silver ; the reason is that they are in intelli-

gence. And the light in tlie lowest Heavens is like the

noon-day light of the world ; the reason is, that they

are in knowledge. The light of the higher Heavens is

bright white, exactly as a star appears, refulgent and

resplendent m itself by night ; and is continuous light,

because the Sun does not set there. It is this same
light which in the world illustrates the understanding

of those men who love to be wise ; but it does not appear

to them, because they are natural ... It can appear,

for it has apjieared to me, but before the eyes of my
spirit ; and it lias also been granted me to perceive that

in the light of tlie Highest Heaven I was in wisdom, in

the light of the Second Heaven in intelligence, and in

the light of the Ultimate Heaven in knowledge ; and

that when I was solely in natural light I was in ignor-

ance of spiritual things.

^. In order that I might know in what light were

the learned in the world at this daj-, I saw two ways.

(Continued under h^AF^SED-eruditus.)

^. Those have spiritual light who love to under-

stand whether what is said bj' another is true ; but those

have natural light who only love to confirm that which

has been said by others.

C. 123. Into the lowest thought inflows light from

man or from the world ; but into the general thought
there inflows light from Heaven. This constantly

inflows into the understanding of man, i)rovided he does

not let liimself down into his own light ; he then ex-

tinguishes the light of Heaven . . .

5 M. 2. The ^7atuous light from which satans see.

Ex. Inv. 27.

Light, A. See Luminary.

Light bay. Helvus. M.1032.

Lightning. Fidgur.

Plash, To. Fulgiirare.

See irnder Thunder.

A. 1 62 1. Flash ... as with diamond spherules.

1623. The universal atmosphere consists of such

lightnings-y"it?f/wraiio??i6?«.

3900**. 'For as the lightning goeth forth from the

east, and appeareth even to the west, so also shall the

Advent of the Son of Man be' (Matt. xxiv. 27)= that it

was with the internal worship of the Lord as it is with
lightning, in that it is at once dissipated ; for by ' the

lightning' is signified that which is of heavenly light,

thus that which is predicated of love and faith. 'The
east'= the Lord . . . and 'the west,' what has set or

ceased to be". . . thus 'the lightning . . . from the east

... to the west '= dissipation.

4530. The flashing of colours there. Ex. . . Their
flashing is from the good which is of wisdom. ^.

61356. ' His face as the aspect of lightning' (Dau.x.6)

. . .=the good of love.

81 12. (Lightning a sign in Jupiter of disagreement.)

88136. 'Lightning' (Deut.xxxii.4i) = the resplendence

of Divine truth which glances on the Intellectual, and
bereaves it of tlie faculty of seeing truth. 111.

. By 'lightning' is meant truth Divine in Matt.

xxviii.3 ; Luke xvii.24.

8914. 'The torches' or lightnings (Ex.xx. i8) = the

resplendences which truths have from the good of love.

9865-. Colours which flash . . .

^. 'Carbuncle,' in the Hebrew, is derived from a

word which means flashing, such as there is from fire.

R. 236. 'Out of the throne . . . lightnings . .
.' (Rev.

iv. 5) = illustration. From the flame which glances on

the eyes, ' lightnings' = illustration. 111. 396. E.273.

530. 'Lightnings, voices, and thunders' (Rev.xi. 19)

= reasonings.

710. 'Voices, lightnings, and thunders' (Rev.xvi. 18)

= reasonings, falsifications of truth, and argumentations

from falsities.

926^. As it were lightning flashed upon the walls . . .

M. 78^^. Such lightning is a sign to us of the coming
of the Ancient one from the east . . .

T. 77. I saw through the window as it were lightning

flashing, and presently I heard as it were thunder roll-

ing, (which) were correspondences of the combat and
collision of arguments (concerning) God and nature . . .

E. 273. 'Lightning' is predicated of the illustration

of Divine truth.

. Lightnings and thunders ... in general =
Divine truth received and uttered by the higher Angels,

and which when it descends to the lower Angels some-

times appears as lightning, and is heard as thunder

with voices. Hence it is that 'lightning' = Divine

truth as to illustration; 'thunder,' Divine truth as to

understanding; and 'voices,' Divine truth as to percep-

tion. 111.

5. 'Lightning' (2 Sam. xxii. 15) = the light of

Divine truths ; which, as they vivify and illustrate the

good, so do they terrify and blind the evil . . .

353^ Hence the things which fall down from the

Third Heaven correspond to thunder, and those which

fall down from the Second Heaven correspond to light-

ning . . .

357. 'His arrow shall go forth as the lightning'

(Zech.ix. 14) = truth illustrated, thus truth from the

good of love.
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419^^- 'liightnings' are mentioned from the light of

Heaven.

498. 'Thunders and lightnings ' = conflicts and dis-

turbances of the affections and derivative thoughts con-

cerning good and evil, and truth and falsity . . . Such
things . . . appear at a distance, where they are not
heard, as thunders and lightnings ; as thunders from
the conflict of aff"ections ; and as lightnings from the

conflict of the derivative thoughts. Ex. 702.

644!^. ' He maketh lightnings for the rain' (Jer.x. 13

;

li. 1 6) = illustration from the influx of Divine truth with

them.

702. In a confined sense, by 'lightnings' are signified

thick darknesses of the understanding.

821*. The light itself of truth from good then appears

as lightning . . .

Lightning. Fulmeu.

Fulminate. Fubnmare.
A- 53 1

3*"- 'Lightnings, thunders, and voices' (Rev.

iv.)= the terrors from Divine truth which assail those

who are not in good.

8813. By the voices which are of lightnings from

Heaven are signified truths Divine.

R. 603. So far as they dare they fulminate against

them.

M. 264. (He said) the thunderbolt of excommunica-
tion is in my right hand.

316'. "While these things were being said there

appeared lightning on the right which was red, and
lightning on the left which was white. Both were soft,

and entered through the eyes into the minds, and
illustrated them.

415. I saw through the window as it were lightning

flashing . . . (See under LiGHTNiNG-/tfig'ttr, at T.77.)

T. no. I saw a certain Spirit falling from heaven like

a thunderbolt.

503^. Then suddenly a thunderbolt fell from

heaven . . .

E. 2732. See DART-<fi?i()H, here.

401^". 'Arrows,' or lightnings -/«^(/Mra- := fatuous

truths Avhieh in themselves are falsities ; and 'the

thunderbolt of the spear' (Hab.iii. 11) = fatuous goods

which in themselves are evils of falsity.

405'**. 'Send forth lightning and scatter them' (Ps.

cxliv.6) = the Divine truth by which they are dispersed
;

for by the presence of Divine truth evils and falsities

are revealed, and from the collision there then appear

as it were lightnings.

544-. 'I saw Satan as lightning falling from heaven'

(Lukex. i8)= . . . that the Lord delivered the Spiritual

World from the Nephilim and the like Spirits. 740^^.

Lightning hurler. Fulminator. a. 1416='.

19925.

Lign aloe. Santabts.

E. 518'*. 'Lign aloes' (Num.xxiv.6)=the things of

the natural man; and 'cedars,' the things of the

rational man.

Ligure. Cyanus.

See Blue, Dakk.

A. 9870. 'A ligure (or a species of lapis lazuli), an
agate, and an amethyst' (Ex.xxviii. I9) = the spiritual

love of good ; as is evident from the colour of these

stones ; for the colour blue from white = spiritual good,

or, what is the same, the spiritual love of good. The
spiritual love of good is charity towards the neighbour.

. . . That a cyanus is of a blue colour, is known.

Like. Parilis. T.4413. 5196. 323^.

Like, Similar. Simiiis.

Like manner, In., Similarly. Similiter.

See under Dissimilar.

A. 457. There is not the like Hell or Heaven for (any
two persons).

2093''. The like, but not equal-coHi^ja?-.

2 II 9". He comes to Spirits of like life . . .

2298. Infants on Earth have ideas nearly similar . . .

3425^, In like manner is the case . . . ^.

3745". Not one form, and not even one particle, is

exactly like another.

3986^. A one, is never constituted of things . . .

exactly alike . . ,

40673. For like is associated with like. Examps.

4121. ' Brethren '= those who are in the like good and
truth ; that is, those who are in the like aff'ection of

good and truth ; for all are (there) consociated according

to affections.

4149^. Good, although one, is never exactly alike in

(any two persons). 4263°.

. Hence it is that the mind of one person is never

exactly like that of another.

4227". (Such Spirits) obsess the thoughts and will of

the men who are like them.

4455. If they had a like mind . . . Sig.

SiSg"*. In external form appear alike ; in internal form

utterly unlike.

5189*^. In ultimates dissimilarly, although similarly

as to end.

6806^. Angels and Spirits who are like as to states of

life appear to be near each other.

7236-. One is never in the like good as another.

Nay, if myriads of myriads were multiplied to eternity,

the good of one would not be like that of another
;
just

as the face of one is not like that of another. . . If two

things were exactly alike, they could not be two, but

one. Hence too it is that in nature it is never possible

for one thing to be in every way like another. 9002-.

7258. (For) charity cannot possibly be alike with

(any two persons) ; nor is it possible for (any two

persons) to be alike the neighbour.

9606. For like spheres conjoin ; that is, like affections

of truth and good ; and unlike ones disjoin.

102006. Yo\ there is never a return of what is exactly

alike, or the same.

H. 44. Like arc as it were of themselves carried to
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like ; for with their like they are as with their own . . .

When they are with their like tlie}' are also in their

freedom, and thence in all the delight of life. 383.

[H.] 46. All who are in like good Know each other

. . , (Compare D.4731.)

47. All who form one angelic Society have a like face

in general, but not like in particular. Ex.

76. Like sees like, because from like.

405. Almost all suppose that Hell is alike for every-

body, and that Heaven is alike for everybody ; -when

yet . . . neither Hell nor Heaven is ever exactly alike

for one as for another
;
just as there is never one man.

Spirit, or Angel exactly like another . . . When I

merely thought that there w'ere two exactly alike or

equal, the Angels were horrified, saj'ing that every om'

is formed from the harmonious consent of many things

. . . J. 13. M.362.

472. A thousand men may act similarlj' ; that is,

may present a like deed ; so like that as to the external

form they can scarcely be discriminated ; and yet,

regarded in itself, each is unlike, because from an unlike

will. Examp.

479. An Angel is consociated with those like himself.

When he departs thence . . . there is a constant resist-

ance, and an affection of longing to return to those like

himself, thus to his own reigning love ... In like

manner in Hell . . .

486. The reigning love of one is not in every way like

that of another. Hence it is that no one has a face

exactly like that of another . . . Kor is there one de-

light of anyone in every way alike or the same as an-

other . . .

493. The first state of man after death is like his

state in the world, because he is then in like manner
in externals. He has also a like face, a like speech,

and a like animus ; thus a like moral and civil life.

M.31.

552. As (a Spirit in the third state after death) is in

himself, he cannot be in any other place than where his

like are. Ex.

J. 56. After death every man is in a like life . . ,

69''. After death everyone is at once attached to his

like ; the good to their like in Heaven, aud the evil to

their like in Hell ; but they do not come to them until

their interiors are uncovered ; aud meanwhile they can

be consociated with those who are like them in externals.

T.6o7e. 646.

P. 296^^ There is no concupiscence of evil exactly

alike or the same as another ; nor can there be to

eternity.

M. 33. There is not anything alike (between the

male aud the female).

57. Conjugial love is not alike with (any two
persons). Ex.

363. (These two kinds of zeal) in externals are like

one another ; but in internals are utterly unlike. Ex.

453^. Many in the world have lived alike . . . and yet
the Angels . . . have declared some to be guiltless, and
the others guilty. Ex.

T. 561®. As to his spirit (a Protestant) is among no
others in the Spiritual World than his like . . .

D. 4584. All in Hell . . . when seen in the mediate
light of Heaven, appear like one another, and also speak
similarly, so that you would believe them to be one
and the same person, when yet they are innumer-
able . , .

59136. In order that those who come from the world,

and are in like doctrine, may come to those who are in

the like . , .

E. 69. 'His feet like fine brass . .
.' 153.

268. ' In aspect like ..." 269.

553. 'Crowns like gold.'

5 M. 4. When any man comes after death into the

Spiritual AVorld, he appears to himself in a like life , . .

in a like house ... in like clothing, and in like com-
pany within the house . . . But this only lasts a few-

days ... Ex,

Liken, To. Assimilare. A. 54. 643. 715. 746.

776. 800. 909. 1551. 9139S. H.io2e. T.324. 367''.

375-. 385^ 403-. 404'-'. 417. D.3712.

Likeness. Similitudo.

See under Dissimilitude, and Effigy.

A. 51. See Image, here. 481. 1013, ^. *.

P. 3285. «. T.20. 65. E.9842.

52. The celestial man is His 'Ukeness.' 288. 473.

63. When faith has been conjoined with love, it is

then called 'very good,' because the Lord then actuates

him as His likeness.

461. The Most Ancient Church itself, which was

celestial, is what is called . . . 'The likeness of God'

(Gen.v. i).

469. 'Into the likeness of God made He him ' = that

he was made celestial. 472.

503-. In this were they likenesses of the Lord ; and

therefore in perceptive things they became His images.

1013''. The universal Heaven is a likeness of the Lord

;

for the Lord is all in all things of them. Each Society

is also a likeness ; thus each Angel . , .

3691^. In love to the Lord there is the nearest image

of the Lord, which is called 'a likeness ;' and therefore

those who are in love to the Lord itself are called 'His

likenesses.'

3739. The Inmost Heaven, being nearest the Lord, is

called His 'likeness.'

3806. Agreement, or likeness, conjoins.

4302^. Hence Heaven is a likeness and image of the

Lord.

5 5 30-. The Angels who appear thus are likenesses of

the Lord. Des.

6866-. In spiritual and celestial things ... it is a

state of similitude which makes approach and pre-

sence ; and it is the love which makes similitude and

dissimilitude. 9579. 9968. 101302. H.42e. 193. E.628.

8378®. This makes the likeness of the man to a brute

animal.
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8870. '(Thou shalt not make to tliyself) any likeness'

(Ex.xx.4)= a resemblance of those tilings which are

from the Divine. Ex. 8871. 8872.

90792. In the angelic Societies they love, recognize,

and consociate with each other according to the simili-

tudes and proximities of goods.

10823. Hence the body is the likeness of its soul . . .

Hence it is that men are born in the likeness of their

fathers. (Compare N. 287.)

H. 16. (For) the good which proceeds from the Lord

is a likeness of Him, because He is in it ; and those

become likenesses of Him . . . who make good and truth

to be of their life . . .

47. Likenesses in general, and variations in parti-

cular. Ex.

58. That which reigns inflows into each thing . . .

and everywhere induces a likeness of itself. In the

Heavens love to the Lord is regnant . . . Hence the

Lord . . . inflows into all and each . . . and puts on them
a likeness of Himself. 72.

68. Every Society of Heaven ... is in the likeness of

a man.

72. In the most perfect form . . . there is a likeness

of the parts with the whole ... 73.

553-. Among those who are in a like evil, and thence

in a like infernal Society, there is a general likeness
;

from which as from a plane of derivation the faces of all

there appear to have a certain likeness.

582*=. That there is such a likeness of both worlds.

Ref.

S. 40. Part of the truths of the sense of the letter . . .

are like similitudes and comparisons . . .

W. 226. For similitude conjoins them.

227. The perfection of the created universe is from

the similitude of the generals and the particulars. Ex.

269. For as to affections there is a likeness of nations

to their first progenitor ; and a greater likeness in

families ; and a still greater likeness in houses. Nay,

there is such a likeness that (they) are distinguishable

not only by their minds, but also by their faces.

358. By 'the image of God' (Gen. i. 26) is meant the

Divine wisdom; and by 'the likeness of God,' the

Divine love ; for wisdom is nothing else than the image

of love . . .

P. 27-. The image and likeness of the Lord is in

(men) from creation ; the image in them is wisdom, and

the likeness in them is love . . .

277^. (The cause of the likeness in families, etc. Ex.)

R. 430. 'The likenesses of the locusts' (Rev.ix.7)=
the appearances and images of those who have confirmed

with themselves faith separated from charity.

M. 50-. In the Spiritual World . . . two cannot dwell

together in the same house unless they are simili-

tudes . . .

132-. (A discussion there as to) what is the image of

God, and what the likeness of God, into which man
was created. See fully stated under Image.)

227. That with consorts there are various similitudes

VOL. IV.

and various dissimilitudes, both internal and external.

Ex.
e. In general the similitudes and dissimilitudes

originate from connate inclinations, varied by education,

the company which is kept, and the persuasions which
have been imbued.

22S. That various similitudescan be conjoined ; but

not with dissimilitudes. Ex.

229. That the Lord provides similitudes for those

who long for love truly conjugial ; and that if tliey are

not given on earth, He provides them in the Heavens.

Ex.

^. The Lord (then) opens the internal similitudes.

238. This is Known from the likeness of the inclina-

tions and affections.

246. Internal similitudes and dissimilitudes originate

solely from religion ; for this is implanted in souls . . .

-. AVhereas external similitudes and dissimili-

tudes are not of souls, but of lower mmds~ani7noruTii.

Ex.,

273. Therefore (in the Spiritual World) similitudes

are conjoined, and dissimilitudes are separated.

274. The similitude (of the internal affections) is not

seen in the woman . . .

320^. Because the choice of internal similitudes can-

not be provided by the Lord on earth as in the

Heavens . . .

T. 66. The animals (there) are likenesses of the

afiections of love and the derivative thoughts of the

Angels.

103-. The body . . . may be made either to the like-

ness of the father, or to the likeness of the mother ; the

image of the father still remaining within the latter . . .

117. This may be illustrated by various similitudes.

1 192.

365'*. Sympathies and antipathies are nothing else

than exhalations of affections from minds, which affect

the other according to the similitudes, and cause

aversion according to the dissimilitudes. These, although

innumerable, and unperceived by any sense of the body,

are yet perceived by the sense of the soul as one ; and

according to them are effected all conjunctions and con-

sociations in the Spiritual World. D.9S0.

D. 3712. They put on a likeness of the ideas of

another.

4731. In the other life friendships and intimacies are

not made by intercourse ; but similitudes of lower minds

efi'ect such things ; and therefore when anyone appears

he is at once Known either as a friend or as an enemy,

from the similitude or dissimilitude. Ex.

D. Wis. iv. A likeness and an analogy ...

Coro. 26. 'The likeness of God,' according to which

man has been made, is that he can live—that is, will,

love, and intend, and also think, reflect, and choose

—

in all appearance as of himself ; consequently that he

can receive from God the things which are of love and

the things which are of wisdom, and can reproduce them

in a likeness as God [does] of Himself ; for God says :

U
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'Behold the man was as one of us, in knowing good and

evil.' Ex. 29.

[Core.] 28. 'The likeness of God' is this free deter-

mination.

Lilla Nygatan. (A street in Stockholm.) D.5711.

Lilljestie. LilHestie. D.4858.

Lily. Lilium.

A. 1519. See Flower, here.

M. 137. Garlands of lilies and roses of a hyacinthine

colour . . . adorned their bosoms.

D. 252^. All the magnificence of Solomon cannot be

compared to the least lily.

638". The first state of his regeneration is signified

by, 'he shall blossom as the lily' (Hos.xiv.5). 'The

lily '= the efflorescence which precedes the fruit.

Limb. See under ^oiti'x-artus.

Limbo, Limbus. See BoRT>ER-/imdus.

Lime. Ca/x.

Lime, Of. Cakarius.

R. 442^. Cottages built of rushes and reeds plastered

with lime.

M. 514'. With faces of lime (or chalk).

T. 328®. They differ as . . . lime and silver.

797'. The walls of (Melancthon's) chamber appeared

plastered w'itli lime. e_

E. 391". The destruction of the Church as to the

truths of worship is described by 'to place the stones of

the altar as chalk stones that are scattered' (Is.xxvii.9)

... 'As chalk stones that are scattered '= as falsities

which do not cohere.

Lime the twig. To. Inviscare. e. i 106-.

Lime-tree. Tilia.

T. 78. To the north (I saw) groves full of limes, etc.

Limit, To. Li

m

Hare.

Limit. Li77ies.

Limitation. Limitatio.

Limited. LimitaUis.

See BouKDAKY-Zi'mcs, and Unlimited.

A. 4482^. Measures, which are limitations of space . . .

5225. Persons limit the idea . . . whereas things do
not limit it . . . 5253^. 5287. 6653^.

H. 391. (The infernals are not allowed to go beyond)
the prescribed limits. 543.

M. 249. By study and business ... his mind is

limited . . .

449^. The limited lust of fornication.

T. 74*. They said, Omnipotence is thus limited
; and

limited omnipotence is a contradiction.

D. 1 71 2. All influx . . . subsists within fixed limits.

2001. There is a certain General . . . which keeps the
thoughts within fixed limits. 2008.

2141a. j\Ian and Spirit cannot go one whit beyond
given limits. 2150. 215 1.

D.Min. 4774. He had gone beyond the limits of his

delight, and was therefore grievously punished.

De Verbo 3®. The ideas of men cohere with space,

time, what is personal, and what is material, (and are

thus) exceedingly limited and bounded.

Line. Lima.

Linear. Linearis.

A. 1272. Children in a bent line. D.3589.

1 76 1. Linear vibrations and reciprocations.

4189'. Not in a collateral line, but in the direct line.

5044^. The desolation and vastation of truth is

signified by 'the line of emptiness ..." (Is.xxxiv. 11).

6621. The thoughts of such are represented as closed

lines . . . 1952.

9717-. Truths are (there) presented as linear.

H. 3056. Sub linea.

332. In the line or radius in which the Angels look

at the Lord.

R. 875'. A line is not anything unless it becomes an

area , . .

D. 1940-. This is represented in a spiritual idea as

lines or radii, which are at once closed, so that there is

nothing within them.

2299. This I perceived in a spiritual idea as little

white lines.

3960"=. He can set it forth in two lines . . .

4848. Lines expressing magic characters. Des.

D. Min. 4562. (Paul writes) by lines circumductas ad

fines.

De Verbo 3''. See Letteh, here.

4. At this day part (of the Hebrew letters) are linear.

Linen. See Fine Linen, and Flax.

Linger. See under Delay, Slow, and

Tarry.

Lintel. Superliminare.

A. 7847. 'They shall put (the blood) upon the two

posts and upon the lintel' (Ex.xii. 7) = the truths and
goods of the Natural. . . 'The lintel '= the goods of the

Natural. Ex. 7921. 7927.

. The lintel and the posts have a like significa-

tion to that of the forehead and hands. Ex. and 111,

Lion. Leo.

A. 430. 'A young lion' (Is.xi.6)=what is opposite

(to the innocence and love signified by 'a calf.')

3240S. Those called 'Sheba and Dedan' fight for and

defend the Knowledges of good and truth, and therefore

they are called 'young lions' (Ezek.xxxviii. 13).

3901*. It is the first state of the Church which is

described by 'the lion with eagle's wings' (Dau.vii.4).

3923^ 'Dan is a lion's whelp' (Deut.xxxiii.22). In

the internal sense 'a lion'= the truth of the Church,
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from its strength ; for truth is that which fights and

conquers; hence 'a lion's whelp ' = the first of truth,

which is affirmation and acknowledgment.

5313^^ There were 'two lions standing beside the

hands;' and 'twelve lions standing there upon the six

steps ..." (I Kings X. 19,20) . . .
' Lions ' = Divine truths

fighting and conquering. 'Twelve lions ' = all these

truths in one complex.

5828^. The tearing to pieces of good by falsities and

evils is meant in, 'The likeness of the impious is as a

lion ; he liath longed to rend ; and as a young lion

which sitteth in secret places' (Ps.xvii.12) ; 'They have

opened their mouth against me, a lion tearing and

roaring' (Ps.xxii. 13) ;
' Lest they seize as a lion my soul,

rending but not rescuing' (Ps.vii.2). 'A lion' = those

who vastate the Church.

6367. 'Judah is a lion's whelp' (Gen.xlix.9) = inno-

cence with inborn forces. 'A lion' = the good of love

and the derivative truth in their power. E.433'*.

. The reason 'a lion's whelp ' = innocence, is that

'a lion '= the good of celestial love, and a whelp is as

its infant, thus innocence.

^. That 'a lion ' = the good of celestial love and

the derivative truth in their power ; and also that in

the opposite sense, it= the evil of the love of self in its

power, is evident from the places in the "Word where 'a

lion' is mentioned. 111.

. In Rev.v. 5, the Lord is called 'the lion (of the

tribe of Judah)' from the omnipotence which appertains

to His Divine love and the derivative Divine truth.

. Elsewhere also in the Word Jehovah or the

Lord is compared to 'a lion ;' as in Hos.xi. 10 ; Is.xxxi.

4 ; where the omnipotence of the Divine good is com-

pared to 'a lion,' and the omnipotence of the derivative

Divine truth is compared to 'a young lion.'

•. That the cherubim had the face of a lion, was

from the omnipotence of the Divine truth from the

Divine good, which is of Providence.

^. That the celestial, who are in power from good

and the derivative truth, which are from the Lord, are

meant by 'lions.' 111.

^. That 'a lion,' in the opposite sense, = the evil

of the love of self in its power. 111.

s. In these passages, 'a lion ' = the power which
appertains to the evil of the love of self, when it is

destroying and vastating. Further ill.

6369. ' He bowed himself, he couched as a lion, and

as an old lion' (Gen.xlix.9) = the good of love and the

derivative truth in their jiower. . . For when a lion

bows himself, he hardens his sinews, and strengthens

himself, as is the case when he sees his prey. . .
'A lion,'

and 'an old lion,' = the good of love and the derivative

truth in their power. 'A young lion ' = one who is in

power through truth from good ; and ' an old lion ' = one

who is in power through good ; for those who are in

celestial good never fight, but are safe through good
;

for where they come the evil flee away, because they

cannot endure their presence. These are they who are

signified by 'an old lion.'

6441^. The lion (like the wolf) is a rapacious animal,

and it is also said of it that it seizes the prey, gathers

the spoil, and preys on prey . . . and yet in a good sense

'a lion'= truth in power from good.

9052'. 'The teethof lions' (Ps.lvii. 4) = falsities destroy-

ing truths ;
' lions ' = falsities from evil in their power.

9348^. 'A lion's whelp' = evil in its power. Ref.

. 'The voice of the roaring of a lion ' = falsity.

9391^. Truth and the derivative good in the external

form are signified by 'the lion,' and 'the calf (Rev.iv.)

. . . 'A lion ' = truth from good in its power.

1050-. 'A lion' (Amos iii. 1 2) = those who vastate the

Church.

I0236^ By 'the lions' (i Kings vii.) are signified pro-

tection lest truths should enter ; for ' lions ' = truths in

their power. Ex.

10383. Before the punishing Spirit comes, there ap-

pears to them the wide gape of a lion ... D. 1687.

S. 1
3-. 'Their teeth were as those of lions' (Rev. ix. 8)

= that Sensuous things appeared to them as if they had

power over all things. R.435. E. 556.

241. 'The first animal was like a lion' (Rev.iv. 7)=
the Divine truth of the Word as to power. That 'a

lion '= truth in its power, here the Divine truth of the

Word as to power, may be evident from the power of

the lion, which is greater than that of any animal of

the earth ; and also from the lions in the Spiritual

World, in that they are images representative of the

power of Divine truth ; and also from the Word, where

they= Divine truth in its power. 296.

. Hence it is that Jehovah or the Lord is com-

pared to 'a lion,' and is also called 'a lion.' 111.

. In these passages, the power of the Divine

truth which is from the Lord is described by ' a lion.

'

245. By 'the wings' of the lion is signified the power

of fighting against evils and falsities from Hell. This

power is of the Divine truth of the Word from the Lord.

265. 'Behold the lion' (Rev.v. 5) = the Lord, in that

from His Own power He had subjugated the Hells, and

had reduced all things into order, when He was in the

world. 'A lion' = the Divine truth of the Word as to

power ; and as the Lord is the Divine truth itself, or the

Word, He is called 'a lion.' E.309.

341^. Suddenly . . . they appeared as one great person,

whose face was like the face of a lion . , .

435. 'A lion' := power. 451.

471. 'He cried with a great voice as a lion roareth

'

(Rev. X. 3) = grievous lamentation because the Church has

been taken away from Him. . . For the lion roars when

he sees his enemies and their insults, and when he sees

his whelps and his prey taken away . . . 111.

573". The reason 'a lion,' and 'a bear,' are mentioned

in these passages, is that by ' a lion ' is signified falsity

destroying the truths of the Word . . .

574. 'His mouth as the mouth of a lion' (Rev.xiii.2)

= reasonings from falsities as from truths. . . By 'a

lion' is signified Divine tri;th in power; but here, fal-

sity in power appearing as truth by means of reason-

ings.

'. By 'the lion' (Dan. vii.) is signified the Divine

truth of the Word in its first state, and the instauration

of the Church thereby . . .
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[A.] 875^. At the sides of the steps (of the Temple of

Wisdom) appeared as it were lions with their whelps.

T. 87^. In that World those who are in Divine truths

from the Lord are like lions, although they have no

more bodily strength than sheep.

123S. For Hell is like ... a huge lion, to which it is

also compared in the Word.

D. 3 191*. (A lion seen in connection with Gustavus

Adolphus.)

E. 163^ 'A Lion' (Amosiii.i2) = the Church; here,

those therein who are destroying goods and truths.

223^, 'A lion out of the thicket' (Jer.iv. 7) = falsity

from evil. 304^. ( = falsity from evil destroying the

truths of the Church. 637^.

)

253^ ' Lions' := the truths of the Church in their

power; •' twelve ' = all. 430^-.

278. 'The first animal was like a lion' = the appearance

in ultimates as to tlie power and the effect of tlie Divine

truth proceeding from the Lord. ' A lion ' = the Divine

truth proceeding from the Lord as to its power ami effect.

". That 'a lion ' = the Divine truth proceeding

from the Lord as to power. 111.

^°. As by 'a lion' is signified power . . .

1^. As by lions was represented power, guard, and

protection against falsities and evils, there were two
lions beside the two hands of the throne built by

Solomon, and twelve lions upon its six steps.

^-. By 'lions' is also signified the jtower of falsity

from evil, tlirough which the Church is destroyed and
vastated. 111.

316-^. 'A lion'=falsity strongly destroying truth.

328".

386'^. 'The young lions do lack and hunger' (Ps.

xxxiv. 10) = those who know and are wise from them-

selves.

388^ 'A huge lion' (Hos.xiii.8) = the power of falsity

from evil.

1". 'No lion shall be there' (Is.xxxv.9) = no fal-

sity destroying truth.

435^. That he is safe from falsities, is signified by,

'he dwelleth as a lion' (Deut.xxxiii.20).

455!^. ' Lions' (Ps.lvii. 4)= those who ravage the Church

of its truths, and thus destroy it.

539^ 'Young lions' (Nahum ii. ii) = the principal

and protecting truths of the Church.

556^. 'Lions'= those who through falsities destroy

the truths of the Church.

577. 'The heads of the horses as the heads of lions'

(Rev.ix. i7)= knowledge and the derivative thought de-

structive of truth. . . The reason 'the heads of lions 'here

= the destruction of truth, is that 'a lion' in the supreme

sense= Divine truth as to power, and in the opposite

sense falsity destroying truth, consequently the destruc-

tiou of truth ; and 'the head of a lion ' = the forces of

the lower mind by which it destroys.

600^*. The reason the faces of a man and of a lion

were seen to the south (Ezek.i. 10), is that by 'a man' is

signified Divine truth in light and intelligence, and by

'a lion' Divine truth in power thence, such as there is

in Heaven in the south.

601''. 'A lion' is frequently mentioned in the Word,
and by 'a lion,' in the supreme sense, is signified the

Lord as to Divine truth, and in like manner Heaven
and the Church as to that truth from the Lord ; and
thence by 'a lion'^ is signified Divine truth as to

power. 5_

^ Those are called 'lions' who are in Divine

truths.

". 'A young lion' (Ezek.xix.3,5,6) = the falsity

of evil in its ardour to destroy the truth of the Church.

619^^. Faith separated from charity, which destroys

the good of charity, was represented by 'the young
lion ' which attacked Samson with the intention of

rending him. But Samson, being a Nazarite, and there-

by representing the Lord as to His ultimate Natural,

tore the lion, and afterwards found in its carcase a

swarm of bees, and honey, by which was signified that

after that faith has been dissipated, the good of charity

succeeds in its place.

650^'. 'A lion out of the forest which uttered its voice

against God' (Jer.xii.8) = falsity of evil in the whole

complex.

654''^ 'The young lion,' and the 'old lion' which are

over them (Is.xxx.6) = the power of the falsity which

destroys the truth and good of the Church.

714-*. To destroy the interior and the exterior falsities

which are vastating the truths of the Church, is signi-

fied by 'to tread on the lion and the asp' (Ps.xci. 13) ;

and to destroy the interior and the exterior falsities

which are vastating the goods of the Church, is signi-

fied by, ' to trample on the lion and the dragon.'

750^^. ' Lion' = falsities destroying the truths of the

Church.

78o''. 'A lion' = infernal falsity as to its jiower and

desire to destroy Divine truth.

". 'The lion out of the forest which hath smitten

the magnates' (Jer. v.6)= the dominion of infernal falsity.

1°. 'I became to them as a lion' (Hos.xiii. 7)= the

devastation of all the truth of the Church.

781'^. 'A lion '= the power of Divine spiritual truth
;

and, in the opposite sense, the power of infernal falsitj'

against Divine truth.

^*. 'I will devour them like a huge lion' (Hos.

xiii.8) = the destruction and devastation of all the truth

of the Word and thence of the Church.

^^ 'A lion in secret places' (Lam.iii. io)=that

the interior natural man, from the evils in him, perverts

all the meaning of the truth of the Word and thence of

the Church, whence come falsities.

1^. See BEAR-MrsMs, here.

782. 'A lion'= infernal falsity as to power. . . The
reason is that by 'a lion' is signified Divine truth, and

therefore the Lord is called 'a lion.' Hence, in the op-

posite sense, by 'a lion' is signified infernal falsity as to

the power of destroying Divine truth, thus the Word,

which is especially effected by means of adulterations

and falsifications of it ; and as the lion is an animal

more powerful than all the rest, and its power increases

according to its hunger to devour, thus to seize upon
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and tear to pieces, therefore by ' a lion ' is also signified

the cupidity of destroying the truths of the Word.

Like things are also represented by lions in the Spiritual

World, for there also lions appear, but the forms of

lions there are appearances originating from the cupidity

of those who can powerfully adulterate and falsify the

truths of the Word, by means of which the latter are

destroyed ; and whose power increases according to

their faculty of reasoning. It is from this that by

'lions' in the Word, in the opposite sense, is signified

infernal falsity destroying the truths of the Church.

I2(X>^. (Tlie lion included among animals of an inter-

mediate character, which appear in the World of

Spirits.)-

Lioness. Leaena.

A. 9348"'. 'A lioness' (Ezek.xix. 2) = falsity from evil

perverting the truths of the Church. £.280^^. 30412.

Lip. Labia, Labium.

A. 353^. 'Lipsof songs' (Ps.lxiii. 5)= what is spiritual.

607-. The Most Ancients . . . like the Angels, spoke

by , ideas, which they could express by innumerable

changes . . . especially of the lips, in which there are

innumerable series of muscular fibres which at this day

are not disentangled and free . . . 1118-. D.530. 3322.

(See A. 1762. 7745. 10587. 10588. 107096. D.38S2.)

1285. 'Tlie whole earth was of one lip' (Gen.xi. i)=
that everywhere there was one doctrine in general.

1316.

1286. That 'a lip' = doctrine. 111. 12S8. 1316.

. 'Lips' (Is.vi. 5) = the interiors of man, thus in-

ternal worship, from which is adoration.

1321. 'Let us confound their lip' (Gen.xi. 7)== that

none had the truth of doctrine. ' Lip ' = doctrine.

1327.

, 1322. 'That they may not hear a man the lip of his

companion' (id. ) = that they were all discordant...

'Not to hear the lip of a companion,' is not to acknow-

ledge what the other is saying ; and, in the internal

sense, not to acknowledge . . . his doctrine ; for 'a lip'

= doctrine.

1773. A vernal heat beginning from the region of the

lips . . .

1799*^. See Ancient Church, here.

5175. As the food is softly received by the lips . . .

D. 1742.

7225. 'Uncircumcised in lips' (Ex.vi. l2) = to be im-

pure. as to the things of doctrine.

7359-. I observed that ray lips were moved. 10587^.

9391*. 'The bullocks of the lips' (Hos.xiv.2) . . . the

goods of doctrine ; for 'the lips' — the things which are

of doctrine. E.279^.

R. 242. 'The calves of the Ups' (Hos.xiv. 2) = confes-

sions from the affection of truth.

2942. They folded their lips . . . «. T.ili.

T. 798". The Angels compressed his lips.

D. 1342. That Spirits not instructed suppose that

they have spoken to me with the lips. Ex.

6. Hence the term 'lips,' in the Word,=ideas,

and thus thoughts.

16318. Communication by the lips= ideas apprehended

by a sensuous way.

1657. The speech of the Spirits of Jupiter with me by

means of the lips and gums. Ex.

2656. Only his upper lip seen.

D. Min. 4691. That the lips correspond to truths.

E. 130^. 'Lips' (Mai. ii. 7)= the doctrine of truth.

Refs. 701''.

223^*. 'The lip of Canaan' (Is.xix. i8) = the genuine

truths of the Church.

391^. 'The mouth and lips ' of the prophet (Is.vi.) =
the doctrine of good and truth. ( = the thought and

affection, or the understanding and the will. 580"*.)

^^. 'The lips of Canaan' (Is.xix.) = the genuine

doctrinal things of the Church. ( = the truths of doc-

trine of the Church. 654''.)

448^^. 'I heard lips I had not known' (Ps.lxxxi.5) =
falsities of doctrine.

453^K 'A people of depths of lip' (Is.xxxiii. I9)= fal-

sities of doctrine confirmed even to the appearance of

truth. ' Lip ' = the truth of doctrine; here, falsity, be-

cause the people 'will not be seen.'

455^. 'Lip,' 'mouth,' and 'tongue' are frequently

mentioned; and by 'lip' is signified doctrine; by

'mouth,' thought ; and by 'tongue,' confession. . . The
reason is that (these three) are externals of man by

means of which internal things are made public.

^-. 'A people deep of lip. .
.' (Ezek.iii.5,6) =

those who are in a doctrine which is not intelligible . . .

^^. 'The mischief of their lips' (Ps.cxl.g)^ falsity

of doctrine.

556^. See Mouth, here.

684". ' Lips ' = doctrinal things.

727''. 'The breath of Hislips' (Is.xi.4) = Diviue truth,

or the Word in the spiritual sense.

866-'. ' Lips '= thought. 923''.

923-'. 'The lips,' 'tongue,' and 'breath of Jehovah'

(Is. XXX. 27) = the Divine truth, which is the Word, from

its ultimates to its inmosts.

Lip. Labrum.
See Layer.

A. 4791. Some (of those who love the Word, and

thence long for Knowledges of good and truth) belong

to the lips. -.

-. Some correspond to the interiors of the tongue

and lips, and some to the exteriors.

4799. Their faces were prominent, especially about

the lips. . . They said that they spoke together . . .

chiefly by means of variations about the lips . . . This

they endeavoured to show mo by means of an influx into

my lipe, by means of various foldings and windings

lound about them ; but I could not receive the varia-

tions, because my lips had not been initiated into such

things from infancy . . . But that speech in general can

be expressed by means of the lips, is evident to me from

the manifold series of muscular fibres which are folded
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together in the lips, and which if unrolled so as to act

clearly and freely, would be able to present many varia-

tions which are unknown to those with whom these

muscular fibres lie compressed. 8247.

[A.] 7807. The angelic Spirits (of Jupiter) kept . . .

the region aboxit my lips })rominent , . .

8249. The first speech in every Earth has been speech
by the face, and this from two origins—from the lips,

and from the eyes.

9914. 'A lip shall be to its mouth round about' (Ex.
xxviii.32) = what is terminated and closed on every side.

'A lip,' or border, around the mouth or upper o[)ening

of the robe (signifies this), because that 'lip,' or border,
which was round about, did terminate and close it.

Lipothamia. Lipothamia. M.2532. 470'-.

T.665^.

Liquid. Liquidus.

Liquor. Liquor.

See Melt.

A. 8540. Liquids for drinking were measured by the

bath and hin ; hence these measures = truths.

H. 479'. Porous wood imbibes such liquors as conduce
to its vegetation.

D. 3459. Liquor occurs. 4743-. 4947. J.(Post.)3i9.

Listless. See Torpor.

Literal sense. See Sense of Letter.

Literary. See LEARNED-///^ra/;/x.

Litigation. See under Dispute.

Little. Exiguus.
A. 684<^. Like a little Heaven. 91 1-.

4255. From little, much. Sig. and Ex.

4279-. A Heaven in a little form. 9278'.

5704. A Heaven in the least form.

R. 559. 'Knowing that he has a little time' (Rev,
xii. 12). Ex. ( = because the state has been changed.
E.755.)

E. 316"'. 'A little horn' (Dan.viii.9) ... It is called
'little' because this (doctrine) does not appear to be
false. (Compare £.316'^)

8157, Why the Lord called His disciples men 'of little

faith.' Ex.

Little. Panms.

Littleness. Parvitas.

A. 13966. (They said) he could not agree with them,
who were little.

1763=*. The little Spirits (of the moon). 9232^.

2384. 'From little even to great' (Gen.xix.ii) = in

particular and in general. 8718.

2429. ('The city) is little' (ver.2o)= that it was allow-
able from the little (of truth) which he had. Ex. 2431.

8948. (The Spirits of Saturn) esteem themselves as

relatively little
; and therefore in the other life they

appear little.

9441-. A space of invisible littleness.

H. 420. (The notion that Heaven is little.)

R. 178. 'Thou hast a little power' (Rev.iii.8)= they
know that they can avail nothing from themselves.

527. 'Small and great' (Rev.xi. i8) = those who in a

less and greater degree fear the Lord. (Compare 604.

810. 866.)

T. 103'^. The Spiritual is like itself in a little volume
as in a great one.

533^. These two loves (of dominion and possessing)

can reign more with the small than the great , . .

D. 1249. See GuEAT, here. E.696. 836. 12 12.

3242a®. They supposed themselves great, although so

small.

3586. A certain little one thrust them down.

3647. Those on high seem to themselves, and also

appear to me, small ; for the one phantasy produces the

other.

3718a. Small naked riders seen.

3804. He emerged a snowy little something.

4506®. The profane were then seen small . . .

E. 396. 'That they should rest yet for a little time'

(Rev.vi. ii)=still some duration in that state.

439'. His innocence ... is signified by 'little Ben-

jamin' (Ps.lxviii.27). ( = the innocence of the natural

man. 449*.

)

543". In the Spiritual World, when those who are in

a persuasion of their own eminence look at others, they

see them as little and vile, and the latter also seem such

to themselves. Sig.

624®. 'To give one of the little ones to drink ..."

(Matt. X. 42)= to teach iimocence from innocence. , .

'Little ones '= the innocent ; and, abstractedly, inno-

cence.

Little, A. Parum.
See under Five.

A. 2429-, Where there is but little of good there is

but little of truth.

®. 'Zoar' means 'little.'

2936. Where there is but little of the Church. Sig.

8575. 'Yet a little' (Ex.xvii.4)= not far from.

9336. 'By little, by little I will drive them out' (Ex.

xxiii. 30) = removal by degrees according to order. Ex.

E.650'^9.

H. 349. Those with whom there has been but little

of affection and longing, receive but little.

Little. Pusillus.

A. 1008^. Occurs. 1066, 1071^. D. 1764. 3168. 3206.

3551. E.I 100*.

56o8^ 'See that ye despise not one of these little

ones.' Ex,

H. 277". Content with few and little things.

R. 315, That the estimation of good and truth is so

little as to be scarcely any. Sig.
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D. Love xvii^. If a man by combat against evils as

sins lias acquired anything spiritual in the world, even

although it is little, he is saved ; and its uses afterwards

grow like 'the grain of mustard ..."

Little. TaniiUus. A.875^ T.630.

Little book. Libellus.

A. 106 1 a''. To give a bill of divorce.

R. 469. 'He had in his hand a little book open'

(Rev.x.2) = the Word as to this matter of doctrine there,

—that the Lord is the God of Heaven and earth, and
that His Human is Divine. Ex. 479''. 480.

472. The contents of the little book stated.

481. 'To receive the little book' = to receive the doc-

trine concerning the Lord; 'to devour it'= to acknow-

ledge that doctrine; 'to make the belly bitter' = that

from falsifications it would be ungrateful and annoying
;

'to be in the mouth sweet as honey' = that the first of

reception is grateful and delightful. Ex.

E. 599. 'A little book open '= the Word manifested.

Ex. 614. 615. 616. 617. 620.

Little grain. Micula. a. 78016,

Little one. Minorrennis.

E. 537^'. 'The little ones' (Jer.xiv.3)= those who are

led and taught. 644^^.

Little one. Parvulus.

A. 427. 'A little one' (Gen. iv. 23) = charity.

430. 'A little ones,' or 'little boy,' in the Word, =
innocence, and also charity. HI.

2348". The recent falsities are called 'a little one'

(Jer.vi. 11).

^ 'A little one' (Jer.ix. 21) = truths, which are

born first.

Live, To. See Life,

Live again, To. See Revive,

Lively. Vegetus. H.4812, E.iooo*. D.Wis.x,32.

Liver. Hepar, Jecur.

See Bile, and Hepatic.

A. 5183. The gyres of those who belong to the pro-

vince of the liver . . . were gentle, being circumfluent

variously according to the operation of that viscus ; they

affected me with much delectation. Their operation is

diverse, but the general form of it is orbicular. Their

diverse operation is represented in the functions of the

liver, in that they are diverse. For the liver draws to

it the blood, and separates it, and pours the better

blood into the veins, commits that of a middle sort to

the hepatic duct, and leaves the vile for the gall bladder.

This is the case in adults. But in embryos the liver

receives the blood from the womb of the mother, and

purifies it, and insinuates the purer blood into the veins,

so that it may inflow into the heart by a shorter way.

At that time it acts as a guard before the heart.

10031. 'The caul upon the liver-yec«r' (Ex.xxix. 13)

= the interior good of the external man. . , By 'the

liver' is signified interior purification ; for the liver

purifies the blood , . , 10073.

. Otherwise, by ' the liver-^ec?*r .sew hepatem '-is

signified the external good of innocence, such as there is

with infants ; for the reason that infants are nourished

by means of the \ivex-jecur, before the rest of the

viscera have been fully formed for their use—as is the

case when they are embryos—for thither is brought

through the placenta and navel all the nutritious juice

from the womb of the mother. This juice corresponds

to the good of innocence.
'

^. That this good is signified by 'the liver-^ecwr.

'

ni.

H. 96-. Those who are in the liver, pancreas, and
spleen, are in various purifications of good and truth.

P. 174. The liver and the pancreas dispose.

180*. Take the liver, and you will find that there is a

connection between the peritoneum and the sheath of that

viscus, and through the sheath with its inmosts. Ex.

T. 496^. The liver sanguifies.

D. 368. On those who form the livev-jecur seu liepar.

—Spirits from the liver in whom there is something of

innocence ; and therefore in infants the liver is the

largest organ of the body, and the infant is nourished

thence, and it acts in the stead of many of the viscera,

1005. On the provinces of the spleen, liver, and pan-

creas.

1008. As to the liver, it acts mildly, and in fact near

the head, thus almost at the tract of the head beneath

the province of the spleen. These act by rather gentle

gyres, and thus separate. The gyres in which their

operation flows is diverse, but is orbicular.

D. Wis. iii. 5. In the embryo . . . the liver leaps . . ,

for the reception of the nourishment. The motion of

the rest of the viscera is from those of the heart and the

liver , . ,

Livid. Lividus.

Bruise. Livor.

A. 406. See Lamech, here.

427, 'A wound,' and 'a bruise' (Gen.iv.23)= that

there was no longer anything whole. 431.

431. 'A wound' = that faith was desolated ;
'abruise,'

that charity was devastated. 111.

R. 456-. There appears in their faces black and blue.

D. 4826. His face livid like that of a corpse.

D. Love xvii'*. With some the interiors appeared

livid-Zii>e«<Jrt-from the love of the world.

Living creature. See under Animal.

Living water. See under Water.

Lo. See Behold,

Loathe. Fastidire.

Loathing. Fastidium.

Fastidious.
See Nausea.

Fasiidiosus.
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A. 1203-. 'To loathe husbands and sons' (Ezek.xvi.

45) = to reject goods and truths.

3620. 'I loathe my life' (Gen.xxvii.46)=no adjunc-

tion . . .

5006'^ (Loathing excited by what is spiritual.) 2763°.

5648^ (The internal sense loathed.)

6665. 'To be aftected with loathing' (Ex. i.i2)= aver-

sion.

8487''. Unless it is tempered by such things, the good

of celestial love ... is loathed.

P. 328'. After a short time they loathe truths.

R. 153^ After some time they loathe work.

M. 55*. You were then in a state of loathing for the

sex.

236. Hence comes loathing (in marriages). Ex,

297. Cold and fastidious.

433-. This cold is followed by a certain fastidiousness

which looks to nausea.

453. After unrestrained intercourse . . . they are over-

taken by colds, loathings, and nausea ; first for their

consort, then for the rest, and at last for the sex.

504^. They then loathe bed and chamber, nay the

whole female sex, except girls.

5056. They loathe the sex . . .

508. That tliis lust is love and at the same time
loathing for tlie sex. Ex.

D. 4243. (The Societies of friendship cause Sweden-
borg to feel loathing for wliat he is reading in Genesis.

)

E. 280-''. 'He hath loathed the cities' (Is.xxxiii.8)=
that they reject doctrine,

.617®. The desertion- and vastation of the Cliurch is

meant by 'the laud being deserted and loathed' (Is.vii.

16).

633". Occurs. • •

990. Loathing. Sig.

99I'*. As prolification by adultery coixesponds to the

production of evil by falsity and of falsity from evil,

its pleasure and delight-. , . are at last turned into

loathing and nausea.

Loathsome. See under Fovi^-teiter.

Lobe. Zoifus. E.1004*. D.Wis.x.5.

See under Lungs.

Locust. Lomsta.
A. 5620^-. 'His food was locusts and wild honey'

(Matt.iii.4)=:the Word such as is its literal sense as to

good. 7643W.

7643. 'I bring the locusts into thy boundary' (Ex.x.

4) = that falsity will take possession of their outermost

things. 'The locust' = falsity in the outermost things,

^. By 'the locust' is signified falsity from evil in

the outermost things.

•*. In the "Word, where the vastation of the evil

is treated of, mention is sometimes made of 'the locust,'

and 'the bruchus' (or unwinged locust); and by 'the

locust' is there meant the falsity which vastates the

outermost things . . , The falsity wliieh is in the outer-

most things of the Natural is there meant by 'the

locust,' and the evil there by 'the bruchus.' ^,ni.

. As by 'the locust' is meant the falsity which

is in tlie outermost things of the Natural, it is said

that the locust shall be brought 'into the boundary,'

ami that it shall cover 'the surface of the earth' . . .

^. When 'the locust' is mentioned (without the

bruchus), it= both falsity and evil together; for 'the

locust'^ falsity from evil. ^.

^ Here, 'the locust ' = falsity in the outermost

things vastating truths and goods,

^ 'Tlie locusts' (in Rev. ix,)= reasonings from

fallacies and the derivative falsities, which have also

been confirmed by philosophical things. Thus by
'locusts' are also signified the falsities which are in the

outermost things with man, and which are more earthly

and corporeal than all other falsities ; and by which

men can be easily deceived and seiluced. (The passage

fully ex.)

^". By 'the locust' in a good sense is signified

ultimate and most general truth, and also the pleasant-

ness thereof. 111.

6. That the locust was to bo eaten, see Lev.xi,22.

7646. The falsities which are signified by 'the locust'

are the falsities in the outermost things of the Natural.

These are the falsities which consume the most general

truths and goods . . .

7674. 'The locust ' = falsity in the outermost things

with those who are infesting.

7682, 'The east wind brought the locust' (Ex.x. 13)

= dense falsity with those who were infesting . . .

7683.

7686. 'Before it there was no such locust as it, and

after it there shall not be such' (ver. I4) = that there has

been no such falsity from the first time of the Church,

and that there shall be no such. 'The locust ' = falsity

in the outermost things. 7703. 8764^. 1007 1-.

9052^. 'Locusts' (Rev.ix.) = those who are in external

falsities.

9372^. 'Locusts' ( Matt. iii.) = ultimate or most general

truths.

^ 'The locust '= truth which nourishes in the

outermosts.

S. 1 3-. 'The locusts which went forth out of the

smoke of the pit' (Rev. ix.)= falsities in the outermost

things such as are with those who have become sensuous,

and who see and judge of all things from fallacies.

Fully ex. R. 424, Ex.

W, 345®. See Fkog, here.

R. 424. Falsities in the outermost things are those

which are in the outermost things of man's life, which

are called sensuous things : these are signified by

'locusts' in the Word. But it is to be known that they

did not appear like the locusts in the fields . . . but like

pigmies or dwarfs, as is evident from the description of

them . . . That dwarfs were called locusts by the

Ancients. 111.

— '^. As falsities in the outermost things , . . are

signified by 'locusts,' such persons are called 'locusts,'
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and are also said to be 'crowned,' and to 'exercise com-

mand' (Nahum iii. 15,17).

. That because falsities in the outermost things

consume the nascent .truths and goods of the Church

with man, they are signified' by the locusts which con-

sume the grass . . . 111.

e. By the miracle of the locnsts in Egypt is

described vastation by means of falsities in the outer-

most things ; and as these are infernal when the interior

things on which they depend are closed, the locusts

were cast into the sea Suph, by which is signified Hell.

430, 'The likenesses of the locusts' (Rev.ix.7)= the

appearances and images of those who have confirmed

with themselves faith separated from charity. . . By
'locusts' are signified falsities in the outermost things

;

and as falsities make one with those who are in the

falsities, they themselves are also signified by 'locusts.'

That those who have confirmed faith alone with them-

selves, or their falsities, are meant by 'the locusts,' has

been clearly evident to me from the fact that the pres-

byters who were in that faith embraced and kissed the

locusts which were seen, and wanted to introduce them
into their houses. B.87. 89.

566-. There (then) ascended some out of the abyss

who at first appeared like locusts, but afterwards as

men. Des. T. 162-.

T. 71. The ground opened . . . and locusts rose up,

which leaped upon the grass, and made a desert every-

where.

°. The locusts leaped into the sea which is there

called Suph . . . and the earth was cleansed . . .

E. 283^^. 'Locusts' = falsities in the outermost things.

543. 'Out of the smoke went forth locusts into the

earth '= that from infernal falsities they become cor-

poreal sensuous in the Church. . . 'Locusts' = the

ultimate Sensuous of man which is in the falsity of evil.

^Ex.
^ That nothing else- is signified by 'the locust'

than this Sensuous of man which has just been (fully)

described, may be evident from other places in the Word
where 'the locust' is mentioned. Fully ill.

. The plague of the locusts in Egypt = the de-

struction of the whole natural man by the irruption of

evil and falsity from the Sensuous. . . By 'the locust'

is signified the falsity and evil of the sensuous man
vastating the natural man ; that is, destroying there all

the truth and good of the Church. . . As the falsity and
evil of the sensuous man is the most grievous of all, being

corporeal and earthly, it is said that that locust was
exceedingly grievous . . . (The rest of the j^assage ex.)

^ As by "the locust' here is signified the Sensuous

as to falsity and evil ; or, what is the same, the falsity

and evil of the sensuous man ; the like is signified by
'the locust' and 'the bruchus' in David. 111.

. 'The bruchus' is also a locust. Shown.
'^. As the Sensuous of man is the ultimate and

lowest of the life of his thought and affection ; and as

what is lowest is (relatively) little, it is compared to

'locusts' (Is.xl. 22 ; Num.xiii.3). Ex.

". As by 'the locust' is signified the Sensuous,

which is the ultimate ... in which the understanding

ceases and,upon which it subsists . . . the sense of the

letter of the Word ... is meant in a good sense by 'the

locust,' and consequently also the truth and good

thereof. Hence John the Baptist ate locusts ; and the

sons of Israel were allowed to eat them. . . 'The locust'

(which John ate)= the Sensuous as to truth.

^^ See Leg, here.

546^. It is said of the locusts that they should 'hurt

men,' but not 'the grass of the earth, the green thing,

or the trees ;' for by 'the locust' is signified the ultimate

of man's life which is called the Sensuous ; and when

this is in the persuasion of falsity and reads or hears the

Word it does no harm to anything of the Word in the

sense of its letter . . . but it injures the understanding

of truth and the perception of good . . .

552. 'The likenesses of the locusts were like unto

horses prepared for war' (Rev. ix. 7) = that the sensuous

man has become a reasoner as if from the understanding

of truth. 'Locusts' = the men of the Church become

sensuous through the falsities Avhich are from evil.

619I®. 'The locust' (Matt.iii.) = the truth of the

natural man.

799^^ 'Its inhabitants are as locusts' (Is.xl. 22) =
men in outermost things; for 'the locusts' = what is

alive in ultimates ; in special, the truth, and in the

opposite sense, the falsity, there.

5 M. 23. Further towards the north they saw as it

were bruchuses and locusts falling from a cloud, which

were consuming the grass of the earth ;
(and which

signified) falsities of faith.

Lodging. See under Hospitality.

Loftiness. Cehitudo.

A. 1306. The love of self, which is conceit and pride,

is called 'loftiness,' etc.

Lofty. See under High Place.

Log. Tignum. D.4202. 5958.

Logical. Logicus.

Logicians. Logici.

A. 3348. They call them things metaphysical and

logical . . . D.4446.

4658. They had been logicians and metaphysicians

. . . D.3947.

D. 3460. See Know-scw-c.

4744. He had studied only such things as are . . .

means for acquiring understanding, as things mathe-

matical, physical, philosophical, logical . . .

D. Min. 4578. There are some [knowledges] which

completely destroy the faculty of thinking, and destroy

the Rational ; as . . . things logical . . .

Loins. Lumbi.

A. 1042^ 'From the loins upwards' (Ezek.i.27)= the

Celestial of love . . . 'From the loins downwards '= the

Celestial Spiritual. Thus the Celestial Heaven . . . was

represented by, 'from the loins upwards;' and the

Spiritual Heaven . . . by, 'from the loins downwards.'
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For the things which are below the loins ... in the
Grand Man= natural things. £.595^

[A.] 17732. The loins mentioned.

2757. See B.EAT-calor, here.

3021. The thighs together with the loins correspond
to conjugial love.

^ As the thighs and the loin8=the things which
are of conjugial love, they also = the things which are of

love and charity, because conjugial love is the funda-
mental love of all love.

*. As 'justice' is predicated of the good of love,

it is called 'the girdle of His loins' (Is.xi.5). Thus
'the loins' are predicated of the love of good ; and 'the
thighs,' of the love of truth.

''. The Divine love in the Celestial Kingdom is

'the loins' (Dan.x.5).

^. 'The thighs' and ' loins '= conjugial love prin-
cipally, and thence all genuine love. 111. In the
opposite sense (they signify) love contrary to these,

namely that of self and of the world.

3294. For 'the womb,' and 'the loins,' are predicated
of the things which are of love, that is, of good.

^

42802. With the Ancient Church the thighs and loins
signified what is conjugial.

4403-. The Spirits who are at the loins are those who
are in conjugial love.

4575- 'Kings shall go forth out of thy loins' (Gen.
XXXV. ii)= truths from the Divine marriage. . . 'The
loins'= the things which are of conjugial love; con-
sequently the things which are of the heavenly marriage

;

and, in the supreme sense, of the Divine marriage.

4779- 'He put sackcloth upon his loins' (Gen.xxxvii.

34)= mourning for good destroyed. . . For 'the loins'

=

conjugial love, and thence all celestial and spiritual
love

;
and this from correspondence ; for . . . the loins

. . . correspond to those in the Grand Man who have been
in genuine conjugial love ; and as conjugial love is the
fundamental of all loves, by the loins is signified all

celestial and spiritual love in general. Hence came
this ritual of putting sackcloth upon the loins when
they were mourning over good destroyed ; for all good
is of love. 111.

1 tj^ii loins' (Amosviii. io)= all the goods of
love.

4931. On the correspondence with the Grand Man of
the . . . loins, etc. Gen. art. 5050.

5050. It is to be known in general that the loins and
the members which adhere to them correspond to

genuine conjugial love, consequently to those Societies

where such are. Those who are there are more celestial

than all others, and live in the delight of peace above
all others. 5051. DeConj.102. 103.

5051. There is a communication (from the loins)

through the feet with the soles and the heels. Ex.

5059. When those who had lived in . . . adulteries

approached me, they infused pain into the loins . . .

5060-. He let himself down towards the loins, and
seemed as it were to bend himself about them both, by
which was represented that they want to present them-
selves [as being] in chaste conjugial love.

^ His Hell was deep down beneath the middle
part of the loins.

5714^. When (that great adulterer) was permitted to

emerge, he inflicted pain . . . especially on the periostea

in the loins . . .

6372. The truth which is from good (is) signified ; for

that interior part of the feet signifies this from its com-
munication with the loins.

6432''. 'To gird themselves upon the loins' (Is.xxxii.

1 1 )= to be in gi-ief on account of lost good.

6832'*. 'The loins' = conjugial love, and thence all

heavenly love.

7045. For the loins together with the genitals cor-

respond to conjugial love ; and as they correspond to

conjugial love, they correspond to all celestial and
spiritual love. Refs.

7622^. The Spirits who ascend from what is lower

through the region of the loins to the region of the

breast, are in a strong Persuasive that they are in the

Lord.

7863. 'Your loins girded' (Ex.xii.ii) = as to the

interiors. 'The loins' = the things which are of con-

jugial love, thus the things which are of the love of

good and truth, for conjugial love descends from this.

Kefs. For this reason, and also because the loins are

above the feet . . . they = the interiors. By their loins

being girded is signified fitness to receive the influx of

good and truth from the Lord, and also to act according

to the influx . . .

9212^. For 'the loins ' = the goods of love. Hence
'to gird the loins' — to invest good with truths.

9341®. 'The girdle of the loins' (Jer.xiii.4) = the

external bond holding together all things of love, and

thence of faith.

9731. The Sensuous which is signified by 'the

grating' extends itself with man from the head even to

the loins, and there ceases. . . From the loins however,

there is continued with man the Sensuous proximately

interior, which was represented by the general covering

of brass around the altar.

9828^. By girdles of the loins were represented

celestial goods. 111.

•*. For 'the loins,' from their correspondence, =
the good of celestial love.

9872". 'The loins '= conjugial love, which is that of

good and truth. Refs. Hence it is that his loins are

said to be 'girded with gold of Uphaz' (Dan.x.5) ; for

' gold '= the good of love.

9960. The ' loins ' = conjugial love . . . In the opposite

sense (as implied here) the loins, genitals, and flesh= the

evil, filthy, and infernal things of that love. Refs.

1°. See Nakedness, here.

9961. ' From the loins even to the thighs they shall

be' (Ex.xxviii.42)= the extension ... of the exteriors

of conjugial love, which are signified by 'the linen

breeches' . . . (For) 'the loins,' and 'the thighs '= the

things which are of conjugial love; 'the loins,' the

things which are of its interiors; and 'the thighs,' the

things which are of its exteriors. . . The reason 'the
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loins' = the interior things of that love, is that they are

above . . .

locos'*. The breast down to the loins corresponds to

the Second Heaven, where there is spiritual good.

10075. See Flank, here.

10755. They were girded with a covering round the

loins.

H. 96. Those who in the Grand Man are in the loins

. . . are in conjugial love.

97. Hence it is that ... by 'the loins,' in the Word,

is signified conjugial love.

R. 466. 'The fire of the loins ' = celestial love.

830. The thighs and loins= conjugial love; and as

this love is the fundamental of all loves, the thighs and

loins=the good of love.

M. 263. The loins (of the devil) were quite on fire.

264. The loins (of the second devil) were naked,

and were black like soot, through which fire shone

duskily . . .

505*. (Deflowerers there) walk with the loins con-

tracted, and thus bowed . . ,

510^. (Those who have been addicted to the lust of

varieties) have no loins, but their ankles commence
from the bottom of the belly. The reason is that the

loins with men correspond to conjugial love, and this

they do not possess.

T. 119. The Church on earth constitutes the loins

and feet.

D. 1858®. The region (of this inmost heat) is from the

loins, or from the middle between the loins, upwards . . .

31 52^. The province (of those who love infants

tenderly) is between the loins.

3315^. Their continual deliciousnesses were to love

their consorts for the sake of offspring, which was shown
me by this,—that a deliciousness of the whole body, in

both wakefulness and sleep, took possession of the region

of the loins.

3319. There was also shown me a respiration which

was solely of the loins, down to the soles of the feet , . .

3861-. The general natural influx puts itself forth

especially in the face, and in the region of the loins.

All other things depend more upon the will . . .

3862. The general sense operates also into the pro-

vince of the loins, by their like external influx, like an

afllatus, which takes possession of the loins, but not of

the genital members ; for the general operation of the

cerebellum ... is about the loins, where many nerves

of the cerebellum flow together . . .

4 1
98-. Then the spear revolves them as to the loins.

5007. Those who are at the back where the loins are,

enter into the affections of his thought ; and when they

once come to a man they do not leave him until death.

These are the ones who are in his dominant aflection.

D. Min. 4786. He inflicted a grievous pain in the

hinge of the loins.

E. 240^. 'To put off the sackcloth from upon his

loins' (Is.xx.2), that is, to present the loins naked, = to

reveal filthy loves.

252*. By 'the loins being girded' (Luke xii.35) is

meant the good of love. 274^.

355^^ 'Oppression upon the loins' (Ps.lxvi. ii)= no

perception of the good of love.

381^ 'The hand upon the loins' (Jer.xxx.6) = to

hatch the things (of Own intelligence).

444I'*. The dissipation of falsities by means of truths

is signified by 'to smite the loins of those who rise up

against him' (Deut.xxxiii. 11); and the dissipation of

evils, by 'to smite the loins of them that hate him.'

519*. 'The loins which shall be shaken' (Ps.lxix.23)

= the will of good and its marriage with the understand-

ing of truth. This is signified by 'the loins' elsewhere

also in the Word.

595*. For the loins correspond to the marriage of

good and truth which is with those who are in the

higher Heavens.

627!^ That all the good of love and of charity has

been destroyed and dissipated, is signified by, 'Thou

hast made all their loins to stand' (Ezek.xxix.7). 'The

loins ' = the marriage of truth and good ; here, therefore,

that no truth is conjoined with good . . . 654^-.

6298. 'Waters to the loins' (Ezek.xlvii.4)=intelligence

such as is possessed by the spiritual man ; for 'the loins'

= the marriage of truth and good, which is the Spiritual.

6371*. 'The loin3'= the good of the Church.

721--. 'The loins' = marriage ; in the spiritual sense,

the marriage of truth and good ; but 'every man with

his hands upon his loins, as one in travail' (.Ter.xxx.6)

= as if there were the marriage of truth alone without

780*'. By 'His loins' (Is.xi.5) are meant those who

are in love to Him.

London. Londinmm.

C. J. 42. There are two great cities like London into

which most of the English come after death. I have

been permitted to see and walk through them. The

middle of the one city answers to where in the English

London there is . . . the Exchange : there dwell the

Directors. Above that middle is the east ; below it is

the west ; at the right hand is the south ; at the left is

the north. In the eastern quarter dwell those who

have pre-eminently led a life of charity ;
there are

magnificent palaces there. In the southern quarter

dwell the wise, with whom there is much splendour.

In the northern quarter dwell those who pre-eminently

love the freedom of speaking and writing. In the

western quarter dwell those who profess faith. At the

right in this quarter is the entrance into this city, and

there is an exit from it. Those who live evilly are sent

out there. The presbyters who are at the west, and

who as has been said profess faith, dare not enter into

the city through the great streets, but through narrow

lanes
; 'because no other inhabitants are tolerated in the

city itself than those who are in the faith of charity. I

have heard them complaining about the preachers in the

west, that they make up their discourses with such

mingled art and eloquence, and unawares to them so

interweave justification by faith, that they do not know

whether good is to be done or not. They preach
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intrinsic good, and separate it from extrinsic good, which
they sometimes call meritorious good, and thus not
acceptable to God

; yet still they call it good, because
it is useful. But when those who dwell in the eastern
and southern quarters hear such mystical discourses,

they go out of the churches ; and the preachers are

afterwards deprived of the priesthood. Compare
T.809.

[C.J.] 43. The other great city like London is not in

the Christian Middle, but lies outside of it to the north.
Into it come after death those who are interiorly evil.

In the middle of it there is an open communication with
Hell, by which they are swallowed by turns. T.811.

M. 451. Brothels are tolerated ... in London, etc.

D. 5012. See England, here. 50130.

5016. Continuation concerning the London city.

—

That city treated of above was situated upon a rock to

the left. There is also another city of London which is

situated in a plain at the level of the sole of the foot a
little to the right. Here also are Englishmen

; and the
city is according to the pattern of London. I was there
also, and in like manner wandered through some of the
streets. They said that they saw me when I was in
London . . . But no one appeared in the streets ; they
do not go out except with leave. Men are seized on
there. In the middle of that city are the evil, and the
good are at the circumference, successively. Sometimes
those in the middle there appear to subside, and some-
times those who are tliere are then overwhelmed. But
sometimes that city with all its buildings subsides, and
again emerges, and then the worst are swallowed uji.

Thus is that city preserved from the contagion of evil.

I have seen the subsidence in the middle, and the
emergence. It was like a wave subsiding.

5092. See CiTY-urbs, here.

5360. See Last Judgment, here. 5712. 5713. 5718.

60986. (These solifidian bishops) were in the western
part of London, and many of them were sent out.

J. (Post.) 12. The cities there are like the cities in

our world. There is a London there which is like

London as to the streets, but not as to the houses, nor
as to the inhabitants and the quarters in which they
dwell. I was brought into it in the spirit, and wandered
through it, and recognized it. I spoke to some there,

saying that men in the world would marvel and would
scarcely believe that those who live in London will also

see a London after death, and that if they are good will

also inliabit their own city, although in a different way.
They said that neither would they have believed it . . ,

because such a thing does not fall into sensuous ideas,

but only into rational ideas illustrated by spiritual

light ; and that neither had they known that what is

spiritual appears befoi'e a Spirit as what is material does
before a man ; and that all things which are in the
Spiritual World are from a spiritual origin ... in like

manner the houses of a city, which are not built as in

the world, but rise up in a moment created by the Lord
. . . They rejoiced that they are now in England, as

before, and in its great city ; and they said that there

is also another London below, which is not unlike as to

the streets, but is unlike as to the houses and as to the

inhabitants, in that the evil dwell in the middle, and
the upright in the last circumferences ; and that those

come into that London from the London in the world
who had not been in any spiritual love and thence not

in any spiritual faith, but had indulged in the pleasures

of the body and the concupiscences of the lower mind
;

and that that city in the middle where the evil live

subsides by turns into the deep, and thus the evil are

cast into Hell, and the chasm is made whole again, and
again the evil are collected into the middle of it, and are

again swallowed up by Hell. This is in the World of

Spirits. It is different in Heaven, and in Hell.

268. On London. — As to the streets and lanes,

London appears like the London in the world, but not

like it as to the houses and places of dwelling. The un-

likeness does not appear, because everyone there dwells

in a (|uarter and a house which corresponds to his own
affection and the derivative thought. The middle of

the city is where [on earth] is the Exchange. On the

right there dwells the Director, and his officials round

about there. The middle way of that city is Holborn
;

in front there is the east, and backwards as far as

Wapping is the west. The south is on the right of that

street, and the north is at the left of it. In the eastern

quarter, which stretches far outside tlie city in quite a

considerable extension, dwell the best of them. All

there worship the Lord. At the south dwell those who
are in intelligence, almost as far as to Islington. There

are meetings there ; and those who dwell there are

prudent in speaking and writing. To the north dwell

tliose who are not lettered, and who are in the highest

freedom of speaking, which they love. At the west are

those who are in the obscure affection of good ; those

who are there are timid in opening their thoughts. At
the southern tract there, where is Moorfields and its

neighbourhood, there is a promiscuous crowd ; thither

are relegated from the city all who incline to evils ; and

therefore that crowd is by turns cast out ; and so

continually ; and the city is continually cleansed by

this route, and those who are led forth thence appear

no more. Near the middle of the city they sometimes

see a certain wicked person sitting on a seat in a pulpit,

and the inhabitants are called together, and he com-

mands them to go hither and thither. Those who
approach and listen are led to the place of exit, where

the promiscuous crowd is ; and, as has been said, are let

out through the ways there. Every society is cleansed
;

and this is the method of cleansing [used] there. (269)

Their houses, dress, and food are like what they are in

the world. I asked about wines, strong drinks, ales,

chocolate, tea, and the like. They said that they have

the like. I also asked about the liquor called punch.

They said that they have that liipior also, but it is only

given to those who are sincere and industrious. They
do not tolerate any ruler in the city, who shall impose

on or command them what they are to do. They want

to be in full freedom.

282. On the Moravians in London . . .

284. The Jews do not dwell upon the earth in London,

but below the earth there, at the north side, where is

Tower Hill . . .
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328, In London there are ten Directors, of like

authority.

Long. See Length.

Long duration. Diuturnitas. D.760.

E.304''-.

Long for. See D^siK^-desiderare.

Longevity. VHa longaeva. A. 5 159% 7996^.

Longitudinal. Longitudinalis.

A. 7744<^. The longitudinal sinus. 0.17276. 3879.

LongSUffering. Longanimus.

A. 10618. 'LongSUffering for angers' (Ex. xxxiv. 6)=
the Divine clemency. Ex.

Look:. See under Aspect, and View-
intuitio.

Look at. Spectare.

Visible. Spectabilis.

See under Downwards, and Upwards.

A. 1317. Nothing with man is regarded by the Lord

except the end.

1702^. Man can look upwards . . . and can look

downwards. Ex.

1807. 'Look towards heaven' (Gen.xv.5). Ex.

2417. Not to look to doctrinal things. Sig. and Ex.

2454, Ex.

2568-. To regard the doctrine of faith from rational

things ; and ... to regard rational things from the

doctrine of faith. Ex.

2584"*. The doctrine of faith when regarded from

truths Divine ; and when regarded from what is ra-

tional. Ex. . . To look from the Word is to look from

the Lord ; whereas to look from reason and knowledge

is to look from man.

3159. 'I will look to the right or to the left' (Gen.

xxiy.49) Ex.

3182. No longer looks at good from truth . . .

3324^. Doctrinal things regard charity as the end.

''. In Heaven all are regarded from charity and

the derivative faith.

3913^. The natural man looks to self and the

world . . .

4198. 'Let Jehovah look between me and thee' (Gen.

xxxi.49)--the presence of the Lord's Divine Natural . . .

'To look,' or 'to look out-specw/art ' = presence ; for he

who looks at another ... is present with him by sight

;

and besides, 'to see,' when predicated of the Lord,=
foresight and Providence, thus also presence . . .

6. The name 'Mizpah' is so called from 'to

look.'

4221''. Eegard themselves alone in everything.

4255*. Then Knowledges are regarded from this good ;

and not good from them.

4882^. If one were to look towards the east, and the

other towards the west, to both the good would appear

on the right, and the evil on the left.

5368^. When he regards corporeal and worldly things

as means . . .

5433-. If the internal man looks downwards ... he

cannot possibly look upwards . . .

5660-^ They no longer regard themselves in every-

thing . . . but they regard the neighbour, etc.

5949. Scientifics . . . must regard good as the end.

6247-. He then regards good from truth ... He then

regards truth from good.

6402. These look downwards or outwards, because

they are not yet in good. But those who are in good

. . . look upwards or inwards.

6468^. Those in Heaven look upwards to the Lord
;

those in Hell look downwards from Him.

6952". 'The tail ' = what is lowest, which looks down-

wards . . .

. Wild animals look downwards . . .

. He who looks downwards wills evil and thinks

falsity.

6954. From himself man looks only downwards . . .

697 1". (After this) man is compelled to look down-
wards.

7604-. All evils and falsities look downwards . . ,

2. Man can look upwards ... A beast looks doivn-

wards only. 7607.

7607. What it is to look inwards, and to look out-

wards. Ex. 7693-.

7814. Man has been so created that he can look up-

wards . . . or downwards. Ex. 7815. 7816. 7817. 781S.

7819. 7820. 7821.

8371*^. With (the inhabitants of Jupiter) it is un-

becoming to be looked at by others, except in front.

8373-

8372. Wlien they walk they always . . . look before

them, and never downwards. To look downwards they

call damned . . .

8555. That those in the truth and good of faith con-

quer when they look upwards to the Lord, and that

they yield when they look downwards. Sig. 8604, Ex.

8608.

8604-. Man is distinguished from the brutes in that

he can look above himself and below himself . . .

8995". What is loved is regarded as the end.

9 1 84". The Lord then draws to Himself all things of

life with the man, so that they look upwards.

9207''. (Good and truth) then mutually regard each

other , . . Then they look backwards or behind them.

Sig.

9405. They who read the Word and then look to the

Lord . . .

9668^. All in Heaven look to the Lord, for to look

forwards there is to look to Him. No one there, how-

ever he turns himself, can look backwards from Him.

9791. A man in the spirit can look into the Earth

near which he is , . .

9828. That all things look to one end. Sig. and Ex.

10156^. Then the man looks downwards; that is.
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into the world and to self . . . and whither a man looks,

thither his heart turns itself . . . But when a man be-

comes spiritual ... he looks upwards . . .

[A.] 10227S. The interiors of the Angels are thus pre-

sented visible.

10420. Tliose who are in externals separated from
what is internal . . . look outwards and downwards
. . . For a man looks inwards or upwards when his

internal is open ; but he looks outwards or downwards
when liis internal is closed.

^ In the other life . . . those who love the Lord
and the neighbour continually look to the Lord . . .

10550. 'They looked after Moses' (Ex.xxxiii.8)-

that they see the external of the Word, etc.

H. I23"-^. All in the other life look to those things

which reign in their interiors . . .

130. Those think naturally who look only into the

world . . . But those think spiritually who look to

Heaven . . .

131^. A man, when looked at by the Angels . . .

209. "When they look thither they do not see them.

313^. So that they had not looked to Heaven, but to

the world . . . For in proportion as the interiors are

open the man looks to Heaven ; but in proportion as

they are closed ... he looks to Hell.

314S. He cannot (then) look upwards to Heaven, but

only downwards to Hell.

35 1-. The only means for forming the interiors is that

the man looks to the Divine and Heaven . . . and a man
looks to the Divine when he believes in the Divine . , ,

398. His interiors then look from Heaven to the

world, thus backwards.

430^. These can look no otherwise than below them-
selves, that is, to Hell ; and the former no otherwise

than above themselves, that is, to Heaven. To look

above one's self is to look to the Lord, because He is the

common centre to which all things of Heaven look
;

whereas to look below one's self is to look backwards
from the Lord to the opposite centre, to which look and
verge all things of Hell.

438'-'. "When men appear (to Spirits) . . . they do not

look at others . . .

J. 13. That all things may be regarded by the Divine

as its own work, and that all things may at the same
time look to the Divine as its work.

L. 46'. Every man who looks to God is taught after

death . . .

W. 130. Hence they cannot but look to the east . . .

242. As he shuns evils as sins, and looks to the Lord.

Gen. art. 246.

410''. Hence it is that every man, Spirit, and Angel
is regarded by the Lord according to his love or

good . . .

424. The love of self and of the world looks down-
wards and outwards ; and the love of the Lord looks

upwards and inwards.

P. 20^. Such are those who have not looked to God
at all in their life. By to look to God in the life is

meant to think that this or that evil is a sin against God,
and therefore not to do it. 93^.

46. That the Divine Providence . . . regards what is

infinite and eternal. Gen. art. 52. 55, Ex. 214, Gen.
art.

53. The Divine cannot regard anything else than
the Divine . . . For no one can regard another except

from what is his own in him. Ex.

122. In doing repentance, man must look to the

Lord alone. If he looks to God the Father only he

cannot be purified ; nor if to the Father for the sake of

the Son ; nor if to the Son as a mere man.
125S. (It is sufficient for man to know that) he must

shun evils as sins and look to the Lord.

R. 565as. No Angel is allowed to look into lower

things from Heaven ; but if he likes he may descend.

M. 75". We two look together . . . and therefore it is

impossible for i;s to look at any wife of a companion from

lust . . .

146^. The purpose or intention of the will is primarily

regarded by the Lord.

444^ Therefore he who looks with his face to the

Lord receives from Him wisdom, and through this love
;

whereas he who looks backwards from the Lord receives

love and not wisdom ; and love without wisdom is love

from man . . .

T. 69^. Every man ... is thus in free will to look

upwards to God, or downwards to Hell. If he looks

upwards to God, he acknowledges that all wisdom is from

God, and as to his spirit he is actually with the Angels

in Heaven ; whereas he who looks downwards—as does

everyone who is in falsities from evil—is actually as to

his spirit with devils in Hell.

1356. I noticed that those who were actually thinking

of three Gods looked towards Hell ; and that those who
were thinking of one God, in whom is the Divine Trinity

. . . looked towards Heaven.

394. Regards use as the end.

417. Eegarded in itself. 472.

726-. And looks to the Lord.

D. 5901. On those who look around them. 5789-
circuynspicere. 5937. 5941a. 5948-.

E. 1 1 2-. The interiors of man. . . actually look

whither his love does.

1174^. If he looks to the Lord he is brought out of

those Societies . . .

C. I. That the first of charity is to look to the Lord

. . . 2.

158. That every man who looks to the Lord . . .

Can. Redemp. v. 3. Those who in the world have

looked and turned themselves to Heaven or to Hell,

look and turn themselves in the same way after death.

Look back. Respicere.

A. 2417. 'Look not back behind thee' (Gen.xix.17)

= that he should not look to doctrinal things. Ex.

2454. 'His wife looked back behind him' (ver.26)^

that truth averted itself from good, and looked to

doctrinal things. Ex.
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6804^''. ' To have respect to them ' ( Lev. xxvi. 9)— what

is of mercy.

7122. 'Let them not have respect to words of a lie'

(Ex.v.9) = lest they turn themselves to ti'uths.

7341. 'Pharaoh looked back and came to his house'

(Ex.vii. 23) = thought and reflection from falsities. 'To

look back'— thought and reflection ; for in the spiritual

sense 'to look back' is not to look with the eyes towards

anything, but it is to look with the mind, thus to think

and reflect.

7650. 'He looked back and went out from with

Pharaoh' (Ex.x.6)= the privation of apperception and

separation. . . 'To look back' = the privation of apper-

ception ; for a man is deprived of apperception when
truth from the Divine looks back or averts itself; that

is, when the man averts himself from it.

8442. 'They looked back to the wilderness' (Ex.xvi.

lo)=recollection of the state of temptation in which

they were. 'To look back' to anything= thought and

reflection, thus also recollection.

10450. 'Moses looked back and descended from the

mountain' (Ex.xxxii. 15) = the Word let down from

Heaven.

E, 304^''. Occurs. 374^^ 39i"^.

Look back. Retrospicere.

A. 8505^. When a man is acting from aff"ection he is

no longer allowed to look back, and to do what is good

from truth ... If he then looks back ... he acts from

what is his own. Ex.

Look dovsrn. Despicere.

H. 208. No Angel of a higher Heaven may look

down . . .

R. 565a. See Look at, here.

M. 477*. A certain Angel looking down, heard these

things . . .

533. The Angels petitioned the Lord to be allowed to

look down into the world ; and they looked down . . .

T. 77'. (The Angels said) We have looked down into

the earth at those celebrated for erudition , , .

412. The Lord, and, from Him, the Angels, when
they look down into the earth . . .

D. 5761. On Spirits who looked down. 5786-.

5830. 5831. 5839. 5875. 5889. 5929. 5967. 6081.

E. 187. When the Angels who are in the Heavens

look down to those who are in such lumen , . .

Coro. 14®. When the Angels . . . look down into the

earth, they see not one whit of it, but only the Church

with men.

Look out. Prospicere.

Lookout. Prospectus.

A. 2219. 'They looked out to the faces of Sodom'
(Gen.xviii. i6)= the state of the human race.

2245. 'The men looked out thence' (ver.22) = the

Lord's thought from the Divine. . . 'To look out' = to

think, Ex. 2684.

3391. 'Abimelech . . . looked out through a window'

(Gen.xxvi.8)= the doctrine of faith looking to rational

things . . .

5286. The looking iox-^zx^-iwosptctio-oi the Natural.

Sig. and Ex. 5289.

6760. 'He looked out hither and thither, and saw
that there was no man' (Ex.ii. 12) = prudence as to

whether he was in safety.

6938. See HoNOUU, here.

8212. 'Jehovah looked out to the camp of the

Egyptians' (Ex.xiv.24) = the extension thence of the

Divine influx . . . Ex.

S478-. It is not contrary to order to look out for one's

self and others.

E. 650^''. 'Its lookout was to the end of the earth'

(Dan.iv. ii)= its extension even to the ultimates of the

Church.

Looker-out. See Watchman.

Lookup. Suspicere. M.1325.

Loop. Loramentum.
A. 9605. ' Loops ' = conjunction. Ex. 9608. 9610.

9623.

Loose, To. Zaxare, Relaxare.

A. 1675^. In proportion as the bonds are loosed . . .

2219-'. D. 29431 4348.

7375. In proportion as the reins are loosed . .

H.559. M.262-. 2646. T.822.

W. 259. Breaking down the barriers.

M. 17. That their minds may be relaxed.

R. 462"^ Not relaxing anything.

T. 438. Would let the mind run loose into evils,

D. 2310. When anything is relaxed to them . . .

2323. The bridle is relaxed to their cupidities, but

rarely to their Falsities.

27376. If anything were relaxed, everyone would

rush , . .

3497-. The motive fibres would be so relaxed , , .

Loose, To. Solvere, Resolvere.

Loosing, A. Sobitio.

See Resolutiox.

A. 1692. Evils and falsities are loosened . . .

3145. 'He loosed the camels' (Gen. xxiv. 32)= freedom

for these things ... 'To loose ' = to make free.

H. 303. Then the efi'ect is dissolved.

3146. After the loosing from the body. 355^. 434^.

456.

409. The interiors fully open and unloosed . . .

W. 260. All the inner tissues would be broken down.

R. 444. 'Loose the four Angels' (Rev. ix. 14) = that

external bonds may be taken away from them. E.569.

802^. To open and shut Heaven, or to loose and bind,

thus to forgive sins . . .

844. 'He must be loosed a little time' (Rev.xx.3) =
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that those meant by the dragon are to be loosed i'or a

short time, and communication with the others is to be

opened to them.

[R.] 856. 'Satan shall be loosed out of his prison' (ver.

7)= that all those who had confirmed falsities of faith in

themselves were let out.

M. 171-. By dissolutions and reparations.

E. 303-. 'To loose the seals of the book' (Rev.v.3) =
to know and perceive the states of life of all.

^jji5_ 'Whatever thou shalt loose on earth shall be

loosed in the Heavens' (Matt.xviii. 18). Ex. 820''.

570. 'The four Angels were loosed' = the licence to

reason from fallacies.

774''. 'I have not come to loose the Law' (Matt. v. 17).

Lord. Dominus.
See Advent, Alpha, Christ, Creator, Divine,

Divine Celestial, Divine Good, Divine Human,
Divine Itself, Divine Love, Divine Man, Divine

Natural, Divine Rational, Divine Spiritual, Di-

vine Truth, Divine Wisdom, Divinity, God, Holy
Spirit, Jehovah, Jehovih, Jesus, Kingdom of the

Lord, Love to the Lord, Omnipotence, Omni-

presence, Omniscience, Redeemer, Shaddai, Son

OF God, and Son of Man.
See also under Abraham, Altar, Anger, Ark, Be,

Believe, Conjoin, David, Elijah, Elisha, Esau,

Father, Glorify, Human, Infinite, Influx, Isaac,

Israel, Jacob, Joseph, Judah, King, Lead, Life,

Lot, Mercy, Nazarite, Person, Presence, Priest,

Proceed, Providence, Resurrection, Sun, Trans-

form, and Trinity.

A. I. Each and all things of the Word regard the

Lord ... 2^. 1965. 28956. 2904-.

8. The second state is when a distinction is made
between the things which are of the Lord and those

wdiich are proper to man. The things which are of the

Lord are called in the Word 'remains' . . .

16-. Therefore the Lord is called 'the Redeemer,'

'the Former from the womb,' 'the Maker,' and 'the

Creator;

'

20-. That men ought to know that the Lord exists

. . . and that the Lord is good itself or life, and truth

itself or light ; and thus that there is no good and

truth except from the Lord. 111. 24. 27, 29. 39.

21. The light is called 'good' because it is from the

Lord, who is good itself.

6. All things which are of the Lord are compared

to 'day' . . . and all things which are proper to man
are compared to ' night. ' 22.

30. The very essence and life of faith is the Lord

alone ; for he who does not believe in the Lord cannot

have life. 111.

31^. Every ordinance in the Jewish Church was a

representative of the Lord.

32^. They who are in love love the Lord from the

heart ; but know, say, and perceive that all love, thus

all life . . . and thus all happiness, come from the Lord
alone . . . Rep.

33'-^. In proportion as anyone loves himself and the

\vorld, he hates the neighbour, and thus the Lord,

Therefore true love is love to the Lord ; and true life is

the life of love from Him ; and true joy is the joy of

that life.

41. But whatever is from the Lord has life : there is

in it what is spiritual and celestial ; and when it is

presented to view it appears as what is human alive.

(Continued under Life.)

49. In the Most Ancient Church, with whom the

Lord spoke face to face, the Lord appeared as a Man
. . . Therefore they called no one a man except Him,

and the things which were of Him ...

50'. It is the Lord alone who rules man through

Angels and Spirits . . .

54. With the Most Ancient Church . . . external

things (served only to lead them) to the Lord, who to

them was everything. 11 22^.

59-. If the Lord did not protect man every moment
... he would at once perish . . .

63. Meanwhile the Lord continually fights for the

man . . . The time of combat is the time of the Lord's

operation. Sig.

98. 'The east' = the Lord. 99.

123. That each and all things are the Lord's is . . .

perceived by the celestial man ; but is . . . only known
by the spiritual man. 141.

128^. He who wants to be wise . . . from the Lord

says in his heart that the Lord is to be believed . . .

146^. Those who desire proprium begin to despise the

things which are of the Lord . . .

149-. The Lord alone has proprium . . . the proprium

of the Lord is life . . .

197''. ' The brazen serpent' = the Sensuous of the Lord,

who alone was a celestial man, and wdio alone provides

for all ; and therefore those who have looked to Him
are saved.

245. Jehovah God, or the Lord, never curses anyone,

is never angry with anyone, never leads anyone into

temptation, punishes no one . . . Such things can never

come from the Fountain of mercy, peace, and goodness.

The reason (these things are attributed to the Lord in

the Word) is in order that men may believe that the

Lord rules and disposes each and all things in the

universe . . . and after they have received this most

general idea, that they may then learn how He rules

and disposes them, and that He turns into good the

evil of penalty and the evil of temptation. 592, Fully

ex. 2395.

300^. By 'Jehovah God' is meant the Lord alone. Ex.

408®. This was why the Lord did not come into the

world until the Jewish Church acknowledged and

believed nothing.

552. Angelic Spirits were forming a candelabrum . . .

in honour of the Lord ... It was given me manifestly

to apperceive that they could invent nothing of them-

selves. At last, after some hours, they said that they

had formed a very beautiful representative candelabrum

in honour of the Lord . . . But I told them that they
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bad invented and formed nothing whatever from them-

selves, but the Lord alone had done it for them . . . The
case is the same with all other representatives, and
with each and all things of affection and thought, and
thus with heavenly joys and happinesses, in that the

least of all things of them is from the Lord alone.

588. It is predicated of the Lord that He repents and
grieves, because such things appear to be in all human
mercy . . . What the Lord's mercy is no one can know
. . . This is the reason why human properties are so

often predicated of the attributes of . . . the Lord . . .

696. The Lord never sends anyone into Hell, but wills

to lead all from Hell. Still less does He lead into tor-

ment ; but as an evil Spirit himself rushes into it, the

Lord turns all the penalty and torment into good . . .

840. So long as temptation lasts the man supposes

that the Lord is absent . . . But the Lord is then more
present than he can ever believe . . .

904. 'God spake to Noah'= the presence of the Lord
with this man of the Church. . . The Lord speaks to

every man ; for whatever a man wills and thinks which
is good and true is from the Lord. . . All the good and
truth which the Angels inspire is the Lord's ; and thus

the Lord is continually speaking to man ; but quite

differently with one man than with another. To those

who suffer themselves to be led away by evil Spirits the

Lord speaks as if He were absent, or from afar . . . But
to those who are led by the Lord, the Lord speaks more
presently, as may be sufficiently evident from this, that

no one can ever think anything good and true except

from the Lord. The presence of the Lord is predicated

according to the state of love towards the neighbour and
of faith in which the man is. The Lord is present in

love towards the neighbour, because He is present in all

good ; not so much in faith, as it is called, without

love. . . He, therefore, who is not in such love that he

is merciful towards others, loves others, and wants to

make them happy, cannot be conjoined with the Lord

... To view the Lord by faith . . . and to hate the

neighbour is ... to have an infernal deep between one's

self and the Lord . . . The presence of the Lord with a

man is given for the first time when he loves the

neighbour ; in the love is the Lord ; and the Lord is

present in proportion as the man is in the love ; and in

proportion as the Lord is present, in the same propor-

tion He speaks to the man. The man knows no other-

wise than that he is thinking from himself ; but ... he
has not the least of an idea from himself . , . (The
Lord's presence with man in charity further treated of.

981^. 1023, Sig. 1032. 1038.)

987^. (Thus) it is the Lord alone who dominates over

the evil with man, and over the Hell with him . . .

s. All good and truth are from the Lord. 990^.

1025. 2227. 2284. (See Good, at 191 1.)

1013'*. The universal Heaven is a likeness of the Lord
;

for the Lord is all in all things of them.

1 123. The third generation of the Most Ancient

Church expected the Lord . . .

1124^. They represented the Lord to themselves as an

old man with a grey beard . . . D.3355.

1270^. The most cruel phantasies of the Antediluvians

against the Lord. D.3358. 3366.
VOL. IV.

1384. They perceive . . . what is from the Lord, and
what is from some other source . . .

1401. The things said in (Gen.xii. ) about Abram,
represent the state of the Lord from His iirst childhood

to His adolescence. As the Lord was born like another

man. He advanced from an obscure state to a more
lucid one. 1402. 1430.

1414. There is here meant the Lord's first state when
He was born, which being most arcane cannot be so

well set forth ; merely that He was born like another

man, except that He had been conceived of Jehovah
;

but that ... by birth from the virgin woman He
derived infirmities such as are those of man in general.

These infirmities are corporeal things, of which it is said

in this verse that He should recede from them, in order

that celestial and spiritual things might be presented to

Him. . . The Hereditary of the Lord from the Father
was Divine ; but the Hereditary from the mother was
the infirm human. This (latter) is a corporeal some-
thing which is dispersed . . .

14 19^ As the Lord is love itself ... He wills to give

to the human race all things which belong to Him. Sig.

14346. As the Lord alone was a celestial man, these

and the like sensuous truths were insinuated into Him
in His first childhood ; and He was thus prepared to

receive celestial things.

1438. Here is described the Lord's first life, namely,

tliat from His birth to His childhood, in that He arrived

at the celestial things of love . . . He was first of all

imbued with these ; for thence, as from their seed, all

things were afterwards fructified. He had with Him
the celestial seed itself, because He was born from

Jehovah ; and therefore He was the only one who had
this seed in him . . .

1440. The second state of the Lord, when the celestial

things of love appeared to Him. Sig. and Ex. . . He
advanced to the celestial things of love, and (then)

arrived at them
;
(and then) they appeared to Him.

1442. As soon as Jehovah had appeared to the Lord

in His celestial things. He acquired (His first) percep-

tion ; for all perception is from celestial things. Sig.

and Ex. 1443, Ex.

1444. 'The Canaanite was then in the Land'=the
hereditary evil from the mother in the Lord's external

man. . . It is known that the Lord underwent the most

grievous temptations ... so that He fought alone, and

from His own power, against the whole of Hell. No one

can undergo temptation unless evil adheres to him . . .

With the Lord there was not any actual evil, or evil of

His Own . . . but hereditary evil from the mother . . .

. The Lord was born as another man. (See

BoKN, here.)

1450. The fourth state of the Lord when a child. Sig.

and Ex,

1457. Here begin the progressions of the Lord into

Knowledges. That the Lord was also instructed like

another man, is evident from Lukei.8o ; ii.40,46-49.

1458. The Lord was now to be imbued with Know-
ledges, in order that as to the Human essence also He
might become the Light of Heaven. Sig.
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[A.] 1460. A scarcity of Knowledges as yet with the

Lord when a child. Sig. and Ex. . . Knowledges never

come in childhood from within, but from the objects of

the senses, and especially from hearing . . . Knowledges

are learned and implanted in the memory according to

the influx of the internal man. So also was it with the

Lord when a child ; for He was born as another man,

and instructed as another. But with Him the interiors

were celestial things, which adapted the vessels for the

reception of Knowledges, and that the Knowledges

might afterwards become vessels to receive the Divine.

The interiors with Him were Divine from Jehovah His

Father ; the exteriors were human from Mary His

mother. Hence it may be evident that with the Lord,

equally as with other men, there was in childhood a

scarcity of Knowledges in His external man.

1461^. Hence it may be evident that the Lord in His

childhood did not will to imbue any other Knowledges

than those of the Word : which to Him was open from

Jehovah His Father . . . and that the more because

there is nothing said in the Word which in its inmosts

does not regard Him, and which did not previously

come from Him ; for the Human essence was only an

additament to His Divine essence, which had been from

eternity. Sig. 1462^

1464. The Lord had the power of learning above

every other man ; but as He was to be instructed in

celestial things before He was instructed in spiritual

things, differently from other men, it is first said (that

there was much scarcity in His external man).

1469. For all truth was previously with the Lord
;

the Celestial has truth with it . . . but it was hidden in

His internal man, which was Divine. The scieutifics

and Knowledges which He learned are not truths, but

only recipient vessels. . . These vessels were to be

formed by the Lord, or rather opened, through instruc-

tion in Knowledges from the Word ; not only that

celestial things might be insinuated into them, but that

they might also become celestial and thus Divine ; for

the Lord conjoined the Divine essence with the Hirman
essence in order that His Human essence might also

become Divine.

1472S. The Lord knew this when a child, and

thought thus . . . namely, that if He were carried away
by the mere desire for the knowledge of Knowledges,

then knowledge would be such as no longer to care for

celestial things . . . Sig.

1475^. Here are contained these arcana—how the

Lord was instructed by His Father according to all

order, and thus how His external man was conjoined

with His internal man . , . This was effected through

Knowledges . . .

1477. It will be evident from what follows that

celestial or Divine things were not adjoined to the Lord
so as to act as one essence until He had endured tempta-

tions, and had thus expelled the hereditary evil from

the mother.

1479. 'When Abram came into Egypt '= when the

Lord began to be instructed. Abram = the Lord when
a child.

1482. 'Egypt,' or 'Pharaoh,' are here used in the

best sense, because they are predicated of the know-
ledge of Knowledges which the Lord in His childhood

learned with avidity first.

1484. 'The woman was taken into the house of

Pharaoh '= that they captivated the lower mind. . .

'The woman ' = ti'uth, here the truth which is in know-
ledges, with the deliciousnesses of which the Lord was

captivated in His childhood . . .

1485. (The consequent multiplication of scientifics

with the Lord.) Sig. and Ex. i486.

1487. Scientifics are acquired in childhood from no

other end than that of knowing, but with the Lord,

from the deliciousnesses and affection of truth. (After

they had served their use they were destroyed. Sig.

i4S9,Ex.)

14896. In the things said about Abram in Egypt there

is described the Divine order in which with the Lord

the external man was conjoined with the internal, so

that the external man also might become Divine.

1491. 'Pharaoh called Abram' = that the Lord re-

membered. . . The knowledge itself, or the scientifics,

which the Lord drew in when a child, are here called

' Pharaoh ;
' thus it is the knowledge itself which thus

addresses the Lord, or Jehovah by means of the

knowledge.

1492. 'And said. What is this thou hast done to me V
= that He was grieved. . . The affection in these words

is the indignation of knowledge as it were, and the grief

of the Lord . . . that the scientifics should be thus

destroyed which He had drawn in with deliciousnesses
;

(just as) little children grieve when they love something

which is hurtful to them, and it is taken away from

them.

1493. 'That she is thy wife'-- that He ought to have

no other truth than that which was being conjoined

with the Celestial. . . There is here described the order

in which the Lord advanced to intelligence, and thus to

wisdom . . .

1495. 'Why saidst thou, She is my sister ?'= that He
then knew no otherwise than that He should have intel-

lectual truth . . . which took place to the end that the

Celestial should not be violated, but saved. From these

things it is evident that the Lord as a child, when He
had drawn in scientifics, at first of all knew no other-

wise than that the scientifics were solely for the sake of

the intellectual man, or that He might Know truths

from them ; but that it was afterwards disclosed that

they had been for the sake of His arriving at celestial

things ; and that this took place to prevent celestial

things from being violated. Ex. 1496, Sig. and Ex.

1496^, Intellectual truth is (that truth which is)

conjoined with the internal perception that it is so.

This truth was with the Lord in His cliildhood, and

with Him opened the way to celestial things.

1499. That scientifics left the Lord. Sig. (by Pharaoh's

sending Abram away.

)

1502. From these things it is therefore evident that

the sojourn of Abram in Egypt represents and signifies

nothing else than the Lord, and in fact His instruction

in childhood. (111. by other passages in the Word.)
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^. The arcana concealed in these things are . . .

how the Lord became Jehovah as to His Human essence

also ; and that He was inaugurated from childhood.

1535. In (Gen.xiii.) it treats of the external man
with the Lord, which was to be conjoined with His

internal man. . . The former is here represented by Lot,

and the latter by Abram. (See External Man at

A.IS35- 1536. 1537- 1538. I539-)

1540. The things which are here continued about

Abram= the Lord, and in fact His first life and the

quality of it before His external man was conjoined with

the internal so that they might act as one thing ; that

is, before His external man had become in like manner

celestial and Divine.

1542. These words (inver. i)and those which follow

in this chapter, represent the Lord, and it is a continua-

tion of His life from childhood.

. There are two things with man which prevent

his becoming celestial . . .—the empty scientifics which

he draws in during childhood and youth . . , and the

pleasures from the cupidities which he favours ... As
the Lord was born like another man, and was informed

like another, He also had to learn scientifics , . . which

empty scientifics at last left Him . . . But that the

pleasures which . . . constitute the sensuous man—that

is, the outermost—also left Him, is represented in this

chapter by Lot, in that he separated himself from

Abram. 1563", Ex.

,1545. 'He and his wife' = the celestial truths which

were then with the Lord. . . That man is man he has

from the things with him ; the Lord had it from

celestial things ; for He alone was celestial, so as to be

the Celestial itself; and therefore by 'Abram,' and still

more by 'Abraham,' are signified celestial things . . .

and his ' wife ' = truth adjoined to the Celestial . . .

Celestial truth is that which derives its origin from the

Celestial . . ,

1548^. With the Lord these (Knowledges) had been

implanted in His first celestial tilings. Hence he had
the light which is here called 'the south.'

1549. 'Abram was very heavj^ with cattle, silver, and
gold '= the goods, truths, and goods from truths with

which the Lord was then enriched.

1554. From His first infancy the Lord advanced

according to all Divine order to celestial things, and
into the celestial things (which He had before He was
imbued with knowledges). Tr. 1555. 1556.

1557. From the things which have been said it may
be evident what the quality of the Lord's state then

was, namely, that it was childlike, which is such that

worldly things are present ; for worldly things cannot

be dispelled until truth and good has been implanted in

celestial things by means of Knowledges. Ex.

^. As to the Lord, inasmuch as He was conjoining

human things with Divine ones. He advanced according

to order, and now first arrived at that celestial state

such as He had when a child, in which state worldly

things also are present ; advancing thence into a state

still more celestial ; and at last into the celestial state

of infancy, in which He fully conjoined the Human
essence with the Divine essence.

1573. 'And the Canaanite and the Perizzite were then

dwelling in the Land ' = evils and falsities in the external

man. . . (As) there was hereditary evil from the mother

with the Lord in His external man, it follows that there

was the derivative falsity . . . and therefore this falsity

also was hereditary. (Continued under Hereditary.)
®. Much less could Hell have approached the

Lord if He had been born Divine, that is, without evil

adhering from the mother.
''. The Lord could have assumed the Human

essence without birth, as He had sometimes done before,

when He was seen . . . But in order that He might also

put on evil, to fight against and conquer it. He came

into the world . . . But the Lord had no actual evil . . .

ni.

1577. The internal and external man have never been

and could not be united with any man : only with the

Lord, and therefore also He came into the world. Ex.

". i587^Ex.

1 58 1. The evil which is in the external man can be

separated with no man, except with the Lord. Ex.

1582. Wherever the Lord is, there is the centre, and

thence are the right and the left.

1584. 'Lot lifted up his eyes' = that the external

man was illuminated by the internal ... It cannot be

doubted that the Lord when a child was often as to the

external man in such Divine sight ; because He alone

was conjoining the external man with the internal.

The external man was His Human essence . . .

1590. That the external man appeared to the Lord

such as it is in its beauty when conjoined with the

internal. Sig. and Ex.

1593. 'The east,' here, =the Lord's internal man,

which was Divine. Thus, that the external man receded

from the internal, is signified by 'Lot journeyed from

the east.'

1602. 'Jehovah said to Abram' = that Jehovah spake

thus to the Lord ; as may be evident from . . . the state

itself in which He then was ... in that the external

things which had hindered had been removed. . , The'

Lord as to the internal man was Divine, because He
had been born from Jehovah, and therefore when nothing

hindered on the part of the external man, He saw all

things to come ; and that this then appeared as if

Jehovah had s])oken was because it was before the

external man. As to the internal man He was one with

Jehovah. 111.

1603^. But with the Lord, after He had expelled

hereditary evil, and had thus purified the organical

things of the Human essence, these also received life
;

so that the Lord, as He was life as to the internal man,

so also became life as to the external man. 111.

1607. That the Heavenly Kingdom was the Lord's.

Sig. and Ex. 1614.

161 6. That the Lord arrived at a still more interior

perception. Sig. and Ex.

^. See KNOW-co3'?iosce?-e, here.

16428. What then [must be the case] with the Lord.

1 65 1. In (Gen.xiv.) it treats concerning the Lord's

combats of temptations.
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[A.] 1652. The goods and truths which were with the

external man— but which [only] appeared as goods and
truths—were what the Lord fought from, in His child-

hood, against evils and falsities. Sig. 1655. 1661.

3, Ex.

1653. That these evils and falsities against which the

Lord fought had not before appeared in His childhood,

and that they then burst forth. Sig.

1654. That the Lord then vanquished and conquered

all kinds of persuasions of falsity. Sig. Afterwards, the

falsities and evils themselves. Sig. And afterwards all

other falsities and evils. Sig. 1663.

1657. The Lord's internal man in the interior, or the

Divine in the Rational, is 'Melchizedek.'

1 66 1. It here treats of the Lord's . . . first combat,

which was in His childhood and first adolescence ; and
which He for the first time entered upon and endured

when He had been imbued with knowledges and Know-
ledges. . . No one can ever fight against evils and
falsities . . . until he has been instructed . . . Thus
every man (comes into temptations) in his age of man-
hood, but the Lord in His age of childhood.

^. As the Lord in His first childhood was intro-

duced into the most grievous combats against evils and
falsities. He could then suppose no otherwise (than that

the goods and truths from which He was fighting were

His own, and thus attribute them to Himself, and also

the power by which He resisted) ; and this both because

it was according to Divine order that His Human
essence should be introduced to the Divine essence, and
united with it, through continual combats and victories

;

and also because the goods and truths from which He
fought against evils and falsities were of the external

man ; and as these goods and truths were therefore not

completely Divine, they are called appearances of good
and truth. Thus did His Divine essence introduce the

Human essence to conquer from its Own power. . . In a

word, in His first combats, the goods and truths with

the Lord from which He fought were imbued with

hereditary things from the mother, and in proportion

as they were imbued with hereditary things from the

mother, in the same proportion they were not Divine.

But by degrees, as He conquered evil and falsity, they
were purified and made Divine.

1 663-. That the Lord underwent and endured . , .

the most grievous temptations, is not so well known
from the Word, where it is only mentioned that He was
in the wilderness forty days, and was tempted by the

devil. The temptations themselves which He then had
are not described, except by a few things, which how-
ever involve all things. Enum. 1690.

1664^. So that it is the Lord alone who endures all

combat, and conquers.

1668. 'In the thirteenth year they rebelled ' = the

beginning of temptations in [the Lord's] childhood. Ex.—
-. Evils, or evil Spirits, rebel in proportion as a

man who wants to be in goods and truths confirms with
himself any evils and falsities, or in proportion as

cupidities and Falsities insinuate themselves into his

goods and truths . . . and hence come infestation and
combat. This [happens] with all who have conscience,

and still more [did it happen] with the Lord when a

child, who had perception. With those who have
conscience there thence arises a dull-7?i«^Hs-pain ; but
with those who have perception, a sharp pain ; and the

more interior the perception is, the sharper is the pain.

From this may be evident the nature of the Lord's

temptation in comparison with that of men ;
(for He

had) interior and inmost perception.

1673. The persuasions of falsity, or the Hells of such,

which the Lord conquered. Sig. ami Ex.
-. Such were the (Nephilim) against which the

Lord fought in His first childhood, and which He
conquered. (Continued under Advent.

)

1676. That the Lord's first victory over the Hells

signified by these nations as yet extended itself no
further (than this). Sig.

-. (Such) may suppose that there was no need of

the Lord's advent into the world in order to fight with

the Hells , . . since they could have been subjugated by
the Divine omnipotence ... It is sufficient for them to

know . . . that unless the Lord had come into the world,

and by means of temptations admitted into Himself had
subjugated . . . the Hells, the human race would have

perished, and none could have been saved who had lived

on this Earth from the time of the Most Ancient

Church.

1683. The Lord never began a combat with any Hell

;

but the Hells attacked Him. Ex.

1690. That the Lord's life from His first childhood to

the last hour of His life in the world was a continual

temptation and a continual victor)', is evident from

many things in the AYord . . . Enum. and Ex. (Con-

tinued under Temptation.)
^. The Lord's life was love towards the universal

human race . . . and against this His life were admitted

continual temi)tations . . .

*. That the Lord fought against the love of the

world. Sig. And against the love of self. Sig.

^. In a word, the Lord from His first childhood

to the last hour of His life in the world was assaulted

by all the Hells, which were continually overcome,

subjugated, and conquered by Him, and this solely from

love towards the universal human race ; and as this

love was not human, but Divine, and as temptation is

great in proportion to the love, it may be evident how
grievous were His combats, and how great the ferocity

on the part of the Hells . . . i69i5,Ill. 1692. 1787.

1701^. The Lord, who had a perception of all things

which were taking place, knew clearly the quality and

source of the things which came forth with Him ; as, if

anything of evil took possession of the affections of His

external man, or if anything of falsity, the thoughts

. . . Sig.

1705. 'Mamre, Eshcol, and Aner'= the Angels who

were with the Lord when He fought in His first child-

hood. Ex.

1707^. In this the Lord was not like any other man,

in that His interior man, as to celestial things or goods,

was Divine, and from very birth was adjoined to the

internal man. The internal man together with this

interior man was Jehovah His Father. But He was like

other men in this, that His interior man as to spiritual
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things or truths was adjoined to the external man, and

thus was human. But this also, through combats of

temptations and continual victories from Own power,

was made Divine, that is, Jehovah. 1725^-

1 74 1. In the two chapters which precede, 'Abram'

represented the Lord, or His state, in childhood ; here,

he represents tlie Lord's Rational . . .

1 778-1 780. In (Gen. XV. ) the subject of the Lord is

continued . . . His consolation . . . His complaint con-

cerning the Church ; and the promise made Him con-

cerning an internal Church.

1789, The Lord never expected any reward of victory

for Himself ; the reward of His victories was the salva-

tion of the human race , . .

1791, The Lordj had an inmost and most perfect

perception of all things, (which was) a perceptive

sensation and Knowledge of all things which were

taking place in Heaven, and was a continual communi-

cation and internal colloquy with Jehovah. Sig.

1 799-. The Lord . . . wants to have all near Himself,

and that they should not stand outside ... in the First

Heaven ; but He wants them to be in the Third ; and,

if it were possible, not only with Himself, but in Him-
self. Such is the Lord's love.

i8o6e. Such was the Lord's sight. Ex. and Sig.

18076.

1812. The Lord's faith then. Sig. and Ex.
". In all His combats of temptations the Lord

never fought from the love of self, or for Himself. . .

consequently not that He might become tlie greatest in

Heaven, scarcely that He might become the least ; but

only that all others might become something and be

saved. 111.

1813. That in this the Lord was first made justice.

Sig. and Ex.

1835. That the Lord put to flight these evils and the

derivative falsities. Sig. and Ex.

1838. The Lord appears to everyone according to his

state. Sig. and Ex. 1861^^

1890. In (Gen.xvi.) it treats concerning the first

Rational with the Lord. (See under Ishmael, and

Rational.)

1893^. Thus the Lord's first Rational was born as

with another man . . .

1898. The Lord's perception then was from truth ad-

joined to good, which dictated to Him how the case

was. Sig.

1904^. The Lord alone thought from intellectual

truth, when He lived in the world ; because this was

. . . the Divine Spiritual conjoined with the Divine

Celestial. In this the Lord was distinct from every other

man. To think from the Divine as from Himself is . . .

not possible in man ; but solely in Him who had been

conceived from Jehovah. Tr. i9i4,Ex.

1906'*. The remains which were with the Lord were

all the Divine states which He had procured for Him-
self, and by means of which He united the Human
essence to the Divine essence. They are not to be com-

pared to the remains with man ; for these are not

Divine but human. Sig.

1911^. With the Lord there were no fallacies; but

when His Rational was first conceived, there were ap-

pearances of truth , . . Hence at its first conception His

Rational lightly esteemed intellectual truth ;
but suc-

cessively as His Rational was made Divine, the clouds

of appearances were dispelled, and intellectual truths

appeared to Him in their own light, which is signified

by the expulsion of Ishmael when Isaac had grown

up. Tr.

1917. The Lord's indignation. Sig. and Ex.

1919^. The Lord's perception was immediately from

Jehovah, thus from Divine good ; but His thought was

from intellectual truth and its affection. . . The Lord's

Divine perception cannot be apprehended by any idea,

not even by an angelic one. . . The Lord's perception

. . . was a perception of all things which are in the

Heavens, and (consequently) of all things which are on

earth . . . But after the Human essence of the Lord had

been united to His Divine essence . . . the Lord was

above that which is called perception, because He was

above the order which is in the Heavens and thence in

the earth. Ex.

1925. The thought of the interior man with the

Lord. Sig. and Ex. 1926.

1937^ For the Lord wills to communicate that which

is His to everyone . . .

1985. In (Gen.xvii.) it treats of the union of the

Lord's Divine essence with the Human essence, and of

the Human essence with the Divine essence ;
and also

of the conjunction of the Lord with the human race

through His Human essence.

2025-*. The Lord's soul was life itself, or the Esse

itself which is Jehovah ; for Ho was conceived from

Jehovah ; thus was He in His least singulars. . . . 2026.

2053. The conjunction of the Lord with man in his

impurity. Sig. and Ex.

2122. (Christians) do not acknowledge the Lord

Himself; nay, they hate all who profess Him.

2135I 'The Lord said to my Lord' . . . treats of the

Lord.

2136. In (Gen.xviii.) it treats of the state of percep-

tion of the Lord in the Human, and of communication

then with the Divine, before the perfect union of His

Human essence with His Divine essence. 2143.

2138. Secondly, it treats of the Lord's perception in

that state concerning the Rational with Him, that it

would put off the human, and would become Divine.

2207.

2140. Thirdly, it treats of the Lord's grief and

anxiety over the human race . . . for which in that state

He interceded, and obtained that those should be saved

with whom there were goods and truths. 2250.

21416. That when these things had been done, the

Lord returned into His former state of perception. Tr.

2287. 2288.

2156. 'My Lord' (ver.3) = the Trine in one, namely,

the Divine itself, the Divine Human, and the proceed-

ing Holy . . . (These three) are the same as the Lord,

and the Lord is the same as Jehovah.
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[A.] 2162^. For the Lord is presented to view according

to the things which are then signified. 111.

2173. 'Sarah,' here, =the Lord as to truth.

2227^ To be in the Lord. Ex. 36376. 3887. giee^

2245. The Lord's thought from the Divine. Sig. . .

His thought was from the Human conjoined with the

Divine . . . but His perception from which was His

tliought was from the Divine. 2247, Sig. 2249.

2253. "With the Lord, when He was in the world, there

was no otlier life than the life of love towards the uni-

versal human race, which He burned to save to eternity.

This life is the veriest celestial life by means of which

He united Himself to the Divine, and the Divine to

Himself. . . 2261*.

2255. The Lord's horror. Sig. 2257. 2222.

2293. Infants there know no other Father, and after-

wards acknowledge no other, than the Lord alone, and
that they have life from Him. 2305.

23296, Even the Jews in the other life, when they

hear that the Lord is Jehovah, and that there is only

one God, can say nothing . . .

®. The minds of those who are in the faith of

charity the Lord applies to Himself.

2332. Before the man, and also before the Angels, to

whom the Lord presents Himself to view. He miracu-

lously moderates and tempers the Holy which jiroceeds

from Him, so that they can endure it ; or, what is the

same, He applies it to their Natural. Sig.

2335^ The Lord never judges anyone except from

good ; for He wants to uplift all . . . into Heaven, and
even, if it were possible, to Himself; for the Lord is

mercy itself, and good itself.

2349'*. Hence it is evident how those are against the

Lord who are against the good of charity. 111.

2354^. Hence it is evident that those who are in a life

of evil cannot acknowledge the Lord . . . but that those

who are in a life of good do acknowledge the Lord,

because Heaven is inflowing, in which love and charity is

the principal thing, and because Heaven is of the Lord.

Refs.

2357^. (The danger of profanation) is the reason why
it is at this day conceded to so few to believe from the

heart that ... all the Divine is in the Lord ; for they

are in a life of evil.

2359. No one can be admitted into . . . Heaven unless

he is in the gootl of love and of charity ; and no one can

be in (this) unless he acknowledges the Divine and the

Holy of the Lord ; from Him alone does that inflow,

and in fact into the good itself which is from Him.
The Divine cannot inflow except into the Divine, nor

can it be communicated to man except through the

Divine Human and the derivative Holy of the Lord.

Hence may be understood what it is for the Lord to be

all in all things of His Kingdom ; and also that nothing

of the good which is with man is of man, but of the

Lord.

2373, The reason those within the Church reject

charity more than they deny the Lord. Ex. and Sig. . .

Still, he who rejects the one in both doctrine and life,

also rejects the other. Sig.

2496. In (Gen. XX. ) it treats of the sojourn of Abraham
in Gerar, where Abimelech was, by which in like

manner (as by his sojourn in Egypt) is signified the in-

struction of the Lord, but in the doctrinals of charity

and faith.

2500. The advancement of the Lord in the goods and
truths of faith. Sig. and Ex.

-. As to the Lord's instruction in general, the

nature of it shines forth from this chapter in the internal

sense, namely, that it was effected by means of continual

revelations, and thus by Divine perc<;ptions and thoughts

from Himself, that is, from His Divine ; which revela-

tions He implanted in Divine intelligence and wisdom,
and this even to the perfect union of His Human with

His Divine. This way of being wise is never possible

with any man ; for it inflowed from the Divine itself

. . . thus from the Divine love itself. Ex. . . In love

itself are wisdom and intelligence . . .

2503. As with the Lord all truth was from a celestial

origin.

251 1. The things contained in this verse involve the

Lord's first thought concerning the doctrine of faith, as

to whether it was advantageous to consult the Rational

or not. The reason that such was His first thought, is

that the Lord advanced according to all Divine order

. . . thus He had to put off this human thing—as to

whether the Rational was to be consulted in the doc-

trinal things of faith.

2514. The reason the Lord's first perception is called

obscure, is that it was in the human which was to be

put off, and the shades of which He was to dispel. The
Perceptive of the Lord, although from the Divine, was
nevertheless in the human, which is such that it does

not receive light itself immediately, but successively as

the shades therein are dispelled. That He [afterwards]

reduced Himself into what was less obscure as to the

doctrine of faith. Sig.

25156. As to the Lord's thought, it transcended all

human understanding ; for it was immediately from the

Divine.

25196. As it appeared at first as if the Rational ought

to be present . . . This was the first of thought—as to

whether it was to be consulted at the same time. But

the Lord revealed and replied to Himself that thus

doctrine would become none ; and therefore it was not

consulted. Sig. 2588.

2520^. This love (towards the universal human race)

directed the Lord's thoughts while He was still in the

maternal human . . .

2523. In the internal sense ... is described the

Lord's whole life such as it was to be in the world, even

as to the perceptions and thoirghts ; for these had been

foreseen and provided . . . Unless these things had been

as it were present with the Angels through the "Word

and the rites in the Jewish Church, the Lord would

have had to come into the world immediately after the

fall of the Most Ancient Church . . . and, what is more,

the human race which then [existed] could not have

been saved.

2. As regards the Lord's life itself, it was a con-

tinual progression of the Human to the Divine, even to
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absolute union . . . For in order that He might fight

.with the Hells and conquer them, He had to do so from

the Human ; for there can be no combat with the Hells

from the Divine ; and therefore it pleased Him to put

on the human as another man, to be an infant as an-

other, to gi-ow up into knowledges and into Knowledges,

which were represented and signified by the sojourn of

Abram in Egypt, and now in Gerar—thus as another

man to cultivate the Rational, and thus dispel the shade

thereof, and bring it into light, and this from His Own
power. That such was the progression of the Lord from

the Human to the Divine, can be doubted by no one, if

he only considers that He was an infant, and that He
learned to speak as an infant, and so on. But there

was this difference—that the Divine Itself was in Him,

because He was conceived from Jehovah. 2551.

2534. The Lord was represented by Moses, equally as

by Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, David, and many others.

2541-. The Angels perceive in these things . . . how
the Lord reduced rational and scientific things to obedi-

ence ; and in fact so that He reduced to obedience not

only the rational and scientific things themselves, but

also the affections which were rising up in opposition to

the celestial and spiritual things of doctrine . . .

2545. The Lord's thought from the doctrine of faith,

Sig. 2552.

2551. The Angels are in their delectable things . . .

when they are thinking about the Lord, His Divine and

Human, and how the latter was made Divine ; for they

are [then] circumfused with a celestial and spiritual

sphere which is full of the Lord, so that it may be said

that they are in the Lord . . . These things . . . are pre-

sented before the Angels . . . when the "Word is being

read. 30856.

2571. The Lord's perception concerning the doctrine

of love and charity. Sig. and Ex.

2572^. Hence it is evident that the Lord in Heaven
and on earth is in everything where there is good.

They are much mistaken who suppose that the Lord is

in truth separated from good. He is only in good, and

in the derivative truth.

2576^. The ark of the covenant represented the Lord

Himself . . .

2592^, (Conversation with a wise Gentile about the

Lord.)

2596^. I spoke to (the Chinese Spirits) at last about

the Lord. "When I called Him Christ, a certain repug-

nance was perceived in them ; but the reason was dis-

closed—that they had brought it from the world, from

their having known Christians to live worse than they

did themselves . . . But when I simply mentioned the

Lord, they were inwardly moved. H.325. D.3068.

2632-. This Hereditary . , . the Lord successively ex-

pelled from His Rational.

2660. The Lord's first state when He thought about

separating that Rational from Himself, namely, that it

was a state of grief from love. Sig,

2661^, With the Lord, when He was in the world,

were represented all states of the Church, and how they

were saved thi'ough Him,

2692. 'The Angel of God '= the Lord.

2702'^. ' Rock ' — the Lord,

27398. Therefore in the Heavens they dwell distinct,

as it were in nations, families, and houses, which all

acknowledge the Lord as their one only Parent.

2759. The rustics and other simple ones . . . said

that they know the Lord, to whose name they commend
themselves.

2764. In (Gen.xxii.) it treats of the Lord's most

grievous and inmost temptations, through which He
united the Human essence to the Divine essence , , .

27S0. ' Morning ' = the Lord , , .

2786'-. The Lord, from the Divine, could induce on

Himself any states He pleased ; and He prepared Him-
self for temptations by many induced states. 2796,Ex,

2802. (This) is a colloquy of the Lord with His

Father. Sig, and Ex.

2807'^. All the rites , . . represented the Lord , , .

2846. See Bless, here.

2915. That although the Lord was unknown to

them, still He could be with them, Sig. and Ex. , . For

the presence of the Lord with a man is in good, and

therefore in what is just and fair, and further in what is

honourable and decorous.

2921. 'My lord, thou art a prince of God in our

midst' (Gen.xxiii.6)= the Lord as to good and truth

Divine with them, . , He is called 'Lord' when good is

treated of.

. When the Divine power of good, or omnipo-

tence, is treated of, He is called 'Jehovah Zebaoth,' and

also 'Lord,' so that 'Jehovah Zebaoth' and 'Lord' have

the same meaning and signification. III. Hence, namely

from the power of good, men and Angels also are called

lords . . .

4_ In the Word of the Old Testament, 'Lord' in-

volves the like as 'Jehovah ;' namely, in that 'Lord' is

said when it treats of good ; and therefore also 'Lord' is

distinguished from 'God' in like manner as 'Jehovah'

is from 'God.' 111.

=5. But in the Word of the New Testament . . .

instead of 'Jehovah,' 'Lord' is said. Ill and Ex.

^. (Such) believe that our Saviour was called the

Lord from the common formula of reverence, like

others ; when yet He [was so called] from the fact that

He was Jehovah.

2935". See Good, here.

2946-. Whatever does not come from the Lord is evil

and false,

2960, A third state in which they believe that they

are reformed by the Lord, (Before this) they do indeed

acknowledge that they are reformed by the Lord, but

still want [it to be] by themselves , . , Good itself, in

which truth has been implanted, causes them not only

to acknowledge, but also to believe, that reformation is

from the Lord. This is the third state, which is followed

by a fourth, in which they perceive that [it is] by the

Lord ; but there are few who come to this state in the

life of the body, for it is angelic . . ,

2974, It is a primary of faith that all good and all
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truth are of the Lord, thus from the Lord alone. The

more interiorly anyone acknowledges this, the more in-

teriorly he is in Heaven, for in Heaven it is perceived

to be so ; there is a spliere of perception there that it is

so, because they are in the good which is from the Lord

alone, and this is what is called being in the Lord.

[A. ] 2996^. For the Lord is the only Man, and Heaven

represents Him . . .

3021^ From the Divine good which is of His love He
is called 'Lord of lords' (Rev.xix. 16).

3026. The Divine celestial and spiritual things which

the Lord acquired for Himself. Sig.

3029. The Lord's perception concerning the natural

man. Sig.

3030'*. In order that (the Rational) might come forth

in like manner with the Lord, and become Divine by
His own power, the Lord came into the world, and
willed to be born like another man ; otherwise He could

have assumed the Human without birth, as [He had
done] frequently in ancient times when He appeared to

men.

3036. The Lord delivering Himself from maternal

things. Sig.

3043^. The Lord also (then) left His Natural in

freedom . . .

3048-. It is treating (in Gen.xxiv.) of the process of

the conjunction of truth with good in the Lord's Divine

Rational ; first, of the process of initiation . . . Here,

tliat the Lord in the natural man separated those things

which were from Himself—that is, which were Divine

—

from those things which were from the maternal.

3061". That the Lord had been from eternity, is

manifestly evident from [the Word, although He was
afterwards born in time . . . but this most arcane thing

cannot be revealed to anyone except those who are in

Divine perception, thus scarcely to others than the ^lost

Ancient Church ... I have heard from them that

Jehovah Himself was the Lord as to the Divine Human
when He descended into Heaven and inflowed through
Heaven. (Continued under Divine Human.)

31 16. These things the Lord saw and explored with
Himself from the Divine, and from His Own wisdom
and intelligence initiated ; namely, truths into the good
of the Rational. Tr.

3 161'. The Lord did all these things in Himself from
Himself . . .

3x95^ The Divine good itself, and the Divine truth,

from which is light, is the Lord . , .

3209^^. Rational good in the Lord was Divine, but the

truth, which was elevated out of the Natural, was not

Divine until conjoined with the Divine good of the

Rational.

3230. That the representative of the Lord through
Abraham was finished ; and that the representative of

the Lord through Isaac and Ishmael commenced. Tr.

3235. The second state of the Lord which Abraham
represents. Sig. (by Abraham marrying Keturah).

-. For the Lord appears to everyone such as is he
who receives Him ... in one way to the celestial, and

in another way to the spiritual ; to the celestial the

Lord appears as a Sun, but to the spiritual as a Moon.

Ex.

3236. As a husband represents good . . . the Lord is

called 'the Bridegroom,' 'the Man-rir,' 'the Hus-

band' . . .

324 1^ Everything unconnected with the Lord is

nothing.

3318''. The Lord by most grievous combats . . ,

reduced all things in Himself into Divine order, inso-

much that nothing at all remained from the human
which He derived from the mother (Refs.

) ; so that He
did not become new, like anotlier man, but altogether

Divine. A (regenerated) man retains . . . evil, but is

withheld from it by the influx of the life of the Lord's

love . . . But the Lord completely cast out all evil . . .

and made Himself Divine, even as to the vessels, that

is, as to truths. This is what is called 'glorification.'

3340<=. (The fury of the infernals against the Lord.)

3364-. See Doctrine, here.

3393. (The Lord is the Word as to every sense.)

3405. Tlie Lord was in appearances of truth when in

the maternal human ; but as He put off that human.

He also put off the appearances . . . Tr.

3475^. They who are in the Third Heaven see the

Lord Himself.

3489-. (The hatred of Christians against the Lord.

See Christian here.)

35146. For there is a parallelism between the Lord

and man as to celestial things . . . but not as to spiritual

things.

3519^. The Lord can appear to no one , . . unless he

to whom He appears is in a state of innocence. Sig.

Therefore as soon as the Lord is present they are let into

a state of innocence ; for the Lord enters through inno-

cence, even with the Angels in Heaven.

3539^' The humiliation of man is not from the love

of glory in the Lord ; but . . . because the Lord can

thus inflow with good and truth, and make the man
blessed . . . 5957^. 7550-. 8263.

35656. For the Lord acts through ends, and through

them successively disposes the intermediates into order.

3605'. 'Hatred,' attributed to the Lord, in the

internal sense, is mercy . . .

*. Such as a man is, such does the Lord appear

to him. Refs.

36386. (Thus) all the Angels are not only with the

Lord, but in the Lord
; or, what is the same, the Lord

is with them, and in them.

3656. In (Gen.xlviii.) it treats, in the supreme sense,

of the Lord, how He began to make Divine His Natural

as to truth and as to good . . . 3657.

3688-'. As the Lord is present in good ... a man, by

affection towards good, testifies love to the Lord.

3702. The arcanum hidden in the internal sense of

these words is that all goods and truths descend from

the Lord, and ascend to Him ; that is, that He is the

First and the Last ; for man has been so created that
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the Divine things of the Lord may descend through him
down to the ultimates of nature, and from the ultimates

of nature may ascend to Him ... if man would only

acknowledge with faith of heart the Lord as his first and

last end. Ex.
3703I'*. 'Lord' (ilal.i. 6) = those who are in the truth

of the Church . . . (or) the Lord as to Divine truth.

3704^. Little is thought about the Lord (by Christians)

in the other life . . .

^^. Before He was glorified, the Lord was the

Divine truth . . . after He had been glorified, He was

the Divine good itself as to both essences . . . (See under

Divine Good.)

3736. The Lord was in the Divine Itself from con-

ception. (See under Conceive.)

3742. Life ... is from the Lord alone. (See Life,

here, and at 4320.

3758. In (Gen.xxix.) it treats of the Lord's Natural

('Jacob')—how the good of truth therein was conjoined

with related good from a Divine origin ('Laban') ; first,

through the affection of external truth ('Leah'), and

afterwards through the affection of internal truth

('Rachel').

3875^. In the supreme sense, the Lord is 'Levi,' from

His Divine love and mercy towards those who are in

spiritual love. (See under Levi.)
^. By 'neighbour' ... in the supreme sense, is

signified the Lord, because He ... is good itself.

3882. When he is (thus far) regenerate, the Lord

appears to him. Sig.

3921. For the Lord judges all from justice, and hears

all from mercy. (Continued under Divine Good.)

3938^. Existere also is predicated of the Lord, but

only while He was in the world, and was there putting

on the Divine Esse. (Continued under Exist.)

3998. With the Lord there are no states ; but every-

thing there is eternal and infinite.

4CX37. By 'Judah' is represented the Lord as to His

Divine love.

4054. For whatever inflows from the Lord is an end

regarding the salvation of the human race . . .

4060^. Not knowing that the Lord has come as often

as the Church has been vastated. Not that He has

come in person, as when He assumed the Human by

birth . . . but by appearings, either manifest, as when
He appeared to Abraham in Manire, to Moses in the

bramble, to the Israelitish people on Mount Sinai, to

Joshua when he entered into the Land of Canaan ; or by

appearings not so manifest, as by inspirations, through

which is the Word ; and afterwards by the Word, for in

the Word the Lord is present, because all things of the

Word are from Him and about Him.

4065. That He gave to Himself. Sig. . . . For in the

supreme sense this is predicated of the Lord, who never

took anything of good and truth from another, but from

Himself. Other good which had relationship with

what was maternal had indeed served Him as a means

. . . but by that means He ])rocured for Himself those

things whereby He made His Natural Divine by His

Own power . . . The Lord procured for Himself hy a

means because He was born a man . . . but not from a

means, because He was conceived from Jehovah . . . and

therefore He gave to Himself all the goods and truths

which He made Divine ; for the Divine Itself has need

of nothing, not even of that middle good, except that

He willed that all things should be done according to

order.

4075. The Lord, when He made the Human in Him-

self Divine, also had Societies of Spirits and Angels

about Him ; for He willed that all things should be

done according to order. But He associated with Him-

self such as were of service, and changed them at His

good pleasure. He took from them, and applied to

Himself, nothing of good and truth ; but from the

Divine. Thus also He reduced into order both Heaven

and Hell ; and this successively, even until He had

fully glorified Himself. (Examps. of the use such

Societies were to Him.)

4206-. The reason so many various things of the Lord

are represented, is not because they are various in the

Lord, but because His Divine is variously received by

men.

4211^. Those who are in a most holy idea concern-

ing the Lord, and are at the same time in the Know-

ledges and affections of good and truth ... are conjoined

with the Lord as to His Divine Rational ; whereas those

who are not in such holiness, nor in such an interior

idea and affection, and yet are in the good of charity,

are conjoined with the Lord as to His Divine Natural
;

and those who have a still grosser holiness are conjoined

with the Lord as to His Divine Sensuous ; this conjunc-

tion is that which is represented by 'the brazen serpent.'

... In this conjunction are those among the gentiles

who worship idols, and still live in charity according to

their religiosity.

4236. The Tabernacle which was in the midst, and

around which they encamped, represented the Lord

Himself.

4279-. The supreme sense of the Word (treats) of the

Lord.

4288^. 'Mountains,' in the supreme sense, =the Lord.

. . . 'Groves,' in the supreme sense, = the Lord as to

spiritual love.

432 1 e. As all appear before the Lord constantly in

their own situation according to the states of good and

truth, they appear in like manner to each other, because

the Lord's life, consequently the Lord, is in all who are

in Heaven.

4334-. That the Lord alone knows the state of the

Church as to good and truth in special . . . Sig.

4364-. The Lord leads everyone by his affections . . .

4531. The Lord is present with light everywhere,

even in the Hells . . .

4571. For the Divine was in the Lord from conception.

This was His Esse, for He was conceived from Jehovah.

Hence His perception was from the Divine, but accord-

ing to the state of reception by the Human . . .

4585-. It treats in these verses concerning the pro-

gression of the Lord's Divine towards interior things

;

for when the Lord made His Human Divine, He pro-
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gressed in a like order to that iu which He makes man
new by regeneration, namely, from the external to in-

terior things ; tluis from the truth which is in the

ultimate of order to the good which is interior and is

called spiritual good, and thence to celestial good.

[A.] 4592-'. The Lord alone was born spiritual celestial
;

and (therefore) He was born at Bethlehem, (by which) is

signified the Spiritual of the Celestial. . . The reason He
alone was born Spiritual Celestial, is that the Divine

was in Him. Ex. 4594-, Ex.

4644. It treats of the good which was Divine in the

Lord from birth, and of the conjunction of that good

with the truth and good which He acquired for Himself

as a Man born, and also of the derivations thence.
s. The Lord alone was born into good. (Con-

tinued under Divine Good.)

4669. 'Joseph,' in the supreme sense, =the Lord as to

the Divine Spiritual. (Continued under Joseph.)

4724^. Those who live the life of faith adore the

Lord with bended knees and a humble heart as God the

Saviour . . . 4731°.

4960. In (Gen.xxxix.) it treats of the Lord, how He
made His internal man Divine.

4973-. ' The Lord' is frequently mentioned in the Word
. . . (and) nowhere where it does not treat of good . . .

Hence it is that by 'Lord' is signified good. 111. . . The
Lord is called 'the Lord of lords' from the Divine good

which is in Him. 111.

*. 'The Lord's Christ' (Luke ii. 26) = the Divine

truth of the Divine good.

. 'Lord' (Ps.cx. I ; Luke xx. 42)= the Divine good
of the Divine Human.

^. "When the Lord was in the world He was the

Divine truth ; but when He was glorified . . . He became
the Divine good . . . Hence it is that after His resurrec-

tion the disciples did not call Him 'Master,' as they had
done before, but 'the Lord.' 111.

®. As by 'Lord' is meant the Divine good, and by
'King' Divine truth. . . 'dominion' is predicated of

Divine good ; and 'kingdom,' of Divine truth.

5066. That if they had seen the Lord Himself, every

one of them would have performed these offices, but not
from love towards Him, but from fear because He was to

be the Judge of the universe . . . Sig.

5078-. In the former chapter it treated of the Lord,
how He glorified the interiors of His Natural ; here it

treats of the Lord, how He glorified the exteriors of His
Natural.

5095. Here Joseph represents the Lord as to the
Celestial of the Spiritual from the Rational, and also in

the Natural ; Pharaoh represents Him as to the new-

state of the Natural, or as to the interior Natural ; the
butler and the baker represent Him as to those things
which are of the external Natural.

5097". By 'morning,' in the supreme sense, is signified

the Lord Himself. Ex.

5110^. This Divine ... is the Lord from eternity. Ex.

5130. He who receives faith, and who has it, is con-

tinually in the remembrance of the Lord, even when he
is thinking or speaking about something else, and also

when he is discharging his public, private, or domestic

offices, although he is unaware that he is then remember-

ing the Lord ; for the remembrance of the Lord by those

who are in faith is what reigns universally ; and that

which reigns universally is not apperceived, except when
the thought is determined thither.

-. Hence it is that those who are in Heaven are

said to be in the Lord.

5134*^. With man, evils are separated . . . But with

the Lord . . . evils and falsities were completely cast

out and blotted out . . .

5157^. For the Voluntary in the Lord . . . was Divine

from conception, and was the Divine good itself ; but

the A^oluntary by birth from the mother Avas evil ; and

therefore this was to be rejected, and a new one pro-

cured in its place from the Divine Voluntary through

the Intellectual, or from the Divine good through the

Divine truth ; thus from His Own power. Tr.

5236*. That innocence alone acknowledges and re-

ceives the Lord. Sig.

5249-. The celestial Angels . . . are in the Divine

sphere of the Lord, thus as it were in the Lord ; and

they are in the perception of the inmost joy when they

are in thought about the Lord, and about the salvation

of the human race by the Lord's having made the

Human in Himself Divine.

5256. Those who at this day come into the other life

from the Christian Chnrch almost all have an idea of

the Lord as of another man . . . But those who have

been Gentiles, and have been converted to Christianity,

in the other life adore the Lord alone ; and this because

they have believed . . . that the Supreme God is a

Divine Man . . .

5307^. The Lord is represented by Abraham, by

Isaac, Jacob, also by Moses and Elias, and by Aaron,

and also by David, and by many others in the Word
besides ; but still not in the same way by one as by
another. (Ex. neriatim.)

53 1 6^. The Angels are in the Lord, because they are

in the sphere of the Divine truth which proceeds from

the Lord ; and therefore they are affected by the Divine

things concerning the Lord and His glorification in the

internal sense of the Word.

5332S. For the quality which the Lord had in the

world cannot be comprehended, not even by the

Angels . . .

5335^- From these things it is evident why the Lord
did not manifest Himself until He was thirty years of

age ; for He was then in the fulness of remains. But
the remains which the Lord had He had procured for

Himself . . .

5477^. Hence it is evident that the Lord, who is light

itself, sees each and all things which are in the

thought and will of man ; nay, which are in universal

nature.

5585. When there is no medium which conjoins, it

appears to the man as if there were no pity in the Lord.

Sig. and Ex.

5962^. For in Heaven there is a continual perception

of the Lord.
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59646. Hence it is evident that the Lord does not

hide Himself ; but that the man, Spirit, or Angel hides

himself.

6006. The presence of the Lord in that (low) state.

Sig.

6054^. For the Lord lives in everyone in Heaven.

61 15^ The most general universal, by which all

things are held together, is the Lord Himself ; and that

Avhich holds together is the Divine truth proceeding

from Him.

6135*'. That the body of the Lord is the Divine

good. Sig.

6193^. The Angels are in the manifest perception that

^the influxes of good and truth are from the Lord)
; and

they love nothing more than that they should not will

and think from themselves, but from the Lord.

61972. No one in Hell acknowdedges the Lord, but

they are contumelious against Him . . . But they are

not unwilling to hear of the Father the Creator of the

universe. Hence ... it may be evident that the Lord

is He who rules the universal Heaven . . . and that they

are opposed to the Lord because they are opposed to

Heaven, where the Lord is the all in all. 6475'^.

62146. The Lord not only wholly knows what a man
is, but also what he will be to eternity.

62766. For the good and truth themselves which are

in the Lord's Kingdom, proceed from His Divine and
Divine Human, and cause the Lord Himself to be

there . . .

6325. It is an eternal Truth that the Lord rules

Heaven and earth. (Continued under Life, and Free.)

6340^. That those who are of the Church should hear

the Lord, that is, should hear Him in the Word
. . . Sig.

6380-. For everyone who is in faith in the Lord has

an idea of Him according to the faculty of elevating the

thoughts . . .

6402. Unless the Lord render aid. Sig. and Ex.

6428. In the Ancient Church the Lord was worshipped.

6468^. (For) the universal Heaven relates to the Lord,

and the Lord is there the centre of all looks ; those in

Heaven look upwards to Him, and those in Hell look

downwards from Him . . .

6469. The sweetness perceived by the Angels is from

their not thinking and willing from themselves, but

from the Lord ; hence they have tranquillity, peace, and
happiness.

6475. I heard it said to certain evil Spirits . . . who
were contimially thinking against the Lord . . . that

they should . . . show a single one in Heaven who does

not acknowledge the Lord, and that He is the life of all,

and that they have everything which belongs to them
from Him. But they were silent, because they were not

able. Some of the evil Spirits who had believed that

there are Heavens where the Lord is not acknowledged,

wandered about and inquired for them, but as their en-

deavour was in vain, they returned . . . Hence it is

evident that the Lord inflows into all, both generally

through Heaven, and also singularly and universally

from Himself; and that where the good of charity is,

there He is ; and that where the contrary is, there also

He is, but no otherwise than in order to give them

life ; and, so far as can be done, to withdraw them from

evil. 6477. H.6.

64786. (Thus) the Lord is in each one ; for the Lord

is such that He wills to give Himself to all. Hence

happiness and bliss are increased with those who are

images and likenesses of Him.

6482. The Lord's universal government, that what is

universal is not possible without singulars. Ex. . . The
reason the Angels are His ministries, is that they may
be in active life . . . But still the ministries which they

perform are not from them, but from influx from the

Lord.

6495. (Thus) the influx from the Lord is immediate,

and also mediate through Heaven. But the influx

wdiich is from the Lord is the good of celestial love, thus

of love towards the neighbour ; in this love the Lord

is present, for He loves the universal human race . . .

66452. (For) the Lord from love which is infinite . . .

wills to draw man even to Himself, and thus to bless

him with all glory and happiness. 111.

6666-. (The infernals) cannot be resisted by any

Angel, but by the Lord alone.

6700. All the inhabitants of other Earths who are not

idolaters, acknowledge the Lord as the only God. They

do not indeed know, except a very few, that the Lord

assumed the Human in this Earth . . . But they adore

the Divine ... as comprehensible by a human form . . .

and (therefore) they adore the Lord. . . When told , . .

that the Lord had assumed the Human in this Earth,

they considered a little, and presently said that this was

done for the sake of salvation of the human race.

6706. As all good proceeds from the Lord, the Lord,

in the highest sense, and in a super-eminent degree, is

the neighbour . . . Hence it follows that in proportion

as anyone has of the Lord with him, in the same propor-

tion he is the neighbour ... 6819.

6714. In (Ex.ii.) it treats in the supreme sense of the

Lord, how He became the Divine Law as to the Human.

6752^. For colloquy with the Lord is through the

Word.

6825. They are first instructed wdio is the God who

has delivered them, that it is the Lord . . . Tr.

6827. Thus may be named the degrees of progression

in the Lord, before He became, as to the Human, the

Divine Law itself.

6849. If the Lord appears to anyone in the external

form it is still the interiors which are afl'ected ; for the

Divine penetrates to inmost things.

7014. Here and elsewhere in the AVord, in the internal

sense, are described all the states of the Lord's life in

the world . . .

709 1
2. That it was the Lord, and not Jehovah who is

called the Father, (who was seen by Moses, etc., as

described in Ex.xxiv.9, 10.)

7097*. Those who have become such acknowledge the

Father the Creator of the Universe, but not the Lord.

Of the Lord they say, as does Pharaoh here of Jehovah,
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' Who is Jehovah ? I know not Jehovah.' Na}% as the

universal sphere of Heaven is full of the acknowledgment

and love of the Lord, so is the universal sphere of Hell

full of the denial of the Lord and of hatred against

Him ; nor can they endure that He should be named.

[A.] 711S. They who are infesting, as far as possible

hinder the upright whom they are infesting from think-

ing about the Lord. As soon as anything of thought

about the Lord occurs openly, they at once take it

away, which they know how to do dexterously. But as

thought about the Lord is universal with those who are

being infested, and is thus too interior to appear openly,

for it inflows through Heaven, therefore as soon as they

are not being infested they come into thought about the

Lord ; for that which inflows from Heaven, and reigns

universally, reveals itself in all [states of] freedom. Tr.

7173. When the Spirits of Mercury saw the Sun of

Heaven they said that this was not the Lord God,

because they did not see a face. . . The Sun then sud-

denly appeared again, and in its midst the Lord encom-

passed with a solar circle. On seeing this, the Spirits of

Mercury humbled themselves profoundly, and subsided.

Then the Lord was also seen out of the Sun by the

Spirits of this Earth, who when they were men had

seen Him in the world, and of whom one after another

confessed, and thus many in order, that it was the Lord
Himself. . . Then the Lord was seen out of the Sun also

by Spirits of Jupiter, who exclaimed that it was He
Himself whom they had seen in their Earth when the

God of the universe appeared to them. D.3292.

7212. The Lord's life (in Heaven) to eternity. Sig.

. . . That the Lord's life is in Heaveu, consequently that

those who are there are in His life, is because they are

in the truth and good which proceed from the Lord

;

and the good which is in the truth is the Lord Himself;

and the truth in which is the good is life from the Lord,

from which all live.

7252. (The Spirits of Venus) said that when they

were in the world thej' had acknowledged , . . our Lord
as their only God. They said that in their Earth they

had seen Him, walking among them ; and they also re-

presented how they had seen Him.

7477. (The Spirits of Mars) acknowledge and adore

our Lord more than other Spirits. They say that He is

the Only God ; that He rules both Heaven and the uni-

verse ; and that all good is from Him. They said that

it is the Lord who leads them ; and that He appears

quite frequently with them in their Earth.

7478. When the Lord was named I saw that these

Spirits humbled themselves so inmostly and profoundly

that it cannot be described ; for in their humiliation

they have the thought that from themselves they are in

Hell, and thus are utterly unworthy to look at the

Lord . . . When they are thus humbling themselves they

do not turn their faces to the Lord
; for this they dare

not then do ; but thej' turn them away. D.3252. 3352.

7550. That thus the Lord may be acknowledged where
the Church is as the only God. Sig. and Ex. 7598.

7622-. (Evil Spirits of Mars who) are in a strong Per-

suasive that they are in the Lord, and who thus believe

that all things they do, even evil and wicked things,

they do of the Lord's will. Rep.

7819. A man who i.s in the good of charity and of

faith . . . loves himself as a means to the end that he

may be able to serve the Lord.

7914. The man of the Spiritual Church . . . can

scarcely believe that the Lord is the only God, and that

His Human is Divine ; and therefore, as he is not in

faith, he cannot be in love to Him . . . unless he compels

himself.

8018. That the Lord delivered from damnation those

who were in the good of truth and in the truth of good.

Sig. and Ex.

8059. The holy worship of the Lord. Sig.

8078. That faith merely natural is not to be ascribed

to the Lord, but the truth of innocence which is therein.

Sig. and Ex.

8080. That the truths of faith are not to be ascribed

to the Lord, but the goods thereof. Sig. and Ex.

8175. That the Lord alone sustains the combats of

temptations. Sig. and Ex.

8215^. 'The Ancient of Days '.=the Lord as to Divine

good . . .

8263. That to the Lord alone is glory. Sig. and Ex.

8265". Damnation from the mere presence of the Lord.

Sig. and Ex.

8269. That the Lord dwells in good. Sig. and Ex.

83092, HI. 8328, Sig. and Ex.

8270. That there was no other Divine in the Ancient

Churches (than the Lord). Sig.

8273. That the Lord protects against all the evils and

falsities which are from the Hells. Sig. and Ex.

8281. The omnipotence of the Lord. Sig. and Ex.

8282.

^. By 'the Lord,' in David, is meant the Lord as

to Divine truth.

8330. 'Thy hands, Lord, have prepared a sanctu-

ary' (Ex. XV. 1 7)= Heaven where are those who are in

the truth of faith from the Lord.

8361. For the Lord is in His precepts when one lives

according to them . . .

8365. That the Lord alone preserves from evils. Sig.

and ni.

8369^ 'The Temple ' signified the Lord Himself . . .

8427^. For the Lord is present in the truth which is

from Himself.

8443. The presence of the Lord in truth accommodated

to apperception. Sig. and Ex,

8464. This is the Lord in you. Sig. and Ex.

8472. Good and truth in Heaven is the Lord, because

from Him.

8480^. They who trust in the Lord continually receive

good from Him ; for whatever hajipens to them, whether

it appears prosperous or not, is still good, for as a means

it conduces to their eternal happiness.

8495^*. That with those who are led by the Lord all

things inflow . . . Refs.

8506^. When good has been conjoined with truth the

man is in the Lord, and is led by the Lord without
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labour and combat. This state is what is meant by

the second state (of regeneration).

8512. When one lives according to order he then

lives in the Lord ; for the Lord is order itself . . . Not
yet to live according to order is to be led by truth ; and

when a man is led by truth the Lord does not appear.

8541. (The Lord as worshipped in Jupiter. See

Jupiter, here. 8542. 8543. 8544. 8546. 8547. 8632.

8735. 8849. D.S23. 531. 563. 623.)

8555. That those who are in the truth and good of

faith conquer when they look upwards to the Lord
;

and that they yield when they look downwards. Tr.

8604. 8606. 8608.

8581, ' Rock ' = the Lord as to the truths of faith. 111.

8582. That they should urgently ask the Lord . . .

but from a humble heart. Sig.

8604^. For the Lord inflows with every man through

the truth which is from Himself ; through this He
gives life to man. (Continued under Life.)

8625. For the Lord is called 'Priest' from Divine

good, and 'King' from Divine truth.

8717^. The Lord through the truth proceeding from

Him rules all things down to the veriest singulars ; not

as a king in the world, but as God in Heaven and the

universe . . .

^ The Lord regards such things as are momen-
taneous ... no otherwise than as means to eternal

things . . .

8719. For the Lord does all things immediately from

Himself, and mediately through Heaven . . . not that

He has need of the Angels' aid, but that they may have

functions and ofiices . . .

87216. For the abode of the Lord with man is in the

good with him . . . 8765.

8767®. He who lives according to the precepts is

conjoined with the Lord ; for these teach life . . . and
thus open . . . tlie sight to the Lord.

8768. To be tlie Lord's. Sig. and Ex.

8769. That the Lord has all Power in Heaven and on

earth. Sig.

8826. The presence of the Lord in Heaven. Sig.

8864^. Hence it is that the Lord is called 'the Word.'

8865. Such a universally Regnant must the Lord be

with man ; for such is the Lord with the Angels, of

whom it is therefore said that they are in the Lord.

The Lord becomes regnant when it is not only believed

that all good and all truth are from Him, but when the

man loves it to be so. The Angels are . . . in the per-

ception also that it is so ; hence it is that their life is

the life of the Lord in them . . . from which it is evident

that the Lord is the all in all of Heaven, and that He
Himself is Heaven. When the Lord universally reigns

with a man of the Church . . . the Lord is then in all

the truths and goods of faith with him, as the heart is

in all the blood vessels.

8866*^. That it is freedom to be led by the Lord.

Refs.

8867. That truths are not to be thought about from
any other source than the Lord. Sig. and Ex. 8868, Ex.

8873. I'or life from the Lord inflows only into a

Immble and submissive heart . . .

8875-. That evils, punishments, and vastations are

attributed to the Lord ; when yet with the Lord there

is noticing but love and mercy. Refs.

8906. That the things which are of the Lord are not

to be attributed to self. Sig. and Ex.

8943. The Word in its inmost sense treats of the

Lord alone.

8945. For the Lord is more present in interior things.

8949. (In Saturn) they worship our Lord, and
acknowledge Him as the Only God ; for the Lord some-

times appears uudei- an angelic form to those who are

in that Earth . . . and the Divine then shines from His

face, and affects the mind . . . 9105.

8950. They would rather die than be led away from

the Lord. Des.

8951. (Some in Saturn) call their nocturnal light the

Lord.

>-. To serve the Lord ... is to be free ; for man's

veriest freedom consists in being led by the Lord
; for

the Lord inspires into the man's very will the good from

which to act ; and although it is from the Lord, it is

apperceived as from self, thus from freedom. All who
are in the Lord have this freedom, and it is conjoined

with unspeakable happiness.

8995"'. When a man is such, and looks to the Lord,

he accounts himself, and also the world, as nothing

;

and if he does regard himself as anything, it is that he

may serve the Lord. But jireviously . . . when he had
looked to himself, he had accounted the Lord as nothing,

and if as anything it was that he might thence liave

gain and honour.

9010. Those who were of the Ancient Churches knew
that the Providence of the Lord is in each and all things

. . . and therefore the simple . . . attributed to the Lord
l)oth good and evil . . . For when a man does evils, and
thereby turns himself away from the Lord, it appears as

if the Lord turns Himself away ; for the Lord then

appears to him behind . . .

9015. Blasphemy of the Lord and His Kingdom. Sig.

9021. The denial in every way of the Lord and His

Kingdom by those who are of the Church. Sig.

'^. Hence the denial of the Lord is not profana-

tion with those who are outside the Church . . .

9049^. (Thus) the Lord when in the world spoke . . .

as everywhere in the Old Testament, at the same time

for the Angels in Heaven as for men in the world ; for

His speech was in itself Divine and heavenlj'^, because

from the Divine, and through Heaven ; but the things

which He spoke were presented by such things in the

world as corresponded.

9088". For the Lord inflows into those things with a

man which the man knows, and not into the things

which he does not know,

9096^. For the Lord instils afl'ectious for good, and

aversion for evil . . .

9128^. To see from what is interior is to see from the

Lord , . . He who excels in the gift of thought and per-

ception may also apprehend from this that the Lord
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sees each and all things, even to the most singular,

which are with man.

[A. 9 1 28^]. But evil and falsity do not come forth from

what is higher, but from what is lower, than them-

selves ; consequently not from the Lord, but from the

world . . .

9166^. That trutlis Divine are to be confirmed by the

Lord, and not by man. Sig.

9 1 67-. Hence it is that by 'the Lord,' in the Word,

is meant the Lord as to Divine good . . . 111.

9184". The Lord then attracts to Himself all things

which are of life with the man, so that they look

upwards . . .

9188^. For he who will be learned in the truths and

goods of faith, must be taught by the Lord, and by no

means by himself. Tr.

®. They are taught by the Lord when they read

the Word not for the sake of self and the world, but for

the sake of good and truth itself; for then they are

illustrated.

9193''. The chief thing of the worship of the Ancient

Church was to worship God under a human form, thus

the Lord.
*. The chief thing of internal worship is to

acknowledge the Lord, the one and only God, and that

everything good and true is from Him. Those who in

the Church do not acknowledge Him cannot be in good,

thus neither in truth ; and those acknowledge Him
who are in faith and at the same time in the good of

life ; but not those who are in evil of life. That to

acknowledge and worship the Lord is to live according

to His precepts ; that is, to live a life of faith and of

charity. Refs.

9194. That the Lord, who is the one and only God,

is to be worshipped. Sig.

9198-. In (the Christian Church) the Lord is indeed

received in doctrine, but still by few with acknowledg-

ment of heart, and by still fewer from the affection of

love. Otherwise by converted gentiles outside the Church.

These worship and adore Him as their Only God . . .

9210. Such good is not from man but from the Lord ;

and that which is from the Lord is of the Lord.

9223. That as all goods and truths are from the Lord,

they are to be ascribed to Him, and not to self. Sig. and

Ex. . . (This is the first of the Church. Sig. ^.) 9300.

9227. That when man lives from good he is Anth the

Lord. Sig. and Ex.

9229. In proportion as man can be withheld from his

own proprium, in the same proportion the Lord can be

present. Refs.

9256^ That the gentiles will come to the Lord. Sig.

and Ex.

9258^. Hence it is evident that all good which bears

any fruit is from the Lord ; and unless it is from Him,

it is not good.

9262''. To extinguish Divine truth and good . . . thus

the Lord Himself with the man of the Church. Sig.

^, 92642.

9263^ See Justice, here.

9278'. The Lord continually protects and delivers.

e. That the world will not acknowledge the Lord

with faith of heart, because the external things which

are of the world will obscure. Sig. Hence who at this

day adores Him as the Lord of the whole Heaven and

earth (Matt.xxviii. 18) ; when yet all who are in the

Heavens, thus who are in internals, see tin; Lord as

their only God.

9296-. The Lord foresees this, and provides according

to the state of the subsequent life ; for in all the present

the Lord foresees evil and provides good . . .

^. This new Voluntary ... is the habitation

through which the Lord enters with man, and excites

the man to will good, and from willing to do good . . .

9297. The continual appearance and presence of the

Lord thus also in the truths of faith. Sig. and Ex.

. It is the Lord who sees man, and presents

Himself with him, and gives him to see Him. Tlius

man does not see the Lord from himself, but from the

Lord with himself.

-. 'Jehovah' (Ex.xxiii.17) = the Divine Esse;

and 'the Lord,' the Divine Existere from Esse.

9313. That the Lord averts all falsities from evil. Sig.

9315''. By these words (Luke xxiv. 39) the Lord taught

that He was no longer Jehovah under the form of an

Angel, but that He was Jehovah Man. Further ill.

9322. The worship of the Lord alone. Sig.

9338*. For good is the Lord with man.
•*. The Lord does not dwell with an Angel (or a

man) except in His own with him . . . 9594.

9348''. Unless the Lord favours them . . . they act

from hatred and revenge against Him, and . . . against

all who profess Him.

9350. Why the Lord willed to be born on our Earth

. . . Gen. art. U. 113. D.4376.

9359. As the Lord appears to the inhabitants in the

Earths in an angelic form, when the Spirits and Angels

from those Earths hear from the Spirits and Angels of

our Earth that God is actually a Man, they receive . . .

acknowledge, and rejoice that it is so.

9372-. In the Word there are many who represent

the Lord as to truth Divine, or as to the Word ; but

among these the chief are Moses, Elijah, Elisha, and

John the Baptist. 111.

9377. Humiliation and adoration from the heart, and

then the influx of the Lord. Sig. and Ex.

. That which inflows from the Lord is the Lord.

9378. The conjunction and presence of the Lord

through the Word in general. Sig. and Ex.

9387. Joy from the Lord. Sig. and Ex.

9389^. For all the representatives of the Church

treated of in the Word, in the supreme sense regard the

Lord Himself ; and therefore the Word in its inmost

sense treats of the Lord alone, and especially of the

glorification of His Human . . .

9396^. Therefore when the Word is received by man,

the Lord Himself is received.

940 1 6. Hence it is evident that the conjunction of

man with the Lord is from the Lord, and not from man.

9405. The advent and presence of the Lord in the

Word. Sig. and Ex.

. What proceeds fropi the Lord is the Lord

Himself ...
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9406^. By 'the man clothed in linen,' in the supreme

sense, is meant the Lord ; and as the Lord is meant

there is also meant the Divine truth which is from Him ;

for the Divine truth which is from the Lord is the Lord

Himself in Heaven and in the Church . . .

941 1. Therefore when those who are in illustration

are reading the Word, they see the Lord, which is

effected from faith and from love . . .

9415. The presence of the Lord with them by what is

intermediate. Sig. and Ex.

^. The presence of the Lord with them by what

is intermediate is said, because the Lord presents Him-

self present with man, and not man with the Lord ; for

all the good of love and truth of faith comes from the

Lord, and nothing whatever of good and truth comes

from man ; and therefore there is the presence of the

Lord with those who admit Him, that is, with those

who in faith and love receive the truth Divine which is

from Him. That the Lord comes to them, and not the

reverse. HI.

9455. The Testimony or Law in the ark= the Lord.

9477. By Aaron as high priest was represented the

Lord as to the good of love.

9479. 'Let them make for Me a sanctuary '= a repre-

sentative of the Lord, thus of Heaven. Ex.

9506. No intromission and approach to the Lord

except through the good of love. Sig. and Ex. (See

under Cherub.)

9509*. It is believed that the Lord can be approached

through the truths of faith ; but through these separ-

ated from the good of love He cannot be approached
;

and not evenlHeaven. As soon as truths separated want
to enter. Heaven is closed, thus the way to the Lord . . .

95172. Heaven and the Church . . . are guarded by

the Lord by means of the elevation of their interiors to

Himself; and when they are elevated they are in the

good of love to Him and towards the neighbour ; eleva-

tion to the Lord is attended with this. Thus are

guarded the Angels of Heaven and the men of the

Church. They who are elevated by the Lord continu-

ally turn the face to the Lord, because the Lord keeps

them conjoined with Himself through the good of love
;

whereas they who are not elevated turn the face from

the Lord. Tr.

9534-. Hence it is that the Lord reigns also in the

Hells ; but with this difference—that the Divine sphere

which encompasses and protects Heaven is a sphere of

Divine truth conjoined with Divine good, but that

which guards Hell is a sphere of Divine truth separated

from Divine good . . .

9545. The Lord there as to celestial Good. Sig. and Ex.

9548*. By 'Zerubbabel' (Zech.iv. ) is represented the

Lord who would come and restore the Spiritual Heaven
and Church.

9594''. How the Lord dwells in the Heavens. Ex.

9613'''. That the universal bond is the Lord
; thus

love from Him, and thence love to Him.

9682-^ As to what further concerns the presence of

the Lord in Heaven, and, through Heaven, with man,
it is to be known that the Lord is above the Heavens ;

for He is the Sun of Heaven, but still He is present

through the light and lieat thence . . . That which

proceeds from the Lord is Himself. From which it is

evident that the Lord is present where the good which

is from Him is received . . . 9946. 9956. 10106^.

10579'.

9715. The Lord's merit and justice. Sig. and Ex.

9773% For the Lord is in the inmost, and from the

inmost proceed all things.

9776^. Insomuch that the good and truth with man
is the Lord Himself.

9780^2. Yov in the Lord, when in the world, all things

were representative of Heaven ; for thereby the universal

Heaven was adjoined to Him ; and therefore whatever

He did, and whatever He spoke, was Divine and

heavenly; and the ultimates were representative. Examp.

9806^. The Lord is called 'Judge,' 'Prophet,' and

'King,' where it treats of truth ; and 'Priest,' where of

good. In like manner 'Christ,' 'Anointed,' or 'Mes-

siah,' when it treats of truth ; and 'Jesus,' or 'Saviour,'

when of good.

9809^. 'Jehovah said to my Lord' (Ps.cx. i) . . . By
'Lord' here is meant the Lord as to the Divine Human.
111.

^ 'The Lord at thy right hand' (ver.5)= the

Divine truth then from Him, by which is omnipotence.

9817. The influx of the Lord through the Word into

all who are in the good of love. Sig. and Ex.

9828'-. As the Lord is in the good of mutual love . . .

therefore they are turned to the Lord by regarding their

companions from this love.

9849. For when a man turns himself away from the

Lord—which takes place when he is doing what is evil

—then, as the Lord is behind him, it appears to him as

if the Lord does not see him, does not hear and Know
him, and does not remember him . . .

9879^. For the goods and truths which proceed from

the Lord . . . are effigies and images of the Lord.

9938"^. The Lord does not receive gifts, but gives to

everyone gratis. Nevertheless He wills that they

should come from man as from himself, provided he

acknowledges that they are . . . from the Lord ; for the

Lord instils the affection of doing good from love, and
the affection of speaking truth from faith . . .

9942^. For whatever (the Jews) did to the Lord
represented the state of Divine truth and good then

with them . . .

9954. A representative of the Lord as to the good of

love. Sig. and Ex. (See under Anoint.
)

9955. A representative of the Lord as to the truth of

faith. Sig. and Ex.

9971. The visible God (of the Spirits of the Second

Earth) is our Lord Himself ; and they also called Him
the Lord , . .

9972*^. The ideas of thought can be fixed and deter-

mined to the invisible God, when they are determined to

the Lord, w'ho is the visible God . . . but no otherwise.

9975. The goods which men do from the Lord are

all goods, because they are done for the sake of the Lord
and the neighbour . . ,
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[A.] loi 19*. The Power of the Lord over the Hells. Tr.

I0022"''. For the Lord is constantly present with good

and truth with every man ; but He is not received

except in so far as evils and falsities are removed.

10127'*.

10033^. The appropriation of Divine good and Divine

truth from the Lord is not possible except with those

who acknowledge the Divine of the Lord ; for this is the

first and essential thing itself of all things which are of

faith in the Church ; for Heaven cannot be unclosed to

others, because the whole Heaven is in this faith . . .

Therefore let everyone within the Church beware of

denying the Lord, and also of denying His Divine ; for

at this denial Heaven is closed and Hell is opened . . .

10112.

10076. See Supreme Sense, here.

10083^. For the first thing of all is to acknowledge

that the Lord is the Saviour of the world . . .

10097. The acknowledgment that it is of the Lord

alone. Sig. and Ex.

10112. No appropriation of good with those who do

not acknowledge the Lord. Sig. and Ex.

2. Hence it may be evident what is the lot of

those in the other life who have been born within the

Church, and still at heart deny the Lord, of whatever

quality they may be in moral life. By much experience

it has also been given to know that they cannot be

saved. 111.

10125. Men themselves ... do not constitute the

Church . . . nor Angels . . . Heaven, but the Lord with

them ; for the Lord does not dwell in anything proper

to man or Angel, but in what is His own with

them . . .

10128. The reception of the Lord. Sig. and Ex.

10131.

. "Whether you say to receive good and truth

from the Lord, or to receive the Lord, it is the same
;

for good and truth are the Lord's because from Him

;

thus they are the Lord in Heaven and in the Church.

10130*. The more they are in the love of self and in

the love of the world, the more they turn themselves

from the Lord, and have Him behind them . . .

10146. The Lord is indeed pi-esent with every man
. . . "With the good He is present in every single thing

they think from the truths of faith and will from the

good of love . . . But with the evil the Lord is not pre-

sent in the single things . . . but He is present in

general, through which presence they have the faculty

of thinking and willing, and also—in so far as they

desist from evils—of receiviug faith and charitj". But

in so far as they do not desist from them He appears to

be absent ; the degrees of His absence are according to

the absence of the truth and good of faith and love.

Hence it is that those in Heaven are in the Lord's pre-

sence, and that those in Hell are in His absence. But

still . . . the Lord is not absent from a man, but the

man is absent from the Lord , . .

10155. The Perceptive that all good and all truth are

from the Lord. Sig. and Ex.

101606. (lu tiie Golden Age) the Lord was seen by

many in a human form.

10175a. By the incensing is signified the hearing and

reception by the Lord of all things of worship which are

from love and charity. Tr.

. By the expiation of everyone by silver is

signified the ascription of all things of worship to the

Lord . . . Tr.

10196^^. But the Lord as Heaven, which is below the

Lord as a Sun, is the Divine truth.

10205^. He therefore within the Church who does not

acknowledge the Lord has not any conjunction with the

Divine, for all the Divine is in the Lord and from the

Lord ; and when there is not any conjunction with the

Divine, there is not any salvation ... It is otherwise

with those who are outside the Church : as they are in

ignorance about the Lord, worship from them is accepted

by the Lord, when . . . they live in any mutual charity,

and in any faith and love to God ... In the other life

also, when they are informed . . . about the Lord, that

He is the Divine itself in a human form, they acknow-

ledge Him . . .

I02I0^ The good of innocence is to acknowledge that

all truths and goods are from the Lord, and nothing

from the proprium of man ; thus it is to want to be led

by the Lord, and not by self . . . io2i8,Sig.

10216-. In the Inmost Heaven, where the Lord is

more present than in the Heavens below, by the names

in the Word, in a good sense, is meant the Lord Himself.

Enum.

10219^. As soon as a man acknowledges and believes

that goods inflow from the Lord . . . then goods affect

him . . . But so long as he cannot feel the influx of

goods from the Lord, he does goods as of himself ; but

still he ought to acknowledge and believe that they are

from the Lord . . .

10220. The ascription of all things which are of faith

and love to the Lord. Sig. and Ex.

10223. That all things of truth from good are of the

Lord alone. Sig. and Ex. 10227.

10227-. They who ascribe all things to the Lord are

wiser than the rest, because all things of truth and good

—which make wisdom—inflow fi'om Heaven, that is,

from the Lord there. The ascription of all things to

the Lord opens the interiors of the man towards Heaven
;

for . . . (thus) the love of self departs . . . and the man
comes into . . . love and faith to the Lord . . .

10230. Conjunction with Heaven by the acknowledg-

ment that all truths and goods are from the Lord. Sig.

and Ex.

10239. A representative of the purification and re-

generation of man by the Lord. Sig. and Ex.

*. (How the Lord was made justice. See Justice,

here.)

10252''. That the body of the Lord was anointed

with such (spices) . . . signified His Divine life in the

Sensuous, which is the life proper to the body, and also

the resurrection of the latter. That the Lord rose again

with the whole body which He had in the world, dif-

ferently from other men, is known ; for He left nothing

in the sepulchi'e ; and therefore He said to the disciples

—who supposed that they Saw a Spirit when they saw
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the Lord— 'See My hands and My feet, feel Me, see, for

a Spirit hath not flesh and bones, as ye see Me have.'

10287. Conjunction (of Divine truth) with those who

do not acknowledge the Lord, thus who are in evils and

the falsities of evil. Sig. and Ex. . . For he who does

not acknowledge the Lord is not of the Church ; and he

who denies the Lord is in evils and falsities, because

good and truth come from no other source than He.

. . . The conjunction of Divine truth with those who do

not acknowledge the Lord ... is profanation. Ex.

10299^. When a man is in genuine worship the Lord

iniiows into the goods and truths which are with the

man, and elevates them to Himself, and with them the

man, in proportion as he is in them, and according to

the way in which he is in them. This elevation does

not appear to the man if he is not in the genuine

affection of truth and good, and in the Knowledge,

acknowledgment, and faith that all good and truth

come from above from the Lord. Ex.

10336*. All who love the Lord above all things, and

the neighbour as themselves, do good and truth for the

sake of good and truth ; for good and truth are the Lord

Himself . . . and therefore when they love good and

truth—that is, when they will and do them from love

—

they love the Lord . . ,

10355^. For if you Avill believe it, the Lord is the

Word itself, because the Word is the Divine truth, and

the Divine truth is the Lord in Heaven, because it is

from the Lord ; and therefore they who love the Divine

truth for the sake of the Divine truth love the Lord
;

and with those who love the Lord Heaven inflows and

illustrates . . .

103706. The reason those have not eternal life who do

not from faith acknowledge the Lord, is that the whole

Heaven is in this acknowledgment ; for the Lord is the

Lord of Heaven and earth, as He Himself teaches , . .

'To Me has been given all Power in Heaven and on

earth' (Matt.xxviii. 18), and therefore to those who do

not acknowledge Him Heaven is closed ; and he who
does not acknowledge in the world—that is, he who
is within the Church—does not acknowledge in the

other life.

10377. (In the Third Earth) as in every Earth, they

acknowledge God under a human form, thus our Lord
;

for all who acknowledge God under a human form are

accepted by our Lord, and are led. The rest cannot be

led, for they think without a form, thus of nature.

10420^. They who love the Lord and the neighbour

continually look to the Lord ; nay, wonderful to say,

they have Him before the face in every turning of their

body.

10429. That (such) do not receive influx from the

Lord. Sig. and Ex.

10499. The elevation of the interiors to the Lord.

Sig. and Ex.

10528*^. The reason both 'Lord' and 'Angel' are

mentioned (Mal.iii. i) is that 'Lord' is said from Divine

good, and 'Angel' from Divine truth.

10545. The Most Ancients , . . adored the Lord ; He
was Jehovah to them.

10579*. This was the Lord from eternity. Ex.
VOL. IV.

''. The Lord is above the Heavens, for He is the

Sun of Heaven ; but still He is present in the Heavens.

Tlie Divine truth is there, and the Divine truth pro-

ceeding from the Lord as a Sun is the Lord in

Heaven . . .

^''. It is to be known that . . . the Lord never

turns away His faces from man, but that the man who
is in evil turns away his face from the Lord . . . All

infernal Spirits turn their backs to the Lord as a

Sun . . .

106426. But when the Lord is worshipped, who is the

God of Heaven and earth, the Angels who are from

Heaven with the man do not claim for themselves any-

thing of the worship . . . hence through them there is

opened a way even to the Lord Himself, who conjoins

them with Himself in faith and love. From these

things it may be evident how very important it is to

worship the Lord Himself, who has all Power in the

Heavens and on earth.

10645. That the Lord alone is to be worshipped from

faith and love. Sig. and Ex. . . For the worship of the

Lord is either from faith or from love. Ex.

^. For the Lord is present with a man in his

truths which are from good . . .

. Moreover the Lord does not dwell with an

empty man ; that is, with a man who does not know
His truths and do them . . .

^ The Lord wills the salvation of all. To will

the salvation of man is to will to bring him to Himself

in Heaven. This cannot be done unless the Lord is in

him ; and the Lord cannot possibly be in him except

in such things with him as are from Himself. These

are truths from good, thus His precepts which the man
does from faith and from love ; for there are no other

recipients of the Lord and of Heaven with a man . . .

That to believe in the Lord and to love Him is to do

His precepts. 111.

10646. Hence it is evident that by 'zealous is His

name' is signified that the Lord does not sufler anyone

to be worshipped except Himself, because from Him
alone is all truth and all good, through which is sal-

vation. The Lord is called 'zealous' because as soon as

another is worshipped all truth and good recede. Ex.

^ He who does not know how the case is with

the worship of the Lord may believe that the Lord

loves to be worshipped, and wants glory from man . . .

He who so believes does not at all know what love is,

and still less what the Divine love is. Divine love is

to will worship and glory not for the sake of itself, but

for the sake of man and his salvation ; for he who

worships the Lord, and gives the glory to the Lord, is

in humiliation, and proprium recedes from him who is

in humiliation, and in proportion as this recedes, the

Divine is received . . . This is the glory of the Lord . . .

10659^. To those who are in illustration the Lord

gives to understand what they believe ; and those are

illustrated when they are reading the Word . . . who

acknowledge the Lord, and love to live according to

His precepts . . . For the Lord inflows into the life of a

man and thence into his faith . . . Therefore, those who

are illustrated by the Lord through the Word under-

stand that the Lord came into the world in order to
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subjugate the Hells, and to reduce all things there and

in the Heavens into order ; and that this could not

possibly have been done except through the Human
;

for from this He could fight against the Hells, but not

from the Divine without the Human ; and also in order

that He might glorify His Human, in order that by

means of it He might keep to eteruity all things iu the

order into which He had reduced them. Hence the sal-

vation of man . . . That this is so the Word teaches,

and all apprehend it who admit the Lord into their

life . . .

[A.] 10660. That all the good of innocence, of charity,

and of faith, is to be ascribed to the Lord. Sig. and Ex.

«. It is said that they are to be ascribed to the

Lord, that is, it is to be acknowledged that they are

from Him ; for unless they are acknowledged and be-

lieved to be from the Lord they are not goods ; for all

good is from Him ; and that which is not from Him
is from man ; and whatever is from man ... is

evil . . .

10685. The reason the internal is opened . . . through

temptations, is that when a man is in temptations . . .

the Lord inflows from within and fights for him ; which

the man may also know from the fact that when he is

in temptations he resists interiorly , . . This interior

resistance does not come to the apperception of the

man at the time . . . but after temptations . . . For the

things which are introduced by the Lord into the in-

ternal of man, the man does not know while he lives in

the world . . . but still he ought to know and acknow-

ledge, when he has conquered in temptations, that he

himself did not fight, but the Lord for him.

10729. Hence it is evident that in proportion as a

mau sulfers himself to be led through good to truths,

in the same proportion he is led by the Lord, and to

the Lord,

1073S. (The Spirits of the Fifth Earth) called God
the Lord.

1076 1. It is called the Church where the Lord is

acknowledged ... for the essentials of the Church are

love and faith in the Lord from the Lord . . .

10809. They then asked how the Lord appears mtli

the Angels from our Earth. I said that He appears

in the Sun as a man, encompassed with the solar fire,

from which the Angels have all light in the Heavens
;

and that the heat which proceeds thence is Divine

good, and the light is the Divine truth, both from the

Divine love, which is the fieriness that appears around

the Lord in that Sun . . .

6. The reason it was given them to ask about

the Lord and His appearance before the Angels from our

Earth, [was that] it then pleased the Lord to present

Himself as present with them, and to reduce into order

the things which had been disturbed by the evil there.

D.55136.

10810. There was seen a dim cloud towards the east

descending from a certain height, and which as it

descended appeared by degrees [to become] lucid and in

the human form, and finally this human form appeared

in a flaming beam, around which were little stars of the

same colour. Thus did the Lord present Himself as

present ^vith the Spirits with whom I was speaking.

All the Spirits there were gathered to this presence, and

. . . the good were separated from the evil, the good to

the right and the evil to the left . . . those who were

good were left, in order that they might form among
them a heavenly Society, but the evil were cast into

Hells. I afterwards saw that;that flaming beam descended

into the lower parts of the earth there. Further des.

D.5513'. Compare H. 69.

10811. That cloud. . . was an angelic Society iu

whose midst was the Lord. Hence it was given to

know what is meant by the Lord's words concerning

the Last Judgment. . . that 'He will come with the

Angels in the clouds of heaven with glory and power.'

10S17. Those who have been born within the Church
must acknowledge the Lord, His Divine and His

Human, and must believe in Him and love Him. 111.

io8i8. Therefore those within the Church who do not

acknowledge the Lord, and His Divine, cannot be con-

joined with God, and thus cannot have any lot with the

Angels in Heaven ; for no one can be conjoined with

God except from the Lord, and in the Lord. 111.

10S19. As the Father is in the Lord, and the Father

and the Lord are one, and as we are to believe in Him,
and as he who believes in Him has eternal life, it is

evident that the Lord is God. 111.

10820. All who are of the Church and are in light

from Heaven see the Divine in the Lord, and this in

His Human ; whereas they who are not in light from

Heaven do not see anything except the Human in the

Lord ; when yet the Human and the Divine are so united

in Him that they are one. 111.

10822. The idea of three in one Person is had when
it is thought that the Father is in the Lord, and that

the Holy Spirit proceeds from the Lord . . .

i'oS27. As all the Divine is in the Lord, He has all

Power in the Heavens and on earth. 111.

H. 2. That the Lord is the God of Heaven. Gen. art.

^. It is to be known that all those who have not

separated truth from good ... in the other life, when

instructed, receive the heavenly idea about the Lord,

that He is the God of the universe. But it is other-

^\-ise with those who have separated faith from life . . .

3. Those within the Church who have denied the

Lord, and have acknowledged only the Father, and

have confirmed themselves in such a faith, are outside

of Heaven ; and as there is not with them any influx

from Heaven, where the Lord alone is adored, they are

by degrees deprived of the faculty of thinking what is

true about anything whatever ; and at last they become

either as dumb, or they speak stupidly, and in walking

they lose their way, and their arms hang down and dangle

as if devoid of strength in the joints. Those, moreover,

who have denied the Divine of the Lord, and have ac-

knowledged only His human, as the Socinians, are in

like manner outside of Heaven, and are carried forwards

a little towards the right, and are let down into the

deep, and are thus completely separated from the rest

from the Christian world. Those, again, who say that

they believe in an invisible Divine, which they call the

Beina; of the universe from which all things have come
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forth, and who reject faith concerning the Lord, have

found that they believe in no God, because an invisible

Divine is to them such as is [that] of nature in its

primes, into which faith and love do not fall, because

thought does not. These are relegated among those who
are called naturalists. 8j.

4. All infants—of whom is the third part of Heaven
—are initiated into the acknowledgment and faith that

the Lord is their Father ; and afterwards that He is the

Lord of all ; thus the God of Heaven and earth,

7. That the Divine of the Lord makes Heaven.

Gen. art.

12. From these things it may now be evident that the

Lord dwells in what is His own with the Angels of

Heaven ; and thus that the Lord is all in all things of

Heaven ; and this because good from the Lord is the

Lord with them ; for that which is from Him is Him-
self ; consequently that good from the Lord is Heaven
to the Angels . . .

13. That the Divine of the Lord in Heaven is love to

Him and charity towards the neighbour. Gen. art.

39. There is with every Angel and man an inmost

degree . . . into which the Divine of the Lord first or

proximately inflows, and from which it disposes the rest

of the interiors . . . This inmost . . . may be called the

entrance of the Lord to an Angel and to a man, and His

veriest abode with them. . . Hence it is that man ... as

to all the interiors . . . can be elevated by the Lord to

Himself, can believe in Him, be affected with love to

Him, and thus see Him ; and that he can receive in-

telligence and wisdom, and speak from reason. Hence
too it is that he lives to eternity. But what is disposed

and provided by the Lord in that inmost does not inflow

manifestly into the perception of any Angel, because it

is above his thought . . ,

52^. When the Lord appears in the midst of the

Angels, He does not appear encompassed with a number,
but as one in an angelic form. Hence it is that in the

Word the Lord is called 'an Angel.'

55. As all receive the Heaven without them according

to the quality of the Heaven within them, therefore

they receive tlie Lord in like manner, because the Divine

of the Lord makes Heaven. Hence it is that when the
Lord presents Himself as present in any Society, He
appears tliere according to the quality of the good in

which the Society is, thus not in the same manner in

one Society as in another ; not that this dissimilitude is

in the Lord, but in those who see Him from their own
good, thus according to it. They are also affected at

the sight of Him according to the quality of their love
;

those who love Him inmostly are inmostly affected
;

those who love Him less are less affected ; and the evil

who are outside of Heaven are tortured at His presence.

When the Lord appears in any Society He appears there

as an Angel ; but He is distinguished from others by
the Divine which shines through.

56. Heaven is where the Lord is acknowledged,
believed, and loved. The variety of the worship of

Him from the variety of good ... is the source of the
perfection of Heaven. Ex.

576. The Lord is then present with man in both (his

interiors and his exteriors) as in His Heaven ; for He is

in His own Divine order everywhere.

69. That when the Lord presents Himself as present

a whole angelic Society appears as a one in a human
form, has also been granted to see. Des.

76-. After His resurrection the Lord was seen (by the

epening of the spiritual sight).

79^. For the Lord appears in a Divine angelic form

—

which is the human form—to those who acknowledge
and believe in a visible Divine ; but not to those who
acknowledge and believe in an invisible Divine . . .

84. That it was the Lord who was seen by Abraham,
He Himself teaches in John viii.56 . . .

86. Appendix. (Refs. to passages about the Lord and
His Divine Human.) N.305.

876. The Most Ancients . . . thought from correspond-

ence itself . . . and therefore the Lord was quite often

seen by them, and instructed them.

118, That the Lord actually appears in Heaven as a

Sun. (Continued under Sun.)

121. When the Lord appears in Heaven, which takes

place quite often. He does not appear encompassed \vith

the Sun, but in an angelic form, and distinct from the
Angels by the Divine shining through His face. For
He is not there in person, because the Lord in person is

constantly encompassed with the Sun ; but He is in

presence by means of aspect ; for in Heaven it is a

general thing that they appear as present in the place

where their aspect is fixed or terminated, although it

may be very far from the place where they actually are.

This presence is called the presence of the internal sight.

. . . The Lord has also been seen by me outside the Sun
in an angelic form a little below the Sun on high ; and
also near, in a like form, with a shining face ; and once
also in the midst of Angels as a shining beam.

129. As the Lord in the Heavens is the Divine
truth . . .

141. See East, here.

142. The whole Heaven turns itself to the Lord as to

its common centre ; hence all the Angels turn them-
selves thither. 143^.

145. The Angels see the Lord through the eyes ; but
the Lord sees the Angels in the forehead. Ex.

147. Hence is evident what is the quality of the
Lord's presence in the Heavens—that He is everywhere,

and with everyone in the good and truth which proceed

from Him, consequently that He is in what is His own
with the Angels. The perception of the presence of the
Lord is in their interiors . . . Hence may be evident how
it is to be understood that the Lord is in them, and they
in the Lord , . .

214. The government (in the Celestial Kingdom) is of

the Lord alone ; He Himself leads them, and teaches in

the tilings of life. The less wise interrogate the more
wise . . . and these the Lord , , .

251. The influx of the Lord Himself with man is into

his forehead, and thence into the whole face.

254. How the Lord spoke with the prophets. Ex.
-. A Spirit infilled with the Divine from the

Lord knows no otherwise than that he is the Lord . . .
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[H.] 258. For through tlie Lord alone there is the com-

munication and conjunction ... of the Lord with man.

280, As innocence is to be led by the Lord . . .

286. Divine peace is in the Lord, coming forth from

the union of the Divine Itself and the Divine Human
in Him. Tlie Divine of jieace in Heaven is from the

Lord, coming forth from His conjunction with the

Angels . . .

297. It is to be known that the Lord Himself inflows

with every man according to the order of Heaven into

both his inmosts and his ulti mates, and disposes him to

receive Heaven. (Continued under Influx.)

304. Man has been so created that he may have con-

nection and conjunction with the Lord, but only con-

sociation with the Angels. Ex.

316. The reason the Lord rose not only as to the

spirit, but also as to the body, is that the Lord glorified

His whole Human . . . For the soul which He had from

the Father was of itself the Divine Itself, and the Body
was made a likeness of the Soul, that 'is, of the Father,

thus also Divine. Hence it is that He . . . rose as to

both . . . 111.

318. It is a common opinion that . . . the Gentiles

cannot be saved, because . . . they are ignorant of the

Lord, and without the Lord there is no salvation. But
. . . the mercy of the Lord is universal . . . and it is

not their fault that they are ignorant of the Lord. Ex.

321. When the Gentiles hear that God became a

Man . . . they at once acknowledge it and adore the

Lord, saying that by all means God should have mani-

fested Himself, because He is the God of Heaven and
earth, and the human race are His. It is a Divine

Truth that without the Lord there is no salvation ; but

this is to be understood thus—that there is no salvation

except from the Lord . . .

322^ Finally I spoke to (Cicero) about the Lord—that

He was born a Man, but conceived of God ; and that

He put off the maternal human, and put on the Divine

Human ; and that it is He who rules the universe. To
these things he replied that he knows many things

about the Lord, and had apperceived in his own way
that it could not have taken place otherwise if the

human race were to be saved.

341. In proportion as anyone has been removed from

his own proprium, in the same proportion he is in the

proprium of the Lord. The proprium of the Lord is

what is called the justice and merit of the Lord.

376^. As all the good which is conjoined with truths

is from the Lord, it follows that no one can be in love

truly coujugial unless he acknowledges the Lord and
His Divine ; for without this acknowledgment the Lord
cannot inflow, and be conjoined with the truths which
are with the man.

39 1^. But all these functions of the Angels are func-

tions of the Lord through the Angels . . .

417^. The things in the Earths in the Universe hsLVQ

been revealed and shown to me to the end that it may
be known . . . also, that our Lord is everywhere acknow-
ledged as the God of Heaven and earth.

447. The resuscitation of man is eff"ected by the Lord

alone . . .

523. The Lord never does anything contrary to order,

because He Himself is order . . .

536. That the Lord rules the Hells. Gen. art.

538. The sjihere of falsity from evil flowing forth from

Hell ... is especially an endeavour to destroy the

Divine of the Lord, and this because all good and truth

are from Him.

545. That the Lord casts no one into Hell. Gen. art.

546^. If therefore the Lord were to avert Himself, and
a man were left to evil alone, he would no longer be

man. From these things it is evident that the Lord

inflows with good with every man, equally with the evil

and with the good ; but with the dilference that He is

continually withdrawing an evil man from evil, and

continually leading a good man to good.

548-. From these things it is evident that the Lord

withdraM's every Spirit to Himself by means of Angels,

and also by means of influx from Heaven . . .

549. The reason the Lord from His Divine Essence,

which is good, love, and mercy, cannot act in the same

way with every man, is that evils and falsities stand in

the way, and not only blunt but also reject His Divine

influx. Ex.

562^. A certain person who in the world . . . had

loved himself in a higher degree, at the mere mention of

the Divine, and especially when he heard the Lord

mentioned, was excited with such hatred from anger

that he burned to murder Him . . . This also is the

desire of many of the papal religion when they apperceive

in the other life that the Lord has all Power, and they

themselves none.

569. Infernal fire or love (also) comes forth from the

Sun of Heaven or the Lord ; but it is made infernal by

those who receive it . . .

577^. Unless the Lord protected man he could never

be taken out of Hell . . . and the Lord cannot protect

man unless man acknowledges the Divine, and unless

he lives a life of faith and charity ; for otherwise he

turns himself away from the Lord . , .

592. Unless the Lord ruled both the Heavens and the

Hells there would not be any equilibrium . . .

N. 25. That all good and truth are from the Lord.

Refs. to passages. 308.

106^. That those who are not in charity cannot ac-

knowledge and worship the Lord, except from hypocrisy.

Refs.

200. That the Lord fights for man in temptations.

Refs. to passages.

201. On the Lord's temptations. Refs. to passages.

263. That the Lord is the Word. Refs. to passages.

W.H.14.

280. On the Lord. Gen.art. (Quoted from A. 108 15-

1083 1.)

298. That the Divine was in the Lord from conception

itself. Refs. to passages.

299. That the Divine of the Lord must be acknow-

ledged. Refs. to jiassages."
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300. That the Lord glorified His Human in the world.

Refs. to passages.

301. That the Lord from the Human subjugated the

Hells when He was in the world. Refs. to passages.

302. That the glorification of the Human of the Lord,

and the subjugation of the Hells, was effected by means

of temptations. Refs, to passages.

303. That when He was in the world the Human of

the Lord was Divine truth. Refs. to passages.

304. That the Lord united Divine truth to Divine

good, thus His Human to the Divine Itself. Refs. to

passages.

305. That thus the Lord made His Human Divine.

Refs. to passages.

306. That the Trine is in the Lord. Refs. to passages.

307. On the Lord in Heaven. Refs. to passages.

309. That the Lord has all Power in the Heavens and

on earth. Refs. to passages.

310. How certain things are to be understood [which

are said] about the Lord in the Word. Refs. to passages.

J. 74®. (A gentile nation which at this day^adores the

Lord.

)

C. J. II. That before the Last Judgment. . . much
of the communication between . . . the Lord and the

Church had been intercepted. Gen. art.

28. (At the Last Judgment) the Lord was seen in a

bright cloud with Angels, and there was heard a sound

thence as of trumpets ; which was a sign representative

of the protection of the Angels by the Lord, and of the

gathering together of the good from every side ; for the

Lord does not infiict destruction upon anyone, but only

protects His own, and withdraws them from communica-

tion with the evil, and (then) the evil come into their

own concupiscences ...

64^. If the Lord is not worshipped alone, a division-

discrhninatio-is made, which takes away the communion,

and the happiness of life flowing therefrom. T.824.

68. Everyone in that World dwells at a distance from

the Christian Middle . . . according to the confession of

the Lord and of one God . . .

76. The Africans ... at this day have a revelation

. . . they acknowledge our Lord as the God of Heaven

and earth.

W. H. i^. 'King of kings and Lord of lord8' = the

Lord as to Divine truth and as to Divine good.

L. Title. Doctrine of the New Jerusalem concerning

the Lord.

1. That the universal Holy Scripture is about the

Lord ; and that the Lord is the Word. Gen. art.

. From these jiassages it is evident that the Lord

is God from eternity, and that that [God] Himself is the

Lord who was born into the world.

2. As this (Divine truth) is the Lord Himself, each

and all things of the Word have been written concerning

Him alone. From Isaiah to Malaohi there is not any-

thing which is not about the Lord ; or, in the opposite

sense, against the Lord. Ex. (These subjects stated

seriatim. 3.

)

8. That the Lord infilled all things of the Law, is

that He infilled all things of the Word. Gen. art.

. It is believed by many that where it is said of

the Lord that He infilled the Law, it is meant that He
infilled all the precepts of the decalogue . . . But (what

is really meant is) that He infilled all the things which

had been written concerning Him in the Law and the

Prophets. . . Ex. 11, 111.

12. That the Lord came into the world in order to

subjugate the Hells and glorify the Human ; and that

the passion of the cross was the last combat through

which He fully conquered the Hells, and fully glorified

His Human. Gen. art.

15. That by the passion of the cross the Lord did not

take away sins, but that He endured them. Gen. art.

18. That the imputation of the Lord's merit is nothing

else than the remission of sins after repentance. Gen. art.

19. That the Lord as to the Divine Human is called

the Son of God, and that as to the Word He is called

the Son of Alan. Gen. art.

. Let them know that there is no Son from

eternity, but that the Lord is from eternity. When it

is known what the Lord is, and what the Son, it is

possible to think from the understanding concerning

the Triune God, and not before.

21. Many at this day think no otherwise about the

Lord than as of a common man like themselves, because

they think only of His Human, and not at the same

time of His Divine, when yet His Divine and His

Human cannot be separated. For the Lord is God and

Man ; and God and Man in the Lord are not two, but

one Person ... as the soul and the body are one man
;

according to the . . . doctrine of the Athanasian faith.

Lest, therefore, man should hereafter in thought separate

the Divine and the Human in the Lord, let him, I pray,

read these passages. 111.

29. That the Lord made His Human Divine from the

Divine in Himself, and that He thus became one with

the Father. Gen. art.

30. That the Lord from eternity is Jehovah. 111.

e_ Prom (the following passages) it will be evident,

that by 'the Lord,' and also by 'Jehovah,' after His

Human was glorified, is meant the Divine and the

Human together, as one ; and that by 'the Son,' alone,

is meant the Divine Human.

31. That the Lord from eternity, or Jehovah, took on

the Human to save men. 111.

37. That the Lord is the Very God, from whom and

concerning whom is the Word. Gen. art.

1 That the Lord had been before His Advent

into the world. 111.

38. That the Lord is called 'Jehovah.' 111.

39. That the Lord is called 'the God of Israel,' and

'the God of Jacob.' 111.

40. That the Lord is called ' the Holy One of Israel.

'

111.

41. That the Lord is called 'Lord,' and 'God.' 111.

42. That the Lord is called 'King,' and 'Anointed.'

111.

43. That the Lord is called 'David.' 111.
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[L.] 45, That God is one, and that the Lord is that

God. Gen. art.

46. That the Holy Spirit is the Divine which pro-

ceeds from the Lord, and that it is the Lord Himseif.

Gen. art.

^. That it is the Lord alone who is meant by
'Father, Son, and Holy Spirit' (Matt.xxviii. 19), is

evident from the things which precede and follow there.

In the preceding verse the Lord says, 'AH Power is

given to Me in Heaven and on earth;' and in the

following verse the Lord says, 'Lo I am with you all

the days, even to the consummation of the age ; ' thus
[He speaks] of Himself alone ; and therefore He said

that in order that they might know that the Trinity is

in Him.

54. From these things it is now evident that Jehovah,
who is the Lord from eternity, spoke through the

Prophets; and that where 'the Holy Spirit' is men-
tioned, it is Himself. Consequently that God is one
both in Person and in Essence, and that He is the
Lord.

55. That the doctrine of the Athanasian faith agrees

with the Truth, provided only that by a Trinity of

Persons is meant a Trinity of Person, which is in the
Lord. Gen. art.

•*. Unless (the early Christians, in addition to the

doctrine of three Persons, had also received the doctrine

that the Lord is the infinite God, Omnipotent, and
Jehovah) it would have been all over with the Church,
because the Church is the Church from the Lord ; and
the eternal life of all is from the Lord, and not from
another.

61. It is this Church which is meant by 'the New
Jerusalem,' into which no one can enter except him
who acknowledges the Lord alone as the God of Heaven
and earth. And this I am able to announce—that the
Universal Heaven acknowledges the Lord alone, and
that he who does not acknowledge it is not admitted
into Heaven ; for Heaven is Heaven from the Lord.
This very acknowledgment from love and faith causes
those there to be in the Lord and the Lord in them.
111.

S. 6. From the Lord proceeds the Celestial, the
Spiritual, and the Natural, one after another. Ex.

20^. Therefore the Lord, as He spoke from His
Divine, spoke by correspondences ; for that which is

from the Divine, in nature falls into such things as

correspond to Divine things . . .

48. That the "Word in its glory was represented by
the Lord when He was transformed. Ex.

53. For the Lord is present with man, and illustrates

him and teaches him the truths of the Church, (in the

sense of the letter of the \Yord) and nowhere else ; and
the Lord never operates except in what is full . . .

62. That through the sense of the letter of the Word
there is conjunction with the Lord . . . Gen. art.

78. Besides, the Lord is present with man and is

conjoined with him through the Word, because the
Lord is the Word, and in it He as it were speaks to

man ; and also because the Lord is Divine truth itself

. . . From this it is evident that the Lord is present

with man, and is at the same time conjoined with him,

according to the understanding of the Word . . . But

the Lord is present with man through the reading of

the Word, and is conjoined with him through the

understanding of truth from the Word, and according

thereto ; and in proportion as the Lord is conjoined

with man, in the same proportion the Church is in man.

80. That in each thing of the Word there is the

marriage of the Lord and the Church . . . Gen. art.

. In the spiritual sense, the things which are in

the Word relate mostly to the Church, and in the

celestial sense mostly to the Lord.

99. By the fact that the Lord became the AVord in

ultimates also, the state of the Church has been com-

pletely changed. (Continued under Advent.)

100. How the Lord is the Word. Ex.

114. That unless there were a Word no one would

know God . . . and still less the Lord. Gen. art.

Life 18. That in proportion as a man shuns evils as

sins, in the same i)roportion he does goods, not from

himself, but from the Lord. Gen. art.

. Who . . . may not know that it is evils which

impede the Lord's entrance to man. For evil is Hell,

and the Lord is Heaven ; and Hell and Heaven are

opposites ; and therefore in proportion as a man is in

the one he cannot be in the other ; for the one acts

against the other and destroys it.

38. In proportion as anyone is in good, and from

good loves truths, in the same proportion he loves the

Lord, because the Lord is good itself and truth itself.

Therefore the Lord is with a man in good and in truth.

If the latter is loved from the former, then the Lord is

loved, and not otherwise. 111.

66'-. As he had not acknowledged the Lord as God,

the Lord said . . . that he should 'follow Him' (Mark

X.21), by which is meant that he should acknowledge

the Lord as God. . . For no one can shun evils as sins

unless he acknowledges the Lord, and approaches

Him ...

96. It is to be well known that the Lord alone fights

in man against evils, and that it only appears to the man
as if he fought from himself ; and that the Lord wills

that it should so appear to the man, because (otherwise)

there comes forth no combat, and thus no reformation.

102. The Lord loves man, and wills to dwell with

him
;
[but] He cannot love and dwell with him unless

He is received and loved reciprocally ... As the recep-

tion and Reciprocal in man are from the Lord, the Lord

says, ' Abide in Me, and I in you . . . He that abideth

in Me, and I in him, he beareth much fruit ..." That

the Lord is in the truths and goods which a man receives

. . . He also teaches,— 'If ye shall abide in Me, and My
words shall abide in you. If ye shall keep My com-

mandments, ye shall abide in My love. He who hath

My precepts and doeth them, he loves Me, and I will

love him, and I will dwell with him.' Thus does the

Lord dwell in what is His own with a man, and the

man in those things which are from the Lord, thus in

the Lord.

no. The concupiscences of evil which make the

interiors of a man from birth are not removed except
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by the Lord alone ; for the Lord inflows from the

Sph'itual into the Natural . . .

F. 34. The Christian faith in a universal idea is this :

—Tliat the Lord from eternity, who is Jehovah, came
into the world in order to subjugate the Hells and

glorify His Human ; and that without this no mortal

could have been saved ; and that they are saved who
believe in Him. E.67. B. 116. T.2,

35. It is a universal of faith that God is one in

Person and in Essence, in whom is the Trinity, and

that the Lord is that God. It is a universal of faith

that no mortal could have been saved unless the Lord

had come into the world. It is a universal of faith that

He came into the world in order to remove Hell from

man ... It is also a imiversal of faith that He came

into the world in order to glorify the Human which He
had taken on in the world . . . These are the universals

of the Christian faith concerning the Lord. II.67".

B.II62. T.22.

36. The universal of the Cliristian faith on the part

of man, is that he believe in the Lord ; for by believing

in Him there is effected conjunction with Him, by

which is salvation. To believe in Him is to have trust

that He saves ; and as no one can have trust except him
who lives well, this also is meant by l^elieving in Him.
R.673. B.II63. T.23.

W. 4. That God alone, thus the Lord, is love itself,

because He is life itself . . . Gen. art.

10. Hence it is that although the Lord is in the

Heavens with the Angels everywhere. He still appears

on high above them as a Sun . . .

s. It is the same with men, in whom and with

whom the Lord is present in the universal world ; and

this solely for the reason that the Lord is not in

space.

13. Hence every nation there has its place in accord-

ance with its idea of God as a Man ; for in this idea

there is the idea of the Lord, and not in any other.

^. The denial of God makes Hell ; and, in Chris-

tendom, the denial of the Divinity of the Lord.

97. God is a Man . . . and therefore when the Lord

manifests Himself in Person before the Angels, He
manifests Himself as a Man ; and this sometimes in the

Sun, and sometimes outside of the Sun.

103. Most carry with them from the world the idea

... of the Lord that He is in Heaven among the

Angels . . . because they do not think of Him otherwise

than as of another man, and some as of an Angel ; not

knowing that the Lord is the Very and Only God who
rules the universe ; and who if He were among the

Angels in Heaven could not have the universe under

His view ; and if He did not shine as a Sun before those

who are in the Spiritual World the Angels could have

no light. 105. 106.

1 10. For an Angel . . . cannot receive the Lord in the

first degree of heat and light, such as is in the Sun ; for

in that case he would be completely consumed ; and

therefore the Lord is received by them in the degree of

heat and light which corresponds to their love and

wisdom.

113. That the Angels are in the Lord, and the Lord

in them ; and that as the Angels are recipients, the

Lord alone is Heaven. Gen. art.

^. The distance between the Sun and Heaven is

(only) an appearance of distance ; and therefore ... it

follows that the Lord Himself is in Heaven ; for He is

in the love and wisdom of the Angels . . .

114. The reason the Lord is not only in Heaven, but

is also Heaven itself, is that love and wisdom make an

Angel, and these two are of the Lord with the Angels
;

whence it follows that the Lord is Heaven . . . Everyone

can see . . . that the Lord cannot dwell except in what

is His own with the Angels ; that is, in His own pro-

prium which is love and wisdom, and not at all in the

proprium of the Angels, which is evil. Hence it is that

in proportion as evil is removed, in the same proportion

the Lord is in them . . . P. 53^.

115. But how the Lord is in an Angel, and an Angel

in the Lord, cannot be comprehended unless the nature

of the conjunction is known. The conjunction is of the

Lord with the Angel, and of the Angel with the Lord
;

and therefore the conjunction is reciprocal . . . The

Angel perceives no otherwise than that he is in love and

wisdom from himself . . . (otherwise) there would be no

conjunction ; thus the Lord would not be in him, nor

he in the Lord. Neither is it possible for the Lord to

be in any Angel or man, unless he in whom the Lord is

with love and wisdom, perceives and feels it as his own.

By this He is not only received, but also when received

is retained, and also loved in return. ii6,Ex.

124. That the quarters in the Spiritual World are not

from the Lord as a Sun ; but that they are from the

Angels according to the reception. Gen. art. . . For the

Lord is not in a greater and less degree of love and

wisdom ... for He is everywhere the same ; but He is

not received by one in the same degree as by another . . .

125. The Lord is in an Angel, and an Angel in the

Lord . . . but as it appears as if the Lord as a Sun were

outside of him, it also appears that the Lord sees him

from the Sun, and that he sees the Lord in the Sun . . .

If therefore we are to speak from this appearance, the

case is this—that the Lord sees and looks at everyone

face to face ; but that on the other hand the Angels do

not thus see the Lord. Those who are in love to the

Lord from the Lord see Him directly ; and therefore

they are in the east and west. But those who are more

in wisdom see the Lord obliquely to the right ; and

those who are less in wisdom obliquely to the left ; and

therefore the latter and the former are in the north and

the south. Ex.

128. For the Lord is the same with one as with

another . . .

129. That the Angels constantly turn their faces to

the Lord as a Sun . , . Gen. art.

130. The reason the Angels constantly turn their

faces to the Lord, is that the Angels are in the Lord

and the Lord in them ; and the Lord interiorly leads

their aff"ections and thoughts ; hence they cannot do

otherwise than look to the east where the Lord appears

as a Sun. Hence it is evident that the Angels do not

turn themselves to the Lord, but that the Lord turns

them to Himself; for when the Angels are thinking
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interiorly about the Lord, they think of Him no other-

wise than as in themselves. P. 29^, Ex.

[W. 130]-. God is everywhere . . . thus He is both

within and without an Angel ; and hence an Angel can

see God—that is, the Lord—both within himself and

without himself; within himself when he is thinking

from love and wisdom ; and withoiit himself when he is

thinking about love and wisdom.

131. An Angel can turn himself round and round,

and thereby see various things which are around him,

but still the Lord as a Sun constantly appears before

his face. . . It has been granted me also thus to see the

Lord as a Sun. I see Him before my face ; and for

many years I have so seen Him to whatever quarter of

the world I have turned myself.

133. As Heaven is from the Angels ... it follows

that the universal Heaven turns itself to the Lord ; and

that by this conversion Heaven is ruled by the Lord as

one man . . .

135. That all the interiors of both the minds and

bodies of the Angels are turned to the Lord as a Sun.

Gen. art.

137. It is similar with man, if he has the Lord con-

stantly before his eyes, which is the case if he is in love

and wisdom . . .

138. This conversion to the Lord is an actual con-

version ... 139.

151. By the Lord is meant God from eternity or

Jehovah, who is called 'Father' and 'Creator,' because

He is one with Him . . . and therefore in what follows,

where creation is treated of, the Lord is named.

170. The universal end ... is that there may be an

eternal conjunction of the Creator with the created

universe ; and this is not possible unless there are

subjects in whom His Divine can be as in itself . . .

(These) must be recipients of His love and wisdom as of

themselves . . . Through this conjunction the Lord is

present in every work created by Himself.

230. That there are three infinite and uncreate

degrees of height in the Lord . . . Gen. art.

. The reason that in the Lord there are three

infinite and uncreate degrees of height, is that the Lord

is love itself and wisdom itself . . . and as the Lord is

love itself and wisdom itself, He is also use itself . . .

233. In the Lord from eternity . . . before the

assumption of the Human . . . there were the two prior

degrees actually, and the third degree in potency, such

as they are with the Angels ; but after the assumption

of the Human He put on over them the third degree

also, which is called natural ; and thereby He became a

Man like a man in the world, with this difference how-

ever, that this degree, like the prior ones, is infinite and

uncreate. . . For the Divine which had filled all spaces

without space, penetrated to the ultimates of nature.

But before the assumption of the Human, the Divine

influx into the natural degree was mediate through the

angelic Heavens ; but after the assumption was immedi-

ate from Himself . . . This was the reason why the Sun
of . . . Heaven . . . after the assumption of the Human
shone forth with a more eminent beam and resplend-

ence. 111. and Ex.

236. That these three degi'ces of height are in every

man from birth . . . and that as they are opened, the

man is in the Lord, and the Lord in him. Gen. art.

240". In these two faculties (of rationality and

freedom) the Lord is with every man, both good and

evil ; they are the Lord's abode in the human race . . .

But the abode of the Lord with a man is nearer as the

man by means of these faculties opens the higher degrees;

for by the opening of these he comes into higher degrees

of love and wisdom, thus nearer to the Lord.

282. That the Lord from eternity, who is Jehovah,

created the universe and all things of it from Himself,

and not from nothing. Gen. art.

285. That the Lord from eternity . . . could not have

created the universe and all things of it, unless He had

been a man. Gen. art.

290. That the Lord from eternity . . . produced from

Himself the Sun of the Spiritual World, and from it

created the universe and all things of it. Gen. art.

294. As those things which constitute the Sun of the

Spiritual World are from the Lord, and are not the

Lord, they are not life in itself . . .

296. That there are three things in the Lord which

are the Lord—the Divine of love, the Divine of wisdom,

and the Divine of use ; and that these three things are

presented in appearance outside the Sun . . . the Divine

of love by heat, the Divine of wisdom by light, and the

Divine of use by the atmosphere, which is the contain-

ant. Gen. art.

2976. (Thus) these three things ... are in the Lord,

and in essence they are the Lord.

299. As these three things . . . are in the Lord and

are the Lord, and as the Lord is everywhere . . . and as

the Lord as He is in Himself, and as He is in His Sun,

cannot present Himself as present to any Angel or man,

He therefore presents Himself by such things as can be

received ; and He presents Himself as to love by heat,

as to wisdom by light, and as to use by the atmosphere.

. . . The light and heat which proceed from the Divine

Sun cannot proceed into nothing . . . but into a con-

tainant . . . (which) we call the atmosphere, which

surrounds the Sun, takes Him up in its bosom, and

carries Him to the Heaven where the Angels are, and

then to the world where men are, and thus presents the

presence of the Lord everywhere.

314^. (Thus) the progression of creation . . . was from

its Prime, which is the Lord encompassed with the

Sun . . .

326. For such things ... do not come forth around

an Angel man from the Angel, but from the Lord

through the Angel. They come forth from the influx of

the Divine love and the Divine wisdom of the Lord into

the Angel . . . from which they know there that God is

a JIan . . .

3356. Therefore let no one believe that the Lord is

with those who only adore Him ; but tliat He is with

those who do His commandments ; thus uses . . .

339^. (Thus) the like things in the natural world

have not derived their origin from the Lord . . . but

they are from Hell . . . and Hell is not from Him.
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358. That from the Lord with man there have been

created and formed two receptacles and habitations for

Himself, which are called the will and the understand-

ing ; the will for His Divine love, and the understanding

for His Divine wisdom. Gen. art. 360.

369^. Hence it is that he who elevates his mind to the

Lord is wholly elevated to the Lord.

43

1

s. When anyone does the work which is of his

office sincerely, rightly, justly, and faithfully . . . this

is to be in the Lord, because everything which inflows

from the Lord is use . . .

P. 272. The Lord did not create the universe for His

own sake ; but for the sake of those with whom He will

be in Heaven . . .

28. That Heaven is conjunction with the Lord. Gen.

art.

31. (Thus) the Lord is Heaven, not only in general

with all there, but also in particular with each one

there. . . (Therefore) let no one cherish the error which
falls into the first thought with man}', that the Lord is

in Heaven among the Angels, or that He is with them
as a king is in his kingdom. As to aspect He is above

them, in the Sun there ; but as to the life of their love

and wisdom. He is in them.

32. That man from creation is such that he can be

more and more nearly conjoined with the Lord. Gen. art.

^. But still an Angel cannot arrive at the first

degree of the love and wisdom of the Lord, or touch it

;

because the Lord is infinite . . .

33. Man is more and more nearly conjoined with the

Lord not by knowledge alone, nor liy intelligence alone,

and not even by wisdom alone ; but by life conjoined

with these . . .

^. Now as the Lord inflows into the life's love of

everyone, and through its afi'ections into the perceptions

and thoughts ; and not the reverse ; it follows that He
can conjoin Himself closely only in proportion as the

love of evil with its affections, which are concupiscences,

has been removed . . .

*. And as love and wisdom, which are the Lord

Himself, are not in space . . . therefore the Lord ap-

pears nearer according to the conjunction through love

and wisdom ; and, on the other hand, more remote ac-

cording to the rejection of love and wisdom.

34. That the more nearly a man is conjoined with the

Lord, the wiser he becomes. Gen. art.

37. That the more nearly a man is conjoined with the

Lord, the more happy he becomes. Gen. art.

42. That the more nearly a man is conjoined with the

Lord, the more distinctly he appears to himself as if he

were his own, and the more evidently he notices that he

is the Lord's. Gen. art.

43. To be led by good is freedom . . . for to be led by
good is to be led by the Lord . . . Now as all that a man
does from freedom appears as liis own ... it follows

that conjunction with the Lord makes a man appear to

himself free, and thence his own ; and the nearer the

conjunction with the Lord is, the more free he appears,

and thence the more his own. The reason he appears

to himself to be as his own more distinctly, is that the

Divine love is such that it wills what is its own to be

another's . . . And besides, the Lord never compels any-

one . . . Therefore man is led by the Lord continually

in freedom . . .

44. The reason why the more distinctly a man appears

to himself as his own, the more evidently he notices that

he is the Lord's, is that the more nearly he is conjoined

with the Lord the wiser he becomes . . . (The Angels of

the Third Heaven) also give this reason—that the Lord
does not inflow immediately into the things which are

of their perception and thought from wisdom, but into

the aff'ections of the love of good, and through these into

the former . . .

79^. Let it be known therefore that these goods are

appropriated to man no otherwise than that they are con-

stantly of the Lord with the man ; and that in propor-

tion as a man acknowledges this, the Lord grants that

good appears to the man as his , . .

87. That by means of these two faculties a man can

be reformed and regenerated in proportion as through

them he can be brought to acknowledge that all the

truth and good which he thinks and does is from the

Lord, and not from himself. Gen. art. 90, Ex.

91. That the acknowledgment of the Lord . . . causes

a man to be reformed and regenerated . . . shall be (ex-

plained). . . In the Spiritual World, where spaces are

only an appearance, wisdom effects presence, and love

effects conjunction . . . There is an acknowledgment of

the Lord from wisdom, and there is an acknowledgment

of the Lord from love . . . the latter gives conjunction,

the former presence. This is the reason why those who
reject doctrine concerning the Lord remove themselves

from Him ; and as these also reject life they separate them-

selves from Him ; whereas those who do not reject doc-

trine, but life, are present, but still are separated . . .

92. That the conjunction of the Lord with man, and

the reciprocal conjunction of man with the Lord, is

eS'ected through these two faculties. Gen. art.

. Conjunction with the Lord, and regeneration,

are one thing ; for in proportion as anyone is conjoined

with the Lord, in the same proportion he is regenerate.

-. There is no conjunction of minds unless it is

reciprocal . . . From these things it is evident that if

the Lord only loved man, and were not loved by man in

return, the Lord would approach and man would recede
;

thus the Lord would continually will to meet man and

to enter into him, and man would turn himself back-

wards and go away.

93. The nature of the difference between those who
believe all good to be from the Lord, and those who be-

lieve good to be from themselves, it has been given both

to hear and to see in the Spiritual World. They who
believe good to be from the Lord turn the face to Him,

and receive the delight and liliss of good ; whereas they

who believe good to be from themselves look to themselves

. . . (and therefore) cannot do otherwise than perceive

the delight of their own good, which is . . . the delight

of evil . . .

94. (The subject of the conjunction of man with the

Lord is continued at this and following refs. under

Conjoin.)
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[p. ] 96*. For th e Lord resides in these two facul ties with

every man both evil and good, and by them He conjoins

Himself with every man . . . That the Lord resides in

these two faculties with every man is from the influx of

the will of the Lord, that He wills to be received by
man, and to have His abode with him, and give him the

happinesses of eternal life ... It is this will of the Lord

which causes that what man thinks, speaks, wills, and
does, appears in him as his. Ex.

*". It is known in Heaven that the Lord operates

all things by willing, and that that which he wills is

done.

97<'. Therefore the Lord guards freedom with man, as

man guards the pupil of his eye. But still, through
freedom, the Lord continually withdraws man from

evils . . .

98^ Freedom itself and rationality itself cannot be

given with those in the Christian world wlio utterly

deny the Divine of the Lord and the holiness of the

Word, and who have retained the denial coutirmed witli

them up to the end of life ; for this is meant by the sin

against the Holy Spirit . . .

114. That the evils in the external man cannot be re-

moved by the Lord except by means of the man.
Gen. art.

119. That the Lord then purifies the man from con-

cupiscences in the internal man, and from the evils

themselves in the external. Gen. art.

^. The reason is also that the Lord acts into the

inmost of man, and from the inmost into the conse-

quents even to the ultimates ... So long therefore as

the ultimates are kept closed by the man himself, there

cannot be any purification, but only such an operation

by the Lord in the interiors as is that of the 'Lord in

Hell . . . That the Lord is continually urgent and in-

sistent that man should open the door to Him. 111.

122. But it is to be well known that a man who
would perform repentance must look to the Lord alone.

If he looks only to God the Father he cannot be purified,

nor if to the Father for the sake of the Son, nor if to

the Son as a mere man ; for there is one God, and the

Lord is He ... In order that everyone who would per-

form repentance may look to the Lord alone, the Holy
Supper has been instituted by Him, which confirms the

remissions of sins with those who perform repentance.

It confirms it, because in that Supper . . . everyone is

kept looking to the Lord alone.

124. That the Lord never acts into any particular

thing with a man . . . unless He acts into all things of

Him together ... is because all things of man are in

such a connection . . . that they do not act as many
things, but as one . . .

*. That the Lord acts from inmosts and from
ultimates at the same time, is because thus and no other-

wise are each and all things held together in connec-
tion ...

125. From which things it is evident again, that the
Lord cannot act from inmosts and ultimates at the same
time, except together with the man, for man together
with the Lord is in ultimates ; and therefore as man
acts in the ultimates which are at his determination . . .

so the Lord acts from his inmosts, and in the successives

towards the ultimates . . .

131S. A miracle infuses faith by an external way . . .

and the Lord does not enter with man by any other way
than an internal way, which is by the Word, and by
doctrine and preachings therefrom.

1 32''. And he who does not acknowledge the Lord

cannot receive anything internal of worship.

1 50-. For that which the Lord teaches He also gives

man to perceive with reason ; and this in two methods
;

one, that he sees in himself that it is so as soon as he
hears it ; the other, that he understands it by reasons . .

.

154. That it is a law of the Divine Providence that

man should be led and taught by the Lord from Heaven
through the Word, and through doctrine and preach-

ings therefrom ; and this in all appearance as of himself.

Gen. art.

155. That man is led and taught by the Lord alone.

Gen. art.

156. That man is led and taught by the Lord alone,

(means) that he lives from the Lord alone . . .

157. That man lives from the Lord alone. Fully ex.

162. That man is led and taught by the Lord alone

through the angelic Heaven and from it. Gen. art.

. That man is led through the angelic Heaven (is

said) from the appearance, but that (it is said that he is

led) from it, is from the Truth. . . For the Lord appears

above that Heaven as a Sun . . . (but) the Lord is in that

Heaven as the soul is in a man. For the Lord is omni-

present , . . and therefore the distance is an appearance

according to the conjunction with Him . . . And as no

one can be conjoined with the Lord as He is in Himself,

therefore He appears to the Angels at a distance as a

Sun ; but still He is in the universal angelic Heaven as

the soul is in a man ; and in like manner in each

Society of Heaven ; and in like manner in each Angel

there ; for the soul of a man is not only the soul of the

whole, but is also [the soul] of each part.

^. But as it is from the appearance that the Lord

rules the universal Heaven, and through this the world,

from the Sun which is from Him, and where He Himself

is ... it is allowable for anyone who is not in wisdom

itself to think that the Lord rules each and all things

from His Sun, and also that He rules the world through

the angelic Heaven . . . The Angels of the higher

Heavens do indeed speak from the appearance, but they

think from the Truth, which is, that the Lord rules the

universe from the angelic Heaven, which is [that He
does so] from Himself.

163. How the Lord leads and teaches every man from

the angelic Heaven shall be told in a few words . . . The

universal angelic Heaven appears before the Lord as one

man . . . and Heaven is not Heaven from what is proper

to the Angels, but from the recejition by the Angels of

the Divine love and Divine wisdom from the Lord.

From this it may be evident that the Lord rules the

universal angelic Heaven as one man ; and that that

Heaven, being in itself a man, is the very image and

the very likeness of the Lord ; and that the Lord Him-
self rules that Heaven as the soul rules its body. And
as the universal human racfe is ruled by the Lord, [it is
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evident] that it is not ruled through Heaven, but from

Heaven by the Lord, consequently from Himself,

because He Himself is Heaven.

164. From what has been premised, the things which

follow may be comjirehended. i. That all, both men

and Angels, are in the Lord and the Lord in them ac-

cording to the conjunction with Him ; or, what is the

same, according to the reception of love and wisdom

from Him. 2. That everyone is from these allotted a

place in the Lord, thus in Heaven, according to the

quality of the conjunction, or of the reception of Him.

... 5. That everyone from infancy is let into that

Divine Man whose soul and life is the Lord ; and that

he is led and taught from His Divine love according to

His Divine wisdom in Him and not outside of Him.

165. That man is led by the Lord through influx, and

is taught through illustration. Gen. art.

171. That man is taught by the Lord through the

"Word, and through doctrine and preachings from it

;

and thus immediately from Himself alone. Gen. art.

1 72, Ex.

174. That man is led and taught by the Lord in ex-

ternals in all appearance as of himself Gen. art.

1 80^. As man is together with the Lord in some ex-

ternal operations, and as the freedom of acting accord-

ing to reason is not taken away from anyone, it follows

that the Lord cannot act otherwise in internals than as

He acts together with man in externals.

181-. Consequently, as man disposes the externals,

the Lord disposes the internals . . .

197. That the affections of the life's love are known to

the Lord alone. Gen. art.

202^. So would it be if the Lord did not lead the

states of human minds every least moment. This the

Lord does according to the laws of His Divine Provi-

dence, according to which it is that it appears to man as

if he leads himself ; but the Lord foresees how he leads

himself, and constant]}'' accommodates.

203. It follows that the human race in the whole

world is under the Lord's auspices . . .

219^, That in himself man is temporary, and that in

Himself the Lord is eternal ; and therefore from man
there can proceed only what is temporary, and from the

Lord only what is eternal. Ex.

. Therefore if from the Lord there proceeds what
is finite ... it does not proceed from the Lord, but

from man ; and it may be said [to proceed] from the

Lord through man, because it so appears. Examp.
*. From these things there follows this—that

man from his temporary things separates from himself

the eternal things of the Lord ; but that the Lord con-

joins His eternal things with the temporary ones of

man ; that is. Himself with man, and man with

Himself.

220'^. Therefore all the operation of the Lord is from

primes and ultimates together, thus in what is full.

230^. By 'the door ' is meant the Lord ... 'I am the

door ; by Me if anyone shall enter in, he shall be saved'

(Johnx.9) ; from which it is evident that the Lord

Himself is to be approached for anyone to be saved

;

and that he who approaches Him is the shepherd of the

sheep; and that he who does not approach Him is a

thief and a robber.

231'^. The sixth kind of profanation is [committed] by

those who acknowledge the Word, and still deny the

Divine of the Lord. Ex.

. As the Lord is Heaven, and therefore those who

are in Heaven are in the Lord, therefore those who deny

the Divine of the Lord cannot be admitted into Heaven

and be in the Lord.

256-. Wonderful to say, where the Word is read

holily, and the Lord is worshipped from the Word, there

is the Lord with Heaven. The reason is that the Lord

is the Word, and the Word is the Divine truth which

makes Heaven . . .

'^. That the Word is holy, and that the Divine is

in the Lord . . . are essentials of the Church ; and

therefore those who deny the Divine of the Lord—who

are those called Socinians—have been excommunicated

from the Church . . .

257^*. It is known that without the Lord there is no

salvation ; and this being the case, it was necessary that

the Lord should be preached from the Word, and there-

by the Christian Church be instaurated.

258^. That such a doctrine (as that of faith alone) has

been permitted, is from the Divine Providence, that the

Divine of the Lord and the Holy of the Word might not

be profaned. The Divine of the Lord is not profaned

when salvation is placed in these words—That God the

Father may be merciful for the sake of the Son ... for

thus they do not approach the Divine of the Lord, but

the human, which they do not acknowledge as Divine . . .

259^. There are three essentials of the Church—the

acknowledgment of the Divine of the Lord, the acknow-

ledgment of the holiness of the Word, and the life which

is called charity . . .

262^". As to the Divine Providence, why it has per-

mitted Christians to worship . . . three Gods, and why

they have hitherto not known that God is one in Person

and in Essence . . . and that this God is the Lord
;
the

Lord is not the cause, but man himself. The Lord has

taught this manifestly in His Word . . . and He has also

taught it in the doctrine of all the Churches. (Con-

tinued under Divine Human.)

285. As these two faculties are perpetual, and are

continuous from primes to ultimates in each and all

things which man thinks and acts, and as they are not

in man from himself, but are with man from the Lord,

it follows that the Lord's presence, when in them, is

also in . . . the veriest singulars of the man's under-

standing and thought, and also of his will and affection,

and thence in the veriest singulars of his speech and

action.
e_ ^s these faculties are with man from the Lord,

and are not appropriated to man as his . . . and as this

Divine with man is in his veriest singulars, it follows

that the Lord rules the veriest singulars, both with an

evil man and with a good man ; and the government of

the Lord is what is called the Divine Providence.

292. But that still the Only Fountain of Life, which

is the Lord, is not the cause of man's thinking evil and
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falsity, may be illustrated by these things in the natural
world . . .

[P.] 2945. That thus it seems that evil is from the
Lord. Ex.

^. That they do not comprehend that the Lord
alone can cause all to think in such different ways. Ex.

295. That the Lord is continually leading (the evil)

away from evils. Gen. art. 1°.

299. That the Lord rules Hell by opposites ; and that
the evil who are in the world He rules in Hell as to the
interiors, and not as to the exteriors. Gen. art. 307, Ex.

316. All who are led by the Divine Providence of the
Lord are elevated from proprium, and then they see that
all good and truth are from the Lord ; nay, they even
see that that which is from the Lord in man is perpetu-
ally the Lord's, and never man's.

319^. "With the good, these (purely organic substances
and forms) are spirated forwards . . . and those which
are spirated forwards are turned to the Lord, and receive

influx from Him . . .

320. That if a man believed . . . that all good and
truth are from the Lord ... he would not appropriate
good to himself. . . Gen. art.

321*. All influx from the Lord is efl^ected through the
illustration of the understanding, and through the atTec-

tion of truth, and through the latter into the former.
"*. That to believe and think . . . that all good

and truth are from the Lord . . . appears to be impos-
sible, when yet it is truly human and thence angelic.

Ex.

". That to believe and think thus is impossible to

tliose who do not acknowledge the Divine of the Lord
. . . and that it is possible to those who do acknowledge
(it). Ex.

326^. From which it is evident that in proportion as

anyone Knows the Lord, and from Knowledges thinks
about Him, in the same proportion the Lord is present

;

and in proportion as anyone acknowledges Him from the
affection of love, in the same proportion the Lord is

conjoined with him : and, on the other hand, that in

proportion as anyone does not Know the Lord, in the
same proportion the Lord is absent ; and that in propor-
tion as anyone denies Him, in the same proportion He
is disjoined. Conjunction effects that the Lord turns
his face to Himself, and then leads him ; and disjunc-
tion effects that Hell turns his face to itself and leads

him ; and therefore all the Angels of Heaven turn their

faces to the Lord as a Sun, and all the Spirits of Hell
turn away their faces from the Lord.

330". (It is said) that the Lord is not known to them,
and that without the Lord there is no salvation ; but
no one has salvation on account of the Lord's being
known to him, but because he lives according to His
precepts ; and He is known to everyone who acknow-
ledges God ; for the Lord is the God of Heaven and
earth . . .

331. That the Lord cannot act against the laws of

the Divine Providence, because to act against them
would be to act against His Divine love and against
His Divine wisdom, thus against Himself. Gen. art.

3336. This is eflected by the Lord, because all the

future is present to Him, and all the present is eternal

to Him.

340^. That by this faith damnation is imputed to the

Lord. Ex.

R. Pref. After the Last Judgment ... a New Heaven
was formed from Christians, but from those alone who
could receive [the truth] that the Lord is the God of

Heaven and earth ; according to His words in Matt,

xxviii. 18 . . . From this Heaven descends and will

descend a New Church on earth . . . That this Church
will acknowledge the Lord alone, is evident from Rev.

XX. 9,10; and xix. 7,9.

^. They who (in the Christian Heaven) have

cherished no other idea of the Lord's Human than as

the human of another man, have not been able to receive

the faith of the New Jerusalem, which is that the Lord

is the Only God in whom is the Trinity ; and therefore

these have been separated and sent to the corners . . .

I, Pref. That this revelation is effected by the Lord
alone ; and that it is received by those who will be in

His New Church . , . and who acknowledge the Lord as

the God of Heaven and earth. The Lord is also

described as to the Word. Tr. (in Rev.i.

)

5. In the sight of the Lord, Heaven is as one man
whose soul is the Lord Himself ; and therefore the Lord
speaks through Heaven with man as a man speaks to

another, from his soul, through his body . . .

6. In the Apocalypse, by 'Jesus Christ,' and 'the

Lamb,' is meant the Lord as to the Divine Human ; and

by 'God' is meant the Lord as to the Divine Itself

a quo.

13. (A Divine salutation) from the Lord who is the

Eternal and the Infinite, and Jehovah. Sig. and Ex.

32-. But we do not read that the disciples called the

Lord 'brother.' Ex.

42. The inversion of the state of those who are in the

good of life as to the perception of truth in the Word,
when they turn themselves to the Lord, Sig. and

Ex.

. The arcanum (in Rev.i. 12) is that before a man
turns himself to the Lord and acknowledges Him as the

God of Heaven and earth he cannot see the Divine

truth in the Word. The reason is that God is one both

in Person and in Essence, in whom is the Trinity, and

that this God is the Lord ; and therefore those who
acknowledge a Trinity of Persons look primarily to the

Father, and some to the Holy Spirit, and rarely to the

Lord ; and if they do look to the Lord they think of

His Human as of a common man. When a man does

this he cannot possibly be illustrated in the W^ord ; for

the Lord is the Word ; for it is from Him and about

Him. On this account those who do not approach the

Lord alone regard Him and His Word as 'behind' them,

and not before them.
-. That the Lord alone is the God of Heaven and

earth He here teaches with a plain voice ; for He says,

' I am the Alpha and the Omega, the Beginning and the

End, saith the Lord, who is, and who was, and who is

to come' (ver.8) . . .

44. The Lord as to the Word, from whom is that

(New Church). Sig. and Ex.
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54. That from such presence of the Lord there is a

defect of man's Own life. Sig. and Ex.

. Man's Own life cannot endure the presence of

the Lord, such as the Lord is in Himself ; nay, such as

He is in the inmosts of His Word ; for His Divine love

is altogether like the sun's [heat] . . . This is meant by

that 'no one can see God and live' (Ex.xxxiii.20 ; Judg.

xiii.22). This being the case, the Lord appears to the

Angels in Heaven as a Sun, distant from them as the

.sun of the world is from men. The reason is that the

Lord in that Sun is in Himself. But still the Lord

modifies and tempers His Divine so that man can endure

His presence. This is effected by veilings. So was it

done when He revealed Himself to many in the Word.

Nay, by veilings He is present with everyone who
worships Him, as He Himself says in John :

' He that

doeth My precepts, I will make My abode with him'

(xiv.21,23) ; and that 'He will be in them, and they in

Him' (xv.4,5). From these things it is evident why
John, when he saw the Lord in such glory, fell at His

feet as dead ; as also when the three disciples saw the

Lord in glory they were heavy with sleep, and a cloud

veiled them over.

56. Man's Own life is to look from self to the Lord
;

but life from the Lord is to look from the Lord to the

Lord, and still as if from self. When a man is in this

life he sees himself to be not anything, but the Lord

alone. HI.

69. The New Church ... is formed from those who
approach the Lord alone, and at the same time perform

rej)entance from evil works. The rest, who do not

approach the Lord alone, from the confirmed denial that

His Human is Divine, and who do not perform repent-

ance from evil works, are indeed in the Church, but have

not anything of the Church in them. Tr. 70.

70. Therefore in the first chapter of the Apocalypse it

treats of the Lord alone ; and in these two following

ones it is He alone who speaks to the Churches, and He
aloue who will give the happy things of eternal life. 111.

71,111.

74. The Lord from whom through the Word are all

truths. Sig. and Ex.

92. The Lord, that He is the Only God. Sig. and Ex.

108. The Lord as to truths of doctrine from the

Word, by which evils and falsities are dispersed. Sig.

and Ex.

no". They indeed know the Lord, but they do not

approach Him . . .

150. That they will have this [power] from the Lord
. . . Sig. and Ex.

155. The Lord, from whom are all Truths, and all

the Knowledges of good and truth. Sig. and Ex.

160. It is to be known that dead worship . . . effects

the presence of the Lord ; but not the conjunction . . .

176. The Lordalone is the God of Heaven and earth
;

and therefore they who do not approach Him directly

do not see the way to Heaven. Sig. and Des.

180. That they are in the worship of the Lord. Sig.

and Ex.

193-. In the Word of the New Testament it is not

said 'Jehovah God,' but 'the Lord God;' for 'Lord,'

like 'Jehovah' = the Divine good, or the Divine
love.

196. The worship of the Lord alone, with new things

which were not in the former Church. Sig. and Ex.

222. That the Lord and the Father ai'e one, and are

Heaven. Sig. and Ex.

224^. Then the Angels re})lied, Read the Word, and
believe in the Lord, and you will see the truths which
are to be of your faith and life . . . But two of the

company said, We have read, but have not understood.

The Angels replied. You did not approach the Lord . . .

225, Pref. It treats . . . also of the acknowledgment
that the Lord is the only Judge.

230. 'One sitting upon the throne ' = the Lord.

247. 'Holy, holy, holy, Lord God Almighty '= that

the Word continually teaches the Lord, and that He
alone is God, and that therefore He alone is to be

woi'shipped.

248. 'Who is, and Who was, and Who is to come' =
the Lord.

249. That the Word ascribes all truth, and all good,

and all worship to the Lord who will judge. Sig.

and Ex.

251. The humiliation of all in Heaven before the

Lord, Sig. and Ex.

252. The acknowledgment that their wisdom is from
the Lord alone. Sig. and Ex.

253. The confession that the Kingdom is the Lord's

from merit and justice, because He is Divine truth and
Divine good. Sig. and Ex.

256. The Lord as to His Divine Itself from eternity,

who has omnipotence and omniscience, and who is the

Word, and who from Himself knows the states of life

of all in the Heavens and on earth, in every particular

and in every general. Sig. and Ex. E.297.

262. For the Lord alone sees the state of everyone

from inmosts to outermosts ; and also what a man has

been from infancy to old age, and what he will be to

eternity, and also what place will be allotted to him in

Heaven or Hell. This the Lord sees in an instant, and
from Himself, because He is the Divine truth itself . . .

265. 'Behold the Lion ' — the Lord, that from His

Own power He has subjugated the Hells, and has

reduced all things into order ...

269. 'The Lamb slain ' = the Lord as to His Human
not acknowledged in the Church as Divine.

275. From humiliation the adoration of the Lord

from the higher Heavens. Sig. and Ex.

279. 'They sang a new song'= the acknowledgment

and glorification of the Lord, that He alone is the

Judge, the Redeemer and Saviour, thus the God of

Heaven and earth.

286. The confession and glorification of the Lord by
the Angels of the lower Heavens. Sig. and Ex.

289. All these things in the Lord, and from Him in

them. Sig. and Ex.

290. The confession and glorification of the Lord by
the Angels of the lowest Heavens. Sig. and Ex.
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[R.]29i. That in the Lord from eternity, and thence in

His Divine Human, is the all of Heaven and of the

Church, Divine good and Divine truth, and Divine

power, and from Him in those who are in Heaven and

the Church. Sig. and Ex.

339. Confirmations of evil through falsity and of

falsity from evil, until they did not acknowledge any-

thing Divine of the Lord. Sig. and Ex.

341. The king asked them. Why did you pray to the

Lord, and not to God the Father 1 They said that they

had been so instructed below. And he said. Did I not

sometimes tell you in the world that the Lord is to be

approached ? . . . Wliat did you then reply about the

Lord ? And it was given them to recollect that they

had replied that when the Father is approaclied the Son

also is approached. But the Angels who were around

the king said, You mistake ; you did not think that

;

nor is the Lord approached when God the Father is

approached ; but God the Father is approached when

the Lord is approached, because they are one, like soul

and body. Who approaches a man's soul and so his

body ? . . .

344. 'I saw another Angel ascending from the rising

of the sun ' = the Lord providing and moderating. Ex.

348. 'The sealed ' = all who acknowledge the Lord as

the God of Heaven and earth . . .

366. Hearing the Lord, and doing the things He
commands. Sig. and Ex.

368. 'Salvation to our God who sitteth upon the

throne, and to the Lamb ' = acknowledgment from the

heart that the Lord is their Saviour. Ex.

379. That they have purified (their religious things)

by truths, and thus have been reformed by the Lord.

Sig. and Ex. . . Because all who in the world have

fought against evils, and have believed in the Lord, are

taught by the Lord after their departure out of the

world . . .

385. 'God shall wipe away every tear from their eyes'

= that they shall no longer be in combats against evils

and their falsities . . . but in goods and truths, and
thence in heavenly joys from the Lord.

388. 'When He had opened the seventh sear =
exploration by the Lord of the state of the Church, and

thence of the life, of those who are in His Spiritual

Kingdom . . .

390. The universal Spiritual Heaven in the presence

of the Lord, hearing and doing the things He commands.
Sig. and Ex.

392. 'The golden censer '= the worship of the Lord
from spiritual love.

394. 'The smoke of the incense (ascending) before

God' = their protection by the Lord. Ex.

415. 'An Angel flying in the midst of heaven' =
instruction and prediction by the Lord. By 'an Angel,'

in the supreme sense, is meant the Lord ; and thence
also something from the Lord. Ref.

443. A command by the Lord from the Spiritual

Heaven to those who were exploring and manifesting.

Sig. and Ex.

464, Pref. (In Rev.x.) it treats of the exploration • . .

of those in the Churches of the Reformed, as to what

they believe concerning the Lord as being the God of

Heaven and earth . . . and as to His Human being

Divine ; and that this is not received there, and that it

scarcely can be received so long as the dogma concern-

ing justification by faith alone is seated in their hearts.

464. In this and the following chapter it treats of the

Lord, that He is the God of Heaven and earth, and

that He is God also as to the Human ; consequently

that He is Jehovah.

465. 'I saw another mighty Angel descending from

Heaven ' = the Lord in Divine majesty and power. Ex.

That this Angel is the Lord, is evident from the descrip-

tion of Him . . . The reason He was seen as an Angel,

is that when He manifests Himself, He appears in the

Heavens and below the Heavens as an Angel ; for He
infils some Angel with His Divine accommodated to the

reception of those to whom He grants to see Him. No
Angel can endure His presence itself, such as it is in

itself, or in its essence, and still less any man, and

therefore He appears above the Heavens as a Sun . . ,

There He is in His Divine from eternity, and at the

same time in His Divine Human, wliich are one like

soul and body.

469. 'A little book open'= the Word as to this thing

of doctrine therein—that the Lord is the God of Heaven
and earth, and that His Human is Divine. Ex.

2. The little book is said to be 'open' because

this thing stands forth manifestly in the Word, and is

evident to everyone who reads, if he pays attention.

This is now treated of, because this is the essential

itself of the New Church. The reason is, that the

salvation of everyone dejjends upon the Knowledge and
acknowledgment of God . . . Now as the Lord is the

Very God of Heaven and earth, (it follows that) if He
is not acknowledged, no one is admitted into Heaven,

for Heaven is His body ; but he stands below and is

bitten by serpents, that is, by infernal Spirits, from

whom there is no healing except that which there was

for the Sons of Israel—that they should look to the

brazen serpent, by which is meant the Lord as to His

Divine Human, as is evident from John iii.14, 15.

470. That the Lord has the universal Church under

His auspices and dominion, both those therein who are

in its externals, and those therein who are in its inter-

nals. Sig. and Ex.

471. The Lord's grievous lamentation that the Church

has been taken away from Him. Sig. and Ex.

472. That the Lord will disclose what is in the little

book through the universal Heaven. Sig. and Ex.

-. (The contents of the little book concerning the

Lord, stated.)

^ For the speech of tlie Lord fallen down into

the lower parts is heard as thunder ; and as He speaks

simultaneously through the whole Heaven, thus fully,

they are called 'the seven thunders.'

473. That these things (concerning the Lord) are

indeed manifested, but that they are not received until

after those who are meant by the dragon, the beast,

and the false-prophet have been cast out of the World
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of spirits, because there would be danger if they were

received before. Sig. and Ex.

474. Attestation and testification of the Lord by

Himself. Sig. and Ex.

476. That there is not any state of the Church, nor

any Church, unless one God is acknowledged, and that

the Lord is He. Sig. and Ex.

. That God is one is not denied ; but it is denied

that the Lord is He. . . That the Church is from Him
who is Saviour and Redeemer is not denied; but that

He is to be approached immediately as the Saviour

and Redeemer is denied. Hence it is evident that the

Church will expire unless a new one comes forth which

acknowledges the Lord alone as the God of Heaven and

earth . . .

479. A command from Heaven that he should imbibe

that doctrine concerning the Lord, but that it would be

manifested through John how it would be received in

the Church, before those who are meant by the dragon,

the beast, and the false-prophet have been removed.

Sig. and Ex.

480. A movement of the lower mind with many in

the Church to receive the doctrine (concerning the Lord).

Sig. and Ex.

481. That reception from the acknowledgment that

the Lord is the Saviour and Redeemer is grateful and

pleasant ; but that the acknowledgment that He alone

is the God of Heaven and earth, and that His Human
is Divine, is ungi-ateful and disagreeable, owing to

falsifications. Sig. and Ex.

485, Pref. (In Rev.xi.) it still treats of the state of

the Church with the Reformed, as to what quality they

who are interiorly in faith alone are in their opposition

to the two essentials of the New Church ; which are,

that the Lord is the God of Heaven and earth, and that

His Human is Divine ; and that we are to live accord-

ing to the precepts of the decalogue. (Refs. to the subject

of these two essentials of the New Church will be found

under Essence, at R.490, et seq.)

486. The presence of the Lord, and His command
that he should see and Know the state of the New
Church in the New Heaven. Sig. and Ex.

490. 'My two witnesses' = those who confess and

acknowledge from the heart that the Lord is the God of

Heaven and earth, and that His Human is Divine, and

who are conjoined with Him by a life according to the

precepts of the decalogue. Ex.

504. 'Where our Lord was cruciiied' (ver.8) = the

non-acknowledgment of the Divine Human of the Lord,

and thus a state of rejection. It is said in the Church

that those crucify the Lord who blaspheme Him ; as

also those who, like the Jews, deny that He is the Son

of God. They who deny that His Human is Divine are

like the Jews, because every man regards the Lord as a

Man, and he who regards His Human as on an equality

with the human of another man cannot then think of

His Divine, however much this is called the Son of God,

born from eternity, and equal to the Divine of the

Father. When this is said and read, it is indeed heard,

but still it is not at the same time in the faith while the

Lord is thought of as being a material man like another

man, retaining equal properties of the flesh ; and as he

then removes His Divine and does not regard it, in that

state he is as if he denied it ; for he denies that His

Human is the Son of God, as the Jews did, and crucified

Him . . . From these things the reason is evident why
the men of the Church approach God the Father imme-
diately, and many also the Holy Spirit immediately,

and rarely anyone the Lord immediately.

517. 'The rest were terrified, and gave glory to the

God of Heaven '= that those who had adjoined some
goods of charity to faith, when they saw their destruc-

tion, acknowledged the Lord, and were separated. Ex.
^. As these had acknowledged the Lord from fear,

they were separated in order that they might be explored

as to the origin from which they had done goods,

whether from themselves or from the Lord. All those

do goods from themselves who do not shun evils as sins

. . . but those do them from the Lord who do shun them
as sins.

520. 'The kingdoms of the world have become our

Lord's and His Christ's, and He shall reign for ages of

ages' (ver. 15)= . . . that Heaven and the Church have

become the Lord's, as they had been from the beginning,

and that now they have also become His Divine Human's
;

thus that the Lord as to both will now reign over

Heaven and the Church to eternity. Ex.

. By 'the Lord,' here, is meant the Lord from

eternity, who is Jehovah ; and by 'Christ' is meant His

Divine Human, which is the Son of God.
^. That the Lord will reign as to His Divine

Human also, is manifestly evident from these passages.

111.

522. 'We give Thee thanks, Lord God Almighty, Who
art, and Who wast, and Who art to come' (ver. 17)=
confession and glorification by the Angels of Heaven
that the Lord is He who is, Who lives and has power

from Himself, and rules all things, because He alone is

eternal and infinite. Ex.

523. 'Because Thou hast taken Thy great power, and
hast entered upon the kingdom' (id. ) = the New Heaven
and the New Church, where they will acknowledge (the

Lord) as the only God, as He is, and as He has been.

527. Those who love the things which are the Lord's

in a less or in a greater degree. Sig. and Ex.

529. The New Heaven in which the Lord is wor-

shipped in His Divine Human. Sig. and Ex.

548^. The ministry in Heaven which is 'Jlichael' is

with those who confirm from the Word that the Lord is

the God of Heaven and earth, and that God the Father

and He are one as the soul and the body are one . . .

But by 'Gabriel' is meant the ministry with those who
teach from the Word that Jehovah came into the world,

and that the Human which He took on there is the Son

of God and Divine . . .

550. That those who are meant by the dragon have

been turned away from the Lord to themselves . . . and

that by separation from the Lord and Heaven (they

have) become devils and satans. Sig. and Ex.

553. The joy of the Angels of Heaven that the Lord

alone now reigns in Heaven and in the Church, and

that they are saved who believe in Him. Sig. and Ex.
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[R.] 555. Victory through the Divine truth of the

Word, and thence through the acknowledgment that the

Lord is the God of Heaven and earth . . . Sig. and Ex.

556. (And) who have not loved themselves more than

the Lord. Sig. and Ex.

5t7. a new state of Heaven, that they are in the

Lord, and the Lord in them. Sig. and Ex.

564-. (The notion that) the Lord born from eternity

is not one and the same with the Lord born in time
;

that is, that one Lord is God and not the other.

565. 'The dragon was angry against the woman, and

went away to make war with the rest of her seed, who
keep the commandments of God, and have the testimony

of Jesus Christ ' = (their hatred) against those who ac-

knowledge the Lord alone as the God of Heaven and

earth . . . assailing novitiates with the design of seducing

them. Ex.

566. There arose a debate among Spirits as to whether

anyone can see any doctrinal theological truth in the

Word, except from the Lord. They all agreed in this

—

that no one can except from God . . . and therefore it was

being debated whether anyone can unless he approaches

the Lord immediatel}'. On one side they said that the

Lord must be approached directly because He is the

Word ; and on the other that doctrinal truth is seen

when God the Father also is immediately approached.

(It was then shown by experiment that only those saw

truths who approached the Lord immediately.

)

*, (Some in the abyss said,) Let us pray to the

Lord for permission to ascend . . . And as they prayed

to the Lord, leave was gi-anted.

^, For the Lord in the Word enjoins on every

man who wants to be saved to do good to the neighbour

as of himself ; and yet to believe that it is of the

Lord.

5S8. That all of the Church of the Reformed acknow-

ledged this heresy (of faith alone) except those who had
believed in the Lord, Sig. and Ex.

603". Those who have imbued these arcana (of justi-

fieation by faith alone), and have thence been in the

conceit of erudition, are in the Spiritual World so

hostile against those who adore the Lord alone . . , that

they come into the wrath of anger and fury when they

see them, and also when they feel from afar the Divine

sphere of the Lord and the sphere of charity around

them.

612. The Lord now in the New Heaven collected

from those in the Christian Churches who have acknow-

ledged the Lord alone as the God of Heaven and earth

. . . Sig. and Ex.

-. The Heavens [which existed] before the Advent
of the Lord are above this one, and are called the

ancient Heavens ; in which also all acknowledge the

Lord alone as the God of Heaven and earth.

*. That by 'Mount Ziou' is signified Heaven and

the Church where the Lord alone is worshipped. HI.

613. The acknowledgment with them from love and
faith of the Divine and of the Divine Human of the

Lord. Sig. and Ex.

614. The Lord speaking through the New Heaven
from Divine truths. Sig. and Ex.

615. The Lord speaking through the New Heaven
from Divine love. Sig. and Ex.

616. The confession of the Lord from gladness of

heart by the spiritual Angels in the lower Heavens.
Sig. and Ex.

617. The celebration and glorification of the Lord
before Him and before the Angels of the higher

Heavens. Sig. and Ex.
^. By 'as it were a new song' is signified the

celebration and glorification of the Lord in the New
Christian Heaven ; here, in special, that He is acknow-
ledged as the God of Heaven and earth, as He is

acknowledged in the ancient Heavens. 662.

618. That from Christians no others could understand,

and thus from love and faith acknowledge, tliat the

Lord is the only God of Heaven and earth, than those

who have been received by the Lord into this New
Heaven. Sig. and Ex. 619.

621. That they have been conjoined with the Lord

through love and faith in Him, because they have lived

according to His precepts. Sig. and Ex.

623. The initiament of the Christian Heaven which

acknowledges one God in whom is the Trinity, and that

the Lord is He. Sig. and Ex.

625. That they are in truths from good from the Lord.

Sig. and Ex. . . For all who are led by the Lord are

kept in good by Him, and from this good there proceeds

nothing but truth ; and if falsity, it is apparent falsity,

and this is regarded by the Lord as similar to truth . . .

629. The acknowledgment and confession that all the

truth of the Word, from which the Church is the

Church, is from the Lord, according to which every

man will be judged. Sig. and Ex.

630. That the Lord alone is to be worshipped, because

He alone is the Creator, the Saviour, and the Redeemer,

and from Him alone are the angelic Heaven and the

Church, and all things of them. Sig. and Ex.

^. That Jehovah the Creator is the Lord from

eternity, and that the Lord the Saviour and Redeemer

is the Lord born in time . . .

638. That the man of the Lord's Church will be

explored through temptations from (those who are

meant by 'the beast') ... as to faith in the Lord. Sig.

and Ex.

639. 'Blessed are the dead who die in the Lord hence-

forth' (Rev.xiv. 13)-— a prediction from the Lord con-

cerning the state of those after death who will be of His

New Church ; which is, that those who suffer temptations

on account of faith in the Lord and a life according to

His precepts have eternal life and happiness. Ex.

640. That those who afflict the soul and crucify the

flesh on tliis account will have peace in the Lord. Sig.

and Ex.

645. The supplication of the Angels of Heaven to the

Lord that He will . . . perform Judgment . . . Sig. and

Ex.

649. The operation of the Lord from the good of His

love through the Divine truth of His Word into the

works of charity and faith which are %vith the men of

the Christian Church. Sig. and Ex.
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656,Pref. The preparation to disclose the last state

of the Church, and to open the evils and falsities in

which they are ; from whom have been separated those

who have confessed the Lord, and have lived according

to His precepts. (Tr. in K,ev. xv.)

663. 'Great and marvellous are Thy works, Lord God

Almighty' (ver.3)= that all things of the world, of

Heaven, and of the Church, have been created and

made by the Lord from His Divine love through His

Divine wisdom. Ex.

-. The Lord is called 'Lord' in the Word from

the Divine good of the Divine love ; and 'God' from the

Divine truth of the Divine -wisdom.

665. 'Who .shall not fear Thee, Lord, and glorify

Thy name?' (ver.4)= that He alone is to be loved and

woi'shipped.

666. 'For Thou alone art Holy ' = that the Lord is

the Word, the Truth, and the illustration. Ex.

667. That all who are in the good of love and of

charity will acknowledge the Lord alone as God. Sig.

and Ex.

668. The Word is now opened, and this testifies that

the Lord alone is the God of Heaven and earth. Sig.

669. That there was seen the inmost of Heaven,

where is the Lord in His holiness in the Word, and in

the Law which is the decalogue. Sig. and Ex.

670. Preparation by the Lord . . . Sig. . . That by

'the seven Angels' is meant the Lord . . .

672. The Lord always operates from inmosts through

ultimates, or in what is full.

675. A paper was seen to be let down from the Lord

through Heaven into a Society of Englishmen . . .

which contained an exhortation that they should ac-

knowledge the Lord as the God of Heaven and earth.

(Continued under England.
)

676. Influx from the Lord from the inmost of Heaven
into the Church of the Reformed ... to take away from

them truths and goods, and to open the falsities and

evils in which tliey are, and thus to separate them from

those who believe in the Lord . . . Sig. and Ex.

678'-. Therefore when a man wants to reject evil liy

fighting against it, he must look to the Lord
; for the

Lord operates from inmosts to ultimates ; for He enters

through the soul of the man, and purifies.

680. The influx of truth and good from the Lord
with those in the Church of the Reformed who are in

its externals . . . Sig. and Ex.

683. The influx from the Lord . . . into the under-

standing of the Word with them. Sig. and Ex.

686. 'Thou art just, Lord, Who art, and Who
wast, and Holy, because Thou hast judged these things'

(Rev.x\x5)= that this is from the Divine Providence of

the Lord, who is and who was the Word and the Divine

truth itself, which otherwise would be profaned. Ex.

689.

693. Tliat on this account they cannot receive with

any faith that the Lord is the God of Heaven and earth

even as to the Human, although the Word teaches it.

Sig. and Ex.
VOL. IV.

694. The influx from the Lord into their faith. Sig.

and Ex.

697. That they could not acknowledge the Lord alone

to be the God of Heaven and earth, on account of the

resistance from interior falsities and evils . . . Sig. and

Ex.

699. The influx from the Lord into their interior

reasonings . . . Sig. and Ex.

705. The Advent of the Lord, and Heaven then for

those who look to Him, and remain steadfast in a life

according to His precepts . . . Sig. and Ex.

708. The influx from the Lord into all things together

with the men of the Church of the Reformed. Sig. and

Ex.

709. That thus it was manifested by the Lord that

all things of the Church have been devastated . . . Sig.

and Ex.

716^. The king (of England was especially amazed

that) the English bishops had so thought about the

Lord.

718. Revelation from the Lord from the inmost of

Heaven concerning the Roman Catholic religiosity. Sig.

and Ex.

. It is not said the Roman Catholic Church, but

the Roman Catholic religiosity, because they do not

approach the Lord . . . and the Church is the Church

from the Lord . . . and its perfection is according to the

acknowledgment of the Lord . . .

738. That all the Divine truths of the Word have

been destroyed except this one—that to the Lord has

been given all Power in Heaven and on earth ; and

except another which has not yet come into question ;

and when it does, it will not remain ; and which is that

the Human of the Lord is Divine. Sig. and Ex.

743. The combat of the Lord with them concerning

the acknowledgment of His Divine Human, because in

it the Lord is the God of Heaven and earth, and also

the Word. Sig. and Ex.

. From the Lord's dominion over all the goods

of Heaven and the Church, He is called 'Lord of lords'

;

and from His Kingdom over all the truths of Heaven

and the Church, He is called 'King of kings.'

2_ That the Lord is the God of Heaven and earth.

He Himself teaches in manifest words. 111.

. Who does not know that the Lord was conceived

of God the Father . . .

744. That those who approach and worship the Lord

alone are they who come into Heaven ;
both those who

are in the externals of the Church, and those who are in

its internals and inmosts. Sig. and Ex.

749. Judgment with them from the Lord that they

should utterly repudiate and hold as accursed the

Roman Catholic religiosity . . . Sig. and Ex.

754. A strong influx from the Lord from Heaven

through Divine truth, from which His Church was in

heavenly light. Sig. and Ex.

756. When they become demons . . . and know that

the Lord alone dominates over Heaven and earth, they

become hatreds against Him, insomuch that after the

lapse of an age they cannot bear to hear Him named.
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[R. ]
758". And that which is from the Lord remains

the Lord's with the recipients ; for that which is from

the Lord is Divine, which can never become man's Own.

The Divine can be with man, but not in what is his

Own ; for the proprium of man is nothing but evil . . .

What is Divine from the Lord is exijuisitely separated

from the proprium of man, and is elevated above it . . .

760. An exhortation from the Lord to all . . . to

beware of conjunction with that religiosity by acknow-

ledgment and affection . . . Sig. and Ex.

761. That the Lord will protect the Heavens from

violence thence. Sig. and Ex.

766. 'She shall be burnt in the fire, because strong is

the Lord God judging her' (Rev.xviii.8) = that they will

be hatreds against the Lord and against His Heaven

and Cliurch, because they will then see that the Lord

alone dominates and reigns over all things in the

Heavens and on eartli . . . Ex.

768. (Thus) it is the confession of the Lord, that He
is the Son of the Living God, Who has Power over

Heaven and earth, upon which the Lord builds His

Church ; thus upon Himself, and not upon Peter. Ex.
e_ They were thus convinced, although they did

not want to be convinced, that this Power belongs to

the Lord alone, and not in the least to any man,

because it is Divine Power.

791. That by a strong influx of the Lord from Heaven

that religiosity . . . will be cast headlong into Hell . . .

Sig. and Ex.

796. That those who are in that religiosity from

doctrine and life according to it have not any illustration

from the Lord . . . Sig. and Ex.

-. The acknowledgment and worship of the Lord,

and the reading of the Word, effect the presence of tlie

Lord ; and these two things together \vith a life accord-

ing to His precepts efiect conjunction with Him. In

Babylon it is the contrary. There the Lord is acknow-

ledged, but without dominion . . . Instead of the Lord,

the pope is there worshipped . . .

s. From these passages it is evident that the

Lord is the Light from which is all illustration and tlie

derivative perception of truth . . .

797. 'A bridegroom, in the supreme sense, =the
Lord as to Divine good . . .

798. Because with them there is not the marriage of

the Lord and the Church . , .

^. The Divine operation of the Lord to save men,

is from primes through ultiraates . . . The ultimates

through which the Lord operates are on earth, and in

fact with men. On this account, that the Lord Him-
self might be in ultimates as He is in primes. He came
into the world, and put on the Human . . . Hence it is

that the Lord is called 'the First and the Last . .
.'

Who cannot see . . . that the salvation of man is the

continual operation of the Lord with man from the

first of his infancy to the last of his life, and tliat this

is purely Divine . . .

800. By their 'sorcery' . . . are signified the wicked
arts by which they have deluded and persuaded that

they might be worshipped in jjlace of the Lord, and

thus as the Lord ; and because the Lord is the God of

Heaven and earth . . .

802^. How can the Divine Power of the Lord be

transferred into you? How can the Divinity of the

Lord be separated from His soul and body ?

8o3,Pref. A glorification of the Lord by the Angels of

Heaven because the Roman Catholic religiosity has been

removed in the Spiritual AVorld. Tr. 803.

. An annunciation concerning the Advent of the

Lord, Tr.

804. 'Salvation, and glory, and honour, and power,

to the Lord our God' (Rev.xix. i) = that now there is

salvation from the Lord, because there is now reception

of Divine truth and Divine good from His Divine

Power. Ex.
^. This also is the reason why not until after the

Last Judgment it was revealed . . . that the Lord alone

is the God of Heaven and earth . . .

808. The adoration of the Lord as the God of Heaven
and earth, and as the Judge of the universe, by the

Angels of the higher Heavens ; and the confirmation of

the thanksgiving, confession, and celebration of Him,
made by the Angels of the lower Heavens. Sig. and Ex.

809. Influx from the Lord into Heaven, and thus the

unanimity of the Angels, that all who are in the truths

of faith and the goods of love should worship the Lord

as the only God of Heaven. Sig. and Ex. 810.

. For as the Lord is above the Heavens, and

appears before the Angels as a Sun, He does not speak

to the Angels thence, but He inflovvs ; and that which

inflows is received in Heaven and uttered . . .

Sii. The joy of the Angels of the lowest Heavens, of

the Angels of the middle Heaven, and of the Angels of

the highest Heaven, that the Lord alone reigns in the

Church which is now to come. Sig. and Ex.

^. 'For the Lord God omnipotent reigneth'

(ver. 6.)= because the Lord alone reigns ; for the Lord is

called 'the Omnipotent.' 111.

812. Joy of soul and heart, and a consequent glori-

fication of the Lord, that henceforth there is effected a

full marriage of Him with the Church. Sig. and Ex.

817. That this is to be believed because it is from the

Lord. Sig. and Ex.

8 1 8. That the Angels are not to be adored . . . but,

in consociation with them, the Lord alone. Sig. and Ex.

946.

819. 'For the testimony of Jesus is the Sjjirit of

prophecy '= that the acknowledgment that the Lord is

the God of Heaven and earth, and a life according to

His precepts together therewith, in the universal sense,

is the all of the Word and of doctrine therefrom. Ex.

820. The spiritual sense of the Word revealed by the

Lord, and the interior understanding of the Word
thereby disclosed, which is the Advent of the Lord.

Sig. and Ex.

821. The Lord as to the Word, that He is the Divine

good and Divine truth itself, from both of which He
effects the Judgment, and separates the good from the

evil. Sig. and Ex.

822. The Divine wisdom of the Divine love of the

Lord. Sig. and Ex.
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823. The Divine truths of the Word from the Lord.

Sig. and Ex.

824. That no one sees the quality of the Word in its

spiritual and celestial senses except the Lord, and he to

whom He I'cveals it. Sig. and Ex.

826. Tlie Angels in the New Christian Heaven who
had been conjoined with the Lord in the interior under-

standing of the Word . . . Sig. and Ex.

827. The dispersion of falsities by the Lord through

doctrine thence. Sig. and Ex.

828. That (the Lord) will convince all who are in

dead faith by means of the truths of the sense of the

letter of the Word, and by means of rational things.

Sig. and Ex.

829. That the Lord has endured alone all the evils of

the Church, and all the violence offered to the Word,
thus to Himself. Sig. and Ex.

830. 'He hath upon His vesture and upon His thigh

a name written. King of kings and Lord of lords' (ver.

16) = that the Lord teaches in the Word what His

quality is—that He is the Divine truth of the Divine

wisdom, and the Divine good of the Divine love ; thus

that He is the God of the universe. Ex.

831. The Lord from Divine love and thence from

Divine zeal, calling and convoking all who are in the

spiritual aSection of truth, and who think about Heaven,

to the New Church, and to conjunction with Himself,

and thus to eternal life. Sig. and Ex.

839". (The Angels said,) We in Heaven read the

Lord's Prayer daily . . . and we do not then think of

God the Father, because He is invisible, but we think

of Him in His Divine Human, because in this He is

visible ; and in this He is called by you Christ, but by
us the Lord ; and thus to us the Lord is our Father in

Heaven. The Lord has also taught that He and the

Father are one ; that the Father is in Him, and He in

the Father ; and that he who seeth Him seeth the

Father ; and also that no one cometli to the Father

except through Him ; and likewise that it is the will of

the Father that they should believe in the Son ; and
that he who believeth not in the Son does not see life

. . . From which it is evident that the Father is

approached through Him and in Him ; and because it is

so. He has also taught that all Power has been given to

Him in Heaven and on earth . . .

^. That 'Our Father in the Heavens' is the Lord

Jesus Christ. HI.

^. That 'Hallowed be Thy Name' is to approach

the Lord and worship Him. HI.

^'l That 'Thy Kingdom come' is that the Lord
reigns. HI.

840,Pref. Concerning the ascent from the Lower
Earth of those who had worshipped the Lord . . . Tr.

840. The operation of the Lord into the lower parts

from the Divine Power of shutting and opening, and of

binding and loosing. Sig. and Ex.

841-. For all who do not approach the Lord immedi-

ately, think sensuously about the things of the Church,

and cannot think spiritually ; for the Lord is the Light

itself, and therefore they who do not approach the Lord
immediately cannot think from spiritual light . . . but

from natural light separated from spiritual light, which

is to think sensuously. Hence it is that they are called

'the old serpent.' They Avho do not approach the Lord

immediately, and do not shun evils as sins, remain in

sins; and hence it is that the dragon is called 'the

devil.' And as the same are in falsities as to doctrine,

the dragon is called 'satan.

'

843. That the Lord has completely removed those

who were in faith alone . . . Sig. and Ex.

846. Those who had been rejected . . . because they

had worshipped the Lord, and had lived according to

the truths of His Word. Sig. and Ex.

849. Who had already been for some time in con-

junction with the Lord and in His Kingdom. Sig. and

Ex.

851. That primarily salvation and eternal life is to

worship the Lord, and to live according to His precepts

in the Word ; because through these things is effected

conjunction with the Lord, and consociation with the

Angels of Heaven. Sig. and Ex.

852. That they who come into Heaven . . . have

illustration through conjunction with the Lord. Sig.

and Ex.

854. Because they are kept by tlie Lord in the good

of love, and thence in the truths of wisdom. Sig.

and Ex.

S65. The universal Judgment etfected by the Lord

upon all the former Heavens . . . Sig. and Ex.

866. All who were . . . now in the World of Spirits

. . . gathered together by the Lord to Judgment. Sig.

and Ex.

874. That those who had not lived according to the

precepts of the Lord in the Word, and had not believed

in the Lord, were condemned. Sig. and Ex.

876,Pref. That after the Last Judgment, throiigh the

New Heaven, there will come forth a New Church on

earth, which will worship the Lord alone. Its con-

junction with the Lord. (Tr. in Rev.xxi.)

876. That a New Heaven from Christians has been

formed by the Lord . . . where are those who had wor-

shipped the Lord, and had lived according to His

precepts in the Word . . . Sig. and Ex.

-. In this New Christian Heaven are all who

from the first instauration of the Christian Church ha\-e

worshipped the Lord ... In that Heaven are also all

the infants of Christians, because they have been

educated by the Angels in these two essentials of the

Church, which are, the acknowledgment of the Lord as

the God of Heaven and earth . . .

877. The Heavens not made by the Lord . . . Sig.

and Ex.

879^. (The New Church) is said to 'come down from

God out of Heaven,' because from the Lord through the

New Christian Heaven . . .

881; That Church conjoined with the Lord through

the Word. Sig. and Ex.

S82. The Lord from love speaking and evangelizing

that He will now be present \\ith men in His Divine

Human. Sig. and Ex.
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[R.] 883. 'He shall dwell with them, and they shall

be His people, and He Himself shall be with them, their

God' = the conjunction of the Lord, which is such that

they are in Him, and He in them. Ex.

. (The above words— ) that they are the Lord's,

and the Lord is theirs
;
(thus) that they will be in the

Lord, and the Lord in them . . .

^. It is to be known that conjunction with the

Lord is one thing, and His presence is another : con-

junction with the Lord is given to none except those

who approach Him immediately ; His presence to the

rest.

884. That tlie Lord will take away from them all

grief of mind, fear of damnation, of evils and falsities

from Hell, and of temptations from them. Sig. and Ex.

886. The Lord speaking concerning the Last Judg-

ment to those who should come into the World of

Spirits . . . from the time when He was in the world

until now, [and saying] these things . . . and that they

may know these tilings for certain, and remember them,

because the Lord Himself has testified and said it. Sig.

and Ex. 942.

^. By 'Him who sat upon the throne' is meant

the Lord. Ref.

887. What the Lord says the third time is what must

be believed, because it is Divine truth. Sig.

888. 'I am tlie Al[iha and the Omega, the Beginning

and the End' (ver.6) = that they may know that the

Lord is the God of Heaven and earth, and that all

things in Heaven and on earth have been made by Him,

and are ruled through His Divine Brovidence, and take

place according to it. Ex. 950.

889. That to those who long for truths from any

spiritual use the Lord will give from Himself through

the Word all which conduce to that use. Sig. and Ex.

. By ' the Fountain of the water of life ' is signified

the Lord, and the Word.
. 'To give gratis' — from the Lord . . .

890. 'He that overcometh shall possess all things,

and I will be to him a God, and he .shall be to Me a son'

= that those who conquer the evils with themselves . . .

and who do not yield when tempted by the Babylonians

and dragonists, will come into Heaven, and will there

live in the Lord, and the Lord in them. Ex.

895. Influx and manifestation from the Lord from the

inmost of Heaven concerning the Xew Church, which

will be conjoined with the Lord through the Word.
Sig. and Ex.

900. Guards lest anyone should enter into the New
Church unless he is in these Knowledges from the Lord.

Sig. and Ex. ".

903. All things of doctrine from the Word concerning

the Lord, and concerning a life according to His pre-

cepts. Sig. and Ex.

914. This light, which illustrates the mind, inflows

from no other source than out of Heaven from the Lord ;

and as those who will be of the New Jerusalem will

approach the Lord directly, this light inflows by the

way of order, which is through the love of the will into

the perception of the understanding. 912, Sig. and Ex.

915. All things of that doctrine from the sense of the

letter of the Word in their order with those who approach

the Lord immediately . . . Sig. and Ex.

916. That the acknowledgment and Knowledge of the

Lord conjoin into one all the Knowledges of truth and
good which are from the Word, and introduce into the

Church. Sig. and Ex.

. It is called one Knowledge, although there are

many which make up this one Knowledge ; for the

Knowledge of the Lord is the universal of all things of

doctrine and thence of all things of the Church ... for

the Lord is the all in all things of Heaven and the

Church, and thence in all things of worship.

^. That the Lord is the gate itself through which
men enter into the Church, and thence into Heaven, He
Himself teaches in John x. 9. And that the acknow-
ledgment and Knowledge of Him are the pearl itself , . .

in Matt.xiii.45,46.

918. 'I saw no temple in it, because the Lord God
Almighty is the Temple of it, and the Lamb' (ver. 19)=
that in this Church there will not be any external

separated from what is internal, because the Lord Him-
self in His Divine Human, from which is everything

of the Cliurch, is alone approached, worshipped, and

adored.

919. That the men of that Church will not be in the

love of self and in Own intelligence . . . but in spiritual

light from the Divine truth of the Word from tlie Lord
alone. Sig. and Ex.

920. That all who are in the good of life, and believe

in the Lord, will there live according to Divine truths,

and will see them within themselves . . . Sig. and Ex.

921. That all who are in truths of wisdom from

spiritual good will there confess the Lord, and will

ascribe to Him all the truth and all the good which are

with them. Sig. and Ex.

922. That there will be constantly received into the

New Jerusalem those who are in truths from the good

of love from the Lord . . . Sig. and Ex.

923. That those who enter will bring with them the

confession, acknowledgment, and faith, that the Lord is

the God of Heaven and earth, and that every truth of

the Church, and all the good of religion, are from Him.

Sig. and Ex.

925. That no others are received into the New Church

. . . than those who believe in the Lord, and live

according to His precepts in the Word. Sig. and Ex.

926-. I prayed to the Lord, and the interiors of my
mind were suddenly opened . . .

*. It was (then) given them to open the Tliird

Heaven . . . and then . . . the whole of that temple

vanished, and in place of it was seen the Lord alone

standing upon the foundation stone, which was the

Word, in a like form to that in which He was seen by

John (Rev.i.).

932,Bref. (In Rev.xxii.) that Church is still described

as to intelligence from Divine truths from the Lord.

That the Apocalypse has been manifested by the Lord.

. . . Concerning the Advent of the Lord, and His con-

junction Avith those who believe in Him, and live

according to His precepts. 932.
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933. That in the inmosts of the Truths of doctrine

and thence of life in the Church is the Lord in His

Divine love, from whom flow forth all the goods which

man does apparently as from himself. Sig. and Ex.

2. This takes place with those who approach the

Lord immediately, and shun evils because they are sins
;

thus who will be in the Lord's New Church . . . For

those who do not approach the Lord immediately cannot

be conjoined with Him, thus neither with the Father,

and thence cannot be in love which is from the Divine
;

for looking conjoins, not intellectual looking alone, but

intellectual looking from the affection of the will . . .

935. That the Lord produces goods with man accord-

ing to every state of truth with liim. Sig. and Ex.

937. That in the Church which is the New Jerusalem

there will not be any separated from the Lord, because

the Lord Himself will reign there ; and they who are in

truths from Him through the Word, and do His com-

mandments, will be with Him, because conjoined. Sig.

and Ex.
-. This state of all derives its origin from the fact

that the Lord is present with everyone according to

faith, and is conjoined according to love. Faith and

the consequent presence of the Lord are given through

the Knowledges of truth from the Word, especially those

concerning the Lord Himself there ; but love and the

consequent conjunction are given through a life accord-

ing to His precepts. (Continued under Conjoin.)

938. That they will turn themselves to the Lord, and

that the Lord will turn Himself to them, because they

are conjoined by love. Sig. and Ex.

. 'To see the face of God and the Lamb,' or of

the Lord, does not mean to see His face, because no one

can see His face as He is in His Divine love and in His

Divine wisdom, and live ; for He is the Sun of Heaven
. . . and to see His face, as He is in Himself, would be

as if one should enter into the sun , . . But the Lord

sometimes presents Himself to view outside of His Sun
;

but He then veils Himself over and presents Himself to

their sight, which is done through an Angel ; as He
had also done in the world before Abraham, etc. . .

939. That to 'see the face of the Lord' does not mean
to see His face ; but to Know and acknowledge Him as

He is with respect to His Divine attributes. 111.

940. 'There shall be no night there, and they have

no need of a lamp and of the light of the sun, because

the Lord illustrates them' (ver. 5.) = tbat in the New
Jerusalem there will not be any falsity of faith, and that

men will not be in Knowledges concerning God from

natural lumen which is from Own intelligence, and

from glory originating from conceit ; but that they will

be in spiritual light from the "Word from the Lord

alone. Ex.

943. 'The Lord God of the holy prophets hath sent

His Angel to show to His servants the things which

must quickly be done' (ver. 6) = that the Lord, from

whom is the Word of both Covenants, has revealed

through Heaven to those who are in truths from Him the

things which will certainly be.

-. The reason 'the Angel,' here, = Heaven, is

that the Lord spoke to John through Heaven . . . and

speaks through Heaven to everyone to whom He does

speak. The reason is that the angelic Heaven in general

is like one man, whose soul and life is the Lord ; and

therefore everything which the Lord speaks He speaks

through Heaven, as the soul and mind of a man does

through his body.

'. But I will declare this mystery. The Lord

speaks through Heaven, but still the Angels there do

speak, and do not even know what the Lord is speak-

ing, unless there are with the man some of them through

whom the Lord is speaking openly from Heaven, as with

John and some of the prophets. For there is an influx

of the Lord through Heaven, as there is an influx of the

soul through the body. The body does indeed speak

and act, and also feels something of the influx ; but still

the body does not act anything from itself . . . That

such is the speech, nay, that such is all the influx, of

the Lord through Heaven with men, it has been given

to know from much experience.

^. The Lord alone knows the thoughts of men.

949. That the Lord will certainly come, and that He
is Heaven and happiness of eternal life to everyone

according to his faith in Him, and his life according to

His precepts. Sig. and Ex.

2_ 'fhese are solely from the Lord, and the things

which are from the Lord are not only from Him, but are

also Himself ; for the Lord cannot send forth anything

from Himself unless it is Himself ; for He is omnipresent

with every man according to the conjunction ; and the

conjunction is according to the reception ;
and the re-

ce})tion is according to the . . . charity and faith ; and

the charity and faith are according to the life ; and the

life is according to the aversion to evil and falsity ; and

the aversion to evil and falsity is according to the

Knowledge of what evil and falsity are, and then accord-

ing to repentance and the simultaneous looking to the

Lord. That the reward is not only from the Lord, but

is also the Lord Himself, is evident from the passages in

the Word where it is said that those who are conjoined

with Him are in Him, and He in them ; and also where

it is said that the Holy Spirit is in them ; and the Holy

Spirit is the Lord, for it is His Divine presence . . . For

the Lord is love itself and wisdom itself ; and these two

are not in place, but are where they are received ... In

the Works on the Divine Providence, and on the Divine

Love and Wisdom, it has been demonstrated that tlie

Lord is in men according to the reception, and not any

Divine separated from Him. In this idea are the

Angels, when they are in the idea of the Divine omni-

presence, and I doubt not that some Christians can be

in the like.

951. That those have eternal life who live according

to tlie Lord's jireccpts for the sake of tlie end that they

may be in the Lord and the Lord in them thiough love,

and in His New Church through Knowledges concerning

Him. Sig. and Ex.

'. Tliat they who are in the Lord and the Lord in

them are in all Power, so that whatever they will they

can do, the Lord Himself says in John xv.5,7 ; and in

like manner concerning Power in ]Matt.vii.7 ; Markxi.

24; Luke xi.9, 10. Nay, in Matthew, Jesus said, 'If

ye shall have faith, if ye sliall say to this mountain,

Remove, cast thyself into the sea, it shall be done. Yea,

all things which ye shall ask believing ye sliall receive'
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(xxi.21,22). By these words is described the Power of

those who are in the Lord. These do not waut any-

thing, and so do not ask anything, except from the

Lord ; and whatever they want and ask from the Lord

is done ; for the Lord says, 'Withont Me ye cannot do

anything : abide in Me and I in you.'

[R.] 953. A testification by the Lord before the whole

Christian world, that it is trne that the Lord alone has

manifested the things which are described in this Book,

as also the things which have now been opened.

. The reason the Lord here names Himself 'Jesus,'

is that all in the Christian world may know that the

Lord Himsell, who Avas in the world, has (done this).

954. That He is the very Lord who was born in the

world . . . and who will come with new light which

will arise before His New Church . . . Sig. and Ex.

957. That they who read and know the truths of

<loctrine of this Book now opened by the Lord, and still

acknowledge any other God than the Lord, and any

other faith than in Him . . . cannot do otherwise than

perish . . . Sig. and Ex. 958, Sig. and Ex.

^. There are two things in this prophetic Book

to which all things of it relate : the lirst is that no

other God is to be acknowledged than the Lord
; and

the second is that no other faith is to be acknowledged

than faith in the Lord.

958-. Therefore they who do not approach the Lord

immediately cannot see any truth from the Word.

960^. Here, at the end of the Book, the Lord speaks

and the Churcli speaks, as the Bridegroom and the

bride . . .

96 r. The Angels requested mc to say from their

mouth that if anyone does not approach the God Him-
self of Heaven and earth, he cannot come into Heaven,

becanse Heaven is Heaven from that One Only God ; and

that this God is Jesus Christ, who is Jehovah the Lord,

the Creator from eternity, the Saviour in time, and the

Reformer to eternity ; thus who is at once the Father,

the Son, and the Holy Spirit.

962-. (A Council of the clergy there seen deliberating

about the Lord. The discussion fully stated.) B. 120.

T.188.

M. I. For it has pleased the Lord to manifest Him-
self to me . . .

21-. (On the wedding-day) the bridegroom represents

the Lord.

-. There arc two things which make the marriage

of the Lord and the Church—love, and wisdom ; and

the Lord is love, and the Church is wisdom.

29-. It has been provided by the Lord, who is Jehovah

from eternity, and the Creator of the universe . . .

70. That no others can couie into (love truly con-

jugial) . . . than those who approach the Lord . . .

Gen. art.

82^. He asked, How can you demonstrate the first

(doctrinal of the Church meant by the New Jerusalem)

—that there is one God, in whom is the Divine Trinity,

and that He is the Lord Jesus Christ ? I said, I

demonstrate it thus. Is not God one and indivisible ?

Is there not a Trinity '? If God is one and indivisible.

is He not one Person ? If He is one Person, is not the

Trinity in that Person ? That He is the Lord Jesus

Christ is evident from these things—that He was con-

ceived from God the Father (Luke i. 34,35), and thus

that as to His soul He is God ; and thence, as He Him-
self says, that the Father and He are one (John x. 30) ;

that He is in the Father, and the Father in Him (John

xiv. 10, 11) ; that He who seeth Him and Knoweth Him,

seeth and Knoweth the Father (John xiv. 7,9) ; that no

one seeth and Knoweth the Father but He who is in the

bosom of the Father (John i. 18) ; that all things of the

Father are His (John iii.35 ; xvi.15) ; that He is the

AVay, the Truth, and the Life, and that no one cometh

to the Father but through Him (John xiv. 6) ; thus from

Him, because He is in Him ; and, according to Paul,

that all the fulness of the Divinity dwelleth bodily in

Him (Col.ii.9); and besides, that He has Power over

all flesh (Johnxvii. 2) ; and that He has all Power in

Heaven and on earth (Jlatt. xxviii. iS) ; from all of

which it follows that He is the God of Heaven and

earth.

116. On the marriage of the Lord and the Church,

and its correspondence. Chapter.

117. That in the Word the Lord is called the ' Ikide-

groom,' and 'Husband' . . . 111.

118. Also that the Lord is called 'Father,' and the

Church 'mother.' 111.

129. That the Church is from the Lord, and is with

those who approach Him, and live according to His

precepts. Gen. art.

135^. The Lord alone, when He was in the world, was

wise from Himself, and did good from Himself, because

the Divine Itself was in Him and of Him from birth
;

and therefore also from His Own power He became the

Redeemer and Saviour.

208^. (Husbands) grow cold to their wives when they

think vain things against the Lord and the Church.

262^. For the love of uses is from the Lord, and is

the Lord Himself.

266^. Everyone who believes in the Lord, and shuns

evils as sins, does uses from the Lord ; whereas everyone

who does not believe in the Lord . . . does uses from

himself. . .

267^. For everyone is withheld from the concupiscence

of evil, and is kept in intelligence, according to his

lookino- to the Lord, and at the same time his conjunc-

tion with Him. Without this, man is nothing but con-

cupiscence.

336. That all these things (that is, celestial blessed-

nesses, spiritual happinesses, and natural delights) are

impossible, except from the Lord alone ; and that they

are c^iven to no others than those who approach Him

and live according to His precepts. Ex.

337-. The reason love truly conjugial is so rare in

the Christian world, is tliat few there approach the

Lord . . .

342. That no others are elevated into the higher

Mohammedan Heaven than those who . . . acknowledge

our Lord as equal to God the Father . . . Gen. art.

T.832.
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343. I have heard that it is impossible for them to

thiuk of our Lord as one with God the Father . . ,

T.832.

349. That polygamy is not sin with tliose who are in

ignorance about the Lord. Gen. art.

. The reason is that love truly eonjugial is from

the Lord alone, and this can be given by the Lord to no

others than those who know Him, acknowledge Him,

believe in Him, and live the life which is from Him.

356". The Angel replied. Shun adulteries as infernal,

and approach the Lord, ami you will liave it (perpetual

vigour). They said. We will so shun them, and we -will

approach the Lord. But the Angel replied, You cannot

shun adulteries as infernal evils, unless in like manner

you shun all other evils, because adulteries are the com-

plex of all ; and unless you do shun them, you cannot

approach the Lord ; for the Lord receives no others.

389. Hence it is that whatever proceeds from the

Lord is in an instant from primes in ultimates.

397. Everything which proceeds from the Lord in an

instant pervades the universe.

466'^ In proportion as (a Christian) loves a concubine

... he at heart acknowledges the Lord to be only a

natural man, and the Son of JIaiy.

B. 63. This light and tlie derivative perception inflow

solely with those who acknowledge tlie Lord as the God

of Heaven and earth, and approach Him alone . . .

98. The reason the Christian world has fallen into

this faith, Avhich has separated from it all the truths

and goods of Heaven and the Church ... is solely

because they have distinguished God into three, and

have not believed the Lord God the Saviour to be one

with God the Father, and thus have not approached

Him immediately ; when yet He alone as to His Human
is the Divine truth itself which is ' the Word that was

God with God,' and 'the true Light which illuminates

every man,' which 'was made IJesh.'

6_ From all experience, and the consequent testi-

fication from Heaven, I am able to declare for certain

that it is impossible to obtain a single theological

truth which is geuuine, from any other source than the

Lord alone . . .

loi. That the Church is the Lord's. HI.

1 14^. (The Lord God the Saviour used instead of Jesus

Christ in the parallel passage in R. 531.)

I16-. That the Lord God the Saviour Jesus Christ is

that God. T.2.

T.4. Some months ago, the Lord called together His

twelve disciples, now Angels, and sent them forth into

the universal Spiritual World, with the command that

they should there preach the Gospel anew . . .

81. On the Lord the Redeemer. Chapter.

. By the Lord the Redeemer we mean Jehovah in

the Human . . .

. The reason it is said Lord, and not Jehovah, is

that 'Jehovah,' in the Old Testament, is called 'Lord'

in the New. 111. . . Moreover, the Lord commanded His

disciples to call Him 'Lord,' and therefore He was so

called by the Apostles in their Epistles, and afterwards

by the Apostolic Church, as is evident from its creed

. . . Moreover, by 'Jehovah' is meant the Divine Esse

which was from eternity ; and the Human, which He
assumed in time, was not that Esse. . . For this reason,

here and in what follows, by The Lord, we mean Jehovah

in His Human.
2_ jq-Q^v as the Knowledge of the Lord surpasses

in excellence all Knowledges, the disposition [of the

subject] shall be so ordered that this Knowledge may
come into the light. Fully ex.

946. (The effect upon the Church of regarding the

Lord as the Son of Mary. Des.)

95. That through acts of redemption the Lord made

Himself justice. Gen. art.

. It is believed in Christian Churches that the

Lord alone has merit and justice . . . But it has been

supposed that the passion of the cross was the act of

redemption itself ; when yet . . . the acts of redemption

by which the Lord made Himself justice were that He
executed the Last Judgment . . . and of the worthy He
founded a New Heaven, and of the unworthy a Hell,

and successively reduced into order all things in both
;

and established a New Church besides.

96. When a man lives according to order, he procures

for himself . . . not the justice of the Lord's redemption,

but the Lord Himself as justice.

97. That by the same acts the Lord united Himself

to the Father, and the Father [united] Himself to Him,

Gen. art.

looo. This conjunction (with the Lord) is effected by

man approaching the Lord, and the Lord Him ;
for it

is a fixed and imnmtable law, that in proportion as a

man approaches tlie Lord, in the same proportion the

Lord approaches the man.

ioi2. Besides, Jehovah God calls both Himself and

Him 'Lord;' for we read: 'The Lord said unto My
Lord, Sit at My right hand' (Ps.cx.i).

102. It is believed that the Lord as to the Huma,n

not only has been, but also is, the Son of Mary ;
but in

this the Christian world is deluded. That He was the

Son of Mary is true ; but that He is so still is not true
;

for by the acts of redemption He put off the human

from the mother, and put on a Human from the Father

. . . 111. 103^.

104. That when the Lord was in the world He had

two states, which are called those of exinanition and

calorification, has been known in the Church. 111.

105. The reason the Lord had these two states . . .

was that no other progression to union is possible . . .

The Divine order is, that man disposes himself for the

reception of God . . . This man must do of himself
. . .

In like manner the Lord, in order that He might make

His natural human Divine. Hence it is that He prayed

to the Father ; that He did His will ; that all things

which He operated and said He attributed to Him ;
and

tliat upon the cross He said, My God, :\Iy God, why hast

Thou forsaken me ? for in this state God appears to be

absent. But after this state there comes the other,

which is a state of conjunction with God. In this the

man acts in like manner, but now from God ;
nor has

he now need ... to attribute to God all the good which

he wills and does . . . because this is inscribed on his
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heart ... In like manner did the Lord unite Himself

to the Father, and the Father Himself to Him . . .

IIO'*.

[T.] 107. That hereafter no one from Christians comes

into Heaven, except him who believes in the Lord God
the Saviour,'and approaches Him alone. Gen. art.

-. That we are to believe in the Lord God the

Saviour, is evident from these passages in the Word. 111.

^. As to those who do not know anything about

the Lord, as is the case with most in , . . Asia and
Africa ... if they believe in one God, and live accord-

ing to the precepts of their religion, they are saved by
means of their faith and life . . .

108. To confirm this further, I will relate . . . that

there is being at this day founded by the Lord a New
Angelic Heaven ... of those who believe in the Lord
God the Saviour, and approach Him immediately ; and
that all others are rejected ; and therefore if hereafter

anyone from the Christian world comes into the Spiritual

World . . . and does not believe in the Lord, and
approach Him alone, and is then not able to receive

this, because he has lived evilly, or has confirmed him-
self in falsities, at his first step to Heaven he is repelled,

and his face is turned away from it, and is turned to

the Lower Earth, whither he also goes, and conjoins

himself with those there who are meant by 'the dragon'
and 'the false-prophet.' Moreover, every man in

Christian lands who does not believe in the Lord, is

hereafter not listened to ; in Heaven his prayers are like

evil-snielliug odours, and like eructations from ulcerated

lungs . . . nor do they ascend to Heaven otherwise than
as the smoke of a conflagration which is driven back
into his eyes by a descending hurricane ... So is it

henceforth with all tlie piety which is determined to a

discrete Trinity, and not to a conjoined one. To show
that the Divine Trinity is conjoined in the Lord is the

principal purpose of this Work, I will here add this

new thing—that some months ago, the twelve Apostles

were called together by the Lord, and were sent forth

into the universal Spiritual World, as before they had
been sent forth into the natural woild, with the
command that they should preach this Gospel ; and to

each Apostle there was then assigned his own region ;

which command they are also executing with all zeal

and pains.

109. Since His Advent into the world, the Lord is

present with the men of the Church immediately ; for

in the world He put on the Divine Natural, in which
He is present with men. The glorification of the Lord
is the glorification of His Human which He assumed in

the world ; and the glorified Human of the Lord is the

Divine Natural. That it is so, is evident from the fact

that the Lord rose from the sepulchre with His whole
Body which He had in the world ; nor did He leave

behind anything therein ; consequently that He took
thence with Him the natural Human itself from its

primes to its ultimate^ ; and therefore after His resur-

rection He said to His disciples who believed that they
saw a Spirit: 'See My hands and My feet, that it is I

Myself ; feel Me and see ; for a Spirit hath not flesh and
bones as ye see Me have.' From which things it is

evident that His natural Body was made Divine by

glorification. And therefore Paul says that in Christ

dwelleth all the fulness of the Divinity bodily ; and
John, that the Son of God, Jesus Christ, is the True
God (i Epistle v. 20). From these things the Angels
know that in the universal Spiritual World the Lord

alone is a full Man.
-. The Lord Himself was indeed seen with the

Ancients; for He said to the Jews, 'Your father

Abraham exulted to see My day, and he saw, and
rejoiced. I say unto you. Before Abraham was, I

was' (John viii. 56, 58). But as the Lord was then

only represented, which was done by means of Angels,

therefore all things of the Church with them became

representative ; whereas after He had come into the

world those representations vanished ; the interior

reason of which was, that in the world the Lord put on

the Divine Natural ; and from this He illustrates not

only the internal spiritual man, but also the external

natural man ; and imless these two are illustrated

simultaneously, the man is as it were in shade . . .

e_

I io\ I replied ... Do you not know that the Lord

when in the world had a soul like every other man ?

Whence had He this soul except from God the Father ?

no*. While He was an infant, was not the Lord like

an infant? and while a boy, like a boy? Do we not

read that 'He advanced in \risdom and grace?' and

afterwards, that He asked the Father to 'glorify His

name,' that is. His Human? . . . Hence it is evident,

that in His state of exinanition—which was His state

of progression to union—the Lord prayed to the Father.

^. To prepare one's self for the reception of God,

and for conjunction, is to live according to Divine

order ; and the laws of order are all the jirecepts of God.

These the Lord infilled to every point, and thus made
Himself a receptacle of the Divinity in all fulness.

Therefore Paul says that in Jesus Christ dwelleth all

the fulness of the Divinity bodily ; and the Lord Him-
self, that 'all things of the Father are His.'

®. It is to be held, further, that the Lord is the

sole Active with man, and that man from himself is

merely passive ; but that by means of the influx of life

from the Lord he is also active. From this perpetual

influx from the Lord, it appears to man as if he were

active from himself ; and (hence) he has free will ; and

this is given him in order that he may prepare himself

to receive the Lord ; and thus for conjunction, which is

impossible unless it is reciprocal ; and it becomes

reciprocal when man acts from his freedom, and yet

from faith attributes all the Active to the Lord.
''. What else is then concluded by the mind . . .

concerning the Lord than that His soul was either from

the mother or from Joseph ?

116^. As the Lord alone conquered the Hells, without

the aid of any Angel, He is called 'Hero,' etc. 111.

119. The Lord Himself is the soul and life of this

(Grand) Man . . .

121. That the Lord thus redeemed not only men, but

also the Angels. Gen. art.

^ The second reason why the Lord redeemed the

Angels, is that . . . every Angel is withheld from evil,

and is held in good, by the Lord ...
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123^ How the Lord afterwards reduced into order all

things in both Heaven and Hell, has not yet been

described by me, because (it) is still going on . . .

*. The combat of the Lord with Hell may also be

compared to a combat with the wild beasts of the whole

world . . . until none of them dares to . . . make an

assault on any man who is in the Lord. (Other com-

parisons used.)

^. From the like Divine power, the Lord at this

day fights against Hell mth every man who is being

regenerated ; for Hell assaults all such with diabolical

fury ; and unless the Lord resisted and mastered it, man
could not but yield . . .

124. It is to be known that the combat of the Lord

with the Hells was not an oral combat . . . but it was a

.spiritual combat, which is that of Divine truth from

Divine good, which was the very Vital of the Lord

:

the influx of this by means of sight no one in the Hells

can resist . . ,

^, The nature of the Lord's power, which He has

from Divine good, when He performed the Last Judg-

ment in 1757. Des.

126. That the passion of the cross was the last

temptation which the Lord as the Greatest Prophet

endured, and that it was the means of the glorification

of His Human . . , Gen. art.

". That in the passion of the cross the Lord was

left to Himself, is evident from His cry then . . .

. From these things it may now be e\adent that

the Lord did not suffer as to the Divine, but as to the

human ; and that there was then effected an inmost and

thus a plenary union . . . This may be illustrated by
this—that when a man is suffering as to the body, his

soul is not suffering, but is only grieving ; and that

after the victory God takes this grief away . . .

129. The reason why the Lord willed to be tempted

even to the passion of the cross, was that He was The
Prophet . . . (and) as the Lord was the Word Itself, He
as The Prophet represented the Jewish Church by the

passion of the cross. An additional reason is this

—

that thus He might be acknowledged in the Heavens as

the Saviour of both worlds ; for all things of His passion

signified such things as belong to the profanation of the

Word ; and the Angels understand them spiritually,

while the men of the Church are understanding them
naturally. That the Lord was the Prophet. 111.

130^. That the Lord as The Prophet represented the

state of the Jewish Church as to the Word, is evident

from each particular of His passion. {Ex. seriatim.)

133. The ways to Heaven, which are the ways to the

Lord God the Saviour, have been beset -with thieves and

robbers . . .

-. (In tlie case of a tripersonate) what is easier

for the devil than ... to cast down from His throne

the Lord God the Saviour, who has all Power in

Heaven and on earth . . .

135^ Then, by command of the Lord, three Angels

descended from Heaven, and were associated with me,

in order that I might speak from interior perception

with those who had the idea of three Gods . . .

1356. I observed . . . that those (of the Spirits) who

were thinking of one God, in whom is the Divine Trinity,

and that this Trinity is in the Lord God the Saviour,

looked towards Heaven ; and there appeared to them

the Sun of Heaven, in which is Jehovah in His Human.

137^ But our faith (in Heaven) is, was, and to

eternity will be, in the Lord God the Saviour, whose

Human is Divine, and whose Divine is Human, thus

accommodated to reception ; and by means of which the

Divine Spiritual is united to the Natural of man . . .

^. I continued . . . Whence was the soul of our

Lord the Saviour ? If you reply that it was from the

mother, you are insane ; if from Joseph, you profane

the Word ; but if from the Holy Spirit, you say rightly
;

provided that by the Holy Spirit you mean the Divine

which proceeds and operates, so that He is the Sou of

Jehovah God.

139. That the Holy Spirit is the Divine Truth, and

also the Divine virtue and operation proceeding from

the One God, in whom is the Divine Trinity, thus from

the Lord God the Saviour. Gen. art.

*. That by 'the Comforter,' or 'Holy Spirit,' the

Lord meant Himself, is evident from these words of the

Lord—that 'the world did not as yet Know Him, but

ye Know Him. I will not leave you orphans, I will

come to you ;
ye shall see Me.' And elsewhere : 'Lo I

am with you all the days, even to the consummation of

the age.' And also from these words: 'He shall not

speak from Himself, but shall receive of Mine.'

142. For the Word is the one only medium through

which man approaches the Lord, and into which the

Lord enters ; for . . . the Lord is the Divine truth

itself ; and whatever proceeds from Him is tliat . . .

-. By means of Divine truth from good . . . man
is reformed and regenerated, and also renovated, vivified,

sanctified, justified . . . But all these operations of the

Lord cannot be expounded here ... It is to be known

that the Lord is continually operating these salvations-

saluteti-with. every man . . . for the Lord wills the

salvation of all ; and therefore the salvation of all is

His end ; and he who wills the end, wills the means.

His Advent, redemption, and passion of the cross, were

for the sake of the salvation of men ; and as the salva-

tion of men was and to eternity is His end, it follows

that the above-mentioned operations are mediate ends,

and that Salvation is the ultimate end. 143.

145. Now as the Lord is Divine truth itself from

Divine good, and as this is His very essence, and as

everyone acts from His essence tliat which he does act,

it is evident that the Lord continually wills ... to

implant truth and good ... in every man. (Shown by

examps.)

147'^. The minds of all men who denj' . . . the

Divinity of the Lord, think in the lowest region.

1482, Des.

149. That the Lord operates these virtues in those

who believe in Him. Gen. art.

150. The reason those who believe in the Lord Jesus

Christ will receive these spiritual virtues, is that He is

the salvation-sa^w^-and eternal life . . . And as He is

the salvation and eternal life, it follows that He is also

all that through which salvation and eternal life are

obtained ; consequently, that He is everything of refor-
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mation, of regeneration, of renovation, of vivification,

of sanctification, of justification, of purification from

evils, and finally is Salvation-saZcct^io. The Lord

operates these with every man, that is. He endeavours

to introduce them ; and when a man accommodates and

disposes himself for reception. He does introduce them.

The Active itself of the accommodation and disposition

is also from the Lord ; hut if the man does not receive

them with a spontaneous spirit, then in spite of the

endeavour which constantly continues, He cannot in-

troduce them.

[T.] 151. To believe in the Lord is not only to ac-

knowledge Him, but also to do His precepts. Ex.

152. It has been shown that the salvation and eternal

life of men are the Lord's first and last end ; and as the

first and the last ends contain in them the mediate ends,

it follows that the above-mentioned spiritual virtues are

in the Lord simultaneously, and are also from the Lord
in man simultaneously ; but still they come forth-

prodeunt-swccessivelj . . .

153. That the Lord operates from Himself from the

Father, and not reversely. Gen. art.

. This shall first be confirmed from the "Word. . .

'"When the Comforter is come, whom I will send from
the Father' ... 'If I go away, / icill send Him unto

you' . . . 'The Comforter . . . shall receive of Mine . . .

all things whatsoever that the Father hath are Mine :

therefore said I that He shall receive of Mine, and shall

announce to you' (John xv. and xvi.) 'The Holy Spirit

was not yet, because Jesus was not yet glorified' (vii.

39). 'Jesus breathed into His disciples, and said.

Receive ye the Holy Spirit' (xx.22). '"Whatsoever ye

shall ask in My name, that ivill I do, that the Father

may be glorified in the Son. If ye shall ask anything

in My name, / icill do it' (xiv. 13,14). From these

passages it is manifestly evident that the Lord sends

the Holy Spirit, that is, operates those things which are

at this day ascribed to the Holy Spirit as a God by
Himself ; for He said that He ' will send Him from the

Father,' etc. . . That God the Father does not operate

those virtues from Himself through the Son, but that

the Son operates them from Himself from the Father,

is evident from these words: 'No one hath ever seen

God ; the Only-begotten Son, who is in the bosom of

the Father, He hath displayed' (John i.iS). And else-

where : 'Ye have never heard the voice of the Father,

nor seen His shape' (v.37). From these things there-

fore it follows, that God the Father operates in the Son,

and into the Son, but not through the Son ; but that

the Lord operates from Himself from His Father ; for

He says, 'All things of the Father are Mine' (John
xvi. 15) ; that 'the Father hath given all things into the

hand of the Sou' (iii.35) ; and also that, 'As the Father
hath life in Himself, so hath He given to the Son to

have life in Himself (v. 26) ; and also, 'The words which
I speak are spirit and life' (vi.63). The reason why the
Lord says that the Spirit of Truth goes out from the

Father' (John xv.26), is that it does go out from the

Father into the Son, and out of the Son from the Father
;

and therefore He also says :
' In that day ye shall Know

that the Father is in Me, and I in the Father ; and ye
in Me, and I in yon' (xiv. 11,20) . . . (Thus) the error

in the Christian world is very evident, that God the

Father sends the Holy Spirit to men ; and the error

of the Greek Church, that God the Father sends

it immediately. This—that the Lord sends it out

of Himself from God the Father, and not the reverse

—is from Heaven ; and the Angels call it an arcanum,

because it has not yet been disclosed in the world.

154, Fully ex. iSS^o.

154''. The Lord from Himself, or from the Word, acts

in man and into him, but not through him ; because a

man acts and speaks freely from the Lord when he does

so from the "Word.

". The soul acts in the body and into the body,

but not through the body ; but the body acts from

itself from the soul . . . Like this is it with the Divine

and the Human of the Lord ; for the Divine of the

Father is the soul of His Human ; and the Human is

His liody ; and the Human does not ask its Divine to

tell it what to speak and operate ; and therefore the

Lord says : 'In that day ye shall ask in My name ; and I

say not unto you that I will ask the Father for you ; for

the Father Himself loveth you, because ye have loved

Me' (John xvi. 26,27). 'In that day,' is after the

glorification . . . This arcanum is from the Lord Him-
self, for those who will be of His New Church.

1 59-. The Angels said, Let us pray to the Lord that

we may be allowed to descend . . . and it was granted.

165. There is nothing else for it than for man to

apjiroach the Lord God the Saviour, and read the '\Vord

under His auspices, for He is the God of the "Word ; and

then he will be illustrated, and will see Truths which

reason also will acknowledge. But if you do not

approach the Lord, although you read the "Word a

thousand times, and see the Divine Trinity therein, and

also the Divine Unity, you will never understand any-

thing else than that there are three Divine Persons, each

of whom is by Himself God ; and thus that there are

three Gods.

-. Such a paralytic birth has been born from the

fact that they did not read the "Word under the Lord's

auspices ; for everyone who does not read the Word
under His auspices, reads it under the auspices of his

Own intelligence, and this is like an owl ... In short,

to read the Word under the auspices of Own intelligence

—which is done by all who do not acknowledge the

Lord as the God of Heaven and earth, and who therefore

do not approach and worship Him alone—may be

likened to children playing, who tie a handkerchief over

their eyes, and try to walk in a straight line . . . (Other

comparisons used.)

167. Everyone should acknowledge that in the Lord

God the Saviour there have been and there are these

three essentials ; namely, the soul, the body, and the

operation. That His soul was from the Father, can be

denied only by Antichrist, for in the Word of both

Testaments He is called the Son of Jehovah, the Son of

the Most High God, the Only-begotten . . . That the

Son whom Mary bore is the body of that Divine soul,

follows thence ; for nothing else is prepared in the

womb of the mother than a body conceived and derived

from the soul . . . The reason the Operations make the
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third essential, is that they proceed from the soul and
body together ; and the things which proceed are of the

same essence with those which produce them. That the

three essentials—which are the Father, the Son, and

the Holy Spirit— are one in the Lord, as the soul, body,

and operation are in man, is manifestly evident from the

Lord's words, that the Father and He are one ; and that

the Father is in Him, and He in the Father ; in like

manner that He and the Holy Spirit [are one], because

the Holy Spirit is the Divine which proceeds from the

Lord from the Father.

174-. (They divided) the Lord the Saviour into two.

176. What trust is to be placed in councils when they

do not approach immediately the God of the Church l

Is not the Church the Lord's body, and He its head ?

What is a body without a head ? . . .

1773. If the faith is true ... the God of the Word,
who is the Lord God the Saviour, pours light upon it,

breathes upon it His Divine assent, and makes the man
wise.

*. The modern faith . . . has removed the Lord

from the Church.

190. The Lord the Saviour, who is the same as Jeho-

vah, spoke the Word with the Evangelists, much of it

from His own mouth, and the rest from the spirit of His

mouth, which is the Holy Spirit, through His twelve

apostles.

294. The spiritual sense of the (first) commandment,
is that no other God is to be worshipped than the Lord

Jesus Christ, because He is Jehovah who came into the

world, and wrought the redemption without which no

man and no Angel could be saved. That there is no

God besides Him, is evident from these passages in the

Word. Fully ill.

s. From these passages it is clearly evident that

the Lord our Saviour is Jehovah Himself, who is at once

the Creator, Redeemer, and Ftegenerator.

295. The celestial sense of this commandment, is that

Jehovah the Lord is Infinite, immeasurable, and Eternal

;

that He is Omnipotent, Omniscient, and Omnipresent

;

that He is the First and the Last, the Beginning and
the End, who Was, Is, and Will be ; that He is love

itself and Avisdora itself, or good itself and truth itself,

consequently, life itself ; thiTS the Only One from whom
all things are.

296. All who acknowledge and worship any other God
than the Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, who is Jehovah

God Himself in a human form, sin against this first

commandment . . .

-. The huujan mind is like a house of three

stories, in the lowest of which are they who have con-

firmed themselves in favour of three Gods from eternity

;

and in the second and third are they who acknowledge

and believe in one God under a visible human form, and

that the Lord God the Saviour is He.

301. With the Sons of Israel, the Sabbath was the

sanctity of sanctities, because it represented the Lord

. . . But when the Lord came into the world, and the

representations of Him therefore ceased, that day was

made a day of instruction in Divine things . . .

307. In the celestial sense, by ' Father' (in the fourth

commandment) is meant our Lord Jesus Christ . . .

That the Lord is ' Father, ' is evident from these passages.

Fully ill.

308. It is to be kept in mind that there continually

proceeds from the Lord a Divine celestial sphere of love

towards all who embrace the doctrine of His Church,

and who obey Him as little children in the world obey

their father and mother, who apply themselves to Him,

and want to be . . . instructed by Him. (Continued

under Sphere.)

311. In the celestial sense, by 'to kill' (in the fifth

commandment) is meant to be rashly angry with the

Lord, to bear hatred against Him, and to want to blot

out His name. These are they of whom it is said that

they crucify Him, which they also would do ... if He

were to come into the world as before. 111.

312. The quality of man's internal, unless reformed

by the Lord, has been evident to me from the devils and

satans in Hell ; for they bear constantly in mind to kill

the Lord ; and as they cannot do this, they are in the

endeavour to kill those who are devoted to the Lord.

Des.

319. In the celestial sense, by 'thieves' are meant

those who take away Divine Power from the Lord
;
and

also those who claim for themselves His merit and

justice.

323. In the celestial sense, by 'to bear false witness,'

is meant to blaspheme the Lord and the Word . . .

337. That saving faith is [faith] in the Lord God the

Saviour Jesus Christ. Gen. art. The reason saving fait

is faith in God the Saviour, is that He is God and Man,

and that He is in the Father and the Father in Him,

and thus that they are one ; and therefore they who ap-

proach Him approach the Father at the same time, and

thus approach the one aud Only God ; and there is no

saving faith in any other. That faith is to be had in

the Son of God, the Redeemer and Saviour, conceived of

Jehovah and born of the Virgin Mary, named Jesus

Christ, is evident from the commands frequently

reiterated by Him, and afterwards by the apostles.

Fully ill.

338. That the faith of the apostles was no other than

faith in the Lord Jesus Christ. Fully ill.

339^ Very ditferent is faith in the Lord God the

Saviour ; for as He is God and Man, and is capable of

being approached and seen in thought, the faith is not

unterminated, but has its terminus from which and to

which ; and when once received, it remains ; as when

anyone has seen an emperor or a king, his image returris

whenever he remembers him. The sight of this faith is

as of one who sees a bright cloud, and in the midst of it

an Angel, who invites the man to him, in order that he

may be elevated into Heaven. So does the Lord appear

to those who liave faith in Him ; and He draws near to

each one in proportion as he Knows and acknowledges

Him, which takes place in so far as he knows and does

His precepts, which are, to shun evils and to do goods
;

and at last He comes into the man's house, and together

with the Father who is in Him, makes His abode with

him. 111. These things have been written in the presence

of the twelve apostles of the Lord, who were sent to me

by the Lord while I was writing them.
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[T.] 342. It has been shown that saving faith is faith

in the Lord God the Saviour Jesus Christ. But the

question arises, AVhat is the first of faith in Him ? And
the ansAver is, the acknoivlechjinent that He is the Son of
Ood. This was the first of faith which the Lord revealed

and announced when He came into the world. For
unless men had first acknowledged that He was the Son
of God, and thus God from God, in vain would He and
the apostles have preached faith in Him. Now as it is

somewhat the same at this day ... it is necessary that

this first of faith be confirmed and established from the

Word. Fully ill. .

343. That man receives faith by approaching the Lord
. . . Gen. art. 347, Ex. 348.

344. The esse of the faith of the New Church is— i.

Confidence in the Lord God the Saviour Jesus Christ.

345-1 Squinting faith . . . with Christians, (is faith)

in any but the Lord God the Saviour. 346-.

348^. Faith in tlie Lord, devoid of Truths, may be
compared to a new star appearing in the expanse of

heaven, which in time grows dark ; but faith in the Lord,
together with Truths, may be compared to a fixed star

which lasts for ever.

349. "Who cannot approach the Lord if he will ? . , .

The Lord, who is the Light itself, inflows with every
man

; and in him in whom tliere are Truths from the
Word, He causes them to shine, and thus to become of
laith

; and this is what the Lord says in John—that
they should abide in the Lord, and His Avords in them
(XV. 7).

354. The truths of faith are various . . . but still

they make one in the Lord, and with man from the
Lord. Ex.

-. That the Lord is the AVord, and thus all the
truth of Heaven and the Church. HI. That the Lord
is the God of Heaven and earth. HI. That the Lord is

the God of all flesh. HI. That the Lord is the God of

... the Church. HI. That the Lord is the God of
faith. 111. That the Lord is the Light itself. 111.

That the Lord is the Truth itself. 111. That the Lord
is eternal life. 111.

^. To these things it is to be added that on
account of his business in the world, man can procure
for himself only a few Truths of faith ; but still, if he
approaches the Lord, and worships Him alone, he comes
into the power of Knowing all Truths ; and therefore
every true worshipper of the Lord instantly sees, acknow-
ledges, and receives any Truth of faith which he had not
known before, as soon as he hears it. The reason is that
the Lord is in him, and he in the Lord ; consequently
the light of Truth is in him, and he is in the light of

Truth. This may be confirmed by the following experi-

ence. There was a Spirit seen by me who in the com-
pany of others had appeared simple, because he had
acknowledged the Lord alone as the God of Heaven and
earth, and had established this his faith by some Truths
from the Word. He was taken up into Heaven among
the wiser Angels, and I was told that there he was
equally as \vise as they, and that he had even spoken
Truths in abundance, quite as from himself, of which he
had before known nothing. There will be a like state

with those who will come into the Lord's New Church. 111.

355. That . . . neither (charity nor faith) is alive,

except from the Lord. Gen. art.

356. Moreover, all the apostles preached faith, and

that in the Lord God the Saviour Jesus Christ.

357^. This power (to procure charity for himself) is

wanting to no man . . . because the Lord gives it to

everyone ; and He gives it as a kind of property . . .

358. Man can also procure for himself the life of faith

and charity . . . for he acquires it for himself when he

approaches the Lord who is Life itself ; and approach to

Him is not blocked to any man ; for he continually in-

vites every man to come to Him. 111. . . The reason why
man is allotted life by appioaching the Lord, is that the

Lord is Life itself; not only the Life of faith, but also

the Life of charity. Fully ill.

359. That nevertheless nothing of faith, and nothing

of charity, and nothing of the life of either, is from

man ; but from the Lord alone. Gen. art.

, Of himself, man can procure for himself only

natural faith . . . and natural charity . . . but still by

both of these he prepares himself to be a receptacle of

the Lord ; and as he prepares himself, so the Lord

enters, and causes his natural faith to become spiritual,

and in like manner his charity ; and these things are

done when the man approaches the Lord as the God of

Heaven and earth. . . Hence follows this conclusion

—

tliat as a man prepares himself naturally to receive the

Lord, so the Lord enters, and makes all things with him
spiritual within, and thus alive. But, on the other

hand, in proportion as a man does not prepare himself,

in the same proportion he removes the Lord from him-

self, and does all things from himself ; and that which

a man does from himself has not anything of life in it.

360-. As spiritual light (and heat are) within natural

light (and heat), so are spiritual faith (and charity) with-

in natnral faith (and charity) ; and this is effected in

the degree in which the man progresses from the natural

world into the Spiritual World ; and he (does this) in

proportion as he believes in the Lord, who is the Light

itself, the Way, the Truth, and the Life. 361.

362. That the Lord, charity, and faith, make one, as

do the life, the will, and the understanding in man
;

and that if they are divided, each of them perishes, like

a pearl reduced to powder. Gen. art.

364. That the Lord with all His Divine love, with all

His Divine wisdom, and thus v/ith all His Divine life,

inflows with every man. Gen. art.

^. Moreover, the Lord is omnipresent ; and
where He is present, there He is with His whole essence

;

and it is impossible for Him to withdraw something

from it, and thus to give a part to one and a part to

another ; but He gives the whole, and gives man the

opportunity to take little or much. He also says that

He has His abode with those who keej:) His precepts
;

and also that the faithful are in Him, and He in them.

In a word, all things are full of God ; and everyone

receives his portion from that fulness.

365. Consequently, that the Lord with all the essence

of faith and of charity inflows with every man. Gen. art.

366. That those things which inflow from the Lord

are received by a man according to his form. Gen. art.
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367. But that the man who divides the Lord, charity,

and faith, is not a receiving form, but a destroying

form. Gen. art.

. For he who separates the Lord from charity and

faith, separates life from them . . . (and) he who acknow-

ledges the Lord, and separates charity, acknowledges

Him only with the lips ; whereas he who does charity,

and does not acknowledge that the Lord is the God of

Heaven and earth, one with the Father . . . does no

other charity than what is merely natural . , .

368. That the Lord is charity and faith in man, and

that man is charity and faith in the Lord. Gen. art.

. That the man of the Church is in the Lord, and

the Lord in him. 111. . . But man himself cannot be in

the Lord ; but the charity and faith which are with him
from the Lord. Fully ex.

370. That conjunction with God the Father is not

possible ; but with the Lord ; and through Him with

God the Father. Gen. art.

^. The reason is that the Lord our Saviour is

Jehovah the Father Himself in a human form ; for Jeho-

vah descended and became a Man . . .

371. Tliat conjunction with the Lord is reciprocal

;

which is, that the Lord is in man, and man in the Lord.

Gen. art. (See Conjoin, here.)

•". For the Lord acts, and man receives the action

from the Lord, and operates as of himself; nay, from

himself, from the Lord. This operation of man from

the Lord is imputed to him as his, because he is con-

stantly kept in free Will by the Lord . . .

372. That this reciprocal conjunction of the Lord and

man is through charity and faith. Gen. art.

379. That true faith is one only ; and that it is faith in

the Lord God the Saviour Jesus Christ ; and that it is with

those who believe Him to be the Son of God, the God of

Heaven and earth, and one with the Father. Gen. art.

. The soul and life of this body ... is the Lord

God the Saviour. Hence it is that the Church has been

called by Paul the body of Christ.

*. For not all those who approach the Lord are

in faith in Him ; for true faith is internal and at the

same time external.

380. That spurious faith ... is with those who
regard the Lord not as God, but only as a man.

Gen. ait.

^. I fear that these abominations (the Arian

and Socinian heresies) lie concealed at this day in the

general spirit of the men of the Church. It is a wonder-

ful thing that the more anyone believes himself to be

more excellent than others in learning and judgment,

the more prone he is to seize and appropriate to himself

ideas about the Lord that He is a man and not God
;

and that because He is a num He cannot be God ; and

he who appropriates to himself these ideas introduces

himself into companionship with the Arians and Socin-

ians, who in the Spiritual World are in Hell. The
reason that such is the general spirit of the men of the

Church at this day, is that with every man there is a

consociate spirit . . .

'. Such do all those become after death who in

heart and faith deny the Divinity of the Lord . . .

*. All those who honour the Lord as the Redeemer

and Saviour solely with the mouth and lips, but in heart

and spirit look upon Him as a mere man, when speaking

and teaching these things, have their mouth like a bag

of honey, but their heart like a bag of gall. (Other

comparisons used.)

^. If those who honour the Lord solely with the

mouth and lips, birt in heart and spirit look upon Him
as a mere man, open their thoughts and persuade others,

they are spiritual murderers, and the worst of them are

spiritual cannibals ; for a man has life from love and
faith in the Lord ; but if this essential of faith and love

—that the Lord is God JIan and Man God—is removed,

his life becomes death . . .

384. That all those in Christendom have no faith who
reject the Lord and the Word, although they live

morally, and speak, teach, and write rationally, even

about faith. Gen. art.

. Hence it follows, that they who reject the

Word, reject the Lord also ; for they cohere as one ;

and also that those who reject either the one or the

other, reject the Church also, because the Church is

from the Lord through the Word . . .

-. That those alone have faith who believe in the

Lord. 111.

390^. It was of the Divine auspices of the Lord that

I came to that house . . . and that all took place as

described.

391. The Angels who are sometimes sent by the Lord

to visit the Christian Societies . . .

409^. When He said to Peter that he should forgive

unto seventy times seven, what will not the Lord do ?

539'-

412. When the Lord . . . looks down into the earth,

He sees an entire Society as one man ; and the form of

it from their qualities.

423^. Therefore only he who worships the Lord, and

who acts from Him . . . obtains spiritual charity . . .

434". As yet there are no social gatherings of charit}^

. . . The reason is that the Church has not yet acknow-

ledged the Lord God the Saviour as the God of Heaven

and earth, and has not immediately approached Hins

from whom alone proceeds genuine charity.

439. That in the exercises of charity a man does not

place merit in works while he believes that all good i&

from the Lord. Gen. art.

457. With those who (from confirmation deny the

Divinity of the Lord) there is no conjunction with God,

and thence no salvation ; and their charity is . . .

spurious . . .

459". (He said,) The brotherhood . . . off aith in any

other God than the Lord God the Saviour is not brother-

hood ; because the charity which makes brotherhood is

not in this faith.

^^ I said, It is my opinion that charity is to act

from the love ofjustice ivith judgment in every ivork and

office ; hut from love from no other source than the Lord

God the Saviour. Ex.

4618. As they understood these things, I plucked

some twigs from a certain vine, and handed them to

them, and said, Do you believe that this is from me, or
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from the Lord ? And tliey said that it was from me
from the Lord. And behold the twigs put forth grapes

in their hands.

[T.] 485. That without free Will in spiritual things,

there would not be anything of man by which he in his

turn could conjoin himself with the Lord . . . Gen. art.

494. Spiritual things climb up into the highest region

of the mind, and there form themselves. The reason is

that the entrance of the Lord into man with Divine goods

and truths is there ; and it is as a temple in which He is.

495. All the freedom which is from the Lord is

freedom itself . . .

497^. These two, the will and the understanding, are

the two receptacles of the Lord ; the will is the recept-

acle of love and charity, and the understanding of

wisdom and faith ; and the Lord operates all of these

things in the full freedom of the man, in order that

there may be a mutual and reciprocal conjunction,

through which is Salvation.

498. It is this freedom of man through which, in

which, and with which, the Lord is present in man, and

unceasingly urges the reception of Himself ; but He
never removes and takes away the freedom . . .

500. That if men had not free AVill in spiritual things,

all in the universal world could be brought to believe in

the Lord in a single day . . . Gen. art.

504^. The Lord Christ said . . .

505^. Believe, my friend, that as to faith and charity,

man operates from himself from the Lord . . .

508^. (There was written on the paper sent from the

Third Heaven) Enter into the mysteries of the Word

. . . for all its Truths are so many mirrors of the Lord.

522. No evil can be removed except by the Lord . . .

The reason it is said that man must remove evils, is that

the Lord does not do it without the co-operation of the

man.

528. That actual repentance is to . . . make supplica-

tion to the Lord . . . Gen. art.

532®. The seeds implanted by the Lord God the

Saviour.

533^. The spiritual will through which the Lord

reforms and regenerates the natural one.

536. All who do what is good from religion . . . are

accepted by the Lord ... To this I will add this new

thing. All those who do what is good from religion,

after death . . . turn themselves to the Lord God the

Saviour . . . But all others . . . regard the Lord as only

the son of Mary born from her marriage with Joseph.

537. They who, from religion, do the good works of

charity . . . before they have received the doctrine of

the New Church concerning the Lord, may be lilcened

to trees which bear good fruit, although but little . . .

538. That confession ought to be made before the

Lord God the Saviour, and then supplication for aid

and power to resist evils. Gen. art.

-. The reason the Lord God the Saviour is to be

approached, is that He is the God of Heaven and earth,

the Redeemer and Saviour . . .

539-. That supplication ought not to be made before

the Lord in respect to the remission of sins. Ex.

. The second reason is, that the Lord, being

mercy itself, remits their sins to all, and does not

impute one to anyone ; for He says, They know not

what they do . . .

576. Tliat tlie new birth ... is effected by the Lord
alone through charity and faith as the two means, man
co-operating. Gen. art.

-. As to charity and faith (in respect to the co-

operation of man with the Lord) the Lord acts, and man
acts from the Lord ; for there is the Active of the Lord
in the Passive of man ; and therefore the power to act

well is from the Lord, and the derivative will to act is

as of the man, because he is in free Will, from which he

is able to act together with the Lord, and thus to con-

join himself; and he is also able to act from the power

of Hell, which is without, and thus to separate himself.

The action of man, concordant with the action of the

Lord, is what is here meant by co-operation. 577, Ex.

577. From these things it follows . . . that the Lord
is continually in the act of regenerating man, because

He is continually in the act of saving liim . . .

580^. Consequently the Lord is not to blame if a man
is not saved . . .

597-. No one is in truths except him who approaches

the Lord immediately . . .

618. There are three things through which man is

regenerated—the Lord, faith, and charity. Ex.

619-. One (of the three spheres in the Spiritual World
which flow forth from modern Christendom) is in respect

to the Lord. This breathes forth from the southern

quarter, where are the learned . . . and wherever it goes,

it enters the ideas secretly, and with many it takes

away faith in the Diviuitj- of the Human of the Lord
;

with many it weakens it ; and with many it infatuates

it. The reason is that it at the same time introduces

into the faith of three Gods, and so there is confusion.

. . . This sphere cannot be dissipated so long as the

dragon is on the earth ... It invades minds and puts

force upon them.

621. The three Angels said, The Lord Jesus Christ has

heard your prayers, and has sent us to you.

636. (The Council of Nice) was of the Divine Pro-

vidence, because if the Divinity of the Lord is denied,

the Christian Church dies.

637. In that primitive time, all in what was then

the Christian world acknov.iedged that the Lord Jesus

Christ was God, to whom had been given all Power in

Heaven and on earth ; and they believed in Him,
according to His commandment from God the Father.

111. and Ex.

650. That the Lord imputes good to every man . . .

Gen. art.

677^. As soon as infants have been baptized, Angels

are set over them, by whom they are kept in a state of

receiving faith in the Lord . . .

681. That the second use of baptism is that the

Christian may Know and acknowledge the Lord Jesus

Christ the Redeemer and Saviour, and may follow Him.
Gen. art.

682. By 'the name of the Lord Jesus Christ' ... is
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meant the ackuowledgment of Hiin, and a life accordiug

to His precepts. 111.

684*^. The reason the Lord Himself was baptized. Ex.

6852. Therefore, let a Christian know that he who
does not believe in the Lord cannot be regenerated,

although he has been baptized ; and that bajitizing

without faith in the Lord effects nothing whatever . . .

69 1-. When the Lord presents Himself as more pre-

sent in Heaven, the wicked who are beneath Heaven
begin to ... be tortured and . . . flee . . . The Lord

Himself does not descend, but an Angel with a sphere

of love from the Lord around liim. I have sometimes

seen the wicked terrified by that descent . . .

711. It has been shown . . . that tlie Lord Himself is

in the Holy Supper , . ,

716. That in the Holy Supper is the whole of the

Lord, and the whole of His redemption. Gen. art.

719. That the Lord is present and opens Heaven to

those who approach the Holy Supper worthily ; and He
is also present with those who approach it unworthily,

but does not open Heaven to these . . . Gen. art.

^, Therefore with those who only understand

what truth and good are, the presence of the Lord is

universal or external ; whereas with those who also will

and do what is true and good, the presence of the Lord

is both universal and singular, or both internal and

external.

720. It is not to be believed that the Lord closes

Heaven against those who approach unworthily ; this

He does to no man even to the end of his life in the

world ; but . . . the man closes it against himself . . .

722. That those approach the Holy Supper worthily

"who are in faith in the Lord . . . Gen. art.

725. That those who approach the Holy Supper

worthily are in the Lord, and the Lord in them ; con-

sequently that through the Holy Supper there is effected

conjunction with the Lord. Gen. art.

s. What else is conjunction with the Lord than

to be among those who are in His Body ?

726^. There are many who confess the Lord , . . but

if they do not do this . . . from faith in the Lord, they

are not regenerate . . . for they confess the Lord solely

with the mouth and lips . . .

728. When a man is being regenerated, the Lord is

indeed present, and through His Divine operation He is

preparing the man for Heaven ; but in order that he

may actually enter, the man must actually present

himself to the Lord : and as the Lord actually presents

Himself to the man, the man will actually receive Him

;

not, however, as He hung on the cross, but as He is in

His glorified Human, in which He is present ; and the

body of this is Divine good, and the blood is Divine

truth. These are given to the man, and through these

is the man being regenerated, and is in the Lord, and

the Lord in him. . . From these things, when rightly

perceived, it is evident that the Holy Supper is as a

signature and seal that those who woithily a}>proach it

are sons of God.

731". The Lord will prepare for them a house to

meet in.

744. They uttered in a low tone a prayer of praise to

the Lord.

767. Every Angel looks at the Lord before himself

(however) he may turn his body or face . . . This aspect

of the Lord . . . derives its origin from the fact that all

truth . . . and all good . . . are from the Lord, and are

the Lord's with him ; and hence every truth is like a

mirror in which is the Lord, and every good of love is

an image of the Lord.

^. But an evil Spirit perpetually turns himself

away from the Lord, and constantly looks to his own
love . . .

771°. It has been enjoined upon me by the Lord . . .

774. The presence of the Lord is perpetual with every

man both evil and good ; for without His presence no
man lives ; but His Advent is solely with those who
receive Him, who are they who believe in Him and do
His commandments. The perpetual presence of the

Lord causes man to become rational, and to have the

ability to become spiritual : this is done by the light

proceeding from the Lord as a Sun in the Spiritual

World, which the man receives in the understanding.

But the Advent of the Lord is with him who conjoins

heat with that light ; that is, love to Truth . . . The
mere presence of the Lord, and the consequent illustra-

tion of the understanding, may be compared to the

presence of the solar light in the world, which, unless

conjoined with heat [cannot save] all things upon the

Earth from desolation. But the Advent of the Lord
may be compared to the advent of heat in the spring-

time . . .

773. That this second Advent of the Lord is not in

person, but that it is in the Word, which is from Him,

and is Himself. Gen. art.

77 7^. From these things it is evident that now also

the Lord will appear in the Word. The reason that He
will not appear in person, is that since His ascent into

Heaven He is in His glorified Human ; and He cannot

appear to any man in this unless He first opens the

eyes of his spirit ; and this cannot be done with anyone

who is in evils and the derivative falsities. . . Therefore

when He manifested Himself to His disciples, He first

opened their eyes. 111. . . That before the resurrection

of the Lord the apostles did not see the glorified Human
of the Lord with the eyes of the body, but in the spirit

. , , is evident from His transfiguration . , . It is there-

fore in vain to believe that the Lord will appear in

person in a cloud of Heaven ; but He is to ajijiear in the

Word . . .

778. Every man is his own love and his own intel-

ligence ... In like manner . . . the Lord is Divine love

and Divine wisdom . . . the human form is their con-

tainant. From these things it can be thought how the

Lord is the Word.

779. That this second Advent of the Lord is being

effected by means of a man, before whom He has mani-

fested Himself in Person, and whom He has filled with

His own Spirit, to teach the doctrines of the New
Church from Him by means of the Word. Gen.art.

. As the Lord cannot manifest Himself in person

. . . and yet has foretold that He will come, and found
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a New Church which is the New Jerusalem, it follows

that He will do this by means of a man, who is able not

only to receive the doctrines of this Church in the

understanding, but also to publish them by the press.

That the Lord has manifested Himself before me His

servant, and has sent me to this office, and that after

doing so He has opened the sight of my spirit, and thus

has intromitted me into the Spiritual World ... I

testify in Truth ; likewise, that from the first day of

that call, I have not received anything whicli concerns

the doctrines of that Church from any Angel, but from

the Lord alone, while I liave read the Word.

[T.] 780. For the sake of the end that the Lord might

be constantly present, He has unfolded to me the spiritual

sense of His Word, in which is Divine truth in its own
light, and in this He is continually present. For His

presence in the Word is from no other source than by
means of the spiritual sense . . .

791. After this Work was finished, the Lord called

together His twelve disciples who had followed Him in

the world, and the next day He sent them all out into

the universal Spiritual World, to preach the Gospel

that the Lord Jesus Christ reigns, whose Kingdom shall

be for ages of ages . . . This was done on the 19th day
of the month of June, in the year 1 770.

795-. After this time, all who acknowledge the Lord

Jesus Christ as God the Redeemer and Saviour, are in

Heaven ; and they who do not acknowledge Him are

beneath Heaven, and are there instructed ; and those

who receive are elevated into Heaven, and those who do

not receive arc cast down into Hell . . .

838. Conversation with the Africans concerning the

Lord the Saviour. D.S919.

D. 395. (First mention of 'the Lord' by Swedenborg.)

480. Compare also D.I 5 1. 258. 342.

519. (The One Only Lord of the inhabitants of Jupiter.

See under Jupiter.)

857. He asked who the Lord was. (Answered at

great length.)

892. There is a certain interior perception ... in

those who are led by the Lord in the things which are

to be done with them. Ex.

897. Spirits cannot possibly perceive that a man can

perceive and be persuaded from the Lord as to what is

to be thought, spoken, and done . . .

900. When I told them that ... I had not done the

least thing from myself, but the Lord [had done it],

they marvelled still more.

979*^. It is the Lord who is love [who] thus acts, from
inmosts.

985. The Lord Himself is in all things ; nor has He
need of mediations when it so pleases Him.

1113. That the Lord rules the universe. Ex.

. There came a moment of doubt as to whether

our Lord is their One Only Lord . . .

1 176. I heard a soft sound, angelic and sweet . . . and
I was told that so does the Lord rule things ... in-

ordinate ... for He acts from what is peaceful ; and
therefore the things which are ... in the circumferences

are necessarily reduced into order . . .

1313. That the Lord God alone lives. Ex.

1368. The Lord's having commanded that they should

be baptized into the name of the Father, of the Son,

and of the Holy Spirit, involves Himself ; because in

Him is the Father, in Him is the Holy Spirit . . .

1440. Seeds (of faith) are innumerable . . . but the

univei"sal and one only seed in which all the rest are

ordinated and subordinated is that the Lord alone rules

the universe, and that He is the all in all things of

truth and good . . .

1453. Those from the other side of the Earth Venus
are worshippers of the Lord. Some came thence and
said . . . that they acknowledge and have acknowledged

our Lord only ; and that He has appeared to them, and
that they believe Him to be with them, and that He
walks among them . . . and that they see Him as it

were walking among them . . .

1458. (In Mercury) they acknowledge the Lord . . .

1 5 14. (The Spirits of Saturn) say . . . What is more
insaue . . . than to ask what God they worship, and

thus to manifest ignorance of the One Only Lord . . .

and that there is no other Lord besides the One Only.

They say that the Lord Himself is in company with

them . . .

1534. Good Spirits feel as it were outside of them-

selves that the Lord is, so that faith in Him is circum-

fused around . . .

1535. In the interior Heaven they acknowledge the

Lord in almost a similar manner . . .

1536. In the more interior Heaven there is a certain

sense, by which sense they know that the Lord is their

God . . .

1537. In the inmost Heaven there is a certain thought,

thus more interior, that the Lord rules the universe . . .

153S. Thus proceed from the Lord the operations of

faith in Him . . .

1542. (In Mars) they adore our Lord alone, because

He is good itself.

1558. It is wonderful that so few (Christians) seek

the Lord there, while . . . the worshippers of men and

even of devils seek those whom they had v.'orshipped

. . . This is a very manifest sign that the Lord is the

God who rules the universe. 4593^.

160 1. I said to them . . . that it is sufficient to know
that which the Lord has taught ; namely, that He is

one, and that he who sees the Son sees the Father, etc.

1608. It follows that the Lord alone must be in all

and in each thing of man. Ex.

1628. They ought to know that all their endeavour

must be of the Lord, (otherwise) it is nothing but sin.

(See Endeavour, here.)

1647. That the things which I have learned in repre-

sentations, visions, and from speech with Spirits and

Angels, are from the Lord alone. Ex.

. Thus have I been instructed, consequently by

no Spirit, nor Angel, but by the Lord alone, from whom

is all truth and good . . .

1708. On the coming forth and subsistence of human
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bodies from the Lord through the Grand Man. How
the Lord's life is infused into the evil also. Ex.

1712. Whatever inflows from the Lord, inflows into

the universal Grand Man, with variety according to the

functions . . .

1758. That the Lord knows and disposes all things in

the universal Heaven, and in all the earth, and the most

singular things. Ex.

1966. That evil Spirits cannot be with those who
believe in the Lord. Ex.

2012a. That evil is attributed to the Lord. Ex.

2062. That each and all things are so ruled by the

Lord that there may be indefinite things in each idea

and aff'ection. Ex.

2099. That a man and a Spirit must necessarily think

and speak the things which the Lord permits and

concedes. Ex.

21 15. That it can never be denied that the harmonies

of the interior Heaven come from . . . the Lord. Ex.

2161. That there is nothing good except from the

Lord.—Spirits torture themselves . . . how to under-

stand that no one can do anything good except from

the Lord . . .

6, The Lord gives both the thought of good and

the will of good . . .

2163. That the Lord provides, sees, p)^rceives, and
rides each and all things which come forth in Heaven
and on earth. Ex.

2164^. Before the eyes of men and Spirits, each and
all things in the world appear inordinate and confused,

wlien yet in the Lord's eye they constitute a beautiful

image ; namely, the image of a man or of a virgin
;

which is Heaven in its complex, not such as it is, but

such as the Lord wills it to be ; namely, an image of

Himself.

2267". Hence anyone may conclude that the Lord
knows the most singular things in the universal Heaven,

and also in the human race . . .

2296. That the permission, leave, good-pleasure, and

will of the Lord are in all things which take place ; but

in application to the subjects. Ex.

2303. That ideas, when separated, are associated by

the Lord with many other ideas which serve for man's

happiness. Ex.

2306a. That a man or a Spirit is led into good by the

Lord in the same proportion as he receives from the

Lord. Ex.

2321. That the Lord rules the universe. Ex. 3054,

Ex.

2322. Such a state was induced by the Lord that

there Avas a certain perception as it were of innumerable

persons endeavouring and acting, which lasted more
than an hour . . . and meanwhile it was manifestly per-

ceived how the most minute things proceeded in their

order, so that among so many . . . not one could have

opened his mouth or done the least thing, except in

that series, and in that order, in which it was pleasing

to the Lord, so distinct were all things, and so distinctly

did they proceed ; a most manifest sign that the Lord
VOL. IV.

rules the universe, and a more manifest one I have not

yet perceived.

2325. That neither man. Spirit, nor Angel, thinks,

wills, or does anything from himself . . . and yet that

the Lord is not the cause of evil. Ex.

2329. As there is no life except one, to wit, that of

the Lord ... it may come into doubt as to whence come

the objects of the thoughts . . . and therefore it is replied

that it is the Lord who loves the preservation of all and

of each who are in the Heavens and on earth, and who

pities them . . .

2416. For innocence and mercy are the Lord . . .

2423. That the Lord rules the universe in order from

the interiors. Ex.

2457. That whatever has been acquired by actuality

cannot be broken off ; but that [man] can become better

through the Lord. Ex,

2474. Margin. These things have been this day con-

firmed in general from Heaven, the Lord being as it

were seen.

2563. That with him who has faith in the Lord, the

Lord is present, and consults for him in each and all

things. Ex.

2591. That the Lord has led the human race since the

creation of the first man. Ex.

. I received the reply by a spiritual idea . . .

that (before the Grand IMan had been formed) the first

man, and those first born, were led by no other than the

Lord alone. For the Lord is the all in all things, nor

is there any endeavour in each thing in Heaven and the

Spiritual World except from the Lord, before man was

born, as after he was born . . .

2592. That the Lord preserves man from every evil.

Ex.

2663. There was such simplicity in his speech that I

knew he could speak with the Lord . . .

2688. That he who lives in faith in the Lord, thus in

the Lord, cannot possibly receive violence from the evil,

because he lives in the order of natural, spiritual, and

celestial things. Ex.

2713. That the universe is not ruled by the Lord

according to the fallacies and phantasies of men . . .

Ex.

2714. That this is the Truth—that the Lord rules the

universe by an infinite Providence . . .

2732. Concerning the opinion of some, that as the

Lord gives all things of faith . , . man maj' act as

passive and let down his hands. Ex.

2735. That all things of man's life inflow from the

Lord. Ex.

2786. That the Lord in Heaven speaks to the Angels,

and in fact with different ones distinctly, in person,

thus with a number together. Ex.

2884. That the general life of the Lord inflows into

the universe. Ex.

2886. Concerning certain Spirits or Angels, who when

they come seem to have the presence of the Lord with

them. Ex.
2 A
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[D.] 2960. On the apparent influx from man to the

Lord. Ex.

2990. That the Lord appears to many in the other

life, in a form snitable to them.—It has sometimes

happened to me that I snpposed no otherwise than that

the Lord Himself was present and had spoken . . . But
the case is this. It is the Lord who then appears here,

through others, who are then not themselves ; and the

same suppose in like manner that they are the Lord
;

which thought inflows into the thought of him with

whom he is, he being nothing, and the Lord then appears

through him, in his form ; for his form still remains
;

as I could manifestly apperceive this day ; for the Lord

<loes not will to completely change the form or nature of

another, and so to appear through him. Thus, also,

does the Lord speak through another.

3010. On Spirits who want it to be believed that they

are the Lord. 3249. See A. 7622.

3049. (The Spirits of Jupiter) did not want me to

write that the Lord is Man and at the same time God,

because they do not know what God is, but what the

Highest is ; and it is sufiicient when they believe Him
to be the Highest. They greatly love ... to hear tliat

the One Only Lord is the only Man ; and that all others

have it from Him that they are men.

31 14. The evil cast the blame on the Lord . . .

3136. On a Spirit who tried to find another Lord, and

another Heaven.

3177. That the Lord rules the human race in the

most singular things, Ex.

3239S. They who are in humiliation have now con-

fessed, with some weeping, that the Lord is their only

Lord . . .

3314a. I spoke with (the Most Ancients) about the

Lord. The}- said that they cannot speak about the

Lord. For their ideas were celestial, and in the word
Lord there is a spiritual idea. I also [spoke] about other

ideas by which the Lord is expressed, as 'Jesus' and

'Christ ;' and they could not perceive this either, because

the ideas had been covered with natural things, because

they are names. But when He was represented as the

Mediator and Regenerator . . . they acknowledged,

because then there were celestial ideas . . . They said

that they had expected the Lord to come who would
save the universal human race ; but these were only

those who had lived when the Most Ancient Church had
begun to decline . . .

3355. (This offspring of the Most Ancient Church)

I'epresented the Lord to themselves ... as an old man
with a grey beard . . .

3358. (The cruelties exercised by the Antediluvians

against the Lord. ) This is what is said about the

temptations of the Lord in the wilderness—that He
fought with wild beasts . . . 3366.

3435. (A preacher who thought) that the Lord alone

is filthy, because He took away all the filthiness from
the human race . . .

3476. On those who are insane from the fact that

(they inquire) what the Lord was doing from eternity,

before the creation of the world ; and who thence infer

an origin of the Lord also. (See T.3i^ D.4204.

)

3568. That those who are not in faith cannot even

name the Lord.—They tried, but could not . . . for

they desired [to do it] from proprium. But when such

reflection is not given, they are allowed to do it, as is

every man. For to name the Lord from proprium is to

take His name in vain . . .

3569. Certain Spirits were thinking that it is a

wonderful thing that in the other life they do not at

once come into a state of faith in the Lord, seeing that

there they know and believe that the Lord rules the

universe. Ex.

3628. The Lord alone makes provision that man may
not come into such open insanities : and to prevent him
from falling into such things the Lord has commanded
that he should have no care for the morrow . . . They
who are in and who incline to such things can never be

withdrawn thence except through faith in the Lord.

They who are in faith are delivered by the Lord, how-
ever they may be infested by such things.

365 7^ They are not permitted to name the Lord, but

Christ.

3681. Hence it is evident how the Lord sees all their

machinations, and renders aid in a moment ; and also

how He guards man while asleep.

3739. How truths and goods are excited by the Lord.

3775. (The Quakers) do not care for the Lord ... As
also the Catholics acknowledge the Lord and preach

Him, whereas in the other life they are very hostile to

Him ; so also the Quakers ; and therefore in the other

life they know nothing about the Lord, and are rebels

against the Lord, vaunting themselves as the Holy
Spirit. 3793.

3958. On the Lord.— I said to Spirits that no idea

can be perceived about the Lord, nor are any words

applicable except the Eternal and the Infinite . . .

4095. Concerning the influx of life from the Lord,

and His Providence in the most singular things. Ex.

4095a. (The infinity of the Lord shown from the in-

definite things there are in human and angelic ideas.)

4125^. Therefore the Lord alone knows what a man
has thought and done before he became a Spirit.

4131^ Hence it is evident that all good and truth

are from the Lord. 4241.

4132. Thus the Lord alone (is in a state of wakeful-

ness).

4137. In proportion [as anyone acts] from the Lord,

what is good and true [is produced].

4138. It was perceived that no misfortunes . . . can

happen to a man who is with the Lord ; for the evil

Spirits [who] were present when any horse threatened

evil, were suddenly cast down.

4205. On the hatred of the evil against the Lord.

—

Those who in the world had not had hatred against the

Lord, but had lived in the love of self and of the world,

that is, in hatred against the neighbour, and who had

not even thought about the Lord ; in the other life have

deadly hatred against the Lord. A cause of the hatred

is, also, that they notice there that Heaven is the

Lord's, and that the Kingdom is the Lord's ; and as
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such cannot be admitted into Heaven , . . tliey attribute

this to the Lord . . .

42196. Tliis moon does not appear to the right, where

the Lord is . . .

4226. On the . . . continual presence of the Lord with

the Angels.

^. (What is meant by to be constantly thinking

about the Lord.) Ex,

4338. That the Lord is the Father, Son, and Holy

Spirit. Ex.

4432. Nothing is more common with Spirits than to

think that all the fault, nay, the penalty, and thus evil,

is from the Lord, because He permits it. I spoke to

them about it—that . . .

4441. On a simple idea about the Lord.—There were

some who were in a simple idea about the Lord—that

the Lord rules each and all things. The simplicity of

the idea cannot be described . . . The simplicity consisted

also in this—that the Lord was as the Lord to them,

without thought about the Divine, the Human, or the

Holy, but solely of one. From this idea also flowed

this—[that] He rules all things, and each thing, and the

least things of the thoughts ; and that they were in bliss

when they were being ruled by Him, and thus were in

safety. They were many . . . The reason (of their bliss)

was that they had previously heard so many disputes

and ratiocinations about various things with the Lord,

and about faith in Him, so that this was to them as a

sweet rest . . .

4442. On a sublime idea about the Lord.—There were

. . . angelic ones who were in a sublime idea, because

they had thought, apperceived, and heard so many
things about the Divine, the Human, and the Holy of

the Lord ; and therefore I was let into a sublime idea

that these three were one, which idea cannot be de-

scribed, because it is possible solely in the other life . . .

The Divine was for the celestial ; the Human for the

rest who were beneath—and also the Divine, but as

applicable to them— ; and the proceeding Holy was all

the sphere thence, because there is nothing in the Lord

except the Divine Holy. These things were represented

by an angelic idea, and thus as a one applicable to the

whole Heaven, in which idea they had their bliss.

4443. From the former idea, and from this one, it

was perceived how blessed it is to have faith of the heart

that the Lord rules the universe ; and that this is the

principal of faith.

4449. (Sirens) carry with them the persuasion as if the
Lord were there.

4529*^. They preached the ^lower of the Lord.

4549. That from the Lord there is nothing but what
is good. Ex.

4551. On the Council at which the distinction was
made between the Divine and the Human of the Lord.

—They said that they . . . had concluded this principally

for the reason that the papal chair would not have sub-

sisted if they had acknowledged the Lord as one with
the Father . . . They said that they knew otherwise

from the Scripture, but that for this reason they could

not accept it ; and they said further that in their hearts

they had not believed in the Lord, but that they had

not dared to publish this . . . That in this way they

could dominate in the Heavens and on earth, they had

from the Word, in that to the Lord has been given all

Power in the Heavens and on earth . . .

4588. That all things inflow
;
goods and truths from

the Lord. . . I was always in the sphere that all good

and truth are from the Lord ; and the opposite sphere,

which assailed, could not eff"ect a whit. In such a sphere

are those Spirits kept who are being initiated and con-

firmed in this truth . . .

4605. Besides, the externals of man, in like manner
as his internals, are continually directed by the Lord.

The direction of the Lord is in primes and in ultimates
;

thence flow mediates in their order . . .

4629". The universal Heaven in general, and the Lord

in particular, inflow into every Angel. Hence he has

the human form . . .

4712. From these things it maybe evident how the

case is with faith in the Lord. With those who believe

in the Lord according to the truths of faith, the Lord is

in presence ; that is. He is at hand, and has His abode

with them. Whereas with those who do not believe,

the Lord is absent ; because He cannot be seen in

thought, nor Known in aff'ection. Concerning these,

the Lord says that He does not Know them, because

they do not Know Him.

4715. Whenever I touched the iron tongs ... it was

apperceived . . . that they wanted to strike tlie Lord

therewith. Ex.

4724. Hence it was evident how the case is with faith

in the Lord—that the Lord appears to those M'ho believe

and affirm, and is conjoined with them through love or

charity ; for there is no faith, thus no appearance of the

Lord, unless there is love or charity, because this receives

the faith . . .

4725. The Lord can indeed appear even to those who
are not in love, thus who are in persuasive faith ; but it

is an imaginative, and not a real, appearance.

4763-. (Charles XII.) decided to blot out the name of

the Lord . . .

4772-. Those within the Church ... do not acknow-

ledge the Lord as God, because He was a man ; when
yet those who were in the most ancient times . . . wor-

shipped Jehovah under a human form . . . and in like

manner do the Angels who are the wisest . . . and more-

over the Lord appears to them under that form . . . This

has been inscribed from Heaven on the nature of the

nations outside of Europe, and also on some within

Europe ... As soon as these hear about the Lord, they

run to the place, believe, and seize upon the doctrine

about Him . . ,

4774. (On the New Church.) Then one of the Angels

from the Lord . . . instructed them about the Lord,

saying that there is one God, and He the Lord . . .

4775-

4775-. (These gentiles) marvelled that in the tract

where the Church is, few of the learned want to acknow-

ledge the Lord as God, for the sole reason that He was

a man . . .
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[D.] 4779. I was afterwards brought back to the region

where were those who were in knowledges . . . and it

was appereeived that all there could not possibly appre-

hend that the Lord can be the One Only God, for the

sole reason that He was a man . . .

4781. Why the Lord was born (on our Earth). Ex.
®. Besides, when the heavenly doctrine concerning

the Lord is known in one Earth, the rest can know it

when they become Spirits and Angels.

4785. (The secrets of the Moravian congregation con-

cerning the Lord.) E.x. 4791. 4799. 4810. 59SS'-. 6043*=.

J. (Post.)55.

4792. For that which receives the Lord is the Divine

itself, or the holy of the Lord, with man, thus good from
the Lord

; and the Lord can be conjoined with a man no
otherwise . . . than in what is His own received by the

man . . .

4817. That the Lord can be honoured and acknow-
ledged by the worst devils, if Power is promised them.

Ex.

'^. Hence it was evident that the love and honour
of the Lord with the Moravians was from the love of

self . . .

4824. Therefore Paul was not permitted to take one

. . . doctrine from the Lord . . . but he took all things

from himself.

4829. How the case would have been if the Lord liad

not come into the world.—There was one who was
thinking . . . that all things would still have flowed

according to order if the Lord liad not assumed the

Human . . . and therefore the Angels under whose
auspices were those who are being led by the Lord

removed themselves a little, and thus there was no

influx of the Lord to him, but he was then in a like

order to that in which he would be if not protected by
the Lord . . . He then began to rage like one insane,

with a sword in his hand, thrusting . . . and in like

manner did some others who were in his company, and
who after these furies fell down as if they were dead,

and when resuscitated raged again in like manner. By
this it was shown what would be the state of things if

the Lord did not protect them all through His Divine

Human.

4831. I was brought to the region where are the

Mohammedans . . . and was kept in the idea concerning

the Lord that the Father is in Him, and the Holy Spirit

from Him, thus that there is one God ; and then all

who were there were in the same idea, and completely

acknowledged it ; and this through the whole tract . . .

4845-. All things of the whole body . . . are organic

forms completely [adapted] to the reception of the life of

faith from love ; and in proportion to the Divine love in

a, man . . . his organics are receptions of life, conse-

quently are lives. This was most perfectly the case in

the Lord, because the Divine love itself, which was the

esse of His life, formed the body after its own likeness,

thus for the reception of it, insomuch that all things

were forms of the Divine love ; and as it was made
Divine, they are the Divine love . . .

4847'*. Those from the Christian world who from
principles received and confirmed in the world deny
the Lord, have scarcely any life. They are quite silly.

4850. On turning to the Lord, and on turning from

the Lord. Ex.

4876. For they make the Lord a mere man ... In

their prayers and preachings . . . they pass by the Lord
and speak to the Father ; when yet they know that no
one can come to the Father except through the Lord

;

and that the Lord is the Way, and the Mediator ; and
that the Father hears no one except mediately through
the Lord , . . and also that witliout the Lord there is no
salvation. They know that the Lord has all Power in

the Heavens and on earth ; and also that the Father is

in Him, and one with Him ; but they explain these

things in a different way. 5378.

4914. They pour forth from themselves a sphere as if

it were from tlie Lord ; for they had believed themselves

to be His vicars.

4918. They were told that they have the sphere of

tlie Lord around them, and that tliey are within that

sphere, together with their pride, hatreds, revenges, and
the like ; but that the Angels have the sphere of the

Lord in themselves . . . 4955.

4972. They said . . . that the Lord has no Power in

the Heavens, because He has given it to the successors

of Peter . . , 5630. 5650. 5790b.

5080. They associate a certain devil . . . whom they

say is the Lord . . .

5513a-. (A Spirit of that Earth in the universe) asked

me what God I worshipped. I said that I worshipped

the Lord. They replied that they also worship the

Lord . . .

5568. (The Babylonians said) that the Lord inflows

through them, because in this way He is omnipresent

... It was found that they were most inveterate enemies

of the Lord, and that they persecute all those who adore

the Lord if they do not give them everything they have

. . . With them the worship of the Lord is a means to

such wickedness.

5618^. Instead of 'Moses,' 'Aaron,' and 'David' (in

the Word there) there was 'the Lord.'

5669ae. Wlien thinking about the Lord (the Re-

formed) think of Him no otherwise than as of a common
man . . . From which they saw that good Mohamme-
dans in their hearts think better about the Lord than

Christians do. 5742. 5744.

5743. Therefore the Lord was seen to descend from

the Sun as in a bright cloud. (Continued under Last

Judgment. )

s. It was said that the Lord underwent tempta-

tions from His first adolescence even to the last of His

life . . .

5747. For they who do not acknowledge the Divine

of the Lord ... at heart make nothing of spiritual

things . . . They speak about God, but they do not care

for Him ; and they recede at any saying of any evil

person, especially at the first temptation.

5765c. (The Babylonians) considered the Lord no

otherwise than as a common man . . .

5766. Their hostility to the Lord.

5778^. It was observed that in proportion as a man
acts from proprium— that is, without a living faith that
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all good is from the Lord—nothing can inflow from the

Lord . . .

5786^. When (the Babylonians) look at anyone who
worships the Lord, they become as if insane, and en-

deavonr to destroy him . . . They cannot endure his

sphere . . .

5793- (In order to live as a Christian) two things are

requisite :— i. To believe in the Lord ; that is, to believe

that all good and truth are from Him.

579S. That stone (which the evil did not see and fell

over) signified the Lord and His Divine Human.

5807. That the Lord has betaken Himself to the

gentiles. Ex.

5814, (Those in external holiness) were explored as to

what they had thought about the Lord ; and it was

found that they had never thought about His Divine,

but solely about the Human, as if He were only a man
like another ; and that His Divine consisted in the fact

that He was loved by the Father.

5819. All those are preserved in Heaven who in the

world had acknowledged the Divine of the Lord, and
had lived well ; most especially tliose who had acknow-

ledged the Divine Human ; but the rest, who had not

acknowledged the Divine of the Lord, and many who
had thought no otherwise about the Lord than as of a

common man, were . . . cast down. Many have wanted

to acknowledge the Divine of the Lord in the other life

who had not acknowledged it in the world, but in vain
;

they did so in the mouth and not in the heart.

5840. (The ideas of the Babylonians about the Lord
refuted from the Athanasian Creed, which they acknow-

ledge.) 5852. 5924.

5881. It was perceived that a man in the Christian

world cannot possibly be in the life of charity unless

Avhen he is thinking about the Lord he thinks about

His Divine. To think about His Divine only when one

is in what is doctrinal, and not when he is thinking

outside of it, is not to think about the Divine of the

Lord. Nor does he think about the Divine of the Lord
when he is praying to the Father for the sake of the

Son ; he then does not have the Lord in the idea of the

Divine. It was also perceived that everyone who Avheu

thinking about the Lord thinks about His Divine, is in

the life of charity ; for the Lord leads him.

5898. On the sphere of the Divine of the Lord.

—

There were . . . many who had made a confederacy to

destroy those who are protected by the Lord . . . But it

was then apperceived that those whom the Lord protects

were encompassed with the sphere of the Divine of the

Lord. This sphere evolved itself towards those who
had made the attack, and some of them ventured to

enter it, but they were suddenly smitten with such

anxiety of heart that they . . . threw themselves down
on the earth and writhed like serpents. I heard them
crying that they would never do such things.

5927. On the Lord.—I spoke to the Angels about the

Lord—that the Divine was His from eternity . . .

whence it follows that He was not conceived from the

Father, but that He was conceived from His own
Divine ; and thus that in the world He could not be

called the Son of God, but His own Son.

5933*. No one can become spiritual unless he acknow-

ledges the Divine of the Lord. Everyone must acknow-

ledge his God in order that he may be able to be

conjoined with Heaven ; for the Divine of the Lord is

what makes Heaven ; and therefore this is the first of

the Church—to acknowledge the Divine of the Lord,

and that without Him there is no salvation.

5934. That the Lord alone does all things in the

Heavens and on earth . . . There were some who had
attributed to men the power of the Lord in ultimates,

to those who were in faith in Him . . . But it was shown

that the Lord alone does it, and man nothing whatever.

Moreover, He has infilled . . . many who are in evil and

in contrary faith with His Divine in ultimates, and

these did in like manner . . . From which they believed

that all can be saved, even those who are in Hell ; but it

was said that they cannot, because they were then not

in freedom to think, will, and act ; thus not in their

own life. It was shown that the Divine power of the

Lord in ultimates could in 61 those who were in know-

ledge about the Lord, even if they were in a contrary

faith ; but those who are not in knowledge cannot re-

ceive. Hence it was evident that the omnipotence of

the Lord alone is what does it ; and that it is His

Divine in ultimates, because He made the whole of His

Human Divine, even to the ultimates.

5941a. That they who acknowledge the Father alone,

and pass by the Lord, are determined to the loves of the

body and of the world. Ex.

. Some look to a certain one above themselves in

. . . the zenith, as it were a man, whom they say is the

Father ; but these also are in like manner devoid of

determination ; and therefore those who have acted well

are turned a little to the Lord as a Sun, or as a Moon
. . . They who are tuimed to the Lord are sometimes

remitted into the idea of God as over head, and then

they are not in intelligence . . .

5946^. They said that in this great tract (of Africa)

all worship the Lord, and that they are being instructed

by many who communicate with the Angels ... by in-

terior perception . . .

5976. That all the evil are against the Lord according

to the degree of the evil ; but not against the Father.

Ex.

5978. Concerning the Lord—that He has been com-

pletely rejected in tlie Christian world.—-It was seen that

they inquired with fury where the Lord was ; and,

supposing that He was here, or there, they rushed

thither, and dragged forth some Spirit whom they

believed to be the Lord, and endeavoured to treat him

miserably, and strove to murder him. This they did

with fury, and for long. And afterwards they inquired

where there was anyone who acknowledged the Lord,

and him who said that he did they wanted to nnirder
;

and so they went on from one to another. Thus was it

shown that Cliristians are at this day worse than the

Jews.

5983. How much the love of exercising command is

against the Lord. Des.

6021. On the Lord with the Mohammedans. Ex.

6025. On those who deny the Divine of the Lord. Ex,
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[D.] 6049. All those vvho have not believed in the Lord

by acknowleilginc:^ His Divine ... in the other life think

in what is material, and thus cannot think spiritually,

that is, abstractedly from space, time, and persons . . ,

6055^. No one can be in conjngial love . . . unless he

acknowledges the Lord ; for its highest cause is from

the marriage of the Lord with . . . the Church.

6080. On the influx of the Lord into the honours and
gains of man. The Lord is always present with man,
and is urgent for good and truth to be received

;

but with tliose who have not shunned evils, this influx

is turned into their Own loves . . . and thus the Lord

leads the men of the world through their Own affections.

6082^. The Lord was born 605 (years after the

Captivity).

6101-. It is not my work, but that of the Lord, who
has willed to reveal the nature of Heaven and Hell, and

the nature of the life of man after death, and concerning

the Last Judgment, and also that theological things do

not transcend [the human understanding].

D.Min. 4682''. Such a fury of insanity . . . against

the Lord . . .

4692. The Lord foresees the form in which man from

freedom wants (to dispose his life) ; but He determines

it. . .

4702. The Lord is especially present (at the resusci-

tation of the dead).

4744. That all life is from tlie Lord. Ex.

4831. The Lord was seen by nie in a dream with the

face and form in which He was when in the world. It

was such that it was full interiorly ; and was so that

He could rule the whole Heaven within. There was a

certain person not far from Him at whom He looked
;

and He then raised His eyes a little, and thus knew
whom and of what quality he was. And He often as it

were slept with His eyes when He was inwardly in

Himself. When I awaked I also saw Him obscurel)-,

and it was said that such had been His ajipearance. In

a word, He was full of Heaven and the Divine.

E. 10. For he who acknowledges the Lord, and does

not at the same time acknowledge the Divine in His
Human, does not acknowledge the Lord . , .

-. The acknowledgment of the Lord is the life or

soul itself of all the doctrine in the Church.

1 6-. For the Lord is nearer to an Angel, Spirit, or

man, in the proportion that they interiorly love

Him. Ex.

19. 'John '= the Lord as to doctrine. 45.

. All these (Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, David,

Elijah, Elisha, John the Baptist, Peter, and the rest

of the apostles), in the supreme sense, = the Lord.

25^. Hence it is evident how the Lord is in man.

30. 'The Lord' (in Heaven) = Divine truth united to

Divine good.

32. By 'God and the Father' is meant the Lord
alone.

33. That Divine good and Divine truth are from the

Lord to eternity. Sig. and Ex.

50. They were brought to places which were signifi-

cative . . . and the Lord Himself went to like places for

the same reason ; as into Galilee, to Tyre and Sidon, to

Jerusalem, upon the Mount of Olives there, and . . .

when an infant, into Egypt.

52. The Christian Church does indeed acknowledge
the Divine of the Lord, but not the Divine Human . . .

78^. When they saw Jehovah, they were encompassed

with a column of Spirits ... So also has the Lord been

sometimes seen by me.

80. The Lord is present with all in the universe, but

more nearly or remotely according to the reception of

good through truths with them from Him ; for it is

good in which the Lord is present with an Angel, Spirit,

or man . . .

83. (For) the Lord is called 'dead' when there are no
longer faith and love to Him ; for the Lord lives with

those who are in love and faith in Him ; but He does

not live with those who are not in love and faith . . .

86. In proportion as the Lord is received in faith and
love, in the same proportion He is in the man ; and in

proportion as He is in a man, in the same proportion He
removes evils, and thus the Hells and eternal death . . .

^Ex.

102^. In the Spiritual AVorld . . . the name 'Lord,'

and the name 'Jesus Christ,' are not uttered as on

earth ; but instead of these names there is a name
formed from the idea of all things which are known and
believed about Him, which idea is from all things of

love and faith in Him. The reason is that these things

in the complex are the Lord with them ; for the Lord is

with everyone in the goods of love and of faith which

are from Him. As this is so, the quality of everyone

there as to love and faith in the Lord is at once Known,
provided he utters in a spiritual name 'the Lord,' or

'Jesus Christ.' And hence also it is that those who are

not in any love or in any faith in Him, cannot name
Him ; that is, form any spiritual name about Him.

1 05s. But it is necessary for those who are within the

Church to believe in the Lord ; and, when they are

thinking about Him, to think about His Divine in the

Human . . .

110'. The good of love to the Lord is the Lord

Himself, because the Lord is in the good of His love

with man. Spirit, and Angel . . . Hence it may be

evident that all things which the Church teaches from

the Word, regard the Lord and love to Him as the end

ad quern.

112^ Without (Knowledges), the Lord cannot dwell

with and lead a man. Ex.

114. The Lord is said to be rejected when He is not

approached and worshipped ; and also when He is

approached and worshipped solely as to His Human . . .

^. Hence it may be evident that the Lord has

been rejected by those within the Church who approach

the Father immediately ... for these cannot but think

of the Human of the Lord as of the human of another

man . . .

114^. Hence it may be evident how it is to be under-

stood that the Lord has been at this day rejected by

those who are within the Church. Ex.
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. To think in this way about the Lord is to

reject Him . . .

*. I once spoke to Spirits who ... in the world

had been of the Papal religion ; and I asked them
whether when they were in the world they had ever

thought about the Divine of the Lord. They said that

they had sometimes thought of it when they were in

doctrine with their sight, and that they had then

acknowledged His Divine to be equal to the Divine

of the Father ; but that when they were outside of

doctrine, they had thought solely of His Human . . .

1 1
9". For no others are saved than those who believe

in the Lord ; and he who believes in the Lord in the

world believes in Him after death.

131. The Lord who alone fights in temptations. Sig.

and Ex,
®. That all approach to acknowledge the Lord

alone is closed against him who does not live a life of

love. Sig.

137^. In the other life all these blaze Avitli such

hatred against those who apj^roach the Lord alone, that

it cannot be described . . . The reason is that all who
are in the Hells are against the Lord ; and all who are

in the Heavens are with the Lord ; and those who are of

the Church, and do not acknowledge the Divine of the

Lord in His Human, act as one with the Hells . . . HI.

''. That all these would be hated for the Lord's

sake, the Lord Himself has foretold. HI.

151-. After death ... all men are turned to their own
loves, and therefore those who have worshipped the

Divine under a human form are turned to the Lord . . .

But those who have not (done so) are turned to the

loves of their natural man . . . thus backwards from the

Lord . . .

183. The Lord from whom are all the truths of

Heaven and the Church. Sig. and Ex.

196. For the Lord is in His own truths with a

man . . .

200''. If it be assumed and acknowledged as a doc-

trine that the Lord is one with the Father, and that

His Human is Divine from the Divine in Himself, light

will be seen in each thing of the AVord . . . But, on the

other hand, if it be assumed and acknowledged as a

doctrine that the Divine of the Father is different from

the Divine of the Lord, nothing in the Word will be

seen in light. Ex.

209-. For the Lord inflows into the love with a man,
and through it into the truths . . .

^. All the power which Angels and men have is

from the Lord
; and in proportion as they receive the

Lord, in the same proportion they have power . . .

Therefore in proportion as a man has been conjoined

with the Lord through love, in the same proportion he

has power.

213. The Lord is present in the affection or love of a

man . . .

220. The Lord is above the Heavens . . .

242®. Man cannot be withdrawn from his proprium,

unless, as to the things which are of life, he looks to

the Lord. Through this sight he is conjoined with

Heaven . . .

248. ' I stand at the door and knock' = the perpetual

presence of the Lord . . . and His perpetual will to

conjoin Himself with man, and to communicate to him

the hajjpinesses of Heaven. Ex.
-. There are two things which are in the freedom

of man from the perpetual presence of the Lord, and

from His perpetual will to conjoin Himself with him.

The First ... is that man has the opportunity and the

faculty to think well about Him and the neighbour . . .

To think well about the Lord and the neighbour is not

from man . . . but is from the Lord . , . whereas to

think evilly about the Lord and the neighbour is from

man himself . . . The Second thing ... is that he can

abstain from evils ; and in proportion as he does abstain,

the Lord opens the door and enters . . .

^. It matters not that in the beginning man does

not know that it is from the Lord, because he does not

perceive the influx, provided he afterwards believes from

the Word that all the good of love and truth of faith

are from the Lord ; for the Lord operates these things

although the man knows it not ; and this from His

perpetual presence ... In a word, the Lord wills that

man should abstain from evils and do goods from him-

self, provided he believes that the faculty of so doing is

not from man but from the Lord ; for the Lord wills

that there be reception with man ; and reception is not

given in any other way than by man's doing as from

himself, although it is from the Lord ; for there is thus

given with man what is reciprocal, which is his new will.

250-. The Lord is always present with good and truth

with man, and endeavours to open his spiritual mind

—

which is 'the door' which the Lord wills to open—and

to gift him with celestial love and faith ; for He says,

'I stand at the door and knock.' But this endeavour

or this perpetual will of the Lord is not apperceived by

man ; for man supposes that he does what is good from

himself, and that this endeavour or this will is in him

;

and it is sufficient then that he acknowledge from the

doctrine of the Church that all good is from God , . .

251. The reason the Lord is conjoined with those who
receive Him in heart and life, is that the Lord enters or

inflows into the life. He enters or inflows solely with

those who are in the life of spiritual love . . . When
this love makes the life of a man, then the Lord enters

or inflows through it into the truths of faith, and causes

the man to see or Know them. Hence man has the

spiritual affection of truth. It is a very great mistake

that the Lord enters or inflows . . . into faith separated

from cliarity with a man . . . Hence it is evident through

what way is admitted the Divine which proceeds from the

Lord ; namely, by the way of the heart, that is, of love.

254-. The reason a comparison is made between the

men of the Church and the Lord Himself. Ex. and 111.

. The Lord spoke of His conjunction with man as

of His conjunction with the Father . . . because the

Lord is not conjoined with the proprium of man, but

with His own with him. The Lord removes the pro-

prium of man, and gives from His own, and dwells

therein.

*. The Lord Himself is not in Heaven, but is

above the Heavens, and appears to those in the Heavens

as a Sun . . .
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[E.] 267. The Lord as to the Last Judgment. Sig.

and Ex.

272*. After the last temptation on the cross, the Lord

put on the Divine good of the Divine love, and thus

united the Divine Human to the Divine Itself which

was in Him.

286-. 'The Lord' = the Divine good of the Divine

love ; and 'God,' the Divine truth of the Divine wisdom.

290. Acknowledgment . . . tliat from the Lord are all

things of Heaven and the Church. Sig. and Ex.

291. Humiliation and the acknowledgment then that

eternal life is from the Lord. Sig. and Ex. 460.

292. And that all good is from the Lord. Sig. and Ex.

293. 'Thou art worthy Lord ' = the merit and justice

which belong to the Divine Human of tlie Lord. Ex.

294'®. The presence of the Lord with everyone with

His Divine truth, from which are life and light. Sig.

297. Tire Lord as to omnipotence and as to omni-

science. Sig. and Ex.
". For when the Judgment is being thus effected,

the Lord is present with all, and from Divine love wills

to save all, and also turns and brings all to Himself . . .

299^. It treats in this chapter of the fact that the

Lord alone knows the states of life of all in general and
of each in particular, and that no one does so besides

Him.

306. This One is the Lord alone . . .

309. That the Lord did these things from His Own
power, is known from the "Word ; but as few know it,

I will say something about it. The Lord did this from
the Divine which was in Him from conception, which
was to Him as the soul is to a man from his father

;

and the soul of everyone operates through the body . . .

The Divine which was in Him from conception was His
own Divine . . . 111.

313'. The Church of the Lord is diffused through the

whole world, but the inmost of it is where the Lord is

known . . .

315. The Lord Himself is indeed acknowledged in the

Church, and also His Divine ; bat as to the Human as

a mere man . . .

324-. Celestial good ... is the good of love to the
Lord from the Lord . . . for this good is immediately
from the Lord ; and the Lord is in this good as in what
is His own with the Angels, insomuch that w'hether you
say that the Lord is in them and they in the Lord, or

that the Lord is with them in this good, and that they

are in the Lord when in this good, it is the same thing.

32S. When the Lord is denied. He is as it were killed

with them, and they are thereby separated from the

Divine ; for they who deny the Lord—that is. His
Divine—completely separate themselves from the Divine

;

for He is the God of the universe ; and He is one with

the Father ; and the Father is in Him and He in the

Father ; and no one comes to the Father except through

Him . . .

^. Hence evils can no longer rise up with those

who acknowledge the Lord, and receive Him—that is,

the Divine truth proceeding from Him—in faith and
life ; and who thus are conjoined with the Lord.

". I will say . . . how conjunction is effected

through these things. The primary thing is to acknow-

ledge the Lord, His Divine in the Human, and His

omnipotence in saving the human race ; for through

this acknowledgment man is conjoined with the Divine,

because the Divine is nowhere else ; for the Father is

there ; for the Father is in Him and He in the Father

. . . and therefore those who look to another Divine

beside Him or at His side—as those are wont to do who
pray to the Father to have mercy for the sake of the

Son—turn aside from the way, and adore the Divine

elsewhere than in Him ; and besides they then do not

think at all about the Divine of the Lord, but solely

about the Human, which however cannot be separ-

ated . . .

331^. 'Dominion' is said of good, and 'kingdom' of

truth
;
and therefore the Lord is called 'Lord' from

Divine good, and 'King' from Divine truth. 336^.

340^

349. Humiliation and acknowledgment from the heart

of all who are in truths from good, that the Lord alone

lives, and that from Him alone is eternal life. Sig. and

Ex. ', 111.

375'®. For when the Lord was in the world. He was

Divine truth itself as to the Human, and He was the

Divine good itself of the Divine love as to the very esse

of His life, which with man is called the soul from the

father ; for He was conceived from Jehovah.

376^. Hence also it is that even after this no one will

ever be admitted into the spiritual sense of the Wor
unless he is in genuine truths from good ; and no one

can be in genuine truths from good unless at heart lie

acknowledges the Lord alone as the God of Heaven and

earth ; for all good and the derivative truth are from

Him.

382. The Lord appears to everyone according to his

quality . . . 539^

392''. The reason 'the Testimony '= the Lord, is that

the Lord testifies concerning Himself with all who re-

ceive the testification, who are they who live a life of

love to the Lord and a life of charity towards the neigh-

bour. . . The reason is that (this) life opens the interior

mind by the influx of light from Heaven ... for the

Lord loves everyone . . . and therefore where that life is

received, there the Lord is present, and is conjoined

with him . . .

394. 'How long Lord ' = sighs to the Lord.

^. In the Spiritual World all those who are in-

teriorly evil . . . cannot at all endure anyone who adores

the Lord ... I have often wondered that it is so, because

in the world the same people had endured preachings

about the Lord . . . and had also spoken doctrinally on

the subject, and yet when they become Spirits they can-

not endure it. But the reason is that this is implanted

in the evil in which they are, for in their evil there is

enmity, nay, hatred, against the Lord, and also against

those who are led by the Lord . . . but this enmity and

hatred lie concealed in their spirit, and therefore when
they become Spirits, this antipathy or opposition comes

fovth.-2)rodif. Examp,

401^. As the Lord (at His transfiguration) was seen in
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His Divine, His face appeared as the sun, and His vest-

ments as the light . . . Similarly does the Lord appear

in Heaven before the Angels when He presents Himself

as present with them, but He then appears outside the

Sun ; and therefore He was similarly seen by John

when he was in the spirit (Rev.i. ) ... In like manner
when the Lord was seen by John as 'an Angel'

(Rev.x. i).

^^. It is to be known that when the Last Judg-

ment is being executed, the Lord appears in the

Heavens in much greater radiance and resplendence

than at other times, for the reason that the Angels are

then to be more strongly protected. Sig.

405I'*. When the good of love is being treated of, the

Lord is called in the "Word 'the Lord.'

-*. The reason the Lord when in the world was in

representatives and signiticatives, was in order that He
might be in the ultimates of Heaven and the Church,

and at the same time in their primes, and that He might
thus rule and dispose ultimates from primes, and all the

intermediates from primes through ultimates. Eepre-

sentatives and signiticatives are in ultimates.

409-. The Lord is called 'blind and deaf,' because He
is as if He does not see and perceive the sins of men ; for

He leads men gently ; for He bends and does not break

;

in this way withdrawing from evils and leading to good
;

and therefore He does not chastise and punish like one
who sees and perceives.

412^^. It is to be known that not any man, and not

even any Angel, can see the face of the Lord, because it

is Divine love, and no one can endure the Divine love

such as it is in itself . . . and therefore the Lord appears

to those in the interior Heavens as a Sun, and that Sun
is encompassed with many radiant circles, which are

coverings one after another . . . but to the Angels of the

lower Heavens He only appears as light ; and to the rest

as a Moon. But still the Lord does appear in Heaven
to the Angels, but then under an angelic form ; for He
infils an Angel with His sight and thus with His pre-

sence from afar, and this in various places, but every-

where in accommodation to the good of love and of faith

with those where He appears. Thus was the Lord seen

by Gideon, etc.

422^. For all distance from the Lord in the Spiritual

World is according to the reception of good and truth

from Him.

433". Besides, no one is admitted into Heaven except

by the Lord ; for the universal Heaven is His, and
therefore no one is there or conies thither except those

who acknowledge Him and love Him.

438. The conjunction of all these with the Lord, is

signified by the last three tribes . . .

44S'*'. The Lord is described by Joseph . . .

449^. By ' Bethlehem ' is signified truth conjoined

with good in the natural man . . . and therefore the

Lord also was born at Bethlehem, because He was born

a King, and with Him from birth truth was conjoined

with good . . . AVith the Lord alone (when born) the

Natural was eager for good and longed for truth, because

the reigning affection ... is from the father . . .

464. The Lord as to Divine truth from Divine good.

Sig. and Ex.

. For Divine truth united to Divine good is the

Lord in the Heavens . . .

476^. iSTor is any Angel allowed to think of the Lord's

passion ; but of His glorification, and of the reception of

the Divine from Him.

479-. That the influx of the Lord is into the good

with man . . . Kefs.

514--. In this (natural) state the Lord appears as if

absent ; and this apparent absence is signified by the

Lord's 'sleeping.'

517^. There are two states of the thoughts of man—one

when he is in thought about truths from the Lord, and

the other when from himself . , .

529. The Lord illustrating all in the Heavens con-

cerning the state of the Church at its end. Sig. and Ex.

581^. For everyone looks at the Lord according to the

elevation of his understanding ; the spiritual man to the

Divine Rational ; and so on.

593. The Lord as to the Word ; here, as to its ulti-

mate sense. Sig. and Ex.

601^. The Lord is called 'the Lord Jehovih' when

good is treated of.

617-*'. For it is the proceeding Divine . . . which

gives eternal life to man, and causes the Lord to abide in

man and man in the Lord ; because the Lord in man is

in His own Divine, and not in what is proper to

man . . .

628. The Lord's will and command. Sig. and Ex.

631. Therefore when a man is in a spiritual idea, he

must think of the Lord alone as Father and ]\Iaster ; but

otherwise when he is in a natural idea . . .

635^. As all acknowledgment and confession of the

Lord, and princijially the acknowledgment and confession

of the Divine in His Human, is from the Lord Himself. . .

638*. For Angels and men cannot from themselves

testify concerning the Lord ; but the good and truth

which are with them from the Lord ; that is, the Lord

Himself from His own good and truth with them.

639". As (the Divine truth) extends itself on every

side around the Lord as a Sun, it is what is properly

said to ' stand before Him ; ' for from every (piarter and

from every boundary this regards the Lord as its common
centre ; and in its essence this is the Lord in Heaven,

because it is the proceeding Divine ; and that which

proceeds ... is Himself . . . Therefore all the Angels

. . . turn themselves to the Lord, and thence are con-

tinually in His presence . . .

646'*. It is to be known that in proportion as a man
acknowledges the Lord, and lives according to His

precepts, in the same proportion he is elevated above

his proprium.

649=^. At the end of the Church the Lord is indeed

preached, and from doctrine a Divine is ascribed to Him
like the Divine of the Father ; but yet scarcely anyone

thinks about His Divine, for the reason that they place

it above or outside of His Human ; and therefore when

they are looking to His Divine, they do not look to the

Lord, but to the Father as another ; when yet the

Divine which is called the Father is in the Lord . . .
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Hence it is that man thinks no otherwise about the Lord
than as of a common man ; and from this thought flows

his faith, however much he may say witli the mouth
that he believes in His Divine. If he can, let everyone

explore the idea of his thought about the Lord as to

whether it is of this character ; and, being such, he can-

not be conjoined with Him in faith and love . . . Hence
it is that at the end of the Church there is not any ac-

knowledgment of the Lord ; that is, of the Divine in the

Lord, and from the Lord . . , That such is the case may
be evident from Cliristians in the other life, where the

thoughts of the heart are manifested. When it is con-

ceded to them to speak from doctrine . . . they ascribe

the Divine to the Lord . . . but when their interior

thought and faitli are explored, they then have no other

idea about the Lord than as of a common man . . . (from

which) it is evident that there is not any acknowledg-
ment of the Divine in the Lord and from the Lord in

the Christian world at the end of the Church. In a

word, there is indeed an external acknowledgment of the

Divine of the Lord, but no internal acknowledgment
. . . Tr.

[E.] 650'-. Therefore in proportion as a man is in the

love of self, in the same proportion he is against the Lord
. . . Hence it is that the Hells where the love of self

reigns . . . are diametrically against the Lord, and
thence constantly attack the goods of love and of faith,

because these are from the Lord alone, and tlie Lord is

these with man and Angel. That tliese Hells are more
direful than the rest may be evident from the fact that

they continually lu'eathe the murder of those who con-

fess the Divine of the Lord . . .

654'^. By these words is signified the first instruction

of the Lord . . .

. The representatives were the ultimates ofHeaven
and the Church . . . and therefore, through them, the
Lord was in ultimates , . . Hence it was that the whole
life of the Lord in the Avorld was representative . . ,

659''. (In His temptations) the Lord seemed to Him-
self as if in Hell among the damned . . . Sig.

667<^. In the Spiritual World there is a communica-
tion of aff"ectioiis ; and spiritual affection, which is of

love and faith in the Lord, which is now beginning with
some, strikes such an anxiety into the evil. Sig.

678. That they acknowledged and worshipped the
Lord. Sig. and Ex.

683. 'The kingdoms of the world have become the
kingdoms of our Lord and of His Christ '= all things in

the Heavens and on earth subject to the Lord, when the

evil have been separated from the good . . . 'The Lord
and His Christ ' = the Lord as to the Divine good of the

Divine love, and as to the Divine truth proceeding from
this love. Ex.

684. The Lord does not reign in externals separated

from internals . . . but in internals ; and, from them, in

externals . . .

2, By 'the Lord' is here meant the same as by
'Jehovah' in the Old Testament, and by 'the Father' in

the New, namely, the Lord as to the Divine Itself, and
also as to the Divine good . . .

^*. 'Messiah shall be cut off' = that they will re-

cede from the Lord, which was done especially by the

Babylonians by the transference of the Divine power of

the Lord into the popes, and by the non-acknowledg-

ment of the Divine in His Human. Sig.

687*. 'The Lord said to my Lord ' = the Divine Itself

which is called 'the Father,' to the Divine Human
which is called 'the Son.'

689. 'Lord God ' = the Lord as to the Divine good,

and as to the Divine truth . . .

691^. That then the Lord will have the power and the

kingdom, may be illustrated by . . .

693. The enmity and hatred of the evil against the

Lord and against the Divine things which are from

Him. Sig. and Ex.

*. It is to be known that in all evil there is anger

against the Lord . . .

696. (Heaven) for all who worship the Lord from

every religion whatever. Sig. and Ex.

. For in proportion as a man knows the truths of

faith and lives according to them, he worships the Lord.

^ It is said that by 'to fear Thy name' is signi-

fied to worship the Lord, and yet by 'those who fear

Him' are here meant all who are outside the Church, to

whom the Lord is unknown . . . But still all from these

are accepted by the Lord who have an idea of what is

Human concerning God ; for God under a human form

is the Lord. (Continued under God.)

699. The apparition of the New Heaven and New
Church, where is the worship of the Lord. Sig. and Ex.

700. Divine truth through which there is conjunction

with the Lord. Sig. and Ex.

701. How the conjunction of the Lord with man, and

of man with the Lord, is effected. Fully Ex. and 111.

706'-. For if it had pleased the Lord, He could have

been born in a most splendid palace . . .

721^. For the Lord is called 'Lord' from good . . .

726-. That the Lord has infinite power. Ex.

*. That the Lord has infinite power from Himself

through His Divine truth. Ex.
^. But now the Lord is in His fulness, and thus

in His omnipotence . . .

746^°. Therefore no man is allowed to call the Lord

brother ; for He is God even as to the Human ; and God
is not brother, but Father . . .

778^. If the Lord and His Divine is denied, as was

done by the Pharisees, who said that the Lord did

miracles from Beelzebub . . . because they thus denied

Him and His Divine, He said that such was the sin and

blasphemy against the Holy Spirit, because against the

Word . . . Hence also it is that the Socinians and
Arians, who although they do not deny the Lord, still

deny His Divine, are outside of Heaven . . .

799-. As these Most Ancients . . . adored God under

a human form, and as God under a human form is the

Lord, hence they worshipped Him.

803^. In order that a man may be in illustration . . .

he must learn especially . . . that the Lord is the God^f
Heaven and earth . . .

iv. In proportion as a man detests these things be-
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cause they are contrary to the Word ... in the same

proportion communication with the Lord is given him
. . . For the Lord enters, and with the Lord Heaven, as

sins are removed.

805^ Add to this, that tlie Lord is the God of Heaven

and earth, as He Himself teaches . . . and thus that He
is to be approached. 111. It is also to be known, that

unless He is approached, the man cannot think with

the Angels ; because all the angelic thought concerning

God is concerning God Man . . .

^'\ For he who supplicates the Father to have

mercy for the Son's sake, approaches the Father, and

does not approach the Lord ; when yet the Lord is to be

approached, for He is the God of Heaven and earth
;

and the Word teaches that the Father cannot be ap-

proached except by the Lord and in the Lord. 111.

^^. Add to this, that he who supplicates the

Father to have mercy for the Son's sake, has no other

idea about the Lord than as of a common man ; for he

looks at Him below the Father, thus as a man from the

mother Mary . . . and hence separates His Divine from

His Human ; when yet the doctrine of the Nicene

Council . . . teaches that the Divine and the Human of

the Lord are not two, but one Person, and that they are

like the soul and body in man.
^-. But they who look to the Father, although they

acknowledge the Divine of the Lord, still do not ap-

proach it ; for they place it near the Father above the

Lord's Human, and thus see His Human apart from His

Divine . . . Hence it is that most people at this day

confess the Divine of the_Lord with the mouth, but few

acknowledge it at heart ; and he who does not acknow-

ledge the Divine of the Lord in His Human, and who
does not look to it when he is making supplication,

cannot have conjunction with Heaven given him.

From these things it follows that in this faith—that the

Father will have mercy for the Son's sake—there is not

any faith in the Lord. . . This, moreover, is what the

Lord foretold to Peter—that at the end of the Church

He would be acknowledged no longer.

806'. The Lord thus acquired the power to save the

men who have faith and love to Him from Him. This

could not have been presented in effect unless the Lord

had assumed the Human. The reason is that God per-

forms such effects from primes through ultimates. Ex.

807-. The reason the Lord is not acknowledged when
His Divine is not acknowledged in His Human, is that

then the Lord is not regarded as God, but solely as a

man, who cannot save. But as it is believed from the

Athanasian Confession that the Lord is the Son of God
born from eternity, and that His Divine is equal to the

Divine of the Father, and as they nevertheless separate

His Human from His Divine, they distinguish the Lord

into two quasi persons, which they call natures, so that

the Lord is one [person] as the Son of God liorn from

eternity, and another as the Son of Mary ; and as they

thus distinguish the Lord, no one can approach Him,
unless He wants to approach Him as one [person], as

God, and as another as a man. Such an idea of the

Lord has existed from the first instauration of the

Church, as may be evident from the writings of the

fathers . . . The reason the Lord has been thus divided

in the Church from its beginning, is that they have not

understood the Word ; for where 'the Father' is men-

tioned by the Lord, it has been believed that it was the

Divine distinct from His Human ; when yet it is

manifestly evident in Matthew and Luke that the Lord

was conceived from the Divine Itself which is called

'the Father ;' and thus that that Divine Itself is in His

Human as the soul is in its body ; and the soul and

body are one person. And, what is wonderful, the Ath-

anasian Confession teaches this in clear words . . . and

yet scarcely anyone in this Confession attends to it

. . . 8o2\

808^. Saving faith is to believe that the Lord is the

Saviour of the world, and that He is the God of Heaven

and the God of earth ; and that by His Advent into the

world He put Himself into the power to save all who
receive truths from Him through the Word, and live

according to them. Ex.

815^. The reason the Lord healed (them) according to

their faith, was that the first and jn'imary thing of the

Church to be established was that they should believe

the Lord to be the Omnipotent God ; for without this

faith not any Church could be instaurated . . .

''. The reason the Lord called the disciples men
'of little faith' . . . was that the disciples did indeed

believe the Lord to be the Messiah or Christ, and also

the Son of God, and the Prophet of whom it had been

written in the Word ; but still had not as yet believed

Him to be the Omnipotent God Himself, and that

Jehovah the Father was in Him ; and yet in so far as

they believed Him a man, and not at the same time

God, He could not present His Divine—to which belongs

omnipotence—as present with his disciples through

faith ; for faith presents the Lord as present . . . which

also is the reason why those cannot be saved who in the

world at this day look to His Human, and not at the

same time to His Divine, as is the case with the

Socinians and Arians.

^. It was from a like cause that the Lord could

not do miracles in His own country, because they had

seen Him there from His infancy like another man, and

therefore they could not add to this idea the idea of

Divinity ; and when this is not present, the Lord is

indeed present, but not with Divine omnipotence in the

man ; for faith presents the Lord present in a man

according to the quality of the perception of Him . . .

for in order that the Lord may operate anything with

man through faith, the Divine of the Lord must be

present in the man, and not outside of Him.
9. For the first thing of all to be believed is that

the Lord is tlie God of Heaven and earth, and that He

is omnipotent, omnipresent, omniscient, infinite, and

one with the Father. These things are to be known,

and in so far as they are only known, they are historical

things ; and historical faith presents the Lord present

;

for this faith is a view of the Lord from the (quality of

His Divinity . . .

1^. That the Lord is to be approached, and that

He and not the Father is to be worshipped according to

the quality of the faith and love which is prescribed in

the AVord, the Lord Himself teaches, saying that no one

has ever seen the Father, but that the Son sets Him
forth ; also that no one comes to the Father except
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through Him ; and also because the Father and He are

one ; and therefore to approach the Father, and not

Him, is to make two out of one, and thus to worsliip

that Divine outside of the Lord which is in Him ; by
which also there perishes in the man the idea of Divinity

in relation to the Lord . . .

[E. SisP"*. That to believe in the Lord is to believe in

the Father, the Lord Himself also teaches, in John :

'He that believeth in ile, believeth not in Me, but in

Him that sent Me ; and He that seeth Me, seeth Him
that sent Me' (xii.44,45). By these words is meant
that he who believes in the Lord, does not believe in

Him separated from the Father, but also in the Father
;

and therefore it is added, 'He that seeth ile, seeth Him
that sent Me.'

820^ These things (concerning the keys) were said

to Peter when he had acknowledged the Lord as the

Messiah or Christ, and as the Son of the Living God . . .

825*. Good works are all things which a man does,

writes preaches—nay, which he speaks—not from him-
self, but from the Lord

; and he acts, writes, preaches,

and speaks from the Lord, when he lives according to
the laws of his own religion ... In proportion as a man
lives religion, in the same proportion he is led by the
Lord ; and in proportion as he is led by the Lord, his

works are good
; for he is then led to do goods and to

speak truths, for the sake of goods and truths, and not
for the sake of self and the world. Uses are delights to

him, and truths are deliciousnesses to him. Moreover
he is daily taught by the Lord what is to be done and
sjjoken, and also what is to be preached, or what is to

be written ; foi' when evils have been removed, he is

continually under the auspices of the Lord, and in

illustration ; but he is led and taught, not immediately
by any dictate, nor by any percei)tible inspiration ; but
by an influx into his spiritual delight, whence he has
perception according to the truths from which is his

understanding ; and when he acts from this it appears
as if he is acting from himself; and yet he knows at

heart that it is from the Lord.

826^. Those become Angels of the Third Heaven who
draw the laws of life from the Word and live according
to them, and who worship the Lord.

850^5. That the Lord is where He is reigning by His
Divine truth. Sig.

852, For the Lord turns to Himself all who acknow-
ledge His Divine, and looks at them in the forehead

;

and they in their turn look at the Lord with their eyes.

Sig. and Ex.

-. The Lord alone is meant by ('God and the

Lamb,' and here by 'the Lamb and the Father') in like

manner as in the "Word of the Old Testament, where it

is said 'Jehovah,' 'Lord Jehovih,' 'Jehovah Zebaoth,'

'Lord,' 'Jehovah God,' 'God' in both the phual and
the singular, 'the God of Israel,' 'the Holy One of

Israel,' 'the King of Israel,' 'the Creator,' 'the Saviour,'

'the Redeemer,' 'Shaddai,' 'the Rock,' and so on ; and
yet by all these names a number are not meant, but
One

; for the Lord is thus variously named according to

His Divine attributes. It is the same with the Word
of the New Testament, where 'the Father,' 'the Son,'

and 'the Holy Spirit' are named as three ; when yet by

these three names there is meant One; for by 'the

Father' is meant the Lord as to the Divine Itself

—

which was to Him a soul from the Father—by 'the

Son' is meant the Divine Human; and by 'the Holy

Si)irit' is meant the proceeding Divine. (Continued at

full length under Father.)
'^. From this it is evident that the Lord is

Jehovah God from conception ; and to be Jehovah God
from conception, is to be so as to the life itself which is

called the soul from the Father, and from which the

body has life ; from which it is also manifestly evident

that the Human of the Lord is what is called ' the Son

of God.' 111.

857. 'They sang as it were a new song' = concerning

the acknowledgment and confession of the Lord . . .

Where 'a new song' is mentioned (in the Word), there

is signified the confession and glorification of the Lord
;

for this song is called 'new' because in the Churches

before the Advent of the Lord, Jehovah was celebrated

by means of songs, whereas after the Lord had come

into the world, and had manifested Himself, the Lord

also was celebrated by means of songs, whereas in the

Church . . . which is meant by 'the New Jerusalem,'

the Lord alone will be celebrated ; and as it was the

same Lord in the Ancient Churches-—but celebrated

under the name of Jehovah—who is called the Lord

now ; and as, regarded in itself, the song about Him is

not in itself new, it is therefore said 'as it were a new
song' . . . 936.

859. 'And no one could learn the song except those

1 44, 000' = that the acknowledgment and confession of

the Lord alone has been possible (and is possible) solely

with those who are in faith from charity, or who are in

truths from good. Ex. -.

-. For the Lord inflows with everyone into his

life ; and the life of Heaven is from love, or charity
;

thus from good ; and love or charity is such as it is

formed through truths . . . Hence it is evident . . .

why these alone could learn this song ; that is, at heart

acknowledge and confess the Lord ; to wit, Him as the

Only God, and the Trinity in Him.

860. It is to be known that no others can acknowledge

and confess the Lord in the other life than those who
have acknowledged and confessed Him in the world.

Ex.

863. By 'the one precious pearl' is signified the

acknowledgment of the Lord.

864. Those who are adjoined to the Lord by the

acknowledgment of His Divine Human, and by a life

according to His precepts. Sig. and Ex.

. For no one can follow the Lord of himself, but

from the Lord Himself; for the Lord draws the man
after Him who wills from freedom to follow ; but He
cannot draw anyone who does not want to follow Him ;

for the Lord operates this with him,—as if man were

following Him of himself . . . for unless it appeared to

man that he was following the Lord as of himself . . .

there would be no appropriation and conjunction, Ex.

, . . The reason it is so, is also because man does not

perceive the operation of the Lord into his will and

derivative thought . . .

-. That to acknowledge the Divine Human of the
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Lord, and to do His precepts, is 'to follow Him,' is

because no others can be conjoined with the Lord.

That everyone is conjoined with the Lord according to

the acknowledgment and confession of Him from the

heart, and according to the life, may be evident from

the fact that all the Angels of Heaven acknowledge no

other Divine than the Divine of the Lord, and that all

the Angels of the Heavens live according to the laws

of order, which are His precepts ; that is, they live

in the Divine which proceeds from the Lord, which is

called the Divine truth ... 111.

^. From these things it may be evident that 'to

follow the Lord' is to be led by Him, and not by self.

Ex.

S65. Those who receive instruction from the Word,
especially concerning the Lord, and live according to it.

Sig. and Ex.

. Therefore, unless the affections and the deriva-

tive thoughts are spiritual—and these are formed solely

from the acknowledgment of the Lord, and from a life

according to His precepts—-they cannot be admitted

into any Society of Heaven ; for they are repugnant.

Hence it is that they who do not acknowledge the

Divine Human of the Lord, and do not live according

to His j^recepts in the Word, cannot be consociated with

the Angels of Heaven. That such is the case, has been

evident to me from much experience. There were some

who had thought of the Lord no otherwise than as of

another man, and who had lived the modern faith . . .

These were admitted into a certain Society, but (were

stupified and tortured).

^. The spiritual mind is not opened with any

man except through the acknowledgment of the Divine

of the Lord, and through a life according to His pre-

cepts ; and before this mind has been opened, there is

not produced any good and derivative truth . . .

-^ With these and no others is the spiritual mind
opened ; and therefore no others are led by the Lord, or

'follow Him whithersoever He goeth.'

866. That there are no such things with those who
are led by the Lord ... is signified by, 'in their mouth
was found no deceit;' for the Lord is Divine truth

united to Divine good ; and in (these two) are all who
are being led by the Lord ; who are they who acknow-

ledge His Divine Human, and do His precepts . . .

893'*. The good which is good in itself ... is solely

from the Lord ; and therefore unless the Lord is acknow-

ledged, and that all good is from Him, the man cannot

be saved. But before anyone can act from the Lord,

he must undergo temptations. Ex.

897. Consolation by the Lord after temptations. Sig.

and Ex.

. Hence it is evident that the universal angelic

Heaven, as to intelligence and wisdom, and as to the

aft'ections of good and truth, is the Lord.

899. 'The dead in the Lord' = those who rise again

into eternal life.

1^ As men rise again after death, the Lord

willed to undei'go death, and to rise again on the third

day ; but for the reason that He might put off all the

human which He had from the mother, and put on the

Divine Human . . ,

906-. In these passages there is meant the manifesta-

tion of the Lord in the Word . . .

907^. The reason the Lord Himself does not judge, is

that He is Divine love, and is Divine good united to

Divine truth, and the latter cannot be separated from

the former . . . and the Divine good does not judge

anyone, but saves them . . .

918". The Lord's first state was ... a sensuous one.

Rep.

. Such power had the Lord when He was a boy,

with which He subjugated the most direful Hells, where

all are sensuous.

. From the Sensuous and Natural the Lord then

entered into the Divine Spiritual and Celestial. (See

Nazaeite, here.)

^. It is to be known that the Lord, when He
was in the world, from His infancy to His last day

there, successively progressed to union with the Divine

Itself, which was in Him from conception.

926^. For Heaven is the Lord. There are indeed

Angels, from whom is Heaven ; but still the Angels are

not Heaven, but the Lord is ; for it is the Divine which

proceeds from the Lord . . . from which the Angels

have all their love and all their wisdom ; and the

Angels are Angels from love and from wisdom . . . and

as the love and wisdom iu them are from the Lord, they

are the Lord ; and consequently they are the Lord

with them. 111.

933S. The works which are done by the Lord with a

man, in the external form appear like those which are

done by the man himself . . . For the works which are

done by the Lord with a man are done by the man also

as by himself; and unless they are done as it were by

him, they do not conjoin him with the Lord . . ,

934-. In order that works may be done by the Lord,

and not by man, two things are necessary. First, that

the Divine of the Lord be acknowledged ; and also that

He is the God of Heaven and earth, even as to the

Human ; and that from Him is all the good which is

good. Secondly, that the man live according to the

precepts of the decalogue . . .

935. A Glorification of the Lord from spiritual affec-

tion. Sig. and Ex.

936^. From these things it is evident that whoever

believes in the Lord, shuns evils as sins ; and, con-

trariwise, that whoever shuns evils as sins, believes . . .

939. 'Lord God Almighty '= because Divine good is

Himself. . . for 'Lord' is said from Divine good . . .

979. 1073. 12172.

956". But they who have not been purified from evils,

and are therefore not in the light of Heaven, in their

spirit do not see the Lord as the God of Heaven and

earth, but another in His place ; some a certain one

whom they believe to be God the Father ; some a certain

one whom they call God because he prevails in power
;

some a certain devil whom they fear because he is able

to do them harm ; some nature, as in the world ; and

some no God. It is said in their spirit, because they

are such after death when they become Spirits . . . But

all iu Heaven, without exception, acknowledge the Lord

alone ; for the universal Heaven is from the Divine
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which proceeds from Him, and relates to Him as a

Man ; and therefore no one can enter Heaven unless he

is in the Lord ; for he enters into Him when he enters

into Heaven. li others enter, they become impotent in

mind, and fall backwards.

[E.] 957'*. All in the Heavens are allotted places accord-

ing to the fulness and clearness of idea concerning the

Lord. They are also in corresponding wisdom, and in

corresponding happiness. All who have not the idea of

what is Divine concerning the Lord . . . are beneath

the Heavens, and are unhappy. (Continued under

God.)

959'*. Hence it is, that in Hell, as no Divine ipiality

of the Lord is acknowledged there, it is not possible to

name the Lord ; and that His names cannot be uttered

by anyone in the Spiritual World otherwise than accord-

ingly as His Divine is acknowledged. For all there

speak from the heart . . .

960^^. There are two things through which Heaven is

closed to the men of the Church ; one is the denial of

the Divine of the Lord . . . The reason is, that the

Divine of the Lord is everything of Heaven . . .

973-. For to love the Lord is not to love a Person,

but to love the things which proceed from the Lord
;

for these things are the Lord with man . . . And as

these things are the Lord, therefore in projiortion as a

man loves them, and tlience acts from them, in the

same proportion he acts from the Lord . . .

9798. Desist from asking yourself, "What are the good

works I must do . . . Onlj' abstain from evils as sins,

and look to the Lord ; and the Lord will teach and
lead.

995-. Hence it is that no one can be in love truly

conjugial . . . except him who acknowledges the Lord
alone : that is, the Trine in Him . . .

1013*. It has been found out that this delight ... is

from hatred against the Lord Himself . . .

1025^. The (first) commandment, in the Divine

celestial sense, involves that the Lord alone is to be

acknowledged and worshipped, and the Trine in

Him . . .

1029-. As (the Babylonians) knew that the Lord alone

had all Power, they put on a seeming zeal for Him . . ,

Thus that the Lord should serve them ... It has even
been apperceived that they would have . . . rejected

the Lord, if He had not given them the Power to do
all things at their pileasure . . . (Continued under
Dominion.)

1032-. Man is elevated from his proprium, and thinks

in elevation, when he is elevated b}^ the Lord ; and
this is effected when he acknowledges the Lord, and
His Divine Power over Heaven and earth. By this

confession and faith of the heart there is effected for

him conjunction with the Lord, and (then) the interiors

of his mind . . . are kept by the Lord in the view of

Him . . . (and then) he thinks truth from the Lord,

and does good from Him.

105 1-. This kind of profanation exists especially with
those who acknowledge the Lord and His Divine . . .

Ex.

1069. By 'the ten horns of the beast' (are signified)

the Divine truths which the Babylonish nation has

profaned ; the chief of which are, that the Lord has

Power over Heaven and earth ; and that the Word is

the only Divine Holy ; for these two things make the

Church itself of the Lord on earth . . .

-. The reason the Lord is the Word, because He
is the Divine truth, and that this latter proceeds from

His Divine Esse, which is the Divine love, is that when
He was in the world, the Divine love was in Him as the

soul is in the body ; and as from the Divine love there

proceeds the Divine truth, as light does from the sun

. . . therefore the Human of the Lord in the world was

the Divine truth proceeding from the Divine love which

was in Him. That the Divine Itself . . . which is the

Divine love, was in the Lord from conception. 111.

1073-. -^s the Divine truth is the Lord in the Heavens,

therefore the Lord Himself is present in each and all

things of His Word as in His Heavens . . .

1097'. Therefore the mere thought about the Lord,

that He is the God of the universe, opens Heaven ; for

the Lord says, 'the Father hath given all things into

the hand of the Son' (John iii.35) ; 'the Father hath

given to the Son the Power of all flesh' (xvii.2) ; 'all

things are delivered to Me of the Father' (Matt. xi. 27) ;

'all Power has been given to Me in Heaven and on

earth' (Matt.xxviii. 16).

*. From these things it is evident that a man
who is without the idea of God such as there is in

Heaven cannot be saved. The idea of God in Heaven

is the Lord ; for the Angels of Heaven are in the Lord,

and the Lord in them ; and therefore to think about

any other God than the Lord is to them impossible.

See John xiv.20,21.

II 04*. As a clear idea prevails over an obscure one,

therefore most of both the simple and the learned think

of the Lord as of a common man like themselves . . .

. In a word, they who separate the Divine from

His Human, and do not think that the Divine is in His

Human as the soul is in the body, and that they are one

Person, are liable to fall into enormous ideas about the

Lord, even into the idea as of a man separated from a

soul. Therefore beware lest you think about the Lord

as of a man like yourself ; but think about the Lord as

of a Man who is God. Hear, my reader ! (Continued

under Divine Hum.\n.)

1 106*. The unity in which is the Trinity, or the One
God in whom is the Trine, is not possible in the Divine

which is called 'the Father,' nor in the Divine which is

called 'the Holy Spirit ;' but in the Lord alone. In the

Lord is the Trine ; namely, the Divine which is called

'the Father,' the Divine Human which is called 'the

Son,' and the proceeding Divine Mhich is called 'the

Holy Spirit ;' and this Trine is One, because it belongs

to One Person, and may be called the Triune.

1 108. That (the Babylonians) had extended their

dominion over the Lord Himself. Ex.

II 1 1'^. Continuation concerning the Athanasian Faith,

and concerning the Lord. Gen. art. 1112^. 1114-. Iii5'*.

1116-. II18-. 1119-. 1120^. 1121^. 1122-. 1124-. 1125-.

1126I 11272. 1129'. 11303. 11312. 11335. 11342. 11353.

1136-. 113S-. 1139-. I1412.
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1 1 15''. The Angels of all the Heavens acknowledge

the Lord alone. They acknowledge His Divine which

is called 'the Father;' they see His Divine Human;
and they are in His proceeding Divine ; for the universal

angelic Heaven is the proceeding Divine of the Lord . . .

Add to this, that the universal angelic Heaven is ... a

Grand Man ; and therefore the Angels in Heaven are in

a Man which is the proceeding Divine of the Lord . . .

and as their thoughts go according to the form of

Heaven, therefore, when thinking about God, they

cannot do otherwise than think about the Lord.

1119^ In the Heavens, all things which proceed from

the Lord, in the greatests and in the leasts, either are in

the human form, or have relation to the hunian,form . . .

From these things it may be evident that the Lord is

the only Man ; and that everyone is a man according to

the reception of the Divine good and Divine truth from

Him. 1 1 20^, Ex.

1138^ Thus when a man, by acknowledgment and by

faith from love, as of himself ascribes to the Lord all

things of his life, the Lord on the other hand ascribes

to man the good of his life, which is [attended with] all

happiness and bliss . . . The perception is then reciprocal,

being grateful to the Lord, in that He is in the man,

and the man in Him ; and happy for the man, in that

he is in the Lord, and the Lord in him. Such is the

union of the Lord with man, and of man with the Lord,

through love.

1139^. But the light of life and the heat of life affect

and infil the recipients exactly according to the quality

of the acknowledgment that they are not theirs, but the

Lord's ; and the quality of the acknowledgment is

exactly according to the equality of the love in doing

the precepts, which are uses.

iiSS*. Therefore it is a holy law of the Divine Pro-

vidence that internal freedom should not be in the least

violated ; for through it the Lord enters to man even in

Hell, where he is ; and through it leads him there . . .

1 165. For it is the Lord who resists the evils with

man, and who causes man to feel and perceive as if he

does this from himself. Those therefore who in the

world have acknowledged the Lord, and that all good

and truth are from Him, and nothing from man ; and

thus that they prevail against evils from the Lord, and

not from themselves^these resist evils as of themselves :

whereas those who have not acknowledged these things

in the world, cannot resist evils as of themselves. Ex.

. . . From these things it is evident that to resist evils

is not from man, but from the Lord with those who
acknowledge Him ; and that the Lord grants that it

appears as if it were done by them. 1

1

66'', Ex.

1166^. The Lord operates these things with man im-

mediately from Himself ; and also mediately through

Heaven ; but still so that no Angel knows anything

about it ; for Heaven in the whole complex is the Lord,

because it is His proceeding Divine ; and therefore when
Heaven operates, it is also from Himself ; but it is said

mediately, because the Divine operation flows through

the Heavens, but still takes nothing from the propriuni

of any Angel there, but from what is His own with

them . . .

1 173". That the Lord does not teach man truths im-

mediately. . , Gen. art. 1 177,Gen. art.

^. Besides, the Lord inflows into the interiors of

the mind of man, and through these into his exteriors

. . . ii74-,Ex.

1183-. It has been given me to see (the light of

Heaven), and from it to perceive distinctly what comes

from the Lord, and what from the Angels. That which

[came] from the Lord has been written ; and that which

[came] from the Angels has not been written.

II93''. The reason 'all things will then be added,' is

that when use is in the first place, the Lord, from whom
is all good, is in the first place, and dominates, and

gives whatever conduces to eternal life and happiness . . .

1 198. 'Salvation, and glory, and honoui', and power

to the Lord our God '= because from the Lord is eternal

life through Divine truth and Divine good from His

Divine omnipotence. Ex.

1217. 'Alleluia, because the Lord God Omnipotent

reigneth'=joy and gladness, because the Lord now has

the Kingdom on earth as in the Heavens.

1 223". That so is the Lord in each and the most

singular things of the Angels of Heaven and of the men
of the Church. Gen. art.

1224^, That the Lord is also present with those who
are outside of Heaven and the Church, who are in Hell,

or who will come into Hell ; and that He knows all

their state from the intellectual faculty possessed by

every man ; and from the oppositeness. Gen. art.

1 225-. That from the omnipresence and omniscience

of the Lord then perceived, it falls into the understand-

ing, how the Lord is the all and in all things of Heaven

and the Church ; and that we are in the Lord, and the

Lord in us. Gen. art.

^. All the Angels of Heaven and all the men of

the Church are in the Lord, and the Lord in them,

when they are in that Heavenly Man . , .

1226*^. The life of the love of use is the life of public

love, and also of the love of the neighbour ; and is also

the life of the love of the Lord, for the Lord perfoi-ms

uses to man through man. Hence the life of the love

of use is Divine spiritual life ; and| therefore everyone

who loves good use, and from his love does it, is loved

by the Lord ...

Ath. 6. If we think about the Divine of the Lord in

His Human, and not about another Divine which they

call the Father, the idea of the thought . . . does not

fall to the left of the Lord, and thus outside the Lord,

but into the Lord ; and, witli the idea, the perception,

that no one cometh to the Father except by Him ; thus

by His Divine Human . . .

47. Thus do they make three parts in the Lord, when
yet there are two. Ex.

67. The quality of the idea of the Lord with those

who are in the doctrine of a trinity of persons. Ex.

83. Almost all who come from the world into the

other life regard the Lord as a mere man ; and very few

have an idea of His Divine. Sig.

98. The reason the Lord lived so humbly . . . was

that the Jews might not acknowledge Him as the Messiah

from externals, but from internals . . .
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[Atlu] 99. The reason He was a carpenter's son, was

that a worker in wood= the good of life from the doctrine

of truth.

104. Therefore the first thing is to acknowledge the

Lord. Ex.

162. In the sepulchre the Lord rejected all the human
from the mother, and dissipated it . . . and thus assumed

a Human from the Father ; and thus the Lord rose

again with the Human thoroughly and clearly glorified.

173. The Advent of the Lord is revealed at the end of

the Church. At the end of the .Jewish Church He came

in the flesh, and then revealed Himself as being God or

Jehovah who was to come . . . Hitherto He has been

almost neglected, because in thought and in idea He has

been as a common man . . . Hence His new Advent.

178. For that which proceeds from the Lord proceeds

from each thing of His body, whether interior or ex-

terior. Hence it is that the proceeding Divine is the

Lord in the Heavens, and is called 'the Son of Man,'

and also 'the Comforter,' and 'the Holy Spirit.' Hence

it is evident what is His omnipresence.

192. The Lord . . . made His Body correspondent

with the Divine itself in Him ; and thus above Heaven.

But the evil with man cannot be expelled, but is

removed . . . But the Lord, from the Divine in Himself,

expelled the evil from the mother, and therefore rose

again with the whole Body. He retained the Infirm

while He was in the world, because otherwise He could

not have been tempted, still less on the cross ; there all

the Maternal was expelled. (See Human, here.)

201. That the Lord is God who alone is to be wor-

shipped, is manifestly evident from the fact that the

Hells are in the most bitter hatred against the Lord.

Not so against the Father . . . But all the Hells are

against the Lord. They are neither willing nor able to

name Him ; and . . . their delight is extreme in tor-

turing those who adore tlie Lord. . . A sphere against

the Lord exhales from all the Hells, and a sphere in

favour of the Lord from all the Heavens : hence an

equilibrium.

213. When the Church was being instaurated by the

Lord, the primary thing was to acknowledge and receive

Him . . .

De Dom. 14. The Lord appeared [to men after His
resurrection] as to the body which He had in the world.

24. Such as is a man's idea of faith about the Lord,

such is the conjunction he has in Heaven.

26. Most Christians acknowledge three Gods . . .

Only those who are in the aflection of spiritual truth

acknowledge the Lord as the only God.

J. (Post.) 268. In the eastern quarter (of the London
there) all worship the Lord.

De Verbo 8-^ The reason the celestial Angels can
apply all things to the Lord which the spiritual Angels
apply to the Church, is that the Lord is everything of

the Church.

1 3-. In this Earth ... the Lord Himself teaches

everyone by the AVord . . .

14^. In (the Word in the Celestial Kingdom) instead

of 'Jehovah' there is read 'the Lord;' and instead of

'Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob,' and instead of 'David,'

'Moses,' 'Elijah' and the rest of the pi'ophets, 'the Lord'

is named ; and His Divine as meant by those men is

distinguished by peculiar signatures. By the names of

the tribes of Israel . . . and also by the names of the

apostles, something of the Lord as to the Chui'ch is

read ; and so in all other things. From this it is evident

to me that in its inmost sense the universal Sacred

Scripture treats of the Lord alone.

D. Love ii. That the Lord alone is Love itself,

because Life itself . . . Gen. art.

iii. The Lord is indeed in the Sun . . . but still love

together with wisdom are also Himself outside of the

Sun . . .

. This is the reason of the appearance of distance

between the Lord as a Sun, and Heaven. But still the

Lord Himself is present in Heaven . . . The presence of

the Lord is not like the presence of a man, who infils

space ; but it is presence apart from space ; which is,

that He is in the gi-eatest and the least things . . .

iv. That the Lord is actually He who is with Angels

in the Heavens, and with men on earth, and in them
. . . although He is infinite and uncreate . . . cannot be

comprehended by the natural man . . .

vi. In the view of the Lord, the universal human race

is as one man ; and all of one kingdom are also as one

man ; in like manner all of one province ; and also all

of one city ; and of one house. It is not the men
themselves wlio appear thus together, but it is the uses

with them. Those appear together as a perfect and

beautiful man who are good uses ; that is, those who do

them from the Lord . . . But they who do uses solely

for the sake of self or the world also ajipear before the

Lord . . . but as an imperfect and ugly man. From
these things it may be evident that the Lord looks at

the men of the world, one by one from use, and com-

positely-co?icre<H>i-from uses conjoined into the form of

a man.

xiii. By to be in the Lord is meant to be of use ; and

by to be man is meant to do uses to the neighbour from

the Lord for the sake of the Lord.
'^. That in proportion as a man is in the love of

use, in the same proportion he is in the Lord. Ex.

xiv. Whereas with those who love uses from the love

of them, the Lord is the head . . .

D. Wis. iii. i. That the Lord conjoins Himself with

man in the womb of the mother from the first concep-

tion, and forms him. Gen. art.

. By the Lord is here meant, as elsewhere, the

Divine which proceeds from Him as the Sun of Heaven
from which and through which all things in the universal

world have been created . . .

4. That the receptacles have been distinguished

with man into three degrees . . . and that the two

higher ones are habitations of the Lord, but not the

lowest one. Gen. art.

vii. 2^. Those have the most easy and gentle respira-

tion who have the idea of God as a man ; and, from the

Christian world, who have the idea of the Lord that He
is the God of Heaven. But those have a difficult and
rough respiration who deny His Divinity, as do the

Sociuians and Arians.
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viiR As the first of man is spiritual . , . being re-

ceptible of the Divine love and Divine wisdom when it

is separated from the body ... it cannot but return to

the Lord, from whom it has life.

xi. i". It is from the law of causes that the end is

everything iu the cause, and thence everything in the

effect ... So in like manner is the Lord—because He is

the end—everything in the love of uses, or in the

charity, with man ; and thence everything in the uses

from him, that is, in the uses through him . . .

2. That the Lord is a quo ; and that the neighbour

is ad queni. Ex.

3. Hence it is evident that love to the Lord comes

forth in charity, because in use ; and also that . . . the

conjunction of the Lord with man is in use . . . for the

Lord is in use as in the good which is from Him, and

the man who is in the love of use is in use as of himself,

but still acknowledges that it is not from him but from

the Lord . . .

3a. That on the one side the truths of faith regard

the Lord, and on the other the neighbour. Ex.

4a. That truths teach how the Lord is to be approached,

and afterwards how the Lord effects uses through man.

Ex.

7a. The Lord conjoins Himself with man in charity,

and from this in faith . . .

xii'. That from this Sun there is the presence of the

Lord everywhere. Gen. art.

4. The Life itself which is the life of all things is the

Divine love and the Divine wisdom . . . and the latter

united to tlie other reciprocally is the Lord . . .

Ang. Idea. From this Continuous (of the Lord in

creation) as one, the Angels have the idea about the

Lord, that He is the all in all things ; that He is omni-

potent, omnipresent, and omniscient, and that He is

infinite and eternal . . .

C. 170^. I advise seafarers henceforth to pray to the

Lord, because He and no other is the God of Heaven
and earth and sea.

5 M. 16. The essence of this Sun is pure love, and
the Lord Jesus Christ, who is the God of Heaven and
earth, and one with God the Father, is in the midst of

it . . .

18. Suddenly a bright cloud appeared under the Sun
. . . and above tlie cloud appeared the Lord speaking to

the Angels out of the Sun . . .

Letter. I have been called to a holy office by the
Lord Himself, who most mercifully appeared before me
... in the year 1743 . . ,

Can. God viii. 12. The Lord acts from primes through
ultimates with men ; not through anything of man

;

but through what is His own in him. With the Jews,
He acted through the Word with them.

Holy Spirit 5. That the Holy [Spirit] is continually
given, but recedes if the Lord is not approached, iv. 2.

Coro. 59=*. That man alone conquers wlio looks to
the Lord . , ,

Inv. II. That the presence of the Lord's love is with
those who are iu faith in Him. Ex.

VOL. IV.

13s. Hence it is that the Lord is God as to the flesh

also. 15.

22. That man cannot find out one single Divine truth

unless he approaches the Lord immediately, is because

the Lord alone is the Word, and is the Light and the

Truth itself ; and man does not become spiritual except

from the Lord alone ; but remains natural, and the

natural man sees everything in spiritual things invert-

edly . . .

23. The Holy Spirit is (notliing but) the Divine
which proceeds from the Lord ; and the Lord is per-

petually present with every man, both evil and good.

Without His presence no one can live ; and the Lord is

continually acting, urging, and endeavouring that He
may be received ; and therefore the presence of the

Holy Spirit is perpetual. . . This has been testified in

the case of a certain devil ... in that the presence of

the Lord was taken away from him ; and the devil lay

dead . . . Thousands of Spirits and of the clergy saw
this, and were made astonished. It is from the per-

petual presence of the Lord that man has the faculty of

thinking, of understanding, and of willing . . , Melanc-

thon and Luther were present, and could not open their

mouths against it. 50. 57.

24. The Word having been buried by the Roman
Catholics . . . the Lord could not be known, but the

pope was worshipped as God iu the Lord's place. But
when the Word liad been drawn forth from its sepulchre,

the Lord could be made known.

28. For the Lord inspires men ; and, when He is

present. He is present by means of the Heavens, as the

soul is by means of its body.

38. The reason that after the time of the apostles the

Church fell into so many heresies, and that at this day
there are nothing but falsities, is that they did not

approach the Lord ; when yet the Lord is the Word,
and is the Light itself which illuminates the whole

world ... 40.

'^, The Lord cannot illustrate anyone with His

lumen, unless He is immediately approached, and is

acknowledged as the God of Heaven.

41-. From these things it is now evident that no one

has the Lord present with him unless he knows His
quality. This is made known by the Truths of the

Word ; for so many as are the Truths of the Word, so

many are the mirrors, and so many are the ideas con-

cerning the Lord ; for He is the Word, and He is the

Truth, as He teaches. The qualities are of two kinds,

—

one kind is that of the Knowledge about Him, that He
is the God of Heaven and earth, the Son of God the

Father, one with the Father, that all things of the

Father are in Him—in a word, that He is the Human
of God the Father ; and the other kind is that of the

Knowledges which proceed from Him—and the things

which proceed from Him are Himself— as what He
teaches about charity, free will, repentance, regenera-

tion, the sacraments, and very many other things.

Tliese things also make the idea of the Lord, because

they are from Him.

42. It is an arcanum from the Spiritual World that

he who does not approach directly and immediately

with the idea of the Lord, is not presented present . . .

2B
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[Inv.]43. Theruauifestatiouof theLord in Person . . .

surpasses all miracles . , .

44. Tlie Lord Himself is in (the spiritual sense of the

Word) -with His Divine ; and in the natural sense with
His Human.

56, The Lord made the natural man in Himself
Divine, to the end that He might be the First and the

Last, and could thus enter with men even into their

natural man, and teach it from the Word, and lead it.

For He rose again with the whole natural or external

man, and did not leave anything of it in the sepul-

chre . . .

Docu. 245. X. Swedenborgianism, which is the

worship of the Lord our Saviour.

302. D. As man makes himself spiritual from the

Lord, so the Lord made Himself Divine from the

Father.

App. to Drommar. Page 73. As to asking the Lord
Christ concerning it, it is too small a matter.

Lord. Dominus. (As applied to others.

)

A. 2329. See hoT-Loth, here.

2357^- Because so long as they are in evil they cannot
be in good. No one can serve two lords at the same
time.

4242. 'Thus shall ye say to my lord Esau' (Gen.

xxxii.4) = the first acknowledgment of good, that it was
in a higher place. Ex. 4245.

42676. Good is called 'lord,' and truth 'servant,'

before they have been conjoined.

4726. 'Behold that lord of dreams cometh' (Gen.
xxxvii. 19) = that they were vain things. Ex.

4973. 'He was in the house of his lord the Egyptian'
(Gen.xxxix.2) = that it might be initiated in natural

good; (for) 'lord'=good. '\ Ex. and 111.

^ Good is called 'lord' relatively to a servant,

and 'father' relatively to a son. 111.

4974. 'His lord saw that Jehovah was with him'
{ver.3) = that it was perceived in natural good that the

Divine was in it. . . (For) 'lord' = good; here, natural

good, because it is an Egyptian who is here 'the lord.'

4992. 'Behold my lord knoweth not what is with me
in the house' (ver.8)= that natural good did not even
-wish for appropriation

;
(for) 'his lord '= natural good.

5023. 'Until his lord should come to his house' (ver.

1 6)= in order that it miglit communicate with natural

good
;

(for) ' lord ' = natural good not spiritual. . . He is

called 'bis lord,' because the Natural which is not
spiritual considers the Spiritual as a servant.

5079. 'To their lord the king of Egypt' (Gen.xl.i)=
that they were against the new state of the natural
man. Ex.

5510. 'The man the lord of the land spake' (Gen.

Jclii.3o)= the Celestial of the Spiritual reigning in the

Natural. . . 'Man-m?-' is predicated of the Spiritual,

'and 'lord' of the Celestial ; for, in the internal sense,

'man'=truth ; and 'lord,' good.

5732^. In Heaven ... no one wants to be lord, and
thus to regard another as a servant ; but everyone
-wants to minister to and serve another. 111.

5903. '(God hath set me) for a lord to everything of

(Pharaoh's) house' (Gen.xlv.8) = that from it is every-

thing in the Natural ... 'A lord,' in the Word, is

predicated of good.

8979. 'If the lord of the woman' (Ex.xxi.3) = truth

conjoined with good. 'The lord'= truth . . . because

it here means a servant.

8981. 'If his lord has given him a woman' (ver. 4)=
good adjoined to truth by the Spiritual when in combat

:

'lord,' here, = the Spiritual; for by 'lord' here is

meant one of the Sons of Israel . . . 8983.

S986. 'I love my lord . .
.' (ver.5). . . 'Lord' =

spiritual good a quo. 8990*.

8995. 'If she is evil in the eyes of her lord' (ver.8)=
if the affection of truth from natural delight does not

agree with spiritual truth. . . (for) 'lord' = spii-itual

truth.

9046. 'The lord,' namely, of the woman, or 'a man,'
= truth ... for 'a lord' or 'man' of a woman, in the

Word= truth ; and 'the woman,' good ; because by the

marriage of a man with a woman is represented the

marriage of truth and good.

9069. 'The lord of the ox is guiltless' (ver.28) = no
evil from the internal man, because from the Voluntary

and not from the Intellectual. . . 'The lord of the ox'

= the internal or spiritual man; for by 'the ox' is

signified the aff'ection of evil in the natural or external

man . . . and the internal man is lord of the external.

9075. 9082.

9087. 'The lord of the pit shall repay' (ver. 34) = that

he with whom is falsity shall make amends.

9093^. This division (of truth from good) is meant by

the Lord's words in Luke :
' No one can serve two lords :

either he will hate the one and love the other ; or he

will prefer the one and despise the other : ye cannot

serve God and mammon' (xvi. 13) ;
that is, by faith to

serve the Lord, and by love the world ; thus to acknow-

ledge truth, and do evil. He who does this has a

divided mind. Hence his destruction.

9154. 'The lord of the house shall be brought to God'

(Ex.xxii.8) = inq^uisition from good. . . 'The lord of the

house' = the good tx qtu) . . . because it is treating of

truths and scientifics taken away out of the memory ...

and as these are of good, and in good, therefore 'the

lord of the house '= the good whose they are, and with

whom they are. Good is called 'a lord,' because truths

and scientifics belong to good as to their lord.

9167. 'The lord thereof shall take' (ver.ii)=con-

junction under good. . . 'The lord'= good . . . because

with the spiritual man good is in the first place . . . and

that which is in the first place is here 'the lord.'

According to the quality of good also are all truths

disposed with man, as a house by its lord. Hence it is

that by 'the Lord,' in the Word, is meant the Lord as

to Divine good.
s. 'No one can serve two lords' . . . 'Two lords'

=good and evil.

9170. 'He shall repay to the lord thereof (ver. 12) =
restitution (to the good of truth) for that (which has

been taken away). . . 'The lord'^good.
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9176. 'The lord thereof not with it' (ver. 14)= if the

good of tliat truth is not together with it in the General.

'The lord' = good.

9178. ' If the lord is with it, he shall not repay' (ver,

1 5) = if the good of truth is together with it, there shall

be no restitution.

1047 1. 'Let not anger wax hot, my lord' (Ex.xxxii.

22)= that the Internal should not avert itself. . . Closes

is here called by Aaron 'my lord,' because the Internal

is lord, and the External is relatively a servant. Ex.

10702^. Then the things of the internal man are

closed, lest the man should serve two lords.

D. 3339. A dog Knows his master among a thou-

sand . . .

E. 275". 'A hard lord' (Is.xix.4)— the evil of the

love of self. ( = the evil of falsity. 654-'^.)

3352*. 'Lords,' and 'dominators' = goods.

409''. From which it may be evident that it is impos-

sible to serve two lords.

*. Then the internal man is master and lord . . .

473. 'I said to him, Lord, thou knowest' (Rev.vii. 14)

= that the Lord alone has known this.

1073. 'Because He is Lord of lords and King of kings'

(Rev.xvii. I4) = because the Lord is good itself and truth

itself.

. Therefore the Third Heaven is called the Lord's

'dominion' . . . and hence the Angels (there) are called

sons of the Lord, thus also 'lords;' and the Angels in

the Second Heaven are called . . , 'kings.' The former

and latter Angels are meant by 'lords' and 'kings,'

when the Lord is called 'Lord of lords and King of

kings.'

Lord Jesus Christ. Dombms Jesus

Christus.

Seeuuder Jesus at R.96i^ ^ ^ ^ B.43.

1 16- ; and under Loud at R.S39^. M.82-. and T. 150, etc.

Lord, Doctrine of the. See Doctrine
OF THE Lord.

Lord's. Dorninicus.

See Lord's Prayer.

R. 36. 'I became in the spirit on the Lord's day'

(Rev.i. io) = a spiritual state then from Divine influx. . .

'On the Lord's day= influx then from the Lord ; for on

that day there is the presence of the Lord, because the

day is holy. E.54.

E. 54. 'On the Lord's day ' = when the Lord instructs

man, thus when He inflows. The Lord's day is the

day of the Sabbath ; and in the Ancient Churches . . .

the Sabbath was the most holy thing of worship . . .

But after the Lord had united His Divine to His
Human . . . that day was made a day of instruction.

Hence it is that the Revelation was made to John on
the Lord's day ; for the Revelation there is instruction

concerning the state of the Church.

Lord's Prayer. Oratio Donmd, Oratio

Dominica*
A. 1875. It was given to apperceive the angelic ideas

in the Lord's Prayer about these words : ' Lead us not

into temptation, but deliver us from evil.' Ex. 34256,

36052.

2009-. The Lord's Prayer mentioned.

2290^. Infants were sent to me in choirs, and it was

granted to read the Lord's Prayer before them ; and at

the same time it was given to perceive how the Angels

in whose company they were insinuated into their tender

and novitiate ideas the meaning of the things which are

in the Lord's Prayer *
. . ,

2291. When I was praying the Lord's Prayer, and

the infants infloAved from their own Intellectual into

the ideas of my thought, it was so tender that they had

scarcely anything except the sense of the words ; but

still their ideas . . , were openable even to the Lord , , ,

H.336.

2493. The 'daily bread' in the Lord's Prayer. Ex.

25356. That the Lord's Prayer was speech with the

Divine.

4047-. That they were such was shown me by the

influx of their perception into the Lord's Prayer when

I was reading it ; for the quality of all Spirits and

Angels whatever could be known from the Lord's

Prayer ; and this by the influx of their ideas of thought

and of their affections into the contents of the Prayer.

D.1731.

5922-'^. "What is meant by 'glory' in the Lord's

Prayer*—'Thine is the Kingdom, the power, and the

glory, for ever' (Matt. vi. 13). Ex.

6476. Whenever I have read the Lord's Prayer, I

have manifestly perceived an elevation towards the

Lord, which was like an attraction ; and then the ideas

were open, and a consequent communication was eff"ected

with some Societies in Heaven ; and I apperceived that

there was an influx from the Lord into each thing of the

Prayer ; thus into each of the ideas of my thought

which were from the sense of the things in the Prayer.

The influx took place with unspeakable variety, so that

at one time it was not the same as at another. From

this it was also evident what infinite things there are in

each thing of it ; and that the Lord is present in each

thing,

6619. That there are innumerable things in the ideas

of thought ; and that the things which are in them are

in them in order from the interiors, has been evident to

me when I have read the Lord's Prayer morning and

evening. Whenever I did this, the ideas of my thought

were opened towards Heaven, and innumerable things

inflowed, so that I clearly noticed that the ideas of

thought which were taken from the contents of the

Prayer were infilled from Heaven : and such things were

also infused as cannot be uttered, and as could not be

comprehended by me. I only felt the general affection

thence resulting. And, wonderful to say, the things

which inflowed were varied every day. Hence it has

been given to know that there are more things in the

contents of that Prayer than the universal Heaven is

capable of comprehending ; and that with man there

are more things in it in proportion as his thought is

more open towards Heaven ; and, on the other hand,

that there are fewer in proportion as his thought is more
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closed ; for with those with whom the thought is dosed,

nothing more appears therein than the sense of the

letter, or the proximate sense of the words.

[A.] 8S64'. That the things which precede must reign

in the things which follow, and thus [be] in a series . . .

is evident from eacli of the things which the Lord has

spoken ; especially from His Prayer, which is called the

Lord's Prayer. In this Prayer all things follow in such

a series that they constitute as it were a column increas-

ing from its top to its bottom, in the interiors of which

are the things which precede in the series. Ex.

R- 839*. (How the opening words of the Lord's

Prayer * are to be understood. ) T. 1
1
3.

^ "We in Heaven read this Prayer daily, like

men on earth . . .

''. At this day a Xew Church is being instaurated

by the Lord's Prayer ... in which there will be the

worship of the Lord alone, as there is in Heaven ; and

thus will everything be fulfilled which is containeil in

the Lord's Prayer from beginning to end.

Ad. 3/3537, et seq. On the Lord's Prayer.

3/4297. (The whole of order is in His Prayer.

)

D. 20, Index. (When I was praying the Lord's

Prayer.) 81. 210-. 1639.

258. Whenever I was jjraying our Lord's Prayer, morn-

ing and evening, I have almost always been taken up into

a more interior sphere, with variety ; and in fact with so

perceptible a change that nothing could be more percept-

ible ; and this for more than two years. Explications

of the Prayer were then insinuated Avith very great

variety of the more interior things. But when the

Prayer was finished, I was let back into the ordinary

sphere.

732. What I have very gi-eatly marvelled at, is that

when I was reading the Lord's Prayer,* such a robber was
present with me, and read \\\i\\ me, which happened very

freijuently . . .

1790. On the Lord's Prayer.*—When the Lord's

Prayer, which comprehends in it all celestial and spirit-

ual things, is being read, there can be infused into each

thing of it so many things, that Heaven is not capable

of comprehending them ; and this, too, according to the

capacity and use of each one. Ex. . . Hence it was
given to Know from the Lord's Prayer what kind of

souls they had been in the life of the body, as to the

doctrine of their faith . . ,

1826. It is wonderful that the ideas are much more
infilled by the Lord when the man does not attend so

much . . . Thus the ideas of infants, when they are

praying the Lord's Prayer, are much more infilled than

those of adults ; for an adult is disturbed in his ideas

... by [the interference of] what is his Own.

1S78. These things have been given to me in the

Lord's Prayer, while I prayed it to-day.

1896. While the Lord's Prayer * is being prayed, then

in each of the ideas which are understood by man
simply, and sometimes according to the words and thus
according to the human idea, the Angels understand
these things more interiorly, still more interiorly, and
inmostly.

1987a. How (those who at this day are as if of the

Ancient Chiirch) pray in the life of the body, has been

shown me, as usual, in the Lord's Prayer, in which their

understanding was communicated to me, which was
simple, scarcely going beyond the sense of the words ;

but still such as not to be closed, as with others ; but

still soft, openable, and thus intelligible to the Angels
;

and as if each idea, although a sensuous one of the

words, could serve as a vessel.

2039. From the Lord's Prayer,* which he prayed with

me, I perceived that he had had no more than the literal

sense ; so had he prayed in simplicity and in faith ; and

that still his interiors could be at once opened in the

other life.

2207. On the angelic idea in the Lord's Prayer.—It

has been observed that when the Lord's Prayer is being

prayed ; and it is prayed 'Lead us not into temptation,

and deliver us from evil,' then by a certain idea

temptation and evil are rejected . . . and what remains

is angelic, namely, the good of the Lord ; concerning

which there are formed innumerable ideas,—how good

comes to man through affliction, which however comes

from man, his evil, in which there is the penalty, and

yet the good is the Lord's . . .

2435. Sometimes when I was attending less to the

things which are in the Lord's Prayer, then the Angels

. . , perceived more fully ; as also when I was reading

in the Word of the Lord ; because the way is open.

This has seemed wonderful to me, yet still it has been

given to learn by experience that it is true.

2679S. When at another time I supplicated the Lord's

Prayer, it was given to perceive that these (who live

securely) have been more ardent than others.

3000. When I supplicated the Lord's Prayer, some
attracted all the sense from me to themselves, so that I

could not be in the sense, and thus not in the perception

of the things which belong to the Prayer, as at other

times ; and therefore I had to desist at the beginning or

in the middle of the Prayer . , . (Whereas) whenever

good Spirits prayed in society with me, I perceived an

attraction to the Lord, as from the Lord.

3531®. I heard those (of the common people) who
were at the side ; for they were reading the Lord's

Prayer so simply that there was scarcely the sense of

the letter ; but still it was such that the interiors could

be opened.

3543. Two, three, or four times (the infants) have

prayed the Lord's Prayer ; but so tenderly that they

had scarcely any literal sense ; but as they grow up they

are endowed by the Lord with more. Thus are they in-

itiated into ideas . . .

566S. On the education of infants.—They read the

Lord's Prayer, and learn prayers from their nurses by

influx from Heaven.

D. Min. 4737^. When 'bread' is said in the Lord's

Prayer, the Angels perceive the good of love, when a

man is reading it holily.

E. 48^. From these things it is evident what is

meant by 'the Kingdom' in the Lord's Prayer* :—Thy
Kingdom come, and Thy will be done, as in Heaven,

also on earth. Thine is the Kingdom, the power, and
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the glory.' 'Thy Kingdom come'= that truth is being

received. 'Thy will Ije done '= that it is received by

those who do the will of God. 'Thine is the Kingdom,
the power, and the glory '=Diviue truth from the Lord

alone . . .

102^. Hence it is evident what is meant in the Lord's

Prayer* by 'Hallowed be Thy name ; ' namely, that the

Divine Human of the Lord is to be held liolily, and is

to be worshipped.

683^. That this is the Kingdom of the Lord which

proceeds from Him and is received, may be evident from

the passages in the Word where 'the Kingdom of God'

is mentioned; as in the Lord's Prayer:—'Thy King-

dom come ; Thy will be done, as in Heaven so also on

earth.' That here by 'Kingdom' is meant the reception

of the Divine good and the Divine truth which proceed

from the Lord, and in which is the Lord with the

Angels of Heaven and the men of the Church, is evi-

dent ; for it follows— 'Thy will be done, as in Heaven
so also on earth.' The will of God is done when these

things are received in heart and soul ; that is, in love

and faith.

Inv. 37. The whole of the Lord's Prayer,* from be-

ginning to end, regards this time, to wit, that God the

Father be worshipped in a Human Form. This appears

if that Prayer is justly explicated.

Lords. [Of England.)

R. 716. (The Works sent to many of the lords, enum.)

6098^,The result. 6ioi^

6101^. That bishop told how the live Works . . . given

to all the Reformed lords in Parliament had been re-

viled by him . . .

6103-. (The adultery of the lords with the wives of

others. (See England, here.)

Loretto. Loretto.

R. 752^. The treasure at Loretto, mentioned.

Losche. Losche. D.4574.

Lose. Amittere.

See under DESTKOY-^Jcrc^ej-e.

A. 1742^. They (suppose) that when they lose this . .

.

18536. He loses nothing . . . except the body . . .

5079^-

2475. After death, man loses not a whit of what is in

his memories . . . 2479.

6325. Spirits suppose . . . that this would be to lose

their own Voluntary . .

Loss. Jactura.

See under BiND-vijicire.

A. 22616. (Delight perceived in the neighbour's loss

of wealth, etc.)

4293-. That nation . . , fear the loss of this honour,
and also the loss of gain, above all others.

5002-. Unless there were fears of the loss of gain,

etc. . .

70216. <Xo effect the loss of the soul' (Matt.xvi.26)=
to die spiritually, or be damned.

7437-. The fear of the loss of reputation , . . 3_

81136. They do not fear death except on account of

the loss of consort and children.

8164". The anxieties (in spiritual temptations) are not

on account of any loss of natural life ; but on account of

the loss of faith and charity, and consequently of

salvation.

8478'-. These are in anguish Avhen they suffer the loss

of what they desire.

^. These do not grieve at the loss of what they

desire.

9039-. (This) causes the loss of his spiritual life.

9150. The loss (of truths from good and scientifics in

the memory). Sig. and Ex.

9152. It treats in this and the following verses . . .

of the loss of the truth of faith with man, thus of the

loss of spiritual life ; and of its restitution. 9156. 9157.

9163. 9169.

1079 16. Unless ... by punishments contrary to these

loves, which are losses of honours, etc.

P. 1406. By states of misfortune are meant states of

despair from . . . the imminent or unexpected loss of

wealth, etc.

Lot. Loth.

A. 1359. 'These are the nativities of Terah ; Terah

begat . . . Haran ; and Haran begat Lot ' (Gen.xi.27) =
the origins and derivations of the idolatries from which

was the representative Church. . . From Lot also there

were two nations which were idolaters. 1363. 1364.

1428. 'And Lot went with him' (Gen.xii.4) = the

Sensuous. By 'Lot' is represented the Lord as to His

sensuous and corporeal man ; as may be evident from

the representation of Lot in what follows ... in that he

was separated from Abram, and in that he was saved by

means of Angels. But afterwards, when Lot had been

separated, he put on another representation. , . The
Lord's Sensuous and Corporeal itself is represented by
Lot—or, what is the same. His sensuous and corporeal

man—as it was in His state of childhood, and not as it

was made when united to the Divine . . .

1434. 'And Lot his brother's son' (ver. 5) = sensuous

truth, thus the first which was insinuated into the Lord

when a child. 'Lot'=the Sensuous ; and 'son'=
truth.

1535. In (Gen.xiii.) it treats of the external man with

the Lord which was being conjoined with His internal.

The external man is the Human essence . . . This is

here represented by Lot.

1547. ' And Lot with him' (ver. i) = the Sensuous. . .

As it here treats in special of Lot, it is to be known
what he represents with the Lord . . . Lot represents

the sensuous things, by which is meant the external

man and his pleasures which are of sensuous things,

thus which are most external, and which are wont to

captivate a man in his childhood, and draw him away

from goods. . . It is these pleasures, and not those

(which agree with celestial things), which are treated

of in this cha pter, by ' Lot, ' in that he separated himself

from Abram ; and here, that such were present, which

is signified by 'Lot with him.' In general, however, by

'Lot' is signified the external man, as will be evident

from what follows. 15426.
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[A.] 1563. 'And Lot also in going with Abram, had

flock and herd, and tents' (ver.5) = the external man in

the Lord, and the things with which the external man
abounds. 'Lot' = the sensuous man; or, what is the

same, the external man.
-. It must needs be that scientifics and Know-

ledges then insinuate themselves with the external man,

which cannot agree with spiritual truths ; and that

pleasures and delights insinuate themselves which can-

not agree with celestial goods . . . and therefore unless

such things are first dispelled, the internal man cannot

agree with the external . . . That with the Lord these

things were removed or separated, is represented ... by

the separation of Lot from Abram.

1564. For by Lot is represented the Lord's external

man. 1566.

1568. Lot represents (the Lord's external) man
;

here, the things which were to be separated from His

external man.

1571. 'There was a dispute between the shepherds of

Abram's cattle, and the shepherds of Lot's cattle' (ver.

7) = that the internal and external man were not in

agreement. Ex.

1572, 'The shepherds of Lot's cattle '= the sensuous

things which are in worship, and which are of the ex-

ternal man.

1576. 'Abram said to Lot' (ver.8)= that thus said

the internal man to the external. , .

' Lot' = the external

man which was to be separated. . . In the external man
there are things which are in agreement, and things

which are in disagreement. The latter, here, are 'Lot.'

1584. ' Lot lifted up his eyes' (ver. 10) = that the ex-

ternal man was illuminated by the internal . . . When
the external man perceives what is the quality of the

external man when conjoined with the internal . . .

then it is illuminated by the internal, and is then in

Divine vision . . . Nor can it be doubted that when the

Lord was a child, He was many times as to the external

man in such Divine sight ; because He alone was con-

joining the external man with the internal. 1590.

1592. 'Lot chose for himself all the plain of Jordan'

(ver. ii)=the external man that it was such.

1593. 'And Lot journeyed from the east' (id.)=those

things with the external man which recede from celestial

love.

1597. 'And Lot dwelt in the cities of the plain' (ver.

12)= that the external man was in scientifics.

1603. 'After Lot had been separated from him' (ver.

I4)=when the cupidities of the external man had been
removed, so that they were not a hindrance. Ex.

1698. 'They took Lot and his acquisition, the son of

Abram's brother, and went away' (Gen. xiv. 12)= that

apparent goods and truths, which in themselves are not

goods and truths, took possession of the external man,
and of all things which were there. 'Lot' = the sensu-

' ous or external man with the Lord . , . and in fact here

the external man as to apparent goods and truths, which
are ' the acquisition of Lot. ' Ex.

1707. 'And Abram heard that his brother had been
made captive ' — that the interior man perceived in what

state was the external man. . .
' Lot' = the external man

;

and his being 'made captive' = . . . that apparent goods

and truths had taken possession of it. Ex.

1 718. 'He brought back Lot his brother and his ac-

quisition' (ver. 16)= (that He reduced into a suitable

state) the external man, and all things which belong

to it.

2312. In (Gen.xix.) by 'Lot' is described the state of

the Spiritual Church, which is in the good of charity,

but in external worship—how in process of time it

decreases.

2313. The first state of that Church is that they are

in the good of charity, and acknowledge the Lord ; and
that they are confirmed in good by Him (ver. 1-3) ; and
are saved (ver. 12). The second state, that with them
evils begin to act against goods ; but that they are

powerfully withheld from evils, and are kept in goods,

by the Lord (ver. 14-16). Their weakness is described

(ver. 17). That they are saved (ver. 19). The third

state, that they no longer think and act from the affec-

tion of good, but from the affection of truth (ver. 18-20).

And that they are saved (ver. 23). The fourth state,

that the affection of truth perishes, which is Lot's wife

made a statue of salt (ver. 26). The fifth state, that im-

pure good, or the good of falsity, succeeds, which is Lot

in the cave of the mountain (ver. 30). The sixth state,

that even this good is still more adulterated and falsi-

fied (ver.31-33). In like manner the truth (ver. 34,35).

That thence is conceived nd born a certain resemblance

of a Church, whose good so called is 'Moab,' and whose

truth so called is 'the son of Ammon' (ver. 36-38).

2318^. There now follows the Salvation of those

who are in some good and truth, (who) in this chapter

are represented by Lot.

2323". In this chapter it treats of both states of the

Church ; namely, of the rise of a new Church, which is

represented by Lot ; and of the destruction of an old

one, which is signified by Sodom and Gomorrah.

I

2324. 'Lot sitting in the gate of Sodom' (ver. i.)=
those who are in the good of charity, but in external

worship ; who, here, are 'Lot,' who was among the evil,

but separated from them, which is 'to sit in the gate of

I

Sodom.'
. When Lot was with Aliraham, he represented

the Lord's Sensuous, thus His External . . . but now,

when separated from Abraham, he no longer retains the

representation of the Lord ; but the representation of

those who are with the Lord, namely, the external man
of the Church, who are those who are in the good of

charity, but in external worship. Nay, in this chapter,

Lot not only represents the external man of the Church

—or, what is the same, the External Church—such as

it is in the beginning, but also such as it is in its pro-

gress, and also at its end. 41 89-.

2325. 'And Lot saw' (id.) = the conscience, namely,

of those who are in the good of charity, but in external

worship.

I

2326. 'And he rose up to meet them' (id.) = acknow-

j

ledgment, and also the affection-a/feci'M7«-of charity ; as

I

may be evident from the fact that when they came Lot

j
at once acknowledged that they were Angels . . . That
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the same words involve the affection of charity, may
be evident from the fact that Lot—by whom are re-

presented those who are in the good of charity ; nay, by

whom is signified the good of charity itself—invited

them into his house.

2329. 'And he said, Behold, I pray, my lords' (ver.

2) = the interior acknowledgment and confession of the

Divine Human and proceeding Holy of the Lord. Ex.

23342. As here by 'Lot' it treats of the first state of

the Church which is in the good of charity, but in ex-

ternal worship ; and as before man comes into this state

he must be reformed, which is effected by a certain

species of temptation ; but as those who are in external

worship undergo only a light temptation— therefore

these things are said which involve somewhat of tempta-

tion ; namely, that the Angels first said that they would

pass the night in the street ; and that Lot urged them,

and that so they turned aside to him, and came into his

house.

2343". In these words is presented to view the entire

process of the reformation and regeneration of those who
are becoming men of the Church, [and] are here repre-

sented by Lot ; namely, that at first they perceive

something of temptation ; but when they persist and

overcome, the Lord has His abode with them, and con-

firms them in good, and introduces them to Himself in

His Kingdom, and dwells with them, and purifies and

perfects them there, and at the same time appropriates

to them good and happy things, and this through His

Divine Human and proceeding Holy.

2351. 'They cried to Lot' (ver. 5) = falsity from evil

being angry against good ... It has been shown that

Lot represents the men of the Church who are in good
;

thus good itself.

2356. 'Lot went out to them at the door' (ver. 6) =
that it applied itself prudently. Ex.

2367. "With him who is in external worship, who is

here represented by Lot.

2370. ' Lot ' = the good of charity. 2375.

2373. Lot represents those who are in the good of

charity.

2379. 'They introduced Lot to themselves into the

house' (ver. 10) = that the Lord protects those who are

in the good of charity.

2399. 'Lot went out' (ver. i4)= those who are in the

good of charity ; and also the good of charity itself.

2400". For there are three kinds of men within the

Church :

—

First, those who are in the good of charity.

These are represented by Lot . . ,

2410. 'And lie delayed' (ver. 16)= repugnance from

the nature of evil. For the evil which is in man con-

tinually reacts against the good which is from the Lord

. . . and this more in this state in which is the man of

the Church whom Lot now represents, than in the

former state. This state is that he begins to think and

act not so much from good as from truth ; thus at a

certain distance from good.

241 1. 'The men took hold of his hand, and of the

hand of his wife, and of the hand of his two daughters'

(id. ) = that the Lord powerfully withheld from evils,

and thus strengthened, the goods and truths signified

by Lot, his wife, and his daughters. , , 'Lot' = the good

of charity,

2422. 'Lot said to them, I pray not, my lords' (ver.

18) = weakness in that it is not able. It now treats of

the third state of the Church which is represented in

this chapter by Lot ; which is that they no longer think

and act from the affection of good, but from the affection

of truth ; which state succeeds when the affection of

good begins to be diminished, and as it were to recede.

Good is indeed present, but it has withdrawn itself more

towards the interiors. It is consequently in obscurity,

but manifests itself in a certain affection which is called

the affection of truth.

2425. ' I shall not be able to escape into the moun-

tain' (ver. 19) = doubt that he could have the good of

charity ; that is, think and act from that good. Ex.

2438. That first those are to be saved who are in the

affection of truth, who are here represented by Lot
;

which also is meant by Lot's coming to Zoar. Ex.

2442. 'And Lot came to Zoar' (ver. 23) = that those in

the affection of truth were saved. . . From this it may

be evident that those also are saved who are in faith,

provided that in their faith there is good ; that is, that

they are affected with the truths of faith for the sake of

good, which is to be affected from good.

2454. 'And his wife looked behind him' (ver. 26) =
that truth averted itself from good, aud looked to

doctrinal things. Ex.

24556. This, then, is the fourth state of the Church

represented by Lot ; which is, that all truth has been

vastated as to good. Sig. and Ex.

2456^. 'He sent Lot out of the midst of the over-

throw' (ver.29) = the Salvation of those who are in good,

and of those who are in truth in which is good ; all of

whom, here, are 'Lot.'

2457. (If it had not been for) the unition of the Lord's

Divine essence with His human essence ... all those

who are here represented by Lot would have perished

together with (those who were in falsities from evils).

Sig. and Ex.

2459. 'Lot went up out of Zoar' (ver. 30) = when they

were no longer in the affection of truth. Here now is

described the fifth state of the Church which is repre-

sented by Lot ; which is, that after there is no longer

the affection of truth, a certain impure good, or good of

falsity, infuses itself.

2460. 'And he dwelt in the mountain' (id. ) = that

they then betook themselves to a certain good. Ex.

2466^2. As 'wine' and ' drunkenness ' = these things, it

is said of the daughters of Lot that 'they made their

father drink wine.' Ex. E.376^''.

E. 410". Hence it is that Lot is then said to have

then stayed in a cave ; for such wickedness is there sig-

nified by the cave of the mountain.

Lot. Sors.

Allot, To. Soriire.

A. 1 38 1. A constant situation not yet allotted.

16756. That they are not content -with their lot.
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[A.] 1S78. The lot of these iu the other life is miser-

able . . .

2219'*. "With those who are of the lowest sort.

2589. On the lot of the gentiles there. Gen. art.

2605^. What a lot awaits them there.

3239. The general lots of the Kingdom which is from

the Lord's Divine Spiritual. Sig.

^. It is said the general lots, because the Lord's

Kingdom is represented by the Land which is distributed

by lots among those to wliom it is given as an inherit-

ance to be possessed ; as was the Land of Canaan to the

sons of Israel. The lots in general are twelve ; for by

'twelve' are signified all things of charity and the deii-

vative faith . , .

3240. The derivations from the first lot. Sig. and Ex.

3241. The derivations from the second lot. Sig.

and Ex.

«. For everyone is gifted by tlie Lord with a lot

in the other life according to the good of life.

3242. The derivations from the third lot. Sig. and
Ex.

3246. That these (also) have lots in the Spiritual King-

dom. Sig. and Ex.

3812^. 'To cast a lot upon the vesture.' Ex. 9942^-'.

40546. A sad lot awaits (the self-indulgent).

4952. For a lot awaits everyone according to his life.

5006^.

6348^. The man with whom profanation takes place

lias the worst lot of all there. P. 133-.

6959-. A harder lot is that of those who prof\ine

good . . .

7236. All there have a place allotted them according

to the quality of their good . . .

739S-. After falsities are removed, their places are

allotted elsewhere in the Natural.

76S1-. Then the Hells . . . are allotted places accord-

ing to the quality of their evil.

10287". 'To cast a lot upon Jerusalem' (Obad. 11) =
to destroy the Church, and to dissipate its truths.

E.Siiis.

10818. These can have no lot with the Angels.

H. 360. They are indignant because happinesses

above others are not allotted them.

361. The lot of the rich iu Heaven . . . 362.

364. Among the poor are very many who are not con-

tent with their lot ... It is very different with the poor

who are content with their lot . . ,

386®. Such a lot awaits adulterers , . ,

393*^. Such have no lot in Heaven.

Life 63^. A different lot have they who . . .

W. 13. Each nation there is allotted a place accord-

ing to the idea of God as a Man . . .

200-. Such forces get activities from the sun . . .

P. 179. Trust is given them that the Lord disposes

their lot.

^ Most after death want to know their lot ; but

they are answered that if they have lived well their lot

is in Heaven ; if evilly, in Hell.

185. As they then manifestly see . . . their lot, which

is that they will come into Hell . . .

203. Every man ... is allotted a place in Heaven or

Hell according to his life.

305. I heard many complaining that they had not

known that the lot of their life would be according to

the affections of their love . . .

R. 153. A relation concerning the lot of those . . .

who have confirmed themselves in faith alone . . .

T.281.

611^. Hence it may be seen what is the lot of those

who account truths as nothing. T.622'.

M. 505. On the lot of (deflowerers).

510. On the lot of (those in the lust of varieties).

512. On the lot of (those in the lust of violation).

514. On the lot of (the seducers of innocences).

I. 19^. (A drawing of lots decided by Providence.)

T.6965.

T. 2761^. ^yhat kind of a lot awaits these after death.

Ex.

536^. Such a lot have they who do not the works of

charity from religion . . .

568. What pious and wise man does not want to know
the lot of his life after death 1 Ex.

D. 2513. See Content, here. 5790a.

3206-. Few (Sirens) are of the lower sort.

E. 376-'*. 'To cast a lot' (Joel iii.3) = to dissipate.

652-". 'To cast a lot upon them' (Nahum iii. io) = to

be dissipated.

727^'. 'Upon the lot of the just' (Ps.cxxv.3) = upon

the truths from good which are with . . . those who are

in love to the Lord.

863^". 'To cast a lot upon the people' (Joel iii. 3) = to

disperse the truths of the Church by means of falsities.

Can. Trinity v. 7a. Everyone is allotted a place in

the Societies of Heaven according to his idea of God.

Lottery. Lotterhim.

D. 4008. It is evident that the Providence of the

Lord is in . . . lotteries.

Louis XIV. Ludovicus XIV.
C. J. 60. It has been granted to speak with Louis

XIV., grandfather of the now reigning king of the

French ; and who, when he was in the world, wor-

shipped the Lord, read the Word, and acknowledged

the pope only as the highest of the Church ; and there-

fore he is in much dignity in the Spiritual World, and

rules the best Society of the French nation. I once saw

him as it were descending by stairs ; and after he had

descended, I heard him saying that he seemed to himself

as if he were at Versailles ; and then there was silence

for about two hours, after which he said that he had

spoken to his grandson the king of France about the

Bull Unigenitus, telling him to desist from his former

purpose, and not to accept it, because it is injurious to
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the French nation. He said that he had insinuated this

deeply into his thought. This took place in the year

1759, on the 13th day of December, at about eight

o'clock in the evening. (Further particulars given.

D.5980. J.(Post.) 104.).

Louis XV. Lud. XV.
D. 6027. Afterwards king Louis XV. was in a state of

innocence, and he seemed to others as a child of from

five to six years of age ; and he went into a fox, which

fled away ; and into a lion, and sat down there . . .

Louse. Pediculus.

A. 1 5 14®. There is a stench of house lice from those

who persecute the innocent. 4628-.

7378^. The fourth degree of vastatiou is that they

were in evils which were destroying all good with them

. . . These are signified l>y ' lice from the dust of the earth.

'

7392-. By the evil of the lice are signified evils which

are delightful to them because they are evils.

7419. 'And it shall be for lice' (Ex.viii. i6) = that

thence evils will rise up. 'Lice '= evils; but what evils, and

from what origin, may be evident from the correspondence

of evils with such things, in that they are especially the

evils which are in the Sensuous, or in the completely

external man. The correspondence is from this—that

the lice are in the outermost skin, and are inside of the

dirt there and under a scab. The Sensuous of those who
have been in the'.knowledge of faith, but in a life of evil, is

also such . . . The infestations by the evils are signified

by their biting. That ' lice ' = these things cannot be

confirmed from other places in the Word ; for they are

only mentioned in Ps.cv.31.

7424. 'And there was louse in man and in beast'

(ver. I7)=:the derivative interior and exterior evils of

cupidities. Ex.

W. 342. Upon herbs and in them are lice and cater-

pillars which are in agreement with them.

D. 377^. From avarice breaks forth . . . the stench cf

lice ; for they are formed according to the quality of the

avarice . . .

654. The penalty of those who want to counterfeit holy

things ... is lice, etc., according to the profanation.

1
1
50. The persecution of the innocent produces a

stench of wall lice. Ex.

1915. An insect with manj' feet represented, not un-

like a louse in figure . . . which struck horror . . .

3424. On lice.—Lice, especially house lice, which

have an evil odour, are those who clandestinely attack

the things which are of faith, and also clandestinely

pervert those who are not able to know better things.

3719. They are the things called cavermdae in the

outermost skin of the head, where is the abode of lice,

and where they are born and grow . . .

3720. Such possess the excrementitious lacunae of the

sweat . . . which also are the lurking-places of lice , . .

4035. When these mucuses'inflowed . . . there was per-

ceived at the hinder part of the neck a biting as of lice.

4570. On house lice.—They are those who have been

theologians, and have believed that religion is nothing,

except as a matter of policy in the world . . .

4759. Certain of such in the other life stink like

house lice.

Loveable. Amabilis. W.411". P.277*. M.213.

290^.

Amiableness. Amahilitas. M.211-.

Love, To. Adaviare. A. 2466^. T.6602.

Love. Amor.

Love, To. Amare.
See Celestial Love, Good of Love, Love of Do-

minion, LoA^E OF Self, Love of the Sex, Love of

THE World, Love to the Loed, Love towards the

Neighbour, Marriage or Conjugial Love, Mutual
Love, Ruling Love, and Spiritual Love.

See also under Affection, Celestial, Celestial

Angel, Charity, Concupiscence, Conjoin, Cupidity,

End, Fire, Good, Heart, Heat, Life, Most Ancient

Church, Mountain, Sun, and Will,

A. 10. The fourth state (of regeneration) is when he

is affected with love . . .

12. The sixth state is when from faith and the deriva-

tive love he speaks truths and does goods. 48.

e_ From which there is combat, until love reigns,

and the man becomes celestial.

30". Therefore love and the derivative faith are now

for the first time treated of. These are called 'lumin-

aries.' Love is 'the great luminary' which 'dominates

by day' ...
^. Love and faith in the internal man are cir-

cumstanced as are heat and light in the corporeal

external , . .

s. It is the mercy of the Lord alone which affects

the will with love, and the understanding with Truth

or faith.

31. That 'the great luminaries ' = love and faith. HI.

32,Ex.

^. As 'luminaries ' = love and faith in the Lord . . .

32. Now is the consummation of the age, and love is

almost null, and so consequently is faith. Sig. By
'the sun,' here, is meant love, which is 'darkened' . . .

-. The Most Ancient Church acknowledged no

other faith than love itself : and so the celestial Angels

do not know what faith is, except that which is of love.

The universal Heaven is of love, for in the Heavens there

is no other life than the life of love. Hence is all the

happiness . . . They who are in love, love the Lord from

the heart ; but know, say, and perceive that all love, thus

all life . . . and thus all happiness, come solely from the

Lord . . . That the Lord is the source of all love, was

represented by the great luminary, or 'sun,' when He was

transfigured. Ex.

33. It may be very well known to everyone that

there is never any life without some love
;
and that

there is never any joy except that which flows forth

from love. But such as is the love, such is the life,

and such the joy. If you were to remove loves—or,

what is the same, cupidities, because these are of love

—

thought would at once cease, and you would be like a

dead man, which has been shown me to the life. The

loves of self and of the world present something like
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life, and something like joy ; but as they are completely

contrary to true love—which is to love the Lord above

all things, and the neighbour as one's self—it may be

evident that they are not loves, but hatreds ; for in

proportion as anyone loves himself and the world, in

the same proportion he hates the neighbour, and thus

the Lord. Therefore true love is love to the Lord
;

and true life is the life of love from Him ; and true

joy is the joy of this life. There can only be one true

love . .

.

[A.] 34. Love and faith can never be separated, because

they constitute one and the same thing ... I may
relate marvellous things about this. The celestial

Angels, being from the Lord in such love, are, from
love, in all the Knowledges of faith, and from love are

in such light and life of intelligence that scarcely any-

thing can be described. Spirits, on the other hand, who
are in the knowledge of the doctrinal things of faith,

without love, are in so frigid a life and obscure a faith

that they cannot approach even the first threshold of

the court of the Heavens . . . Sig.

". From this it is evident that they who are in

love are also in faith, and thus in heavenly life ; but
not they who say that they are in f;uth, and are not in

the life of love. The life of faith without love is cir-

cumstanced as is the light of the sun without heat, as

in winter . . . But faith from love is circumstanced as

is the light of the sun in the time of spring, when all

things grow and blossom . . .

^. ' "Winter ' = the life of no love.

36, They who have separated faith from love do not
even know what faith is . . . The primary thing which
faith teaches those who obey it is tlie love of the Lord
and the love of the neighbour . . . Sig.

39^. Now, when he has been vivified by love and
faith . . .

43. 'To fructify,' in the Word, is predicated of the
things which are of love . . .

52. But when the man becomes celestial, and does
what is good from love, the dominion proceeds from the
internal man to the external . . . Sig. and Ex.

53. Faith, which is of the understanding, is called

'His image ;' but love, which is of the will, 'the image
of God ;

' which in the spiritual man follows, but in the
celestial man precedes.

60. Here it is said 'very good' . . . because now the
tilings which are of faith make one with those which
are of love. Thus is effected a marriage between
spiritual and celestial things. 63.

63. Nor does the Lord rest until love acts as prin-

cipal. Then combat ceases . , .

77. Love (is treated of) by 'the tree of lives ;' faith,

by 'the tree of knowledge.'

956. The life of faith prepares the external man ; the
life of love causes him to be man.

v98. By 'Eden' is signified love. 100, 111.

III®. The universal Heaven is most distinctly ordin-
ated by the Lord according to the differences of love
and faith, which are innumerable.

310-. (Whereas) with the Postdiluvians, and with

those who live at this day, there is no love, thus no
will of good ; but still faith is possible . . . and from
faith they may be brought to a certain charity . . .

352. All love is of the Lord, and not a whit of love

is of man . . .

39S-. "With the men of the Most Ancient Church . . .

no distinction was made between love, which is of the

will, and faith, which is of the understanding ; because

love was everything, and faith was of love. But after

faith was separated from love, as M'ith those who were

called 'Cain,' the will did not reign any longer . . . Sig.

430. By 'sucklings, infants, and little children' are

signified the three degrees of love ; which are, tender

love, like that of a suckling towards its mother or

nurse ; love like that of an infant towards its parents
;

and charity like that of little children towards their

instructor. 5236-.

620°. As love is the containant of faith.

636. 'Land,' in a wide sense, =love; thus the celes-

tial things of the Church ; here, as no love . . . remained,

it= the love of self.

66S. Faith is only the form of love . . .

709. Jehovah is in love and charity ; but not in

faith, unless it is the faith of love or charity.

714-. For example : love towards companions, if it

loves them solely for the sake of self, has in it nothing

either heavenly or Divine . . .

724. A man may know many truths from the Word,

and thus speak them from the memory ; but unless it is

love or charity which produces them, what is holy can

never be predicated of them. But if there are love and

charity, he then acknowledges and believes, thus from

the heart ... It is love and charity which sanctify

faith. The Lord is in love and charity . . .

1013^. The essence of love and charity is that from

two, it as it were makes one. When one loves the other

as himself, and more than himself, then the one sees

the other in himself, and himself in the other ; as may
be known to everyone, provided he pays attention to

love, or to those who mutually love each other, in that

the will of the one is that of the other : they are as it

were interiorly conjoined . . . love to the Lord makes a

man one with the Lord; that is, a 'likeness:' charity

also does so, or love towards the neighbour, but an

'image.'

1025^. Circumcision was a representative of regenera-

tion through love. Sig.

1055. Xo other covenant is eternal except love to the

Lord, and love towards the neighbour . . . The universal

Heaven is founded on love ; nay, universal nature ; for

there is not anything in nature—where there are any

union and conjunction—which does not derive its origin

from love, whether animate or inanimate ; for all the

Natural comes forth from the Spiritual, and the Spiritual

from the Celestial . . . hence love has been implanted in

each and all things, or a resemblance of love. With
men alone there is not love, but the contrary ; because

man has destroyed in himself the order of nature. But
when he can be regenerated . . . and receive mutual love,

then there is 'a covenant' or conjunction through

charity ; which is the subject here treated of.
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1 1 19. The Most Ancients said that this breathing

with them was varied according to their state of love

and faith in the Lord. . . When anything contrary to

love and faith in the Lord occurs, the Angels have a

straitened breathing ; but when they are in the happi-

ness of love and faith, they have a free and ample

breathing. There is something like it with every man
;

but according to his corporeal and worldly loves . . .

1120.

1120^. At last, when there was no love and faith . , .

internal breathing ceased.

1 153. Adoration is circumstanced according to the

love to the Lord, and the love towards the neighbour ;

for the Lord is present in love, thus in worship . . .

1317^ The end is nothing else than the love; for a

man can have nothing else for an end than that which

he loves. He who thinks differently from what he

does, still has for an end that which he loves. In the

simulation or deceit itself is the end, which is the

love of self, or the love of the world, and the deriva-

tive delight of his life. From these things everyone

may conclude that the life of a man is such as is his

love.

1419^ The Celestial of love is such as not to want to

be its own, but of all ; so that it wants to give all things

which are its own to others. The essence of celestial

love consists in this. The Lord, being love itself, or

the essence and life of the love of all in the Heavens,

wills to give all things which are His to the human race.

Sig.

1437®- For the celestial things of love are what are

solely in the Lord's Kingdom ; and are what constitute

it.

1448. The first worship of His Father from the

Celestial of love. Sig.

1450. The order was that first of all the Lord was

imbued from His infancy with the celestial things of

love. The celestial things of love are love towards

Jehovah, and love towards the neighbour . . .

1577^ It is only love and charity which unite the

internal man to the external ; and there is never any
love and charity—that is, any good—except fz'om the

Lord.

1679-. It is the very life of man which desires, that

is, which loves . . ,

1690^. All temptation is effected against the love in

which the man is. In such a degree as is the love, in

such is effected the temptation. If it is not against the

love, there is no temptation. To destroy the love of

anyone is to destroy his life itself ; for the love is the

life. The life of the Lord was love towards the universal

human race . . . being nothing but pure love. Con-

tinual temptations were admitted against this His life

. . . The love which was the Lord's veriest life, is

signified by that 'He hungered . .
.'

1728. 'He was a priest '= the Holy of love. Ex.

1735. 'The Highest,' or Inmost= the Celestial of love,

or love itself. Jehovah, or the Internal of the Lord,

was the Celestial itself of love ; that is, love itself, to

which no attributes are applicable except those which
are of pure love . . .

". This love itself is Jehovah. Of no other thing

can be predicated I am or Is than of love. From this

love, because in love, or of love itself, is the Esse of all

life ; that is, life itself . . .

1738. For without a state of love and charity . . .

man is not man ; but is worse than any wild beast.

1789. The Lord fought from love towards the uni-

versal human race. He who fights from this love asks

for no reward for himself ; because this love is such

that it wills to give and transfer to others all things

which are its own, and to have nothing for itself.

1798. That there is no internal of the Church . . .

that is, love and faith. Sig. and Ex.

1802^. The Internal is love to the Lord and charity

towards the neighbour. In proportion, therefore, as

they have of love and charity, in the same proportion

they are sons or heirs ; for in the same proportion they

have of the Lord's life.

1803^. 'Viscera,' in the Word, = love, or mercy.

Ex.

1809. The fructification of love, and the multiplica-

tion of faith. Sig.

1812. What anyone's faith is, is known from the love

from which he fights. He who fights from any other

love than love towards the neighbour, and towards the

Lord's Kingdom, does not fight from faith ; that is,

does not believe in Jehovah, but in that which he loves
;

for the love itself for which he fights is his faith.

Examp.

1820". Evil Spirits never fight against any other

things than those which the man loves ; and the more

ardently he loves, the more sharply they fight. It is

evil Genii who fight against the things which are of the

affection of good, and evil Spirits against those v.'hich

are of the affection of truth. As soon as they notice

the least thing which a man loves . . . they at once

attack and endeavour to destroy it, thus the whole man,

because his life consists in his loves . . . They who are

malignant and deceitful insinuate themselves into the

loves themselves, by flattering them, and so they intro-

duce the man ; and presently . . . they try to destroy the

loves, and thus to murder the man . . .
^.

1 834-. The Church ... in the beginning is guiltless ;

and then the one loves the other as a brother. 2910.

1865^. Parental love increases as it descends . . .

18736. As all love from the Lord is the Lord Him-

self . . .

1S94. The Celestial which makes man is that he

loves the Lord, and that he loves the neighbour . . .

1904-. Regarded in themselves, good and truth are of

no life ; but they derive life from love or from affection.

They are only instrumental things of life ; and therefore

such as is the love which affects the good and truth,

such is the life . . .

1983. For love does not sleep.

2023. The Divine with those who have faith in Him
is love and charity. By love is meant love to the

Lord ; and by charity, love towards the neighbour.

Love to the Lord can never be separated from love

towards the neighbour ; for the love of the Lord is love
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towards the universal human race . . . and therefore he

who has love to the Lord, has the love of the Lord, and
thus cannot do otherwise than love the neighbour. But
those who are in love towards the neiglibour are not on
that account all in love to the Lord. Ex.

2034^. Love is conjunction itself.

[A.] 2039. There are three kinds of loves which consti-

tute the celestial things of the Lord's Kingdom ; namely,

conjugial love, love towards infants, and the love of

society or mutual love. Conjugial love is the principal

one of all, for in it is the end of the greatest use,

namely, the propagation of the human race, and thence

of the Lord's Kingdom . . . Love towards infants suc-

ceeds next, being derived thence ; and then the love of

society or mutual love. "Whatever covers up, hinders,

and defiles these loves, is signified by the prejiuce,

which made . . . circumcision representative . . .

2041-. There are two loves so called, and their cupidi-

ties, which impede the influx of celestial love from the
Lord. Ex.

2042. Circumcision was a representative of purifica-

tion from filthy loves.

2045. For whatever favours any love ... is believed

to be good.

2049-. They are purified when they reject filthy

loves . . .

•. They who are in the life of love and charity are

in the Lord's life. No one can be conjoined with Him
by any other . . .

2146. From love. Sig. and Ex.
. That ' heat '= love, may be evident from the

fact that love is called spiritual heat . . .

®. It is further to be known that holiness is never
predicated except from love and charity . . .

2177*. The fire which was constantly kindled upon
the altar, represented the perpetual and eternal love,

that is, mercy, of the Lord. '

2187^. To eat the Lord is to be gifted with love and
charity . , .

2190. All good is called holy from the fact that it is

of love and charity, which are solely from the Lord.

2228^. The soul after the death of the body is such as
is its love.

2231-'. Love and charity are celestial flame ; and faith

is the spiritual light thence . . . And Angels and Spirits

are affected as to their interiors with (spiritual heat and
light), according to the life of love and charity M-ith

them.

2250. The Lord's grief from love towards the human
race. Sig. and Ex.

2304^, One who had died when an infant spoke to his

brother who had deceased in adult age, and this from so

much brotherly mutual love, that his brother could not
possibly resist weeping, saying that he had perceived
nothing else than that it was love itself which was
speaking.

2342^ The conjunction of the Lord with the human
race is effected through love and charity and the deriva-
tive faith. Eep.

^. 'Unleavened bread ' = pure love.

2343^. When love or charity was merely named,
there was jierceived from (those who had come from the

Christian world) as it were a kind of darkness, and at

the same time what was grimy, from a certain filthy

love, which was of such a nature as to extinguish, suflTo-

cate, and pervert all the Perceptive of love to the Lord,

and of charity towards the neighbour. Such is the

faith at this day, which is said to save without the

goods of charity.

^. For the Divine Human of the Lord is pure

love ; and the Holy is of love alone . . .

2454^. 'The abomination of desolation ' = the state of

the Church when there is no love, and no charity.

2500^. An arcanum which as yet is known to scarcely

anyone, is that in love itself there are wisdom and in-

telligence ; but these are such as is the love. (The

reason is) that all influx takes place into the love ; or,

what is the same, into good ; thus into the life itself of

the man . . .

2572^. As the Angels are in love to the Lord and in

mutual love, they are also in all truth ; thus in all

wisdom and intelligence, not only of celestial and
spiritual things, but also of rational and natural things

;

for from love, because from the Lord, they are in the

very beginnings or springs of things ; that is, in ends

and causes . . .

27 1
5^ The spiritual man . . . does not know . . .

what love and charity in their essence are.

27i8\ For example: that all delight, bliss, and happi-

ness are solely from love ; and that such as is the love,

such are the delight, bliss, and happiness . . .

2739. From the marriage of good and truth in the

Heavens descend all loves, which are circumstanced as

are the love of parents towards their children, the love

of brothers towards each other, and love towards rela-

tives, and so on according to the degrees in their order.

According to these loves, which are solely from good

and truth, that is, from love and faith in the Lord, are

formed all the heavenly Societies . . .

2744. All freedom is from love : thus the greatest

freedom is from conjugial love . . .

2826^. 'The fear of Jehovah is clean'= love.

287 1-. Therefore these loves with their cupidities

were taken away from him—which is effected there by

means of dissociation—and he was then seen like an

infant swimming with his hands . . .

2873^. Hence all in the other life are distinguished

according to freedoms ; or, what is the same, according

to loves and affections . . .

3001. Those men who are in love and charity are in

correspondence. Ex. 3484.

3063. For love is the very esse of life.

3066'^. For love is the end and use with all things . . .

3104-^ 'Mountains and hills '= the celestial things of

love.

3120. The perception of the influx of love. Sig. and

Ex.

3122. For the celestial never thought about the things
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of faith or truth ; but about those which are of love or

good.

3138. Illustration and apperception are not possible

unless there is affection or love, which is spiritual heat,

and gives life to the things which are illustrated by the

light.

3222. Loves and their affections are represented

(there) by flames ; and this with inexpressible variation.

3300-. 'Red' = the good of life, because all good is of

love ; and love itself is celestial and spiritual fire . , .

Moreover, love is compared to the blood . . .

3310*. But when they have been regenerated, they do

not do good from doctrinal things ; but from love and

charity . . .

3325^. See Levi, here.

3539''. That love and charity are essential with man.
Ex.

3596^. 'Food,' in general, = the things which are

of love and charity . . .

3643. In proportion as the Angels are in love, charity,

and the derivative faith, in the same proportion they

are in an aura of vernal light and heat.

3690^. The Lord is worshipped when He is loved.

370I'*. (The first idea) that all love begins from self.

3718. Love without holy fear is insipid. (See Fear,

here.)

3748. All things which are of any life—that is, which

are of love and affection—follow him . . .

3798^^. From the love in which he is, evei-yone sees

the things which are of that love, and the things which

he sees he calls truths, because they are consentaneous

thereto. In everyone's love is the light of his life ; for

love is like a flame from which is light. Such, there-

fore, as is the love or flame, such is the light of truth

which he has . . .

3800. 'Jacob kissed Rachel ' = love towards interior

truths; for 'to kiss' = unition and conjunction from

affection, consequently love ; because, regarded in itself,

love is unition and conjunction from affection.

3801. The ardour of love, Sig.

3827. 'They were in his eyes as a few days in his

loving her' (Gen.xxix.2o) = a state of love; namely,

that it is devoid of weariness. Ex.

3858'^. (The blossoming of Levi's rod) = that love is

the essential and principal of all things in the Lord's

Kingdom ; and that all fructification is thence.

3862-. When the order begins from love, then every-

thing which follows thence in genuine order appears

flaming . . .

3863^^. For faith is the eye of love, for the Lord is

seen by love through faith ; love is the life of faith.

Sig.

3865. 'Now my man will love me' (Gen.xxix.32) =
that thence is the good of truth. 'Will love ' = the

derivative good ; for all good is of love.

3875. See Cleave, here.

3. 'To love' (Matt. vi. 24) = the Celestial of love
;

and *to cleave ' = the Spiritual of love.

3887^. Hence the cardiac motions with those (in the

Spiritual World) are according to the states of love . . .

3938^. Affection is the Continuous of love. (Fully

ex. under Affection, here.)

e. Love is the will of man, and derivatively is

his thought, and thus is his action.

3941. Faith as to its state of love and charity. Sig.

and Ex.

. 'Wheat' = love and charity; hence 'wheat

harvest' = the advancing state of love and charity. 111.

3986^. Although goods and truths in the Spiritual

World are various . . . still they make one from the

Divine through love and charity ; for love and charity

are spiritual conjunction.

3994^. As faith is not faith except from charity towards

the neighbour, and thus from love to the Lord . . .

hence the Lord first asks Peter whether he 'loves' Him
;

that is, whether love is in faith . . .

4099^. Those things have the dominion Avhich are

loved more.

4128. See Tent, here.

4154S, Truth is called holy from the affection, that

is, from the love, which inflows from the Lord, and

causes the man to be affected with truth.

4175. The reason 'the heat'= too much love, is that

spiritual fire and heat are love ; and, on the other hand,

spiritual cold is no love ; for the life itself of man is

nothing but |love ; for without love man has no life

whatever . . . But 'cold' does not signify the privation

of all love, but the privation of spiritual and celestial

love . . . When a man is deprived of this love, there is

kindled the love of self and of the world. This love is

relatively cold, and also becomes cold . . .

4 1 80-. They who are in evil do not receive Divine

good ; for they are in no love and charity ; for all good

is of love and charity.

4i9l«i. All conjunction is through love and charity
;

as may be known to everyone ; for spiritual conjunction

is nothing else than love and charity . . .

42 II. Feasts with the Ancients signified appropriation

and conjunction through love and charity.

. As there is no good which is good except that

which is of love and charity, therefore ' bread '= love

and charity.

4274^. That the first of combat is as to truth, is

because the man loves it principally. That which is

the object of anyone's love is what is attacked by evil

Spirits. But after he loves good more than truth . . ,

he is tempted as to good.

4286^. (The spiritual Angels love others more than

themselves ; but the natural Angels do not love others

more than themselves, but as themselves.)

^ For that which a man loves, he easily drinks

in and apprehends ; but with difficulty that which he

does not love.

4307. The presence of Spirits with man is circum-

stanced according to his loves
;
good Spirits and Angels

are present with those who are in spiritual and celestial

love ; and evil Spirits with those who are solely in

corporeal and worldly love ; and this is so much the
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case, that everyone may know what kind of Spirits are

with him provided he will observe the quality of his

loves ; or, what is the same, the qualitj- of his ends
;

for every one has as an end that which he loves. 4311^.

[A.] 4320. That love appropriates to another that

which is its own, is known ; for it presents itself in the

other, and makes itself present in him. How much more

the Divine love !

4351. 'He embraced him' = the first conjunction of

love. Ex.

4352. For the good which inflows through the Internal

is of love ; for there is not any spiritual and celestial

good which is not of love . . . Hence it is called good

with man. The love itself which is in good and with

good, is that which conjoins. Unless love were present

there could never be any conjunction ; for love is nothing

else than spiritual conjunction, because it is effected

through love. This love is from no other source than

the Lord ; for He is the Fountain and origin of all

celestial and spiritual love, consequently of all the good

thence. This love is twofold, celestial and spiritual

;

celestial love is love to the Lord, and spiritual love is

love towards the neighbour, which is called charity. It

is these loves from which is all celestial and spiritual

good, and which conjoin themselves with the truths of

faith ; for the truths of faith regarded without love are

only words without life ; but through love, thus through

conjunction M'ith the good of love, they receive life.

Hence it may be evident that there never is anything of

faith except with those who are in the good of love
;

and that the faith is according to the love.

^. The trust or confidence which is called of faith

with any others than those who are in love and charity

is either spurious or . . ,

4434^. 'To love the daughter of a strange god' (Mai.

ii. ii)= to conjoin one's self with falsity.

4435. 'He loved the girl, and spoke upon her heart

(Gen. xxxiv. 3) = love.

4459^. The use itself which a man loves determines

his life . . . for in the love is the life of everyone.

4464^. The spheres which are perceived in the other

life all arise from the loves and the derivative affections

in which they had been ; consequently fi'om the life, for

the loves and derivative affections make the life itself . . .

4675. 'Israel loved Joseph more than all his sons'

(Gen.xxxvii.3) = the conjunction of the Divine Spii-itual

of the Rational with the Divine Spiritual of the Natural.

. . . 'To love ' = to be conjoined; for love is spiritual

conjunction.

4727-. For love to the Lord and charity towards the

neighbour make man new and sanctify him ; but the

Divine love itself made the Lord Divine ; for love is

the very esse of man, and hence is his life ; it forms the

man according to its own image . . .

4735^. "When the Angels appear . , . they appear as

forms of love and charity under the human shape ; and

this from the Lord. Ex.

4776*. It is to be known that all things are in the

loves ; for the loves are what make the life ; conse-

quently the Lord's life inflows into nothing else than

the loves. Such, therefore, as are the loves, such are

the lives, because such are the receptions of life. Love
towards the neighbour receives the life of Heaven, and
the love of self receives the life of Hell. Thus in love

towards the neighbour there is everything of Heaven,

and in the love of self there is everything of Hell.

That all things are in the loves, may be illustrated by
many things in nature. All animals . . . are borne

along according to their loves ; and into their loves

inflow all things which conduce to their life. Enum.
. . . All these things are effected by an influx into their

loves. It is on y the forms of their affections which
vary the ettects of life. All these things are in their

loves. How much more would there be in celestial love

if man were in it ! Would there not be all the wisdom
and intelligence which are in Heaven ? Hence, too, it

is, that they who have lived in charity, and no others,

are received into Heaven ; and that from charity they

are in the power to receive and imbue all traths . . .

The contrary happens to those who are in . . . some

truths, and not in charity. Their loves receive such

things as are in agreement with them ; to wit, the loves

of self and of the world receive things which are contrary

to truths, such as there are in the Hells.

4797-. Into innocence as into a plane inflow love and

charity from the Lord.

4804. The Societies of friendship are constituted of

those who . . . had loved those with whom they had
associated ; caring nothing as to whether they were good

or evil, provided they were agreeable people . . .

4805. There are also Societies of interior friendship

. . . These had been such that they liad loved from the

heart those who were within their general consocia-

tion . , .

4812. The sons from Tamar=the two essentials of the

Church,—faith and love. . . Their birth represents that

love is actually the first-born of the Church . . .

4837^. For love conjoins all ; and when the love of

good and truth is in each one, there is a General from

the Lord, thus the Lord, which conjoins all. The love

of good and truth is that which is called love towards

the neighbour . . .

4844^". For the doctrinals of the Ancient Church were

doctrinals of love and charity, which contained innum-

erable things which at this day are completely obliter-

ated . . .

4985". Hence it is that the Angels of Heaven are of

ineftable beauty ; for they are as it were loves and

charities in form . . .

5002. As Heaven makes one through love from the

Lord, and reciprocal love to Him b}'^ reception, and by

mutual love, it is called a marriage ... So would it be

with the Church, if with it love and charity were its

esse.

5034. (What is against the love causes anger.)

5042. The Divine Esse itself is love . . . incompre-

hensible.

507 1-. All the vital fire is from the loves with man
;

heavenly fire is from the love of good and truth ; and

infernal fire is from the love of falsity and evil . . .

5130". He who .is in any love, whatever it may be, is
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continually thinking about the things which are of that

love ; and this although he is in thought, speech, or

action in other things. This is manifestly evident in

the other life from the spiritual spheres which are around

everyone . . . For that which universally reigns with

anyone produces that sphere, and manifests his life

before others.

®. For that which a man loves, reigns . . .

5145^. Hence it is that after death, if a man has lived

a life of love and charity, he can be translated even into

the Third Heaven . . .

5199^. For such as is the love or affection which

shines forth from the form of the face, such is the

beauty . . .

5280^ (Impure loves which first introduce tniths.)

In order that these loves may be removed, the man is

let into a state of temptation ; which takes place in this

way :—these loves are excited by the infernal crew ; for

that crew wants to live in them ; and then the affections

of truth and good are excited by the Angels . . .

5459^" "To fear,' in the supreme sense . . . =love. Ex.

5530. The truths which are most in agreement with

the loves are in the middle . , . and therefore the things

which are in the middle are called consanguineous ; for

love makes consanguinity . . .

5691. Mercy from love, Sig. and Ex.

5807. 'His father loves him' (Gen.xliv.2o)= that it

has conjunction with spiritual good from the Natural.

'To love '= conjunction.

*. It is to be known that love is spiritual con-

junction because it is a conjunction of the minds—or of

the thought and will—of two. Hence it is evident that

regarded in itself love is what is purely spiritual, and
that its Natural is the delight of consociation and con-

junction. As regards its essence, love is what is har-

monic resulting from the changes of state and the varia-

tions in the forms or substances of which the human
mind consists. If this Harmonic is from the heavenly

form, it is heavenly love. Hence it may be evident

that love cannot derive its origin from any other source

than the Divine love itself, which is from the Lord ; and

thus that love is the Divine which inflows into forms,

and disposes them so that the changes of state, and the

variations, are in the harmony of Heaven. But the

opposite loves—namely, the loves of self and of the

world—are not conjunctions, but disjunctions. They
indeed appear as conjimctions ; but this takes place

because the one regards the other as one with himself so

long as he acts as one vnth him . . . But as soon as the

one does not favour the other, there is disjunction. It

is otherwise with heavenly love. This is utterly averse

to doing well to anyone for the sake of self ; but it does

it for the sake of the good which is with the other and

which he receives from the Lord ; consequently for the

sake of the Lord Himself, from whom is the good,

5881^. Scientifics and truths are ordinated into these

fascicular forms only by the man's loves ; into infernal

forms by the loves of self and of the world ; but into

heavenly forms by love towards the neighbour and by
love to God.

5977^ Genii care nothing about what the man is

thinking, but solely for what he loves ; whereas Spirits

care nothing for what the man loves, but for what he

thinks,

6073, For to love anyone and not to do good to him
when one is able, is not to love. But to do good to

him when one is able, and this from the heart, is to

love him . . .

6135^. AVhen the Angels are presented present, love

pours forth (from their whole bodies), so that you would
believe them to be nothing but love. Their bodies also

appear resplendent and lucid from the light thence

derived ; for the good of love is like a flame, which
emits from itself light, which is the derivative truth of

faith , , , How much more must this be the case with the

Lord, from whom is all the love with the Angels, and
whose Divine love appears as a Sun, from which the

universal Heaven has its light ; and all there have their

heavenly heat, that is, love
; thus life. The Divine

Human of the Lord is what thus appears . , .

6195-. (Thus) man is conjoined with Heaven, or with

Hell, by loves ; by the loves of self and of the world

with Hell ; and by the loves of the neighbour and of

God with Heaven.
6. I was loosed from those (who had been attached

to me only by slight aflections) solely by means of inter-

mediate loves ; by which they were by degrees conjoined

with others.

6196. That Spirits are associated with man according

to his loves, has been made known to me by manifold

experience. As soon as I have begun to love anything

very much. Spirits were present who were in such love
;

and they were not removed until the love had ceased.

6262. The influx of love from the Internal. Tr, For

the External cannot be in love towards the Internal,

except through influx and elevation from the Internal.

The love itself which is felt in the External is of the

Internal.

6323". Brute animals are acted upon no otherwise than

by the loves and the affections of these into which they

have been created . . , Each animal is carried whither

its affections and love draws it ; and as this is so, they

are also in all the scientifics which ever are of that

love . . ,

^, If man were in the order in which he was

created ; namely, in love towards the neighbour, and in

love to the Lord—for these loves are proper to man—he

above all animals would be born not only into scientifics,

but also into all spiritual truths and celestial goods , . .

6377^ 'He poured in oil and wine '= that he per-

formed the works of love and charity,

6396, As these do not act from love, but from obedi-

ence . , , they are in the First Heaven. Sig.

6495-. He is held in bonds by his loves themselves.

6564. Good gives life and its heat, whicli is love,

6566, 'Joseph wept ' = reception from love,

6632, The whole Sacred Scripture is nothing else than

the doctrine of love and charity. 111,

6709. It is love which determines the degree in which

each is the neighbour . . . 67 10, Ex.

671 1. They who do not love themselves more than
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others . . . derive the origin of the neighbour from Him
whom they must love above all things . . . and they

hold everyone as the neighbour according to the quality

of their love for Him. Therefore, they who love others

as themselves, and still more they who, like the Angels,

love others more than themselves, all derive the origin

of the neighbour from the Lord. Ex.

[A. ] 6812®. For the things which are for delectation and

love inflow as it were of their own accord, and remain.

All other things do not enter, but only touch the sur-

face . . .

6S21. He who loves his country ... in the other life

loves the Lord's Kingdom . . . and he who loves the

Lord's Kingdom, loves the Lord,

6832^ The reason ' flame ' = Divine love, is that love

in its iirst origin is nothing else than the fire and flame

from the Lord as a Sun . . . 111.

6849. The Divine Itself is pure love, and pure love is

as a fire more ardent than that of the sun . . .

6866^ It is the love which makes similitude and dis-

similitude.

6872-. What the perception and acknowledgment of

the Divine from love is, shall be told. The quality of

every man is Known from the love ; for the love is the

esse of the life of everyone . . . Such, therefore, as is the

love with a man, such is the man ; if the love of self and

of the world ... he is a devil ; but if the love of God
and the love of the neighbour ... he is an Angel. But

He with wliom there is Divine love ... is God. Thus
His Human was made Divine when He received His

Father's love—which was the Esse of His life—into the

Human.
^. That a man is completely as is his love, is a

constant Truth. This is evident from the Angels in the

other life, who when seen appear as forms of love. Love

itself not only shines, but also exhales, from them ; so

that you would say that they are wholly nothing but

loves. The reason is that all the interiors of an Angel

—

as also of a man—are nothing but forms recipient of life ;

and as they are forms recipient of life, they are forms

recipient of loves ; for loves make the life of man. As,

therefore, the influent love and the recijjient form

accord, it follows that the Angel or man is such as is his

love ; and this not only in his organic principles, which

are iu the brain ; but also in the whole body . . .

6960. 'Bosom ' = love ; for the things which are of

the breast correspond to love ; because the heart is

therein, which corresponds to celestial love, and the

lungs, which correspond to spiritual love. As 'the

bosom' corresponds to love, by it is also signified the

proprium ; for that of man is proper to him which is of

his love.

7045. Tlie removal of filthy loves. Sig. and Ex.
^. If the most external loves—which are called

corporeal and earthly loves—are without internal loves

—which are called spiritual and celestial loves—they

are filth3^

7081. The very life of man is his love ; and such as

his love is, such is his life ; nay, such is the whole man.
But the dominant or reigning love—that is, the love of

the thing which he has as an end—is the love which

makes the man. This love has subordinated to itself

many particular and singular loves, which are deriva-

tions, and appear under a difl"erent shape ; but still the

dominant love is in every one of them, and directs

them ; and, through them, as through mediate ends,

looks to and aims at its end . . . N.54.

70S2. There are two things in the natural world,

which make the life there ; namely, heat and light :

and there are two things in the Spiritual World which
make the life there ; namely, love and faith. The heat

in the natural world corresponds to the love in the

Spiritual World . . . Hence it is tliat when spiritual heat

or fire is mentioned, love is meant . . . Moreover, love

is actually the vital heat of man ; for it is known that

man gi'ows warm from love . . .

7083. Spiritual heat and light, or love and faith,

come forth from the Sun of Heaven . . .

7084. From this correspondence it may be known how
the case is with faith and with love. Faith without
love is like light without heat . . . and faith with love

is like light with heat . . .

7085. As then love is the source of man's life, and as

the whole man is such as is his love, and also as love is

spiritual conjunction, it follows that all in the other life

are consociated accoiding to loves ; for his life—that is,

his love—follows everyone. They who are in love to-

wards the neighbour, and in love to God, are consociated

in Heaven ; whereas they who are in the love of self and
the love of the world, are consociated in Hell ; for the

love of self is opposite to love to God, and the love of

the world is opposite to love towaids the neighbour.

7324^. That loves are vital fires, may be evident to

him who considers.

7326. 'Blood' = the Holy of love; thus charity and
faith.

7371. Everything which is done according to love is

delightful ; and therefore the quality of the love may
be known from the delight.

7437^. They who are in evils cannot but think to

falsities ... for what a man wills he loves ; and what
he loves he confirms and defends . . .

7501. When evil Spirits are attacking anyone, they

know to insinuate themselves into his delights . . . and

j)leasantnesses . . . thus into the things which are of his

love ; and so long as they are in such insinuation they

hold down him whom they are infesting as with a bond

... for love and insinuation into the delight of love

conjoin . . . This is evident from the like thing in the

world : he who insinuates himself into the delight of

another which is of his love, holds him bound, and also

leads him.

7693^. To look to Heaven is not to think about the

things of Heaven ; but to have them as an end, that is,

to love them above all other things ; for wherever the

love turns itself, thither the interiors of the man turn

themselves ; and consequently the thought.

7743". The bird's being turned into stone=the life of

Knowledges without love . . .

7750. Here therefore we may show that only those

have spiritual life who are in heavenly love, and thence
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in Knowledges ; and that love contains in itself all the

Knowledge which is of that love. For example, animals

. . . have the knowledge of all things which belong to

their love. Their loves are, to nourish themselves, to

dwell in safety, to propagate offspring, to feed their

young ; and therefore they have all the requisite know-

ledge ; for this is in these loves, and inflows into them
as into its own receptacles . . .

^. If man were in his love—which is love to God
and towards the neighbour ; for this love is proper to

man and is that by which he is distinguished from beasts

—he would not only be in all requisite knowledge, but

also in all intelligence and wisdom ; and he would have

no need to learn these things ; for they would inflow

into these loves from Heaven, that is, through Heaven

from the Divine. But as man is not in these loves, but

in the contrary ones, namely, in the love of self and the

love of the world, he cannot but be born into all ignor-

ance and want of knowledge. But by Divine means he

is brought to something of intelligence and wisdom
;

but still not actually into any, unless he removes the

loves of self and of the world ; and thus opens the way
for love to the Lord and towards the neighbour. (Con-

tinued under Love to the Lord.)

7788^. Where there is love there is respect (that is,

looking that way) ; but where there is not love there is

not respect, except that which is from fear.

7818. By to look above or below one's self is meant
to have as the end, or to love above all things. Thus
by to look above one's self is meant ... to love above

all things those things which are of the Lord and

Heaven ; and by to look below one's self is meant . . .

to love above all things those things which are of self

and the world. The interiors of man also actually turn

themselves whither the love turns itself,

7819^. When therefore the means is loved for the sake

of the end, it is not the means which is loved, but the

end.

7856. Be not without love. Sig. and Ex.

7984^. In the other life this measure is filled with

everyone . . . This measure is acquired in the world

through the aflections which are of love. The more
anyone has loved evil and the derivative falsity, the

greater is the measure he has acquired for himself ; and

the more anyone has loved good and the derivative

truth, the greater is that measure. (Continued under

Measure.)

8067. The things with a man which he thoroughly

believes and loves are perpetually in his thought and

will . . .

8240. Trust is of love through faith . . .

8426^. When it is morning (in the other life) they are

in love.

8470''. Such a communication of goods exists only

through love, which is spiritual conjunction.

8513". The love determines by whom man is led ; for

everyone is led by his own love. He who loves himself

more than the neighbour, leads himself; but he who
loves good, is led by good, consequently by the

Lord . . .

VOL. IV.

8562^. Temptation attacks that which the man loves

and longs for.

8573-. In all love there is intercession. (Continued

under Intercede.)

8604^. The life which is from the Lord is attractive,

because it is from love ; for all love has a force of attrac-

tion in it, because it wants to be conjoined, even until

they are one.

8672". For all joy is of love.

86S2-. The reason the flesh of the sacrifices was to be

eaten, was that there might be represented . . . conso-

ciation through love ; for the flash of the sacrifices , . .

signified the good of love.

87026. That which the will wills and loves, the un-

standing thinks and confirms . . .

8762. Those are of the Internal Church who do good

to the neighbour, and worship the Lord, from love.

8814S. The Divine in the other life appears to every-

one according to the quality of his faith and love.

8S53. Every man has a proprium which he loves above

all things. Ex. S854, Examps.

8855. Every man has as the end that which he loves

above all things. He regards it in each and all things.

It is in his will like the hidden current of a river

which draws and carries him along ; and also when he

is doing anything ; for it is that which animates him.

Such is that which one man explores in another . . .

and according to it either leads him, or acts with him.

8S69. To have the voluntary or the intellectual pro-

prium for a god, is to love above all things that which

proceeds from one's self. Sig.

8875^. That 'the zeal of the Lord' is love and mercy.

111.

88S0. 'To those who love Me' (Ex.xx.6)=:those who

receive the good of love. Ex.

8885'. For the will is the inmost of man, because it

is formed from his love ; for whatever a man loves, he

wills ; and that which he loves above all things, he

wills inmostly. (Continued under Will.)

8897. 'Honour thy father and thy mother'=love for

good and truth ; in the supreme sense for the Lord and

His Kingdom. 'To honour' = to love ; for, in the

spiritual sense, honour is love . . .

8910. For that which an evil love breathes is called

concupiscence ; but that which a good love breathes is

called longing. Love itself pertains to . . . the will
;

for whatever a man loves he wills ; but concupiscence

pertains to both the will and the understanding . . .

8925-. See Fear, here.

9050^. The reason love pertains to the voluntary

faculty, is that the latter is kindled by the Lord when

the man receives love . . .

^. For faith without love is not faith, and love

without faith is not love ; for love has its quality from

faith, and faith has its life from love. Hence faith

without love is dead, and faith with love is alive . . .

9079". In the angelic Societies they love each other . . .

according to the similitudes and proximities of goods . . .

2 C
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[A.] 9093". To serve the Lord by faith, and the world

by love. Sig.

9104. Hence it is that those meet in the other life

who have been in any conjunction either by love,

friendship, or veneration, when they long for it . . .

9174*. 'To love enemies . .
.' = the affection of

charity ; but enemies are loved . . . when they are

instructed, and also amended by suitable means.

9213. A state of shade from the delights of external

loves. Sig. and Ex.

9219. Love is called mercy when it is towards those

who are in miseries . . .

9265. When what is heavenly and Divine is loved

more than what is worldly and earthly . . ,

9279-. The tilings wliich relate to good are called

loves and affections.

9310. It is proper to love to will that all which is its

own should be out of itself in others.

9312. Compliance from faith and love. Sig. and Ex.

9383. All the heat of life is love.

9394. The internal sight . . . sees nothing else in the

fields or gardens of the things of the memory than those

which are in agreement with the loves in which the man
is . . .

•''. The things which thoroughly enter into the

loves, and become spontaneous and as it were natural,

vanish from the external memory, but remain inscribed

on the internal memory . . .

9434-. There are two loves completely opposite to

each other—heavenly love and infernal love. Heavenly
love is love to the Lord, and love towards the neigh-

bour ; and infernal love is the love of self, and the love

of the world. They with whom infernal loves reign, are

in Hell ; and thej' with whom heavenly loves reign, are

in Heaven. For love is the Vital itself of man ; for with-

out love there is no life whatever ; for from love every-

one has the heat and tire of life . . . Hence it follows,

that such as is the love, such is the life ; consequently,

that such as is the love, such is the man : and therefore

everyone can know from his loves themselves, whether
Heaven is in him, or Hell. Love is like a fire or flame

with man, and also is the vital fire or flame . . . and
faith is as the light (therefrom).

9460. That all things should be from love, thus from
freedom. Sig. and Ex.

9585. See Free, here.

9613'. (The law that) love is spiritual conjunction,

whence is heavenly harmony.

9723. The understanding looks into the external

memory . . . and chooses such things there as are in

agreement with its love . . . For the things which a

man loves he sees in light ; but the things which he
does not love he see in shade. The latter he rejects,

but the former he chooses. 10067^.

9841. The interior memory which is from the truths

of faith which are from love. Sig. and Ex.

\ The truths of faith from love are those which
love dictates, and which thus derive their esse from
love. These truths are alive, because the things which

are from love are alive. Hence the truths of faith from

love are those which treat of love to the Lord and of

charity towards the neighbour , . . The whole Word is

the doctrine of such truths . . .

6. For whether you say the Lord, or love from

Him and thence to Him, it is the same ; for love is

spiritual conjunction, and causes Him to be where love

is ; for love presents as present in itself him who is

loved.

9S46-. This may be evident from the fact that man ac-

knowledges as truths the things which he loves, and that

thus lie apprehends and acknowledges truths according

to his love. Hence it is that truths constitute the form

of good . . .

9857^, 'To pass by the love of God' (Lukexi.42)= to

pass by Divine good, and life therefrom.

9936''. To be in safety from the infestation of evils

from Hell, because they are iu the Lord through love.

Sig.

9937". For in temptations the Hells assault the love

itself of him against whom thej' are fighting ; for the

love of everyone is the inmost of his life . . .

10035. Thus to . . . the will pertain the things which
are of love ; for the things which are of love are per-

ceived as goods . , . Moreover . . . evils are of love . . .

10038-. That everyone's love is the fire of his life,

may be known to every one who reflects ; for without

love there is no life ; and such as the love is, such is

the life ; and hence the love of self produces evils of

every kind . . .

10067'". Whether you say love, or good, it is the

same ; for all good is of love, and that which is of love

is called good. And also whether you say love or the

will it is the same ; for that which a man loves, he wills.

10076-. (Thus) the second state of the man who is being

regenerated is to think and act from good ; or, what is

the same, from love ; or, what is also the same, from

the will ; for that which a man mils, he loves ; and

that whicli he loves he calls good. But a man is in the

second state for the first time when the whole of him
from head to heel is such as is his love ; thus such as is

his will and the derivative understanding. Ex.

10130-. In the other life all act from the heart, that

is, from the will or love . . . There it is evident how
the interiors communicate themselves to another ... by

the touch, and how the other receives them according

to his love. The will or love of everyone constitutes

the whole man there, and the derivative sphere of life

flows forth from him like an exhalation . , . ioi88''.

^ Hence many wonderful things come forth there

which are unknown to man in the world ; as. First,

That all presence is according to the similitudes of the

loves ; and all absence is according to their dissimili-

tudes. Secondly, That all are consociated according to

the loves : those who are in love to the Lord from the

Lord are consociated in the Inmost Heaven ; those who
are in love to the neighbour from the Lord are consoci-

ated in the Middle Heaven ; those who are in the

obedience of faith . . . are consociated in the Ultimate

Heaven ; but those who are in the love of self and of

the world . . . are consociated in Hell. Thirdly, That
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all turn their eyes to those whom they love : theywho love

the Lord turn their eyes to the Lord as a Sun ; they who
love the neighbour from the Lord turn their eyes to the

Lord as a Moon . . . and, wonderful to say, wherever they

turn themselves. . . theystill look tothe Lord before them.

It is the contrary with those who are in Hell : the more
they are in the love of self and in the love of the world,

the more they turn themselves from the Lord . . .

10
1 34. The removal of evils through the good of

innocence by the Lord in a state of love and derivative

light in the internal man. Sig. and Ex.

10135. The like in a state of light and love in the

external man. Sig. and Ex.

10143^. To do according to the Lord's precepts is

truly the worsliixj of Him ; nay, is truly love and truly

faith . . .

10153-. By good is meant love ; for all that which is

loved is called good. That his love or good makes a

man, is known to everyone who explores another ; for

when he has explored him, he leads him by his love

wherever he wants, insomuch that when he is kept in

his own love he is no longer his owai master ; and the

reasons which are contrary to the love are of no avail,

Avhereas those which are in agreement with the love

avail for everything. That this is the case is manifestly

evident in the other life ; there all Spirits are known
from theii' loves ; and when they are kept in them, they

cannot do anything contrary to them ; for to act con-

trary to them is to act against themselves. Therefore

they are forms of their own loves ; those who are in the

Heavens are forms of charity and celestial love . . . and

those who are in the Hells are forms of their loves,

which are those of self and of the world , . .

*. As, therefore, the whole man is such as is his

love, it is evident that the Lord cannot be present in

evil love, but in good love with man . . .

10175a. By the preparation of the oil of anointing is

signified the quality of love in worship.

10177. A representative of the grateful hearing and

reception by the Lord of all things of worship [which

are] from love and charity. Sig. and Ex.
*. The reason that only is grateful ... to the

Lord which is from love and charity, is that love makes
the whole man ; for a man is such as is his love. Hence
it is that the Angels in the Heavens are loves and
chai-ities in form. The very form which they have

thence is the human form ; because the Lord who is in

them, and forms them, as to the Divine Human, is

Divine love itself . . .

10189^. For an Angel and a Spirit is his own love
;

and where it is thither he turns himself . . ,

10198. The elevation by the Lord of the worship

[which is] from love and charity. Sig. and Ex.

10200. When the state of love is in clearness. Sig.

and Ex.

I020I-. For the light of truth mth a man is entirely

according to the state of his love. In proportion as the

love is kindled, in the same proportion tiuth shines . . .

^. Whereas when there are strange loves, as with

those who have turned from the Lord and tlie neighbour

to self and the world, then these loves lead him ; but

from truths into falsities . . .

^. These things have been said in order that it

may be known that the faith of everyone is as is his

love . . .

10202. Elevation also in an obscure state of love,

when truth also is in its shade. Sig. and Ex.

10284". -A.11 the love with man from man is the love

of self, and the love of the world for the sake of self;

but love with man from the Lord is love towards the

neighbour, and love to God. Between these loves the

difference is as great as that between Hell and Heaven
... A man also is such, and he remains to eternity such,

as is his love ; for love is everything of the will of man,
and thence of his understanding, because the love which
makes the will is constantly inflowing into the under-

standing, and kindling it, and illustrating it. Hence
it is that those who love evil, think falsity in conformity

with the evil of their love . . .

102956. Truths with (the celestial) are inscribed on

their love ; and therefore when they do the precepts

from love, they do them at the same time from truths,

without any thought about them from what is doc-

trinal , . ,

10300^. Hence it is said that he 'shall dwell in

parched places, and in a salty land ;' that is, in filthy

loves and their desires, which have destroyed the good

and truth of the Church.

10362. To be led by self and their own loves. Sig.

and Ex.

10364. He who turns himself to corporeal and worldly

loves from heavenly loves. Sig.

10402. The extraction from the sense of the letter of

the Word of such things as favour external loves, and

the derivative principles. Sig. and Ex.

10413. Excitation by their loves. Sig. and Ex.

. The difference between an elevation to a state

of the loves with the good, and with the evil, is that

the good then ascend, and the evil descend ; for the

loves with the good are heavenly loves, which elevate

them, and increase according to the ascent to Heaven
;

whereas the loves with the evil are infernal loves which

depress them, and increase according to the descent to

Hell.

10414. The worship of their own loves ; thus of their

delights and the derivative falsities. Sig. and Ex.
s. It is said the worship of the loves, because

that is worshipped which is loved, and love worships.

10420^. Spirits turn themselves according to their

loves ... In the Spiritual World the quarter is deter-

mined by each one's love, which turns him . . .

10422-. For all truth leads to its own love ; for that

is called truth which confirms that which is loved.

10483-. For every man has with him Spirits from

Hell and Angels from Heaven. The Spirits from Hell

are in his corporeal and worldly loves ; and the Angels

from Heaven are in his celestial and spiritual loves.

10580^. Those who are in faith there dwell upon

rocks ; but those who are in love dwell upon mountains.

10596. The life of a man after death is the life of his

love and the life of his faith . . .
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[A.] 10605-. The heat from that Sun is love . , .

10645. That the Lord alone is to be worshipped from

faith and love. Sig. and Ex.

. Those who are in His Celestial Kingdom worship

Him from love.

10661^. The truth with a man becomes good when he
loves it ; for everything which is loved is good. To
love is to will and to do ; for that which a man loves,

he wills and does.

10683*. They who love to do truth for the sake of

truth, love the Lord . . .

. For in "proportion as a man wills truth, he
loves it.

10694^. For when heavenly love, which is love to the

Lord and love towards the neighbour, inilows into

earthly loves, which are the loves of self and of the

world, it induces anguish as of death.

10702". The interiors of man actually turn themselves

according to his loves. With those who love the Lord,

the interiors turn themselves to the Lord or Heaven
;

thus inwards ; but with those who love themselves,

they turn themselves to the world ; thus outwards,

10709^. When anyone binds another down by such

things as are of his love, they say . . .

107 14. There are two things which make the life of

man—love and faith. Love makes the life of his

will . . .

10715. The love of good and the derivative faith of

truth make the life of Heaven ; and the love of evil and
the derivative faith of falsity make the life of Hell.

107 1 7. With all who receive love and faith from the

Lord there is Heaven . . .

10731. Spiritual death for those who are led by them-

selves and their own loves. Sig. and Ex.

10740. That which anyone does from love remains

inscribed on his heart ; for love is the fire of the life,

thus is the life, of everyone. Hence such as the love is,

such is the life ; and such as the life is—thus such as

the love is—such is the whole man as to the soul and as

to the body.

10814. All these dominate from love, like that of a

father towards his children . . .

H. i^ That at the end of the Church, when there is

no longer any love, and thence no faith, the Lord will

reveal the Word as to its internal sense . , . Sig.

14. The reason the Divine in Heaven, which makes
it, is love, is that love is spiritual conjunction ; it

conjoins the Angels vdth the Lord, and it conjoins them
one with another ; and so conjoins them, that in the

Lord's sight all are as one. Besides, love is the esse

itself of everyone's life . . . But it is to be known that

everyone's life is such as is his love. 17. 18.

145. The forehead corresponds to love . . .

155. The Angels are not always in the same state as

to love . . . Ex. 1596.

218. (Thus) the governors are those who are pre-

eminently in love and wisdom . . .

232. All power is in truths from good, and there is

none in truths without good ... It is the like with

faith and love ... for whether you say good or love, it

is the same thing . . .

253S. They are elevated ... by a conversion of the

love.

272-. In the S}>iritual World it is the love which
turns the interiors of everyone to itself . . .

289. Therefore when the Angels are in a state of love,

they are in a state of peace.

294-. Hence it is . . . that man is conjoined with that

Society ... in which he is as to his love.

349"^. For love receives everything which is in agree-

ment with itself . . .

368-. Thei-e is a like difference between faith and love

(as between man and woman).

383. At the fii-st view they inmostly love each other.

390. Spiritual love, esteem, and honour are nothing

else than the love, esteem, and honour of the use in the

person . . .

396. All delights flow forth from love . . .

4246. Then faith and love conjoin themselves . . .

455"-^. But when turned to the love of their will, they

comprehended nothing . . .

^. To love and to will are the same thing. Ex.

473.

479. Tliat a man after death is his own love, or his

own will. Gen. art.

. Everyone is carried to the Society where his

love is ; and when he comes there he is as it were at

home . . . and when he goes away from it . . . there is

constantly some resistance . . .

^. That after death a man is his own love, may
be evident from this—that the things which do not

make one with his reigning love are then removed . . .

and he is thus let into his own love . . . When this has

been done, he constantly turns his face to his own love,

which he has continually before his eyes, however he

turns himself round. (Continued under Ruling Love.)
*. In proportion as anyone acts and speaks accord-

ing to the love of another, he appears wholly . . . But
in proportion as anyone acts and speaks against his love,

his face begins to be changed, to be obscured, and not

to appear . . .

*. Every love is like spongy and porous wood,

which imbibes such liquors as conduce to its vegetation,

and repels all others . . , For every love wants to be

noi;rished by its own things ; an evil love by falsities,

and a good love by truths. Shown from experience.

481^. As the loves thus determine the life of every-

one, all, as soon as they come into the World of Spirits,

are explored . . . and are attached to those who are in

the like love . . . For everyone becomes his own love,

not only as to the interiors which are of his mind, but

also as to the exteriors which are of the face, body,

and speech ; for everyone becomes the effigy of his own
love, even in externals. They who are corporeal loves

appear gross, obscure, black, and ugly ; and they who
ai'e heavenly loves appear lively, lucid, bright, and

beautiful. They are also utterly unlike in minds and

thoughts ; they who are heavenly loves are intelligent

and wise ; and they who are corporeal loves are stupid

and as it were idiotic.
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'K "When it is gi-anted to look iuto the interiors

and exteriors of thought and affection of those who are

in heavenly love, their interiors appear like light, those

of some like flaming light, and their exteriors appear of

various beautiful colours like rainbows. But the interiors

of those who are in corporeal love appear as if they were

black, because they are closed, and those of some as if

they were dimly fiery . . . and their exteriors appear of

a hideous colour, sad to look at . . .

*. They who are in corporeal love see nothing in

the light of Heaven . . . but the light of Hell ... is to

them as clear light ... On the other hand, they who
are in heavenly love, the more interiorly they come into

the light of Heaven, the more clearly they see all things,

and the more beautiful all things are, and the more

intelligently and wisely they perceive truths.

'. They who are in corporeal love cannot possibly

live in the heat of Heaven, for the heat of Heaven is

heavenly love
; but they can live in the heat of Hell,

which is the love of fiercely treating those who do not

favour them. Contempt for others, enmities, hatreds,

revenges, are the delights of this love ; and when they

are in these, they are in their life . . .

^ They who are in corporeal love cannot breathe

in Heaven . . . But those who are in heavenly love,

breathe the more freely, and live the more fully, the

more interiorly they are in Heaven.

^. From these things it may be evident that

celestial and spiritual love is Heaven with man, because

on this love are inscribed all things of Heaven ; and

that corporeal and worldly love without celestial and

spiritual love is Hell with man, because on these loves

are inscribed all things of Hell.

482. That faith does not remain with a man if it is

not from heavenly love. Gen. art.

4S3. That love in act is that which remains ; thus

that it is the life of a man. Ex.

487-. But those who are in heavenly love receive

instruction, aud see their evils.

^. These things have been said to the end that a

man may explore himself, and from his delights may
Know his love . . .

489. But the delights of life of those who in the world

have lived in heavenly love, are turned into things

corresponding . . .

527. When the life of their love was taken away, they

lay as if dead . . .

-. For every Spirit is from head to heel such as

is his love . . .

532-. The love of a man is that which makes the

intention, and which determines the sight of the internal

man ... to its objects ; thus the love of self to self and

its own things ; the love of the world to worldly things
;

and the love of Heaven to heavenly things ; from which

—when a man's love is Known— it may be known in

what state are his interiors . . .

5658. It is the end or use from which the love has

its quality . . .

598. Nothing is appropriated to man except that

which he does from the affection which is of love. All

other things can indeed enter ; but no furtlier than into

tlie thought . . .

"-. Hence it is that the freedom of man, and the

affection which is of his love or will, are one ... In a

word, whatever does not enter in freedom with a man
does not remain, because it is not of his love or will

;

and the things which are not of the love or will of a

man are not of his spirit ; for the esse of the spirit of

man is the love or will. It is said the love or will,

because that which a man loves, he wills.

603. For whatever is loved enters with light into the

idea of the mind ; especially when truth is loved,

because all truth is in light.

N. 41^. The interiors . . . with everyone are turned

to that which he loves above all things ; and the

exteriors ... are turned to where the interiors are

turned.

54. On love in general. Gen. art. T.399.

55. That which a man loves above all things is

constantly present in his thought, and also in his will,

and it makes his veriest life. Examp.

59. There are two loves from which are all goods and

truths

—

love to the Lord and love towards the neigh-

bour . . . And there are two loves from which are all

evils and falsities—the love of self and the love of the

world. The latter two loves are completely opposite to

the former two loves.

113. Man is able to know, think, and understand

many things ; but when he is left to himself he rejects

those things which are not in agreement with his love
;

and he also rejects them after the life of the body, when

he is in his spirit ; for that only remains in the spirit of

a man which has entered into his love . , .

J. 30". In the Spiritual World, everyone is the effigy

of his own love, not only as to the face and body, but

also as to the speech and actions.

32. But still the spirit is actually where its love is ;

that is, in the Society where are those who are in the

like love.

36-. Whether you say will or love it is the same
;

because everyone loves that which he wills, and wills

that which he loves ; and the will is the receptacle of

love . . .

e_ Charity or love is to will and to do.

C.J. 21. All the ordination of the Societies in that

World is an ordination according to the differences of

love. The reason is that love is the life of man ; and

tlie Lord who is Divine love ordinates them according

to the receptions thereof ; and the differences of loves

are innumerable, being known to the Lord alone. He
conjoins , . . the Societies of the Heavens so that they

lead one life of celestial and spiritual love ; and the

Societies of the Hells so that they lead one life of

diabolical and infernal love. He conjoins the Heavens

and the Hells by oppositions.

e. Hence it is that in Heaven are those who are

in spiritual love, and that in Hell are those who arc

solely in natural love. Spiritual love is implanted only

by a life of charity ; and natural love remains natural

if a life of charity is omitted ; aud natural love, if not

subject to spiritual love, is opposite to it.

L. I-. For wisdom is in love, and love is in wisdom.

Sig.
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Life I. The life of man is his love ; and that which

a man loves he not only does freely, but he also thinks

freely.

15. Hence it is that the Truth and love do not make

one with a man unless he is spiritual. Ex.

32^. Hence it is evident that good conjoined with

truth makes love and wisdom with Angels and with

man . . .

48. But the thought of the understanding derives its

existere from the love of the will . . .

102. To love anj'one and to be conjoined with him

with whom there is no Reciprocal is impossible.

F. 13. From these things it is evident, how love

—

which is the affection of good—produces faith . . . and

through this produces charity, which is the same thing

as the act of love through faith.

20^. For wlio loves a man solely as to his person.

He loves him from that which is in him . , . thus from

his quality . . . This quality which is loved is use . . .

W. I. That love is the life of man. Gen. art. Man
knows that there is such a thing as love, but he does

not know what love is. He knows that there is such a

thing as love from common speech . . . But although

love is so universally in speech, scarcely anyone knows

what love is. "While meditating about it, being unable

to form any idea of thought about it, he says either that

it is not anything, or that it is only something inflow-

ing from sight, hearing, touch, and intercourse, and

thus moving us. He is utterly unaware that it is his

very life ; not only the general life of his whole body,

and the general life of all his thoughts, but also the life

of all the singulars thereof. This a wise man can

perceive from this—If you remove the affection which

is of love can you think anything ? or can you do

anything ? Do not thought, speech, and action grow

cold in proportion as the affection which is of love

grows cold ? And do thej- not gi'ow warm in proportion

as the affection grows warm ? But a wise man perceives

this, not from the Knowledge that love is the life of

man, but from experience that so it happens.

2. No one knows what the life of man is, unless he

knows that it is love . . .

3. Some idea of love, as being the life of man, can be

had from the heat of the sun . . .

®. Therefore also love is warm.

4. That God alone, thus the Lord, is love itself,

because He is life itself . . . Gen. art.

14. Esse and existere . . . are distinctly one, like love

and wisdom ; for love is esse, and wisdom is existere
;

for love is impossible except in wisdom, and wisdom is

impossible except from love ; and therefore when love

is in wisdom, then it comes forth. These two things

are such a one, that they can indeed be distinguished in

thought, but not in act ; and (therefore) they are said

to be distinctly one.

28. That the Divine essence itself is love and

wisdom. Gen. art. . . For these two things are the

essentials of all things of the life of man ; everything

civil, everything moral, and everything spiritual belong-

ing to man, depend upon these two things, and without

these two are not anything. The same is the case with

all things of the life of a composite man, which is a society

greater or less . . . Take away love and wisdom from

them . . . and you will find that without them, as being

from them, they are nothing,

29. That in God is love and at the same time wisdom

in their very essence, can be denied by no one ; for He
loves all from love in Himself, and He leads all from

wisdom in Himself.

3a It is- from the fact that the Divine essence itself is

love and wisdom that man has two faculties of life . . .

31. It is from the fact that the Divine essence itself

is love and wisdom that all things in the universe have

relation to good and to truth . . .

32. It is from the fact that the Divine essence itself

is love and wisdom that the universe and all things in

it, both living and not living, subsist from heat and

light . . .

34. They are said to be distinctly one, because love

and wisdom are two distinct things, but are so united

that love is of wisdom and wisdom is of love
; for love

is in wisdom, and wisdom comes forth in love . . .

39. In man, love and wisdom appear to be two

separate things ; but still in themselves they are dis-

tinctly one ; because with man the wisdom is such as is

the love, and the love is such as is the wisdom. The

wisdom which does not make one with its love, appears

as if it were wisdom, and yet is not ; and the love which

does not make one with its wisdom, appears as if it were

the love of wisdom, although it is not ; for the one

derives its essence and its life reciprocally from the

other. The reason the wisdom and love with man
appear to be two separate things, is that the faculty of

understanding with him is capable of being elevated

into the light of Heaven, but not the faculty of loving,

except in so far as a man does as he understands.

Whatever, therefore, of the apparent wisdom does not

make one with the love of wisdom, relapses into the

love which does make one ; which may be a love not of

wisdom ; nay, a love of insanity ....

40. The idea of men in general about love and wisdom

is as of something volatile and fluent in the subtle air or

ether ; or as of an exhalation from something of the

kind ; and scarcely anyone thinks that they are really

and actually a substance and a form. They who see

that they are a substance and a form, still perceive the

love and wisdom outside the subject as things flowing

forth from it . . . not knowing that love and wisdom

are the subject itself . . .

42. It is the same with love and wisdom (as with the

five senses and their organs, in that the five senses are

not any volatile thing flowing forth from their organs,

but are the organs regarded in their substance and

form), with the sole difference that the substances and

forms which are love and wisdom do not stand forth

before the eyes . . . But still no one can deny that

those things of wisdom and love which are called

thoughts, perceptions, and affections, are substances

and forms. Ex.

47. The very essence-t/)swm-of love, is not to love

itself, but to love others, and to be conjoined with them
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by love. The very essence of love is also to be loved

by others, for thus it is conjoined. The essence-essentia-

of all love consists in conjunction ; nay, its life, which

is called delight, pleasantness, deliciousness, sweetness,

bliss, happiness, and felicity. Love consists in this,

that its o^\^l is another's, and that it feels his delight as

delight in itself. This is to love. Whereas to feel its

own delight in another, and not his delight in itself, is

not to love ; for this is to love self ; but the former is

to love the neighbour. These two kinds of love are

diametrically opposite to each other. Both do indeed

conjoin ; and it does not appear that to love its own

—

that is, itself in the other—disjoins ; when yet it so dis-

joins, that in the proportion that anyone has thus loved

another, in the same proportion he afterwards hates him.

48. Who that can look into the essence of love cannot

see this ? For what is it to love self alone, and not

some one outside of self by whom one may be loved

in Tetiirn-redametur ? This is dissolution rather than

conjunction. The conjunction of love is from what is

reciprocal . . .

49. With respect to God, to love and to be loved

reciprocally is not possible in others in whom there is

anything of what is infinite , . . for if there were any-

thing of what is infinite ... in them, He would not be

loved by others, but would love Himself. . . (Thus) He
would be the love of self, of which not one whit is

possible in God . . . Therefore the love must be possible

in others in whom there is nothing of what is Divine in

itself . . .

57^. From the freedom of thinking and willing

according to reason . . . (The Angels) have a reception

of Divine good and Divine truth as of themselves, and

thereby is the reciprocal of love . . .

87. The reason that Sun appears before the eyes of

the Angels as fiery, is that love and fire correspond to

each other ; for they cannot see love with their eyes, but

instead of love they see that which corresponds to it.

102^. For the equal reception of love and wisdom is

the Angelic itself ; and therefore an Angel is an Angel of

Heaven according to the union of love and wisdom
with him . . . ii4,Ex.

115. An Angel does not perceive otherwise than that

he is in love and wisdom from himself, in like manner
as a man, and thence that love and wisdom are his, or

his own. Unless he did so perceive there would not be

any conjunction , . . Nor is it possible for the Lord to

be in any Angel or man, unless he in whom He is with

love and wisdom perceives and feels them as his own.

Ex. 1 16, Ex.

116^. But still in proportion as an Angel believes

that love and wisdom are in him ... in the same
proportion the Angelic is not in him, and therefore in

the same proportion there is no conjunction of him with

the Lord.

117. Some suppose that Adam . . . was able to love

God and be wise from himself . . . But he who is a

recipient of life cannot love and be wise from anything

of his own ; and therefore Adam, when he wanted to

love and be wise from what was his own, fell from
wisdom and love, and was cast out of Paradise.

121. For (Angels and Spirits) dwell according to the

receptions of love and wisdom from the Lord. Enum.
124^ 125.

125'-^. The reason the latter are in oblique aspect, is

that love and wisdom proceed as one from the Lord,

but are not received as one by the Angels . . . and the

wisdom which abounds over love does indeed appear as

wisdom, but still is not . . .

126. That the various reception of love and wisdom
makes the quarter in the Spiritual World, may be

evident from the fact that an Angel changes his quarter

according to the increase and decrease of love with him.

127S. These pairs (of organs, etc.) are in Angel and

man, in order that love and wisdom may act as one,

and as one look to the Lord.

129. If a man is in love and wisdom, he is an Angel.

1 30-. Therefore an Angel can see . . . the Lord . . .

within himself when he is thinking from love and

wisdom, and outside himself when he is thinking about

love and Avisdom.

138. When the interiors are opened, love and wisdom

inflow into the interiors of the mind, and the heat and

light of Heaven into the interiors of the body . . . And
love and wisdom with their heat and light are the Lord

with a man.
^. It is the contrary with those who are not in

love and wisdom . . .

139. This actual conversion to the Lord is from love

and at the same time from wisdom ; not from love

alone, nor from wisdom alone ; for love alone is like

esse without its existere, for love comes forth in wisdom ;

and wisdom without love is like existere without its

esse, for wisdom comes forth from love. Love is indeed

possible without wisdom, but this love is of man and

not of the Lord ; and wisdom is also possible without

love, but although this wisdom is from the Lord, it has

not the Lord in it , . .

141. Something shall be said about loves, because

the subject treated of is the conversion of Angels and

Sjnrits from their loves to their loves. The universal

Heaven is distinguished into Societies according to all

the difi"erences of loves ; in like manner Hell ; and in

like manner the World of Spirits. But Heaven is dis-

tinguished into Societies according to the differences of

heavenly loves ; Hell according to the differences of

infernal loves ; and the World of Spirits according to

the differences of both heavenly and infernal loves.

There are two loves which are the heads of all the rest,

or to which all other loves have relation . The love which

is the head, or to which all heavenly loves have relation,

is love to the Lord ; and the love which is the head, or

to which all infernal loves have relation, is the love of

dominating from the love of self. These two loves are

diametrically opposite to each other. 142,Ex. 143. 144.

144^. They may turn themselves round and round,

hut all the things which they see around them appear

similar to their love.

1459. Every Spirit enters the way which leads to the

Society of his own love , . .

171-. Man is then elevated by the reception of love

and wisdom from the Lord ; and all means have been

provided in order for him to receive love and wisdom.
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[W.] 179, That there are degi-ees of love and wisdom,
and thence degrees of heat and light . . . Gen. art.

. The Angels of the Third Heaven so far excel

the Angels of the Second Heaven in love and wisdom,

and these the Angels of the Ultimate Heaven, that they

cannot be together. The degrees of love and wisdom
distinguish and separate them . . . For eacli Angel is

his own love and his own wisdom ; and love together

with wisdom in its form is a man . . .

s. The Angels of the Third Heaven arc invisible

to those of the Ultimate Heaven, because their love and
wisdom are imperceptible to them ; and it is the love

and wisdom which cause an Angel to appear as a man.

180. That there are degrees of love and wisdom, is

stiU more manifestlj- evident from the love and wisdom
of the Angels relatively to the love and wisdom of men

;

(the former) being ineffable . . .

191. For the atmospheres are receptacles of heat and
light ; and heat and light are receptacles of love and
wisdom. Therefore, as there are degrees of atmospheres,

there are like degi-ees of heat and light, and like degrees

of love and wisdom
;
(the second degree being formed

by composition from the first, and the third from the

second. See 190.)

192^ Therefore also the degrees of love and wisdom
are homogeneous.

197. (The first degree of love and wisdom is the all

in all things of the following degrees.)

200. Perfection of life is perfection of love and
wisdom . . .

205. In the like successive order are the states of love
|

and wisdom with the Angels.

209-. Love and wisdom are not abstract things, but

are a substance . . . Love and wisdom are impossible

outside of subjects, which are substances ; but are states

of the subjects or substances. Tliey are changes of

these, which present variations.

213. As to love and wisdom (in relation to the law

that the ultimate degree is the complex, the containant,

and the basis of the prior degrees), love is the end,

wisdom is the cause i^r quam, and use is the effect

;

and use is the complex, the containant, and the basis

of wisdom and love . . . But it is to be well known that

all things of love and wisdom which are homogeneous
and concordant, are in use.

223. As spiritual heat and light are receptacles of

love and wisdom, there is not the least of the latter in

which there are not degrees of both kinds.

224. The reason why not the least of love and wisdom
... is possible without degrees of both kinds, is that

love and wisdom are a substance and a form . . . And
as no form is possible in which there are not these

degrees ... it follows that there are like degrees in

these. For to separate love and wisdom . . , from sub-

stance in form is to annihilate them ; because they are

not possible outside of theu' subjects ; for they are states

of these perceived by man in variation ; which states

present them.

230. The reason there are three infinite and uncreate

degrees of height in the Lord, is that the Lord is love

itself and wisdom itself . . . and as the Lord is love

itself and wisdom itself, therefore He is also use itself;

for love has use as the end, which it produces by means
of wisdom. For love and M-isdom without use have no
terminus or end . . . and therefore it cannot be said

that they are and come forth unless there is a use in

which they are. These three constitute the three

degrees of height in the subjects of life. These three

are as the first end, the middle end which is called the

cause, and the ultimate end which is called the effect.

235-

232. "With the Angels the celestial degree is the

degree of love, the spiritual degree is the degree of

wisdom, and the natural degree is the degree of uses . . .

The Angels of whom the Celestial Kingdom consists are

in love ; those of whom the Spiritual Kingdom consists

are in wisdom ; and men in the world are in uses : and
therefore these three Kingdoms are conjoined.

236. So long as only continuous degrees are known,
it may be believed that the love and wisdom with man
increase only by continuity.

239S. As in the world he had applied to life the pre-

cepts of the Word, and had worshipped the Lord, he

was elevated by the Lord into the third degree of love

and wisdom.

241. A few words shall be said here about love as

being the end, about wisdom as being the cause, and

about use as being the effect. Ex.
-. But the love with one man is not the same as

with another ; thus neither are wisdom . , . and use.

And as these three are homogeneous ... it follows

that such as is the love with a man, such is the wisdom
with him, and such is the use.

242^. Here now it is to be demonstrated . . . that

man can receive wisdom even to the third degi-ee ; but

not love, unless he shuns evils as sins, and looks to the

Lord.

244-. From which it follows . . . that wisdom does

not produce love, but that it only teaches and shows the

way ... It also follows . . . that the love which is of

the will calls that wisdom in the understanding which

is in agreement with it.

245. The forms which are the receptacles of the . . .

love and wisdom with man, and which . . . are in three-

fold order, or are of three degrees, are transparent from

birth, and transmit spiritual light as crystalline glass

transmits natural light. Hence it is that as to wisdom

man can be elevated even into the third degree. But

still these forms are not opened until . . . love conjoins

itself with wisdom . . .

252-. The natural man with whom the spiritual degree

has been opened does not know that his spiritual mind

is infilled by the Lord with thousands of arcana of

wisdom, and %vith thousands of delights of love ; and

that he comes into these after death . . .

253. Love alone . . . does not open the spiritual

degree, nor wisdom alone . . . but both in conjunction.

258^. The reason man does not become rational to the

highest point possible, is that the love which is of the

will cannot be elevated in the same way as the wisdom
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which is of the understanding. The love which is of

the will is elevated solely by shunning evils as sins, and

then by the goois of charity, which are uses, which the

man afterwards performs from the Lord. Therefore if

the love which is of the will is not elevated at the same

time, the wisdom of the understanding, however it may
have ascended, still relapses to its love.

269. That those things which have been made of

the love and the derivative life are ingenerated in the

offspring. Gen. art.

. The seed ... is the form of the father's love
;

and the love of everyone is like itself in the greatest

and the least things ; and there is in it an endeavour to

be in the human form . . .

273^. There is another love also, called 'satan,' wliich

is subordinate to the first named love called 'the devil,'

and is the love of possessing the goods of others . . .

276. When the loves are opposites, then all things

which are of perception become opposites ; for from the

love, which makes the very life of man, all other things

flow as streams from their fountain. The things which

are not from it sejiarate themselves in the natural mind
from those which are. The things which are from his

reigning love are in the middle, and the rest are at the

sides ...

278-. For example : the love of the will, which is the

first degree of the mind, is not known in the wisdom of

the understanding, which is the second degree, except

by a certain delight in the thought of a thing . , .

287. That love and wisdom are man, may also be

evident from the Angels . . . who, in proportion as they

are in love and derivative wisdom from the Lord, in the

same proportion are men in their beauty,

297. Everyone who thinks in any illustration can see

that love has and intends use as the end, and that it

produces use through wisdom ; for love cannot produce

any use from itself, but [it does so] by the means of

wisdom. What is indeed is love, unless there is some-

thing which is loved ? This something is use ; and as

use is that which is loved, and it is produced by means
of wisdom, it follows that use is the containant of

wisdom and love. That these three—love, wisdom, and
use—follow in order according to the degrees of height

. . , see above. From these things it may be evident

that these three—the Divine of love, the Divine of

wisdom, and the Divine of use—are in the Lord, and
that they are the Lord in essence.

304". (The progression of love and of wisdom and of

all things of them from primes to ultimates, where they

cease and subsist.

)

316". (The progression of love through wisdom to use,

and then by the delights of uses to love again.

)

358^. For love is the esse of life, and wisdom is the

existere of life therefrom.

363. That love and wisdom, and the derivative will

and understanding, make the very life of man. Gen. art.

^. There are many things of love which have

obtained other names, because they are derivations ; as

affections, desires, appetites, and their pleasures and
delights . . . and there are many common to both love

and wisdom, as consent, conclusion, and determination

to act . . .

368. Such as is the love, such is the wisdom, and

thence such is the man. Gen. art.

. Love is manifold ; so manifold, that its varieties

are indefinite ; as may be evident from the human race

on earth and in the Heavens ... It is the love which

distinguishes one man or Angel from another ; for each

is his own love. It is supposed that the wisdom dis-

tinguishes them ; but the wisdom is from the love,

being its form ; for love is the esse of life, and wisdom

is the existere of life from that esse.

^. As love makes the life of man, and thus the

man himself, all the Societies of Heaven, and all the

Angels in the Societies, are ordinated according to the

affections which are of love ; and no Society, and no

Angel in a Society, is ordinated according to anything

of the understanding separated from the love. In like

manner in the Hells and their Societies, but according

to loves which are opposite to heavenly loves.

369. It is indeed acknowledged that a man is such as

is his reigning love ; but only as to the mind, and not

as to the body . . . But it has been made known to me

by much experience in the Spiritual World, that from

liead to heel, or from the primes in the head to the

ultimates in the body, a man is such as is his love.

For in that world all are forms of their own love
;
the

Angels are forms of heavenly love, and the devils are

forms of infernal love . . . And, when their love is

attacked, their faces are changed ; and if it is attacked

much, they wholly disappear. Ex.

380. In the Spiritual World the colour red corre-

sponds to love . . .

389. (The human form) is the form of love and

wisdom ; which, regarded in itself, is Divine. All the

determinations of love and wisdom are in it . . .

394. That from the correspondence of the heart with

the will, and of the understanding with the lungs, all

things may be known which can be known about the

will and understanding, or about love and wisdom.

Gen. art.

399. That love or the will is the very life of man.

Gen. art.

400. That love or the will is continually striving to

be in the human form, and in all things which are of

the human form. Gen. art.

401. That love or the will, without marriage with

wisdom or the understanding, cannot effect anything by

its human form. Gen. art.

402. That love or the will prepares a house or

chamber for its future consort, which is wisdom or the

understanding. Gen. art.

403. That love or the will prepares all things in its

human form, to enable it to act conjointly with wisdom

or the understanding. Gen. art.

406. That through these three conjunctions, love or

the will is in its sensitive life, and in its active life.

Gen. art.

. The reason love without understanding . . .

cannot feel anything in the body, or act, is that love
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without understanding is as it were blind ... for the

understanding is the light from which the love sees . . .

407, Ex.

[W.] 408. Tliat love or the will introduces wisdom or

the understanding into all things of its house. Geu.art.

409. That love or the will does nothing except in

conjunction with wisdom or the understanding. Gen.

art. P. 3.

410. That love or the will conjoins itself with wis-

dom or the understanding, and causes (the latter) to be

reciprocally conjoined. Gen. art.

*. Thoughts, perceptions, and the derivative

knowledgesdo indeed inflow from the Spiritual World, but

still they are not received by the understanding, but by
the love according to its aff'ections in the understanding.

It appears as if the understanding receives them, and
not love or the will ; but this is a fallacy. It also ap-

pears as if the understanding conjoins itself with love

or the will ; but this also is a fallacy. Love or the will

conjoins itself with the understanding, and causes it to

be reciprocally conjoined. Its being reciprocally con-

joined is from the marriage of love with it. Hence does

the conjunction become as it were reciprocal from the

life and derivative power of love.

^. Hence it is tliat every man. Spirit, and Angel

is regarded by the Lord according to his love or good,

and no one according to his understanding or truth

separated from love or good. For the life of a man is

his love . . . and his life is as he has exalted his affec-

tions by means of truths ... for the affections of love

are exalted and perfected by means of truths ; thus by
means of wisdom. And then the love acts conjointly

with the wisdom, as if from it ; but it acts from itself

through it, as through its form ; which derives nothing
whatever from the understanding, but everything from
some determination of the love, which is called an

affection.

411. Love calls all those things its goods which favour

it ; and it calls all those things its truths which as

means conduce to the goods ; and as they are means,

they are loved . . . and thus become affections in form.

Therefore truth is nothing else than the form of the

affection which is of love. The human form is nothing

else than the form of all the affections of love . . ,

413'. This somewhat (of honour, glory, or gain) ad-

heres to every love as a surface, from which the love is

lucent on the surface only ; but with the wise it is

translucent.

414. That love or the will can be elevated, and can

receive those things which are of heat from Heaven, if

it loves its consort wisdom in that degree. Gen. art.

. But love or the will cannot be elevated through
anything of honour, glory, or gain as the end ; but

through the love of use . . .

^. The love or will is elevated into the heat of

Heaven, but the understanding into the light of Heaven

;

and if both are elevated, a marriage of them is effected

there, which is called the heavenly marriage, because it

is the marriage of heavenly love and wisdom . . .

415. This conjunction or disjunction of wisdom and
love may be seen as it were efBgied in the conjunction

of the lungs with the heart . . .

416. That otherwise love or the will drags back
wisdom or the understanding from its elevation, in order

to act as one with it. Gen. art.

. There is natural love and there is spiritual

love. The man who is in natural love and at the same
time in spiritual love, is a rational man ; whereas he
who is in natural love alone can think rationally . . .

but still is not a rational man ; for he elevates his-

understanding ... to wisdom, but still the things which
are of wisdom . . . are not of his love. His love does

indeed effect it, but from the affection of honour, glory,

and gain . . .

419. That love or the will is purified in the under-

standing, if they are elevated together. Gen. art.

421. That love or the will is defiled in the under-

standing, and by it, if they are not elevated together..

Gen. art.

422. That love purified by wisdom in the understand-

ing becomes spiritual and celestial. Gen. art.

. The understanding does not become spiritual

and celestial, but the love does ; and when the love be-

comes so, it makes its consort the understanding spirit-

ual and celestial. Love becomes spiritual and celestial

by a life according to the truths of wisdom . . . The
love imbibes these truths through its understanding,

and not of itself; for love cannot elevate itself unless it

knows truths . . . and then in proportion as it loves

truths by doing them, in the same proportion it is.

elevated. Ex.

424. That love defiled in the iinderstanding, and by

it, becomes natural, sensuous, and corporeal. Gen. art,

432^. The right (hemisphere of the brain) is the recep-

tacle of love, and the left of wisdom.

P. 8^. Love and wisdom in Heaven and the Church

in general, and in an Angel of Heaven and a man of the

Church, are one, when the will and the understanding

. . . make one . . .

13. It has been said that love makes the life of man ;,

but it is not meant love separated from wisdom . . ,

because love separated ... is not anything ; and there-

fore the love which makes the inmost life of man , . , is

love and wisdom together ; and also the love which

makes the life of man in so far as he is a recipient. Nor
is love separated in the cause, but in the effect ; for love

cannot be understood without its quality, and its quality

is wisdom ; and the quality, or wisdom, is not possible ex-

cept from its esse, which is love. Hence it is that they

are one. Now, as truth is from good—as M-isdom is-

from love—therefore both taken together are called

love, or good ; for love in its own form is wisdom . . .

27". For spiritual love is such that it wants to give

what is its own to another ; and in so far as it can do-

this, it is in its esse, in its peace, and in its bliss..

Spiritual love derives this from the Divine love of the

Lord.

28^. The Lord inflows into the life's love of the

Angels, and the Angels receive the Lord in wisdom, and
through this in turn conjoin themselves with the Lord..

Ex.

^ How love conjoins itself with wisdom. Ex.

29^. There is such a circle of love to the thoughts^
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and from the thoughts to the love from the love, iu all

things of the human mind ; which circle may be called

the circle of life.

33. The life of man is his love ; and love is manifold.

In general, there is the love of evil, and the love of

good. The love of evil is the love of committing

adultery, revenge, fraud, blasphemy, and of depriving

others of their goods. In thinking and in doing these

things, the love of evil feels pleasure and delight. The

derivations, which are the affections of this love, are as

many as are the evils into which it has determined it-

self ; and the perceptions and thoughts of this love are

as many as are the falsities which favour those evils and

confirm them . . .

2. Now as the Lord inflows into the life's love of

everyone, and through his affections into his perceptions

and thoughts, and not reversely ... it follows that He
cannot conjoin Himself more nearly than in so far as the

love of evil with its affections, which are concupiscences,

has been removed . . .

^. As the influx of the Lord is into the love of

good and its affections, and through these into the per-

ceptions and thoughts ... so the influx of Hell is into

the love of evil and its affections, which are concupi-

scences, and through these into the perceptions and

thoughts ...

34. Hence it is that wisdom appears to man, but not

so the affection of love which produces it.

35. (Necessity of wisdom's being conjoined with

love.

)

53. He who loves another, regards him from his own
love in himself . . . and therefore he conjoins himself

with him in proportion as the other loves him as he

loves the other.

60®. There are ways there for every love ; and the

love opens the way . . . No one sees other ways than

the one of his love ; from which it is evident that the

Angels are nothing but heavenly loves.

73^. All freedom is of love, insomuch that love and

freedom are one thing. Ex.

92^. If anyone loves another and is not loved in re-

turn, then as the one accedes the other recedes ; where-

as if he loves in return, then as the one accedes so the

other accedes, and conjunction is effected ; for love

wants to be loved
; this is implanted in it ; and in pro-

portion as it is loved back, in the same proportion it is

in itself and in its delight . . .

95^. When man turns his face to the Lord, love and

wisdom are given him. These enter man through the

face, and not by the back of the neck.

105. The internal of thought is from the life's love

and its affections and the derivative perceptions . . .

. (At first) from the life's love which is born

with him from his parents there transpires something of

concupiscence . . . But afterwards his life's love is ac-

cording as he lives . . . And from the life's love comes

the love of the means ; the delights of which, and the

derivative excited knowledges from the memory, make
the external of his thought. 109. 110°.

106. Loves are manifold, but two of them are as

lords and kings—heavenly love, (which is) love to the

Lord and towards the neighbour, and infernal love

(which is) the love of self and of the world. These

loves are opposite to each other . . . These two loves are

the loves of man's life, but with much variety . . .

^. But no one's life's love can be without deriva-

tions, which are called affections . . . Love dwells in its

affections ... as a king in his kingdom . . . The life's

love riiles the whole man through its affections and

derivative perceptions, and through its delights and

derivative thoughts . . . 107, Ex,

107. Heavenly love with its affections, etc., may be

compared to a beautiful tree with its branches, leaves,

and fruits. The life's love is the tree . . . But infernal

love with its concupiscences, etc., may be compared to

a spider and its web. The love itself is the spider . . .

108. The conjunction of all things of the mind with

the life's love. Ex. . . The life's love is the end . . .

^. As the end conjoins itself with the cause, and

through the cause vrith the effect, so the life's love con-

joins itself with the internal of thought, and through

this with its external.

140-. Without the fear of offending, love is insipid

and cutaneous ; of the thought alone . . .

1466. He who has subjugated the love of dominating

from the love of self, easily subjugates all the other evil

loves, because this is their head.

168^. Love is the life of faith . , .

. Thus to love is to do.

183. The Divine Providence never acts together with

the love of man's will, but continually acts against

it . . .

193. That all the thoughts of man are from the affec-

tions of his life's love . . . Gen. art.

^ As the soul of the will is love, and the soul of

the understanding wisdom, both from the Lord, it

follows that love is the life of everyone ; and that the

love is such life as is determined by its conjunction with

wisdom . . .

199®. The soul of man is nothing else than the love

of his will and the derivative love of his understanding.

Such as this love is, such is the whole man . . .

222. That a man can be let into the wisdom of

spiritual things, and also into the love of them, and

still not be reformed. Gen. art.

. Such is the love, such as is the wisdom . . .

e_ for man can let himself into natural love

;

but the Lord alone [can let him] into spiritual love.

28 1-. Every man is from birth in evils of many kinds.

These evils are in his will ; and the things which are in

the will are loved ; for that which a man wills from

within he loves ; and that which he loves he wills ; and

the love of the will inflows into the understanding, and

there causes its delight to be felt . . . and therefore un-

less man were permitted to think according to the love

of his will . . . that love would remain shut in, and

would never come into his sight ; and the love of evil

which does not appear is like an enemy in ambush . . .

319. The reason everything confirmed . . . remains to

eternity, is that everyone is his own love . . . (and) as

man is his own love, he is also the form of his own love,

and may be called the organ of his life's love.
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[P. 3 1
9]*. An evil and a good man are turned in contrary

directions ; and as when the turning is once fixed it

cannot be reversed, it is evident that such as a man is

when he dies, such he remains to eternity. It is the

love belonging to man's will which effects this turning

. . . for every man is his own love. Hence it is that

after death everyone goes in the way of his love ; to

Heaven, he who is in good love, and to Hell he who is

in evil love ; nor does he rest until he is in that Society

where his reigning love is ; and, wonderful to say,

everyone knows the way . . .

326". As thought from some Knowledge causes the

presence of another, so love from some affection effects

the conjunction of another ; from which it happens that

they walk and talk together in a friendly way ; dwell in

one house, or in one Society ; and often meet, and
render services to each other. The contrary takes place

(with) one who does not love another ... he neither

sees nor meets him, but is distant from him in the

degree in which he does not love him . . .

326^-. 'The haemorrhoids' = natural loves, which

when separated from spiritual love, are unclean. . .

'The haemorrhoids of gold' = natural loves purified and

made good.

R. 19. 'To Him who loveth us . .
.' (Rev. i. 5) = Him

who from love and mercy . . .

215. 'As many as I love I rebuke and chasten' (Rev.

iii. I9)==that those of them who do so are loved by the

Lord, and then cannot but be let into temptations, so

as to fight against themselves.

351. For love is impossible without its consort, which
is knowledge, intelligence, and wisdom.

403. The appearance of infernal love with (such). Sig.

and Ex.

^. Where there is not charity . . . which is

spiritual love, there is infernal love. There is no
middle love, except with the lukewarm.

422-. In the Spiritual World, all love, when excited,

appears at a distance like fire . . .

413. That on account of evils from falsities and of

falsities from evils they do not know what love is . . .

Sig. and Ex.

493. 'The two olive-trees and the two candlesticks

. .
.' = love and intelligence, or charity and faith, both

from the Lord with them. Ex.

527. There is no genuine love without this fear . . .

690. An influx into the love (of the solifidians). Sig.

and Ex.

706. Lest their infernal loves should appear. Sig. and
Ex.

832'. Love and charity cannot be formed except by
means of truths from the Word.

875. In the eastern Heaven are those who are in love

from the Lord ; and in the southern Heaven are those

who are in wisdom from the Lord. T.386.
-. (A discussion as to) whether Heaven in its

essence is love, or wisdom.
. The Angel from the Heaven of wisdom asked

the (Angel from the Heaven of love) what love is ; and

he replied that love, originating from the Lord as a

Sun, is the heat of life of Angels and men, thus their

life ; and that the derivations of love are called affec-

tions, and that through these are produced perceptions,

and thus thoughts ; from which it follows that wisdom
from its origin is love

; consequently that thought in its

origin is the affection of that love ; and . . . thought is

nothing but the form of affection. Ex. . . Hence then it

is evident that love is the all of wisdom ; consequently,

that the essence of the Heavens is love, and their coming

forth-ea:/s<e?i<ta-wisdom ...
®. I related to the Angelic Spirit what I had

heard from the two Angels concerning love and wisdom.

. . . He said, Did they not speak also of a third thing ?

What third thing ? I said. He replied, It is use. Love

and wisdom without use are not anything. They are

only ideal entities ; nor do they become real until they

are in use ; for love, wisdom, and use are three things

which cannot be separated. If they are separated,

neither of them is anything. Love is not anything

without wisdom ; but in wisdom it is formed for some-

thing. This something for which it is formed is use.

Therefore, when love through wisdom is in use, then it

is something ; nay, it then for the first time comes

iovih-existit. They are exactly like end, cause, and

effect . . .

908. (How it is that the Church has attributed all

things to faith, and not to love.)

937^. In the Spiritual World ... if anyone loves

another whom he Knows, he dwells with him in one

Society ; and if he loves him inmostly, in one house.

This is the state of all in the Spiritual World, (which)

originates from the fact that the Lord is present with

everyone according to faith, and is conjoined with him
according to love . . . Love and the derivative conjunc-

tion are given by a life according to His precepts . . .

M. 5^. The delight of use derives its essence from

love, and its coming forth from wisdom . . .

8*. The deliciousness of the soul is from love and

wisdom from the Lord ; and as love is the efl&cient, and

is efficient through wisdom, therefore both have their

seat in the effect ; and the effect is use.

10^. Everyone who becomes an Angel carries his

Heaven within him, because he carries within him the

love of his Heaven . . .

18^. Every love has its own delight ; for love lives by

means of that ; and the delight of the love of uses is

heavenly delight . . .

21^. The wise one replied, There are two things which

make the marriage of the Lord and the Church : love

and wisdom ; and the Lord is love, and the Church is

wisdom ; and wisdom is at the right hand of love ; for

a man of the Church is wise as of himself ; and in pro-

portion as he is wise he receives love from the Lord.

Moreover, the right hand signifies power ; and love has

power through wisdom.

. But after the wedding the husband represents

wisdom, and the wife the love of his wisdom ; but this

love is not the prior love, but is a secondary love,

which the wife has from the Lord through the wisdom

of the husband. The love of the Lord, which is the
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prior love, is the love of being wise with the hus-

band . . .

32. The difFerence (between the sexes) consists essen-

tially in this—that the inmost in the male is love, and

the covering of it is wisdom ; or, what is the same, it is

love covered over with wisdom ; and that the inmost in

the female is that wisdom of the male, and the covering

of it is the derivative love ; but this love is feminine

love, and is given to the wife by the Lord through the

wisdom of the husband ; whereas the former love is

masculine love, and is the love of being wise, and is

given to the husband by the Lord according to the re-

ception of wisdom. It is from this that the male is the

wisdom of love, and that the female is the love of that

wisdom ; and therefore in both of them there is im-

planted from creation the love of conjunction into one.

42^,Des.

34. That his own love remains with everyone after

death. Gen. art.

37^. Regarded in itself love is nothing else than a

longing and thence a striving after conjunction . . .

44^. For love goes to meet love . . .

^. Love and wisdom are the offspring which are

born from the marriage of good and truth.

46. Every love follows the man after death, because

it is the esse of his life ; and the reigning love, which is

the head of all the rest, remains with the man to

eternity, and the subordinate loves together with it.

The reason they remain, is that love is properly the

spirit of man, and is of the body from the spirit ; and

after death man becomes a Spirit, and thus carries his

love with him. And as love is the esse of man's

life, it is evident that such as has been the life of a man
in the world, such becomes his lot after death.

47a^. For women have an interior perception of love
;

but men only an exterior one.

49. For the conjunctions which take place on earth

rarely take place from any internal perception of love,

but from an external one, which hides the internal per-

ception. The external perception of love derives its

cause and origin from such things as are of the love of

the world and of the body . . .

50. For all who are in the Heavens are consociated

according to the affinities and relationships of love, and

have their dwelling-places according to these. For . . .

the appearances of spaces there are according to their

states of life, (which are) according to their states of

love ; and therefore no one can stay anywhere except in

his own house, which is provided and designated for

him according to the quality of his love . . .

51. That consorts there . . . have spiritual prolifica-

tion, which is that of love and wisdom. Geu.art.

55^. Those standing at the south said, There is the love

of a man and a man, and also of a woman and a woman

;

and there is the love of a man for a woman, and the

love of a woman for a man ; and these three pairs of

loves are quite different from each other. The love of

a man and a man is like the love of understanding and

understanding . . . The love of a woman and a woman
is like the love of an affection and an affection of the

understanding of the men . . . These loves ... do not

enter deeply into bosoms, but stand out of doors, and

only touch each other ; thus they do not conjoin two

interiorly . . .

'. But the love of a man and a woman is the love

of an understanding and its affection, and this enters

deeply, and conjoins . . .

. They do not admit the influx of love from the

body of any other woman than that of their wife.

65. That conjugial love is the fundamental love of

all celestial, spiritual, and the derivative natural loves.

Gen. art.

. From the marriage of good and truth proceed

all the loves which make Heaven and the Church with

man. The good of this marriage makes love, and its

truth makes wisdom ; and when love accedes to wisdom

. . . then love becomes love ; and when wisdom accedes

to love . . . wisdom becomes wisdom. Love truly con-

jugial is nothing else than the conjunction of love and

wisdom . . .

^. Therefore if the conjugial love is celestial and

spiritual, all the loves proceeding from it are celestial

and spiritual ; for conjr;gial love is like a parent, and

the rest of the loves are like the offspring . . .

66. The male was created to become wisdom from the

love of being wise ; and the female Avas created to be-

come the love of the male from his wisdom, thus accord-

ing to it ; from which it is evident that two consorts are

the very forms and effigies of the marriage of love and

wisdom . . .

67. As natural loves flow forth from spiritual loves,

and spiritual ones from celestial ones, it is said that

conjugial love is the fundamental one of all celestial and

spiritual loves and the derivative natural ones. Natural

loves relate to the loves of self and of the world
;

spiritual loves relate to love towards the neighbour
;

and celestial loves relate to love to the Lord. And as

such are the relations of loves, it is evident . . . that

when they are in this order, natural loves live from

spiritual ones ; and these from celestial ones ; and all

in this order from the Lord, from whom they are.

75^. She is the love of my wisdom, and I am the

wisdom of her love ; and therefore her love from with-

out veils over my wisdom ; and my wisdom from within

is in her love.

88. Wisdom cannot come forth with man except

through the love of being wise. If this love is taken

away, the man cannot be wise at all. "Wisdom from

this love is meant by the truth of good . . . But when

from this love a man has acquired wisdom, and loves it

in himself, or himself on account of it, he then forms a

love which is the love of wisdom, and is meant by the

good of trath . . . There are therefore two loves with the

man, one of which, which is the prior one, is the love

of being wise ; and the other of which, which is the

posterior one, is the love of wisdom. But if this latter

love remains with the man, it is an evil love, and is

called the conceit or love of his Own intelligence.

That this love has been taken out of the man, lest it

should destroy him, and has been transcribed into the

woman, in order to become conjugial love . . , will be

confirmed in what follows.
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[M.] 90-. But as tlie male cannot become intellectual

except from love, the Lord adjoins this to him according

to the reception ; that is, according to his mind to be

wise.

134^ For where there is no knowledge, there is no

love. Knowledge and love are inseparable companions,

and can no more be separated than will and understand-

ing . . . and therefore as a man takes knowledge from

others, so love adjoins itself to it as its companion.

The universal love which adjoins itself, is the love of

knowing, understanding, and being wise. This love is

peculiar to man . . . and inflows from God. "We agree

with our comrades from the west, that man is not born

into any love, and thence not into any knowledge : but

that he is born solely into the inclination to love, and

thence into the faculty to receive knowledges, not from

himself, but from others ... To this we will add that

beasts are born into natural loves, and thence into the

knowledges corresponding thereto . . . and they are

carried along by means of these by their loves . . . like

sleepwalkers . . .

e. (Thus) man is born into no love in order that

he may come into all love, by means of the applications

of knowledges from intelligence ; and into love to the

Lord by means of love towards the neighbour . . .

137''. As heat is deliciated with light, and light with

heat ; so love is deliciated with wisdom, and wisdom

with love.

145. The first love, by which is meant the love before

the wedding and just after the wedding, derives some-

thing from the love of the sex ; thus from the ardour

proper to the body not as yet mitigated by the love of

the spirit. (Its purification ex.)

155a'. I replied. This Angel whispered to me that

wives are the receptacles and sensories of the delicious-

nesses of conjugial love, because they are born loves,

and all deliciousuesses are of love. . . Then the husbands

said. Wives know all the states of our minds . . . because

they are most tender loves . . . The wisdom implanted

in their love is so full of prudence that . . , they cannot

say that they love, but that they are loved, Ex.
*. (The wives said) This sixth sense of our sex

comes forth . . . and is exalted in the degree in which

our husbands love us from wisdom and judgment, and
in which we in return love them from the same things

in them. This sense of our sex is called in the Heavens
the sport of wisdom with its love, and of love with its

wisdom.

160. The inclination to unite the man to herself is

constant and perpetual with the wife . . . because love

cannot do other\^-ise than love, and unite itself, in order

that it may be loved back again ; its essence and life are

nothing else ; and women are born loves ; whereas men
. . . are receptions. Besides, love is continually effi-

cient. It is like heat, flame, and fire, which if prevented

from being efficient, perish. . . The reason there is not

a like inclination with the man, is that the man is not
love, but only a recipient of love . . ,

161. That conjunction is inspired into the man by his

wife according to his love, and is received by the man
according to his wisdom. Gen. art.

. That love ... is inspired into the man by his

wife, is at this day hidden from the men ... for wives

persuade that the men only love, and that they receive;

or that the men are loves, and they obediences ; they

also rejoice at heart when the men believe so. Ex.

16S. The Feminine is to perceive from love . . . and

love does not go beyond that which it feels ; when it

does so, it derives it from conjunction with the under-

standing of a man ; for the understanding is of light,

and love is of heat ; and the things which are of light

are seen clearly, and those which are of heat are felt.

171^. The sphere of love going forth from a wife who
is tenderly loved, is perceived in Heaven as what is

sweetly fragrant . . .

183'. The Angels replied, that love and wisdom with-

out use are only abstract ideas of thought, which after

some stay in the mind pass away like the wind ; but in

use these two are collected together, and there become a

one, which is called a real thing. Love cannot rest

unless it is doing ; for love is the very Active of life ;

nor can wisdom come forth and subsist except when it

is doing from love and with it ; and doing is use. . . As

these three, love, wisdom, and use, inflow into the souls

of men, it may be evident whence it is that it is said

that all good is from God ; for all that which is done

from love through wisdom is called good, and use is

something done. What is love without wisdom but

something fatuous ? and what is love with wisdom with-

out use but a state of mind ? Whereas love and wisdom

with use not only make man, but also are man ; nay

. . . they propagate man . . .

'. (Thus) all fructification, propagation, and pro-

lification are originally from the influx of love, wisdom,

and use from the Lord , . .

187-. The young men in Heaven know no otherwise

than that they aff'ect the virgins with love.

198. (The wife then feels) deliciousness from the fact

that she wants to be the love of her husband's wisdom.

Gen. art.

-. Thus the love of the wife forms itself by means

of the wisdom of the man ; as good forms itself by means

of truth.

200*=. For a chaste wife is rarely if ever wanting in

love for her husband . . ,

2oS^. Besides, love changes its essence, and does not

become conjugial love, if it is compelled.

245^. I will add the arcanum, that between the dis-

joined souls of two . . . conjunction is effected in a

middle love ; and that otherwise conceptions would not

take place . . .

261^. The universals of Hell are these three loves :

the love of dominating from the love of self, the love

of possessing the goods of others from the love of the

world, and scortatory love. The universals of Heaven

opposite to these three loves, are the love of dominating

from the love of use, the love of posses.sing the goods of

the world from the love of doing uses by their means,

and love truly conjugial. T.661,

269-. There are three universal loves of which every

man is constituted from creation : the love of the neigh-

bour, which is also the love of doing uses ; the love of

the world, which is also the love of possessing wealth
;
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and the love of self, which is also the love of exercising

command over others. The love of the neighbour . . ,

is spiritual love ; the love of the world ... is material

love ; and the love of self ... is corporeal love. Man
is man when the love of the neighbour . . . makes the

head, the love of the world the body, and the love of

self the feet. But if the love of the world makes the

head, man is not man otherwise than is a hunchback
;

but when the love of self makes the head, he is not a

man who stands on his feet but on his palms, with his

head downwards . . . When the love of the neighbour

makes the head, and the other two loves make the

body and feet, the man appears from Heaven with an

angelic face, having a beautiful rainbow round his

head ; but if the love of the world makes the head, he

appears from Heaven with a face pale like that of a dead

man, with a yellow circle round the head ; and if the

love of self makes the head, he appears from Heaven

^vith a dusky face, with a white circle round the head.

Ex. T.507.

^. The bystanders made this conclusion : that a

man is such as is his love ; and not such as is his under-

standing ; because the love easily carries away the

understanding to its side.

271. On the causes of apparent love, etc. in mar-

riages. Chapter.

281. Hence it is that inward love is not possible

between a spiritual and a natural consort ; but love

emulous of inward love is possible on the part of the

spiritual consort ; whereas between two natural consorts

inward love is not possible . . .

284. The love of infants and children with the

mother and father conjoin themselves as do the heart

and the lungs in the breast ; the love of them with the

mother is as the heart there, and the love towards them
with the father is as the lungs there

;
(for) the heart

corresponds to love, and the lungs to understanding
;

and love from the will is with the mother, and love

from the understanding is with the father.

293-'. (The seven wives) said, In all conjunction by
love there must be action, reception, and reaction. The
delicious state of our love is acting or action ; the state

of wisdom of husbands is receiving or reception, and is

also reacting or reaction according to the reception . . .

294^. She is well aware that love cannot be forced
;

but that it is insinuated in freedom.

299. (The love of young girls ; its quality.

)

330". The wives said, The beauty of a woman dwells

in soft tenderness, and thence in exquisite sensation.

Hence is the love of a woman for a man ; and the love

of a man for a woman.

331^. The wives replied, (A man has honour from his

wife) from love, because love honours. Honour cannot

be separated from love ; but love can from honour.
^. The wives made this third conclusion : You

seem as if you love your wives ; and you do not see that

you are loved by your wives, and thus that you love

back ; and that your intelligence is the receptacle. If

therefore you love your intelligence in yourselves, it

becomes the receptacle of your own love ; and the love

of the proprium never becomes conjugial, because it can-

not endure an equal ; but so far as it prevails it remains

scortatory.

358. For all love is such that it breaks forth into

indignation and anger . . . when it is robbed of its

delights . . . from which it may be seen, that zeal is not

the highest degree of love, but that it is love blazing

up.

^. The love of one and the corresponding love of

another are like two confederates ; but when the love of

one rises up against the love of the other, they become

like enemies. The reason is that love is the esse of

man's [life ; and therefore he who assaults the love,

assaults the life itself ; and there then takes place a

state of wrath against the assaulter . . . Every love has

such wrath, even the most pacific, as is manifestly seen

from hens, geese, and birds of every kind . . .

359^. The reason zeal originates from an assault on

the love, is that love is the heat of the life of everyone

;

and therefore when the love of the life is assaulted, the

heat of life kindles itself . . .

360. How love is kindled into zeal . . . by an assault

upon it, shall be told. Love resides in the will of man
;

but is not kindled in the will itself, but in the under-

standing ; for in the will it is like fire, and in the

understanding like flame. Love in the will knows
nothing about itself, because it feels nothing of itself

there, and does not act anything of itself there ; but it

does this in the understanding and its thought ; and

therefore when the love is assaulted, it exacerbates itself

in the understanding, which it effects by means of

various reasonings. These reasonings are like pieces of

wood which are kindled by fire and consequently blaze

up. . .

361. The reason itself why a man is kindled by an

assault upon his love shall be opened. In its inmosts,

the human form is from creation a form of love and
wisdom. In man are all the affections of love and all

the derivative percej^tions of wisdom compounded in

most perfect order, so that together they make ... a

one. They are substantiated ; for substances are their

subjects. (Tliis being the case) it is evident that if the

love is assaulted, this universal form with each and all

things there is simultaneously assaulted ; and as in all

living things there has been implanted from creation the

will to remain permanently in their own form . . . when
the love is assaulted, it defends itself liy its understanding

;

and the understanding [defends it] by means of rational

and imaginative things, by which it represents to itself

the event . . . Hence then it is that in order to resist

assaults, the love hardens the substances of its form,

and erects them as it were into crests . . . Sucli is the

exacerbation of love which is called zeal ; and therefore

if there is no opportunity to make resistance, anxiety

and grief arise, because it foresees the extinction of the

interior life with its delights. But, on the other hand,

if the love is favoured and caressed, that form unbends,

softens, and dilates itself ; and the substances of the

form become soft, bland, gentle, and alluring.

371. In all love there are fear and grief; fear lest it

should perish, and grief if it does perish.

380^ For love and wisdom are life. And if you ele-

vate your faculty of understanding a little higher, you
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will see that love aud wisdom are impossible unless tliey

have an origin somewhere . . .

[M.] 385. On the conjunction of conjugial love with

the love of infants. Chapter. (See under Infant.
)

423,Title. The Pleasures of Insanity concerning Scor-

tatory Love.

423. On the opposition of scortatory love and con-

jugial love. Chapter. (See under Scortatory.)

444''. The cerebellum is assigned to love and its

goods, and the cerebrum to wisdom and its truths ; and
therefore he who looks with his face to the Lord receives

from Him wisdom, aud through this love; whereas he

who looks backwards from the Lord receives love and

not wisdom ; and love without wisdom is love from man
and not from the Lord ; and as this love conjoins itself

with falsities, he does not acknowledge God, but he ac-

knowledges himself as God . . . and therefore this love

is the origin of evil.

I. 5. That the Sun of the Spiritual "World is pure

love from Jehovah God who is in the midst of it.

Gen. art.

6*. For love aud wisdom are indivisible, like esse and

existere ; for love comes forth through wisdom, and ac-

cording to it.

10. Love, regarded in itself, is alive.

13. That the reception of this influx (of life from

God) is according to the state of love and wisdom with

man. Gen. art.

-. Love itself and wisdom itself are not life, but

are the esse of life ; but the delights of love and the

pleasantnesses of wisdom, which are affections, make
life . . .

14. These two, wisdom and love, proceed from the

Lord as a Sun, and inflow into Heaven universally and
singularly, whence the Angels have wisdom and love ;

and they also inflow into this world universally aud
singularly, whence men have wisdom and love. But
these two proceed unitedly from the Lord, and in like

manner inflow unitedly into the souls of Angels and
men, but are not received unitedly in their minds : there

is first received there the light Mdiich makes the under-

standing, and gradually the love which makes the

will . . .

17''. There are loves of three kinds—the love of

Heaven, the love of the world, and the love of self.

The love of Heaven is spiritual ; the love of the world

is material ; and the love of self is corporeal. When
the love is spiritual all the things which follow from it,

as forms from their essence, derive the quality of being

spiritual. In like manner if the principal love is the

love of the world or of wealth, aud thus material, all

the things which follow from it, as principiates from

their principal, derive the quality of being material.

And so again, if the principal love is the love of self, or

of pre-eminence, and thus corporeal, all the things which

follow from it derive the quality of being corporeal . . .

Therefore, he who knows the reigning love of anyone,

and is at the same time acquainted with the progression

of ends to causes, and of causes to effects . . . knows the

whole man. In this way the Angels know everyone to

whom they speak. They perceive his love from the

sound of his voice . . .

T. 31-. By the immeasurablenuss of God the Angels

perceive the Divinity as to love ; and by His eternity,

the Divinity as to wisdom.

37^. That love as a bridegroom and husband produces

or begets all forms, but by means of wisdom as the

bride and wife, may be proved by innumerable things in

both worlds.

38. Therefore love is the complex of all goodnesses :

and wisdom is the complex of all Truths . . .

39. There are two things in fire—causticity and re-

splendence ... In like manner there are two things in

love, one to which corresponds the causticity of fire,

and which is a something most interiorly affecting the

will of man ; and the other to which corresponds the

resplendence of fire, and which is a something most in-

teriorly aflecting the understanding of man. Hence
man has love and intelligence . . .

40. Wisdom is not creatable . . . nor love . . . 472.

41^ It is to be known that God is continually operat-

ing the conjunction of love and wisdom with man ; but

that man, unless he looks to God, and believes in Him,
is continually operating their division . . .

^ When spiritual heat, which is love, separates

itself from spiritual light, which is wisdom . , . the man
becomes like sour or putrescent ground, in which worms
are born ... In a word, to divide love and wisdom ... is

comparatively like bereaving the face of its redness . . .

^. For love or charity is as the husband, and
wisdom or faith is as the wife ; and when tliese two are

separated, spiritual harlotry and scortation ensue . . .

42. It is further to be known that there are three

degrees of love and wisdom . . .

43. That the essence of love is to love others outside

of itself, to want to be one with them, and to bless them

from itself. Gen. art.

^. Regarded in itself, love is nothing else than a

striving after conjunction . . .

50. No one has as yet known what love is in its essence,

and what wisdom is in its essence ; and still less has

anyone known about the influx of the one into the

other, which is that love with each and all things of

itself inflows into wisdom, and resides in it like a king

in his kingdom . . . and relinquishes all the government

of justice to its judgment ; and as justice is of love,

and judgment is of wisdom, it relinquishes all the

government of love to its wisdom.

67^. It is similar with love, wisdom, and use . . .

798. (The effect of the removal of natural loves from

evil Spirits.)

99". For love wants to love, and wants to be loved,

293. That not anything except what proceeds from

God is to be loved above all things. Sig.

329-. There are two loves which are opposite to each

other—the love of willing and doing good, aud the love

of willing and doing evil . . .

335^ Every beast, bird, fish, reptile, and insect has

its own sensuous and corporeal natural love, which

dwells in its head, and in the brains therein. Through
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these the Spiritual "World inflows immediately into the

senses of their bodies, and through these determines the

acts . . .

394. That there are three universal loves : the love

of Heaven, the love of the world, and the love of self.

Gen. art.

". The reason charity has something in common
with each of these three loves, is that regarded in itself

charity is the love of uses . . .

395. That these three loves are in every man from

creation and thence from birth ; and that when rightly

subordinated they perfect man ; and when not rightly,

pervert him, will be demonstrated in the following

article. . . They are rightly subordinated when the

love of Heaven makes the head, the love of the world

the breast and belly, and the love of self the feet and

soles. 403.

^ In the man in whom these three loves are

rightly subordinated, they are also co-ordinated so that

the highest love, which is the love of Heaven, is within

the second, which is the love of the world, and through

this is in the third or lowest, which is the love of self
;

and the love which is within directs at its beck that

which is without ; and therefore if the love of Heaven
is within the love of the world, and through this in the

love of self, the man does uses in each from the God of

Heaven. In operating, these three loves are like will,

understanding, and action , . .

403. That when these three loves are rightly sub

ordinated they perfect man ; but when not rightly

subordinated they pervert and invert him. Gen. art.

412^. Has the general love.

446. On the friendship of love. See Ffjend, here.

447-. Preparation is made by rejections of the loves

which are not in agreement with his principal one . . .

472'. The whole man is nothing else than a form

organized for the reception of (light and heat from the

natural world, and wisdom and love from the Spiritual

World). If it were deuied that man is a form receptive

of love and wisdom from God, influx would also be

denied . . .

484. My friend, shun evil and do good, and believe

in the Lord . . . and the Lord will love you, and will

give the love to do, and the faith to believe ; aud then
you will do what is good from love . . .

533. There are two loves which have long been
inrooted in the human race—the love of dominating
over all, and the love of possessing the goods of all . . .

To these two loves are subordinated all other evil loves,

which are armies. But to explore these two loves is

very difiicult ... It is to be well known that these two
loves are able to reiga more with the small than with
the great . . .

569. Every love with man breathes forth delight, by
which it makes itself felt . . .

, Hence it is that all in the Spiritual World are

consociated according to their loves . . .

571. There are two states through which man must
pass . . . Reformation and Regeneration . . . The second
state is a state of love from the will . . . The love of

VOL. IV.

the will then inflows into the understanding, and acts

upon it, and leads it to think ... in agreement with its

love.

593®. From a gesture the Angels perceive the love of

a man's will.

718. With every sound man . . . there is a faculty of

receiving love ; that is, of fructifying goods.

7276. All conjunction is eff'ected by love ; and love is

not love without trust.

754. The cause of truth and good being consummated
(at the end of the Church) is especially the two natural

loves, which are diametrically opposite to the two

spiritual loves . . .

778. Every man is his own love and his own intelli-

gence, and whatever proceeds from him derives its

essence from these two essentials of his life . . . There-

fore the Angels . . . Know a man's love from the sound

of his voice . . .

801. The reason the Dutch are in these quarters of

the Christian Middle, is that trade is their final love,

and money is a mediate love . . . and this love is

spiritual. But where money is the final love, and

trade is a mediate love . . . this love is natural. . .

When trade is the end, it is the final love, and every-

one is regarded in Heaven according to the final love.

For the final love is like the lord of a kingdom . . . and

all the other loves are like his subjects . . . The final

love resides in the highest or inmost things of the

mind ; and the mediate loves are below and outside of

it, and serve it at its beck. The Dutch are in this

spiritual love above others ; whereas the Jews are in an

inverted love, and therefore their love of trading is

merely natural.

Ad. 660. That life itself consists in love ... 1015.

975, There are four origins and kinds of lovea.

Enum. and Ex. 976. 977. 978. 1018.

D. 647. (That nothing avails against the love.)

1080. How foul loves are made known with some . . .

2766-. Hence it is evident that the sphere of a certain

love conjoins chickens with their mother.

2910. There are three reigning loves . . .

3166. That love cannot sleep.

3192. That perverted loves derive their origin from

true ones.

34446. He did not admit tlie term love . . . 3579-

3694. The life of light cannot enter into the life of

love. Ex.

3906. Love is that which determines each and all

things ; and without love everything would be con-

fused . . .

3915. Love is outside of forms . . .

3945. Whenever love , . . was mentioned, a very

gross idea of it occurred , . . 3946, Ex.

4046. That love is fundamental . . .

4253. (Thus) all life is from love.

4724. On faith and love. 5973.

5000. On the love of commanding, and on the com-

mand of love.

2D
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[D.]5iii. They turn to their loves. 5659^. 5735.

5217. In a moment they are where tlieir loves are.

5508^. Thus the whole man ... is his own love,

5897. That a Spirit cannot desist from doing what
his love leads to.

5941a. All in the other life are determined to their

own loves . . ,

5975. When love was mentioned, most of them did

not know what love is.

D. Min. 4589. How the truths of faith enter to love,

and how love infils them. Gen. art.

. The love for a king grows according to his

virtues. , . So that if he is merciful, just, etc., then the

love of mercy . . . enters that love ; also the love of

justice, etc. Every such thing . . . carries with it

reverence and love. All these loves enter the general

love, and so confirm it. 4592.

4590. But if the king is of a contrary character, and
still is loved because he is king, the love is filthy,

because of the vices which he loves . . .

4686. How affections and loves conjoin and disjoin.

Gen.art.

E. 8^ For they receive these things ... in love
;

and to receive in love is to receive fully . . .

1 12". The interiors of man actually look towards his

love . . . 1592.

116. 'I know thy works '= love. Ex.

151". After death all . . . are turned to their loves.

1 59-. Every man is such as is his love . . .

^. The centre of gravity in the Spiritual World is

determined for a man from the love in which he is.

193^ There is with a man either the love of evil and
of the derivative falsity, or the love of good and the

derivative truth ... He who is in one cannot l)e in the

other . . .

204-. No one loves another on account of his person,

but on account of that which is with him . . . From
which it follows that to love men from the truth,

sincerity, and justice which are with them, is spiritual

love. Ex.

. Hence it follows, that such as is the love with
a man, such are the truths with him . . .

'. Love forms the spirit of man. Ex,

209". For the Lord inflows into the love with a man,
and through it into the truths . . .

213. The Lord is present in the affection or love of

man ; thus in the life of his spirit . . .

244. Lest filthy loves appear. Sig. and Ex.
. For man is born into two loves, which are the

love of self and the love of the world . . . These loves

are filthy loves, because all evils flow from them . . .

These loves with their evils cannot be removed except

by two loves, which are love to the Lord and love

towards the neighbour . . . These two loves are pure
loves, because they are from Heaven . . , and all goods
flow from them. In proportion, therefore, as a man is

in these, in the same proportion those filthy loves are

removed . . . and they are removed by means of truths

from the Lord.

256^. Love makes Heaven ; and (therefore) it makes
the Church . . .

2926. For to love is to do . . .

313". The inmost of man is his love and the deriva-

tive faith ; and such as are his love and the derivative

faith, such he is wholly.

325s. For that which is of the love is constantly in

the thought.

409''. There must be a predominance of either the one

love or the other. Sig. and Ex.

506^. Unless the corporeal loves into which man is

born are ruled by spiritual loves . . . they extinguish

all the perception and the derivative Knowledge of

truths and goods . . . Tr,

537^. A Spirit or a man cannot be anywhere else than

where is the love of his life ; for that which a man
loves he wills, he thinks, and he breathes.

644-^. 'Love your enemies' ... 'To love,' here, =
charity.

660. In a word, all the joy of man proceeds from his

love ; and all sadness and gi'ief of the lower mind, from

an attack on the love.

670, For the love draws the interiors of the mind . , .

to its own side . . .

735. Combat between those who are for the life of

love and charity . . . and those who are for faith alone.

Sig. and Ex.

786^ 'To love,' in the Word, means the same as 'to

do ;' for he who loves, does, Ex.

789^ That the love and will of man enter into all

things of his faith and thought ; but that the faith and

thought cannot enter into his love and will ; for that

which a man loves he also loves to do, he loves to know,

he loves to think, he loves to speak, and he loves to

understand ; thus he also loves to have for his faith . . .

797'*. For love in its essence is to will, and in its

coming {orth-existentin-is to do ; for that which a man
loves, he wills ; and that which he wills from love, he

does.

798'*. For all Angels and Spirits are . . . loves and

the derivative intelligences ; and there are two universal

loves which are fundamental ones of all ; namely, love

to the Lord, and love towards the neighbour . , .

803^ (Thus) faith and love are with man when his

Internal has been purified from evils . . ,

817'. For all faith necessarily conjoins itself with

some love . . ,

822^. For everyone is his own love , . .

832^ All love is made spiritual by means of truths

from the Word, Ex, ^.

®. It follows that there are as many degrees of

love as there are of life. The love in which are the

Angels of the Third Heaven is called celestial love

;

the love in which are the Angels of the Second Heaven

is called spiritual love ; and the love in which are the

Angels of the First Heaven is called spiritual natural

love, and also celestial natural love. As are their loves,

so are their wisdom and intelligence. (Continued tinder

Degree.)
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837. Every man after death becomes his own love
;

and the spirit of a man is nothing but the affection

which is of his love. And therefore wlien a man becomes

a Spirit, he thinks and consequently speaks from his

affection, and he also wills and consequently acts from

his affection ; and then he longs for and imbibes the

things which are of his affection or love, and is averse

to and rejects those which are not of his affection or love.

Nay, his face successively becomes the face of his

affection or love ; from which he is afterwards Known,
and also from his speech, the sound of which is the

sound of his affection. In a word, a man after death

becomes his own love or affection in form ; and there-

fore when anyone speaks against the affection which is

of his love, or attacks it, his face is changed, and he

himself goes away, or suddenly vanishes . . .
".

^. Inquiry has been made as to whether the

corporeal form of an Angel or Spirit with all its members

is also the affection which is of love ; and it has been

found that each and all things of them are so. The
reason is, that the universal Heaven . . . which is

formed into Societies according to all the distinctions

and varieties of affections, relates to one man, and all

Angels and Spirits are human forms therefrom ; and

therefore as Heaven is the complex of all affections, so

also is an Angel and a Spirit . . . Hence became evident

to me the following arcanum . . . that each and all

things of man, both of his mind and of his body, are

forms of love in a marvellous series ; and that the

organs of the brain and face, and also the members and
viscera of the body, are perpetual contextures corre-

sponding to the affections of Heaven in which are its

Societies. Hence became evident to me the further

arcanum, that the affections and derivative thoughts of

the mind extend themselves into all things of the

body . . .

^. Man's love and life are exactly as are the

works of his will ; and (these) are as the truths which

are applied to life.

839. That man's faith is such as is his love or life.

Ex.

842. That love, life, and works with every man make
a one. Ex.

855. From the Celestial Kingdom there are not heard

words of speech, but sounds. The reason is that all

who are in that Kingdom speak from love . . .

864^. (As) every man is his own love, and man as to

his spirit which lives after death is nothing but the

affection which is of his love, and as all evil is from his

love, thus is of his love, it follows that the love or

affection of man can be reformed in no other way than

by the spiritual shunning of evils . . .

867^ As the Angels perceive nothing else with a man
than his love . . .

874-. He then lives his own love . . .

894. Hence it may be evident how little the followers

of faith alone know what love is . . .

950^ For that which is loved above all things is (the

man's) god. There are two loves which are completely

opposite to each other,—the love of self, and love to

God ; and also the love of the world, and the love of

Heaven. (Continued under Love of Self.)

970-. This the Lord effects by means of spiritual love,

which is the love of truth and good. Man is at this

time set in the midst between two loves, between the

love of evil and the love of good. When the love of

evil recedes, the love of good succeeds in its place ; and

the love of evil recedes slowly through a life according

to the precepts of the decalogue . . .

982^. For in proportion as heavenly affections and

loves inflow with the evil, in the same proportion the

evil are kindled with burning heat to do evil and speak

falsity. Ex.

983^. All love descends into the body from an affec-

tion of the mind . . .

993^. The love of adultery is the fundamental love of

all infernal loves, which in themselves are not loves,

but hatreds . . .

1000^. (The married pair) then have a life of love,

which can only be described as being the life of joy

itself.

1017. When a man abstains from hatred . . . there

inflows love . . .

1076^. Every Angel and man is his own love, and

every man and Angel is encompassed with a sphere

flowing forth from his love. This sphere consists of

the good of his love, and of the truth of his love ; for

love produces both, as fire produces heat and light . . .

1082^. The producer is love, and the product thence

is of love from good through truth. The ultimate pro-

ducts . . . are as many as are the suljjects in the three

kingdoms of nature.

1093^. Man's love is like fire, and his thoughts are

like the rays of light thence. If the love is good, the

thoughts ... are Truths ; but if the love is evil, the

thoughts . . . are Falsities . . .

1096^. There is the thought of light, and there is the

thought of love . . .

II38<^. Such is the union of the Lord with man, and

of man with the Lord, through love.

1146^. By the state in man we mean his love; and

by the changes of state, the affections of love.

1150^ The reason is that love is the life of man . . .

1 15 1. There are two loves of Heaven, and thence

two loves of the Church, from which the Lord is wor-

shipped, —celestial love which is love to the Lord, and

spiritual love which is love towards the neighbour. Sig.

1153". Therefore the operation of the Lord is into the

love of man, and from that into his understanding, and

not the reverse. The love with its affections, M'hicli

are innumerable, is not perceived by man except with a

very general sense . . . and yet man is to be led from

one affection of his loves into another according to the

connection in which they are from order . . .

*. In the same proportion the Lord by means of

love introduces him into wisdom and the love of

wisdom, and conjoins wisdom with love . . .

116S-. Hence, such as is the love, such is the

good , . .

1170^ Hence. . . such as is the love, such is the

wisdom . . .
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[E.] iiyi*. The love of the will gives intelligence ac-

cording to its quality. Natural love from spiritual gives

intelligence in civil and moral things ; spiritual love in

natural gives intelligence in spiritual things ; but merely

natural love . . . does not give any intelligence in

spiritual things, but it gives the faculty of confirming

whatever one pleases . , . But still this love does not

take away the faculty of understanding truths in their

light. It takes it away when it is present ; but it does

not take it away when it is absent.

1175^. Ijove as the fountain is in the will of man
;

the affections which are its streams flow by continuity

into the understanding . . .

1228^. The love and wisdom ^^roceeding from the

Lord as a Sun appear as two distinct things . . .

Ath. 1 78. All things have been so created that . . .

the love . . . clothes itself with what is human in the

several degrees . . .

J. (Post.) 233. On love. Gen. art.

. (It is found that the Spirits who come from the

world) have so gross an idea about love that it may be

called filthy. They think from the delight of the love

of adultery. Some have no idea of love, because they

had not known what love is ... In a word, all have an

idea of love from the idea of lasciviousness.

234. When man lias been prepared, his love is tnen

the head of all the rest ; it leads him ; and he then

changes his companions, and turns his face to the

Society where is his reigning love . . .

235. That the Knowledges of truth are inscribed on

the affection or love . . .

333. The love of knowing and understanding is a

love of natural light ; the love of knowing and under-

standing truths is a love of spiritual light, which love

is with those especially who are in the love of good, but

is also with those who are in the love of glory . . .

D. Love i. That what love is, is but little compre-

hended in the world, when yet it is the very life of man.

Gen. art.

ii. That the Lord alone is Love itself, because He is

Life itself . . . Gen. art.

iv. For the form of love is the form of use, because

the subjects of love are uses ; for love wills to do
goods . . .

ix. From which it is evident that affection is love in

its essence, and that use is love in its form.

xviii. The receptacle of love is spoken of, because

love is impossible with man except in a recipient form,

which is substantial . . .

xix. That 'to love,' in the Word, is to do uses.

Gen. art.

2. For in the Spiritual World all act according to

their loves . . .

XX. The reason love produces heat, is that love is the

very life, and is the living force of all things in the uni-

versal Avorld. Gen. art.

xxi. All these forms, both perfect and imperfect, are

forms of love . . .

D. Wis. iii. 2. That the Lord conjoins Himself [with

man] in these two receptacles ; in the one by means of

love ; in the other by means of wisdom. Gen. art.

3. That love and wisdom simultaneously and unani-

mously form each and all things ; but still they distin-

guish themselves in them. Gen. art.

. The union of love and wisdom is reciprocal

;

love unites itself to wisdom, and wisdom reunites itself

to love. Hence love acts and wisdom reacts. Every
effect comes forth by means of this Reciprocal.

*. As there are two things, love and wisdom,

which form the embryo in the womb . . . there are

(pairs) of things everywhere in the body . . . The right

side is the receptacle of love . . .

'. Therefore the initiaments of life with beasts

are not receptacles of the love and wisdom of the Lord ;

but of natural affection and knowledge . . .

ix. Love does, and wisdom teaches ; and that which
love does is good, and that which wisdom teaches is

truth . . . AVhat is love without good in effect ? . . .

Thus love comes forth in use . . .

X. That there is a reciprocal conjunction of love and
wisdom . . . Gen. art.

7. That love, which is the life of the will, makes the

whole life of man. Gen. art.

^. For the blood corresponds to love.

xi'-. On love and charity. Gen. art.

xii. 5". The Angels receive love from the heat . . .

C. 91. That man has been created to be a form of

love and wisdom.

De Conj. 119. For from the marriage of good and

truth all loves descend and are derived . . .

Can. God. v. 1. Love and wisdom are the two essen-

tials and universals of life ;
love is the esse of life ; and

wisdom is the existere of life from this esse.

10. Love and wisdom are inseparable and indivisible.

vi. 4. Love, by means of wisdom, comes forth and
subsists in use.

vii. 2. First ends are of love, or are relations to love

;

middle ends are of wisdom . . . and ultimate ends are of

use . . .

Inv. II. In the Spiritual World, presence is accord-

ing to love.

14. The celestial degi'ee ... is, in special, of love . . .

The spiritual degree ... is, in special, of wisdom from

love . . .

Docu. 302 C. Love introduces order immediately into

the understanding, and by mediate things into the

whole of man.

Love. Diledio.

Love, To. Diligere.

See DiLECTiox.

A. 1 001. No one can ever say that he wills a thing,

except from the fact that he \ovQ?,-dili(jat aut amet-it.

1069-. 'I will sing to my beloved ..."

1839^. 'But men loved darkness more than light.'

9245.

1964^. From a certain love of truth . . ,
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4592''. 'The beloved of Jehovah' (Deut.xxxiii. 12):=

spiritual truth which is from celestial good.

6537^. * To scortate, and love meretricious hire' (Hos.

ix.i) = to falsify truths and to love things falsified,

8223S. What is meant by the Lord's words concern-

ing the love of an enemy. Ex.

8986. 'I love my lord, my woman,' etc. (Ex.xxi.5)

= the delight of the recollection of spiritual goods.

*To love ' = the delight of recollection. Ex.

9466'*. 'To love the Assyrians . .
.' (Ezek.xxiii.5)= to

love reasonings. E. 355^^

H. 326. The Africans are loved the most.

R. 184. 'That I have loved thee' (Rev.iii.9) = that

they are loved and are received into Heaven by the

Lord.

556. 'They loved not their soul even to death' (Rev.

xii. ii) = those who had not loved themselves more than

the Lord.

861. 'The beloved city' (Rev.xx.9)=the doctrine of

the New Church.

E. 64-. 'This is my beloved Son.'

213. 'To love,' when said of the Lord, = that He is

present . . . because dilection or love effects conjunction

and consequent pi'esence ; and the Lord enters to him
who loves . . . and also gives him to love Him ; that is,

to do His commandments ; for this is to love the Lord

... as He Himself teaches in John :
' He who keeps My

precepts and does them, he it is who loveth Me ; and

He who loveth Me will be loved of My Father ; and I

will love him . .
.' (xiv.21,23).

315--. By 'the beloved son' (Luke xx. 13) is meant
the Lord as to Divine truth.

375^\ 'ily beloved' (Is.v. i)=:the Lord, because He
instaurates the Churches.

832^. As they had loved the neighbour . . ,

874^. 'Abide in My love. If ye keep My command-
ments ye shall abide in My love' (John xv.9, 10).

8876, 'They loved' (Hos.iv. i8)=the love of falsity.

Can. Holy Spirit iv. 2. No one can receive the Holy
Spirit . . , except him who is in love (to the Lord).

Coro. 26. 'The likeness of God' = that man can love,

etc. , as of himself.

Love back, To. Redamare.

Loving back, A. jRedamaiio.

See under LoVE-amare.

W. 115. Is not only received, but is also loved back.

P. 92'-. In proportion as love is loved back, it is in

itself.

M. 160. In order that they may be loved back.

2006. What is lacking is a loving back by the

husband.

217*^. In proportion as they are loved back by their

liusbands.

330'. From lier spiritual beauty he loves his wife

back.

331^. You do not see that you are loved by your

wives, and that thus you love back.

372. The man who receives the love of his consort,

and loves her in return.

Love of dominating. Amor dominandi.

Love of dominion. Amor dominii.

Love of commanding. Amor imperandi.

Love of reigning. Amor regnandi.

See under Babel, Command -imjjf'rore, and Dominion.

A. 10038^. The worst kind of the love of self is the

love of dominating for the sake of self ; that is, solely

for the sake of honour and gain. They who are in this

love can indeed profess faith and charity, but they do it

with the mouth and not with the heart ; nay, the worst

of them have the things of faith and charity ... as

means to their ends.

C. J. 61. (Hereditary evil) consists in the love of

commanding. (In the parallel passage in T.822, this is

love of dominating.) This love is such that in propor-

tion as the reins are given to it, it bursts forth until it

blazes with the desire to exercise command over all, and

at last so that it wants to be invoked and worshipped as

God. This love is 'the serpent' which deceived Eve

and Adam ; for it said to the woman :
' God knoweth

that in the day in which ye shall eat of the fruit of the

tree, your eyes will be opened, and then you will be as

God.' In proportion, therefore, as a man gives the

reins to this love and rushes into it, in the same propor-

tion he averts himself from God, and turns to himself,

and becomes an atheist ; and then Divine truths . . .

may serve as means. But, as the end is doniinion, the

means are no more of the heart than in so far as they

serve for dominion. This is the reason why all those

who are in the middle and in the ultimate degree of the

love of commanding are in Hell ; for this love is the

devil there ... 62. 63.

F. 49. That religiosity which adulterates the goods

of the Church, derives its origin from the love of com-

manding.

W. 141*^. The love which is the head, or that to

which all infernal loves relate, is the love of dominat-

ing from the love of self.

142. As these two loves—love to the Lord, and the

love of dominating from the love of self, are completely

opposite to each other ; and as all who are in love to

the Lord turn themselves to the Lord as a Sun ... it

may be evident that all who are in the love of dominat-

ing from the love of self turn themselves backwards

from the Lord. The reason they turn in opposite direc-

tions is that those who are in love to t)ic Lord love

nothing more than to be led by the Lord, and will that

the Lord alone shall dominate ; whereas those who are

in the love of dominating from the love of self, love

notliing more than to be led by themselves, and will

that they themselves alone may dominate. It is said

the love of dominating from the love of self, because

there is a love of dominating from the love of doing

uses ; which love, because it makes one witli love to-

wards the neighbour, is a spiritual love. But this love

cannot be called the love of dominating, but the love

of doing uses.
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[W.] 144. As the love of dominating from the love of

self is completely opposite to love to the Lord, therefore

the Spirits who are in that love of dominating turn their

faces back from the Lord, and therefore look with the

eyes to the west of that World.

254^. The spiritual degree is contracted . . . especially

with those who from the love of self are in the love of

dominating, because this love is opposite to love to the

Lord . . . The reason why these loves close the spiritual

degree, is that they are the origins of evils.

271^. He who is in the love of dominating from the

love of self, feels in this love a delight of life which sur-

passes other delights of every kind ; hence all that is of

that love he calls good, and all that is contrary to it he

declares to be evil ; when yet it is the opposite.

273". For in Hell the love of dominating from the

love of self is the reigning love. This is there called the

devil ; and the affections of falsity together with the

thoughts originating from that love, are called his

crew.

424^ (Natural love) descends in proportion as it loves

dominion from no love of use, but from the love of self

alone. It is this love which is called 'the devil.'

They who are in this love are able to speak and act in

the same manner as those who are in spiritual love ; but

they do so either from the memory, or from the under-

standing elevated of itself into the light of Heaven. . .

For when that corporeal love drags back its understand-

ing from its elevation, which it does when the man is

alone, and is then thinking from his own love, he then
thinks against God in favour of nature, against Heaven
in favour of the world, and against the truths and goods
of the Church in favour of the falsities and evils of

Hell . . .

^. After death . . . those who in the world have
been in the supreme love of dominating from the love

of self, and at the same time in elevation of the under-

standing above others, appear as to the body like Egyp-
tian mummies, and as to the mind gross and silly.

AVho in the world at the present day is aware that this

love in itself is such ? Nevertheless there is a love of

dominating from the love of use ; but from the love of

use not for the sake of self, but for the sake of the

common good. Man, however, can hardly distinguish

this love from the former ; but yet the difference

between them is such as there is between Heaven and
Hell.

P. 38. The spring of these delights (of the concupi-

scences of evil) is the love of dominating from the love

of self . . .

I46<^. The most difficult combat of all is that with
the love of dominating from the love of self. He who
subjugates this, easily subjugates all the other evil

loves, because it is their head.

215". The love of dignities and honours for the sake

of dignities and honours is the love of self
;
properly,

the love of dominating from the love of self . . .

'. He who loves himself alone sees others only as

outside of himself . . . Hence he who is in the love of

dominating from the love of self thinks nothing of de-

frauding the neighbour, of committing adultery with
his wife, of reviling him, of breathing revenge against

him even to the death, of cruelty towards him, and so

on. The man derives this from the fact that the devil

himself is nothing else than the love of dominating

from the love of self . . . and he who is led by the devil

. . . is led into all these evils . . .

^. It has been given me to feel of what quality

and how great is the delight of the love of dominating

from the love of self. . , It was such as to surpass all the

delights which are in the world. It was a delight of

the whole mind from its inmosts to its ultimates ; but

in the body it was felt only as pleasure and cheerfulness

with a swelling bosom ; and it was also given me to feel

that from that delight, as from their fountain, gushed
forth the delights of all evils ; as those of committing

adultery, revenge, fraud . , .

231^. Nearly the same (profanation) takes place with

those who at heart acknowledge the Divine things of

the Word and of the Church, and who completely im-

merse them in their proprium, which is the love of

dominating over all things . . .

233^. This evil can be removed in no other way than

by . , . the love of dominating becoming not for the

sake of self, but for the sake of uses ; for thus uses

make the head, and the love of self, or the love of

dominating, becomes first the body beneath the head,

and afterwards the feet to walk with.

R. 350". By the tribe of Judah is also signified the

opposite love, which is the love of self
;
properly, the

love of dominating from the love of self ; which love is

called diabolical love.

387. The diabolical kingdom consists of those who
are in the love of dominating from the love of self, and
are thence in folly . . . But the satanic kingdom consists

of those who are in the love of dominating from the

pride of Own intelligence, and are thence in insanity . . .

502. ' Which spiritually is called Sodom and Egypt'
= the two infernal loves, which are the love of dominat-

ing from the love of self, and the love of reigning from

the pride of Own intelligence ; which are in the Church

where there is not one God, and where the Lord is not

worshipped, and where men do not live according to the

precepts of the decalogue. . . For man is born into these

two loves, and comes into them when he grows up ; and

these loves cannot be removed except by God the

Saviour, and by a life according to His precepts . . .

-. That the love of dominating from the love of

self, and the love of reigning from the pride of Own
intelligence, are the heads of all the loves of Hell, and
thus are the heads of all the evils and derivative falsities-

in the Church, is at this day unknown. The delights-

of these loves, which surpass the delights of all the

pleasures of the lower mind, cause it not to be known,

when yet they are spiritually Sodom and Egyi^t. That

'Sodom' is the love of dominating from the love of

self, may be evident from the description of Sodom in

. . . Gen.xix. . . These loves and their evils are signified

by 'Sodom and Gomorrah' in the following passages.

111.

^. But it is to be known that there is the love of

dominating from the love of self, and the love of

dominating from the love of uses. The latter love is

heavenly, but the former is infernal ; and therefore
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when the one makes the head, tlie other makes the feet.

That is to say, when the love of dominating from tlie

love of self makes the head, then the love of dominat-

ing from the love of uses—which is also the love of

being of service to the neighbour from the Lord—first

makes the feet, afterwards the soles of the feet, and

finally is trampled on. But when the love of dominat-

ing from the love of uses . . . makes the head, then the

love of dominating from the love of self . . . first makes

the feet, afterwards the soles of the feet, and finally is

trampled on. But in the world these two loves can

with difl5culty be distinguished by man, because the ex-

ternal forms of them arealike. But they are distinguished

by this-—that that heavenly love is with those who ap-

proach the Lord and live according to the precepts of the

decalogue ; and that that infernal love is with those who
do not approach the Lord and do not live according to

the precepts of the decalogue.

707. A mind to destroy the New Church originating

from the love of command and of supereminence. Sig.

and Ex.
^, By 'Armageddon,' in Heaven, is sigidfied the

love of honour, command, and supereminence.

729. That the Roman Catholic religiosity . . . from

its origin from the love of dominating from the love of

self over the holy things of the Church and over Heaven,

thus over all things of the Lord and His Word, has defiled

and profaned the things'of the Word . . . Sig. and Ex.

6. It is said the love of dominating from the

love of self, because there is also the love of dominating

from the love of uses, which two loves are diametrically

opposite to each other. For the love of dominating

from the love of self is diabolical, because it regards self

alone, and the world for the sake of self ; whereas the

love of dominating from the love of uses is heavenly,

because it regards the Lord . . . and uses to Him are to

do good to the Church for the sake of the salvation

of souls ; and therefore this latter love abominates the

love of dominating from the love of self.

763-. The delight of the love of dominating from the

love of self over all things of the Lord, which are all

things of Heaven and the Church, is turned after death

into such torment ; and the pleasantness of the love of

filling the lower mind and the body with the delights

acquired by means of opulence with those who are in

the said love of dominating, is turned into such mourn-
ing. Sig.

782". All those from that religiosity who have been

in the love of dominion from the love of self, and in the

derivativelove of the world . . . afterdeath breathe nothing

else than dominion and the pleasures of the lower mind
therefrom, and the pleasures of the body from opulence

. . . But as the love of dominating from the love of

self over the holy things of the Church and of Heaven
... is diabolical, therefore, after some time has passed,

they are separated from their companions, and are cast

into the Hells . . . But these things happen to them
according to the degree of the love of dominion over the

Divine things of the Lord, according to which degree

there is in them the rejection of the Lord.

802. It has been said above that the love of domin-
ating from the love of self over . . . the Divine things

of the Lord is 'the devil.' Now as this dominion is

seated as the end in the lower minds of those who have

founded this religiosity, they could not do otherwise

than profane the holy things of the Word and of the

Church. Ex.

M. 261=*. The universals of Hell are these three loves

—the love of dominating from the love of self . . . The

universals of Heaven opposite to these are these three

loves—the love of dominating from the love of use . . .

T.661.

262. I examined the first universal love of Hell,

which was the love of dominating from the love of self,

and afterwards the universal love of Heaven correspond-

ing to it, which was the love of dominating from the

love of uses ; for I was not allowed to examine the one

love without the other, because the understanding does

not perceive the one love without the other, for they are

opposites. . . When I considered the love of domin-

ating from the love of self, it was given to perceive that

this love was in the highest degree infernal, and conse-

quently was with those,who are in the deepest Hell ; and

that the love of dominating from the love of uses was

in the highest degree heavenly, and consequently was

with those who are in the highest Heaven. The reason

the love of dominating from the love of self is in the

highest degree infernal, is that to dominate from the

love of self is [to do so] from the proprium, and man's

propriuni is from birth evil itself, and evil itself is

diametrically against the Lord ; and therefore the more

they advance into this evil, the more they deny God and

the holy things of the Church, and adore themselves

and nature. Let those who are in this evil explore it in

themselves, and they will see. This love also is such

that in proportion as the reins are loosed, which is the

case so long as what is impossible does not stand in the

way, in the same proportion it rushes from step to step,

even to the highest ; and finds no bounds there, but

grieves and sighs if there is no higher step. This love

with statesmen ascends so high that they want to be

kings and emperors ; and, if possible, to dominate over

all things of the world, and to be called kings of kings

and emperors of emperors. And the same love with

the clergy ascends so high that they Avant to be gods,

and, as far as possible, to dominate over all things of

Heaven, and to be called gods of gods. That at heart

neither of these acknowledge any God, will be seen in

what follows. But, on the other hand, they who want

to dominate from the love of uses, do not want to

dominate from themselves, but from the Lord ; because

the love of uses is from the Lord, and is the Lord Him-

self. These regard dignities no otherwise than as means

to perform uses. (The nature of the love of dominating

shown by examples from Hell, and from Heaven. 263-

266.) T.661.

291. From this desire . . . there flows a striving for

Power, which is in some (consorts) from the delight of

the love of dominating . . .

T. 405. But if the love of self, or the love of domin-

ating, makes the head, the love of Heaven passes through

the body to the feet . . . There is a love of dominating

from the love of the neighbour, and there is a love of

dominating from the love of self. They who are in the
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love of dominating from the love of the neighbour seek

dominion for the sake of the end that they may perform

uses to the public and to private persons ; and there-

fore to these is entrusted domination in the Heavens.

Emperors, kings, dukes, who have been born and edu-

cated to dominion, if they humble themselves before

God, are sometimes less in that love than those who are

of low origin, and who from pride seek for places of pre-

eminence. But to those who are in the love of domin-

ating from the love of self, the love of Heaven is like a

footstool on which for the sake of the common people

they rest their feet ; but which, when the people are

out of sight, they toss into a corner, or out of doors.

T.405P. The evils which are in those who are in the

love of dominating from the love of self are in general

these : contempt for others, envy, enmity against those

who do not favour them, and the derivative hostility,

hatreds, revenges, unmercifuluess, fierceness, and

cruelty ; and, where there are such evils, there is also

contempt for God and for Divine things , . . But this

love is different with the clergy from what it is with

the laity : with the clergy, this love, when the reins

are given to it, mounts up until they want to be gods
;

but with the laity, until they want to be kings. The

phantasy of this love carries their lower minds away

even to this extent.

431. What is due from a master and a mistress to-

wards their servants, is derived from the love of reign-

ing ; and this from the state of each person's mind.

498". For man is saturated with two loves, which are

the love of dominating over all, and the love of possess

ing the wealth of all. These loves, if uncurbed, rush

on to infinity. The hereditary evils into which man is

born have arisen principally from these two loves . . .

All who have given themselves up to these loves look

at themselves alone as the only one, in whom and for

whom are all others. Such have no pity, no fear of God,

no love of the neighbour ; and thence there are in them

unmercifuluess, inhumanity, and cruelty, and an in-

fernal cu])idity and avidity for plundering and robbing,

and cunning and deceit in effecting these things. Such

things are not innate in the beasts of the earth ...

But that man is such inwardly, manifests itself ... in

massacres and pillaging . . . from which scarcely one

abstains until the drum is heard as the signal to desist.

From these things it is evident that if men were not re-

strained by the fear of legal penalties . . . the whole

human race would be destroyed.

533. See hovE-amor, here.

598. If man remains natural, he desires to rule Heaven

from the world. Such becomes everyone who is in the

love of dominating from the love of self. If he is ex-

plored inwardly, he believes in no God, but in himself

;

and after death he believes him to be God who is more

powerful than others.

D. 342S, Pref. (It is a general law of Heaven that) in

proportion as the love of commanding enters with a

man, in the same proportion love towards the neighbour

goes out of him.

. Hence it follows that in proportion as the love

of commanding enters, in the same proportion saving

faith goes out . . .

. That this is so, is evident from conjugial love,

which goes out in the same proportion as the love of

commanding enters.

4763. On Charles XII., and on the love of dominion.

(See Charles XII., here.)

50CX5. On the love of commanding, and on the com-

mand of love.— I spoke to Spirits about the love of

commanding. They supposed that it is not allowable

for anyone to command. But it was said that it is

allowable to command ; but that the love of command-
ing is from two origins—from the love of self, and from

the love of the neighbour. They who connnand from

the love of self and not from the love of the neighbour

are devils ; because they do all things from themselves,

and not from the Lord. Such rush into all execrable

evils . . . These regard no other use than for the sake of

themselves . . , Whereas they who command from love

towards the neighbour can be exalted to great dignities

;

for they regard uses as the end . . . The Lord commands
through these ; for they fear the Lord, and love truth,

good, and use . . . Such commands are good, and their

command is the command of love ; for when spiritual

and celestial love commands, then the Lord commands.

(Continued under CouuAi^v-imperare, at D.5001.)

5004^. Hence it was evident of what quality as to

faith are they who are in the love of dominion-ui amore

dominatiui.

5046. In the (Swedish) nation more than in others is

the love of dominating ; with some for the sake of

honour, with some for the sake of gain ; for they are

not wealthy like other nations, and thersfore nearly all

seek for public employments ; and as they have interior

thoughts, in the other life they devise wicked arts . . .

for the sake of being pre-eminent ; for in the love of

dominating there are contempt, enmity, envy, hatred,

revenge, fierceness, cruelty . . .

5983. How greatly the love of commanding is against

the Lord. Gen.art.
e_ Hence it was evident how much hatred against

the Lord there is in such love of commanding,

6010. On the love of commanding.—What ineffable

delight and as it were sweetness there is in the love of

commanding, has been made known to me by much
experience. . . J.(Post.)245.

6034. On the love of commanding, and on the love

of possessing the goods of the world. Gen.art.

6052. That the love of commanding has Hell in it,

cannot be believed . . . The reason is that the love of

commanding sinks the lower mind into its proprium, so

that it cannot be elevated by the Lord . . . The highest

degree of the love of self is the love of exercising com-

mand over others ; and it contains in it the love of

exercising command over the Divine ; which is ' Babel.

'

The love of commanding is such as not to exercise com-

mand over others in its own office; but it wants to do so

outside thereof over others ; not being content with its

own command. (This is one of the three evils which

will be especially shunned by those who will be of the

New Jerusalem. 6053.)

6096. xxix. They who are in the highest degree of
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the love of commanding from the love of self, are in

sodomy.

E. 394^. For example : those with whom the love of

reigning is predominant, have their delight in domin-

ating over others ; and, if they can, over all. This

delight is in them after death, and cannot be taken

away . . .

405^. Babel's love of exercising command over

Heaven and the Church. Tr.

650^^. The love of dominating breaks out only

successively. Tr.

659-'. Nothing is more delightful to those who have

been given up to the love of commanding than an ex-

crementitious stink.

9506. By the love of self is especially meant the love

of exercising command over others from the sole delight

of dominion, and for the sake of eminence ; and not from

the delight of uses . . .

951^. It is not believed in the world that the love of

commanding from the sole delight of command, and the

love of possessing goods from the sole delight of posses-

sion . . , store up in themselves all evils, and also con-

tempt for and the rejection of all things which are of

Heaven and the Church . . . But it is to be known that

in proportion as these two loves regard uses in the first

place, and self in the second, in the same proportion

they are good ; whereas in proportion as they regard

self in the first place, and uses in the second, in the same
proportion they are evil . . .

1006-. The sodomitical Hells are for those who have

been in evils from the love of exercising command over

others from the sole delight of command . , .

1010-. The reason the love of honour, command, and

supereminence is the last state of the Church ... is

that this love would reign in the Church in its last

times ; and, when this love reigns, there also reigns

falsity from evil ; and this overcomes truth. For more

than all other loves this love extinguishes the light of

Heaven, and induces the darkness of Hell. The reason

is that this love is tlie proprium itself of man, and by

no force can a man be withdrawn from his ])roprium

and be elevated towards Heaven so long as this love

reigns ; and the proprium into which this love com-

pletely immerses a man is nothing but evil and falsity.

That from this love a man is in thick darkness as to all

things which are of Heaven and the Church . . . does

not appear to the man M'ho is in it, because natural

lumen becomes resplendent with them in the same pro-

portion that spiritual light is extinguished . . . When,
therefore, this love reigns in the Church, it is all over

with it ; for no one any longer has the understanding of

truth and the will of good
; for honour, command, and

supereminence are the highest pleasure, and are felt as

the highest good . . . From this it may in some measure

be evident what is meant by 'Armageddon.' It has also

been shown to the life that this love has vastated the

Church, and has adulterated all its goods and truths,

not only in the kingdoms of Babylonia, but also in all

the other kingdoms. At this day almost everyone, when
he comes into the Spiritual World, bears with him from

the natural world that he wants to be honoured, to

exercise command, and to be supereminent ; and there

are very few who love uses for the sake of uses . . .

1032". The reason Babylon is called 'the great harlot'

is that the love of dominating over all things of the

world, and over all things of Heaven and the Church,

and finally over the Lord Himself, cannot but com-

pletely convert Divine truths into falsities, and Divine

goods into evils ; thus the Church into a religiosity in

which all its good and truth are adulterated and pro-

faned . . .

1055". They who are in the love of self, and thence

in the love of dominating, and who desire, acquire, and

afterwards exercise domination by means of the holy

things of the Word, of the Church, and of worship, are

they who profane ; for the delight of the love of

dominating for the sake of self—that is, for the sake of

eminence, and the consequent veneration for and as it

were adoration of self—is an infernal delight ; for it

reigns also in Hell . . . and to dominate over holy things

from an infernal delight is to profane them. . . Infernal

fire is nothing else than the cupidity of dominating from

the love of self. These are among the worst, and are

called devils . . .

1056^. With those who from childhood begin to blaze

with the loYe-cupido~o{ dominating by means of the

holy things of the Church, the spiritual mind is com-

[iletely closed, and also the rational mind, and finally

the natural mind down to the sensuous mind . . . and

thus they become merely sensuous ; who are the most

stupid of all in spiritual and the derivative rational

things, and the most cunning of all in worldly and the

derivative civil things . . .

I057''. In a word, the love of domination by means

of the holy things of the Church corresponds to a stench,

and its delight to a stink inexpressible in words . . .

1 143. Love to the Lord is impossible with them ; for

the love of dominating over Heaven and over the Church

is completely contrary ; for it is the love of self, which

is diabolical love . . .

1 188. For example: the uses performed by a king,

prince, consul, prefect, and officer, whose principal end

is the love of commanding . . . are not for the sake of

the good of the kingdom, commonwealth, country,

societies, and fellow-citizens, but for the sake of the

delight of command ; thus for the sake of self ... I

have seen such after death . . . and they were among

the fiery devils ; for when the love of commanding is

the principal end, it is the very fire of Hell.

2. I have also seen others with whom the love of

commanding was not the principal end ; but the love

of God and of the neighbour . . . and they were Angels,

to whom had been given dominions in the Heavens.

. The nature of the love of commanding, when

it is the principal end, may be seen . . . from the king-

dom which is meant by ' Babel "...

1189^ As, in the Christian world, there universally

reigns the love of commanding, and the love of riches ;

and these loves are at this day so deeply inrooted that

it is not known that they ever seduce, it is important

that their quality should be taught. They seduce every

man who does not shun evils because they are sins ; for

he who does not shun evils does not fear God, and
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therefore remains natural ; and as the loves proper to

the natural man are the love of commanding and the

love of riches, he therefore does not see with interior

acknowledgment the nature of these loves in himself.

He does not see it unless he is being reformed
;

(in

which case) light inflows from the Lord . , . and gives

him the affection and also the faculty to sec the nature

of these loves, and whether they are dominating with

him, or whether they are serving ... If they are

dominating, and are in the first place, then they are

seducing him, and are becoming curses ; but if they are

serving and are in the second place, then they are not
seducing, and are becoming blessings. I can asseverate

that all with whom the love of commanding is in the

first place are devils within. The love is Known from
its delight ; for it surpasses all the delight of the life of

men. It continually exhales from Hell, and the ex-

halation appears like the fire of a great furnace, and
kindles the hearts of the men whom the Lord does not
protect. The Lord protects all who are reformed. . .

The Lord cannot lead the former out of Hell, because
the love of commanding does not admit of internal

bonds . . .

J. (Post.) 236. All who are in the love of reigning

for the sake of self, and not for the sake of use, retain

this love after death ; and wherever they come they
want to reign . . . This love rejects everything Divine,

unless it is a means for it to reign . . .

237. Let all know who are in the world, and read

these things, that the love of reigning for the sake of

self and not for the sake of use is the diabolical love, and
all evils are in it. Let them know this and beware. All

evil loves are in it and with it . . . 238.

246. I have seen many who had lived in this and in

former ages, some of whom had been commanders of

armies . . . and some in civil offices, who from their

favouring fortune had caught such a delight of com-
manding that they had aspired to domination over all

things. Their delight was perceived to be Heaven to

them . . . After death they at first spoke about God
;

but after a short time they denied God, and acknow-
ledged nature, and finally became like fools, sitting in

obscurity, and thus leading a miserable life. The reason

is, that the love of commanding is opposite to heavenly
love. 248.

249. They who are in the delight of the love of com-
manding cannot become spiritual. They become cor-

poreal, because they immerse everything of affection

and the derivative thought in their proprium, which in

itself is corporeal and evil, insomuch that they cannot
be withdrawn from proprium.

Love of self. Amor sui.

See under Love of Dominating, Mountain, and
Self.

A. 20. For all things which are of the love of self

and of the love of the world, (external men) suppose to

be goods ; and all things which favour these loves they
suppose to be truths ; not knowing that these goods are

evils, and these truths falsities.

33. The loves of self and of the M-orld present some-
thing which is like life, and something wliich is like

joy ; but as they are altogether contrary to true love . . .

it may be evident that they are not loves, but hatreds
;

for the more anyone loves himself and the world, the

more he hates the neighbour, and thus the Lord.

191. From the love of self, or from the proprium,

they then began to believe nothing which they did not

apprehend with the senses. Tr. The love of self, or

proprium, is represented by 'the woman.'

205. At last, because the love of self began to reign

with tliem [they began to think] that they could lead

themselves, and thus be like the Lord. The love of

self is attended with this : that they do not want to be

led by the Lord, but by themselves . . .

229. That the Rational of man suffered itself to be

deceived by proprium ... or by the love of self, so that

it would believe nothing unless it saw and felt it. Sig.

230. The dominant evil of this posterity was the love

of self ; and not so much the love of the world, as at

this day . . .

250. By 'the serpent' is here meant ... in special,

the love of self. 251, Ex.

251. Hatred against the neighbour and the Lord . . .

is the same as the love of self.

-. 'A flying fire-serpent '= the cupidity which is

of the love of self.

257. 'The head of the serpent'= . . . in special, the

dominion of the love of self, the nature of which is such

that it not only seeks dominion, but also dominion over

all things of the earth
;
](and also) over all things of

Heaven
;
(and even) over the Lord ; and even then it

would not rest. This lies hidden in every spark of the

love of self. . . Hence it is evident how 'the serpent,'

or the evil of the love of self, wants to dominate ; and

how it hates him over whom it cannot dominate. This

is 'the head of the serpent,' which lifts itself up, and

which the Lord tramples on, even to the earth, that it

may 'go upon its belly, and eat dust.' 111.

273". 'The high places of Aven'= the love of self,

583. The nephilim are called 'strong men' from the

love of self. 111.

636. Here, as no love remained, 'the earth' = the love

of self . . .

760. Still less can anyone love himself and the neigh-

bour at the same time, and still less can he love the

Lord. He who loves himself hates all who do not serve

him ; so that he who loves himself is very far remote

from heavenly love and charity . . .

808. 'He destroyed every substance' = the cupidities

which are of the love of self. . . The cupidities of the

antediluvians were those of the love of self . . . With
these there reigned the love of self, and consequently

its cupidities ; for they had loved themselves so that

they had supposed themselves to be gods . . .

911^. It is the contrary with those who place life

solely in corporeal things . . . that is, who perceive

nothing to be delightful except that which is of the love

of self and of the world, which is the same as what is of

hatred against all who do not favour and serve them . . .

1047. (For) the love of self and of the world, which

are of the will of man, are nothing but hatreds ; for in
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proportion as anyone loves himself, in the same propor-

tion he hates the neighbour. And as these loves are so

contrary to heavenly love, it cannot but be that there

continually inflow from them such things as are contrary

to mutual love, all of which in the intellectual part are

Falsities . . .

1079^. Where there is no charity, there is the love of

self, consequently hatred against all who do not favour

self. Hence it is that they do not see anything in the

neighbour except his evil . . .

1304. The Church is such that when charity towards

the neighbour recedes, and the love of self succeeds in

its place, the doctrine of faith is nothing except in so

far as it can be turned into the worship of self , . . All

the love of self is attended with this ; for he who loves

himself above others not only hates all who do not serve

him . . . but also . . . lifts himself up above God . . .

These are the things signified by 'the city and the

tower.' The love of self, and all the cupidity thence,

is the most filthy and profane of all things, and is the

veriest Infernal itself.

1306. Therefore the love of self, which is conceit and

pride, is called 'height,' 'loftiness,' 'elation,' and is

described by all things which are high. 111.

. Here, the love of self is described by 'cedars,'

'oaks,' 'mountains,' 'hills,' 'a tower,' all of which are

high.

1307. The love of self is that which least of all agrees

with heavenly life ; for it is the source of all evils ; not

only of hatreds, but also of revenges, cruelties, and

adulteries ; and still less does it agree when it enters

into worship, and profanes it . . .

1324. (Thus) such a doctrine, or such a worship, in

which interiorly is the love of self, or the worship of

self, was not permitted with this Ancient Church. Sig.

1326. ' Babel '= such worship ... in which interiorly

is the love of self, consequently everything that is

filthy and profane. The love of self is nothing else

than the proprium. . . From Phihmtla, that is, the love

of self or proprium, flow forth all evils; as hatreds,

revenges, cruelties, adulteries, deceits, hypocrisies, im-

piety ; and therefore when the love of self or proprium

is in worship, such evils are in it . . . Hence is all the

profanation of worship . . . (Therefore) in proportion as

the love of self or proprium introduces itself into

worship, in the same proportion internal worship

recedes . . .

1419®. Hence it is that nothing is more contrary to

heavenly love than the love of self.

1506. (The sphere of the love of self, shown.)
^. The love of self, more than any other love, is

contrary to mutual love.

1568^. There are many things which do not agree

with the internal man. Such are all things which

spring from the love of self and from the love of the

world . . . The ends of the love of self and of the love

of the world look outwards or downwards . . .

1594. He does not believe that the love of self and
its cupidities are what disunite (the external man from

the internal) ; and also the love of the world and its

cupidities, but not so much as the love of self. ^.

'. (Moreover) when a man lives in no charity, it

cannot appear to him that the life of the love of self

and its cupidities is so contrary to heavenly love. There

is also then in the love of self and its cupidities a certain

flame and the derivative delight, which so affects the

life that he scarcely knows anything else than that

eternal happiness itself consists therein . . . They who
are 'in the love of self want even the Lord to serve

them ; and in so far as this is not done they recede . . .

This lies hidden in the love of self. From this may be

evident what is the quality of the love of self ; and also

from the fact that it stores up in itself hatred against

all who do not subject themselves to it as servants . . .

*. In proportion, therefore, as a man acknow-

ledges and believes that he is (vile and filthy), in the

same proportion he recedes from the love of self and its

cupidities . . . and in proportion as he does this, he

receives from the Lord heavenly love . . .

16672. In infancy, whatever is of the love of self and

of the love of the world appears as if it were good . . .

and is to be called so, so long as it is with an infant or

child . . .

1690^ That (the Lord fought) against the love of self

and all things which are of the love of self. Sig.

1691. All evil and falsity come forth from the love

of self and the love of the world. There is no other

origin of them ; for the love of self and of the world are

the opposites to celestial and spiritual love ;
and as they

are the opposites, they are the things which are con-

tinually endeavouring to destroy the celestial and

spiritual things of the Lord's Kingdom. From the love

of self and of the world come forth all hatreds ;
from

hatreds all revenges and cruelties ; from both the former

all deceits ; in a word, all the Hells.

*. 'Babel and Chaldea' = the love of self and of

the world.

1 742-. See Life, here,

1749- With evil and infernal Spirits there reigns the

love of self and of the world. Hence they suppose

themselves to be the gods of the universe . . .

1774. They have done goods from the love of self and

of the world . . .

18122. The Lord never fought from the love of self,

or for Himself . . .

1813-. Man . . . can never fight from any other love,

when he fights from himself, than the love of self and

of the world . . .

1861''. Those who are in the love of self ; or, what is

the same, in hatred against the neighbour. Sig.

^. Infernal fire is nothing else than hatred,

revenge, and cruelty ; or, what is the same, the love of

self. 1 862".

2027. Thus they dissociate themselves by the love of

self ...

2039. How contrary is the love of self to heavenly

love, and how filthy. Refs.

2041. The removal of the love of self and of the

world. Sig. and Ex. 2051, Sig.

2045. They who 'are in the loves of self and of the

world can never believe that they are in such filthy and
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unclean things , . . For whatever favours anyone's love

is believed to be good . . .

[A.2045]-. It is the love of self from which are all the

evils which destroy civil society. From it as from an
unclean well spring all hatreds, all revenges, all cruelties,

nay, all adulteries ; for he who loves himself either

despises, vituperates, or hates all who do not serve him,
or render honour to him, or favour him . . . Thus this

love is destructive of society and of the human race . . .

2057. They who are in the love of self. Sig. and Ex.
. Those within the Church who are in falsity,

and at the same time in the love of self, especially

profane holy things . . . for the love of self is the most
filthy of all, because it is destructive of society . . , That
it' is also diametrically opiiosite to the mutual love in

which Heaven consists, and is thus destructive of

heavenly order itself, may be evident from evil Spirits

and Genii . . . and also from the Hells, in which nothing
reigns except the love of self ; and as the love of self

reigns there, so also do all kinds of hatreds, revenges,

and cruelties . . .

^. Nothing endeavours to destroy this (heavenly)
form and order except the love of self ; thus all those
in the otlier life who are in the love of self are more
deeply infernal than others. For the love of self com-
municates nothing to others ; but extinguishes and
suffocates the delights and happinesses of others. What-
ever delight inflows to them from others they receive to

themselves, concentrate it in themselves, turn it into

what is filthy of self, and cause it not to be propagated
any furtlier. They thus destroy everything unanimous
and consociable

; the result of wliich is disunion, and
consequently destruction. And as each of them wants
to be served, worshipped, and adored by others, and
loves none but himself, there thence results dissociation,

which is determined and puts itself forth into lamentable
states, so that they perceive nothing to be more de-
lightful than to torture others by direful methods and
phantasies, from their hatred, revenge, and cruelty.

When such come to any Society where there is mutual
love, they are cast down of themselves . . . because all

the influent delight is terminated in them ; and as they
exhale a filthy idea of self, their delight is there turned
into a cadaverous stench, from which they feel the Hell
of self; and are besides seized with frightful agony.
From this may be evident what is the quality of the
love of self

; namely, that it is not only destructive of
the human race, but is also destructive of heavenly
order

; and thus that there is nothing in it except what
is impure, filthy, profane, and Hell itself; however
much it may appear not to be such to those who are in

it. Those are in the love of self who despise others in

comparison with themselves ; who hate those who do
not favour, serve, and pay them a kind of worship ; and
who take a cruel delight in revenge, and in depriving
others of honour, reputation, wealth, and life. They
who are in that are in these ; and let those who are in

these know that they are in that.

2102. The loves of self and of the world alone obstruct
the influx and operation of good and truth from the Lord.

21146. That they who liave been purified from the
loves of self and of the world—both within the Church,

and also without the Church—are justified by the Lord.

Sig.

2140. The Lord's grief and anxiety for the human
race, because it was imbued with such love of self . . .

Tr.

2196^. Man from appearances supposes that no one
can love the neighbour more than himself, and that all

love begins from self ; when yet in heaveidy love there

is nothing of the love of self.

2219. 'The faces of Sodom '= . . . interior evils, which
are of the love of self. . . The reason the worst evils

originate from the love of self, is that the love of self

is destructive of human society . . . and of heavenly

society . . .

-. It has been shown . . . that the love of self is

utterly contrary to the order into which man has been

created. Ex.
^. The love of self is the primary thing, nay, the

one only thing, which destroys this (order) ; and not so

much the love of the world ; for this latter is indeed

opposite to the spiritual things of faith, but the love of

self is opposite to the celestial things of love ; for he
who loves himself does not love anyone else, but en-

deavours to destroy all who do not worship him . . .

Hence it is evident that from the love of self spring all

hatreds, revenges, and cruelties, and also all infamous

simulations and deceits, thus all wickednesses contrary

to the order of human society, and contrary to the order

of heavenly society.

*. Nay, so wicked is the love of self, that when
the bonds are relaxed to it . . . even with those of the

lowest sort, it rushes on so as to want to dominate not

only over the relatives and neighbours, but also over the

universe ; nay, over the Supreme Divine Itself. Man
is indeed ignorant of this, because he is kept in bonds

not well known to him ; but in proportion as these

bonds are relaxed, it rushes on ; which it has been

given to know from much experience in the other life.

As these things lie hidden in the love of self, those who
are in the love of self, and are not endowed with the

bonds of conscience, above all others hate the Lord, thus

all the truths of faith . . . Moreover, this love is the

'head of the serpent,' which . . . the Lord tramples on.

^ But the love of self is not always that which

in the external form appears as conceit and pride ; for

sometimes these persons are able to have charity towards

the neighbour ; for such an external is born with some,

and with some is acquired in the age of childhood ; but

is afterwards subjugated, the external still remaining.

But those are [in the love of self] who despise others in

comparison with themselves . . . who care nothing what-

ever for the common good . . . and especially all those

who hate those who do not favour and serve them, per-

secuting ,them, and so far as they can, depriving them

of their possessions, honour, reputation, and life. They

who breathe such things in their mind may know that

they are in the love of self above others.

2220. That ' Sodom '= all the evil fi'om the love of

self. Ex. 2322.

. In the Word, the abominations springing from

the love of self are represented by adulteries of various

kinds.
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2. ' Pride '= the love of self.

2228^. Infernal life is contracted from all those ends,

thoughts, and works, which flow from the love of

self . . .

2239. That the falsity and evil of the love of self had
grown even to consummation. Sig. and Ex.

2261^, With those who live in things contrary to

charity, there can never be acknowledgment of tri;th,

but only some persuasion, to which is adjoined the life

of the love of self or of the world . . .

^. Those can never have of the Lord's life, who
. . . when their life of the love of self and of the world

is touched, hate the neighbour, and perceive delight in

the loss of his wealth, honour, reputation, and life.

2273. If he places anything of merit in temptations,

it is from the love of self . . .

2327^. The reason a state of humiliation is essential

to true worship, is that in proportion as the heart is

humbled, in the same proportion the love of self and
all the evil thence ceases ; and in proportion as this

ceases, good and truth inflow from the Lord ; for that

which stands in the way of the reception of these is

principally tlie love of self ; for in this love there are

contempt for others in comparison with self, hatred and
revenge if it is not worshipped, and unmercifulness and
cruelty ; thus the worst of all evils ; into which good
and truth can never be introduced, for they are opposites.

2363. Infernal Genii and Spirits suppose that if the

delight of the love of self and of the world were taken

away, and consequently that of the derivative evils,

nothing of life could remain to them. And when it is

shown them that life itself with bliss and happiness

then begin, they feel a certain sadness from the loss of

their delight . . . 2588^.

". Tliey who are in (the angelic) state perceive

how null, and how sad, and how lamentable, is the life

of those who are in the evils of the love of self and of

the world.

^. But in order that man may know what the life

... of the love of self and of the world relatively is

—

or, what is the same, the life of pride, avarice, envy,

hatred, revenge, unmercifulness, adultery— let him who
excels in some gift of talent make for himself the cha-

racter of anyone of these evils ; or, if he can, let him
paint it before himself according to the ideas which he

may take about these evils from experience, knowledge,

and reason ; and then he will see . . . how horrible they

are, and that they are diabolical forms, in which there

is nothing human. Such forms do all those become
after death who perceive the delight of life in such

things . . .

2441''. The love of self and its cupidities are meant
by 'men being scorched with flre ..."

''. 'The sun and moon,' in the opposite sense, =
the love of self and of the world.

2446. 'Sulpliur'= the Hell of the evils of the love of

self. . . For 'sulphur' with its derivative 'fire,' in the

Word, = the love of self with its cupidities and the

derivative Falsities . . .

2492. With those who have exercised the memory for

the sake of the love of self and of the world, it appears

conglutinated and indurated.

2657^. The first Rational at first knows no other love

than the love of self and of the world . . .

2689-'. It is the aff"ection of the love of self and of the

world which induces such a Persuasive . . .

2870. That which is of the love of self and of the

world and their cupidities appears to the man as free-

dom ; but it is infernal freedom.

2881^. At that time it appears to the man as if he
h:id no freedom ; for he is continually fighting against

the love of self and of the world . . .

2884. The freedom of the love of self and of the

world and their cupidities is . . . utter slavery . . .

(For) tlie love of self and of the world is nothing so

little as love. It is hatred.

2910". The external bonds which restrain, come from
the love of self and of the world . . .

2930''. For there are affections of truth which are not
from the heart ; as those which are from the love of
self, or of being eminent ; from the love of the world,

or of acquiring gain . . .

2982*^. Except in sicknesses . . . when the cupidities

of the love of self and of the world cease . . .

3078'-. In the other life, by means of a manifestation

of the att'ection, there is sometimes presented to view
how much there is in anyone of the love of self, and
how much of the love of the world . . .

3147. The washing of the feet signified that the dirt

of the natural man was washed away. The dirt of the

natural man is all those things which are of the love of
self and of the love of the world . . . and when the

things which are of the love of self and of the M'orld

are removed, the good (which continually inflows from

the Lord) is received there . . . ^.

3224. They who are in the loves of self and of the

world, thus in the sole heat of the light of the world,

are in the same degree aff'ected witli evils and falsi-

ties . . .

3300''. 'Red'= the evil which is of the love of self

. , . because the cupidities of the love of self are com-
pared to 'fire.' 111.

3318*. So long as a man is in the state in which he
was born . . . the good which moves these things . . .

is of the love of self and of the world . . . (But) tempta-

tions take away the tilings which are of the love of self

;

wliich are contempt for others in comparison with self,

consequently wliich are of one's own glory ; and Avhich

are also hatreds and revenges on that account . . .

3322. ' Esau '= the evil of the love of self before

falsities have been so much adjoined to it ; and * Edom

'

= the evil of that love when they have been adjoined to

it.

^. This evil, namely, that of the love of self,

which is such that it does not admit the truths of faith

. . . is described by 'Esau,' and 'Edom.' 111.

3325^. At that time the att'ection of truth cannot be

distinguished from the delight of the love of self and of

the world which is simultaneously in this afi'ection, and

is believed to be good. 3330.

3336^. For in proportion as a man is in the love of
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self and of the world, in the same proportion the good

which is of genuine love does not appear.

[A.] 3402^. Good and truth, or the Angels, are said to

be (lemoved from man . . . when he is affected with the

things which are of the love of self and of the world . .

.

3413. 'They filled the wells with dust '=by earthly

things ; that is, by the loves of self and of gain. . ,

From these loves the Philistines were called 'the uncir-

cumcised ;' for those who are in them cannot do other-

Avise than fill the wells of Abraham with dust ; that is,

obliterate the interior things of the "Word by earthly

things ; for no one can possibly see spiritual things

from these loves ... for these loves induce darkness

. . . For the love of self and of gain is such that it does

not suffer anything of truth from the Divine to approach

near to itself. But still they can glory and pride them-

selves from the fact that they know truths ; nay, they

can preach them from a certain zeal ; but it is the fires

of these loves which kindle and excite them . . .

3425^. His spirit is black and ugly, such as are the

love of self and of the world—that is, such as are

contempt for others, and hatred—in form.

34276. For he who has as the end the delight of the

love of self and of the world, complete!}' casts out of

his heart everything which is of eternal life . . .

3448*. 'The beast ' = the evils of the love of self.

3539'*. On the other hand, the most unhappy life is

that from the love of self and the love of the world
;

because Hell inflows into it.

^ (Thus) it is humiliation into which the Divine

can inflow with man, because in this state the loves of

self and of the world are removed . . .

3603-. For all those do not know what good is who
lead a life of the love of self and of the world . . . and

as they do not know what good is, they do not know
what truth is . . .

3610. There is then some delight from the love of

self, or from the love of the world, which has adjoined

itself to the affection of truth, and which appears as

good . . .

. For there is no life in the love of self and the

love of the world, or in their pleasure and delight.

3743. All these are indignant when it is said that

they do not live from themselves. The love of self is

what effects this.

3750. They who appear above the head, are those who
in the world had wanted themselves to be worshipped

as gods, and with whom the love of self had been

exalted to its height . . .

3769*. For in proportion as a man is in the loves of

self and of the world ... in the same proportion the

Word is closed to him ; for these loves have self as the

end, which end kindles natural lumen, but extinguishes

heavenly light . . .

\ 3849^. The reason truths appear animate although

there is no good of charity is from the affections of the

love of self and of the world, which have no other life

than that which in a spiritual sense is called death, and
is infernal life.

3941^. 'To reap thorns' = the evils and falsities which
are of the love of self and of the world.

3986*. (Whereas) they who are in the love of self and
of the world do not suffer themselves to be led and bent

by the Lord . . .

3993^. For example : if anyone loves himself above
others, and from this love studies to excel others in

moral and civil life, in scientific and doctrinal things,

and to be exalted to dignities, and also to wealth above
others ; and yet acknowledges and adores God, performs

offices for the neighbour from the heart, and does from

conscience what is just and fair—the evil of this love of

self is that with which good and truth can be mixed.

Ex. . . Whereas, he who loves himself above others,

and from this love despises others in comparison with

himself, hates those who do not honour and as it were

adore him, and feels the delight of hatred in revenge

and cruelty on that account—the evil of such love is

that with which good and truth cannot be mixed ; for

they are contraries.

4175-. When a man is deprived of spiritual and
celestial love, he is kindled with the love of self and of

the world. This love is relatively cold, and also

becomes cold ; not only while the man lives in the

body, but also when he comes into the other life . . .

4220-. Whereas they who have loved themselves

alone ... in the other life . . . are deprived of all

intelligence, and become very stupid. 422 1^.

4225. Whereas all who are in the love of self and in

the love of the woi'ld . . . are outside the Grand Man . . .

4274. Men are admitted . . . solely into some natural

anxieties, in order that they may thereby be withdrawn

from the loves of self and of the world, into which they

would otherwise rush unrestrainedly.

4352^ A state of persuasion from the love of self and

of the world. 4368'*.

4459^ He who is in externals alone loves himself

more than the neighbour ; and, if he loves others, it is

because they favour him ; and thus he loves them for

the sake of himself; consequently he loves himself in

them, and tliem in himself.

4496. ' Circumcision '= purification from the love of

self and of the world ; and all the cupidity of the flesh

is from these loves ; and therefore 'grief = this cupidity
;

for when a man is being purified from these loves ... he

is in grief and anxiety . . .

4672-. The Church which commences from faith has

no other regulator than the understanding ; and the

understanding than that which is hereditary to man
;

namely, the love of self and of the world . . .

4750^. Opposite to the good of celestial love is the

evil of the love of self ; and opposite to the good of

spiritual love is the evil of the love of the world. They

who are in the evil of the love of self are against all

good whatever ; but they who are in the evil of the love

of the world not so much. By 'Judah,' in the Word,

in the opposite sense, are represented those who are in

the love of self; and by 'Israel,' those who are in the

love of the world.

•*. Moreover, the Hells are distinct according to
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these two loves. They who are in the love of self,

being against all good whatever, are in the deepest and
the most grievous Hells ; whereas they who are in the

love of the world, being not so much against all good
whatever, are in Hells not so deep, and thus not so

grievous.

^. The evil of the love of self is not, as appears

to the commonalty, the external elation which is called

pride ; but it is hatred against the neighbour, and thence

a blazing desire for revenge, and a delight in cruelty.

These are the interior things of the love of self. Its

exteriors are contempt for others in comparison with

self, and aversion for those who are in spiritual good

;

and this sometimes with manifest elation or pride, and
sometimes without it. For he who holds the neigh-

bour in such hatred, interiorly loves himself alone, and
only those others whom he regards as one with himself

;

thus them in himself, and himself in them ; for the sake

of the sole end of self. Such are they who are repre-

sented by 'Judali,' in the opposite sense. Moreover,

the Jewish nation had been in such a love from the

earliest times. Des.

4751. See Avarice, here.

4776-. They who are in the love of self do evil to

the neighbour from ill-will. The reason is that they

love no one except themselves . . .

^ (Thus) . . . Hell is the love of self.

. They who are in the love of self can never

receive the truths of faith, because Hell is in this love.

They can receive them only for the sake of self-honour

and gain . . . The tilings which they imbue and appro-

priate are the negatives of truth ; for at heart they do
not even believe that there is a Hell or a Heaven, or a

life after death . . . "When they are in worship they
appear to themselves to believe ; but this is because

it has been implanted from infancy to put on that state

then ; but as soon as they are out of worship they are

also out of that state ; and then, wlien they think in

themselves they believe nothing at all ; and also accord-

ing to the life of their loves thej' excogitate such things

as are favourable thereto, which they call truths, and
also confirm from the literal sense of the Word . . .

^. All things are in the loves . . . the love of

self receives the life of Hell. Thus in the love of self

there is everything of Hell.

48i8''. With those who from the evil of the love of

self believe . . . ^.

4825^. They who are in the love of self and of the

world are in internal idolatry ; for they worship them-

selves and the world, and perform holy things for the

sake of self-adoration and gain . . .

4904^. Put off the old man, that is, the loves of self

and of the world with their concupiscences.

491 1. They who are in the dirt of loves ; that is, in

avarice, and at the same time in the love of self . . .

cannot elevate the view of the mind, and see truth, in

any other way than from self . . .

4997. See Evil, here.

5141-. When man is in . . . the delights of the love

of the world, and also of the love of self, then the

apperception is from the Sensuous. His life is then in

the body, and admits no more from interior things than
may suffice to moderate and check outbursts into what
is dishonourable and unbecoming.

5x45^ Without these degrees as planes, good . . .

flows through . . . down to the Sensuous, and there . . .

is turned into what is filthy . . . namely into the delight
of the love of self and of the world, and consequently
into the delight of hatred, revenge, cruelty, adultery,

avarice ; or into mere pleasure and luxury . . .

51653. If the love of self and of the world ... had
formed the interiors ... the face itself is hatred, revenge,
and cruelty in form.

5215. In the opposite, 'the east wind,' and 'the
east' = the love of self and the love of the world . . .

5270-. Truths . . . cannot be initiated and conjoined
with good so long as the evils of the love of self and of

the world remain in the natural man. These loves were
the first introducers, with which truths cannot possibly

be conjoined . . .

5279^. The reason despair is the last of this state, is

that by it is removed the delight of the love of self and
of the world ; and in its place is insinuated the delight

of the love of good and truth. Ex.

5287". Hence it is that in proportion as anyone loves
himself above others, in the same proportion he is less

wise.

5353^. In miseries and diseases, the loves of self and
of the world, from which are all evils, are removed . . .

In like manner in temptations . . .

5530-. With those who are in tlie loves of self and of

the world, such things as favour these loves are in the
midst . , .

5660°. They who are in a heavenly proprium ... are

not disturbed by anything of tlie love of self, conse-

quently not by anything of enmity, hatred, revenge
;

nor by anything of the love of the world, consequently
not by anything of fraud, fear, unrest. *

5662-. For heavenly peace inflows when the cupidities

originating from the love of self and of the world are

taken away ; for these are what take away peace ; for

they infest the interiors of man, and at last cause liira

to place rest in restlessness . . .

5721. The most obstinate of all are those who . . .

had lived a mere life of the love of self . , .

5807^. Whereas the opposite loves, namely the loves
of self and of the world, are not conjunctions but dis-

junctions. Ex.

5826-'. 'Those who from the will of the flesh '= those

who are in evils from the love of self and of the world.

9454.

5854. For the Angels cannot be present in evil ends
;

that is, in the loves of self and of the world . . .

^. For nothing else is seated in man than the
love of self and of gain . . .

6367^. 'A lion' ... in the opposite sense, =the evil

of the love of self in its power. 111.

6385''. 'A great mountain burning with fire '= the
love of self.
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[A.] 6390. For all slavery is from the affection of the

love of self and of the world.

639 1-. They perceive happiness in the delight of the

love of self ; and in proportion as a man perceives

delight in this love, he does not perceive delight in

heavenly love ; for they are opposites . . . 6408-.

6481. For the most part eminence begets the love of

self, and opulence the love of the world . . .

6495. -I^^^t when a man . . . receives influx from Hell,

he feels the life of the love of self and of tlie world to

be delightful . . .

65672. Then subjugates in the Xatnral the delights of

the love of self and of the world.

6667. These . . . have no love of the neighbour, but

only the love of self. The love of the neighbour which

appears with them is nothing else than the love of self

;

for in proportion as the other favours them ... he is

loved ; and in proportion as he does not favour them

... he is rejected ; and if he had previously been a

friend he is hated in the same proportion. Such things

lie hidden in the love of self . . . and break forth in the

other life.

6710. See Neighbour, here.

7245^. They worshipped Jehovah from the love of self

and the love of the world.

7255. That is evil which is of tlio love of self and the

love of the world . . .

7272^. The evils originating in evil are those which

are from cupidity arising from the love of self and of

the world.

7293^. ' Dragons ' = reasonings from the loves of self

and of the world.

7324*. 'Fire and sulphur ' = the love of self and the

derivative cupidities . . .

7364-. (The love of self and of the world the origin

of empires and kingdoms.)

7367. The love of self reigns with a man—that is, a

man is in the love of self—when in the things which he

is thinking and doing he does not keep the neighbour

in view . . . still less the Lord ; but only himself and
his ; consequently, when he does all things for the sake

of himself and his ; and if for the sake of the public and
the neighbour, it is only that it may appear. 7368.

N.66.

7369. In proportion as a man is in the love of self,

in the same proportion he removes himself from the love

of the neighbour. Consequently in proportion as a man
is in the love of self, in the same proportion he removes
himself from Heaven . . . From which it also follows,

that in proportion as a man is in the love of self, in the

same proportion he is in Hell ; for in Hell there is the

love of self.

7370. That man is in the love of self who despises

the neighbour in comparison with himself, who holds

him as an enemy if he does not favour him, and if he
does not worship him : still more is he in the love of

self who on this account liates the neighbour and perse-

cutes him : and still more he who on this account
blazes with revenge against him, and desires his ruin.

Such at last love to rage fiercely against the neighbour
;

and the same, if they are also adulterers, become cruel.

N.68.

7371. The delight which these persons perceive in

such things is the delight of the love of self. This

delight with a man is infernal delight . . .

7376. (Thus) these two loves (the love of self

and the love of the world) are the origins of all evils
;

for they are diametrically contrary to love towards the

neighbour, and to love to the Lord ; thus they are

diametrically contrary to Heaven . . . Consequently it is

these loves which make Hell with a man ; for these two

loves reign in Hell.

7377. But those are not in these loves (the love of

self and the love of the world) who aspire to honours

not for the sake of self, but for tlie sake of their country ;

and who aspire to wealth not for the sake of wealth, but

for the sake of the necessaries of life for themselves and

theirs, and also for the sake of good use . . .

74SS. From the things which have been said concern-

ing the loves of self and of the world, it is evident that

all evils come forth from them ; and as all evils do so,

all falsities come forth thence.

7489. As this is so, it is evident that in proportion as

a man is in the loves of self and of the world, in the

same proportion he is not in love towards the neighbour,

still less in love to the Lord ; for they are opposites.

7490. It is also evident that in proportion as a man
is in the loves of self and of the world, in the same
proportion he does not know what charity is . . . and

also in the same proportion he does not know what faith

is . . . and also in the same proportion he does not know
what conscience is . . . nay, in the same proportion he
does not know what the Spiritual is, thus neither what
is the life of Heaven. And finally, [it is evident that in

the same proportion] he does not believe in the existence

of Heaven or of Hell ; consequently in the life after

death. These are the effects of the loves of self and of

the world when they reign.

7493. The loves of self and of the world begin to

reign with a man when he arrives at the age of his own
judgment and rights ; for then a man begins to think

from himself or from what is his own ; and he then

begins to appropriate these things to himself . . .

7542. 'The heart ' = the inmost . . . and the inmost

with the evil is the love of self and the love of the

world . . .

7640*^. For the internal with those who are in evil

from the love of self, is to keep in view and magnify

themselves alone, and to avert themselves from all who
do not favour them.

7750-. As man is in the love of self and the love of

the world, he cannot but be born into all ignorance . . .

But by Divine means he is brought to something of

intelligence and wisdom ; but still not actually into anj',

unless he removes the loves of self and of the world ;

and thus opens the way for love to the Lord, and love

towards the neighbour.

7819. The man who is in the good of charity and

faith also loves himself and the world, but no otherwise

than as means to an end. With him the love of self
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lias regard to the love of the Lord ; for he loves himself

as a means to the end that he may be able to serve the

Lord ; and the love of the world with him has regard to

the love of the neighbour ; for he loves the world as a

means for the sake of the end that he may be able to

serve the neighbour.

8012. 'Everyone uncircumcised shall not eat of it' =
that he who is in the loves of self and of the world

cannot be together.

8037. They who have the love of self or the love of

the world as the end cannot possibly be in charity and
faith. They who are in these loves do not even know
what charity and what faith are ; and do not at all

comprehend that to will good to the neighbour without

recompense is Heaven in man , . . for they believe that

if they are deprived of the joy from the glory of honours

and wealth there is no longer any joy ; when j'et

heavenly joy then first begins . . .

8ii82. (In the Golden Age) the love of self and the

love of the world were far removed.

8288. 'The heart of the sea (Suph)' = the evil of the

love of self and the derivative falsities, Ex.

8313. These are 'Philistines;' and they are called

'the uncircumcised' from the evils of the love of self

and of the world, in which is their life.

8314. (Despair of enlarging their dominion) with

those who were in a life of evil from the love of self.

Sig. and Ex. 8318.

8315. (And with) those who were in a life of falsity

from the love of self. Sig. and Ex.

8318'-. It is to be known that evils are from a twofold

origin ; namely, from the love of self, and from the

love of the world. They who are in evils from the love

of self love themselves alone, and despise all others

except those who make one with themselves ; in loving

whom they do not love them, but themselves, because

they see themselves in them. The evils from this origin

are the worst of all ; for they not only despise others in

comparison with themselves, but also pursue them with

vituperations and hold them in hatred for a slight cause,

and then breathe their ruin ; and thus revenge and

cruelty become the delight of their lives. They who
are in the evil of this love are deep down in Hell

according to the quality and the quantity of this love.

But they who are in evil from the love of the world also

hold the neighbour in slight estimation, and esteem

him solely for his wealth . . . They desire to possess all

things which belong to the neighbour ; and when they

are in this cupidity they are devoid of all charity and
mercy ; for to deprive the neighbour of his goods is the

delight of their lives, especially with those who are

sordidly avaricious . . . Those with whom the evil of this

love dominates are also in the Hells, but not in such

deep ones as they who are in the evil of the love of self,

8349^. The communication with good is intercepted

as soon as a man comes into his ])ropriuni ; for he thus

falls into the evil of the love of self or of the world . . .

8409. In the opposite sense, ' flesh '= the proprium of

man ; thus the evil of the love of self ; and consequently

the cupidities of this love.

8410^ In the opposite sense, ' bread ' = that which
nourishes those who are in Hell, and supports their life.

That this is the evil of the love of self and of the world,

is evident from the life of Hell, which consists solely in

this love,

8462. Before regeneration, man believes that besides

the delights of the love of self and of the world, which
he calls goods, there cannot possibly be any good . . .

And if anyone should say that there is an interior good
which cannot come to the apperception so long as the
delights of the love of self and of the world dominate,
and that this is the good in which are good Spirits and
Angels, [such persons] are astounded . . . when yet this

good immensely transcends the delights of the love of
self and of the world , . ,

8480^. But good from man is with those who love

themselves above all things, and despise the neighbour
in comparison with themselves. These are they who
also have care for the morrow, because they trust in

themselves.

8487. Hence 'the sun,' in the opposite sense, =:the

love of self and of the world.

-. In proportion, therefore, as the delights of the

loves of self and of the world rise up, the good of

celestial love vanishes ; for they are opposites. So, also,

conversely.

85 1
3-, He who loves himself above the neighbour

leads himself.

8549. Man is born into natural life . . . Natural life

is to love self and the world above the neighbour ; nay,

above God Himself.

8550. Every man is born into the evils of the love of

self and of the world from his parents . . .

8678. For pride is to love self above others . , . The
love of self, which is pride, is such, that in proportion

as the rein is given to it, it rushes on, increasing to

the greatest possible degree, and at last to the Divine

throne itself, so as to want to be a god. Such are all

who are in Hell , . , This endeavour is that wdiich is

restrained by the Lord, and is what is meant by 'the

head of the serpent' , , . Such are also meant by
'Lucifer , .

.'

-. TJiat pride of heart, which is the love of self,

repels from itself the Divine, and removes from itself

Heaven. Ex.

'^. Refs. to the subject of the love of self.

8737. The instructor and castigator Spirits . . , are

inflexible, because they do it from the love of self . . .

S781-. Heavenly light appears as the density of a

cloud to those who are in the love of self and of the

world, as was that nation. 8788.

8854. He who loves himself above all things, re-

members himself in every single thing ; he thinks about

himself, he speaks about himself, he acts for the sake of

himself ; for his life is a life of self.

8868^, The truths which are not alive are not truths,

because within them is the love of self and the love of

the world,

8873, The life from the Lord inflows solely into a

humble and submissive heart ... for when the heart is

2E
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truly humble, nothing of the love of self and of the

love of the world causes obstruction.

[A.] 8908-. All with whom there reigns the love of self

or of the world ; that is, who have as the end eminence

or honours, or wealth or gain, hesitate not to say and
persuade that to be unjust which is just, and that to be

just which is unjust ; and thus to act as 'witnesses of a

lie.' Ex.
*. For 'Moab' = those who are in the evil of the

love of self, and who therefore falsify truths.

8910. 'Thou shalt not covet . .
.' = that we are to

beware of the love of self and of the world . . .

8941 ^ There are two religiosities which are from Own
intelligence ; one, in which the love of self and of the

world is everything, (which) in the Word is called

'Babel.' Within, it is profane from the love of self

and of the world . . .

8993-. By natural delight is meant the delight flow-

ing forth from the love of self and the love of the

world . . , Such affections of truth as flow forth . . .

from natural delight are represented by 'the daughter

of an Israelitish man sold for a maid-servant;' for all

that which derives its origin from the love of self or

the love of the world is . . . enslaved.

8995'*. (The man) had his head in Hell when he had

the delights of the love of self or of the love of the

world as the end ; but he has his head in Heaven
when he holds them as means to the end . . . Sig. and

Ex.

9049. With an evil man (in the Spiritual World)

who from the heart does evil to another . . . the aff'ec-

tion of the love of self is augmented ; and together with

it the delight of hatred and revenge against those who
do not submit themselves. The reason this takes place

is that the evil of the love of self is wliat is universally

regnant in Hell ; and it constantly inflows according to

the degree in which it is practised against another.

When this takes place, the punishers are immediately

3,t hand, who evilly entreat him . . .

9088-. Purifications from the loves of self and of the

•world cannot possibly be eff"ected except by means of

the truths of faith ; because these teach that all con-

cupiscences are from these loves. Hence it was that

•circumcision . . . was performed with a knife of rock . . .

9096. External bonds are aff'ections of the love of self

and of the world ... If these descend from internal

laonds, which are aff'ections of truth and good, they are

^ood ; for then the man loves himself and the world

... for the sake of good uses from himself and the

world. But if they .do not descend thence, they are

evil, and are called cupidities ; for then the man loves

himself for the sake of himself, and the world for the

sake of the world.

9141^. The love of evil, that is, the love of self and

the love of the world, make the fire of life with an evil

man and with a Spirit of Hell . . .

^ 'A river of sulphur ' = falsities from the evils of

the love of self and of the world.

*. 'The day which cometh'= the last time of the

Church, when the loves of self and of the world will

reign, and will consume all the truths and goods of the

Church , . .

9144^. When the loves of self and of the world are

attacked, then fire from the will bursts forth into the

Intellectual, and conceives a flame there. This flame is

what is called anger.

^ 'A prickly brier' = the falsity of the con-

cupiscences of the love of self; 'a thorn ' = the falsity

of the concupiscences of the love of the world.

9174. Good is like the soul in man ... If the good
of the love of self or of the love of the world is the soul

of a man, he is not a man, but a wild beast , . .

9188. 'A witch'= those with whom something of the

Church is conjoined with the falsities of the evil of the

love of self. Ex.

*. 'Fire and flame '= the love of self.

9190. Conjunction with the evils of the cupidities of

the love of self. Sig.

9207^. For they who love the Lord and themselves

in an equal degree are they who are called 'luke-

warm ..."

9210^. But they who do all things for the sake of

themselves and the world love themselves above all

things, thus more than God . . .

9241. They who are in the love of self and of the

world—that is, they who are in evils and the derivative

falsities—cannot have the faith (wliich is called trust

and confidence) . . .

9242. They think of tlie state of their life after death

. , . from the love of self for Heaven.

9335. An afflux of falsities from the delights of the

loves of self and of the world. Sig. and Ex.

9341'. 'The Euphrates '= the pleasure which origin-

ates from the loves of self and of the world . . .

9348. The reason evils allure and deceive, is that all

evils spring from the loves of self and of the world
;

and the loves of self and of the world are born with

man . . . and therefore these loves, like the hidden

currents of a river, continually draw the thought and

will of man away from the Lord to himself, and away

from Heaven to the world ; thus from the truths and

goods of faith to falsities and evils.

®. The diabolical crew attack nothing else with

man than these loves of his (the loves of self and of

the world), which they delight in every way . . .

^. For from the love of self springs contempt for

others in comparison with self ; then the ridiculing and

vituperation of them ; afterwards enmity if they do not

favour him ; and at last the delight of hatred, the

delight of revenge ; thus the delight of fierceness ; nay,

of cruelty. In the other life, this love ascends to such

a point, that unless the Lord favours them, and gives

them dominion over others, they not only despise Him,
but also ridicule the Word which is about Him ; and at

last act against Him from hatred and revenge ; and, in

so far as they cannot act against Him, they exercise

such things with fierceness and cruelty against all who
profess Him. Hence it is evident that it is from the

love of self that the diabolical crew is such. Therefore,

as ' a snare '= the delight of the love of self and of the

world, it also = the destruction of spiritual life, and

perdition ; for everything of faith and love to the Lord,

and everything of love towards the neighbour, are
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destroyed by the delight of the love of self and of the

world, when it dominates.

^ That these loves are the origins of all evils,

and that Hell is from and in these loves
; and that

these loves are the fires there, is at this day unknown in

the world ; when yet it might be known from the fact

that these loves are opposite to love towards the neigh-

bour and to love to God, that they are opposite to

humiliation of heart, and that from these alone come
forth all contempt, all hatred, all revenge, and all

fierceness and cruelty ; as every one may know who
takes the matter into consideration.

9366. In proportion as they are in the fire of the loves

of self and of the world, and from this fire speak,

preach, and act, in the same proportion they are in this

Persuasive ; and then they know no otherwise than that

the thing is so. But when they are not in the fire of

these loves, they then believe nothing . . .

9377. The Divine of the Lord cannot inflow into a

proud heart ; that is, into a heart full of the love of

self ; for such a heart is hard . . .

^ (The Israelitish people) were in the love of

aelf and of the world above all the peoples in the

universe , . . (and) they who humble themselves from

the belief that they are holy of themselves . . . (do so)

from the love of self . . , and they are in externals . . .

for the love of self dwells in the external man, and

cannot enter into the internal man . . . 939i^-,Sig.

9434^ For with these the Divine love ... is turned

into the fire or love of self and of the world ; thus into

contempt for others in comparison with self; into

enmities against all who do not favour them ; and thus

into hatreds, into revenges, and at last into fiercenesses.

Sig.

^ 'To put strange fire into the censers'- to

institute worship from . . . the love of self and of the

world.

9447. Good and truth continually inflow from the

Lord with every man ; but infernal loves—which are

the loves of self and of the world in which they are

—

stand in the way, and turn the influx of good into evil,

and that of truth into falsity.

9705. But in proportion as a man is in the love of

self, and in the love of the world, in the same proportion

he is iu the external man ; and in so far as he dares, he

speaks and acts from it. (Compare N.42.

)

9723®. ' Ashes' = what is damned remaining after the

burning up from the fire of the love of self.

9802. They who are in the love of self, and in the

persuasion of intelligence and wisdom from self, are in

such cold and thick darkness.

9809'. The casting down of the infernal love of self

into the Hells. Sig.

9960^^. 'Nakedness' . . . and 'ignominy' . . .=in-

fernal loves, which are the loves of self and of the

world, which defile interior things. 996i<=.

^^. The perversity of the Church is described by
'scortations,' 'adulteiies,' and 'the revelation of naked-

ness,' which are nothing else than filthy and infernal

loves, which are the loves of self and of the world when
they are ends ; from which spring all evils and the

derivative falsities.

9976. Therefore they who place merit in works, love

themselves ; and they who love themselves despise the

neighbour ; nay, they are angry with God Himself if

if they do not receive the hoped-for reward.

10035". It is to be known that all the voluntar)'

proprium of man is evil, because from himself man loves

nothing but himself and the world ; and if he loves the

neighbour, it is for the sake of himself.

I0037'''. 'A cake of barley with the dung of man' =
the interior good of the Church interiorly defiled with

the evils of the love of self; 'a cake with the excre-

ments of an ox' = the external good of the Church defiled

witli the evils of that love.

10038. 'Thou shalt burn with fire outside the camp'
= that they are to be comndtted to Hell, and to be con-

sumed with the evils of the love of self. . . For this

love consumes all the goods and truths of faith. That
the love of self does this, is at this day known to

scarcely anyone, and thus neither that this love is

Hell with man, and that it is meant by infernal fire.

-. For there are two fires of life with man ; one

is the love of self, and the other is love to God. They
who are in the love of self cannot be in love to

God, because they are opposites. The reason they are

opposites is that the love of self pi-oduces all evils

;

which are contempt for others in comparison with our-

selves, enmity against those who do not favour us, and

at last hatreds, revenges, fiercenesses, cruelties ; which

evils utterly resist the Divine influx, and consequently

extinguish the truths and goods of faith and charity . . .

The love of self produces evils of every kind in propor-

tion as it . . . reigns. The worst kind of the love of

self is the love of dominating for the sake of self . . .

10130*. But they who are in the love of self and of

the world ; that is, who do the things which they do

for the sake of self and the world as ends, are consoci-

ated in Hell.

• -'. It is the contrary with those who are in Hell.

The more they are in the love of self and in the love of

the world, the more they turn themselves from the

Lord and have Him behind them.

102 10". (Thus) the more anyone trusts and believes

in himself—thus the more anyone is in the love of self

—the less he is in the good of innocence . . .

10227^. In proportion as it is acknowledged (that

nothing of truth and good is from self), in the same

proportion the love of self departs ; and, with the love

of self, the thick darkness from falsities and evils ; and

also in the same proportion theiman comes into inno-

cence, and into love and faith in the Lord.

10284-. All love with man from man is the love of

self, and the love of the world for the sake of self . . .

10319. That the evils of the love of self and of the

world induce such ignorance concerning those things

which are of eternal life . . .

10400-. All those are in externals without internals

who are in the loves of self and of the world ; for with

them the internal man is closed, and only the external

man is open . . .

10420". When Heaven operates with a man ... it

withdraws him from the loves of self and of the world.
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and from the falsities thence springing , . . "Whereas when
the internal cannot be elevated . . . the external looks

to nothing else than self and the world ; for the loves

of self and of the world are reigning.

[10420P. The}- who love themselves and the world

above all things turn their faces away from the Lord,

and turn themselves to Hell . . .

10455". Such an inversion exists with those with

whom the loves of self and of the world are reign-

ing .. .

10463. 'He burnt it with fire '= altogether from the

loves of self and of the world, which are condemned to

Hell. . . For these loves, when they reign, are Hell with

man.

10503*^. All those are in this (worst kind) of worship

who are in the love of self, and still believe in the

Word ; for they apply the sense of tlie letter ... to the

worship of self.

10533. They who are in . . . the loves of self and of

the world cannot at all receive anything Divine ; and

therefore the Internal with them is kept closed . . . For

their life is from the loves of self and of the world ; and

there is a perpetual opposition and contrariety between

these loves and heavenly loves . . . and therefore their

life would be extinguished by the influx of the Divine.

10582". They who are such . . . call the love of the

world and the love of self heavenly love . . .

10596. The life of man after death is the life of his

love and of his faith ... It is the life of Hell for those

who have loved themselves and the world above all

things.

10609. The reason they could not be instructed con-

cerning (the interior and exterior good of the Church)

was that they were in the loves of self and of the world

;

and they who are in these loves can never know what
celestial and spiritual good is . . .

10694^. For when heavenly loves . . . inflow into

earthly loves, which are the loves of self and of the

world, they induce agonies as of death.

10724. Those with whom reign the love of self and

the love of the world do not know what Heaven and the

happiness of Heaven are ; and it appears incredible to

them that there can be happiness in any other loves
;

when yet the happiness of Heaven enters in proportion

as these loves are removed as ends.

10732. That nothing of the love of the proprium,

which is that of self and of the world, ought to appear

in each and all thing* of man which are from the Lord.

Sig. and Ex.

10741. In the same way as love to the Lord and love

towards the neighbour make the life of Heaven with

man, so the love of self and the love of the world,

when they reign, make the life of Hell with him ; for

the latter loves are opposite to the former ; and therefore

they with whom reign the loves of self and of the

world can receive nothing from Heaven ; but the things

which they receive are from Hell.

10742. Hence it is that they with whom the love of

self and the love of the world make the life, will good

to themselves alone, and not to others except for the

sake of themselves : and, as their life is from Hell, they

despise others in comparison with themselves ; they are

angry with them if they do not favour them ; they hate

them ; they blaze with revenge against tliem ; nay,

they desire to treat them with fierceness. At last these

things become the delights of their life ; thus their

loves.

10814^. For in proportion as a man does not love and
Avorship the Lord, he loves and worships himself ; and
in the same proportion also loves the world more than

Heaven.
. This, then, is the dominion of the love of self.

Des.

H. 18". But they who are in the love of self and of

the world are in no faculty of receiving (the things of

Heaven) ; they are averse to them ; they reject them
;

and at the first touch and influx of them they flee

away, and associate with those in Hell, who are in like

loves to themselves.

87. "What correspondence is, is at this day unknown
. . . the primary cause of which is, that man has re-

moved himself from Heaven by the love of self and of

the world ; for he who loves himself and the world

above all things looks to no other than worldly things,

because they gratify the external senses . . .

122. For the fieriness of the world corresponds to the

love of self ; and the luminosity thence corresponds to

the falsity from this love ;• and the love of self is com-

pletely opposite to Divine love ; and the falsity from

this love is completely opposite to Divine truth . , .

Hence it is that to adore the sun and moon of the world

. . . = to love self and the falsities which are from the

love of self. 111.

151^. They who are in evils from the love of self,

dwell from the east to the west (of Hell).

272. An additional reason . . . which in Heaven is

the primary one, why the Angels can receive such great

wisdom, is that they are devoid of the love of self ; for

in proportion as anyone is devoid of this love, in the

same proportion he is able to be wise in Divine things.

It is this love which closes the interiors to the Lord and

to Heaven, and opens the exteriors and turns them to

self ; and therefore all those with whom this love

dominates are in thick darkness as to the things wliich

are of Heaven, however much they may be in light as

to the things which are of the world. On the other

hand, the Angels, being devoid of this love, are in the

light of wisdom ; for the heavenly loves in which they

are . . . open the interiors, because these loves are from

the Lord, and the Lord Himself is in them . . .

283*^. From this it was evident that the proprium of

man, and the derivative love of self, are contrary to

innocence . . .

359. It is not diflicult ... to enter the way of Heaven.

The sole difficulty is to be able to resist the love of self

and of the world, and to prevent them from predominat-

ing ; for thence come all evils.

393S. From which it is evident that they who ha-ve

loved themselves and the world more than use cannot

have any lot in Heaven ; for his love . . . remains with

everyone . . .
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396. Such as is the love, such is the delight. The

delights of the body ... all flow forth from the love of

self and from the love of the world . . . These loves and

their delights inflow from the flesh and from the world

by an external way, which is from beneath, and they

affect the exteriors. In proportion, therefore ... as

these two loves of the world are received and aS"ect, in

the same proportion the exteriors are opened which are

of the body, and which look from Heaven to the

world . , .

398. For he who is wholly in the delight of the body

. . . or, what is the same, in the love of self and of the

world, feels nothing of delight except in honour, gain,

and the pleasures of the body and senses ; and these so

extinguish and suttbcate interior delights . . . that they

are believed not to be.

399. (The two heavenly loves) are thus communicative

of their delights. It is otherwise with the loves of self

and of the world. The love of self withdraws and takes

away all delight from others, and derives it into itself;

for it wills well to itself alone ; and the love of the

world wills that the things of the neighbour should be

its own. Therefore these loves are destructive of the

delights with others. If they are communicative, it is

for the sake of themselves . . . That such is the character

of the loves of self and of the world when they reign,

has often been given to perceive bj^ living exjjerience.

AVhenever Spirits approached who had been in these

loves while they had lived as men in the world, my
delight receded and vanished. And I have also been

told that if such merely approach any heavenly Societ}',

the delight of those who are in the Society is dinunished

exactly according to the degi'ee of their }iresence ; and,

wonderful to say, those evil ones are then in their own
delight. . . From these things it may be seen that the

loves of self and of the world are destructive of the joys

of Heaven ; and are thus completely oiiposite to heavenly

loves, which are communicative.

401. The man who is in the love of self and of the

world feels delight from these loves so long as he lives

in the body, and also in each of the pleasures which are

from them. But the man who is in love to God and in

love towards the neighbour does not manifest!}' feel

delight from these loves so long as he lives in the body

. . . But after death the states are completely changed.

Tbe delights of the love of self and of the world are

then turned into things painful and direful, because into

such things as are called infernal fire ; and by turns into

things filthy and dirty, which correspond to their un-

clean iileasures ; and which, Avonderful to say, are then

delightful to them.

487. But to know their own reigning love is impos-

sible to those who are in the love of self, because they

love what is their own, and they call their evils goods,

and the falsities which favour them . . . truths. Still

. . . they can know it from others who are wise . . . But

neither is this possible with those who have been so

much given up to the love of self that they reject all

the teaching of the wise.

508. For in jiroportion as anyone loves himself, in

the same proportion he is removed from Heaven
;
(thus)

from wisdom.

532-. Hence it is that as the higher things of the

mind are closed with those who love themselves and

the world above all things, they at heart deny Divine

truths ; and if from the memory they say anything

about them, still they do not understand them. They

regard them no otherwise than as they regard worldly

and bodily things. Such being their character, they

can pay no attention to anything except the things

which enter through the senses of the body . . . among

which are many things which are filthy, obscene, pro-

fane, and wicked ; and which cannot be withdrawn,

because there is no influx from Heaven into the minds

of such, on account of these being closed above.

551. That all who are in Hell are in evils and the

derivative falsities from the loves of self and of the

world. Gen. art.

554. From having looked at the monstrous forms of

Spirits in the Hells—which are all forms of contempt

for others, of threatenings against those who do not

honour and reverence them ; and also forms of hatreds

and revenges against those who do not favour them—it

was evident that all in general were forms of the love of

self and of the love of the world ; and that the evils, of

which thej' are the special forms, derive their origins

from these two loves. I have also been told from

Heaven . . . that these two loves, namely, the love of

self and the love of the world, reign in the Hells, and

also make the Hells . . .

555. I wondered at first whence this was, that the

love of self and the love of the world are so diabolical ;

and that those who are in them are such monsters to

look at ; because in the world there is little reflection

upon the love of self, but upon the self-exaltation of

mind in externals which is called pride ; and which,

because it appears to the sight, is alone lielieved to be

the love of self. Besides, the love of self which does

not display itself in this way, is believed in the world

to be the tire of life. Ex. . . Hence it is that it is not

known in the world, that, regarded in itself, the love of

self is the love which reigns in Hell, and which makes

Hell with man. This being the case, I will first describe

what the love of self is, and will then [show] that from

this love spring all evils and the derivative falsities.

556. The love of self is to will well to one's self

alone, and not to others except for the sake of self ; not

even to the Church, one's Country, nor to any human

society ; and is also to do well to them solely for the

sake of one's own reputation, honour, and glory ; and

unless he sees these things in the uses which he per-

forms to others, he says in his htart, What is that to

me ? . . . and so he omits them. AVhence it is evident,

that he who is in the love of self does not love the

Church, his Country, nor society, nor any use, but him-

self alone. His delight is merely the delight of the

love of self ; and as the delight which comes forth from

the love makes the life of a man, therefore his life is a

life of self ; and a life of self is a life from the proprium

of man ; and the proprium of man, regarded in itself,

is nothing but evil. He who loves himself also loves

his own, who in special are his children and grand-

children ; and in general, all who make one with him

... To love these is also to love himself ; for he re-
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gaids them as it were in himself, and himself in them.

Among those whom he calls his own are also all those

who praise, lionour, and worship him. N.65. 67.

T.400.

[H.] 557. The quality of the love of self may be evident

from a compai-ison with heavenly love. Ex. . . Hence it

follows that he who is in the love of self wills that the

Church, his Country, human societies, and his fellow-

citizens should serve him ; and not he them ; for he

places himself above them, and them below himself.

Hence it is that in proportion as anyone is in the love

of self, in the same proportion he removes himself from
Heaven . . . N.69.

558. (The contrast with heavenly love continued.)

But in proportion as anyone is in the love of self

—

which love is to perform uses and goods for the sake of

self—in the same proportion he is led by himself . . .

Hence it also follows that in proportion as anj'one loves

himself, in the same proportion he removes himself

from the Divine . . . N.70.

5S8a. That the love of self is opposite to love to-

wards the neighbour, may be seen from the origin and
the essence of both. The love of the neighbour with

him Avho is in the love of self begins from self; for he
says that everyone is neighbour unto himself; and from
him as from a centre it jiroceeds to all who make one
with him . . . They who are outside this consociation are

accounted as nothing ; and they who are against them
and their evils are accounted as enemies, whatever their

character maj' be . . .

^. In a word, the love of self makes the head
with the man in whom it is ; and heavenly love makes
the feet with him . . .

559- The love of self is also such that in proportion

as the reins are loosed to it ; that is, in proportion as

external bonds are removed ... in the same proportion

it rushes on, until at last it wants to exercise command
not only over the universal world, but also over the

whole Heaven, and over the Divine itself ; and there is

never any terminus or end to it. This lies hidden in

everyone who is in the love of self, although it is not
evident before the world, where the said bonds withhold
it. Examps. N.71.

560. Present to yourself some society compose<l wholly
of such as love themselves alone, and none others except

in so far as they make one with themselves. Des.

561. The interiors ... of those who love themselves
above all things are turned to themselves and the world

. . . Hence it is that they are obsessed with evils of

every kind, and that the Divine cannot inflow . . .

Hence it is that in the other life all such look backwards
from the Lord to the thick darkness which is there in

place of the sun of the world . . .

562. The evils which are in those who are in the love

of self are in general contempt for others, envy, enmity
against all who do not favour them, the derivative

hostility, hatreds of various kinds, revenges, cunning,

deceits, unmercifulness, and cruelty ; and in regard to

the things of religion there is not only contempt for the

Divine, and for Divine things . . . but also anger
against them, which is also turned into hatred when

the man becomes a Spirit ; and then he not only cannot
endure to hear of these things, but also blazes with
hatred against all who acknowledge and worship the
Divine. Examp. N.75.

5636. From this it was evident that they who are in

the love of self, however much they from the fire of the
love of self may seem in the world to speak wisely, still

do so only from the memory, and not from any rational

light ; and therefore, in the other life, when it is no
longer permitted that the things of the natural memory
should be reproduced, they are more stupid than others;

and this for the reason that they are separated from
the Divine.

564-. (The dominion which is from the love of self.

See Dominion, here.)

5706. In these and many other places, by 'fire' is

meant the cupidity whicli is of the love of self and of

the world.

571. Therefore when the Hells are opened, there is

... a dense fieriness from the Hells where the love of

self reigns ; and a flaminess from those where the love

of the world reigns.

578. The worst (devils) of all are those who have

been in evils from the love of self, and who at the

same time within themselves have acted from deceit . . .

Most of these are in the Hells at the back, and are

called Genii ; and it is their delight there to render

themselves invisible, and to fly around others like

phantoms, and to introduce evils in secret . . . These are

more direfully tormented than any others. But those

who are not deceitful . . . and yet are in evils from the

love of self, are also in the Hells at the back, but not

in such deep ones.

5S7-. Hence the Hells in the western (piarter are the

worst of all . . . In these Hells are they who in the

world had been in the love of self, and thence in con-

tempt for others, and in enmity against those who did

not favour them, and also in hatred and revenge against

those who did not venerate and worship them . . .

596-. All in the Hells opposite to the Celestial King-

dom are in the love of self . . ,

N. 59. The two loves from which are all evils and

falsities, are the love of self, and the love of the world.

These two loves are completely opposite to the two

former loves.

60. The love of self and the love of the world make
Hell with man ; and therefore also they reign in Hell.

They close and destroy the internal spiritual man, and

make man natural and sensuous in the degree and

quality of their dominion. 61.

65. On the loves of self and of the world. Chapter.

T.400.

74. FroT^i these things, then, it may be Known who
are in the love of self. It matters not how they may
appear in the external form, whether self-exalted or

humble ; for such things [as the love of self] are in the

interior man, and the interior man is hidden from most,

and the exterior is taught to counterfeit the things

which are of the love of the public and the neighbour

. . . and this for the sake of self. For they know that
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to love the public and the neighbour affects all interiorly,

amd that they are loved and esteemed in the same pro-

portion . . .

78. In a word, the love of self and the love of the

world are completely opposite to love to the Lord and

to love towards the neighbour ; and therefore the love

of seK and the love of the world are infernal loves ; for

they also reign in Hell, and also make Hell with man.

79. From the things now said it may be seen that in

these two loves, and from them, are all evils ; for those

evils which have been enumerated above, (75), are the

general ones ; and the rest, which have not been enu-

merated, being specific, are derived and flow from them.

Hence it may be evident that as man is born into these

two loves, he is born into evils of every kind.

81. (Refs. to passages on the subject of the loves of

self and of the world.)

-. That the loves of self and of the world may
serve as means, and by no means as the end. Refs.

82. That the proprium of man ... is the love of self

and of the world. Refs. to passages.

83. On the Hereditary of man . . . that it is the love

of self and of the world. Refs. to passages.

U. 174". Hence the love of self, when it is regnant,

is the father of all such evils . . .

W. 47. The very essence-ywM?n,-of love, is not to

love self ... To feel one's own delight in another, and

not his in one's self, is not to love ; for this is to love

self ... To love one's own in another ... so disjoins,

that in proportion as anyone has so loved another, in

the same proportion he afterwards hates him. For such

conjunction is successively dissolved of itself, and then

the love becomes hatred in the like degree. 48, Ex.

49. If there were anything of the Divine in others

. . . (God) would love Himself. . . If the Infinite or the

Divine were in others . . . He would be the love of self,

of which not one whit can be in God, for it is completely

opposite to the Divine essence. Therefore the love

must be given to others in whom there is nothing of the

Divine in itself.

262, From the reaction connate with him, the natural

mind or man, when he loves himself and the world

above all things, acts against those things which are of

the spiritual mind or man. He then also feels delight

in evils of every kind . . . and he then also acknowledges

nature as the creatress of the universe, and confirms all

these things by his Rational ; and after the confirma-

tions he either perverts, or suffocates, or rejects the

goods and truths of Heaven and the Church, and at last

either shuns them, or is averse to them, or hates them.

This he does in his spirit . . . When a man is such, he

successively shuts up the spiritual mind closer and

closer.

275^. The love of self and the love of the world make

the inmost degree in the Hells . . . and the folly and

insanity from these loves, which appear like wisdom

and intelligence, make the middle degree in the Hells

. . . and the conclusions from these two degi-ees, which

become either knowledges or acts, make the outermost

degree in the Hells.

335-. For the proprium which is the love of self

hardens and closes up the heart ; but is removed by the

acknowledgment that nothing but evil is done from

himself, and nothing but good from the Lord.

396. The reason the love of self and the love of the

world are infernal loves, and the reason man was able to

come into them, and thus destroy the will and under-

standing in himself, is that from creation the love of self

and the love of the world are heavenly ; for they are

loves of the natural man which are of service to spiritual

loves as foundations are of service to houses. For from

the love of self and of the world man wills well to his

body ; he wants to be fed, clothed, and housed, to take

thought for his house, to solicit employment for the

sake of use, and even to be honoured according to the

dignity of the affairs which he administers, for the sake

of obedience ; and also to be delighted and recreated

from the delights of the world. But all these things

are for the sake of the end which must be use. For by

these things he is in a state to serve the Lord, and to

serve the neighbour. But when there is no love of

serving the Lord and the neighbour, and only a love of

serving himself from the world, then, from being

heavenly, that love becomes infernal ; for it causes the

man to immerse his mind and animus in his proprium,

which in itself is all evil.

419. From birth man loves nothing but himself and

the world ; for nothing else appears before his eyes . . .

and this love is corporeal natural, and may be called

material. Besides, this love has been made impure from

the separation of heavenly love from it with the parents.

This love cannot be separated from its impurity unless

man has the faculty of elevating the understanding into

the light of Heaven ... in order that his love, together

with the understanding, may be elevated into wisdom . . .

426. That natural and sensuous love is the love of the

world and the love of self. Gen. art.

. The opposite loves are the loves of self and of

the world ; for these loves do not regard uses for the

sake of others, but for the sake of self ; and they who

do this invert Divine order, and put self in the place of

the Lord, and the world in the place of Heaven. Hence

it is that they look backwards from the Lord . . .

P. 83"^. For man is born into the love of self and the

love of the world ; and, from these as fountains, into

evils of every kind. The delights of these loves are

what he is led by, and they cause him not to know that

he is in evils . . . and therefore unless a man is regener-

ated he knows no otherwise than that to love himself

and the world above all things is good itself . . . Hence,

too, is all evil ; for he regards no one else from love

except himself alone ; and if he does regard another from

love, it is as a devil does a devil . . . when they act as

one. They who from the delight of them confirm these

loves with themselves, and the evils which spring from

them, remain natural, and become corporeal sensuous
;

and, in their own thought, which is that of their spirit,

they are insane. But still, while in the world, they can

speak and act rationally and wisely . . . but they do

even this from the love of self and of the world. After

death . . . they can have no other delight than that

which they had had in their spirit . . . which is turned
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into what is undelightful, painful, and direful, and
which is meant in the Word by infernal torment and
lire.

[P.] 139^ The fear of the loss of honour and wealth

invades the external of man's thought ; and . . . closes the

internal of thought . . . The reason is that every man's

life's love from birth is the love of self aud of the world
;

and the love of self makes one with the love of honour,

and the love of the world makes one with the love of

gain. Further ex.

197. If man's life's love is the love of self, he comes

into the pride of Own intelligence . . . and thus recedes

from the acknowledgment of the Divine Providence . . .

In like manner if the love of the world is his life's love
;

but this does not recede in the same degree. From these

things it is evident that these two loves ascribe all things

to man and his prudence . . .

199^. Such as the love is, such is the whole man . . .

If, therefore, he attributes all things to himself and to

nature, the love of self becomes his soul . . .

206. The proprium of man is the love of self and the

derivative love of the world ; or else it is the love of the

world and the derivative love of self. The love of self

is such that it regards self alone, and others either as

vile or as nothing ; if it regards some as anything it is

only so long as they honour and worship it. Iniuostly

in this love, like the endeavour in a seed to fructify and
prolificate, lies hidden the will to become a great man

;

and, if he can, a king ; and then, if possible, a god.

Such is a devil, because he is the love of self itself ; he
is such that he adores himself, and favours no one except

him who also adores him. He hates another devil who
is like himself, because he wants to be adored alone.

. As there is no love without its consort . . .

when the love of self inspires its consort the under-

standing with its own love, this becomes pride therein,

which is the pride of Own intelligence . . .

*. Now as the love of self wants to be the sole

lord of the world, thus also a god, therefore the con-

cupiscences of evil, which are its derivations, have life

in them from it ; in like manner the perceptions of con-

cupiscences, which are cunnings ; and in like manner
also the delights of the concupiscences, which are evils

;

and their thoughts which are falsities. They are all

like servants and ministers of their lord . . . and do not
know that they do not act, but are acted upon : they are

acted upon by the love of self through the pride of Own
intelligence.

^. The reason why the acknowledgment of nature

alone also lies hidden in it, is that (the love of self) has

closed the window in its roof through which Heaven is

open, and also the windows at the sides, lest it should
see and hear that the Lord alone rules all things, and
that nature in itself is dead, and that the proprium of

man is Hell, and consequently that the love of the pro-

prium is the devil ; and then, with the windows closed,

it is in darkness ; and there it makes its hearth, at

which it sits with its consort, and they reason amicably
in favour of nature against God, and in favour of man's
Own prudence against the Divine Providence.

207. The Divine Providence is the Divine operation

with a man who has removed the love of self ; for the

love of self ... is the devil ; and the concupiscences

and their delights are the evils of his kingdom, which is

Hell. When it is removed, the Lord enters with the

affections of love towards the neighbour, and opens the

window in his roof, and then the side windows, and
causes him to see that there is a Heaven . . . and by
means of the influent spiritual light and . . . spiritual

love, causes him to acknowledge that God rules all

things by His Divine Providence.

215^. Hence originated degrees of dignity . . . and,

with these, the love of self, and the pride of man's Own
prudence.

*'. The love of dignities and honours for the sake

of dignities and honours is the love of self—properly,

the love of dominating from the love of self. . . (This)

is the love of the proprium
;
(which) is all evil. . . The

Hereditary of man is his proprium, in which he is, and
into which he comes through the love of self, and
chiefly through the love of dominating from the love of

self ; for the man who is in this love regards nothing

but himself, and thus immerses his thoughts and affec-

tions in his proprium. Hence it is that in the love of

self there is the love of doing evil. The reason is that

he does not love the neighbour, but himself alone ; and

he who loves himself alone sees others only as out-

side of himself, either as vile, or as nothing, whom he

despises in comparison with himself, on whom he thinks

nothing of inflicting evil. (Continued under Lovr. ok

DOMINATINO.)
^. Therefore all in Hell want to do evil to all . . .

(But) man is in equilibrium, so that he can turn either

to Hell or to Heaven ; and in proportion as he favours

the evils of the love of self, in the same proportion he

turns himself to Hell ; but in proportion as he removes

these evils from himself, in the same proportion he turns

to Heaven.
1-. For in the love of self and of the world there

is more of the fire and ardour of doing uses than with

those who are not in the love of self and of the world

;

but the former do uses for the sake of . . . them-

selves . . .

216. As the natural man calls goods the delights of

the love of self, which are also the delights of the con-

cupiscences of evil ... he calls honours and wealth

Divine blessings . . .

21 7-. Dignities and wealth . . . seduce when they

excite the love of man's proprium, which is the love of

self . . . but they do not seduce when they do not excite

this love.

233^ Besides, the delight itself of man's life is to

love himself and the world above all things. This

delight cannot be removed in a moment, l>ut succes-

sively ; and in proportion as there remains of this

delight with man, in the same proportion evil remains

there ; and this evil can be removed in no other way
than by the love of self becoming the love of uses . . .

for thus uses make the liead, and the love of self or of

dominating first makes the body . . . and afterwards

the feet to walk with. "jEx.

". The love of self, which is the head of all

evils, surpasses other loves in the cleverness of adulter-

ating goods aud falsifying truths ; and it does this by
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the abuse of the rationality which every man has from

the Lord ; nay, by means of confirmations it can make

evil appear exactly like good, and falsity like truth.

What cm it not do, when by a thousand arguments it

can confirm that nature has created itself, and that it

then created men, beasts, and plants of every kind 't and

also that by influx from its interior self it causes men to

live, to think analytically, and to understand wisely ?

The reason the love of self excels in the cleverness of

confirming whatever it wants, is that a certain resplend-

ence of light, variegated in various colours, makes its

ultimate surface. This resplendence is the glory of

being wise of this love, and of thus being eminent and

dominating. But when this love has confirmed such

things, it then becomes so blind as not to see otherwise

than that man is a beast, and that they think in like

manner [as man does] ; nay, that if a beast could speak,

it would be a man under a different form. If from some

persuasion it should be brought to believe that some-

thing of man lives after death, it is then so blind as to

believe that a beast does so also . . . besides other in-

sanities, M'ith which nature itself . . . inspires its phan-

tas}-. This is done by the love of self, which, regarded

in itself, is the love of the proprium ; and the proprium

of man as to the affections ... is not unlike the life of

a beast ; and as to its perceptions ... is not unlike

an owl. Therefore he who continually immerses his

thoughts in his proprium cannot be elevated out of

natural light into spiritual light ... As this love is

such, and still excels in the cleverness of confirming

whatever it pleases, therefore also with like cleverness

it can adulterate the goods of the Word, and falsify its

truths, when from some necessity it is kept in the con-

fession of them.

241. (Thus) the men of the Most Ancient Church . . .

were not seduced by any serpent, but by the love of

self, which is there 'the head of the serpent' . . .

250-. What is more restless at heart, more frequently

indignant, and more grievously angered, than the love

of self ? . . .

*. Suppose some infernal kingdom in the world

—although there is none such—where nothing reigns

except the love of self—the love of self is the devil.

Will not everyone do nses from the fire of the love of

self, and from the res^jlendence of his own glory, more

than in any other kingdom ? The public good is in

every mouth there, but its own good in every heart.

And as everyone looks to his own chief for his advance-

ment . . . can such a one see that there is a God ?

There is a smoke like that of a conflagration surrounding

him, through which no spiritual truth in its own light

can pass . . . Make inquiry how n>any there are in the

kingdoms of the present day who aspire to dignities,

who are not loves of self and of the world. Will you

find fifty in a thousand who are loves of God ? and

among these there are only a few who aspire to dignities.

As, therefore, there are so few who are loves of God,

and so many who are loves of self and of the world
;

and as the latter loves, from their fires, perform uses

more than the loves of God from theirs, how can anyone

confirm himself [against the Divine providence] b}' the

fact that the evil are in eminence and opulence above

the good ? 111.

276. But when the love of the neighbour was turned

into the love of self, and this latter love increased,

then human love was turned into animal love, and man

. . . became a beast . . .

, When the love of the neighbour was turned

into the love of self, man could no longer be Ijorn into

the light of knowledge and intelligence ; but into the

thick darkness of ignorance, because wholly into the

ultimate of life, which is called the corporeal Sensu-

ous . . .

-. That the love of the neighbour and the love of

self are opposite loves, can be seen by everyone : for the

love of the neighbour wills well to all from self; but

the love of self wills well to self alone from all : the

love of the neighbour wants to serve all ; but the love

of self wants all to serve it : the love of the neighbour

regards all as its brothers and friends ; but the love of

self regards all as its servants, and if they do not act as

servants, as enemies. In a word, it regards itself alone ;

and others as scarcely men, holding them in less esti-

mation than its horses and dogs ; and as it regards them

as so vile, it makes nothing of doing evil to them.

Hence come hatreds and revenges, adulteries and scor-

tations, thefts and defraudings, lies and slanderings,

fiercenesses and cruelties, and other like things. These

are the evils in which man is from birth.

277. Who feels that to love himself above others is

an evil . . . when yet it is the head of evils.

298^. In its essence the voluntary proprium is the

love of self ; and the intellectual proprium is the conceit

from this love. These two are as two consorts ;
and

their marriage is called the marriage of evil and falsity.

Every evil Spirit is let into this marriage before he is

sent into Hell . . . 321^.

301. The reason Spirits of Hell are concupiscences of

evil and the derivative imaginations of falsity, is that

they are in the love of self and in Own intelligence ;

and all the concupiscences of evil are from the love of

self, and the imaginations of falsity from Own Intel-

ligence.

310". Especially do (sensuous men) confirm with

themselves the love of self, calling it the fire of life,

and the incentive to the various uses in a kingdom.

324^". Regarded in itself, the natural degree of life

loves nothing but self and the world ; for it coheres

with the senses of the body . . . Whereas the spiritual

degree of life, regarded in itself, loves the Lord and

Heaven, and also loves self and the world ; but God

and Heaven as higher, principal, and dominant ; and

self and the world as lower, instrumental, and sub-

servient.

R. 452. That in their thoughts and discourses, re-

garded interiorly, there is nothing else, and there comes

forth from them nothing else, than the love of self and

of the world, which is the proprium of the will . . . Sig.

and Ex.

556. 'They had not loved their soul even to death '
=

that they had not loved themselves more than the

Lord. Ex.

6342. These are they who do goods solely for the sake

of self and the world, consequently from the love of

self . . . Tr.
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[R.] 691*^. And love to the Lord teaches what the love

of self is.

692. That on account of the delight of the love of

self . . . they had not acknowledged the Divinity of the

Lord's Human. Sig. and Ex.
-. The quality of the love of self shall be told in

a few words. Its delight surpasses all the delight in

the world ; for it is composed of the mere concupiscences

of evils ; and each concupiscence breathes forth its own
delight. Every man is born into this delight ; and
because it drives the mind of man to be constantly

thinking about self, it drags it down from thinking

about God and the neighbour except from self, and
about self; and therefore unless God favours its con-

cupiscences, it is angry with God, as it is angry with
the neighbour who does not favour it. When this

delight increases it causes the man not to be able to

think above himself, but below himself ; for it immerses
his mind in the proprium of his body. Hence the man
successively becomes sensuous ; and a sensuous man
speaks in a high and self-exalted tone about worldly

and civil things ; but he cannot speak about (Jod and
Divine things, except from the memory alone . . ,

919. That the men of (the New) Church will not be

in the love of self and in Own intelligence. Sig. and Ex.

M. 67, The natural loves (which flow from spiritual

loves) relate to the loves of self and of the world.

193". The love of his own wisdom was transferred

from the man into the woman, in order that it might
become conjugial love ; and this was done in order that

in the man there should not be the love of self, but the

love of his wife : who, from her innate nature, cannot

do otherwise than convert the love of self with the man
into his love for herself ; and I have heard that this is

effected from the wife's love itself, neither the man nor

the wife being conscious of it. Hence it is that no one

can ever love his consort truly conjugially who is in

the conceit of Own intelligence from the love of self.

264^. From these things it was evident of what
quality is the political love of self, and of what ijuality

is the ecclesiastical love of self ; the latter being that

they want to be gods, and the former that they want to

be emperors , . .

267^. Thinking something . . . about the unbridled
love of self, that it is destructive of love to the Lord ;

and about the unbridled love of the world, that it is

destructive of love towards the neighbour.

269-. There are three universal loves . . . the love of

the neighbour . . . the love of the world . . . and the

love of self, which also is the love of exercising command
over others. The love of the neighbour is a spiritual

love ; the love of the world is a material love ; and the

love of self ... is a corporeal love, ilan is a man when
the love of the neighbour makes the head, the love of

the world the body, and the love of self the feet . . .

But when the love of self makes the head ... he is a

man standing on his palms with his head downwards,
and his buttocks upwards ... If the love of self makes
the head, he appears from Heaven with a dusky face,

and with a white circle round his head. Ex. T.507.
®. (The devils have such rationality) from the

glory of the love of self ; for the love of self is girdled

round with glory ; and glory elevates the understanding
even into the light of Heaven . . .

333. A sign that (love truly conjugial) surpasses the
love of self.

405S. The reason is, that with such parents the love

of their offspring is also the love of self ; and this love

cleaves to the subject outwardly, and does not enter into

it . . .

496. There are three degrees of the natural man . . .

In the third degree are they who love themselves alone,

setting the heart on the quest of honour. These are

properly meant by the corporeal ; the reason of which
is that they immerse in the body all things of the will

and thence of the understanding, and look backwards

from others to themselves, and love only their own
thiTigs.

I. 1
7'*. There are three kinds of loves: the love of

Heaven, the love of the world, and the love of self . . ,

the love of self is corporeal ... If the principal love is

the love of self, or the love of being eminent above all

others, and thus is corporeal, all things which follow

from it are corporeal. The reason is that the man of

this love keejis himself solely in view, and thus immerses

the thoughts of his mind in the body.

T. 45. From this description of the essence of Divine

love, the quality of the essence of diabolical love may
be seen . . . Diabolical love is the love of self. This is

called love ; but, regarded in itself, is hatred ; for it

does not love anyone outside of self; nor does it want to

be conjoined with others so as to benefit them ; but

solely to benefit self. From its inmost it continually

strives to exercise command over all, and also to possess

the "goods of all, and finally to be adored as a god.

This is the reason why those who are in Hell do not

acknowledge God ; but acknowledge as gods those who
prevail in Power over others . . , and as everyone there

has this at heart, he burns with hatred against his god,

and the god against those who are under his Power ; and

he reputes them as vile slaves, with whom he does

indeed speak softly so long as they adore him ; but rages

as from fire against all others, and also at heart against

his followers. For the love of self is the same as the

love of robbers, who kiss each other while they are at

their robberies ; but afterwards burn with the desire to

kill each other, in order to rob each other of their booty.

This love caiises its cupidities to appear . . . from afar

as various species of wild beasts ; some like foxes and

leopards ; some like wolves and tigers ; and some like

crocodiles and poisonous serpents. It causes the deserts

where they live to consist solely of heaps of stones, or

of bare gi-avel, interspersed with marshes, in which

frogs croak. It also causes doleful birds to fly over their

huts and screech. The 'ochim, tziim, and ijim,' which

are mentioned in the propheticals of the Word where it

treats of the love of commanding from the love of self,

are nothing else.

394. That there are three universal loves : the love of

Heaven, the love of the world, and the love of self.

Gen. art. (See under Love, here.)

-. The love of self is not only the love of honour,

glory, reputation, eminence ; but also the love of merit-
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iiig and soliciting offices, and thus of reigning over

others. The reason charity has something in common
with each of these three loves, is that, regarded in

itself, it is the love of uses . . . and the love of self

regards corporeal uses, which may also be called domestic

ones, done for one's self and one's own.

395. These three loves are rightly subordinated when

the love of Heaven makes the head, the love of the

world the breast and belly, and the love of self the feet

and soles. Fully ex. 403.

403. When the love of Heaven makes the head, it

inflows into the love of the world . . . and mediately

through this into the love of self, which is principally

the love of dignities, and through these it does uses.

405. But if the love of self or the love of dominating

makes the head, the love of Heaven passes through the

body to the feet. (Continued under Love of Domix-

ATING.)

754. The cause of the consummation of truth and

good is especially the two natural loves, which are dia-

metrically opposite to the two spiritual loves, and which

are called the love of self and the love of the world.

When the love of self is regnant, it is opposite to love

to God ; and when the love of the world is regnant, it is

opposite to love towards the neighbour. The love of

self is to will well to self alone, and not to another

except for the sake of self ; in like manner the love of

the world ; and these loves, when made halntual, spread

like gangrene through the body . . .

Ad. 40. (The love of self and the love of the world.

Def.) 192. 9S4. 985. 9SS.

D. 1311. The love of self in an infant born from such

parents, is as it were black.

371 1. That at this day there reigns nothing but the

love of self and of the world.

4205. See Hatreii, here.

4723. On the insanity of the evil (Babylonians) from

the love of self . . .

474S. (The love of self as exemplified in Charles XII.)

4750.

4754. The love of self is hard . . .

5464^. The Sensuous of man is where the love of self

or his proprium dwells . . .

5634<'. They were like corpses, and the love of self

i)reathed forth with them . . .

5643-. In like manner the love of self (is then re-

garded as) Hell.

5789. All Spirits in whom the love of self is seated

believe Heaven to consist in what is high . . .

®. The love of self is such that they who are in

it, when they are in their phantasy, seem to themselves

to be on high . . .

5812-. They had been in such obstinate wickedness

from the love of self.

57496. (The Russians) are devoid of the love of self

;

but are thieves . . .

6034'*. They who are in these loves, especially in the

love of self, appear insane . . .

6052. The love of self is described . . .

D. Min. 4651. How infernal is the love of self. Ex.

4676. On the execralile sphere of the love of self.

47o6<=. Thus the love of self is interior with them. (See

Dog, here.)

E. 159. 'The woman Jezebel '= the delight of the

love of self and of the world. Ex.

171-. These delights ... of the loves of self and of

the world are what close the internal man, and open the

external . . .

182^. Jloral life from the love of self and of tlie world,

in itself, is not moral life . . .

"*. The quality of a holy external . . . with those

who are in the love of self and of the world . . .

2776. Therefore if there reigns the love of self and of

the world, in whatever manner they may be in external

worship, they are conjoined with the Hells . . .

401^^ As the love of self lets man into his proprium,

and keeps him in it . . . by 'the heat of the sun' is sig-

nified truth adulterated . . . 111.

35. 'The rising of the sun' (in the parable of the

Sower)= the love of self.

. The spiritual mind cannot be opened with those

who are in the love of self. Ex.

^^. The reason the love of self is signified in the

preceding passages, is that by 'the sun' is signified love

to the Lord, and this is opposite to the love of self.

Moreover, the Lord's Divine love, which is present with

everyone, is turned into the love of self with the

evil,

405^^ All who are in the love of self, especially those

who are in the love of commanding, have a most intense

desire, when they come into the Spiritual World, to get

up into high places ; for this is implanted in that love

. . . 510'-

409". They who want to love the Lord and to love

themselves e((ually. Sig.

506=*. That all the perception of truth and good,

and the derivative Knowledge of them, have perished

through the loves of self and of the world . . . Sig. and

Ex.

510. The love of self and the derivative Own intelli-

gence. Sig. and Ex.

512. That when the love of self enters and takes

possession of the natural man, it turns everything

scientific therein into the falsity of evil. Sig.

-. The love of self is a merely corporeal love,

springing from the boiling up and fermentation of the

obsolete parts, and their titillation within the body ;

whence the Perceptive of the mind, which requires a

pure atmosphere, is not only dulled and made gross,

but also perishes. That tlie love of self is from this

origin, may be evident from its correspondence with

human ordure ; for they who have been given uj) to this

love, in the other life love stercoraceous dirt above all

other things, the stink of which is grateful to them ; a

sign that the fine eftiuvial dust from it falls pleasantly

upon their sensory of smell, as it had before done upon

the general sensory which is extended on every side by
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means of the interior cuticles. From this alone it may
be evident that the love of self is gross and sordidly

corporeal above all other loves, and consequently that it

takes away all spiritual perception, which is of the truth

and good of Heaven and the Church. It also closes the

spiritual mind, and Jixes its seat solely in the natural

and sensuous man, which proximately communicates
with the body, and not at all with Heaven ; whence
also it is that all those with whom the love of self pre-

dominates are sensuous, and do not see the things which
are of Heaven and the Church, except in the thickest

darkness ; and also that when they are alone and are

thinking in themselves, they reject and deny them.

[E. J5I7-. It is to be known that all those who are in the
love of self, if they study the "Word, falsify its truths.

The reason is, that all truth is from . . . the Lord, and
notliingfrom the proprium of man, and they who are in

the love of self are immersed in their proprium, and
take from it all the idea of thought concerning the

truths of the Word. It is from this that they falsify

them, not as to the sense of the letter . . . but as to

the understanding of the truth in it.

585-. For man is born into two diabolical loves
;

namely, into the love of self, and the love of the world,

from which loves spring all evils and the derivative

falsities as from their very own fountains. And as man
is born into these loves, he is also born into evils of

«very kind.

586-. For every Spirit, as e\-erj' man, who is in the

love of self, seeks to be worshipped as a god . . .

650-. Something shall be said about the assault (from

infernal love). Infernal love is especially the love of

self
; for the love of self is the love of man's proprium,

and the proprium of man is nothing but evil ; and
therefore in i>roi)ortion as a man is in this love, in the

.same proportion he is against God, and thence against

the good of love and charity, and against the truth of

doctrine and faith; thus against these 'two witnesses.'

Hence it is that the Hells where the love of self reigns

are more direful and malignant, and are diametrically

against the Lord, and are therefore constantly assaulting

the goods of love and of faith, because these are from the

Lord alone , . , That these Hells are more direful than
the rest may be evident from the fact that they con-

tinually breathe the murder of those who confess the

Divine of the Lord . . . The reason these Hells are more
malignant than the rest, is that in proportion as a man
is in the love of self, and at the same time in the love

of Own intelligence, in the same proportion his natural

lumen is in a certain false resplendence ; for the love of

self is as a fire which kindles that lumen. Hence it is

that they are able to think and reason cleverly against

the Divine, and against all things of Heaven and the

Church, I have sometimes been astounded when I

heard such, believing that above others they could be

brought to receive faith ; but I have taken notice that

this is impossible ; for in proportion as the corporeal,

worldly, and natural things had been in light, in tlie

same proportion the celestial and spiritual things with
them had been in thick darkness. The thick darkness
was seen, and was completely dusky with a fieriness

intermingled ... It is the love of self which is here

meant in special by ' the beast ascending from the abyss,'

which beast made war with the two witnesses, and killed

them.

653' l^y the evils of the love of self, and by the

derivative falsities. Sig. and Ex.
-. It shall first be shown that by 'Sodom' in the

Word is signified the love of self, and thence all evil
;

for evils of every kind spring from the love of self. For
he who loves himself alone, loves his own proprium,

and thus immerses all things of his will and understand-

ing in his proprium, insomuch that he cannot be elevated

from it . . . Hence it is that he sees nothing from the

light of Heaven . . . Therefore also the more a man loves

himself, the more he spurns spiritual things . . . Hence
also the internal spiritual mind ... is closed, whence
the man becomes merely natural ; and a merely natuial

man favours evils of every kind ; for the evils into

which man is born reside in the natural man . . . 111.

*. To spiritual good . . . the opposite is infernal

evil, which is the evil of the love of the world ; and to

celestial good the opposite is dial)olical evil, which is

the evil of the love of self. From the love of self

spring evils of all kinds, and much worse than from the

love of the world.

*. For celestial love is that which is turned into

the love of self, which is diabolical love. Sig.

. Moreover, all with whom there reigns the love

of self despise the holy things of Heaven and the Church,

and deny the Divine of the Lord ; and in order to con-

firm the evils which fiow forth from that love, they

either adulterate the Word, or reject it as a writing

which is not holy . . . Hence it is that they who do

these tilings from that love are compared to 'Sodom and

Gomorrah.'
". For no one interiorly rejects the holy things

of the Church, and denies the Divine of the Lord, except

those who are in the love of self. Thej' who are in the

love of the world and the derivative evils can also reject

the holy things of the Church, but still not interiorly
;

that is, from the confirmation of the heart.

714. 'A great red dragon ' = all who are merely natural

and sensuous from the love of self, and still know more

or fewer things from the Word.
1*'. All of these, who study the Word, and are in

the love of self, are also in the conceit of Own intelli-

gence . . . Intelligence from the proprium exists with all

those who are in the love of self ; for the love of self

is the proprium itself of man ; and those are in the love

of self who read the Word and collect dogmas thence

for the sake of reputation, glory, and honours ; and

as these cannot see any truths, but only falsities, they

are in the body of the dragon . . . The heart of this body

is the love of self, and the soul of its respiration ... is

the conceit of Own intelligence. From these two tlie

dragon is said to be 'a great red' one. ^^

730'. For no one can serve two lords . . . for they are

opposites ; for from the love of the body, which is the

love of self, and from the love of the world, which is

the love of riches, when they are loved above all things,

flow forth all evils ; and from the evils falsities . . .

740^. Thus the infernal kingdom which corresponds

oppositely to the Celestial Kingdom consists of devils
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who are in tlie love of self. Hence it is that evils of all

kinds How forth from this Hell . . .

758'. All who are in tlie Hells, are in the loves of self

and of the world ; and all who are in the Heavens are in

loves to the Lord and towards the neighbour ; and the

latter loves are completely op|)Osite to the former. They
who are in the loves of self aTid of the world love no-

thing but their own proprium, and the proprium of man
is nothing but evil ; whereas they who are in loves to

the Lord and towards the neighbour do not love their

own proprium . . . and are withheld from their own
proprium, and are kept in the Lord's proprium . . .

Moreover, all the delights of life are the delights of the

loves. The delights of the loves of self and of the world

are delights of hatreds of various kinds ; whereas the

delights of (the heavenly loves) are delights of charity of

various kinds . . . and as they who are in the Hells do

all things from the delights of their loves ... it is

evident whence comes such hatred of the dragon against

the woman ; for by 'the dragon' are meant those who
aic in the love of self . . .

825. Hence it is that they who are in the love of self

and of the world are in the love of all the evils thence

originating, and in the love of the falsities from these

evils.

837^-. I tell thee, Reader, that all who live (faith

alone) are in natural love separated from spiritual love,

and natural love separated therefrom is the love of self

and of the world, and consequently the love of all evils,

and of all falsities from evils . . .

935-. The First Precept, 'Thou slialt not worship

other gods,' contains also not to love self and the world
;

for he who loves self and the world above all things

worships other gods . . .

950^. There are two loves completely opposite to each

other ; the love of self, and love to God ; and also the

love of the world, and the love of Heaven. He who
loves self loves his proprium . . . hence he loves evil in

the whole complex ; and he who loves evil hates good,

consequently God. He who loves self above all things

immerses his affections and thoughts in the body, and
thus in his proprium . . . and he who is immersed in the

body and his proprium is in corporeal ideas, and in

pleasures which are merely of the body ; and thence is

in thick darkness as to the things which are above . . .

and as he sees nothing of God, he denies God, and in-

stead of God acknowledges either nature, or some man,
or some idol, and also affects to be worshipped as God
himself. Hence it follows then that he who loves self

above all things worships other gods. In like manner
he who loves the world above all things, but in a less

degree, for the world cannot be loved so much as the

proprium can ; and therefore the world is loved from the

proprium, and for the sake of the ])ropriuni, because it

is of service to it. By the love of self is especially meant
the love of exercising command over others from the sole

delight of dominion, and for the sake of eminence ; and
not from the delight of uses . . . And by the love of the

woi'ld is especially meant the love of possessing goods in

the world from the sole delight of possession, and for the

sake of opulence ; and not from the delight of uses from
them . . . Both these loves are without limit ; and in

proportion as the opportunity is given, rush on to

infinity. 951^, Ex.

982^. It is scarcely known in the world that all who-

are in the love of self, are according to the delight of

that love in the delight of injuring others who do not

make one with them. That such is the case is manifestly

evident from the same after death . . .

1021-. There are two loves from which all concu-

piscences spring and perennially emane as do stream.s-

from their fountains. These loves are called the love of
the world, and the love of self. Concupiscence is love

continually willing . . . Xow as the love of the world
and the love of self are the fountains of all concu-

piscences ; and as all evil concupiscences are prohibited

in these last two precepts, it follows that the iSTinth

Precept prohibits the concupiscences which flow forth

from the love of the world ; and the Tenth Precept the

concupiscences which flow forth from the love of self.

Ex. I022^Ex.

1055-. They who are in the love of self and thence in

the love of dominating, and who acquire domination by
means of the holy things of the Word . . . are they who
profane . . .

1143^. I'll*? lii^ll where are those who are called devils

is the love of self . . . The reason the diabolical Hell is

the love of self, is because this love is opposite tO'

celestial love, which is love to the Lord . . .

1144-. It has been said that the love of self and the-

love of the world are Hell : whence these loves come
shall now be told. Man has been created to love self

and the world, to love the neighbour and Heaven, and
to love the Lord. Hence it is that when a man is

born he first loves self and the world ; and then in pro-

portion as he is wise he loves the neighbour and Heaven :

and in proportion as he still is Avise, he loves the Lord.

When he is such he is then in Divine order, and is

actually led by the Lord, and apparently by himself.

But in proportion as he is not wise, he stands still in

the first degree, which is to love self and the world ;

and if he loves the neighbour. Heaven, and the Lord,

it is for the sake of himself before the world. If, how-
ever, he is not at all wise, he then loves self alone and

the world for the sake of self ; in like manner the

neighbour ; and Heaven and the Lord he either holds

cheap, or denies, or hates ; if not with his mouth, still

at heart. These are the origins of the love of self, and

of the love of the world ; and as these loves are Hell, it

is evident whence Hell is.

^. As the love of self determines to itself all

things of the thought and will, and immerses them in

the body, it thence inverts and retorts the exteriors

of the mind . . . from which it is that they tend . . .

to Hell.

1193-'. Still, everyone ought to provide for himself

and his the necessaries ... of life . . . l)ut not from the

love of self.

J. (Post.) 241-. Diabolical Spirits . . . place them-

selves behind the upright, and insutllate the love of

self . . .

D. Love X-. Diabolical love ... is in Hell dis-

tinguished into two kingdoms ; one, iu which there
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reigns the love of self ; and another in whicli reigns the

love of the world. The love of self involves evil uses

a quo, which is from self ; and the love of the world

involves evil uses ad quern ; which uses, as they are

done from self, are also done for the sake of self ; for all

love returns as by a circle to that from which it comes.

This diabolii^al love is further distinguislied into pro-

vinces ; and these again into Societies ; and so on . . .

[D. Love] xiv. That those are not men, and are not in

the Lord, who love themselves above all things, and the

world as themselves. Gen. art.

Love of the Sex. Amor sexus.

M. 22-. The Angel said, I conjecture that with you

there is not the chaste love of the sex. In Heaven we

love virgins from their beauty and elegance of manners
;

and we love them very much ; but chastely.

37. That principally the love of the sex (remains

with every man after deatli) . . . Gen. art.

38. For the love of the sex is different from conjugial

love. The love of the sex is witli the natural man
;

whereas conjugial love is with the spiritual man. The

natural man loves and desires only external conjunctions,

and the pleasures of the body therefrom . . .

44^ The novitiates said. We have heard . . . that in

Heaven they are not given in marriage ... Is there

therefore the love of the sex ? The angelic Spirits

replied. Your love of the sex does not exist there
;

but the angelic love of the sex, which is chaste,

and devoid of all allurement from lust. To this the

novitiates said. If there is a love of the sex with no

allurement, what in that case is the love of the sex ?

... Is not such a love barren, and devoid of life ?

To this the angelic Spu'its replied, smiling. The

angelic love of the sex ... is nevertheless full of

inmost deliciousnesses ; it is a most pleasant ex-

pansion of all things of the mind, and thence of all

things of the breast, and it is within the breast as if the

heart were sporting with the lungs, from which sport

there goes forth a respiration, a tone of voice, and a

speech, which cause the social intercourse between the

sexes—^that is, between youths and maidens — to be

heavenly sweetnesses themselves, which are pure. All

novitiates, on ascending into Heaven, are explored as

to the quality of their chastity ; for they are introduced

into the company of maidens, the Beauties of Heaven,

who perceive from their tone of voice, their speech,

their faces, their eyes, their gestures, and from their

exhaling sphere, of what quality they are as to the love

of the sex ; and, if this is unchaste, they flee away and

tell their companions that they have seen satyrs or

priapuses. The new-comers also are changed, and before

the eyes of the Angels appear rough and hairy, and with

feet like those of calves or leopards ; and presently they

are cast down, lest they should detile the aura there

with their lust. On hearing this, the two novitiates

again said, So there is no love of the sex in Heaven !

What is a chaste love of the sex but a love emptied of

the essence of its life ! ... On hearing this, the two

angelic Spirits indignantly replied. You are utterly

ignorant as to what the chaste love of the sex is, be-

cause as yet you are not chaste. That love is the very
|

deliciousness itself of the mind, and thence of the heart,

and not at the same time of the flesh below the heart.

Angelic chastity, which is common to both sexes, pre-

vents the passing of that love beyond the enclosure of

the heart ; but within and above it the morality of a

youth is deliciated with the beauty of a maideu with the

deliciousnesses of the chaste love of the sex, which are

too interior and too abundant in pleasantness to be

described in words. But the Angels have this love of

the sex, because they have conjugial love only ; and this

latter love is not possible together with an unchaste

love of the sex. . . On hearing this, the two novitiate

youths rejoiced, and said. There is still in Heaven the

love of the sex : what else is conjugial love ? But to

this the angelic Spirits replied. Think more deeply, con-

sider, and you will perceive that your love of the sex is

an extra-conjugial love ; and that conjugial love is quite

different. . . If you were to ask the women in Heaven
. . . What is love truly conjugial, I know that they

would reply. It is not the love of the sex, but the love

of one of the sex ... I know also that they would swear

that they do not know any other love of the sex ; for

they say, How can there be a love of the sex, unless it

is so meeting-o6i"»us-and reciprocal that it breathes

an eternal union, which consists in two being one

flesh ?

46. That the love of the sex remains with every man
after death, such as it had been interiorly, that is, such

as it had been in his interior will ami thought, in the

world. Gen. art.

^ As concerns the love of the sex, it is the

universal of all loves ; for it has been implanted from

creation in the very soul of man ; from which is the

essence of the whole man ; and this for the sake of the

propagation of the human race. The reason this love

principally remains, is that after death a man is a man,

and a woman a woman ; and because there is nothing

in the soul, in the mind, and in the body, which is not

masculine in tlie male, and feminine in the female ; and

these two have been so created that they struggle towards

conjunction ... so as to become a one. This effort is

the love of the sex, which precedes conjugial love. Now
as the conjunctive inclination is inscribed on each and

all things of the male and of the female, it follows that

this inclination cannot be obliterated . . .

47. The reason the love of the sex remains such as it

had been interiorly, is . . . (that) a man is his own love
;

and love is seated in his spirit ... As for example, if

that love had been interiorly conjugial, or chaste, it

remains after death conjugial, or chaste ; whereas if it

had been interiorly scortatory, it remains so after death.

But it is to be known that the love of the sex is not

the same with one as it is with another ; the differences

of it are infinite ; but still such as it is in the spirit of

anyone, such it remains.

48. As the love of the sex is one thing, and conjugial

love another, a distinct name is given to each . . . But

as few know the difference between the love of the sex

and conjugial love ... I will preface something about

it. The love of the sex is love towards many and with

n)any of the sex ; whereas conjugial love is love only to

one and with one of the sex ; and love to many and
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with many is natural love ; for it is common [to man]
with beasts and birds . . . But conjugial love is spiritual

love, and is peculiar and proper to men . . . and there-

fore in proportion as a man becomes spiritual, in the

same proportion he puts off the love of the sex, and

puts on conjugial love. At the beginning of marriage

the love of the sex appears as if it were conjoined with

conjugial love ; but in the progression of marriage they

are separated ; and then, with those who are spiritual,

the love of the sex is exterminated, and conjugial love

is insinuated ; whereas with those who are natural the

contrary takes place. From what has now been said it

is evident that the love of the sex, being with many,
and in itself natural, nay, animal, is impure and
unchaste ; and, because it is roving and unlimited, it is

scortatory . . .

55^. The Angel said that they were singing the chaste

love of the sex. But the bystanders asked. What is the

chaste love of the sex ? And the Angel said. It is the

love of a man towards a maiden or for a wife who is

beautiful in form and becoming in manners, free from

all idea of lasciviousness ; and vice versa. . . The sing-

ing continued ; and as they then knew the subject of

the affection which it expressed, they heard it with

much variety, everyone according to the state of his

love. Those who regarded women chastel}', heard that

singing as syniplionious and sweet ; those who regarded

women unchastely, heard it as unharmonious and melan-

choly ; and those who looked upon women with loath-

ing, heard it as discordant and hoarse. Then suddenly

the plane on which they were standing was changed

into a theatre ; and a voice was heard—Discuss this

Love. And suddenly there were present Spirits from

various Societies, and in the midst of them some Angels

in white. The latter then said. We . . . have inquired

into every species of love . . . and it has been granted

us to pass through Societies and explore them, and we
have never yet found the common love of the sex chaste

except with those who from love truly conjugial are in

continual potency ; and these are in the highest Heavens.

It has also been granted us to perceive the influx of this

love into the affections of our hearts, and we have

clearly perceived it to surpass in sweetness every other

love, except the love of two consorts whose hearts are a

one. But we ask you to discuss this love, because to

3'ou it is new and unknown ; and as it is pleasantness

itself, by us in Heaven it is called heavenly sweetness.

(The Spirits then deliver their opinions on the subject.)

^ On hearing these things, the Angels were

indignant, and asked those who . . . were standing at

the south to speak. And they said, There is the love

of a man and a man, and also that of a woman and a

woman ; and thei'e is the love of a man for a woman, and

of a woman for a man ; and these three jiairs of loves

are quite different from each other. (Continued under

Love, here. ) But the love of a man and a woman is

the love of the understanding and its affection ; and this

love enters deeply and conjoins ; and this conjunction is

this love. But the conjunction of minds, and not at

the same time of bodies—or the effort to this conjunc-

tion alone—is spiritual love, and consequently chaste

love ; and this love exists solely with those who are in

love truly conjugial, and thence in eminent potency
;

because these, on account of chastity, do not admit the

influx of love from the body of any other woman than
their own wife ; and as they are in supereminent

potency, they cannot do otherwise than love the sex,

and at the same time be averse to what is unchaste.

Hence they have the chaste love of the sex ; which,
regarded in itself, is interior spiritual friendship, which
draws its sweetness from potency which is eminent, but
chaste. . . Now as this love with these does not partake

of the flesh, but only of the spirit, it is chaste ; and as

the beauty of a woman, from the implanted inclination,

at the same time enters into the mind, it is sweet. On
hearing these things many of the bystanders put their

hands to their ears, saying. These statements hurt our

eai's . . . They were unchaste. And then was again

heard that singing from Heaven, and now sweeter than

before . . .

58". The primitive love of marriage emulates love

truly conjugial . . . which takes place because there has

then been cast out the love of the sex, which is unchaste
;

and in its place there sits implanted the love of one of

the sex, which is love truly conjugial . . .

92. That from the influx of the marriage of good and

truth from the Lord is the love of the sex, and also

conjugial love. Gen. art.

. The universal conjugial sphere proceeds from

the Lord, and pervades the universe from its primes to

its ultiraates . . . (and is) received by the male accord-

ing to his form—thus in the understanding, because he

is the intellectual form—and by the female according to

hers—thus in the will, because she is the voluntary

form from the intellectual one of tlie man—and as this

same sphere is also the sphere of prolitication, it follows

that thence is the love of the sex.

93. In proportion as a man grows in wisdom, in the

same proportion is his form perfected ; and this form

does not receive the love of the sex, but the love of one

of the sex.

94. That the love of the sex is of the external or natural

man ; and hence is common to every animal. Gen. art.

97. That with man conjugial love is in the love of the

sex as a gem in its matrix.

98. That the love of the sex with man is not the

origin of conjugial love, but that it is the first of it ;

thus it is as an External Natural in which is implanted

the Internal Spiritual. Gen. art.

98. The common love which is called conjugal . . .

with some is nothing else than the limited love of the

sex . . .

". Meanwhile the beginning of this love is as

lust, which with some goes into the love of the sex

actually . . .

99. That when conjugial love has been implanted, the

love of the sex inverts itself, and becomes the chaste

love of the sex. Ex.

145. The first love, by which is meant the love before

the wedding and immediately after it, draws something

from the love of the sex ; thus from the ardour proper

to the body . • .

150. That chastity cannot be predicated of . . . young
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men and maidens before they feel in themselves the

love of the sex. Ex.

[i[.] i6i. For nothing of conjugial love, and not even

of the love of the sex, is with men ; but only with wives

and women. . . All the women and wives were with-

diawn from the men ; and the very sjjhere of the love

of the sex was removed together with them. . . The
men then came into a very strange state . . . and then

the women were brought to them, and the wives to their

husbands , . . but they had become cold to their

blandishments . . . But when the wives began to be

grieved at tlie utterly cold indifference of the men . . .

the sphere of the love of the feminine sex, and the

conjugial sphere . . . were restored ; and then the men
at once returned into their former state ; the lovers of

marriage into their state, and the lovers of the sex into

theirs. Thus the men were convinced that nothing of

conjugial love, and not even of the love of the «ex,

resides with them ; but solely with wives and women.

162. The first heat of marriage does not conjoin; for

it partakes of tlie love of the sex, which is of the body

and thence of the spirit ; and what is from tlie body in

the spirit does not last long.

214-. The love which precedes friendship is like the

love of the sex, which departs after the attainment of

its desire.

256. (Commonness is a cause of cold) especially between

those who have not removed the unchaste love of the

sex from the love which is between them . . .

296. Choice belongs to the man . . . also because with

men there is commonly the love of the sex, but with

women the love of one of the sex.

297'-'. Besides, men have not any innate love of the

sex ; and without this love there is no interior pleasant-

ness of life ; and therefore in order to exalt their life by

means of this love, it is incumbent on men to make
themselves agreeable to women . . .

330*. It is evident that such a woman has the love of

the sex, and not the love of one of the sex.

331. But insanity is not to love the wife, but to love

the sex ; and virtue fails this love.

345. The reason polygamy is lasciviousness, is that

... it is the love of the sex . . , merely being limited

to the number . . . and thus, being the love of the sex,

it is the love of lasciviousness.

355^ It is not known (in Heaven) that there is any
other love of the sex than conjugial love.

445. That fornication is of the love of the sex. —It is

said that fornication is of the love of the sex, because

fornication is not the love of the sex, but is from it.

The love of the sex is like a fountain, from which both

conjugial love and scortatory love may be derived . . .

for the love of the sex is in every m&n-homini- ; and it

either manifests itself, or it does not manifest itself. If

it manifests itself before marriage, with a harlot, it is

called fornication ; if not until witli a wife, it is called

marriage ; if after marriage, with another woman, it is

called adultery. Therefore . . . the love of the sex is

like a fountain from which may spring forth both chaste

love and unchaste love.

446. That the love of the sex . . . begins when a

youth begins to think and act from his own understand-

ing, and the voice of his speech begins to become
masculine. Gen. art.

-. (Thus) the love of the sex ascends as the

understanding ascends, and descends as it descends.

By ascending is meant into wisdom, and by descending

is meant into insanity ; and wisdom is to restrain the

love of the sex, and insanity is to let it out widely . . .

447^. As to the love of the sex in special, it also is

first corporeal, for it begins from the flesh ; then it

becomes sensuous, for the five senses are delighted by

its General ; afterwards it becomes natural, like the

same love with animals, because it is the wandering
love of the sex ; but as man lias been liorn in order to

liecome spiritual, it afterwards becomes natural rational

;

and from natural rational spiritual ; and finally spiritual

natural ; and then this love made spiritual inflows and
acts into rational love, and through this into sensuous

love, and finally through this into this love in the body
and flesh ; and as this is its ultimate plane, it acts into

it spiritually, and at the same time rationally and
sensuously ; and it inflows and acts thus successively

while the man is meditating upon it ; but simultane-

ously when he is in the ultimate.

•*. The reason fornication is of the natural man,

is that it proximately proceeds from the natural love of

the sex ; and it may exist natural rational, but not

spiritual ; because the love of the sex cannot become

spiritual until it becomes conjugial ; and the love of

the sex fi-om being natural becomes spiritual when the

man recedes from wandering lust, and devotes himself

to one, to whose soul he unites his own soul.

449. From these things it is evident that natural

love, which is love for the sex, precedes spiritual love,

which is love for one of the sex . . .

450. That with some men the love of the sex cannot

without injuries be totally restrained from going out

into fornication. Ex.

Love of the world. Awor immdi.

See under Love of Self.

A. 230. The dominant evil of this posterity was . . .

not so much the love of the world, as at this day ; for

they lived within their houses and families, and did not

strive after wealth.

1675''. Persuasions from the love of the world do not

rush on so far ; and are only the insanities of not being

content with their lot ; but striving vainly after heavenly

joy, and wanting to appropriate to themselves the goods

of others ; not so much with a mind to exercise com-

mand.

1690'*. That the Lord fought against the love of the

world, or against all things which are of the love of the

world, is signified by, 'The devil brought Him upon a

high mountain, and showed Him all the kingdoms of

the world in a moment of time, and said, I will give

Thee all this Power, and the glory of them, because to

me it has been given, and to whom I will I give it. If

therefore thou wilt adore before me, all shall be Thine.

But Jesus answering said unto him. Get thee behind Me
satan ; for it is written, Thou shalt adore the Lord thy
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God, and Hiiu only slialt thou serve' (Lukeiv. 5-S;

Matt.iv.8-io).

16912. 'The hills lifted up'=:the love of the world.

2219"^. The love of the world does not so much
destroy these things ; for this love is opposite to the

spiritual things of faith . . .

4581^. 'The drink-offerings' then signified the things

which are opposite to charity and faith ; namely, the

evils and falsities of the love of the world. 111.

4750^. The opposite to the good of spiritual love is

the evil of the love of the world . . . They who are in

the evil of the love of the world are not so much against

all good . . . By 'Israel,' in the opposite sense, are

represented those who are in the love of the world.

*. They who are in the love of the world, not

being so much against all good whatever, are in Hells

not so deep.

4997^. Not unlike is the evil of the love of the world
;

for this desires the wealth and the goods of others, and

desires to possess all things of others. Hence also come

enmities and hatreds, but in a less degree.

5620^''. As external delight is such ... as to contain

in itself many things from the love of the world, it was

forbidden. Sig.

5660^. They who are in heavenly proprium . . . are

not disturbed by anything of the love of the world

;

consequently not by anj^thing of fraud, fear, unrest.

6481. For the most part . . . opulence begets the love

of the world . . .

7373. But the love of the world reigns with a man
—that is, a man is in the love of the world—when in

the things which he thinks and does he docs not regard

and strive after anything but gain, caring nothing as to

whether this is effected with injury to the neighbour, or

with injury to the public.

7374. Those are in the love of the world who desire

to draw to themselves the goods of others by means of

ai'ts which they have devised ; and still more those who
do so by means of cunning and deceit. Those who are

in this love envy others their goods, and covet them
;

and, in proportion as they do not fear the laws, they
deprive, nay, they despoil them of them. N. 76.

7819. (With the man who is in the good of cliarity

and of faith) the love of the world regards the love of

the neighbour ; for he loves the world as a means for

the sake of the end that he may be able to serve the
neighbour . . .

8318I But those who are in evil from the love of the
world also hold the neighbour as nought, and esteem
him solely for his wealth ; thus they esteem his wealth,

and not him : these desire to possess all things which
belong to the neighbour. When they are in this

cupidity, they are devoid of all charity and mercy ; for

to deprive the neighbour of his goods is the delight of

their life, especially of those who are sordidly avaricious

. . . Those with whom the evil of this love dominates
are also in Hells ; but not in such deep ones . . .

9144". 'Thorn'= the falsity of the concupiscences of

the love of the world.

H. 565. As concerns the love of the world, this love is

not opposite to heavenly love to so great a degree, because

there are not such great evils stored up in it. The love

of the world is to want to draw the wealth of others to

ourselves by any art whatever; and is to set the heart on
riches ; and to siiffer the world to hold back and withdraw
us fromspiritual love, which is love towards the neighbour

;

thus from Heaven and from the Divine. But this love is

manifold ; there is the love of wealth in order to be

advanced to honours, which are the sole objects of love
;

there is the love of honours and dignities in order to

gain wealth ; there is the love of wealth for the sake of

various uses with which they are delighted in the world
;

there is the love of wealth for its own sake . . . and so

on. N.77.

578®. But those who have been in evils from the love

of the world are in the Hells in front, and are called

Spirits. These are not such great evils—that is, such

hatreds and revenges—as they who are in evils from the

love of self; consequently neither have they such

wickedness and cunning ; and therefore their Hells are

milder.

587"'. In the Hells in the northern and southern

quarters are those who when they lived had been in the

love of the world, and thence in evils of various kinds,

which are enmitj', hostility, thefts, robberies, cunning,

avarice, i;nmercifulness. The worst Hells of this kind

are in the northern quarter . . . and the direfulness of

them increases in proportion as they are nearer to the

western quarter . . ,

596-. All who are in the Hells opposite to the

Spiritual Kingdom are in the love of the world. From
this it was evident . . . that love towards the neigh-

bour, and the love of the world, are opposites.

P. 139^. The love of the world makes one with the

love of gain . . .

215''. The love of riches and wealth for their own
sake is the love of the world

;
properly, the love of

possessing the goods of others by any art whatever.

278a^. Those who on account of worldly things do not

think about sins . . . are those who love the world

above all things, and who do not admit any truth

which may withdraw them from the falsity of their

religion . . .

R. 458. By 'demons' are signified the concupiscences

of evil which originate from the love of the world . . .

M. 49. The external perception of love derives its

cause and origin from such things as are of the love of

the world and of the body. Wealth and possessions are

especially of the love of the world . . .

267^. They who are in the love of the world desire

to possess all things thereof, and grieve and envy if any
treasures lie hidden with any . . .

268. A longing came upon us to see those who from

the love of the world are in the visionary concupiscence

or phantasy of the possession of all wealth . . . Their

abodes were under the earth . . . but above Hell . . .

We descended, and it was said that they are to be

approached from the east, lest we should enter into the

mist of their phantasy . . . There was seen a house built

of reeds, thus full of chinks, standing in a mist, which
2 F
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continually issued like smoke through the chinks of

three of the walls. We entered, and saw iifty here, and
fifty there, sitting upon benches. They were turned

away from the east and south, and were looking to the

west and north. Before each one there was a table, on

which were distended purses, and around the purses an

abundance of gold coins. AVe asked them, Is that the

wealth of all the persons in the world ? They said, Not
of all in the world, but of all in the kingdom. The
sound of their speech was hissing, and they appeared to

have round faces, which glistened like the scales of a

shell, and the pupils of their eyes shot forth as it were

lightning on a green ground, which was from the light

of the phantasy. We . . . said. You believe that you

possess all the Avealth of the kingdom ? And they

replied, We possess it. We then asked, Which of you ?

They said, Every one. We asked. How can every one ?

you are many. They said. Every one of us knows that

all things which are his, are mine. No one is allowed

to think, and still less to say. Mine are not thine ; but

everyone is allowed to think and say, Thine are mine.

The coins upon the tables appeared, even to us, to be

pure gold ; but when we let in light from the east, they

were little grains of gold, which they had magnified in

that way by their common united phantasy. They
said that everyone who enters ought to bring witli him
some gold, which they cut into small pieces, and these

into little grains, and by the unanimous force of their

phantasy they enlarge them "into coins of the greater

form. We then said, Were you not born men of

reason ? whence have you this visionary infatuation ?

They said, AVe know that it is an imaginary vanity
;

but as it delights the interiors of our minds, we enter
here, and are deliciated as from the possession of all

things. But we stay here only some hours, at the end
of which we go out, and then a sound mind returns to

us ; but still our visionary delight alternately super-

venes . . . thus we are alternately wise and insane. AA^e

also know that a hard lot awaits those who by cunninf
rob others of their goods. AA^'e inquired, AVhat lot ?

They said. They are swallowed up, and are thrust naked
into some infernal prison, where they are obliged to

labour for clothing and food, and afterwards for some
small coins, which they collect, and in which they place

the joy of their hearts ; but if they do evil to their

comrades, they are fined a part of their coin.

[M.] 2.b(f. (The love of the world one of the three

universal loves. See Love, and Love of Self, here.)

T.394.

333. A sign that (love truly conjugial) surpasses the
love of the world.

496. There are three degrees of the natural man : in

the first are those who solely love the world, setting

the heart on wealth : these are properly meant by the

natural. In the second degree are those who solely

love the delights of the senses, setting the heart on
luxuries and pleasures of all kinds : these are properly

meant by the sensuous. (Continued under Love of
Self.)

T. 394. The love of the world is not only the love of

wealth and possessions, but also of all things which the

world affords, and which delight the senses of the body ;

as beauty the eyes, harmony the ears, fragrance the

nostrils, delicacies the tongue, soft things the skin
;

also becoming dress, convenient dwellings, company
;

thus all the delights from these and many other objects.

. . . The reason charity has what is common with (this

love), is that regarded in itself it is the love of uses . . .

and the love of the world regards natural uses which
may be called civil.

395. These three loves are rightly subordinated when
. . . the love of the world makes the breast and the

belly. (Continried under Love.) 403.

404. But ... if the love of the world or of wealth

makes the head—that is, if it is the reigning love—the

love of Heaven is exiled from the head, and betakes

itself into the body. The man who is in this state sets

the world before Heaven ; he does indeed worship God,

but from love merely natural, which places merit in all

M'orship ; and he also does good to the neighbour, but

for the sake of recompense. To these persons the things

which are of Heaven are as coverings, in which they

walk shining before the eyes of men, but dusky before

the eyes of the Angels ; for when the love of the world

possesses the internal man, and the love of Heaven the

external, the former then bedims all things of the

Church, and hides them as under a veil.

^. But this love exists in much variety, being

worse in the degree in which it verges towards avarice ;

in this the love of Heaven becomes black ; in like

manner if it verges towards conceit, and eminence over

others from the love of self. But it is otherwise if it

verges towards prodigality. It is less hurtful if it

regards as the end the splendid things of the world ; as

palaces, decorations, magnificent clothing, the pomp of

servants, horses, and chariots, besides other like things.

The quality of any love is predicated from the end

which it regards and strives after. This love may be

likened to a crystal of a blackish hue which smothers

the light, and variegates it only in dusky and fading

colours. It is like a mist and a cloud which take away

the rays of the sun. It is also like the must of unfer-

mented wine, which tastes sweet, but infests the

stomach. Looked at from Heaven, such a man appears

like a hunchback, walking with his head down and

looking to the earth ; and when he elevates it towai-ds

Heaven, he retorts the muscles, and quickly relapses

into his stooping posture. By the Ancients in the

Church such were called Mammons ; but the Greeks

called them Plutos.

Ad. 985. (On the love of the world.)

D. 13 II. In an infant born from such parents . . .

the love of the world is as it were yellow ; the love of

earthly things, as it were gi'een . . .

4198. See Obsess, here.

4199. Of these there are many genera, and many
species ; some also who indeed have loved the world,

but have not thus acquired in the world the delight of

life : these do not immediately want to return into it.

There are others who also have loved the world, but are

kept in a state of sleep until the delight of the world

has been lulled . . . These are simple, and some good.

4225. See Possess, here.
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E. 576^. The reason 'hj-acinthine' also = the love of

the world, is that the love of the world corresponds to

the love of falsity ; as the love of self, which is signified

by 'fire,' corresponds to the love of evil ; for from the love

of self is all evil ; and from the love of the world—

which is from that origin—is all falsity ; for the spiritual

evil which is signified by the love of the world, in its

essence is falsity ; as spiritual good in its essence is

truth.

653-*. To spiritual good . . . the opposite is infernal

evil, which is the evil of the love of the world.

^. They who are in the love of the world and the

derivative evils can also reject the holy things of the

Church ; but still not interiorly ; that is, from the

confirmation of the heart.

730^. From the love of the world, which is the love

of riches . . .

740^. As the Spiritual Kingdom consists of Angels

who are in charity towards the neighbour, so the in-

fernal kingdom which corresponds by oppositeness to

the Spiritual Kingdom consists of satans who are in

falsities from tlie love of the world. Hence it is that

falsities of every kind flow forth from this Hell. 1143'*.

950®. For the world cannot be loved to such a degree

as can the proprium . . . By the love of the world is

especially meant the love of possessing goods in the

world from the sole delight of possession and for the

sake of opulence ; and not from the delight of uses from

them . . . This love also is devoid of a limit . . .

1021-. It follows that the Ninth Precept prohibits

the concupiscences which flow forth from the love of the

world. ... By 'not to covet the neighbour's house' is

meant not to covet his goods, which in general are

possessions and wealth, and to appropriate them to self

by evil arts. This concupiscence is of the love of the

world.

1022*. (Thus) the concupiscence of the Ninth Precept

is the concupiscence of the love of the world.

D. Love x^. The love of the world involves evil uses

ad quern . . .

Love to the Lord. Amor in Dominu?n.

Love of the Lord. Amor Douimi.

To love the Lord. Amare Dominum.

Love to God. Amor ill Deum.
See Celestial Good, Celestial Kingdom, Celes-

tial Love, and Love.

A. 33®. Therefore true love is love to the Lord . . .

There can be only one true love . . .

61. Those are called celestial things which are of love

to the Lord and towards the neighbour.

1013^. Love to the Lord makes man one with the

Lord ; that is 'a likeness ;' charity also, or love towards

the neighbour, but 'an image' . . . This oneness originat-

ing from love, the Lord Himself describes, in John :

'I pray that they all may be one ...'... 'He that

hath My precepts, and doeth them, he it is that loveth

Me. If anyone shall love Me, he will keep My word,

and My Father will love him ; and we will come to him,

and make our abode with him.' From which it is

evident that it is love which conjoins ; and that the

Lord has His abode with him who loves Him ; and also

with him who loves the neighbour ; for this is the love

of the Lord. Ex. 2034^.

<^. From these things it may be clearly seen what
it is which makes a likeness, and an image, of God

;

namely, that it is love to the Lord, and love towards

the neighbour . . .

1055. (For) no other covenant is 'eternal' except love

to the Lord and love towards the neighbour. This is

eternal, because it is from eternity to eternity. Ex.

1 121. The Most Ancient Church . . . had perception

of all the things of faith, almost like the Angels, with
whom they had communication, by reason that their

interior man . . . through the medium of internal

respiration, was joined with Heaven
; (for) love to the

Lord and love towards the neighbour is attended with

this ; for thus man is conjoined with the Angels through
their veriest life, which consists in such love. They
said that they had the law inscribed on them, because

they were in love to the Lord and in love towards the

neighbour . . . Nor did they doubt that all human laws,

as all Divine ones, are founded in love to the Lord and
charity towards the neighbour . . . And therefore as

they had in them from the Lord that which is funda-

mental, they could not but know all things which are

thence. They also believe that all who live in the

world at this day who love the Lord and the neighbour,

also have the law inscribed on themselves, and are

accepted as citizens everywhere on earth, as the same
are in the other life.

1 153. All the differences of external worship, as also

of internal, are circumstanced according to the adoration

of the Lord in the worship ; and the adoration is cir-

cumstanced according to the love to the Lord and the

love towards the neighbour ; for the Lord is present in

the love, thus in the worship.

II 76. They do not know that love to the Lord and
love towards the neighbour are faith itself.

1568^. The ends of the loves of self and the world

look outwards or downwards ; but the ends of love to

the Lord and of love towards the neighbour look inwards

or upwards ; from which it may be evident that they

disagree so much that they can never be together.

1707^. Therefore influx by celestial things exists solely

with those who are in love to the Lord and in charity

towards the neighbour.

1799"*. That Churches are so called is from what is

doctrinal alone, which would never have been so if love

to the Lord and charity towards the neighbour had
been made the Princij»al of faith.

1803. Those who are in love to the Lord and in love

towards the neighbour. Sig. and Ex.

1824. The Celestial itself is love to the Lord and love

towards the neighbour. This Celestial inflows from the

Lord, through the internal man into the external.

1 844-. "When yet the Church (is solely) with those

who love the Lord, and the neighbour as themselves . . .

2023. By love is meant love to the Lord
; by charity,

love towards the neighbour. Love to the Lord can

never be separated from love towards the neighbour
;
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for the Lord's love is towards the universal huraan race

. . . and therefore he who has love to the Lord has the

Lord's love, and thus cannot do otherwise than love the

neighbour. But they who are in love to the neighbour

are not all on that account in love to the Lord
; as the

upright gentiles, who are in ignorance about the Lord
. . . and also others, who are within the Church. For
love to the Lord is in a higher degree. They who have
love to the Lord are celestial men ; whereas they who
have love towards the neighbour, or charity, are spiritual.

The Most Ancient Church . . . was in love to the Lord
;

but the Ancient Church . . . was in love towards the

neighbour. This distinction between love and charity

will be observed in what follows.

[A.] 2048'-. Those are called celestial who are in love

to the Lord , . . 3325''.

2069^. The celestial Angels are distinguished from

the spiritual by love to the Lord . . .

2116-. The evils of life of those who have lived in

love to the Lord and in charity towards the neighbour,

also all remain, but they are tempered with the goods
which . . . they have received from the Lord . . .

^. In the Word, by 'faith' nothing else is meant
than love to the Lord and charity towards the neigh-

bour ; thus the derivative life.

6. That Heaven itself consists in love to the

Lord and in mutual love. Refs.

2120. By 'the sun' (which will be darkened) nothing

else is meant than love to the Lord and charity towards

the neighbour.

2219^. This is the order into which man has been

created. Consequently, it is love to God and love

towards the neighbour which ought to be the life of

man, and that by which he is distinguished from brute

animals.

2227-. Celestial good is of love to the Lord ; spiritual

good is of love towards the neighbour. From the former

good is the latter ; for no one can love the Lord unless

he also loves the neighbour. Love towards the neigh-

bour is in love to the Lord ; for love to the Lord is

from the Lord ; thus from Love Itself towards the

universal human race. To be in love to the Lord is

the same as to be in the Lord ; and they who are in the

Lord cannot but be in His love, which is towards the

human race . . .

223 1^. Love to the Lord and charity towards the

neighbour would be as a flame, and all perception and
thought would be as the light thence . . .

2243^. At this day they do not even know that the

Fundamental of faith is love to the Lord and charity

towards the neighbour.

2268-. The Angels as it were dwell in man's ti-uths,

and insinuate affections of good from the Lord, when
man lives in love to the Lord, and in charity towards

the neighbour ; for they are delighted to dwell . . . with

such men.

2341^. ' Mountain '=love to the Lord.

24256. (Thi;s) he is truly the neighbour who is in

love to the Lord, and in charity towards the neigh-

bour.

2508-. Angels and men are in the heavenly marriage

in proportion as they are in love to the Lord and in

charity towards the neighbour, and in pro[)ortion as

they are in the derivative faith . . .

2571. As 'the Land of Canaan '= the man of the

Church, the Church, and the Lord's Kingdom, it also

p:that which is the essential of them ; namely, love to

the Lord, and charity towards the neighbour . . .

2572^. As the Angels are in love to the Lord and in

mutual love, they are also in all truth . . .

2588^. It is from the doctrine of the Word that the

First and Principal of doctrine is love to the Lord and
charity towards the neighbour . . .

^. They who are in love to the Lord and in

charity towards the neighbour can receive the truths of

doctrine, and have faith in the Word . . .

2718^. For example : he who loves the neighbour from
good, loves the Lord.

''. (The spiritual) can come from obscurity into

light, if only they are willing to be in the Affirmative

that all good is of love to the Lord, and of charity

towards the neighbour ; and that love and charity are

spiritual conjunction ; and that all bliss and happiness

are thence . . .

276o,Pref.2. That faith itself in the Lord, which
exists solely with those who are in love to the Lord and

in charity towards the neighbour, has this Power.

Sig.

28700. But that which is of love to the Lord, and

of love towards the neighbour ... is freedom itself,

2872.

2881. Nothing would be more more easy to the Lord

than to compel man ... to as it were love Him.

2935^. All that which is of love to the Lord and of

charity towards the neighbour is good ; and all that

which asserts and confirms them is truth.

^. They think of love to Him from a certain

worldly love.

2982. (All the Lord's Churches) then made one in the

fact that they acknowledged love to the Lord and

charity towards the neighbour as the Principal and as

the very essential . . .

3122. By the 'mercy and truth' which are from the

Lord, the Most Ancients understood nothing else than

the reception of the influx of love to the Lord, and of

the derivative charity towards the neighbour . . . More-

over, through charity towards the neighbour, celestial

men were introduced into love to the Lord . . .

3147^. Unless natural things are purified, that is,

unless the things of the love of self and the world are

thence removed, internal things, which are of love to

the Lord and towards the neighbour, can never inflow.

Sig.

3175"^. The good which man has above the animals is

to love God, and to love the neighbour : all human good

is thence.

3183. (A child) is then [introduced] into a state of

the affection of celestial good, that is, of love towards

his parents, which with them is in place of love to the

Lord. This state is signified by 'an infant.'
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3224. But they who are in love to the Lord and in

love towards the neighbour, thus who are in spiritual

heat, which is of the light of Heaven, are aftected with

goods and truths, which extinguish falsities ; but still

with these there exists a correspondence.

^. The interior mind is opened solely with those

who are in innocence, in love to the Lord, and in

charity towards the neighbour.

32352. To the celestial the Lord appears as a Sun,

because these are in celestial love ; that is, in love to

the Lord . . .

3240. The good M'ith the celestial is of love to the

Lord
; and the truth which is with them is of love to-

wards the neighbour . . .

3263-. For there are many among the gentiles who
know from rational lumen that there is one God . . .

and who live in love to that God, and in love towards

the neighbour.

3316^ AVhen the word 'bread' is read in the Word,
the Angels . . . instead of bread perceive celestial love,

and the things Avhich are of celestial love ; that is, of

love to the Lord . . .

3325'*. Good is the first-born ; that is, the good of

love to the Lord and of love towards the neighbour

;

for no other good than that which is thence is good.

Ex.

3427-. For the Word in the internal sense treats of

no other thing than of love to the Lord, and of love

towards the neighbour. 111.

*. But the interiors with those who are in love to

the Lord are open, insomuch that the light of truth

from the Lord can inflow, affect their minds, and give

the apperception that it is so.

3464^. From the words, 'This is My Body,' and

'This is My Blood,' the Angels with the man are in

the idea of love to the Lord, and of charity toward the

neighbour . . .

3539^ A man can apprehend from the understanding,

although his will may dissent . . . that the happiest life

is from love to the Lord and from love towards the

neighbour, because the Divine Itself inflows into it . . .

Hence also it can be perceptible before tlie understand-

ing, but not before the will, that love to the Lord is the

life of Heaven ; and that mutual love is the soul from

this life . . .

3596^. 'Bread,' here, =the things which are of love

to the Lord . . .

3635. The Celestial Kingdom consists of those who
are in love to the Lord . . . Refs.

3653. There are three kinds of men within the

Church ; namely, those who are in love to the Lord
;

those who are in charity towards the neighbour ; and

those who are in the aflection of truth. Those who are

in the first class . . . are signified by 'Let those who are

in Judea flee to the mountains' . . .

3688'*. As the Lord is present in what is good and

pious, (a regenerate man) by affection towards what is

good, testifies love to the Lord. 3768^.

3691^. For the man who is in love to the Lord, and

in charity towards the neighbour, is a kind of little

Heaven, which corresponds in an image to the three

Heavens ; and also has an influx of good and truth . , .

from the three Heavens . . .

*. They who are in the very love to the Lord,

insomuch that they have a perception of the love, are

in a higher degree of good and truth, and are in the . . .

Third Heaven ; thus are nearer to the Lord, and are

called Celestial Angels . . .

^. In love to the Lord there is the proximate

image of the Lord, which is called *a likeness ;' and
therefore they who are in the very love to the Lord are

called His likenesses . . .

3804^. Such are all angelic forms ; and such would

man be if he were in love to the Lord and charity to-

wards the neighbour from his interior life. Into such

forms was man created, because into the likeness and

image of God . . .

3815. That in . . . Heaven there are no other relation-

ships than those of love to the Lord and of love towards

the neiglibour ; or, what is the same, than -'f good,

might have been evident to me from the fact that all

the Societies . . . are most distinct from each other

according to the degi'ees and dift'erences of love and of

the derivative faith . . .

3816. The affection of good, or love to the Lord and

love towards the neighliour, has bliss and happiness

in it . . .

3887. The Celestial Kingdom is constituted of those

who are called celestial ; and these are they who have

been in love to the Lord, and thence in all wisdom ;

for above others they are in the Lord ; and thence

above others are in a state of peace and innocence . . .

39578. The seventh thing which man can know of

himself, is that love to God and love towards the neigh-

bour are the things which cause man to be man, distinct

from brute animals ; and that these things constitute

heavenly life, or Heaven ; and that the opposite things

constitute infernal life, or Hell.

3969'*. In the Lord's Celestial Kingdom are those who

are in love to the Lord, and in the derivative charity.

These constitute the Third or Inmost Heaven.

3994. Charity without innocence is not charity ; still

less is love to the Lord . . .

4060. The state of the Church then as to good ;
that

is, as to charity towards the neighbour and love to the

Lord. Sig. and Ex.
2_ <The sun' (darkened )= that love to the Lord

, . . will vanish. 10604^.

4075^. See Infinite, here.

4104''. If a man. sets the spiritual kingdom before (the

natural kingdom), he then acknowledges love to the

Lord and charity towards the neighbour as principal

and primary ; consequently, all things which contirin

them . . . Whereas, when he has the natural kingdom

as the end . . . he extinguishes the things which are of

love to the Lord and charity towards the neigh-

bour . . .

4191^. That love to the Lord is conjunction with

Him, is evident . . .

4197'*. Celestial good is of love to the Lord . . .
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[A.] 4225. All who are in love to the Lord, and in

charity towanls the neighbour . . . are within the

Grand Man.

4280*. Hence it is that those who are in genuine

conjugial love, are also in . . . love to the Lord, and in

, . . charity towards the neighbour.

4286-. The Inmost Heaven is celestial ; for the Angels

there are called celestial ; for they are in love to the

Lord, and are thence most conjoined with the Lord . . .

4581^ The oil (in the meat-offering) = love to the

Lord; and the hue flour= charity towards the neigh-

bour.

4723-. There are two essentials which constitute the

Church, and thence two principal things of doctrine . . .

The second is that love to the Lord and charity towards

the neighbour make the Church, and not faith separated

from them.

4735"' This (Divine) love, and the reciprocal love of

man to the Lord, and also love towards the neighbour,

are the things which are signified and represented in

the Holy Supper . . .

4776. It is the veriest truth of the Church, that love

to the Lord and love towards the neighbour are the

primary things (Mark xii. 29-31). Cupidities extinguish

this truth ; for they who are in the life of cupidities

cannot be in the life of love and charity ; for they are

complete opposites. The life of cupidities is to love

self alone . . . hence they extinguish charity with them-
selves

; and they who extinguish charity, also extinguish
love to the Lord

; for there is no other means of loving
the Lord except charity ; for the Lord is in charity , . .

4844^-. 'The cake' which the widow made in the first

place = the good of love to the Lord; whom from her
small store she loved above herself and her son.

4925". As, in the supreme sense, the Lord is 'the

First-born,' and thence love to the Lord and charity

towards the neighbour . . .

4981. 'The blessing of Jehovah,' in the genuine sense,

=love to the Lord and charity towards the neighbour
;

for those who are endowed with these are called 'the

blessed of Jehovah ;' for they are also endowed with
Heaven and eternal salvation.

4997. Good is conjunction, because all good is of love
to the Lord and of love towards the neighbour. The
good of love to the Lord conjoins him with the Lord,
and consequently with all the good which proceeds from
the Lord

; and the good of love towards the neighbour
conjoins him with Heaven and the Societies there ; thus
he is conjoined with the Lord through this love also

;

for Heaven properly so called is the Lord ; for He is the
all in all things there.

Siif. When (the man of the Celestial Church) had
gained the perception of charity, he was led into tlie

perception of love to the Lord ; hence all the truths of

faith appeared to him in the Intellectual as in a mirror.

Ex.

5120^ (The Celestial Chirrch is distinguished from
the Spiritual Church by being) in love to the Lord.
And the Holy Supper was instituted in order to repre-

sent and signify the Lord's love towards the universal

human race, and the reciprocal [love] of man towards
Him.

5122". Afterwards charity . . . becomes the beginning

;

and from it new states commence . . . towards interior

things, to love to the Lord . . .

5165^. If love to the Lord and charity towards the

neighbour had formed the interiors, there is a resplend-

ence therefrom in the face . . .

5236". For celestial and spiritual love—that is, love

to the Lord and charity towards the neighbour—are not

possible except in innocence.

5530^. With those who are in the loves of self and of

the world such things as favour these loves are in the

middle . . . and those which are contrary are cast out of

doors, as are those things which are of love to God and
of love towards the neighbour.

5608. The Inmost Heaven consists of those who ax'e

in innocence ; for they are in love to the Lord ; and, as

the Lord is innocence itself, those who are there, being

in love to Him, are in innocence ; who, although they

are the wisest of all in the Heavens, still appear to others

as infants.

^ As end, cause, and effect are distinct from

each other, so, in the Spiritual World, are love to the

Lord, charity towards the neighbour, and the works of

charity. For these three to make a one, or to come forth

together, the first must be in the second, and the second

in the third . . . Unless interiorly in charity there is

love to God, it is not charity . . .

5922^ Celestial good is the good of love to the Lord

. . . For the Internal of those who are in the Celestial

Kingdom is love to the Lord . , .

6014^. All celestial goods are of love to the Lord.

6027-. For there inflows from the Lord good, which

is of love to the Lord and of charity towards the neigh-

bour, through the Internal into the External ; and in

proportion to the good in the External, in the same pro-

portion it is received there.

6295-. With the celestial man there is the good of

love to the Lord, and the good of love towards the

neighbour. The good of love to the Lord is his In-

ternal, and the good of love towards the neighbour is his

External ; and therefore with those who are of the

Celestial Church, in the Internal of that Church are

those who are in love to the Lord, and in the External

of that Church are those who are in love towards the

neighbour . . .

6323^. If man were in the order into which he was

created ; namely, in love towards the neighbour, and in

love to the Lord—for these loves are proper to man

—

he, above all animals, would be born not only into

scientifics, but also into all spiritual truths and celestial

o-oods ; and thus into all wisdom and intelligence ; for

he is able to think about the Lord, and to be conjoined

with Him through love ; and thus to be elevated to

what is Divine and eternal . . . 7750^.

6370. For he is safe among all evils, even in the

midst of the Hells ; for love to the Lord and love

towards the neighbour are attended with this ; for the

reason that they who are in this love are most conjoined

with the Lord, and are in the Lord, because in the Divine
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which proceeds from Him ; hence nothing of evil can

touch them.

6390. For ... all freedom is from the affection of

love to the Lord and towards the neighbour . . . for the

affection of this love inflows from the Lord, who does

not command, but leads.

6626. Nay, with the Angel, Spirit, and man, who

lives in charity towards the neighbour and in love to

the Lord, the least of all the things of thought have

relation to a man ; because this charity and love are

from the Lord ; and whatever is from the Lord has

relation to a man. Moreover, these are the things which

make man.

68216. And he who loves the Lord's Kingdom, loves

the Lord ; because the Lord is the all in all things of

His Kingdom . . .

6824. As the Lord is in the highest (degree), and is

to be regarded in each degree, as the End ad Quern

;

therefore He is above all, and is to be loved above all

things.

7178. No one can know what good is as understood in

a s})iritual sense, unless he knows what is love towards

the neighbour and love to God . . .

72336. The Intellectual cannot be ilhrstrated unless it

is believed that love to the Lord and charity towards

the neighbour are the principals and essentials of the

Church. He Avho proceeds from these as acknowledged

[principles], provided he himself is in them, sees in-

numerable truths . . .

7488. (Thus) from love to the Lord and love towards

the neighbour come forth all goods ; and (therefore) all

truths.

7489. (Therefore) in proportion as a man is in the

loves of self and of the world, in the same proportion he

is not in love towards the neighbour, and still less in

love to the Lord ; for they are opposites.

7542. The Inmost with the good is love to the Lord

and love towards the neighbour ... It is this Inmost

which is here meant (by 'the heart').

7750^. That love to the Lord and love towards the

neighbour have in them all intelligence and wisdom,

may be evident from those who in the world had been

in these loves. When these come into Heaven they

know and have wisdom in such things as they had never

known before ; nay, they there think and speak like the

rest of the Angels, which . . . are ineffable. The reason

is that these loves have in them the faculty of receiving

such things.

8269-. Good from the Divine is here described by 'to

love the Lord' . . .

8455. Peace has in it confidence in the Lord, that He
rules all things, and provides all things, and that He
leads to a good end. When man is in the faith of these

things, he is in peace ; for he then fears nothing, and

no solicitude about future things renders him imquiet.

Man comes into this state in proportion as he comes

into love to the Lord.

8480^ Good from the Lord is with those who love the

Lord above all things and the neighbour as themselves
;

but good from man is with those who love themselves

above all things . . .

8549. Spiritual life is to love God above all things,

and to love the neighbour as one's self ; and this accord-

ing to the precepts of faith wdiich the Lord has taught

in the Word.

8639. He who does not know that the Lord is the

Saviour of the human race, cannot have faith in Him,
adore Him, love Him ; and thus do what is good for

His sake.

8665^. 'Peace' . . .=the state of the Inmost Heaven,

where are those who are in love to the Lord, and in the

derivative innocence . . .

8745. At last both (the internal and the external

man) have as the end to love the neighbour and to love

the Lord ; and not, as before, to love self and the

world.

8762. They who at the same time believe that such

things are to be performed ; but that still the essential

of worship is the life of faith—that is, charity towards

the neighbour and love to the Lord—are of the Internal

Church . . .

8773. Primary truths are . . . also that love to God
and love towards the neighbour are the precepts upon
which all other things depend ; and that this love is

impossible except by means of faith.

8827. In the Third Heaven . . . they are under the

immediate view of the Lord, because those who are there

are in love to the Lord, and are thence in peace and in

innocence above all others.

8857. The case is similar with love to the Lord.

When this love is dominant, it is present in each thing

of the man's life . . . This is meant by to have God
constantly before the eyes ; and by to love Him above

all things, with the whole soul, and with the whole

heart.

8868^. The truths which are alive are truths of faith

from love to the Lord and from charity towards the

neighbour . . .

S88c. For they who love the Lord do not love Him
from themselves, but from the Lord. For all good in-

flows from Him, and those love who desist from evil
;

for evil stands in the way, and rejects the influx of good

from the Lord.

8891*. By the eating from the tree of knowledge was

meant the fall of that Church from good to truth ;

consequently from love to the Lord and towards the

neighbour to faith without these ; and this through

ratiocination from the intellectual proprium . . .

S897. 'Honour thy father and thy mother ' = love for

. . . the Lord and for His Kingdom.

8902^. Love to the Lord not being able to come forth

with man. Sig.

8928^. For he who is in light never doubts, still less

denies, that love to the Lord and charity towards the

neighbour are the essentials of the Church, and that

upon them are founded all the truths which are of the

Word, consequently which are of faith.

8941-. Whereas the truths which are from the AVord
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. , . have ill them love to the Lord and love towards

the neighbour ; thus all goods in the complex.

[A.] 8979. For in the spiritual sense nothing else is

called good except that which is of love to the Lord

and of love towards the neighbour . . .

8988^. In Heaven good is the esse itself, and truth is

the existere thence ; or, what is the same, love to the

Lord and love towards the neighbour are the esse itself

of Heaven and the Church ; and faith is the existere

thence.

9032. It is a genuine truth of the doctrine of the

Church that charity towards the neighbour and love to

the Lord make the Church with man ; and that these

loves are insinuated by the Lord through faith ; that is,

through the truths of faith which are from the "Word.

9141". The love of good—that is, love to the Lord

and love towards the neighbour—make the fire of life

with a good man and with an Angel of Heaven . . .

9207'*. For those who love the Lord, and also them-

selves in an equal degree, are those who are called

'lukewarm . .
.'

92 lo"*. For they who do what is good for the sake of

the neighbour and the Lord, love the Lord above all

things, and the neighbour as themselves . . .

9241. "With the trust and confidence which are called

faith itself, the case is this . . . they who are in charity

towards the neighbour and in love to the Lord can have

such faith ; for their heart is towards the Lord. 111.

9245''. They who 'do the Lord's words' are they who
love the neighbour and who love the Lord

; for he who
loves, does. 111.

9262. 'Innocent' is predicated of the good of love to

the Lord . . . and the good of love to the Lord is in-

terior good. Sig. . . Because they are in innocence who
love the Lord.

9276^. The heart of the Grand Man—that is, of

Heaven and the Church—is constituted of those who are

in love to the Lord and in love towards the neighbour
;

thus, abstractedly from persons, of love to the Lord and

of the love of the neighbour . . .

9341^. That then the truths of faith are seen and re-

vealed to those who are in love to the Lord. Sig.

937S. And all those love the Lord, consequently are

conjoined with Him through love, who are in the good

of life from the truths of faith ; because the good from

these truths is from the Lord ; nay, is the Lord. 111.

9613^. The conjunction of the angelic Societies into

one Heaven has relation to these laws ... 5- That the

. universal bond is the Lord ; thus love from Him, and

the derivative love to Him.

9705. In a word, in proportion as a man is in love to

the Lord and in love towards the neighbour, in the

same proportion he is in the internal man, and thinks

and wills from it, and also speaks from it and acts

from it . . .

9800. They who are in love and faith to the Lord,

and in charity towards the neighbour, are in the

understanding of truth and in the will of good ; for with

them there is a reception of the good and truth which

are from the Lord.

9863. For the good which inflows with a man, Spirit,

or Angel, appears as his. Hence love to the Lord is

love from the Lord.

10038-. There are two fires of life with man ; one is

of the love of self, the other is love to God. They who
are in the love of self cannot be in love to God, because

they are opposites. Ex.

10131-. For without the good of innocence there is no
love to the Lord, nor charity towards the neighbour . . .

101876. By good is meant charity towards the neigh-

bour, and love to the Lord ; for all goods are thence.

101S9*. They who are in love to the Lord and charity

towards the neighbour, and thence in faith, look at the

Lord before them in every turning of their bodies . . .

for the Lord turns them to Himself ; for He enters into

them through the way of the east, and keeps them con-

stantly in a determination to Himself. Hence their

external sight is determined by their internal sight . . .

and this by the love . . .

10201^. By intelligence and wisdom ... is meant the

faculty of seeing and perceiving the truths and goods

which are of faith and charity, and which are of love to

the Lord. This faculty is impossible except with those

who are in illustration from the Lord ; and they are so

far in illustration as they are in love to the Lord and

charity towards the neighbour ; for the Lord enters

througli good, thus through the love and charity,

which are with the man, and leads into the truths

which correspond to the goods . . .

10205. That [there is to be] no worship from any

other love than the love of the Lord. Sig. and Ex. . .

The case is this : acknowledgment, faith, and love to

the Lord, are the principal things of all the worship

within the Church ; for acknowledgment, faith, and

love conjoin; acknowledgment and faith conjoin the

Intellectual therein ; and love the "\''oluntary ; and

these two make the whole man ... It is otherwise

with those who are outside the Church . . .

10227'^. The ascription of all things to the Lord opens

the interiors of man towards Heaven ; for thus it is ac-

knowledged that nothing of truth and good is from self;

and in proportion as this is acknowledged . . . the man
comes into innocence, and into love and faith in the

Lord. Thence come conjunction with the Divine,

influx thence, and illustration.

10284^. "Whereas the love which is with a man from

the Lord is love towards the neighbour and love to God

. . . and love towards the neighbour and love to the Lord

reign in Heaven, and are Heaven . . .

1055 1-. Every one is mistaken who believes himself

to be in illustration if he does not love to know truth

for the sake of truth, and for the sake of the good of life

. . . because to live according to the Divine truths which

are from the "Word is to love the Lord ; and from the

Lord, when He is loved, is all illustration.

10559^. This do all who are in externals without an

internal ; for if these venerate and adore and as it were

love God, it is not for His sake, but for the sake of

themselves . . . 10602-.

10578-. "V\^hereas they who are in externals not separ-
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ated from what is internal, can all see the interior

things of the Word, of the Church, and of worship . . .

Hence it follows that those who are in love to the Lord,

and also those who are in charity towards the neighbour,

see them ; for love to the Lord and charity towards the

neighbour open the internal man, and when this is

opened the man as to his interiors is in Heaven among

the Angels where the Lord is.

3. It shall here be told in a few words what love

to the Lord is, or what it is to love the Lord. He who

believes that he loves the Lord, and does not live ac-

cording to His precepts, is very much mistaken ; for to

live according to them is to love the Lord. These pre-

cepts are truths which are from the Lord, thus in which

is the Lord ; and therefore in proportion as these are

- loved—that is, in proportion as one lives according to

them from love—in the same proportion the Lord is

loved. The reason is that the Lord loves man, and

from love wills that he be happy to eternity ; and man
cannot become happy except through a life according to

His precepts ; for through them man is regenerated,

and becomes spiritual, and thus can be elevated into

Heaven. But to love the Lord without a life according

to His precepts, is not to love Him ; for then there is

not anything with the man into which the Lord is in-

flowing, and elevating him to Himself . . . From these

things it may be evident what it is to love the Lord

. . . ni.

10596. The life of Heaven is in those who have loved

God above all things, and the neighbour as themselves.

These are they who have faith . . .

10606. For in the Inmost Heaven there reigns celes-

tial love, which is love to the Lord from the Lord . . .

10645-. Many suppose . . . that they worship the

Lord through love when they love Him ; but by . . .

merely loving, the Lord is not worshipped ; but by

living according to His precepts ; because these alone are

they who . . . love the Lord. The rest say . . . that

they love Him, and still do not love Him. Ex.
^. Hence it is evident that ... to love the Lord

is to imbue the Voluntary with the goods of love ; and

that this cannot be done, except by learning truths

from the Word, by willing them, and by doing

them . . .

10683*. Tl^ey who love to do truth for the sake of

truth, love the Lord ; because truth is from the Lord
;

and the Lord causes it to become good by the willing

and doing of it. Ex. and 111. e Ref.

10694^. But they who are in the externals and at the

same time in the internals of the Church, of worship,

and of the Word, are in love towards the neighbour,

and in love to the Lord ; and are thence in the light

of Heaven. (Continued under Love of Self.)

10721. From these things it may be evident what
makes Heaven ; namely, that it is love to the Lord and

love towards the neighbour ; and also faith ; but the

latter in proportion to the life it has from those loves.

10761. For the essentials of the Church are love and

faith in the Lord from the Lord.

10787. AVe spoke to them about the Lord, about love

to Him, about love towards the neighbour . . . that to

love the Lord is to love the precepts which are from

Him, which is to live according to them from love . . .

10814^. For in proportion as man does not love and

worship the Lord, in the same proportion he loves and

worships himself; and in the same proportion also he

loves the world above Heaven.

10829. To love the Lord is to live according to His

precepts. That this is to love the Lord, He Himself

teaches in John :
' If ye love Me, ye will keep My com-

mandments. He who hath My precepts, and doeth

them, he it is who loveth Me. If anyone will love Me,

he must keep My word ; but he who doth not love Me,

keepeth not My words' (xiv. 15,21,23,24).

H. 13. That the Divine of the Lord in Heaven is love

to Him and charity towards the neighbour. Chapter.

15. There are two distinct loves in Heaven : love to

the Lord, and love towards the neighbour. In the In-

most or Third Heaven there is love to the Lord ; and

in the Second or Middle Heaven there is love towards

the neighbour. Each proceeds from the Lord ; and

each makes Heaven. How these two loves are distin-

guished from each other, and how they are conjoined

with each other, is evident in Heaven in manifest light

;

but not in the world except obscurely. In Heaven, by

to love the Lord is not meant to love Him as to His

person ; but to love the good which is from Him ; and

to love good is to will and do good from love. And by

to love the neighbour is not meant to love one's com-

panion as to his person ; but to love the truth which is

I'rom the Word ; and to love truth is to will and do

truth. Hence it is evident that these two loves are dis-

tinguished from each other as are good and truth ; and

that they conjoin themselves with each other as good

does with truth.

16. I have sometimes spoken on this subject with the

Angels ; who said that they wonder that the men of the

Church do not know that to love the Lord and to love

the neighbour is to love good and truth, and, from will-

ing, to do them ; when yet they might know that

everyone testifies love by willing and doing the things

which another wills ; and that thus he is loved in turn,

and is conjoined with him ; and not by loving him and

still not doing his will, which in itself is not to love

:

and also that they might know that the good which

proceeds from the Lord is the likeness of Him, because

He Himself is in it ; and that those become likenesses

of Him, and are conjoined with Him, who make good

and truth to be of their life, by willing and doing

them. 111.

17". In the other life . . . those who are in love to

the Lord and in love towards the neighbour turn them-

selves constantly to the Lord . . .

19. That love to the Lord and love towards the

neighbour comprehend in themselves all Divine truths,

may be evident from the things which the Lord Himself

has said about these two loves :
' Thou shalt love thy

God from thy whole heart and from thy whole soul

;

this is the greatest and the first ijrecept. The second,

which is like it, is. Thou shalt love thy neighbour as

thyself. On these two precepts hang the Law and the

Prophets' (Matt.xxii. 37-40). 'The Law and the Pro-

phets' are the whole Word ; thus all truth Divine.
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[H. ] 64^. To perform use is to will well to others for the

sake of the common good ; and not to perform use is to

will well to others not for the sake of the common good,

but for the sake of self. The latter are they who love

themselves above all things ; but the former are they

who love the Lord above all things. Hence it is that

the former who are in Heaven act as a one ; but this

not from themselves, but from the Lord ; for they

regard Him as the Only One a Quo ; and His Kingdom
as the common [good] which we are to consult. 111.

"ji^. In the Heavens, the goods of all are from one

love ; thus from one origin. The one love which is the

origin of all the goods there is love to the Lord from

the Lord. Hence it is that tlie whole Heaven is His

likeness in general ; each Society in a less general ; and
each Angel in particular.

112^. To love the Lord and the neighbour is, in

general, to perform uses.

225s. (The Celestial Angels) say that to live according

to truths is to love the Lord.

271. The reason the Angels of the Third Heaven are

such (as to wisdom), is that they are in love to the

Lord
; and this love opens the interiors of the mind to

the third degree ; and is the receptacle of all things of

wisdom.
e. Love to the Lord in this Heaven is to will and

to do Divine truth ; for Divine truth is the Lord in

Heaven.

278. Those who are in a state of innocence . . . love

all that is good, and are delighted with all that is true
;

because they know and perceive that to love good—thus

to will and to do it—is to love the Lord ; and that to

love truth is to love the neighbour.

350^. To be loved by the Lord is also to love the Lord

;

for love is reciprocal ; for to him who is loved the Lord
gives that he should love.

356. App.''. That knowledge, intelligence, and wis-

dom are the sons of love to God and of love towards the

neighbour. Refs.

390'-. Wisdom is to love use ; thus the good of one's

fellow-citizen, of the society, of our Country, and of the

Church. In this also consists love to the Lord ; because

all the good which is the good of use is from the Lord
;

and is also love towards the neighbour ; because the

neighbour is the good which is to be loved in (them).

396. But the delights of the soul or spirit all flow

forth from love to the Lord and from love towards the

neighbour ; thence too are the affections of good and

truth, and interior happinesses. These loves together

with their delights inflow from the Lord and from

Heaven by an internal way . . . and aff"ect the interiors

... In proportion, therefore, as these two loves of

Heaven are received and affect us, the interiors are

opened . . .

399. In the Heavens there is a communication of all

with each and of each with all. Such a communication

flows forth from the two loves of Heaven, which are

. . . love to the Lord and love towards the neighbour.

These loves are communicative of their delights. The
reason love to the Lord is such, is that the Lord's love

is the love of the communication of all things of His

own to all ; for He wills the happiness of all. There is

a like love in each of those who love Him, because the

Lord is in them . . .

401. The man who is in the love of self and the

world, so long as he lives in the body, feels delight

from them . . . But the man who is in love to God, and

in love towards the neighbo\U', so long as he lives in the

body, does not manifestly feel delight from them, and
from the good affections which are from them ; but
only a bliss almost imperceptible, because it is stored

away in his interiors, and is covered over by the ex-

teriors which are of the body, and is dulled by the cares

of the world. But after death the states are completely

changed . . . the obscure delight, and almost impercep-

tible bliss, which had been with those in the world who
had been in love to God and in love towards the neigh-

bour, is then turned into the deliglit of Heaven, which

becomes perceptible and sensible in every way . . .

481. They who love goodness, sincerity, and justice

for their own sake, and do and live them, also love the

Lord above all things, because they are from Him ; and

also love the neighbour, because these are the neigh-

bour who is to be loved.

(q). That to love the Lord is to love that which

is from Him ; because in everything which is from Him
is Himself. Refs.

554". I have been told from Heaven . . . that love to

the Lord and love towards the neighbour reign in the

Heavens, and also make the Heavens . . .

557. Celestial love is to love uses for the sake of uses

. . . for this is to love God and to love the neighbour ;

because all uses . . . are from God ; and also are the

neighbour who is to be loved . . .

596-. All who are in the Celestial Kingdom are in

love to the Lord ; and all who are in the Hells opposite

to this Kingdom are in the love of self . . . Hence it has

been evident that love to the Lord, and the love of self,

are opposites . . .

N. 59. The two loves from which are all goods and

truths are love to the Lord, and love towards the

neighbour . . .

60. The two loves from which are all goods and

truths, and which . . . are love to the Lord and love

towards the neighbour, make Heaven with man, and

therefore they also reign in Heaven ; and, as they make

Heaven with man, they also make the Church with

him. 78.

61. These two loves . . . open and form the internal

spiritual man, because they reside there . . .

906. Hence it is evident that when good is loved, the

Lord is loved ; for the Lord is He from whom is good,

who is in good, and who is good itself.

96^. From these things it may now be evident in

what way love to the Lord conjoins itself with love

towards the neighbour.

106^. That within charity there is love to the Lord,

thus the Lord, although the man is not aware of it.

Refs.

231. Love to the Lord and love towards the neigh-

bour make Heaven ; and so also does faith ; but the

latter in proportion as it has life from these loves.
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Life 38. In proportion as anyone is in good, and

from good loves . truths, in the same proportion he

loves the Lord ; because the Lord is good itself and

truth itself . . . Ill,

22. Love to the Lord is properly love ; and love

towards the neighbour is charity. There is no love to

the Lord with man except in charity : in the latter the

Lord conjoins Himself with man.

W. 122. As all the quarters in the Spiritual World
are determined from the east ... it is evident that the

Lord, and love to Him, are the source from which all

things are ; and that in proportion as anyone is not in

this love, in the same proportion he is remote from

Him ; and dwells either in the west, or in the south, or

in the north, at distances there according to the recep-

tion of the love.

125. Those Angels who are in love to the Lord from

the Lord see Him directly ; therefore they are in the

east and the west ...

141''. There are two loves which are the heads of all

the rest, or to which all other loves have relation. The
love which is the head, or that to which all heavenly

loves have relation, is love to the Lord . , ,

142. See Love of Dominating, here.

237-. The third degree, which is called celestial, is

opened by the celestial love of use, which love is love to

the Lord
; and love to the Lord is nothing else than

to commit to life the precepts of the Word ; which, in

sum, are to shun evils because they are infernal and

diabolical, and to do goods because they are heavenly

and Divine. These three degrees are thus opened with

man successively.

275'*. Love to the Lord, and the derivative love

towards the neighbour, make the inmost degree in the

Heavens . . . Wisdom and intelligence from their loves

make the middle degree in the Heavens . . .

426. That spiritual and celestial love is love towards

the neighbour and love to the Lord . . . Gen. art.

. By love to the Lord is meant the love of doing

uses . . .

P. 94. The conjunction of the Lord with man, and

the reciprocal conjunction of man with the Lord, is

effected by loving the neighbour as one's self, and loving

the Lord above all things.

". To love the Lord above all things is nothing

else than not to do evil to the Word, because in the

Word is the Lord ; and not to do evil to the holy things

of the Church, because in the holy things of the Church

is the Lord ; and not to do evil to the soul of anyone,

because the soul of everyone is in the hand of the Lord.

They who shun these evils as enormous sins love the

Lord above all things ; but no others can do this than

those who love the neighbour as themselves ; for thej'

are conjoined.

1996. Whereas if man attributes all things to the

Lord, his soul becomes the love of the Lord . . .

R. 353. Mutual love proximately descends from love

to the Lord, because the Lord's love is to do uses to the

community, and to every society in general ; and He
effects them by means of men who are in love to Him.

556*^. By to love the Lord is meant to love to do His

precepts. 111. The reason is that He Himself is His own

precepts ; for they are from Him ; consequently He

Himself is in them ; thus in the man on whose life they

have been inscribed ; and they are inscribed on a man

by his willing and doing them.

691. That love to the Lord would torment them,

because they were in the concupiscences of evils from

the delight of their love. Sig. and Ex.

903-. These things have been said that it may be

known that all things of the doctrine of the New
Jerusalem have relation to love to the Lord and to love

towards the neighbour. Love to the Lord is to have

faith in the Lord and to do His precepts ; and to do

His precepts is love towards the neighbour, because to

do His precepts is to do uses to the neighbour. 111.

915. For (those who approach the Lord immediately,

and live according to the precepts of the decalogue by

shunning evils as sins), and no others, are in the doctrine

of love to God and of love towards the neighbour
;

which two things are the foundations of religion. Sig.

and Ex.

M. 134^. Man is born into no love in order that he

may come into all . . . and into love to the Lord by

means of love towards the neighbour . . .

T. 1 60-. Because at the side towards the east there

are Societies which are in love to God and towards the

neighbour . . .

287. It is also known that all things of doctrine and

of life have relation to love to God, and to love towards

the neighbour . . .

'^. Now as love to God, and love towards the

neighbour, are all things of the Word ;
and the deca-

logue in its first table contains in a summary all things

of love to God, and in the second table all things of love

towards the neighbour, it follows that it contains all

things which are of doctrine and of life.

306. In the spiritual sense, by 'to honour the father

and mother' is meant to reverence and love God and

the Church. Ex.

329. That the ten precepts of the decalogue contain

all things which are of love to God, and all things

which are of love towards the neighbour. Gen. art.

394. That there are three universal loves : the love of

Heaven, the love of the world, and the love of self.

Gen. art. . . By the love of Heaven is meant love to the

Lord, and also love towards the neighbour ;
and as both

of them regard use as the end, it may be called the love

of uses. (Continued under Love. )

4x46. It is to be known that those who love their

Country . . . after death love the Lord's Kingdom . . .

. . . and they who love the Lord's Kingdom, love the

Lord, because the Lord is the all in all things of His

Kingdom.

416. They who love the Lord's Kingdom (which

means the Communion of Saints and also Heaven) love

the Lord above all things, consequently are in love to

God above all others ; for the Church in the Heavens

and on earth is the Body of the Lord ;
for they are in

the Lord, and the Lord is in them.
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[T. 416]-. For they who love the Lord's Kingdom not
only love the Lord above all things, but also love the

neighbour as themselves ; for love to the Lord is the

univ^ersal love, and hence it is in each and all things of

spiritual life, and is also in each and all things of

natural life ; for this love resides in the highest things

with man ; and the highest things inflow into the lower

ones . . . 111.

419. The man who loves good because it is good, and
truth because it is truth, loves the neighbour eminently,

because he loves the Lord, who is good itself and truth

itself . . .

456. On the conjunction of love to God and of love

towards the neighbour. Gen. art.

580-. Into the Highest Heaven come those who by
regeneration receive love to the Lord . . .

797^. Tlien (Melancthon's) eyes were opened, and he
saw that the whole of the Word was full of love to God
and of love towards the neighbour . . .

D. 4792. (The Moravians) were told . . . that to love
the Lord is most dangerous if they are not in the good
of life according to the precepts of faith ; because the
Lord is the Holy itself . . .

5152. It is said that those who are in the Heavens
are in love to the Lord and in charity towards the
neighbour

; but they wlio do not know in what way
they are in love and charity may believe that it is

merely to love the Lord and to love the neighbour;
but it is not so. But love to the Lord consists in the
fact that they love to do the things which the Lord
has commanded ; thus the Divine truths which are in

the Word, and to love them. In this consists their
love to the Lord. And love towards the neighbour,
with them, consists in the fact that they love to do
those things which the doctrine of their Church dictates

;

thus to do them from faith. This, with them, is to love
the neighbour.

5988=*. As (the Moravians) said that they had loved
the Lord, because He has been received by God the
Father as a Son on account of the passion of the cross,

they were told that such love does not at all conjoin
them, except with some simple ones in the Ultimate
Heaven . . .

D. Min. 4593. They who have love towards the
neighbour do not always have love to the Lord ; as the
spiritual

; but they have reverence, and estimation

;

which are confirmed by means of the truths of faith.

4635. If man were devoid of hereditary evil, he
would be born into Divine order itself; namely, into

love to the Lord, and into love towards the neigh-

bour . . .

E. 148. Those are in interior life who are in love to

the Lord
; and no others are in love to the Lord than

those who acknowledge the Divine in His Human.

154. There are two loves which make Heaven or the
Church : love to the Lord, and love towards the neigh-

bour or charity. Love to the Lord is what is called

celestial love ; and love towards the neighbour, or

charity, is what is called spiritual love . . .

218. They who are in spiritual love, or in charity and

the derivative faith, are in intelligence ; but they who
are in celestial love, or in love to the Lord and the

derivative perception of truth, are in wisdom.

409". ' Servants ' = those who want to love the Lord
and themselves equally ; and Heaven and the world
equally . . , when yet there must be a predominance of

one love over the other ; and where there is a predomin-
ance, that which opposes itself is hated and despised.

For the love of self and of the world is opposite to love

to the Lord and love towards the neighbour. Hence it

is that they who are in celestial love would rather die,

and be deprived of honours and riches in the world,

than be drawn away by them from the Lord and from
Heaven . . .

433. ' Of the tribe of Judah were sealed twelve thou-

sand '= love to the Lord, and that all who are therein

are in Heaven and come into Heaven. Ex.
-. Besides, no one is admitted into Heaven except

by the Lord ; for the universal Heaven is His ; and
therefore no one is there or comes thither except him
who acknowledges Him and loves Him. To love Him
is not to love Him as to His person ; but to live accord-

ing to His precepts. 111.

. The reason those love the Lord who do and

keep His precepts and words, is that His 'precepts,'

and ' words ' = Divine truths ; and all Divine truth

proceeds from Him ; and that which proceeds from Him
is Himself ; and therefore when a man is in this as to

life, then the Lord is in him, and he is in the Lord
;

whence it is said : 'Ye in IMe, and I in you ;
' and that

He 'will come and make His abode with them.' This,

therefore, is to love Him. Moreover, to love is to be

conjoined ; for love is spiritual conjunction ; and con-

junction is effected through the reception of the Divine

triith in doctrine and in life.

^. As ' Judali, ' in the supreme sense, = the Lord

as to celestial love ; and, in the internal sense, the

Celestial Kingdom, he also=love to the Lord ; for this

love is the reciprocal love with man ; and reigns in the

Lord's Celestial Kingdom. *,I11.

445-. They who are in the goods of life from the

spiritual atfection of truth and good are in charity ; and

they who are in tlie goods of life from the celestial

affection are in love to the Lord . . .

707. The Church with those who are in love to the

Lord, and thence in love towards the neighbour. Sig.

2_ Yov love to the Lord is to love and will the

things which are the Lord's ; thus the things which the

Lord has commanded in the Word . . .

758^. Whereas all who are in the Heavens are in

loves to the Lord and towards the neighbour . . . The

delio'hts of loves to the Lord and towards the neighbour

are the delights of charity of various kinds . . .

780". 'A child ' = innocence, and at the same time

love to the Lord ; for love to the Lord makes one with

innocence . . .

797^. (Such) hold cheap love to God, and love towards

the neighbour . . .

798*. There are two universal loves, which are funda-

mental of all ; namely, love to the Lord, and love

towards the neighbour, which is called charity. In
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these are all who do goods from the Word ; for all good

is of love.

799°. 'To remain in the house of Jehovah all the days

of our life ' = . . . to remain in the good of love to the

Lord.

826^. I will show what love to the Lord is. In the

Third Heaven they are all in love to the Lord from the

Lord ; and they are such as possess truths inscribed on

their life, and not on the memory . . . For all truths

with them are inscribed on their affections, which

derive their essence from celestial love, which is love to

the Lord . . . And as these Angels are in love to the

Lord from the Lord, their interior life consists of mere

affections of good and truth from that love ; whence it

is that they do not speak truths, but do truths ; thus

they do good works ; for the affections of good and

truth which are from this love cannot do otherwise than

come forth into act ; and when they come forth they

are called uses, and are meant by good works. They
also perceive in themselves the quality of the uses or

works, from the affection from which they are ; and

also their differences, from the conjunction of many
affections ; thus they do all things with interior wisdom.

And as they do not think truths, and thence speak

them ; but only do them ; and this comes from their

love to the Lord, and consequently from affections

alone, of which their life consists, it is evident that love

to the Lord consists in doing truths from the affection

of them, and that their deeds are good works ; con-

sequently, that to love the Lord is to do. 111.

s. From these things it is evident how ample is

the doctrine of love to the Lord ; for it is the doctrine

of all the affections which are of love ; and each affection

has truths inscribed on itself, according to the quality

of its perfection ; and it produces them in act with

infinite variety ; and these affections do not come into

the understanding in the shape of ideas ; but to the

interior sensitive perception, in the shape of the delights

of the will, which cannot be described by words. Those

become Angels of the Third Heaven who draw the laws

of life from the Word, and live according to them ; and

who worship the Lord.

828^. And love to the Lord from the Lord is inno-

cence. Hence by 'infants,' and 'children,' in the Word,

is signified innocence, and also love to the Lord.

831-. Spiritual love is the love of truth ; and, in the

supreme sense, is the love of the Divine truth which

proceeds from the Lord ; thus is also love to the Lord,

but in a lower degree than that in which are the Celestial

Angels. The latter arc in love to the Lord from the

reception of the Divine good from Him ; but the former

are in love to the Lord from the reception of Divine

truth from Him . . .

863. They who love truths abstractedly from such

things (as honours and gain) love the Lord ; for the

Lord with man is in the truths which are from good . . .

973^ For to love the Lord is not to love His person
;

but to love the things which proceed from the Lord

;

for these are the Lord with man . . .

981. By love to the Lord is signified the love or

affection of doing His commandments ; thus the love of

keeping the precepts of the decalogue ; for in proi)ortion

as a man, from love or affection, keeps and does them,

in the same proportion he loves the Lord. The reason

is that these are the Lord with man.

I020^ When a man abstains from [acts of] false

witness as understood in a moral and spiritual sense, and

shuns aiad is averse to them as sins, there then inflows

from the Lord through Heaven the love of Truth and
the love of justice ; and when a man thence loves Truth
and loves justice, he then loves the Lord ; for the Lord
is Truth itself, and justice itself . . .

1026'*. Upon one of the tables were written the

Precepts of love to the Lord
; and upon the other those

of love towards the neighbour. The first three Precepts

are of love to the Lord ; and the last six are of love

towards the neighbour ; and the Fourth Precept—which
is 'Honour thy father and thy mother'—is an inter-

mediate Precept ; for by 'the father' there is meant the

Father in the Heavens ; and by 'the mother' is meant
the Church, which is the neighbour.

1099*. By love is meant love to the Lord
; and by

to love the Lord is not meant to love the Lord as a

Person. By this love alone man is not conjoined with

Heaven ; but by the love of Divine good and Divine

truth, which are the Lord in Heaven and in the Church
;

and these two are not loved by knowing them, thinking

them, understanding them, and speaking them ; but by
willing and doing them for the reason that they have

been commanded by the Lord, and consequently because

they are uses. Ex.

1 143. Truths and goods from a celestial origin are the

truths and goods with those who are in love to the Lord,

which are called celestial . . .

. (The Babylonians) say that the Lord is loved,

because He has given this Power to man . . . But love

to the Lord is impossible with them ; for the love of

dominating over Heaven and the Church is quite con-

trary . . .

1
1
44-. See Love of Self, here.

D. Love X. Love to the Lord involves uses a quo ;

and love towards the neighbour involves uses ad quern,

xiii^ Ex.

xiii. That in proportion as a man is in the love of

uses, in the same proportion he is in the Lord's love, and
in the same proportion he loves Him, and loves the

neighbour, and is a man. Gen. art.

. The reason why by to love the Lord is meant
to do uses from Him and for His sake, is that all the

good uses which man does are from the Lord . . . and to

love Him is to do them ; for that which a man loves he
does. No one can love the Lord in any other way ; for

the uses which are goods are from the Lord . . . nay, are

the Lord Himselfwith man. These are the things which
the Lord can love. He cannot be conjoined in love with

any man except through His own Divine things, con-

sequently He cannot in any other way give to man to

love Him ; for man cannot love the Lord from himself:

the Lord Himself draws him, and conjoins him with

Himself ; and therefore to love the Lord as a Person,

and not use, is to love Him from self, which is not to

love. He who does uses . . . from the Lord, does them
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for His sake. These things may be illustrated by the

celestial love in which are the Angels of the Third

Heaven. These Angels are in love to the Lord above the

Angels in all the other Heavens. Both the latter and

the former know that to love the Lord is nothing else

than to do the goods which are uses ; saying that uses

are the Lord with them. By uses they mean the uses

and goods of ministry, of administration, of function,

with both priests and magistrates, and with business

men and workmen. The goods which do not flow from

their offices they do not call uses ; but alms, benefits,

and things gratuitous.

[D.Love] xvii^. These (who shun evils as sins), and

no others, are they to whom the Lord can give to love

Him above all things, and the neighbour as themselves.

xix®. Thus and no otherwise (that is, by man's doing

and acting), the Lord is loved, and the neighbour is

loved.

D. Wis. iv. AVithout this appearance there is no

Reciprocal, so that man should love the Lord as the

Lord loves him . . . For the Lord Avills to be loved ; and

therefore He gives to man to will it.

xi. That love to the Lord from the Lord comes forth

in charity . . . Gen. art.

. They who think about love to the Lord and

about charity towards the neighbour only naturally, and

not at the same time spiritually, think no otherwise,

because they can think no otherwise, than that the Lord

is to be loved as to His person, and also the neighbour as

to his person ; whereas they who think both naturally

and spiritually, perceive . . . that both an evil and a

good man can love the Lord as to His person ; and in

like manner the neighbour ; and that if an evil man
loves, he cannot be loved back ; but that if a good man
loves, he can. Hence a spiritual natural man concludes

that to love the Lord is to love that which is from Him,
which in itself is the Divine in which the Lord is ; and
that this is to do good to the neighbour ; and that thus
and no otherwise can he be loved by the Lord, and be
conjoined with Him through love. But a natural man
cannot think spiritually about this matter, unless these

things are delivered distinctly before him.

3. That love to the Lord comes forth in charity,

because [it comes forth] in use. Gen. art.

^. Hence it is evident . . . that the conjunction

of love to the Lord with charity towards the neighbour

is in use . . . For man cannot love the Lord from him-

self ; nor can he from himself do uses ; but the Lord
loves him, and reciprocates His o\vn love in him, and
also causes that it appears to him as if he loves the Lord
from himself. This, therefore, is the love of the Lord
from the Lord.

7. That the uses which are done by a man who does

not fight against evils . . . are against love to the Lord,

and against love towards the neighbour. Ex.

De Conj. 7. That conjugial love is love to the Lord.

—All who are in love truly conjugial are in love to the

Lord
; for the reason that it descends from the marriage

of the Lord with the Chui'ch. Hence it is that they who
are in the Third Heaven—who are all in love to the
Lord—are in love truly conjugial.

Love towards the neighbour. Ajhoi-

erga proxiiinnn.

Love of the neighbour. Amorproximi.

To love the neighbour. Afnare

proximum.
See Charity ; and under Love to the Lord, Neigh-

bour, and Spiritual.

A. 54S. If they want to be like the Angels, they

ought to love the neighbour more than themselves. . .

They wondered that there is such a love in Heaven, or

that it is possible for anyone to love the neighbour

more than himself ; when yet they had heard that tliey

should love the neighbour a.-; themselves. But they

were informed that all goods increase indefinitely in

the other life ; and that there is such a life in the body
that the}' cannot advance beyond loving the neighbour

as themselves, because they are in corporeal things ; but

that when these have been removed, the love becomes

more pure, and at last angelic ; which is to love the

neighbour more than self. That such a love is possible,

might have been evident from the conjugial love of some,

in that they have preferred death to the injury of their

consort ; from the love of parents towards their children,

in that a mother would rather suffer hunger than see her

infant hungering, even in the case of birds and animals
;

and also from sincere friendship, in that people undergo

dangers for their friends ; and even from civil and
simulated friendship, which wants to emulate sincere

friendship, in that they prefer to off"er [the best things]

to those to whom they will well . . . : and finally from

the nature of love, which is such, that it is its joy to be

of service to others, not for the sake of self, but for their

sake. But these things could not be apprehended by

those who loved themselves above others, and who in

the life of the body had been greedy for gain ; and least

of all by misers. 1392. H.406. D.4104.

904^ The presence of the Lord is predicated according

to the state of love towards the neighbour, and of faith,

in which the man is. The Lord is present in love

towards the neighbour, because He Js present in all

good . . .

^. The presence of the Lord with a man exists

for the first time when he loves the neighbour . . .

IOI3"'*. 'An image ' = spiritual love ; that is, love

towards the neighbour, or charity.

1141°. Those called 'sons of Shem' . . . worshipped

the Lord, and loved the neighbour.

2023. By charity is meant love towards the neigh-

bour.

^. They who have love towards the neighbour

or charity, are spiritual men ... The Ancient Church

. . . was in love towards the neighbour or charity.

2048^.

2048^. Those are called spiritual who are in love

towards the neighbour, and thus in the truth of faith.

2069^.

2o8S-^ Love towards the neighbour or charity was

implanted through truth . . .

2196^. From appearances a man supposes that no one

can love the neighbour more than himself.
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22272. Spiritual good is of love towards the neigh-

bour
;
(which) is from celestial good ; for no one can

love the Lord unless he also loves the neighbour.

(Continued under Love to the Lord,
)

2228^. Heavenly life is from all those ends, thoughts,

and works which are of love towards the neighbour.

2253''. Hence it is evident that in proportion as any-

one loves the neighbour, in the same proportion he has

life from the Lord.

2715-. The celestial love the neighbour more than

themselves.

2718'. The neighbour is to be loved from the good

which is with him. Ex.

^. He who loves the neighbour from good, loves

the Lord. Ex.

3240. The truth with the celestial is of love towards

the neighbour.

33 16^ Instead of wine, the Angels have the idea of

spiritual love . . . that is, of love towards the neigh-

bour.

42216. Hence it was evident of what quality those

become who are in no love towards the neighbour . . .

4364". He who has been regenerated ; that is, who
loves the neighbour . . .

4368*. When those who are in the affection of truth

from the good of genuine charity hear that love towards

the neighbour does not begin from self, but from the

Lord, they rejoice ; whereas they who are in the affection

of truth from the love of self and of the world , . .

sharply maintain that that love begins from self. Hence

they do not know Avhat it is to love the neighbour as

themselves.

4459^. .They who are in mere externals cannot possibly

apprehend that heavenly joy is to love the neighbour

more than self, and the Lord above all things . . . For

he who is in externals alone loves himself more than

the neighbour . . .

4730-. Who at this day knows anything else than that

love towards the neighbour is to give to the poor . . .

to aid everyone from one's wealth, and to benefit him in

every way, without distinction as to whether he is good

or evil . . .

4776-. They who are in love towards the neighbour

do good from good-will . . .

^. From these things it may be evident what
Heaven is ; namely, that it is love towards the neigh-

bour . . . They who are in love towards the neighbour
are able to receive all the truths of faith, and to imbue
them, and appropriate them to themselves ; for in love

towards the neighbour there is the all of faith ; because

Heaven and tlie Lord are in it.

'. All tilings are in the loves . . . such, therefore,

as the loves are, such are the lives . . . Love towards
the neighbour receives the life of Heaven . . . Thus in

love towards the neighbour there is the all of Heaven.

4837*. The love of good and truth is that which is

called love towards the neighbour
; for the neighbour is

he who is in good and the derivative truth ; and, in the

abstract sense, is good itself and its truth.

6023-. The neighbour is loved when anyone rightly

discharges his office for the good of others . . .

6295". The good of love towards the neighbour is the

External of the celestial man. Therefore ... in the

External of the Celestial Church are those who are in

love towards the neighbour.

63666. Influx from the Celestial Kingdom (into the

Spiritual Kingdom) is effected through love towards

the neighbour
; for this is the External of the Celestial

Kingdom ; and is the Internal of the Spiritual King-

dom.

6495. The influx which is from the Lord is the good

of celestial love ; thus of love towards the neighbour.

In this love the Lord is present ; for He loves the

universal human race . . . and as the good of this love is

from Him, He Himself is in it ; thus is present with the

man who is in the good of this love.

. But when a man receives influx from Hell, he

then feels . . . the life of the love of the neighbour

—

unless it is for himself—to be undelightful.

6667. For with these there is no mercy, because no
love of the neighbour . . .The love of the neighbour

which appears with them is nothing else than the love

of self ; for in proportion as the other favours him . . .

in the same proportion he is loved . . .

7369. In proportion as a man is in the love of self, in

the same proportion he removes himself from the love of

the neighbour ; consequentlj' . . . from Heaven ; for in

Heaven there is the love of the neighbour. 7489.

8123". Therefore he who does any good for the sake of

good, and what is just for the sake of what is just, loves

the neighbour . . . Whereas he who does what is unjust

for the sake of any gain, hates the neighbour. N. 103^.

8678". The state of the reception of the Divine and of

Heaven ... is a state of love towards the neigh-

bour . . .

9049. With him who does good from the heart . . .

there is increased the affection of love towards the

neighbour, to whom he does good ; and with this affec-

tion, a delight which is heavenly delight, ineffable.

Ex.

9262. The good of love towards the neighbour is

exterior good ; and the good of love to the Lord is

interior good. . ,
' Just ' = the good of love towards the

neighbour. 9263 111.

10308. For no one can love the neighbour from

himself. He who does so from himself, loves the

neighbour and benefits him for the sake of self, which

is to love self.

10787. (We said to them) that love towards the

neighbour is to will good and thence to do good to a

fellow-citizen, our Country, the Church, tlie Lord's

Kingdom, not for the sake of self, in order to be seen,

or for the sake of meriting ; but from the affection of

good.

H. 15. In the Second or Middle Heaven there is

love towards the neighbour. (This also) proceeds from

the Lord, and makes Heaven.
-'. By to love the neighboiir is not meant to love

one's companion as to his person ; but to love the truth
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which is from the Word ; and to love truth is to will and

do truth. 1 6.

[H.] 64*=. And they who love to do what is good to others,

not for the sake of self, but for the sake of good, love

the neighbour ; for there good is the neighbour.

558a. That the love of self is opposite to love towards

the neighbour, may be seen from the origin and the

essence of each. With him who is in the love of self,

the love of the neighbour begins from self. Ex. . . But

spiritual love towards the neighbour begins from the

Lord ; and from Him as the centre proceeds to all who
are conjoined with Him through love and faith ; and it

proceeds according to the (j^uality of the love and faitli

with them.
2. Hence it is evident that the love of the neigh-

bour which begins from man is opposite to the love of

the neighbour which begins from the Lord ; and that

the former proceeds from evil, because from the pro-

prium of man ; but the latter from good, because from

the Lord ... It is also evident that the love of the

neighbour which proceeds from man and his pro[)rium

is corporeal ; whereas the love of the neighbour which

proceeds from the Lord is heavenly.

N. 74. The Exterior is instructed to counterfeit the

things which are of the love of the public and of the

neighbour . . . For they know that to love the public

and the neighbour interiorly affects all ; and that they

are loved and esteemed in the same proportion. The

reason it affects them, is that Heaven inflows into this

love.

84. On love towards the neighbour, or on charity.

Chapter.

100. It is believed by man that love towards the

neighbour is to give to the poor, to render aid to the

needy, and to do good to everyone ; but charity is to

act prudently, and for the sake of the end that good

may result. He who renders aid to any vicious poor or

needy person, thereby does evil to the neighbour ; for

by the aid which he renders him he confirms him in evil,

and supplies him with the means of doing evil to others.

It is otherwise with him who renders assistance to the

good.

103. The reason these things are of the love towards

the neighbour or of charity, is that . . . every man is

the neighliour, but diversely. A society less or greater

is more the neigl\bour ; our Country is still more the

neighbour ; the Lord's Kingdom is still more so ; and
the Lord is so above all. And, in the universal sense,

the good which proceeds from the Lord is the neigh-

bour ; consequentljr also what is sincere and what is

just.

106. That the love in the Spiritual Kingdom is love

towards the neighbour or charity ; and is called spiritual

love. Refs.

^. That to love the neighbour is not to love his

pei'son ; but that which is with him and from which he

is ; thus good and truth. Refs.

Life 67. That in proportion as anyone shuns as sins

murders of every kind, in the same proportion he has
love towards the neighbour. Gen. art.

F. 21. But it is one thing to love the neighbour from

the good or use in him towards self, and it is another

thing to love the neighbour from the good or use in self

towards him. (The former) can be done by an evil

person ; but (the latter) cannot be done except by a

good one ; for the latter from good loves good ; or from

the affection of use loves use. The difference between

these two is desci'ibed by the Lord in Matt. v. 32, e< neq.

It is said by many, I love him because he loves me and

does good to me ; but still to love him on this account

alone is not to love him interiorly; unless the man him-

self is in good, and from that loves his good. The latter

is in charity ; but the former is in friendship which is

not charity. He who loves the neighbour from charity

conjoins himself with his good ; and not with his person,

except in so far and so long as he is in good. This man
is spiritual, and he loves the neighbour spiritually.

Whereas he who loves another from friendship alone,

conjoins himself with his person, and then at the same
time with his evil. After death, this man can with

difliculty be sepai'ated from the person, which is in evil

;

but the other can. Chaiity effects this through faith
;

because faith is truth ; and the man who is in charity

scnitinizes and sees by means of truth what is to be

loved ; and in loving and benefiting he has regard to the

quality of the use.

22. Love towards the neighbour is charity . . ,

W. 47^. See Love, here.

237. The second degi'ee, which is called spiritual . . .

is opened by the love of uses from intellectual things, or

by the spiritual love of uses, which love is love towards

the neighbour . . .

4 1
4-. Love towards the neighbour from the Lord is

the love of wisdom ; or the genuine love of the human
understanding.

426. By love towards the neighbour is meant the

love of uses ; and by love to the Lord is meant the love

of doing uses. Ex.

P. 207. See Love of Self here.

208. A sign that they are being led by the Lord, is

that they love the neighbour.

275. The love into which man was created is the love

of the neighbour ; that he may will as well to him as

to himself, and better ; and that he may be in the

delight of this love when he is benefiting him ; scarcely

otherwise than as it is with a parent towards his little

children. This love is truly human ; for in it there is

what is spiritual ; by which it is distinguished from

natural love, which brute animals have. If man were

born into this love, he would not be born into the thick

darkness of ignorance . . . but into a certain light of

knowledge and of the derivative intelligence ; and into

these he would quickly come. He would, indeed, at

first creep like a quadruped ; but with the implanted

endeavour to raise himself up upon his feet . . .

276. But when the love of the neighbour was turned

into the love of self . . . human love was turned into

animal love ; and man . . . became a beast . . .

. When the love of the neighbour was turned

into the love of self, man could no longer be born into

the light of knowledge and intelligence ; but into the

thick darkness of ignorance ; because into the . . .
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ultimate of life, which is called the corporeal Sen-

suous . . .

-. That the love of the neighbour and the love

of self are opposite loves, may be seen by everyone.

For the love of the neighbour wills well to all from

itself. (Continued under Love of Self.)

R. 356-. Love towards the neighbour is the love of

obeying the Lord's precepts, especially those which are

contained in the second table of the decalogue. Enum.

. . . The man who does not will to do such things

because they are sins, loves the neighbour ; for he

does not love the neighbour who bears hatred to him,

and from hatred wants to kill him ; he does not love

the neighbour who wants to scortate with his wife ; nor

does he love the neighbour who wants to steal and

plunder his goods ; and so on. T.330,

387. As love towards the neighbour is at this day

called charity . . .

M. 269-. There are three universal loves of which

every man has been constituted from creation : the love

of the neighbour, which is also the love of doing uses
;

the love of the world . . . and the love of self . . . The
love of the neighbour, or that of doing uses, is spiritual

love . . . Man is man when the love of the neighbour

. . . makes the head . . . ^,Des.

T. 287-. The decalogue ... in the second table

contains all things of love towards the neighbour . . .

301. When the Lord came into the world . . . (the

Sabbath) was made a day . . . also of love towards the

neighbour. 111.

392. On charity, or love towards the neighbour.

Chapter.

407. What it is to love the neighbour shall be told.

To love the neighbour is not only to will and do good

to a relative, a friend, and a good man ; but also to a

stranger, an enemy, and an evil man. (Continued

under Charity. )

410^. As, therefore, every man is the neighbour, and

the variety of men is infinite, and every one is to be

loved as the neighbour according to his good, it is

evident that there are genera and species, and also

degrees, of love towards the neighbour. Now as the

Lord is to be loved above all things, it follows that

the degrees of love towards the neighbour are to be

measured by the love to Him ; thus by the measure in

which another possesses the Lord in Himself, or has a

possession from the Lord . . . But as these degrees are

in the internal man, and this rarely manifests itself in

the world, it is enough that the neighbour be loved

according to the degrees of which one has Knowledge.

But after death these degrees are clearly perceived . . .

That there are degrees of love towards the neighbour,

is evident from the Lord's parable of the Samaritan,

who showed mercy to him who had been wounded by

thieves ; whom the priest and the Levite saw and passed

by ; and when the Lord asked which of those three

seemed to have been the neighbour, the reply was, 'He

who did mercy' (Luke x. 30-37).

411. We read, 'Thou shalt . . . love the neighbour

as thyself (Luke x. 27). To love the neighbour as one's

self, is not to despise him in comparison with one's

VOL. IV.

self; to act justly with him; and not to bring an evil

judgment concerning him. The law of charity laid

down by the Lord Himself is this : 'Whatsoever things

ye would that men should do to you, so also do ye to

them ; for this is the Law and the Prophets' (Matt.vii.

12; Luke vi.31,32). So do they love the neighbour

who are in the love of Heaven ; whereas they who are

in the love of the world love the neighbour from the

world, and for the sake of the world ; but they who are

in the love of self love the neighbour from self, and for

the sake of self.

416. Love towards the Lord's Kingdom is therefore

love towards the neighbour in its fulness ; for they

who love the Lord's Kingdom not only love the Lord

above all things, but also love the neighbour as them-

selves . . .

417. That to love the neighbour, regarded in itself,

is not to love his person ; but the good which is in his

person. Gen. art.

418^. But the love of good with a wicked man is not

the love of the neighbour ; for a wicked man does not

love another interiorly, except in so far as he is of

service to him. But to love the good in another from

the good in one's self is genuine love towards the neigh-

bour ; for then the goods kiss each other, and conjoin

themselves together.

419. The man who loves good because it is good,

and truth because it is truth, loves the neighbour

eminently, because he loves the Lord, who is good

itself and truth itself. From no other source is the

love of good and thence of truth, and thus of the neigh-

bour. Thus is formed love towards the neighbour from

a celestial origin.

431^. But conjugial love, and love towards children

... do not produce love towards the neighbour as do

the exercises of duties in employments . . .

456. On the conjunction of love to God and of love

towards the neighbour. Gen. art.

580^. Into the Middle (Heaven come those who by

regeneration receive) love towards the neighbour . . .

Ad. 977. (On the love of the neighbour.)

D. 2405. Union is never possible, consequently the

happiness thence, unless each one loves the neighbour

more than himself . . . and such love is never possible

except from the Lord's love . . .

2668. How the love of the neighbour is represented

also by the muscles and the derivative actions . . . Ex.
\

2783. On the love of the neighbour.

2796. As the love of the neighbour no longer exists

in the world, ambition has succeeded in its place . . .

3061. On those who want to enter into Heaven,

when as yet they are not in the love of the neighbour.

3516'-. Because they were completely contrary to

love towards the neighbour . . .

3906. The life of Heaven ... is a life of love ; namely,

in that everyone loves the neighbour more than him-

self.

4077. Therefore unless anyone loves the neighbour,

he has not faith ...
2G
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[D.]4I04. It was perceived that he who in the life of the

body loves the neighbour as himself, has it given him

in the other lif& to love the neighbour more than him-

self ; for the goods of love are indefinitely increased . . .

5152^. Love towards the neighbour, with (the Angels)

consists in the fact that they love to do those things

which the doctrine of their Church dictates ; thus to do

them from faith. This, with them, is to love the

neighbour,

D. Min. 4593. They who have love towards the

neighbour, as the spiritual, do not always have love to

the Lord ; but they have reverence, and estimation,

which are confirmed by means of the truths of faith.

4596. On general love towards the neighbour. , .

They who have had a general love towards the neigh-

bour, without consideration as to who is the neighbour,

and of what quality is the love, are at this day in great

abundance, and suffer themselves to be seduced by every

deceitful, hypocritical, and simulating Spirit . . . They

are for the most part sensuous, and enter but little into

reasons. They constitute the skin. Des. 4597.

E. 204^. The neighbour is not every man, but is that

which is with man. If this is true, sincere, and just

;

and the man is loved from these, then the neighbour is

loved. That this is what is meant by charity in the

spiritual sense, may be seen by everyone, provided he

reflects. No one loves another for the sake of his

person ; but for the sake of that which is with him ;

hence are all friendship, all favour, and all honour. It

follows from this, that to love men from the truth,

sincerity, and justice which are with them, is spiritual

love ; for truth, sincerity, and justice are spiritual

things ; for they are from Heaven from the Lord . . .

707-. Cy 'the woman encompassed with the sun,' is

signified the Church with those who are in love to the

Lord, (and are thence in love towards the neighbour).

The reason it is said, and are thence in love towards

the neighbour, is that love towards the neighbour is

derived from love to the Lord, as what is posterior

from its prior ; or as what is exterior from its interior
;

in a word, as an effect from its effecting cause. For

love to the Lord is to love and will those things which

are the Lord's ; thus those things which the Lord has

commanded in the Word ; and love towards the neigh-

bour is to do them from that willing ; and thus consists

in the performance of the uses which are the effects.

768^. It is said in the Word that the neighbour is to

be loved as a man loves himself ; but in the spiritual

sense it is not meant that the neighbour is to be thus

loved as to his person, but that those things are to be

loved which appertain to his person from the Lord ; for

the person is not loved actually from the fact that he is

a person or a man ; but because he is such or such
;

thus the person is loved from his quality ; and therefore

this quality is that which is meant by the neighbour,

and which therefore is the spiritual neighbour, or the

neighbour who is to be loved in the spiritual sense
;

and this with those who are of the Lord's Church is all

that which proceeds from the Lord ; which in general

has relation to all good ; both spiritual, and moral and

civil ; and therefore they who are in these goods, love

those who are in the same. This, therefore, is to love

the neighbour as one's self.

828. Something shall now be said concerning love

towards the neighbour with (the Angels of the Third

Heaven). By the neighbour they understand uses,

which indeed are works ; but with them uses are all

things which are done with them of the Lord, and

which chiefly regard the worship of the Lord, His

Church, the implantation of its holy things, chiefly

with infants, with whom they have conjunction, and in

whom they inspire innocence, and the affections thereof;

also the good of society in general ; and also in par-

ticular. These things are chiefly of tlieir love, because

they are of the love of the Lord . . . The reason these

things are their neighbour, is that they do not look to

persons ; but to such things as appertain to persons . . .

For every Angel, Spirit, and man is his own love . . .

thus his own good and thence his own truth. As

these things make them, (the Celestial Angels), being

wise, cannot look to anything else than the things from

which they are. To them this is tlie neighbour, or the

brother and companion . . . Hence it is evident what is

love towards the neighbour in the Third Heaven.

Further ex.

83 1^ As the love (of the Angels of the Second Heaven)

is the love of truth, they acknowledge as their neigh-

bour truth in act, which is called spiritual good ; thus

the good of the Church, the good of the society in

which they are, the good of their fellow-citizens in the

society ; consequently also moral good, which is called

sincerity, and civil good, which is called justice ; and

therefore their love towards the neighbour consists also

in exercises, which are works.

902*. (The Celestial Angels said) that they had loved

the neighbour, because they had accounted hatreds

and revenges as heinous.

1026'*. Upon the second table were written the Pre-

cepts of love towards the neighbour . . . The last six

Precepts are those of love towards the neighbour.

1 144. These truths and goods have been profaned by

Babylon by this : that they have perverted spiritual

love, which is love towards the neighbour ; for they

who are in such love of self as are the Babylonians

cannot possibly love the neighbour. If they do love

him it is for the sake of themselves : so that the end is

still the man himself ; and the love of the neighbour

is the means . . . The love of the neighbour, in the

sniritual sense, is the love of uses ; and when uses are

for the sake of self, there is no love of uses, but the love

of self.

1193^. To love uses is nothing else than to love the

neighbour. In the spiritual sense, use is the neigh-

bour. Ex.

D. Love xiii^ That by to love the neighbour is

meant to do uses to the Church, one's Country, the

society, and a fellow-citizen, is because these are the

neighbour in a wide and in a narrow sense. These

cannot be loved in any other way than by means of the

uses which belong to each person's office. Enum.

xx^ As heat comes forth from the love of the neigh-

bour, there is a correspondence between love and

heat . . .
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C. 124. That he who loves the neighbour from

charity in himself, loves the neighbour. Gen. art.

210. That not to will to do evil to the neighbour is

to love him. Gen. art.

Coro. 16. Each Heaven which is founded after the

consummation of each Church is made triplicate . . .

Into the Highest are elevated those who are in love to

the Lord and the derivative wisdom ; into the Middle,

those who are in spiritual love towards the neighbour

and the derivative intelligence ; into the Lowest those

who are in spiritual natural love towards the neigh-

bour, which is called charity, and who are thence in

the faith of the Truths concerning God, and in a life

according to the Precepts of the decalogue.

Lover. Amasuis.

A. 9470'^. 'The lovers' with whom the perverted

Church is said to have 'scortated' (Hos.ii.5)= those

who pervert goods and truths. ( = those who falsify.

10402'').

E. 419^''. By 'the lovers who shall go away into

captivity' (Jer.xxii.22) are signified the delights of the

loves of self and of the world, and the derivative

delights of evils ; 'lovers' = these delights.

654"°. 'I will stir up thy lovers against thee, the

sons of Babel . .
.' (Ezek.xxiii.22) = the destruction of

the Church through the evils of the love of self . . .

730'^''. By 'the baals and lovers after whom she went'

(.Hos.ii. 13) are signified those things which are of the

natural man and are loved ; namely, cupidities, and

the derivative Falsities.

811^1 By 'lovers' (Jer. xxii. 22), in the abstract

sense, are signified the truths of the Church.

Lover. Amator.
M. 2106. This is left to lovers.

E. 750'^ By 'lovers' (Jer.iv.30) are meant those

who are in the love of evil.

A. 10754.

A.829% 1625. H.99-. M. 1926.

Lovely. Bellus.

Lovely. Venustus

T.448^

Low. See Bellow.

Low. See Vile.

Low. Bassus, A.9412.

Lower. Inferior.

See under Higher, and Valley.

A. 2162^ 'The earth ' = all the lower things ... as

the lower rational and natural things . . . such as are

those things which are in the lower Heavens . . .

2576^. Knowledges from scientifics ; thus lower truths.

Sig. ^».

3029<'. For what is lower in man is perceived from

what is higher. Ref.

3405". Lower things are compounds of higher ones.

(See Degree, here.) 5114^.

3417. That (the Lord betook Himself) to lower

rational things ; or from interior appearances to exterior

ones. Sig. and Ex.

. 'A valley 'slower things; or, Mhat is the
same, exterior ones.

3431. To lower things still. Sig. and Ex.

4715. That he taught those things of the Church
which are lower. Sig. and Ex.

^. For the lower things of the Church are said

to be from the Divine Natural and Sensuous of the

Lord ; not that these things are lower in the Lord ; for

in the Lord , . . everything is infinite . . . but because

it is so with man. Ex.

5147. If the lower things were to receive good from
the Lord immediately, they would either obscure or

pervert it ; for they are relatively more imperfect.

5947. The things which are lower ought to serve

interior things. Lower things are the truths of the

Church in the Natural, which are represented by the

sons of Jacob . . .

6372. The truths which are from (the Celestial

Kingdom) in lower things. Sig. and Ex.

. 'The feet' = natural things ; thus lower things

;

for natural things are below.

6463. As to his lower things in which are interior

ones. Sig. and Ex.

8818. 'They stood in the lower parts of tlie mountain'

(Ex.xix. 1 7) = far from the good of celestial love. Ex.

9893. 'Lower' (Ex.xxviii.27) = the lowest part of

Heaven.

R. 343. A closer and stronger influx into the lower

parts. Sig. and Ex. 346.

840. The Lord's operation into the lower parts . . .

Sig. and Ex.

T. 69. The human mind . . . may be let down to a

degree lower and lower . . .

D. 4018. In the World of lower Spirits . . .

E. 283-. By lower things are meant exterior things.

595'=Ex.

304''^ External things are signified by 'the lower

parts of the earth' (Is.xliv.23).

505. Progression towards the lower parts. Sig. and

Ex.

682. In proportion as lower things (in the Spiritual

World) are in order, higher things are so. Ex.

702. That then in the lower parts, where the evil

are, there were conflicts and tumults of thoughts, and

ratiocinations . . . Sig. and Ex.

D. Wis. xii. 3. For to operate into lower things is

according to order ; for this is to operate into the thiiigs

which are derived . . .

LOAVer Earth. Terra inferior.

Earth of Lower Things. Terra inferi-

oriini.

See under Lower Regions, Pit, and Vastation.

A. 539. He was therefore cast down into the Earth

of Lower Things.
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[A.] 699. In Older that I might see . . . the vastation

of those who are in the Lower Earth, I have sometimes

been let down thither. . . A kind of cohunn encompassed

me, (wliich was) 'the wall of brass' . . . and was formed

of angelic Spirits, in order that I might be let down
safely to the unhappy. When I was there, I heard

miserable lamentations ; and, in fact, these : God !

God ! Have mercy upon ns ! Have mercy upon us !

and this for a long time. It was granted to speak to

those miserable ones . . . They especially complained of

evil Spirits—that they desired and burned with nothing

else than to torture them. They were in despair, and
said that they believed that their torment would be

eternal; but it was granted to comfort them. D.228.

815. (Such) are let downwards through a very dark
hole towards the lowest things of the Earth, deep down
according to the degree of their hatred and revenge . . .

817. (The public exposure in the Lower Earth of one

who had been a murderer.) Des. D. 1260.

951. Those who had supposed themselves to be holy

are in the Lower Earth, before the left foot ; where they

sometimes appear to themselves to have a shining face . . .

1 106. There are many who . . . from simplicity and
ignorance, had imbued falsities as to faith, and had
had a certain species of conscience according to the prin-

ciples of their faith, and who had not . . . lived in

hatreds, revenges, and adiilteries. . . Tliey cannot be ad-

mitted into the heavenly Societies so long as they are in

falsity, because they would contaminate them ; and
therefore they are kept for some time in the Lower
Earth, in order that they may there put off their prin-

ciples of falsity. The periods of time they remain tliere

are longer or shorter, according to the nature of the

falsity, the life thence contracted, and the extent to

which the principles have been confirmed with them.

Some si;ffer sufficiently hard things there ; some not

hard things. These are the things which are called

vastations . . . When the time of vastation is over, they

are taken i;p into Heaven, and are instructed as noviti-

ates . . ,

1 107. AVliile they remain in the Lower Earth, they

are kept by the Lord in the hope of deliverance, and in

the thought of the end : that they are thus being

amended . . .

2759. At the right side there rose up out of the

Lower Earth as it were a roll ; and it was said that

they were many Spirits from the untaught common
people ; but not depraved. Des.

3481. (The Jews) appear in front, in the Lower Earth,

beneath the plane of the left foot.

4728. The reason ' pits '= falsities, is that the men
who have been in principles of falsity are kept for some
time after death under the Lower Earth, until the fal-

sities have been removed from them, and have been as

it were east to the sides. The places there are called

'pits.' They who come thither are those who must be

in vastation. . . The Lower Earth is proximately beneath
the feet, and the region round about to a short distance.

There are very many after death before they are elevated

into Heaven. This Earth is also mentioned here and
there in the Word. Beneath it are the places of vasta-

tion, which are called 'pits.' Below these places, and
round about to a great extension, are the Hells.

^. Hence it is in sonie measure evident what
'Heir is, what 'the Lower Earth,' and what 'the pit,'

where mentioned in the Word. Fully ill.

^. 'I will make thee dwell in the Earth of Lower
Things' (Ezek.xxvi.20).

*. ' They are all delivered to death, to the Lower
Earth, in the midst of the sons of man, to them that go

down to the pit . . . All the trees of Eden shall comfort

themselves in the Lower Earth . .
.' (Ezek.xxxi. 14, 16).

^. Wail over the multitude of Egypt, and make
her herself and the daughters of the raagniticent nations

descend to the Earth of Lower Things, with those who
descend to the pit ... ' (Ezek.xxxii. 18).

4940. When for the second time I was encompassed

with an angelic column and let down into the places of

lower things, it was given me sensibly to perceive that

thosewho were in the Earth of Lower Things corresponded
to the feet and the soles ; moreover those places are under

the feet and soles. I spoke to those who were there.

They are such as had been in natural delight, and not

in spiritual. Concerning the Lower Earth, see 4728.

4941. In these places are also those who had ascribed

all things to nature, and but little to the Divine . . .

But still those who had led a good moral life, when they

have been detained there for some time, successively put

off those principles, and put on principles of truth.

4942. While I was there, I heard in one chamber [a

noise], as if some were at the other side of the wall who
wanted to break in, at which those who were there were

much terrified, believing that they were robbers ; and it

was said that those who are there are kept in such fear,

in order that they may be deterred from evils ; because

with some fear is a means of amendment.

4943. In the Lower Earth beneath the feet and soles

are also those who had placed merit in good deeds and
in works ; many of whom seem to themselves to be cut-

ting wood. The place where they are is rather cold, and
they seem to themselves to acquire heat by their labour.

I spoke to them, and was permitted to ask them whether
they did not want to go out of that place. They said

that as yet they had not merited it by their labour.

But when that state has been passed through, they are

taken out thence. These also are natural . . . But as

they had led a jjious life, and had acted so from ignor-

ance, in M'hich there had been something of innocence.

Angels are sometimes sent to them, who comfort them.

A sheep . . . also sometimes appears to them at the left,

above, at the sight of which they receive consolation.

4944. They who come from the Christian world, who
have led a good moral life, and have had something of

charity towards the neighbour, but have cared but little

for spiritual things, are for the most part sent into the

places beneath the feet and soles, and are kept there

until they put off the natural things in which they have

been, and imbue spiritual and celestial things in so far

as they are able according to their life. When they

have imbued these, they are elevated from thence to

the heavenly Societies. I have sometimes seen them
emerging, and also their gladness because they had

come into heavenly light.
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4945. In what situation are the places beneath the

feet, it has not as yet been given me to know. They
are very many ; and are most distinct from each other.

In general, they are called the Earth of Lower Things.

4947. Beneath the soles of the feet are also those who
in the life of the body have lived for the world and

pleasure-gre/iJo ; having been delighted with such things

as are of the woi'ld ; and who have loved to live in

splendour ; but only from external cupidity or that of

the body ; and not from internal cupidity, or that of

the mind ; for they have not been proud in disposition,

by setting themselves before others . . . and therefore

such have not rejected the doctrinal things of the

Church ... in their hearts they have said that it is so,

because those who study the Word say so. With some

who are such the interiors are open towards Heaven,

into which are successively insinuated celestial things
;

namely, justice, probity, piety, charity, mercy ; and

they are then elevated into Heaven.

4948. But those who . . . have thought and studied

nothing from their interior, except the things of self

and the world . . . and have at the same time lived in

pleasures, or in a delicate life conjoined with interior

cunning, are under the sole of the right foot ; but deep

down there ; thus beneath the Earth of Lower Things,

where the Hell of such is. Des.

532 il There is a place at the right, near the Lower
Earth, where tliere appear chariots and horses . . . Those

walk and converse there who in the world had been

learned, and who had made learning the end of life . . .

5392. In the region of the stomach and intestines are

those who are in the Earth of Lower Things
; who, as

they have carried with them from the world unclean

things, which inhere in their thoughts and affections,

are on this account kept there for some time, until

such things have been wiped away . . . They can (then)

be elevated to Heaven. Those who are there are not as

yet in the Grand Man ; for they are like foods let down
into the stomach, which are not intromitted into the

blood, thus into the body, until they have been defe-

cated. Those who have been defiled with earthly dregs

are beneath these in the region of the intestines. But

the excrements themselves, which ai-e voided, correspond

to the Hells . . .

5427. The Angels who are in the Heavens . . . can

see each and all things which are taking place in the

World of Spirits—which world is proximately below the

Heavens— ; and also each and all things which are

taking place in the Earth of Lower Things ; nay, which

are taking place in the Hells ; but not contrariwise.

6423. In order that good . . . may be able to protect

. . . those who are in the Lower Earth, good acts by

means of truth.

6854". As the Spiritual could be saved only by the

Advent of the Lord, they could not be elevated into

Heaven before, and were therefore kept meanwhile in

the Lower Earth, in the places tliere which in the Word
are called 'pits,' which Earth was obsessed around by

the Hells where are falsities ; by which they were then

much infested ; but still they were guarded by the

Lord. But after the Lord had come into the world,

and had made the Human in Himself Divine, He then

delivered those who were there in the ' pits,' and ele-

vated them to Heaven ; and out of them He formed

. . . the Second Heaven. This is what is meant by the

descent of the Lord to the Lower Regions-acZ inferos- ;

and by the deliverance of those who had been bound.

7207. 7932a. 8345-. 8668". 87516. 9229''.

*. 'The bound,' in special, = those who had been

detained in the Lower Earth until the Advent of the

Lord.

6928. The Spirits of our Earth, especially when
newly arrived in the other life, love things corporeal

and worldly . . . and desire to know such things in the

other life. In order, therefore, that they may be able

to be with good Spirits, who do not care for such things,

they are kept in places which are beneath the soles of

the feet, and which are called in the Word ' the Lower

Earth ;
' and this until they are averse to things corpo-

real and earthly, and thus put them off. When this

has been effected, they are elevated into Heaven ; and

are initiated into interior things ; and become Angels.

69456. Therefore (the spiritual) could not be taken

out of the Lower Earth . . . until after the Lord's

resurrection. Ex.

7090. Here and in what follows it treats of those of

the Spiritual Church who were saved by the Advent of

the Lord into the world ; and who, before His Advent,

had been detained in the Lower Earth, and had there

been harassed by falsities ; that is, by infernals who
are in falsities from evil. That Earth is beneath the

soles, encompassed roimd by the Hells ; at the front

part by those who have falsified truths and adulterated

goods ; at the right by those who pervert Divine

order, and thence study to acquire for themselves power

;

at the back by evil Genii, who from the love of self

have secretly machinated evil against the neighljour
;

deep down below them are those who have altogether

spurned the Divine, and have worshipped nature, and

have thus removed from themselves everything spiritual.

With such are those encompassed who are in the Lower

Earth . . .

". The Lower Earth, where those of the Spiritual

Church were reserved ... is sometimes mentioned in

the Word ; as in Isaiah :
' Sing Heavens, because

Jehovah hath done it ; shout lower things of the

earth . .
.' (xliv.23) ; treating of those who are in the

Lower Earth, that they are saved by the Lord. Further ill.

^. At this day, also, they who are of the Chui-ch,

and have filled their ideas with worldly and also with

earthly things, and have caused the truths of faith to

be adjoined to .such things, are let down to the Lower

Earth, and are also in combats there ; and this until

those worldly and earthly things have been separated

from the truths of faith, and such things have been in-

serted that they can no more be conjoined. When this

has been accomplished, they are elevated into Heaven

. . . These worldly and earthly things cannot be separ-

ated and removed except by combats against falsities.

(Continued under Combat.)

7147. They who are in the Lower Earth are infested

by the falsities and evils injected by the Hells which are

round about ; for the reason that evils and falsities may
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be removed, and truths and goods insinuated ; and that

they may thus be brought into a state that they can be

elevated into Heaven. (Continued under Infest.) Sig.

[A.] 7189"^. The eartli, or hind, where those of the

Spiritual Church are being infested by falsities, is near the

Hells which infest, and is called the Lower Earth. Refs.

7240-. 'The Land of Egypt '= where those of the

Lord's Spiritual Kingdom were infested by falsities.

Tliis was in the Lower Earth, which is near the Hells.

The land of Egypt where the sons of Israel were, and

which was called Goshen, = that Lower Earth; but

where the Egyptians were, —the Hells around, from

which are infestations by falsities.

7686. It treats in special of those who before the Ad-

vent of the Lord were in the Lower Earth, and could

not be elevated into Heaven until the Lord liad come

into the world, and had assumed the Human, and had

made it Divine. Meanwhile these were being infested

by the evil, who also had been of the Church, and had

confessed the truths of faith, but had lived an evil

life. Des.

7828. The beginning of the deliverance of those of

the Spiritual Church who had been . . . detained in the

Lower Earth . . . Sig.

S039. The further preparation of those of the Spiritual

Church Avho . , . had been detained in the Lower Earth

. . . Tr.

8099, Those of the Spiritual Church who . . . had

been detained in the Lower Earth, and had been in-

fested there by those who had been in faith separated

from charity . . . when delivered thence, were not im-

mediately taken up into Heaven, but were first brought

into the second state of purification, which is that of

temptations ; for the truths and goods of faith cannot

be either confirmed or conjoined without temptations

. . . These things were represented by the Sons of Israel

not being immediately introducdl into the Land of

Canaan, but first into the desert . . . (The signification

of their first passing through the Sea Suph. Ex.)

8261. (The deliverance of those who had been detained

in the Lower Earth.) Sig.

8629. A certain Spirit, ascending from the Lower
Earth, came to me and said . . . that he had understood

scarcely anything of the things which had been said about

spiritual life and light . . . He was very stupid . . .

When he lived in the world he had been among those

who were more celebrated for their learning. He was

cold . . .

10810^. I saw that that flaming beam descended into

the lower parts of the earth there . . . The Angels said

that the lower parts of that earth (that is, the Sixth

Earth) were inhabited by both the good and the evil

;

but that they were well separated ; to the intent that

the evil might be ruled by means of the good . . .

H. 391. There are (Societies of Angels) which are

present with those who are in the Lower Earth , . .

C. J. 65. The popish saints to the number of a

hundred were brought from the Lower Earth. Des.

T.824.

R. 295,Pref. On the state of those who had been

guarded by the Lord in the Lower Earth on account of

the evil, that at the time of the Last Judgment thej'

were to be delivered. Tr.

325. ' Under the altar' = the Lower Earth, where they

were guarded by the Lord. . . By 'the souls of the

slain' . . . are signified those who are hated, reproached,

and rejected by the evil in the World of Spirits ; and

who might be seduced by the dragonists and heretics . . .

^. As they were 'under the altar,' it is evident

that they had been guarded by the Lord. For all who
have led any life of charity are guarded by the Lord,

lest they should be injured by the evil ; and, after the

Last Judgment, when the evil have been removed, they

are taken out from custody, and are elevated into

Heaven. Since the Last Judgment, I have often seen

them let out of the Lower Earth, and translated into

Heaven. Ex.

675-. After some days I saw (the Englishmen) to the

number of a hundred ascending from the Lower Earth,

to which that small Society had subsided . . .

840,Pref. On tlie ascent from the Lower Earth of

those who had worshipped the Lord, and had shunned

evils as sins. Tr.

845. That then those were taken up from the Lower
Earth, wlio had been kept concealed by the Lord, lest

they should be seduced by the dragon and his beasts.

Sig. and Ex.
-. The place where they had been kept concealed

is called the Lower Earth, which is proximately above

the Hells, beneath the World of Spirits ; and there, by

communication with Heaven, and by conjunction with

the Lord, they are in safety. There are many such

places ; and they live together cheerfully there, and

worship the Lord ; nor do they know anything about

Hell. After the Last Judgment, they who are there are

by turns elevated into Heaven by the Lord ; and, while

they are being elevated, those who are meant by the

dragon are removed. I have often been permitted to

see them taken up, and consociated with the Angels in

Heaven. Tliis is meant in the Word by the sepulchres

being opened, and by the dead rising again.

884-. Those who had grieved on account of the in-

festations from them, and had come into fear of damna-

tion, and of evils and falsities from Hell, and of grievous

temptation, had been taken away by the Lord from con-

sort with them, and had been sent into a certain Earth

beneath that one, where also there are Societies, and

had been guarded there ; and this until the evil had

been separated from the good ; which was effected by the

Last Judgment ; and then those who had been guarded

in the Lower Earth were elevated by the Lord into

Heaven.

M. 231. I once heard vociferations which egurgitated

as if through water from the Lower Eegions-e.r inferis-

... I descended by a flight of stejss ; and when I was

below, I saw a level country set thick with trees, inter-

mingled with thorns and nettles ; and I asked whether

that was Hell ; and they said, It is the Lower Earth,

which is proximately above Hell. (Three companies

seen there ; one consisting of Judges of friendship and of

presents ; another of Reasoners ; and the third of Con-
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firmers. Their proceedings, character, and surroundings,

described.) 232. T.332.

232. I again heard the voices from the Lower Earth-

infera terra. T.333.

461^. These said, Descend into the Lower Earth,

and ascend into the Higher Earth. In the latter yoii

will perceive and feel the delights of the Angels of

Heaven ; and in the former the delights of the Spirits

of Hell.

T. 71. I once heard beneath me as it were the roaring

of the sea ... I was told that it was a tumult among
those who were gathered together in the Lower Earth,

which is proximately above Hell. And presently the

gi'ound, which made a roof over them, yawned ; and

through the opening birds of night flew out in flocks

. . . and immediately after them locusts . . . When I

had seen and wondered at these things, suddenly out of

the Lower Earth, where that tumult was, a Spirit

raised himself up, who could transform himself into an

Angel of light ; and he cried, AVhere is he who speaks

and writes about the Order to which the Omnipotent

God has tied Himself down in relation to man ? We
have heard these things below, through the roof.

(Swedeuborg then states to him the general laws of

order.) When the satan had heard these things ... he

subsided . . . and the birds . . . cast themselves into the

sea, which is there called the Sea Suph . . . and the

tumult below ceased . . .

108. If hereafter anyone from the Christian world

comes into the Spiritual World . . . and does not believe

in the Lord, and approach Him alone, and is then not

able to receive this, because he has lived evilly, or has

confirmed himself in falsities, at his first step to Heaven
he is repelled, and his face is turned ... to the Lower
Earth, whither he also goes, and conjoins himself with

those there who are meant by the 'dragon' and 'the

false-prophet.'

D. 214. See Captive, here. 218. 219. 220.

297. That those who are [elevated] by God Messiah

from the Lower Earth or the pit into the interior

Heaven, and also into the more interior one, have their

places and abodes allotted them in the most exact

manner. — I have wondered that thousands, perhaps

tens of thousands, have been elevated by God Messiah

from the pit, or from the lower parts of the earth . . .

The greater part of them seem to themselves to be con-

veyed in chariots or carriages, and to be carried round

to various places, and try whether this or that place is

suitable for them . . . Nor is there any Soul ever

elevated by God Messiah who does not find his rest . . .

This translation may last longer with some ; but not

with anxiety. Meanwhile they are being more accom-

modated and perfected.

717. Below is Hell ; then [comes] the Lower Earth,

which is also signified by another name ;
then [comes]

the Heaven of Spirits ; then the interior Heaven ;
then

the more interior one ; and thus the inmost. Every-

where the like is going on, but with much dift'erence
;

namely, in this : that in the Lower Earth, and in the

Heaven of Spirits, they obtain whatever is a pleasure to

them ; and thus they are translated from one Society

into another. But evil Spirits [are treated] in a con-

trary manner ; namely, with punishments . . .

17016. They who are under the feet are in the Earth

of Lower Things ; thus are in like manner more or less

deep, as the former are more or less high.

1 741. The greatest part of (those who constitute the

externals of man) are from our Earth ; for our orb is now
in externals . . . nor are they (at first) admitted to act

as such membranes ; but they are outside or below the

Grand Body ; namely, in the Earth of Lower Things,

and in various places of Hell ; from which they are taken

out, and elevated, in order to constitute such things.

(Continued under Membrane.)

1 77 1. On those who are in the,Earth of Lower Things,

—In the Earth of Lower Things there are many abodes,

or places, where those are kept who are being prepared

. . . [They are] almost beneath the left foot, a little in

front, to a rather great height. Many are kept in

what is obscure, being in a state almost intermediate

between the life of the body and its sleep ; and there

they think very little, merely by turns remembering the

things which from imprudence they had done evilly in

life ; but not so that their conscience is tormented

thereby ; for such are there as have not done evil from a

better conscience or of set purpose ; but still they have

perpetrated evil ; thus from imprudence ; for that it

was evil they might have known in the life of the body
;

for so had they been instructed from the Word of the

Lord ; but after they had taken up with their prin-

ciples the Word of the Lord could no longer penetrate,

because they had persevered in the imprudence of their

life.

1772. They who are in the Earth of Lower Things

are not indeed in the Grand Jlan ; but outside of it ; but

still they live from the Lord's life.

2S46. On the ways by which Souls ascend from the

Lower Earth into the World of Spirits.

2847. They are also thrust down by ways . . . and so

to the lower things of the earth . . . The same are pro-

jected as it were upwards into the World of Spirits, not

by the way by which they had come.

3652. The end of (saints) is that they are kept in the

Lower Earth . . . 3651.

3660. See David, here.

4485. So long as the phantasies (of Souls) are not from

their cupidities, nor their appearances from their affec-

tions, they are carried hither and thither . . . This is the

reason why Souls are long in the Lower Earth, and also

in the World of Spirits, before they come to their own

place.

46536. (Solifidians) who had known the confession of

faith to be that faith alone saves ;
but who had not

taught it, or impressed it further upon themselves, and

had" lived a life of what is good and just, are in the

Lower Earth.

53S9. (Elevation of those who were in the Lower Earth

witnessed by Swedenborg at the time of the Last Judg-

ment.) S427a. 5480. J. (Post.) 1
56.

5480. See Last Judgment, here. 5503. 5762. 576sb.

5815. 5816. 5882. E.391. 394^- 397- 430^'-
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[D.] 5779. On the situation of those who are in the

Lower Earth . . .

5781. Neither can it be comprehended how the case is

(as to the situation of those who are) in the Lower
Earth. There, too, there are good Spirits and also evil

ones, but as it were stratified ; for the reason that the

evil may be ruled by means of the good there. Ex.

D. Min. 4822. He advanced to others in the Lower

Earth . . . where there were enthusiastic Spirits, Avho

said that they were the Holy Spirit . . .

E. 403^^ (The captivity of the Jews= the preserva-

tion of the good in the Lower Earth. See Captive,

here.

)

537^^ These things .(Zech.ix. 11) are said of the

deliverance by the Lord of the faithful who had been

detained in the Lower Earth until His Advent. 659^^.

696^. All those who say that they have been in faith,

but have not been in the life of faith ... do not receive

the instruction ; and therefore tliey are separated ; some

into the Hells ; and some into the Earth which is called

in the Word 'the Lower Earth,' where they suffer hard

things.

899-. They who had lived (the life of charity) had

been heretofore reserved by the Lord beneath the Heavens,

and had been protected from infestation by the Hells,

until the Last Judgment ; after the execution of which

they had been exsuscitated from their places, and ele-

vated into Heaven. The reason they were not elevated

before, was that before it the Hells had prevailed , . . but

after it the Heavens prevailed . . . and therefore if they

had been elevated before they could not have resisted

the power in which the Hells were over the Heavens.

That they have been elevated it has been granted to see
;

for from the Lower Earth, where they had been reserved

by the Lord, I saw phalanxes rising again and elevated,

and translated into Heavenly Societies. This took place

after this Last Judgment . . . The like took place also

after the former Judgment, which was executed by the

Lord when He was in the world. . . This arcanum is

what is meant by the resurrection of those who had
heretofore lived the life of charity. The same is meant
by these words in John :

' Now is the judgment of this

world ; now shall the prince of this world be cast out.

But I, if I be lifted up from the earth, will draw all to

Me' (xii.31,32). And this was represented by that

'many of the saints who slept were raised up, and going

forth from their monuments after the Lord's resurrection,

entered into the holy city, and appeared to many ' (Matt.

xxvii.52,53). 9.

Lower mind. See Mi-^D-a/imus.

Lower Regions. In/en.

A. 6854"^. See Lower Earth, here. M.231.

8018^. The deliverance of (those of the Spiritual

Church) when He rose again, is signified by the descent

of the Lord to the Lower Regions.

M. 7^. There then appeared as it were a mist ascend-

ing from the Lower Regions . . .

263-. The devil replied hoarsely, I am from the Lower
Regions . . .

'The heel '= the lowest Natural.

The heavenly form in the lowest sphere. Des.

(The Israelites) are in outermost or lowest

The beard and the teeth= the lowest natural

'In the corner of a bed' = in the lowest of the

269. We ascended from these Lower Regions . . .

(Compare 268.)

535. I heard a hostile murmur from the Lower
Regions . . . T.849.

Lower Regions. Om^s. t.3So^ 469.

Lowest. Infiimis.

A. 2162-. 'A shoe' = lowest things of all, which are

unclean.

2219''. The love of self even with those of the lowest

sort . . .

2761.

4041.

4459'

things

5387-

things.

6i88'

Natural.

6389. 'A bony ass ' = the lowest service.

6390^. To serve in the lowest things. Sig.

6398-. Sensuous things are the lowest with man . . .

7784^. 'A dog' = the lowest of all in the Church.

8313'*. They who are in charity . . . want as the

lowest to serve all.

9895^. That the things which are lowest, or ultimate,

hold higher things together . . . Ref. This lowest, or

ultimate, is represented by the belt of the ephod.

10044-. See Highest, here.

10049. The purification of the lowest things. Sig.

and Ex.

W. 253-. Being natural . . . they are in the lowest

things of Heaven, where they sometimes suffer hard

things.

Lo'West Heaven, Coebim infimtan.

See under FnisT Heaven.

Coro. 17^. The Angels of the lowest Heaven are in

the spiritual natural air . . .

Lubim. Ltibhn. A.ii64^ ^.

Lucid. Lucidtis.

A. 1458. In a lucid state as to the interiors. Sig.

1525. The lucidity in which those live who pertain

to a certain internal province of the face. Des.

2973^. (How the body is made) 'full of light.'

E.3I3''-

^. The exteriors appear as it were lucid.

3057^. Then comes the morning, or a lucid state.

4328". A lucidity like the flaming solar lucidity,

(which represented) their Intellectual.

. A flaming lucidity= truth from good.

. Around the column there was a lucidity which

was variegated by something shining white, and which

presented colours ; by which things was signified the

state of the Spiritual Church. . . The lucidity variegated

by something shining white signified the Intellectual in

which there was a new Voluntary from the Lord.
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5530'^. In such a state are the infernals ; hence there

sometimes appears a lucidity around them ; but within

this lucidity, where they themselves are, there is what

is dusky, monstrous, and horrible. But with the Angels

there is a flaming beam in the midst from the good of

celestial and spiritual love, and a derivative lucidity or

bright whiteness round about them.

6829-. After the obscurity and anxiety of temptations

there appears what is lucid and glad . . .

H. 210. The things in the Middle Heaven appear as

something lucid in the Ultimate Heaven . . .

T. 504. From that freedom in their minds there

appeared a lucidity . . .

^. As it were smoke from Hell extinguished the

lucidity which was above the memory . . .

D. 3646. On a very lucid bright-whiteness.

4031. The lucidity in which those live who constitute

the internals of the nostrils. Des.

4743. Are alternately in Hell and in a lucid world.

5420. By means of that Doctrine they had made
shining appearances in the air.

E. 64-. 'A bright cloud' (Matt.xvii.5)=the Word in

the letter in which is the internal sense.

1081*. 'Full of light'= wise.

Lucifer. Lucifer.

A. 254^. Who is there called 'Lucifer.'

7375. These two loves (of self and of the world) in-

crease in proportion as the reins are loosed to them . . .

insomuch that those who are in them want to climb into

the throne of God . . . according to these words concern-

ing Lucifer, by whom are meant those who are in these

loves, and who are called 'Babel :' 'Thou hast said in

thine heart, I will ascend the Heavens, I will exalt my
throne above the stars of God ; and I will sit on the

Mount of Assembly, in the sides of the north : I will

ascend above the loftiness of the cloud ; and 1 will be-

come like the Most High. But thou shalt be let down
to Heir (Is.xiv. 13-15). 8678.

10412-. See Babel, here. H.544. J. 54*. P. 231^.

J. SS'"*. Those who are on the mountains there, are

meant by 'Lucifer' (Is.xiv. 12).

P. 257-. From which it follows that Babel, there, is

'Lucifer' . . .

^. The lire of the love of self first excited (the

Babylonians) to preach the Lord and to teach the Word;
and it is from this their primeval state that Lucifer is

called 'the son of the dawn' (Is.xiv. 12).

^. When the love of self pushed its dominion to

the throne of the Lord, removed Him, and set itself

thereon, that love, which is 'Lucifer,' could not do

otherwise than profane all things of the Word and of the

Church . . .

R. 737". It is from their first state, when they held

the Word to be holy, that Lucifer, by whom is meant

Babel, has been called 'the son of the dawn ;' but it is

from their latter state that he is said to have been 'sent

down into hell.' 763*=.

M. 269''. The devil said, I am Lucifer the son of the

dawn ; and because I have made myself like the Most

High, I have been cast down. But he was not Lucifer;

but believed himself to be him ..."

T. 41^. In proportion as (the good of love or of

charity, and the truth of wisdom or of faith) are divided

by man, in the same proportion he becomes an image

of Lucifer and the dragon ; and is cast down from

heaven . . .

146^. I know that those who are meant by 'Lucifer,'

and who are of Babel . . . are carried away by a zeal

which with many is from infernal love . . .

276. They are like the Lucifers in Hell, who still call

themselves there the sons of the dawn.

D. 4723*^. (This Spirit) is Lucifer, on the Mount of

Assembly. Des.

4883. ' Lucifer ' = the love of self, which makes itself

God the Father upon the mountain . . . Lucifer is

Babel.

E. 223*. By 'Lucifer' (Is.xiv.) is meant Babel, where

all the truth of docti'ine of the Church has been either

falsified or annihilated. Ex. 405-^, Ex.

1029". The reason Babel is called 'Lucifer the son of

the dawn,' is that Babel in the beginning is the Church

which is in zeal for the Lord, for the good of love, and

for the truths of faith ; although within the zeal of its

pastors there lies hidden the fire of dominating over all

by means of the holy things of the Church . . .

^-. As by 'Babel' in the beginning is signified

such a Church, therefore the king of Babel is here called

'the son of the dawn ;' 'Lucifer' from the light of truth

then ; and 'the son of the dawn' from the beginning of

the light or of day ; for 'the dawn ' = the Church in its

beginning . . .

ii88<^. This (love of commanding) is described by

'Lucifer' (Is.xiv.4-24). But it is those who have

exercised this dominion from the love of it who are

Lucifers ; not the rest.

J. (Post.) 108. When Babel or Babylonia is called

'the son of the dawn' [it is meant] that Babel in the

beginning adores the Lord, and observes the precepts

above all others, nursing dominion in the mind ; but

that in process of time ... it drags the Lord Himself

from His throne, and seats itself thereon.

Lud. Lud.

A. 11586. As by 'islands' are signified the things

which are more remote, Tharshish, Pul, Lud, Tubal, and

Javan, by whom are signified external worships, are

called 'isles' (Is.lxvi. 19).

1 1 64-. Mentioned. 2686"*.

1223. 'The sons of Shem . . . Lud ..." (Gen. x. 22)=

the things which are of wisdom . . . 'Lud,' etc. were so

many nations, by whom are signified the things which

are of wisdom ... by 'Lud,' the Knowledges of truth.

1227. 1 23 1, Ex. and 111.

3448^ 'Lud' and also 'Put' (Ezek.xxvii. 10) = those

who are in Knowledges. Refs.

Ludim. Ludifn.

A. 1193. 'Mizraim begat Ludim,' etc. (Gen.x.i3) = so
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many uations, by whom are signified so many kinds of

ritiials . . . whicli are merelj^ scientifics. 1 194. II95-

[A.] 1195^. Tliat such things are signified by 'the

Ludim' or 'Lydians,' is evident from Jer.xlvi.9 . . .

'Tlie Lydians'=scientitic rituals.

Luke. Luca.

E. 740^. 'The devil' is mentioned in Luke ; 'satan,'

in Mark. Ex.

Lukewarm. Tepidus.

Lukewarm, To be. Tepescen.

A. 15 13. One of those who are called lukewarm
came to me, behaving himself as if he had repented

;

and I was not sensible of his deceit, although I thought

that he was hiding something inwardly. But the

Spirits said that they could not endure his presence
;

and that they felt themselves affected as men are wont
to be when inclined to vomit ; and that he was among
those who are to be sjiewed out. He afterwards spoke

execrable things, and could not desist . . .

52 1
7*^. A subject in whom truths and tlie opposite

falsities subsist simultaneously is called lukewarm
;

and one in whom falsities and truths are commingled is

called profane.

9207'*. They who are in such truth (as is devoid of a

desire for good) are they who are called 'lukewarm,' as

is evident from the things which precede.

9210^. They who do all things for the sake of them-

selves and the world, love themselves above . . , God
. . . This is meant by . . . 'No one can serve two lords

. .
.' There are those who serve both ; but these are

they who are called 'lukewarm,' and 'neither cold nor

hot,' who are 'spewed out.'

Life 71. Two opposites cannot be together ... If

they were, there would be what is lukewarm (Rev.iii.

15,16).

P. 231''. The seventh kind of profanation is from

those who first acknowledge Divine truths, and live

according to them, and afterwards recede and deny
them. This is the worst kind of profanation . . . The
profane of this kind are meant by 'the lukewarm' (Rev.

iii. 14-16).

296'. Man, whether he is in good or in evil, cannot

be in both at the same time ; nor by turns ; unless he

is lukewarm.

R. 204. 'Therefore because thou art lukewarm, and
not cold nor hot, it will come to pass that I shall vomit
thee out of My mouth' (Rev.iii. 16) — profanation, and
consequent separation from the Lord. Ex.

e. That lukewarm water excites vomiting, is also

from correspondence.

403^. Where there is no charity . . , there is infernal

love. There is no middle love except with the luke-

warm.

T. 437. In proportion as anyone turns away from
Hell he turns to Heaven . . . No one can stand between
the two with a versatile neck ... for these are they of

whom the Lord says . . . 'Thou art neither cold nor
hot. Would thou wert cold or hot. But as thou art

lukewarm, and neither cold nor hot, I will spew thee
out of My mouth.' Further ex.

65 1*'. If, therefore, any man were to receive both good

and evil—good from the Lord, and evil from the devil

—

both with the will, would he not become 'neither cold

nor hot, but lukewarm, ' and be ' spewed out ' ?

D. 793. On a certain lukewarm [Spirit].

795. (Character of lukewarm Spirits.)

1002. They who constitute the bladder . . , desire to

punish severely ... by means of tepid or warm waters.

1862. Such a heat, being counterfeit ... is a luke-

warm affair, which is to be spewed out.

3560. His being constant in his resistance was not a

bad sign, because he was then less lukewarm.

4170. The reason lukewarm water excites vomiting

[is] that lukewarm spiritual things are such. . . AVhen I

was thinking about lukewarm water, and about spiritual

lukewarmness at tlie same time, there were Spirits

who seemed as it were to vomit . . ,

E. 189. Then the man is lukewarm. Des.

233. 'Therefore because thou art lukewarm' (Rev.

iii. i6) = those who live from the doctrine concerning

faith alone and justification thereby. (For) 'lukewarm'

= those who are between Heaven and Hell, and thereby

serve two lords. That they are such who think, believe,

and live from the doctrine concerning faith alone ... is

not as vet known, and it shall therefore be manifested.

Ex.

-. That these are lukewarm is evident from the

fact that , . .

*. From these things it may be evident who are

meant by 'the lukewarm.' Ex.

. (For) the lot of the lukewarm is not unlike

that of the profaners. Des.

235. And what is lukewarm in the world causes

vomiting.

*. That they who are lukewarm . . . are separated

from Knowledges from the Word, is not known to them-

selves. Ex.

D. Love XX. Teiicscat, occurs.

Lull. Sopire.

Lulling, A. Sopitio.

A. 541. Certain Spirits . . . were reduced into such a

state that they could be elevated into Heaven, being

lulled as to corporeal things and phantasies. 542.

D.2109.

994*. So long as man lives in the body . . . these

interior things are as it were lulled . . .

1982. Certain Souls . . . who desired to see the glory

of the Lord . . . were lulled as to the exterior senses

and lower faculties into a kind of sweet sleep.

2041^. This can also be perceived by the unregenerate

while the cupidities of these loves are quiescent with

them, as takes place when they are in holy meditation,

or while they are laid asleep, which takes place when

they are in misfortunes, sicknesses, etc. . . Then, since

bodily and worldly things have been laid asleep, and

are as it were dead, they perceive something of heavenly

light, and of comfort thence. But there is no removal

of their cupidities with them, but only a lulling , . .
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With the evil bodily and worldlj' things can also be

laid asleep, and then they can be elevated as it were

into something heavenly . . . these external things are

then laid asleep with them, and so they are carried into

the First Heaven.

235 1-. The falsity . . . that a man is saved ... if

only in the state of lulling of bodily things that is

nsual for a short time before death he utters something

of faith with apparent affection.

3147-. When the things of the external man are only

lulled ; as in misfortunes.

8981^. When these loves are lulled, which takes

place in a state of disease.

H. 467. Then the natural memory is lulled, and

they are awakened into the interior memory.

497®. Then their interiors are opened, and their

exteriors are lulled. 499. 501, Ex.

W. 257'*. The man with whom the spiritual degree is

opened comes into this wisdom when he dies ; and is

also able to come into it by the lulling of the sensations

of the body . . .

P. 278a. For confession is a lulling of all things . . .

298. When (after death) the External is lulled, and
the Internal awakes . , .

M. I. These things . . . have been seen not in any
dozing state of the mind ; but in a state of full wake-

fulness.

T. 185. Who in the world had lulled-obsojnverunt-

the understanding to sleep . . ,

D. 23396. Such an opinion has lulled to sleep many
men.

2403. Evil Spirits lulled by singing.

2488. This cannot be restored, but can only be

reduced to nothing, so that it is lulled as it were in

sleep, or as in death , . . Therefore it is merely the

lulling of it . . .

4471. At last their bodily delights can be lulled . . .

5003. That he may be let into his evils, lest they lie

dormant . . .

5127^. Otherwise (their sensuous things) would be

dormant . . .

56236. With those who come into the interior Heaven
the Natural is lulled.

5696. The Voluntary is then lulled . . .

58496. While their confirmed falsities are lulled . . .

59 1
7". In this state the former state is lulled.

J. (Post.) 333. The love of evil is then stored away or

lulled with them . . .

6 There is such a thing as a holy External and a

profane Internal : the Internal is lulled . . . the External

is not lulled.

Lumen. Lumen.
See LuMiNotT.s ; and under Yoo\.-fatuus, and Light.

A. 186. The coming into eternal life is represented by

a shining white lumen which Hashes yellow beautifully
;

by which is signiKed his tirst life ; namely, that it is

celestial with spiritual.

455. (He supposed) that heavenly joy would consist

in a lumen of glory, like the lumen when the solar rays

appear golden . . . Such a lumen was given him, and

he was in the midst of the lumen. . . He said that he

was in Heaven ; but he could not stay there long, for it

gradually wearied him ... D. 3348.

854. 'The mountains of Ararat' = lumen ... (for)

' Ararat '=lumen, and in fact the lumen of one who is

regenerate. New lumen, or the first lumen of the

regenerate, never comes forth from the Knowledges of

the Truths of faith, but from charity. The truths of

faith are like rays of light ; love or charity is like a

flame. The lumen in one who is to be regenerated is

not from the Truths of faith, but from charity ; the

Truths of faith themselves are the derivative rays of

lumen. Thus it is evident that 'the mountains of

Ararat ' = such lumen. This lumen is the first lumen

after temptation ; and, being the first, it is dim, and is

called lumen, and not light.

1053-. See Light, here.

1528. Their life of phantasies appears like the lumen

thence, which is dim . . .

1531. The lumen of which was almost solar.

1 577-. If in the light of the sun there are both heat

and lumen, as in the time of spring . . .

1666^. Falsities may be likened to the dim lumen

from (a coal fire).

2162^". When the goods and truths of faith are per-

verted by natural lumen, as it is called . . .

2I961''. Which the Rational of man, from its own

lumen born from sensuous things, and thence darkened,

cannot believe.

2367-. The light of wisdom and intelligence (of the

Angels) is ineflable. The lumen itself in which man is

is relatively dark. Sig.

2385-. The life of evil continually inflows into their

Rational, and infuses a certain fallacious lumen from

the fire of the afi"ections of evil, and causes them to see

falsities as truths, like those who are wont to see

phantasms in nocturnal lumen . . .

2701". 'If the lumen be darkness, how great is the

darkness' (Matt. vi. 23). E.274^.

27332. (This) is contrary to the genuine lumen of

reason.

27966. For these have obscured and extinguished

their natural and rational lumen . . .

3263-. For there are many among (the gentiles) who

know from rational lumen that there is one God . . .

. The natural lumen which they have has in it

what is spiritual
;
(otherwise) such things could never

be acknowledged.

3340. Sometimes there is given (the infernals) a

lumen, but it is like a fatuous lumen, and is extin-

guished to them, and becomes thick darkness, as soon

as they look into the light of truth.

3573"- Of which man can have scarcely any idea by

means of those things which are of the light of the

world; that is, which are of natural lumen with

him , . .
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[A.] 3969I''. Lumen is not in fire, but lumen proceeds

from fire.

3993''. For every regenerate person sees goods and
truths in his natural lumen from the light of Heaven

;

for the light of Heaven makes his intellectual sight,

and the lumen of the world his natural sight.

4046. Afterwards the same (Spirits) presented a

flaming lumen, gross but still luminous, which first

appeared under the left side of the chin . . . from which
it could be known of what quality they were ; for

lumens indicate affections, and also degrees of intel-

ligence.

4060^ 'The moon shall not give her lumen' (ilatt.

xxvi.) = that (charitj^) will not appear . . .

^. The Sun and Moon in the Heavens, that is,

the Lord, is never darkened nor remits its lumen . . .

4156^. It is fatuous lumen which produces this skill.

4214-. This (imaginative and perceptive) faculty is

twofold ; one comes from the light of Heaven, and the

other from fatuous lumen . . . That which is from the

light of Heaven is in good . . . but that which is from
fatuous lumen is in evil . . .

K As to fatuous lumen in the other life, the case

is this : they who have been in such in tlie world are in

the like in the other life, and there reason about good
and truth, and about evil and falsity, and in fact much
more perfectly and excellently than in the life of the
body . . . But it at once appears—not to them, but to

good Spirits and Angels—that their reasonings are of

fatuous lumen ; and that the light of Heaven which
inflows with them is at once turned into such lumen . . .

^ They are cast to Hell, where there is such
lumen.

4416. There succeeds a yellow lumen as from suljihur.

(See Light here.

)

2. (Such) appear in a lumen like that of a coal

fire. (See Light here.)

^. The man who leads a life of evil cannot
believe that he is in such a lumen, because he does not
see the lumen in which his spirit is, but only the lumen
in which is the sight of his eye, and consequently his

natural mind ; whereas if he were to see the lumen of

his spirit, and were to experience what it would become
if the light of truth and good from Heaven were to
inflow into it, he would clearly know how far he was
from receiving the things which are of light . . .

4418. (The infernals) are in a yellow lumen like that
of a fire of coal and suljihur. This lumen is what is

meant by 'darkness ;' for their understanding is accord-
ing to the lumen, consequently according to the deriva-
tive sight . . . (Moreover) those lumens become darkness
at [the approach of] heavenly light.

4531. In Hell there is not darkness, but a dim lumen,
like that which is from a coal fire, in which they see

each other ; otherwise they could not live. This lumen
originates -with them from the light of Heaven, which
is turned into such when it falls into their insanities

;

that is, into their Falsities and cupidities. The Lord
is everywhere present with light, even in the Hells,
otherwise they would not have any faculty of thinking
and speaking

;
but it becomes light according to the

reception. This lumen is what is called in the Word
'the shadow of death,' and is compared to 'darkness:'

it is also turned into darkness with them when they

approach the light of Heaven ; and when they are in

darkness they are in folly and stupidity . . . 6000.

4715. Everyone is able to know (this) from natural

lumen alone.

4798^. In their own lumen (the infernals) appear

otherwise, from phantasy.

5I28<=. When the Rational is subject to sensuous

things . . . the things which are in the centre are in a

certain lumen there, but in a fatuous Inmen, or such as

arises from a coal fire. Into this lumen there inflows

lumen from Hell on all sides. It is this lumen which
is called '.darkness ;' for as soon as anything of light

from Heaven inflows into it, it is turned into darkness.

5303^. When (such) are removed from the light (of

Heaven), and are remitted into their own lumen which
they have in Hell, they appear among themselves as

men.

5827^ In the first state (of regeneration) truth appears

manifestly, because it is in the lumen of the world, and
is not far from the sensuous things of the body ; but

good not so much, for this is in the lumen of Heaven . . .

6240. (Celestial men, and those of the Spiritual

Church) differ from each other as the lumen of the sun

differs from the lumen of the moon.

6310. According to the degrees in man there are also

lights. The internal Sensuous . . . has a very gross

lumen. This lumen it has been granted me to discern

b}^ much experience ; and I have observed that whenever

I sank down into this lumen, falsities and evils of

many kinds came in the way, and even stumbling-

blocks against heavenly and Divine things, and filthy

things besides. The reason is that this lumen dominates

in the Hells, and by means of it especially the Hells

iuflow with man. When a man is in this lumen his

thought is nearly in the same lumen as his external

sight, and it is then almost in the body. Men who are

in this lumen are to be called the sensuous ... In this

lumen are they who have not at all cultivated interior

things, by living in the neglect of and contempt for all

things which are rational and spiritual ; and in this

lumen especially are misers and adulterers, and also

those who have lived in mere pleasures and in shameful

idleness . . . D.46275, ".

6313. When a man is elevated towards interior things,

he conies from a gross sensuous lumen into a milder

lumen, and is then at the same time withdrawn from

the influx of stumbling-blocks and filthj' things, and is

brought . . . nearer to the light of Heaven . . . 6844^.

D.4627''.

6315. The man who in his life is elevated from sensuous

things through the good of faith is alternately in

sensuous lumen and in interior lumen . . . When he is

in interior lumen he thinks from what is just and fair
;

and if he is in a still more interior lumen, he thinks

from spiritual truth and good. He who is in the good

of life is elevated from one lumen into the other, and
into the interior lumen the moment he begins to think

evilly ; for the Angels are near him ... I have frequently

apperceived the elevations . . .
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6865^. It is sensuous lumen, whicli is from the lumen
of the world, whicli then cheats them ; for . . . when
doctrinal things have been confirmed they appear to

them in sensuous lumen as do truths themselves.

6948'. Hence when a man is in the Sensuous, and in

its lumen, he is in thick darkness as to those things

which are of the Spiritual World . . . and the sensuous

lumen is turned into mere thick darkness when light

from Heaven falls into it. Ex.

7645-. The lumen (of infernal Spirits), which is called

intellectual lumen, is not unlike the lumen of this

world . . .

7688. In the other life the lumen in which are those

who are in falsity becomes thick darkness at the presence

of the light of Heaven . . .

7870-. The lumen [from which (the infernals) see is

indeed from the light from the Lord through Heaven
. . . but when this heavenly light passes . . . into the

will ... it is turned into a lumen which is like the

lumen from a coal fire ; which lumen ... is turned

into dense thick darkness by the light of Heaven when
it inflows.

8148*. Falsities are like the lumen from (that fire).

8636. From (the senses, man) has acquired a lumen
which is called natural lumen ; from which he sees

nothing else than the things of the world and of self,

and not the things which are of Heaven and of God . . .

8916. And the lumen of the world relatively to the

light of Heaven is like a cloud, or relatively to the flame

is like smoke.

8918. The (Angels) then fall from the light of

Heaven iinto the lumen of nature, which to them is

thick darkness.

8941^ The second religiosity (from Own intelligence)

is one in which the lumen of nature is everything.

8944. It is believed in the world that man can know
many things of religion from the lumen of nature . . .

. This is evident from the learned of the world,

who by means of knowledges have raised the lumen of

their nature above that of others . . .

. Hence it is evident of what quality is the

lumen of nature without revelation. .

. Many who . . . from the lumen of their own
nature have dexterously confirmed those things which

belonged to the doctrine of their Church . . .

*. The gentiles . . . have not had this knowledge

from the lumen of their own nature . . .

8951. (Some in Saturn call their great nocturnal

lumen the Lord . . .

)

9103^. The Natural of man sees things in the light of

the world, which light is called natural lumen. Man
acquires this lumen for himself by means of the objects

which enter through the sight and hearing . . .

9141-. The love of falsity and the faith of falsity

make the lumen of life with an evil man and a Spirit of

Hell.

9188^. Such persons see from the external man . . .

thus from natural lumen, and nothing from spiritual

light.

9227-'. See Light, here.

9256". 'A light for the revelation of the nations'

(Luke ii. 32).

9391^^. To hatch truth . . . from one's Own lumen.
Sig.

10156-. Those who are ... in no other light than the

light of the world . . . even if they want to enter into

the things of Heaven by their lumen, which is called

natural lumen, there comes over them as it were a thick

darkness . . . Hence it is that the merely natural man,
however much he may believe himself to surpass others

in lumen, at heart denies Divine and heavenly things

... It is otherwise with those who suff'er themselves to

be elevated by the Lord into the light of Heaven . . .

10201^. For with them the internal man is closed,

which sees from the light of Heaven ; and the external

man is open, which sees from the light of the world
;

and to see anything from the light of the world without

an influx of light from Heaven, is to see the things of

Heaven in thick darkness ; nay, in proportion as the man
has then kindled natural lumen by the loves of self and
of the world, in the same proportion he rushes into

falsities . . .

10227^. For (such) have light from no other source

than the fallacies and appearances w'hich are in the

world, and thus from their own lumen, which is called

natural lumen, separated from the light of Heaven

;

which lumen, when separated, is mere thick darkness

as to the truths and goods of Heaven.

10236''. (The sensuous man) is more skilful than others

in reasoning, and in acting for the sake of gains and
honours ; for his body blazes with the fire of the love

(of self and of the world), and this fire kindles a lumen
which is called natural lumen ; and when this has been

kindled even to resplendence, then the light of Heaven,

which is of the interior man, is completely obscured
;

and hence the things which are of this light, being in

thick darkness, are said to be nothing. It is otherwise

with those who act from the fire of Heaven, and think

from the light thence.

10400". When the external man, when reading the

Word, sees without the internal, he sees in thick dark-

ness ; for natural lumen without light from Heaven is

mere thick darkness in spiritual things ; and light from

Heaven enters through the internal man into the

external, and illuminates the latter.

10675S. He who sees solely from the world sees from

fatuous lumen, which lumen becomes mere thick dark-

ness when light from Heaven inflows into it.

10694. For they who are in externals without an

internal are in the love of self and of the world, and are

thence in a lumen which is called natural lumen. But

they who are in the externals and at the same time in

the internals of the Church . . . are in love towards the

neighbour and in love to the Lord, and are thence in

the light of Heaven . . ,

10780. That it is so cannot be apprehended by man
from the lumen of nature ; for from this lumen he does

not know the laws of Divine order.

H. 1
30". See Light, here.
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[H.] 170. The man who tliiiiks solely from natural

lumen does not comprehend that . . .

171*^. When it pleases the Lord (the eyes of a man's

spirit) are opened, and he is withdrawn from the natural

lumen in which he is from the senses of the body, and

is elevated into spiritual light, in which he is from his

spirit . . .

176^. Those who have not extinguished with them-

selves the light of Heaven by natural lumen and its

fallacies . . .

352. The interiors of these are not open except from

beneath, but their exteriors [are open] in proportion as

they have confirmed themselves ; and therefore the

light from which they see is not the light of Heaven,

but is the light of the world, which is called natural

lumen
; for in this light falsities can shine as do truths

;

nay, when confirmed, they can be resplendent ; but not

in the light of Heaven.

553''. As soon as anything of light from Heaven is

let in, the human forms (of the infernals) are turned

into monstrous forms . . . Hence it is that they shun

the light of Heaven, and cast themselves down into

their own lumen, which lumen is like the lumen from

ignited coals, and in some places is like that from
|

burning sulphur ; but even this lumen is turned into

mere thick darkness when anything of light from

Heaven inflows thither. Hence it is that the Hells are

said to be in 'darkness.' 584.

584^. The eyes (of the infernals) are accommodated to

the reception of this lumen (as from ignited coals),

because while they lived in the world they had been in

thick darkness as to Divine truths, by denying them
;

and had been as it were in lumen as to falsities, by

affirming them, whence the sight of their eyes had been

so formed. Hence, too, it is, that the light of Heaven

is thick darkness to them, and therefore when they go

out of their caves they see nothing. (Continued under

Light.)

J. 58^. Those of the Babylonish crew who were in the

east were pre-eminently in lumen, which lumen they

had prepared for themselves by art.

W. 166^. To think so is contrary to the lumen of

sound reason.

P. 166. The natural and rational lumen is not from

this latter light, but from the former. (See Light,

here.)

R. 148. (That they overcome evils) by truths from

the sense of the letter, and at the same time by rational

things from natural lumen. Sig. and Ex.

. By 'iron' is signified natural truth . . . and at

the same time the natural lumen of man. In these two

things consists the power of truth.

695'-. AVhen the light of Heaven inflows into the

chambers with those in Hell, it becomes so dark that

they cannot see one another ; and therefore all Hell is

closed, so that not a chink is open ; and then they are

in their own lumen. The reason they do not appear to

themselves to be in darkness, but in lumen, although
they are in falsities, is that their falsities, after they
have confirmed them, appear to them as truths. Hence
is their lumen ; but it is a fatuous lumen, as is the

lumen of the confirmation of falsity. This lumen
corresponds to the lumen of the sight of owls and bats,

to which [birds] darkness is lumen, and lumen is dark-

ness . . .

897. 'Her light was like unto a stone most precious'

(Rev.xxi. 11) ... By 'her light' is signified the Divine

truth there ; for this is meant in the Word by 'light.'

919. That the men of (the New) Church will not be

in the love of self and in Own intelligence, and thence

in natural lumen alone ; but in spiritual light from the

Divine truth of the Word from the Lord alone. Sig. and

Ex.

940. That in the New Jerusalem . . . men will not be

in Knowledges concerning God from natural lumen,

which is from their Own intelligence, and from glory

originating from conceit ; but will be in spiritual light

from the Word from the Lord alone. Sig. and Ex.
^. It shall be explained . . . what natural lumen

from the glory originating from conceit is. There is a

natural lumen from the glory originating from conceit,

and also [one which is] not from conceit. Those have a

lumen from the glory originating from conceit who are

in the love of self and thence in evils of every kind . . .

These are in natural lumen from the glory originating

from conceit ; for the love of self in the will becomes

conceit in the understanding ; and this conceit from

that love can elevate the understanding even into the

light of Heaven . . .

. But natural lumen from the glory which is not

from conceit is with those who are in the delight of uses

from genuine love towards the neighbour. The natural

lumen of these is also rational lumen, in which, within,

there is spiritual light from the Lord. The glory with

these is from the resplendence of the light which inflows

from Heaven . . .

L 6'. It is believed that natural lumen—which is

also rational—is from the light of our world ; but it is

from the light of the Sun of the Spiritual World ; for

the sight of the mind inflows into the sight of the eye
;

and it is the same with lights ; and not the reverse

way.

T. 40-. When the higher regions of the mind, where

the true light of life dwells, are closed up, the region of

the mind below them opens itself, into which only the

lumen of the world is admitted ; and this lumen,

separated from the light of the higher [regions], is a

fatuous lumen, in which falsities appear as truths, and

truths as falsities . . .

Ad. 940-. But the lumen in which the objects of the

memory are seen, even with closed eyes, comes from its

own little founts, which are Spirits of various natures

in the infra-celestial sphere . . . But natural lumen
[comes] from its own luminaries, namely from the sun,

moon, stars, flames, and phosphorescent substances.

D. 1680. The lumen in the rotunda was like a living

flame . .

.

1689. The same [Spirits] presented a flaming lumen
. . . under the left of the chin ...

s. Spirits are wont to show fixed lights.

3410. I was shown in what lumen (the dragon) was.

It was said that he was in a lumen. Des.
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. There are many such . . . who are nocturnal

fiery lumens ; thus who are circumfused with such a

lumen . . .

^. They are nocturnal lumens ; nay, waxen

lumens, rather ; because there is in them more of

sulphur than of tallow.

3840^. He afterwards presented a luminous obscure

something as the lumen of the Holy Spirit, about which

(the Quakers) are wont to preach much, and by which

they understand a mere luminous obscure something,

and not intellectual lumen.

3853. They said that these things signify the lumen

of corporeal or sensuous things.

. By these things they said is signified natural

lumen, that it is such.

4047. On candles and lights.—Candles have very

often been seen by me, and the light from them . . ,

4627^. Every division of the interiors of man has a

distinct lumen and a distinct heat. The Sensuous has

a relatively gross lumen. (Continued at A. 63 10,

above.)
•*. This lumen is presented when such things

come in the way of the thought as are entirely seen,

heard, and felt . . .

'. When a man is elevated from this lumen . . .

he comes into an interior lumen, which is not of the

Sensuous, biit of the interior Natural. When a man is

in this lumen he is in a better state, and is then in

apperception about sensuous things ; and if he is able

to think still more interiorly about their quality and

about the causes, he is then in a still more interior

lumen, namely, in spiritual [lumen] of the Natural.

This light is partly from tlie light of Heaven in natural

light. The ancient Sophi . . . knew this, and said . . .

that if the lower mind were to be withdrawn from

sensuous things, it would come into a higher light and

bliss.

®. Thus the understanding sees by the light of

Heaven ; the interior understanding by the light of

Heaven, the exterior by the influx of the light of

Heaven into the lumen of the world . . . Hence, from

light are thought, apperception, reflection, aniniadvert-

ence, prudence, rational analysis, the faculty of judging,

of discriminating, and of choosing. All these are from

light, because they are of the internal sight. And
therefore whatever a man hears passes into that light . . .

^^. Once at daybreak it was granted me to see by

sensuous lumen the Spirits who in the other life were in

this lumen. (Their appearance des.)

^. He who is in this gross lumen—that is, in

sensuous lumen—is also in the pleasures of the body
and of sensuous things . . . and when he thinks from

this lumen about the truths of faith ... he rejects

them . . ,

". When a man is being regenerated the truths

of faith and goods of charity are insinuated by the Lord

into the things which are of sensuous lumen and heat

. , . nor do they suR"er themselves to be withdrawn
;

for then spiritual lumen is in that lumen, and leads it

as the soul does the body.

^^. The reason sensuous lumen is such, is that all

who are in the World of Spirits from Hell are in such

lumen
; and when one is in such lumen he is in consort

with the infernal crew there.

4629". They who are in sensuous lumen very rarely if

ever can be in good and truth, or have good and truth

as the end . . . but only themselves . . .

'. All adulterers are in sensuous lumen , . . and

so also are the voluptuous and avaricious.

^. Whenever I have come into this lumen, there

has inflowed what is evil and false, what is in the nature

of a stumbling-block against the Lord, Heaven, good

and truth, also filthy things, especially the lascivious

things of adulteries. The reason is that the Spirits

who are such are in this lumen, and then inflow ; and

there are few who have suff"ered themselves to be re-

generated down to the Sensuous. . . As soon as I was

withdrawn from that lumen into the lumen of the

interior Natural ... I was taken away from those

things, and I came into thought and faith about good

and truth. But man is much in sensuous lumen. But

there are those who are in the lumen of the interior

Natural : this alternately : and those who are evil are

led by interior evil Spirits . . .

4631^. That lumen is darkness and thick darknesses.

47576. The reason is that they are in the lumen of

nature, and not in the light of Heaven ; thus with

infernals . , .

47592. Because they are in the lumen of nature not

illustrated by the light of Heaven.
e. Because (the Angels) are in the light of Heaven;

but (the infernals) in the lumen of Hell ; which is such

as is the lumen of nature not illustrated by the light of

Heaven. This lumen is what is called 'darkness' in the

Word.

4825. On external sensuous lumen.—There were two

who had been in stations of dignity . . . and there was

communicated to me the lumen of their understanding,

which vibrated before the eyes . . . and took away all

lumen or all understanding of things in an interior

manner, so that I could apprehend nothing . . . there

being left only a method of thinking ... It was external

sensuous lumen, They had such lumen because they

had cared for nothing else than corporeal things . . .

and especially because they had loved themselves more

than others. It was said by the Angels that men at

this day are for the most part such ; and therefore they

dwell in what is obscure, where there is scarcely anything

of lumen.

5248. The Mohammedans are in natural lumen more

than Christians, and also long to know truths more

than they do.

5705. In general, sensuous lumen appears to the

ignorant like spiritual lumen . . . and besides sensuous

lumen is more resplendent than interior lumen, because

it is in the world. Those who are evil are especially in

sensuous lumen, and are much more skilful tlian others
;

and were therefore called serpents by the Ancients ; for

they can reason above all others.

E. 366-. The light which is from that fire is light

such as is with those in Hell, which is fatuous light,

like the light from ignited coals . . . Such also is the

light which with the evil is called natural lumen, when

they are reasoning against the things of the Church.
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[E.] 410-. The thick darkness in these gates appears . . .

to evil Spirits as a luminosity. The reason is that there

is no light of Heaven there, but fatuous lumen, which

is natural lumen without spiritual. But their luminosity

is not like the diurnal luminosity in the world, but is

like the nocturnal one for owls, bats, etc., which see

nothing in the light of day, and therefore the light of

day is thick darkness to them, but the darkness of night

is lumen. Their sight is such because it is formed from

falsities and evils, which in themselves are darkness and
tliick darkness . . .

526^". 'Darkness' also = natural lumen ; for relatively

to spiritual light this is like darkness ; and therefore

when the Angels look down into the natural lumen of

man—such as there is in the natural thought of man

—

they regard it as darkness ; and the things which are in

it as being in darkness. This lumen is signified
_ by

'darkness' in Gen.i.2-5.

527'*. But by 'the darkness' (id. ) is signified the lumen
which is in the natural man, which is also called natural

lumen; because, relatively to spiritual light, this lumen
is darkness ; and therefore it is meant by 'darkness.'

(Continued under Light.)

650^. The reason these Hells are more malignant than

the rest, is that in proportion as a man is in the love of

self, and at the same time in the love of his own intel-

ligence, in the same proportion his natural lumen is in

a certain quasi resplendence ; for the love of self is like

a tire which kindles this lumen. Hence it is that they

can think and reason cleverly against the Divine . . .

When I have heard them, I believed that they pre-

eminently could be brought to receive faith ; but 1 have

noticed that this was impossible ; for in proportion as

corporeal, worldly, and natural things were in light, in

the same proportion celestial and spiritual things were

in thick darkness with them. The thick darkness has

been seen ; and was utterly dusky, intermingled with a

fieriness.

776. As man from birth is in falsities from evils, he

easily seizes ... on them ; for they agree with his first

natural lumen, and with the heat of this lumen, which

is from the fire of the love of self or of the love of the

world.

820-. For from the world man does not know any-

thing about Heaven and Hell, the life after death, or

God. His natural lumen does not teach anything but

what has entered through the eyes ; thus nothing but

what is of the world and of self , . .

837'. Reformation is effected in this order : man must

first infil the memory from the knowledges and Know-

ledges of truth and good, by means of which he must

procure for himself the lumen of reason . . .

846^. The natural understanding, which is lowest,

cannot be illustrated by its own lumen. (Continued

under Light. )

loio^. The love of honour, of command, and of super-

eminence . . . above all other loves extinguishes the

light of Heaven, and induces the darkness of Hell . . .

(This) does not appear to the man who is in it, because

the natural lumen with such is resplendent in proportion

as spiritual light is extinguished ; but this resplendence

is from fatuous lumen
; for it is a lumen kindled from

the love of glory ; thus from the love of Own intel-

ligence . . .

1081^. 'If the lumen be darkness'-if the truth is

falsity, or is falsified. And as truth falsified is worse
than any other falsity, it is said, 'if the lumen be dark-
ness, how great is the darkness.'

1144*. As, being inverted, the man no longer receives

any good or truth from Heaven . . . therefore in order

to be eminent over others he procures for himself a
lumen by means of confirmations of evil from falsity,

and of falsity from evil. This he believes to be rational

lumen, when yet it is infernal lumen, and in itself is

fatuous, from which he has vision like that of a dream
in the night ; or he has a delirious phantasy, from which
the things which are appear as if they were not, and
the things which are not as if they were.

J. (Post.) 16. It is a general thing for the Dutch
nation to excel in judgment from natural lumen ; from
which they view very justly those things especially

which are of the world ; and as they are constantly

thinking about their business, spiritual light stores

itself away in natural light ; and therefore they are able

to apprehend what is true in religion ; but still when
convinced they turn their backs.

De Verbo 3®. All the thoughts of man, together

with every one of their ideas, derive something from

space, time, person, and what is material ; and they

appear in natural light, or that of the world ; for no-

thing can be thought without light, as nothing can be

seen without light ; and natural light, or the light of

the world, is dead, because it is from its sun, which is

pure fire. Nevertheless there everywhere and constantly

inflows into this light the light of Heaven, and vivifies

it, and gives a perception and an understanding of the

subject. The mere light of the world cannot give any-

thing perceptive or intellectual, or present any natural

or rational lumen ; but the light of the world does give

and present it from the light of Heaven, because the

light of Heaven is from its Sun, which is the Lord, and

therefore is life itself.

Luminary. Zuminare.

A. 10. (Love and faith) are now kindled in the in-

ternal man, and are called 'two luminaries.'

30. 'God said, Let there be luminaries in the expanse

of the heavens, to distinguish between the day and the

night ; and let them be for signs, and for stated times,

and for days, and years. And let the luminaries be in

the expanse of the heavens to give light upon the earth
;

and it was so done. And God made the two great

luminaries ; the great luminary to dominate by day,

and the lesser luminary to dominate by night, and the

stars. And God set them in the expanse of the heavens,

to give light upon the earth' (Gen.i. 14-17)- What 'the

great luminaries' are, cannot be well understood unless

it is first known what is the essence of faith, and also

what is its progression with those who are being created

anew. Ex. . . Scientific and intellectual faith are

represented ... by the inanimate things ; but faith

vivified by love ... by the animate things ;
and there-

fore it here now for the first time treats of love and the
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derivative faith, which are called 'luminaries.' Love is

'the great luminary which dominates by day;' faith

from love is ' the lesser luminary which dominates by
night

;

' and as these ought to make a one, it is said of

them in the singular, 'Let there he-sit . . . luminaries,'

34. 7096. 32352,Ex. E.610''.

*. Love and faith are circumstanced in the in-

ternal man as are heat and light in the external corporeal

man . . . and therefore the luminaries are said to have

been set 'in the expanse of the heavens,' or in the in-

ternal man ; the great luminary in his will, and the

lesser one in his understanding. But they only appear

in the will and understanding, as the light of the sun

does in objects. It is the mercy of the Lord alone which

affects the will with love, and the understanding with

Truth or faith.

31. That 'the great luminaries ' = love and faith; and
that they are also named 'the sun, moon, and stars,' is

evident from the Prophets. 111.

'. As 'luminaries' represented and signified love

and faith in the Lord, it was commanded in the Jewish

Church that there should be a perpetual luminary
kindled from evening to morning . . .

32. Love and faith are first called 'great luminaries,'

and afterwards love is called ' the great luminary, ' and
faith 'the lesser luminary.' Ex.

^. That it is the Lord from whom is all love, was
also represented by the great luminary, or sun, when He
was transfigured . . .

39. After the 'great luminaries' have been kindled,

and placed in the internal man, and the external man
receives light thence, he then first begins to live . . .

15326. 'Her luminary as a stone most precious' (Rev.

xxi. 11). (== truth from the Divine. 5922".) ( = the

truth of faith, and the derivative intelligence. 9872^.)

6015*. ' Luminaries ' = goods and truths.

9473. 'Oil for the luminary' (Ex.xxv.6) = the in-

ternal good which is in mutual love and in charity. . .

'The luminary '= mutual love and charity. The reason

'the luminary ' = mutual love, is from the flame, by
which is signified this love ; and the reason it= charity,

is from the heat and light thence . . .

9712. Lastly, it treats (in Ex. xxvii.) concerning the

good of charity, through which the Spiritual Heaven is

illuminated by the Lord in the truths of faith. These
things are signified by 'the oil of olive,' and by 'the

luminary.

'

9782. 'For the luminary' (ver.20) = the Spiritual

Heaven; (for) 'the luminary,' or candelabrum, = the

Spiritual Heaven.

E. 268'-. By ' the luminary ' of the Holy Jerusalem is

signified the Divine truth of the Church shining ; 'the

luminary ' = the truth itself shining.

304^". By 'the luminaries of light in the heavens'

(Ezek.xxxii.8) are meant the sun, moon, and stars;

and by the sun is signified love ; by the moon, the deri-

vative faith ; and by the stars, the Knowledges of good

and truth. 401-^

401^*. ' I will blacken all the luminaries of light above

thee' (id. ) = all truths.

VOL. IV.

527*. Therefore it is said that there are 'two lumin-

aries in the expanse of the heavens . .
.'

Luminous. Luminosus.

See under Lumen.

A. 59 1 2". Good . . . makes every truth like a little

star, in the midst of which there is a luminosity,

H. 122. The fieriness of the world corresponds to the

love of self ; and the luminosity thence corresponds to

the falsity from that love.

P. 169. With those who have been in illustration

from the Lord there was seen as it were a luminosity

round the head . . .

M. 81. The whole Heaven above us appeared lumin-

ous.

Lunar. See under Moon.

Lunatic. Lunaticus.

T. 759^. What lunatic does not believe his folly to be

wisdom . . .

Lungs. Ptdmo.

Pulmonary. Pulmonaris.

Pulmonic. Pidmonicus.

See under Bkeathe,

A. 148. See Heart, here. 418^. 1788". 1843^ 2054^.

2853^ 3635- SSSS^'^- 3883. 3887=^. 3888. 3889. 4046.

493
1
-. ^. 8530. 9050-. 9256^. 9276''. '. 9300-.

9495. 94952. H.95. L.47. S.105. W.371. 372. 374. 375.

376. 381. 3842. 403"^. 407, 408^. 410. 412. 413-. 415.

417. M.44^ 75'- 284. T.372. 87. 154'. 367'. 37>'-

517. 7122. D.366. 1615. D.Min.4684. E.167. 351^. D.

Love x^. D. Wis. iii. 5. vi. x^. i, 3. 4.
e. 52. 72,

3351. They who then formed the choirs were from the

province of the lungs ; thus were from the Lord's

Spiritual Kingdom ; for they inflowed softly into the

respiration. But the choirs were distinct ; some per-

tained to the voluntary respiration, and some to the

spontaneous respiration.

3628-. The aerial atmosphere by its influx (keeps the

lungs in their connection).

3884-. The second general operation of Heaven (was)

into the breathing of the lungs. (Continued under

Breathe.)
3. The times of the beating (of the heart) were

, , , of such a character as to cease in the pulmonic

actions, and thus govern them. How tlie alternations

of the heart insinuated themselves into the alternations

of the lungs, at the end of each respiration, it was given

in some measure to observe.

38866. (The aff'ections of love) pertain to the province

of the heart
;

(the intellectual ideas) to that of the

lungs.

3887-. Hence comes forth all .sensation, and also all

action, which are proper to the body, as may also be

evident from embryos and new-born infants, which

cannot have any bodily sensation, nor any voluntary

action, until their lungs have been opened, and thus

until there is an influx of the (heart) into the (lungs).

The case is the like in the Spiritual World . , . (Con-

tinued under Heart. )

2 H
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[A.] 3893. There were angelic choirs who were celebrat-

ing the Lord . . . They belonged to the province of the

lungs and their functions ; for singing belongs to these,

because this is the office of the lungs . . . They were

permitted to rule my respiration . . .

4791. The tongue affords entrance to the lungs and
also to the stomach ; and it thus represents as it were

the court to spiritual things and to celestial things ; to

spiritual things because it ministers to the lungs and
tlie derivative speech . . .

5188^. (Those who correspond to ulcers on the lungs,

etc.)

6057. For the lungs (are formed) to all the nature of

the pressure of the air . . .

6326". How the most perfect variations exist in the

purer forms may be concluded from the lungs, which
fold themselves variously and vary their forms according

to each word of speech, each tone of song, each motion
of the body, and also according to each state of thought

and affection . . .

9235. This resulted from the fact that the inhabitants

of the moon did not speak so much from the lungs as

do the inhabitants of other Earths ; but from the

abdomen, and thus from some air collected there ; the

reason being that the moon is not circumfused with an

atmosphere like that of other Earths,

9281. The lungs . . . correspond to the life of faith

from charity, which is spiritual life. Refs.

10185^. Leaves have relation to the lungs . . .

H. 95. The lungs reign in the body by means of the

nervous and motor fibres , . .

W. 382. That the understanding corresponds to the

lungs. Gen. art.

, There are two things which reign in the . . .

mind—the will and the understanding, and there are

two things which reign in the . . . body—the heart and

the lungs ; and there is a correspondence of all things

of the mind with all things of the body. . . Moreover,
j

everyone can notice in himself that the understanding

corresponds to the lungs
;
(for) no one can think unless

the pulnionary breath concurs and concords ; and there-

fore when a man thinks tacitly he breathes tacitly, and

if he thinks deeply he breathes deeply . . . and if he

holds the breath altogether he cannot think, except in

his spirit from its respiration, which is not manifestly

apperceived. Further ex. D.Wis. vi®.

4032. So that when the lungs respire, each and all

things, in general and in part, receive something from

the respiratory motion. Des.

405. The lungs des.

^. Hence it is that the lungs are able to respire

non-synchronously with the heart . . .

^. (Thus) it may be seen from the influx of the

blood from the heart into the lungs in what way the

will inflows into the understanding . . .

*. It follows that the blood-vessels of the heart

in the lungs correspond to the affections of truth ; and

that the ramifications of the bronchia of the lungs

correspond to the perceptions and thoughts from those

affections . . . 412^ 420.

407. So long as man is an embryo the lungs are closed,

and therefore he has no sense and no action ; tlie sensories

are closed up ; the hands are tied, and in like manner
the feet. But after birth the lungs are opened ; and as

they are opened so the man feels and acts. The lungs

are opened by means of blood let in from the heart.

^. (In swoons, etc.,) the blood does indeed make
its circle through the lungs, but through the pulmonary
arteries and veins, and not through the bronchial

arteries and veins, and it is the latter which give man
the faculty of breathing. It is the like with tlie influx

of love into the understanding.

408. That the lungs are introduced into all these

things in like manner as the understanding is introduced

into all things of the mind, may be evident from the

things which have been shown above . . .

. (Thus) it is evident that each and all things in

the whole body are so connected through the ligaments

emitted from the ribs, vertebrae, sternum, and dia-

phragm, and from the peritoneum which hangs on these

[supports], that when the lungs are respiring tliey are

drawn and carried along in like manner into alternate

acts.

413-. That (the understanding can be elevated) may
be seen in a certain effigy in the lungs, because the

lungs correspond to the understanding. It cm be seen

from the cellular substance in the lungs, wliich consists

of the bronchia continued down to the tuost minute

follicles, which are the receptions of the air in the

respirations. These are the things with which the

thoughts make one by correspondence. This follicular

substance is such that it can be expanded auvl contracted

in a twofold state ; in one with the heart, and in the

other almost separate from the heart. (Continued

under Heart.)

415. As, by correspondence, the thoughts act as one

with the respirations, it is evident from the twofold state

of the lungs as to respiration that a man can think in

one way . . . when in company with others, and in

another way . . . when not in company . . .

420. That the blood purifies itself of undigested things

in the lungs . . .

3. That the blood in the lungs purifies and

nourishes itself correspondently to the affections of the

mind.

423. Because no one can see the quality of the blood

by which the lungs are kept in their state of respira-

tion.

428®. (They who are in spiritual love) are they who

make the Pulmonic of Heaven.

P. 279^ (The operation of the lungs in speaking and

singing.) Ex.

336^ The lungs decant (the blood).

M. 179. The lungs reign everywhere by the respira-

tion.

T. 371*. (This) may be illustrated by the animations

of the lungs. Des.

525^. A pulmonary devoutness.

577-. (The action and co-operation) of the lungs.

Ex.
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593. This thought may be called pulmonary thought.

Ex.

D. 1766. Such are to be called deadly abscesses, in

the pleura, lungs, etc.

3035. It is the lungs which operate in general into the

muscular system.

3279. When I began to doubt whether they had

lungs . . .

33990. Through the pulmonic applications . . .

3574. The lungs were formed to serve each of the

actions, and also to give life to the muscles, and also

to the organs of sense, and they apply themselves to the

most singular of the actions.

4000. See Influx, here.

4010. I laboured for many years to know the applica-

tions of the lungs to each thing.

D. Min. 4827. Then the stomach is in its freedom

. . . and the lungs operate freely into it . . .

E. 656. The lungs from correspondence = spiritual

love ; and the lungs infil the breast.

167. The conjunction of man's spirit with his body is

through the respiration of the lungs and the beating of

the heart ; and therefore when these cease the man dies

as to the body . . .

237*. It is like a [lurulent stench from the lungs.

D. Love v". (The uses of the lungs in the ])ody.

Enum.)

D. Wis. iii. 5. Will and understanding do not begin

with man until the lungs have l^een opened. Ex. (See

also D. Wis. V.)

vi''. The ease is the like with the lungs ; by the soul

or spirit of which is signified the understanding ; for as

the heart corresponds to the love or will, so the soul or

spirit of the lungs—which is the respiration—corre-

sponds to the understanding. Hence it is that it is said

in the Word that man is to love God with the whole

lieart and the whole soul ... In like manner that God
will create in man a new heart and a new spirit . . .

''. That the government of the lungs also [pre-

vails] in the body, may be evident to every anatomist

;

for the lungs by their respiration act upon the ribs and
the diaphragm ; and (through these) by means of the

ligaments and by means of the peritoneum upon all the

viscera of the whole body, aud also upon all its muscles

... so that there is not the smallest thing in a viscus

or in a muscle . . . which does not derive something

from the ligaments, and consequently from the respira-

tion. The stomach [does this] above all the rest, in

•consequence of its oesophagus passing through the

diaphragm, and adjoining itself to the trachea which
comes from the lungs. And hence the heart itself has,

in addition to its own, a pulmonary motion ; for it

reclines upon the diaphragm, and lies in the bosom of

the lungs, and by means of tlie auricles coheres with

and is continued into them ; and in like manner also

what is respiratory passes through into tlie arteries and
veins ; and therefore they have their joint dwelling in

one chamber separate from the rest of the bodj', which

chamber is called the breast.

^, (Thus) all living motions . . . arc effected by

the co-operation of the cardiac motion and the pulmon-

ary motion, which exists in each thing; both the

general one which is external, and the singular one

which is internal . . .

. .. By means of a wonderful and inexpressible

fluxion into gyres the Angels formed a likeness of the

heart and a likeness of the lungs, with all the interior

aud exterior things of their contexture, and they were

then following the flux of Heaven ; for Heaven strives

to be in such forms from the influx of love and wisdom

from the Lord. Thus did they represent each thing

which is in the heart and each thing which is in the

lungs, aud also their union, which they called the

marriage of love and wisdom . . .

.\ For after birth the lungs are opened, and

tocether with the lieart commence the active life which

is of the will, and the sensitive life which is of the

understanding of man. The latter and the former life

do not exist from the separate operation of the heart,

nor from the separate operation of the lungs
; but from

their co-operation.

vii. That the conjunctiou of the body and spirit with

man is efl"ected by means of his cardiac aud pulmonary

niotions ; and that their separation takes place when

these motions cease. Gen. art.

3. That the pulsation of the heart and the respiration

of the lungs (of the spirit) inflow into the pulsation of

the heart and the respiration of the lungs with man in

the world. Gen. art.

. That while man lives in the world he has a two-

fold pulmonary respiration, and a twofold cardiac pulsa-

tion, is not known . . . But that both motions constantly

come forth in man, and that those two motions of the

spirit inflow into these two motions of the body, it has

lieen given to perceive sensibly. (Continued under

Brkathp:, at W.391.) (Moreover) as every man is en-

dowed with a double respiration, oue within the other,

he can think rationally from the understanding ; nay,

even spiritually, and is thereby also distinguished from

beasts ; and can moreover be illustrated as to the under-

standing, be elevated into Heaven, and breathe with

the Angels, and thus he reformed and regenerated.

Besides, where there is an external, there must also be

an internal ; and this latter must be in every action and

in every sensation. The external gives what is general,

and the internal gives what is singular ; and where theie

is no general there is no singnlar. Hence it is that with

men there exist both an external and an internal systolic

and animatory motion ; an external one which is natural,

and an internal oue which is spiritual. Thus also the

will together with the understanding can produce cor-

poreal motions ; and the understanding together witli

the will can produce corporeal senses. A general and a

singular pulsation and respiration exist also in beasts
;

but both the External and the Internal with them are

natural ; whereas with man the External is natural and

the Internal is spiritual. In a word, such as is the

understanding, such is the respiration ; because such is

the spirit of man. The spirit is that which thinks from

the understanding and acts from the will. In order

that these spiritual operations may inflow into the body,

and enable man to think and will naturally, the respira-

tion and the pulsation of the spirit must be conjoined
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with the respiration and the pulsation of the body
;

and there must be an influx of the one into the other
;

otherwise no translation is possible.

[D. Wis.] X. 3". For the lungs, which correspond to the

understanding, not only purge the blood of its feculent

things . . . but also nourish it from the air ; for the air

is full of volatile elements and odours, which are homo-
geneous with the matter of the blood ; and there are

also innumerable sanguineous networks in the lobules of

the bronchia, which according to their wont imbue the

things which come to them, in consequence of which the

blood becomes lively and bright . . . That the atmo-

sphere nourishes the pulmonic blood with new aliments,

is evident from much experience ; for there are some
currents of air which are injurious to the lungs, and
some which recreate them . . . There are also those who
have lived long without earthly food ; thus on atmo-

spherical food alone ; and there are species of animals,

such as bears, vipers . . . which prolong their life with-

out any other food. From these things it is evident

that the pulmonic blood is nourished also from the

atmosphere ; and so also does the life of the understand-

ing perfect and exalt the life of the will, according to

correspondence.

4. The ligaments, being continued from the diaphragm

or peritoneum, or from elsewhere, are in the alternate

motion of the lungs. Hence it is evident that in

motions the blood of the heart acts as first, and the re-

spiration of the lungs as second. As the respiration in

the muscles of the lungs acts as second, by means of the

aforesaid ligaments, which are in its motion, [and]

these ligaments constitute a general involucre to the

muscles, and also to the coats of the moving fibres, and
thus enter to the least things—there are reactions

thence, both general and singular ; and the singular

ones can be variously multiplied under the general one,

according to the law of nature in all things. It is the

like with the understanding and the will.

®. But that the lungs act as first in the senses,

and the heart as second, is evident from a survey of the

organs of the senses . . . (for) all the organs of the senses

correspond to such things as are of the understanding.

Enum.

5. See Sound, here.

2. There are two lungs, which are called lobes
;

the fountains of their respiration are called the bronchia
;

the canal in which they cease is called the windpipe or

aspera arteria : the head of this is called the larynx
;

and the aperture for the sound there is called the

glottis ; the continuation thence is into the nostrils and
into the tongue ; and the exit is through the mouth of

the lips. These in one complex are the things of the

lungs, and their respiration and sounding ; and these

taken together correspond to the understanding from
the will ; their soundings to the understanding, and
their motions to the will.

7^. As the heart in the womb forms the lungs, in

order that through them it may perform respiration,

and thus through respiration speech, so in like manner
does love form the understanding, in order that through
it it may think, and from thought speak ... So also

does love produce from itself affections, of which are the

intentions
; and through these perception, to which

belong lights ; and through perception thought, to

which belong ideas ; and from these memory ; and these

taken together are the understanding of the love, to

which in a like series correspond all things of the lungs.

®. He who can examine may see that there are

progressions of uses from first to last in these things

like the things which are in the lungs.

Luncheon. See Dinner.

Lurid. See Ghastly.

Lurk. Delitere. T.798^

Lust. Libido.

Libidinous. Libidinosus.

See under Desire- ciipire.

A. 4868. A lust for conjunction. Sig. and Ex.
-. If they conjoin themselves with internal truth

they do it from lust like that of conjunction with a

harlot . . . ^,Examps.

4992-. To be conjoined with one's wife from lust

alone is natural and not spiritual . . .

7293*. Confess them with the mouth for the sake of

the lust of exercising command and of gain.

P. 215^ From the judge, etc. . . the lust of domin-

ating invaded many like a contagion.

296''. There is still the lust of contact.

328'. For in all evil there is the lust of seducing . . ,

R. 153^. The lust of building is then kindled.

M. 44'. The angelic love of the sex ... is devoid of

all allurement from lust.

*. They are cast down lest their lust should

defile the aura there.

496. Who spurn and detest wandering lusts.

53S. Merely natural marriages . . . are conjunctions

which or\gh\a,i&-trahunt-hom unchaste lust.

71. In proportion as a consort shuns these conjunc-

tions, even as to the lusts of the will . . . this love is

purified with them . . .

75®. We both look together, and then not one whit

of lust can enter . . .

78^. There issued (from the women's apartment) a

libidinous eflluvium , . . This was from polygamous

love,

98^. Meanwhile the beginning of that love is like

lust . . .

248. They regard each other . . . with favour . . .

while in lust.

299^. Extorted consent . . . may initiate the body
;

and thus turns chastity ... into lust, by which con-

jugial love is vitiated in its first heat.

319^. I have heard that . . . the lust of defloration,

and the lust of variety, have led the minds of some into

the desire for repeated marriages.

349^. Both public and private peace require that pro-

miscuous lust in general should be restrained, and be

left to everyone within his own house. Hence polygamy.
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429. Hence it is that all in Hell are in the lust, las-

civiousness, and shamelessness of scoi'tatory love.

440^. (These things) are nothing but the effervescences

of lusts . . .

447^, The love of the sex . . . becomes spiritual when
the man recedes from wandering lust . . ,

448. That fornication is lust, but not the lust of

adultery. Gen. art.

. In everything which proceeds from the natural

man there are concupiscence and lust ; for the natural

man is nothing else than an abode and receptacle of

concupiscences and lusts.

s. Lust (then) becomes human love.

459, Those who . . . cannot moderate their lusts . . .

483. (Various lusts of married men.) Enum.

488. That adulteries of the second degree are adul-

teries of lust . . . Gen. art.

501. On the lust of defloration. Chapter.

. The lusts treated of in the four following

chapters are not only lusts of adultery, but are more
grievous . . . They are called lusts, because according to

the quantity and quality of the lust for these things,

such is their appropriation.

506. On the lust of varieties. Chapter. 507. 508.

509.

511. On the lust of violation. Chapter.

513. On the lust of seducing innocences. Chapter.

D.3896.

T. 523^. Joking about lovers as if from lust.

568^. Living IvLstfully-libidinaiidi-even to adultery.

590. Whereas the love of the will ... is immersed

... in the libidinous things of the senses.

D. 3178''. He who looketh on a girl with lust has

scortated already.

Lute, Lyre. J^i'des.

A. 83376. 'With lutes and organ' (Ps.cl.4)= from

truths and the derivative good.

Luther. Luther.

Lutheran. Lutheratiiis.

C. J. 55. I have heard and seen Luther many times.

. . . He has often wanted to recede from his faith alone,

but in vain ; and therefore he is still in the World of

Spirits . . . where he sometimes suffers hard things.

P. 2596. I have heard Luther . . . cursing faith

alone, and saying that when he established it he was

warned by an Angel of the Lord not to do so ; but that

he had thought within himself that if he did not reject

works there would be no separation from the Catholic

religiosity, and therefore he had confirmed it in spite of

that warning.

R. Ila^. These things are from Luther . . .

T. 137^. He said, He lives not far from Luther's

tomb. . . 1 said. Do you not know that Luther has

risen again, and that at this day he has renounced his

errors concerning justification by faith in three Divine

Persons from eternity ; and that he has therefore been

translated among the happy of the New Heaven, and

that he sees and laughs at his insane followers ?

796. On Luther, etc., in the Spiritual World. Chapter.

. As regards Luther : from the time when he

first entered the Spiritual World, he was a most vehe-

ment propagator and defender of his dogmas, and his

zeal for them increased as a multitude gathered from the

earth who agreed with and favoured him. A house was

given him there such as he had had ... at Eisleben
;

and there in its midst he erected a sort of throne

slightly elevated, where he sat. He admitted hearers

through the open door, whom he disposed into orders,

setting those nearest him who favoured him the most,

and those who favoured him less, behind them. He
then spoke continuously ; but at intervals allowed

questions, in order that he might take up the thread of

his ended discourse from some new starting-point.

^. From this general favour he at last imbued

Persuasion, which in the Spiritual World is of such effi-

cacy that no one can resist it, or speak against what is

said. But as this was a kind of enchantment ... he

was strictly forbidden to speak from that Persuasion

any more ; and thereafter he taught from the memory
and the understanding together, as before.

'. This was the state of his life up to the time of

the Last Judgment . . . but a year after that he was

brought from his first house to another, and then at the

same time into a different state. And as he there heard

that I, who am in the natural world, was speaking with

those who are in the Spiritual World, he . . . came to

me ; and after some inquiries and answers, he perceived

that there is at this day the end of the former Church,

and the beginning of the New Church ... He also per-

ceived that this New Church is meant by 'tlie New
Jerusalem' . . . and by 'the Everlasting Gospel' . . .

He was exceedingly indignant, and railed. But as he

perceived that the New Heaven [increased] . . . and

that the number of those who resorted to him daily

diminished, his railing ceased ; and then he came nearer

to me, and began to speak with me more familiarly
;

and after he had been convinced that he had not taken

his principal dogma of justification by faith alone from

the Word, but from his Own intelligence, he suffered

himself to be instructed concerning the Lord, charity,

true faith, free-will, and redemption ; and this solely

from the Word.
*. At last, after conviction, he began to favour,

and then to confirm himself more and more in the

Truths from which the New Church is being established.

At this time he was with me daily ; and then . . . began

to laugh at his former dogmas as at such tilings as are

diametrically contrary to the Word. And I heard him

say. Do not wonder that I seized on faith alone as

justifying, and that I excluded charity from its spiritual

essence, and that I also took away from men all tree-

will in spiritual things, besides [holding] many things

which depend on faith alone once accepted, as links on

a chain, inasmuch as my end was to break away from

the Roman Catholics ; and this end I could not follow

out and attain in any other way. I therefore do not

wonder that I erred ; but I do wonder that one raver

should have been able to produce so many other ravers

—and he looked at some dogmatical writers at the side
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. . . faithful followers of his doctrine— so that they did

not see the oppositions in the Holy Scripture, which

nevertheless are very manifest.

[T. 796]'. It has been told me by the examining Angels

that this Leader was in a state of conversion above

many others who had confirmed themselves in justifica-

tion by faith alone, because in his childhood, before he

liad entered on the reformation, he had imbued the

dogma of the pre-eminence of charity ; for which reason

also, in both his writings and his discourses he has

taught of charity so excellently ; and it resulted from

this that the faith of justification with him had been

implanted in his external natural man ; but had not

been rooted in his internal spiritual man.
^. I have conversed with the Prince of Saxony,

with whom Luther was in the world ; and he told me
that he had often re})roved Luther, especially for separ-

ating charity from faith, and for declaring faith to be

saving and not charity . . . but that Luther had as

often replied that he could not do otherwise, on account

of the Roman Catholics. This prince is among the

happy.

D. 4653^. When anything flows forth thence it is

perceived as if [it were] from Luther.

5103. On Luther.

. One like a monk appeared . . . and it was said

that it was Luther ; and it was perceived that that crew

(of hypocrites) was excited by him, against those who
were with me, because they entirely disagreed with his

doctrine concerning faith. . . I told him . . . that the

two essentials of Divine worship are faith and charity
;

but that for man to be saved they must make one,

besides many other things which were confirmed from

Heaven. He stood listening, and consenting . . . But
when he went away, he turned himself to where his

delight carried him, which was to excite disturbances

. . . Being again warned, he desisted, but betook him-
self upon a high rock ; and when he saw us beneath, he

again excited a like crew there. Tliey said that they

cannot do otherwise, because he has the persuasive force

and also the authority of his opinion . . . But he was
then punished and cast down. When he came to the

valley he again excited the like disturbances, and also

opened a Hell which is quite in the middle, under the

groin, where there are those who believe that they know
all things . . . and at the same tiiiie do not suffer others

to speak , . . and not even to think, except those who
agree with them . . . (Luther, being their Subject, had
opened this Hell) for he is such that he wants all

others to believe what he says, and [thinks] that he

alone knows, and that he alone ought to speak. Nor
does he permit others to believe and speak differently,

always saying that they are truths themselves ; and
that they cannot be contradicted. J. (Post.) 31.

5104. In order that the disturbances and infestations

might be appeased, he was driven to that place exactly

ujrder the groin, and was there let deeply down ; and to

places where they are continually quarrelling about all

things, and where there are perpetual contradictions,

and also fights . . . Luther is there.

5105. Luther had been there from the time when he

came into the other life. He has not been fully vastated

before ; and therefore he could elevate [himself] from

thence, and show what had been his quality in the

world ; namely, that he had been a quarreller ; trusting

in himself; he alone speaking ; angry with all who did

not agree with him ; inveighing against all who dis-

agreed . . . defending faith alone ; caring little for the

life ; not knowing what charity is, nor what the neigh-

bour. It was shown, from his excitation, that he had
been a hypocrite ; and it was said that he spoke in one

way with princes, and in another with the common
people . . . and that he had produced what was new
from the itch of commanding ... It was shown him
that he was in darkness . . . and that he was ignorant

what the light of Heaven was,

5106. He has now been devastated . . .

5910. (Luther said that when at the Holy Supper he

had never thought about it according to his doctrine of

it, because whenever he had attempted to do so he had
been tormented.)

591 1^, 5912. On hearing these things Luther burst

out of his abode, because their speech pleased him, and

he was then in the same, and in such a Persuasive . . .

so that the truths which teach cannot be seen, because

he suftbcated the understanding . . . He had contracted

the Persuasive by this : that whatever he had thought

he had believed to be indubitable . . . His understand-

ing is not interior, and therefore he became a turtle-dove

as to the face, Avith a beak on the front part of the

brain towards the mouth . . . This was done because he

was dra-wing that forth solely from the thought, and

nothing . . . from the will.

5913. At last, when his Persuasive had cooled down,

I spoke to him about the Persuasive, and about per-

suasive faith, [saying] that it sufi'ocates the understand-

ing of others . . . Luther said that he is not allowed to

be in his Persuasive, and that he is tormented whenever

he comes into it, and that he therefore desists . . . but

that he is still allowed to confirm his [doctrines] by

reasonings . . .

5914. I afterwards spoke to him various things about

the good of charity and the derivative faith ; and this

in intellectual light . . . and then angelic Spirits were

associated with him, in order that he might perceive

the things which were being said ; and then he acknow-

ledged them, and confessed that he had been in falsity ;

but [said] that he could not enter into these things any

further, because he had confirmed himself in faith

alone. He proceeded so far as this, that he wanted to

make these things of his doctrine . . . but in vain,

because he was then completely darkened as to his

understanding . . . and he was therefore removed, and

the angelic Spirits who had been adjoined to him were

taken away ; and so he returned into his own doctrine,

and into his natural lumen, and consequently into his

own life in which he had been before.

5915. Luther was pre-eminently fond of reasoning,

and of confirming by means of reasonings ; and he saj's

that he rarely finds such as are able to reason with him

about his doctrinal things, and he therefore grieves

because he can rarely be in this delight. He was there-

foi'e told that the reason he is such is that he has

hatched his dogmas from thought . . . and they who
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do this love to reason, and to present and hear such

things cogitatively . . . and besides, his followers had

thought but little about such things—only when they

had preached and taught them—whereas he had thought

about them continually, from morning to evening . . .

J. (Post) 3 r-'.

5916. He is still preserved . . . because in his discourse

he had said much about the good of love, and thus had

still been in some good of life ; and he has been told

that whenever he had been in the good of his discourses

and of his life he had not thought from his doctrine

concerning faith alone.

59 1 8^. Luther was in the pleasantness of his life when
he was able to reason, and the more sharply the more

he was in it. But when he was thinking by himself

outside of what is doctrinal, he was in obscurity, and

then he pondered about life. J. (Post. ) 34.

6039. I spoke to Luther, and observed that he

wanted to think against faith alone ; but I perceived

that he could not, because falsities filled his thought

. . . He was carried from one Society into another, and

also into that one where he was in the truth ; but he

could not stay there, because it was contrary to the

delight of his conceit. He said that he had prayed to

God that he might understand and make manifest the

Truth ; but that he had received for answer, that it

would be given if he could receive it. J. (Post.) 36.

6040. See Melancthon, here.

6041. (Calvin said) that he had shown Luther that if

faith alone were accepted, the things which are in the

Word would be contradicted . . . and that Luther . . .

had leplied that if he were to receive works he would

not recede far from the Papists. They afterwards com-

municated by letter, and Calvin had remained in faith

with good works, but Luther in faith alone, believing

that faith does indeed produce them as a tree does

fruit ; and saying that there is a conjunction, but he

had not thought it out as his followers had done. He
wrote to Calvin that he could not confirm works, because

they are from man . . . J. (Post. ) 25.

6042'-. Luther afterwards obtained a ruinous-?ac?«i-

aiam-chamber in the neighbourhood of Melancthon,

but more ornate than the chamber of Melancthon,

because he had still spoken about works, which man
must do from obedience, although he had not placed

what is saving in them. I have sometimes heard about

Lim that he wants to reject his principles concerning

the separation, and that he has tried to do so ; but in

vain, because the density of the cloud which appears in

his mind must first be dispelled.

•-'. Lutt'er has told me that he was told by an

Angel from the Lord to beware of faith, because there

is not anything in it ; and therefore for some time he

did beware, and recommended works ; but he had still

continued to separate works from faith, and so had
cursed the Epistle of James, and had rejected the

Apocalypse. J. (Post.) 33. 35.

6097. As Luther, and then Melancthon, began to

make disturbances in defending faith separated . . . they

were carrieil down from the Spiritual World into their

places, according to their life, where they do not know

who they are. This was done on the 30th of December,

1763.

J. (Post.) 33. The Angels have said that there is some

hope of (Luther), because whenever in the world he had

thought from his own spirit—that is, wdien he was left

in quiet—he had thought about good works and had

made them of religion ; and that therefore it is that he

has spoken and written so many things about the good

of life, although he had not made it of his doctrine, nor

for the sake of eternal life, because man cannot do what

is good from himself . . . But when he came from the

thought of his spirit into discourse with others, he then

spoke about faith alone as if he had wheeled round.

He does the like at this day.

36. After Luther had been informed by the Angels

that no one has any faith unless he has the good of life

. . . and as he had been convinced many times, he

repented and laboured with all his might to make his

escape from falsities . . . but as yet in vain. He has

also prayed to the Lord that he might recede from his

falsities . . . and therefore he was sent from one Society

into another, where there were those with whom life

had been conjoined with faith ; but he could not stay

long, because it was contrary to the delight of his life.

He was told that the truths of doctrine cannot be

received in the life until falsities have been rejected . . .

In a word, Luther sometimes curses faith alone, and

sometimes defends it. He curses it when he is in feai',

and he defends it when he is in his love.

198. See James, here.

Conv. 17. That those falsify the whole Word who have

inwardly confirmed falsities ; and that they do not know
this. Luther.

De Just. 63. Calvin . . . betook himself to Luther in

the World of Spirits . . . because Luther has acknow-

ledged the Human of the Lord to be Divine ; and he

did not seem to be safe anywhere else.

Inv. 23. Melancthon and Luther were present, and

could not say a woi'd to this.

Docu. 232. IL I have spoken ... a hundred times

with Luther, who confessed to me that, contrary to an

admonition received from an Angel, he accepted the

doctrine of faith alone solely for the purpose of separat-

ing from the Papists.

Lutheran. Lutheranus.

R. I la. (The doctrines of the Lutherans concerning

the Person of Christ, and concerning the Holy Supper.)

Villa.

294^". (Lutherans seen who could not say Divine

Human, although) the Augsburg Confession, and Luther

himself, have taught that the Son of God and the Sou

of Man in Christ are one Person ; and that He Himself

also as to His human nature is the True, Omnipotent,

and Eternal God . . . T.iiii".

D. 3428. (The Lutherans referred to.) 4816-.

J. (Post.) 46.

3439. They confessed that they had been Lutherans.

3988. (The nature of the faith of the Lutherans

shown by its sphere.

)
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[D.] 5202. Such things as relate to vastation are mainly

concerning the Lutherans, and the Reformed so called.

5314. Christians hold the middle who are called

Xutherans, and the Reformed . . .

5347. See Last Judgment, here. 5542.

5842. See Holt Supper, here,

5928. On those who make the Lutheran religion to

he of the life.

E. 885^. (The Lutheran Church does not teach faith

alone when it teaches from the Word.) ^, Shown.

Luxuriant, To be. Luxurire. A.9337e.

Life 46. E.28i^

Luxuriously, To live. Opipare. a. 1509.

D.2500. 2502.

Luxury. Luxuria.

Luxurious. Luxuriosus.

A. 4464". (The stinking sphere of a life from luxury.)

5145^. The good which inflows from the Lord ... is

then turned . . . into what is merely voluptuous and
luxurious.

57 1 2-. The origins of diseases are . . . luxuries of

various kinds . . .

8378^ Hence the insanity that all the delight of life

is placed in luxury and pleasure.

P. 112^. With luxury and intemperance ... it is the

same. Ex.

M. 252-. Luxury (a cause of lawful separation).

496. In the second degree (of the natural man) are

those who love solely the delights of the senses, setting

the heart on luxuries and pleasures of all kinds. Tliese

are properly meant by the sensuous.

D. 777. On certain rich and luxurious ones in the

world.—After the life of the body, such wander about,

and seek food like beggars, and go in tattered garments ;

nor do they know otherwise than that they are in the

life of the body. Thus their state is changed into what
is contrary, which cannot be done except with pain.

1286. True Christians can live as well as others . . .

can eat and drink well ; but not in luxury . . .

2500, et stq. (On those who live a life of mere luxury.)

4230. However men may have lived, wdiether in . . .

luxuries . . ,

4729. From the decorous things of luxury in the

preparation of viands, such a dog appeared.

5493. He had continually lived in luxury . . . and

therefore was immediately cast into Hell.

E. 617^^. By 'eating,' in these places, is meant
luxury and intemperance . . .

Luz. Lus.

A. 3730. 'The name of the city was Luz at the first'

(Gen.xxviii. I9)= the quality of the former state. . . In

the Original Language, Luz means recession, thus dis-

junction, which takes place when what is doctrinal of

truth or truth is set in the first place, and good is

neglected. But when truth is together M'ith good in

the ultimate of order, there is no recession or disjunc-

tion, but accession or conjunction. This is the quality

of the state which is signified by 'Luz.'

4556. 'Jacob came to Luz which is in the Land of

Canaan' (Gen.xxxv.6)= tlie Natural in the former state.

'This is Bethel' = the Divine Natural, as is evident

from the signification of Luz, which is the Natural in

the former state, or that Natural itself which was
human.

-. That Bethel was formerly Luz. 111.

6229. 'God Shaddai was seen by me at Luz in the

Land of Canaan' (Gen.xlviii.3) = the Divine appearing
in the Natural [in the former state] . . . 'Luz' = the

Natural in the former state.

Lybia. Lybia.

A. 1 163. By 'Put,' or Lybia, are signified Know-
ledges from the literal sense of the Word, by which they
confirm false principles. ii66,Ill.

1238-. Lybia (a country of the first Ancient Church).

2385^

Lydian. Lydius.

T. 163. Like Lydian stones. 379*^.

Lye. Lixivium. E. 1214-.

Lymph. Lympha.

Lymphatic. Lymphaticus.

A. 4049. The better species of the lymph which is in

(the ventricles of the brain) is such ; namely, that it

returns into the brain. (The correspondence of this.)

4050-. The mist or vapour (which had appeared

coming out of a well, represented) the lymph which

passes through (the infundibulum), and is pumped out

thence ; and that this lymph was of two kinds ; namely,

that which is mixed with the animal spirits, which is

among the useful lymphs
; and that which is mixed

with the serosities, which is among the excrementitious

lymphs. (Those who belong to this province des.

)

5 181. Those who belong to the lymphatics, Des.

D. 1019.

D. 1015a. When the lymph is taken away together

with the purer blood into the lymphatic vessels,

1 1 29. The syringic attraction by which . . , the lymph

is drawn through the lymphatic vessels and glands

from the other viscera, to temper the chyle, ^

1 130®, Into which there are inserted some ducts with

lymph.

Lynx-eyed. Lynceus. T.1653, 634. 759,

Lyre. Lyra,

See Lute.

J. (Post. ) 308. Like the sound of a lyre.

Machiavelli. MacMavellus.

Machiavellians. MacMavelHstae.

W. 267-. Machiavelli mentioned.

P. 310-. Such are like those called Machiavellians.

Des. 6,5, Note.
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R. 463^ The infernal society of the Machiavellians.

T.4625.

578"^. Machiavelli seen. His doctrine.

D. 6099^^". The Cocceians are Machiavellians.

6106. I said that (those English bishops) are Machia-

"vellians.

Machination. Machinatio.

Machinate, To. Machinari.

Machinator. Machinator.

MachinatresS. Machinatrix.

A. 823. Those against whom he has clandestinely

anachinated are presented.

947. They who suppose that tliey can obtain all things

iDy deceitful machinations . . . seem to themselves to

idwell in an infernal tun . . .

13956. For whatever they have . . . machinated

against another stands forth.

4724. 'They plotted against him to put him to

death' (Gen.xxxvii. 18) . . . 'To plot' = to want from a

<lepraved mind . . .

7090. Evil Genii who from the love of self have

.secretly machinated evil against the neighbour . . .

10409^. They who by machinations, arts, and cunning

have come to honours or riches, become magicians

there . . .

H. 506-. (There) they machinate deceits . . .

J. 58^. This (tower) was a representative of their

•machinations ; for in the Spiritual World machinations

are presented to view to those who stand afar oft" by

nnany things which do not actually come forth with

those who are in the machinations.

P. 1076. The delights of their concupiscences together

with their deceitful machinations arc the more remote

threads (of the spider's web), where the flies are caught

. . . (That is, are the external of thought with them.

111.)

249*. When he sees that machinations, etc., siic-

ceed . . .

T. 517. Such an exclamation is nothing else than a

machination to cheat God . . .

D. 1257. Tliey have nothing but machinations there.

1761^. Such things are machinated . . ,

2045. ^ machinatress of subtle deceits.

2922. On the horrible . . . machination8-?nacAi?ia-

.menlis-of some interior Spirits.

35236. They had wicked machinations . . .

3681. How the Lord sees all the machinations . . .

3682. (David) machinates without conscience.

4455. They have most deceitfully machinated.

4502. He eluded their magical machinations.

4506. One Angel can see ... all their machina-

tiona . . .

4514. He always devised new machinations.

5892. He began to weave machinations . . .

E. 1 93-. The preacher who . . . machinates evils of

all kinds . . .

419^". The machinators of iniquity (Job iv.8).

Machine. Machina.
A. 2891. That thus they would be machines . . .

2946.

3647. They were like machines , . .

9293. Not unlike the movements of a machine . . .

M. 233^. They stand like dumb machines.

T. 371®. This reciprocal conjunction may be compared

to the conjunction of . . . wheels with a machine.

683. Like the sound of ... a machine, in which there

is no use.

D. 8976. Like a wooden machine.

2043. Thus that man . . . would be like a machine . . ,

36336. Spirits see him as an inanimate machine.

4064. The whole man with his brains, etc., or the

whole animated machine . . .

4722. As (Polhem) had continually meditated how to

construct moving machines ... he had confirmed him-

self in (the idea) that there is no God . . .

Machir. Machir.

A. 6584. 'The sons of Machir the son of Manasseh'

(Gen.l.23) = as to the Voluntary and its derivatives. . .

The derivatives of the Voluntary of the Church, which

are signified by 'the sons of Machir,' are goods con-

joined with truths ; thus also truths from good ; for the

truths which are derived from good are the forms of

good. That ' the sons of Machir' = goods conjoined with

truths, is signified by their being born on Joseph's knees

. . . and that they = truths from good, in the Book of

Judges: 'From Machir shall descend lawgivers' (v. 14).

' Lawgivers '= truths from good.

E. 447*. 'From Machir shall descend lawgivers '
=

that the truths of good flow forth from the good of life
;

for 'Machir' has a like signification to Manasseh, because

Machir was a son of Manasseh.

Machpelah. Machpelah.

A. 2901. 'Machpelah which is before Mamre'=
regeneration.

2935. 'Let him give me the cave of Machpelah'

(Gen.xxiii.9)=:what is obscure of faith. 'Machpelah '
=

faith that is in obscurity. . . Since it is here said 'the

cave of Machpelah, ' and Machpelah was where the field

was in the end of which was the cave, it is what is

obscure of truth, or what is the same, what is obscure

of faith ; hence also it is manifest that 'Machpelah' is

faith that is in obscurity,

2970, ' Which is in Machpelah which is before Mamre

'

(ver. I7) = the quality and quantity of regeneration. , .

' Machpelah ' = regeneration through the truth that is of

faith.

. By 'Machpelah,' when 'cave' is joined to it,

or when it is said 'the cave of Machpelah,' is signified

faith that is in obscurity ; but by 'Machpelah' when it

is mentioned without 'cave,' and it follows that there was

there 'a field and a cave,' is understood regeneration . . .
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and moreover Machpelah was a tract in which, there

was also a sepulchre, by which is signified regeneration.

2980.

[A.] 3257. 'To the cave of Machpelah' (Geu.xxv.io)

= resurrection as to truth.

6455. 'In the cave that is in the field of Machpelah'

(Gen.xlix.3o) = in that obscurity. 'A cave '= what is

obscure, and also 'Machpelah;' but 'Machpelah ' = the

quality of the obscurity.

6548. 'In the cave of the field of Machpelah' (Gen.

1.13) = the beginning of regeneration. . . 'Machpelah'

=

regeneration ; thus the beginning of regeneration, for

then faith is in obscurity. 6551,111. E.659^''.

Macrocosm. Macrocosmus.
See under Microcosm.

T. 71-. As God from His Macro-uranus or Spiritual

World rules the macrocosm or natural world.

Mad. Cerebrosus. A.448S. T.487.

Mad. Ly77iphatus. D.Love xv. Coro.38.

Madai. Madai.
See GoMER, and Media.

A. 1228^. 'Madai' (Is.xxi.2)= the External Church,

or external worship in which there is internal. That
' Madai '= such a Church, or such worship, is evident

from Gen.x.2, where Madai is called a son of Japheth,

Made up. Confardus. See Y\\A.-confercire.

Madness. Afnentia. A. 2761''.

Madness. Mania.
See Maniac.

M. 252. Madness (a cause of lawful separation).

T. 566. He thinks from spiritual madness.

Magic. Magia.

Magical. Magicus.

Magi, Magician. Magus.

"Witch. Maga.

Magically. Magke.
A. 130. The fourth river= the derivative wisdom,

which in the Word is called 'magic;' and therefore

Egypt, which= knowledge, after it had become magical,

= such.

831^. These (self-indulgent and insinuating) women
are those who in the other life become witches or

sorceresses-praes<i5r«a<?-?"ce.s, some of whom are those who
are called Sirens. They there seize upon arts which are

unknown in the world. They are like sponges, and
imbibe nefarious artifices, and that with such genius,

that they promptly exercise them. The artifices un-

known in the world which they learn there, are [as

follows]. To speak as if they were elsewhere, so that

the voice is heard as if it came from good Spirits, in

some other place. They can be, as it were, present with

many persons at the same time ; thus persuading others

that they are present everywhere. They speak like

many together ; and in many places at the same time.

They can avert the things which inflow from good;

Spirits . . . and instantly pervert them in various ways
to favour themselves. They can induce the likeness of

another by means of ideas which they catch and effigy.

They can inspire everybody with aff'ection for them, by

insinuating themselves into the very state of another's

affection. They can suddenly withdraw themselves

from sight, and go away invisible. They can represent

before Spirits a bright flame aiound the head ; and this

before many, which is an angelic sign. They can

simulate innocence in various ways, and also by repre-

senting infants whom they kiss. They also inspire into

others, against whom they bear hatred, to murder them,

because they know that they cannot die ; and they

afterwards accuse them as murderers. Tliey have ex-

cited from my memory whatever of evil I have thought

and perpetrated ; and this most skilfully. While I was

asleep they have spoken to others exactly as from me,

and in fact false and obscene things, so that the Spirits

were persuaded. Besides many other things. Their

nature is so persuasive that nothing of what is of a-

doubtful character is perceived to be therein ; and hence

their ideas are not communicated like those of other

Spirits ; and they have eyes resembling those ascribed to

serpents, which see every way at once, and having the

idea present everywhere. These sorceresses or Sirens

are grievously punished ; some in Gehennah ; some in a

certain court among snakes ; some by tearings asunder

and various collisions, with the greatest pain and torture.

In course of time they are dissociated, and become like

skeletons, from head to heel. 1094".

1195. The rituals of that worship . . . were the source

of . . . the magics.

1241. All the significatives and representatives which

the Ancient Church had from the mouth of the Most

Ancient Church . . . were turned . . . with some nations

into things magical.

1380. The sorcerers and magicians- wagfici-in the

other life by means of phantasies induce others to-

believe that when they are in one place they are at the

same time in another, and even in many places . . .

1462. (The knowledge in Egypt was made magical.)

5700.

1515-. (Doctrinals turned by Sirens into things

magical.)

2243^ The Ancient Church . . . was turned partly

into magic . . .

3574-. They who are such are said to 'kiss the

calves ;' that is, to embrace magic and adjoin them-

selves to it.

3698^. Others were called diviners, soothsayers, sor-

cerers, and pythons, who were among those who had

studied natural magic, whereby nothing of what is

Divine could be foretold, but only that which is con-

trary to the Divine . . . This is magical, however it

may appear in the external form.

3762^. Those wise ones who came to Jesus when He
was born are called the magi ; but so were the wise

called at that time. 111.

4013. The Egyptian magicians also used a rod when

performing magical miracles.
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aside . .

magical

4227^. By magical arts ; tlius by aid from the

diabolical crew, (tliese Spirits) studied to arrive at their

end.

In process of time (the Ancient Church) turned

in Egypt, Babel, and elsewhere, into things

for they began to worship external things

without internal ones, and as . . . Heaven had thus

recc'led from tliem, in its place there came Spirits from

Hell, who led them. 4749.

4793*. When (these Spirits) cannot thus introduce

themselves into the interiors . . . they try to do so by

magical arts, of which there are many in the other life

wliicli are quite unknown in the world. By means of

these arts they pervert the scientilics with a man, and

apply only those which favour lilthy cupidities. Such

obsessions cannot be avoided, unless the man is in the

affection of good, and is thence in faith in the Lord.

4936. See Rod, here.

4964^. The Egyptian magic itself originated from

this ; for they knew the correspondences of the natural

world with the Spiritual one, which, after the Church

had ceased with them, they abused to things magical.

5223. 'He sent and called all the magicians of Egypt,

and the wise ones thereof (Gen.xli.8)= in consulting

scientifics both interior and exterior; (for) 'the magi-

cians,' in a good sense, = interior scientifics. . . The
reason why by 'the magicians and the wise ones of

Egypt' are signified scientifics, is that Egypt was one of

the kingdoms where the Ancient Representative Church

was ; but the scientifics of that Church were especially

cultivated in Egypt, which related to correspondences,

representatives, and signiHcatives . . . The foremost ones

among those who were skilled in and who taught these

scientifics were called magicians (or magi) and wise

ones. Those who were skilled in and taught the

mystical scientifics were called magicians . . . But after

they had begun to abuse the interior scientifics of the

Church, and to turn them into things magical, then by

'Egypt' began to be signified the Scientific which

perverts, and in like manner by 'the magicians of

Egypt' . . .

^. The magicians of that time were acquainted

with such things as are of the Spiritual World, which

they had learned from the correspondences and repre-

sentatives of the Church ; and therefore many of them
had communication with Spirits, and thence learned

illusory arts, whereby they performed magical miracles :

whereas those called 'the wise' did not care for such

things ; but solved enigmas, and taught the causes of

natural things.

*. But in the internal sense by 'the Egyptian

wisdom' nothing else is signified than the knowledge of

natural things ; and by 'the magic,' the knowledge

of spiritual things : thus by 'the wise, exterior scientifics;

and by 'the magicians,' interior scientifics.

•*. That those were called 'magicians' who were

in the knowledge of spiritual things, and also in the

consequent revelations, is evident from 'the magicians

(or magi) who came from the east to Jerusalem . .
.'

(Matt.ii.i,2). Furtln'r ill.

''. That by 'magicians,' in the opposite sense,

are meant those who have perverted spiritual things,

and have thereby exercised magical arts, is known.

111.

^. Magic was nothing else than a perversion and

a perverted application of such things as are of order in

the Spiritual World ; from this magic descends. But

at this day this magic is called natural, because nothing

above or beyond nature is any longer acknowledged.

55596. With those who have been magical (the

cuticles) appear like filthy intestines.

5566. He wanted to infest me by magical artifices . . .

5702^, (The Egyptians) turned into things magical

the representatives and significatives of the celestial

and spiritual things of the Ancient Church . . . 7097.

6052. Perverted scientifics are those which . . . invert

order, like the magical things which were in Egypt

;

for there are very many things according to order which

those magicians had abused . . , These (correspondences

and representatives) follow from order even when applied

by the evil ; and when they are applied by them for

exercising command over others, and for injuring others,

they are perverted, because magical.

6484. (This Spirit) sought out magical artifices.

6692. For the representatives and significatives of the

Ancient Church . . , were (in Egypt) turned into things

magical. For at that time by means of the repre-

sentatives and significatives of the Church there was

communication with Heaven, which communication

existed with those who were in the good of charity, and

was open with many. Whereas with those who did not

live in the good of charity . . . there was sometimes

given open communication with evil Spirits, who per-

verted all the truths of the Church . . . Hence things

magical.

-. Magic is nothing else than a perversion of

order : especially is it the abuse of correspondences . . .

When a man believes that all things are of blind influx,

and that if anything comes forth which is determined

it is of his Own pruilence, he perverts order ; for he

applies the things of order to himself . . , Hence,

wonderful to say, all who have firmly impressed on

themselves that all things are of their Own prudence,

and nothing of the Divine Providence, in the other life

are very prone to magic ; and also imbue it so far as

they can ; especially those who . . . have devised many

arts and astutenesses to elevate themselves above others.

Such, when they have been judged in the other life, arc

cast towards the Hells of the magicians, which are in

the plane beneath the soles, on the right, a little

towards the front, stretching to a great distance, and in

the deepest of which are the Egyptians.

^. Lest, therefore, the representatives and signifi-

catives of the Church should be any longer turned into

things magical, the Israelitish people were received . . .

who were such that they could not make what is magical

from them ; for they were completely in externals . . .

With such what is magical cannot come forth, such as

there was with the Egyptians.

6832^. (In Hell) when everyone wants to be super-

eminent, and to take from another what belongs to him

, . . barbarities are exercised, especially by means of

magical arts and phantasies ; which arts are innumer-

able, and are utterly unknown in the world.
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[A.] 6846. In Egypt and Babel were turned into things

magical.

69 1
7-. As the Egyptians had applied them to things

magical . . . they were, with them, false scientifics.

7026. In the other life those who exercise things
magical appear with rods . . . Hence, too, the Egyptian
magicians had rods, by which they did such things as

appeared to be miracles . . .

7097^. Many of them, in order to acquire power, learn

magical things.

7296^^. For those who in the life of the body have
used cunning, and have devised many arts to defraud
others, and at last from their success have attributed all

things to their own prudence, in the other life learn

things magical, which are nothing else than the abuse
of Divine order, especially of correspondences . . . For
example, the hands, arms, and shoulders correspond to

power, and thence also a rod ; and therefore they form
rods for themselves, and also present representatively

shoulders, arms, and hands, and thus exercise magical
power. Ex. 10409^.

7298. Such a dulness is induced by the magicians in

the other life, and this by the abuse and perversion of

order
; for they know how to take away the influx from

Heaven . . . They know also how to induce fallacies . . .

^. This is the reason why the magicians were
allowed to do the same as Aaron. Ex.

7299. From the magicians in the other life there is

taken away the power to abuse order and to pervert

its laws—in two ways. One is that the Angels . . .

annihilate their magical things . . . and the other is,

that what is magical is quite taken away from them . . .

7337- 'The magicians of Egyjit did so with their

enchantments' (Ex.vii. 22) = that their falsifiers effigied

the like. (For) the Egyptian magic . . . = the abuses of

Divine order. 7388. 7426. 7429. 7530.

. Divine miracles diff"er from magical ones as

Heaven differs from Hell. (Continued under Miracle.)
^ For example : it is according to order that the

states of affection and thought make the idea of place

and distance there . . . The magicians there abuse this

law of order ; for they induce in others changes of state,

and thus translate them now on high, now into the

deep, and also cast them into Societies, so that they

may serve them as Subjects.

7418. In the confines of the Hell of the magicians . . .

8200^. There are some who exercise power magically

by means of truth from the Divine.

9391''. Hence the Egyptian magic.

10355''. When the knowledge of correspondences and
representations had been turned into magic, that Church
perished. 10632-'.

10437"^, Then the knowledge of correspondences and
representations . . . was turned into magic . . . S.22.

H. 488*. They who have ascribed all things to

natui'e, and also to their Own prudence, and who by
various arts have raised themselves to honours, and have
gained wealth, in the other life study magical arts,

which are abuses of Divine order, and in which they

perceive the greatest delight of life. 508-.

508^. I have seen such . . . adoring a magician.

S. 102. They who were interiorly acquainted with
the correspondences of that Word were called . . . after-

wards, diviners and magicians.

R. 462-. This was the spiritual witchcrai't used by
the magicians of old. (See Enchant, here.)

M. 252^. Application to magical things (a cause of

lawful separation). (And of concubinage. 472.)

T. 72^. A certain magician made out of that faith as

it were a snare . . ,

121^. The reason why the Hells had grown to such a

height, was that at the time when the Lord came into

the world the universal world had completely alienated

itself from God by idolatries and magics . . .

203. That the knowledge of correspondences was long

preserved . . . among those who were called diviners and

wise ones, and, by some, magicians. Examp.

797^. (Melancthon then) called one of the magical

Spirits . . . who adorned his room with ornaments, etc.

But as soon as the visitors were gone, these shapes

disappeared.

Ad. 3/5869. This was magical . . .

D. 263. On magic. 269.

641. Magical sivts-truldoms konster.

1755. If (Spirits) were allowed to exercise such

magical arts . . .

—— . Hence the magics of the Egyptians . . .

1822. Such betake themselves ... to magical arts, in

order that they may as it were fascinate those with

whom they want to be the highest . . .

3002. Therefore magic (from looking) is very common
in the other life.

3004. Magical looking, or the magic which was

exercised by the ancients, especially by the pythons.

3024S. Study to learn magic from this . . .

3087^ They are of those who use magical arts.

3135. A vision about the more subtle magicians-

magici. 3137.

3541®. It is among the magical arts.

3699. On sirens, and magic.

3701. Their magical arts enum. 3707. 3710. 3712.

3715- 3717^.

3719. Through all Knowledges turned into magic . . .

3924^. (Thus) they were vniche%-7)iagicae.

4039. They become magicians in the other life.

4057. They know such magical things as are never

known in the woi'ld.

4306. See SiKEN, here. 4307. 4344. 4448. 4500.

4414. That it is magical to want to make one's self

good from an evil end.

4441. Witches- ??iaj/ic«e-operate by an influx of

thoughts and affections.

4458*=. (This) was in the highest degree magical.

4466. At first (Adlerheim) was magical above

others . . .
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4468. A certain witch.-7nagica-\vh.o was a profane

Subject of •witchea~7nagicaricm (tried to enter into my
lungs by phantasies) . . .

4469. To a certain witch it was permitted (to descend

into worldly and bodily things) . . .

4473^. If all her magics were described . . .

4477. They turn (everything scientific) into things

magical, in order to command.

4494. He had murdered her by magical art . . . It

was effected by a magical privation of respiration.

(This art is secret, but is known to some on Earth.)

Some Spirits said that they were skilled in the same

art.

4495. He was an interior magician . . .

4496. On things magical, and the magical Hells.

4497-

4498. From these things it is evident in what way
interior magical things are now being increased. . . At

this day many such are coming into the other life.

4501. Another man . . . had murdered two persons

by magical art . . .

4507. There are witches, both modern and ancient,

in front to the left in Hell. Des. 4508.

4510. Witches turn this also into what is magical.

They interpose a cloud . . .

4512. (Punishments) effected by arts, especially

magical ones, too numerous to enumerate.

4525. On magical arts which are absurd.

4527. They who are in the Hell of the magicians , . .

are instructed that these things effect nothing what-

ever . . .

4528. There are very many magicians-TOa(7i'ci-in the

other life . . . both of tliose who had been skilled in

magical arts in the world, and of those who had not,

that is, of those who had led a life of evil, and had been

delighted with some study of knowing everything.

This study or cupidity is turned into what is magical . . .

4538. There are other magical arts also in which

(Spirits) are skilled ; and which some on earth have also

learned from them , . .

' 4541. A great number of Taa,gicia,nB-7nagici-v,'eTe

round me the whole night . . .

4546. On the right are magicians . . . also the

Egyptian magicians . . .

4595. (The magical arts of the Sirens.) Des.

4599. This magic is from the magical Hell.

4633. He has learned magical arts . . .

4672. A magical Hell. 4673.

4681. The young (Jesuits) learn magical things, and

openly want to command.

4827. On those who are magicians-??iag'ici-in the

other life from their evil arts in the world.

. These frauds were turned into things magical.

Des.

4848. On magical characters.

. They wrote lines with various directions, curva-

tures, and bendings, and according to the direction they

led the eyes, and at the same time the thought, con-

cerning the thing to be perpetrated ; and they then led

themselves according to some form of a lower Heaven,

or of the World of Spirits ; and thus induced various

persuasions, by means of influxes according to those

forms . . . By much experience magicians have learned

something about that form, especially the Ancients, the

Babylonians, and some in Egypt . . .

4849. This was the source of the ancient auguries

and auspices ; and in like manner of the divinations

from the heavens. But they cannot penetrate further

than to the lowest form, which is that of the World of

Spirits, and this scarcely to a ten-thousandth part. . .

Such magicians are, as yet, kept in caves on the right.

4909. On the source of magic. (From those who are

in Own intelligence).

491 1. (Such) in the other life become magicians.

4940^. She wanted to murder me magically.

4946. On the worst magicians of all, (who are) from

Africa. 4948.

4949. There were witches ... at some height, who
. . . said that the former ones inflicted such things by

their means. The Angels said that such exist in Africa

. . . and that they receive influx from the celestials, and

turn it into such msigic-7nagicum ; for the things by

which they act are correspondences . . . 4950, Ex.

4951. Such magicians ... are not worthy to live,

because they are the destruction of the human race . . .

4989. On the magical things from India and the

easterns.—There was a witch who was one of the worst

ones, said to be from India . . . She was long with me
. . . She had a sphere of a species of some good, and

clothed herself therewith magically . . . 4990-4994.

5008. On wonderful magical things.

50 1
9^ They injected their magical ideas . . .

5040. Among the worst (of the Swedes) there are

magicians . . .

6_ They who in the world have practised skilful

arts, mechanical, pertaining to gardening, and the like,

turn such things into magic, and perpetrate direful

things . . .

5059. They who made these magical things were

chiefly mechanicians who in the world had denied

God . . .

5149. (The arts of one of the worst magicians.) Des.

5223. In Hell . . . they torment each other ... by

magical arts, which are effected by the abuse of cor-

respondences, or by phantasies.

5309. They had blocked up all the other ways by

magical arts . . .

5417. (The magical art of making an ever-burning

lamp by means of the Heavenly Doctrine. ) 5419, Ex.

5455. (The Russians) are not skilled in magical

things ; for those (only) learn magical things who are

in Knowledges . . .

5464^ They thus magically take away his thoughts

about the neighbour, and compel him to think about

himself . . . *.
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[D.] 5491'. Those who had clandestinely exercised

magical arts \\hich they had learned from the diabolical

crew . . ,

5502^ Their magical things were reduced to powder . . .

5792b. (Magical scenery produced.)

5799- 0" the nature of magical and phantastic things.

. The magicians with him knew how to make

many gesticulations ... by which they procured for

themselves influx and communication with those who

were above . . .

5800. So that magical things are abuses of corre-

spondences.

5801. Others exercise magical things by means of

characters . . .

5802. Magical things with those who are around.

. Magical things with those who are below.

. Magical things by means of words ; and the

worst [do it] from the Word.

5803. The magicians who look upwards, and abuse

correspondences, appear to shine on the forehead . . .

5816. The worst (of the Babylonians) who were

magicians . . .

60 1 8^. These things arc magical . . .

6030. How magical things, sorceries, and the like

are taken away from the evil.

. All who have been raised to honours or gains

by arts ... in the other life learn to act by correspond-

ences ; some by artilicial garments ... or by various

motions of the members, or by the sight being deter-

mined to certain (|uarters . . . others excite Societies by

sayings from the Word ; and by a thousand other

methods which are more or less magical . . .

6071. See PoLHEM, here. 5059.

6098''. Therefore (this bishop) became a magician,

and abused correspondences. Des.

D. Min. 4566. (Anthony) said that he had learned

such magic in order that he might enter into the ideas

of Spirits, and lead them . . .

e. For interior magic is nothing but interior

adulteries ; for it produces such things.

4568. The nature of interior magic was shown ; that

it is secret hatred against the Lord, and against the

innocent.

4575. A pair of scissors was represented liy magical

art . . .

4576. Shoulders, also, are represented magically. Ex.

4581. On magic.—The magical arts in the other life

are so abundant and so wicked that they can never be

described. Des. and Ex. 4596.

4603^. Many of the saints . . . are, more than others,

magicians-Tnaj/icJ. Enum.

4753. They who in the life of the body have been

skilled in magical arts ... in the other life become
witches of a peculiar species. Des.

4758. These witches have also been with me . . .

4776. Magical art consists especially in this : that

they communicate to others their wicked and filthy

.things by means of thoughts ; and that they induce

what is persuasive of piety, of honourableness. of inno-

cence, and the like . . .

4779. When the magicians apperceived this, they,

by means of magical art, effected something of com-

munication . . .

E. 590''. In ancient times many kinds of infernal

arts were in use, which are called magics ; some of

which are enumerated in the Word, as in Deut.xviii.

9- II. (Continued under Enchant.)

827^. The celestial and spiritual things . . . remained

as traditions with tlieir priests and wise men, who were

called magicians and soothsayers . . .

1182^. Such formerly were the pythons, and also the

magicians in Egypt and in Babel ; who, on account of

their speech with Spirits, and on account of their opera-

tion being manifestly felt in themselves, were called

wise ones ; but the worship of God was thereby converted

into the worship of demons . . . and therefore such

intercourse was forbidden to the sons of Israel under

penalty of death.

J. (Post.) 66. Francis Xavier . . . was a subtle ma-
gician . . .

Coro. 41". That wi^dom flourished in Arabia, is

evident from . . . the three wise ones (magi) who came

to Jesus when just born . . .

Magistrate. Magistratus.

A. 10793. Governors . . . over civil things are called

magistrates, and their chief . . . the king. 10799.

Life 72. A magistrate-2)erso?i« Tnaghiratus-w^o is

in this good, does a good work whenever he disposes

and judges . . .

M. 283. As it is of importance that those in authority-

personis magistratus-shonld see and provide that order

exists . . .

D. 5013. Tlie English and others there are of that

genius . . . that they think and do whatever the magis-

I trate says . . . Therefore such magistrates are set over

I

them . . .

D. Love xvii'^ Magistrates, governors, and officials . . .

C. 161. Charity with magistrates.—By magistrates

are meant the highest ones in kingdoms, republics,

provinces, Cities, societies, over which they have juris-

diction in civil matters. Each of these, in his own

place, if he looks to the Lord, and shuns evils as sins,

and does the work of his supereminent function sincerelj^

justly, and faithfully, does the good of use to the com-

munity and the individuals in the community continu-

ally, and becomes charity in form. And this he does

when he is affected by the good of the subjects or

citizens • and, when this affects him, it affects him,

to<^ether with men who are wise and fear God, to decree

laws of use, to see that they are observed, and primarily

to live under them ; and also to appoint intelligent and

at the same time benevolent officials under him over the

assemblages, through whom, under his auspices, judg-

ment and justice shall reign, and constantly perfect the

common good. He will regard himself as the highest

in the order of those who serve others ; and not as the

head ; because the head leads all things of its body from
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love and wisdom in itself; and the Lord alone is love

and wisdom iu itself ; by Whom he too will be led as a

.servant.

162. By the officials under magistrates are meant
those who are set by them over the assemblages to dis-

charge various necessary and useful functions . . .

Magistrate. Praetor. T.413. 418. 5332. 798^.

Magnanimous. Magnanimus. D.Min.4589.

Magnet. Magnes.

Magnetism. Magneiismus.

Magnetic. Magneticus.

T. 99*^. Such is (the reciprocal conjunction) of a

magnet with iron.

499^. Hence there is a magnetic sphere around a

magnet. Ex.

D. 222. See Atmosphere, here. J.(Post.)3i2.

Docu. 302. I. Par. 7. The particles which are thus

cast off become the volatile aura of their subject. This

appears clenrly from tlie magnet.

Magnificence. Apparatus. D. 6088% E.I 19 12.

Magnificence. Magnificentia.

Magnificent, Magnificus.

Magnificently. Magnifice.

A. 1 1 16. The Angels have most magnificent habita-

tions . . . 1628.

1343'*. 'Who shall deliver us from the liand of these

magnificent Gods ?
' (i Sam.iv.8).

1588*^. Paradises which in magnificence and beauty

surpass all . . . imagination. 1622.

5428. The glory of Heaven surpasses all the magnifi-

cence of the world . . . But this glory is only for those

. . . who make no account of that magnificence in

comparison with wisdom.

8487*. The concupiscences (with the Angels) are also

the delights of magnificence as to . . . house and dress.

8764^. 'The vine of magnificence' (Ezek.xvii.8)= the

Internal Church. E.281'.

H. 185. (The magnificent palaces of Heaven.) M.7*.

223s. In the Celestial Kingdom the edifices are devoid

of magnificence ; but in the Spiritual Kingdom they

iire [characterized by] magnificence greater or less.

358. Man may dwell magnificently according to his

condition.

P. 217^ A person who is in dignity there, is indeed

in magnificence and glory . . ,

M. 6^. Sumptuous food is given to those who are in

eminent use.

M. 7*. Only their bodily senses are in the amplitude

of magnificence for the sake of obedience.

266'-'. All things in that Society are resplendent and
magnificent ; resplendent from gold and [irecious stones,

and magnificent from palaces and paradises.

D. 1681. When I represented to them the magnificent

palaces of our Earth . . . they told us that there were

still more magnificent ones among them. Des.

3500. (The Dutch) have magnificent edifices.

4427. On the riches, power, and magnificence in the

other life. 4826.

4924. They saw magnificent things there.

E. 283'-. 'A magnificent cedar' (Ezek.xvii.23) = the

Spiritual Church.

288''. 'The honour of the magnificence of Thy glorj'

(Ps.cxlv.5) = Divine good united to Divine truth.

406^. 'On account of the magnificence of Jehovah'
(Is.xxiv. 14).

410'. 'P'veryone magnificent and high' (Is.ii. 12) =
those who are in the love of self and of the world.

514I". 'A magnificent ship' (Is. xxxiii. 21) = wisdom
from the propriuni, because man glories and is proud
therefrom.

518^**. 'The voices of many magnificent waters' (Ps.

xciii.4) = Divine truths.

601^. 'Magnificence' (/ech.xi.3)= the good of the

Church.

678-. From that light is . . . all the magnificence in

the Heavens, which is ineffable. 1159.

724-^. From the power of Divine truth against falsi-

ties and evils ... it is called 'the magnificence of the

strength of Jehovah' (Ezek.xxiv.25).

874. (Therefore) these magnificent things, which arc

refulgent as with gold and precious stones in marvellous

forms, appear to them exactly according to the wisdom
with them ; for they are correspondences.

1 191". The chief governor (in an angelic Society), who
is ^^•isel than the rest, dwells in ... a palace so magnifi-

cent that nothing in the universal world can be compared
to it.

D.Wis. xi. 4. Each one lias magnificence, wealth,

and happiness according to his fidelity, sincerity, and
justice.

De Verbo 9. See Honour, here.

Magnify. Magnificare.

A. 2602. They first magnify themselves, and presently

prostrate themselves like worms. Ex.

8281. 'Thy right hand, Jehovah, was magnified in

strength' (Ex. xv. 6) = that the Lord's omnipotence was

shown . . . for the Divine power is shown by the strength

by which it is magnified.

M. 268-. They were little grains of gold which they

had magnified . . .

Magnitude. Magnittido.

See also under Great.

A. 3934- Omnipotence is jiredicated from the quantity

which is of magnitude.

H. 85. In size He would be like the universe.

D. 5630. Contempt for us, greatness for themselves.

Magog. Magog
See under Gog.
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A. 1 149. 'Gomer, Magog,' etc. were so many nations

with whom there was external worship which corre-

sponded to internal ; by whom in the internal sense are

signified so many different doctrinals that were the same

as the rituals which they sacredly observed. 1 151, 111.

1151''. 'Gog and Magog ' = external worship separated

from internal ; that is, separated from love to the Lord

and from love towards the neighbour ; which is nothing

else than idolatrous.

Magpie. Pica.

T. 42-. Those who believe a thing to be true because

it has been declared to be so by a man of authority, are

represented by magpies.

58^. Another of the gods turned the virgins of Par-

nassus into magpies.

E. 1 100^. 'Magpies' (when mentioned in the Word,

are one of the kinds of birds which signify falsities).

1200'. Magpies (are birds of an intermediate character

which appear in the World of Spirits).

Mahalaleel. Mahalakl.

A. 463. The fifth Church was called 'Mahalaleel.'

(Gen. V. 12). 506.

511. The life of those who constituted the Church

Mahalaleel was such that they preferred delectation

from truths to delight from uses.

Mahalath. Machalath.

A. 3687. 'Esau went to Ishmael, and took Mahalath

the daughter of Ishmael, the son of Abraham' (Gen.

xxviii.9) = the conjunction of that good with truth from

a Divine origin.

Mahanaim. Machanaim.
A. 4237. ' (Jacob) called the name of that place Mahan-

aim' (Gen.xxxii.2)=:the quality of the state. . . In the

Original Language, Mahanaim means two camps ; and

'two camps' = both the Heavens, or both the Kingdoms

of the Lord . . . and, in the supreme sense, the Divine

Celestial and the Divine Spiritual of the Lord. Hence

it is evident that the quality of the Lord's state, when
His Natural was being illustrated by spiritual and

celestial good, is signified by 'Mahanaim.'

Maid. See Virgin.

Maid-servant. A?icilla.

See under Bilhah, Hagar, and Zilpah.

A. 1269. Two maid-servants (of the Antediluvians),

seen. D.3378.

i486. (Abram) had . . . maid-servants, and she-

asses' (Gen.xii. i6) = . . . the pleasures of scientifics.

1895. (Sarai) had a handmaid, an Egyptian' (Gen.

xvi. i) = the affection of knowledges. . . This affection,

being of the exterior man, ought to serve intellectual

truth ... as a handmaid serves her mistress, or a maid-

servant-/a?nM^a-her lady ; and therefore this affection

is that which is signified by the handmaid Hagar. Ex.

1900. 'Go in to my handmaid' (ver. 2) = conjunction

with what is exterior. 1914.

2567. '(Abimelech took) men-servants and maid-

servants' (Gen.xx. I4) = (an enriching) also with rational

truths and natural truths, and also with the affections

thereof. Ex. and 111.

^ 'Men-servants and mai d- servants ' = lower

truths and goods.

^. ' Men-servants '= the truths, and 'maid-ser-

vants' the goods, which are of service. 111.

^ 'Maid-servants' = the goods of these truths;

which goods, being lower ones, ought indeed to serve,

but in a different manner ; and therefore some of the

laws delivered concerning maid-servants differ from

those delivered concerning men-servants ; for, regarded

in themselves, truths are servants more than their goods

are. 111.

2583. 'And his maid-servants' (ver. 17)= as to the

affections of doctrinal things; (for) ' maid-servants '
=

the affections of rational and scientific things ;
here, of

doctrinal things, because they are predicated of the

doctrine of faith ; for they belonged to Abimelech.

2657. 'Cast out this handmaid and her son' (Gen.

xxi. io) = that the things of the merely human Rational

should be banished. . . 'The handmaid '= the affection

of rational and scientific things ; thus the good of them.

3264.

3835. 'A handmaid' = external affections. Ex.

39 1
3-. These media are what are signified by 'the

handmaids' . . . *.

3925. 'A handmaid' = a medium which serves.

3956^. 'A handmaid ' = an affirmative medium which

serves for the conjunction of the external and the

internal man. Rets.

4037. '(Jacob had) maid-servants and men-servants'

(Gen. XXX. 43)= mediate goods and truths; that is,

natural ones themselves; (for) 'maid-servants' = the

affections of the Natural, consequently the goods there.

4153-

4244. 'A maid-servant' = the affection of (interior

natural) truth.

4270. 'The two handmaids' (Bilhah and Zilpah) (Gen.

xxxii.22) = the exterior affections of truth which serve as

media.

4344. ' Handmaids ' = the affections of knowledges and
of Knowledges ; and also the media which serve for the

conjunction of the external and internal man. Refs.4345.

4360. 'The handmaids' = the affections of knowledges

and of Knowledges, which are of the external man
;

consequently sensuous scientifics. Ex.

5023. The maid - servants and men-servants (in a

house) = the pleasures and scientifics which minister and
confirm.

7780. 'A maid-servant' = the affection of exterior

truth, or the affection of knowledges; but 'the maid-
servant behind the mills' (Ex.xi.5)= the affection of

knowledges which is in the highest degree external.

8890. 'Thy maid-servant' (Ex.xx. io) = the Natural

as to good.

8912. 'A maid-servant ' = the affection of .spiritual

Ex.

8993. 'When a man shall sell his daughter for a
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maid-servant' (Ex.xxi.7) = tlie aft'eetion of truth from

natural delight. . . 'A maid-servant' = external or

natural affection. Ex.

8994. There are those who are in truth and not in its

affection, and there are those who are in its affection
;

the former were represented by the man-servants from

the sons of Israel, and the latter by the maid-servants

also from the sons of Israel. But by 'the maid-servants'

were not represented those who are in the genuine affec-

tion of truth, but those who are in a non-genuine one.

Further ex.

8995. 'A maid-servant' of whom it is said that she

'is evil, ' = affection from natural delight.

^. That 'a maid-servant ' = the affection of truth

from the delights of the love of self or of the love of the

world . . . and that this affection can be conjoined with

spiritual truth . . .

9001^. But betrothal or conjunction with a maid-

servant differs from conjunction with a daughter in

this: that the latter conjunction is effected in the in-

terior man, but the former in the external man.

9034. 'When a man shall smite his man-servant or

his maid-servant with a rod' (ver. 20) = if anyone within

the Church ill-treats scientific truth or the affection

thereof from his own power. . . 'A maid-servant ' :=

natural affection ; thus the affection of scientifics.

9059. 'Or the eye of his maid-servant' (ver.26)= (if

he shall injure) the affection of truth in the External. . .

'A maid-servant ' = the affection of natural truth.

9062. 'If he shall strike out the tooth of his man-

servant or the tooth of his maidservant' (ver. 27)= if

he shall destroy truth or the affection thereof in the

Sensuous.

9081. 'If an ox shall strike with the horn a man-

servant or a maid-servant' (ver.32) = if the afiection of

evil has destroyed truth or good in the Natural ... 'A

maid-servant ' = the affection of truth in the Natural.

9281. 'The son of a maid-servant' (Ex.xxiii. 12) =
those who are in the affection of external truth ; for . . .

'a maid-servant ' = external affection. . . By 'the son of

a maid-servant' are here signified those who are outside

the Church . . . because they are from a lower origin.

M. 292^. (Let not the men consider their wives as

viler than their maid-servants.

)

T. 325. ' Thou shalt not covet thy . . . maid-servant,'

etc. Ex.

D. 4500^. She effected the destruction of two maid-

servants . . .

E. 1022-. By 'the man-servant and the maid-servant'

(in the tenth commandment) are meant the affection of

rational truth and good which serves the Spiritual.

De Conj. 88. Those who speak much about God, and

yet are quite regardless about cheating men and plunder-

ing them of their goods, commit adultery with maid-

servants, whom they often change.

Maid-servant. Famula.

A. 1895. See MAiD-SEKVANT-a?jd;^a, here.

3913. See BiLHAH, here.

Maimed. Mancus.

A. 2417^ (The maimed, a class of the good.) E,252-.

3786'^. (Otherwise) there will be what is maimed.

I. 7^. Like maimed persons who do their work with

one hand only.

E. 652^^ See Poor, here.

Majesty. Majestas.

R. 22. Who alone has Divine majesty , . . Sig.

465. The Lord in Divine majesty . . . Sig.

759. Who strive after Divine majesty . . . Sig.

T. 300". He casts reproach upon their majesty . . .

Ad. 3/5509. Majesty is with him and in him . . •

E. 76. The presence of Divine majesty. Sig. and Ex.

627'!. By reason of His majesty I have no power (Job

xxxi.23)= that nothing of the understanding and per-

ception of truth is from man, but all from God.

Make, Maker. See under V)o-facere.

Make. Pangere. See under Covenant.

Make water. Mingere. D.4489.

Makkedah. Makkeda.

E. 655*. 'The cave of Makkedah' (Jos. x. 27) = direful

falsity from evil.

Male. Mas, Masadus.

Masculine. Masculinus.

See under Man- vlr.

A. 54. 'Male and female created He them' (Gen.i.

27). What is meant by 'male and female,' in the

internal sense, was very well known to the Most Ancient

Church . . .

2. Therefore they called the understanding in the

spiritual man male, and the will female ; and when

these acted as one they called it a marriage.

475. 'Male and female created He them ..." (Gen. v.

2). By 'male and female' is signified the marriage

between faith and love. 476, Ex.

476^. As the state of the Church when it was spiritual

is here treated of . . . 'male' precedes.

568^. The masculine sex has been so formed that

understanding or reason shall reign. Such is also the

disposition of their fibres, and such their nature . . .

Hence it is that so many laws concerning the prerogative

of the man and the obedience of the wife were delivered

in the Jewish Church.

669. 'They shall be male and female' (Gen.vi. 19) . . .

' Male ' = truth ; 'female ' = good. 672, Ex. 725. 749.

770. When 'man and wife,' or 'male and female' are

mentioned in the Word, 'man-tur,' and 'male' = intel-

lectual things or the truths of faith ; and 'wife,' and

' female ' = voluntary things or the goods of faith.

2046. 'Every male' (Gen. xvii. 12) = those who are in

the truth of faith
;

(for) 'male' = truth. 2056. 2101.

2348. 'Old men-«ia7T5' (Zech. viii. 4) = confirmed

truths.
2I
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[A.] 2466''. 'Images of a male' (Ezek.xvi.i7) = that

they appear as truths. ( = appearances and likenesses of

truth. 8904*.

)

3242*. 'Every male' (Num. xxxi. 7) = falsities.

4005''. In the Word an accurate distinction is made
between males and females, as is evident from the sacri-

fices and burnt-offerings . . . By 'a male,' in general, is

signified truth ; and by 'a female,' good. Examp.

4500. 'They slew every male' (Gen.xxxiv.25) = that

they extirpated the truths of doctrine ... 'A male' =
truth.

5198. For in the Word, where the male= good, the

female= truth ; and, vice versa, where the male = truth,

the female = good. Examp.

7838. 'A male' (Ex.xii.5) = which is of the faith of

charity; (for) 'a male'=:the truth of faith; thus the

faith of charity ; for the truth of faith is not the truth

of faith unless it is with the good of charity, and

especially unless it is from it. The reason the paschal

lamb was to be a male, was that that lamb= the inno-

cence of those who are of the Sj)iritual Church ; and

those who are "of the Spiritual Church are in no other

good than that which in itself is the truth of faith ; for

this is called good when it is brought into act from the

affection of charity. Hence it is that the lamb was to

be a male. In other cases female lambs were employed

in the sacrifices when worship from good was to be

represented.

8cx)9. 'Let every male be circumcised to him' (Ex.xii.

48) = that the truth thereof must be defecated from

impure loves. . . 'A male'= the truth of faith. 8076.

9297, 'Three times in the year all the male shall be

seen at the faces of the Lord Jehovah' (Ex.xxiii. 17)=
the continual appearance and presence of the Lord thus

in the truths of faith also. . . 'A male '= the truth of

faith. ^. 10672.

10661. 'Of all thy cattle thou shalt give a male ' (Ex.

xxxiv. 19) = that which is given by means of truth. Ex.

'A male '= truth.

R. 543. 'She brought forth a male son' (Rev.xii.5) =
the doctrine of the New Church. By 'a son,' in the

"Word, is signified the truth of doctrine . . . but by 'a

male son' is signified truth conceived in the spiritual

man and born in the natural man . . .

^. As . . . masculine offspring is truth and good
in the understanding and thence in the thought ; and
feminine offspring is truth and good in the will, and
thence in the affection . . .

M. 32. That (after death) the male is a male, and
the female a female. Gen. art.

.
. As a man lives as a man after death, and as

man is male and female, and as the Masculine is one
thing, and the Feminine another, and such another,

that the one cannot be changed into the other, it

follows that after death the male lives a male, and the

female a female ... It is said that the Masculine cannot
be changed into the Feminine, nor the Feminine into

the Masculine . . , but as it is not known in what the

Masculine essentially consists, and in what the Feminine,
it shall be told . . . The difference consists essentially in

this : that the inmost in the male is love, and the

covering of this is wisdom ; or, what is the same, the

male is love covered over with wisdom ; and that the

inmost in the female is that wisdom of the male, and
the covering of this is the derivative love ; but this love

is feminine love, and is given by the Lord to the wife

through the wisdom of the husband ; whereas the former

love is masculine love, and is the love of being wise,

and is given by the Lord to the husband according to

the reception of wisdom. It is from this that the male
is the wisdom of love, and that the female is the love of

this wisdom ; and therefore from creation there has been

implanted in both the love of conjunction into a one. . .

That the Feminine is from the Masculine, or that the

woman has been taken out of the man. Ill,

33. From this primitive formation it flows that the

male is born intellectual, and that the female is born

voluntary ; or, what is the same, that the male is born

into the affection of knowing, understanding, and being

wise ; and that the female is born into the love of con-

joining herself with that affection in the male. And as

the interiors form the exteriors to their own likeness,

and as the masculine form is the form of understanding,

and the feminine form is the form of the love of it,

therefore it is that the male is different in face, in the

tone of voice, and in the body, from the female ; namely,

being harder in the face, harsher in the tone of voice,

and stronger in body, and also having a bearded

chin, and in general a form more unbeautiful than

the female. They differ also in their gestures and

manners. In a word, there is not anything alike ; but

still there is what is conjunctive in each thing. Nay,

the Masculine in the male is masculine in every part

of his body, even the smallest, and al.so in every idea of

his thought, and in every spark of his affection. In

like manner the Feminine in the female ; and as thus

the one cannot be changed into the other, it follows that

after death the male is a male, and the female a female.

37-

37". For the male man and the female man have been

so created, that from two they can become as it were

one man, or one flesh ; and, when they become one,

then, taken together, they are a man in his fulness.

But without this conjunction they are two ; and each of

them is like a divided or halved man . , .

51^ (After death) there is not anything wanting

either in the male or in the female . . .

61®. The truth of good or truth from good is in the

male, and is the Masculine itself ; and the good of truth

or truth from good is in the female, and is the Feminine

itself; and between these two things there isaconjugial

union. 88, Ex.

66. The male has been created to become wisdom
from the love of being wise ; and the female has been

created to become the love of the male from his wisdom

;

thus according thereto ; from which it is evident that

two consorts are the very forms and effigies of the

marriage of love and wisdom, or of good and truth.

90. That in the subjects of the animal kingdom the

truth of good or truth from good is masculine ; and

that the good of truth therefrom, or the good from that

truth, is feminine. Gen. art.

. The male from this marriage (of good and
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truth) receives the truth of wisdom, and there is con-

joined with it by the Lord the good of love according to

the reception ; and this reception takes place in the

understanding ; and therefore the male is born to

become intellectual, (Shown from) his affection, aiipli-

cation, manners, and form.

-. The affection of the male is the afi'ection of

knowing, of understanding, and of being wise ; the

affection of knowing in childhood ; the affection of

understanding in adolescence and in early manhood

;

and the affection of being wise from this young man-
hood to old age ; from which things it is evident that

his nature . . . inclines to form the understanding ; con-

sequently, that he is born in order to become intel-

lectual ; but as this cannot be effected except from love,

therefore the Lord adjoins this to him according to his

reception ; that is, according to the mind with which

he wills to be wise.

^. His application is to such things as are of the

understanding, or in which the understanding pre-

dominates, of which many are public ma,tters-fo7-etisia,

and regard uses in public. . . His manners all partake of

the predominance of the understanding ; whence it is

that the acts of his life—which are meant by his

manners—are rational ; and if not, he wants them to

appear so ;
masculine rationality is also conspicuous in

all his virtue . , . Add to this, that the Prolific is in

him, which is from no other source than the under-

standing.

92S. As this universal sphere ... of the marriage of

good and truth, inflows into subjects according to the

form of each, it follows that the male receives it accord-

ing to his form, thus in the understanding, because he

is the intellectual form ; and that the female receives it

according to her form, thus in the will, because she is

the voluntary form from the intellectual oneof the man.

98°. But these things have l)een said concerning the

masculine sex ; because it has allurement which actually

kindles ; and not concerning the feminine sex.

100. That the male-7Has-and the female have been

created to be the very form of the marriage of good and

truth. Ex.

. For the male-j^ias-has been created to be the

understanding of truth, thus truth in form ; and the

female has been created to be the will of good, thus good

in form ; and there has been implanted in each, from

their inmosts, an inclination towards conjunction into a

one. . . Thus the two make one form, which emulates

the conj ugial form of good and truth. Ex.

159. Because the male is born in order to become
understanding, and the female in order to become will

loving the understanding of the male . . .

168. This follows from the difference which there is

between the Masculine and the Feminine. The Mascu-

line is to perceive from the understanding, and the

Feminine is to perceive from love ; and the understand-

ing perceives also those things which are above the

body, and outside of the world—for the rational and

spiritual sight goes thither ; whereas love does not go

beyond that which it feels : when it does go beyond, it

derives it from the conjunction established from creation

with the understanding of the man. For the under-

standing is of light, and love is of heat : and the things

which are of light are clearly perceived, and those

which are of heat are felt. From these things it is

evident that on account of the universal difference

which there is between the Masculine and the Feminine,

the wisdom of the wife is not possible with the man,
nor the wisdom of the man with the wife ; nor is the

moral wisdom of the man possible with women, in so

far as it derives from his rational wisdom.

220. The Ancients . . . said that nothing is received

by males from the spiritual marriage of good and truth

. . . except truth, and that which has [relation to truth
;

and that this in its progress into the body is formed into

seed . . .

-. As to formation (they said) that the masculine

soul, being intellectual, is truth . . . and therefore when
the soul descends, truth also descends ... It follows

that men have abundance according to the love of pro-

pagating the truths of their wisdom . . .

223. That the conjugial sphere is received by the

feminine sex, and through it is transferred into the

masculine sex. Ex.

. That there is not any conjugial love with the

masculine sex, and that it exists solely with the feminine

sex, and by this sex is transferred into the masculine

one, I have seen testified by experience. Ref. (More-

over) the masculine form is the intellectual form, and

the feminine form is the voluntary form ; and the in-

tellectual form cannot of itself grow warm with con-

jugial heat ; but [it can do so] from the conjunctive

heat of some one in whom this has Ijeen implanted

from creation ; consequently it cannot receive that love

except through the voluntary form of woman adjoined

to itself, because this latter form is also the form of

love.

°. It is from the transfer of this sphere from the

feminine sex into the masculine one, that the mind is

kindled by mere thought about the sex. That hence

there is propagative formation and thus excitation,

follows ; for unless heat accedes to light on earth
,_

nothing ... is excited to fructify anything.

393. That the sphere (of the love of infants) princi-

pally afiects the feminine sex, thus mothers ; and the

masculine sex, or fathers from them. Ex.

T. 585. In trees and all other subjects of the vege-

table kingdom there are not two sexes . . . but every one

of them is masculine. The earth alone, or the soil, is

the common mother ; thus is as the woman ; for it

receives the seeds of all plants. Fully ex.

D. 1061. According to institution from creation the

masculine sex pertains to the classes of spiritual

things ; and the feminine sex to that of celestial things.

Hence the precept of the first marriage : 'that the man
should cleave to his wife;' that is, that intellectual

things are to be associated with celestial things, so as

to l:)ecome one body.

61 10. A male-??ias-beconies the understanding of

truth . . . when he wants to love the feminine sex.

E. 195^. That a male-?;irts aut viasculits-= trnt]\.

Refs.

. Hence 'the images of a male ' = appearances of
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= appearances of truth,

827«.

ian-'yiV,'= intelligence ;

truth. ( = falsities. 324'-^.)
(

which yet are falsities. 7251".

)

[E.] 3813. 'A male' and 'a 1

here, Own intelligence,

555H 'A male' (Gen. i.) = the truth which is of the

understanding; and 'a female,' the good which is of

the will.

652^^. 'Males and old women' . . . = those who are

intelligent and wise . . .

710^-. 'The male which first opens the womb' . . .—
truth from good.

721^2, 'A male-mas'= the truth of the Church.

724. 'A male son'=the doctrine of truth which is

for the New Church. Ex. 725,111. 758.

7252. It follows that by 'a male' is meant the truth
of the Church; and by 'a female' its good: thus also

by 'a male' is meant doctrine ; and by 'a female,' life

. . . These two are meant by 'male and female;' and,

taken together and conjoined in marriage, they are

called 'man,' and also make the Church . . .

^. That these two things which are signified by
'male and female,' must not be two, but one, the Lord
teaches in . . . Matt. xix. 4-6. . . These words are to be

understood . . . not only naturally, but also spiritually
;

(otherwise) no one knows what is meant by 'the male
and female no longer being two, but one flesh' ... In
the spiritual sense, by 'the male and the female' are

signified truth and good ; consequently also the doc-

trine of truth, which is the doctrine of life ; and the life

of truth, which is the life of doctrine. These must not
be two, but one. Ex.

*. As the truth of doctrine or the doctrine of

truth is signified by 'a male,' the law was delivered

that 'every male that openeth the womb should be
holy to Jehovah' (Ex. xiii. 12 ; Deut.xv.19; Luke ii. 23).

Ex.

^ As everything of regeneration is eff"ected by
means of truths of doctrine made of life from the Lord,

therefore all the males—by whom were signified truths

—presented themselves to the Lord (three times a year).

^. Hence it was that the burnt-off"erings were of

entire males, by which are signified genuine truths from
the Word, or from doctrine from the Word . . . The
reason the sacrifices were either of males or of females,

was that by males were signified truths, and by females

goods, not conjoined in marriage, but by consanguinity
;

and as both, as brothers and sisters, are from one parent,

worship from truths pleased equally with that from
goods ; that is, from males equally as from females.

". As all spiritual nourishment is from the truths

which are from good, the law was delivered that ' a male
among the priests should eat the holy things' (Lev.vi.

11,22; vii.6) . . . because by 'males' are signified the

truths of doctrine . . .

^. The reason every male in a city . . . was to be
smitten . . . but not the women . . . was that ... by a
city of the nations . . . was signified the doctrine of

falsity ; and in like manner by the males of that city

. . . and as falsities only fight against truths and goods

. . . but not evils without falsities, the women . . . were
not smitten ; for evils can be amended and reformed by
means of truths.

^. 'Cursed be the man who hath evangelized to
his father, saying, A male is born to thee' (Jer.xx.i5)=
him who acknowledges falsity, and declares it to be
truth . . .

". 'A male in the flock' (Mal.i. I4) = the genuine
truth of doctrine from the Word.

863^. A wife is the affection of good, and a husband
is the understanding of truth ; moreover, females and
males-TOfT?'e4-are born such.

looo'*. The males-?rta7-es-(there) become young men.

Malevolence. Makvolentia. A.7441. T.526e,

Malice, Wickedness. Malitia.

Malicious, Wicked. Malitiostts.

Wickedly. Malitiose.

A. 719. (These animals) =divers cupidities and bad-

nesses.

11826. The more malice there is in the hatreds, the

more profanity there is in the worship.

1388. The badness and infidelity of an evil Spirit

(are known from every word he utters).

1395' I perceived . . . what wickedness there was in

the deceit.

4951. In this Hell are the most malicious . . . They
pour out the poison of their malice to those who are in

the World of Spirits . . . They are interiorly malicious

. . . They are veiled as with a cloud, which is the sphere

of their malice .. . D.4553.
e. These also are malicious ; but not to that

degree.

5716. These are most malicious. 572i'^,des. D.4587.

6398^. Malice, cunning, and deceit, are signified by

. . . those serpents which are poisonous.

6666". (The infernals) use all malice, cunning, and

cruelty . . .

9013. Malice to deprive the neighbour of eternal life.

Sig. and Ex.

10745. (The evils of wickedness. Enum.)

H. 267 (b). That sensuous men are cunning and

malicious above all others. Ref.

491". They who have been interiorly wicked, and ex-

teriorly good in appearance . . .

e. These, under civil pretences, have dealt

wickedly with the neighbour.

576. On the -wickedness and nefarious arts of infernal

Spirits, Chap. 580.

577. In the degree in which there are wisdom and

intelligence with the Angels there are wickedness and

cunning with infernal Spirits.

579. The wickedness of those who are called Genii.

Des.

J. 58®. (These) are not so wicked.

W. 276^. Believes wickedness to be wisdom . . .

P. 298.

P. 126. Instead of thoughts of wickedness there are

implanted thoughts of wisdom.

M. 468^. Malicious desertion . . .
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T. I20. Iniquity and wickedness would spread through

the whole Christian world.

Ad. 665. In place of goods there succeeds wicked-

ness.

D. 1795. On the wickedness of certain Spirits. Des.

2967. Occurs. 3047. 3573. 4583. 4753. 4830. 4851.

4931^- 5455- 556o. E.eso^^, 55920. 7061-'. 730^^ is.

3932. When wickedness comes to its height, they

precipitate themselves into penalties . . .

4471. Tims their wickedness is at last consum-

mated . . .

5037. The Swedes are one of the bad nations.

E. 304^". 'On account of the wickedness of those

who dwell in it' (Jer.xii.4).

540^ 'The king they make glad through their

wickedness' (Hos.vii.3) = all falsity from evil.

544S. Wisdom is of truth from good, whereas wicked-

ness is of falsity from evil.

560. For all wickedness resides in evil, and all

intelligence in good.

-. But cunning and wickedness are not prudence

and intelligence . . .

581^. Evil hides in itself all cunning and wickedness,

as good does all prudence and wisdom.

622^ 'Wash thy heart from wickedness' (Jer.iv. 14)

. . . Wickedness is attributed to the heart, because the

lieart corresponds to the will, in which wickedness

resides,

653^0. To persist in evils and falsities of doctrine is

signified by 'a man's not returning from his wickedness'

(.Ter.xxiii. 14).

74i2'i. 'Wickedness' = evil ; 'iniquity,' falsities.

763^. Wickedness excels in a sensuous man in the

same proportion as intelligence in a spiritual man.

768-^. 'The seed of the wicked' ( Is. xiv. 20) = direful

falsity of evil.

Malignity. Malignitas.

Malignant. Malignus.

A. 761. The malignity (of evil Spirits).

1276. Behind are the malignant.

1820^. They who are malignant and deceitful in-

sinuate themselves into the loves . . ,

5258. 'I have not seen such as they in all the land

of Egypt for badness' (Gen.xli. I9)= such as could not

in any manner be conjoined with truths and goods.

. 'Their look was bad as in the beginning' (ver.

21) = that there was nothing of communication and
conjunction.

6312. In these Hells are they who have been malig-

nant within . . .

8625". If malignant Genii were to inflow . . .

s. In a word, their malignity cannot be de-

scribed . . .

923 1^ They destroy the goods of faith, (and) are

therefore called 'the assembly of the malignant' (Ps.

xxii. 16).

9249. No obedience to malignities. Sig. and Ex.

. For malignity persuades and leads.

9264, That such malignity is contrary to the Divine

justice. Sig. and Ex.

. (This) malignity is to destroy interior and

exterior good.

H. 220^, Therefore the more malignant are set over

them. 543'-.

49 1-. Thus who have infilled their malignity with

deceits , , .

W. 269-. The malignity of evil increases according

to the degi-ee of the closing up of the spiritual mind . . .

336^. (Their use is) that they conduce to absorb

malignities.

M. 514. This seduction is not only impiety, but also

malignity,

T. 595, Everything is esteemed according to its

internal goodness, and is held cheap from its internal

malignity,

Malua. Malua.
B, 56. The Angels call this conglomeration of falsities

Malua ; that is, confusion and thick darkness.

Mammillary. Mammillaris.
See Pap.

A. 5386. The mammillary processes.

Mammon. Manwwn.
A. 2588*^. The like is meant by, 'Make yourselves

friends of the mammon of injustice' (Luke xvi.9).

E.141I3.

P. 250^ By 'the mammon of injustice' are meant

the Knowledges of truth and good which are possessed

by the evil, and which they use solely to procure for

themselves dignity and wealth . . .

R. 799". These are the gains of the unjust mammon.

T. 404S. These were called mammons by the

Ancients . , ,

E, 189, This would be to serve , . , God and

mammon ; and then the man is lukewarm , . . 409^.

242-". 'By 'the unjust mammon' are meant the

Knowledges of truth and good with those who do not

justly possess them, who are those who do not apply

them to life, 430".

700^'', As they are still Knowledges, although applied

to evils, they serve for use with the good, by application

to good , . . This is what is meant also by 'the unjust

mammon.'

Mamre. Mamre.
A. 1 6 16. 'Abram , , , dwelt in the oak-groves of

Mamre, which are in Hebron' (Gen.xiii. i8)= that the

Lord arrived at a perception still more interior. . . This

perception is called 'the oak-groves of Mamre which are

in Hebron.' 'Mamre' is mentioned in other places also.

111.

1704. 'He was dwelling in the oak-groves of Mamre
the Amorite' (Gen.xiv.i3) = a state of perception from

the rational man ; as is evident from the signification of

. . . 'the oak-groves of Mamre the Amorite.' Refs,
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[A.] 1705. By 'Mamre, Eslicol, and Aner' (id.) are re-

presented . . . the Angels who were with the Lord when
He fought in His first childhood, who were adequate to

the goods and truths then with the Lord. They are

named from these goods and truths. Ex.

1752. By 'Mamre, Eshcol, and Aner' was signified

the state of the rational man as to the Lord's External,

and the quality of its goods and truths ; and thus by
them are signified the Angels who were with the Lord
when He fought. 1754, Ex.

2137. The state at that time of the Lord's perception

in the Human is signified by 'the oak-groves of Mamre'
(Gen.xviii. i). 2144. 2145, Ex.

2901. 'Machpelah which is before Mamre' (Geri.

xxiii. 17) = regeneration. (IMachpelah ' = regeneration
;

and 'Mamre,' the quality and quantity thereof. 2970.)

2970-. Mamre, being Hebron, as is said in ver. 19,

and in Hebron (Gen. xiii. 18)= nothing else than the

quality and the (juantity ; here, of regeneration, when
it is adjoined to 'Machpelah ;' and of the Church, when
it is adjoined to 'Hebron ;' and also that of perception,

when it is adjoined to 'oak-groves.' Thus 'Mamre' is

only the determination of the state of a thing ; for it

was the place where Abraham dwelt ; and where Isaac

dwelt, and to which Jacob came. 111.

3257. 'Upon the faces of Mamre' (Gon.xxv. io)= as to

4613. 'Mamre Kirjath-arba' (Gen.xxxv. 27) = the

state thereof; (for) 'Mamre' = the quality and quantity
of that to which it is adjoined. 6456. 6551.

Man. Homo.
See Celestial Man (under Celestial), Divine

Man, External Man, Grand Man, Internal Man,
Natural Man (under Natural), Son of Man, and
Spiritual Man (under Spiritual).

See also under Adam, Animal, Beast, Born,
Human, Human Form, Human Race, Proprium,
Self, and Tree.

A. 39. For man of himself is dead, and in him there

is nothing but evil and falsity. Ex. and 111.

44. Man, like the earth, can produce nothing good,

unless the Knowdedges of faith are first sown in him . . .

49. ' Let us make man into our image, according to

our likeness, and let them have dominion . .
.' (Gen.i.

26) . . . In the Most Ancient Church . . . the Lord
appeared as a man . . . Therefore they called no one
man except Him, and the things which were of Him

;

and not themselves, except only those things which
they perceived they had from the Lord ; as all the good
of love and truth of faith. These they called of man,
because of the Lord. Hence in the Prophets by 'man,'

and 'the Son of man,' in the supreme sense, is meant
the Lord ; and, in the internal sense, wisdom and intel-

ligence ; thus everyone who is regenerate. 111.

^. The Lord was therefore seen by the prophets

as a man. 111.

50^ The Lord alone rules man through Angels and
Spirits . . .

55. By 'man' is here meant the spiritual man . . .

59. The whole man is composed of mere cupidities

and the derivative Falsities. . . To abolish them in a

moment would be to destroy the whole man.

69. Man has been so created . . . that while he lives

in the body he might speak with Spirits and Angels . . ,

for he is one with them, being a Spirit clothed with a

body . . .

94. 'To form man dust from the ground' (Gen.ii.7) =
to form his external man, which before was not man

;

for it is said in verse 5 that 'there was no man to till

the ground.' . . 'Man became a living sou]'= that his

external man also was made alive.

95^. It is the life of love wdiich makes him to be man.

1 49". Man is only an organ of life ; and such an organ

as is the affection of life.

240. Thus from being man they became non-men.

270. Dead men are no longer men, although they

suppose themselves to be men above others . . .

288. 'Man' (Gen.iii.2o) = the man-wV-of the Most
Ancient Church, or the celestial man ; and in fact that

the Lord alone is man , . , Hence he was called a man
who was of the Church . . . and at last everyone who as

to the body appears as a man, to distinguish him from

beasts.

303". He is called 'man' (Is.vi. 11) who is wise, or

who acknowdedges and believes,

306. 'To cast out the man' (Gen.iii.24)= to entirely

deprive of all the will of good and understanding of

truth, insomuch that he is separated from them, and is

not man.

3x3. The first man.

. It is the Most Ancient Church which ... is

called 'man,' Ex. 461. 477.

336. Charity implanted through faith is called 'Enos,'

or another 'man.' 439.

338. 'The man Knew Eve his wife' (Gen.iv. i). By
'the man, and Eve his wife' is signified the Most
Ancient Church.

379^, To will is man himself ...

434. By 'the man and his wife' (ver. 25) is here

meant a new Church, 435.

477. In the supreme sense, the Lord Himself is the

only Man. Hence the Celestial Church is called 'man,'

because it is a likeness ; and hence afterwards the

Spiritual Church, because it is 'an image;' but in the

general sense everyone is called 'man' who has a human
understanding ; for man is man from the understand-

ing ; and one is more man than another ; although the

distinction of man from man should be according to the

faith of love to the Lord. 111.

^. 'Man ' = the love of good.

*. 'Man'=the man of the Church,

. 'Man ' = those who have faith.

^. In this passage 'man' is first named 'Enos,'

and afterwards 'Adam.'

502. These three Churches, 'man,' 'Seth,'and 'Enos'

constitute the Most Ancient Church.

530^. If there were no remains with man he would

not be man, but would be much viler than a brute.
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The fewer remains there are, the less he is man ; and

the more there are the more he is man.

565. By 'man' (Gen.vi.i) is here signified the human
race of that time. 111.

^. The Lord alone is man ; and, from Him, every

celestial man, or Celestial Church, is called 'man;'

and hence all the rest ; and also everyone of every faith

whatever, to distinguish him from the brutes. But
man is not man, and distinct from the brutes, except

through remains . . . which are the Lord's. Hence too

man is called man ; and as he is so called on account of

remains, which are the Lord's, he is so called by the

Lord also, even the worst one. For man is never man,

but the vilest of the brutes, if he has not remains.

1738.

566. Hence the name of 'man,' or 'Adam,' which is

'ground.' ^.

585. For man is man from willing ; not so much
from knowing and understanding, because knowing and

understanding are from his willing.

594. 'From man to beast . .
.' (ver. 7) = whatever is

of the will. . . Man is not man except from will and

understanding, by which he is distinguished from the

brutes ; all the other things are very like them.

637^. For man regarded in himself is much viler than

the brutes. If he were left to himself he would rush

into the destruction of himself and of all ; for he desires

nothing else . . . His order should be for one to love

another as himself . . .

e_ Man (alone) lives altogether contrary to order
;

and therefore unless the Lord had compassion on him,

and conjoined him with Himself through the Angels,

he could never live one minute. Of this man is

ignorant.

644^. Man is like a kind of very little Heaven, which

corresponds to the World of Spirits and to Heaven. Ex.

697. With every man there are at least two evil

Spirits and two Angels . . .

714. For, regarded in himself, and in his own pro-

prium, man is nothing but a beast, having very similar

senses, appetites, cupidities, and also affections of all

kinds. His good and best loves are also very similar
;

as the love of companions of his own species, of his

children, and of his consort ; so that they do not at all

differ. But the reason he is a man, and above beasts,

is that he has an interior life . . . which life is the life

of faith and of love from the Lord ; and unless this life

were in each thing which he has in common with beasts,

he would not be at all different. Examp.
^. It is through the life which man has from the

Lord that he lives after death . . . And even if man
lives like a wild beast . . . the mercy of the Lord . . .

does not leave him ; but continually . . . breathes into

him His own life ; which . . . causes him to be able to

think, reflect, and understand whether a thing is good

or evil, moral, civil, worldly, or corporeal ; and hence

whether it is true or false.

768^. The Lord is the Only Man , . . and is the all of

the Church. The all of the Church is love or charity ;

and tlierefore 'man' . . .=love or charity ; that is, the

all ol the Church . . .

776^ 'Man' (Jer.iv.25) = the good of love.

808-. The will is the very substance of man, or man
himself.

810. 'From man even to beast . .
.' (Gen.vii.23)= the

nature of their evil ; 'man' = the nature itself.

987. For man is nothing but evil ; he is a congeries

of evils ; all his will is mere evil ; as was said in Gen.

viii.2i : 'the fashion of the heart of man is evil from

his childhood.' I have been shown by living experience

that man. Spirit, and even Angel, regarded in himself

... is the vilest excrement ; and that when left to

himself he breathes nothing but hatreds, revenges,

cruelties, and the filthiest adulteries. These things are

what are proper to him ; and these are his will . . . This

may be evident from the fact that man, when born, is

the vilest living thing among all wild animals and

beasts ; and when he grows up . . . unless external

bonds . . . prevented, he would rush into every wicked-

ness. He would not rest until he had subjugated all in

the universe, and had raked together the wealth of all

in the universe. Nor would he spare any, except those

who submitted themselves as vile slaves. Such is every

man . . . Given the possibility and the power, and the

bonds being relaxed, they would rush on as far as they

could go. Wild beasts are never such . . . Hence it is

evident what the proprium of man is, and what is his

will.

3. Man being such and so gi-eat evil and excre-

ment, it is evident that he can never have dominion

over evil from himself . . , (Thus) it is the Lord alone

who has dominion over the evil with man, and over the

Hell which is with man. In order that the evil . . .

with man may be subjugated . . . man must be regener-

ated by the Lord ; and be endowed with a new will,

which is conscience , . .

". These things are of faith : that man is nothing

but evil ; and that all good is from the Lord . . .

1006^. Man is man from love and charity ; but he is

a wild beast from hatred, revenge, and cruelty.

1007. 'From the hand of man' (Gen. ix. 5) = from all

his Voluntary . . . For the essential and life of man is

his will ; and such as the will is, such is the man.

-. 'Man,' and 'man-rir-brother' are here men-

tioned ; and so are called the filthy Voluntary, and the

filthy Intellectual ...

1008. 'To require the soul of man' (id.)= to avenge

profanation.

loio. 'To shed the blood of man in man' (ver.6)= to

extinguish charity. 'In man ' = with man . . . for man,

of himself, is filthy and profane.

1042^. The Lord is 'the man' here spoken of (Ezek.

i.26).

1044-. For the regenerate man as to his intellectual

part is the Lord's ; but as to the voluntary part he is

his own.
e. For from himself man is in Hell. From the

Lord he is in Heaven ; and man is continually being

elevated from Hell into Heaven . . . The sign that tlie

Lord is present, therefore, is that the Voluntary of man
is removed . . .

1049. For the Lord knows that man is such ; namely.
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that his proprium is infernal, and that it is his Hell

itself ... As man, from himself, is such a devil ; and

the Lord knows this, it is evident that 'to remember the

covenant ' = to have mercy . . .

[A.] 1050. Every man is called 'a living soul' from

that which is alive with him. For no man can possibly

live, still less as a man, if he has not something with

him which is alive ; that is, unless he has something of

innocence, charity, and mercy . . . This . . . man receives

from the Lord when he is an infant, and in child-

hood . . .

^. That the states of innocence, charity, and
mercy which man has in infancy . . . cause that man
can be man, may be manifestly evident from the fact,

that, unlike the brutes, man is not born into any
exercise of life, but learns each and all things. (Con-

tinued under Remains.)

10556. With man alone there is not love, but the

contrary ; because man has destroyed in himself the

order of nature. But when he can be regenerated . . .

there is a covenant or conjunction through charity. Tr.

1266^. Man cannot live a moment unless Spirits and
Angels are with him.

1277. Men as to their souls are constantly bound to

some Society of Spirits and Angels . . .

1321. For all the light of Truth is from the Lord, and
all thick darkness is from man . . .

1326s. 'No man and no beast ' = no good.

1414S. Thus the Lord is Perfect Man, and the Only
Man.

1555^. Man is not man unless he is endowed with

understanding also ; the will alone does not make man,
but the understanding together with the will . . .

16 16*. For through Knowledges man becomes man.

1692-. (Man's helplessness against evil Spirits.)

1 707^. Thus is it given to man to think, and to be
man.

1733. Man as to his interiors is an image of Heaven . . .

1 795". The things which are of the heart make the

man . , .

1 83 1
6. The things which are above perception, dictate,

and conscience are the Lord's ; those which are below
them are with man.

1864". What is man except something vile and
filthy . . .

18716. Finally (the Word) is presented before the

Lord as the image of a man . . .

1886, Pref.^. For man is a spirit clothed with a body.

3342^

1894. The reason the Lord's internal man, which is

Jehovah, is called a man, is that no one is man except

Jehovah alone. For, in its genuiue sense, man= that

Esse from which man is . . . Without the Divine

Celestial and Spiritual there is nothing human with
man ; but a certain animality such as there is with

beasts. From the Esse of the Lord every man has that

he is a man ; thence also is he called a man. The
Celestial which makes man is that he loves the Lord

and the neighbour. Thus is he man, because an image

of the Lord, and because he has this from the Lord
;

otherwise he is a wild beast.

^. The Lord is the only man, and from Him men
have [the fact] that they are called men ; and one is

more a man than another. Refs.

. The Lord appeared ... as a man ; and deigned,

after there was no longer a man on earth—that is,

nothing celestial and spiritual with man—to assume
human nature by being born like another man, and to

make it Divine ; thus also is He the Only Man. Besides,

the universal Heaven presents before the Lord the image

of a man, because it presents Him . . .

1904. Good, or the love of good, they called man as

a husband ; and truth, or the love of truth, they called

man as a wife.

1906. When man is born he has not a whit of good

from himself; but is wholly defiled with hereditary

evil . . .

^. Without these (remains) man can never be

man , . .

19993. The Internal of man is that from which man
is man, and by which he is distinguished from brute

animals ; through this Liternal man lives after death

, . . It is the first form itself from which man becomes

and is man . . .

2034^. The Lord made a man ; a stumblingblock.

2094^.

2053. The conjunction of the Lord with man in his

impurity. Sig. and Ex.

2183-. Before (the Rational and the Natural) make
one, the man cannot be a whole man . . .

2194®. Differently from any other man.

2196^. No life with man except from the Lord.

". When yet in man there is nothing except what
is evil, unjust, and profane.

2219-. To man there has been given a Rational above

beasts, to the end that everyone may will well and do

well to others , . . This is the order into which man has

been created . . .

2242^ The Word as to the letter is for man . . .

2249-. Think of the Lord as a man . . .

2258". Unless the Lord's mercy were eternal, all men
whatever would be damned.

2305. For that man is man is from the intelligence of

truth and the wisdom of good which they have from the

Lord alone.

2385*. If (the Churches were in charity) all would be

ruled by the Lord as one man . . .

2406®. Thus is the Lord continually fighting with

man, and with Hell for man, although it does not

appear so to man.

2500^ This way of being wise is never possible with

any man.

2508". In proportion, therefore, as he derives from

the heavenly marriage, in the same proportion he is a

man.

2540-. See Angel, here. 2786*=. 5648^.
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2576'*. The inraosts of man are goods and truths . . .

26256. Puts off the old man, and puts on the new.

2649S. Such as is the life, such is the man.

26546. Man can look from the interior into those

things with himself which are beneath.

2658^. Man is (only) an organ of life. 331 8-.

2712-. 'No man'=no celestial good . . .

2916. He then dies as to the former man, and rises

again as to the new one.

2966-. Good and truth from man are not good and

truth.

3134. See MAN-17'r, here.

3175. Man is never born into any truth, not even into

any natural truth. Ex.
^. For unless man is rational he is not man.

Therefore in proportion as anyone has what is rational,

such is he a man, and so fai'. A man can never be

rational unless he has good. The good which man has

above animals is to love God and the neighbour ; all

human good is thence . . .

3226. Among the eminent faculties which man has

in him, although he is unaware of it ... is that he
perceives what the representatives signify which appear

in the other life . . . The reason is that with man there

is a continual influx through Heaven from the Lord . , .

3310^. When ... in the affection of truth, they are

called ' raen-viri-of the field;' but afterwards, when
regenerated . . . and in good itself . . . they are called

'men of the field.'

3438^ (The shade in which man is.)

3494. If man were without such good as he has

derived from infancy, he would not be man ; but would
be more savage than any wild beast . . . 3793.

35146. For the parallelism between the Lord and man
exists as to the celestial things which are of good ; and
not according to the spiritual things which are of truth.

Ref.

35736. The quality of a man Angel and of a man
devil.

3628. Not only the things which belong to the

human mind . . . correspond (to Heaven) ; but also the

whole man in general, and in particular whatever is in

man
; insomuch that there is not the least part . . .

which does not correspond. From this man comes

forth and continually subsists. Unless there were such

a correspondence of man with Heaven, and through

Heaven with the Lord ... he could not subsist for a

moment . . . 38836. 4041.

3633. All Spirits and Angels appear to themselves as

men. Des.

. The Primitive of man, which is from the soul

of the parent, strives after the formation of the whole
man . . . although this Primitive is not in the form of

the body ; but in another most perfect form which is

known to the Lord alone. And as the Inmost with

everyone in like manner conspires and strives after such

a form, all there appear to themselves as men.

3634. A man who is in correspondence . . . with his

spirit is in Heaven, and with his body in the world
;

and ... is a little Heaven . . , For man has from good

and truth that he is man, and is distinct from brute

animals.

3644. All men in the universal world have their

situation either in . . . Heaven, or . . . in Hell . . .

3645-

3702. Man was so created that the Divine things of

the Lord should descend through him down to the

ultimates of nature ; and from the ultimates of nature

ascend to Him ; so that man should be the medium
uniting the Divine with the world of nature . . . and

that thus through man . . . the ultimate itself of nature

might live from the Divine ; M'hich would have been

the case, if man had lived according to Divine order. Ex.

3739-. Man has been created and formed after the

effigy of the three Heavens. Ex.

3796^. For man is such that in each thing he reflects

upon himself, and this from custom and habit.

3858^ 'Man ' = that which is of the Church. Refs.

. 'The measure of a man, that is, of an Angel'

=

the state of truth and good.

3860. Man is indeed born as a man from his parents
;

but he does not become man until he has been re-born

from the Lord. It is the spiritual and celestial life

which makes man ; for this distinguishes him from

brute animals.

39 1
3-. For man is man from truths and goods.

3938^ For there are two things which make man,

namely esse and existere. The esse of man is nothing

else than that which is recipient of the Eternal which

proceeds from the Lord . . . The reception of life is that

of which existere is predicated . . .

3951. Through this (conjunction of good and truth)

man becomes man, and is distinguished from brute

animals ; and he becomes man in proportion as he

receives therefrom . . .

3957^. Love to God, and love towards the neighbour,

are what cause man to be man, distinct from brute

animals.

39938. With man there is no pure good . . . nor pure

truth . . .

4038-. With man there are three things in general

;

namely, the Corporeal, the Natural, and the Rational,

Ex.

4042. Hence it is that through man alone there is a

descent from the Heavens into the world, and an ascent

from the world into the Heavens. Ex.

4051. Men are from intelligence and wisdom, and not

from form. Hence good Spirits, and still more Angels,

are men more than those who are in the body . . .

40546. For the end makes the man . . .

40736. Man is in effects.

4219. The Lord is the Only Man ; and in proportion

as an Angel or Spirit and also a man on earth has from

Him, in the same proportion they are men. Let no

one believe that man is man from the fact that he has

a human face, a human body, a brain, and viscera and

members ; these are common to him with brute animals

. . . But man is man because he can think and will as
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man
; thus receive the things which are Divine . . .

By these things man distinguishes himself from beasts
and wild animals . . .

[A.] 42246. (From) his conjunction with Heaven, and
through Heaven with the Lord . . . man is man, and is

distinguished from the brutes.

42472. When it is in the will, it is in the man
; for

the will constitutes the man himself.

42576. Man perishes when the Church . . . with him
perishes . . .

42792. For man communicates with the three Heavens

;

for man has been created after the image of (them).

4287. 'With God and with men' (Gen.xxxii.28) = as
to truths and goods. ^Ex.

\ The reason 'man ' = good, is that the Lord is

the Onlj' Man, and because man is called man from
Him

; and also because Heaven is a man from Him
;

and hence too the Most Ancient Church, which was in
celestial good, was called 'man.' Therefore by 'man,'
in the Word, where what is good is treated of, is

signified good. HI.

6_ j,i these passages 'man '= those who are in
good

; thus good
; for man is man from good. Whereas

the truth which is from good is called in the Word 'vir
homo,' and also 'the son of man.'

4322. (All) believe that man comes forth from seed
and an ovum, naturally . . .

4364®- The spirit is the man himself.

4454-. Hence that Church above others was called
'man.'

4524°. For man is a little Spiritual World in the
least effigy.

4527. (Were surimsed to find themselves men.)

4644". No man is born into any good ; but into . . .

evil interiorly from the fatlier, and into evil exteriorly
from the mother.

4672. The Church is as a man . . .

46872. The Infinite Existing in which is the Infinite
Esse they perceived as a Divine Man . . , For whatever
passes througli . . . the Grand Man from the Infinite
Esse is attended with this image of it . . . 4692-».

46922. (The Ancient Church also) believed that the
God of the universe was a Divine Man . . .

^ The Jewish Church ... did indeed believe
that Jehovah was a Man . . . because He had appeared
to Moses and the prophets as a man . . .

6. The Lord showed . . . that He was a Divine
Man when He was transfigured.

4760-. (Man believed to be an animal.)
^. Brute animals act from instinct, and man

from reason.

48392. When the Divine order is represented in a
form, it appears as a man ; for the Lord who is the
source of it is the Only Man ; and in proportion as

Angels, Spirits, and men have from Him—that is, in

proportion as they are in good and the derivative truth

;

thus in proportion as they are in Divine order—in the
same proportion they are men. Hence it is that the
universal Heaven represents one man . . . and that the

Angels appear in the human form ; and that among
themselves evil Spirits appear from phantasy as men . . .

4963. Through man there is conjunction of Heaven
with the world. Ex.

50232. For the rational and natural mind makes man.
Without . . . goods and truths, and their affections, and
the ministry of these, he is not a man, but a brute.

*. ' House '=man, or his mind.

5084''. The fallacy that man is only a more perfect

animal.

51106. Hence everyone can think of the Divine Itself

as a man.

5114I As with man there is a connection with the

Divine ; and his inmost is such that it can receive the

Divine . . . therefore man . . . can never die . . .

51452. Man is in the fourth or sensuous degree.

5149". 'No man' = no good.

51606. By being regenerated, man becomes man, and
is completely distinguished from the brutes.

52222. -pj^g interior man is the man himself.

5256. Almost all have the idea of the Lord as of

another man . . .

53016. That the mind is the man himself.

5302. For man is man from his mind ; for the mind
itself constitutes man ; and such as this is such is the

man.
. The stupid suppose that man is man from his

external form . . . they who are less stupid say that

man is man from the fact that he can speak ; and they

who are still less stupid, that man is man from the fact

that he can think. But man is not man from these

things ; but from the fact that he is able to think truth

and will good, and can (thus) view the Divine, and

receive it perceptibly. In this is man distinguished

from the brute animals.

2, jjig appearing as man because he can speak

and think does not make him man ; for if he thinks

what is false and wills what is evil, he . . . is worse

than a brute animal . . .

5393. Men left to themselves . . . are much more

savage than the worst wild beasts . . . The Angels were

horrified (to hear) that the human race is such.

53982. jj-Qj. man is so evil that he cannot to eternity

be delivered from one sin ; but only ... be withheld

from sin . . .

5649^. Men have successively become more exterior . .

.

5663*. He took this man upon Himself.

5786^. (Thus) man when in (proprium) is a devil

under a human form.

58266. So long as good and truth are outside the will

. . . they are outside the man . . .

58486. For man of himself is continually in evil . . .

58502. Whereas men are not in order, nor in any law

of order ; and therefore there is particular influx into

them ; that is, with them there are Angels and Spirits,

through whom is influx ; and unless these were with

men, they would rush into every wickedness, and would

in a moment precipitate themselves into the deepest
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Hell . . . The order iuto which man was created would

have been that he should love the neighbour as himself
;

uay, more than himself . . . But man loves only himself

and the world . . . and therefore, as the life of man is

completely contrary to heavenly order, he is ruled by

the Lord through separate Spirits and Angels.

5863. If evil Spirits perceived that they were with

man . . .

5992^ Thus man is in the midst . . .

60132. For as to his interiors man has been formed

after the image of the three Heavens . . . and as to his

exteriors . . . after the image of the world . . .

605 3^. Latent (idea) that they will live as men there.

6054. The soul is the man himself . . . that is, the

interior man . . .

^. All Spirits . . . appear as men.

6057^ (Thus) in man the Spiritual World is con-

joined with the natural world . . .

6158. For man is not man from his external form,

but from his mind . . .

61 91. That man is ruled through Angels and

Spirits . . .

^Z'^2>^- If Di3,n were in the order into which he was

created ... he would be born not only into scientifics,

but also into all spiritual truths and celestial goods . . .

Thus man would in that case be ruled by nothing but

general influx . . . But as he is born . . . contrary to his

order, he is born into ignorance of all things . . . 775°"-

H.352^

6326. (This Philosopher said) that man consists of

mere forms recipient of life ; and that one form is more

interior than another . . .

6368. For man from himself is in Hell . . .

6571^. A man is altogether such as is his end . . .

6605. So each Society relates to a man . . .

6626. The Lord who alone is Man, and from whom
Angels, Spirits, and the inhabitants of the Earth are

called men, by His influx into Heaven causes the

universal Heaven to represent and relate to one man

;

and through influx through Heaven and immediately

from Himself into each person there, causes every one

to ajipear as a man . . . Nay, with the Angel, Spirit,

and man who lives in charity towards the neighbour

and in love to the Lord, the leasts of thought relate to

a man, because this charity and love are from the Lord,

and whatever is from the Lord relates to a man.

Moreover, these are the things which make man. In

Hell, however ... in their own lumen they do indeed

appear as men ; but in the light of Heaven as horrible

monsters . . .

6697. There are men wherever there is an Earth. Ex.

68236. This man—that is, the Lord's Kingdom—is

loved, when from inmost aff"ection one benefits those

who are man through that man from the Lord.

6832*. 'The aspect of a man upon the throne' (Ezek.

i.) = t.he Lord as to the Divine Human.

6872^. Such as is the love, such is the man . . .

6876-. The Ancients could think no otherwise about

Jehovah than as a Man, whose Human was Divine.

7032^. Such is man interiorly . . .

7081. The dominant love ... is what makes the man,

7091. For those who are of the (Spiritual) Church

have natural ideas about everything spiritual and

celestial . . . and therefore unless they thought about

the Divine as a natural Man, they could not be con-

joined with the Divine by anything of affection . . .

7120, There are two words in the Original Language

which mean man ; one is 'Adam,' and the other is

'Enos.' By the man who is called 'Adam' is meant

the man of the Celestial Church ; and by the man who

is called 'Enos' is meant the man of the Spiritual

Church. Here, 'men-rm' are expressed by 'Enos,'

because it treats of those who are of the Spiritual Church.

7175-. (The Spirits of Mercury) do not want to appear

as men, as do the Spirits of our Earth ; but as crystal-

line globes ... in order to remove from themselves

material ideas.

7206'=. For man is in evils, and from himself is in

Hell . . .

7396. Empires and kingdoms are represented in

Heaven as a man ; and the Societies therein are repre-

sented as the members of that man ; and the king as

the head . . .

7424. 'Louse in man and in beast' (Ex.viii. 17) =
interior and exterior evils of cupidities. . . 'Man' = good;

thus, in the opposite sense, evil . . . But when it is said

'man and beast,' by 'man' is signified interior good,

and in the opposite sense interior evil . . . The reason

of this is that man is man from his internal man and

its quality ; but not from the external man
; for the

external man is not man without the internal. For

the external man also to be man, it must be completely

subordinated to the internal . . .

7505. 'To cut off" man and beast' (Ezek.xiv.2i) = to

vastate interior and exterior good.

7506-. The ideas of these, in the Spiritual World . . .

have the likeness of a man.

7523. 'It shall be upon man and upon beast' (Ex.ix.

9)= which are from interior and exterior evil. 'Man'=
the affection of good ; and, in the opposite sense, the

cupidity of evil ; and in like manner 'beast ;' but when

it is said 'man and beast,' then by 'man' is signified

interior affection or cupidity, and by 'beast,' exterior.

The interior good, and also the interior evil, which are

signified by 'man,' are those which are of the intention

or end ; for the intention or end is the inmost of man.

, As to his external or natural man, man is

nothing but a beast . . . (but) as to his internal or

spiritual man, man is man ; there he rejoices in the

affections of good and truth . . .

-. These are the things which are signified by

'man and beast,' in the following passages. 111.

3. 'Man and beast ' = interior and exterior good,

in the following passages. 111. 7558. 757°. 75^2.

7560. For man without (good and truth) is not man

. . . Through these there is communication with Heaven
;

and in the proportion that man has communication

with Heaven, in the same proportion he is man . . .

7604". Man is distinguished from brute animals by
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this : that he can look upwards, that is, to the Divine.

Without this faculty, man would be like a beast . . .

[A,] 7607. Man has been so created that he can look

above himself to . . . the Divine, and also below himself

to the world ... In this is man distinguished from brute

animals. And man looks above himself . . . when he

has as the end the neighbour, his country, the Church,

Heaven, and especially the Lord ; and he looks below

himself when he has as the end himself and the world.

To have as the end is to love . . .

^. From this it is evident that when man looks

below himself, he separates himself from the Divine,

and determines his interiors to self and the world, in

like manner as they are determined with brute animals
;

and thus in the same proportion he puts off what is

human. 8604-.

7643^ 'Men' (Rev. ix.) = affections of good.

7821. To look above self is proper to man ; and to

look below self is proper to beasts. Hence it follows

tliat in proportion as a man looks below himself, in the

same proportion he is a beast, and also an image of Hell

;

and that in proportion as he looks above himself ... he

is a man, and also an image of the Lord.

7848^ Besides, whether you say man, or his mind, it

is the same thing ; for man is not man from the form of

his body, but from his mind ; and man is such a man
as is his mind . . . most especially such as is his will.

7872. 'From man even to beast' (Ex.xii. I2)= their

interior and exterior evil cupidities . . . For by 'man'

is signified the affection of interior good.

^^7973*. By 'man' and 'Angel' (Rev.xxi.) is signified

all the truth and good of faith.

8043. That which is conceived and born (anew) is not

the man as a man ; but is the faith of charity ; for this

makes the Spiritual of man ; thus as it were makes the

man himself anew.

8045. 'In man and in beast' (Ex.xiii.2) = the good of

faith interior and exterior.

81 16. A great multitude of men (in Jupiter). Ex.

8391. For of himself man is continually falling . . .

8408. 'The pot'=man.

8443^. Truth Divine in the third degree . . . and in

the fourth cannot be apprehended by man ; that in the

fifth can be a little perceived by a man who is illus-

trated . . . But truth Divine in the sixth degree is such

as there is with man, being accommodated to his apper-

ception ; thus it is the sense of the letter . . .

8480. The good which is from man is not good
;

because from himself man is nothing but evil . . .

8497^. For men and Angels are only recipients, or

forms accommodated to receive life . . .

8505. 'A field'= man. Ex.

8541. (In Jupiter) they know that the Lord is a Man
. . . 8547.

8549. Man is not born from his parents into spiritual

life, but into natural life. Ex.

S550. Every man is born from his parents into the

evils of the love of self and of the world.

8553. As man is such, the order of life with him is

inverted . . .

8604. How man is distinguished from brutes. (See

7607, above.)

8740. Beneath the wood there appears something of

man, which they attempt to strike. Ex.

8851. Lest the multitude of men should increase (too

much).

8858. A man is entirely such as is the dominating

[principle] of his life. By this he is distinguished from
others . . .

8902*. For by 'man' is signified the good of the

Church; and by 'the son of man,' truth from good.

9348*.

891 1. That man is such as is his will. Ex.

89 1
8''. Hell and Heaven are near man ; nay, in man ;

Hell in an evil man, and Heaven in a good man.

8939^. He there appears to himself and others exactly

like a man in the world . . .

As to the soul, the men of the Church are in

Heaven.

9003^. As to his interiors, man is nothing but affec-

tion ; a good man is the affection of good and of the

derivative truth ; and an evil man is the affection of

evil and of the derivative falsity.

90072. Thus by man there is perceived (in Heaven)

his Voluntary ; because man is man from the will, but

man-rir-from the understanding. Therefore 'man' =
the good of love. Refs.

9013. He thus destroys everything there which is of

man ; that is, which is of life from the good of faith

and of charity.

2. Genii are not admitted to men as Spirits are.

Ex.

9144". The Lord's saying... 'Behold the Man'
signified, ' Behold the Divine truth such as it is at this

day in the Church ; for the Divine truth which proceeds

from the Lord in Heaven is a man. Hence Heaven is

the Grand Man ; and this from influx and correspond-

ence. . . Hence also the Lord's Celestial Church was

called 'man.'

9231. By these things man is distinguished from

beasts.

9276^, Before the Lord, the universal Church is like

a man. 8, Refs.

9315^. The Lord thus taught that He was . . .

Jehovah Man.

9336-. Man, when born, as to hereditary evils, is a

Hell in the least form . . .

9351. That God has become a Man. 9356.

9401^. Whatever goes forth from man as from him-

self is nothing but evil and the derivative falsity. Eefs.

Hence it is evident that the conjunction of man with

the Lord is from the Lord, and not from man.

9407!"^. For man is not man from the form of his face

and body ; but from the understanding of truth and the

will of good.

941 5"^ For the Lord presents Himself present with

man ; but not man with the Lord . . .
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9438. For as to his interiors, man is a Spirit and an

Angel . . .

9441. For the end of the creation of the universe is

man, in order that from man there may be an angelic

Heaven.

9473'. And that which proceeds from man is evil

;

for man regards himself in all the good which he

does . . .

9481^. With man there are always Spirits and Angels
;

and without them man cannot live ... 9715.

9603^. 'Man' (Rev.xxi.) = the Church; and 'Angel'

= Heaven.

96136. These are the laws from which Heaven ... is

as one man. Enum.

9708. This is meant by that the old man must die.

9937^. From himself man is Hell ; but when he is

being regenerated he becomes Heaven.

9942^. By 'the man and his wife' (Gen.iii. ) is meant
the Celestial Church ; by the man himself as a husband

that Church as to good ; and by his wife that Church

as to truth.

10042^. As to his external man, man is nothing else

than an animal ; but he is distinguished by his internal

man . . .

10044^. Man in ultimates is the Church on earth
;

man in the Prime is the Lord ; man in interiors is

Heaven ; for before the Lord the Church and Heaven

are as one man. . . By man in the Prime is meant the

Lord as to His Divine Human.

10076^. Who can believe that the whole man is the

image of his will and the derivative understanding,

consequently of his own good and the derivative truth,

or of his own evil and the derivative falsity ? , . , Thus

the whole man is such as is his soul. Ex.

10177^ For love makes the whole man . , .

10199^. The interiors of man . . . are in the Spiritual

World ; and his externals . . . are in the natural world.

10217*. 'The number of a man' (Rev. xiii. i8)= the

condition-rem-and state of that Church.

10264*. Without the perception and affection of truth

and good, man is not man . . . That the whole man,

from head to heel, interiorly and exteriorly, is nothing

but his own truth or falsity, and his own good or evil,

and that the body is the external form of them, is an

arcanum . . .

10298^^. Man is not man from his face, and not even

from speech, but from understanding and will. Such

as are his understanding and will, such is the man.

That when born he has nothing of understanding, and

also nothing of will, is known ; and also that his under-

standing and will are formed by degrees from infancy.

Hence man becomes man, and such a man as both of

these are formed with him. The understanding is

formed through truths, and the will through goods . , .

Hence it follows that man is nothing but the truth and

good from which his two faculties have been formed.

Each and all things of his body correspond to these . . .

10645^ '•

^. This arcanum besides : that in every idea of

thought which proceeds from the will of a man there is

the whole man. Ex.

10299'. Man has been created no otherwise than that

he may be a receptacle of the Divine , . .

103366. For whatever is from man for the sake of

himself as the end is from evil. , . Hence the end propter

quern, or the intention, is the man himself; for a man
is such as is his will or love.

10367", That the whole man is such as he is as to

good, and not as to truth without good. Ex.
*. Man is born into evils of every kind, and

thence into falsities of every kind ; thus from himself is

condemned to Hell . . .

10406^. 'Man-ri?'' = truth ; and 'man,' the good of

that truth.

10490^. 'Man ' = the good which is from the Lord.

106046. As to his spirit, man is in society with

Spirits ; and as to his interior thought, which is spiritual,

with the Angels of Heaven. Hence too man has the

faculty of thinking.

10753. Four kinds of men seen in the Fifth Earth.

Des.

107S1. For what comes from man is nothing but evil.

10785. In (the Sixth Earth) they know and perceive

that God is ... a Man.

10809. The Lord appears in the Sun as a Man.

108 1 6. The life of Heaven is not at all from man.

H. 39. Through this Inmost or Highest (the human
Internal), man is man, and is distinguished from brute

animals . . . Hence it is that man, differently from

animals, can be elevated by the Lord to Himself as to

all the interiors which are of his mind and lower mind,

can believe in Him, be affected with love to Him, and

thus see Him ; and that he can receive intelligence and

wisdom, and speak from reason. Hence also it is that

he lives to eternity. But that which is disposed and

provided by the Lord in this Inmost does not inflow

manifestly into the perception of any Angel, because it

is above his thought, and surpasses his wisdom. J. 25^.

57. A man in whom is the Church, is, equally with

an Angel, a Heaven (in the least form) . . . And there-

fore that man in whom there is good from the Lord, is

an Angel man.
-. I may mention what man has in common with

an Angel, and what he has more than the Angels.

Man has in common with an Angel that his interiors

have equally been formed to the image of Heaven ; and

also that he becomes an image of Heaven in proportion

as he is in the good of love and of faith. Man has more

than the Angels, that his exteriors have been formed to

the image of the world ; and that in proportion as he is

in good the world with him is subordinated to Heaven,

and serves Heaven ; and that then the Lord is present

with him in both as in His Heaven . . .

59. That the universal Heaven in one complex relates

to one man. Chapter. W. 19.

60. These think that the earthly and material things

which compose the ultimate of man make him, and that

without these man is not man. But let them know
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that man is not man from these things ; but from the

fact that he is able to understand truth and will good.

These are the spiritual and celestial things which make
man. Moreover, man knows that everyone is such a

man as he is as to understanding and will ; and is also

able to know that his earthly body has been formed to

be of service to these [faculties] in the world . . . Hence

it is evident that the intellectual and voluntary tilings

make man ; and that these are in the- like form . . .

From these, therefore, is man called an internal and a

spiritual man. Such a man in the greatest and most

perfect form is Heaven.

[H.] 6i. Such is the idea of the Angels about man
;

and therefore they never attend to those things which a

man does with his body ; but to the will from which

his body is acting. This they call the man himself;

and the understanding in so far as it acts as one with

the will.

63. Heaven being such, it is ruled by the Lord as one

man ; and thus as a one. Ex.

64. The reason so many various things act as a one in

man, is that there is not anything there which does not

do something for the common weal . . . The general

})erforms a use to its parts, and the parts to the

general . . .

65. As Heaven ... is a Divine Spiritual Man in the

greatest form, even in figure . . .

68. That every Society in the Heaven relates to one

man. Chapter. W. 19.

73-. 'A man' (Rev. xxi.) = that in which all these

things are, in general and in part ; thus in which

Heaven is ; and as an Angel also is a man from these

things, it is said, 'the measure of a man, which is that

of an Angel.'

75. As to their form. Angels are altogether men.

Des. 77.

78. That the reason Heaven in the whole and in part

relates to a man, is from the Divine Human of the

Lord. Chapter.

80. Therefore it is common for the Angels to say that

the Lord alone is man, and that they are men from

Him ; and that everyone is a man in proportion as he

receives Him. To receive the Lord is to receive the

good and truth which are from Him . . . They say that

everyone knows that intelligence and wisdom make
man, and not the face without them. Shown,

87. That there is a correspondence of all things of

Heaven with all things of man. Chapter.

94^. From this correspondence man subsists.

99. Nevertheless man is not an image of Heaven as

to his external form, but as to his internal one ; for the

interiors of man receive Heaven, and his exteriors

receive the world. In proportion, therefore, as his

interiors receive Heaven, in the same proportion man
as to them is a Heaven in the least form . . . but in pro-

portion as his interiors do not receive it, he is not a

Heaven . , . But still his exteriors, which receive the

world, can be in form according to the order of the

world, and thence in a various beauty . . .

io8e. Man (unlike animals) thinks from the Spiritual

World ; and as he has perverted this with himself . . .

he cannot but be born into mere ignorance, and after-

wards by Divine means be led back into the order of

Heaven.

112^. It is to be known that it is man through whom
the natural world is conjoined with the Spiritual

World ; that is, he is the medium of the conjunction
;

for in him there is the natural world and also the

Spiritual World ; and therefore in proportion as a man
is spiritual, in the same proportion is he a medium of

the conjunction ; but in proportion as he is natural and
not spiritual, he is not a medium of the conjunction.

Still, there continues, without man as the medium, a

Divine influx into the world, and also into those things

which are from the world with man, but not into his

Rational.

1 23-. As to his spirit, man also turns himself in like

manner (as do Angels and Spirits) . . .

1318. In like manner does man appear as to his spirit,

when looked at by the Angels . . .

243. (Spiritual) speech is implanted also in every

man . . .

246. On the speech of the Angels with man. Chapter.

267''. The wisdom of the (lowest) Angels in like

manner transcends the wisdom of man ; for man is in

what is corporeal . . .

292. Spirits do not at all know that they are with

man . .

.

293. The reason Sjjirits who communicate with Hell

are adjoined to man, is that man is born into evils of

every kind , . .

294^. Hence it is, that as man is conjoined with

Spirits, so is he conjoined with Heaven or with Hell,

and in fact with that Society there in which he is as to

his affection . . .

296. The reason man is ruled by the Lord through

Spirits, is that he is not in the order of Heaven ; for he

is born into the evils which are of Hell . . . and there-

fore he must be reduced into order, and (this) can only

be done mediately through Spirits. It would be other-

wise if man were born into the good which is according

to the order of Heaven ; he would then not be ruled by

the Lord through Spirits; but through order itself;

thus through general influx. Man is ruled through

this influx as to those things which are proceeding from

thought and will into act ; thus as to his speech and
actions ; for these flow according to natural order, with

which the Spirits who are adjoined to man have nothing

in common.

300. The conjunction of Heaven with man is not like

the conjunction of a man with a man ; but it is a con-

junction with the interiors which are of his mind . . ,

But with his Natural there is conjunction through

correspondences.

303. On the conjunction of Heaven with man through

the Word. Chapter.

304. Man has been so created that he has connection

and conjunction with the Lord, but only consociation

with the Angels of Heaven. Ex.
^. Man has besides—what the Angels have not

—
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that he is not only in the Spiritual World as to his

interiors, but also at the same time in the natural

world as to his exteriors. His exteriors which are in

the natural world are all things which belong to his

external memory, and to the derivative thought and

imagination . . . also many pleasures which belong to

the sensuous things of the body ; and the senses them-

selves, the speech, and the actions, besides. All these,

moreover, are the ultimates in which the Lord's Divine

influx ceases . , . From (which) it may be evident that

the ultimate of Divine order is in man . . .

350^. Regarded in himself, man is nothing but his

own good and truth . . ,

390". He who regards men from spiritual truth . . .

sees one man [as being] like another, whether he is in

great dignity or in little ; but he regards the difference

[as being] solely in wisdom . . .

391^. In general, the Angels of every Society are sent

to men . . .

423^ For the understanding alone does not make
man, nor the will alone, but the understanding and the

will together . . .

430". The correspondence of man with Heaven and

with Hell [is as follows]. His rational mind, during

formation, corresponds to the World of Spirits ; the

things which are above it correspond to Heaven ; and

the things which are below it to Hell.

432. That every man is a Spirit as to his interiors.

Chapter.

433. It follows that the spirit is the man himself;

or, what is the same, that regarded in himself man is a

spirit . . . for whatever lives and sensates in man is of

his spirit . . . Hence it is that when the body is separated

from his spirit . . . the man still remains a man . . ,

434. Man cannot think and will, unless there is a

subject which is a substance.

435. (Thus) the Corporeal which is added to man . . .

is not man . . .

445". It is said that the man himself lives, because a

man is not man from his body, but from his spirit ; for

the spirit thinks in man ; and tliought together with

affection make man. 453.

463. Hence it was evident that a man' is such in the

whole as he is in his will and the derivative thought . . .

475. It is further to be known that in his deeds or

works the whole man is presented. Ex.

484^. And' all the things which are done from man
himself are, in themselves, evil ; for, regarded in hini-

•self, or as to his proprium, man is nothing but evil.

501. It is to be known that man is entirely such as

he is as to his interiors ; and not such as he is as to his

exteriors separated from his interiors. Ex.

540. Hence all men in the world are kept in a like

•equilibrium ; for men in the world are ruled by the

Lord through Spirits who are in the World of Spirits,

546^. Therefore if the Lord were to avert Himself,

and were to leave man to evil alone, he would no longer

1)6 man. (Continued under Lord.
)

552. He is then no longer a man Spirit, such as he is

in his first state . . ..

577'*. Unless the Lord protected man, he could never

be taken out of Hell . . . and the Lord cannot protect

man, unless man acknowledges the Divine, and lives

the life of faith and charity . . .

602. (The simple have the implanted idea that the

spirit is a man.)

N. 20^. There are four kinds of men. i. Those who
are in falsities from evil, and those who are in falsities

not from evil. 2. Those who are in truths without
good. 3. Those who are in truths, and through them
look to and strive after good. 4. Those who are in

truths from good. Tr,

24^. That truths conjoined from good present the

image of a man. Ref.

796. (Thus) as man is born into these two loves, he is

born into evils of every kind.

J. 9. For man was created last, and that which is

created last is the basis of all things which precede. . .

The ultimate of creation is the natural world, and
therein the terraqueous globe with all things thereon.

When these things had been accomjilished, man was
created, and into him were collected all things of Divine
order from primes to ultimates ; into his inmosts were
collected those things which are in the ^^rimes of that
order ; into his ultimates those which are in the ultimates

of it ; so that man was made Divine order in form.

Hence it is that all things which are in man and with
man are both from Heaven and from the world ; from
Heaven, those things which are of his mind ; and from
the world those things which are of his body ; for those

things which are of Heaven inflow into his thoughts

and affections, and present them according to the re-

ception by his spirit ; and those things which are of the

woild inflow into his sensations and pleasures, and
present them according to the reception in his body,

but this in an accommodated way according to the

agi-eements of the thoughts and affections of his spirit.

''. But Angels and Spirits do not know with what
men they are . . .

^. I can assert . . . that no Angel or Spirit sub-

sists without man, and no man without Spirit and
Angel ; and that there is a mutual and reciprocal con-

junction.

C. J. 6^. Believe, therefore . . . that you will be a

man after death as you were before it, with the sole

difference which there is between the Natural and the

Spii'itual.

74. All who acknowledge and worship one God as the

Creator of the universe have the idea of a Man in

relation to God . . .

W. H. II*. In this respect the Word is as the image

of a man. Ref.

L. 1
6''. After He had been whipped and brought forth

wearing the thorny crown 'and the crimson vestment

. . , He said 'Behold the Man' (John xix. 1,5). This

was said because by 'man' is signified the Church ; for

by 'the son of man' is signified the truth of the Cliurch
;

thus the Word.

35^". In order to confirm still further that He was

not a Spirit, but a man, the Lord said . . .
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[L.] 36. That thus God became a Man, as in primes,

so also in ultimates. Gen. art.

S. 13. 'Their faces like the faces of men' (Rev.ix.) =
that they appear to themselves as victors and wise.

23^. (The upper part of Dagon) was like a man . . .

because a man = intelligence. F. 52^

43^. 'A man' (Rev. xxi.)= intelligence.

97^^. The external Divine sphere of the Word . . .

represented as 'a man' (Ezek.i.5).

100. Every man is his own love, and thence his own
good and liis own truth. Man is man from no other

source ; and nothing else with him is man. From the

fact that man is his own good and his own truth. Angels

and Spirits also are men
; for all the good and truth

which proceeds from the Lord is in its form a man.

But the Lord is Divine good and Divine truth itself;

thus He is Man Himself; from whom every man is a

man.

105. Before the Lord, the universal Heaven is as one

man ; in like manner the Church ... In this man, the

Church where the Word is read and by it the Lord

known is as the heart and as the lungs ; the Celestial

Kingdom as the heart, and the Spiritual Kingdom as

the lungs.

Life 30-. That these things are from proprium, and

therefore that there is no life in them, is meant by

'Egypt is man, and not God . . .' (Is.xxxi.3).

68. Such is man in himself . . . (Therefore) it is

evident what a devil he would be if not reformed.

86''. As soon as these concupiscences have been dis-

pelled by the Lord, man is man ; because he then thinks

truth in the understanding from good in the will.

loi. These two faculties, freedom and reason, are not

proper to man ; but are of the Lord with him ; and in

so far as he is man they are not taken away from

him . . .

F. 20. Man in the composite is the Church, one's

country, and society ; and man in the individual is our

fellow-citizen, who in the Word is called 'brother,' and

'companion.'

6o<2. 'The number of a man' (Rev.xiii.)= the quality

of Own intelligence.

W. I. That love is the life of man. Gen.art.

4. That Angels and men are (only) recipients of life.

Gen.art.

II. That God is Very Man. Gen.art. (See God,

here, and also at 12. 13. 16. 18. 21. 64.)

19. The universal Heaven ... in its universal form

is like a man ; in like manner each Society of Heaven,

whether greater or less ; hence too an Angel is a man
;

for an Angel is Heaven in the least form . . . Heaven is

in such a form in the whole, in the part, and in the

individual, from the Divine which the Angels receive
;

for in proportion as an Angel receives from the Divine,

in the same proportion he is in perfect form a man.

24. Every man—although he is unaware of it—thinks
of a collective body as of a man . . .

52. All things in the universe have such a corre-

spondence with each and all things of man ; so that it

may be said tliat man too is a kind of universe. There
is a correspondence of his afl'ections and the derivative

thoughts with all things of the animal kingdom ; of his

will and the derivative understanding with all things of

the vegetable kingdom ; and of his ultimate life with

all things of the mineral kingdom.

61. That all things which have been created, in a

certain image relate to man. Gen.art.

. The relation to man in each and all things of

the Animal kingdom, is evident from these things.

(Continued under Animal.)
^. The relation to man from each aTid all things

of the vegetable kingdom, is evident from these things :

that they come forth from seed, and from this advance

successively by their ages ; that they have some things

which are like marriage . . . that their vegetative soul

is use . . .

^. The relation to man from each and all things

of the mineral kingdom, appears solely in the endeavour

to produce forms which relate, which are . . . each and
all things of the vegetable kingdom ; and thus to

perform uses . . .

65. That the uses of all things which have been
created ascend through degrees from ultimates to man,
and through man to God the Creator, from whom [they

are]. Gen.art.

^. Primes are each and all things of the animal

kingdom . . . the highests (of which) are men.

66. Man alone is a recipient of the life of the three

degrees not only of the natural world, but also of the

three degrees of the Spiritual World. Hence it is that

man can be elevated above nature, dirterently from any
animal ; can think analytically and rationally about

the civil and moral things which are within nature, and
also about the spiritual and celestial things which are

above nature ; nay, can be elevated into wisdom even so

that he sees God.

68. It is from this cause that man from his hereditary

evil reacts against God . . .

. Thus does reaction become of action ; and man
acts with God as of himself.

90^. Every man, as to the interiors of his mind, is a

Spirit . . .

92^. Therefore the Spiritual World is where man
is . . .

97. Therefore when the Lord manifests Himself to the

Angels in Person, He manifests Himself as a Man ; and

this sometimes in the Sun, and sometimes outside of it.

107. Unless it is known (that there are two suns)

nothing can be justly understood concerning . . . man.

112. It is the like with men. As to the interiors of

their minds men are warmed and enlightened by the

same Sun . . . The difference between Angels and men
is that Angels are solely under that Sun ; whereas men
are not under that Sun alone, but are under the sun of

the world also ; for the bodies of men cannot come forth

and subsist unless they are under both suns . . .

118. The like that has been said of an Angel ... is

to be said of a man ; for an Angel of Heaven and a man
of the Church act as one through conjunction ; and

moreover a man of the Church is an Angel as to the
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interiors which are of his iniiul. 15ut by a man of the

Church is meant a man in whom is the Church.

129. All things which are here said about the Angels

and their conversion to the Lord as a Sun are also to be

understood of man as to his spirit ; for man as to his

mind is a Spirit ; and, if he is in love and wisdom, he

is an Angel . . .

130^. When yet God is everywhere, both within man
and without him . . . For if He were in man, he would

not only be divisible, but also enclosed in space ; nay,

man might then even think that he was God. This

heresy is so abominable, that in the Spiritual World it

stinks like a carcase.

1378. It is the like with man. If he has the Lord

constantly before his eyes—which is the case if he is in

love and wisdom—he then looks at Him not only with

liis eyes and face, but also with his whole mind and

with his whole body . . .

140". All the Spirits who are in the World of Spirits

are adjoined to men ; because as to the interiors of

their minds men are in like manner between Heaven

and Hell ; and through those Spirits they communicate

with Heaven and with Hell, according to their life.

170. The universal end ... is that there may be an

eternal conjunction of the Creator with the created

universe ; and this is not possible unless there be

subjects in whom His Divine may be as in itself ... In

order that these subjects may be His habitations and

abodes, they must be as of themselves recipients of His

love and wisdom ; thus they must be those who shall as

of themselves elevate themselves to the Creator, and shall

conjoin themselves with Him . . . These subjects are

men . . . Through this conjunction the Lord is present

in every work created by Himself. For everything has

been created finally for the sake of man ; and tlierefore

the uses of all things which have been created ascend

through degrees from ultimates to man, and through

man to God the Creator . . .

.
171^. For out of the Earth forms of uses are con-

tinually being elevated by God the Creator in their

order up to man ; who as to his body is also thence.

Man is then elevated through the reception of love and

wisdom from the Lord . . .

179. And love together with wisdom is in its form a

man ; because God ... is a man.

181. For as to the interiors of their minds, men are

in tlie like heat of love, and the like light of wisdom, to

those in which the Angels are. . . Yet with this differ-

ence : that the Angels feel that heat, and see that light,

but not men ; the reason of which is that men are in

natural heat and light . . .

185^. Without a Knowledge of these degi'ees, nothing

can be known ... of any difference of life between men
and beasts.

221^. For every man is his own good and his own
truth : man is not man from any other source.

230. That there are three infinite and uncreate

degrees in the Lord ; and that there are three finite and

created degrees in man. Gen. art.

231. That there are these three degrees in man, may
VOL. IV.

be evident from the elevation of his mind to the degrees

of love and wisdom in which are the Angels of the

Second and Third Heavens ; for all the Angels have

been born men ; and man as to the interiors which are

of his mind is a Heaven in the least form . . . Moreover

man is an image and likeness of God ; and therefore

these three degrees have been inscribed on man . . .

232. To these is to be added a third Kingdom in

which are men in the world, which is the Natural

Kingdom.

233. After the assumption of the Human in the

world, the Lord superinduced the third degree, which is

called natural, and thereby became a man like a man
in the world . . .

236. That these three degrees of height are in every

man from his birth ; and that they can be successively

opened ; and that as they are opened, the man is in the

Lord, and the Lord in him. Gen. art.

240. There are two faculties from the Lord with man
by which man is distinguished from beasts ; one faculty

is that he is able to understand what is true and what

is good ; this faculty is called rationality, and is the

faculty of his understanding : and the other faculty is

that he is able to do what is true and good ; this faculty

is called freedom, and is the faculty of his will. For

from his rationality man can think whatever he pleases,

both with God and against God, and with his neighbour

and against his neighbour ; and also can will and do

the things which he thinks . . . From these two faculties

man is man, and is distinguished from beasts. These

two faculties are in man from the Lord ; and are con-

tinually from Him ; nor are they taken away from him
;

for if they were taken away, his human would perish.

In these two faculties is the Lord with every man . . .

they are the abode of the Lord in the human race.

Hence it is that every man . . . lives to eternity. But

the abode of the Lord is nearer with man in proportion

as man by means of these faculties opens the higher

degrees . . .

241^. But the love with one man is not the same as

with another ; thus neither is the wisdom . . . nor con-

sequently the use . . .

247. By the influx of spiritual light into all the three

degrees of the mind man is distinguished from beasts ;

and man is above beasts in being able to think analytic-

ally ; to see truths not only natural but also spiritual

;

and, when he sees them, in being able to acknowledge

them, and thus to be reformed and regenerated.

251. Man is not man from his face and body; but

from his understanding and will . . .

252. The natural man is a full man when the spiritual

degree with him has been opened . . .

270. The spiritual mind derives its form solely from

the substances of the Spiritual World, and is preserved

by the Lord in its integrity, in order that man may be

able to become man ; for he is born an animal, but be-

comes man.

285. That the Lord . . . could not have created the

universe . . . unless He had been a Man. Gen. art.

286^ In a word, man is a form of wisdom ; and as

2 K
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man is a form of wisdom, he is also a form of love,

mercy, clemency, good and truth.

[W.] 287. That love and wisdom are man . . .

^. For his spirit, which is called the soul, is a

man ; and this is a man because it is receptible of love

and wisdom from the Lord ; and in proportion as the

spirit or soul of man receives them, in the same propor-

tion he becomes a man after the death of the material

body . . . and in proportion as he does not receive them,

he becomes a monster, which derives something of man
from the faculty of receiving them.

298. That, regarded as to his exteriors and interiors,

man is the form of all uses ; and that all the uses in the

created universe correspond to these uses . . .

316^. A like image of the creation comes forth in each

of the things which are in man. Ex.

317. That in all the forms of uses there is some image

of a man. Ex.

319. That all things of the created universe regarded

from uses relate to man in an image ; and that this tes-

tifies that God is a man. Gen. art. 322.

324. There is nothing in the created universe which

has not correspondence with something of man . . .

327. That all things which have been created by the

Lord are uses ; and that they are uses in the order,

degree, and respect in which they relate to man ; and

through man to the Lord from whom they are. Gen.

art.

328. By the man to whom uses relate is meant not

only man, but also collective bodies of men . . .

346". Only man derives his origin from all the

degrees . . .

358. The creation of man. Tr.

368. Such as is the love, such is the wisdom, and

thence such is the man. Gen. art.

369^. The mind of man is a man because God is a

Man ; and the body is the external of the mind, which

sensates and acts.

386. That the mind of man is his spirit, and that his

spirit is a man ; and that the body is the external by

means of which the mind or spirit sensates and acts in

its world. Gen. art.

403. It is said the will and the understanding ; but it

is to be well known that the will is the whole man . . .

Ex.

413. By this faculty (of rationality), which is the

faculty of interiorly understanding things, and of con-

cluding concerning what is just and fair, and concerning

what is good and true, man is distinguished from

beasts.

432. On the quality of the iuitiament of man from

oonception. Gen. art.

. Many have fallen into the error that man is in

his fulness from his . . . beginning ... Ex.

P. 3^. The connection and preservation of all things

depends on the conjunction of the Creator with man.

16. The chief end of the Divine Providence is that

man be in good and at the same time in truth . . . for

thereby man is man . . .

32. That from creation man is such that he can be

more and more nearly conjoined with the Lord. Gen.

art.

57^. A man or Angel is only a receptacle, in itself

dead. What is living in him is from the proceeding

Divine conjoined with him by contiguity, which appears

to him as his own.

61'^. As the Divine love and Divine wisdom are in

their form a man, it follows that the angelic Heaven
must be in such a form.

66. The arcanum, that every affection of good and at

the same time of truth is in its form a man. Ex.

69. For of himself man continually strives after the

lowest of Hell ; but is continually withdrawn by the

Lord.

75. It is otherwise with man, who [differently from

beasts] has not only the affection of natural love, but

also the affection of spiritual love, and the affection of

celestial love. For the human mind is of three degrees

. . . and therefore man can be elevated from natural know-
ledge into spiritual intelligence, and thence into celestial

wisdom ; and, from these two . , . can look to the Lord,

and thus be conjoined with Him, through which he lives

to eternity . . .

-. By means of these faculties man can think

within himself concerning those things which he per-

ceives outside of himself with the senses of his body
;

and can also think superiorly concerning those things

which he thinks inferiorly. For everyone can say, I

have thought this, and I think this ; and also, I have

willed this, and I will this ; and also, I understand this

to be so ; I love this because it is of such and such a

character ; and so on. Hence it is evident that man
thinks above his thought, and sees it as it were below

himself. Man has this from his rationality and free-

dom . . .

'. (Such) cause themselves to be men no further

that this : that from their implanted rationality and

freedom they can understand if they will ; and also

will.

76. Man, without the appearance that it is his, can-

not be in any affection of knowing, or of understanding.

Ex.

83^. The first state of man, which is a state of damna-

tion. Ex.
*. The second state of man, which is a state of

reformation. Ex.

^. The third state of man, which is a state of

regeneration. Ex.

90^. Otherwise the truth which he thinks and the

good which he does are not in themselves truth and

good ; for the man is in them . . . and the good in

which man is ... is meritorious good . . .

92. See Conjoin, here. 326.

96^. That without these two faculties man would not

have will and understanding ; and thus would not be

man. Ex.

124. That the Lord never acts into any particular

thing with a man . . . unless He acts into all things of

him together, is because all things of man are in such a
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connection, and through their connection in such a

form, that they do not act as many things, but as one.

Ex.

125. (Thus) the Lord cannot act from inmosts and

ultimates together, except together with man ; for man
together with the Lord is in ultimates . . .

172^. No man is man from his face and body ; but

from the good of his love and the truths of his wisdom
;

and as man is man from these, every man is his own
truth and his own good, or his own love and his own

wisdom ; without these he is not man.

176^. Thus he would not be man. Ex.

181". As man disposes the externals, the Lord dis-

poses the internals . . .

183. The Divine Providence never acts together with

the love of a man's will ; but continually against it

;

for from his hereditary evil man continually pants to-

wards the lowest Hell . . . Ex.

219". That man in himself is temporary . . . and that

therefore nothing but what is temporary can proceed

from man. Ex.
*. That the Lord conjoins man with Himself

through appearances. Ex.

®. That the Lord conjoins man with Himself

through correspondences. Ex.

226. As (profaners) are no longer men, they are

called . . . it.

227^. Every man is in both evil and good ; for he is

in evil from himself, and in good from the Lord ; and

man cannot live unless he is in both. Ex.

251*. For from his birth man is like a little Hell . . .

275. If man were born into the love into which he

was created, he would not be in any evil : naj"^, he would

not know what evil is . . . This state is the state of in-

nocence in which were Adam and Eve . . .

. The love into which man was created is the love

of the neighbour ... If man were born into this love,

lie would not be born into the thick darkness of ignor-

ance—as is now the case with every man—but into a

certain light of knowledge and of the derivative intel-

ligence ; into which (knowledge and intelligence) he

would also shortly come. He would indeed at first

creep like a quadruped, but with the implanted en-

deavour to erect himself upon his feet . . .

277. Hence it is that with man there is nothing

whole . . .

281^. Hear now the reason. Every man is in evils of

many kinds from his birth . . .

2. If man were not allowed to think according to

the delights of his life's love ... he would be man no

longer . . .

285". That through these two faculties man is

man . . .

293. There does not exist a gi-ain of his own proper

will or prudence with any man . . . (otherwise) the

human race would perish.

294*. Therefore whatever a man believes that he does

from himself, is said to be done from man . . .

296. For every man is his own evil or his own

from head to the sole of the foot.

298^. When this form has been induced, the man does

not [merely] appear to be man, but is man. 311^.

321. That he who confirms with himself the appear-

ance that wisdom and prudence are from man and in

man as his, cannot see otherwise than that otherwise he

would not be man, but either a beast or a statue ; when
yet it is the contrary. Gen. art.

•
. Hence it follows that he wbo thinks and

prudently acts as of himself, and at the same time ac-

knowledges that it is of the Lord, is a man ; but not he

who confirms with himself that everything which he

thinks and which he acts is from himself; nor yet he

who because he knows that wisdom and prudence are

from God, awaits the influx . . .

^ Without which (appearance) man would not be

man.

322. That every man can be reformed . . . Gen. art.

324. That every man has been created in order to live

to eternity. Ex.

^. That every man has been created in order to

live to eternity in a blessed state. Ex.

'. That thus every man has been created in order

to come into Heaven. Ex.

^. But as it is of His Divine love that man
should feel heavenly bliss in himself as his own ;

and as

this cannot be done unless man is kept in all the appear-

ance that he thinks, wills, speaks, and acts of himself

;

therefore he cannot lead man otherwise than according

to the laws of His Divine Providence. 330^.

327-. It is the like whether it is said that evil is from

man, or that evil is from Hell.

R. 243. 'The third animal had a face like a man'

(Rev. iv. 7) = the Divine truth of the Word as to wisdom.

By 'a man,' in the Word, is signified wisdom, because

he is born in order to receive wisdom from the Lord, and

to become an Angel. Hence in proportion as he is wise,

in the same proportion he is man . . . That by 'a man'

is signified wisdom. 111. E. 280.

. 'A man-t;ir homo (c?ios7i)' = intelligence ; and

'a man-/iomo (a<^am) '= wisdom. (Is.xiii. 12).

433. 'Their faces as the faces of men' (Rev.ix.7) =

that they appeared to themselves as wise.

463. (A turtle seen with a face like a man.

)

466. 'The man' upon the throne= the Lord. 830^.

5672^ Men are forms not only of natural att'ections,

but also at the same time of spiritual ones.

5_ py 'man and beast,' mentioned together, is

signified man as to spiritual affection, and as to natural

aflection. 111.

601-. Every Church appears before the Lord as a man.

Ex.

609. 'The number of a man' (Rev.xiii. i8)= the

quality of the AVord and thence of the Church. By 'a

man' is signified wisdom and intelligence; here, wisdom

and intelligence from the Word ; thus also the Word as

to wisdom and intelligence with the man of the Church
;

for the Church itself appears before the Lord as a man.

Hence the man of the Church appears as to his spiiit in

Heaven as a man according to the quality of the Church

from the Word with him. This, therefore, is what is

here signified by 'the number of a man' . , ,
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[R.] 875^. How man can do good from God, and yet

as of himself . . .

•'''. I said . . . You believe that all things which
man wills and thinks, and thence does and speaks, are

in him, and consequently are from him ; when yet no-

thing of them is in him except the state of receiving

that which inflows. Man is not life in himself ; but is

an organ recipient of life. . . Love and wisdom . . .

inflow from God, and are received by man, and are felt

ill man as if [they were] in him ; and (therefore) they

proceed as if [they were] from him. Ex.
^^. In a word, man is an organ recipient of life

from God ; consequently he is a recipient of good in

proportion as he desists from evil. The Lord gives

to every man to be able to desist from evil, because He
gives him to will and understand as of himself . . ,

^^. (Such) cannot think otherwise than that God
has infused Himself into man, and thus that men are

partly gods ... L 1 1''.

910. 'The measure of a man, which is [that] of an

Angel' (Rev.xxi.i7)= the quality of that Church, that

it makes one with Heaven. . . By 'a man' is here signi-

fied the Church from men . . .

. By 'man, 'in the Word, is signified intelligence

and wisdom from the \Vord ; and intelligence and
wisdom from the Word with a man is the Church with

him. Hence by 'man' in the concrete or in general

—

that is, when a society or collective body is called a man
—in the spiritual sense is meant the Church. Hence it

is that the prophets were called 'sons of man, ' and that

the Lord Himself called Himself 'the Son of man ;' and
'the son of man ' = the truth of the Church from the

Word ; and, when predicated of the Lord, it= the Word
itself from which is the Church.

947^ Unless man had a higher and a lower thought,

he would not be man, but a brute.

961-. The Lord Himself is not the Sun . . . but is a

man in the Sun.

M. 10*. For man from creation is a least effigy, image,

and type of the great Heaven. The human form is

nothing else . . .

28. That man lives a man after death. Gen. art.

29-. Nothing (in that case) would be more lamentable

than to be born a man.

30. That Angels and Spirits are men. Ill,

31. Man after death is not a natural man, but a

si)iritual man ; but still he appears to himself altogether

similar . , .

35. From this it is evident that man is his own love
;

nay, that he is the form of his love. (That is to say) it

is the interior man . , . which lives after death which is

the form of his love . . .

36. Man is also his own thought, thus his own intel-

ligence and wisdom ; but these make one with his love

. . . From which it may be seen that love is the esse or

essence of the life of man, and that thought is the

derivative existere or manifestation of his life . . .

37^^. For the male man and the female man have been

so created, that from two they are able to become as it

were one man , . . and, when they become one, then,

taken together, they are a man in his fulness. But
without this conjunction . . . each of them is like a

divided or halved man.

44. They were marvelling that they lived altogether

men, as before. Des.

48^. Conjugial love is . . . proper to men, because

men have been created ... in order to become spiritual,

96.

^2^. (By union with his consort, an Angel) becomes
more and more a man , . .

132^. Why man is not born into the knowledge of any
love . . . 133, Fully ex.

^. The likeness or appearance that love and
wisdom, or good and truth, are in man as his own,

causes man to be man, and to be able to be conjoined

with God, and thus to live to eternity ; from which it

flows that man is man from the fact that he is able to

will good and understand truth altogether as of himself,

and still to know and believe that [he does so] from

God ; for in proportion as he knows and believes this,

God places His image in man . . .

^. This conclusion is made : Man is a receptacle

of God, and a receptacle of God is an image of God ; and
as God is love itself and wisdom itself, man is a receptacle

of these ; and a receptacle becomes an image of God an

he receives : and man is a likeness of God from the fact

that he feels in himself that these things which are from

God are in him as his own . . .

133. In a word, man is born as corporeal as worms
;

and remains corporeal, unless he learns from others to

know, to understand, and to be wise.

e_ Thus the imperfection of the birth of man be-

comes his perfection , , .

134. Hence it is that man grows up (so slowly),

^. Man is not born knowledge . . , but he is born

faculty and inclination ; faculty to know, and inclina-

tion to love . . .

^, The universal love which adjoins itself is the

love of knowing, of understanding, and of being wise.

This love belongs to man alone . . . and inflows from

God.
*. Man is not born into any love . , ,

^, This conclusion was made : Man is born into no

knowledge in order that he may be able to come into

all, and to progress into intelligence, and through this

into wisdom ; and he is born into no love, in order that

he may be able to come into all, through applications of

knowledges from intelligence ; and into love to the Lord

through love towards the neighbour ; and thus be con-

joined with the Lord, and thereby become man, and

live to eternity.

136. (They joined their three conclusions into the

following sentence.) Man has been created in order to

receive love and wisdom from God, and yet in all like-

ness as of himself, and this for the sake of reception and

conjunction ; and therefore man is not born into any

love, nor into any knowledge, and also not into any

power of loving and being wise from himself ; and there-

fore if he ascribes all the good of love and truth of

wisdom to God he becomes a living man, whereas if he

ascribes them to himself he becomes a dead man.
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137. (The two consorts from Heaven) appeared as two

men in the first flower of their age.

'. But with men there is a perpetual influx of

vernal heat from the Lord ; and therefore they can be

(leliciated in marriage at all times (of the year).

152a". We conclude that without instruction man is

neither man nor beast ; but that he is a form which is

able to receive in itself that which makes man ; and

thus that he is not born man, but that he becomes man
;

and that man is born such a form that he is an organ

recipient of life from God, for the sake of the end that

he may be a subject into which God can introduce all

good ; and, by union with Himself, make him blessed

to eternity.

153a. How man who was created a form of God could

be changed into a form of the devil. Ex.

171^. There is no part within man, nor without him,

which does not renew itself . . . Hence a sphere . . .

177. That according to (these) conjunctions, consorts

become one man more and more. Ex.

178. That they who are in love truly conjugial feel

themselves to be a united man , . . Ex.

183*. Love and wisdom together with use not only

make man, but also are man ; nay . . . they propagate

man. Ex.

. From immediate influx from the Lord into the

souls of men ; from mediate influx into the souls of

animals . . .

230. That according to the defect and loss of con-

jugial love, man accedes to the nature of a beast. Ex.

233. You shall see portents of men. You shall see

faces and bodies which belong to men, and yet are not

men. I said. Are they beasts then ? He replied, They

are not beasts, but beast men. Des. —— ^. T. 160''.

249. Man was created for use, because use is the con-

tainant of good and truth . . .

269^^. See Love, here.

®. The highest things in man were turned up-

wards to God, the middle things outwards to the world,

and the lowest things downwards to self ; and as the

latter were turned downwards, man thinks as of him-

self . . .

315^'. In a word, the soul is the man himself, be-

cause it is the inmost man . . .

350. Man is born viler than a beast. Ex.

432. That scortatory love makes a man more and

more not a man, and a man-vtV-more and more not a

man-vtr; and that conjugial love makes a man more

and more a man and a man-wn Gen. art.

'^. A natural man separated from the Spiritual is

a man only as to the understanding . . .

437. That between these two spheres there is an

equilibrium, and that man is in it. Ex.

444*. From which things it is evident that man him-

self is the origin of evil ; not that this origin was iu:-

planted in man from creation, but that by turning

away from God to himself he implanted it in himself.

Ex.

'. But the two Anirels then asked, How could

man turn himself away from Cfod, and turn to himself,

when yet man can will, think, and thence do nothing

except from God 1 ... I replied, Man was created in

order that everything he wills, thinks, and does may
appear to him as in himself, and thus from himself.

Without this appearance, man would not be man . . .

But if from this appearance he induces on himself the

belief that he wills, thinks, and thence does good from

himself ... he turns good into evil with himself, and

thus makes in himself the origin of evil. This was the

sin of Adam. ®, Further ex.

447. Every man is born corporeal, becomes sensuous,

then natural, and successively rational ; and if he does

not then come to a stand, he becomes spiritual. The

reason of this progression is in order that planes may be

formed . . .

I. 11''. I once heard a voice from Heaven saying that

if there were a spark of life in man . . . there would be

no Heaven . . .

14''. Unless the understanding could be perfected

separately, and the will through it, man would not be

man, but a beast. Ex. T. 588-.

1 5-. The reason man is man is that his understanding

can be elevated above the desires of his will . . .

T. 33. That the Infinite is . . . in men as in its images.

Gen. art.

34. (Thus) man is an organ recipient of God . . .

41-. In men the light of life, which is intelligence,

and the heat of life, which is love, are divided ... be-

cause man is to be reformed and regenerated . , .

65. That man was created a form of Divine order.

Gen. art.

67. As man is the principal end of creation, it follows

that each and all things have been created for the sake

of man, and consequently that each and all things of

order have been collected into him, and concentrated in

him, in order that through him God may effect primary

uses.

68. That man is so far in power against evil and

falsity from the Divine omnipotence, and that he is so

far in wisdom concerning good and truth from the

Divine omnisinence, and that he is so far in God from

the Divine omnipresence, as he lives according to Divine

order. Gen. art.

70. It is a general canon in Heaven that God is in

every man, both evil and good ; but that man is not in

God unless he lives according to order . . .

71-. II. That God created man from order, in order,

and into order.

loi. That thus God became man, and man God, in

one Person. Gen. art. 102.

103. This arcanum : That the soul which is from the

father is the man himself; and that the body which is

from the mother is not the man in himself, but is from

him . . .

109. From these things the Angels know that in the

universal Spiritual AVorld the Lord alone is a full man.

1 10®. From himselfman is merely passive ; but through

the influx of life from the Lord he is also active . . .
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[T.] 154^. The Lord from Himself or from the Word
acts in man ; but not through him ; because man acts

and speaks freely from the Lord wl^en from the Word.

312. The quality of man's Internal if he were not

reformed by the Lord. Des.

335^. That there are no ideas connate with men . . .

364. That the Lord inflows with all His Divine love,

with all His Divine wisdom, thus with all His Divine

life, with every man. Gen. art.

366. That the things which inflow from the Lord are

received by man according to his form. Gen. art.

368. That the Lord is charity and faith in man, and
that man is charity and faith in the Lord. Gen. art.

369. Man has been created so that he can be conjoined

with God . . .

37 1^ There is no such reciprocal conjunction of the

Lord with man ; but there is mutual conjunction, which
is not effected by means of actions and reactions, but by
means of co-operations ; for the Lord acts, and man
receives the action from the Lord, and operates as of

liimself, nay, from himself from the Lord. This opera-

tion of man from the Lord is imputed to him as his . . .

380. That spurious faith ... is with those who . . .

regard the Lord . . . solely as a man. Gen. art.

^. For there is with every man a consociate Spirit,

because without this he cannot tliink analytically, ration-

ally, and spiritually ; thus would not be man but a

brute . . .

406. That every man in the singular is the neighbour

who is to be loved ; but according to the quality of his

good. Gen. art.

. Man is not born for tlie sake of himself, but for

the sake of others ; that is, that he should not live for

himself alone, but for others . . .

412. That man in the plural, which is a society . . .

and that man in the composite, which is our country, is

the neighbour who is to be loved. Gen. art.

. When the Lord and an Angel look down into

the earth, they see a whole society no otherwise than as

one man ... I too have been permitted to see a certain

Society in Heaven exactly as one man, in like stature to

that in which is man in the world.

417. Man is not man from the human face and body,

but from his wisdom . . . and goodness . . . When man
is born he is more a brute than any animal, but becomes

a man through instructions . . .

470. That man is not life, but a receptacle of life from

God. Gen. art.

4736. Man alone receives light and heat—that is,

wisdom and love—immediately from the Loi-d. This is

the diff"erence.

475''. In the middle of this interspace is every man as

to his spirit . . .

481. Through this the Lord inspires life into man
which is distinct from the life of beasts.

576^. As to charity and faith, the Lord acts, and man
acts from the Lord ; for there is the Active of the Lord
in the Passive of man ; and therefore the power to act

well is from the Lord, and the derivative will to act is

as of the man, because he is in free-will . . . The action

of man concordant with the action of the Lord is what
is here meant by co-operation.

585^. As (the heat of the Spiritual Sun) essentially

breathes the generation of man, it induces a certain

likeness of man on whatever it genei-ates.

612. From birth man inclines to evils of every kind

. . . and is a Hell in miniature. Des.

712. Hence it is that there are three things in man as

to his Internal ; namely, the soul or mind, the will, and

the understanding. These three are receptacles of those

universals ; the soul or mind is the receptacle of the Lord

. . . the will is the receptacle of love or good, and the

understanding is the receptacle of wisdom or truth . . .

^. In like manner there are three things in man
as to his External, to which also each and all things

relate and on which they depend ; to wit, the body, the

heart, and the lungs. Moreover, these three things of

the body correspond to the three things of the mind . . .

778. Every man is his own love and his own intelli-

gence . . . Therefore all things which proceed from a

man . . . make the man, and are the man himself.

Ad. 325. In the greatest society, which is called the

world, there are four kinds of men ; the spiritual, the

natural, the intermediate, and those who "are opposite

to these . . . 326. 327. 328. 330.

D. 413. On the three general diff"erences between men
and Souls. 2019.

1063. The quality of men when left to themselves . . .

1069. How it is to be understood that man can do

nothing with his Own strength . . .

1 1 14. How few men there would be even if there were

thousands of worlds , . .

1827. On the interiors of man.

1830. That the universe corresponds to the things

which are in man . . .

2026. That men are worse than wild beasts.

2209. That if man were in order he would enjoy every

sense which brutes enjoy.

2324. That every society is a man.

2376. That Societies have their own Spirits near men.

2470. Nothing else is required with man than to be

a yielding vessel . . .

2486. Every man is born into all evil . . .

2489. (Thus) man can do nothing but evil . . ,

2589. That there can be no mercy, nor innocence, of

man.

2591. That the Lord has led the human race since

the creation of the first man.
. How could the first man have come forth . . .

before the Grand Body was formed . . .

2817. These genera, and these species of men had
been unknown to me . . .

2854. That the perceptive view and affection of ends

distinguishes man from brutes.

2904. That spiritual minds are men.

3020. How the influx of Spirits is effected into man . .

.
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31 15''. Man is continually wishing to precipitate him-

self into the worst evil.

3145. That the Angels can know the whole nature of

a man or Spirit from one of his ideas.

3341. With man there are not such spheres, because

he is in phantasies. Man too would not only have such

spheres, which are the lowest, but would have a sphere

of Knowing his companion as soon as he saw him . . .

3398. These have their feet in man.
. They who are recently arrived from the Earth

from fallacy appear to themselves as men.

3473. That which ajjpears clear to man is obscure to

good Spirits . . . Ex.

3634. Therefore unless the Lord saw man to be some-

thing, the whole World of Spirits would see him as

nothing . . .

3641. That men are kept in a Society of Spirits.

3759. That men are vessels.

3820. It is the prerogative of man . . . that he can

think of and view those things which are . . . spiritual

and celestial, which beasts cannot do; and thus have

as an end the Societies of the other life . . .

4060. Men appear to Spirits as a black mass without

life . . .

4337. On the Spirits who are with man.

4603. Man was created after the type of both

worlds . . .

4607. Wherefore it has been so provided by the Lord

that the Divine shall pass through man from the

Spiritual World into the natural world . . . and that

thus through man there should be the connection of the

Spiritual World with the natural world . . .

4608. Such as a man is in his organic principles, such

is he wholly . . .

4629*. There is an influx thence into every man ; for

his interiors are formed after the image of Heaven . . .

4683. In the midst there was an obscure something,

which was said to be the man around whom they are . . .

4686. On the Hells around man.
. The man who has not yet become actually evil

appears above the earth there . . . but as it were veiled

with a very dense and opaque membrane . . . Below he

appears as an obscure and inanimate something. This

appears to the Angels, but not to the Spirits who are

there . . . But when he acquires a life of evil he is more
and more submerged beneath the plane of the earth,

first to tlie feet, afterwards to the loins, then to the

breast, and finally to the head ; and then he is in Hell,

and he cannot be elevated thence, because he is then in

adult and even old age, and can no longer receive new
truths, nor can those which are with him be bent,

because they have become hard. He then appears there,

and at last much lower ; and it was perceived that when
a man is not far from the end of his life, his head droops,

and at last his body bends forward . . .

4687. When about to die, his head droops, and at last

he falls.

4847^. The Divine Itself in its first essence was a man
in endeavour, or in becoming, whence it was like a man ;

thus a man reflexively ; and the second essence was a
man born and essentially from the first ; and the third

essence was a man proceeding in what was successive,

which is the whole Heaven . . .

5 190. Man is therefore as it were the plane upon which
are the thoughts of the Angels , . .

5606. There are four kinds of men there, as in the

world. The first attend to the uses in the Word . . .

they serve as a plane. Thus is it read by the celestial.

The second are those who take the doctrinal things of

the Word ; thus do the spiritual apprehend it. Tlie

third are those who are delighted solely with its holy

external, without intelligence ; these are they who are

in the ultimate Heaven. And the fourth are they who
attend only to the literal sense ; and they who attend

solely to the words, as critics . . . the former are in the

threshold of Heaven, and the latter are in the very

extremes.

5608. The natural thought of man is the plane in

which cease all things of angelic wisdom . . .

5610. The Angels . . . are not turned to themselves,

but to men . . .

5617. The plane and the ultimate is with an intelli-

gent man, whether he is thinking about such things,

or about other things, or is asleep . . . For the whole

man is siich as are the truth and good with him. Many
men can simultaneously serve as one plane for one

Angel. The Lord so disposes that what is absent in

one may be in another , . .

5645. That the spirit of man appears in the other

life . . . But this takes place with those only who think

within themselves more deeply . . . But those who think

solely in their Sensuous . . . never appear. Nor do

Spirits know anything about man, as to where he is . . .

For if evil Spirits knew where a man is, and that they

were with a man, they would utterly destroy him . . .

They hold men as vile . . . But the Lord loves men.

D.Min. 4693.

5760. Those who remained appeared together as one

man. Those who were outside him were cast out . . .

5769.

5775. That Heaven relates to one man.

5787. For the nature of every thing has been inscribed

on man.

5832. All were told that they are no longer men . . .

5972. All (in the temples) when taken together form

as it were one man , . .

6026. That in the other life all who acknowledge the

Divine think of God as a Man.

6057. Concerning God as a Man. 6061.

E. 131^. 'A man' who is 'rare' (Is.xiii.i2) = those

who are in truths.

280. 'Had a face like a man ' = the Divine ... as to

wisdom. . . (For) 'a man'=ione who receives Divine

truth ; and (therefore) by 'a man' is signified wisdom ;

lor man was created to be rational and wise . . . Hence

it is that by 'man' in the Word is signified wisdom.

The reason ' man' = the affection of truth and at the

same time wisdom, is that (these two things) act as one.
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[E.2S0]. Some suppose that man is man from his face

and body, and that he is by these distinguished from
beasts. But they are in error. Man is man from
wisdom ; and therefore in the proportion that anyone is

wise, in the same proportion is he a man
;
(and so

appears in the other life).

^. That by 'man,' in the Word, is signified the

affection of truth, and the derivative wisdom. 111. 315^.

". As 'man'=;the spiritual affection of truth

and the derivative wisdom, he also = the Church. 111.

^^ But by 'man,' in the supreme sense, is meant
the Lord Himself. Ex. and 111.

282^. ' Man '= wisdom. 304-*. 370-.

295. Two things make man . . . good and truth . . .

304^ 'Man
' = intelligence and wisdom. 400".

328^''. 'Man,' in the opposite sense, = the desire for

falsity and tlu; derivative insanity.

35 1^. Before the Lord the Church in the whole world
is as one man . . .

355^. 'Man,' here = intelligence from proprium . . .

386^ 'Man and beast' = spiritual afiection and natural

affection. 38S20.

391*^ Man is called 'man' from the good of life.

430*. 'A man' = the reception of truth from spiritual

affection—that is, from good—and the derivative intelli-

^'ence.

4332-\ 'Man ' = intelligence.

507^. Man is man according to the way in which the

Knowledges with him live . . .

^ 'Man' (Is.li.i2)= man as to wisdom ; and 'the

son of man' = man as to intelligence.

518^^ 'Unless Jehovah had been for us when man
rose up against us' (Ps.cxxiv.2)=:when man from him-
.se!f, from his own love, and from his Own intelligence

. . . endeavours to destroy the truths of the Church.

537". ' Man-nV,' in the Word, = the understanding of

truth ; and 'man,' the perception of good.

546. 'Man' = the affection of truth and the derivative

intelligence and wisdom ; here (Rev.ix,4) the under-
standing of truth and the perception of good. Ex.

547- This faculty man never loses . . .

^. If he loses this faculty he is no longer man
... It is from this that man lives after death . , ,

554. 'Like the faces of men'= like spiritual affections

of truth.

^. All in the Heavens are men . , .

. But in Hell . . . they appear among themselves
as men . . .

555^ 'Thy men shall fall by the sword' (Is.iii.25)=:

that the understanding of truth will be destroyed through
falsities.

". By 'man' (Gen.ii.) is meant the Church in

general and in particular.

561. 'To hurt men five months' (Rev. ix. 10) = to in-

duce stupor on the understanding of truth and the per-

ception of good so long as they are in that state.

572. 'To kill the third part of men' (ver. i5) = to

deprive themselves of all the understanding of truth and
the derivative spiritual life. 579.

587^^. 'To sacrifice a man' (Hos.xiii.2)=:to destroy

the spiritual life.

600^*, 'A man ' = Divine truth in light and intelli-

gence.

6oi^^ 'He devoured men' (Ezek. xix.3)=:the destruc-

tion of all the understanding of truth. 722".

629^ See Beast, here. 650*. ^^. ^^. ^^.

20 2i_ 768*. 1100I6.

650^". 'Man' (Ps. civ. 1 4) = the derivative intelligence.

^^. For man as to his external or natural man is

nothing but a beast . . . and therefore the natural man
may be called the animal man. But the reason what
is internal or spiritual is signified by 'man,' is that

man is man as to his Internal or Spiritual . . .

*^ 'Man' (Ezek.xxxviii.2o) = all these (thoughts,

affections, etc.) from primes to ultimates.

654-^. Their derivative intelligence is signified by
'man.'

*'-. That the natural man does not understand

Divine things from himself, is signified by, 'Egypt is

man, and not God.'
53_ < J y^[i[ (,yj; q^j" fi.Qjji tlicc man and beast ' = that

falsity will destroy all the intelligence of truth and
affection of good in the natural man. 724'^.

665-. Without conjunction with Heaven, and through

it with the Lord, man would not be man, but a beast.

676. 'Slain the names of men seven thousand' (Rev.

xi. 1 3)= that all the truths of good perished . . .

-, 'Man'=intelligence ; thus, also, the under-

standing of truth.

695'-. ' Man ' = the spiritual affection of truth ; 'beast,'

the natural affection of good.

70I'*. This would never have been said unless there

were something given to man from which he is able to

do what is good ; and that which has been given him
appears to him as his own, although it is not his.

725-. By 'man,' who was called 'Adam and Eve,' is

meant that Church ; for it is said 'male and female

created He them, and called their name man' . . . Taken

together, and conjoined in marriage, they are called

'man' . . . The reason these two things, doctrine and

life, taken together, and as it were conjoined in marriage,

are called 'man,' and also make the Church, is that man
is man from the understanding of truth and the will of

good ; consequently from the doctrine of life . . . and

the life of doctrine . . .

780^. For all truth from the Lord is in its form a

man. Hence the Angels . . . are human forms . . .

790^*^. As man is formed, so is he perfected in intelli-

gence and wisdom, and becomes a man ; for no man is

a man from his natural mind—from this he is rather a

beast—but he becomes man through intelligence and

wisdom from the Lord ; and in proportion as he is

intelligent and wise, in the same proportion he is a

beautiful man and an Angel of Heaven. (Otherwise)

he is a monster and not a man . . . From these things

it may be evident that man is not man from his parents,

but from the Lord, from whom he is born anew.

802^, The difference between animals and men is that

animals cannot think and speak truths, and will and
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do goods, from God ; but that men can, and thus

believe the things which they think, and love the things

which they will ; and this as of themselves . . .

825. 'Before men' (Rev. xiii. 13) = before those especi-

ally who are in the conceit of Own intelligence ...

832^. There is also the lowest degree, which is cor-

poreal and material, and which is with man . . .

834. The Angels (of the Ultimate Heaven), being as

to understanding almost like men in the world ...

837". This arcanum : That each and all things of man,

both of his mind and of his body, are forms of love in a

wonderful series ; and the organs of the brain and face,

and also the members and viscera of the body, are

perpetual contextures which correspond to the affections

of Heaven . . .

8S9-. Man is his own truth, or falsity, not only as to

the thoughts which are from his will, but also as to his

universal body . . .

1004'*. (The consorts) then appear as one man.

1026. 'To descend from heaven upon men' (Rev.xvi.

21) = from Hell destroying the undfrstanding of truth

with those who are of the Church; for by 'men' ai'e

signified the men of the Church as to the understanding

of truth ; or, what is the same, the understanding of

truth which is with the men of the Church.

1087^. For man in the world is in his fulness ; and

therefore he can be conceived and born there ; and after-

wards be imbued with knowledge, intelligence, and

wisdom . . .

II 12'*. (Thus) God is now more a man than the

Angels.

1120^. The reason the Lord is the Only Man, is . . .

II 2 1^ These forms are men . . .

1
124S. God is a perfect man, with a face like a man,

and with a body like a man. There is no difference as

to form ; but as to essence . . .

1127-. That all things are from Life itself. . . which

is a man, may be illustrated by the man who has been

created, in that as to his ultimates, his mediates, and

his inmosts, he is a man. For the man who in the

world . . . has been corporeal, thus stupid, after (death)

appears as a man : the man who in the world . . . has

been sensuous or natural . . . after death ajipears as a

man : the man who in the world has been rational . . .

after death . . . appears as a man : the man who in the

world has been spiritual . . . after death appears as a

man perfect according to the reception of life from the

Lord : the man with whom the third degree of life has

been opened . . . after death . . . appears as a man in

all perfection. The life itself with him is a man,

whether sensuous and natural, rational, spiritual, or

celestial . . . the man in whom they are is only a

recipient.

'. As it is in the least types, so is it in the

greatest. The universal angelic Heaven in the whole

complex is a man : each Heaven by itself, the First, the

ISecond, and the Third, is a man : each Society of the

Heavens, greater or less, is a man : nay, the Church on

earth in general is a man : all collective bodies, which

are called Churches, are, by themselves, men. It is

said the Church, and there are meant all with wliom the

Church is, in the complex. So does the Church on

earth appear to the Angels . . . The reason of this

appearance is that the life which is from the Lord is a

man. The life from the Lord is love and wisdom
;

hence such as is the reception of love and wisdom from

the Lord, such is the man. These things testify . . .

that all things have beeu created from the life which is

God and which is a man.

II 38^ Without this perception (as if life were in him)

man would not be man. Ex.

1139-. Man is a recipient subject . . .

1141-. (This) is not from man, but from the Lord, . .

(This) is not from m^n, but from Hell. Ex.

1 146*. That man is only a recipient of good and truth

from the Lord, aud of evil and falsity from Hell . . .

II48-'. The life which makts man to be man, and to

be distinguished from brute animals ... is perpetually

from the Lord with him ; but the derivative understand-

ing and will of man . . . are changed and varied accord-

ing to the reception . . . 1162^.

I202-'. The order into which man has been created, is

to love the Lord above all things, and his neighbour as

himself . . .

1207^ That all things may return to the First . . .

which takes place through man.

1222^ It has been given to see a Society consisting of

thousands of Angels as one man of medium stature . . .

3. I have not seen, but have heard that the

Church on earth is before the Lord as one man
;
and

also that it is distinguished into Societies, and that each

Society is a man ; and also that all who are within this

man are within Heaven ; but that those who are outside

of it are in Hell . . .

*. The reason that Heaven and the Church are

a man in the concrete, or the greatest, less, and least

complex, is that God is a man, and thence the proceed-

ing Divine ... is the like in every least and greatest,

which is a man . . . 12236.

1224*. (So also Hell) before the Lord is as one man,

but as a devil man, or monster man . . .

Ath. 181. Spirits do not see the man; but only his

affections.

C. 82. Thus also a society on earth appears before the

Angels in the Heavens as one man.

84. Each kingdom is presented before the Angels in

Heaven as one man when the Lord pleases . . .

93. That at this day for man to be man he must be

charity in form. Gen. art. 126.

D. Love ii. From the Divine Itself in itsdf man

cannot be created ; for thus he would be the Divine in

itself; but he can be formed from created and finite

things, in which the Divine can be . . .

V. That in such a form is man in particular. Gen. art.

•». (Thus) man is the coujplex of all uses . . .

viii-.

vi. That in such a form is man in general. Gen. art.

xiii. That in proportion as man is in the love of use,

in the same proportion he is in the Lord's love, in the
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same proportion be loves him, and loves the neighbour,

and is man. Gen. art.

[D.Love xiii.]*. For every use which is in any way of

service to the general good ... is a man. Ex.
. Nay, the parts of parts . . . are men more than

the compounded [parts] ; because all perfection increases

towards the interiors . . .

^. That every degree, even the least in man, is a

man from its use . . . falls into a spiritual idea ; for in

a spiritual idea man is not a per-son, but a use ; for a

spiritual idea is devoid of the idea of person . , . and
therefore when one sees another in Heaven, he does

indeed see him as a man, but he thinks of him as a use

. . . Thus every good use is in form a man.

xiv. That those are not men , . . who love themselves
above all things, and the world as themselves. Gen. art.

xvi. That every man is an affection ; and that there

are as many various affections as there are men born, or

who will be born to eternity. Gen. art.

D.Wis. iii. 4. The Primitive of man. Des.

vii. I. That the spirit of man is equally a man. Ex.

xii. 4^. All things in the world have been created for

the use, benefit, and delight of men . . .

Conv. 9. There is nothing in man except the faculty
of receiving . . .

Can. Holy Spirit iv. Thence through men to men . . .

5. The Holy meant by the Holy Spirit is not trans-

ferred from man into man ; but from the Lord through
man into man.

Coro. II. For every man after death is a man; not
a material man, as before, but a substantial man. The
mind or si)irit of every man is such a man . . .

15. Before the Lord, the universal angelic Heaven
together with the Church appears as one man.

Docu. 302. C. 9. Man cannot become a beast, but he
can become as a beast.

Man. Vir.

See Virile, and under Wife.

A. 156. 'Man' (Gen.ii.23) = the internal man. 158,111.

162. The men of the Most Ancient Church . . .

191. The Rational is represented by 'the man' (in

Gen. iii. ).

207 By 'the man's eating' (ver.6) is signified that
the Rational consented. 265.

261. 'To thy man thine obedience' (ver. 16) ... By
'the man,' here, as before, is signified the Rational,
which (the Church) will obey . . .

289. 'The man' (Ezek.xvi.45) = the Lord, and also all

the Celestial.

338. 'I have gotten a man .Jehovah' (Gen.iv. i) = that

with those who are called 'Cain,' faith is Known and
acknowledged as a thing by itself. 340. 429.

427. 'I have slain a man for my wound' (ver. 23) =
that he had extinguished faith. 429.

430^^. 'Man and wife' (Jer.xliv. 7)= the intellectual

things of truth, and the voluntary things of good.

476. 'A male,' or a man = the understanding, and the

things which are of the understanding ; tlius the things

which are of faith.

568^. Hence so many laws concerning the prerogative

of the man, and the obedience of the wife.

713. 'Of every clean beast thou shalt take to thee by
sevens, the man and his wife ; and of the beast which is

not clean, by twos, the man and his wife' (Gen. vii. 2) . .

.

By 'the man and the wife' is signified that truths were

conjoined with goods. 7 18, Ex.

725. 'Man and wife' is predicated of voluntary

things, because by 'man and wife' is represented a

marriage. (See Male, here.)

770. See Wife, here.

1007. 'And from the hand of man brother' (Gen.ix.

5) = from all his Intellectual . , . The Intellectual with

man is called 'man brother' (Ref.) ... for the under-

standing is called '[man.' Refs.

1 1 26. A tall man seen, (who) signified those called

'Noah' . . .

11796. They called themselves 'men' and 'mighty

ones' from faith ; for, in the Original Language, there

is a word by which 'mighty one' is expressed and at the

same time 'man,' which word is predicated of faith . . .

1468. When, instead of 'husband,' the term 'man' is

used, 'man'=truth, and 'wife' good. 2581^. 4823^,Ex.

1499. 'Pharaoh commanded his men upon him' (Gen.

xii. 20) = that scientifics left the Lord. . . ' Men' = intel-

lectual things ; and as they are here predicated of

Pharaoh, or knowledge, 'men ' = things adapted thereto.

1578. 'We are men brethren' (Gen.xiii.8) = that in

themselves they were united
;

(for) 'man brother ' = the

union of trath and good.

1594. 'A man from his brother' (ver.8)= disunion.

1600. 'The men of Sodom were e\dl . .
.' (ver. 13) . . .

'Men ' = intellectual and rational, here, scientific things,

because they are predicated of the external man . . .

1608^. 'The will of man' (John 1.13):= that which is

contrary to faith from love or charity. This is what is

signified by 'man' .. . ( = persuasions of falsity. 5826^.)

( = the intellectual proprium. 8409^) 9454. 10829^.

L.i8e. Life 176. P.2983.

1753. 'The portion of the men who went with me'

(Gen. xiv. 24) = the Angels; (for) Angels. . . are called

'men.'

2149. 'Lo three men standing over him' (Gen.xviii.2)

= the Divine Itself, the Human Divine, and the pro-

ceeding Holy. 2156. 2218. 2245. 2319. 2320. 2352.

2365- 2373. 2397.

2362. 'Who have not known a man' (Gen.xix.8)=
that falsity has not contaminated them ; for 'a man'=
rational truth ; and, in the opposite sense, falsity.

2374. 'They pressed upon the man' (ver. 9)= that

they wanted to inflict violence on truth. 'A man' =
what is intellectual and rational with man ; thus truth.

2382. 'The men who were at the door of the house'

(ver. II )= the rational things and the derivative doctrinal

things through which violence is offered to the good of

charity.
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2387. 'The men said to Lot' (ver. I2)= that the Lord

admonishes those who are in the good of charity. ' The
men '= the Lord. 2411.

2389. 'Man,' in the Word, = truth ; and 'wife,' good.

2465. 'No man in the earth' (ver.3l) = that it is no

longer known what truth is,

2533. For when Abraham ... is called 'a man,' it =
celestial truth.

25438. 'Men' = rational and scientific things, or

intellectual things of all kinds.

273 1 e. Wives are affections of good . . . and men are

thoughts of truth . . .

2826^". 'The legs of a man' (Ps.cxlvii. 10)= man's

Own power of doing good.

3066. 'The men of the city' (Gen. xxiv. 13)= truths.

3081. 'A man had not Known her' (ver. i6) = pure

from all falsity.

. By 'a man,' in the Word, is signified not

only rational truths ; but also, in the opposite sense,

falsity . . .

3103. 'A man' = what is rational.

3131. 'A man'= truth. 3134,111. 3191.

3191, 'Man,' here, (ver.6i)= Divine truth natural.

3236. Therefore the Lord is called 'the Bridegroom,'

'the Man,' 'the Husband' . . .

3309. 'A man knowing' (Gen.xxv.27) is predicated of

the affection of truth.

33 lo^ See MAN-Aomo, here.

3402. As those in the Spiritual Church are treated of

... it is said 'man and woman' (Gen.xxvi. 11).

3459. 'A man to his brother' (ver. 31) = those who are

in the good of truth. . . 'A man' = truth. 3654".

3831. 'Men ' = truths.

3865. 'Now my man will love me' (Gen.xxix.32)=
that thence is the good of truth. . . 'A man' = truth.

4287". 'A man-wr Aomo ' = spiritual good, or the

good of truth.

4341-. 'Men' (Gen. xxxiii. i) = the rational truths

which have been conjoined with good when it inflows

into the Natural.

4478. 'The men of the city' (Gen. xxxiv. 20)= those

who are in the truths of doctrine. . . For Avhen the

inhabitants of a city are called 'the men of the city,' it

is not the good of doctrine, but its truths, which are

signified.

4479. 'These men are peaceable M'ith us' (ver. 21)==

agreement as to doctrinal things. 'Men ' = truths, and

therefore also doctrinal things . . .

4502-. 'A man' = the truth of the Church.

4717. 'A man of the field' (Gen.xxxvii. i5) = thegood

of life from doctrinal things. It is said 'a man,'

because by 'a man' is signified the truth which is of

the Church.

4725. 'A man to his brother' (ver. 19) = mutually.

Ex. 5468. 8461. 9516.

4756. The Midianites are called 'men' because they

= those in truth.

4816. 'A man'= one who is intelligent; and, in the

abstract sense, truth, because the genuine Intellectual

is from truths ; but in the opposite sense, one who is

not intelligent, consequently, falsity. 4818. 4823.

4889. 'He asked the men of that place' (Gen.xxxviii.

21) = that truths were consulted.

4967. 'An Egyptian man' (Gen.xxxix. i) = natural

truth.

5011. 'She cried to the men of the house' (ver. 14)=
the falsities of evil.

5307. 'A man' (Gen. xli. 38) = truth.

5510. 'The man the lord' (Gen.xlii.3o) = the Celestial

of the Spiritual. 'Man' is predicated of what is spiritual,

because 'man '= truth.

55848. As Joseph is here called 'the man' (Gen.xliii.

3), he = the Spiritual, or truth inflowing from the

Internal. 5591.

5634. 'The men' (ver. 15) = truths.

5652. 'The man over Joseph's house' (ver. I9)= that

which is of the External Church ; thus what is doctrinal.

6086. 'Men of activity' (Gen.xlvii.6)= those more
excellent in doctrine. For 'a man'=:one who is intel-

ligent, and also truth, consequently doctrine.

6356. 'They slew a man' (Gen.xlix.6)= that they

extinguished faith. . . 'A man=the truth of faith.

6639. 'A man and his house came' (Ex.i. i)= as to

truth and as to good.

6716. 'There went a man of the house of Levi' (Ex.

ii. i) = the origin of truth from good. 'A man'=: truth,

6792. 'The man' (ver. 2i)= the truth of good of that

Church.

7456'. 'A man and woman '= truth and good.

7716. 'They did not see a man his brother' (Ex.x,23)

= that they did not perceive the truth of any good.

7770. 'A man' (Ex.xi.2) relates to truth ; and 'a

woman' to good.

7785. 'From man and even to beast' (ver. 7) = neither

as to truth nor as to good.

8337. For when men represent truth, their women
represent good.

—-— . Women represent good, and men truth, when
the Spiritual Church is treated of ; but women represent

truth, and men good, when the Celestial Church is

treated of. 8338.

8596. 'Choose for us men' (Ex.xvii.9) = that he should

draw up truths for the combat.

86478. In the Spiritual Church the man represents

truth, and the wife good.

8665. 'A man to his companion '= mutually.

8694. 'To judge between a man and his companion'

(Ex.xviii. i6)=disposition among truths.

8710. 'Men of activity' (Ex.xviii. 21) = those who
have strength-fire.s-from truths which are from good.

( = truths with which good can be conjoined. 8725.

871 1. 'Men of truth, hating gain' (id.)= because the

truths are pure without a worldly end.
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[A.] 8801. 'Whether beast or man, he shall not live'

(Ex.xix. I3) = that good and truth -would lose then-

spiritual life.

8902I0. 'A man who does judgment' (Jer.v.i)= those
who are in truths from good.

8993. 'A man' = truth.

8994'. Such an affection (for truths and goods them-
selves) is general with good women ; but the affection

of the knowledges of truth is general with men . . . For
it is according to Divine order that men should he in

knowledges, but women only in affections ... On this

account knowledges and Knowledges are represented by
men, (Continued under Female.)

9007. 'He that smiteth a man, and he die' (Ex.xxi.
I2)= the injuring of the truth of faith, and the con-
sequent loss of spiritual life.

^. In Heaven they do not perceive a man, when
he is mentioned in the Word ; for a man is a person

;

but instead they perceive his faculty from wliich he is a
man, namely, the intellectual faculty ; and when they
perceive this, they perceive the truth of faith. (Con-
tinued under MAN-Aomo.)

9018. 'To steal a man' (ver. i6)= the application of

the truth of faith to evil.

9024. 'When men shall dispute' (ver. 18) = contention
in themselves about truths. . . 'Men'z=those who are
intelligent, and who are in truths ; and, in the abstract
sense, intellectual things and truths.

9034. 'A man' (of the sons of Isracl) = him who is of
the Church, and is thence in spiritual truth, which is

tlie truth of the doctrine of faith of the Church from the
Word. 9041. 9058.

9041. 'When men shall quarrel' (ver. 22) = grievous
contention among truths.

9058. 'A man' (ver. 26) = the internal man . . . For
the truth of faith is in the internal man . . .

9065. 'A man' (ver.28) = the truth of faith. 9073.
9090. 9149. 9182.

9406^ By 'the man clothed in linen' (Dan.x.5), in

the supreme sense, is meant the Lord, and (therefore)

the Divine truth which is from Him ; for the Divine
truth which is from the Lord is the Lord Himself in

Heaven and the Church.

9790. (A man of the First Earth). Des.

9807". 'A man' = its truth itself conjoined with
good.

98288. 'Men painted on the wall' (Ezek.xxiii.i4) =
appearances of truth in externals.

9872". 'The man clothed in linen' was an Angel from
Heaven.

10400. The reason Moses is here called 'that man'
(Ex.xxxii. i), is that by 'a man,' in the Word, is

signified truth.

10406®. For 'a man':= truth ; and 'a ma.u-ho7no,' the
»good of that truth.

10555. 'A man' = truth.

107546. (The men of the Fifth Earth.) Des.

H. 368. For a man is born to be intellectual; thus

to think from the understanding . . . (For) a man acts

from reason . . . and is harsher and less beautiful in the
face, heavier in speech, and harder in body . . . Hence
it is that in the Word by 'a youth' and 'a man' is

meant the understanding of truth . . .

369. Both man and woman enjoy understanding and
will ; but still understanding predominates with the
man, and will with the woman ; and a man-Aomo-is
according to that which predominates.

R. 243. See MAN-AoTOO-here.

M. 9^ I saw four men in shining garments and
mitres . . .

10. There were present nine men . . .

23. These ten men with their Angel . . .

44-. In a word, a man (there) is a man, and a woman
a woman, in all the perfection of the form in which they

have been created. Retire if you like, and examine

yourself as to whether anything is wanting to prevent

you from being a man as before.

^. With the men there all the nerves fall at the

sight of a harlot, and are in tension at the sight of a

wife.

49. Sometimes the man separates from the wife, and

sometimes the wife fi'om the man ; and sometimes both

from each other. Ex.

50. Tliat then to the man is given a suitable wife . . .

Ex.

55®. There is the love of a man and a man, and also

of a woman and a woman ; and thei'e is the love of a

man for a woman, and the love of a woman for a man
. . . The love of a man and a man is like the love of

understanding and understanding. (Continued under

Love, here,)

. Therefore two men with their reasonings fight

like two wrestlers ; and two women with their con-

cupiscences sometimes come to blows like two pugilists.

56*. W^omen were created by the Lord affections of

the wisdom of the men . . . The second (of the wise

ones) said that woman was created by the Lord through

the wisdom of the man, because from the man . . .

*. The fourth said that the Lord has taken away

beauty and elegance of life from the man, and has

transcribed it into the woman ; and that hence the

man, without reunion with his beauty and elegance in

the woman, is grim, austere, dry, and unlovable ; and

is not wise except to himself alone, and such a one is

foolish : but when a man is united with his beauty and
elegance of life in a wife, he becomes delightful, plea-

sant, lively, and lovable, and thus wise.

63. The Church is formed by the Lord with the man,
and through the man with the wife . , , 125^.

75*. These men ran up to us . . .

^. For a man was born to be wisdom ; and the

woman to be the love of the wisdom of the man.

88^. There are therefore two loves with the man, one

of which, which is the prior one, is the love of being

wise ; and the other of which, which is the posterior

one, is the love of wisdom. But if this latter love

remains with the man, it is an evil love, and is called

the conceit or love of his Own intelligence. That this
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love has been taken out of the man, lest it should

destroy him, and has been transcribed into the woman,
in order to become conjugial love . . . will be confirmed

in what follows.

91. For the man cannot be loved from his form alone

. . . but from the talent which is in him, which causes

him to be a man-Aomo.
®. (The woman's domestic offices), which adjoin

themselves to the offices of the men, which are called

forensic.

137^. For the men were created receptions of light—

•

that is, of wisdom from the Lord ; and the women were

created receptions of heat, that is, of the love of the

wisdom of the man from the Lord.

159. That the will of the wife conjoins itself with the

understanding of the man, and thence the understand-

ing of the man with the will of the wife. Ex.

160. That the inclination to unite the man to herself

is constant and perpetual with the wife ; but is incon-

stant and alternate with the man. Ex.

. Women are born loves ; but men . . . are re-

ceptions. 161^.

^. For the man is not love ; but only a recipient

of love . . .

161. That conjunction is inspired into the man by
the wife according to his love, and is received by the

man according to his wisdom. Gen. art.

. For there is nothing of conjugial love, and not

even of the love of the sex, with men ; but solely with

wives and women. (Shown by experiment.)

165. The reason the conjunction of the wife with the

rational wisdom of the man is from within, is that this

wisdom is proper to the understanding of the men, and

climbs up into the light, in which women are not . . .

167. Because in very many men conjugial cold is

deeply seated . . .

168. That this perception is the wisdom of the wife
;

and that it is not possible with the men ; nor is the

rational wisdom of the man possible with the wife. Ex.
e. Neither is the moral wisdom of the man

possible with women in so far as it partakes of his

rational wisdom.

174. That there are offices proper to the man, and

offices proper to the wife ; and that the wife cannot

enter into the offices proper to the man, nor the man
into the offices proper to the wife, and discharge them
aright. Gen. art.

175. In the offices proper to the men, understanding,

thought, and wisdom play the leading part . . . (Con-

tinued under 'WoiiA'S-mulier.
)

*. The reason men cannot enter into the offices

proper to women, and discliarge them aright, is that

they are not in the affections of womeu, which are

altogether distinct from the affections of men. As the

affections and perceptions of the male sex have been

thus discriminated from creation . . . therefore among
the statutes with the sons of Israel was this : 'There

shall not be the garment of a man upon a woman, nor

the garment of a woman upon a man ; because this is

an abomination' (Deut.xxii.5). The reason was, that

in the Spiritual AVorltl all are clothed according to their

affections ; and the two affections—of the woman and of

tlie man—cannot be united, except between two. and
never in one.

187. That these changes (of state) are different with
men from what they are with women ; because men
from creation are forms of knowledge, intelligence, and
wisdom ; and women are forms of tlie love of these

things with men. Ex.

188. That with men there is an elevation of the mind
into higher light ; and that with women there is an
elevation of the mind into higher heat ; and that the

woman feels the deliciousnesses of her heat in the man's
light. Ex.

. By the light into wliich men are elevated is

meant intelligence and wisdom.

190. That witli both men and women the states of

life before marriage are different from wliat they are

after marriage. Ex.

192^ The man derives from the wife the lovely bloom
of her love ; and the wife from the man the bright

resplendence of his wisdom . . .

193. 'She shall be called Ishah, because she was
taken out of Ish, man' (Gen.ii.23) ... By the breast of

the man is signified that essential and proper thing

which is distinguished from the breast of the woman
;

which is wisdom . . .

^. (Thus) the woman was created out of the man
by the transcription of his proper wisdom ; that is, from

natural truth ; and the love of this was transferred

from the man into the woman, in order that it might
become conjugial love ; and this was done that in the

man there might not be the love of self but the love of

his wife. (Continued under Wife.)

194. The woman's being created while the man.

slept. Ex.

195. That this formation by the wife is effected

through the conjunction of her own will with the

internal will of the man. Ex.

. "With the man there are rational wisdom and
moral wisdom, and the wife conjoins herself with those

things which are of moral wisdom with the man . . .

The things of rational wisdom make the man's under-

standing, and the things of moral wisdom make his

will ...
^. With the internal will of the man is said

because the will of the man has its seat in his under-

standing ; and the Intellectual of the man is the inmost

of the woman. . . Men have an external will also, but

this often partakes of simulation and dissimulation.

This will the wife clearly sees ; but she does not conjoin

herself with it, except preteudedly or playfully.

197^. The affections with men are in the understand-

ing, but with women in the will.

213. The wife sees nothing more lovable than the

man, and the man (nothing more lovable than the

wife).

218. (The intelligence of women contrasted with that

of men.) Gen. art.

-. How much from their very birth the genius of

men differs from that of women . . .
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[M. 2i8p. (Thus) the man is born understanding,

and the woman love . . .

. What would be the quality of the man's under-

standing without conjunction with feminine love . . .

219. That wives are in no excitation as men are . . .

Ex.

220. That men have abundance according to the love

of propagating the truths of wisdom, and according to

the love of doing uses. Gen. art.

259. See Cold, here.

292^. They know that the men, from their nature,

are unable to resist the obstinacy of their wives ; and

that after giving way they submit themselves . . .

Because a man acts from the understanding, and a

woman from the will ; and the will can make itself

obstinate, but not the understanding.

^ They added this admonition for the men : to

leave their wives their own rights ; and while they are

in the alternate colds, not to account them as viler than

their maid-servants.

294*. For every man who is only naturally rational

and moral has cold towards his wife . . .

296. The reason choice belongs to the man, and not

to the woman, is because the man is born to be under-

standing, and the woman to be love ; and also because

with men there is commonly the love of the sex ; but

with women the love of one of the sex ; and also because

it is not unbecoming for men to speak about love, and

to publish it, whereas for women this is unbecoming . . .

Ex.

297. That the man ought to court and entreat the

woman to marry him, and not the woman the man. Ex.

-. Besides, men have not any innate love of the

sex . . .

321^. A sphere of love constantly flows forth from the

wife, and a sphere of understanding from the man . . .

325*. As the man from creation is truth, and the wife

is the good thereof . . .

331. Whether a man who loves himself from his own
intelligence can love his wife . . .

. Virtue is not deficient when a man loves his

wife from intelligence ; but it is deficient if he loves her

from insanity. Intelligence is to love the wife alone . . .

372^. Therefore zeal has been implanted in the men
;

and, through the men, and for the sake of the men, in

the women.

379. That jealousy with men and husbands is differ-

ent from what it is with women and wives. Ex.

-. But with the spiritual the jealousy of the man
is transferred into the wife, as the love of the wife is

transferred into the man . . . But the jealousy of the

wife is inspired into the man against the endeavours of

the violating harlot . . .

393. The sphere of conjugial love is received by

women, and through the women is transferred into the

men ; for the reason that the women have been born

loves of the understanding of the men, and the under-

standing is a recipient. It is the like with the love of

infauts . . .

432. See Man-Aooto, here.

446<=. A sign that understanding makes the man . . .

D. 3896. They say that they will have nothing to do
with men . . . 3899.

6055^. Because the woman has been born the aff'ection

of truth and good, and the man the understanding of

truth and good . . .

E. 63". 'A man ' = the Church's truth itself con-

joined with good. Refs.

141". 'If ye can find a man' = whether there is any
truth there.

151'. 'The will of man ' = falsity from the voluntary

proprium. ( = the love of falsity. 295^.) (= the

falsities of faith. 329^".) 745^. 8o2«.

280^. By 'raan-virum hominem' is signified intelli-

gence ; and by 'man-^ominem, wisdom. 400*.

12_ <Man '= truth.

313^^. 'The middle of a man' (Ps.lxiv.6) = the Intel-

lectual where there was truth.

340-^. 'To smite a man' = to reject all truth.

381^ 'A man ' = Own intelligence.

386-. 'A man' = what is false.

405*". 'No man passing through it' (Jer.ix. lo)= no

longer any truth, and thence not any intelligence.

412^ 'A man '= truth, and falsity.

430^''. 'Men ' = those who are in truths ; 'women and

children,' those who are in goods.

443*". 'In their anger they slew a man ' = that they

have completely averted themselves from truths, and in

their aversion have extinguished faith.

^. 'A man,' in the Word, = truth and intelli-

gence.

537'^. 'A man,' in the Word, = the understanding of

truth ; and 'a ma,n-ho77io,' the perception of good.

555-. 'Man and woman' (Jer.li. 22) = truth and its

affection.

^. 'Seven women shall take hold of one man'
(Is.iv.i) = that from affection they will desire and seek

truth ; but will not find it.

*. 'A woman shall compass a man' (Jer.xxxi.22)

— that a new Church will be instaurated in which truth

will be conjoined with its own affection.

". 'Men'=:those who are in truths; 'women,'

those who are in good from the affection of truth.
13

". 'A man shall leave father and mother, and

cleave to his wife'=that truth must be of good.

15^ 'Man and woman '= the conjunction of truth

and good. 111. 652^^.

587''. 'The form of a man' = the appearance of truth.

617^. 'A man and a brother '= faith and charity.

( = truth and charity. 633^. ) ;

624^^. 'A man spirit' (Hos.ix.7).

652". 'Man and inhabitants ' = all who are in truths

and goods . . .

653'. 'A man' = intelligence.

675". 'Ten men' (Amos vi.9) = all truths.

710^'. For a man is born to act from the understand-
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ing ; but a M-oman from affection ; and the under-

standing with men is the understauding of truth and

good, and the affection with women is the affection of

truth and good ; and as all understanding draws its life

from affection, they are coupled in Heaven as the affec-

tion is coupled with the corresponding thought . . .

714I''. That no truth of the Church will be left, is

signified by, 'No man shall dwell there . .
.' (Jer.xlix.

33)-

721'=. 'Man' = the truth of the Church.

73423. 'Man and brother' = truth and good ; and, in

the opposite sense, falsity and evil. 'Man and com-

panion '= truths among themselves ; and, in the opposite

sense, falsities among themselves. 746*. ®.

739^^ The woman's 'man' (Gen.iii.) = the Rational.

768^^*. 'Man and wife,' in the Word, =the under-

standing of truth and the will of good
;
(and therefore

also) the thought of truth and the affection of good

;

and also truth and good.

817^ Therefore Cain was named 'a man of Jehovah ;'

for by 'a man of Jehovah' is signified the truth of

Heaven and the Church.

983^. 'The man was created to be the understanding

of truth, and the woman to be the affection of good
;

consequently, the man to be truth, and the woman
good. When the understanding of truth which is with

the man, makes one with the aflTection of good which is

with the woman, there is a conjunction of the two minds

into one . . . 993^. 998^.

1000''. Then the wife is good in form, and the man is

truth in form.

1004^. Inmost unition is like that of the soul and the

heart ; the soul of the wife is the man, and the heart of

the man is the wife. The man communicates and

conjoins his soul to his wife by actual love, and the wife

receives it at heart. Hence the two are one . . . For it

is from creation that all things of the man of both mind
and body should have their Mutual in the mind and

body of the wife . . .

1 120". The man is born to be understanding . . . thus

truth.

1 121. For the man is born to be the understanding

of truth ; hence this predominates with him ; and the

woman is born to be the affection of good ; hence this

predominates with her , . . D.Wis.iii.32.

J. (Post.) 21. The men dwell at one side of the city,

and the women at the other . . .

Coro. 31. The Intellectual (of the natural man
separated from the spiritual) is signified by 'the man'
(Gen.iii.).

Manasseh. Menascheh.

See under Ephraim.

A. 5351. 'Joseph called the name of the first-born

Manasseh' (Gen.xli.5i) = the new Voluntary in the

Natural, and its quality. (For) 'Manasseh, in the

Word, represents spiritual good in the Natural ; thus

the new Voluntary. This name also involves the very

quality of this good, or of this new Voluntary
;
(as is

evident from the words) 'Because God hath made me
forget all my labour, and all my father's house' (id.).

Thus is described the quality which is signified by
' Manasseh.

'

-. The reason the first-born, who was named
Manasseh, = spiritual good in the Natural, or the new
Voluntary there, is that good is actually the first-born

in the Church, or with the man who becomes a Church.

Ex.
*. That ' Manasseh ' = the new Voluntary in the

Natural ; or, what is the same, spiritual good there,

cannot be so evident from the AVord elsewhere . . . But
still from Ephraim it may be concluded concerning

Manasseh . . .

5353. 'Manasseh' means forgetfulness ; thus, in the

internal sense, removal, namely, of evils, both actual

and hereditary ; for when these have been removed there

rises up a new Voluntary. Ex.

5354^-. Ephraim was accepted in place of Reuben, and
Manasseh in place of Simeon (Geu.xlviii.5). E.44o^

6222*^. The good of the Church which is represented

by 'Manasseh' is the good of charity, which is insinu-

ated by the Lord into the man of the Church by means
of the truths of faith.

6271. 'His left hand upon the head of Manasseh'

(ver. I4)=that he accounted good in the second place.

. . . ' Manasseh ' = the Voluntary; thus also the good
of charity.

6273. 'Because Manasseh was the first-born' (id.)=
since good is in the prior place. ' Manasseh ' = the good
which is of the Voluntary.

6275. 'EphraimandManasseh,' who here are 'Joseph,

= the truth of the Intellectual and the good of the

Voluntary in the Natural born from the Internal.

6295.

6295. As ' Manasseh ' = the good of the Voluntary,

therefore by him is represented the celestial man, but

the external celestial man, or the man of the External

Celestial Church; for ' Manasseh ' = the good of the

Voluntary in the Natural ; thus in the external man.
-. In the external of this Church are those who

are in love towards the neighbour. The good of this

love—namely of love towards the neighbour with the

celestial man—is what is here called the truth of good,

and is represented by 'Manasseh' . . .

6584. See M.iCHiR, here.

. ' Manasseh ' = the Voluntary of the Church,

Refs.

R. 355. 'Of the tribe of Manasseh were sealed twelve

thousand' (Rev.vii.6)= the will of serving and the act

with those who will be of the Lord's New Heaven and

New Church . . . The will of serving with the act, is

the effect, thus the ultimate, in which (mutual love,

and understanding) are and coexist. The reason

'Manasseh' siguifies this, is that Joseph . . . = the

Spiritual of the Church, and the Spiritual of the Church

is the good of the will, and at the same time the truth

of the understanding. Hence it is that 'Manas8eh' =
the Voluntary of the Church . . . The reason 'Manasseh'

= the Voluntary of the Church, is that ' Ephraim ' = the

Intellectual , . . and as ' Manasseh ' = the Voluntary of

the Church, he also= act; for will is the endeavour of

every act ; and where there is endeavour, there is act

when it is possible. 111.
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[R.] 362^. (In the enumeration of the tribes) instead

of Dan there is 'Manasseh.' E.450.

E. 405^^ See Bashan, here.

434^2. See Gad, here.

435. The good of life from a spiritual origin is the

good of life which is done Irom the good of charity

towards the neighbour through the truths from this

good. This good of life is meant by 'Manasseh.' For

. . . the tribes of 'Asher, Naphtali, and Manasseh'

=

those things which fully constitute spiritual good.

438. Charity towards the neighbour is signified by

these three tribes, namely, 'Asher, Naphtali, and

Manasseh.'
~. By 'Manasseh' is meant the good of life of

those who are in (charity towards the neighbour).

440. 'Of the tribe of Manasseh were sealed twelve

thousand ' = the derivative good of life. . , (For) the

tribe of Manasseh = the Voluntary of the Church, and

the derivative good of life. Ex.

^ 'Manasseh,' here, = the good of the Church;

and 'Ephraim,' its truth.

^. As by 'Manasseh' was represented . . . good

in the natural man from a spiritual origin, an inherit-

ance beyond Jordan and also on this side Jordan was

given to this tribe . . . for by the land beyond Jordan

was represented the External Church, which is with

men in the natural man ; and by the land on this side

Jonlan was represented the Internal Church, which is

with men in the siiiritual man ; and good is what makes

the Church ; and this good inflows immediately from

the spiritual man into the natural ; and without this

influx there is no Church with man. This is why to

the tribe of Manasseh, by which is signified the good of

the Church, there was given an inheritance both within

and beyond the Jordan . . .

8. That 'Manasseh ' = the good of the Church, or

the good of life, which is the same as the good of

the will, may be evident from the representation of

Ephraim . . .

44 1^ (Thus) by 'Manasseh' is signified the cor-

responding external.

443. Those who are in the Second Heaven .

signified by 'Asher, Naphtali, and Manasseh,

therefore constitute the second class of the sealed.

449^-. See Benjamin, here.

617''^. 'Manasseh (shall devour) Ephraim

Ephraim Manasseh' (Is.ix.2i) = that the will of evil

will consume the understanding of truth ; and that the

understanding of falsity will consume the will of good.

Mandrakes. Dudaim, Ma7idragoras.

A. 3941. It now treats of the conjunction of good and

truth by the rest of the sons ; and therefore first of 'the

dudaim,' by which is signified this conjunction, or

Conjugial.

3942. 'He found dudaim in the field' (Gen.xxx. 14) =
those things which are of conjugial love in the truth

and good of charity and of love. 'Dudaim' = the things

which are of conjugial love. . . The translators do not

know what 'the dudaim' were. It is supposed that

they were fruits or flowers, which also are named, ac-

. are

who

and

cording to each person's opinion ; but of what kind

[they were] it is of no concern to know . . . That by
'the dudaim' is signified the Conjugial of good and
truth, may be evident from the series of things in the

internal sense ; and also from the derivation of the word
in the Original Language ; for it is derived from the

word 'dudiTn,' which means loves, and conjunction

through them. 111.

3945. 'Give me I pray of thy son's dudaim' (id.)=:

the affection and longing for the things which are of

conjugial love . . . 3947. 3948. 3951.

Ad. 733. (Thus) 'the dudaim' — the love itself of

marriage ; that is, the flowers called dudaim re])resented

it . . . Therefore some call these flowers mandrakes-
mandracjoras, and also flowers of love.

736. The dudaim were flowers, with the shrubs-

fruticibiis, by which conjugial love is signified.

E. 434*. 'The dudaim' = the marriage of good and
truth . . . and therefore by 'the dudaim' found by
Reuben is signified the Conjugial which is of truth with

good ; and as this Conjugial is between truth and good

in the internal man, which makes the Internal Church,

and still this truth first exists in the external man,
which makes the External Church, therefore the dudaim
were found by Reuben, by whom was represented truth

from good, and were first given to Leah his mother, by

whom was represented the External Church ; but still

were given by Leah to Rachel, by whom was represented

the internal Church.

Manger. Fraesepe.

S. 26'. The place where they were stored up appeared

like a manger in a stable . . . The manger in the stable,

in which the purses lay, =spiritual instruction for the

understanding. R.255. D. 3605a.

T. 277. The manger as it were in a stable = spiritual

nourishment for the understanding. This is signified

by a manger, because a horse, which eats out of it, =
the understanding.

E. 706'". 'A manger' (Luke ii. i2)= the doctrine of

truth from the Word ; from the fact that by horses is

signified the understanding of the Word. . . Hence by

'a manger,' where is the pasture of horses, is signified

the doctrine of truth from the Word.

Mania. See Madness.

Maniac. Maniams.

Manifest.
Clearness.

Manifest.

A. 1 742-. T.5o3^

Evidens. T.352e. 470-. Inv.44.

Evide?itia. p. 56. T.469-.

See Open, To be- -patere.

Manifest, To. Matdfestare.

Manifestation. Manifestatio.

Manifestly. Manifeste.

See under Be, and Exist.

A. 1990. Manifestation. Sig. and Ex. 5878.

^ (Thus) the Infinite Esse, which is Jehovah,

could never be manifested to man, except through the
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Human Essence, thus except through the Lord ; and
thus it could not be manifested to anyone except the

Lord alone.

3603*. Good could not (then) manifest itself . . . But
after he has been regenerated . . . good . . . manifests

itself. 6717.
•'', When the man grows up, that which he has

hereditarily . . . manifests itself more and more . . .

But the Involuntary which is from the Lord manifests

itself in adult age with those who are being regenerated.

4633. The life of everyone ... is manifestly evident

there . . .

<', In Heaven are most manifestly perceived.

4682. Anciently, Divine truths were manifested

either by speech, or by visions, or by dreams . . .

5032^. In the other life the interiors are manifestly

discerned . . . the thoughts, the intention, and the

ends manifest themselves there.

5885. Manifestation through influx. Sig. 5921.

66676. Nor do (these things) manifest themselves in

the world ; but in the other life.

7446. The manifestation of the Divine power in per-

petuity. Sig.

8264. That He has manifested His Divine in the

Human. Sig,

88S5. Come to manifest perception. H.288.

8945-. Then his filthy things are manifested.

9358. In every other Earth Truth Divine is mani-

fested orally . . .

101536. 'To manifest Himself (John xiv.2T,22) = to

illustrate in the truths of faith from the Word.

H. 1316. (Thus) all things are manifested in the light

of Heaven . . .

32 1-. Thus God manifested Himself in the world.

401. He does not manifestly feel the delight from

them.

535. The joy of the Angels consists in . . . manifest

offices.

S. 12. The manifestation of their states of the Church
by the Lord. Sig.

W. 97. AVhen the Lord manifests Himself to tlie

Angels in Person, He manifests Himself as a ilan.

P. 182. God cannot manifest the Divine Providence

to anyone who . . . iSG^.

R. 37. Manifest perception of the Divine truth . . .

Sig.

225. Manifestation of the ordination of the Heavens
for the Last Judgment . . . Sig.

297. Manifestation concerning the primes in order.

Sig.

398. Exploration and manifestation . . . Sig. 402.

417. It was made manifest that . . .

419, Pref. Concerning the exploration and manifesta-

tion of the state of life of those in the Church of the

Reformed. Tr. 464,Pref. 477. 519.

420. Divine truth spiritual . . . exploring and mani-

festing with them. Sig.

VOL. IV.

463". Removed . . . also faith itself as to its mani-

festation before God.

473. That these things are indeed manifested, but

not received. Sig.

668. 'Because Thy judgments are made manifest'

(Rev. XV. 4) = that the truths of the Word when opened

testify this.

753. Manifestation concerning the destruction . . .

of those in the Roman Catholic religion. Sig.

895. Influx and manifestation by the Lord from the

Inmost Heaven concerning the New Ch\;rch. Sig.

M. I. It has pleased the Lord to manifest Himself

to me.

68. Love manifests itself through these things ; nay,

comes forth and lives.

87. (Good must have) some attvihnte-adjectum, which
presents and manifests it.

T. 568. Therefore I will manifest the generals . . .

779. Before whom He has manifested Himself in

Person . . .

D. 2203. When Spirits manifest themselves . . .

E. 304. Manifestation. Sig. 351. 352. 530. 849.

869. 878. 883. 914. 915. 951. 1013. 1031. 1053. 1082.

1096.

603. He wanted to manifest the state. Sig.

906^. The manifestation of the Lord in the Word.
Sig.

946. To be 'made manifest'= to be revealed.

959. 'The seven Angels ' = manifestations.

Inv. 43. The manifestation of the Lord in Person . . .

surpasses all miracles.

Manifold. Mtiltifai-ius. a. 91 60. E.S40'.

Manifold. Multiplex. A. 7236-.

Mankind. See Human Race.

Manna. Man., Ma^ma.
A. 276. This Celestial was represented by the manna

also. 999-.

". Therefore the Jews . . . could not be otherwise

than averse to the manna, because it was a representa-

tion of the Lord ; and could not but call it vile bread ;

and therefore serpents were sent against them (Num.
xxi.5,6).

2493. (Why the manna was given 'daily.')

2838^ Because the manna signified the Divine Human
of the Lord (John vi. 31, 32,49, 50,58) ; and as it signified

the Divine Human of the Lord, it signified celestial

food, which is nothing else than love and charity with

the goods and truths of faith. In the Heavens this

food is given by the Lord every moment ; thus in per-

petuity and to eternity.

3579'*. See Dew, here.

. The manna, being celestial bread, in the

supreme sense, = the Lord as to Divine good ; henco

with men the Celestial of love ; for this is from the

Divine of the Lord.

2L
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[A.] 5620^^. The manna, which was for bread for the

descendants of Jacob in the wilderness, is thns described

in . . . Ex.xvi.31. As the manna-«ia?j-signified truth

Divine, which descends from the Lord through Heaven,

and consequently the Lord Himself as to the Divine

Human, as He Himself teaches in John vi.51,58—for it

is the Lord's Divine Human from which comes all truth

Divine ; nay, concerning which is all truth Divine—the

manna is described as to delight and pleasantness by its

taste, which was like that of a cake kneaded with

honey . . .

8395. The consolation after temptation is signified

and described by 'the manna' which they received, and
by 'tlie quails.' 'Tlie manna ' = spiritual good ; and
that this is continually given by the Lord, and without

any care or aid of theirs, is signified by their receiving

the manna daily ; and that if they gathered more, it

bred worms.

8400-. Here, what is new of life is signified by the

manna which they had received from Heaven ; for 'the

manna' = the good of truth, which is the life of the

spiritual man.

841 3-. He knows not that when this (delight of

pleasures) is removed, there is insinuated by the Lord in

its place spiritual delight and good. It is this good

which is signified by 'the manna ;' the former good or

delight is meant by the flesh and bread in the laud of

Eg)-pt ; and the privation of it by the famine. Ex.

8422. The gathering of the manna every day= the

reception of good . . .

8431. It is to be known that by 'the manna' is sig-

nified the good of the internal or spiritual man ; but by
'the quails,' the good of the external or natural man,
which is called delight. That these are signified is

evident from the fact that the manna was given in the

morning time, and the quails in the evening time ; and

by that which is given in the morning time is signified

spiritual good ; and by that which is given in the

evening time is signified natural good, or delight. Ex.

S462. 'This is manna-??iaH, because they did not

know what this is' (Ex.xvi.i5) = amazement from what
is not Known

;
(for) ' m&nn&-7)lan,' in their language is

'What?'; thus what is not Known. The reason the

bread given the sons of Israel in the wilderness was from

this called 'manna,' is that this breads the good of

charity which is begotten through the truth of faith.

This good, before regeneration, is quite unknown to

man . . .

8464-. From each thing here it is evident that 'the

manna,' in the spiritual sense, = the good of truth ; that

is, the good of the Spiritual Church. Hence also it is

called 'the corn of the heavens' in David . . . (Ps.

lxxviii.24). 'Corn '= the good of truth. 'Manna' also

= the good of truth, which is given to those who undergo

temptations and conquer, in John :
' He that over-

cometh, to him will I give to eat of the hidden manna'

(Rev.ii.17). That in the supreme sense 'manna' = the

Lord in us, is evident from the Lord's words in John

vi. 49-58. From these things it is manifestly evident

that by 'the manna,' in the supreme sense, is signified

the Lord. The reason is that 'the manna' = the good

of truth ; and all good is from the Lord ; and hence the

Lord is in good, and is good itself.

8469. A quantity [sufficient] of the good of truth

which is signified by 'the manna.' Sig.

. It here treats of the good possessed by those of

the Spiritual Kingdom, which good is signified by 'the

manna' . . .

8472. For the manna is heavenly food ; and heavenly

food is good and truth ; and the good and truth in

Heaven are the Lord . . . From these things it may
be evident that the things here appointed concerning

the manna are such things as come forth in the said

Societies . . .

8478. The manna was given every morning, and
worms were bred in the residue ; by which things is

signified that the Lord provides necessaries daily, and
that therefore they ought not to be solicitous about

acquiring them from themselves.

8505^. (Their not finding the manna-ma?i-on the

seventh daj', means that in the second state of regenera-

tion the man acts from affection, and is no longer

allowed to acquire good through truth). Ex.

8516. 'The manna,' which is here 'the bread' = the

good of truth.

8520. 'And the house of Israel called the name
thereof manna-??ia?i' (ver.3i)=its quality with them.

. . . 'The manna-?naji' was so called from its not being

Known ; and it= the good of truth, which is the good

of those who belong to the Spiritual Church. Refs.

8521. The good of truth is now being described (ver.

31), which is signified by 'the manna,' as to both the

quality of the truth and that of the good therein.

(Continued under Good of Truth.)

8531. 'Put there the fulness of an omer of manna-
ma7i' (ver.33) — the good therein as much as it contains.

, . . 'The manna-??io7i' = spiritual good, or the good of

truth.

8537. 'The sons of Israel did eat manna-wi«?i-forty

years' (ver. 35) = the appropriation of the good of truth

in the state of all temptations.

8539, 'They did eat manna-ma?i-until they came to

the border of the Land of Canaan' (id. )= that they had

the appropriation of good from truth until they came to

the region of Heaven. Ex.

10303'^. 'The sons of Israel ground the manna in

mills, or beat it in a mortar, and cooked it into cakes

'

(Num.xi.8). By "the manna' was signified celestial

and spiritual good . . .

L. 27. By 'meat' is meant all the truth and good of

doctrine from the Word . . . This is also here (John vi.)

meant by 'the manna,' and 'the bread,' which cometh

down from Heaven.

R. 120. 'To him will I give to eat of the hidden

manna' = wisdom, and then the appropriation of the

good of celestial love in works, and thus the conjunction

of the Lord with those who are working. By 'the

hidden manna,' which will be for those who are in

good works and who at the same time adjoin to the

works the truths of doctrine, is meant hidden wisdom
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such as is possessed by those who are in the Third

Heaven . . .

T. 8206. The Angels send down to (them) a plate

containing manna, in form and taste like that sent

down upon the camp of the sons of Israel . . .

E. 146. 'To him that overcometh will I give to eat

of the hidden manna'.- to those who conquer in tempta-

tions the delight of celestial love from the Divine

Human of the Lord. . . As by 'the hidden manna' is

meant the Lord as to the Divine Human, by 'to eat of

it' is here signified the delight of celestial love. . . That

it is the Lord Himself who is meant by 'the manna.'

111.

^. The reason it is called 'the hidden manna' is

that the delight of celestial love which is received by

those who are conjoined with the Lord through love is

quite unknown to those who are not in celestial love
;

and this delight can be received solely by him who
acknowledges the Divine Human of the Lord, because

it proceeds therefrom. As this delight was unknown to

the sons of Israel in the wilderness, they called it

' manna-mciw, ' 111. and Ex.

^. The reason the delight of celestial love is

signified by 'to eat of the hidden manna,' when yet by
'the hidden manna' is signified the Lord as to the

Divine Human, is that it is the sam.e whether you say

the Divine Human of the Lord, or the Divine love. Ex.

513^. 'Manna-ma«' (Num. xi. 6) = spiritual food,

which is knowledge, intelligence, and wisdom.

617"'. The Lord's doctrine was what (the multitude

who were fed) spiritually ate ; from which the natural

eating followed ; namely, it inflowed from Heaven with

them as did the manna with the sons of Israel . . . for,

when the Lord wills, spiritual food ... is turned into

natural food, in like manner as it was turned into

manna every morning.

730^^. 3. That meanwhile the Lord supports man with

spiritual food and drink, which are the goods and truths

of Heaven, is signified bj' His feeding them with manna,
and by His bringing forth water out of the rock ... By
^the manna' is meant the good of celestial love . . .

750^^ As by 'the manna' is signified spiritual

nourishment, it also= faith and understanding, or the

intelligence of man, which are spiritually nourished . . .

'There is not anything except to the manna our eyes'

(N'um.xi.6) = that there is only spiritual nourishment . .

.

899^. By 'the manna' which the sons of Jacob ate in

the wilderness' (John vi.49), as to them, because they

were natural, is meant natural food ; and by 'the bread

which Cometh down from Heaven,' is meant spiritual

food . . .

5 M. 18. Then from the cloud there dropped as it

were dew, which being scattered around condensed into

manna, some of which the Angels took up, and gave to

their guests, who ate it . . ,

19. The dew falling from the cloud . . . and condensed

into manna, represented the celestial atfections of the

thoughts in their speech . . .

Coro. 22-. Because they loathed the manna-mn?i-
from heaven, by which in the supreme sense is meant
the Lord.

Inv. De Miracvlis. The manna which descended upon

the camp . . . flowing down from the bread in Heaven,

was carried into receptacles in Nature. (See Miracle,

here.) D0CU.302.A.

Manner. See 'b,i-E.TiiOV>-7nodus.

Manners. Mos.

Mannered, Moral. Moratus.

See under Moral.

A. 788-. For the manners and faces are the types of

the interiors.

822-. Those who are more polite . . . first salute each

other . , . and then go behind and strike . . .

12156. Here, the things which belong to morals or

life have the precedence.

2590. The Gentiles who have led a moral life . . .

3179®. The custom of writing thus . . . 4442. 8891*.

9942*. Compare H.323e.

4145^. In marriage love, the good which precedes and

initiates is beauty, or agreement of manners, or . . .

5127. 'According to the former manner' (Gen.xl. 13)

= from the law of order. Ex.

6495-. He appears actually moral and civil . . . But

this plane is nothing in the other life.

P. 298-. The good (then) become still wiser and more

moral.

M. 33". (The sexes) differ also in gestures and

manners.

79''. Take care not to speak anything against good

manners.

90^. The manners (of the male) all partake of the

predominance of the imderstanding ; whence it is that

the acts of his life, which are meant by the manners,

are rational . . .

91. But that the female is born to be voluntary . . .

may also be evident from her . . . manners.

218. (This is evident) from the manners, in that with

men they are more unrestrained ; but with women more
elegant.

246. That the first of the external causes of cold is

unlikeness of lower minds and of manners. Ex.

^Def.

330. They agreed that women have also ... a

spiritual beaiity, which is that of the love and manners.

... In the Spiritual World the beauty is the form of

the love and manners . . .

-. Every woman wants to . . . appear beautiful

in manners.

331. Every wife loves her husband . . . from his

intelligence in his oflice and conduct.

405. The spiritual love their children . . . from their

virtues and good conduct. '.

D. 4396. Those who had been (only) externally well

behaved.

5353. Who had lived morally-7nom<e.

5354. Had led a moral life, but not from doctrine . . .

D.Wis. X. 3-. According to the manner.
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Manoah. Manoach. H.84. E.412I".

Mansion. See under Abode.

Mantle. See ChOWL-anncu/Hni.

Mantle. Toga.

A. 5189-. Was turned into a mantle of a blue colour.

10163. The woman was clothed in a mantle on which

were roses of various colours.

P. 109^. They put on it its home dress.

R. 328. Robes, mantles, and cloaks = truths in

general, because they were general clothings.

M. 15^. The courtiers were in mantles of a brown

colour.

20-. Beneath the robe (she wore) an embroidered

gown which reached from her neck to her feet.

42"*. She was arrayed in a scarlet gown . . .

75'*. His wife was dressed in a crimson gown . . .

1 36-. Prizes consisting of mantles, caps, etc.

266. One (of the Angels) was clothed in a woollen

mantle which flashed with flaming crimson . . .

315^ Each one put on a silk tunic . . . and over it a

mantle of soft wool interwoven with flowers.

T. 335. Spirits clothed in flowered gowns.

E- 395*' That 'a robe,' 'a mantle,' and 'a cloak ':=

Divine truth in general. 111.

. 'The prophets shall not put on a mantle of

hair in order to lie' (Zech.xiii.4) = that they shall not

say that truths are falsities, and falsities truths.

^. As 'a mantle '= Divine truth in general, which

is the Word in ultimates, the mantle of Elijah came to

Elisha ; and the waters of Jordan were also divided by

the mantle of Elijah.

. That Elijah cast his mantle upon Elisha,

signified that he transferred to him the representation

of the Lord as to the Word. And that the mantle fell

from Elijah when he was taken away, and that it was

taken by Elisha, signified that that representation was

transferred to Elisha; for. . . 'the mantle' signified

the Word in ultimates, which is Divine truth in general,

or Divine truth in the whole complex. That the waters

of Jordan were divided by the mantle of Elijah, first by

Elijah, and afterwards by Elisha, signified the power of

Divine truth in ultimates . . . Hence it may be evident

that 'a mantle' and 'a robe ' = Divine truth in general.

4301^.

^. As 'cloaks' and ' mantles ' = Divine truth in

general, therefore 'the daughters of a king being virgins

were clothed in mantles variegated in pieces' (2 Sam.

xiii.i8). Ex. 86315.

^. As the mourning signified spiritual mourning,

which is on account of the deprivation of truth, this was

represented by their rending their mantles or cloaks.

111.

1". 'The mantle' (Micah ii.8) = all truth, because

it = truth in general.

Manure. See DuNC-i/fwz/i', atD.2660,

Manuscript. See Codex.

Many, Much. Multus.

A. 2936. The middle of them= much.

6172^. 'Much,' in the Word, is said of truths ; 'great,'

of goods.

6654. 'The people of the sons of Israel is many and

numerous in comparison with us' (Ex, 1.9) = that the

truths of the Church prevailed over the alienated scien-

tifics. . . 'Many' and ' numerous '=^ to prevail; for 'to

become many' is predicated of truth.

8712. See Thousand, here.

8713. See Hundred, here.

8714. See Fifty, here.

8715. See Ten, here.

9251. 'To be after many' (Ex.xxiii.2) = to be with

many ; thus to be consociated. 9252.

H. 349. Tliey who have had much affection, receive

much.

children. MultiproUs. k.^^^zf.

E. 336'. 'Much,' and 'multitude,' are said of truths.

3376. There are two words which frequently occur in

the Word ; namely, 'gi-eat,' and 'much;' and 'great'

is predicated of good, and 'much' (or 'many') of truths.

409-'.

492. 'Many incenses' (Rev. viii. 3) = truths in abund-

ance. Ex.

518^^. 'Many (waters)' (Is.viii.7) is said from Falsity.

521. 'Many men. .
.' (Rev.viii. ii)= all who were

such.

1033. 'Sitting upon many waters' (Rev. xvii. i) =
dominating over all things of the Word . . . 111.

Many
E.257^.

Map. Mappa. T.6202. D.5946''.

Marah. Marah.
A. 8259. The second temptation of those of the

Spiritual Church is described by the murmuring of the

people at Marah . . .

8348. 'They came to Marah' (Ex.xv.23) = a state of

temptation.

8350. 'Therefore he called the name Marah' (id. ) =
the state and quality of that temptation . . . For

'Marah' means 'what is bitter.'

E. 618^. The waters at Marah, which they could not

drink on account of their bitterness, represented adul-

terated truths ; for . . . ' bitterness ' = adulteration . . .

Marble. Marnwr.

Marbly, Of marble. AParmoreus.

Life 109. A natural moral man ... if in goods,

appears before the Angels like an image of wood ; and

if in truths, like an image of marble, in which there is

no life.

R.566^. When any good Spirit comes and looks,

there apx^ears a variegation of light as of marble.

775. 'Every vessel of , . . marble' (Rev.xviii. 12) . . .

^. 'A vessel of marble ' = what is scientific from

the appearance of good and truth.
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M. 76^ The houses (of the people of the Silver Age)

were so many palaces, built of marble.

315. A Gymnasium built of marble . . .

D. 3554. The successive infusion of life into them

was represented by colours
;

(first) by a kind of whitish

marbly [colour] .. . J.(Post.)i93.

3971. See HoESE, here.

4196. The sphere of those who constitute the outer-

most skin of the eye is as it were a marbly sphere,

coloured with brown.

1087-. The fulness of the Word is like a general

vessel of marble, in which are innumerable smaller

vessels of crystal . . .

1096*. When a man is in mere intellectual thought

about God, and about the things which belong to God,

he appears to the Angels from afar like an image of

ebony or of marble . . .

1 148. 'And of marble' (Rev.sviii.) = and sensuous

truth profaned; (for) ' marble '= what is sensuous,

which is the ultimate of the life of man's thought and

will. Tlie reason this is signified by 'marble,' is that

stone = truth in ultimates ; in special the appearance of

truth. 'Marble' is said instead of stone, because there

is meant the appearance of the truth of the Church

ironi the Word . . .

J. (Post.) 76-. Mohammed was delighted with the

marble things at Amsterdam (which he saw through my
eyes). The marbles of the Mohammedans who are a

little spiritual correspond to affections. . . Golden things

correspond to the affections of the Angels of the Third

Heaven ; silver ones to those of the Second ; co2">per

ones to those of the First ; and Indian porcelain ones to

those of the Ultimate. In the Mohammedan Heaven

there are marble things.

March. Incedere.

A. 6419. See Daughter, here.

. 'To march upon a Avail ' = to fight against

falsity. Ex.

H. 358. Man has no need to march along devout,

sad . . .

E. 328*. His Divine power from which He fought, is

signified by 'marching in the multitude of His strength'

(Is.lxiii. i).

587^. 'To speak,' and 'to go' (Is.x. io)= to live.

828". They go naked.

864^. For it is said that 'He goeth before His own
sheep' (John x.4).

March. Pergere.

A. 3901^. Vastation is signified by 'to march into

the breadths of the earth' (Hab.i.6).

Marionettes. Marionettes.

D. 4529. Those (who had led a life of evil, and had

been delighted with any study whatever of knowing)

were shown that they can be moved like marionettes,

by others. They appeared to themselves like marion-

ettes ; and were moved in like manner as to their bodies,

arms, hands, feet, with hanging threads . . . Nay, the

whole of that plane in front was turned into such.

Mark. Character.

Characteristic. Characteristkon.

A. 396. A sign is called 'a mark' (Rev.xiv.9).

16S0-. This is the characteristic sign ; let everyone

examine himself according thereto.

2363^ In order that a man may know the nature of

... a life of pride, avarice, etc. . . let him make for

himself the character of any one of them ... On the

other hand, if he makes for himself the character of

love and of charity . . .

lozxf . 'To have the mark (of the beast) upon the

hand and upon the forehead' (Rev.xiv.9)=:to acknow-

ledge all things of whatever quality.

H. 57 (h). If good were the mark and the essential

of the Church . . . K.246-*.

R. 605. 'To give them a mark upon their right hand

and upon their foreheads' (Rev.xiii.i6) = that no one is

acknowledged as a Reformed Christian except him who

receives that doctrine in faith and life. . . 'A mark'=
the acknowledgment that he is such ; and also the

profession that he is.

606. 'That no one might buy or sell if he has not the

mark, or the name of the beast, or the number of his

name' (ver. I7) = that no one is allowed to teach from

the Word, thus not to be installed into the priesthood,

to be decorated with the laurel of tutorship, to be

invested with a doctor's cap, and to be called orthodox,

except him who acknowledges this doctrine, and swears

to the belief and love of it ; or of that which is in agree-

ment, or of that which is not at variance with it.

634. 'To receive his mark upon the forehead and

upon the hand' (Rev.xiv.9) = to receive the doctrine of

justification and salvation by faith alone, to confirm it,

and to live according to it. 637. 679.

660. 'His mark'=the acknowledgment of that faith.

T. 321. On which his whole character depends . . .

335^. The mark of thought is . . .

379^. Besides this characterizing mark . . .

*. These three things are the characterizing

testimonies . . .

5. These are the marks, witnesses, and signs . . .

D. 578. On the marks of good Spirits.

2407. In families there is always something charac-

teristic, which distinguishes one from another, and

which reigns in its General . . .

4848. On magic characters.

5618. The characters of the words (in the copy of the

Word) were alike ; but they did not understand them
;

they were in the celestial style.

56206. (The vowels) are annexed by means of marks

above and below.

5655. The other book . . . was written with mere

marks according to the method used in the Celestial

Kingdom . . .

D. Min. 4577. On a characteristic mark-Jio^a-of the

evil and of the good.
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[D. Mill. ] 4830*^. They were not foreign characters
;

but the style was in Roman letters.

E. 838. 'To give them a mark upon their right hand
and upon their foreheads' (Rev. xiii. 16) = a testification

of acknowledgment that they are of the Church, and in

the so-called goods and truths of that faith. 'A mark'
= a sign or testification of acknowledgment. 886.

840. 'That no one might buy or sell if he has not the

mark of the beast' (ver. I7)= a prohibition against any-

one's learning or teaching anything but what is acknow-

ledged and thence received in the doctrine.

886. 'To receive his mark upon the forehead or upon

the hand' (Rev. xiv.9) = to receive from acknowledgment

the evils of doctrine concerning faith alone as goods of

the Church, and the falsities thereof as truths of the

Church.

933. 'His mark' = the acknowledgment thereof.

963. 'Upon the men who had the mark of the beast,

and upon those who adored his image' (Rev.xvi.2) =
those who acknowledge faith alone and its doctrine, and
live according to it. . . 'His mark ' = the acknowledg-

ment, reception, and testification thereof.

Mark. Marcus.

See Luke.

D. 3366. Mentioned.

Mark. Nota.

Mark, To. Notare.

See under Sigx, for 'the Mark' set on Cain.

A. 471. The characteristic marks (of parents seen in

their children).

D. 1248. After they have often been rejected by
Societies, they contract as it were a mark, like Cain,

by which they are Known wherever they go. Des.

1 28 1. 2499.

1293. Thus the robber . . . bears such a mark that

they flee as from a murderer.

5254. These were marked. (See Last Judgment,
here.

)

D. Min. 4577. A characteristic mark of the evil is

that their ideas . . . are wont to begin from good, but to

cease in evil : but of the good that their ideas . . . can

begin from evil but cease in good . . .

Mark. Stridura.

A. 6400. Like those who in the shade see marks on
a wall.

E. 313^-. 'As the beating of an olive tree' (Is. xxiv. 13)

= . . . vastation. 638^^. 919'-.

Mark. Stropha. M.3265. T.241.

Market. See under Public J^Lxc^-foruvi,

and Trade.

Marriage. Conjugium.

Conjugial. Conjugialis.

ConjUgially . Conjugialiter.

See Heavenly Marriage, Marriage (or Conjugial)
Love, and Matrimony.

See also under Betroth, Bride, Bridegroom, Celi-

bacy, Chaste, Cold, Concubine, Divorce, Female,
Husband, Jealousy, Likeness, Male, Man-ijV,

Married Partner, Polygamy, Prolification, Wed-
ding, Wife, and Woman.

A. 54. The highest happinesses and deliciousnesses

(of the Most Ancient Church) were marriages, and they

likened to marriages whatever they possibly could, in

order to perceive thence the happiness of marriage. . .

They perceived the happiness of their marriages to

come from the heavenly marriage ; and therefore they

called the understanding in the spiritual man 'the

male,' and the will 'the female ;' and when these acted

as one, they called it a marriage. 55.

60. Thus is a marriage effected between spiritual and

celestial things.

162. Principally does the law of marriages descend

from (celestial principles). It is the heavenly marriage

from which, and according to which, must be all mar-

riages on earth ; which is such that there is one Lord

and one Heaven . . . The law of marriages thence is

that there shall be one husband and one wife ; and, when
this is the case, they represent the heavenly marriage,

and are an exemplar of the celestial man.

This law was not only revealed to the men of the Most

Ancient Church, but was also inscribed on their internal

man . . . But when their descendants ceased to be in-

ternal men . . . they married more wives than one.

(Continued under Marriage Love.)

475. 'Male and female' = the marriage between faith

and love.

568^. See Male, here.

718. There is never with man the least of thought, of

aff'ection, or of action, in which there is not a kind of

marriage of the will and the understanding. Without

a kind of marriage, nothing ever comes forth or is pro-

duced. In the very organic things of man, compound

and simple, even in the most simple, there are a passive

and an active, which could not possibly be there, still

less produce anything, if they were not coupled in a

kind of marriage like that of man and wife. In like

manner [is it] in universal nature. These perpetual

mari'iages derive their beginning and origin from the

heavenly marriage, by means of which the idea of the

Lord's Kingdom is impressed on every thing in universal

nature. 1432.

747. For there is in all things a resemblance of mar-

riage, or a coupling ; like that of truths with goods,

and that of evils with falsities ; because there is a mar-

riage of the understanding with the ^vill, or of intel-

lectual with voluntary things ; and in fact every thing

has its own marriage, or its own coupling, without

which it could never subsist.

865^. For example : true marriage is that of one man
with one wife ; and such a marriage is a representative

of the heavenly marriage ; consequently, in such a

marriage there can be heavenly happiness ; but never

in the marriage of a man with a number of wives. The

spiritual man, who knows this from the Lord's Word,
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acquiesces, and thence receives tlie conscience that mar-

riage with a number of wives is a sin. He knows no

more : whereas the celestial man perceives thousands of

things which confirm, so that he abhors matrimony

with a number.

ioo8^ (Filthy associations with the idea of marriage.)

1369. The marriages of evil with falsity in idolatrous

worship. Sig.

1432. All things come forth . . . from the unition, as

it were in marriage, of the Lord's Human essence with

the Divine one ; and from the conjunction of both

—

that is from the heavenly marriage—with His King-

dom . . .

1468. For the conjunction of truth with good is cir-

cumstanced no otherwise than as a marriage . . . 1904.

1902. The Rational would be born immediately from

the marriage of the celestial things of the internal man
with its spiritual things . . .

1907. For it is from a law of Divine order that there

is no marriage except that of one man and one woman :

marriage love can never be divided. That which is

divided among a number is not marriage love, but is

[the love] of lasciviousness.

2063. Represent . . . the Divine marriage of good

with truth in the Lord . . . from which should be born

the Divine Rational . . . 2093.

2173. In the historicals . . . good and truth have to

be represented by a marriage ; for . . . there is a Divine

marriage between celestial and spiritual things ; that

is, between the things of love and those of faith ; that

is, between the things of the will and those of the

understanding. . . There is such a marriage in . . . the

Heavens ; in . . . the Church ; in every man, and in his

most singular things. The things not in such a mar-

riage do not live. Nay, there is thence such a marriage

in universal nature, and in each thing of it, but under

a different form . . . otherwise nothing would ever

subsist there. As there is such a marriage in each

thing, every subject is expressed in the Prophets in a

twofold manner . . . one expression having reference to

good . . . and the other to truth.

2466. For good and truth form a marriage between

them . . . From this ... is the sanctity of marriages

on earth ; and also the laws of marriages in the Word.

2524. Whereas rational good and truth are not con-

joined ... as in a marriage ; but by consanguinity . . .

2554.

2574-. That in each thing there might be the mar-

riage of the Human with the Divine, and of the Divine

with the Human.

2588. The Lord is the marriage itself of truth and

good, and of good and truth.

2618. The state of the unition of the Lord's Divine

Spiritual in His Divine Celestial ... is the marriage

itself of good and truth, whence is tlie heavenly mar-

riage, which marriage is that of the Lord's Kingdom

. . . (which) is therefore so frequently called 'a mar-

riage' . . . The reason is, that from the Divine marriage

of good and truth, and of Divine truth and good in the

Lord, is all conjugial or marriage love, and, through

this, all celestial and spiritual love.

2649. For the union of the Divine of the Lord with

His Human, and of His Human with His Divine, is the

marriage itself of good and truth ; and thence is the

heavenly marriage, which is the same thing as the

Lord's Kingdom.

2727. On marriages, and how they are considered in

the Heavens . . . Gen. art.

. For the Conjugial comes forth also with

animals. (Continued under Mabriage Love.)

2728. From the union of good and truth, which

inflows from the Lord, Heaven is compared to a mar-

riage, and is called 'a marriage;' (and) when good

united to truth flows down into a lower sphere, it

presents that union of minds ; when into a still lower

one, it presents a marriage ; and therefore the union of

minds from good united to truth from the Lord, is

conjugial love itself. 2729.

2732-. But those who have lived in marriage not

conjoined by conjugial love, but by lascivious love, are

separated in the other life ; and still more are those

separated who have felt aversion for each other ; and

still more those who have hated one another. When
both first come into the other life, they for the most

part meet ; but after they have suffered hard things

they are separated.

2733"-. (I told him) that marriages are the seminaries

of the human race, and thus of the heavenly Kingdom
;

and therefore they are never to be violated, but arc to

be held as holy . . . D.4405.

2734. Those who in the life of the body have had

happiness in marriages from genuine conjugial love

also have happiness in the other life ; so that the happi-

ness of the one life is continued with them into the

other ; and there becomes a union of minds, in which is

Heaven. I have been told that the most universal

merely of the genera of celestial and spiritual happi-

nesses from this source are indefinite in number.

2739. From the marriage of good and truth in the

Heavens descend all loves . . . There are ineffable

varieties, all of which originate and are derived from

the union of the good and truth from the Lord, which

union is the heavenly marriage. Hence it is that from

marriages on earth originate all relationships . . . But as

at this day there is no conjugial love, the relationships

are indeed taken account of, but they are not relation-

ships of love.

2747. Have only filthy ideas about marriage.

2749. Through adulteries loathe marriages . . .

2774. The Divine marriage as to the Lord's Human.

29796. Heaven is nothing but the marriage of truth

and good, and of good and truth. Refs.

3004^ By both names ('Jesus' and 'Christ') the

Angels perceive the Divine marriage of good and truth,

and of truth and good . . . 3009^.

30096. Thus the Royal with them represented . . .

the Divine marriage of good in truth ; and the Priestly

the Divine marriage of truth in good.

3073. That marriage is from love Divine. Sig. and

Ex.

30776. The essence of all marriage—that is, conjugial
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love—is from the Divine marriage of good and truth,

and of truth and good in the Lord. Refs.

[A.] 3090. For the source of marriage is that there is

consent on each side. This originates from the marriage

of good and truth. There is will on the part of good,

and consent on the part of truth ; hence the conjunction

. . . (For) while a man is being regenerated, a resem-

blance of a marriage is effected between the will and

the understanding . . . and therefore the Ancients in-

stituted a marriage between the will and the under-

standing, and between the several things thereof.

3132". The marriage between Isaac and Rebekah. Ex.

3158. (A free state of deliberation required in betrothal

and marriage.) Sig. and Ex.

3179''^. The Ancient Church formed for themselves an

idea of these things from marriages . . .

321 1. For between rational good, and truth called

out of the Natural and made Divine, there is no mar-

riage ; but a covenant which resembles the conjugial

covenant. The Divine marriage itself which is in the

Lord is the union of the Divine essence with the

Human one, and of the Human essence with the Divine

one.

3236. The Church is the marriage of good and truth.

Ex.

3246'-. The spiritual are not sons from the marriage

itself of good and truth ; but from a kind of covenant

not so conjugial. Ex.

. The celestial, being from the mamage itself of

good and truth, have good and the derivative truth . . .

. Therefore with the spiritual there is no mar-

riage of good and truth . . . Hence it is that the

S2>iritual are here called 'the sons of the concubines' . . .

*. These ancients . . . were such that they had
no conjugial love ; thus marriage with them was not

marriage, but only carnal copidation for the sake of

procreating offspring . . .

3538. Good acts through truth united or conjoined

with itself. This is represented in the marriages

between a husband and wife who constitute one house

. . . and both have will from good ; but with a differ-

ence like that of good in relation to its truth ; and

therefore by the husband is signified good, and by the

wife truth. For when the house is one, then good is

the all there ; and truth, being of good, is also good.

3610*. With those being born anew the Conjugial

which is of good and truth long lies stored away ; but

still is present as an endeavour . . .

3665''. Hence it was commanded that (they) should

contract marriages within the families of their own
nation ; for thus Heaven could be represented by them,

and the conjunction of its Societies as to good and truth.

Ex.
3703I''. The laws of marriages . . . had their origin

from the celestial and spiritual marriage in the Lord's

Kingdom, or that of good and truth, which are signified

by 'father and mother.' In like manner the laws de-

livered concerning the lawful and the forbidden

degrees . . .

3915. For this conjunction (of truth and good) is the

Conjugial itself in the Lord's Kingdom.

3941, 'The dudaim'^this conjunction or Conjugial.

3942.

3942^. For in the spiritual sense the Conjugial is

nothing else than that truth which is able to be con-

joined with good, and that good which is able to be

conjoined with truth. Hence, too, is all conjugial

love . . .

3946. That there is a conjugial longing. Sig.

3947. That thus the Conjugial of natural good with

external truth would be withdrawn. Sig.

3952. It treats of the conjunction of truth with good
and of good with truth, which conjunction is the Con-

jugial as understood in the spiritual sense. (Continued

under Heavenly Marriage.)

4171^ (How the Conjugial becomes what is called

'torn.') Ex.

4280-. With (the Ancients) the thighs and the loins

signified what is conjugial . . .

4288. Thus the heavenly Conjugial was separated

from that nation, and therefore no Church could be

instituted with them . . .

4434^. As through love truly conjugial marriages on

earth correspond to the heavenly marriage . . . tlie laws

delivered in the AVord concerning betrothals and mar-

riages exactly correspond to the spiritual laws of the

heavenly marriage ; as that they were to marry only

one wife (Mark x. 2-8
; Luke xvi. 18). For in the

heavenly marriage the case is this, namely, that good

can only be conjoined with its own truth, and truth

with its own good ... In the Spiritual Church, the

wife represents good, and the man truth ; but in the

Celestial Church, the husband represents good, and

the wife truth ; and . . . they not only represent these

things, but also actually correspond to them.
"'. In the Old Testament also the laws relating

to marriages in like manner have a correspondence with

the laws of the heavenly marriage. 111.

4444'*. The law that they should not enter into mar-

riages with the gentiles . . . was delivered lest by
marriages they should turn aside to idolatrous wor-

ship . . .

4466. For marriage in the spiritual sense is the con-

junction of good and truth. 4470.

4592'^. 'Zebulon' = the heavenly marriage . . .

' Joseph '= the i,Celestial of the Spiritual . . . and ' Ben-

jamin '= the Spiritual of the Celestial . . . This is the

Conjugial in Heaven ; and hence it is that these are

named last.

4820. For marriages, in the internal sense, represent

the conjunction of good and truth, because they are

derived thence ; but, in the opposite sense, the conjunc-

tion of evil and falsity . . .

4823^. This is Mhy . . . marriages represent the con-

junction of good and truth, and of truth and good.

Moreover, conjugial love originates from this conjunc-

tion : conjugial love with the celestial from the con-

junction of good with truth, and conjugial love with

the spiritual from the conjunction of truth with good.

The marriages also actually correspond to these con-

junctions.
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4835. (Explanation of a levirate marriage.

)

48372. That that nation had not any Conjugial as

understood in either a spiritual or a natural sense, is

manifestly evident from the fact that they were per-

mitted to marry more wives than one ; for where there

is the Conjugial as understood in a spiritual sense-

that is, where there are the good and truth of the

Church, consequently where there is the Church—this

is in nowise permitted ; for the genuine Conjugial is

never possible except with those with whom is the

Church or the Lord's Kingdom ; and not with these

except as between two. Marriage between two who are

in genuine conjugial love corresponds to the heavenly

marriage—that is, to the conjunction of good and truth

—the husband corresponding to good, and the wife to

the truth of that good . . . Besides, the marriage of one

husband with a number of wives would present in

Heaven an idea or image as if one good were conjoined

with a number of truths which were not in accordance

with each other ; and thus that there was no good ; for

good . , . has its quality from truths and from their

agreement together. It would also present an image as

if the Church were not one, but many, and these distinct

from each other according to . . . doctrinal things. Ex.

4S65.

4899. There must be the Conjugial in order that

there may be the Church ; namely the Conjugial

between truth and good.

4903. A perception that it is false that any Conjugial

intervenes. Sig. and Ex.

5002. As Heaven makes one through love from Him,

and the Reciprocal to Him by reception, and through

mutual love, it is called 'a marriage,' through which it

is.

5053S. For marriages are the seminaries of the uni-

versal human race ; and also of the Lord's heavenly

Kingdom.

5084''. A sensuous man believes . . . that marriages are

of order only for the sake of the bringing up of offspring

. . . and also that the Conjugial is like any other las-

civiousness, but conceded ; and therefore that it would

not be contrary to order to marry a number of wives if

the Christian world had not forbidden it from Holy

Scripture. If they are told that there is a correspond-

ence between the heavenly marriage and marriages on

earth ; and that no one can have the Conjugial in him
unless he is in spiritual truth and good ; and also that

the genuine Conjugial cannot possibly exist between a

husband and a niimber of wives ; and thus that in them-

selves marriages are holy ; these things are rejected by

the sensuous man as of no account.

5138. For there is a marriage in each thing of the

Word. For the heavenly marriage is that of good and

truth, and the infernal marriage is that of evil and

falsity . . .

5194^. There is such a resemblance of marriage in

each and all things of nature and its three kingdoms

:

without it nothing ever comes forth. Ex.
e. Hence it is that the Ancients likened to mar-

riages each and all things in the world, and each and

all things with man. Refs. 9206®.

5332, The quality of the marriage of truth with good,

and of good with truth. Sig. and Ex.

5345^. For nothing can be multiplied except from

something like a marriage. Ti'uth cannot enter into

marriage with anything else than good. If it does, it

is hot marriage, l)ut adultery. Therefore that which is

multiplied from marriage is legitimate . . .

5489. (Thus) scientifics form with these goods as it

were a marriage ...

5570. When the ardour (with women) ceases which is

wont to precede marriage . . .

SSSi''. (For) the Church is a spiritual marriage,

which is from good as a father and truth as a mother.

6024''. 'From his thigh ' = the things which are from

marriage.

6179. The Conjugial, in the supreme sense, is the

union of the Divine and the Divine Human in the Lord.

Hence comes the union of Divine good and Divine truth

in Heaven ; for that which proceeds from the Lord is

Divine truth from Divine good. Hence Heaven is

Heaven, and is called 'a marriage' . . . And as the

Lord is the good there, and Heaven is the derivative

truth, the Lord is called 'the Bridegroom,' and Heaven,

and also the Church, 'the bride;' for good and truth

make a marriage, and their conjunction is what is

meant by the Conjugial. Hence it is evident what a

sacred thing it was to be bound by the Conjugial. Sig.

e_ From this marriage of good and truth descends

genuine conjugial love.

6343-. That the Word is holy ... is evident from the

fact that in each thing of it there is the heavenly mar-

riage, namely the marriage of good and truth, and thus

Heaven ; and that in each thing of the inmost' sense

there is the marriage of the Lord's Divine Human with

His Kingdom and Church ; nay, in the supreme sense,

there is the union of the Divine Itself and the Divine

Human in the Lord . . .

7022. There is a resemblance of a marriage where

there are an active and a passive . . . The reason there

is a resemblance of a marriage in all things, is that all

things have relation to good and truth . . .

7605". On account of the union of the Divine Itself

and the Divine Human in the Lord, to which the mar-

riage of good and truth in Heaven corresponds.

8356. Consequently the conjunction of good and truth

is compared in the Word to 'a marriage;' and the

truths and goods thence born are called 'sons and

daughters,'

84232. The conjunction of (good and truth) is called

a marriage ; for when these two are conjoined with each

other they are circumstanced like two consorts : they

love each other ; they conceive and beget ; the deriva-

tive offspring are called fruits.

8647". For marriages represent the conjunction of

good and truth. In the Celestial Church the husband

represents good, and the wife the derivative truth;

whereas in the Spiritual Church the man represents

truth, and the wife good.

87542. Then are implanted the truths of faith ; and,

in the internal man, they enter as it were into a mar-

riage with good.
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[A.] 8S09. (For) with the Israelitish nation marriages

were impure, because their interiors were filthy. For

conjugial love descends from the marriage of good and
truth ; and therefore they who as to the interiors are

not in good and truth cannot be in pure marriage ; and
they who as to the interiors are in evil and falsity . , .

are in impure marriage.
". Neither are they of the Spiritual Church . . .

in anything conjugial, until the truth with them has

been implanted in good. Before this is done, there is

indeed marriage, but not pure ; for in their interiors

there is not before this the marriage of good and truth.

8851^. (In Jupiter) they marry-.soci'a?i< conjugia-m

the first flower of youth ; and their deliciousnesses are

to love their consorts, and to have the care of children.

8875^. The two names 'Jesus' and 'Christ' = the

Divine marriage which is in the Lord.

8904®. Adulteries are so wicked . . . because they
correspond to the marriage of falsity and evil, which is

the infernal marriage. On the other hand, genuine
marriages are holy . . . because they correspond to the

man-iage of good and truth, which is the heavenly
marriage. Kay, genuine conjugial love descends from
the marriage of good and truth . . . and the love of

adultery from the marriage of falsity and evil . . .

8983. For marriage on earth represents the heavenly
marriage . . . and conjugial love corresponds to this

marriage
; but between a servant and a woman who has

been given by her lord there is no marriage, but a

coupling like that of a concubine with a man, which
coupling does not correspond to the heavenly marriage

;

and therefore it is dissolved when the servant goes
out . . .

8994^. For it is according to Divine order that men
should be in knowledges, but women only in aflfections

;

and thus that they should not love themselves from
knowledges, but the men ; whence is the Conjugial . . .

This, however, is the case with those of the Spiritual

Kingdom
; whereas with those of the Celestial Kingdom

the husbands are in affection, and the wives in the
Knowledges of good and truth ; hence with these is the
Conjugial.

8998. They who have been born within the Church,
and who from infancy have imbued the principles of

truth of the Church, ought not to marry-conjugia
sociare-those who are outside the Church, and thus
imbue such things as are not of the Church. The reason
is that in the Spiritual World there is no conjunction
between them . . . and therefore there ought to be none
on earth

; for, regarded in themselves, marriages are

conjunctions of lower minds and of minds, the spiritual

life of which is from the truths and goods of faith and
charity

; and therefore in Heaven marriages on earth

between those who are of diverse religions are accounted
as heinous ; and still more [marriages] between those

who are of the Church and those who are outside the

Church. This also was the reason why the Jewish and
Israelitish nation were forbidden to contract matrimony
with the gentiles (Deut.vii.3,4) . . . This appears still

more evidently from the origin of conjugial love, which
is the marriage of good and truth. When conjugial

love descends from this, it is Heaven itself in man ; and

this is destroyed when two consorts are unlike in heart

from an unlike faith. H.378 (p).

9003. 'Her. . . marriage dnty-debitiwi conjugiale-

he shall not diminish' (Ex.xxi. 10)= the non-deprivation

of conjunction. Ex.

9182-. Illegitimate conjunction is that which is not

effected from conjugial affection ; but from some other

affection. Enum.
^. Legitimate conjunction, which is that of lower

minds, takes place when both are in the like good and
truth. Ex. . . Hence it is evident that lawful conjunc-

tion is effected when one of the consorts is in truth, and
the other in the coi'respondiug good ; for thus the

heavenly marriage is represented in the pair.

*. The betrothals before marriages . . . repre-

sented the first conjunction, which is that of the internal

man without the external. The marriages themselves

afterwards represented the second conjunction, which is

that of the internal man together with the external . , .

9188. The falsity of faith and the evil of the love of

self . . . with those who are in Hell, are conjoined, and
make the infernal marriage. But (the truth of faith in

the Lord and the good of love to Him) are conjoined

with those who are in Heaven, and make the heavenly

marriage. 9382-.

9206. The reason ' women '= goods, is that by the

marriage of a man and a woman is represented the

conjunction of truth and good.

9604. For the communications must be reciprocal, as

is the conjugial conjunction of truth and good.

9961'*. From these things it may be evident how holy

in Heaven are marriages, and how profane, there, are

adulteries. For, in themselves, marriages are so holy

that nothing is more so . . .

10172. From the marriage of good and truth in

Heaven and in the Church we can be instructed as to

what must be the quality of marriages on earth

;

namely, that they must be between two, one husband

and one wife ; and that love truly conjugial is never

possible if there are a number of wives to one husband.

10173. Hence it is that to want to command in

marriages destroys genuine love . . .

10174. From these things it may be evident that

marriages are holy . . .

10 175''. For the love of adultery is from the marriage

of evil and falsity, which is the infernal marriage.

10185^ The florescence before the fruit corresponds to

the state of that age with man when the Conjugial

enters lower minds, and gladdens them ; thus when
ti-uth is being conjoined with good.

10756. (Those of the Fifth Earth) said that they have

a perception as to whether there is the Conjugial with

those of their nation who are naked ; and it was shown

that they perceive this from a spiritual idea about

marriage. Des.

10837. The betrothals and marriages (in the Sixth

Earth). Des. D.5513".

H. 108-. (Butterflies) then celebrate marriages.

De Conj. 125.

366. On marriages in Heaven. Chapter.
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. As ... it is from creation that the woman is

for the man, and the man for the woman . . . and as

this love is innate in both of them, it follows that there

are marriages in the Heavens equally as on earth. But

the marriages in the Heavens differ exceedingly from

the marriages on earth.

367. Marriage in the Heavens is the conjunction of

two into one mind . . . the husband there acts the part

called the understanding, and the wife that called the

will. When this conjunction . , . descends into the

lower things which belong to their bodies, it is perceived

and felt as love. This love is conjugial love ; from

which it is evident that conjugial love originates from

the conjunction of two into one mind. In Heaven this

is called dwelling together ; and it is said that they are

not two but one ; and therefore two consorts are there

called not two but one Angel.

375. Everyone knows that two consorts who love each

other are interiorly imited ; and that the essential of

marriage is the unition of lower minds or of minds.

Hence it may also be known that such as are the minds

in themselves, such is the unition, and such also is the

love between them. The mind is formed solely from

truths and goods . . .

377. Below ... in the external man separated from

the internal, there exists the conjunction of falsity and

evil, which conjunction is called the infernal marriage.

... In (such a marriage) they converse together, and

are also conjoined from what is lascivious ; but interiorly

they burn against each other with deadly hatred . . .

378. For this reason marriages in the Heavens are

conti'acted with those who are within the Society
;

because they are in like good and truth . . . This was

represented among the Israelitish nation by their

marriages being contracted within the tribe . . . and

. . . family.

380. This (mutual communication of love and its

delight) and the derivative conjunction, are the interior

delight itself which is called blessedness, in marriage.

The love of dominion completely extinguishes this

bliss . . .

^. The interiors of those who live in such marriage

(as where there is dominion) are in mutual collision and

combat. Des.

382a. Marriages in the Heavens differ from marriages

on earth in this : that marriages on earth are also for

the sake of the procreation of offspring ; but not in the

Heavens. In place of this procreation there is in the

Heavens the procreation of good and truth . . . (For)

their marriage is the marriage of good and truth . . .

and, in this marriage, good and truth, and their con-

junction, are loved above all things . . . Hence it is that

by the births and generations in the Word are signified

spiritual births and generations, which are those of good

and truth. Enum, (Continued under Wedding.)

383. How marriages are contracted in the Heavens

. . . Each Society consists of those who are alike ; and

like are carried to like, not from themselves, but from

the Lord . . . and therefore at first sight they inmostly

love each other, see themselves to be consorts, and enter

into marriage. Hence it is that all the marriages in

Heaven are from the Lord alone. They also celebrate a

feast, which takes place in a meeting of many. The
festivities differ in the different Societies.

384. Marriages on earth, because they are the semin-

aries of the human race . . . and also becaiise they are

from a spiritual origin, that is, from the marriage of

good and truth ; and because the Divine of the Lord

inflows principally into this love, are therefore most

holy before the Angels of Heaven. (Continued under

Adultery.)
2. The sphere which exhales from Hell is a

perpetual endeavour to dissolve and violate marriages.

4026. Conjugial delight, which is a purer and more

exquisite touch, excels all (others) on account of its

use, which is the procreation of the human race . . .

489''. They who have . . . lived in the chaste love of

marriage, above all others are in the order and form of

Heaven, and thence are in all beauty, and continually

in the flower of youth. The delights of their love are

unspeakable, and increase to eternity ; for all the

delights and joys of Heaven inflow into this love, because

this love descends from the conjunction of the Lord

with Heaven and with the Church ; and, in general,

from the conjunction of good and truth ; which con-

junction is Heaven itself in general, and with every

Angel in particular. Their external delights are such

that they cannot be described in human words.

N. 32. Between the will and the understanding there

is a like marriage to that between good and truth . . .

Life 432.

S. 80. That in each thing of the Word there is the

marriage of the Lord and the Church, and the deriva-

tive marriage of good and truth. Gen.art. 82. R. 134.

Life 75. In proportion as anyone shuns adultery, in

the same proportion he loves marriage . . .

76. No one can know the nature of the chastity of

marriage except him who shuns the lasciviousness of

adultery as a sin ... It is a Truth that the lascivious-

ness of adultery and the chastity of marriage difier

from each other exactly as do Hell and Heaven ; and

that the lasciviousness of adultery makes Hell with a

man, and the chastity of marriage Heaven.

W. 409. Therefore there is such a marriage between

love and the understanding, that although they are two,

still they act as one. There is a like marriage between

good and truth. There is such a marriage in each

thing of the universe which has been created by the

Lord ; their use relates to good, and the form of their

use to truth. It is from this marriage that there are a

right and a left in each and all things of the body . . .

P. 74-. In beasts there is a marriage of affection and

knowledge . . .

298''. The marriage of (the love of self and of the

derivative conceit) is called the marriage of evil and

falsity. Every evil Spirit is let into this marriage

before he is let into Hell ; and when he is therein he

does not know what good is . . .

R. 3S0. This arcanum :—that the marriage of the

Lord with the Church consists in this : that the Lord

inflows with Angels and men with the good of love, and

that Angels and men receive Him, or His good of love,
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in truths ; and that thereby is effected the marriage of

good and truth, which marriage is the Church itself,

and makes Heaven with them . . . The influx of the
Lord with truths into Angels and men is not like the
influx of good ; for it is mediate . . . This, therefore, is

the marriage of love and wisdom, or of good and truth
from the Lord, with the recipients in Heaven and on
earth.

[R.] 812. 'The wedding of the Lamb is come ' = that
from now there is being effected a full marriage of the
Lord with the Church.

-. There is a full marriage of the Lord and the
Church when His Human is acknowledged to be Divine
. . . Before (this is done) there is indeed a marriage of

the Lord with tlie Church ; but solely with those who
approach the Lord, and think of His Divine . . .

960-. By 'the Gospel' is signified the Advent of the
Lord , . . here, to spiritual marriage with the Church
... for the Lord and the Church here speak as the
Bridegroom and tlie bride . . .

M. 21-. There are two things which make the mar-
riage of the Lord and the Church : love and wisdom

;

and the Lord is love, and the Church is wisdom, and
wisdom is at the right of love . . .

'^. Consent is the essential of marriage
; and all

other things which follow are its formal things. T. 748.

27. On marriages in Heaven. Chapter.
. As it has not been known that the Angels are

men in perfect form ... it has been impossible to reveal
anything about the marriages there . . .

44"- Both feel what is conjugial kiudled in their
hearts

; and they perceive, he, that she is his ; and she,
that he is hers ; for love comes to meet love, and causes
them to Know each other ; and at once conjoins their
souls, and afterwards their minds ; and thence enters
their bosoms : and after the wedding [goes] further, and
thus becomes full love, which increases daily into con-
junction, until they are no longer two . . .

48-. In the beginning of marriage the love of the sex
appears as if it were conjoined with conjugial love ; but
in the progression of marriage they are separated . . .

47a. They continue their conjugial life . . .

49". Hence it is that marriages entered into in the
world are for the most part external, and not at the
same time internal ; when yet internal conjunction,
M-hieh is that of souls, makes marriage itself ; and this

conjunction is not perceptible until . . , after death.
Hence it is that separations then take place ; and after-

wards new conjunctions with similar and homogeneous
ones ; unless these had been provided on earth ; as
takes place with those who from the age of youth have
loved, wished for, and asked from the Lord a lawful and
lovely companionship with one, while spurning and
detesting wandering lusts.

52. The reason marriages in the Heavens are devoid
of prolification, and that instead there is spiritual pro-
lification, which is that of love and wisdom, is that with
those who are in the Spiritual World, the third [degree],

which is the Natural, is wanting ; and this is the con-
taiuant of spiritual things ; and without their containant
spiritual things have no consistence . . .

6_ By conjugial unitiou they infil themselves

with what is human, which is to want to be wise, and
to love that which is of wisdom.

53^. All who come into Hell are natural ; and merely

natural marriages are not marriages
; but conjunctions

which partake of unchaste lust.

54^. For those who in celibacy have longed for marriage

... if they are spiritual, blessed marriages are provided
;

but not until they come into Heaveu.
*. "VVliether they want to live as conjugial ones,

or not.

55*. Those who could not think of chastity in relation

to marriages said . . .

556. "Who loved conjugial chastity.

59^. It is almost the same Avhen a man enters upon

marriage. He then becomes a fuller man, because he

is conjoined with his consort, with whom he acts as one

man ... In like manner then does he begin from what

is corporeal, and proceed into what is natural ; but as

to the conjugial life . . . Those who then love corporeal

natural things, and rational things solely from them,

cannot be conjoined with their consort as into one,

except as to these externals ; and when these fail, cold

invades the internals, which disperses the delights of

that love ; as from the mind, so from the body ; and

afterwards as from the body, so from the mind ; and

this until no recollection is left of the primeval state of

their marriage . , . ISTow as at this day this takes place

with most people, it is evident that the nature of love

truly conjugial is not known . . , (But) with the spiritual

the first state is the initiament to perpetual happinesses,

which are heightened as the Spiritual Rational of the

mind, and from this the Sensuous Natural of the body,

in each consort, conjoin and unite themselves. But

these are rare.

62. That there is a correspondence of (conjugial) love

with the marriage of the Lord and the Church. Gen. art.

64-. The celestial are loves and the derivative wisdoms,

and the spiritual are wisdoms and the derivative loves.

Their Conjugial is the like.

75\ (In regard to) the marriages of the Most Ancients

(as witnessed in the persons of those who had lived in

the Golden Age) ... I noticed as it were the unity of

their souls in their faces, and said. You two are one.

The man replied, "We are one. Her life is in me, and

mine is in her. We are two bodies, but one soul.

There is a union between us like that of the . . . heart

and the lungs ; she is my heart, and I am her lungs
;

(that is to say) she is the love of my wisdom, and I am
the wisdom of her love ; and therefore her love veils

over my wisdom from without, and my wisdom is in her

love from within ... I then asked, As there is such a

union, can you look at any other woman than yoi;r own ?

He replied, I can ; but as my wife is united to my soul,

we both look together, and then nothing of lust can

enter ; for when I look at the wives of others, I look at

them through my own wife, whom alone I love . . .

Further ex.

76^. The Angel asked (those who had lived in the

Silver Age) to give some account of the marriages

among them. The husband said, There is a correspond-
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ence between spiritual marriage, which is that of truth

with good, and. natural marriage, which is that of a

man with one wife ; and as we have studied correspond-

•ences, we have seen that the Church . . . cannot possibly

exist with any but those who live with one wife in love

truly conjugial ; for the marriage of good and truth is

the Church with man. Therefore all here say that the

husband is truth, and his wife good ; and that good

cannot love any other truth than its own, neither can

truth love back any other good than its own. If it did,

the internal marriage which makes the Church would

perish ; and marriage would become external only, to

which idolatry, and not the Church, corresponds.

Therefore marriage with one wife we call sacrimony

;

but with more than one ... we should call sacrilege.

(Continued under Marriage (or Conjugial) Love. )

77^. We said (to those who had lived in the Copper

Age), Our business here is to be instructed about your

marriages, as to whether they are monogamous or

polygamous. They replied. What are polygamous ones ?

Are they not scortatory ? . . . We have preserved the

precepts concerning marriages from the Most Ancients

. . . among which is the following :—Sons, if you want
to love God and the neighbour, and if you want to be

wise, and to be happy to eternity, we counsel you to

live monogamists. If you recede from this precept, all

heavenly love will flee from you, and therewith internal

wisdom, and you will be banished.—We have obeyed

this precept of our fathers, and have perceived its Truth,

which is, that in proportion as anyone loves his consort

alone, in the same proportion he becomes heavenly and
internal ; and that in the same proportion as anyone

does not love his consort alone, in the same proportion

he becomes natural and external . . . Hence it is that in

this Heaven we are all monogamists . . .

"jS*. I asked (the man of the Iron Age) about the

marriages of that city and region. He said, We do not

live with one wife ; but some with two or three, and

some with many, because we are delighted with variety,

obedience, and honour . . . Therefore here every husband

in his own house has as it were royal majesty . . .

79^. We asked (those of the age of iron mixed with

miry clay), What is your religion concerning marriages ?

. . . They said, What business have you here with

man'iages ? marriages are marriages. . . We asked. Does

not your religion teach that marriages are holy and

heavenly ? , . . They replied . . . Are they not works of

the flesh and of the night ? . . . What has conjugial

love in common with religion . . .

8o^. (The Angel said,) The human Conjugial, and

religion, go together in every step. Every step from

religion and into religion is also a step from the Con-

jugial and into the Conjugial, which is peculiar and

proper to a Christian man. In answer to the question.

What is this Conjugial ? he said. It is the longing to

live with one wife only ; and this is possessed by a

Christian man according to his religion.

^. I afterwards grieved in spirit to think that

marriages, which in the ancient eras had been most

holy, had been so desperately turned into adulteries
;

and the Angel said. It is the same at this day with

religion. Sig.

92. From these things it follows that a universal

conjugial sphere proceeds from the Lord, and pervades

the universe from its primes to its ultimates . . . The
i-eason such a sphere of the marriage of good and truth

proceeds from the Lord, is that this sphere is also that

of propagation . . . and this is tlie same as the Divine

Providence for the preservation of the universe by
successive generations. (Continued under Male.)

116. On the marriage of the Lord and the Church,

and on its correspondence. Chapter.

121. That the spiritual offspring which are born from
the marriage of the Lord with the Church are truths

. . . and goods . . . Ex.

137^. We believed that (the first state of marriage

was blessedness itself) ; but we afterwards perceived

that it was a state of heat not tempered with light ; and
that it is tempered successively, as the husband is

perfected in wisdom, and the wife loves it in her

husband ; and that this is effected through uses and
according to them . . .

^. But with men-homines--th.ere is a perpetual

influx of vernal heat from the Lord ; and therefore they

can be deliciated in marriage at all times (of the year).

139. That what is chaste and what is non-chaste are

predicated of marriages, and of such things as are of

marriage. Gen. art.

140. For the Conjugial has been inscribed on both

sexes from inmosts to ultimates ; and according thereto

is the man as to his thoughts and affections ; and thence,

interiorly, as to the deeds and gestures of the body. Ex.

142. That the Christian Conjugial alone exists chaste.

Ex.

147, That the chastity ofmarriage comes forth through

the total renunciation of scortations from religion. Ex.

148. In every man from creation . . . there is im-

planted an internal Conjugial, and an external Conju-

gial ; the internal one is spiritual, and the external one

natural. Man comes into the latter first ; and, as he

becomes spiritual, he comes into the former. If there-

fore he remains in the external or natural Conjugial,

the internal or spiritual Conjugial is veiled over, even

until he does not know anything about it . . . Whereas

if the man becomes spiritual, he then begins to know
something about it ; afterwards to perceive something

of its nature ; and, successively, to feel its pleasant,

delightful, and delicious things . . . When this has

taken place, the external Conjugial does indeed remain
;

but it is constantly chastened and purified from its

dregs by the internal Conjugial ; and this until the

external one becomes as the face of the internal one, and

derives its delight from the blessedness which is in the

internal one. (Continued under Lascivious.)

154. That chastity cannot be predicated of those

who believe marriages to be unchaste. Ex.

155. That chastity cannot be predicated of those

who have renounced marriages, unless there remains

in them the love of a life truly conjugial. Ex.

-. They then choose a life either conjugial or

extra-conjugial . . .

156. That the state of marriage is to be preferred to

the state of celibacy. Fx.
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[M. 156]. For the state of marriage is from creation,

becaixse its origin is the marriage of good and truth
;

because its correspondence is with the marriage of the

Lord and the Church ; because the Church and conjugial

love are constant companions ; because its uses are

more excellent than the uses of all other things of

creation . . . (and) because marriage is the fulness of

man . . .

I55a^. Wives are . . . ardent zeals for the preservation

of conjugial friendship and confidence,

156a. On the conjunction of souls and minds by

marriage, which is meant by the Lord's Avords : 'They

are no more two, but one flesh.' Chapter.

159. (Thus) conjugial conjunction is that of the

will of the wife with the understanding of the man,

and the reciprocal . . .

162. That this conjunction is effected successively

from the first days of marriage ... Ex.

. The first heat of marriage does not conjoin
;

for it partakes of the love of the sex . . .

^ AVhen (friendship and confidence) conjoin

themselves with the first love of marriage, conjugial

love is effected, which opens the bosoms, and inspires

into them the sweetnesses of love ; and this deeper and

deeper . . .

167. Conjugial cold is deeply seated in many men . , .

181. That these things cannot possibly exist except

in the marriage of one man with one wife. Ex.

183^. Then some from that conjugial company

said . . .

184. On the change of state of life with men and

women by marriage. Chapter.

1 87-. Then the conjugial inclination accedes ; which

is that of a maiden for a youth, and of a youth for a

maiden ; and as the maidens in Heaven, equally as on

earth, from their innate prudence conceal their inclina-

tions to marriages, the youths there know no otherwise

than that they affect the maidens with love . . .

190. That with both men and women the states of

life before marriage are different from what they are

after marriage. Ex.

191. That the states of life after marriage . . . are

changed and succeed each other according to the con-

junctions of their minds through conjugial love. Ex.

192. That marriages also induce other forms on souls

and minds. Ex.

^. This is the case in Heaven, because there are

no marriages elsewhere ; beneath Heaven there are only

connubial [connections], which are made and broken off.

1 93-. Hence no one can ever love his consort truly

conjugially who is in the conceit of his Own intelligence

from the love of self.

199-. Some men said that conjunction with a woman
before marriage is like conjunction with a wife after

marriage ; on hearing which the wives were very

indignant, and said. There is no likeness whatever

:

the difference is like that between what is fatuous and

what is real. (Continued under Wife.)

200. That in the marriage of one man with one wife,

between whom there is love truly conjugial, the wife

becomes more and more a wife, and the husband more

and more a husband. Ex.

201. The most perfect and noble human form is

when, through marriage, two forms become one form ;

thus when two fleshes become one flesh, according to

creation. . . The mind of the man is then elevated into

higher light, and the mind of the mfe into higher heat

;

and they then bud, flower, and bear fruit, like trees in

springtime. . . From the ennobling of this form are

born noble fruits, which in the Heavens are spiritual,

and on earth are natural.

202. That the offspring born from a pair avIio are

in love truly conjugial derive from their parents the

Conjugial of good and truth . . . Ex. 203.

203. The Conjugial of good and truth is implanted

from creation in the soul of everyone ; for it is that

which inflows into man from the Lord, and constitutes

his human life. But this Conjugial passes into the

consequents from the soul down into the ultimates of

the body ; and in both the latter and the former it is

changed on the way by the man himself . . . sometimes

into the opposite, which is called the Conjugial or

Connubial of evil and falsity . . . 204.

209. Universals concerning marriages. Chapter.

212. These do not enter into marriages except also

with the end of lasciviating . . .

213®. You husbands are able to confirm this from the

first deliciousnesses of marriage, which are in their

fulness, because the wife alone is then loved . . .

214-. Then the love makes this its friendship also

conjugial . . .

216'. When they were in the idea of what is tempor-

ary, they said, There is no longer any marriage . . .

217. That wives love the bonds of marriage provided

the men love them. Ex.

222. That there is a conjugial sphere which inflows

from the Lord through Heaven into each and all things

of the universe down to its ultimates. Ex.

-. But the universal sphere of all is the conjugial

sphere, because this is also the sphere of propaga-

tion . . .

223. That the conjugial sphere is received by the

female sex, and through it is transferred into the male

sex. Ex.

. The intellectual form cannot of itself become

heated with conjugial heat . . .

224. Is he not affected conjugially by whatever

proceeds from his bride . . . and not, then, by what

proceeds from others of the sex ?

225. This conjugial sphere inflowing into the uni-

verse, in its origin is Divine ; in its progress in Heaven

with the Angels it is celestial and spiritual ; with men
natural ; with beasts and birds animal ; with worms

merely corporeal ; with plants it is devoid of life ; and,

moreover, in all its subjects it is varied according to

their forms. Now, as this sphere is received immedi-

iately by the female sex, and mediately by the male

sex ; and as it is received according to the forms, it

follows that this sphere, which in its origin is holy, can
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be turned in the subjects into a sphere which is not

holy, and may even be inverted into an opposite one.

The sphere opposite to it, is called, with such women,

the meretricious sphere ; and, with such men, the

scortatory sphere ; and as these men and women are in

Hell, this sphere is thence. But this sphere is also of

much variety . . . (Thus) the man who does not love

his mfe, receives this sphere from some other source

than his wife ; still it is the fact that even this is

inspired by the wife, but without the man's knowing it,

and while he grows warm.

229. For all marriages of love truly conjugial are

provided by the Lord.

. How (these marriages) are provided in the

Heavens, I have heard described by the Angels thus :

—

The Divine Providence of the Lord is most singular

and most universal in relation to marriages and in

marriages, because all the delights of Heaven spring

from the delights of conjugial love . . . and therefore it

is provided that conjugial pairs be born, and that they

be constantly educated for their marriages under the

auspices of the Lord, neither the boy nor the girl

knowing it ; and after the time has passed . . . they

meet somewhere as by fate . . . and at once know, as

by a kind of instinct, that they are mates, and, by a

kind of dictate, think . . , the young man, that she

is mine ; and the maiden, that he is mine ; and after

this has been seated some time in the minds of both,

they deliberately accost each other, and betroth them-

selves. It is said, as from fate, from instinct, and from

dictate ; and it is meant from the Divine Providence

. . . For the Lord opens internal similitudes, so that

they may see themselves.

234. On the causes of colds, separations, and divorces

in marriages. Chapter.

236. For more than all other colds does conjugial

cold reside in human minds ; for the Conjugial itself

is inscribed on souls, to the end that soul may be pro-

pagated from soul . . .

238^. This propagative or plastic force in seeds in the

vegetable kingdom, and in souls in the animal kingdom,

is from no other source than the conjugial sphere which

perpetually emanes and inflows from the Lord . . . and

from the effort of the good and truth therein to conjoin

themselves into a one. This conjugial effort seated in

souls is the original source of the existence of conjugial

love . . .

240^^. They are to be excused, because with such it

is impossible to discriminate in thought embraces in

marriages from those in scortations . . .

241S. Such marriages (as those in which one consort

has religion and not the other) are dissolved of them-

selves.

242. When the spring of this love is closed, they

come into a Conjugial which has a lower seat, and

which is that of good with another truth, or that of

truth with another good, than its own . . . Hence with

the consort who is in the falsities of religion, cold has

its inception . . .

244. There are as many colds as there are marriages

of those who are in falsities of religion, in diverse

religions, and in no religion.

246-. Hence come inclinations to enter into marriages

with unequals, and to refuse marriages with equals
;

but still these marriages, after a certain time of living

together, vary according to the similitudes and dis-

similitudes contracted by heredity and education . . .

^. Marriages of such dissimilitudes are not unlike

the conjunctions of diverse species of animals . . .

2476. Nothing stores up in itself conjugial cold more
than scortatory love ... It may be called conjugial cold

itself.

248^. The difference between conjugial and servile

friendship in marriages, is like that between light and
shade . . .

249". Hence it is that conjugial heat remains better

and longer with those (who have employment) than
with others.

250^. For with such the Conjugial is not of the

spirit and the heart, but is only of the mouth . . .

254. The third cause of lawful separation is impotence

before marriage . . . because the end of marriage is the

procreation of offspring . . .

270^ This is conjugial cold. Ex. 294^ *.

271. On the causes of apparent love, friendship, and

favour in marriages. Chapter.

276". As therefore the covenant of marriage is a

covenant for life, it follows that (these appearances) are

necessities.

278. The conjugial covenant is for life ; and the

derivative conjugial communion is inscribed on

(them) . . .

279. That these appearances are conjugial simula-

tions, which are laudable . . . Ex. 2S0. 281. 282. 284.

283^. By representative conjugial friendship.

284^. "With spiritual men there is conjugial con-

junction by the love of the children . . .

290. A friendship emulating conjugial friendship

when they grow old.

292. That there are infernal marriages in the world

between consorts who are interiorly the most deadly

enemies, but exteriorlj' are like the most conjoined

friends. Gen. art.

296. The determinations to marriage (of women)
would be only from the inclinations of their love.

297. That the man ought to court and ask the

woman concerning marriage witli him, and not tlie

woman the man. Ex.

299. Her judgment is as yet in ignorance about

conjugial life.

303. That by betrothal the mind of the one is con-

joined with the mind of other, so that marriage may
become of the spirit before it becomes of the body.

304. That it is so done with those who think chastely

about marriages . . . Ex.

-. But with those who do not think from religion

about marriages and their holiness, there is a marriage

of the body, but none of the spirit. If anything of

the marriage of the spirit appears during the state of

betrothal ... it falls back to the concupiscences which

are from the flesh in the will ; and thus from the
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unchaste things there it lets itself down headlong into

the body, and defiles the ultimates of its love with an

alluring ardour ; from which as in the beginning it was

on fire, so its fire suddenly goes out, and passes away

into the cold of winter ; whence defect is accelerated.

The state of betrothal with these answers hardly any

other purpose than that they may fill their con-

cupiscences with lasciviousness, and thereby contaminate

the Conjugial of love.

[M.] 306. The beginning of the following state is to be

inaugurated by the marriage, which is of the spirit and

body together ; for the spirit then enters into the body,

and acts there . . .

®. As marriage is not legitimate until after the

wedding . . .

307. That before the celebration of the wedding the

conjugial covenant is to be made in the presence of

witnesses. Ex,

. For after some initiaments of marriage, the

state which preceded betrothal returns by alter-

nations . . .

308. That marriage is to be consecrated by a priest.

Ex. The reason is that, regarded in themselves,

marriages are spiritual, and thence holy ; for they

descend from the heavenly marriage of good and truth
;

and conjugial things correspond to the Divine marriage

of the Lord and the Church ; and hence they are from

the Lord Himself ; and are according to the state of the

Church with the contracting parties.

310. That after the wedding the marriage of the

spirit becomes also of the body, and thus full. Ex.

. (Hence) it is that the minds or spirits are first

to be united together as in a marriage before [they are

united] with tlie body also ; that is to say, that the

marriages, when they become of the body, may be of

the spirit . . .

-. From these things let us now look at mamage.
(Continued under Marriage Love.)

s. Consequently, if the marriage in the spirit is

chaste, and partakes of the holiness thereof, it is the

like when it. is in its fulness in the body ; and the

reverse is the case if the marriage in the spirit is

unchaste.

312. (The marrows are burnt up and consumed) if

the man and woman precipitate marriage without

order, by not looking to the Lord, by not consulting

reason, by rejecting betrothal, and by complying with

the flesh only . . .

313. That the states of the minds of both, proceeding

in successive order, inflow into the state of marriage
;

yet in one way wth the spiritual, and in another with

the natural. Ex.
e_ Therefore, with the natural, the state of

marriage is inwardly full of unchaste things ; and

there are as many colds as there are unchaste things
;

and there are as many obstructions of the inmost life

as there are colds . . .

316^. ]The statement quoted above, at M.229, con-

cerning the way in which marriages are provided in the

Heavens, is repeated here, and proceeds :] That con-

jugial pairs are born, and are educated for marriages,

unknown to both, (the wise one) confirmed by the

conjugial similitude visible in the faces of both ; and
also by the inmost and eternal union of the lower minds
and of the minds, which are not possible, such as they

are in Heaven, without having been foreseen and pro-

vided by the Lord.

*. The wise one . . . added, further, In the

veriest singulars with man, both male and feiuale, there is

the Conjugial
; but a different Conjugial with the male

from that with the female. In the masculine Conjugial

there is what is conjunctive with the fendnine Con-

jugial
; and contrariwise ; even in the veriest singulars.

This he confirmed by the marriage in each person of

the will and the understanding, which two act together

into the veriest singulars of the mind and of the body
;

from which things it may be seen that the Conjugial is

in every substance, even the least. This is evident

from the compound substances which are made up of

simjile substances ; as that there are two eyes, two ears,

two nostrils . . . and within man two hemispheres of the

brain, two ventricles of the heart, two lobes of the lungs

. . . and, where there are not two, still they are divided

into two . . . Ex.

317. On repeated marriages. Chapter.

318'-. (Thus) the mind is kept balancing towards a

second marriage, according to the degree of love in

which it was in the former one. (Continued under

Marriage Love.)

319. That ... it depends upon the state of marriage

in which they had lived. Ex.

320^. The reason nothing hinders such from being

able to contract repeated matrimonies, is that they

have not had the essentials of marriage . . . Neither do

they themselves think of marriages otherwise than

naturally . . . and perhaps if their interior thoughts

were clearly seen . . . there would not be found in them
any distinction between conjugial conjunctions and
extra-conjugial copulations . . .

^. But it is to be knowm that marriages interiorly

conjunctive can with difiiculty be entered upon on earth,

because the choice of internal similitudes cannot be

provided by the Lord there as in the Heavens, because

it is limited in many ways ; as to equals in state and

condition ; within the region, city, or village where they

live ; and, moreover . . . the internals do not come forth

until some time after marriage . . .

321. That those who had lived together in love truly

conjugial do not want repeated marriage, except for

reasons separate from conjugial love. Ex.

322. That there is one state of marriage of a youth
with a maiden, and another of a youth with a widow.

Ex.

. The state of marriage of a youth with a maiden

is the very initial state to genuine marriage. Des.

323. That so also there is one state of marriage of a

widower with a maiden, and another of a widower with

a widow, Ex.

. A widower has already been initiated into

conjugial life . . .

330**. If a woman wants to seem beautiful after

marriage, in like manner as before it, she loves the

men and not the man . , .
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331®. If therefore you love your intelligence in your-

selves, it becomes the receptacle of your love, and the

love of what is your Own, as it does not endure an

eipal, never becomes conjugial ; but . . . remains

seortatory.

333. That except with one wife . . . there is no con-

jngial friendship, confidence, potency . . . Ex.

346. That with polygamists conjugial chastity,

purity, and holiness are not possible. Ex.

368^. These, being spiritual, in their marriage look

to union as the end ; and, in this, spiritual rest and its

pleasantnesses ; and as they have rejected disunion from

their lower minds, their spiritual jealousy is like a fire

darting forth against the infesters.

376^. There are also seortatory marriages, in which,

by mutual consent, the license of venery is granted to

both, and yet they are civil to each other when they

meet.

4276. In externals . . . the delight of adultery is as

the delight of marriage. But after death ... it is

evident to sense that the evil of adultery is a ball of the

concupiscences of evil, and that the good of marriage is

a bundle of the affections of good . . .

428*^. On the other hand, he who is in good and weds

truth . . . confirms himself against adultery and in

favour of marriage, and embraces a blessed conjugial

life.

439. Hence it is that in the extremes seortatory

caresses and conjugial caresses are perceived as alike,

although in internals they are utterly unlike. That
from this they are rmlike in the extremes also . . .

(is not felt by any) but those who are in love truly

conjugial. Ex.

447^. For the love of the sex cannot become spiritual

until it becomes conjugial . . .

449-. If an adulterer . . . enters the conjugial bed . . .

450. [Early marriages.]

^. When they have grown up to the conjugial

age . . .

452^. Fornication is light with those who prefer the

conjugial state
;

(because the conjugial life is their

purjiose . . .

<=. When they come into the conjugial state.

453. All . . . look to adultery . . . who think of

marriages as they do of adulteries.

456-. By which conjugial sports are bent into tragic

scenes . . .

457. The Conjugial of one man with one wife is the

jewel of human life, and the storehouse of the Christian

religion. Ex.

459. That this Conjugial may be preserved with

those who for various reasons cannot as yet enter into

marriages, and who on account of salacity cannot
regulate their lusts, if the love of the sex be confined to

one mistress. Ex.
". Thus is the lasciviousness of salacity . . .

tempered by something which is as it Avere an analogue
of marriage.

VOL. IV.

^. These things are not said to those who . . .

are able to enter into marriage as soon as they arrive at

manhood . . .

460^^. The love of pellicacy is kept separate from
conjugial love by the man's not promising maniage
to the mistress, and by his not holding out to her any
hope of marriage.

466. That (this concubinage) is scortatiou, by which
the Conjugial ... is destroyed. Ex.

. It is the deprivation of all faculty and inclina-

tion for a conjugial life, which is in Christians from
birth. 2,Ex.

^. That this Conjugial is destroyed with a Chris-

tian by polygamous scortation . . .

469''. Who but a vile person can preserve the rights

of the marriage bed, and share the couch with a harlot ?

472®. A clamorous demand for the conjugial debt,

whereby the man becomes a cold stone.

478-. There were once assembled . . . from Europe
some hundreds of those who excelled in cleverness,

learning, and wisdom there ; and they were questioned

about the difference between marriage and adultery

. . . and after consultation, all except ten replied that

it is only the public law which makes the dift'erence

. . . They were then asked whether they saw anything

of good in marriage, and anything of evil in adultery.

They replied that they did not see any rational evil or

good. On being questioned as to whether they saw
anything of sin, they said. Where is it ? Is not the

deed alike ? The Angels were astounded at these

answers, and exclaimed. How gross and great is the

stupidity of the age ! On hearing this, the hundreds of

the wise ones turned and said to each other with loud

laughter, Is this stupidity ? Can there be any wisdom
which can bring conviction that to love another's wife

merits eternal damnation '

4796. As all things of good and of evil are dis-

tinguished into genera, species, and so on, marriages

are distinguished into the same, and in like manner
their opposites, which are adulteries.

488. If the love of marriage conquers, it subjugates

this love of adultery . . .

491. If the mind (takes its reasonings) from the

liigher region, which communicates with Heaven, it

confirms marriages, and condemns adulteries ; but if

from the lower region, which communicates with the

world, it confirms adulteries and makes light of

marriages.

^. It follows that the form of the human mind is

according to the confirmations ; being turneil to Heaven
if its confirmations are in favour of marriages ; l)ut to

Hell if they are in favour of adulteries . . .

497. The love of marriage.

500'-. Nine hundred (out of a thousand from the.

Christian world) say, AVho does not know that the

delight of adultery is supereminent to the delight of

marriage ? . . . What is marriage but allowable scorta-

tion ? . . .

502. On the state of a virgin or undeflowered woman
before marriage, and after marriage. Ex.

. They (then begin) to love the conjugial life.

2 Jf
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[M. 502.] They said that they had thought about
marriage solely from the blessedness of mutual friendship

and confidence with a consort, and not at all from the

delight of any flame . . .

510-. For everyone has (spiritual life) according to

the Conjugial implanted in him.

^. Such do those become who . . . have rent and

annihilated with themselves the human Conjugial.

515. On the correspondence of scortatious with the

violation of spiritual marriage. Chapter.

516. By spiritual marriage is meant the marriage of

the Lord and the Church ; and thence also the marriage

of good and truth ; and as this (spiritual) marriage is

in each and all things of the Word, it is the violation of

the Word which is here meant bj'^ the violation of the

spiritual marriage . . . That the Word is this marriage.

Ref.

517. As therefore the violation of spiritual marriage

is the violation of the Word, it is evident that . . .

when good is adulterated and truth falsified, this

marriage is violated.

518. As this (spiritual) marriage corresponds to

marriages on earth, it follows that the violation of this

marriage corresponds to scortations and adulteries . . .

These violations of the Word and the Church correspond

to the forbidden degrees enumerated in Lev.xviii.

520. It follows that he who is in the spiritual mar-

riage is also in happy natural marriage ; and, on the

other hand, that he who is in spiritual adulter}' is also

in natural adultery ; and conversely. . . Therefore the

whole Hell is called an adultery, and the whole Heaven

is called a marriage.

531. There are marriages in which conjugial love

does not appear, and yet is ; and there are marriages in

which conjugial love does appear, and yet is not. Ex.

. The only thing which decides is the Conjugial,

which is seated in the will of everyone, and is guarded

in whatever state of marriage the man may be. This

Conjugial is like a balance in which that love is weighed
;

for the Conjugial of one man with one wife is the jewel

of human life . . .

^. And for him to whom conjugial love is imputed,

a marriage in Heaven is provided after death, whatever

kind of a marriage he has had in the world.

T. 380. All the good and truth, of the Church are

propagated from the marriage of the Lord and the

Church ; thus all that which is essentially charity, and
essentially faith, is from that marriage ; but whatever

of these two is not from it, is not from a lawful bed , . .

thus is either from polygamous marriage, or from

adultery . . .

619*. This sphere also invades men in the natural

world, and extinguishes the conjugial torches between

truths and goods . . .

D. 395. Delights, by a real ti-ansmission into others,

can eftect them ; which derives its origin from the

lieavenly marriage. Hence the deliciousnesses of

earthly marriages, and the communications between the

consorts.

399. (Evil Spirits) induced on me a delicate feeling.

which emulated . . . the feeling of conjugial delicious-

ness, so that scarcely any diff"ereuce could be discerned.

1227. When (with women) the ardour and desire for

marriage have ceased . . ,

2722. That no effect in the universe can come forth

without a passive and an active ; thus without a mar-
riage. Ex.

33 1
9^. With such lasciviousness as appears conjugial.

3384. The Jewish Church esteemed the conjugial

debt as nothing. Ex.

3443S. All are allotted to their uses ; some that they

might be delighted with marriages . . .

3537. Granted that Adam was the first man, and that

his sons and daughters might va&rrj-conJHrfia jtmgere,

still this does not take away the eternal Truth that

such marriages are not allowable.

2. (Granted) that it is better to m&rry-covjugia

jungere-m adolescence than to have concubines pre-

viously : this does not take away the Truth that as

society is constituted they cannot be contracted before

they are able to bring up children.

3697. As marriages are for the sake of the propagation

of offspring . . . whatever destroys or perverts marriages,

and destroys propagation, is diabolical.

3778. I spoke to them about marriage : that

marriages or conjugial love is the fundamental of all

loves
;

(for) thence is the propagation of human society

and consequently of the heavenly Societies ; and there-

fore there has been given it a pleasure of the body which

surpasses all other pleasures ; for delights are adjoined

according to the necessities of the ends ; and conjugial

love is more delightful and happy than any other love
;

insomuch that a good marriage is Heaven on earth
;

thus is celestial love, from which are all other loves . . .

from which it is evident how sacred marriages ought to

be held.

3794". It was gi'anted to insinuate that the primaiy

bond of conscience is that of marriage. Ex.

3908. They who have lived unhappy in marriage in

this : that they have lived in contempt, aversion, and

hati-ed against their consorts ; become unhappy in the

other life also.

4076. On marriage.—He who does not live in the

love of faith cannot live in the true love of marriage
;

and although he may seem to himself to live in the love

of marriage, still it is nothing but a kind of adultery or

lasciviousness. He loves his consort solely for the sake

of cohabitation, the delight of earthly life, infants for

the sake of ends in the world, and so on ; for celestial

things ought to inflow into conjugial love
;
(that is to

say) the celestial things of faith. . . But still there are

the delight of marriage and cohabitation in the other

life, so that there may be initiation into upright

Societies, which cannot be effected without it. Hence

it follows that such as is the faith, such is the love of

marriage.

4107. There are those in the other life who live in a

so-called civil state, which is jjleasant and sweet. Des.

... It is the state of those who in the world have lived

happily and well in marriages, and have loved infants.
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4124. That there are indefinite genera of the happi-

nesses of marriage. Ex.

4192. What marriage and the derivative love are.

—

Marriage is such love that the one so loves the other

that they want to be one, and that the one wants to

give the other whatever is his. From this Mutual . . .

comes forth the love of marriage. Therefore all other

loves are derived from it . . . Hence it is evident that

conjugial love is fundamental, and is Heaven itself.

4405. On marriages and adulteries.

4745. On infernal marriage. (See Charles XII.,

here, and at 4768.)
-. Such marriages are those of all who subjugate

their consort by obstinacy, and who afterwards live to-

gether in externals as it were in friendship, but in in-

ternals in deadly hatred. . . Such are permitted to hold

each other in deadly hatred, until they feel such delight

in that marriage, that they can almost be united as one

;

for each [feels the delight of dominion in the other

;

and, as the one has contributed thereto with the other,

it is this delight which is felt.

47S4. Injecting the persuasive that adultery surpasses

the Conjugial.

4963. Such . . . cause marriage to be separated.

5022. I spoke to (the Dutch) about marriage : that

in proportion as the desire to exercise command increases

. . . the delight of life decreases ; and that in proportion

as that delight decreases, the delight of life increases
;

for when the desire to exercise command decreases and

vanishes, love itself . . . commands, and when love

commands, the Lord God commands. Hence is the

happiness in marriages.

5070. (On Spirits who wish to dissolve marriages.

See Last Judgment, here.

)

5179, On a mountain where is the Conjugial.

2. When (their visitors) strip themselves, they at

once perceive whether they have the Conjugial.

5180. A certain person who had faith in the letter of

the Word supposed that he had the Conjugial, because

he had lived sincerely with his wife, and had never been

lascivious. As the Conjugial corresponds to the Word
;

for this is the Divine and heavenly Conjugial, he was

brought to (that mountain) . . . On coming, naked, to

those who were higher up, he was deprived of his senses

. . . and so stood, like one half-dead . . . Such are they

who believe the Word as to the sense of its letter, and
do not know and have not imbued interior truths thence.

De Couj. 69.

5643. When anyone, from the good of his will, wants
marriage to be genuine ... he loves the truths (which)

agree with this good or will . . . and whenever he thinks

about marriage, the internal sight falls upon such

things, until they have been conjoined in the exterior

and in the interior memory . . .

5832. On marriages and adulteries.—I saw a vast

crew who had accounted adulteries as nothing . . . and
all said that they are no longer men, but are like wild

beasts, because they had put off the human nature by
having burst asunder and profaned the society of mar-
riage . . .

5996. On a cadaverous breast from the violation of

marriage . . .

6027. On the marriage between the Empress of

Russia and De la Gardie. *—They were together, and
became acquainted with each other, and took a liking

for each other. 2. Afterwards she was informed about
his family, and went to the Society where they were . . .

3. Then first De la Gardie was divorced from his wife,

with whom he had sometimes had intercourse ; after-

wards but seldom ; but still he referred it to the Council,

as to whether divorce could take place. These examined
it, and found that there was no similarity in their

affections ; and thus they became divorced. 4. After-

wards the Empress . . . openly asked the counsel of

many . . . She regretted what had taken place, but

could do nothing with it . . . her husband was quite

given up to drinking. 5. Afterwards the Empress came
to speak to that Bishop in Lubeck, to whom she had
been betrothed ; but she found no pleasure in him,

especially when there was seen beside him a woman with

a beautiful face, who was his mistress ... It was after-

wards shown where he was now at home, which was

down in Hell . . . through which the liking for him
went away. 6. She afterwards spoke to one from Hol-

stein and ]\Iecklenburg . . . but she found dissimilarity,

and would not know him ; as she had also done in the

world. 7. She afterwards travelled around, and went
far away from her home ; where . . . she did not know
wliere she was at home, nor who she herself was. On
tlie way Count de la Gardie met her, and accompanied

her, each of them being then unknown to the other
;

and then again they took a liking for each other. He
followed her round to a way which led homewards, when
they accidentally came to separate. She travelled

around a second time, when I did not see what took place.

The third time she travelled the same way as the first

time, and then also, of the Providence of the Lord, De la

Gardie met her ; and then they saw, as is wont to be the

case, that the one was destined for the other, and they

held each other dear, and were then brought home each

one to his own Society. 8. The Empress came to pre-

side over the best Society of the Russians, who have

much love for her. The ex-Emperor Peter then took

leave of that Society . . . De la Gardie also received a

fine Society to preside over. 9. The last time she was
accompanied by De la Gardie he came home to her

palace, and it was then determined between them con-

cerning their marriage ; they having been together long

enough. 10. When it had been determined, an Angel

was sent from here up to Heaven, who was in beautiful

white garments, in order to^get a priest thence, to wed
them, which took place in this way only : that he asked

both if they consented, and when he had heard that

[they did], he wished them the grace and blessing of

God. Nothing more. This took place on the 5th of

March 1762. He then drove to her with seven pairs

of horses, splendid. 11. Afterwards congratulations

were received ; first, those of little children, who were

brought from Heaven to speak to them, at which she be-

* Translated from the Swedish in the Spiritual Diary by Prof.

C. Th. Odhner. (The Empress Elizabeth of Russia died in

December 1761.)
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came so ati'eetud that she went out into another room and
wept because of the heavenly delight from their speech.

When she came back there came eight older children

who made a beautiful congratulation. When they went

out, she kissed them all. Afterwards [came] grown-up
persons, who had died as children, and had been educated

in Heaven. Lastly came such persons from the Russian

nation as had also been brought vrp in Heaven, and made
their congratulation. 12. Lastly, short congratulations

were heard from above from the Societies of Heaven, one

after the other
;
[and which although short] still were

beautiful in the order of the provinces there, and which
were continued ... to [the number] of from one to two
or three hundred . . . and there were many who still

wished to congratulate ; but as it took so much time,

many of them made a congratulation together . . . Music

was also heard accompanying the affections of the

chihlren who had been there. 13. A repast was after-

wards served, which was splendid, and at which thirty

persons were present. 14. In the morning, after they

had slept together, they sat down together in a chariot

;

and then I saw him changed, [wearing] the red ribbon

of the knights ; and then they went to his [home] ; and,

when they arrived, the house was changed into a beauti-

ful palace with many rooms, at which he was quite

astonished. They \valked round : it was beautiful

everywhere. Then they went upstairs, and found

servants, who belonged to the Society . . . and there

were several rooms in which there was as yet nobody ; a

kind of sign that the Society was to be increased. 15.

Then some persons came in who were allowed to make
representations, and who with beautiful representations

represented the government. 16. Then they went to

her [home] in the former place. 17. Their love grew

so strong that she desired to become one with him as to

the body also, which also took place ; and they con-

sidered themselves well off in this, that it can be done

when desired. They then seemed to be as it were lifted

up, from above. They can thus be one, being two as to

the body, but still with one life. 18. De la Gardie has

been of such a mind, that he always used to speak of

useful things discursively, and also carefully and in a

lively manner ; and still of many spiritually. Thus he

was used to speak from reason, and not at all from the

memory alone. 19. (See Theology, here.) 20. They
then drove round in a chariot among the Society, in

order to show themselves ... 24. Then came Queen
Ulrica with her husband to make them a visit. He
first spoke to the Russian Empress, and was shown
all politeness. Then first to De la Gardie, and then

to the Russian Empress, Queen Ulrica made her speech
;

first simply, and then more and more interiorly,

[all of which] was answered in order, and some-

thing further. 25. On the 25th of March both were in

a state of innocence together ; and they walked round

and were seen by many round there as little children.

[D.] 60546. The former deprive themselves 'of all the

delight of marriage . . . but not the latter.

6055^. The love of marriage opens Heaven ; the love

of adultery closes it.

6106. On marriage.—There was a woman with me
sometimes who said and believed that it is impossible to

love a consort long, because it becomes common . . . But

she was answered that in Heaven . . . this Common be-

comes delicious . . . 61 lo^

61 10. On Marriage and Adultery. Treatise.

". niustrated by the marriage of soimd and speech.
•*^. The prior state must by all means precede

before marriage . . . without thought about the posterior

state. Then there will be a happy and lasting marriage
;

but in proportion as there is of the posterior state to-

gether with it, in the same proportion it is deficient.

^''. With those who have a lascivious marriage

. . . with whom the woman's love is not communicated
to the man, it is the man's own affection Avhich efteots

it. The man has a proper affection of his own which
does not make one with the woman's affection, and
therefore they both recede. . . (But) this affection of the

man is soon consumed and burnt up. It is otherwise

when the woman's affection inflows into the man's
understanding, as is the case with the Angels . . .

^^ All things are reduced to marriage . . ,

D. Min. 4643. (The filthy ideas of such whenever
marriage is mentioned.)

E. 710--'. The arcanum contained in the Lord's words

to the Pharisees (Matt.xix.3-12) (is this): There are

marriages in the Heavens equally as on earth ; but in the

Heavens, marriages are of like with their like ; for the

man has been born to act from the understanding, but

the woman from attection. (Continued under Man—vir. )

^. The reason the Lord afterwards spoke about

eunuchs, was . . . because marriages with the Jewish

nation . . . from the fact that they were in the falsities

of evil, were not marriages, but adulteries, as understood

in the spiritual sense, and therefore that nation was

called by the Lord 'an adulterous generation.' (Con-

tinued under Eunuch.)
29_ The marriage of the understanding of truth

and good with the afiection of truth and good, is in

general from a threefold origin, and thence is in a three-

fold degree. In the highest degree it is the marriage of

those who are called celestial ; in a lower one it is between

those who are si)iritual ; and in the lowest it is between

those who are natural. Sig. and fully Ex.

817'*. For marriages, such as are in the Heavens,

derive their spiritual origin from the marriage of good

and truth . . .

935^. The Sixth Precept . . . contains in special to

have delight in adulteries, and undelight in marriages
;

and, in special, to think filthy things about such things

as belong to marriage ; for these things also are

' adulteries.

'

981". The delight of marriage is Heaven with

man . . .

. The chaste love of marriage is the fundamental

love of all heavenly and Divine loves ; consequently

... in proportion as a man is in the chaste love of

marriage, in the same proportion he is in all good love

;

if not in act, still in endeavour.

. He who is in the chaste love of marriage, is in

charity and in faith, and in love to God. The chastity

of marriage also makes one with religion. (See these

statements concerning the love of marriage contrasted

with the opposite, under Adultery at this ref.

)

3. AVhen the Church is at its end . . . the man
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of the Church, from influx from Hell . . . comes into

tlie faith that marriages and adulteries do not differ in

their essence, but solely as to order ; when yet the

difference between them is such as there is between

Heaven and Hell.

983^. This conjunction (of two minds into one) is

spiritual marriage, from which descends conjugial love

;

for when two minds are conjoined, so that they are as it

were one mind, there is love between them. This love,

which is the spiritual love of marriage, when it descends

into the body, becomes the natural love of marriage.

Everyone, if he will, may clearly perceive this : consorts

who interiorly and mutually love each other, love each

other mutually also as to their bodies . . ,

*. Now as the origin of conjugial love is the

marriage of good and truth, because in its essence

marriage is Heaven, it is evident that the origin of the

love of adultery is the marriage of evil and falsity,

which in its essence is Hell. The reason Heaven is

marriage, is that all who are in the Heavens are in the

marriage of good and truth ; and the reason Hell is

adultery, is that all who are in the Hells are in the

marriage of evil and falsity. Hence it follows that

marriage and adultery are as opposite to each other as

are Heaven and Hell,

984-. Man cannot become the love which is the image
or likeness of God, except through the marriage of

truth and good . . . This unition is quite impossible

except through the marriage of two minds into one

;

for . . . the man has been created to be the understand-

ing of truth, thus truth ; and the woman has been

created to be the affection of good, thus good. In them,

therefore, is there the conjunction of good and truth
;

for conjugial love, which descends from this conjunc-

tion, is the veriest means for man's becoming the love

which is an image or a likeness of God. For two con-

sorts who are in conjugial love from the Lord, love each

other mutually from the heart, thus from inmosts ; and
therefore although they are apparently two, still they

are actually one. They are two as to their bodies, and
one as to their life ; which may be compared to the eyes,

in that they are two as to organs, but one as to sight

. . . and in like manner all the other pairs with man
;

(which) also relate to good and truth ... It is the like

with a husband and his wife between whom there is love

truly conjugial : they are two as to their bodies, but

one as to their life ; and therefore in Heaven two con-

sorts are not called two Angels, but one. From these

things it is evident that man becomes a form of love,

and thence a form of Heaven . . . through marriage.

(Continued under Adultery, at 984^.)

985'. The reason the love of marriage is so holy and

heavenly, is that it commences from the Lord Himself

in the inmosts of man, and according to order descends

to the ultimates of the body, and thus infils the whole

man with heavenly love, and induces on him the form

of the Divine love, which form is the form of Heaven,

and is the image of the Lord. (Continued under

Adultery.)
•*. As the members of generation, in both sexes,

correspond to the Societies of the Third Heaven ; and

the love of consorts to the love of good and truth
;

therefore those members and this love correspond to the

Word. The reason is that the Word is Divine truth

united to Divine good proceeding from the Lord . . .

from which also it is that in each thing of the Word
there is the marriage of good and truth . . . From this

also it is evident how holy and heavenly marriages in

themselves are ; and how profane and diabolical are

adulteries.

988^. How holy marriages are in themselves, that is,

from creation, may be seen from the fact that they are

the seminaries of the human race, and (therefore) of

Heaven . . . and as the end of the whole creation is the

human race, and thence Heaven . . . and their pro-

creation according to Divine order has been instaurated

by marriages, it is evident how holy . . . they are . . .

The earth could indeed be equally filled with inhabitants

through fornications and adulteries, as through mar-

riages ; but not Heaven. The reason is that Hell is

from adulteries, and Heaven from marriages. . . The

reason Heaven is from marriages, is that marriage is

from the marriage of good and truth ; from which

also Heaven in the whole complex is called a marriage.

^. By marriages is meant where its love, which is

called conjugial love, reigns.

. AVhen the procreations of the human race take

place through marriages in which reigns the holy love

of good and truth from the Lord, then it is done on

earth as in the Heavens ; and the Lord's Kingdom on

earth corresponds to His Kingdom in the Heavens. For

the Heavens consist of Societies ordinated according to

all the varieties of celestial and spiritual affections . . .

and there would be a like form on earth if the pro-

creations there took place through marriages in which

reigned love truly conjugial. Ex.

989-. It has been said that Heaven is from marriages,

and that Hell is from adulteries. It shall now be told

how this is to be understood. The hereditary evils into

which man is born . . . are from parents ... on account

of the marriage of evil and falsity ; from which comes

forth the love of adultery ... If the parents' love is the

love of adultery, it is also the love of evil for falsity, and

of falsity for evil . . . Hence it is evident that there is

Hell in man from adulteries, unless he is reformed by

the Lord through truths and a life according to them
;

nor can anyone be reformed unless he shuns adulteries

as infernal, and loves marriages as heavenly. Thus,

and no otherwise, is hereditary evil broken, and becomes

milder in the offspring.

990^. It has been said that the difiference between the

love of marriage and the love of adultery is like that

between Heaven and Hell. There is a like difference

l)etween the delights of these loves. (Continued at firll

length under 'DEhiGHT-jucundum.)

991^. This, then, is infernal marriage. Ex.

992^. It has been said that the love of adultery . . .

soon burns out, and is turned into cold . . . but it is the

reverse with the love of marriage : this is a fire kindled

from the love of good and truth, and from the delight

of doing well ; thus from love to the Lord and love

towards the neighbour. This fire . . . is full of innumer-

able delights, which are as many as are the delights and

blessednesses of Heaven . . . they are also multiplied
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with augments to eternity. The oi-igin of these delights

is from the fact that the consorts want to be united in to

one as to their minds ; and that Heaven, from the

marriage of good and truth from the Lord there, con-

spires into such a union.

[E.992]^. I will relate^some things about the marriages

of the Angels in Heaven. They say that they are in

continual potency ; that after the act there is never any

lassitude, still less sadness ; but alacrity of life and

cheerfulness of the lower mind ; that the consorts pass

the night in one another's bosoms, as if they had been

created into one ; that effects are constantly open, so

that they are never wanting when they will, because

without these their love would be like the vein of a

fountain stopped up ; the eflect opens this vein, and

makes it perennial, and also makes conjunction so that

they become as one flesh ; for the Vital of the man adds

itself to the Vital of the wife, and couples them. They

say that the deliciousnesses of the effects cannot be

described in the words of any language in the natural

world, nor be thought by any ideas except spiritual

ones, which however do not exhaust [the description].

De Conj. 66.

9958. The genuine Conjugial exists especially in the

Third Heaven, because the Angels there are in love to

the Lord, acknowledge Him as the Only God, and do

His commandments . . . There is a conjunction of the

Lord with them, and of them with the Lord ; for they are

in the Lord, because they are in good ; and the Lord is in

them, because they are in truths. This is the heavenly

marriage, from which love truly conjugial descends.

iooo\ That the man who in the world lives in love

truly conjugial, after death comes into the heavenly

marriage, which is that of good and truth, originating

from the marriage of the Lord with the Church, is

manifestly evident from the fact, that from marriages

in the Heavens—although the consorts are consociated

there in like manner as on earth—there are not born

children, but instead of children goods and truths, and

the derivative wisdom . . .

6. From these things it may also be clearly seen

that marriages on earth correspond to marriages in the

Heavens ; and that after death a man comes into the

correspondence ; namely, from corporeal natural mar-

riage into heavenly spiritual marriage, which is Heaven

itself, and the joy of Heaven.

1002". What good results from chastity in marriages

. . . The good works of chastity which concern the

consorts themselves, are spiritual and celestial loves ;

intelligence and wisdom ; innocence and peace ; power

and protection against the Hells, and against the evils

and falsities thence ; and manifold joys, and happinesses

to eternity ; all of which are possessed by those who
live in chaste marriages. The good works of chastity

which concern the offspring and posterity, are that so

many and such great evils are not born into families

;

for the reigning love of the parents ... is broken and

made mild with parents who shun adulteries as infernal,

and love marriages as heavenly. The good works of

chastity which concern the heavenly Societies, are that

chaste marriages are the deliciousnesses of Heaven

;

that the}' are its seminaries ; and that they are its

supports. They atibrd deliciousnesses to Heaven through

communications ; they are seminaries to Heaven through

prolifications ; and they are supports to Heaven through

power against the Hells ; for at the presence of con-

jugial love diabolical Spirits become furious, insane,

and impotent of mind, and cast themselves into the

deep.

1004". Inmost unition is like that of the soul and the

heart ; the soul of the wife is the man, and the heart of

the man is the wife. The man communicates and con-

joins his soul to his M'ife by actual love, it being in his

seed ; and the wife receives it with her heart. Hence

the two become one ; and then each and all things of

the body of the one look to their Mutual in those of the

other. This is genuine marriage, possible only between

two ; for it is from creation that all things of the man,

both of his mind and of his body, should have their

Mutual in the mind and in the body of the wife ; and

thence that the veriest singulars should mutually regard

each other and want to be united ; and from this look-

ing and endeavour there comes forth conjugial love.

All things in the body ... are nothing else than cor-

poreal natural forms which correspond to the spiritual

form of the mind . . . Therefore when two minds act as

one, the two bodies are potentially so united that they

are no more twain, but one flesh. To will to become

one flesh is conjugial love ; and this love is such as is

that will. Thi.s may be confirmed by a marvellous

thing which is in the Heavens. There are consorts

there who are in such conjugial love that both can be

one flesh, and also are so when they will, and they then

appear as one man, I have seen them, and have spoken

to them ; and they said that they have one life, and

that they are like the life of good in truth, and the life

of truth in good ; and that they are like the pairs in

man . , . They said that their life, thus conjoined, is

full of Heaven, and that it is the very life of Heaven

with all its infinite beatitudes ; for the reason that

Heaven also is such from the marriage of the Lord

therewith ; for all the Angels are in the Lord, and the

Lord in them. They said further that it is impossible

for them to think from any intention about a super-

numerary woman or wife, because this would be to

convert Heaven into Hell ; and therefore when an Angel

only thinks it, he falls from Heaven. They added that

natural Spirits do not believe this conjunction of theirs

possible, because with those who are merely natural

there is no marriage from a spiritual origin, which is-

that of good and truth ; but there is marriage from a

natural origin. Hence neither is there any union of

minds, but only a union of bodies from the lower mind

lasciviating in the flesh . . .

loio^. In a word, all scortation which destroys the

Conjugial, and extinguishes its love, is adultery, or of

adultery.

1077^. In the "Word there is the marriage of the Lord

with Heaven and the Church ; which also is recipro-

cal .. .

^. It is this union which is called the marriage

which is from creation in each thing of Heaven and in

each thing of the world ; whence comes the production

and generation of all things. . . It is also from this
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marriage that good aud truth are not two, but one
;

and they are one when good is of truth and truth is

of good.

II2I. For the marriage of a man and a woman is

exactly like the marriage of truth and good . . . (Con-

tinued under MAN-m-.)

J.(Post. ) 339. On marriage and adultery.

De Verbo 8. On the marriage of the Lord with the

Church, which is the marriage of good and truth in the

Word. Gen. art.

D.Wis. vi^. Thus did they represent the several

things in the heart and lungs, and also their union,

which they called the marriage of love and wisdom . . .

De Conj. Title. On Marriage.

9. On those who in marriages have as the end

lasciviousness such as is that of adultery. D.3924.

16. Various things concerning marriages and adul-

teries.

53. The marriages of the Angels of Heaven are all

provided by the Lord, who alone knows the similitude

of lower minds which will last to eternity ; and then

consort recognises consort at the iirst view . . .

54. But in Hell there are no marriages ; but there

are adulteries. (Continued under Adultery.)

58. That to exercise command in marriages takes

away conjugial love. Ex.

62. Infernal marriage.

66. They say that to look at a consort clothed takes

away the idea of marriage . . .

67. In the Heavens beneath the Third all appear

clothed, and blush at nakedness before the eyes of

others, because it excites lasciviousness. With them
marriage is not such deliciousness as it is in the Third

Heaven. In the Ultimate Heaven there is also some-

thing of cold ; but not as in the world.

69S. They said that they live at home with male and

female servants, who are all in marriage.

80. In the Christian world there are many of rank

and family—and not so from the commoa people—who
have assumed the principle that marriages are for the

sake of offspring, and what does it matter if they are

debauched by others. They laugh at the sanctity of

marriage . . . Such were taken up from the Hells, to a

great number, and were let into the state in which they

had been in the world. They inquired where there were

beautiful wives, and, when told, they rushed like mad-

men and furies, wanting to enter the houses ; but in

their blind heat they were carried into a place where the

earth yawned, and the whole drove were brought into

Hell.

82. For the Word is a marriage ; it corresponds to

marriage . . .

112. On marriages. Gen. art.

. The difference between conjugial love with

men, and the Conjugial with beasts.

122. (Thus) he had extinguished the desire for mar-

riage, and had contracted an unnatural nature.

123. As they are against the love of marriage, so are

they against the affections of good and truth ... for

when marriage is named there, there at once arise filthy

ideas, from the influx into what is contrary , . .

125. The Conjugial is everywhere represented in the

kingdoms of nature. Examp.

Marriage. Cotmubium.

Connubial. Cotumbialis.

A. 10837. She is then brought to a certain conniibial

house . . .

W. 61'-. (Plants) have some things like those of

marriage.

M. 78°. Polygamous love is connubial and at the

same time scortatory.

^. He replied, As to connubial love, we . . .

137^, Hence are . . . the marriages of your birds and

animals in the spring-time,

192®. Beneath Heaven there are only connubial

connections . . .

203. This is called the Conjugial or Connubial of evil

and falsity.

427. As the connubial connection of evil and falsity

is opposite to the marriage of good aud truth.

429. AH in Hell are in the connubial connection of

evil and falsity . . . and as the connubial connection of

evil and falsity is also adultery, it is Hell. 520.

Ad. 3/5842. In themselves, marriages are conjunc-

tions so as to become one and the same . . .

3/5884. Illegitimate marriages. Tr.

Coro. 35^. The generations of all evils with them are

from the marriage of the devil with a profane congrega-

tion.

Marriage, On. De Conjugio. (The Work.)

Life 74<^. Will be demonstrated in the Little Work
On Marriage. 77. R. 797.

R. 434. Concerning which, in the Angelic Wisdom

on Marriage.

De Conj. 8. (The date of this Work indicated here,

and also in the 'N.B.' at the end of the Work.)

Marriage (or Conjugial) Love. Amor
coiijugialis.

Love truly Conjugial. A mo?- vere con-

jugialis.

See MARiiiAGE-co?«/«j/mw, and Married Partner-

conyux.

See under Generation, Loins, Love of the Sex,

Thigh, Wife, and Womb.

A. 162". With the Most Ancient Churcli, conjugial

love was as it were Heaven . . . but when the Church

declined, they no longer perceived happiness in conjugial

love ; but in delectation from a number, which is of the

external man. This is called by the Lord 'hardness of

heart.'

827. They who insidiate through conjugial love . . .

are in the most filthy excrements, and are devastated

until they become like bones, because they are among

the deceitful . . . 5060^.

995-. No one is ever forbidden to enjoy the jjleasures
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of the body ; namely . . . the pleasures of conjugial

love . . .

[A. 995]'. For example : the pleasure of conjugiallove,

when it derives its origin from true conjugial love,

Indefinitely surpasses the pleasure not derived thence

;

so much so, that they who are in true conjugial love

are in a kind of heavenly delight and happiness ; for it

descends from Heaven.

997^. For example : the delight of conjugial love,

because from it is the seminary of human society, and,

from this, the Lord's Kingdom in the Heavens—which

use is the greatest of all—has in it such a delight that

it is heavenly happiness.

1 798^. Adultery . . . destroys conjugial love and its

debts.

1803^. For the viscera of generation, especially the

maternal womb, represent and thus signify chaste

conjugial love, and the derivative love towards infants.

111.

18656. Tiio Lord, from whom inflows all conjugial

love . . .

19076, Conjugial love can never be divided. That
which is divided among a number is not conjugial love

;

but is that of lasciviousness.

2039. There are three kinds of loves which constitute

the celestial things of the Lord's Kingdom . . . Conjugial

love is the principal of all ; for in it is the end of

gi-eatest use, namely the propagation of tlie human
race . . .

2524. From (the marriage of Divine good and Divine

truth) comes . . . also conjugial love down to lower

nature.

26 1 8-. From the Divine marriage of good and truth

... in the Lord is all conjugial love ; and, through

this, all celestial and spiritual love.

2727. What genuine conjugial love is, and what is

its origin, is known to few at this day ; for the reason

that few are in it. Almost all believe that it is innate,

and so flows forth from what they call natural instinct

;

and this the more because the Conjugial comes forth

also with animals ; when yet there is such a diS'erence

between conjugial love with men, and the Conjugial

with animals, as there is between the state of a man
and that of a brute animal.

2728. Conjugial love (shall therefore) be described.

Conjugial love derives its origin from the Divine mar-

riage of good and truth ; thus from the Lord Himself.

That conjugial love is thence does not appear to sense

and apprehension, but still it may be evident from

influx and from correspondence, and from the "Word

besides. (Continued under Marriage.)

2729. That genuine conjugial love is thence may
also be evident from the fact that no one can be in it

unless he is in the good of truth and truth of good from
the Lord : and also from the fact that heavenly blessed-

ness and happiness are in this love ; and they who are

in it all come into Heaven, or into the heavenly
marriage : and also from the fact that when the Angels
are discoursing about the union of good and truth, then
in a lower sphere there is presented with good Spirits

what is representative of marriage ; but with evil ones,

what is representative of adultery . . .

2730. Above all men in this Earth the men of the

Most Ancient Church lived in genuine conjugial love,

because they were celestial . . . But their descendants

. . . began to love children, and not their consoits ; for

children can be loved by the evil ; but a consort can be

loved only by the good.

2731. I have heard from these ]\Iost Ancients, that

conjugial love is such that it wants to be completely

the other's, and this reciprocally . . . and also that the

conjunction of minds is such that this Mutual and

Eeciprocal is in each and all things of the life ; that is,

in each and all things of afi'ection, and in each and all

things of thought : and therefore it has been instituted

by the Lord that wives be the affections of good which

are of the will, and the men the thoughts of truth

which are of the understanding ; and that there be a

marriage thence such as there is between the will and

the understanding, and between each and all things of

them, with the man who is in the good of truth and the

truth of good.

2732. I have spoken with the Angels about this

Mutual and Reciprocal . . . and they said that the

image and likeness of the one is in the mind of the

other, and that they thus dwell togetlier not only in

each thing of life, but also in the inmost things of life
;

and that the love and mercy of the Lord can inflow into

such a one with what is blessed and happy. They
also said that those who in the life of the body have

lived in such conjugial love are together and dwell

together in Heaven as Angels ; sometimes also with

their children ; but that there are very few at this day

from Christendom ; but all from the Most Ancient

Church . . . and many from the Ancient Church. (Con-

tinued under Marriage.
)

2733'. I told him . . . that conjugial love descends

from the Lord through Heaven ; and that from this

love, as from a parent, is derived mutual love, which is

the support of Heaven.

2735. Genuine conjugial love is an image of Heaven ;

and, when it is represented in the other life, it is done

by the most beautiful things which can ever be seen

with the eyes, or apprehended by the mind. Examp.
It was said that all the beauty in the other life is from

conjugial love. Its aff'ections and thoughts are repre-

sented by diamond auras sparkling as it were with

rubies ; and this with deliciousnesses which aff'ect the

inmosts of the minds ; but the moment that anything

of lasciviousness intervenes, they disappear. H.382.

2736. I have been instructed that genuine conjugial

love is innocence itself, because it dwells in wisdom.

They who have lived in conjugial love excel all in

Heaven in wisdom ; and yet when viewed by others

they appear like little children in the flower and spring-

time of age ; and whatever then happens to them is a

joy and happiness to them. They are in the Inmost

Heaven, which is called [the Heaven of innocence.

Through this Heaven the Lord inflows into conjugial

love ; and Angels from that Heaven are present with

the men who live in this love . . .
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2737. With those who live in conjugial love, the

interiors of the mind are open through Heaven up to

the Lord ; for this love inflows from the Lord through

the inmost of man. Hence they have the Lord's King-

dom in them ; and hence tliey have genuine love towards

infants for the sake of the Lord's Kingdom ; and hence

they are receptive of heavenly loves more than others,

and are in mutual love more than others ; for this love

comes thence as a stream from its fountain.

2738. (The difference between mutual love and con-

jugial love. See Mutual Love, here.)

2740. Genuine conjugial love is not possible except

between two consorts ; that is, in the marriage of one

man and one wife . . . for the reason that conjugial

love is mutual and reciprocal, and the life of the one is

in that of the other reciprocally, so that they are as it

were a one. Such a union is possible between two, but

not between more ; more tear asunder this love. (Con-

tinued under Wife.)

2741. Good and truth are continually inflowing from

the Lord with all, and consequently so is genuine con-

jugial love
; but it is diversely received ; and, as it is

received, such does it become. With the lascivious it

is turned into lasciviousness ; with adulterers into

adulteries ; heavenly happiness is turned into unclean

delight ; thus Heaven into Hell.

,

2742. There exists with some a kind of resemblance

of conjugial love, but still it is not it if they are not in

the love of good and truth. It is a love which appears

as if it were conjugial, but is from causes of the love of

the world or of self ; namely, that they may be served

at home, that they may be in security ; that they may
be in idleness ; that they may be waited on in illness

and old age ; or that the children whom they love may
be taken care of. With some it is compulsory from fear

of their consort ; for their reputation ; or on account of

evils. With some it is the love of lasciviousness which

induces (the appearance of it) ; at first this appears as if

it were conjugial ; for they then emulate something of

innocence, sport like little children, and perceive joy as

from what is heavenly. But in process of time they are

not united more and more closely, as are those who are

in conjugial love ; but they are separated. Conjugial

love also differs with the consorts ; with one it may
exist more or less, with the other little or nothing ; and

because it differs, to the one it may be Heaven, and to

the other Hell. The aflfection and the reception deter-

mine these things. H.381.

2743. I saw a great dog like Cerberus . . . and was

told that by such a dog is signified a guard lest in con-

jugial love one should pass from heavenly delight to

infernal delight, or the reverse ; for they who are in

genuine conjugial love are in heavenly delight, whereas

they who are in adulteries are also in a delight which

appears to them to be heavenly, but is infernal. By the

dog is thus represented that these opposite delights

should be prevented from communicating. 5°5i^'

2744. I have been shown how the delights from con-

jugial love progress, this way towards Heaven, that

way towards Hell. The progression of the delights

towards Heaven was continually into more blessednesses

and happinesses, until they become innumerable and

ineffable . , . and this through the most perfect freedom

. . . (which is) from conjugial love ... I was then

shown how the delights of conjugial love progress

towards Hell, in that little by little they remove them-

selves from Heaven, and this also from apparent freedom,

even until scarcely anything human remains in them.

The Deadly and Infernal in which they cease . . . cannot

be described. H.386.

2758. That genuine conjugial love is Heaven, is re-

presented in the kingdoms of nature . . . (Examp. of

butterflies.)

2759^. (Rustics seen who had lived simply in con-

jugial love , . .

)

3021. The binding of it as to power to the good of

conjugial love. Sig. and Ex.

3081. 'A virgin '= the Lord's Kingdom . . . and this

from the conjugial love which is in chaste virgins. In

the sph'itual sense, conjugial love is the affection of good

in truth, and the aflection of truth from good ; from

which, conjoined as it were in marriage, is conjugial

love. Refs.

^. For conjugial love is innocence itself.

3399. See Adultery, here.

3610^. Like conjugial love, which does not appear in

infancy and childhood, but still lies stored up . . .

3875^. Conjugial love is expressed in the sense of the

letter by 'to adhere.' 111.

3915. As 'the knees' = conjugial love ; thus the con-

junction of good and truth from aflection . . .

3942. See Mandrakes, here. 3945.
—

—

^. Therefore there is no]conjugial love unless they

are in good and truth ; thus at the same time in the

heavenly marriage.

3952S. By 'Issachar,' and 'Zebulon,' are signified . . .

the things which are of conjugial love ; thus which are

<if the heavenly marriage.

3956. ('Issachar,' or 'reward') = in the sirpreme sense,

the Divine good of truth and the truth of good ;
in the

internal sense, heavenly conjugial love (that is, the con-

junction of good and truth) ; and, in the external sense,

mutual love. 3957. 4606-.

3960. ('Zebulon,' or ' cohabitation ') = in the supreme

sense, the Lord's Divine Itself and Divine Human ; in

the internal sense, the heavenly marriage ;
and in the

external sense, conjugial love. Ex. 4606-.

3. The reason why, in the external [^sense, 'co-

habitation '= conjugial love, is that all genuine con-

jugial love comes forth from no other source than the

heavenly marriage of good and truth ; and this from the

Divine marriage, which is the Lord as to His Divine

Itself and Divine Human. Refs.

39946. The effect of conjugial love, which love is

innocence. Rep.

40506. When they hear anything about conjugial

love, they apply it to scortations and adulteries . . .

4145^ For example, conjugial love : the good which

precedes and initiates is beauty, or agreement of

manners, or the external application of the one towards

the other, or equal rank on both sides, or a desired
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rank. These goods are the first mediate goods of con-

jugial love. Afterwards there comes the conjunction

of lower minds, in that the one wills as the other, and

perceives delight in doing what pleases the other. This

state is the second, and then the former things, although

present, are not regarded. Finally there succeeds

unition as to celestial good and spiritual truth ; namely,

in that the one believes as does the other, and that the

one is affected with the good with which the other is

affected. When this state exists, both are simultane-

ously in the heavenly marriage, which is that of good

and truth ; thus in conjugial love ; for conjugial love

is nothing else ; and then the Lord inflows into the

affections of both as into one affection. This good is

what inflows directly ; whereas the former goods, which

inflowed indirectly, served as means to introduce to this

good.

[A.] 4272^. ' The hollow of the thigh '= where conjugial

love is conjoined with natural good. 4277. 4280.

4277. 'The thigh ' = conjugial love, and thence all

celestial and spiritual love, because these are derived

from conjugial love as off'spring from their parent.

4280*. Conjugial love is the fundamental love of all

loves. Hence it is that those who are in conjugial love

are also in celestial love—that is, in love to the Lord

—

and in spiritual love—that is, in charity towards the

neighbour. Therefore, by conjugial love is meant not

only this love itself, but also all celestial and spiritual

love. These loves are said to be conjoined with natural

good, when the internal man is conjoined with the

external.

4403-. They who are at the loins (of the Grand Man)
are they who are in conjugial love. 4779.

4434. For, in the internal sense, the things which
belong to conjugial love involve spiritual conjunction,

which is that of truth with good and of good with truth.

(The reason of this is) that conjugial love derives its

origin from the marriage of truth and good, and of good

and truth. Refs. and 111.

-. As in this whole chapter it treats of conjugial

love towards Dinah . . .

4632. So when I was thinking about conjugial love,

those who were in the Hell where adulterers are, re-

volved nothing but flagitious and filthy things.

4823^. Conjugial love with the celestial originates

from the conjunction of good with truth ; and conjugial

love with the spiritual, from the conjunction of truth

with good. (Continued under Marriage.)

4837. 'When he came to his brother's wife, and he

destroyed to the earth ' = what is contrary to conjugial

love. Ex.

-. Moreover, when they are in genuine conjugial

love, they are in the heavenly marriage . . .

®. The representative of a Church could not be

instituted (among the descendants of Jacob) by mar-

riages, because they were in what is contrary to con-
jugial love.

4865. The reason is that genuine conjugial love

descends from the heavenly marriage . . . 8809.

4871. 'A kid of the she-goats'=:. . . innocence; and
therefore a pledge of conjugial love—or a pledge of

conjunction—for genuine conjugial love is innocence.

4885.

4918. 'The womb,' in the genuine sense, =the inmost

of conjugial love in which is innocence ; because in the

Grand Man the womb corresponds to this love ; and as

conjugial love derives its origin from the love of good

and truth, which is that of the heavenly marriage, and

this marriage is . . . the Lord's Kingdom . . . therefore

by 'the womb' is signified also the Church . . . 6433.

5051. (A quiet dream of some trees, one tall, the

second lower, and two small. ) At the same time a very

pleasant rest, such as I cannot express, affected my
mind. The angelic Spirits who had induced the dream

told me that what I had seen signified conjugial love ;

the tall tree signifying the husband, the lower one the

wife, and the two small ones the children. They said

. . . that that very pleasant rest . . . was an indication

of the pleasantness of peace enjoyed in the other life by
those who have lived in genuine conjugial love. They
added that such are they who belong to the province of

the thighs next above the knees ; and that those who
are in a still more pleasant state belong to the province

of the loins. It was also shown that there is a com-

munication through the feet with the soles and heels.

(This) is evident from that great nerve in the thigh

which sends forth its branches not only through the

loins to the members allotted to generation, which are

the organs of conjugial love, but also through the feet

to the soles and heels ... D.2611.
-. For conjugial love is heavenly, when a man

lives contented in the Lord with his consort whom he

most tenderly loves, and with his children. Hence he

has in the world interior pleasantness, and in the other

life heavenly joy.

5052. It is the Inmost Heaven through which the

Lord insinuates conjugial love ; those who are there

being in peace above all others . . .

5060. Those who are in things contrary to conjugial

love, who strike pain into the testicles . . . are those

who insidiate through love . . . ^.

-. By this was represented that they want to

present themselves in chaste conjugial love . . .

6o24-'. 'The sons of Issachar . .
.' — heavenly conjugial

love and its doctrinal things.

6179. A binding from all power through that which

is of conjugial love. Ex. and Sig.

6432. See BREAST-w&e?', here.

7038^. The greatest delight belongs to the sense of

conjugial love, on account of its very great use . . .

7337®- Wholly pure within from chastity or from

genuine conjugial love , . .

8850^. They who (in Jupiter) have lived happy in

conjugial love, and have had the care of children, as

becomes parents, do not die by diseases, but tranquilly,

as in sleep.

8904-. The reason (of the signification of 'to commit

adultery') is that conjugial love descends from the

marriage of good and truth . . . The love which inflows

from the Lord, and which is between good and truth in

Heaven, is turned on earth into conjugial love, and

this through the correspondence . . . Hence also it is
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that they who are not in the good and truth of faith

cannot be in genuine conjugial love.

8998-. When conjugial love descends from (the mar-

riage of good and truth) it is Heaven itself in man.

This is destroyed when the two consorts are unlike in

heart from an unlike faith.

93253. That love truly conjugial descends from (the

marriage of good and truth) is known at this day to

scarcely anyone, and perhaps scarcely anyone wants to

acknowledge it ... As love truly conjugial is thence,

by 'births' and 'generations' are signified the things

which belong to the new birth from the Lord . . .

9959, 'The linen breeches ' = the external of conjugial

love. Ex.

9960^^. As conjugial love is the fundamental love of

all celestial and spiritual loves, and thus comprehends

them . . .

19. But when the interiors are chaste, nakedness

=innocence, because it= conjugial love ; for the reason

that love truly conjugial, in its essence, is innocence.

9961. The extension of . . . the exteriors of conjugial

love, Sig. and Ex.

2. It is said the extension of conjugial love from

interiors to exteriors ; for . . . (Continued under

Extend.)
^. As to what concerns conjugial love in special,

the extension of which is [here treated of, this is the

fundamental love of all loves ; for it descends from the

marriage of good and truth in the Heavens ; and, as

the marriage of good and truth is in the Heavens, and

makes the Heavens, love truly conjugial is therefore

Heaven itself with man ; but the marriage of good and

truth in the Heavens descends from the conjunction of

the Lord with the Heavens . . .

". Be it known, therefore, that by conjugial love

is meant all celestial and spiritual love, for the reason

. . . that love truly conjugial is the fundamental love

of all loves. They, therefore, who are in it, are also in

all the other loves of Heaven and the Church ; for it

descends . . . from the marriage of good and truth in

the Heavens, which marriage makes Heaven . . .

10167. The Doctrine of Charity and Faith.—Few
know from what origin comes forth conjugial love.

They who think from the world believe that it is from

nature ; but they who think from Heaven believe that

it is from the Divine there.

10168. Love truly conjugial is the union of two

minds, which is a spiritual union ; and all spiritual

union descends from Heaven. Hence it is that love

truly conjugial is from Heaven, and that its first esse is

from the marriage of good and truth there. The mar-

riage of good and truth in Heaven is from the Lord
;

and therefore in the Word the Lord is called 'the

Bridegroom' and 'Husband;' and Heaven and the

Church, 'the bride,' and 'wife;' and therefore Heaven
is also compared to a marriage.

10169. From these things it is evident that love

truly conjugial is the union of two as to their interiors,

which are of thought and will, thus which are of truth

and good . . . for he who is in love truly conjugial loves

what the other thinks, and what the other wills ; thus

he also loves to think as the other, and he loves to will

as the other ; consequently to be imited to the other,

and to become as one man. This is what is meant by

the Lord's words in Matthew: 'And the two shall be

into one flesh ; wherefore they are no longer two, but

one flesh' (xix.4-6; Gen.ii.23,24).

10170. The delight of love truly conjugial is internal,

because of the minds, and is also external thence, which

is that of the bodies ; whereas the delight of love not

truly conjugial is only external delight without internal,

which is that of bodies and not of minds. But this

delight is earthly almost as is that of animals, and

therefore in time perishes ; whereas the former is

heavenly, such as must be that of men, and is therefore

permanent.

10171. No one can know what love truly conjugial

is, and the quality of its delight, except him who is in

the good of love and in the truths of faith from the

Lord ; because . . . love truly conjugial is from Heaven,

and is from the marriage of good and truth there.

10172. (Thus) love truly conjugial is never possible if

there are a number of wives to one husband.

10173. That which takes place from love truly con-

jugial takes place from freedom both ways ;
for all

freedom is from love ; and both have freedom when the

one loves that which the other thinks and
'
that which

the other wills . . .

10756. From this conjunction (of truth and good)

descending into the body, comes forth conjugial love
;

for all things which are of the lower mind are presented

in! some natural ioTm-specie-in the body ;
thus in the

fovm-sjKcie-oi conjugial love when the interiors of two

love each other mutually, and also from this love want

to will and to think the one as the other, and thus to be

together and to be conjoined as to the interiors which

are of the mind. Hence does the spiritual a0"ection

which is of minds, become natural in the body, and

clothe itself with the sense of conjugial love.

H. 281-. I have been informed that love truly con-

jugial derives its coming iorth-cristentiam-irom inno-

cence, because from the conjunction of good and truth

in which are the two minds of the husband and wife.

When this conjunction descends, it is presented under

the form-sj;ecie-of conjugial love ; for the consorts love

each other mutually, as do their minds. Hence there

is a sporting as of infancy and as of innocence, in con-

jugial love.

369''. From these things may be evident what is the

nature of the conjunction of minds which eflects mar-

riage and produces conjugial love in the Heavens

;

namely, that it is that the one wills that his own things

be [those] of the other ; and so reciprocally.

370. I have been told by the Angels that in propor-

tion as two consorts are in such conjunction, in the

same proportion they are in conjugial love, and at the

same time they are in the same proportion in intel-

ligence, wisdom, and happiness ; for the reason that

Divine truth and Divine good— from which are all in-

telligence, wisdom, and happiness—inflows principally

into conjugial love ; consequently, that conjugial love

is the very plane itself of the Divine influx, because it

is at the same time the marriage of good and truth. Ex.
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[H.] 371. The reason the Divine which proceeds from

the Lord inflows principally into conjugial love, is that

conjugial love descends from the conjunction of good

and truth ; for . . . whether you say the conjunction of

understanding and will, or the conjunction of good and

truth, it is the same thing. The conjunction of good

and truth derives its origin from the Lord's Divine love

towards all who are in the Heavens and on earth. From
the Divine love proceeds the Divine good, and the

Divine good is received by Angels and men in Divine

truths . . . Nothing, therefore, can be received from the

Lord or from Heaven by anyone who is not in truths.

Therefore, in proportion as the truths with a man are

conjoined with good, in the same proportion is the man
conjoined with Heaven and the Lord. Hence, then, is

the very origin itself of conjugial love ; and on this

account it is the very plane itself of the Divine

influx . . .

373. From these things it may now be seen whence is

love truly conjugial ; namely, that it is flrst formed in

the minds of those who are in marriage ; and that it

descends thence and is derived into the body, and is

there perceived and felt as love, Ex.

374. I have heard an Angel describe love truly

conjugial and its heavenly delights in this manner :

—

that it is the Divine of the Lord in the Heavens

—

which is the Divine good and the Divine truth—united

in two, insomuch that they are not two, but as one.

He said that two consorts in Heaven are this love,

because everyone is his own good and his own truth,

as to both mind and body . . . He deduced from this

that the Divine is effigied in two who are in love truly

conjugial ; and as the Divine is efJigied in it, so also is

Heaven . . . and hence it is that all things of Heaven
are inscribed on this love, and so many blessednesses

and delights as to exceed all number. He expressed

the number by a word which involves myriads of

myriads . . .

376. From the things which have been said about the

origin of conjugial love, it may be concluded who are

in conjugial love, and who are not : that those are

in conjugial love who from Divine truth are in Divine

good ; and that conjugial love is genuine in proportion

as the truths which are conjoined with good are genuine.

And as all the good which is conjoined with truths is

from the Lord, it follows that no one can be in love

truly conjugial imless he acknowledges the Lord and
His Divine ; for without this acknowledgment the Lord
cannot inflow, and be conjoined with the truths which
are with a man.

377. From these things it is evident that they are not
in conjugial love who are in falsities, and not at all

they who are in falsities from evil. With those who
are in evil and in the derivative falsities, the interiors

of the mind are closed up ; and therefore there cannot
be therein any origin of conjugial love ; but beneath
them, in the external man separated from the internal,

there is the conjunction of falsity and evil, which
conjunction is called the infernal marriage.

378. Neither is conjugial love possible between two
who are of diverse religions, because the truth of the
one does not agree with the good of the other, and two

dissimilar and discordant things cannot make one mind
out of two. Therefore the origin of their love does not

derive anything from what is spiritual ; and if they

dwell and agree together, it is solely from natural

causes. (Continued under Marriage.)

379. Neither is conjugial love possible between one

husband and a number of wives ; for this destroys its

spiritual origin, which is that out of two there should

be formed one mind ; consequently it destroys interior

conjunction, which is that of good and truth, and

which is that from which is the very essence of this

love. Marriage with more than one is like an under-

standing divided among a number of wills ; and is like

a man attached not to one but to a number of Churches

. . . The Angels say that to marry a number of wives is

utterly conti'ary to Divine order ; and that they know
this from many causes, and also from the fact that as

soon as they think about marriage with a number,

they are alienated from internal blessedness and

heavenlj' happiness, and they then become like drunken

persons, because good is disjoined from its truth with

them ; and as the interiors which are of their minds,

from mere thought with some intention, come into such

a state, they clearly perceive that marriage with a

number would close their internal, and would cause

conjugial love to be displaced by the love of lascivious-

ness, which love withdraws from Heaven. They say,

further, that man comprehends this with difficulty,

because there are few who are in genuine conjugial

love, and they who are not in it know nothing at all

about the interior delight which is in that love, but

only about the delight of lasciviousness, which delight,

after a short cohabitation, is turned into what is

undelightful ; whereas the delight of love truly con-

jugial not only endures until old age in the world, but

also becomes the delight of Heaven after death, and

is then infilled with interior delight, which is perfected

to eternity. They said also that the blessednesses of love

truly conjugial can be enumerated up to many thou-

sands, of which not even one is known to man, nor can

be comprehended by the understanding by anyone who
is not in the marriage of good and truth from the Lord.

380. The love of dominion of the one over the other

completely takes away conjugial love and its heavenly

delight ; for . . . conjugial love and its delights con-

sists in this, that the will of the one is that of the

other, and this mutually and reciprocally. The love of

dominion in marriage destroys this. Ex.

382. There is genuine conjugial love in the Inmost

Heaven ; because the Angels there are in the marriage

of good and truth, and are also in innocence. The
Angels of the lower Heavens are also in conjugial love,

but [only] in proportion as they are in innocence ; for,

regarded in itself, conjugial love is a state of innocence
;

and therefore between consorts who are in conjugial

love there are heavenly delights [which] before their

lower minds are almost like the sportings of innocence,

as among little children ; for there is nothing which

does not delight their minds ; for Heaven with its joy

inflows into each thing of their life. Therefore conjugial

love is represented in Heaven by the most beautiful

things. Examps. In a word. Heaven represents itself in
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conjugial love ; because Heaven with the Angels is

the conjunction of good and truth ; and this conjunction

makes conjugial love.

384^. That all who are in Hell are against conjugial

love, has been given me to perceive from the sphere

exhaling thence . . .

494-. If love truly conjugial has not conjoined them

—which love is the conjunction of minds from heavenly

love—after some delay they are separated.

C. J. 526. The reason is that conjugial love is

heavenly love, which is devoid of [the exercise of]

command.

77^. Concerning marriage (the Africans) said that

they are indeed allowed by their law to marry a number
of wives, but that still they marry one ; because love

truly conjugial is not divided ; and, if it is divided,

its essence, which is heavenly, perishes ; and it becomes

external and tlience lascivious, which in a short time

becomes vile, according to the diminution of potency
;

and finally, with the loss thereof, becomes loathsome.

Love truly conjugial, which is internal, and derives

nothing from lasciviousness, remains to eternity, and
increases in potency, and in the same degree in

deliciousness.

P. 144". From debauchery with the will (the under-

standing) cannot see that conjugial love is the sj^iritual

celestial love itself, which is the image of the love of

the Lord and the Church, from wdiich also it is derived
;

and thus that in itself it is holy, is chastity itself,

purity, and innocence ; and that it makes men loves in

form ; for the consorts are able to love each other

mutually from inmosts, and thus to form themselves

into loves : and that adultery destroys this fonn ; and,

with it, the image of the Lord,

^. Moreover, the love of adultery communicates

with the lowest Hell ; whereas love truly conjugial

communicates with the Inmost Heaven.

R. 359. 'From the tribe of Zebulon were sealed

twelve thousand' = the conjugial love of good and

truth also with those who will be in the Lord's New
Heaven and New Church. . . By 'Zebulon,' here, is

signified the conjugial love of good and truth . . . The
conjugial love of good and truth which is here signified

by 'Zebulon,' is the conjugial love of the Lord and the

Church. The Lord is the good of love itself, and He
gives the Church to be the truth from this good ; and

'cohabitation' takes place when the man of the Church
receives in truths the good from the Lord. There is

then effected with the man the marriage of good and
truth, which is the Church itself , . ,

M. Title. The Deliciousnesses of Wisdom concerning

Conjugial Love.

19. That morning, there was sung (in Heaven) the

affection of conjugial love ; the sweetness of which so

affected . . , the hearers that they perceived a blessed

pleasantness implanted in their joys, which elevated

and renewed them.

37. That . , . with those who come into Heaven . , .

conjugial love (is the principal love which remains

after death). Gen. art.

-. Regarded in itself . . . conjugial love is

nothing else than (the longing and derivative effort) for

conjunction into a one. For the male and the female
man have been so created, that from being two they are
able to become as one man, or one flesh ; and when
they become one, then, taken together, they are a man
in his fulness , . . Now as this Conjunctive lies inmostly
hidden in each thing of the male, and in each thing of

the female ; and as the faculty and longing for conjunc-
tion into a one is in each thing, it follows that the
mutual and reciprocal love of the sex remains with men-
homines-a,iter death,

38. It is said, the love of the sex, and conjugial love,

because the love of the sex is different from conjugial
love. The love of the sex is with the natural man,
whereas conjugial love is with the spiritual man. The
natural man loves and desires only external conjunc-
tions, and the pleasures of the body therefrom ; whereas
the spiritual man loves and desires an internal con-
junction, and the happinesses of the spirit therefrom

;

and these he perceives to be possible with one wife, with
whom he can be perpetually more and more conjoined
into a one ; and the more he is thus conjoined, the more
he perceives his happiness ascending in a like degree,

and constant to eternity , . . Hence, then, it is, that it

is said that conjugial love remains after death with
those who come into Heaven . . .

42. A voice was heard from Heaven . . . saying, "We
have perceived, and we now see, that you have meditated
about conjugial love ; and we know that as yet no one
on earth knows what love truly conjugial, in its origin

and in its essence, is , , . and therefore it has pleased

the Lord to open the Heavens to you, in order that

illustrating light and the derivative perception may
inflow into the interiors of your mind. With us in the

Heavens, especially in the Third, our heavenly delicious-

nesses are principally from conjugial love ; and there-

fore , , . we will send down to you a pair of consorts,

in order that you may see. , , (These) said. We are

consorts. We have lived blessedly in Heaven since . . .

the Golden Age, and perpetually in the same flower of

age in which you see us to-day . , .

^. I perceived that they represented conjugial

love in its life and in its adornment ; in its life in their

faces
;
and in its adornment in their garments . , , The

husband appeared of the age intermediate between
adolescence and young manhood. From his eyes darted

forth a sparkling light from the wisdom of love ; from

which light his face was as it were inmostly radiant,

and from the irradiation thence his skin in its extremes

as it were flashed ; whence his whole face was one

resplendent comeliness. He was dressed in a garment
reaching down to his feet, beneath which was a garment
of a hyacinthine colour, girt about with a golden girdle,

upon which were three precious stones, two sapphires at

the sides, and a fire-stone in the middle. His stockings

were of resplendent linen, in which threads of silver

were interwoven, and his shoes were all of silk. This

was the representative form of conjugial love with the

husband,
*, But with the wife it was as follows. Her face

was seen by me, and was not seen. It was seen as

beauty itself, and it was not seen, because this beauty

was inexpressible. For in her face there was a resplend-
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ence of flaming light, such as is possessed by the Angels

in the Third Heaven, and this light dimmed my sight.

She said, "What do you see ? 1 replied, I see nothing

but conjugial love, and its form ; but I see, and I do

not see. Hereupon she turned herself sideways from

her husband ; and then I could examine her more

intently. Her eyes sparkled from the light of her

Heaven, which ... is derived from the love of wisdom
;

for the wives in that Heaven love their husbands from

their wisdom and in their wisdom ; and the husbands

love their wives from that love and in that love towards

themselves ; and thus they are united. This was the

the origin of her beauty, which was such that it would

be impossible for any painter to imitate and present it

in its form ; for there is no such lustre in his colours

. . . Her hair was arranged in becoming order according

to the correspondence with her beauty ; and in it were

inserted flowers of diadems. She had a necklace of fire-

stone, from which hung a rosary of chrysolites ; and

her bracelets were of pearls. She was arrayed in a

scarlet mantle, beneath which was a crimson stomacher,

fastened together in front with rubies. But, what

surprised me, was that the colours varied according to

her aspect towards her husband, and according thereto

sparkled sometimes more and sometimes less ; in mutual

aspect more, and in sideways aspect less.

[M. 42]^. When the husband was speaking, he spoke

at the same time as from his wife ; and when the wife

was speaking, she spoke at the same time as from her

husband ; for such was the union of their minds, from

which speech flows. Then also did I hear the tone of

conjugial love, which within was simultaneous ; and

also that it proceeded from the deliciousnesses of a

state of peace and innocence. At last they said, We
are recalled, . . . and then again tliey appeared to be

conveyed in a chariot ... by a paved way between

flower-beds, from which rose olive-trees, and trees full

of oranges ; and, when they were near their own
Heaven, maidens came to meet them, who received and

led them in.

43. After this an Angel appeared to me from that

Heaven, holding in his hand a parchment, which he

unrolled, saying, I have seen that you were meditating

about conjugial love. On this parchment there are

arcana of wisdom concerning that love which have not

as yet been disclosed in the world . . . But I predict

that no others will appropriate to themselves that love

than those who are received by the Lord into the New
Church . . . The Angel then let down the unrolled

parchment, which a certain angelic Spirit took, and laid

upon a table in a certain chamber, which he instantly

locked, and held out the key to me, and said. Write.

44^. See Love of the Sex, here.

^. The three novitiates . . . asked whether there

is a like love between consorts in the Heavens as on

earth. The two angelic Spirits replied that it is exactly

like it. And as they perceived that they wanted to

know whether there are the like ultimate deliciousnesses

there, they said that they are exactly alike, but much
more blessed, because angelic perception and sensation

are much more exquisite than human . . . and what is

the life of that love except from the vein of potency ?

When this vein fails, does not that love fail and grow

cold 1 Is not this virtue the very measure, the very

degree, and the very basis of that love ? Is it not its

beginning, support, and completion ? It is a universal

law, that primes come forth, subsist, and persist from

ultimates. So also [is it with] this love ; and therefore

unless there were ultimate deliciousnesses, there would
not be any deliciousnesses of conjugial love.

^. The novitiates then asked whether offspring

are born from the ultimate deliciousnesses of that love

there ; and, if not, of what use they are. The angelic

Spirits replied, that no natural offspring are born, but

spiritual off'spring. And they asked. What are spiritiral

oflspring 1 They replied. By means of the ultimate

deliciousnesses, two consorts are more united in the

marriage of good and truth, and the marriage of good

and truth is the marriage of love and wisdom, and love

and wisdom are the off'spring which are born from that

marriage ; and as, there, the husband is wisdom, and
the wife is the love thereof, and as also both are spiritual,

therefore no other than spiritual offspring can be con-

ceived and begotten there. Hence it is that after the

deliciousnesses the Angels do not become sad, as do

some on earth, but cheerful ; and this they have from

the constant influx of fresh forces after the former ones,

which renovate and at the same time illustrate ; for all

who come into Heaven, return into their vernal young

manhood, and into the forces of that age, and so remain

permanently to eternity.

46^. This effort is the love of the sex, which precedes

conjugial love.

47". If this love (of the sex) had been interiorly

conjugial, or chaste, it remains after death conjugial,

or chaste . . .

48. That conjugial love in like manner remains such

as it had been interiorly ; that is, such as it had been

in interior will and thought with a man in the world,

Ex.

. (Conjugial love contrasted with the Love of

the Sex. See Love of the Sex, here.)

^. At the beginning of marriage, the love of the

sex appears as if it were conjoined with conjugial love
;

but in the progression of marriage they are separated
;

and then, with those who are spiritual, the love of the

sex is exterminated, and conjugial love is insinuated
;

whereas with those who are natural the contrary takes

place.

51^. The reason why (the intercourse between consorts

in Heaven) is more delightful and blessed, is that when
conjugial love becomes of the spirit, it becomes more

interior and pure, and thence more perceptible ; and all

delight increases according to the perception ; and it

increases even until its blessedness is noticed in its

delight.

52^. Therefore love and wisdom are the things which

are born of marriages in the Heavens. It is said that

these are born, because conjugial love perfects an

Angel ; for it unites him with his consovt-consorte,

whence he becomes more and more a man-/iomo; for

. . . in Heaven two consorts are not two, but one

Angel ; and therefore through conjugial unition they

infil themselves with what is human, which is to want

to be wise, and to love that which is of wisdom.
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54-'^. For the sphere of perpetual celibacy infests the

sphere of conjugial love, which is the very sphere of

Heaven. The reason the sphere of conjugial love is

the very sphere of Heaven, is that it descends from the

heavenly marriage of the Lord and the Church.

55^. We have never yet found the common love of

the sex chaste, except with those who from love truly

conjugial are in continual potency ; and these are in

the highest Heavens. ''.

56"*. The third assigned as the cause (of beauty in the

female sex), that to women there has been given a

perception of the deliciousnesses of conjugial love ; and

as their whole body is an organ of this perception, it

cannot be otherwise than that the dwelling of the

deliciousnesses of conjugial love with its perception

.should be beauty.

57. On Love Truly Conjugial. Chapter.

. Conjugial love is of infinite variety ; it does

not exist with one like what it is with another. Ex.

. Still, no one can see the infinite varieties of

this love , . . unless he first knows what is the quality

of this love in its very essence and integrity ; thus

what was its quality, when, together with life from

Ood, it was implanted in man . . , This is the reason

why we here proceed to describe this love in its genuine

essence . . . and as in that state it was truly conjugial,

this chapter is inscribed, On Love Truly Conjugial.

58. That there exists a love truly conjugial which

at this day is so rare, that its nature is not known,
and scarcely that it is. Gen. art.

. That there exists such a conjugial love as is

described in what follows, may be acknowledged from

the first state of this love, when it insinuates itself and
enters into the hearts of a youth and a maiden ; thus

with those who begin to love one only of the sex, and to

long for her as a bride ; and still more in the time of

betrothal . . . and lastly in the wedding and the first

days thereafter. Who does not then acknowledge and
consent to the following [statements] : that this love is

the fundamental love of all loves ; and that into it have

been collected all joys and all deliciousnesses from

primes to ultimates ? And who does not know that

after this pleasant time these gladnesses successively

pass away and depart, until at last they are scarcely

felt ?

8^ From these things it is evident that the

jirimitive love of marriage emulates love truly conjugial,

and presents it to view in a certain image. This is

done, because then the love of the sex, which is un-

chaste, is cast forth ; and, in place of it, the love of one

of the sex, which is love truly conjugial, and chaste, is

seated in [him].

59. That nevertheless love truly conjugial is so rare

that its quality is not known, and scarcely that it in, is

because the state of pleasantnesses before the wedding is

afterwards turned into a state of indifference . . . Thus
with most at this day that image of conjugial love is so

[completely] abolished . . . that its quality is not

known . . .

60. That the origin of this love is the marriage of

good and truth. Gen, art.

61. That conjugial love proceeds from the marriage

of good and truth . . .

62. That the correspondence of this love is with the

marriage of the Lord and the Church. Gen. art.

. (This correspondence) is here mentioned to the

end that it may be seen that conjugial love is celestial,

spiritual, and holy ; because it corresponds to the

celestial, spiritual, and holy marriage of the Lord and
the Church.

^. This correspondence also follows from the

origin of conjugial love in the marriage of good and
truth . . . because (this) marriage is the Church with

man . . .

e_ Now as the Church is the Lord's because from

the Lord, and as conjugial love corresponds to the

marriage of the Lord and the Church, it follows that

this love is from the Lord.

63. How the Church is formed . . . with two con-

sorts, and, through it, conjugial love, shall be illus-

trated (below). Here, merely, that the Church is

formed by the Lord with the man, and through the

man, with the wife ; and that after it has been formed

with both, the Church is full ; for there is then effected

a full conjunction of good and truth, and the conjunc-

tion of good and truth is the Church.
°. That the conjunctive inclination, which is

conjugial love, is in a like degree with tlie conjunction

of good and truth, which is the Church, will be con-

firmed in what follows.

64. That this love, from its origin, and from its cor-

respondence, is celestial, spiritual, holy, pure, and
clean, above every other love which is from the Lord
with the Angels of Heaven and with the men of the

Church. Ex.

. (The above-mentioned) two marriages, from

which conjugial love descends as an offshoot, are very

holinesses ; and therefore if it is received from its

Author, who is the Lord, holiness from Him follows,

which continually decants and purifies it. If, then,

there is in the man's will a longing and an effort for it,

that love becomes perpetually clean and pure from day

to day.

. Conjugial love is called celestial and spiritual

because it exists with the Angels of Heaven ; celestial,

with the Angels of the highest Heaven . . . and spiritual

with the Angels beneath that Heaven . . .

^. The reason why this love, regarded in its

essence from its derivation, is holy and pure above every

other love ... is that it is as the head of all other loves,

65. That it is also the fundamental love of all celes-

tial, spiritual, and the derivative natural loves. Gen. art.

. The reason conjugial love, regarded in its

essence, is the fundamental love of all the loves of

Heaven and the Church, is that its origin is the mar-

riage of good and truth ; and from this marriage proceed

all the loves which make Heaven and the Church with

man. The good of this marriage constitutes love, and

the truth of it constitutes wisdom ; and when love

accedes to wisdom, or conjoins itself therewith, then

love becomes love ; and when wisdom in return

accedes to love, and conjoins itself therewith, then

wisdom becomes wisdom. Love truly conjugial is
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nothing else than the conjunction of love and svisdom.

Two consorts between whom ... is this love, are the

effigy and form of it . . . Now as two 'consorts are this

love in effigy and form, it follows that every love which

proceeds from the form of the love itself is a resemblance

of it ; and therefore if the conjugial love is celestial

and spiritual, so also are the loves wliich proceed from

it . . . and therefore the conjugial love is like a parent,

and all the other loves are as the offspring. Hence it is

that from the marriages of the Angels . . . are generated

spiritual offspring, which are of love and wisdom . . .

[M.] 66. The like is clearly evident from the creation of

men into this love, and from their formation from it

afterwards. (Continued under Male.)

68. That into this love have been collected all joys

and all deliciousnesses from primes to ultimates.

Gen. art.

. Now as conjugial love is the fundamental love

of all good loves, and as it has been inscribed on the

veriest singulars of man ... it follows that the delights

of it surpass the delights of all loves, and that it

delights these loves according to its presence and . . .

conjunction with them ; for it expands the inmosts of

the mind and at the same time the inmosts of the

body, as the delicious current of its fountain flows

through and opens them.

^. That into this love have been collected all

delights from primes to ultimates, is on account of the

surpassing excellence of its use . . . and as this use was

the end of ends of creation, it follows that all the

blessednesses, happinesses, deliglits, pleasantnesses, and

pleasures, which could possibly be conferred upon man
by the Lord the Creator, have been collected into this

His love.

^. Each of (the five senses) has delights with

variations according to its specific uses. AVhat [then

must be the delight belonging] to the sense of conjugial

love, the use of which is the complex of all other uses ?

69. I know that few will acknowledge that into con-

jugial love have been collected all joys and delicious-

nesses from primes to ultimates ; for the reason that

love truly conjugial, into which they have been

collected, is at this day so rare that its quality is not

known, and scarcely that it is . . . for they are in no

other conjugial love than what is genuine ... The
Angels have said that the inmost deliciousnesses of it,

which are of the soul, and into which first inflows the

Conjugial of love and wisdom . , . from the Lord, are

imperceptible . . . because they are at the same time

[those of] peace and innocence ; but that the same in

their descent become more and more perceptible ; in the

higher things of the mind as blessednesses, in the lower

things of the mind as happinesses, in the breast as

delights from these ; and that from the breast they

diffuse themselves into each and all things of the body
;

and finally unite themselves in ultimates in the delicious-

ness of deliciousnesses . . . They say also that the

varieties of these deliciousnesses in the souls of the con-

sorts ; and from their souls in their minds ; and from
their minds in their breasts, are infinite, and also

eternal ; and that they are exalted according to the

wisdom with the husbands . . .

70. But that no others come into this love, and are

able to be in it, than those who approach the Lord, and

love the truths of the Cliurch, and do its goods.

Gen. art.

. The reason no others come into this love than

those who approach the Lord, is that monogamous
marriages . . . correspond to the marriage of the Lord

and the Church, and because they originate from the

marriage of good and truth
;
(from which) it follows

that love truly conjugial is from the Lord, and is for

those who approach Him directly . . . (and also that)

conjugial love is with a man according to the state of

the Church with him.

71. The reason no others can be in love truly conjugial

than those who receive it from the Lord—who are they

who approach Him directly, and live the life of the

Church from Him— is that this love, regarded from its

origin, and from its correspondence, is celestial, spirit-

ual, holy, pure, and clean above every love which is

with the Angels of Heaven and with the men of the

Church ; and these its attributes cannot possibly exist,

except with those who are conjoined with the Lord, and

by Him are consociated with the Angels of Heaven.

For these shun extra-conjugial loves ... as the lakes of

Hell ; and in proportion as the consorts shun these

conjunctions, even as to the lusts of the Avill and the

derivative intentions, in the same proportion is this

love purified with them, and successively becomes

spiritual ; first while they live on earth, and afterwards

in Heaven.
-. "With men, no love can ever become pure, nor

with Angels, thus neither this love. But as the inten-

tion which is of the will is primarily regarded by the

Lord, tlierefore in proportion as a man is in this, and

perseveres in it, in the same proportion he is initiated

into the purity and holiness of it . . .

. The reason no others can be in spiritual con-

jugial love, than those who are such from the Lord, is

that Heaven is in it ; and the natural man, with whom
this love derives its pleasure solely from the flesh, can-

not approach to Heaven, nor to any Angel, nor even to

any man, in whom is this love ; for this love is the

fundamental love of all celestial and spiritual loves.

(From experience.)

72. The reason those come into tliis love, and can be

in it, who love the truths of the Church, and do its

goods, is that no others are received by the Lord ; for

these are in conjunction with Him, and consequently

can be kept in this love by Him. Ex.
e_ From these things the conclusion is evident

that those are not endowed by the Lord with love

truly conjugial who only knoiv the truths of the

Church . . .

73. That this love was the love of loves with the

Ancients who lived in the Golden, Silver, and Copper

Ages. (Des. in Memorable Relations. 75, e< seq.)

74. These six Memorable Relations . . . concerning

conjugial love, reveal what was the quality of this love

in the first eras ; and what it was after them ; and

what it is at this day ; from which it is evident that this

love has successively receded from its holiness and

purity, even until it has become scortatory ; but that
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still there is hope of its being brought back again to its

primeval or ancient holiness.

75. Once, while I was meditating on conjugial

love . . .

^. I saw their tabernacle as it were overlaid with

gold . . . (and the man said,) It is in consequence of a

flaming light . . . while there is conversation about

conjugial love ; for the heat from the Sun ... at such

times bares itself, and tinges the light . . . with its

colour . . . and this takes place because conjugial love

in its origin is the sport of wisdom and love ; for the

man was born to be ^visdom, and the woman to be the

love of the man's wisdom. Hence are the delicious-

nesses of that sport in conjugial love ; and, from it,

between us and our wives. We have clearly seen in our

Heaven for thousands of years that as to abundance,

degree, and virtue, these deliciousnesses are excellent

and eminent according to the worship with us of the

Lord Jehovih from whom inflows that heavenly union,

or that heavenly marriage, which is that of love and

wisdom.

76®. In a room adjoining the bridal-chamber there

were many designs on the walls, and little images as it

were cast of silver (which were) pictures and forms re-

presentative of the many qualities, predicates, and

delights of conjugial love . . . We (then) saw as it were

a rainbow on the wall ... (in which) the crimson passed

through the hyacinthine, and tinged the white with a

deep blue ; and this flowed back through the hyacin-

thine into the crimson, and raised it into a kind of

flaming beam. . . The crimson, from its correspondence,

signified the conjugial love of the wife ; the white, the

intelligence of the husband ; the hyacinthine the begin-

ning of conjugial love in the perception of the husband

from the wife ; and the deep blue, with which the

white was tinged, the conjugial love then in the

husband. That this colour flowed back through the

hyacinthine into the crimson, and raised this is as into

a flaming beam, signified the conjugial love of the

husband flowing back to the wife.

78^. I said, Where then is conjugial love, which out

of two souls makes one, and conjoins minds . . .

^. On the way . . . we drew conclusions concern-

ing the circle and the progression of conjugial love

;

concerning its circle, that it had passed from the east

into the south, from the south into the west, and from
the west into the north ; concerning its progression,

that it had decreased according to its circulation

;

namely, that in the east it had been celestial, in the

south spiritual, in the west natural, and in the north
sensual ; and also that it had decreased in a like degree

with the love and worship of God ; from which things

this conclusion is made : that in the first era this love

was like gold, in the second like silver, in the third like

brass, and in the fourth like iron ; and that at last it

ceased to be. Then said the Angel . . . Nevertheless I

am nourished with the hope that this love will be
resuscitated by the God of Heaven . . . because it is

resuscitable.

79^. We asked (the so-called wise ones of the Age of

Iron and Clay) whether they knew, or were able to

know, that there exists the conjugial love of one man
VOL. IV.

with one vnk, into which are collected all the blessed-

nesses, happinesses, • delights, pleasantnesses, and

pleasures of Heaven ; and that this love is from the

Lord according to the reception of good and truth from

Him, thus according to the state of the Church.
^''. On hearing this, they turned away, and said,

These men are insane . . . What has conjugial love in

common with religion, and with inspiration from God ?

Is not this love with everyone according to the state of

his potency ? Is it not equally with those who are

outside the Church as with those who are within it ? . . .

Has not everyone the strength of this love either from

what is hereditary, or from health, or from temperance

of life, or from the heat of the climate ? It can be

strengthened and stimulated also by medicines. Is it

not the like with beasts, and especially with birds which

live in pairs ? Is not this love carnal ? and what has

that which is carnal in common with the spiritual state

of the Church ? Does this love, as to its ultimate eS"ect

with a wife, differ at all from the love as to that effect

with a harlot ? Is not the lust similar, and the de-

liciousness similar ? Therefore it is injurious to deduce

the origin of conjugial love from the holy things of the

Church.
^^ On hearing this, we said to them, You reason

from the burning heat of lasciviousness, and not from

conjugial love. You are quite ignorant as to what con-

jugial love is, because it is cold with you. From what

you have said we are confirmed [in the belief] that you

are from the Age which is named from . . . iron and

clay ... for you make conjugial love and seortatory

love one thing. Do these two cohere any more than

iron and clay ?

81^. On hearing and understanding these (Glorifica-

tions of the Lord by the Heavens) ... I went home in

joy ; and there I i-eturned out of the state of the spirit

into the state of the bodj^, in which latter state I com-

mitted to writing what I had seen and heard : to which

I now adjoin this :—That conjugial love, such as it

was with the Ancients, will be resuscitated by the Lord

after His Advent ; because this love is from the Lord

alone ; and is with those who are made spiritual b}'

Him, through the Word.

83. On the Origin of Conjugial Love from the Mar-

riage of Good and Truth. Chapter.

. There are both internal and external origins of

conjugial love, and the internal ones are many, and

likewise the external ; nevertheless, there is but one in-

most or universal origin of all
;
(which is) the marriage

of good and truth. The reason no one has heretofore

deduced thence the origin of this love, is that it has

lain hidden that there is any union between good and

truth . . .

92. That from the influx of the marriage of good and

truth from the Lord, there is the love of the sex, and

there is conjugial love. Ex.

93. The reason conjugial love also is thence, is that

this sphere inflows into the form of wisdom with men
and Angels ; for ... in proportion as a man grows in

wisdom, in the same proportion is his form perfected
;

and this form does not receive the love of the sex, but

the love of one of the sex ; for with her it can be united

2N
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to the iumosts, iu which is Heaven witli its felicities :

and this union is conjugial love.

[M.] 95. But that conjugial love (differently from the

love of the sex) is of the internal or spiritual man ; and

that this is proper to man. Ex.

. The reason conjugial love is of the internal

man, is that the more intelligent and wise a man be-

comes, the more internal or spiritual he becomes, and

the more is the form of his mind perfected ; and this

form receives conjugial love ; for he perceives and feels

in this love a spiritual delight which is inwardly

blessed ; and, from this, a natural delight, which

derives its soul, life, and essence from the former.

97. That with man, conjugial love is in the love of

the sex as a gem in its matrix, Ex.

98. That the love of the sex with man is not the

origin of conjugial love ; but that it is its first ; thus it

is like an external Natural in which is implanted an

internal Spiritual. Ex.

. The subject here treated of is love truly con-

jugial, and not the common love which is also called

conjugal, and which with some is nothing but the limited

love of the sex. But love truly conjugial exists solely

with those who earnestly desire wisdom, and who
thence progress more and more into wisdom. These

the Lord foresees ; and for them He provides conjugial

love ; which love does indeed begin with them from tbe

love of the sex, or rather by means of it, but still it

does not originate in it ; for it originates in the propor-

tion in which wisdom advances and comes forth into the

light with it ; for wisdom and this love are inseparable

companions.
-. The reason conjugial love begins through the

love of the sex, is that before a consort is found, the sex

is loved generally, and is regarded with a loving eye,

and is treated with civil morality ; for a young man is

in choice ; and then from the implanted inclination to

marriage with one, which lies concealed in the adytum
of his mind, his extei-nal is softly warmed. Further ex.

99. That when conjugial love has been implanted,

the love of the sex inverts itself, and becomes the chaste

love of the sex. Ex.

. For when conjugial love comes to its origin,

which is in the interiors of the mind, it sees the love of

the sex . . . behind itself . . . and thus as something
which it has passed by and left . . .

100®. Therefore there are two goods, one internal and
the other external, which conjoin themselves with the

truth with the husband, and cause him to be constantly

in the understanding of truth, and the derivative

wisdom, through love truly conjugial,

102". When the interiors of the rational mind have
been opened, the man becomes a form of wisdom ; and
this is the receptacle of love truly conjugial.

s. Moral wisdom shuns . . . lasciviousness especi-

ally, which contaminates its conjugial love,

103". The wise in the kingdoms of Europe (summoned
'in the Spiritual World) to come and solve the secret

concerning the origin of conjugial love, and [that] of its

virtue or potency.

104. The Spaniards stated) that the origin of con-

jugial love is Irom the Most Ancient people in the

Golden Age ; and, with them, from the creation of

Adam and his wife. This is the origin of marriages,

and, with marriages, the origin of marriage love. As
concerns the potency of marriage (or conjugial) love,

we derive it from the climate . . . Besides, what is

marriage love but heat . . .

105. (The Dutchmen stated,) We . . . have agreed that

the origin of marriage (or conjugial) love is the same
as the origin of marriages, which have been decreed by
the laws to restrain the concupiscences to adulteries

which are connate with men . . . The case is the same
with the j)otency of this love, in that this depends
upon chastity ... for with him who loves his consort

alone, it is reserved for one, and is thus ... as it were
concentrated, and then it becomes noble . . . One of us

five, who is a priest, has added predestination as a cause

of this potency , , .

106. (The Italians stated,) We have seen this to be

the principal cause of the origin of marriage (or con-

jugial) love, that it is the same as the origin of

marriage, because this love did not come forth before
;

and it came forth because when anyone desperately

loves a maiden, he wants with soul and heart to possess

her . . . and as soon as she promises herself, he regards

her as one's Own regards one's Own. That this is the

origin of maiTiage love, is clearly evident from the

fury of every man against his rivals . . . Three of us

have prevailed against two [in declaring] that the

potency with a consort is from some license with the

sex. They said that they know from experience that

the potency of the love of the sex prevails over the

potency of marriage love.

107. (The Englishmen stated,) We have come to the

decision that the origin of marriage love and that of the

love of the sex is the same, because the former is from

the latter ; only that the love of the sex is unlimited

. . . whereas marriage love is limited . . . and constant

;

and that this love has therefore been decreed and

established by the prudence of human wisdom, because

otherwise ... no society could exist . . . The potency

of marriage love we deduce from the continual per-

manence of the health of the body . . .

108. (The Poles stated,) . . . We have seen and con-

firmed no other origin of marriage love than this : that

every man, from incentives and consequent incitements

which are concealed in the adytum of his mind and

body, after indulging in various lusts of his eyes, at

length fixes his mind and inclination on one woman of

the sex . , . and from this time his heat goes from flame

to flame, until at last it becomes a conflagration : in

this state the love of the sex is banished, and instead of

lust marriage love takes place. . . The origin of mar-

riage love is therefore from this first ardour before the

wedding ; and from this is its potency, (which) after the

wedding . , . lasts with , . . decrease and increase, even

to old age, by means of moderations, and by bridling

the lusts ... for lust precedes wisdom.

109. (The Germans stated,) We . . . have agreed on

two causes of the origin of marriage love ; one of which

is the right education of children, and the other is the

distinct possession of inheritances. We have assumed
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these two, because they look to the same goal, which is

the public good ; and this is obtained, because infants

conceived and born from marriage love become one's

Own ; and these, in consequence of the love sforge

being heightened by the consideration that they are

legitimate, are educated to be heirs of all their parents'

possessions, both spiritual and natural. . . There is the

love of the sex, and there is marriage love. The latter

appears as if it were one with the former ; but it is dis-

tinctly different ; neither is the one love near the other

;

but is within it ; and what is mthin is more excellent

than what is without ; and we have seen that from

creation marriage love is within . . . and therefore

when marriage love is set free from its shell, which is

the love of the sex, it glitters before the Angels like a

gem . . . This takes place because on marriage love is

inscribed the well-being of the whole human race . . .

The origin of its potencj^ is the setting free and separa-

tion of marriage love from the love of the sex, which is

effected by the husband by means of wisdom, and by

the wife by means of the love of the husband's wisdom ;

for the love of the sex is common [to men] with beasts,

and marriage love is peculiar to men. Therefore in the

proportion in which marriage love is set free and separ-

ated from the love of the sex, a man is a man and not a

beast ; and a man acquires potency from his love, as a

beast does from his.

no. (The Frenchmen stated,) AVe . . . have exhilar-

ated our thoughts and derivative judgments from our

meditation about marriage love. Who is not exhilarated

from it ; for while this love is in the mind, it is at the

same time in the whole body. We judge of the origin

of this love from its delights . . . The delights of mar-

riage love are felt in their origins as blessednesses,

happinesses, and felicities ; in their derivations as

pleasantnesses and pleasures ; and in their ultimates as

the deliciousness of deliciousnesses. There is therefore

the origin of the love of the sex when the interiors of

the mind, and thence the interiors of the body, are

opened for the influx of these delights ; but the origin

of marriage love was when the primitive sphere of this

love, through betrothals, ideally promoted them. . , The
potency of this love arises from the capacity of this love

of passing, with its vein, from the mind into the body.

. , . We also deduce the virtue of the potency from the

stock . . .

III. (The Danes stated,) . . . We . . . have not dis-

covered the real origin of marriage love, because it lies

deeply concealed in the sanctuaries of the mind. The
most consummate wisdom cannot . . . reach this love

in its origin. . . We have contemplated this love beneath

its origin, and have seen that in the minds it is spiritual,

and is like the fountain of a sweet vein there, from

which it flows down into the bosom, where it becomes

delight, and is called bosom love, which, regarded in

itself, is full of friendship, and full of confidence, from

the full inclination to mutuality ; and that when it has

passed through the bosom, it becomes generative love.

When a young man is revolving these things in his

thought . . . they kindle in his heart the fire of marriage

love ; which fire, being the primitive of this love, is its

origin. We acknowledge no other origin of its potency

than that love itself; for they are inseparable com-

panions ; but still they are such that sometimes the one-

precedes, and sometimes the other. When the love

precedes . . . both are noble, because in this case the

potency is the virtue of marriage love ; whereas if the

potency precedes . . . both are ignoble, because in this

case the love is of the carnal potency . . .

112. (The Swedes stated,) We . . . have distinguished

between the spiritual, the natural, and the carnal love

of the sex ; and by the spiritual love of the sex we have

understood love truly conjugial, because this is spiritual :

by the natural love of the sex we have understood

polygamous love, because this is natural ; and by the

merely carnal love of the sex we have understood scor-

tatory love, because this is merely carnal. When we
had carefully examined love truly conjugial . . . we
clearly saw that this love is possible onlj- between one

male and one female ; and that from creation it is

heavenly and inmost, and is the soul and father of all

good loves, having been inspired into our first parents,

and being inspirable into Christians. It is also so

conjunctive that through it two minds can become one

mind . . . 111. As to tlie origin of the potency of love

truly conjugal, we surmise that it comes forth from a

similitude of minds, and from unanimity ; for when two

minds have been conjugially conjoined, their thoughts

spiritually kiss each other, and these inspire into the

body their virtue or potency.

113. There were standing behind . . . some strangers

from Africa, who cried out to the natives of Europe,

Permit one of us also to give his opinion on the origin

of conjugial love, and on that of its virtue or potency

. . . He said. You Christians deduce the origin of

conjugial love from love itself; but we Africans deduce

it from the God of Heaven and earth. Is not conjugial

love a chaste, pure, and holy love ? Are not the Angels

of Heaven in that love ? Is not the universal human
race . . . the seed of that love ? And can so supereminent

a thing derive its existence from any other source than

God Himself, the Creator and Supporter of the universe 1

You Christians deduce conjugial virtue or potency from

various rational and natural causes ; but we Africans

deduce it from the state of man's conjunction with the

God of the universe. This state we call the state of

religion ... for when the love is from this state, and is

stable and perpetual, it must needs produce its own
virtue, which is like it . . . Love truly conjugial is

known only to those few who are near God ; conse-

quently the potency of this love is known to no others

... As he said these words, they all rose, and behind

tlie golden table on which lay the tiara there appeared

a window . . . and through it was heard a voice, saying,

The African is to have the tiara.

127. That there is a correspondence with conjugial

love, semination, prolification, the love of infants, and

with the like things in marriages and from them. Ex.

". Conjugial love corresponds to the atl'ectiou of

genuine truth, its chastity, purity, and holiness ; semin-

ation corresponds to the potency of truth
;

prolification

corresponds to the propagation of truth ; and the love

of infants corresponds to the protection of truth and

good . . .

130. That conjugial love is according to the state of
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the Church—because it is according to the state of

wisdom—with man. Gen. art.

[M. 130]^. The wisdom of life ... is the wisdom which

is meant by the wisdom with which conjugial love binds

itself; for it binds itself therewith by shunning the

evil of adultery as the pestilence of the soul, of the

commonwealth, and of the body ; and as this wisdom
springs from the spiritual things which are of the

Church, it follows that conjugial love is according to

the state of the Church ... By this is also meant . . .

that in proportion as a man becomes spiritual, in the

same proportion is he in love truly conjugial . . .

131. That as the Church is from the Lord, so also is

conjugial love from Him. Ex.

137. When I was in meditation about conjugial love,

there appeared afar two naked infants with baskets in

their hands and turtle-doves flying round them ; and

when they came nearer they appeared ... to be adorned

with garlands . . . but when they approached nearer

they . . . appeared as two human beings in the first

flower of their age, clothed in mantles and tunics of

refulgent silk, in which were interwoven flowers . . . and

. . . there breathed through them from Heaven a vernal

heat, with a fragrant odour . . . They were two consorts

from Heaven . . .

-. They said . . . Thus from afar was represented

our conjugial love . . .

*. We have now been consorts for ages, and
constantly in (this) flower of our age. Our first state

was like that of a maiden and a youth when they

marry ; and we then believed, that that state was the

very blessedness of our life. (Continued under Marri-
age. )

*. The reason there breathed on you a vernal

heat, is that in our Heaven, conjugial love and that

heat act as one ... In heaven, where there is vernal

heat, there is love truly conjugial ; for the reason that

what is vernal is nowhere else than where heat is equally

united with light . . .

^. The man (then) gave me his right hand, and

conducted me to houses where there were consorts in

the like flower of their age . . . and he said. These

wives who are now seen as maidens, were in the world

old women ; and their husbands, who are now seen as

youths, were there decrepit old men ; and they have all

been restored by the Lord into this flowering age,

because they have mutually loved each other, and from

religion have shunned adulteries as enormous sins. And
he said, No one knows the blessed delights of conjugial

love except him who rejects the horrid delights of

adultery ; and no one can reject these delights except

him who is Avise from the Lord ; and no one is wise

from the Lord unless he does uses from the love of

uses.

139. For love truly conjugial is chastity itself. . .

From this it is evident that it is the purity of conjugial

love which is called chastity. Still, there is a marriage

(or conjugial) love which is not chaste, and which is

yet not unchastity ; as [that] between consorts who
for various external reasons abstain from the efi'ects

of lasciviousness so far as not to think about them.
Nevertheless, if this love has not been purified in their

spirits, it is not chaste. Its form is chaste ; but it has

not a chaste essence in it.

141. The reason what is chaste is predicated only of

(monogamous marriages) is that with them conjugial

love does not reside in the natural man, but enters into

the spii'itual man, and successively opens to itself a way
to the spiritual marriage itself, which is that of good

and truth . . . For this love enters according to the

increments of wisdom, (which are) according to the

implantation of the Church by the Lord . . . This

cannot be done with polygaraists, because they divide

conjugial love ; and this love, when divided, is not

unlike the love of the sex . . .

142. For love truly conjugial keeps equal pace with

the state of the Church in man.

143. That love truly conjugial is chastity itself. Ex.

144. That all the deliciousnesses of love truly con-

jugial, even the ultimate ones, are chaste. Ex.

. The deliciousnesses of this love ascend and

enter Heaven, and on the way pass through the delights

of the heavenly loves in which are the Angels of Heaven
;

and they conjoin themselves with the deliciousnesses of

their conjugial love.

^. I have heard from the Angels that they per-

ceive these deliciousnesses to be exalted and infilled with

themselves when they ascend from chaste consorts on

earth ; and on the question being put, for the sake of

the bystanders who were imchaste, as to whether [this

is the case as to] the ultimate deliciousnesses also, they

signified assent by nodding, and said silently. How can

it be otherwise ? Are not these (the deliciousnesses ot

love truly conjugial) in their fulness ?

145. That M'ith those who are made spiritual by the

Lord, conjugial love is more and more purified and

made chaste. The reasons are, i. That the first love

. . . partakes somewhat of the love of the sex ; thus of

the ardour proper to the body not as yet mitigated by
the love of the spirit. 2. That from being natural, man
successively becomes spiritual . . . and as wisdom and
its love increase with consorts, so is the conjugial love

purified with them . . .

-. 3. As spiritual wisdom is such in itself that it

grows warmer and warmer with the love of being wise

. . . and as this is eff"ected as it is perfected as it were by
defecations, castigations, rectifications, intensifications,

decantations, and sublimations ... it is evident that

conjugial love, whose parent is wisdom, is in like

manner made successively more and more pure ; thus

chaste.

146. But it is to be known that conjugial love which

is quite chaste or pure is not possible with men or

Angels ; there is still something not chaste or not pure

which adjoins or subjoins itself to it ; but this is of a

difl"erent nature from that from which comes what is

unchaste ; for with the former the chaste is above and

the non-chaste beneath ; and there is as it were a door

on hinges interposed by the Lord, which is opened by

determination, and is carefully prevented from standing

open, lest the one should pass into the other . . ,

147. That conjugial love is purified and rectified

according to the renunciation of scortations, is seen by

everyone from common perception . . . (But) the con-
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firmations are, that conjugial love Ijecomes cold as soon

as it is divided, and this coldness causes it to perish
;

for the heat of unchaste love extinguishes it ; because

two opposite heats cannot exist together . . . When,

therefore, the heat of conjugial love removes and rejects

the heat of scortatory love, conjugial love begins to

grow pleasantly warm ; and, from a sense of its delicious-

nesses, to bud and effloresce . . . from the vernal

temperature of the light and heat from the Sun of the

Spiritual World.

148^. (The Angels) compared the external Conjugial

from the internal to noble fruit . . . and to a granary

whose store is never diminished, but is constantly being

renewed in proportion as it is drawn upon. But they

compared the external separated from the internal to

wheat in a winnowing shovel ; for when it is cast forth

all around, the chaft' only remains, which is dispersed

by the wind. So is it with conjugial love, unless what

is scortatory is renounced.

151S. Eunuchs so made, being both men and women,

cannot possibly regard conjugial love any otherwise

than as a phantasy . . .

I52<^, (Such) cannot have an idea of chaste heat in

relation to conjugial love,

155. (For) after a vow of perpetual celibacy, conjugial

love is cast out.

e_ "When (these celibates) feel the sphere of

conjugial love in Heaven, they become sad and

anxious . . .

156. Because the Cliurch and conjugial love are

constant companions.

155a. One morning very sweet singing . , . awoke me
... I perceived that it was the affection of the delicious-

nesses of conjugial love which was being sung by wives

in Heaven ... I rose, and looked forth into the Spiritual

World ; and in the east . . . there appeared as it were a

Golden Shower ... I went forth . . . and asked an

Angel . . . whether he saw a golden shower descending

from the Sun.

-. He replied that he saw one whenever he was

in meditation about conjugial love . . . That shower,

said he, falls over a palace, in which are three husbands

with their wives, who dwell in the midst of an eastern

paradise. Such a shower is seen falling from the Sun

over that palace because with them there resides wisdom

concerning conjugial love and its deliciousnesses ; with

the husbands concerning conjugial love ; and with the

wives concerning its deliciousnesses. Bi;t I perceive

that you are in meditation concerning the deliciousnesses

of conjugial love ; and therefore I will take you to that

palace, and will introduce you. . . The wives looked

sharply into my eyes ; and I asked why. They said.

We can exquisitely see what is your inclination and

derivative atfection, and your thought from affection,

concerning the love of the sex ; and we sec that you are

meditating intensely, but still chastely, concerning it.

What do you want us to tell you about it ? I replied,

Pray tell me something about the deliciousnesses of

conjugial love . . . This Angel . . . told me that wives

are the receptacles and sensories of them, because they

are born loves . . . They replied with a smile . . . This

is a wisdom deeply reserved in the hearts of our sex, and

is not opened to any husband, except him who is in

love truly conjugial. . . Then the husbands said, Our
wives know all the states of our minds . . . they see,

perceive, and feel whatever proceeds from our will.

We, on the other hand, know nothing of what is with

our wives. This has been given to wives, because they

are most tender loves, and as it were ardent zeals, for

the preservation of conjugial friendship and confidence,

and thus of the happiness of life for both, which they

provide for . . . from a wisdom implanted in their love,

which is so full of prudence that they . . . cannot say

that they love, but that they are loved. . . If the least

of such a thing were to escape from their mouths, cold

would invade their husbands, and would separate from

bed, chamber, and sight ; but this takes place only with

those who do not hold marriages to be holy, and who
therefore do not love their wives from spiritual love. It

is otherwise with those who love them. In the minds

of the latter this love is spiritual, and from this in the

body is natural. We in this palace are in this latter

love from the former ; and therefore we entrust the

husbands with the arcana concerning our deliciousnesses

of conjugial love.

**. The wives said. We will open something . . .

Every man-rij-has five senses . . . but we have also a

sixth, which is the sense of all the deliciousnesses of the

conjugial love of the husband ; and this sense we have

in the palms, when we touch the breasts, arms, hands,

or cheeks of our husbands, especially their breasts ; and

also when we are touched by them. All the gladnesses

and plea,santnesses of the thoughts of their minds, all

the joys and delights of their lower minds, and the

festive and cheerful things of their bosoms, pass from

them into us, and form themselves, and become per-

ceptible, sensible, and tangible ; and we discern them

as exquisitely and distinctly as the ear does the modula-

tions of a song, or as the tongue does the flavours of

delicacies. In a word, the spiritual delights of our

husbands put on with us a kind of natural embodiment

;

and therefore we are called by our husbands the sensory

organs of chaste conjugial love, and of its derivative

deliciousnesses. But this sense of our sex, exists, sub-

sists, persists, and is exalted in the degree in which our

husbands love us from wisdom aud judgment ; and in

which we in return love them from the same things in

them. This sense of our sex is called in the Heavens

the Sport of Wisdom with its Love, and of Love with

its Wisdom.
'. I asked the husbands, Have you a like sense of

conjugial love ? They replied. We have it in general,

but not in particular. We have a general blessedness, a

general delight, and a general pleasantness, from the

particular ones of our wives ; and this General, which

we have from them, is like a serenity of peace. . .

Through the window there (then) appeared a swan

standing on a branch of a fig-tree ;
and it spread its

wings, and flew away. The husbands (then) said, This

is a sign to us for silence about conjugial love. Return

at intervals, and perhaps more things will be disclosed.

158. That conjugial love conjoins two souls and

thence minds into a one. Ex.

-. But, as the woman is from the man, and this

conjunction is a species of reuuition. it may be seen . . .
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that it is not conjunction into a one ; but an adjunction,

close and near according to the love, and [amounting] to

contact -with those who are in love truly conjugial.

This adjunction may be called a spiritual cohabitation,

which exists with consorts who love each other tenderly,

however distant in body.

[M.]i6i. The reason why men receive the inspiration or

insinuation of love from their ^\'ives, is that nothing of

conjugial love, nor even of the love of the sex, is with

men ; but only with wives and women. (Shown by
experiment.

)

162. That this conjunction (into a one) is effected

successively from the first days of marriage ; and, with

those who are in love truly conjugial, more and more
deeply to eternity. Ex.

^. When (friendship and confidence) conjoin

themselves with the first love of marriage, conjugial

love is effected, which opens the bosoms, and inspires

into them the sweetnesses of love ; and this deeper and
deeper in proportion as these two adjoin themselves to

the primitive love ; and that love enters into them, and
they into it.

167. That wives conceal this perception ... in order

that conjugial love . . . may be secured. Ex.
-. Conjugial love would (then) be banished to

such a degree that . . .

171^- These spheres . . . conjoin and disjoin the two
consorts not only from without, but also from within

;

and hence come all the difierences and varieties of con-

jugial love.

172^. The applications and appropriations of the life

of husbands with wives take place according to the
conjugial love . . .

178. That those who are in love truly conjugial feel

themselves to be a united man, and as it were one flesh.

Ex.

. For love truly conjugial does not exist with
men on earth at this day . . .

179. That, regarded in itself, love truly conjugial is

a union of souls, a conjunction of minds, an effort for

conjunction in bosoms, and thence in the body. Ex.
. The reason it is an effort for conjunction in the

bosoms, is . . . that all things which are determined
into the body from the soul and mind inflow first into

the bosom ; and ... in the bosom there is dominion
over all things of the body ; for there are the heart and
lungs ; and the heart reigns everywhere through the

blood, and the lungs through the respiration . . . There-

fore, when the souls and minds of the consorts have
been united, and love truly conjugial unites them, it

follows that this lovely union inflows into their bosoms,
and through these into their bodies, and causes an
eflbrt for conjunction ; and this so much the more,

because conjugial love determines the effort to its

ultimates, in order to complete its happy pleasantnesses
;

and as the bosom is midway, it is evident whence it is

that conjugial love has obtained there the seat of its

delicate sense.

180. That the states of this love are innocence, peace,

tranqirillity, inmost friendship, full confidence, and a

longing of the lower mind and of the heart to make all

good mutual ; and, from all these, blessedness, happi-

ness, delight, pleasure ; and, from the eternal enjoy-

ment of these, heavenly felicity. Ex.

. The reason all these things are in conjugial

love, and thence firom it, is that its origin is the marri-

age of good and truth ; and this marriage is from the

Lord ; and because love is such that it wills to commu-
nicate with another whom it loves from the heart . . .

and infinitely more the Divine love ... to man . . .

and, as He has created . . . the man for the reception of

wisdom, and the woman for the reception of the love of

the man's wisdom, therefore from the inmosts he has

infused into human beings conjugial love, into which
love He might bring together all things blessed, happy,

delightful, and pleasurable, which proceed and inflow,

together with life, solely from His Divine love through

His Divine wisdom ; consequently into those who are in

love truly conjugial, because these alone are recipients.

183. There appeared to me in the eastern quarter a

grove of palm-trees and laurels, set in spiral gyres . . .

At the end of the ways I saw a garden, which formed

the centre of the grove . . . the gates of which were

opened by the keeper. I asked him the name of the

garden, and he said, Adramandoni, which is, The
Deliciousness of Conjugial Love. 1 entered, and behold

olive-trees, with running and pensile vines between each

two, and flowering shrubs beneath and between them.

In the middle of it there was a grassy circus, upon
which were seated husbands and wives, and youths and

maidens, in pairs ; and in the middle of the circus

the ground was elevated, where was a little fountain

leaping high from the strength of its vein. When near

the circus I saw two Angels, in crimson and scarlet,

speaking with those who were seated upon the grass.

They were speaking about the origin of conjugial love,

and about its deliciousnesses ; and, as the speech was
about that love, there was eager attention and full

reception ; and consequently there was an exaltation as

from the fire of love in the discourse of the Angels.

-. They spoke first about the difficult investiga-

tion, and the diflBcult perception, of the origin of con-

jugial love ; because its origin is Divine celestial ; for

it is the Divine love, the Divine wisdom, and the Divine

use ; which three proceed as a one from the Lord, and

thence inflow as a one into the souls of human beings
;

and through their souls into their minds, and into the

interior affections and thoughts there ; through these

into the longings near the body, and from these through

the breast into the genital region, where all the deriva-

tives from the first origin are together ; and, together

with the successives, constitute conjugial love.

^. Then some of that conjugial company said to

the Angels, AVe have heard that the origin of conjugial

love is Divine celestial, because it is from the influx

from the Lord into the souls of men ; and, as it is from

the Lord, that it is love, wisdom, and use, which are

the three essentials which together make one Divine

essence ; and that nothing but what is of the Divine

essence can proceed from Him, and inflow into the

inmost of man, which is called his soul ; and that these

three are turned into analogous and corresponding things

in their descent into the body. AVe therefore now ask,

first, What is meant by the third proceeding Divine
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essential, which has been called use ? The Angels

replied, Love and wisdom, without use, are only abstract

ideas of thought . . . but in use they are collected

together, and there become a one, which is called a

reality. Love cannot rest unless it is doing something

. . . neither can wisdom exist and subsist unless it is

doing something from love and with it ; and to do is

use . . . Love and wisdom with use not only make man,

but also are man ; nay . . . they propagate man. Ex.

". Those who were sitting on the grassy couches

asked the Angels, Whence are the deliciousnesses of

conjugial love, which are innumerable and ineffable ?

The Angels replied. They are from the uses of love and
wisdom

;
(for) in i^roportion as anyone loves to be wise

for the sake of genuine xise, in the same proportion he is

in the vein and potency of conjugial love ; and in pro-

portion as he is in these two things, in the same propor-

tion he is in the deliciousnesses. Use effects this because

[then] love through wisdom are deliciated together, and
as it were sport like infants ; and, as they gi'ow up, they

conjoin themselves in a generative manner, which is

effected as it were by betrothals, weddings, marriages,

and propagations ; and these continually with variety

to eternity. These things take place between love and
wisdom inwardly in use. But in their beginnings these

deliciousnesses are imperceptible ; but they become more
and more perceptible as by degrees they descend thence,

and enter the body. By degrees do they enter from the

soul into the interiors of the mind of man ; and from

these into its exteriors ; and from these into the bosom
;

and from the bosom into the genital region. ( ^

)

In the soul these heavenly nuptial sports are not at all

perceived by man ; but from thence they insinuate

themselves into the interiors of the mind under the

form-.specie-of peace and innocence, and into the exteriors

of the mind under the form of blessedness, happiness,

and delight ; and into the bosom under the form of the

deliciousnesses of inmost friendship ; and in the genital

region, from a continual influx even from the soul with

the very sense of conjugial love, as the deliciousness of

deliciousnesses. These nuptial sports of love and wisdom
in irse in the soul, in proceeding towards the bosom,

become permanent, and present themselves sensible

therein under an infinite variety of deliciousnesses ; and,

on account of the wonderful communication of the bosom
with the genital region, the deliciousnesses there become
the deliciousnesses of conjugial love ; which have been
exalted above all other deliciousnesses which exist in

Heaven and in the world, for the reason that the use of

conjugial love is the most excellent of all uses . . .

^. The Angels added that they who are not, from
the Lord, in the love of being wise for the sake of use,

do not know anything about the variety of the innumer-
able deliciousnesses which are of love truly conjugial.

For with those who do not love to be wise from genuine

truths, but who love to be insane from falsities ; and
who, through this insanity, do evil uses from some love

or other, the way to the soul is closed. Hence it is

that the heavenly nuptial sports of love and wisdom in

the soul, being more and more intercepted, cease ; and,

together with them, conjugial love ceases, with its

vein, potency, and deliciousnesses.

^. The hearers (then) said. AVe perceive that

conjugial love is according to the love of being wise for

the sake of uses from the Lord. The Angels replied

that so it is ; and then upon the heads of some there

appeared chaplets of flowers . , . because they had
understood more profoundly.

1 88. By the heat into which women are elevated, is

meant conjugial love, because spiritual heat ... in its

essence is love ; and, with women, it is love conjoining

itself with the intelligence and wisdom in men ; which,

in its complex, is called conjugial love ; and, by deter-

mination, becomes that love.

^. But the elevation into a higher heat with

women is an elevation into a chaster and purer conjugial

love ; and is constantly towards the Conjugial, which
from creation lies hidden in their inmosts. Regarded in

themselves, these elevations are openings of the mind
;

for the human mind is distinguished into regions . . .

into (which) the mind of man is elevated as it is opened
;

with men through wisdom ; and with women through

love truly conjugial.

191. (For) conjugial love with consorts is not only

various, but is also diverse. It is various with those

who interiorly love each other ; for with these it is by

turns intermitted ; and yet inwardly it is constantly

permanent in its heat. But this love is diverse with

those consorts who love each other only exteriorly.

With these it is . . . intermitted, from alternate cold

and heat. The reason of these latter differences, is that

with the latter the body plays the leading part ; and

the ardour of this circumfuses itself around, and snatches

into communion with itself the lower things of the

mind ; whereas with the former . . , the mind plays the

leading part, and carries the body into communion with

itself. It appears as if the love ascends from the body
into the soul, because as soon as the body catches the

allurements, it enters through the eyes , . . into the

mind ; and thus . . . into the thoughts . . . But still it

descends from the mind, and acts into the lower things

according to their disposition ; and therefore a lascivious

mind acts lasciviously, and a chaste mind chastely ; and

the latter disposes the body, whereas the former is dis-

posed by the body.

193". (Thus) the woman was created out of the man
by the transcription of his own proper msdom . . . and
the love of this was transferred from the man into the

woman, in order to become conjugial love . . .

194". The love of these two propria is turned into

conjugial love, in proportion as the man cleaves to his

wife ; that is, receives her love.

199. A maiden (thus) becomes a wife, because in a

wife there are things taken from the husband ... A
youth also becomes a husband, because in a husband

there are things taken from the wife which exalt tlie

receptibility of love and wisdom with him . . . But

these things [are the case] with those who are in love

truly conjugial.

200. Love truly conjugial conjoins two into one man
more and more ; and as a wife becomes a wife from and

according to conjunction with her husband, and in like

manner the husband with the wife ; and as love truly

conjugial lasts to eternity, it follows that the wife

becomes more and more a wife, and the husband more
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and more a husband. Tlie cause itself is tliat in a

marriage of love truly conjugial, each becomes a more
and more interior man ; for this love opens the interiors

of their minds ; and as these are opened the man
becomes more and more a man , . .

[M. ] 202. That the ofifspring born from a pair who are

in love truly conjugial derive from their parents the

Conjugial of good and truth ; from which they have

the inclination and faculty, if a son, for perceiving the

things which are of wisdom ; and if a daughter, for

loving the things which wisdom teaches. Gen. art.

2046. (Thus) is the end manifestly evident for the

sake of which marriages of love truly conjugial have

been provided by the Lord the Creator, and are still

provided.

205. Those who lived in the Most Ancient eras live at

this day house by house, family by family, and nation

by nation . . . and scarcely any one of a house is absent.

The reason is that there was love truly conjugial with

them ; and thence their offspring inherited inclinations

for the Conjugial of good and truth . . .

207'. That an Angel is alive according to the applica-

tion of his mind from use, is manifestly evident from

the fact, that everyone has conjugial love with its

virtue, potency, and deliciousnesses, according to his

application to the genuine use in which he is.

208. When I was in meditation about the arcana of

conjugal love stored up with wives, there again

appeared the Golden Shower ; and I recollected that it

fell over a })alace in the east where there lived three

conjugial loves ... As if invited by the sweetness of

the meditation upon that love, I hastened thither . . .

(Continued under Wife.
)

209. There might be treated of . . . the elevation of

natural conjugial love into spiritual conjugial love,

and their conjunction . . .

210. That the sense proper to conjugial love is the

sense of touch. Ex.

211. That with those who are in love truly conjugial,

the faculty of being wise increases ; but that with those

who are not in conjugial love, it decreases. Ex.

. For love truly conjugial is with the consorts

from wisdom and according to it . . . (Another reason

is) that the sense of this love is touch, and this is

common to all the senses, and is full of deliciousnesses
;

hence it opens the interiors of their minds, as it opens

the interiors of their senses, and therewith the organicals

of the whole body ; from which it follows that those

who are in this love, love nothing more than to be

wise . . .

^ The spiritual deliciousnesses conjoined with

natural deliciousnesses, which are the portion of those

who are in love truly conjugial, make loveliness-

amabilitatem, and the derivative faculty of being wise.

Hence it is that the Angels have conjugial love accord-

ing to wisdom ; and increments of this love, and at the

same time those of its deliciousnesses, according to the

increments of wisdom ; and that the spiritual offspring

which are born from their marriages, are such things as

are of wisdom from the father and of love from the

mother, which they love from a spiritual storge ; which

love adds itself to their conjugial love, and continually

elevates it, and conjoins them.

212. The contrary takes place with those who are

not in any conjugial love from not being in any love of

wisdom. These do not enter into marriages except

also with the end of lasciviating ; and in this end there

is also the love of being insane . . . That these are

against conjugial love, is evinced ... in the Spiritual

AVorld, (where) at the first scent of conjugial love they

flee away into caverns . . .

213. That M'ith those who are in love truly conjugial,

the happiness of cohabitation increases ; but that with

those who are not in love truly conjugial, it decreases.

Ex.

. (For) they who are in love truly conjugial

mutually love each other with every sense. The wife

sees nothing more lovely than the man, and the man
nothing more lovely than the wife ; nay, neither do

they hear, smell, or touch anything more lovely ; hence

the happiness they have of cohabitation in house,

chamber, and bed.

214. That with those who are in love truly conjugial

the conjunction of minds increases, and, with tliis,

friendship ; but that with those who are not in con-

jugial love, the latter, together with the former,

decreases. Ex.
-. The reason why this conjunction increases, as

friendship conjoins itself with love, is that friendship

is as it were the face, and also the garment of this love

. . . The love which precedes friendship is like the love

of the sex, which departs after the vow ; whereas love

conjoined with friendship remains after the vow ... It

also enters more interiorly into the bosom, friendship

introducing it, and making it truly conjugial ; and

then the love makes this its friendship also conjugial,

which differs exceedingly from the friendship of every

other love ; for it is full.

^. AVith those who are not in conjugial love, the

first friendship, which had been insinuated at the time

of betrothal, and afterwards in the first days after the

wedding, recedes more and more from the interiors of

the mind ; and from these it departs successively even

to the cuticles ; and with those who tliink of separation,

it goes away completely ; but with those who do not

think of separation, the love remains in the externals,

but it is cold in the internals.

215. That they who are in love truly conjugial

continually want to be one man ; but that they who

are not in conjugial love want to be two. Ex.

. In its essence conjugial love is nothing else

than that two want to be one ; that is, that they want

two lives to become one life. This will is the perpetual

endeavour of this love, from which flow all its effectua-

tions . . .

216. That those who are in love truly conjugial, in

marriage look to what is eternal ; but it is the reverse

with those who are not in conjugial love. Ex.

. For in (love truly conjugial) there is eternity ;

and its eternity is from this : that this love with the

wife, and wisdom with the husband, increase to eternity

;

and in the increase or progression the consorts enter

more and more deeply into the blessednesses of Heaven
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. . . and therefore if the idea of what is eternal were to

be plucked away ... it would be as if they were being

cast down from Heaven. From experience.

*. (Thus) if the idea of what is eternal drops . . .

out of their thought, they are disunited as to conjugial

love, although not at the same time as to friendship ;

for the latter dwells in externals, but the former in

internals.

2i6a. That conjugial love resides with chaste wives ;

but that their love depends on their husbands. Ex.

(See Wife, here.)

221=^. Hence it is that a husband now recedes from

conjugial love, and now accedes to it ; and that the

abundance is withdrawn in the one state, and is restored

in the other.

223. That with the male sex there is not any con-

jugial love ; but that it is solely with the female sex,

and from this is transferred into the male sex, (is further

proved by this) that the masculine form is the intel-

lectual form, and the feminine the voluntary form ; and

the intellectual form cannot of itself become heated

with conjugial heat ; but it can be heated by the con-

junctive heat of some one in whom this has been

implanted from creation ; consequently, it cannot receive

that love, except through the voluntary form of woman
adjoined to it ; because the latter is also the form of

love.

224. That where there is love truly conjugial, the

conjugial sphere is received by the wife ; and solely

through the wife by the husband. Ex.
—— . This may be known by a bridegroom and a

newly-married husband. Is he not affected conjugially

by whatever proceeds from his bride and newly-married

wife ; and not, then, by what proceeds from others of

the sex ? It is the like with those who live together in

love truly conjugial. And as everyone, both man and

woman, is encompassed by his own sphere of life, densely

on the breast, and thinly on the back, it is evident

whence it is, that husbands who are very fond of their

wives, turn to them, and in the day-time regard them
with a favouring look ; and why, on the other hand,

those who do not love their wives, turn away from them,

and in the day-time regard them with a retracted look.

By the reception of the conjugial sphere by the husband

solely through the wife, is love truly conjugial Known
and distinguished from spurious, false, and frigid con-

jugial love.

225. That where the love is not conjugial, the con-

jugial sphere is indeed received by the wife, but not by

the husband through her. Ex. (See Makriage, here.)

226. That conjugial love may exist with one of the

consorts, and not at the same time with the other. Ex.

(See Maiuuei) Partner, here.)

229. That for those who long for love truly conjugial

the Lord provides similitudes ; and that if they are not

given on earth. He provides them in the Heavens.—For

all marriages of love truly conjugial are provided by

the Lord. . . How they are provided in the Heavens.

(See Marriage, here.)

. For all the delights of Heaven spring from the

delights of conjugial love, as do sweet waters from the

vein of a fountain.

230. That according to the defect and loss of conjugial

love, a man approaches to the nature of a beast. Ex.

. The reason is that in proportion as a man is in

conjugial love, in the same proportion he is spiritual . . .

. It is the contrary if he is in what is opposite to

conjugial love ; for, in proportion as he is in this, in

the same proportion he is natural ; and a merely natural

man is like a beast as to his cupidities, appetites, and
their delights . . .

238. That the origin itself of conjugial love resides

in the inmosts with man—that is, in his soul—everyone

is convinced of from . . .

^. This conjugial eftbrt, seated in souls, is the

source from which conjugial love originally comes forth.

. (Thus) the origin of the Church, and the origin

of conjugial love, are in one seat ; and they are in a

continual embrace.

^. Man has been created so that he can become

more and more interior, and thus be introduced or

elevated nearer and nearer to that marriage (of good and

truth) ; and thus into love truly conjugial ; and this

even so that he perceives the state of its blessedness.

239. From the things now said, it follows that where

there is no religion there is no conjugial love either
;

and that where this is not, there is cold.

. The general ignorance at this day concerning

love truly conjugial . . .

240. As love truly conjugial is the fundamental love

of all spiritual loves ... it is evident that there is (with

those who reject religion) an intrinsic hatred against it

;

and an intrinsic . . . love in favour of . . . adultery.

Therefore, these, more than others, will ridicule this

Truth : that everyone has conjugial love according to

the state of the Church [with him] ; nay, they will

perhaps laugh aloud at the mention of love truly con-

jugial. . . Those who are such are chilled with cold as

to conjugial love more than others. If they cleave to

their consorts, it is only on account of some external

causes . . .

243^. With those (who have goods conjoined with the

falsities of their religion) some conjugial love is possible.

But with those who have falsified with themselves the

genuine truths of the Church, it is not possible. From

the latter comes the reigning ignorance concerning

love truly conjugial, or the negative doubt that it is

possible.

247. That the second of the external causes of cold,

is that conjugial love is believed to be one with

scortatory love ; except that the latter is not allowed by

law . . . Ex.

248. Conjugial love regards as among its first things

a union of wills, and the derivative freedom of what is

pleasing ; both of which are cast out of the marriage by

a striving for pre-eminence . . .

2_ (After one has gained the victory over the

other, both suffer cold) because there is no longer any

conjugial love. . . In place of conjugial love there is

heat from pre-eminence; but this heat is utterly dis-

cordant with conjugial heat ; but it can agree exteriorly

by means of lust. After this tacit agreement between

them, it appears as if conjugial love had become friend-
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ship
; but the ditference between coujugial and servile

friendship in marriages is like that between light and
shade . . .

[M.] 249". (With those who give themselves up to idle-

ness) conjugial love is driven out into exile
;
(for then)

the mind becomes stupid, and the body torpid ; and
the whole man becomes insensible to every vital love

;

especially to conjugial love, from which as from a

fountain issue the activities and alacrities of life. The
conjugial cold with these ... is indeed the privation of

conjugial love, but fi'om defect.

252. As conjugial love is a conjunction of minds, if

the mind of the one goes away from that of the other
into what is diverse, this conjunction is dissolved ; and,
with this, the love vanishes. (See Separation, here.

)

2546. And yet the hope (of the procreation of offspring)

nourishes and strengthens their conjugial love.

256<=. AVith the Angels this commonness from what is

constantly allowed, is the very deliciousness of the soul,

and is the containant of their conjugial love ; for they
are continually in the delight of this love, and in its

ultimates according to the presence of their minds not
interrupted by cares ; thus from the good-pleasure
-placitis-of indgraent with the husbands.

257. That (living with a consort from covenant and
law seems to be comiuilsory, is a cause of cold) only
with those with whom conjugial love is cold in the
inmosts. . . With these, extra-conjugial love ... is in-

wardly in heat ; for the cold of the one is the heat of

the other . . .

". It is the contrary with those who hold extra-

conjugial love as accursed, and think of conjugial love

as of what is heavenly and as Heaven . . .

^. Hence it is that (with these) everything which
is of this love is felt as what is free . . . and I have
lieard from the Angels, that the freedom of love truly
conjugial is the greatest freedom ; because this is the
love of loves.

260". This being the case, it may be seen, that while
conjugial love is in the mind, it is like itself in the
body

; and, as love is heat, that it opens, from the
interiors, the externals of the body ; but that, on the
other hand, the privation of it, which is cold, closes up,

from the interiors, the externals of the body. From
these things is manifestly evident the cause why faculty

with the Angels lasts to eternity, and the cause of the
defect with men of cold.

261^. The universals of Heaven opposite to these are

these three loves : the love of dominating from the love

of use ; the love of possessing the goods of the world
from the love of doing uses by means of them ; and love
truly conjugial.

270. One morning on awaking from sleep my thought
was deeply engaged on some arcana of conjugial love

;

and finally on this : In what region of the human mind
does love truly conjugial reside ; and thence in what
does conjugial cold.

^. An Angel stood by me, and said, The palace
(which you have seen) represents the dwellings of
conjugial love, such as are in human minds. Its

highest part, into which the turtle-doves betook them-

selves, represents the highest region of the mind, where

dwells conjugial love in the love of good with its

wisdom ; the middle part, into which the birds of

paradise betook themselves, represents the middle region,

where dwells conjugial love in the love of truth with

its intelligence ; and the lowest part, into which the

swans betook themselves, represents the lowest region

of the mind, where dwells conjugial love in the love of

what is just and right with its knowledge. ( ^)
The three pairs of birds also signify these things. The
pair of turtle-doves signifies the conjugial love of the

liighest region ; the pair of birds of paradise, the con-

jugial love of the middle region ; and the pair of swans,

the conjugial love of the lowest region. The like

things are signified by the three kinds of trees round

about the palace : the olives, palms, and beeches. . . In

that palace there stand forth as it were effigied all the

arcana of conjugial love.

^. He (added), Love truly conjugial dwells in

the highest region in the midst of mutual love in the

chamber of the will, and also in the midst of the per-

ceptions of wisdom in the chamber of the understanding

;

and they are consociated in bed in the bed-chamber in

front, which is in the east. I asked. Why are there

two chambers ? He said. The husband is in the chamber
of the understanding, and the wife is in the chamber of

the will.

^. I asked. As conjugial love dwells there, where

does conjugial cold dwell ? He replied. Also in the

highest region ; but solely in the chamber of the under-

standing ; the chamber of the will being closed there . . .

s. He wanted to recount still more things about

conjugial love from its effigies in that palace ; but said,

Enough for this time. Inquire first whether these

things are above the common understanding. If they

are, what is the use of more ? But if not, more will be

disclosed.

272. See Conjoin, here.

276. This proposition (that matrimonies are to con-

tinue till the end of life) is adduced (to show) the

necessity, utility, and Truth, that conjugial love,

where it is not genuine, ought still to be affected, so

that it may appear as if it wei'e.

-. As the covenant of marriage is for life, it

follows that the appearances of love and friendship

between the consorts are necessities.

278. That hence there are apparent love, apparent

friendship, and favour between consorts. Ex.

281. Between two consorts, of whom one is spiritual,

but the other natural . . . conjugial love with the

spiritual one is heat, and with the natural one is cold.

It is evident that heat and cold cannot be together . . .

Hence it is that intestine love is not possible between

consorts, one spiritual and the other natural ; but that

there can be a love emulative of intestine love on the

part of the spiritual consort.

^. But verily between two natural consorts

intestine love is not possible, because both are cold.

If they are warm, it is from what is unchaste. Never-

theless these can cohabit at home with separated lower

minds, and can also fashion looks as of love and friend-

ship to each other, however much their minds may be
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discordant with each other. With these, the external

affections—which for the most part are those of wealth

and possessions, or those of honour and dignities—can

as it were be ardent ; and as this ardour induces the fear

of the loss of them, therefore conjugial simulations are

for them necessities . . . 282-.

282''. Besides many other ends from which the assumed

favours as of conjugial love become more or less simula-

tory. There are also favours as of conjugial love out-

side the house, and none within the house . . .

285-. Hence it is evident that a simulation as of

love truly conjiigial, for the sake of peace and tran-

quillity at home, is a necessity, and also a utility.

291. Such rivalries (between consorts) flow from no
other source than from no conscience concerning love

truly conjugial
; and from no perception of sense con-

feruing the blessednesses of this love. From the absence

of these, instead of this love there is desire, which
counterfeits this love . . .

293. I saw seven women sitting upon a Rose-garden at

a certain fountain, drinking the water . . . They said, "We

are wives, and are conversing here about the delicious-

nesses of conjugial love, and from much confirmation

we conclude that these deliciousnesses are also the

deliciousnesses of wisdom. ( ^. ) This we know
from the correspondence of the wisdom in our husbands

with the deliciousnesses of conjugial love in ourselves
;

for the deliciousnesses of this love exalt and diminish

themselves with us, and altogether qualify themselves,

according to the wisdom with our husbands . . . ( *.)

These two things (spiritual rationality and spiritual

morality) our husbands call tlie wisdom which in

general operates love truly conjugial. We have heard

from them also the cause : that through this wisdom
there are opened the interiors of their minds and thence

•of their bodies, where there comes forth a free passage

from primes down to ultimates for the vein of love ; on

the afflux, sufficiency, and virtue of which depends and

lives conjugial love. The spiritual rational and moral

wisdom of our husbands—in sjiecial as to mai-riage—has

for its end and scope to love the wife alone, and to put

off all concupiscence for other women ; and, in propor-

tion as this is effected, in the same proportion is this

love exalted as to degree and perfected as to quality
;

and in the same proportion also do we feel more dis-

tinctly and exquisitely the deliciousnesses in ourselves

which correspond to the delights of the affections and
pleasantnesses of the thouglits of our husbands. ( °.

)

I afterwards asked whether they know how the com-

munication is effected. They said, In all conjunction

through love there must be action, reception, and re-

action. The delicious state of our love is acting or

action ; the state of wisdom of our husbands is receiving

or reception, and is also reacting or reaction according

to the perception ; and this reaction is perceived by us

with deliciousnesses in the bosom according to the state

constantly expanded and prepared to receive those

things which in' any relation-ra<ioHe-cohere with and
proceed from the virtue with our husbands ; thus also

with the extreme state of love with ourselves. (But)

beware lest by the deliciousnesses which we have

mentioned, you understand the ultimate deliciousnesses

of this love. We never say anything about these, but

about our bosom deliciousnesses, of which there is a

perpetual correspondence with the state of the wisdom
of our husbands. (Continued under Wife, and Wis-

dom.)

^ After these things, there appeared afar as it

were a dove flying with a leaf of a tree in its mouth
;

but, as it approached, instead of a dove there was seen

a little boy with a paper in his hand : and on coming up
to us he held it out to me, and said, Read this before

these Maidens of the Fountain. And I read these

things, Tell the Earthdwellers with whom you are, that

there exists love truly conjugial, the deliciousnesses of

which are myriads, scarcely any of which the world as

yet knows ; but it will Know them, when the Church
betroths herself to the Lord, and is married.

294. I again saw the seven wives ... in a magnificent

Rose-garden . . . round, with the roses forming as it

were a rainbow
;

(crimson, golden yellow, deep blue,

and bright green, in circles, beginning from the out-

side) ; and within it a little lake of limpid water. The
seven wives said . . . We divine that (this Rose-garden)

represents the deliciousnesses of conjugial love.

2. I said ... I have told your discourse to the

wives who stay in our region, and said to them ... I

now know that you have bosom deliciousnesses which

originate from your conjugial love, and which you can

communicate to your husbands according to their wis-

dom ; and that you are therefore continually looking at

your husbands with the eyes of your spirit from morn-

ing to evening, and are studying to bend and lead their

lower minds to be wise, for the sake of the end that you

may secure these deliciousnesses . . . But to these things

the wives of our region answered with laughter, saying,

What is this ? . . . We do not know what conjugial love

is. If there is any with our husbands, still theie is not

any with us . . . You will not see a sign of such love in

our faces . . .

^. To these things the wives sitting in the Rose-

garden replied. Friend, you do not know the wisdom and

prudence of wives, because they completely hide it from

the men ... in order to be loved ; for with every man
who is not spiritually but only naturally rational and

moral, there is cold towards a wife. This lies hidden

with him in his inmosts. This a wise and prudent wife

exquisitely and acutely takes note of, and conceals the

same proportion of her conjugial love, and withdraws it

into her bosom, and hides it there so deeply that not the

least of it appears in her face, in the tone of her voice,

or in her gesture. The reason is, that in proportion as

it appears, in the same proportion the conjugial cold of

the man pours forth from the inmosts of his mind . . .

into his ultimates, and induces on the body a total

frigidity, and a consequent effort for separation from bed

and bed-chamber. ( ^. ) . . . Conjugial cold is from

their insanity in spiritual things ; and everyone who is

insane in spiritual things is inmostly cold to a wife, and

inmostly warm to harlots ; and as conjugial love and

scortatory love are opposite to each other, it follows that

conjugial love becomes cold when scortatory love is

heat ; and, when cold reigns with him, he cannot endure

any sense of love, and thus not any afflatus of it, from

his wife . . . (but) in proportion as his wife conceals it
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. , . tlie man is revived and repaired bj' the inflowing

meretricious sphere. Hence it is that the wife of such a

man has no bosom deliciousnesses . . . but only pleasures.

(Continued under Wife. )

[II. 2947. Their husbands (then) came (and said), We
have perceived in our souls—with which yours are

united—that you have been speaking to this man about

love truly conjugial : that its deliciousnesses are the

deliciousnesses of wisdom ; and also about scortatory

love : that its deliciousnesses are the pleasures of in-
|

sanity. The latter are the wild grapes which have a
j

foul savour ; the former are the clusters of a delicate

flavour ; and they confirmed the discourse of their

wives ; adding, that in externals the pleasures of insanity

appear like the deliciousnesses of wisdom ; but not in

internals . . .

®. After these things, the little boy came again

with a paper in his hand, and held it out to me, saying,

Read. And I read these things : Know that the

deliciousnesses of conjugial love ascend to the Highest

Heaven ; and on the way, and there, they conjoin them-
selves with the deliciousnesses of all heavenly loves

;

and thus enter into their own happiness, which lasts to

eternity. The reason is, that the deliciousnesses of this

love are also the deliciousnesses of wisdom. And know,
aLso, that the pleasures of scortatory love descend

down to the lowest Hell, and on the way, and there,

conjoin themselves with the pleasures of all infernal

loves ; and thus enter into their own unhapj)iness,

which consists in the destitution of all the delights of

the heart. The reason is, that the pleasures of this

love are also the pleasures of insanity. . . The Society

from which the little boy was sent was a Society of the

New Heaven, with which the New Church on earth will

be conjoined.

299"^. Extorted consent does not initiate the spirit,

but it can the body ; and thus turns chastity . . . into

lust, whereby conjugial love is vitiated in its first

heat.

300-. The reason these pledges are first favours, is

that conjugial love promises for itself everlasting

favour.

^. As these pledges are stabiliments of conjugial

love, presents after consent were received in use with

the Ancients . . .

301^ (One of the reasons for betrothals is) that thus
conjugial love may progress rightly from its first heat
even to the nuptial flame. Consequently, 6. That
conjugial love may progress and grow up in just order

m its spiritual origin.

°. As the initiations and progressions of conjugial

love proceed in order, for the sake of their influx into

effective love, which begins from the wedding, there are

betrothals also in the Heavens.

302. That by betrothal both are prepareil for conju-

gial love. Ex.

. Besides ... on love truly conjugial there has
been inscribed this order : that it ascends and descends.

It ascends from its first heat progressively upwards to-

wards the souls with an eff"ort after conjunctions there,

and this by openings of the minds constantly more
interior ; and there is no love which attempts these

openings more intensely, or which opens the interiors of

minds more strongly and skilfully than conjugial love
;

for the soul of each one intends this. But at the same
moments in which this love ascends towards the souls,

it also descends towards the body, and thereby clothes

itself. But it is to be known that conjugial love in its

descent is such as it is in the height to which it ascends,

I f it is in height, it descends chaste ; but if it is not in

height, it descends unchaste. The reason is, that the

lower things of the mind are unchaste, whereas its higher

things are chaste ; for the lower things of the mind
adliere to the body, but the higher things separate them-

selves from them.

305. (By being conjoined corporeally within the time

of betrothal) the order which has been inscribed on

conjugial love perishes. For in human minds there are

three regions ... In the lowest reside all . . , lascivious-

nesses ... but in the highest region . . . there is con-

jugial chastity in its own love. Into this region is man
elevated through the love of uses ; and, as the most

excellent uses are from marriages, through love truly

conjugial. (Thus) it may be seen, that conjugial love,

from the first beginnings of its heat, must be elevated

out of the lowest region into the higher region, in order

to become chaste ; and tliat thus it may be let down from

what is chaste through the middle and lowest regions

into the body. When this is done, this lowest region is

purified by the descending chasteness from its unchaste

things. Hence the ultimate of this love also becomes

chaste. Now if the successive order of this love is pre-

cipitated through conjunctions of the body before their

time, it follows that the man acts from the lowest region,

which from birth is unchaste. That thence begins and

arises cold for marriage, and neglect with loathing for

the consort, is known.

306^ The wedding is the entrance to a full separation

of the love of the sex from conjugial love ; which is

efi'ected when, through a full abundance of conjunction,

there is efi'ected a close devotedness of the love of the one

to the love of the other.

307. The conjugial covenant is to be ratified before

the nuptials are celebrated, in order that the statutes

and laws of love truly conjugial may be Known . . .

®. In a word, the antenuptial covenant manifests

the sacred obligations of love truly conjugial ; it es-

tablishes them ; and binds libertines to the observance

of them.

309^. That (by the festivities of the wedding) they

themselves may be introduced into the joys of conjugial

love.

310''. Let us now look at marriage. When conjugial

love conjoins the minds of two, and forms them into a

marriage, it then also conjoins and forms their bodies to

it ; for . . . the form of the mind is also interiorly the

form of the body ... But the mind formed from con-

jugial love is not only interiorly in the whole body . . .

but, over and above this, it is interiorly in the organs

allotted to generation, which . . . are situated beneath

all the rest of the regions of the body. In these are

terminated the forms of the mind with those who are

united in conjugial love ; consequently the affections

and thoughts of their minds are determined thither. In
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this difter the activities of minds [which are] from other

loves : the latter do not reach thither. A conclusion is

made from these things : that such as is conjugial love

in the minds or spirits of two, such is it interiorly in

these its organs.

311. That this is the order of conjugial love with its

measures (or \imits-modis), from its first heat to its first

torch. Ex.
e. Such as is the order of this love from its first

heat to its first torch, such for the most part is it . . .

in its progression afterwards ; for in this progression it

unfolds itself ... If (its first heat) has' been chaste, its

chasteness is strengthened in the progressions ; but if it

has been unchaste, its unchasteness is augmented as it

progresses, until it is bereaved of all the chasteness, in

which, from the time of betrothal, it has been from with-

out, and not from within.

312. That conjugial love precipitated without order

and the measures thereof, burns up the marrows, and is

consumed. Ex.

3 1
3-. But consorts after marriage are quite in ignor-

ance about the successives, which, having been insinu-

ated, are in their lower minds from the antecedents
;

and yet it is these things which give form to conjugial

love, and make the state of their minds, fi'om which
they act with each other.

316. The keeper said, I look at you that I may see

whether the delight of peace which is in your face derives

anything from the delight of conjugial love . . . The
delight of this love, wliich he saw in my face, was be-

cause I was meditating about conjugial love . . . He
therefore said to me that I might enter.

-. (The wedding garden des.) I saw at the right

side of it a company of young men, to whom all . . .

hastened. The reason . . . was that they were dis-

coursing about conjugial love ; and this discourse

attracts to itself by a certain occult force the lower

minds of all. (Continued under Maeeiage.
)

318. That after the death of a consort, again to con-

tract matrimony depends on the preceding conjugial

love. Ex.

, Love truly conjugial is like a scale, in which
are weighed the inclinations to repeated marriages. In

proportion as the preceding conjugial love has approached

to that love, in the same proportion the inclination to

repeated marriage recedes ; but in proportion as the pre-

ceding love recedes from that love, in the same propor-

tion the inclination to another marriage is wont to

accede. The reason is obvious : that conjugial love is

in a like degree a conjunction of the minds, which
remains in the bodily life of the one after the decease of

the other . . . But as the approach to this love is at this

day rarely made, excej)t for a few paces, the scale of tlie

preponderance of the inclination for the most part rises

to a level, and from this it wavers and tends over to tlie

other side ; that is, to marriage

.

'. For in love truly conjugial tlicre is the fear of

loss; and this loss is followed by grief; and this gi'ief

and fear are in the very inmosts of their minds. Hence
it is that in proportion as this love is in them, in the

same proportion the soul inclines in both will and

thought ... to be in the subject with which and in

which it has been.

^. But, as said above, at this day this love is

rare, and there are few who touch it with a finger
; and

those who do not touch it, and still more those who
recede far from it, as they had desired separation in the

preceding married life, which was cold, so after death
they desire conjunction with another woman or man.

320. That with those who have not had love truly

conjugial, nothing hinders . . . their contracting re-

peated matrimony. Ex.

. With those who have not had conjugial love,

there is not any spiritual or internal bond, but only a

natural or external bond . . .

321. That those who had lived together in love truly

conjugial do not want a repeated marriage, except on
account of reasons separate from conjugial love. Ex.

. For (those who had lived in love truly con-

jugial) have been united as to their souls, and thence

as to their minds ; and this union ... is an actual

adjunction of the soul and mind of the one to those of

the other, which cannot be at all dissolved ... 2. They
have also been united as to their bodies through the

reception by the wife of the propagations of the hus-

band's soul, and thus through the insertion of his life

into hers, through which a maiden becomes a wife ; and
on the other hand through the reception by the husband
of the wife's conjugial love, which disposes the interiors

of his mind, and at the same time the interiors and ex-

teriors of his body, into a state receptible of love, and
perceptible of wisdom, which state makes him from a

young man become a husband. 3. Because the sphere

of love from the wife, and the sphere of understanding

from the man, is constantly flowing forth ; and because

it perfects the conjunctions ; and because it is around
them with its pleasant hreeLth-spiracuhmi, and unites

them. . . 7. To these reasons shall be added this new
thing : that by the death of one of them these two are

not separated, because the spirit of the deceased one
constantly cohabits with the spirit of the one not yet

deceased ; and this even to the death of the other, when
they again meet and reunite themselves, and love each

other more tenderly than before, because they are in the

Spiritual "World.

322. For between (a young man and a maiden) con-

jugial love can proceed in its just order, which is from its

lirst heat to its first torch ; and afterwards from its first

seed with the young husband, and from the flower with
the maiden wife ; and thus it can germinate, grow, and
fructify, and introduce itself into these things mutually

. . . But between a young man and a widow there does

not exist a like initiation . . . (or) progi'ession . . .

323. A widower has already been initiated into con-

jugial life ; and yet conjugial love perceives and feels

its pleasantness and delight in mutual initiation . . .

324^. For there are infinite varieties with those who
are in conjugial love . . .

331". Therefore if the men love their 0\\ti intelligence,

the intelligence cannot be united Avith its genuine love,

which is with the wife ; and if the intelligence of the

man is not united with its genuine love . . . the intelli-
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gence becomes insanity, from conceit ; and conjugial

love beconaes cold . . .

[M.] 332. The reason why polygamous marriages are

absolutely condemned by the Christian World, cannot

be clearly seen by anyone . , . unless he has been pre-

viously instructed : That there exists love truly con-

jugial. That this love is not possible except between

two. That it is not possible between two, except from

the Lord alone. And that on this love has been in-

scribed Heaven with all its felicities. -.

333. That love truly conjugial is not possible except

with one wife, consequently neither are truly conjugial

friendship, confidence, potency, and such a conjunction

of minds that tliey are one flesh. Ex.

. That love truly conjugial is at this day so

rare as to be generally unknown . . . and yet that it

actually exists, has been demonstrated . . . Otherwise

who does not know that such a love exists, which in

excellence and pleasantness surpasses all other loves . . .

That it exceeds the love of self, the love of the world,

nay, the love of life, (shown from common experience).

^. From this beginning of this love with many,

who cannot rationally conclude that this love from its

essence, dominates as supreme over every other love, and

that the soul of the man is, then, in it . . . Who can see

. . . any other cause than that he has devoted his soul

and his heart to one . . . These things have been said,

that you may acknowledge that conjugial love of such

supereminence exists ; and that it exists when one of the

sex only is loved. What understanding . . . cannot

deduce thence, that if a lover from his soul . . . con-

stantly persists in love to that one, he will attain those

eternal blessednesses which he has promised himself

before consent, and promises in consent ? That he also

does attain them, if he approaches the Lord, and from

Him lives true religion, has been shown above , . .

334. As love truly conjugial conjoins the souls and
hearts of two, it is therefore united with friendship

;

and, through this, with confidence ; and it makes both

conjugial ; which are so eminent above other friendships

and confidences, that as the love is the love of loves, so

also is this friendship the friendship of friendships ; and
in like manner the confidence. That [it is the same
with] the potencj'^ also, there are many causes for . . .

from which follows the enduring continuance of this

love. That through love truly conjugial two consorts

become one flesh, has been shown (above).

335. That thus the celestial blessednesses, the spiritual

happinesses, and the natural delights, which from the

beginning have been provided for those who are in love

truly conjugial, are not possible except with one wife.

Ex.

. These three regions (of the human mind) stand

open with those who are in love truly conjugial ; and
the influx follows in order according to the openings.

And as the pleasantnesses of this love are most eminent

in the highest region, these are perceived as blessed-

nesses ; and as in the middle region they are less

eminent, these are perceived as happinesses; and
finally, in the lowest region, as delights . . .

-. The reason why all these felicities have been

provided, from the beginning, for those who are in love

truly conjugial, is that there is an infinity of alt

blessednesses in tlie Lord ; and He is Divine love ; and
it is the essence of love that it wills to communicate all

its goods to another whom it loves ; and therefore, to-

gether with man. He created this love, and inscribed on

it the faculty of receiving and perceiving these things.

Who is so dull . . . that he cannot see that there is some
love into which have been brought by the Lord all the

blessed, happy, and delightful things which can ever be

brought into it ?

336^. That this love with its felicities is not given to

any others than those who approach (the Lord), follows,

from this.

337. Consequently, that love truly conjugial is not

possible, except with those who are of the Christian

Church, Ex.
-. That nevertheless love truly conjugial is rare

in the Christian world, is because few there appi'oach

the Lord ; and, among these, there are some who do
indeed believe the Church, but do not live it . . .

Nevertheless the Truth is valid, that love truly con-

jugial is not possible, except with those who are of the

Christian Church. . .

340. That . . . with (the Israelitish nation) there was

not the Christian Church, and thence neither was love

truly conjugial possible. Ex.

341. That ... as (the Mohammedans) do not ac-

knowledge the iLord Jesus Christ ... as the God of

Heaven and earth . . . they cannot receive love truly

conjugial. Ex.

344. The quality of the heat of the conjugial love of

polygamists , . . has been perceived by me as the fetid

heat of a bath.

345. The love (in polygamy) is ... of the external or

natural man, and thus is not conjugial love, which

alone exists chaste. . . (For) divided love is not con-

jugial love ; for this love is not divisible from one of

the sex.

349. For love truly conjugial is from the Lord alone,

and it cannot be given by the Lord to any others than

those who know Him, acknowledge Him, believe in

Him, and live the life which is from Him ; and those

to whom this love cannot be given know no otherwise

than that the love of the sex and conjugial love arc

one . . .

^. And the reason of the natural man is in mere

thick darkness concerning love truly conjugial ; and

this love, in excellence, is spiritual.

350-. (Thus) the man who does not know . . . that

the Lord has come into the world, and that He is God . . .

is not in fault if he thinks no more of conjugial love

than of the love of the sex ; or because he believes poly-

gamous love to be the only conjugial love.

353^. Therefore the wife continually draws to herself

her man's conceit of Own intelligence, and extinguishes

it with him, and vivifies it with herself, and thus turns

it into conjugial love, and infills it with pleasantnesses

beyond measure.

355^. (One of them who knew something about

Heaven said,) It is not known there that there is any

other love of the sex than conjugial love . . . and the
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husbands have a perpetual faculty of deliciating. . ,

The novitiate Spirits . . . said, You are speaking in-

credible things . . .

'. A certain Angel from Heaven (then) said . . .

I have now lived with my wife a thousand years, and

all through those [years] in the like flower of age in

which you here see me. This I have from conjugial

love with my wife ; and I can asseverate that I have

had and do have that perpetual faculty ... I will speak

about this matter with you from reasons ... In the

(primeval) state, all the interiors of the mind were open

even to the Lord, and thence they were in the marriage

of love and wisdom . , . and as the good of love and the

truth of wisdom perpetually love each other, they also

perpetually want to be united ; and when the interiors

of the mind are open, this spiritual conjugial love

flows down freely with its perpetual eflort, and presents

that faculty. (Further ex.)

®. Besides, conjugial love is altogether like

vernal heat . . .

^. He said, further, I will not speak to you about

the conjugial love implanted in males and females

from creation, nor of their inclination to legitimate con-

junction . . . nor that in proportion as man loves

wisdom from the love of it, or truth from good, in the

same proportion is he in love truly conjugial, and in

its attendant virtue.

367. That the zeal of conjugial love is called jealousy.

Ex.

. For this love ... is the head of all loves. Tlie

reason is that this love induces on the wife the form of

love, and on the husband the form of wisdom . . .

368^. This description of jealousy has been given me
from Heaven by those who are in spiritual conjugial

love ; for there are natural conjugial love, spiritual

conjugial love, and celestial conjugial love. Concern-

ing the natural and the celestial conjugial love, and

their jealousy, we shall (now) speak.

369. For (monogamists) alone can receive spiritual

conjugial love.

. The conjugial love with polygamists is natural.

370. The quality of the jealous fire into which poly-

gamous conjugial love blazes forth . . .

371. Just grief. . . lest conjugial love be divided,

and thus perish. Ex.

372. In conjugial love there is implanted a fear lest

it be divided, and a grief lest it perish, and ... its zeal

is like a fire against violation. Ex.

. Jealousy has something in common with honour,

which also is in conjugial love
; for he who loves his

consort, also honours her.

2. Conjugial love protects itself through the

understanding . . .

e. For adulteries principally destroy conjugial

love.

375-. (For) everyone has conjugial love according to

the state of the Church with him . . . Therefore when,

in place of the Lord, living and defunct men are ap-

proached and invoked, it follows that there is not a

state of the Church with which conjugial love can act

as one ...

^. The intestine cupidity of revenge . . . com-

pletely inhibits the influx of conjugial love . . . and its

delight, which is heavenly, it turns into the delight of

revenge, which is infernal . . .

377. The reason jealousy for wives springs from the

inmosts, is that conjugial love resides there. The
reason it resides there, is that mai'riage—from its cove-

nanted eternity . . . and also from the equality of the

right . . . unites souls, and binds minds superiorly
;

and this binding and that union, once implanted,

remain unseparated, whatever be the quality of the love

. . . which ensues afterwards. Hence it is that an in-

vitation to love by a wife chills the whole man from

inmosts to ultimates . . .

384S. A flaming light, which is also the light of

conjugial love, then infilled the house . . .

385. On the conjunction of conjugial love with the

love of infants. Chapter.

. But still the love of infants has been per-

petually conjoined with conjugial love . . . The first

end of conjugial love is the procreation of off"si)ring

;

and the last end ... is the procreated oftspring.

387. That these two universal spheres (the sphere of

procreating, and the sphere of protecting the things

procreated) make one with the sphere of conjugial love,

and with the sphere of the love of infants. Ex.

. For procreation is the end, and conjugial love

is the mediate cause . . .

389. The reason the spheres of procreating and of

protecting the things procreated—or the spheres of con-

jugial love and of the love of infants—inflow into all

things of Heaven and into all things of the world, from

primes to ultimates, is that all things which proceed

from the Lord . . , pass through the created universe

down to its last ultimates. Ex.

393. (For) the sphere of conjugial love is received by

women, and through women is transferred into men . . .

It is the like with the love of infants, because this is

originally from conjugial love. . . That on the con-

jugial love, into which women are born, has been

inscribed the love of infants, is evident from . . .

401. The end, here, is the . . . love of procreating

;

the mediate cause through which, and into which, the

end introduces itself, is conjugial love ; the progi-essive

series of efficient causes, is the loving, conception,

gestation of the embryo . . . and the eft'ect is the pro-

created child itself.

403. The love of procreating, and the consequent love

of what has been procreated, are implanted in the con-

jugial love with women . . .

404. That with parents, conjugial love is conjoined

with the love of infants through spiritual causes and

derivative natural ones. Ex.

409. With the spiritual there is conjugial love ; but

not with the natural, except what is apparent and

simulatory. That still the love of infants and conjugial

love act as one, is because in every woman conjugial

love has been implanted from creation ; and, together

with it, the love of procreating . . . Hence it is that in

houses in which there is no conjugial love between the
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mau and the wife, it nevertheless is with the wife, and

through it there is some external conjunction with the

man.

[M.] 423. On the Opposition of Scortatory Love and

Conjugial Love. (Title.)

424. That the quality of scortatory love is not known,

unless the quality of conjugial love is known. Ex.

425'-

425. That scortatory love is opposite to conjugial

love. Ex.

^. When (adulterers) perceive the sphere of con-

jugial love flowing down from Heaven, they instantly

either flee away . . . or . . . become like furies.

426. That scortatory love is opposite to conjugial

love, as the natural man, regarded in himself, is opposite

to the spiritual man. Ex.
e_ For . . . regarded in itself, conjugial love is a

spiritual love . . .

427. That scortatory love is opposite to conjugial

love, as the connubial connection of evil and falsity is

opposite to the marriage of good and truth. Ex.

429. That thence scortatory love is opposite to con-

jugial love, as Hell is opposite to Heaven. Ex. (Com-

pare 497-)

430. That the uncleauness of Hell is from scortatory

love ; and that the cleanness of Heaven is from con-

jugial love. Ex.

-. The appearances under which (the chaste

delights of conjugial love in Heaven) are presented to

be seen, are gardens and flowery fields ; the odours

whereby they are presented to be smelled there, are the

scents from fruits, and the fragrances from flowers ; and

the forms of animals under which they are presented to

be viewed, are lambs, kids, turtle-doves, and birds of

paradise.

431. Whereas those who are in the modest and chaste

delicfhts of conjugial love are associated by the Lord

with the like Angels from Heaven.

432. That scortatory love makes a man-^omo-more

and more not a man, and a man-w>-not a man ; and

that conjugial love makes a man-Aomo-more and more

a man, and a man-^ir. Ex.

434. That there is a sphere of scortatory love, and a

sphere of conjugial love. Ex.

435. That the sphere of scortatory love ascends from

Hell ; and that the sphere of conjugial love descends

from Heaven. Ex.

436. That the two spheres (of scortatory and of con-

iugial love) meet each other in both worlds ; but that

they do not conjoin themselves. Ex.

437. That between (the spheres of scortatory and of

conjugial love) there is an equilibrium ; and that man

is in it. Ex.

2. If (man's Rational disposes itself to scortatory

love), he turns his back to the Lord ; if to (conjugial

love), he turns his forehead and breast to the Lord . . .

440. That the delights of scortatory love begin from

the flesh, and that they are of flesh even in the spirit

;

but that the delights of conjugial love begin in the

spirit, and that they are of the spirit even in the flesh.

Ex.

441. But the delights of conjugial love have nothing

in common with the feculent delights of scortatory

love . . .

-. In the same degree (the spirit) perceives the

delights of conjugial love as harmless and chaste ; and

at last as delicious and blessed. That the delights of

conjugial love become also of the spirit in the flesh, is

because after the delights of scortatory love have been

removed , . . the spirit, being loosed from them, enters

chaste into the body, and infils the bosoms with the

deliciousnesses of its blessedness ; and, from the bosoms,

the ultimates also of this love in the body . . .

442. That the delights of scortatory love are pleasures

of insanity ; but that the delights of conjugial love are

deliciousnesses of wisdom. Ex.

443. That the delights of conjugial love are deli-

ciousnesses of wisdom, is because no others than spiritual

men are in this love ; and the spiritual man is in

wisdom . . .

444^. As good and evil are opposites, there is an

intermediate, and an equilibrium there . . . From this

equilibrium the Lord draws all to Himself ... It is the

like with love, especially with conjugial love and with

scortatory love , . . Every man who hears the Lord's

voice, and follows from freedom, is introduced by the

Lord into conjugial love, and into all its delights and

happinesses ; but he who does not hear, and follow,

introduces himself into scortatory love ; first, into its

delights ; afterwards into its undelights ; and finally

into its unhappinesses.

449. For fornication is not opposite to conjugial love,

as is adultery. In fornication, conjugial love can be

stored up within, as what is spiritual in what is natural

... If fornication comes forth from the natural love of

the sex, it can be wiped away, provided conjugial love

is regarded, wished for, and sought, as the principal

good. 45 2, Ex.

454. Each (kind of adultery) is estimated according

to its opposition to, and consequent destruction of, con-

jugial love . . .

455. That the sphere of the lust of fornicating, such

as it is in the beginning, is a middle one between the

sphere of scortatory love and the sphere of conjugial

love, and makes an equilibrium. Ex.

". If (he turns himself) to conjugial love, he

turns himself to Heaven . . .

456. That care is to be taken lest conjugial love be

destroyed through immoderate and inordinate fornica-

tions. Ex.

457. That (the Conjugial of one man with one wife)

is the jewel of human life, is because the life of a man is

such as is this love with him ; for it makes the inmost

of his life ; for it is the life of wisdom cohabiting with

its love, and of love cohabiting with its wisdom ; and

thence it is the life of the deliciousnesses of both. In a

word, a man is a living soul through this love . . .

460. That pellicacy is . . . (to be) kept separate from

conjugial love. Ex.
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-. For the conjugial love with women acts as

one with their virginity ; and hence is the chastity,

purity, and holiness of this love . . .

e_ Conjugial love (then) perishes.

466. Simultaneous concubinage ... is scortation more

opposite to conjugial love than common scortation,

which is called simple adultery . . . because, in common
scortation . . . there is not a love analogous to conjugial

love ; for it is only a burning heat of the flesh . . . and

therefore this effervescing lasciviousness, if not done

from what is purposed or from what is confirmed, and if

the adulterer repents of it, derogates only some little

from conjugial love. It is otherwise with polygamous

scortation : in this there is a love analogous to con-

jugial love ; for it does not cool down . . .

474-. These (causes) are fabricated by the men . . .

when unchaste lusts have deprived them of conjugial

love ; and have infatuated them with the idea of its

likeness to scortatory love.

475. That those who from causes legitimate, just,

and really weighty, are in this concubinage, can be at

the same time in conjugial love. Ex.

^. For . . . conjugial love, with marriage, is not

separated ; but is only interrupted ; and love inter-

rupted, and not separated, remains in the subject.

^. The reason this concubinage is only a veiling

around of conjugial love, is that the love of con-

cubinage is natural, and the love of marriage is

spiritual . . .

480. For the conjugial love of a man with one wife,

after the compact and the covenant, unites their souls.

Adultery does not loose this^ union, because it cannot be

loosed, but it closes it up ; like one who stops up a

fountain at its spring . . . and fills the cistern with

feculent . . . waters. In like manner is conjugial love

—the origin of which is a union of souls—beslimed and

covered over through adultery ; and when it is thus

beslimed there rises up from below the love of adultery,

which, as it increases, becomes fleshly ; and this rises

up against conjugial love, and destroys it. Hence is

the opposition of adultery and marriage. 482.

482. That conjugial love, in this highest seat, is

spiritual, holy, and pure, is for the reason that the soul

of every man is from its origin celestial, and therefore it

receives influx immediately from the Lord ; for it

receives from Him the marriage of love and wisdom . . .

From this union of souls, conjugial love, which is there

in its spiritual holiness and purity, flows down into the

life of the whole body, and infils it with blessed delights,

so long as its vein remains open ; which is done with

those who are made spiritual by the Lord.
^. That nothing else than adultery closes up . . .

this seat, origin, or fountain ... of conjugial love,

is evident from the Lord's words, that solely on account

of adultery is it allowable to send away a wife, and
marry another . . ,

503. That virginity is the crown of chastity, and the

token of conjugial love. Ex.

504^^. After this door of conjugial love 'has been

broken through, she . . . becomes a harlot.

509. That this lust (of varieties) utterly annihilates

conjugial love with itself. Ex.
VOL. IV.

e. (Thus) this lust is deadly to conjugial love
;

and, as conjugial love makes the inmost of life with

man, it is deadly to his life . . .

510. Everyone has excellence of life according to his

conjugial love ; for this excellence conjoins itself with

the life of the wife ; and, through the conjunction,

exalts itself ; but as, with these, there does not remain

a whit of conjugial love—and thence neither anything

of the inmost of life—therefore their lot after death is

miserable. Des.

^ The reason (they have no loins), is that the

loins with men correspond to conjugial love . . .

511^. The cause of this is, that after conjugial love,

and also scortatory love, have worn out by exercise . . .

they want to be set on fire by absolute resistances.

514^. When these feel anything from conjugial love,

they flee away . . .

523. On the imputation of both loves, scortatory,

and conjugial. Chapter.

531. That thus conjugial love is imputed to every-

one. Ex. (See Marriage, here.)

2. The reason is, that this love, in its steps, ac-

companies religion ; and religion, because it is the

marriage of the Lord and the Church, is the initiament

and the inoculation of this love ; and therefore con-

jugial love is imputed to everyone after death according

to his spiritual rational life ; and for him to whom this

love is imputed, a marriage in Heaven is provided after

death, whatever kind of a marriage he has had in the

world.

®. (Thus) we are not to conclude concerning any-

one, from the appeai-ances of marriages, nor from the

appearances of scortations, as to whether he has con-

jugial love, or not. Therefore, 'Judge not, lest ye be

condemned.'

534. I spoke with the Angels : that something further

is being revealed in the world by the Lord. They
asked. What is that ? I said. Concerning love truly

conjugial, and concerning its heavenly deliciousnesses.

The Angels said, Who does not know that the delicious-

nesses of conjugial love exceed the deliciousnesses of all

loves ? And who cannot see that into some love have
been collected all the blessednesses, happinesses, and
delights which can ever be conferred by the Lord ; and
that the receptacle of them is love truly conjugial,

which can receive and perceive them to the full sense.

I replied that they do not know this, because they have

not approached the Lord, and lived according to His

precepts by shunning evils as sins, and by doing goods
;

and love truly conjugial with its deliciousnesses is

solely from the Lord, and is given to those who live

according to His precepts ; thus that it is given to

those vrho are received into the Lord's New Church . . .

To these things I added, that I am in doubt as to

whether in the world at this day they want to believe

that this love, in itself, is a spiritual love, and thence

from religion ; for the reason that they cherish concern-

ing it only a corporeal idea. They then said to me.

Write about it, and follow the revelation, and afterwards

the Book written about it shall be let down by us from

Heaven ; and we shall see whether those things which

are therein are received ; and at the same time whether
2O
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they are willing to acknowledge that this love is accord-

ing to the religion with a man
;
[being] spiritual ^^•ith

the spiritual, natural with the natural, and merely

carnal with adulterers.

T. 431. Every man is carried into these (domestic

duties of charity) from some other love ... a husband

towards a wife, and a wife towards a husband, from

conjugial love and according to it.

-. But conjugial love, and love towards children,

with their duties and exercises of duties, do not produce

love towards the neighbour, as do the exercises of

duties in employments . . .

Hist. Crea. iii. r. As in this conjugial love . . .

iii. 7. In proportion to the impurity there was in the

conjugial love . . .

Ad. 736. The dudaim were flowers ... by which
conjugial love is signified ; thus, in the inmost sense,

the love between the Messiah and the Church, wliich is

likened to conjugial'love . . . 737^.

3/5681. For all loves regard conjugial love as the

principal ; for such as is the conjugial love, such are

all the other loves.

3/5682. What the conjugial love (of the Sons of

Israel) involved, may be evident ; namely, that they

desired offspring solely for the sake of the command of

the earth, and their own life in their posterity . . .

Thus their conjugial love—from which they wanted to

have offspring—was perverted . . .

3/5683. When there is such a thing in the conjugial

love, there is such in the lying together ; for this is

only an act of that love . . .

D. 10706. Thus bursting asunder conjugial love.

1201. The Inmost Heaven is that through which the

Lord insinuates love truly conjugial. The beginning

or origin of this love is from the Inmost Heaven ; and
also is through the midst of the lower Heavens . . .

1663-. He had thus put off all love truly conjugial

... (Compare A. 2746.

)

1 6S3. On conjugial love, and [that] of parents towards
children.—Whence is love truly conjugial, and whence
the love of parents towards children, and the greater

[love] towards grandchildren, no one knows . . . The
beginning of it is manifest ; namely, that the Lord loves

all Angels, Spirits, and men as His : hence He has com-
pared this love to conjugial love ; and it is predicated

of the Lord as the Bridegroom and Husband, and of the

Church as the bride and wife. Without the Lord's love

towards each and all, and its manifest influx into the

inmost, and thus the more interior, human minds, there

never coirld come forth any conjugial love, and con-

sequently never any love of good, which is in various

ways derived from conjugial love . . .

1992. One method in which good, almost unknown
to the Spirits, is turned into evil with them, is that

tliey who have loathed their wives, and have thence

taken as it were a disgust, even for conjugial love,

when anything of what is delicious . . . and which is of

conjugial love, comes to them ... it is at once turned
with them . . . into what is contrary.

2611*^. The other tree signified conjugial love.

26 1 2^. They pertain to the province of conjugial love.

2613. For the nerves which are devoted to the pro-

vince of conjugial love, are those which extend them-
selves from the thigh downwards to the heel,

2705. For every heavenly Society has been founded

in conjugial love ; from which are derived all good
loves and affections . . .

. These are . . . completely against conjugial

love . . . They induce the innocent, who can be imbued
with conjugial love, to live afterwards in harlotry . . .

Thus they are homicides of interior nature ; for it is

well enough known, that it is the first flower of love

which inducts virgins into conjugial love . , ,

2706. Such cupidities . . . are what are meant by the

sins against the Holy Sjnrit ; for the holiness of the

Angels is founded in conjugial love, and in innocence

. . . which are the beginnings of all s^nritual and

celestial loves , . . thus of the Societies in the

Heavens ...

2770^. Therefore (the brutes) also are affected with

marriage (or conjugial) love.

3 1
96-. Therefore also never in the universe is there

such deliciousness as that of conjugial love ; as is

Known from the externals alone . . . and such con-

jugial love is Heaven on earth. (The reason ex.)

3208. It is a heavenly arcanum that conjugial love

can, as to the appearance, so enter into Heaven, that [it

can enter] to the inmost with a perception of the felicity

. . . That the communication is also actually given, is

because the Lord's life inflows through the Inmost

Heaven . . . through the consequents, into the conjugial

love of those who are kept such by the Lord ; with

whom it does not appear otherwise than that it enters

from them into Heaven.

3316. (The influx of conjugial love and storgi^ with

the degenerated descendants of the Most Ancient

Church.

)

33196. Cruelty thus conjoins itself with such con-

jugial love.

33486. Could he not in some measure deduce the

quality of heavenly joy solely from conjugial love,

which he has called . . . Heaven on earth . . .

3428, Pref, This is evident from conjugial love,

which goes out in the proportion that the love of com-

manding enters. Conjugial love is the fundamental of

all loves.

34406. It was said to him . . . that conjugial love is

the one only [love] from which ... all other loves are

derived . . .

34536. That marriages are at last detested and

abominated, and conjugial love, and also the whole

female sex ; consequently, all the loves thence derived
;

so that their life is at last a life of winter, and filthy.

3530. This can be seen in an image from true con-

jugial love . . .

3532-. The conjugial love (of the common people)

was communicated to me; which was such that they

mutually loved each other, as consorts ; but it was

simple ... I spoke with them about conjugial love . . .
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3534". They insidiate especially against conjugial

love ; consequently . . . against spiritual and celestial

things.

35996. They suppose that (the wives and virgins lose

nothing by scortating with them) when yet conjugial

love is thus destroyed ; thus all other loves ; and con-

sequently the felicities of eternal life.

3778. See Maekiaoe, here.

37946. (For) conjugial love is the beginning ... of

all loves ; and consequently of consociations. 3795, Ex.

3795®' (Thus) the bond of conscience is primarily

founded in conjugial love. 3S48.

3818. It appears as if beasts also partake of what is

spiritual and celestial
;
[for instance] as to marriage (or

conjugial) love . . .

38746. Love towards a consort has with it that con-

jugial love is the principal of all loves ; for genuine

conjugial love has with it all Knowledges, not only

concerning conjugial love, but also all others derived

thence in order . . .

3875. And, as with the inhabitants of this Earth what

is of conjugial love has been almost obliterated, it may
be known especially from birds that conjugial love has

with it all Knowledge . . .

3899. Thus conjugial love has been destroyed with

them, and has become loathsome ; and therefore they

can rarely have offspring ; and if they have them they

do not love them ; for this follows from the destruction

of conjugial love.

39066. (This may be known) from conjugial love . . .

in that they love their consorts more than themselves . . .

3908. They who . . . have lived in conjugial love,

have happiness in the other life also . . .

3910. They who are in phantasies, and in Falsities,

provided they have held conjugial love to be holy, and

have had conscience, especially in that, . . . are amend-

able in the other life . . .

3946. Conjugial love is nauseous to them . . .

3975. On the love of marriage.— I manifestly per-

ceived that the joys and happinesses from conjugial

love in the other life, as to its most general things, or

universal genera, are indefinite . . .

4091. He could not possibly be in the sphere of Spirits

who were in conjugial love . . .

4156. Conjugial love. — Conjiigial love was repre-

sented ... by diamond-like auras . . .

-, Conjugial love, from the heavenly marriage,

thus from the Lord and His mercy towards the human
race, is the principal and fundamental of all the loves

into which the heavenly Societies are distinguished.

4175. On the beauty of conjugial love. (Continued

under Beauty. )

4229. On conjugial love. — Conjugial love is the

fundamental love of all mutual love. Mutual love is to

will better for another than for self ; but the conjunction

of conjugial love is closer. One not only receives the

highest happiness in this, that he gives himself wholly

to his consort, and that they are united in mind as one
;

but it is also the love of the preservation of the whole

human race. It is the Lord's mercy towards the universal

human race which inflows into conjugial love
; thence

with consorts, into their conjugial love, [inflows] the

love of procreating oft'spring, and the love towards off-

spring itself . . .

4350. On conjugial love.— It was perceived . . . that

with those who are in true conjugial love the interiors

are opened towards Heaven and the Lord ; for it is an

affection which is from the Lord alone, who inflows

through the inmost . . . from which [also] is love towards

infants ; and, as he is thus apt to receive heavenly loves,

he also receives mutual love towards the neighbour ; for

it follows from genuine conjugial love as from a certain

fountain.

43996. He who is delighted with the praises of his

wife has a formal affection ; conjugial love itself is the
essential affection . . .

4408. On conjugial love.—Conjugial love, or that

between two consorts who love each other, is the inmost

of all loves ; and is such that consort sees consort in his

lower mind and in his mind ; so that each consort has

the other in himself ; that is, that the image, nay, the

likeness of the husband is in the mind of the wife, and
the image and likeness of the wife is in the mind of the

husband ; so that the one sees the other in himself ; and
they thus cohabit in their inmosts ... De Conj. 42.

4409. The love of lasciviousness . . . does not enter

into the mind ; it remains in externals ; and it was
insinuated that such love is for the most part confounded

with conjugial love ... In such matrimony (as exists

between a husband and a number of wives) there never

can be conjugial love
;
(nor) with those who love others

outside of marriage ; for conjugial love is such that he

does not even admit thought about any other woman
;

nay, he abhors it
;

(for) in true conjugial love there is

the inmost of conscience.

4436. In mutual love there is a certain derived like-

ness-species-oi conjugial love, in that the one wills to

be of the other, and so reciprocally, which is [a charac-

teristic] of conjugial love. But [that] of mutual love

is that the one wills to give all that is his to the other

except his life, which [is what] conjugial love wills.

Hence it may be evident that mutual love is derived

from conjugial love.

4631. A Hell . . . where are those who insidiate

against conjugial love, and study with unspeakable

arts to separate lower minds ; they attempt it also with

those who have been united . . . 463S.

4719. On the spiritual and the celestial as to conjugial

love.
—"With the spiritual, conjugial love begins from

externals, thus from a certain lasciviousness ; they love

nakedness, and it excites them. At last, indeed, the

externals vanish ; but then conjugial love, in its effect,

is wont to cease. It is otherwise with the celestial

:

with them, conjugial love begins from the internals
;

thus from a conjunction of lower minds ; nor do they

care for nudities, as in the warm zones. (Continued

under Celestial.)

4784. I passed through the Hell of those who by

every method and study labour to pervert, invert, and

extinguish the things which are of conjugial love, and
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to induce the things which are of adultery. They acted

almost like Genii . . . 5830.

[D.] 51242, Conjugial love cannot be described. No-
thing enters into it which is lascivious ; they do not at

all know what this is. But conjugial love is the funda-

mental love ; it is their Heaven ; that is, the happiness

of their life. This love cannot be at all described at

this day ; for, in the world, it is not separated from

what is lascivious. This, or its opposite which is

nothing of love, and foul, still adheres to it.

5954. On conjugial love.—I spoke with Spirits about

marriage and its love . . .

®. Those not in conjugial love are like swine . . .

5996^. Whence is the profanation of conjugial love ...

6051^. Conjugial love descends from the marriage of

good and truth . . .

^. Through conjugial love, man receives the

form of love, within and without ; through adultery,

the form of Hell ; and heavenly love is implanted only

through conjugial love.

^. Tliat conjugial love is the fundamental love of

all loves ; for, when a man becomes a form of love, he

becomes an image of the Lord.
''. Therefore the delights of conjugial love exceed

in number and quality all other delights.

^. That heavenly joy is founded upon this love

in Heaven ; and, in proportion as anyone is in it, in the

same jiroportion he is in heavenly joy of every kind and

degi-ee.

^^. There is also a certain form of lying together,

[which] being the elfect of this love, when it is from

Avhat is chaste, delights Heaven in the highest degi-ee
;

but on the other hand it afflicts them in proportion as

it is from adultery.

6054^^. The former deprive themselves of all the

delight of marriage ; thus of conjugial love ; but not

the latter.

6055. Continuation concerning conjugial love.—They
who are in conjugial love are in such a state that they

can have congi'ess with their wife whenever they want.

It is never wanting, because all things of their body are

in this love ; and after congress they are affected with

cheerfulness, and never with sadness ; so that they are

vivified by it. But the contrary happens with those

who are in adulteries.

2. The husband's love depends on the wife's love.

In proportion as the latter loves such things, in the

same proportion does the husband. It is the contrary

in love not conjugial. The reason is that they are one,

and are conjoined as to the interiors . . .

^. They who are in conjugial love feel exactly

whether there is what is lascivious or not ; for all

lasciviousness is of adultery ; whereas with those who
are in conjugial love there is nothing of what is las-

civious. This is felt by them most exactly. That
sensation is from the interior ; the exterior act is the

like. With adulterers there is no sensation except what
is exterior . . . when yet all spiritual delight is in the

interiors, and is incomprehensible to those who are not
spiritual. ''. 6110-^.

*. No one can be in conjugial love unless he is

spiritual, and unless he acknowledges the Lord ; for the

supreme cause of it is from the marriage of the Lord

with Heaven and with the Church . . .

^. As the woman has been born the affection of

truth and good, and the man the understanding of

truth and good, it is evident that they have been con-

joined as one ; and that conjugial love continually

unites them ; and that thus they are loves, and images

of the Lord.

^. That Cerberus signifies that the delight of

conjugial love shall not flow down into Hell. 6110^.

6096. Concerning conjugial love. The order (of the

propositions).

6110^. How, through conjugial love, two consorts

become one form of love. From the unition of minds is

effected the form of bodies.

^, If a man concentrates his love upon his wife,

by shunning adultery as sin, then the love, with its

potency, increases daily ; whereas if they take from this

love and consume it with harlots, the conjugial love

becomes like chaff, and dies.

^ The Angels said that . . . this Common, while

there is love truly conjugial, is the plane in which the

deliciousnesses form themselves from the interior, as it

were upon the plane of the rose . . .
^^.

^^. Unless what is eternal, or an eternal conjunc-

tion, is thought of, she is not a wife but a concubine.

From the idea of what is not eternal, conjugial love

perishes.

^''. That the bond must be on this side and
backwards-c«s et retro, or anteriorly and posteriorly.

If not, there is not conjugial love. The bond on this

side and backwards (means) that the affection of the

wife is in the understanding of the man, and that the

understanding of the man is with the wife.

-^. That conjugial love is innocence itself from

Adam.
-*. A wife and a virgin have beauty from chaste

conjugial love ; a man has wisdom.
-'. The reason (there is nothing lascivious in

conjugial love) is that within conjugial love there is

Heaven down to the ultimates ; but within the love of

adultery there is Hell ; and the ultimates of both appear

alike as to the delights ; but still they are not

;

the differences are not felt except from conjugial

love.

^''. Conjugial love continually has regard that

two may be one, or one flesh. If conjugial love has

not regard to this, it is the love of adulteiy. They can

become one more [and more] to eternity.

^^. The Most Ancients, who were celestial, called

conjugial love the principal of all loves ; and also the

delight itself of life . . .

^^. But the fear of conjugial love is lest the wife

be injured . . .

^^. Love truly conjugial, in the beginning, is as

the ma,n-homo-is being reformed and then regenerated.

It inverts itself; and, when it has been inverted, the

man's love proceeds from the wife's love ; and, such as

is the latter, such is the former.

^^. But with those who are in conjugial love,

the delights of this love are communicated ; those of the

wife to the man : there inflows of the wife into the

sense of the husband ; so that the very sensations
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and delights are mutually and reciprocally communi-

cated . . .

"0. Conjugial love does not exist except with

man.

D.Min. 4604. On conjugial love, and mutual love.

—

They who in the life of the body have lived in conjugial

love, are together in the other life ; for the reason

that conjugial love is innocence ; there is nothing of

what is lascivious in it, although they appear naked to

each other.

4605. Whereas they who have lived in some other

marriage, in which there was not conjugial love, but

lascivious love, are separated ; for nothing of what is

lascivious is tolerated in the other life. Still more are

those consorts separated who have been averse to each

other ; and still more they who have lived in hatred.

4606. Conjugial love is such that it wants to be the

other's, thus mutually.

4612. For instance : when anyone is in conjugial love,

and takes up the principles that to love a consort is

solely an obligation from the compact—if anyone con-

firms himself iu this false principle, he then destroys

conjugial love, and turns it into what is lascivious . . .

4628. On the love of marriage and of infants.—The
men of the Most Ancient Church loved their consorts

more than their children ; their descendants loved their

children more than their consorts. Conjugial love is

heavenly, and therefore love begins from thence , . .

"Whereas even the worst can love their children and not

their consorts ... It is then the love of lasciviousness

which reigns . . . Each moment there appears something

like when they were first married . . . They are then

like infants, and sport almost in like manner. But this

love recedes if there is not conjugial love.

4629. Conjugial love is that the one wants to be the

other's, altogether as one ; and that it is the highest

happiness not]to be one's own, but the other's ; and so

reciprocally. It is such a conjunction of souls and
minds, that the life of the one is the life of the other

;

thus reciprocally.

4641. They who are in conjugial love have what is

reciprocal, and this in each and all things ; so that the

wife wants to be the husband's, and the husband the

wife's ; and this in each and all things of life, and in

each and all things of affection, and in each and all

things of thought.

4642. They who are in good and truth can be in

conjugial love ; but not others, although they suppose

themselves to be ; for conjugial love descends from the

Divine marriage, which is that of good and truth, and
of truth and good.

4643. They who have not been in conjugial love
; or,

if not married, in the marriage of good and truth . . .

but in the contraries, cannot be in Heaven. Ex.

4771. Because he had lived in conjugial love in his

own way , . .

4775. On infernal dust, and on those who are against

conjugial love.

E. 6i8e. That conjugial love itself, spiritual and
natural, will perish. Sig. 'The womb,' or ' belly, ' =

conjugial love spiritual; and 'the thigh ' = the same

natural.

710'^. Because all the members devoted to generation,

with both males and females, = conjugial love; and

'the womb,' its inmost ... for it is the inmost of the

genital members.
^. The Israelites and Jews were natural . . . and

they who are merely natural are also hard ,at heart,

because they are not in any conjugial love . . .

. From this discordance, conjugial love, which

is of truth and good, and the derivative Heaven and the

Church with man, completely perishes ; for, when the

interior conjunction, which is that of minds and lower

minds, is null, the marriage is dissolved.

^-. For the womb corresponds to the inmost con-

jugial love, which, in its essence, is celestial love ; and,

from this love, is produced spiritual good . . .

863"". From (the marriage of good and truth) is con-

jugial love ; for the wife is the affection of good ; and
the husband is the understanding of truth . . .

949*^. In proportion as (man) shuns adulteries—thus

also unchaste and filthy thoughts—in the same propor-

tion conjugial love enters, which is the inmost love of

Heaven ; in which love chastity itself resides.

983-. The origin of love truly conjugial is the Lord's

love towards the Church . . .

986^. The love of marriage is represented in the

Spiritual World as a virgin, whose beauty is such as to

inspire into the beholder the deliciousnesses of life . . .

Hence it is that in the Heavens the Angels have beauty

according to the quality of the conjugial love with them
... In a word, with the Angels of Heaven, according

to the conjugial love is there life in their faces, in the

gestures of the body, and in their speech . . . The delights

of conjugial love are sensitively represented in the

Spiritual World by the fragrances from fruits and

flowers of various kinds.

991". It has been said that conjugial love, which is

natural, descends from the love of good and truth, which

is spiritual ; hence this Spiritual is in the natural love

of marriage, as a cause is in its effect . . .

993-. That love truly conjugial contains in itself so

many ineff"able delights as to exceed numbers and words,

may also be evident from the fact that this love is the

fundamental of all celestial and spiritual loves ; because

through it a man becomes love ; for from it consort

loves consort as good loves truth, and truth loves good
;

thus, representatively, as the Lord loves Heaven and

the Church. Such love cannot come forth except

through a marriage in which the man is truth and the

wife good. When man has become such love through

marriage, he is then also in love to the Lord and in love

towards the neighbour ; consequently, in the love of all

good, and in the love of all truth ; for from man as love

there cannot proceed anything except loves of every

kind : hence it is that conjugial love is the fundamental

love of all the loves of Heaven. Now, as it is the funda-

mental love of all the loves of Heaven, it is also the

fundamental of all the delights and joys of Heaven . . .

From these things it follows, that heavenly joys, in their

order, and in their degrees, derive their origins and causes

from conjugial love.
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[E.] 995". Love truly conjugial is from the Lord alone

. . . because it descends from the Lord's love towards

Heaven and the Church, and thence from the love of

good and truth ; for it is the Lord from wlioni is good,

and it is Heaven and the Church in which is truth.

Hence it follows that love truly conjugial in its first

essence is love to the Lord. Hence it is that no one

can be in love truly conjugial, and in its pleasantnesses,

delights, blessednesses, and joys, except him who
acknowledges the Lord alone ; that is, the Trine in

Him. He who approaches the Father as a Person by

Himself, or the Holy Spirit as a Person by Himself, and

these not in the Lord—these have not conjugial love.

996-. As love truly conjugial in its first essence is

love to the Lord from the Lord, it is also innocence. Ex.

997''. As conjugial love in its first essence is love to

the Lord from the Lord, and is thence also innocence,

therefore also conjugial love is peace such as there is in

Heaven with the Angels. Ex.

998''. Man has intelligence and wisdom (in botli

quantity and quality) according to the conjugial love

with him. Ex.

1000^. They who are in love truly conjugial, after

death, when they become Angels, return into their

youth and adolescence . . . Eacli consort returns into

the flowers and into the joys of their age, while conju-

gial love begins to exalt their life with new delights,

and to inspire sports for the sake of prolification. Into

this state, first exteriorly, and afterwards more and

more interiorly to eternity, comes the man who had
shunned adulteries as sins, and had been inaugurated by

the Lord into conjugial love in the world. As they are

always growing young interiorly, it follows that love

truly conjugial is continually increasing and entering

into its deliciousnesses and happinesses, which have

been provided for it from the creation of the world ; and
which are the deliciousnesses and happinesses of the

Inmost Heaven originating from the Lord's love towards

Heaven and the Church ; and thence from the love of

good and truth together ; from which loves is every joy

in the Heavens. Further ex.

1001-. The Angels have all their beauty from con-

jiigial love. Ex.

1004-. Love truly conjugial is not possible except

between two. Ex.

. From this universal marriage (between good
and truth) is the conjugial love between a husband and
a wife ; the husband has been so created as to be the

understanding of truth, and the wife has been so created

as to be the will of good . . .

*. There are consorts there who are in such con-

jugial love that both can be one flesh. (Continued
under Marriage.)

1005". In chaste marriages, the man's life, through
the seed, adds itself to the life of the wife. Thence is

the inmost conjunction from which they are not two,

but become one flesh ; and according to the conjunction

thereby the conjugial love increases ; and, with it,

every good of Heaven.

J.(Post.
) 339. Marriage is Heaven itself; becai;se all

there are in conjugial love, each in his own degree . . .

De Conj. i. On the representation of conjugial love

by the most beautiful things. Gen. art. (See Delicious,

here.

2. As love truly conjugial in its origin is the pure

deliciousness itself of the mind ; and as this love is the

fundamental of all loves ; and as from love is all beauty

with the Angels in Heaven ; for love or the aff'ection of

love forms everyone . . . hence it is that all the beauty

with the Angels in Heaven is from their conjugial love
;

for the inmost of life is thence, which shines through.

I have seen an Angel who had been in inwe conjugial

love ; he was from the Third Heaven ; he had such

beauty that the bystanders were rapt in admiration,

saying that it was beauty itself in its own essence.

3. That love truly conjugial is such beauty and also

such deliciousness, is from its first origin, which is the

union of tlie Lord's Divine love with His Divine wisdom ;

and also the Lord's marriage with Heaven and with the

Church ; and the derivative marriage of good and truth

with everyone. 113.

4. That in love truly conjugial there is nothing at

all of lasciviousness. Ex.

. The internal of conjugial love is from the

Lord, and thence from Heaven and from all its happi-

ness . . . Every external derives its essence from the

internal things ; hence the external of conjugial love is

not like the external of adultery. The external of con-

jugial love is full of all the deliciousnesses of Heaven ;

and the delight of Heaven which is in this love expels

all the delight of Hell. Hence these two delights, in

the external form, are, from their internals, utterly

unlike. Moreover, the Angels manifestly perceive from

the sphere of the love of two consorts, whether there is

in it what is lascivious, and also the quality and quantity

thereof ; and in the same proportion they remove them-

selves from them. The reason (they do so) is that the

lasciviousness of adultery communicates with tlie Hells
;

whereas the chastity of marriage communicates with

Heaven.

5. That love truly conjugial is chastity itself.

6. That conjugial love is innocence itself.

7. That conjugial love is love to the Lord.—All M'ho

are in love truly conjugial are in love to the Lord ; for

the reason that it descends from the marriage of the

Lord with the Church. Hence it is that they who are

in the Third Heaven ... are in love truly conjugial.

Love truly conjugial is not possible except from the

Lord.

20. Through conjugial love a man receives the form

of love in mind and thence in body ; thus the form of

Heaven.

21. Conjugial love is the fundamental love of all

heavenly loves ; and it is an image of Heaven ; thus of

the Lord.

22. Heavenly joy is founded upon conjugial love.

27. Conjugial love communicates with the Heavens ;

and the organs of generation have correspondence with

the Third Heaven, especially the womb. The congress

from conjugial love also communicates.

28. This love originates from the sole influx of the

Lord through the Third Heaven.
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30. Conjugial love increases in potency and eflect to

eternity, insomuch that it is love as to all potency and

effect ; hence the life of their lower mind.

31. No one can be in conjugial love, unless [he is]

spiritual through combat against evils and their falsi-

ties ; and unless he acknowledges the Lord [and] His

Divine.

34. Conjugial love depends upon the wife's love ; and

such is the husband's love, in reciprocation ; and the

wife's love does not depend on the husband's love. Ex.

It is the reverse with those who are not in conjugial

love.

40. Through conjugial love the interiors of the mind
are opened ; because the influx into it is from the Lord

through the Third Heaven. Hence the man becomes

receptible of all heavenly loves, and also Truths.

41. In conjugial love is the inmost of conscience.

42. On conjugial love with the Angels.—They said

that it is the inmost of all loves ; and that it is such

that consort sees consort in his lower mind and in his

mind ; insomuch that his spiritual image is there ; and

thence that consort has consort as it were in himself

;

and that this is cohabitation in the spiritual sense . . .

Hence they have delicious conjunctions.

60. On the torment of those who are from Hell from

the influx of conjugial love. Ex.

63. On those who insidiate against conjugial love. Ex,

66. That love truly conjugial is naked. Gen. art.

. The Angels of the Third Heaven are they who
are in the heavenly marriage more than all others ; for

they are in love to the Lord, and thence in the con-

junction of good and truth. Hence, also, more than all

the other Angels, they are in conjugial love, and in

innocence and chastity. They walk with a cincture

round their loius when out of doors, but without a

cincture when at home ; and yet in their nakedness they

regard a consort as a consort ; nor is there anything of

what is lascivious in it. They say that to look at a

consort clothed takes away the idea of marriage ; and,

wonderful to say, nakedness does not excite or instigate
;

yet it is as the external bond of conjugial love. In hcto

jacent copulati sicut sunt creati, ac ita dormiunt, dicunt

quod non possent aliter, quia ipse amor conjugialis, qui

perpetuus est copidat. Thus also is communicated the

life of the one with the life of the other ; and the life of

the husband becomes appropriated to the M-ife ; so that it

is as we read of Adam when he saw Eve his wife :
' Behold

my bone and my flesh;' and also that 'they were naked,

and did not blush;' that is, there was no lascivious-

ness . , . See E.992*.

71. That conjugial love descends from the marriage

of good and truth.—From much experience it has been

made kuo\ra to me that no one has conjugial love

unless he is in the love of truth from good, and in the

love of good through truth ; that is, in the heavenly

marriage ; and that he cannot be in any mutual love of

good and truth, unless ... he shuns adultery . . . For

heavenly things must inflow into conjugial love . . .

114.

72. That conjugial love makes man to be love. Ex.

73. The exploration of Spirits through conjugial love.

Ex.

105. The Inmost Heaven, through which the Lord
insinuates conjugial love . . .

108. It is sufficient to know that love truly conjugial

has immediate communication with the Third Heaven
... Its acts ; as kissing, embraces, and many more . . .

delight that Heaven . . .

1 1
36. Therefore, the union of minds from good united

to truth from the Lord is conjugial love itself.

119. With those who live in conjugial love the

interiors of the mind are opened through Heaven even

to the Lord . . .

120. Genuine conjugial love is not possible except

between two . . .

122®. Everything of Heaven ... is founded upon
conjugial love.

Married Partner, Consort. Conjux.

See under Markiage, and Marriage (or Conjugial)

Love.

See also under Cold, Female, Husband, Male,
MAN-mr, "Wife, and Woman.

A. 1 1 23. Their highest deliciousnesses were to love

their consort for the sake of offspring.

2730^. They began to love their children, not their

consorts ; for ... a consort cannot be loved except by

the good. D.3316. 4628. De Conj. 115.

8375. They love their consorts only.

885 1®. Their deliciousnesses are to love their con-

sort . . .

9182^. (Thus) a legitimate conjunction is effected,

when one of the consorts is in truth, and the other in

the corresponding good . . .

9806^. The conjunction (of good and truth) is repre-

sented in the Word by two consorts . . . when it treats

of the heavenly marriage . . .

H. 367^. Therefore two consorts in Heaven are not

called two, but one Angel.

382a^. As there are not nuptials in the Heavens, two

consorts there are not called husband and wife ; but the

consort of the other, from an angelic idea of the con-

junction of two minds into one, is called by a word

which signifies what is one's own mutual reciprocally.

494". This is a general thing (after death) : that

consort meets consort, aud that they mutually con-

gratulate each other. They also stay together ; but

longer or shorter according to their delight of cohabita-

tion in the world. But still, if love truly conjugial has

not conjoined them . . . after some delay they are

separated. But if the minds of the consorts had been

in disagreement with each other . . . they break out

into open enmities, and sometimes fight together ; and

nevertheless they are not separated, until they enter the

second state (of man after death).

W. 414. If it loves its consort wisdom . . .

R. 351. There is no love without its consort, which

is knowledge, intelligence, and wisdom. The consort
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of natural iove is kuowiedge ; of spiritual love is intelii-

gence, and of celestial lore is wisdom.

M. 2oe. The consorts (then) entered their chamber . . .

42. A pair of consorts (from the Third Heaven), seen

and des.

44^. "\^*hether there is a like love between consorts in

the Heavens . . .

45. On the state of married partners after death.

Chapter. De Conj. 50, Gen. art.

47a. That two consorts for the most part meet after

death, recognize each other, consociate, and for some
time live together ; which takes place in the first state :

thus while they are in externals as in the world. Ex.

4Sa. But that successively, as they put oflf externals,

and enter into their internals, they perceive in what
love and inclination they had been mutually towards
each other ; and thence whether they are able to live

together or not. Ex.

49. That if they are able to live together, they remain
consorts ; but if they are not able, they separate from
each other ; sometimes the man from the wife ; some-
times the wife from the man ; and sometimes both from
each other. Ex.

50. That there is then given to the man a suitable

wife, and to the woman a husband in like manner.—The
reason is that no other consorts can be received into

Heaven, so as to remain there, than those who have
been interiorly united, or are able to be united, as into

a one ; for then two consorts are not called two, but
one Angel. Ex.

-. If (the consorts) are external inclinations, and
not at the same time internal ones, the very house, or

place, separates, rejects, and drives them away.

51. That consorts enjoy like intercourse as is in the
world, but more delightful and blessed

; yet without
prolification ... in place of which they have spiritual

prolifieation, which is that of love and wisdom. Ex.

54. All those consorts who are merely natural, are

separated after death. The reason is, that with them
the love of marriage is cold, and the love of adultery
warm. Nevertheless, after separation they sometimes
consociate as consorts with others ; but after a short

time they recede from each other, which is often done
repeatedly

; and at last the man is delivered over to

some harlot, and the woman to some adulterer, which
is done in an infernal prison, where promiscuous scor-

tation is forbidden . . .

-. Consorts, of whom one is spiritual and the
other natural, are also separated after death ; and to the
spiritual one a suitable consort is given ; but the

natural one is relegated to places of lasciviousness . . .

66. From which it is evident, that two consorts are

the very forms and effigies of the marriage of love and
wisdom , , .

e_

77^' In proportion as anyone lores his consort alone,

in the same proportion he becomes heavenly and inter-

naj ; and in proportion as anyone does not love his

consort alone, in the same proportion he becomes natural

and external . . .

loi. That two consorts are the form (of the marriage

of good and truth) iu their inmosis ; and thence in the

sequent^ therefrom, as the interiors of their mind arc

opened. Ex.

137. They were two consorts from Heaven. Des. (See

ilAKKiAGE Love, here.)

^. We have been consorts for ages . . .

". "Where there were consorts in the like flower

of age . . .

144. When they ascend from chaste consorts on earth.

15S-. Spiritual cohabitation . . . exists with consorts

who love each other tenderly, however distant in body.

171. The inclinations of consorts towards each other

are from (these spiritual spheres).

-. Hence two consorts who differ in their lower

minds, and disagree in their affections, lie in bed turned

away from each other . . . ; and . . . two who agree in

lower minds and affections, lie turned towards each

other.

^. The spheres . , . conjoin and disjoin two con-

sorts not only from without, but also from within . . .

177^. Therefore two consorts are there called two,

when they are named as husband and wife ; but one,

when they are named as Angels.

178. The body . . . blunts and absorbs the sensation

that the two consorts are a united man . . .

, From those who have lived for ages with their

consorts in Heaven, I have heard . . . that they feel

themselves to be thus united, the husband with the wife,

and the wife with the husband, and each in the other

. . . mutually and reciprocally ; as also in the flesh,

although they are separated. They said that the cause

of this rare phenomenon on earth, is that the unition of

theii- souls and minds is felt in their flesh . . . (for) as

the soul and mind adjoin themselves closely to the

flesh of the body ... it follows that the unition of the

soul and mind with a consort is felt in the body also as

one flesh.

191. The states of life with consorts after marriage.

Ex.

192^. In general, married psu'tners have an interior

comeliness of face ; for the man derives fi'om the wife

the lovely redness of her love, and the wife from the

man the bright lustre of his wisdom ; for two consorts

there are united as to their souls ; and besides, there

appears in both a human fulness.

193*. Hence it is that no one oan ever love his consort

truly conjugially who is in the conceit of Own intelli-

gence from the love of self.

216-. The state of consorts in Heaven, when the idea

of what is eternal is cut out of their minds. Ex. (See

Makkiage, here.)

226. That conjugial love may exist with one of the

consorts, and not at the same time with the other.

—

For one may from the heart devote himself to chaste

marriage, and the other not know what chasteness is ;

one may love the things of the Church, and the other

the things of the world only ; one as to the mind may
be in Heaven, and the other in Hell ; hence with one

there may be conjugial love, and not with the other.

The minds of these, as they are turned contrarily, are
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iuwardly iu collision with each other ; and if not

outwardly, still the one who is not in conjugial love

regards his consort from the covenant as a loathsome

old thing.

227. That there are various similitudes, and various

dissimilitudes, both internal and external, with consorts.

Ex.

. The external ones appear, but not the internal

ones, except after times of cohabitation, to the consorts

themselves ; and, by indications, to others. (Continued

under Likeness.)

241. When conjugial love is banished, cold ensues
;

but this is with the consort of no religion . . . (This)

cold . . . descends from the soul into the body even into

the cuticles, from which at last he cannot bear to look

his consort directly iu the face, nor to accost him in a

communion of respirations, nor except with a voice of

retracted tone ; nor to touch him with the hand, and

scarcely with the back ; not to mention the insanities

which, from that cold, creep into the thoughts . . .

which is the reason why such marriages are dissolved of

themselves. Moreover, it is known that an impious

person holds his consort cheap ; and all who are devoid

of religion are impious.

242^ Hence, with the consort who is in falsities of

religion, there commences a cold, which is intensified as

he goes away into what is diverse from the other. Once
... I entered a house where there were staying consorts

of diverse religion. . . The Angels said. We cannot

remain with you iu that house, because the consorts

there are in discordant religion. This they perceived

from the internal disunion of their souls.

245^. I will add an arcanum which is from Heaven :

that between the disjoined souls of two, especially of

married partners, conjunction is effected in a middle

love, and otherwise there would not be effected concep-

tions with men.

248. That the third of the external causes of cold is

a striving for supereminence between the consorts. Ex.

278, That hence is apparent love, apparent friend-

ship, and favour between the consorts. Ex.

283. As it is important for those in authority to . . .

provide (for) order in a composite Society, so with con-

sorts in their singular one. But this order is not

possible if the husband and wife are dissident in lower

minds . . . and therefore, to preserve order . . . necessity

demands that the master and mistress agree, and make
one ; and if, on account of the difference of their minds,

this cannot be done, it is necessary and also becoming

that it be done by means of representative conjugial

friendship.

287. That (conjugial simulations) are for the sake of

various favours expected from the consort, or from his

relations . . . Ex.

288. These blemishes are (therefore) buried in silence

by .the other consort.

^. The excusations of such things . . . are causes

of the simulation of love and friendship with a consort.

289. Between consorts who from various causes are

discordant in minds, there are alternate dissidences and

confidences, estrangements and conjunctions ; nay,

quarrels and , . . reconciliations . . .

290. That if favour does not cease with the wife, when
faculty ceases with the man, there may be a friendship

emulating conjugial friendship when (the consorts)

become old. Ex.

. The primary of the causes of separation of

lower minds between consorts, is favour failing with the

wife [on] faculty ceasing with the man ... for in like

manner as heats communicate together, so also do colds.

That from the defect of love with both, friendship

ceases ; and, if the destruction of the family affairs in

the house is not feared, favour also, is evident ... If,

therefore, the man tacitly imputes the cause to himself,

and the wife still perseveres in chaste favour towards

him, a friendship may thence result, which, as it is

between married partners, appears like love emulating

conjugial love. That a friendship as if of that love is

possible between aged consorts, experience testifies

from . . .

291. That various species of apparent love and friend-

ship are possible between consorts, of whom one has

been subjugated, and consequently is subject to the

other. Ex.

. After the first time of marriage have passed,

there arise between married partners rivalries about

right and Power : about right, in that according to the

statutes of the covenant made there is equality, and each

has dignity in the offices of his function ; and about

Power, in that superiority is insisted on by the men in

all things of the house, because they are men ; and

inferiority for the women, because they are women.

Such rivalries . . . flow from no other source than from

no conscience concerning love truly conjugial . . . (There-

fore) instead of this love there is desire . . . (and) from

this desire . . . flows forth a striving for Power, which

is in some from the delight of dominating ; iu some it

has been implanted by artful women before the wedding ;

and to some it is unknown. The men who are in this

striving . . . reduce their wives either into their right-

ful possession, or into compliance with their mastery,

or into slavery . . . But if the wives are in this striving

. . , they reduce their husbands either into an equality

of right with themselves, or into compliance with their

mastery, or into slavery ; but as with wives . , . there

remains desire which counterfeits conjugial love, which

is restrained from the law and from fear of legitimate

separation, if they extend their Power beyond what is

right . . . they lead a consociate life with their hus-

bands . . .

292. That there are . . . infernal marriages between

consorts who interiorly are the most deadly enemies,

and exteriorly are the most conjoined friends, Ex. (See

Wife, here.)

306. On (the wedding) day . . . they put on the

state and name of consorts, and partners of the bed.

313"^. But ecHisorts after marriage are entirely in

ignorance about the successives . . .

316. (Two novitiate consorts receiving their friends,

seen.)

319. After the death of a consort . . .
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[M.] 320. Hence it is, that the Natural separated from

the Spiritual with two consorts, does not efiect any con-

junction of minds, and thus of wills ; but only a

conjunction of some of the external affections . . .

355'. The Angel . , . said, You know that while you

were in the virtue of love, you loved your consorts . . .

But you do not know that we in Heaven do not love

our consorts from that vu'tue ; but that we have the

virtue from the love ; and, as we perpetually love our

consorts, that virtue is jierpetual with us . . . Does not

he who perpetually loves his consort, love her with the

whole mind and with the whole body ? for the love

turns all things of the mind and all things of the body

to that which it loves j and, as this is done reciprocally,

it conjoins them so that they become as a one.

371, See Jealousy, here. 373. 375-.

375^. Heat for harlots, and ice for the consort.

379. Jealousy is one thing with consorts who love

each other spiritually, and another with consorts who
love each other naturally ; it is one thing with consorts

who are dissident in lower minds, and another with a

consort who has put his consort under the yoke . . ,

405. That the love of infants is one thing with spiritual

consorts, and another witli natural ones. Ex.

409. That hence it is that there is this love (of

infants) with consorts who mutually love each other
;

and also with consorts who do not love each other at

all. Ex.

D. 3316. The love of a consort had perished (with

the descendants of the Most Ancient Church), and had
remained in love towards offspring . . .

4076. He loves his consort solely for the sake of

cohabitation, etc.

4408. So that each consort has the other in himself.

(See Marriage Love, here.) De Conj. 42.

46386. In the life of the body they did not tolerate

that married partners should live together in love.

605 1 1-. Thus to love a consort is to do what is good
before the Lord ; for this is to love the Lord so from
chastity. It communicates with the Heavens, and
delights the souls of the Angels to such a degree that it

cannot be believed. De Conj. 26.

61 lo^^ Christian Spirits cannot endure the sphere of

nudity between married partners ; and then flee away.

D. Min. 4612. (The idea that) to love a consort is

solely an obligation from the compact . . .

462S. They can be averse to their consorts, and love

their children ; and can be with a consort and not love

at all ; which is what is inverted. It takes place for

the sake of the education of the infants, etc. . . and if

there are no infants, they repudiate (their consort) at

heart.

4679. The delight which married partners have in

lying beside each other. (See LiE~cubare, here.)

E. 984^. For two consorts who are in conjugial love

from the Lord, love each other mutually and recipro-

cally from the heart ; thus from inmosts ; and hence,
although they are apparently two, still they are actually
one

; they are two as to bodies, and one as to life . . .

992^. The consorts (there) pass the night in each

other's bosoms, as if they had been created into one . . .

De Conj. 66.

993^. From it consort loves consort as good loves

truth . . .

998*. This appears manifestly from the Angels in the

Heavens ; these, separated from their consorts, are

indeed in intelligence, but not in wisdom ; whereas when
they are with their consorts, they are also in wisdom

;

and, what I wondered at, in proportion as they turn

their faces to their consort, in the same proportion they

are in a state of wisdom ; for, in the Spiritual "World,

the conjunction of good and truth is effected through

aspect ; and the wife there is good, and the man there

is truth ; therefore, as tmth turns itself to good, so is

truth vivified.

1004*. There are consorts there who are in such con-

jugial love that both can be one flesh. (Continued

under Marriage.
)

D. Love xii'. Delights are those with a consort, etc.

D.Wis. xi. 5. Faithfully to love a consort (a general

use).

De Conj. 52. They who (after death) cannot wait for

the other consort, whether male or female, are mean-

while conjoined with another like one ; but there is then

given the perception that it is the same consort whom
they had had in the world. But this is loosed—because

there had not been betrothals and nuptials—when the

real consort comes thither ; for then, from their cohabi-

tation in the world, the one consort well knows the

other ; and those who want, remain with their own.

Marrow. Medulla.

Marrowy. Medullatus.

Medullary. Medtdlaris.

Medullose. Medullosus.

See Medulla Oblongata, and Spinal Marrow.

A. 2341^. 'Marrowy things '= goods.

2492. The interior memory is presented like a medul-

lose substance, such as is in the human brain. H.466.

2830®. 'Burnt-offerings of marrowy things' (Ps.lxvi.

1 5)= the celestial things which are of love.

4039. The correspondence of the medullae (of the

brain). Tr.

4040. From these, fibres run forth, which constitute

the medulla of the brain . . .

4529S. For the happiness penetrated to the medullary

things.

4750. For the sphere of their love passed through

even to the medullary things.

8625s. Poison . , . which penetrates to the very

marrows.

W. 316^. From these go forth fibres through the

medullary substance . , . into the body.

366. (The brains) consist of ... a cortical substance

and a medullary substance . . . and the medullary

substance (consists of) innumerable quasi fibres.

2. But the meduUary or fibrillary substance

everywhere begins and proceeds from (the cortical)

;
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and from it are the nerves, from which are all things of

the body.

M. 312. Burns up the marrows.

. By the marrows are meant the interiors of the

mind and the body.

T. 347^. Faith without truths is like seed bereaved of

the medullary substance.

351^, The other (substance of the brain) is fibrillary,

and is called medullary ... It consists of perpetual con-

fasciculations of fibres which go forth from the glands of

the (cortical) substance . . .

D. 2656^. It injects its poisons into the marrows, as

they say ; that is, into the interiors of the ideas . . .

E. 775-. From these proceed fibrils . . . from which is

produced the medullary substance of the whole 'cere-

brum, of the cerebellum, and of the medulla oblongata.

From this medullary substance are protended the visible

fibres . . .

1159^. 'A feast of fat things, of marrowy fat things'

(Is.sxv.6) = good both natural and spiritual with joy of

heart.

D. Wis. V-. (The will and the understanding are

within the substances which make the cor.tex of the

brain, and also sparsely in the medirllary substance of

the cerebrum, especially in the corpora striata, and also

Avithin the medullary substance of the cerebellum,

and also in the spinal marrow, of which they make
the nucleus , . .

Marry. See under Marriage, and Lead-
ducere.

Marry. Maritare.

A. 552. When the understanding has been coupled

to the will, or faith to love, the man is called by the

Lord 'a married land' (Is.lxii.4).

2517. 'She is married to a husband' (Gen.xx.3) =
that the doctrine of true faith is . . . conjoined with the

Celestial, . . Here, therefore, 'married to a husband '=
that truth is so conjoined with good that truth also is

good.

9595^. 'More sous than the sons of her that is

married' (Is.liv. i)= more truths than the truths of the

former devastated Church.

10837. She is not allowed to go out until the day she

is to be married.

R- 535'- 'She that is married' =: the Jews who had
the AVord.

M. 460. Provided (the pellicacy) is not with a mar-

ried woman.

D. Min. 4628*^. The like as when they were first

married, or conjoined in marriage . . .

4643. Or, if not married . . .

E. 223^®. 'The sons of her that is married '= the

truths with those who are in the Church.

721^. The Church which has the AYord, from which

the Lord is known, is meant by 'her that is married

>vho has not sons.'

Marry. Nubere.

Marriageable. Nubilis.

A. 4334'*. 'Eating and drinking, marrying and
giving in marriage' (Matt. xxiv. 38) = their state as to

the appropriation of evil and falsity, and the derivative

conjunction therewith. . . 'To marry' = conjunction

with evil ; and 'to give in marriage ' = conjunction with

falsity . . .

10837. -A- daughter at about her marriageable age is

(in that Earth) kept at home . . .

. She is then brought to a house . . . where (are)

many others . . . who are marriageable . . .

M. 299. The love of daughters in their first marriage-

able age, and also in the second one, is dependent on

things coveted from the senses . . .

428^. He who is in good and weds truth , . .

502. (The wives) said that when they came into their

marriageable state . . . they began to love a conjugial

life . . .

E. 1099-. By 'to marry' (in the "Word) is meant to

be conjoined with Heaven in a certain Society of it
;

and he is conjoined with it in i^roportion to the intelli-

gence and Avisdom he has acquired for himself in the

world from the Lord through the Word . . .

Mars. Mars.
A. 7171. The planet Mars appears to the left in front

(in the same direction as Jupiter, but nearer).

7358. On the inhabitants and Spirits of the planet

Mars. Gen. art. 7475. 7620. 7742. U.85. D. 1539. 3251.

. The planet Mars ajipears ... to the left in

front, at some distance in the plane of the breast ; and

thus outside the sphere where are the Spirits of our

Earth.

7359. Spirits thence came to me, and applied them-

selves to my left temple, and there breathed speech on

me ; but I did not understand it. . . It was like a

very soft aura. . . It entered through the Eustachian

tube into the brain. When the afflatus arrived there, I

understood their speech ... I observed that when they

were speaking with me they moved the lips with

me, and also the tongue a little. Ex. D. 1541, Ex.

3488, Ex.

7360. (Thus) the speech of the inhabitants of Mars is

. . .not sonorous ; but almost tacit, insinuating itself

into the interior hearing and sight by a shorter way ;

and (is therefore) fuller and more perfect . . . Moreover

the very affection of the speech is represented with them

in the face, and its thought in the eyes ; for, with them,

thought and speech, and also affection and face, act as

one. They account it nefarious to think one thing and

speak another ; or to will one thing and show another

in the face. They do not know what hypocrisy is, or

what fraudulent simulation and deceit are.

7362. The respiration of the Sj^irits 'of Mars ... is

interior, proceeding from the region of the chest towards

the navel, and thence rolling itself upwards through the

breast, A\ith an imperceptible breath towards the mouth.

(Thus) they are of a celestial genius, and not unlike
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those who belonged to the Most Ancient Church in this

Earth. D. 1543. 3490. a.

[A.] 7363. They are not under coraraands-imperiis ;

but are distinguished into societies greater and less ; and

therein they consociate with themselves such as agree in

lower minds ; and this they know at once, from the face

and speech . . . they are then friends at once ; but they

are not averse to the rest ; for there is no aversion, still

less hatred. They also said that their consociations are

delightful ; and that they speak together about those

things which are taking place in the Societies, especially

about those which are taking place in Heaven ; for many
of them have manifest communication with the Angels

who are in Heaven. . . They are so consociated, that

their societies, taken together, through that Earth, re-

present a general angelic Society ; for the societies there

are all various, but the Lord conjoins them all by the

heavenly form . . . D. 1540. 1542.

7364. Those who, in their societies, begin to think

wrongly, and thence to will ^vrongly, are dissociated.

They leave them alone by themselves, whence they pass

their time outside the society, very miserably, in rocks

or elsewhere ; for they no longer care for them. Some
societies try to compel such to repentance by various

methods ; but when this is done in vain, they dissociate

themselves from them. Thus do they guard against the

creeping in of the cupidity of dominion and of the

cupidity of gain . . . Everyone there lives content with

his o^Mi goods, and everyone with his own honour, in

that he is styled just and a lover of the neighbour. This

delight and tranquillity of the lower mind would perish,

unless those who are thinking evilly and willing evilly

were cast out, and unless, prudently and severely, they

went to meet the love of self and the love of the world

in their very beginnings in those with whom they are.

D.I 548.

7475. The Spirits of Mars appear to themselves as

men such as they had been in the world ; on which

account they also appear similarly to others . . . When
I wondered at this, they said that they cannot appear

otherwise, because, when they had lived in the world,

they had known that they were Spirits clothed with a

body ; and because they had then thought but little

about their body, and only about the life of their spirit

in the body. Hence, when they come into the other

life, they are almost unaware that the state of their life

has been changed ; and as they then also think about

the life of their spirit, in like manner as in the world,

they therefore then appear like themselves. All Spirits

are indeed in the human form, but not in so prominent

a one as that in which are the Spirits of Mars ; for with

them the idea remains such as they had had in the world.

t>.325i-

7476. The Spirits of Mars are among those Spirits who
are best of all from the Earths of the world of this sun.

They are as to the most part celestial men . . . When
represented as to their quality, they are'represented with

the face in Heaveo and the body in the World of Spirits
;

and those who are of their Angels, ^\'ith the face to the

Lord and the body in Heaven.

7477. They acknowledge and adore our Lord more
than other Spirits. They say that He is the Only God ;

and that He rules both Heaven and the universe ; and

that all good is from Him. They said that it is the

Lord who leads them ; and that He often appears with

them in their Earth.

7478. Once, when the Lord was named, I saw that

those Spirits humbled themselves so inmostly and pro-

foundly, that it cannot be described. For in their

humiliation they had the thought that they from them-

selves are in Hell, and that thus they are utterly un-

worthy to look to the Lord, who is the Holy itself.

They were so profoundly in this thought from faith that

they were as it were outside of themselves ; and in this

they remained upon their knees, until the Lord elevated

them, and then as it were drew them out from Hell.

When they thus emerge from humiliation they are full

of good and of love, and thence of joy of heart. When
they are thus humbling themselves, they do not turn

the face to the Lord ; for this they then dare not do
;

but avert it. The Spirits who were around me said that

they had never seen such humiliation. D.3252.

7479. I have spoken with some from that Earth con-

cerning the faith of those who are there. They said

that there they believe that there is nothing but what is

filthy and infernal with them, and that everything good

is the Lord's. Nay, they said, further, that from them-

selves they are devils, and that the Lord draws them out

from Hell, and continually withholds them.

74S0. I have been instructed that the Spirits of Mars

relate to something which is interiorly in man ; and in

fact to the intermediate between the Intellectual and

the Voluntary ; thus to thought from affection ; and

those who are the best of them, to the affection of the

thought. Hence it is that their face acts as one with

their thought ; nor can they simulate before anyone.

7481. As they relate to this in the Grand Man, that

middle province which is between the cerebrum and the

cerebellum corresponds to them . . . On this account,

when they were near me, I sensibly apperceived a re-

traction of the anterior part of the head towards the

occiput ; thus of the cerebrum towards the cerebellum.

D.3489, margin.

7482. Once, when the Spirits of Mars were with me,

and were occupying the sphere of my mind, there came

Spirits from our Earth, and wanted to infuse themselves

also into that sphere. But the Spirits of our Earth

then became as if insane ; for the reason that they did

at all jigree with it ; for the Spirits of our Earth regard

themselves and the world ; thus, in idea, they are turned

to themselves : but the Spirits of Mars regard Heaven
;

thus the Lord and the neighbour ; and hence they are,

in idea, turned from themselves . . . But there then

came angelic Spirits of Mars, at whose coming the com-

munication was taken away ; and so the Spirits of our

Earth receded. D.3331.

7483. An inhabitant of that Earth was presented to

me. His face was like the face of the inhabitants of our

Earth ; but the lower region of the face was black ; not

from a beard, which they have not ; but from a black-

ness in place of it. This also is from correspondence.

That blackness extended itself as far as beneath the ears

on both sides. The higher part of the face was yellowish,
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like the face of the inhabitants of our Earth who are not

quite fair. D. 1545.

7484. They said that they feed on the fruits of trees

;

and especially on a certain round fruit, which gi'ows

out of their land, and on leguminous plants besides.

D.1546.

7485. They are clothed thei'e in garments which they

prepare from the bark fibres of certain trees ; and which

have such a consistence that they can be woven, and also

conglutinated by a kind of gum which is among them.

D.1547.

7486. Besides other things, they also said^that they

know how to make fluid fires there, from which they

have light in the times of evening and night. D. 1550.

7620-7622. Continuation concerning the Spirits and

inhabitants of the Earth Mars.—I saw a certain very

beautiful flaming thing. It was of various colours ;

crimson ; also reddish from bright white ; and these

colours sparkled beautifully from the flame. I saw also

a certain hand ... to which (this flaming thing) adhered

. . . Then the hand with the flaming thing was removed

to a distance, and, where it stood still, there was a

lucidity, (in which) the hand receded ; and then the

flaming thing was changed into a bird, which at first had

like colours to those of the flaming thing . . . but they

were successively changed . . . The bird flew round

about ; at first round my head, then forward into a kind

of narrow chamber ; and, as it flew forward, so did its

life recede more and more, and at last become stony
;

being then first of a 'pearly colour ; afterwards dark
;

but, although devoid of life, it still flew. (7621.) "While

that bird was flying round my head, and was still in the

vigour of its life, a Spirit was seen who was rising up from

beneath through the region of the loins to the region of

the breast. He wanted to take away that bird . . . He
strongly persuaded (the Spirits around me) that the Lord

was with him . . . (and then they) no longer prevented

him from taking away the bird ; but as Heaven then in-

flowed, he could not retain it, but presently let it go

free out of his hand. (7622) . . . The Spirits . . . knew
that a flaming thing= celestial love and its aff"ections ;

that a hand . . . =life and its power ; changes of colours,

the varieties of life as to wisdom and intelligence ; in

like manner also a bird, with the diS'erence that what is

flaming= celestial love and the things of that love, and
a bird spiritual love and the things of this love . . . and
that the changes of colour, and at the same time of life,

in the bird, even until it became stony = the successive

varieties of spiritual life as to intelligence. They knew
also that the Spirits who ascend from beneath, through
the region of the loins to the region of the breast, are

in a strong Persuasive that they are in the Lord ; and
thence believe that all things which they do—even evil

and wicked things—they do with the Lord's will. But
still they could not know . . . who were meant by this

appearance. At last they were instructed from Heaven
that the inhabitants of Mars were meant ; that their

celestial love, in which many still are, was signified by the

flaming thing which adhered to the hand ; and that their

wisdom and intelligence were signified by the successive

variations of colours ; and that the bird at first . . .

signified their spiritual love ; but that that bird's be-

coming as it were stony and of no life, and of a dark

colour, signified the inhabitants who had removed them-

selves from the good of love, and are in evil, and yet

believe that they are in the Lord. D. 3246-3250.

3874-3876.

7743. The inhabitants of Mars are in celestial love

. . . (but) that many at this day are beginning to recede

from this celestial love, and solely to love Knowledges,

and to place celestial life in these alone, wasjrepresented by

that bird's being changed into a stony one ; for by a bird

is signified spiritual life ;
(and) by its being turned into

a stony one, is signified the life of Knowledges without

love, which is no longer spiritual life, but cold life as it

were stony, into which there does not inflow anything

from Heaven. And that they still believe that they are

in the Lord, like those there who are in the life of

celestial love, was signified and shown by the Spirit

who rose up, and wanted to take away the bird. 7748-

7750.

7743a. By the stony bird was also represented the

inhabitants of that Earth, who by a foreign method
transmute the life of their thoughts and affections into

almost no life. 7744,Ex. (The Spirit of the longitudinal

sinus.

)

7745. "While I was in conversation with this Spirit,

certain Spirits introduced themselves to the front part

of the head . . . and he gave place to them. (They) con-

versed together ; but (no one) understood what they

were saying. . . They were Spirits from the Earth
Mars, who were skilled to speak together thus. (This

way of speaking ex. ) I was further instructed that the

inhabitants of the Earth Mars who place celestial life in

Knowledges alone . . . have fashioned such speech
;
yet

not all ; and that when these become Spirits, they

retain it. These are they who were in special signified

by the stony bird . . . D.3881. 3882. 3S83.

7746. The Spirits of Mars acknowledged that this was
what they were speaking together about . . . D.3884.

7747. Afterwards the Spirits of Mars inflowed from

above into my face. The influx -was felt as a thin

striped rain ; which was a sign that they were not in the

affection of truth and good . . . They then (told me)

that the inhabitants of their Earth speak together

similarly. They were then told that this is evil, because

they thus obstruct internal things, and recede from them
to external ones, which they also deprive of their life . . .

D. 3885-3889.

10585. (The Spirits of the Fourth Earth) proceeded a

little to the left in front, even to the Earth Mars ; and

there strove to emerge ; which was also done, but with

difiiculty. Ex. D.3268.

D. 1539. On the inhabitants of the Earth Mars.

Gen.art.

. Spirits appeared in front to the left, who were

said to be from the Earth Mars ; and who said that they

were hoiy ; not that they were holy ; but that their

holiness was the Lord . . .

1543. The Spirits of Mars constitute that in man
which is called thought. 1549. I558a«.

1550a. A Spirit of Mars with me, a Subject of others,

drew back towards the occiput the higher anterior part
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of the head, signifying that thus is the thought with

them, [being] not of their cerebrum or of their will, but

[being] drawn back ... to the cerebellum, so that they

do not act from their will, but from the fear of the

Lord . . .

[D.] 3250. It has been insinuated that if the inhabitants

of Mars should not remain in their state, which with us

is called the state of ^eviection-i7Uegritatis-, others

will succeed from a New Earth, who would be like

them ; for, when one perishes, the other succeeds ; for

there cannot be anything wanting ; so does the Lord

provide.

3260S. It was said that this was in the Earth Mars.

3352. I was shown by communication what is the

nature of the adoration of the Lord by the inhabitants

of Mars, which is so great and profound, and [attended]

with such amazement, and at the same time with such

full delight, that it cannot be described.

3488. Concerning the best Spirits, of another Earth

[Mars], like those of the Primitive or the Moravian

Church. Gen. art.

3881®. I perceive that the inhabitants of Mars have

induced such a speech upon themselves, because they

are in thoughts, and have receded from affection, in

which they were at first, so that they speak in like

manner ; thus from thought, and not from affection,

which is the pearly bird.

3882, But the forms of the inhabitants of Mars are

still more subtle, because their speech is of the lips, and

is thus mxich fuller than the speech of words.

3S92. It was perceived and said to a good Spirit of

Mars . . .

3893. An angelic Spirit of Mars with me . . .

Marsh. Fa/us.

Marshy. Pahidinoms.

See under \iX\^Y.-itarjnum,

A. 2702>5. ' Miry things and marshes ' (Ezek. xlvii. 1 1

)

= things inapplicable and impure.

10194®. Around those who are in falsities from evil,

there appear marshes, etc.

H. 585. Some (of the gates to the Hells appear like)

marshes.

. J. 50. The evil were cast into marshes and pools.

R. 484^. Where that house had been, there was a

marsh.

926-. In place of the floor there was a marsh, in which

was a multitude of frogs.

D. 4656. They are in marshes there.

4734. Around the cities . . . and elsewhere, there

appear marshes or pools . . .

478S. What a marshy place, or mud, is. Ex.

4789. The marshy pool was his nature which he had

acquired for himself in the world ... It was such that

he thought about men solely according to gain, and not

according to their merit . . . but in his lower mind he

had often . . , praised him from whom he received or

could receive gain, and had vituperated him from whom

he had not or could not get it . . . Hence he was utterly

senseless, believing that the world was everything. This

is what is marshy in the other life.

4854. (In the Hells of the profaners) are marshes,

etc.

4861. (Genii) dwell in marshes and very dirty places.

4897. In the Hells there are forests here, marshes

there . . .

5274. See Last Judgment, here. 5416. 5634. 5635.

5768. 5838.

E. 513^. Those who cannot be reformed, because they

are in falsities of evil, are signified by 'the miry things

and marshes Avhicli are not healed, and go away into

salt.' 342''.

659-^. The milder falsities and evils correspond to

marshy things . . . Hence it is . . . that such Genii and

Spirits dwell in the sepulchres, privies, and marshes

which are in our world, although they do not know it.

The reason is that they correspond ; and the things

which correspond conjoin . . . And nothing is niore

delightful than a marshy and also a urinous stink to

those who have confirmed themselves in falsities, and

have extinguished with themselves the affection of

truth.

Martha. Martha.
D. 1573. See Caiie, here.

Martyr. Martyra.

Martyrdom. Martyrium.

Martyrization. Martyrisatio.

A. 9930^1. Hence to those who were fighting against

evils and falsities, and were overcoming, crowns were

assigned ; and therefore also the crowns of martyrdom

were ensigns of command from the Lord over evils.
\

R. 103. As the martyrs wished it, after death crowns

were given them, by which was signified the reward of

victory. These still appear in their crowns in Heaven,

as has been given me to see.

112. 'In the days in which Antipas My faithful

martyr, who was killed among you ..." (Rev.ii. 13) =
when all Truth has been extinguished . . . By 'a

martyr' is signified the confession of the Truth, the

like as by 'a witness ;' because, in the Greek language,

'martyr,' and 'witness,' are one word.

300. As temptations are spiritual combats, which the

martyrs endured, therefore crowns were given them as

ensigns of victory.

D. 1325. They are unwilling to admit into Heaven

any except martyrs . . .

3187. On martyi'doms.

. Some have pretended that because they were

martyrs, and adorned with the crown of martyrdom,

they were to predominate over others ; to whom it has

been given to say . . . that those who place merit in

these things, and thus desire to predominate in Heaven,

are not the true martyrs, because such a thing is not

heavenly . . . Besides . . . there are many kinds of

martyrdoms, as those of the Quakers, and others ; so
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that every heresy can have its martyrs ; for they who
persuade themselves are willing, nay desire, to undergo

death for their persiiaded things, whatever phantasies

they are. In monasteries . . . how many martyriza-

tions are extant . . . And it was also given to say that

many have undergone torments, dangers, and death for

the sake of women . . .

E. 137. 'Antipas My faithful martyr'= those who
are held in hatred on account of the acknowledgment of

the Divine Human of the Lord . . .

358^. The like is signified by the crown of the

martyrs, because they had been in affliction, and were

faithful even unto death, and had also been in tempta-

tions, and had overcome. Cro-\ATis were also given them

after death ; but, lest they should arrogate to them-

selves honour therefrom, and should thus contract

conceit, they cast them from off their heads.

394^. He who does not know from revelation who
(the souls under the altar) are, will opine that only the

martyrs are meant ; when yet the martyrs are not

meant ; but all those who had suffered persecution and
had been infested by those who had been in the former

Heaven.

Marvel. See Wonder.

Mary. Maria.
A. 1460. The exteriors with Him were human from

Mary His mother.

26576. Hence He was no longer the son of Mary.

4692^. 68726. 100576. 10830. N.295.

C. J. 66. Mary the Lord's mother once passed by,

and was seen (in Heaven) above the head in white

clothing (as of silk) ; and then she stayed a little and

said that she had been the mother of the Lord, and

indeed that He was born from her ; but that having

become God, He had put off the human from her ; and

that therefore she now adores Him as her God ; and

that she is unwilling for anyone to acknowledge Him as

her son, because in Him everything is Divine. T. 102^.

827. D.5834. 5992. DeDom.31. J.(Post.)68.

L. 35*. In other places, Mary is called His 'mother ;'

but not from His mouth.

R. 294^^ You call Mary the mother-grenJi!?'icem-of

God ; consequently you acknowledge that she bore God
;

that is, the Divine Human . . .

^^ A monk . . . said that he could think of the

Divine Human in relation to the most holy virgin

Mary, the god-bearer. T. iii^-.

M. 119^^. By these words is meant, that the Lord

did not acknowledge Mary as His mother ; but the

Church; and therefore He called her 'Woman,' and
'the mother' of the disciple.

466^ In the same proportion (a Christian polygamist)

at heart acknowledges the Lord ... as the son of Mary,

and not at the same time as the Son of God.

T. 92. This has been effected through the Human
which He assumed through the virgin Mary . . .

. He is called the Son of God, the Son of Man,
and the Son of Mary ; and by . , . the Son of Mary is

properly meant the Human which He assumed . . .

That by tlie Sou of Mary is meant what is merely

human, is manifestly evident from the generation of

men, in that the soul is from the father, and the body
from the mother . . .

94. In modern Christian Churches it is a general

thing to call our Lord the Saviour the Son of Mary, and
rarely the Son of God, unless they then understand the

Son of God born from eternity. The source of this is

that the Roman Catholics have sanctified Mary above
the rest, and have set her over all their saints as a

goddess or queen ; when yet the Lord, when He had
glorified His Human, put off everything of His mother,

and put on everything of the Father . . . From this

general thing in the mouth of all, that He is called the

Son of Mary, many enormities have inflowed into the

Church . . . (which) are, that the idea of Divinity iu

relation to the Lord perishes, and, with this, all that

which has been said in the Word concerning Him as

the Son of God ; then, that through this there enter

Judaism, Arianism, Sociniauism, Calvinism such as this

was in the beginning ; and, at last, naturalism ; and,

with this, the frantic madness that He was the son of

Mary by Joseph ; and also that He had His soul from

the mother . . . Let everyone, both clergyman and lay-

man, consider with himself as to whether he has con-

ceived and cherishes any other idea about the Lord, as

the son of Mary, than as of a mere man.
6_ These things take place while a man regards

the Lord God the Redeemer and Saviour as the mere

son of Mary ; thus as a mere man.

102. It is believed that the Lord as to the Human
not only has been, but also is, the son of Mary ; but in

this the Christian world hallucinates. That He has

been the son of Mary is true ; but that He is so still is

not true ; for by the acts of Redemption He put off the

human from the mother, and put on the Human from

the Father . . . (as) may be seen from this : that He
Himself has never called Mary His mother. 111. . .

Thus did the Lord not call her 'mother,' but 'woman ;'

and He gave her to John as a mother. In other places

she is called His 'mother;' but not from His own
mouth.

342^. He who does not believe this ; but only that

He is the son of Mary ; implants in himself various

ideas about Him which are hurtful and destructive of

his salvation.

E. 2056. Hence it is that He was not the son of

David, as neither was He the son of Mary . . .

710^1. The leaping in the womb at the salutation of

Mary, represented joy from the love of the conjunction

of good and truth . . .

768^ By 'the woman' (Gen.iii. 15) the Papists under-

stand Mary and the worship of her . . ,

1055. With those who are of Babylon, (the Word) is

acknowledged as Divine on account of . . . the historicals

about Mary, etc.

Ath. 150. That which was born from Mary, the Lord

. . . expelled.

J. (Post.) 68. The Virgin Mary was seen . . .

Can. Redeemer ii. Jehovah God . . . assumed the

Human in the Virgin Mary.
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[Cau. Redeemer] iv. The Holy Spirit who came upon
Mary= the Divine truth ; and 'the Power of the Highest

which overshadowed her= the Divine good . . .

ix.6. Christ, through this human . . . from [being]

the son of Mary, made Himself the Son of God.

8. But Mary His mother afterwards represented the

Church ; and in this respect she is to be named His
mother.

Masculine. See under Male.

Mash. Masch.

A. 12346. 'Mash' (and the other sons of Aram),

(Gen.x.23) = so many kinds of these Knowledges, and of

deeds according to them.

Masorites. Masoretae.

S. 1
3*^. It has been done of the Lord's Divine Pro-

vidence that each thing in (the Books of the Prophets of

the Old Testament) was counted. This was done by the

Masorites. (See also J. 41^. P.260^.)

De Verbo 4^. From these things it is evident that it

has been done of the Lord's Divine Providence that all

the letters of the Word in the Hebrew Text have been

counted by the Masorites.

Mass. Missa.

J. 56®. The worship (of the Babylonians there) con-

sists in masses, as in the world, which are performed in

a language not common to Spirits ; but composed of

high-sounding words, which strike a holy external and

tremor ; and which are not at all understood.

P. 257^. To prevent (the profanation of all tilings of

the "Word and of the Church) the Lord by His Divine

Providence took care that they should . . . place holy

worship in masses not understood by the common
people . . .

R.Pref. 111. (The doctrinals of the Roman Catholics)

concerning masses, quoted.

792^. The external affections in which they are while

they are hearing masses . . . are merely natural, sensu-

ous, and corporeal . . .

795^. Is this not solely for the sake of masses, which
they call sacrifices propitiatory, most holy, pure, with
nothing but what is most holy in them ; by which they

infuse holiness into the bodily senses of men, and at the

same time infuse night into all things of faith and
spiritual life ; and this for the reason that in the thick

darkness they may dominate and acquire gain ?

T. 159'. For a like reason the Roman Catholics cry

out their masses in the Latin idiom . . .

E. 1054. For they . . . instituted Divine worship in

masses not understood by the common people . . .

Sig.

Mass. Moles.

A. iS". Man, when inspected from Heaven, appears

like a black mass, in which there is nothing vital.

D. 4060.

D. 127 1. (This Spirit) was perceived as a huge shape-
less mass , . . 1276.

3215. The deceitful murderer then appeared as an
inanimate mass . . .

Massah. Massah.
A. 8587. 'He called the name of the place Massah'

(Ex.xvii.7)= the quality of the state of temptation . . .

In the Original Language, 'Massah' means temptation.

E. 444^. By the holy man whom they tempted in

Massah, and at the waters of Meribah' (Deut.xxxiii.8)

is meant the Lord as to Divine truth . . .

Mast. Malum.
A. 6385. See Ship, here.

Master. See SuBDUE-iicwfl;/-^, and under

Dominion.

Master. Hems.
A. 3582. 'Be a master to thy brethren' (Gen.xxvii.

29)= dominion . . .

H. 219. In every house (in Heaven) there is a master

and there are domestic servants ; the master loves the

servants, and the servants love the master ; whence

from love they serve each other mutually ; the master

teaches how men ought to live, and tells what is to be

done ; the servants obey, and perform their offices.

W. 249^. For the natural man is a servant, and the

spiritual man is a master and lord.

T. 10. A house (would fall to pieces) unless (it

depended upon) one master.

131. In like manner ... a servant is united to his

mast«r by doing those things which are agreeable to his

will . . .

134^ No upright master can deal so with his servants

and maid-servants.

431. The household duties of charity are those of . . .

a master and a mistress towards their male and female

domestic servants ; and of the latter towards them. . .

The duties of a master and mistress towards their male
and female servants, partake of the love of reigning ;

and this of the state of each one's mind.

Master. Magister.

Tutorship. Magisterhun.

A. 2921^. 'Ye call me Master and Lord ; and ye say

rightly; for so I am' (John xiii. 13) = that He was
Jehovah God. He is there called 'Lord' as to good,

and 'Master' as to truth. 91 67-.

4973^. "When the Lord had been glorified ... He
became Divine good, from which the Divine truth then

proceeds. Hence it is that after His resurrection the

disciples did not call Him 'Master,' as before ; but 'the

Lord.' 111.

91672. Hence it is that by . , . 'God,' 'King,' and
'Master,' is meant the Lord as to Divine truth. 111.

10225*. -^ state of intelligence commences with a

man, when he no longer thinks from a master, but from
himself ; which does not take place until the interiors

are being opened towards Heaven. Ex.

H. 3346. (The infants are then) transferred into

another Heaven, where they are instructed by masters.
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3532. Those who in childhood have supposed the

things which they have heard from their masters to be

true . . .

S. 51". In the natural sense it is allowable (to 'call

another master') ; but not in the spiritual.

R. 606. Not ... to be decorated with the laurel of

tutorship.

61 1^ (The boys) said to their master . . . Master, let

us not stay in this place . . . and then the master

instructed them . . .

M. 173. While their nurses and masters sit in the

porches of the houses . . .

T. 80-. I said (to the satan), As you are come from a

Society where there are tutorships, tell me what you

believe . . . about God.

185*. He replied, I am a laurelled master ; and then

I said. Master, . . .

E. 409^. When the external man serves the internal

... he is then 'as his master and as his lord' (Matt.x.

25) ; for they act as one . . .

631. AVhen a man is in a spiritual idea, he will think

of the Lord alone as Father and Master . . .

778^, From their masters they believe . . .

803^. I. Let a man . . . learn from a master, and

from preachings, the dogmas of his own religion.

Mate. Compar.

A. 2025^. Like, but not equal. 2093''.

P. 74^. Every affection has its own mate as consort

. . . For an affection without its mate as consort is not

anything . . .

96'. To understand, is its consort or mate . . .

"*. Desire, with its mate knowledge. 161.

M. 216. They are then consociated with mates of

similitude.

229-. They know as from instinct that they are mates.

Material. See under Matter.

Maternal. See under Mother.

Maternal Aunt. Matertem.

D. 5979. On adultery with a maternal aunt. Ex. . .

It was said that these were they who had completely

confirmed themselves that all sins have been remitted

them through the Holy Supper, and still have led an

evil life. De Conj. 84.

E. 1006". From those who have separated faith from

good works in both doctrine and life, adulteries breathe

forth as of sons with their mother or with their maternal
aunt.

Mathematics. Mathematical Mathesis.

D. 4744. Because in the world they had studied such

things as are . . . means for ac(|uiring understanding

;

as mathematics . . ,

5 141. Those correspond to the bones who have studied

various sciences, and have made no use of them ; as they

who have studied mathematics-jna/Aesi-solely to find

rules, and have not looked to use.

VOL. IV.

D. Min. 4578. The useful sciences are mathematics,

etc. . . from which as means each one can become

rational.

Matrimony. Matrimonium.

Matrimonial. Matnmonialis.

A. 471''. The reason why everyone contracted matri-

mony within the families. Ex. 483^.

8656. The celestial man (therefore) abhors matrimony

with a number.

3024^. The reason why they were not to contract

matrimonies with the daughters of the Canaanites. Ex.

8998.

3914. When what is matrimonial is meant, (it)=
conjunction.

9002. Matrimony, which is here meant by 'betrothal,'

in the spiritual sense, is the conjunction of the life of

one with that of the other. According to Divine order,

it is conjunction of life from the truths of faith with life

from the good of charity. Hence is all spiritual con-

junction, from which as from its own origin natural

conjunction comes forth.

M. 49. (The limited choice that there is in con-

tracting matrimony).

274. That there are external affections according to

which matrimonies are commonly contracted in the

world. Gen. art.

275. But if the internal affections which conjoin

minds are not in them, the matrimonies are dissolved

in the house. Gen. art.

276. Still, matrimonies in the world are to continue

to the end of life. Gen. art.

277. In matrimonies in which the internal affections

do not conjoin, there are external ones which simulate

internal ones, and consociate. Gen. art.

282. For a spiritual man coupled in the matrimonial

covenant with a natural one, intends nothing else than

amendment of life . . .

318. That after the death of a consort again to contract

matrimony depends upon the preceding conjugial love.

Ex. 319, Ex.

320. That with those with whom there has not been

love truly conjugial, nothing stands in the way of their

contracting repeated matrimony. Ex.

D. 3190. With him who rejects all the matrimonial

duty . . . when adultery is committed, Heaven is closed
;

because the matrimonial duty involves the Divine

Heavenly, and the love of heavenly things ;
still more

with a woman than with a man.

3613^. There are obscenities of speech, of thought,

and of life (in Christian countries) which cause matri-

monies to become vile, which yet are for the sake of the

propagation of the human race.

3899. (On women who nauseate matrimonies.)

4409. In such matrimony (polygamy) there never can

be conjugial love.

D. Min. 4742. Without conscience injuring the

matrimonial compact . . .

2 P
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E. 617^'. 'Contracting matrimony, and giving in

wedlock' (Matt.xxiv.38)=:to conjoin falsity with evil

and evil with falsity.

Matrix. Matrix.
W. 165*^. (The terraqueous globe) is also as a matrix,

from which effects, which are the ends of creation, are

produced.

M. 97. Like a gem in its matrix. Ex.

389*^. That there is something similar (to the love of

infants) in minerals, is evident from the matrices . , .

in which noble gems and metals are stored up , , .

T. 192. As he judges of a precious stone from the
matrix . . .

E. 721I'. Occurs. 865I D.Wis.viii."'.

Matter. Materia.

Material. Materialis.

Materially. Ma.erialiter.

Materiated. Materiatus.

See under Idea, and Substance.

A. 880^. In every work of charity the work itself is

nothing except a material something . . .

995. In themselves, corporeal and sensuous things

are nothing except things material, inanimate, and
dead . . .

1025-. The material, worldly, and corporeal ideas

which man has when he reads the Word, with the

Angels become spiritual and celestial ideas. Examp.

1072. The thought of man is nothing but what is

earthly, corporeal, and material ; because it is from
earthly, corporeal, and material things, which constantly

adhere ; and in which the ideas of his thought are

founded and terminated . . .

1408^. So the historicals of the Word, and also all

the several words in it, are general, natural, nay,

material, vessels, in which are spiritual and celestial

things.

1472-. In the same proportion, scientitics close them-
selves towards the Lord, and become material.

1 526-. In what great light are they who are with-

drawn from material ideas in spiritual things.

1645'^. The Angels care nothing for the rest, which
are ideal and material.

1876. The names of men, kingdoms, cities, which are

in the Word, in like manner as the words of human
speech, perish at the first threshold, when they ascend

;

for they are earthly, corporeal, and material things,

which the Souls who come into the other life successively

put off" . . .

2. The Spirits . . . could not pronounce (one word
of human language), because these words are grossly

material ; so that they were below their sphere . . .

1953". The first ideas, which are taken up from the

objects of sight, are material ; as they are also called.

1955^. Abstractedly from material ideas . . .

2657-. The ideas of the corporeal memory . . . are

relatively very material.

3741'=. Thought and will ... are spiritual and
celestial ; but the forms or substances which receive

them . . . are material . . .

3745^. So that the things which are corporeal and
material with man, are there celestial and spiritual.

4364^. The body through the material eyes can see

the things in the world, and can act through the

material muscles . . . Still, there is something which
thinks and wills interiorly, whose material instrumental

or organ the body is . . .

4408. The imagination . . . the ideas of which are

called by philosophers material ideas . . . The ideas of

(thought) are called immaterial . . . 6987^.

441 1®. In the eye, this (truth) is presented materi-

ally . . .

4659". The body is what is material annexed to

it . . .

4901^. The lower thought, the ideas of which are

called material.

5102". The Angels do not see the faces of man in the

material form . . .

5559. Those with whom . . . the material things

there obey spiritual things . . .

6200. The material ideas of thought have (then)

appeared to me as if in the midst of a kind of wave . . .

Thus it appeared as material. 6201.

6486*'. When building a palace, he first heaps up
material of every kind . . .

6697-. The Earths are . . . bodies of earthly matter,

because they reflect the lumen of the sun.

68096. (The Spirits of Mercury) said that it is no

delectation to them to look at material, corporeal, and

earthly things ; but only real ones . . . They relate to

the memory of things abstracted from material and

earthly things. 6921.

681 1. But merely material things carry the lower

mind downwards . . .

6814. As the speech of words is material, they are

averse to it . . . Their memory ... is not of images

purely material . . . For the thought which is above

the imagination requires for objects things abstracted

from material things.

6816. The Spirits of our Earth . , , care for material,

worldly, corporeal, and earthly things.

e_ The Spirits of ilercury (say) that they love

the products from material things.

6921. For material things are like heavy things,

which induce slowness ... for they carry the mind
downwards, and immerse it in earthly things, and thus

remove it from the Spiritual World, whence is all clear-

sightedness.

6924^. In their place they present words, which are

forms of material things.

7253. The Spirits of Venus . . . relate to the memory

of material things which corresponds to the memory of

immaterial things . . .

7381'-^. For man has formed his ideas from the things

which are in . . . grosser nature ; that is, from the

things which he has seen and touched with the sense in
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the world and upon the earth, which are material.

The ideas of the interior thought with man, although

above material things, are still terminated in material

things ; and, where they are terminated, there they

appear to be ; thence does he perceive what he thinks.

9127*. In which light, the material things which are

in the thought from the body disappear.

10216. These names . . . are among material

things . . .

10316. They said (that if they saw through my eyes)

they would see nothing but earthly and material things

;

from which they remove their thoughts as much as they

can.

10582. Still, it is false with them; for they have a

material and earthly idea about the truth, and not at

the same time a spiritual and celestial one ; and every

material and earthly idea, if there is not light from

Heaven in it, swarms with fallacies. Examp.
^. AVhen they think about God, they think

materially ; and therefore either deny God, or . . .

10604-. But the ideas of thought which man compre-

hends, and which fall into words, are natural, and by
the learned are called material ; but the inteiior ones

are called spiritual, and by the learned immaterial . . .

10758^. But this idea ... is changed into a material

idea about his earthly body . . .

H. 432^. As what is material is not alive . . .

453". The eye, in so far as it sees in the world, is

material ; and what is material sees only what is

material . . . and therefore when the Material of the

eye is veiled over and deprived of its co-operation

with the Spiritual, Spirits then appear in their own
form . . .

N. 39. The man whose Internal is with the External

in the light of the world, thinks not spiritually but
materially ; for he thinks from such things as are in

the nature of the world, all of which are material. To
think spiritually is . . . also to see the qualities of things

and to perceive their affections, abstractedly from
matter ; whereas to think materially is to think, see,

and perceive them together with matter, and in matter
;

thus relatively grossly and obscurely,

U. 38. For in the other life everyone . . . speaks

materially in proportion as he had not believed in God.

L. 35-. The human from the mother, which was in

itself like the human of another man, and thus material.

He put off . . .

^°. As His body was now not material, but
Divine substantial. He came to the disciples when the

doors were closed ; and, after He had been seen. He
became invisible . . .

W. 5-. But He can create from substances and
matters so formed that they can receive heat itself and
light itself; comparatively as the sun of the world
cannot produce germinations on the earth through its

heat and light immediately ; but from the matters of

the soil . . .

65. Ultimates are . . . each and all things of the

mineral kingdom, which are matters of various

kinds . . .

158^. (Otherwise) the earths . . . could not have sub-

ministered the matters through which man comes fortli

and subsists.

207^. (These) are successive compositions . . . from

the simples, which are their first substances or matters.

229. It is delivered by some that there is a substance

so simple . . . that out of it . . . composite things come
forth, and at last the substances which are called

matters . . .

287S. In so far he becomes a man after the death of

the material body.

302. That the atmospheres, which are three in each

world ... in their ultimates cease into substances and

matters such as are in earths. Gen. art.

. The atmospheres ... at last become so com-

pressed and inert, that . . . they are substances at rest

;

and, in the natural world fixed, such as are in earths,

and are called matters. From this origin of substances

and matters, it follows. First : That these substances

and matters are also of three degi-ees. Secondly : That

they are held together in connection by the ambient

atmospheres. Thirdly : That they are accommodated

to the production of all uses in their forms.

305. That in the substances and matters from which

are earths there is nothing of the Divine in itself; but

that still they are from the Divine in itself. Gen. art.

^. From this sphere (which encompasses the

Lord), by continuation from the Sun by means of the

atmospheres, have arisen the substances and matters

from which are earths.

307. That all uses . . . receive forms from the sub-

stances and matters such as are in earths. Gen. art.

310. For the substances and matters from which are

earths are the ends and terminations of the atmospheres

which proceed as uses from the spiritual Sun ... It

follows that thence there is in them a perpetual endea-

vour to produce forms of uses ... It is said that this

endeavour and quality are in earths ; but the meaning

is that they are with those substances and matters from

which are earths ; whether they are in earths, or are

exhaled from earths in the atmospheres . . .

^ That there is such an endeavour and quality

in the substances and matters of earths, is manifestly

evident from the fact, that seeds of every kind, opened

by means of heat even to their inmost, are imjiregnated

by very subtle substances, which cannot be from any

but a spiritual origin, and thereby they are in the

power of conjoining themselves with use, from which is

their Prolific ; and then, through conjunction with

matters from a natural origin, they can produce foinis

of uses . . .

311. The atmospheres in ultimates become such

forces, by which the substances and matters such as are

in earths, are actuated into forms, and are held together

in forms, both within and without.

313. The first forms (of the mineral kingdom) are the

substances and matters from which are earths, in their

leasts ; the second forms are congregations from these . . .

315. The heat, light, and atmospheres of the natural

world only open seeds . . . and put upon them the

matters which fix them.
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[\V.3i5]<=. The image of creation is spiritual ; but in

order that it may appear and perform use in the natural

world, and may stand fixed and be lasting, it must be

materiated ; that is, filled full with the matters of this

world.

340, It is the Spiritual . . . which produces the forms

of plants and animals . . . and packs them with matters

from the Earth, in order that they may be fixed and

constant forms.

344^ He said that if that bird were infilled in its

leasts with corresponding matters from the Earth, and

were thus fixed, it would be a durable bird . . .

370. The very forms of the members, organs, and

viscera . . . are fixed through substances and matters

such as are in earths, and from earths in the air and

ether. This is effected by means of the blood. There-

fore, in order that all things of the body may subsist in

their formation, and thus be permanent in their func-

tions, man is to be nourished with material food . . .

388. The material form, which is added and super-

induced in the world, is not a human form from itself;

but it is from those things added and superinduced that

man is able to do uses in the natural world ; and also to

take with him from the purer substances of the world a

certain fixed containant of spiritual things . . .

419. This love (of self and the world) is corporeal

natural, and may be called material,

P. 29. It is otherwise in the natural world, in which

all are material . . , There are spaces . . .

R. 504. "When the Lord is thought of as a material

man . . .

611''. His meditation then appears from afar as a

horse . . . miserable and dead in proportion as he

meditates on the "Word materially. ^
^. The boys then asked, What is it to meditate

spiritually and materially upon the "Word ? The master

replied . . . Everyone who thinks about God solely from

Person, and not from Essence, thinks materially. He
also who thinks about the neighbour solely from form,

and not from quality, thinks materially. And he who
thinks about Heaven solely from place, and not from

the love and wisdom from which Heaven is, likewise

thinks materially.

^. This is the reason why they who think about

the Trinity . . . materially, cannot, from the ideas of

their thought, which is material, do otherwise than

from one God make three,

. To think of His Essence from His Person, is to

think materially of His Essence also , , , As the ancient

Gentiles thought materially about God, and also about

the attributes of God, they invented , . . as many as a

hundred. Know ye that the Material does not inflow

into the Spiritual, but the Spiritual into the Material.

. . , And therefore he who cherishes a material idea

about God, and also about the neighbour and Heaven,

cannot understand anything in (the Word),

M. 31^. As a natural or material man sees a natural

or material man ; but not contrariwise ; on account of

the difference between the Substantial and the Material

;

which is like the difference between the Prior and the

Posterior . , .

. This natural or material man was to it as a

covering, or as exuviae . . ,

207^. You had cherished an idea of the Spiritual

abstracted from the Material
; and that which was

abstracted from the Material appeared to you as nothing

. , . Here, all things are substantial and not material
;

and material things derive their origin from substantial

ones. We, who are here, are spiritual men, because we
are substantial and not material . , .

2352. To clothe spiritual things with adequate gar-

ments, that is, with matters, to operate ultimate ends

in nature,

269-, The love of the world ... is a material love
;

the love of self , , , is a corjioreal love.

328. Substantial things are the beginnings of material

things.

I. I-. It is according to order that . . . the Spiritual

should inflow into the Material . . .

iS**. The atmospheres of the natural world derive

from their origin that they are material.

T. 24'. That Jehovah God from His Sun . . , also

produced the natural world, and all its natural things,

which are also innumerable, but material.

75^. Hence all things which come forth here, are

material, and are called natural.

79^. For there they were in a material body . . . (and)

a material man sees himself and all his companions . . .

For the Substantial is the Primitive of the Material.

• Is distinct as the Substantial is from the

Material . . .

92. Everything material man has, is from

mother.

160. Men

tht

. must be in a natural material body.

280^. You (in the Spiritual World) are substantial,

and not material ; and substantial things are the

beginnings of material things. What is matter except

a congregation of substances ? . . .

281, But not in a material body ; but in a substantial

body, which before their senses appears as if it were

material, although it is not,

569. When the material body has been taken away . , .

709. Natural and sensuous ideas, which are material,

corporeal, and carnal, about the Lord's flesh and blood.

793-. The difference ... is that a man in the natural

world is clothed with a material body, in which, within,

is his substantial body ; and a . . . material man sees a

material man ; but a substantial man cannot see a

material man, nor a material man a substantial man,
on account of the difference between the Material and

the Substantial . . .

798. Before, he had been . . . also in a material body,

which clothed the substantial one round ; and the

material body had been rejected . . .

Ad. 1457". For in the air and ether there are floods

of such parts , . , There are perpetual material begin-

nings, from which all composition is possible,

D, 2299, He perceived it materially ... as small

white lines, which is a sign that spiritual things are
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conceived materially
; wliicli, however, are not material

things, because tliey are forces from substances. When
therefore, those who want to enter from physics or

philosophy into those things which are spiritual . . . the

material ideas remain, which are thus represented in

the other life.

2512. It was given mc to see that in use there can be

nothing material . . .

. For the Natural cannot be distinguished from

the Material ; as heat, moisture, dew, rain, which are

natural.

2751. I spoke with Spirits about the corporeal or

material things of man : that they are the ultimates of

order . . . Whence is the memory of objects, which are

material ideas . . .

2762. On the regeneration of the corporeal or material

things of man or Spirit : how they are represented.

. As the corporeal and material things, which

are the ultimates of man, are at last subordinated to the

Lord's good pleasure . . .

2763''. Thus are represented the corporeal or material

things of a regenerated man . . .

3022. As man is the ultimate of order, his ideas are

thus terminated in . . . the material ideas of his

memory . . .

3605s. They drew back the foot when places were

thought of, a sign that . . . places and material things

were the supports on which they stand.

3610. Hence it is evident that the ideas of Spirits are

terminated in material things, the ultimates of order
;

and that when these are taken away they do not know
where they are ; and they disappear before they have

fixed their ideas in other material things. So in the

Word of the Lord . . .

3753. That Sjiirits terminate their ideas in material

things. Ex.

. A remarkable example that they terminate their

ideas in material things ; without which they are

absent. Des.
e. Hence it is evident in what way the ideas of

Spirits are terminated in material things ; and it was

perceived . . . that such a thing was their foot . . .

There are also Spirits who have my books . . . for their

ultimate of order.

3852. I told them . . . that order is terminated in

material things, which when some Spirits lose, they

seem to themselves to have notliing on which to stand,

so that they seem to themselves to lose their feet.

4143. On the material things of words. Ex.

. When I took, and inserted, one word which
was not in my memory, there took place a change of

Spirits. Other Spirits succeeded, and the others com-

plained much . . . that thus they cannot be present . . .

The reason was that Spirits had succeeded who indulge

in words, or in the material things of speech ; while

the former ones [indulge] solely in thouglits. Thus . . .

the former Spirits and the latter cannot be together

... for they who inhere in the material things of the

Word take away the faculty of thinking from those who
want solely to think.

4184. The idea is dead, because material and closed

with man.

421 1. In the World of Spirits they have their ideas

founded in material and corporeal things ; and the

ideas which are not material they still bound, and

make them material . . .

4212. But the interior Spirits do not thus make their

ideas material ; but they make the things (or subjects)

themselves material ; and to the things so made they

adjoin ideas . . ,

5625. All the natural ideas there perish . . . thus

material things perish . . .

5626. Hence it is that spiritual wisdom increases in

proportion as it is removed from the material notion . . .

5787a. But they who are in externals (there) speak

according to the nature of the thing in the world ; and

still they are understood, because there is correspond-

ence. But this speech is therefore material.

5936. Women who think about religious things as

men do, and speak much about them, and still more if

they preach in meetings . . . become material . . .

6049. On the material idea with Spirits and Angels.

Ex.

. All those who have not believed in the Lord by

acknowledging His Divine, and have not lived accord-

ing to the precepts of religion, in the other life think in

the Material ; thus they cannot think spiritually ; that

is, abstractedly from space, time, persons . . . (So with)

Polhem and Woltf . . . they cannot do otherwise than

think in the Material. It has been tried with them,

that material things should be separated, but in vain.

Hence it is that in the other life the same speak in the

spiritual language, but still it is mixed with their

vernacular . . .

E. 30. In Heaven . . . they call the thought about

(the Lord's flesh and blood) material . . .

-. The Angels wonder that the man of the Church

(should) think materially about the Lord and His flesh

and blood. But . . . they were told that most, especi-

ally the simple . . . when they have approached the

Holy Supper, have thought nothing about the flesh and

blood . . . and that this is constantly provided by the

Lord, for the reason that the man of the Church may
then be in a spiritual idea, and not in a material one.

^. The reason a material eating is understood . . .

in the doctrines, is that they have thought about the

Lord's Human as about the human of another man . . .

(and therefore) could not but think materially about

His flesh and blood.

543^. The sensuous thought of man is that which is

called material thought . . .

654". After death, the thought with a merely natural

man is indeed spiritual ; but it is gross and devoid of

intelligence of truth and affection of good ; for it consists

of corresponding ideas, which indeed appear as if

material, but still are not material.

781''. For a natural man takes the ideas of his thought

from earthly, corporeal, and worldly things, which in

themselves are material ; and, when the thought of a

man is not elevated above these things, he thinks
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materially about spiritual things ; and material

thought, without spiritual light, derives all it has from

tlie loves of the natural man and from their delights . . .

[E.] 1131-. And everything extended (in thought) is

of matter.

*. The light itself and the heat itself from the

sun of the world are not material ; but still they affect

material substances . . .

1139^ Just as the light of the sun cannot be united

to a subject of the Earth, and become material as it is
;

and in like manner the heat.

1207^. The reason the Spiritual can be clothed by the

Material, is that all things which come forth in the

nature of the world . . . are effects produced by the

Spiritual as the cause ; and effects act as one with the

cause . . .

*. For the sake of this end the sun of the world
has been created ; and, through the sun, nature ; and,

in the ultimate, the terraqueous globe, in order that

there may be ultimate matters there, in which all the

Spiritual may cease, and in which creation may subsist

:

to the end also, that the work of creation may there

continually endure and be perennial . . .

121 1*. Hence the matters in the earths of our Earth
are fixed, and the germinations constant. But the

matters or substances in the earths which are in the

Heavens are not fixed, and thence neither are the ger-

minations from them constant . . .

12 1 8-. Pure love, from which all things in the

Spiritual World come forth immediately, is immaterial

;

but pure fire, through which all things in the natural

world come forth mediately, is material. Hence it is

. . . that all things which come forth in the natirral

world, are, from their secondary origin, material ; and
material things are in themselves fixed, stated, and
measurable ; fixed, because they are jiermanent, however
the states of men may be changed ; as lands, mountains,

and seas : stated, because they constantly recur by
turns ; as times, generations, and germinations : and
measurable, because all things can be bounded ; as

spaces by miles . . . and ells, and times by days, weeks,

months, and years. (Contrasted with the Spiritual

World.)
3. Not knowing that the things which they see

and feel there, are not material, but substantial from a

spiritual origin . . . But still I can asseverate that the

things in the Spiritual World are more real than those

in the natural world ; for the deadness which accedes to

the Spiritual in nature does not make realness, but

diminishes it . . .

J. (Post.) 267^. Coloiu's are not material, as neither

is light ... In the world neither the heat nor the light

is material, but natural ; and they inflow into matters

. . . and therefore neither are the colours material, as

they would be if they were to come forth from atoms of

various colours.

323. It is to be known that all the things which have

been enumerated (as lands, mountains, animals, etc.)

are (there) not material, but spiritual ; that is, that

they are from a spiritual origin ; and j'et Spirits know
no otherwise than that they are material , . .

^. He, like others, knew no otherwise than that

he was material, when yet he was spiritual. He was

soon instructed that his material body . . . which had

then invested his spiritual body, is buried.

De Verbo 3^. All the thoughts of man, with each

of their ideas, derive something from . . . what is

material . . .

. Hence these thoughts or ideas of thoughts are

exceedingly limited and terminated, and are thus gross,

and are to be called material.

^ Therefore the speech of men partakes in each

word of . . . what is material.

^. All the Celestial inflows into the Spiritual ;

and the Spiritual into the Natural ; and into the

ultimate of this, which is corporeal and material, it

ceases, and there subsists. Without such an ultimate

—into which the intermediates may inflow— there is no

subsistence . . .

D. Love viii. But the waters and the matters of the

Earth are only the means of their generation and pro-

duction.

D. Wis. viii". The quality of the substances in the

Spiritual World, relatively to the matters in the natural

world, shall now be told. The substances in the

Spiritual World appear as if they were material ; but

still are not ; and, as they are not material, they are

therefore not constant . . . But in the natural world

there are matters, through which, and from which,

procreations, and afterwards formations, can be

effected . . .

xii. 5^. All things which appear in the natural world

. . . are in like manner from a spiritual origin, but are

at the same time from a natural origin. A natural

origin has been added, in order that they may be at the

same time material and fixed, for the sake of the end of

the procreation of the human race, which is not possible

except in ultimates . . .

Can. God iv. 8. Natural things are material ; and

these have come forth and subsist from spiritual things,

as the Posterior from the Prior, or the Exterior from

the Interior.

Coro. II. Not a material man, as before; liut a

substantial man.

Matter. Sanies.

Life 1106. Hereditary evil thus shut in . . . after

death . . . breaks forth like matter through an ulcer

only exteriorly healed.

P. 278a^. All evil which does not appear ... is like

the matter in a wound which is not opened ... 281^.

R. 681. By 'blood as of one dead,' or by gore and

matter, is signified infernal falsity . . .

M. 149. Still, the unchastity lies within like the

matter in a wound only outwardly healed.

T. 435^. If evil is in the internal man, and good in

the external . . . the good in the external man is like

a wound cured palliatively, within which there is

putrescent matter.

E. 7oo^\ The matter of the haemorrhoids = truth

defiled.
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Inv. 25. It would be like a palliative curing, a wound
in which the matter remains and eats away tlie neigh-

bouring parts. Orthodoxy is this very matter . . .

Mature. See under Adolescence.

Mature. Maturus.

Maturity. Maturitas.

Mature, To. Maturescere.

A. 29608. The quality of the state of the man of the

Spiritual Church when he is yet immature ; when he

begins to matiire ; and when at last he has matured.

Des.

5 1 17. 'The clusters thereof ripened grapes' (Gen.xl.

10) = the conjunction of spiritual truth with celestial

good. 'To ripen ' = the progress of regeneration even to

the conjunction of truth with good ; thus conjunction.

. . . Their conjunction in the Sensuous is circumstanced

as is the TiTpenmg-7naturUio-oi clusters into grapes ; for

in the regeneration all truth tends to conjiinction M-itli

good ; before this, truth does not receive life . . . This

is represented in the fruits of trees when they ripen.

In unripe ones, which here are 'the clusters,' is repre-

sented the state when truth as yet predominates ; but

in the ripe ones, which here are 'the gi-apes,' the state

when good has the predominance. The predominance

of good is also represented in the flavour and sweetness

which are perceived in ripe grapes.

7604. 'Because the barley was a ripening ear' (Ex.

ix. 31) = that that good . . . stood forth, and looked

downwards. . . 'A ripening ear '= that they stood forth

. . . for those which are ripe stand forth in their ear

and stalk, so that they fall downwards. Ex.

8851. They come to maturity more quickly than in

this Earth . . .

10185^. Fruit corresponds to good itself, which, in

proportion as it ripens like fruit, in the same proportion

puts itself forth into works.

R. 649*. 'Because her grapes have ripened' (Rev.

iv. i8)= that it is the last state of the Christian Church.

The like is signified by 'the grapes of the vineyard

having ripened,' as above by 'the harvest having dried

up ;' but 'the harvest' is said of the Church in general,

and 'the vineyard' of the Church in particular.

M. 187^. An age which is midway between mature
and immature . . .

D. 4515. She was not yet ripe (for such a doom),

which they found out by the fact that she hung like

something aerial, and which was carried to and fro.

Maul. {An Englishman.) D.4827.

Mausoleum. Mausolaeum. T.6762.

Maxim. See under RuLE-/r^?//^, Say-

effari., and Sentence.

Me. Me.
A. 6981. 'In me' (Ex.iv. 10) is a formula of assevera-

tion that so it is ; and therefore it= what is certain.

6995-

H. 556. What is this to me ?

Meadow. Prahun.
A. 3220. When the Angels have discourse about the

things which are of intelligence and wisdom, and about

perceptions and Knowledges . . . the influx thence into

the corresponding Societies of Spirits, falls into the re-

presentations of such things as are in the vegetable

kingdom ; as into those of paradises, vineyards, forests,

meadows with flowers . . . which surpass all the imagina-

tion of man. Hence it is that the things which are of

wisdom and intelligence are described in the Word by
'paradises,' 'vineyards,' 'forests,' 'meadows ;' and

that, where these things are mentioned, such things

are signified.

5201^ 'To pasture in a broad meadow' (Is.xxx.23) =
to be instructed abundantly.

*. When there is discourse in Heaven about in-

struction, and about doctrine from the Word, then in

the World of Spirits . . . there are represented to the

sight green meadows with grass, herbs, flowers, and

also flocks therein ; and this with all variety according

to the quality of the discourse . . .

6049^. 'A broad meadow' = the doctrine of truth . . .

9699. (In the First Earth) there appeared many
meadows and forests . . .

10161. They said that (in the Second Earth) they

have meadows, flower-gardens, forests . . .

M. 355. I saw in a certain meadow, men clothed in

like garments to those of men in the world . . .

E. 644''-. 'A broad meadow' = the Word through

which is Divine influx and spiritual nourishment . . .

730'-^. 'Meadows' (Ps.lxv. 13) = those things which

are of the spiritual mind and thence of the rational.

Meal. See Flour.

Meals. See Supper.

Means. See under Medium.

Measure. See under Method-w^^^/x.

Measure. CJwinix.

A. 3941". 'A measure of wheat for a penny' = that

love is so rare ; 'three measures of barley for a penny'

= that charity is so.

R. 315. 'A measure of wheat for a penny, and three

measures of barley for a penny' (Rev.vi.6) = because the

estimation of good and trutli is so little, that it is

scarcely any. These things are signified, because by 'a

measure,' which was both a measure-wzoisw^-a-and the

(juautity measured, is signified quality.

E. 374. 'A measure of wheat for a penny, and three

measures of barley for a penny '= that the genuine good

of the Church with them is as nothing, and also the

genuine truth of the Church ; as is evident from the

signification of 'a measure,' which was the measure-

mcnsura-for wheat and barle}' with the Greeks, and

which = the quality of the estimation ; for by measures-

incusuras-m the Word ... is signified the quality of a

thing as to good and as to truth.
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Measure. Mensura.

Measure, To. Metiri, Mensurare.

Measurement. Mensuratio.

Measurable. MensuraMHs.
A. 576. Here, (Ezek.xlv. 10-14), it treats, by means

of measures (the 'ephali,' 'bath,' 'homer,' and 'cor') of

the holy things of Jehovah, by which are signified the

kinds of holy things . . .

602. The remains with him are described by measures

('cubits') (Gen.vi. 15).

648. That the numbers and measures in the "Word=
celestial and spiritual things . . . 111.

. The measurement of the New Jerusalem, and
of the New Temple.

3104-. ' AVeight ' is predicated of good ; and 'measure,'

of truth. Ex,

3405. 'He found in that year a hundred measures

(Gen. xxvi. 1 2) = abundance. . . .
' A measure '= the state

of a thing as to truth.

3858^. This number, 'the measure of a man, that is, of

an Angel '= the state of truth and good . ' Measure ' = state.

4482. In the "Word, the things which are described

according to measures, in the internal sense do not sig-

nify measures, but such things of state ; for measures

involve spaces . . . (Therefore,) lengths, breadths, and

heights, which belong to measured space, = such things

as are of state.

^. Hence it is evident, that the things which are

of measures, and which are limitations of space ... in

the spiritual sense are those things which determine the

statesof the affections ofgood and of the affectionsof truth.

5658. Weights and measures are (frequently) men-
tioned in the Word ; but, in the internal sense, they do

not= weights and measures; but weights= the state of

a thing as to good ; and measures, the state of a thing

as to truth.

5708. ' By five measures' (Gen.xliii.34)= that it was
much increased. . . ' Measures ' = the states of truth

from good.

7984'*. Everyone who is either damned or saved, has a

certain measure, which can be infilled ; the evil, who
are damned, have a certain measure of evil and falsity

;

and the good, who ai-e saved, have a certain measure of

good and truth. This measure is iufilled with everyone

in the other life ; but some have a greater measure, and
some a less. This measure is acquired in the world

through the affections which are of the love ; the more
anyone had loved evil and the derivative falsity, the

greater is the measure he has acquired ; and the more
anyone had loved good and the derivative truth, the

greater is his measure. The limits and degrees of the

extension of this measure, in the other life manifestly

appear, and cannot be there transcended ; but they can

be infilled, and also actually are infilled ; namely, with

goods and truths with those who have been in the affec-

tion of good and truth ; and with evils and falsities

with those who have been in the affection of evil and
falsity. Hence it is evident, that this measure is the

faculty of receiving either evil and falsity, or good and
truth, which has been acquired in the world. Sig.

e. That everyone's measure is infilled, the Lord also

teaches in :
' Give, and it shall be given unto you

;
good

measure, pressed, shaken, and running over, shall they

give into your bosom ' (Luke vi. 38). From these things

it is now evident what is meant by a full state.

8468. 'Anomer'is mentioned only in this chapter;

elsewhere ' a homer, ' which was a measure containing ten

ephahs . . .

^. 'A homer' is predicated of good, because it is a

measure of wheat and barley ; in like manner 'an

ephah ;
' whereas 'a bath' is predicated of truth, because

it is a measure of wine ; and, as it is also a measure of

oil . . . 8540.

8473. 'They measured with an omer' (Ex.xvi.i8) =
the power of the reception of good.

8533. That it may be a measure for those who are of

that Spiritual Church . . . Thus a measure of how much
good this Church possessed. Sig.

. As to the measure or degree of good belonging

to a Church, it is to be known that goods in the other

life are as to quality, and as to quantity ; and that they

are defined with everyone when he lives in the world ;

they are defined according to the quality and quantity

of everyone's faith and charity in the life . . . The
quantity and quality of the good possessed by everyone

and by the Church, is represented by the weights and

by the measures in the Word . . .

8750'-. In the other life, all things are measured by

progressions of state, and their successive changes from

beginning to end, as in the world by times.

8988^ By 'to measure,' and 'a measure,' is signified

the state as to truth . . .

9487-. By ' the measuring ' of the New Jerusalem as

to length, is signified the quality of the good ; and as to

breadth, the quality of the truth.

9603. 'One measure for all the curtains' (Ex. xxvi. 2)

=a like state of the thing
;
(for) 'a measure' = the state

of a thing as to truth . . .

^. That ' a measure ' = the state of a thing as to

truth, and also the state of a thing as to good, is evident

from the places in the Word where it treats of the

measurements of the New Jerusalem, and also of the

New Temple. . . By their measures are signified states

as to truth and as to good. 111. and Ex.

. 'The measure of a man, that is, of an Angel'

=

that such was the state of the Church and of Heaven as

to the goods of love and the truths of faith ; for 'a man'
= the Church ; and 'an Angel ' = Heaven . . .

^. The like is signified by the measurement in

Zechariahii. 1,2 . . . and also in Ezek.xl.-xlii. . . Unless

the measurements there signified the states of a thing as

to truth and as to good, such things would never have

been mentioned.

. By 'to measure,' in general, is signified the

states of truth and good. 111.

9643^=. The measures of the earth (Job xxxviii.5)=:

states of good and truth.

10123-. 'To measure' (Rev.xi. i) = to Know the

quantity and quality of truth and good ; and therefore

it is not only said, 'Measure the temple and the altar,'

but also 'those adoring in it' ... 'To measure ' = to

Know the state of a thing as to truth and good. Ref.
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10136'-^. The 'ephah' and 'hin' were measures; and

by measures is signified the quantity of the thing wliich

is being treated of ; by an 'ephah,' which was a measure

of fine flour, of wheat, and of barley, the quantity of

good ; and by 'a hin,' which was a measure of wine,

and of oil, the quantity of truth.

10 1 79. Equally from both, is signified by 'its length

a cubit, and its breadth a cubit ;' thus by the measure

being equal ; because by the measures in the Word, a

thing is determined as to its quantity and quality ; and

the determination is made by the numbers.

10262. 'A hin,' which was a measure of liquids, here,

of oil,=the quantity of the conjunction.

^. Two measures, which were in holy use, are

mentioned in the Word ; one for liquids, which was

called ' a hin ; ' and the other for dry things, which was

called 'an ephah.' By the hin were measured oil and

wine ; and by the ephah, meal and fine flour ; the

measure hin . . . was divided into four ; but the measure

ephah was divided into ten. Ex. and 111.

^ There were other measures besides, which were

in general use, both for dry things and for liquids ; the

measures for dry things were called 'the homer,' and

'the onier ; ' and the measures for liquids, 'the cor,'

and 'the bath ;' the homer contained ten ephahs, and

the ephah ten omers ; and the cor contained ten baths,

and the bath ten lesser parts; concerning which, see

Ex.xvi.36 ; Ezek.xlv. 11,13,24. But in Ezekiel, where

it treats of the New Temple, there stands forth another

division of the ephah and of the bath. The ephah and
the bath are there not divided into ten, but into six

;

and the hin there corresponds to the ephah ; as is evident

in xlv. 13, 14,24 ; xlvi.5,7,11,14. The reason is that it

does not treat there about celestial good and its conjunc-

tion ; but about spiritual good and its conjunction ; and,

in the Spiritual Kingdom, the numbers twelve, six, and

three, correspond, because by them are signified all

things ; and, when predicated of truths and goods,' all

things of truth and good in the complex.

H, 732. 'The measure ' = its quality. 8.43^

3072. By 'the measure of the wall 144 cubits, which

is the measure of a man, that is, of an Angel,' the

Angels understand all these protecting truths in the

complex, and their quality.

349. Those who have had little affection and longing,

receive little ; but still as much as they can receive

within that degree. But those who have had much
affection and longing, receive much. The degree itself

of the aflTection and longing is as the measure, which is

increased to the full ; more, therefore, to him who has

a great measure
; and less to him who has a small one.

The reason it is so, is that the love—to which belong

the afi'ectiou and the longing—receives all that which

is in agreement with itself ; therefore, in proportion as

is the love, in the same proportion he receives. This is

meant by the Lord's words: 'To everyone who hath

shall be given, that he may have more abundantly'

(Matt.xiii.12 ; XXV. 29) ; 'Into the bosom shall be given

good measure, pressed, shaken, and overflowing' (Luke

vi.38).

N. i''. By 'measure' is signified the quality of the

thing as to truth and as to good. Refs.

W. 73. The space in nature is measurable, in like

manner the time. The time is measured by days,

weeks, months, years, and ages ; and a day by hours

;

a week and a month by days ; a year by the four seasons
;

and ages by years. Nature derives this measurement

from the apparent circumgyration ... of the sun of the

world. But it is otherwise in the Spiritual World . . .

P. 334. Each Angel is perfected according to the

degree of the affection of good and truth in which he was

when he went away from the world. It is this degree

which is being perfected to eternity. That which is

beyond this degree is outside the Angel . . . and that

which is outside of him cannot be perfected within him.

This is meant by 'the good measure, pressed . .
.'

R. 313. By 'a balance in the hand,' is signified the

estimation of truth and good ; for all the measures, as

well as the v^eights, in the Word, = the estimation of the

thing which is being treated of. That measures and

weights = such things, is evident from (the writing on

the wall, Dan.v).

-. That the quality of truth and good is signified

by measures and by scales in the Word. 111.

485^. By ' to measure ' is signified to Know.

486. 'Arise, and measure the temple of God, and the

altar, and those who adore in it' (Rev.xi. i)= the Lord's

command that he should see and Know the state of the

Church in the New Heaven. . . 'To arise and measure'

= to see and to Know. 'To measure ' = to Know and

scrutinize the quality of the state.

3_ That 'to measure ' = to Know and scrutinize

the quality, is because by 'a measure' is signified the

quality of the thing or state. This is signified by all

the measures of the New Jerusalem . . . Further ill.

904. 'A golden reed to measure the city, and the

gates thereof, and the wall thereof (Rev. xxi. 15) -that

there is given by the Lord to those who are in the good

of love, the faculty of understanding and knowing the

quality of the Lord's New Church as to doctrine, and its

introductory truths, and as to the Word from which

they are. . , By 'to measure' is signified to Know the

quality of a thing ; thus to understand and know.

Mil.

907. 'And he measured the city with the reed unto

twelve thousand furlongs . .
.' (ver. i6) = that there was

shown the quality of that Church from doctrine ... By

'to measure with the reed' is signified to Know the

quality of the thing ; and as the Angel measured it

before John, there is signified to show it so that he

might Know.

909. 'And he measured the wall of it, a hundred and

forty-four cubits' (ver. I7) = that it was shown what is

the quality of the Word in that Church ; that from it

are all its truths and goods.

910. 'The measure of a man, which is of an Angel'

(id.)= the quality of that Church, that it makes one

with Heaven. By 'the measure' is signified the quality

of the thing.

D. iSi. Their imaginations were entirely concerned

about mensurations . . .

D. Min. 4791. Spirits who are infernal are rather
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long in the World of Spirits, and there exercise their

wickednesses, for the sake of tempting Spirits, and this

even until the measures of their evil are infilled. . . At
last, when the measures are infilled, they endure more
grievous, and at last the most grievous, penalties, and
this in a rather long series, on the way to Hell, by
many repetitions ; and, at last, they are cast into

Hell.

E. 220^. By 'to measure' is signified to explore its

(quality.

280^^ 'The measure'= the quality.

304''^ 'The stone,' here, =truth; and the measure,

good.

373. For all the measures and weighings which are

mentioned in the Word= the estimation of the thing

which is being treated of as to good and as to truth
;

the numbers added determine the estimation as to its

<|uality and quantity . . ,

. The measures in the representative Church
were many ; as the omer, the homer, the ephah, the

bath, the hin ; and there were besides balances, and
scales . . , and by the latter, in special, are signified the

estimations of the thing as to truth ; and therefore the

weights . . . were stones or of stone.
*. By the measures, here, (Is.xl. 12) are described

the just ordination and estimation of all things in

Heaven and in the Church according to the quality of

the good and truth. The measures here are, 'the

handful,' 'the span,' 'the triental,' 'the scales,' and
'the balances.'

374. See MEASiiRE-choinix-here.

^. 'The measured wheat, and the designated
barley, and the designated spelt' (Is xxviii.25) = to

apply good and truth to the use of life.

429. Number and measure are mentioned in many
places in the Word ... (by which) in the spiritual sense
is meant the quality of the thing which is being treated
of. The quality itself is determined by the numbers
which are expressed . . .

-. Spiritual things are not numbered and
measiired ; l)nt still they fall into numbers and measures
when they fall out of the Spiritual World, or out of

Heaven where the Angels are, into the natural world,
or into the earth where men are.

430^. A 'City' is measurable; and therefore the
spiritual things of that Church are designated by the
measures in numbers.

. It is said that 'the measure 144 cubits was the
measure of a man, that is, of an Angel.' What this

involves, no one can know, unless he knows that by
'the measure,' in the spiritual sense, is signified the
like as by 'the number ;

' namely, the quality of the
thing which is being treated of . . .

627. For by 'to measure,' is signified to explore ; and
by 'the measure,' the quality of the thing. Hence, by
'the reed,' by which the temple and the altar were
measured ... or by the reed of measure, is signified

the method of exploring the quality . , .

^ That it was a reed by which the measurement
was eff"ected, is because by 'a reed' or cane, is signified

Divine truth in the ultimate of order . . . and by truth

in the ultimate of order ... is eff"ected all visitation or

exploration. Ex.

628. For in the Spiritual World there are no distances

which are constant and thence measurable, as in the

natural world . . .

629. ' Arise, measure the temple of God, and the

altar, and those who adore in it ' = that he should ex-

plore the quality of the Church as to the reception of

Divine truth and Divine good, and thence as to the

worship of the Lord. ' To measure '= to explore a thing

as to its quality.

2. That 'to measure,' in the spiritual sense, does

not signify to measure, may be evident from the fact

that it was commanded to measure not only the temple

and the altar, but also those adoring in it—and also

that 'to measure the temple and the altar' involves

something which is signified by their measures, thus

which is signified by their length, breadth, and height

—for 'to measure those who are adoring in the temple'

cannot be said, unless 'to measure ' = to explore their

quality, or the quality of the thing.

^. That ' to measure ' = to explore the quality of

a thing, and also to designate it, may be evident from

the places in the Word where 'to measure,' and
'measures' are mentioned. 111.

. (Thus) 'to measure' these things does not

mean to measure them, but to designate the quality of

the thing which is designated by each of the things

measured . . .

^ There are only three things which are measured
;

namely, breadth, length, and height ; and by the breadth

is signified the truth of the Church ; by the length, the

good of the Church ; and by the height, both as to

degi-ees . . .

5. ' To measure the temjile or house ' = to

thoroughly investigate and explore of what quality is

the Church as to truth and as to good . . .

——®. 'To measure Jerusalem' (Zech.ii.2)= to explore

that New Chixrch, and thence to know what its quality

and quantity will be.

^ 'He stood and measured the earth' (Hab.iii.6)

= exploration then of the quality of the Church. 'To

measure ' = to explore.

^''. The ordination of all things in the Heavens
from Own power by means of Divine truth, is signified

by 'Who hath measured the waters in His handful . .
.

'

(Is.xl. 12) ... By 'to measure the waters' is signified to

designate Divine truths.

^^. That by 'to mete-metiri,' and 'to measure-

mcnsurare' is signified to designate and to determine

the quality of a thing, and also to explore it, is because

by 'a measure' is signified the quality of a thing, or

quality. That this is signified by 'a measure,' may be

evident from the follow^ing places. 111.

^1 That the spiritual aflfection which is called

charity will remain after death according to its quantitj-

and quality, is meant by 'With what measure ye

measure it shall be measured again to you ;
' and that

this quantity and quality will be infilled to eternity, is

meant by 'the measure being superadded to you who
hear ;' and that 'there shall be given into the bosom
good measure, pressed, shaken, and overflowing.'

'Measure,' there, is the quantity and quality of the
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affection or the charity, which will be augmented to

eternity within or according to the degi-ee of it in the

world.

^^ 'Not given by measure' (John iii. 24)= above

all the quantity and quality of men, consequently what

is infinite . . . From which it follows that 'measure,'

here, also = qiiality . . •

^®. 'Make known to me, Jehovah, mine end, the

measure of my days what it is' (Ps.xxxix.4) = that he

may know the state of his life and its quality ; thus

what quality of life would remain with him.
•'^, As 'measures' = the quality of a thing, it is

evident what is signified by 'the house of measures'

(Jei'.xxxii. 14); by 'the portion of measures' (Jer.xiii.

25); and also by 'men of measures' (Is.xlv.14). By
'measures,' there, is signified quality in all the

complex.

^. By these measures and by these weights is

signified the estimation of a thing according to the

quality of the truth and the good. 111.

727^^ 'They shall eat bread by weight . . . and drink

waters by measure' (Ezek.iv. i6):=a defect of good and

truth, and thence of power to resist evils and falsities.

951*. By the measurement of the Temple, is there

described the New Church as to its quality ; the

numbers of the measures= this.

121 8-. See Matter, here.

Measure. Safuw. A.2137.

Measure. Trientalis. E.373^ 62910.

Meat. See YoOD-cibiis, and under Food-
alwientioii.

Meat-offering. Mincha.

A. 2177. The meat-offering consisted of fine flour

mixed with oil, and made into cakes.

. To these sacrifices was adjoined also the meat-

offering, which . . . consisted of fine flour, mixed with

oil, to which frankincense also was added, and likewise

a libation of wine. These things represented . . . similar

things to the sacrifices, but in a lesser degree ; tlius the

things which are of the Spiritual Church, and also which

arc of the External Church.

^. As regards the meat-ofifering, its nature is de-

scribed, and how it was prepared into cakes, in a whole

chapter in Moses (Lev.ii), and also in Num.xv., and

elsewhere. The law of the meat-offering is described

in these words in Leviticus : . . .
' This is the law of. the

meat-offering ; that the sons of Aaron bring it before

Jehovah to the faces of the altar, and he shall take from

it his handful fiom the fine flour of the meat-offering
;

and of the oil thereof, and all the frankincense which is

upon the meat-offering, and shall burn it upon the

altar ; an odour of rest, for a memorial to Jehovah ; and

the residue thereof Aaron and his sons shall eat ; the

unleavened things shall be eaten in a holy place ; in the

court of the Tent of the Assembly they shall eat it

;

it shall not be baked fermented ; I have given it their

part of my fiery things ; the holy of holies is it' (vi.14-

17) . . . That 'they should take a handful,' represented

that they should love with all their forces . . . 'Fine

flour,' 'with oil,' and 'frankincense,' represented all

things of charity ; 'fine flour,' the Spiritual thereof ; and

'oil,' the Celestial ; 'frankincense,' what is thus grate-

ful. . . That it was 'unleavened,' or 'not fermented '
=

that [it should be] sincere, thus from a sincere heart,

and devoid of things unclean. That 'Aaron and his

sons should eat the residue,' represented the Reciprocal

of man, and appropriation, thus conjunction through

love and charity ; and therefore it was commanded that

they should eat it in a holy place ; and hence it is called

'the holy of holies.' These were the things which were

represented by the meat-offering . . .

^. The meat-offering is further treated of, as to

what its nature ought to be in relation to each kind of

sacrifice, and also in what way it was to be baked into

cakes ; and also what quality of one was to be offered by

those who were being cleansed ; and also on other occa-

sions (in) Ex. xxix. 39-41 ; Lev.v.ii-13; vi. 14-21 ; x.

12,13; xxiii. 10-13, 16,17; Num.v. 15 c< .seg. ; vi. 15-17,

19,20 ; vii. xxviii. xxix. passim. Fine flour made into

cakes, in general represented the same as bread, namely,

the Celestial of love ; and meal, its Spiritual . . . The

breads which were called 'the bread of faces' . . . were

made from fine flour, which was prepared into cakes . . .

3881^. 'Sweet' was the worship from love, which is

' the meat-offering of Judah ;
' and the worship from the

derivative faith, which is 'the meat-offering of Jerusa-

lem' (Mai. iii. 4).

4262-. For all the sacrifices in general, of whatever

kind, were called 'gifts ;' but the meat-offerings, which

were of bread and wine, or of cakes with a libation, in

special ; for 'a meat-offering,' in the Original Language,

means 'a gift.'

458 1''. To the sacrifices were added the meat-offering

and the libation. The meat-offering, which consisted

of fine flour mixed with oil, signified celestial good ; or,

what is the same, the good of love ; 'oil,' love to the

Lord; and 'fine flour,' charity towards the neighbour.

But the libation (or drink-offering), which consisted of

wine, signified spiritual good ; or, what is the same, the

good of faith. Both, therefore, the meat-offering and

the drink-offering, [signified] the same things as the

In-ead and wine in the Holy Supper.

^. That these were added to the burnt-offerings

and sacrifices, is evident (from) Ex. xxix. 38-4 1 ;
Lev.

xxiii. 12, 13,18; Num.vi. 13-15,17 ; xv.3-5,11; xxviii.

6,7.

. Further, concerning the meat-offerings and

drink-offerings in the various kinds of .sacrifices, see

Xum. xxviii. 7-end ; xxix.i-end.

". That 'the meat-offering,' and 'the drink-

offering,' signified these things, may also be evident

from the fact, that love and faith make the all of

worship ; and that the bread, which is there fine flour

mixed with oil ; and wine, =love and faitli, thus the all

of worship, in the Holy Supper. Refs.

6377". 'Bread' (in the Holy Supper) is the good of

celestial love ; and 'the wine,' the good of si>ivitual

love. This may also be evident from the meat-offering

and the drink-offeri)ig in the sacrifices ;
the meat-offer-

ing there signified the good of love, and the drink-

offcrimr the good of faith. The meat-offering consisted
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of such things as signified the good of love ; and the

drink-offering, from Avine, which signified the good of

faith. Moreover, the sacrifices themselves were called

'bread.'

[A.] 7356^ As the signification of 'an oven' [was de-

rived] thence, therefore the bread which was fabricated

for the sacrifices; and was called 'the meat-offering'—

that which was fabricated in an oven—was distinguished

from the meat-offering which was fabricated in a cook-

ing-pot (or pan) (Lev. ii. 4,5, 7). It was the diversities of

the good of love which were signified by these things.

7978. The bread of cakes is distinguished from

common bread in this : that by the bread of cakes is

signified the good of love towards the neighbour, thus

spiritual good ; and by common bread is signified the

good of love to the Lord, thus celestial good. This

spiritual good was signified by the meat-offering, which
was offered and burned with the sacrifice upon the

altar ; for the meat-offering was baked into cakes and
into wsifeYS-lagana. [The laganum was a kind of cake

made of flour and oil.] 111.

8159-. 'The meat-offering which they will bring to

Jehovah' (Mal.iii.4) is faith and charity.

8540^ That 'an ephah' = good, is evident from the

jdaces where it treats of the meat-offering, lor which
meal or fine flour was determined by the ephah. 111.

And the 'meat-offering' = good.

9475^ But the things which are of affection and
thence of the heart, are signified by 'the meat-offering'

(Mal.i.ii).

e. Meat-offering and burnt-ofi"ering' (Deut.xxxiii.

io)=:&ueh things as are of the affection and the heart,

and have relation to the goods of love.

9993''. That ' cakes '= the celestial [middle] in the in-

ternal man, is because they are in the second order; for in

the first is ' the bread of unleavened things ; ' in the second

are 'cakes mixed with oil ;' and in the third are 'lagana

anointed with oil.' These three were called the 'meat-
offerings,' and were offered upon the altar together with
the burnt-oft'erings and sacrifices. The way in which
they were to be fabricated is described in Lev.ii. ; and
the way in which they were to be oflered, in various

places . . .

9995^. As this is so, all the meat-offerings, which
were fabricated in various ways, were made of fine flour

mixed with oil. 111.

10079^. Why it was appointed that not only the fat

of the ram and its right flank were to be burned upon
the altar, but also the breads, which were called 'meat-

. offerings,' when yet by the fat and by the flank good is

equally signified as by the breads or meat-offerings . . .

The reason was that sacrifices and burnt-offerings were
not commanded, but permitted, and therefore there was
not anything in them which was well-pleasing in the
Heavens

; and therefore the meat-offerings, which were
breads, were also employed, and also libations of wine,
in which there was what was well-pleasing

; for 'bread'

= all celestial good ; and 'wine,' all its truth. Hence,
too, it is that the sacrifices and burnt-offerings were
called 'bread,' and also the meat-offerings or gifts ; for,

in the Original Language, 'meat-offerings' are 'gifts'

. . . Hence it is evident that it was also on account of this

reason that the burnt-ofterings and sacrifices were abro-

gated by the Lord, and the bread and wine retained.

But it is to be known that the flesh of the sacrifice and

of the burnt-offering in special signified spiritual good
;

but the bread of the meat-offering, celestial good ; and

that therefore not only flesh, but also bread was offered.

10137".

10129^ As 'the bread,' and 'the meat-offering,' sig-

nified the good of love from the Lord to the Lord, which

is celestial good, they also are called 'the holy of

holies.' 111. That the meat-offering, which was of un-

leavened bread, of cakes, and of unleavened lagana

mixed with oil, = celestial good, or the good of love.

Refs. s.

10137. Here, ('wine ') = spiritual truth corresponding

to spiritual and celestial good, which is signified by
'fine flour mixed with oil.' For . . . where it treats of

good it also treats of truth . . . Hence it is that when
the meat-offering was offered, which was bread, there

was also offered a libation which was wine. In like

manner in the Holy Supper, Hence it is that by 'a

libation of wine' is here meant truth corresponding to

the good which is signified by the meat-offering, treated

of just above.

*. That the meat-offering which was bread—-the

good of love, and that the libation which was wine= the

good of faith. 111.

*. Hence it is evident that the 'meat -offering,'

and 'the libation, '= worship from the good of love and
the good of faith.

^. 'A meat-offering of the evening' (Ps.cxli. 2)=
the good of love in the external man.

''. 'A gift in oil' is a meat-offering.

^, From these things it may be evident that the

meat-offering, which was bread ; and the libation,

which was wine, = such things as are of the Church and
Heaven ; namely, heavenly food and drink ; in like

manner as the bread and wine in the Holy Supper. Ex.

®. It may also be evident that each and all things

which are said and commanded in the Word concerning

the meat-offering and the libation, or concerning the

bread and wine, contain within them Divine arcana ; as,

that the meat-offering was fine flour, upon which was

oil, and also frankincense, and that it was wholly salted,

and that it was unleavened or unfermented ; and also

that there was one mode-r«<zo-of its composition when
a lamb was being sacrificed, another when a ram,

another when a bullock ; and also different ones in the

sacrifices of guilt and of sin ... In like manner there

was a different mode of the wine in the libation.

"'. In the eucharistic sacrifices and burnt-offerings

there was for every lamb a meat-offering of one tenth of

an ephah of fine floxir mixed with the fourth of a hin of

oil ; and wine for the libation, the fourth of a hin. For

every ram, there was a meat-offering of two tenths of

fine flour, and a third of a hin of oil ; of wine for a liba-

tion, the third of a hin. For every bullock there was a

meat-offering of three tenths of fine flour mixed with

oil, the half of a hin ; and of wine for a libation, the

half of a hin. (Num.xv.xxviii.xxix). Ex.
'^. But in the sacrifices for confession, there was

'a meat-offering of unleavened cakes mixed with oil,
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of unleavened lagana anointed with oil, of fine flour

puffed up cakes mixed with oil ; besides fermented cakes

of bread ' (Lev.vii. 1 1, 12). And in the sacrifices of guilt

and of sin, there was a meat-offering 'of the tenth of

an ephah of fine flour ;' but 'no oil and frankincense'

upon it (Lev. V. 11). The reason no oil and frankincense

were put upon the meat-offering of the sacrifice of sin

and of guilt, was for the reason that by 'oil' is signified

the good of love, and by 'frankincense,' the truth of

this good ; and by 'the sacrifice of sin and of guilt' is

signified purification and expiation from evils and the

derivative falsities, which were therefore not to be com-

mingled with good and the derivative truth.

^'-. Besides, concerning the meat-offering of

Aaron and his sous on the day in which they were

anointed, see Lev. vi. 13-15. Concerning the meat-ofifer-

ing of the first-fruits of harvest, Lev.ii. 14, 15 ; xxiii.

10-17. Conceruing the meat-offering of the Nazarites,

Num.vi. Concerning the meat-offering of jealousy,

Num.v. And concerning the meat-offering of one

cleansed from leprosy, Lev.xiv. And concerning the

meat-offering baked in an oven ; concerning the meat-

offering of the pan ; and concerning the meat-offering

of the cooking-pot, Lev.ii. 3-7. That no ferment should

be in the meat-offering, nor any honey ; and that the

meat-offering was to be wholly salted, Lev.ii. 10-13.

The reason no ferment or honey was to be in the meat-
offering, was that 'ferment,' in the sjiiritual sense, is

falsity from evil ; and 'honey,' external delight thus

commingled with the delight of the love of the world,

by which also celestial goods and truths ferment, and
thus are dissipated : and that it was to be wholly salted,

was for the reason that ' salt ' = truth longing for good ;

thus conjoining both.

10140. 'According to the morning meat-offering, and
according to the libation thereof, thou shalt make it'

(Ex.xxix.4i)= spiritualgood from celestial, and its truth

sufficient for conjunction. 'The morning meat-offering,'

or the meat-offering for the second lamb, ^spiritual

good from celestial . . .

10177^'. 'A meat-offering, ' etc. =the good of love.

^-. By 'a meat-offering' (Jer.xvii.26) is signified

the good of love.

. Hence also it was that 'upon the meat-offering

there was oil and also frankincense' . . . but not upon ' the

meat-offering which was for sin,' nor upon 'the meat-
offering of jealousy' . . . The reason they were not upon
these meat-offerings, was because they were given for ex-

piation from evils ; and so long as a man is in expiation,

he cannot receive the good of love and the truth of

faith ; for the evils stand in the way . . .

^^. As the good which is of love is not possible

except together with the truth of faith . . . upon every

meat-offering there was frankincense . . .

10206. 'Nor burnt-off'ering and meat-offering' (were

to be offered on the altar of incense) (Ex.xxx.9)=:no
representative there of regeneration through the truths

and goods of celestial love ... 'A meat-offering '=
celestial good, into which man is introduced through re-

generation ; and also a representative of regeneration.

Refs. . . For regeneration is one thing, and worship
another. Ex.

10603''. For the sake of that nation, meat-offerings,

etc., were commanded, and are thei'efore mentioned in

the Word ... as the most holy things of worship ; when
yet these things were only conceded, because they had
been first instituted by Eber, and had been quite un-

known in the Ancient Representative Church.

N. 218". That the meat-offerings in the sacrifices,

which were cakes and lagana, signified worship from the

good of love. Refs.

R. 316^ By the meat-offering and the libation in

the sacrifices, like things were signified. 111. The
meat-offering was of the fine flour of wheat ; hence it

was in the place of bread . . .

E. 242^. 'To bring to Jehovah a meat-offering in

justice' (Mal.iii.3)= the worship of the Lord from the

good of charity.

. That 'a meat-offering' = the good of love and
of charity. Refs.

324". Worship . . . from celestial good is signified by
'a meat-offering' (Mal.i. 11).

". As 'a meat-offering' signified the good of

celestial love, and 'frankincense,' the good of spiritual

love, therefore upon the meat-offering of fine flour were
put oil and frankincense . . .

. The reason this meat-offering was instituted,

was because 'fine flour' =genuine truth ; and, as this is

from good—namely from celestial good and thence from
spiritual good—therefore there were put upon it oil and
frankincense; 'oil' = the good of celestial love; and
'frankincense,' the good of spiritual love ; in the internal

sense, the one from the other. There were also other

species of meat-offering, which were prepared with oil,

by which the like was signified.

3252. 'Let . . . the lifting up of my hands [be] as the
meat-offering of the evening' (Ps.cxli.2). . . The lifting

up of the hands is called 'a meat-offering' . . . because

the like is signified by . . . 'the lifting up of the hands'

as by 'a meat-offering.' . . By 'a meat-offering' is

signified celestial good, which is the good of love to the

Lord ; thus . . . worship.

340'''. 'A meat-offering,' which was bread, (Joel ii. 14)

=good.

376-'. Therefore it was commanded that, upon tlie

altar with the sacrifices, they should offer also a meat-
offering and a libation ; and the meat-offering was
bread, and the libation wine ; by which things was sig-

nified the worship of the Lord from the good of love

and the derivative truths ; for all worship is from

these. .

'^ As by the meat-offering and the liljation,

which were bread and wine, is signified worship from

the good of love and the truths of faith ; thence, in the

opposite sense, by the meat-offering and the libation is

signified worship from the evils which are of the love of

self and from the falsities of faith ; which were signified

by the meat-offering and the libation which were ottered

to idols and gods. 111.

433'-. That then 'sweet should be to Jehovah the

meat-offering of Judah and of Jerusalem' (Mal.iii.4)=
that then there will be accepted worship from the good
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of love to the Lord ; the ' meat-offering of Judah' = this

worship.

[E.] 444^. By 'the meat-offering' (Jer.xxxiii.i 8) is sig-

nified worship from the good of charity towards the

neighbour . . .

449^ 'Meat-offering and frankincense' (Jer.xvii. 26)

= good and the truth of good in the natural man.

491-. By 'the meat-offering' (Is. xliii. 23), which was
of fine flour, thus bread, is signified celestial good

3

^. Therefore upon the meat-offering there was
poured oil, and frankincense was put . . . and this for

the reason that by the meat-offering there should be

represented the conjunction of celestial good and spirit-

ual good ; for the oil signified celestial good, and the

frankincense spiritual good.

^. Where ' meat-offering and frankincense ' are

not mentioned, 'oil and frankincense' are mentioned,

and 'gold and frankincense;' because by 'oil,' and
'gold,' in like manner as by 'the meat-offering,' is sig-

nified celestial good. 111.

630^. By 'to eat these sanctified things in the court'

(Lev.v.9, 19) was signified to appropriate to themselves

the goods of the Church which M'cre signified by 'the

meat-offerings' and those 'sacrifices.'

637". By 'the meat-offering' (Joel i. 13) is signified

the good of the Church . . .

66ie. Therefore . . . also the meat-offerings and liba-

tions were called 'gifts.' 111.

684*". 'The sacrifice '= worship from truths; and

'the meat-offering' (Dan.ix.27) = worship from goods.

1
1 53. 'Fine flour ' = truth from a spiritual origin ; and

' wheat '=good from a spiritual origin. . . The reason

these signify worship also, is that from these was pre-

pared the meat-offering, which, together with the

sacrifices, was burnt upon the altar . . . For the meat-

offerings were prepared with oil.

Mechanic. Mechayiims.

A. 6057. All the arcana of mechanics-mecAa3i(ces-are

inscribed on and applied to (tlie body).

H. 353. By the sciences, are meant experimental

things of various kinds, mechanics, etc.

D. 768. As concerns mechanical [science], when any-

one indulges too mirch in mechanical practice-^?-fia;t, he

then forms his mind so that he [believes] that there is

nothing except what is mechanical ; not only the whole

of nature, but also spiritual and celestial things, of

which, unless he can reduce them to mechanical prin-

ciples and their powers, he believes nothing ; so that he

becomes corporeal and earthly. 769.

4722. On mechanicians. (See Polhem, here, and
at 607 1

.

)

5040". They who in the world have exercised arts

from what is ingenious, as mechanics, etc., turn such

things into magic. 5043^. 5046.

50592. They who were making these magical things,

were chiefly mechanicians who in the world had denied

God and eternal life . . .

D. Min. 4657. Still there are many useful sciences,

which strengthen and illustrate ideas ; as all physical

science . . . and especially that of experiment ; as

mechanics, etc.

Media. Media.

Mede. Medus.
See Madai.

A. 3240^ 'AH the kings of Media' (Jer.xxv.25) • • •

where the desolation of the Spiritual Church is treated

of ; of which Church the difl'erences are mentioned in

order, and are signified by 'Media,' etc.

F. 66<'. The like is afterwards meant in (Dau.viii.)

by 'the kings of Media and Persia,' as by 'the ram' . . .

E. 242^^ By 'the Mede' (Is.xiii. 17) are meant those

who are against the truths and goods of the Church ;

and therefore it is said of them, 'who shall not esteem

silver, nor be delighted with gold' . . . 357^''. ( = those

who make nothing of the truth and good of the Church,

and destroy those things which are thence of under-

standing and love. 710'^'*.) 724^^

710--*. By 'the Mede' is not meant the Mede; but

such persons and such things in the Church as devastate

it.

Mediastinum. See under Drudge.

Mediate. Mediare.

Mediation. Mediatio.

Mediator. Mediator.

Mediate. Mediatus.

Mediately. Mediate.

See under Immediate, and Influx.

A. 421 1^. Conjunction is not possible with the Lord's

Supreme Divine, but with His Divine Human ; and

through the Divine Human with His Supreme Divine.

Hence it is . . . also, that He is 'the Mediator.'

4724-. Hence also the Lord as to the Divine Human
is called ' the Mediator.

'

5419. The general truths of the Church without

mediation. Sig. . . The reason it is without mediation,

is that they came without Benjamin, who is the medium.

63 70^. This order is preserved by the Lord, both

immediately, and mediately through the celestial

Angels.

6574-. Then the Lord Himself immediately, and
through the Angels mediately, is present, and resists,

with those who are in temptation . . .

6804'*. That the Lord as to the Divine Human is 'the

Mediator;' and that no one can come to the Divine

Itself, which is in the Lord, and is called 'the Father,'

except through 'the Son,' that is, through the Divine

Human, has been known in the Church . . .

6996. The Divine truth immediately proceeding from

the Lord's Divine Human can be heard and perceived

by no man, and not even by any Angel ; and therefoi'e,

in order that it may be heard and perceived, there must
be mediation, which mediation is effected by means of

Heaven, and then by means of the Angels and Spirits

with man. Ex.
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-. This being the case, it may be evident that

the Divine truth proceeding from the Lord, in order to

be heard and perceived, must pass to man by means of

mediations. The last mediation is by means of the

Spirit who is with the man, who inflows either into his

thought, or by a living voice. '^.

6998. Moses represents the Lord as to the Divine

truth which proceeds immediately from the Lord ; and

hence Aaron represents the Divine truth which 25roceeds

mediately . . . from the Lord, which truth is the

doctrine of truth and good. 7009,Ex. 8337, Ex.

7251. When (the kSpirits of Venus) had lived in their

Earth, they had believed in a certain highest Creator

without a Mediator. These are they who are so

vastated, and finally saved, when they have first been

instructed . . . that the Lord is the Only God, the

Saviour, and the Mediator. I have heard them confess-

ing that without a Mediator they could never be saved,

because they are filthy and unworthy.

7272-. Provided that before expiring they from ap-

parent confidence would confess the mediation of the

Lord . . .

8705. 'Thou shalt bring the words to God' = media-

tion and intercession
;

(for) 'to bring the words to God,'

when said of the Divine truth, = to mediate with the

Divine Itself and to intercede ; for he who mediates

and intercedes, brings the matter to him who renders

aid. Mediation and intercession are of Divine truth,

because this is proximately with the Divine good, which

is the Lord Himself . . .

. How the case is with the mediation and with

the intercession of the Lord . . . shall be told. (Con-

tinued at full length under Ixtekcede.)

8728. Through (the Angels and the angelic Societies)

the Lord mediately acts and rules men. Ex.

8729. 'A difficult word they shall bring to Moses '=
mediation and intercession.

8735. (On those in Jupiter who call themselves the

Lord's mediators. See Jupiter, here.)

8787-. For the truth from the Divhie, which is

represented by Moses, is that which mediates of the

Divine with those who are of the Church ; for, in order

that conjunction may be eff'ected . . . there must be

mediation. Therefore, also, by Moses is represented

the truth from the Divine below Heaven conjoined with

the truth Divine in Heaven. This for the sake of

mediation.

8805'*. By Moses in this and the following chapters is

represented truth from the Divine below Heaven con-

joined with the truth Divine in Heaven, and thence

mediating between the Divine in Heaven and the good

into which truths are to be implanted, which is that of

the Spiritual Church ; thus mediating between the

Lord and the people.

8864^. That the Divine Itself cannot comnumicate

with the Angels in Heaven, and still less with men on

earth, except through the Divine Human, has been

known in the Churches from the Lord's words in the

Evangelists, where He says that He is 'the Door,' that

He is 'the Mediator,' that 'no one can come to the

Father except through Him,' that 'no one knows the

Father except Him,' and that 'no one has seen the

Father,' not even any 'shape' of Him.

9414. ' Moses '= that which mediates between the

Lord and the people ; thus the Word as to its holy

external; for this is what mediates. Ex, 9415. 9419.

9435-

96156. The Lord inflows into all the Heavens both
immediately and mediately

;
mediately, through the

Inmost Heaven into the Middle one ; and through the

internal of this into its external.

10270". Into celestial good . . . the Lord inflows from

the Divine Human immediately : into spiritual good
. . . the Lord inflows from the Divine Human, also

mediately through celestial good ; and into spiritual

natural good . . . the Lord inflows from the Divine

Human, again also mediately. It is said also mediately,

because the Lord inflows into the goods of these Heavens
not only mediately, but also immediately.

10578'^ The life of Heaven, which is called eternal

life, is not poured into anyone immediately, but medi-
ately.

H. 37 (s). On mediate influx through the Spiritual

World into the natural world. Refs.

480*=. They do not know that the Divine mercy is

mediate . . .

600. The conjunction of man with Heaven and with

Hell is not immediately with them, but mediately

through Spirits who are in the World of Spirits . . .

S. 99-. Before His Advent into the world, the Lord

was indeed present with the men of the Church, but

mediately through Heaven ; whereas after His Advent
into the world. He is present with the men of the

Church immediately . . . W.233^.

W. 150. The nature of the mediation (of Spirits and

Angels) . . .

2336. The light of the moon is the mediate light of

the sun.

303. He who thinks that there are perpetual media-

tions from the First to the ultimates . . .

R. 484-'. Why do you say access to God the Father

for the sake of the Son ? and why not to God the Father

through the Son ? Is not the Son the Mediator and

Saviour ? Why do you not approach Him as the

Mediator and Saviour ? Is He not God and Man ? Who
on earth ever approaches immediately any Caesar, king,

or prince . . .

T. 1 35-. The leader of our Church . . . attributes to

each (of the three Divine Persons) . . . His peculiar

properties . . . which are not only creation, redemption,

and sanctification ; but also imputation, mediation, and

operation. Is there not then . . . another who has

redeemed us, and who also mediates ? and a third who
operates the mediated imputation ? . . . Who does not

know that the Son of God was sent by the Father into

the world . . . and thus became the Exiiiator, Mediator,

Propitiator, and Intercessor ?

^. Having heard these things, I was silent, but

thought with myself. Oh what fatuity ! They do not

know anything of what is meant in the Word by
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'mediation.' Then, by the Lord's command, three

Angels descended from Heaven, and were associated

with me, in order that I might speak from interior

perception ... in special concerning mediation, inter-

cession, propitiation, and expiation, which are at-

tributed by them to the Second Person . . . but not

until He had become man, raanj' ages after the

creation, when these four means of salvation were not

as yet in existence ; and thus God the Father was

not propitiated, the human race was not expiated,

nor was anyone sent from Heaven who interceded and
mediated.

[T. 135]''. Then, from the injected inspiration, I spoke

with them, saying . . . Hear what is meant in tlie Word
by mediation, intercession, expiation, and propitiation.

These are four predications of the grace of the one God
in His Human. God the Father can never be approached,

nor can He come to any man, because He is infinite,

and is in His Esse, which is JehoA'ah ; and if He should

come to man from this, He would dissolve him . . ,

This is evident from . , . that 'no one can see Him
and live' (Ex.xxxiii.20) . . . 'No one hath ever seen

God, except the Son who is in the bosom of the

Father' (John i. 18; Matt.xi.27) . . . 'No one hath

hfard the voice of the Father, nor seen His shape'

(John V.37). AVe do indeed read that Moses saw
Jehovah face to face, and spoke with Him mouth to

mouth ; but this was done through an Angel. In like

manner with Abraham and Gideon, (Therefore) God
the Father was pleased to assume the Human, and
in this to admit men, and thus to hear them, and to

speak with them ; and this Human is what is called

'the Son of God ;' and this is what mediates, intercedes,

propitiates, and expiates.

^. I will therefore tell you what these four

predicates of the Human of God the Father signify.

Mediation signifies that that Human is the intermediate,

through which man can approach God the Father, and

God the Father man, and thus teach and lead him in

order that he may be saved ; and therefore the Son of

God, by whom is meant the Human of God the Father,

is called 'the Saviour;' and, in the world, 'Jesus;'

that is, 'salvation.' Intercession signifies perpetual

mediation ; for love itself . . . perpetually intercedes
;

that is, mediates, for those who do His precepts, whom
He 'loves.'

D. 985. The Lord has no need of mediations, when
so it is well pleasing to Him.

2966^. So that there is a certain continual mediation,

or continual influx.

3020. Both immediately from Himself, and mediately

through Angels . . .

3314a. (Those from the Most Ancient Church) said

that they cannot speak of the Lord . . . But when
He was represented as the Mediator and Regenerator,

then, almost half admitting it, they acknowledged

it, because there were then celestial ideas, which gave

perception.

4924. By mediations they endured the light there

. . . The heat . . . was tempered by mediations.

Medicine. Medidna.

Medicament. Medicamentum.

Medical. Mediais.

Physician. Medicus.

Drugs. Medicamiua.
See Heal.

A. 57s. 'The leaf = intelligence, which is with them
for the sake of the use, which is called 'medicine'

(Ezek.xlvii. 12).

885. 'The leaf= the truths thence, which serve for

the instruction of the human race, and its regeneration
;

and therefore the leaf is said to be 'for medicine.'

6502. 'Joseph commanded his servants the physi-

cians' (Gen. 1. 2) = preservation from the evils which
hindered conjunction. . . 'Physicians' = j)reservation

from evils. . , The reason ' physicians ' = preservation

from evils, is that in the Spiritual World diseases are

evils and falsities . . . for (these) take away health

from the internal man . . .

-. That 'physicians,' 'medicine' [that is, the

art of healing], and 'medicaments,' in the Word, =
lireservations from evils and falsities. 111.

. 'I am Jehovah thy physician' (Ex.xv.26) = the

Preserver from evils; for these are signified by 'the

diseases upon the Egyptians.'

^. In the same sense the Lord calls Himself 'a

physician,' in Luke: 'the whole have no need of a

physician . .
.' (v. 31).

. 'Is there no balm in Gilead ? is there no
physician there ?' (Jer.viii.22). 'Physician'.— preserva-

tion from the falsities in the Church . . .

•. That 'healings,' 'cures,' 'remedies,' and 'medi-

caments' are . . . said in the Word in a spiritual sense.

111.

e. 'The leaf which was for medicament '= the

truth of faith.

9031'*. 'The leaf which was for medicaments '= the

truths of faith which are for the recreation and restitu-

tion of the spiritual life.

''. As . . . 'curings,' and 'medicaments,' are not

said in the Word of the natural life . . .

R. 936. 'The leaves of the tree for the medicine of

the nations' (Rev.xxii.2)= the rational truths thence, by
which they who are in evils and the derivative falsities

arc brought to think soundly, and to live becomingly.

T. 524. Unless medicines are applied . . .

D. 25 1 1'^. Medicine, mentioned.

4571^. Medical means are also mediate causes (of the

cure of fevers), Mhich the Lord disposes from Provi-

dence . . . 4585.

6035^". (In the Third Heaven) they know diseases

from the correspondence. They have medicaments

which correspond, and with which also they are healed
;

yet all from a spiritual origin.

D.Min. 4650. Drugs help ; but still more the Lord's

Providence . . .

E. 654". ' In vain hast thou multijilied medicaments'

(Jer.xlvi. ii)= that such things, in whatever abundance,

afford no aid, because thus truths themselves are falsified.
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I2i4<^. Those skilled in the botanical, chemical,

medical, and [iharmatic art, after death come into the

knowledge of spiritual nses from the plants there, and
also exercise this knowledge, and are most highly

delighted with it. I have si)oken with them, and have

heard wonderful things from them.

Medicine. Pharmacus.

Pharmaceutical. Phannacenticus.

Pharmatic. Pharmaticus.

M. 79I". By medicines also it can be strengthened

and stimulated.

D.Min. 4578. The useful sciences are pharmaceutics,

etc.

E. 1214-. Bodies are healed by the various lixivia,

menstrua, and medicines made from them.
^. See MEDiciNE-mec^icM?a, here.

Meditate. Meditari.

Meditation. Aleditatio.

Meditating earnestly. Meditabundus.

A. 3196. 'Isaac went out to meditate in the field'

(Gen.xxiv.63)= the state of the Rational in good. . .

'To meditate in the field' = its state in good; for 'to

meditate' is the state of the Rational when it jjuts the

mind on the stretch. . . Hence the ancient formula 'to

meditate in a field' for to think in good, which belongs

to a man not wived, when thinking about a wife.

3317"^.

5172. There are some u[iright Spirits who do not

think by meditation, and hence they think (juickly and
utter the things which arise in thought as it were

without premeditation. They have interior perception,

which is not made so visual by means of meditations

and thoughts as it is with others . . . Such belong to

the province of the thymous glands ... D. 1048.

8622^. Such men become Genii ... as have continu-

ally meditated evil against the neighbour . . .

9013. The reason is that he who is in deceit meditates

evil . . .

H. 360. Those who . . . devoted themselves to pious

meditations ... in the other life are of a sorrowful

genius . . .

438^. Those who think abstractedly from the body
. . . sometimes appear in their own Society , . . they go
meditating earnestly . . .

U. 38^. How the case is in the other life with the

learned who imbibe intelligence from their Own medi-
tation kindled by the love of knowing truths for the

sake of truths ; thus for the sake of uses abstracted

from worldly things : and how it is with those who [do

so] from others without their Own meditation ; as

those are wont to do who desire to know truths for

the sake of the mere reputation of learning. Ex. from
experience.

W. 404'. But when a man is in the affection of

understanding, and through this comes into the per-

ception of truth, he is then in the thought of his spirit,

which is meditation
; which does indeed fall into the

thought of the body, but the tacit thought ; for it is

VOL. IV.

above this, and views the things which are of the thought

from the memory as beneath itself ; for from these it

either concludes, or confirms. But the affection of

truth itself is not apjierceived otherwise than as an

effort of the will from something pleasurable which is

within in the meditation as its life, and which is little

attended to.

P. 34. Thus it is jierceived how man meditates,

perceives, and thinks ; but not how their soul, which
is the affection of good and truth, produces these

things.

61. This is the reason that when a man is thinking

alone from his sjiirit, which is the case when he is

meditating with himself at home, he thinks from the

affection which is of his love.

296''. A man sometimes appears (in his own Society)

when he is in deep meditation.
•"'. The means (of the se2:)aration, purification,

excretion, and withdrawal of the delights of the con-

cupiscences of evil of the internal man) are especially

the delights of meditation, of thought, of reflection, for

the sake of certain ends which are uses . . .

1^ For example : an unjust judge ... is con-

tinually in the delight of meditation, tliought, reflection,

and intention, to bend the right . . .

R. 611°. For when a man goes meditating from the

Word, his meditation then appears from afar as a

horse . . .

961. Once ... I fell into profound meditation about

God . . .

M. 208. When I was in meditation about the arcana

of conjugial love . . .

267. I walked (in that grove) in meditation about

those who are in the concupiscence ... of possessing

the things of the world. . . Two Angels . . . said. We
[)erceive in ourselves that you are meditating what we
are speaking about, or that we are speaking what you

are meditating about ; which is from the reciprocal

communication of the affections , . .

T. 76. One day I was in meditation about the

creation of the universe . . .

301. The Lord made (the Sabbath) day a day . . .

also of meditation in such things as belong to salvation

and eternal life.

767. The Sun of Heaven ... is what api)ears before

their eyes when they are in s}iiritual meditation.

D. 607 1". Where he was deprived of that meditation.

D.Min. 4793^. He was in this meditation almost

continually . . .

E. 364''. There is a place . . . where many go medi-

tating earnestly ; and when anyone comes thither there

ap[iear to liim horses of various colours . . . The former

say that they are not riding on horses or being con-

veyed in chariots ; but that they go meditating.

411^", 'The meditation of my heart' (Ps.xix. I4) = the

perception of good.

Mediterranean Sea. Mare iMediterra?i'

eniii. D. 4777.
2Q
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Medium, Middle, Means. Medium.

Middle. Medius.

See Second (or Middle) Heaven ; and under Ben-

jamin, Goshen, and Laban.

A. 105. 'In the midst of the garden' (Gen.ii.9)=:in

the will of the internal man.

200. The reason the tree of knowledge is here said to

be 'in the midst of the garden,' but before, the tree of

lives ... is that 'the midst of the garden '= the inmost

;

antl the inmost of the celestial man . . . was the tree

of lives, which is love and the derivative faith ; but of

this man, who maybe called a celestial spiritual man . . .

'the midst of the garden,' or the inmost, was faith.

2x8^ By 'the midst of the tree of the garden,' in

which 'they hid themselves' (Gen.iii.8) is signified

natural good : that which is inmost is called ' the

midst.' 225.

1074. That 'the midst of the tent' (Gen.ix.2i)= the

principal thing of faith. . . 'The midst,' in the "Word,

= the inmost . . . Charity is the inmost ; that is, the

principal thing of faith and of worship ; and is thus
' the midst of the tent.

'

1276. In front are those of a middle sort.

1495. "Without intellectual truths as media, the

Celestial is violated. Ex. and Sig.

1702-. The interior man is middle between the

internal and the external man . . . "Without this middle,

no communication is ever possible. The Celestial is

distinct from the Natural . . . and unless there is a

middle through which there is communication, the

Celestial can never operate into the Natural . . . The
interior or middle man is the rational man himself . . .

1736'. 'For My name is in the midst of him' (Ex.

xxiii.2i) . . . 'In the midst' = the inmost.

183 1^. Therefore the middle space between the parts

(Gen. XV. 10) = that with man which is called perception,

internal dictate, and conscience. The things which are

above . . . are the Lord's ; those below are with man.

1835-. When conscience is relaxed, there is no medium
through which the Lord may inflow . . . But then a

new medium succeeds and is formed, which is external,

uamety, through the fear of the law, etc.

1883. The man is reduced into a certain state which
is middle between sleeping and waking . . .

2252. 'In the midst of the city' (Gen.xviii.24) • • •

'The midst' = within. 2261.

2310-. Thus the "Word is a medium uniting Heaven
and earth . . . 3476.

2936-. 'The middle' (of a field, etc. ) = much ; but the

extreme or ' end '== little.

2940. 'Ephron sitting in the midst of the sons of

Heth' (Gen.xxiii.io) . . . ' The midst, ' or 'in the midst,'

= what is primary, or principal, and also what is

inmost. (This signification of) 'the midst' is fi-om the

representatives in the other life. "When there is repre-

sented anything good . . . the best is presented in the
midst ; and the decreases of good are presented by
degrees from the midst ; and, lastly, at the circum-
ference, those things which are not good . . . The ideas

of thought are also thus represented, and also alfections,

and all changes of state ; so that things good or evil

vary as to their situation towards the midst. This

originates from the form of spiritual and celestial things,

which is such.

2973^. 1° the "Word passim 'the midst,' and 'the

circuit,' are mentioned ; as when it is treating of the

Land of Canaan, then [that] was called 'the midst'

where were Zion and Jerusalem ; but 'the circuit,'

where were the nations which were round about . . .

These representatives derived their origin from tho&e

things whicli are in the Lord's Kingdom in the Heavens
;

there, the Lord as the Sun is in the midst . . .

'^. From this, then, it is, that 'the midst '= the

inmost ; and 'the circuit,' the outermost ; and that the

things which proceed in order from the inmost to the

outermost are in such a degree of innocence, love, and
charity, as they are distant. The like is the case in

every heavenly Society ; there, those who are in the

midst are the best of that kind . . .

*. These things are the like with man . . , the

soul is in the midst or inmost ; and the body is in the

circuit . . .

30896. Still, (falsities and evils) had served as means.

32096. In order that the good of the Rational might
inflow into the Natural, there must be a medium. The
medium could be nothing else than a Natural which
should partake of the Divine. This is represented by
the elder servant of Abraham's house administering all

things which he had.

35 1
8'-. After (natural good) has served as a means for

this use, it is separated . . . Hence it is evident that

the former delights . . . had served as means.

^. Hence it is evident how natural or domestic

good . . . may serve as a means for producing the good

of the Natural , . .

35636 For the "\''oluntary . . . admits many things

which are of service for regeneration ; it is like a sponge

which draws in both clear and muddy waters ; thus also

such things as would otherwise be rejected, and which

yet serve as means . . . 3570.

3570". Some (of these things) serve as means for as it

were digesting and tempering ; some for opening and
introducing . . .

3573'' These (conjunctions) can never come forth

excejit through means provided by the Divine ; and

indeed through such as are quite unknown to man . . .

But still all these means (or media) are disclosed in

the internal sense of the Word.

35756. This (truth) cannot be produced except

throi;gh many means, which are the things Avhich are

here described by 'Esau' and 'Jacob' . . .

3603^ This (worldly love) is the means of his learning

more things . . .

3702. So that man might be a medium uniting the

Divine with the world of nature, and the world of

nature with the Divine . . .

3902. It treats (in Gen.xxx.) of the conjunction of

natural truth by media with spiritual good ; and this

in the order in M'hich it is eff'ected with the man who is

being regenerated.
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3913. 'Behold my maid-servant Bilhah' = an affirm-

ing medium which is between natural truth and

interior truth; (for) 'a maid-servant' = the affection of

the Knowledges which are of the exterior man ; and as

this affection is the medium for conjoining interior

truths with natural or external ones, by 'a maid-

servant' is here signified the affirming medium between

them.
-. When man is being regenerated, the internal

man is to be conjoined with the external . . . These

cannot be conjoined without media. Media are such

things as derive something from the one part, and

something from the other ; and which cause that in

proportion as the man accedes to the one, in the same

proportion the other is subordinated. These media are

the things which are signified by 'the handmaids ;' the

media on the part of the internal man, by the hand-

maids of Rachel ; and the media on the part of the

external man, by the handmaids of Leah.

*, That there must be media of conjunction, may
be evident from the fact, that from himself the natural

man is not in any agreement whatever with the spiritual.

Ex.

. The spiritual man . . . does not spurn dignities,

provided that through them as through means he can

be of service to the neighbour . . .

^. Therefore in order that man may become

spiritual, it is necessary that . , . ends for self and the

world be put off, and ends for the neighbour and the

Lord's Kingdom be put on. The former cannot possibly

be put off and the latter put on, thus they cannot be

conjoined, except through media. These media are the

things which are signified by 'the handmaids ;' and, in

sjiecial, by the four sons born from the handmaids.
^. The first medium is the affirming or affirmative

of internal truth ; namely, that so it is. Ex.

3925s. It here treats of the second general medium
which serves for the conjunction of the internal man
with the external.

3928-. After this (infernal) delight has prevailed, it

cannot be dulled and dissipated through any other

medium than the affirmation and acknowledgment of

the Holy of faith and the good of life, which is the first

medium signified by 'Dan ;' and then through tempta-

tion, which is the second medium, and is signified by
'Naphtali;' for this medium follows the other; for

they who do not affirm . . . good and truth . . . cannot

come into any combat of temptation . . .

3931. 'She took Zilpah her handmaid ' = an affirma-

tive medium conjoining . . . the external man with the

internal.

SQSS**' The good of faith which is of the internal man,
and the good works which are of the external man, and
which correspond, are the third general medium ('Gad'),

which must be acknowledged in faith and act, before a

man can enter into the Lord's Kingdom . . .

SQST*^' The acknowledgment of another general truth

('Asher') which may serve as a medium of conjoining

the external man with the internal.

3982-. In infancy and childhood, man learns many
things for this sole use : that through them as through

means he may learn more useful things ; and succes-

sively, through these, things more useful still ; until at

last he learns the things which are of eternal life ; and,

when he learns these, the former things are almost

obliterated. In like manner is man led when he is

being born anew from the Lord by means of many
affections of good and truth which are not genuine

affections of good and truth, but are useful merely to

apprehend these, and afterwards to imbue them, and
(then) the former things are given to oblivion . . .

because they had served only as means. So . . . with

the collateral good which is signified by 'Laban' . . .

3993^-. For deceit . . . puts evil in the midst . . .

'^. For the evils with which goods are mixed, and

the falsities with which truths are mixed, are wonder-

fully disposed in order by the Lord ; for they are not

conjoined . . . but adjoined and applied, and indeed so

that the goods with the truths are in the midst, as it

were in the centre ; and, by degrees to the circuits or

circumferences, are such evils and falsities. Hence it is

that the latter are ilhistrated by the former, and are

variegated like white and black by the light from the

midst or centre. This is heavenly order.

4024. ' Laban ' = middle good, whereby the Natural

has goods and truths.

4025. It here treats of the Lord, how He made His

Natural Divine, and this from Own power, but still

through media according to order.

4037. 'Maid-servants and men-servants ' = mediate

goods and truths ; that is, natural ones themselves.

4038. What is meant by interior, middle, and

exterior and external goods and truths . . .

-. With man . . . the Corporeal is outermost, the

Natural is middle, the Rational is interior . . .

4046. A number of Spirits appeared at a middle

distance . . . From this I could conclude that they were

of a middle sort ; namely, that they belonged to both

the province of the heart and that of the lungs . . .

4047s. Thence it was perceived that (the Spirits of

the pia mater) can serve the Angels as mediimis ; for

there are middle Spirits between the Heavens, through

whom there is communication . . .

4063*. The concupiscences of the world must be put

off, and the affections of Heaven must be put on ; this

is effected through innumerable media which are known
to the Lord alone . . . but still each and all of them are

manifested in the internal sense of the Word . . .

. As therefore the states of man's life are to be so

much changed, it cannot be otherwise than that he is

long kept in a certain middle good ; namely, in a good

whicli partakes both of the affections of the world and

of the affections of Heaven ; and unless he is kept in

this middle good, he never admits heavenly goods and

truths. This middle good is what is signified by Laban

and his flock. But man is kept in this middle good no

longer than until it has served this use . . . Tr.

'. This comparison can only serve for knowing

that delights are media ; and that these are left when

the man enters the following state. . . Nor does anyone

arrive at this state, except through the media of

regeneration, which are provided by the Lord alone
;

thus through the middle good . . . and when he has
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been brought to the state that he no longer has worldly,

earthly, and corporeal things as ends . . . that middle

good is separated.

[A.] 4065. Another good had indeed served the Lord as

a means . . . but through this means He acquired those

things by which He made His Natural Divine by His

Own power. It is one thing to acquire something from

a means, and another through a means. He acquired

through a means, because He was born a Man . . . but

not from a means, because He was conceived from

Jehovah . . . For the Divine Itself has no need . . , even

of that middle good, unless He had willed that all

things should be done according to order.

4067^. These (Spirits) communicated with Hell ; the

man is in the midst of them . . .

*. From these things it may now be evident how
the case is . . . with the middle delights and goods,

through which man is brouglit by the Lord from the

state of the old man to the state of the new man
;

namely, that it is effected through angelic Societies, and

through changes of them. Middle goods and delights

are nothing else than such Societies, which are applied

to man by the Lord, in order that through them he can

be introduced to spiritual and celestial goods and truths

;

and, when he has been brought to these, those Societies

are separated, and more interior and perfect ones are

adjoined. Nothing else is meant by the middle good

which is signified by 'Laban,' and b}' the separation of

this good, treated of in (Gen.xxxi. ).

4073^. When the Societies of Spirits and Angels

which are in middle good recede ; then new Societies

accede which are in more perfect good. The state of

man is altogether according to the Societies of Spirits

and Angels. in the midst of whom he is , . ,

4088. The Societies which are in such (middle) good

. . . are Societies of Spirits which serve for media and

for communication.

4099. (As to) the goods and truths which are in-

sinuated through a middle good ; or (as to) the Societies

of Spirits which serve for a middle good, (it is to be

known that) the Societies of Spirits which serve for

a middle good are in worldly things ; whereas the

Societies of Angels which serve for introducing the

affections of truth are not in worldly but in heavenly

things. These two Societies act with a man who is

being regenerated . . .

41 10. It now treats of the separation of the middle
good which is 'Laban,' from the good thence procured,

which is 'Jacob.'

2_ There are good Spirits, and there are Spirits

of a middle sort, and there are evil Spirits, who are

adjoined to man when he is being regenerated, to the

end that he may be introduced by them into genuine

goods and truths, and this by means of Angels from

the Lord. . . The separation of these (Spirits) is effected

diversely . . . The separation of the Spirits of a middle

sort is effected through many means, even until they

recede in freedom ; for they are remitted into the state

of their good ... in order that they may therein per-

ceive their delight and bliss ; but as they had derived

pleasure from a former consorting, they are sometimes
brought back, and are sometimes remitted, even until

they feel what is undelightful in tarrj'ing longer ; and
thus they recede in freedom.

4136. How the case is with the separation of middle
good from genuine good . . . namely, that it is effected

in freedom . . .

4145. Collateral good, or that which does not inflow

directly, is that good which has been called middle
good ; for this good derives very many things from

worldly things which appear as goods, but are not

goods . .
.

^. Every man who is being regenerated is first

in middle good ; for the reason that this may serve for

introducing genuine goods and truths ; but this, after

it has served that use, is separated ; and he is brought

to the good which inflows directly. Examp.
^ Beauty, agreement of manners, or the external

application of the one towards the other, or an equal

condition on both sides . . . are the middle goods, the

first ones of conjugial love.

4151-. When the Societies of Spirits which are in

middle good are in Society with the Angels, it then

altogether appears to them as if the truths and goods of

the Angels were their own . . . But when they are

separated, they apperceive that it is not so. Sig. 4186.

4154. The goods and truths of the external man are

also of three degrees ... for there are middle goods and
truths between the internal and the external man, or

mediating ones ; for without middle or mediating things

there is no communication.

4217^. Therefore the Word is a medium uniting man
with the Lord ; and, unless there was such a medium,
Heaven could not inflow with man ; for without a

medium there would be no unition . . .

4234. Jacob then represented middle good. (See

Jacob, here.)

^. Still less is it known, that when a man is

being regenerated, truth is conjoined with good, dis-

tinctly in the Natural, and distinctly in the Rational,

and these by innumerable media.

4243^. The case is this : truth cannot be implanted in

good, except by media ; which media have been treated

of in the preceding chapters . . .

4286^. The external (in the Second Heaven) who are

called 'Israel,' partake of the Natural; for they are

middle ones between the Rational and the Natural.

4552-. But when a man does not suffer himself to be

led by the Lord, but by evil, he is then in the opjiosite

order ; evil with falsities is then in the middle ; and

truths are rejected to the circumferences , . . This order

is infernal.

4686. 'Binding sheaves in the midst of a field' (Gen.

xxxvii. 16) = those who teach from doctrine. . . 'The

midst of a field '= interiorly in the Church ; so are they

who are in the faith of some charity; for ' the midst,

'

in the internal sense, = that which is interior, and that

which is inmost. For in every Church there are those

who are in its midst, or those who are inmost ; and they

are those who are in charity . . . With these the Lord

is present . . . 4688-.

5131^. The end must take administering means . . .

The cause also must take administering means . . ,
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These administering means are the things which corre-

spond. (Fully quoted under End.)

5133*^. For charity is the uniting medium . , .

5164. *In the midst of his servants' (Gen.xl.2o) =
which are among those things which are in the exterior

Natural. 'In the midst ' = among them.

5344. 'The things which were round about it, he put

in the midst thereof (Gen.xli.48)= that the things

which before were in the exterior Natural, he stored up

in the interiors of the interior Natural. . . 'The midst'

= the things which are within.

5354^. Regeneration ... is effected from the first

infancy up to the end of life, and afterwards in the

other life to eternity, and this by Divine means,

innumerable and ineffable ... Of these means scarcely

any are known at this time ; for the reason that man
does not suffer himself to be regenerated.

5356^. By means of temptations . . . evils with

falsities are rejected to the sides . . . but goods with

truths are in the midst . . .

5368^. The External obeys . . . when he regards

corporeal and worldly things as means, and not as the

end ; and he regards them as means . . . when he loves

the neighbour more than himself . . .

5398^. That when the Word is being read by man . . .

the Angels may be in the delight of serving as media.

541 1. The Spiritual of the Celestial which is the

medium. Sig. and Ex.

. It is to be known that the Internal cannot

have communication with the External, and conversely,

unless there is a medium . . .

': A medium, in order to be a medium, must

partake of both . . . The reason there must be a medium,

is that the Internal and the External are most distinct

from each other . . . The External dies when the

medium is broken ; and the External lives when the

medium is between, in the same proportion . . .

5413. That with external things alone . . . the

medium would perish. Sig.

. For the case with a medium is this. It conies

forth from the Internal, and therefore it subsists from

it ; for it comes forth through the view of the Internal

into the External from the affection and end of associat-

ing the External with itself. Thus that which is a

medium is conjoined with the Internal, and from the

Internal with the External ; but not with the External

without the Internal. Hence it is evident that that which

is a medium, with the External alone . . . will perish.

5422. Non-conjunction because without a medium.

Sig. and Ex.
e. The like is the case with internal truths, when

they are regarded from external truths without con-

junction through a medium; those truths then appear

altogether strange to the latter . . . For the latter,

without conjunction through a medium, cannot regard

the former otherwise than from the light of the world

separated from the light of Heaven . . .

5427. From this light, which is truth from the

Divine, appear each and all truths which are below . . .

in the Natural ; but not contrariwise, if there is not a

medium . . .

'^. (So also) the Angels of a higher Heaven can

see all things which are taking place under them in a

lower Heaven ; but not contrariwise, unless there is a

medium. Moreover, there are middle Spirits, through

whom communication is effected, forwards and back-

wards. On this account, those who are below, who
have no medium, and still more who have no corre-

spondence, when they look into the light of Heaven,

see nothing whatever . . . This may be illustrated by

this unique experience. There appeared to me a great

City, where there were thousands and thousands of

various things which were delectable and beautiful.

I saw them, because a medium was given me ; but the

Spirits who were with me, because without a medium,

could not see the least thing there ; and it was said,

that they who are not in correspondence, although

there, nevertheless apperceive not a whit of what is

there.

^. (So with) the soul. This can see each and all

things which are and are taking place in the exterior

man ; but not contrariwise, unless there is correspond-

ence and a medium. Hence it is, that to the exterior

man which is not in correspondence, the interior appears

as nothing . . . Whereas when there is correspondence,

then the exterior man also sees through a medium what

is being transacted in the interior ; for the light which

the interior man has inflows through the medium into

the light which the exterior man has . . . and illumin-

ates it . . . Hence the exterior or natural man has

intelligence and wisdom ; whereas if there is not a

medium, and still more if there is not correspondence,

the interior man sees and perceives what is being trans-

acted in the exterior, and in a certain fashion also leads

it, but not contrariwise . . .

5428. When this glory of Heaven is looked at from

natural light without a medium, and still more if there

is not correspondence, it is by no means acknowledged.

(Shown by examps.

)

-. They who think about angelic power . . . from

natural light not illuminated by the light of Heaven,

because without a medium, and still more if there is

not correspondence, can form (only a natural) idea of

it . . .

=*. Another example : He who looks at freedom

from the Natural without a medium . . .

5432. It treats ... of the truths of the Church, that

they are to be appropriated to the Natural, and that

they cannot be appropriated to it, except through influx

from the Celestial of the Spiritual through a medium.

. . . The medium is 'Benjamin.'

54616. Fi-oni these things it may be evident what is

meant by that faith in the will ('Simeon') must be

separated, before the medium ('Benjamin') was pre-

sented present.

5463. Until the medium is present. Sig. (For)

' Benjamin' =: the medium . . . between the Celestial of

the Si>iritual and the Natural.

5482. For truth from the Divine ('Joseph') inflows

through the medium into the good of faith, and

through this into the truth of it . . . There is no other

way of influx with a man who has been regenerated . . .

5527. For when conjunction has been effected through
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the medium . . . namely, that of the external man . . .

with the internal . . . or, what is the same, when the

man has been regenerated, then truths are continually

being fructified from good . . .

[A.] 5530. The truths with a man are disposed and

ordinated into series ; those which are most in agree-

ment with the loves are in the midst ; those which do

not agree so well are at the sides ; and, finally, those

which do not agree at all are rejected to the last circum-

ferences. Those which are contrary to the loves are

outside of this series. Therefore, those which are in

the midst are called consanguineous . . .

^. With those who are in the loves of self and of

the world, such things as favour these loves are in the

midst . . . "Whereas with the Angels there is a flaming

beam in the midst from the good of celestial and spiritual

love . . .

5542. Tliat neither (the doctrine of truth nor the

doctrine of good) would live, unless the medium ... is

conjoined. Sig. . . By these words Reuben confirms that

it will be all over with the Church, unless there is a

medium. . . (Otherwise) Eenben would never have said

to his father that he should cause his two sons to die

unless he brought Benjamin back.

5583^. For the medium must be conjoined through

good. Sig.

5585. Not that there is no commiseration with the

Lord . . . but that when there is no medium which

conjoins, it then appears to the man as if there were

no commiseration in the Lord. The reason is, that if

there is no medium conjoining, there is no reception of

good . . .

5586. Unless there is a medium with you. Sig.

. The medium which Benjamin represents is the

medium between the Internal and the External, or

between the spiritual and the natural man, and is the

truth of good which proceeds from the truth from the

Divine which is represented by Joseph ; (and which) is

called the Spiritual of the Celestial. The Internal of

man and his External are most distinct from each other
;

for his Internal is in the light of Heaven, and his

External in the light of the world ; and, as they are

most distinct, they cannot be conjoined except through

a medium whicli derives from both.

5600''. It is this interior truth which is the medium
between the truth from the Divine and the truth in the

Natural.

5612. These things are said because there cannot be

any good of the Church without the medium between

the Internal and the External which is represented by
Benjamin ; for both the good and the truth of the

Church inflow from the Internal through the medium
into the External . . .

5639. The apperception by the Celestial of the

Spiritual of the spiritual medium with the truths. Sig.

.and Ex.

. The reason it is here called a spiritual medium,
is that the truths which are represented by the ten sons

of Jacob were now to be conjoined with the truth from

the Divine which is represented by Joseph ; and this

conjunction is not effected except through a medium

which is spiritual ; and therefore when this medium
was apperceived, it immediately follows . . . 'Bring the

men home ..." by which is signified that they were to

be introduced and conjoined because with a medium.

5643-

5686. As it is a medium, it comes forth from the

Celestial of the Spiritual ... as a father, and from the

Natural as a mother ; for it must derive from both in

order to serve as a medium. Ex.

5688. For the medium with man is born after all

;

for when a man is being born spiritually . . . hi.s

Rational ... is first regenerated by the Lord, and

afterwards his Natural. The medium, therefore, as it

derives from both . . . and as the medium cannot derive

anything from the Natural, unless this too is made new,

therefore the medium cannot be born except afterwards
;

and, indeed, according to the degree in which the

Natural is regenerated.

5692. And as both the medium and the Internal

proceed from the Celestial of the Spiritual ... it is

said, towards the Internal from himself.

5696. Mercy from love is towards the medium,

because through it are regenerated those things which

are beneath ; but the Lord's mercy and love do not

appear until conjunction has been effected through the

medium . . .

5698. Perception of the conjunction through the

medium with the truths in the Natural. Sig. and Ex.

57006. gilt wlien scientifics are in inverted order,

they are disposed into the form of Hell, and then the

falsest are in the midst, and the things which confirm

them are at the sides ; but truths are outside . . .

5707. Good for the medium above the goods for the

truths in the Natural. Sig. and Ex.

^. The reason is that the medium is more in-

terior . . .

5728. It treats in (Gen.xliv.) concerning the medium
between the internal celestial man, and the external

natural one : first, that the internal celestial man in-

filled the medium with spiritual truth from himself. . .

The spiritual truth which was with the medium is

Joseph's 'silver cup.' 5736.

5736. 'The mouth of the wallet,' when predicated of

Benjamin, . . . = where the medium is adjoined to the

Natural ; for the medium, in order to be a medium,

communicates with the External and with the Internal.

5816^. For unless this truth (of good) were subject to

internal good, so that it has an influx of good thence

into itself, there would be no reception of the mercy

which continually inflows from the Lord through in-

ternal good ; for there would be no medium . . .

5822. Unless there is together [with them] a medium

conjoining. Sig. and Ex.

. The medium, in order to be a medium, must

derive from both ; namely, from the Internal and the

External ; otherwise it is not a medium conjoining.

The medium which Benjamin represents, derives from

the External or Natural, in that it is new truth there ;

for the new truth ... is in the Natural . . . and this

medium derives from the Internal . . . through influx ;

thus it derives from both.
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5893. ' Two years the famine in the midst of the land

'

(Gen.xlv.6)= the defect of good in the natural mind. . .

It is said, 'in the midst,' because 'the midst' = the

inmost, where good is.

5897. The middle and the inmost of the Church. Sig.

and Ex.

. It is said the middle, and the inmost, because

that which is inmost with man—that is, in the Natural,

where inmost and interior things are together—holds

the middle. Ex.

5912^. The reason is that the conjunction of the

Celestial Internal with the truths in the Natural is not

possible except through a medium.

5920. Especially from the perception of the medium.

Sig. and Ex.

. As Benjamin represented the medium ; and

this medium was interior truth immediately depending

upon the internal good which is 'Joseph,' therefore it

had a clearer and more exquisite perception than the

truths which were below, or which were external . . .

5926. Inmost conjunction with the medium. Sig.

and Ex.

5955. That the medium had a fulness of truth from

good. Sig. and Ex.

5956. The reason the medium had truth from the

Natural, is because to be a medium it must derive

from the Internal, and from the External. That it

derives from the Internal, is meant by that the medium
had a fulness of truth from good, which is signified by

'three hundred of silver;' that it derives from the

External, is meant by much of truth from the Natural,

which is signified by 'five changes of garments.'

5992^. Hence man is in the midst (between Angels and
evil Spirits) ; and, as he is in the midst, he is in free-

dom to turn himself either to the one or to the other.

6028. From the middle in the Natural. Sig. and Ex.

. ' Goshen ' = the middle, that is, the inmost, in

the Natural. B}' the middle, or inmost, in the Natural,

is signified what is best there ; for what is best is in the

middle
; that is, in the centre or inmost ; around it on

every quarter are goods disposed into the heavenly form,

nearer and more remotel)', according to the degrees of

goodness from what is best in the middle. Such is the

ordination of goods with the regenerate ; whereas with

the evil the worst things are in the middle . , .

^. From the things which have been said concern-

ing what is best in the middle ... it may be evident

what is meant by the communication of the good of the

Church with the Celestial Internal from the middle in

the Natural.

6052. When good with truths is in the middle or

inmost . . . then the perverted scientifics . . . are cast

out.

6068. That (the goods and truths of the Church) are

in the middle in the Natural where scientifics are. Sig.

and Ex.

. (For) when the goods and truths which are of

the Church . . . are acknowledged and received with faith

in the Natural, they then hold the middle there. For

those tilings which are directly under the view are in

the middle ; but those which are not directly under the

view are at the sides : hence those which are in the

middle appear clearly ; but those which are at the sides,

obscurely. Examp.
s_ go is the internal sight fixed upon the scientifics

which are most in agreement with the truth and good in

which the man is : these scientifics are then to him in the

middle.

6285. ' Let them grow to a multitude in the middle of

the land' (Gen.xlviii. i6)=extension from the inmost.

'The middle ' = the inmost.

6435-. The external of the Celestial Kingdom, coin-

cides with the internal of the Spiritual Kingdom through

the medium (or middle) which is called the Celestial of

the Spiritual. Ex.

6690^ The dominant love is in the middle . . .

691 1. 'Which I will do in the midst of it' (Ex.iii.20)

= which touch them directly. ' The midst' = that which

is within ; thus, that which touches directly . . .

72 70-. The truth which proceeds immediately from

the Lord . . . cannot possibly be received by any living

substance which is finite . . . and therefore the Lord has

created successives, through which as media (that truth)

can be communicated . . .

7444. 'That thou mayest know that I Jehovah in the

middle of the land' (Ex.viii.22) = the apperception that

the Lord alone is the God of the Church. . . 'The

middle of the land ' = where there are truth and good

with those who are of the Lord's Church : the inmost is

where there is truth from good : thus by ' the middle of

the land' is signified the Church . . .

7480. The Spirits of Jlars relate to . . . the middle

between the Intellectual and the Voluntary ; thus to

thought from affection ; and those who are the best of

them, to the affection of thought.

7577. 'To walk in the middle (of the hail)' (Ex.ix.24)

= to be together; and indeed the cupidity of evil in-

mostly.

7777. 'I will go out into the middle of Egypt' (Ex.

xi.4) = the presence of the Divine everywhere then. . .

Everywhere is signified by 'the middle,' when it is pre-

dicated of the land ; for 'to go out through the middle

of Egypt,' is [to go] into the whole of it.

7819. He loves self and the world, but no otherwise

than as the means to an end. . . For he loves self as a

means to the end of being able to serve the Lord ; and

... he loves the world as a means for the sake of the

end that he may be able to serve the neighbour. When,

therefore, the means is loved for the sake of the end,

it is not the means which is loved, but it is the end.

7859. 'His head upon his legs and upon his middle'

(Ex.xii.9) = from the inmost to the external. . . 'The

middle' = the things which are still lower; as the things

which belong to the belly and the intestines.

^. By ' the middle' (of the paschal lamb) is meant

the Natural still more exterior, or the Sensuous.

8885. Man's thought involves many things together

. . . The things which come to manifest perception, are

then in the middle, and thus are in the light of the in-

ternal sight . . .

8995'*. His head is in Heaven when (the delights of
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the love of self or the love of the world) are for means
to an end ; for . . . the means to the end are of them-

selvey not alive, but receive life from the end. Hence
the means from the ultimate end are called the middle

ends. Further ex.

[A.] 9164. When a man is in truth from good, then the

truth which is of the greatest faith is in the middle . . ,

. But when falsity steals into the place of truth,

the order is inverted . , . and the falsities of evil occupy

the middle.

9 1 84-. He then regards the former things, which are

the delights of gain and of honours, as means to that

end. It is known that the means have no life from any
other source than the end ... So the delights of gain

and of honoui's, when they have become means, have

life from the life from Heaven . . .

9310. 'My name is in the midst of him' (Ex.xxiii.21)

= that from Him is all the good of love and truth of

faith. . . 'In the midst of him ' = that which is in Him
;

thus also that which is from Him. Ex.

9324. 'I will remove disease from the midst of thee'

(ver.25) = protection from the falsifications of trutli and

the adulterations of good.

9365'^. For with them the doctrine of the Church is

only a means to their ends ; and in proportion as ends

are desired, in the same proportion the means are loved,

and are also believed.

9421. When Moses ascended to the mountain, he re-

presented the external Holy of the Word, which is

intermediate, or middle, between its internal Holy and

the representative which is of the external sense.

9562. 'In the candelabrum ' = the middle through

which is conjunction, and from which are powers. . .

Here, as there is meant the middle part from which the

six reeds went forth . . . there is therefore signified the

middle through which there is conjunction, and from

which are powers.

9592. In (Ex.xxvi.) . . . there is represented the

middle (or medium) uniting (the Second or Middle
Heaven) and the Inmost Heaven, by the veil between

the Habitation and the ark of the Testimony.

9604^. In the middle of (the things of man's right

and left sides) there is the communication of good with

truth, and of truth with good, whence is perpetual and
constant conjunction.

9666. 'The middle stave passing in the middle of the

boards from extremity to extremity' (Ex.xxvi. 28) = the

primary power from which are continued powers every-

where . . . 'The middle ' = what is inmost and what is

primary. Refs.

9670. 'Thou shalt make a veil ' = the medium uniting

(the Middle) Heaven and the Inmost Heaven ; thus

spiritual good with celestial good. Ex.

-. These two Heavens . , . constitute one Heaven

through middle angelic Societies, which are of such a

genius that they can accede to the good of each Heaven.

These Societies are what constitute the uniting medium
which was represented by 'the veil.'

. To the middle Angels, who accede to each

Heaven, and conjoin them, correspond the cardiac and

pulmonary plexuses, through which is ettected the con-

junction of the heart with the lungs ; and also the

medulla oblongata, where the fibre of the cerebellum is

conjoined with the fibre of the cerebrum.

9673-. Therefore there are middle angelic Societies,

which are in celestial spiritual good, and in spiritual

celestial good, through which (Societies) conjunction is

effected. With these angelic Societies, these goods are

not conjoined ; but are distinct from each other. From
these things it is evident that these Societies are guards

to prevent the commingling of the two goods.

9686. 'Thou shalt make a hanging for the door of the

Tent ' = the medium uniting the Second or Middle

Heaven with the First or Ultimate one. Ex. 96S9.

9825. 'The robe' = the middle of the Spiritual King-

dom ; thus the truth itself which is there. . . For this

Kingdom is distinguished into three degrees ; the in-

most, the middle, and the external . . . For the inmost

there communicates with the Celestial, and the external

with the natural ; and thus the middle derives equally

from both . . .
-.

9873". As 'the onyx,' and 'the sapphire' . . . signified

the externals of the two Heavens, they were put in the

middle of the three stones of the second and fourth rows

. . . for the middle involves the whole . . .

9891. The conjunction and preservation of the middle

part (of Heaven). Sig. and Ex.

9922. 'In the midst of them round about' (Ex.xxviii.

33)= from the interior of the scientifics of good on every

side. . . 'In the midst' = what is interior; thus 'in the

midst,' when said of the hearing and perception of

doctrine and worship . . . --from the interior . . . The

reason the bells were placed in the midst of the pome-

granates, was that scientifics . . . are recipients . . .

10153. 'I will dwell in the midst of the sons of

Israel' (Ex. xxix.45)= the presence of the Lord and His

influx through good in Heaven and in the Church. . .

Therefore also it is said 'in the midst,' because by 'the

midst' is signified the inmost ; and the inmost is good.

Refs.

10259®. Whereas 'aromatic cinnamon' and 'aromatic

calamus' signified interior truths, which are middle

ones ; and from the last and the inmost there must be

what is full ; but from the middle ones as much as is

correspondent ; for middle things must be circum-

stanced correspondently to what is first and last.

1053 1. 'I will not ascend in the midst of thee' (Ex.

xxxiii.3)= that nevertheless the Divine is not with the

nation itself. . . 'In the midst of thee ' = in its in^

ternal.

10627. 'Let the Lord go, I pray, in the midst of ns'

(Ex.xxxiv.9) = that the Divine may be within in it. . .

'In the midst' = within in it. Refs.

H. 43. The more perfect (Angels in a Society) ; that

is, those who excel in good ; thus in love, wisdom, and

intelligence, are in the middle . . . They who are in the

middle are also in the greatest light . . .

50. The wiser of those (who dwell solitarily) are also

in the middle . . .

52. In the whole Heaven also they are in the middle

who surpass the rest . . .
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229. If I were to T^nhlish-afferem in medium.

275. The Angels in one Heaven, and also in one

Society of Heaven, are not in like wisdom ... In the

greatest wisdom are they who are in the middle . . .

293. Spirits from Hell act on the one side, and Spirits

from Heaven on the other, and man is in the middle.

315. Divine order never comes to a stand in the

middle, and forms anything there without an ultimate
;

for it is not in its fulness and perfection . . .

425. But in proportion as the truths which are of the

understanding have not been conjoined with the goods

which are of the will, in the same proportion the man is

in a middle state.

440. The man is brought into a state which is middle

between sleep and wakefulness . . .

543^. The only means of restraining the violences and

furies of those who are in the Hells is the fear of the

penalty. There is no other means.

600. As the case is so, the World of Spirits is middle

between Heaven and Hell . . .

J. 48. In the middle appeared those collected who are

called the Reformed . . . The English were in the middle

(of these).

S. 107. In every Society of Heaven, they who are in

the middle of it, in like manner relate to the heart and

lungs ; and with these there is the greatest light. . . It

has been shown that when those who were in the middle

. . . were taken away, those who were around were in

shade . . .

Life 19. So long as man is in the world, he is in the

middle between Hell and Heaven ... 69.

69. Or, what is the same, so long as man is in the

world, he stands in the middle between the Lord and

the devil . . , Or, what is the same ... he is in the

middle between evil and good . . .

F. 14. As use loves the means, it produces the affec-

tion of the means, from which is the Knowledge of

them ; and, through these in their series, the affection

of use conies forth and becomes charity. 25.

W. 65. Middle things are each and all things of the

vegetable kingdom . . .

^ The middle things (of the animal kingdom)

are birds and beasts. . . For in each kingdom there are

lowest, middle, and highest things ; lowest ones for the

use of the middle ones ; and middle ones for the use of

the highest ones.

186. Each Heaven is distinguished ... by degrees of

breadth ; they who are in the middle, or in the centre,

are in the light of wisdom.

P. 109. The life's love . . . places a vicar beneath

itself, which is called the love of the means ; and enjoins

upon it to beware . , . lest anything from its con-

cupiscences should appear . . . iio'^.

279^. For man is such that he can come from one

affection into another . . . and thus from one middle

into another. The affection of a man makes the middle

while he is in it ; for he is then in the delight and in the

light of it.

283-. Evils are only removed ... to the sides ; and

when they are there, and good is in the middle, the evils

do not then appear ; for whatever is in the middle is

directly under the view, and is seen and perceived. But

it is to be known that although good is in the middle,

still man is not therefore in good, unless the evils which

are at the sides verge downwards or outwards. If they

look upwards or inwards they have not been removed
;

for they are still striving to return into the middle.

They verge and look downwards or outwards when the

man shuns his evils as sins, and still more when he is

averse to them ...

335. That the operation of the Divine Providence con-

tinually takes place through means from pure mercy.

Gen. art.

. There are means and methods of the Divine

Providence. The means are those from which man
becomes man, and is perfected as to understanding and

as to will. The methods are those through which these

things are done. The means from which man becomes

man, and is perfected as to the understanding, are called

by the general term truths, which in the thought become

ideas, and in the memory are called things, and which

in themselves are Knowledges, from which are know-

ledges. All these means, regarded in themselves, are

spiritual things ; but as they are in natural things, they

appear, from their covering or clothing, as natural things,

and some as material things. These means are infinite

in number, and are infinite in variety. They are more,

or less, simple or compound ; and they are more, or less,

imperfect or perfect. There are means for fonniug and

perfecting civil natural life ; and also for forming and

perfecting moral rational life ; and also for forming and

perfecting spiritual celestial life.

2. These means follow in succession, one kind

after the other, from infancy to man's last age, and after

this to eternity ; and as they succeed [one another] by

^rowing, so do prior things become the means of posterior

things ; for they enter everything formed as middle

causes ; for from these every effect . . . becomes a cause.

Thus do the posterior things successively become means ;

and as this takes place to eternity, there is no last or

ultimate which is the close. Ex.
e, As many also are the m^ans through which

man is formed and perfected as to the will ; but these

are called by the general term goods . . .

336. But the methods through which the Divine

Providence operates into the means, and through the

means, to form man and to perfect him, are also infinite

in number and in variety . . .

R. 44. ' In the midst of the seven candlesticks one

like the Son of Man' (Rev.i.i3)= the Lord as to the

Word, from whom are these things. . . 'In the midst'=
in the inmost, from which those things which are around

. . . derive their essence ; here, their light, or intelligence

. . . 111. E.63.

-. 'In the midst '= in the inmost, and thence in

everything of it.

75. 'In the midst' (Rev.ii.i)= in the inmost, and

thence in all things.

90. 'Which is in the midst of the Paradise of God'

(ver. 7) = interiorly in the truths of wisdom and of faith.

'In the midst' = the inmost ; here, interiorly.
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[R.] 239. 'In the midst of the throne, and around the

throne, four animals' (Rev.iv.6)= the Word of the Lord

from primes in ultimates, and its guards. Ex.

268. 'In the midst of the throne, and of the four

animals, and in the midst of the elders' (Rev.v.6) = from

the inmosts and thence in all things of Heaven, of the

Word, and of the Church. 'In the midst' = in inmosts

and thence in all things.

314. 'I heard a voice in the midst of the four animals

. .
.

' (Rev.vi.6) . . . By 'in the midst of them' is meant

the Word as to the internal spiritual sense, which the

Lord guards.

383. By 'the Lamb in the midst of the throne' (Rev.

vii. 17) is signified the Lord as to the Divine Human in

the inmost, and thus in all things of Heaven. 'In the

midst' =in the inmost and thus in all things.

415. 'An Angel flying in the midst of heaven' (Rev.

viii. 1 3) = instruction and prediction by the Lord. . . 'To

fly in the midst of heaven, and say'= to perceive and

understand . . . ( = manifestation everywhere by the

Lord. E.869).

933. 'In the midst of the street and of the river . . .

(Rev.xxii.2) = that in the inmost of the Truths of

doctrine and thence of life in the Church is the Lord in

His Divine love . . . By 'in the midst' is signified in the

inmost, and thence in all things around.

M. 183. In the middle of (the garden) there was a

grassy circus . . . and in the middle of the circus the

ground was elevated, where there was a little foun-

tain . . .

T. 13. All things from which is the world are means
to that end ; for he who wills the end wills also the

means . . .

*. For everyone who is in the end, is also in the

means
; for inmostly in all the means is the end, which

actuates and leads the means.

678. In the Spiritual World . . . Christians are in

the middle . . .

D. 197. In the middle of them are the worst . . .

4322. That no one becomes good without media, or

miraculously. Ex.

4640. Between the Third Heaven and the Second is

the Middle
; through the Middle there is conjunction

. . . the Middle is represented by Benjamin.

4936. In the middle (of the places of worship there)

are those who conjoin.

4986. In the cities . . . where are the evil, the worst

are in the middle . . . Those in the middle are those

through whom there is communication.

50346. In the cities where are the good, the best are

in the middle . . .

50396. The order (then) is, that the worst are in the

middle . . .

551 1. In the Societies (which are being purified) the

best are in the middle . , .

5592a. In the middle, and thus in the light, is the

thing which is the subject . . .

5678. That man at this day does not believe heavenly

things . . . when they are under his view in the midst.

Ex.

5682. But the simple do not thus place things under

the midst . . .

D. Min. 4647. In the midst (of these forms, the

Spirit) determines something visible . . .

4684. So the men of the Church, who are in good, as

to their souls are in the middle ; they who are in truth

are around . . . That middle is the heart ; around it are

the lungs.

E. no. 'The midst'=the centre to which look all

things which are round about, and from which thej'

proceed.

222^. 'In the midst ' = within with man.

294. Ends are meant in the spiritual sense . . . which,

in the sense of the letter, are said only as the means . . .

304-'*. ' The midst of the land ' (Is. vi. 1 2) = where truth

is in the greatest light ; and therefore when there is

no light tliere, there is thick darkness through the

whole . . .

313. 'In the midst ' = the inmost, and thence also the

whole.

^ That 'the middle,' or 'in the middle '= the

inmost and thence the whole. Ex. and 111. 340'^.

417*. In the middle are those who are in the highest

wisdom and intelligence . . .

43 1-. 'To be set in the midst '= all things thence.

482. 'In the midst of the throne' (Rev.vii.i7) = in

the universal Heaven ; for 'in the midst'= in all and
each, or in the whole.

529. 'In the midst of heaven' (Rev. viii. I3) = in the

universal Heaven, or all who are in the Heavens. 'In

the midst '=in the Universal, and thus all.

555!^. 'The middle of the house' (Deut.xxi. I2) = the

interiors, which are spiritual.

6548. 'In the midst of the land of Egypt' (Is.xix. 19)

= everywhere and in all things of the natural man.
659I1. 'Their middle' (Ps. v. 9) = interiorly.

684"". By 'the middle of the week' (Dan.ix.27) is not

signified the middle of that time, but the inmost of the

state with the Reformed ; for ' the middle'=the inmost

;

and 'the week,' the state of the Church.

803^. iv. The reason is, that man is constituted in

the middle between Heaven and Hell . . . 806*. 902-.

936-.

8696. 'In the midst ' = everywhere.

922-. 'In the midst'= all (people), and everywhere.

957^. There is a clear idea with the Angels who are in

the middle of the Societies of Heaven . . .

1 01 4". These two opposite spheres meet together in

the middle between Heaven and Hell, and fight with

each other. In this middle is man while he lives in

the world . . .

1053^. There is another kind of profanation of holy

things with those who have . . . the holy things of the

Word, of the Church, and of worship, as means. It is

according to Divine order that . . . domination be the

means to promote the end ; for when holy things are

the end, and domination is the means, the Lord is

worshipped . . . But when . . . holy things are the
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means, man is worshipped in the Lord's place. For

means regard the end as servants their lord ; and the

end regards the means as a lord his servants.

*. And the end conjoins the means with itself,

so that they are as a one.

1086^. For when the Lord operates, He does not

operate from primes through middle things into nlti-

niates ; but from primes through ultimates, and so into

middle things . . .

1089. For the end selects the means, and applies

them to itself; and means which are applied to the

end, which is domination over the souls of men . . .

cannot be truths . . .

1 148^. Man lives in the middle between Heaven and

Hell . . . 1 1 62-. Coro.28e.

1185^ If (these things) are not ends, but means,

they are blessings.

1 187. As the end which is the love . . . through the

understanding provides for itself means, through which

it comes forth—the last end, to which the first end

progresses through the means, is the end coming forth-

exisiens, and this is the use,—it follows that the end

loves the means when they perform this use ; and that

it does not love them if they do not perform it ; and

that then it rejects them, and through the understand-

ing provides for itself others . . .

". For example : a priest whose principal end is

the love of money . . . His means are the ministry, the

Word, doctrine, learning, preaching from these, and
through these the instruction of the men of the Church,

and their reformation and salvation. These means are

esteemed by him from the end and for the sake of the

end ; but still they are not loved ... for it is the

opulence which is loved, because this is the first and

last end, and the former end is the all in the means.

(Other examps.)

J. (Post. ) 2. The Protestants were brought into the

middle ; and then appeared in this order : the English

in the middle . . . The Swedes at the north and west in

the middle.

135®. The good are separated from the evil ; and the

evil are in the middle ; and then the middle subsides,

and the circuit remains . . .

D.Wis. viii. 7. (A Spirit) takes with him from the

inmost things of nature a medium between the Spiritual

and the Natural, through which he is bounded, so as to

be subsistent and permanent. Through this he has

what is relative to the things which are in nature, and
also what is correspondent to them. Through this also

Spirits and Angels can be adjoined to and conjoined

with the human race. For there is conjunction ; and
where there is conjunction there must also be a medium.
That there is such a medium, the Angels know ; but as

it is from the inmost things of nature, and the words of

languages are from its ultimates, it cannot be described

except by abstract things.

Inv. 49. See Inmost, here.

Medulla Oblongata. Medulla oblongata.

A. 4325. The fibres (of the voluntary sense from the

cerebrum, and of the involuntary sense from the cere-

bellum) conjoin themselves in the two appendices which

are called the medulla oblongata and the medulla

spinalis, and pass through them into the body, and form

together its members, viscera, and organs.

9670^. To the middle Angels, who accede to each

Heaven, and conjoin them, correspond . . . also the

medulla oblongata, where the fibre of the cerebellum is

conjoined with the fibre of the cerebrum.

W. 366^. This cortical or glandular substance makes

the surface . . . also of the corpora striata, from which

is the medulla oblongata ; and makes the middle of the

cerebellum, and also the middle of the spinal marrow.

D. 3607. In what way (the fluxions of the fibres)

connect themselves with the fibres of the medulla

oblongata.

D.Min. 4714''. The Spirits of the two provinces (of

the cerebellum and of the cerebrum) are entirely and

miraculously separated for the sake of the spiritual, when

yet tliey make a one ; as in man the cerebellum is

separated from the cerebrum, but still they communicate,

both in general, as in the medulla oblongata, and also

in each of the fibres and nerves . . .

E.775-. From which is produced the medullary sub-

stance of the whole cerebrum, cerebellum, and medulla

oblongata ; and from this medullary substance are

protended visible fibres . . .

Medullary. See under Marrow.

Medusa. Medusa.

B. 66-. Like the head of Gorgon or of Medusa . . .

Meek. See Mild.

Meet. Coinpetere. A. 1735. 8732®.

Meet. Conve7iire.

Assembly. Conventus.

Agreement. Convenientia, Conventio.

Suitably. Convenienter.

A. 1641-. But with Spirits it is discussed in a minute

... by perceiving the agreements and disagreements (of

these things).

1 7 17. He reduced all things in the external man into

an accordant state.

2732^. In the other life they for the most part meet.

(See Marriage, here.)

3255. All who are in the same good, meet and are

together in the other life ; and also all who are in the

same truth. Sig.

3708I''. ^g all the good which inflows with light from

the Lord is terminated in what is obscure of man, the

north is called 'the assembly' (Is.xiv.13, 31).

3806. See MEET-oii(v'am, here.

4121-. (Relatives) for the most part meet there . . .

506 1
-. They who have hated each other . . . meet

there . . .

5089-. The thought can no longer . . . choose the

things which agree . . .

5182^ The third (introduction into gyres) is that
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they mutually agree together as to thoughts and as to

affections. The fourth is that they agree in truths and

goods.

[A. ] 9 104. Hence it is that in the other life those meet

who in the world had been in any conjunction either

through lovC; friendship, or veneration, when they long

for it ; but they are afterwards disjoined according to

the dissimilitudes of the state of the life.

9521, ' I will meet thee there' (Ex. xxv. 22)= hearing

and reception. 'To meet,' when said by Jehovah, =
hearing and reception.

10147. 'Where I will meet you to speak to thee' (Ex.

xxix.42)= His presence and influx. , . For 'to meet' =
presence. 10148. 10197. 10305.

10547, 'He called it the Tent of the assembly' (Ex.

xxxiii. 7)=the external of worship, of the Church, and
of the "Word, in which are internal things. . . By 'the

assembly' is signified where internal things are ; for all

internal things are together in external ones. By 'the

assembly,' in the sense of the letter, is meant the

assembly of the sons of Israel ; but in the internal

sense is signified the assembly of the truths and goods

of the Church . . . And all celestial and spiritual things

inflow into natural and worldly ones, and cease in them,
and form and constitute them. Hence it is that the

external is signified by 'the assembly.' Such is the

case with the external sense of the Word . . . and also

with the externals of the Church and of worship . . .

10S37-. From their faces they see whether their lower

minds agree . . .

s. If they do not see a girl who is suitable to

them . . .

H. 120. The Angels are veiled over with a thin

suitable cloud,

149. Tlie like (arrangement according to the quarters)

takes i)lace in the assemblies (in Heaven). E.422''.

223. The nature of the assemblies in the Temples (in

Heaven), Des.

420-. They know no otherwise than that Heaven is

in one place, where there is an assembly of all.

426. In the World of Spirits , , . is the first assembly
of all (Spirits).

427. Still, in the World of Spirits all meet and speak
together, when they long for it . . , But those who
come into Heaven or into Hell see each other no
more , , .

474. To proceed, is to be produced and presented in

a suitable form . . .

508^. I have seen such adoring a magician in an
assembly , , .

589", The other receives and yields suitably.

J. 56I There is another assembly (of the Babylonians)
in the western quarter . . ,

W. H. 3. This place is called the Assembly of the
Intelligent and Wise. E.364^,

W. 1036. Therefore no other light (than spiritual) is

suitable to their essence.

P. 181. It moves . . . also the face to agreement.

R, 655®. After this agreement -co?ii'e?t<io-the wise

one said . , ,

M, 47a. That after death two consorts for the most

part meet . . , and live together for some time . , .

Gen. art.

132, This day the sign for the assembly has been

given.

273^. It often happens that after death friends meet

. . . But when this consociation, which is solely of the

external aff"ections, is perceived in Heaven, a separation

is effected according to the internal affections ; and then

from that assembly some are relegated into the north,

and some into the west ... so that they never see one

another any more, nor do they Know one another . , .

296. The reason choice belongs to the men , . , is that

the understanding can clearly see the agreements and

disagreements . . ,

T, 447^. In the first time of preparation (friends and

relatives) meet , , , but they are separated by little and

little, which is done insensibly.

D. 2771. These (haters) also meet . . . D.Min.4807.

3775. (The Quakers) in their meeting preach now and

then ... In their meetings they had constantly awaited

the Holy Sjnrit.

E- 357^^- 'An assembly of the perfidious' (Jer.ix. 2).

449". Occurs. 687'-.

727^1. By 'the Tent of the assembly' was represented

and thence signified Heaven, whence are the truths of

the Church,

817'-', 'Nor one solitary in thine assemblies' (Is.xiv.

31) = that not oue truth will be left among the Know-
ledges.

1029^^. 'The Mount of Assembly at the sides of the

north' (Is.xiv. 13) = where there is an ascent into the

Heavens.

Coro. De Miracidib^. The Angels . . . said that they

would sometimes invite me to their assemblies.

Meet. Obvenire. See Happen,

Meet, To. Obviam.

Meeting. Obvious.

A. 1721. 'To go out to meet' (Gen.xiv, i7) = to sub-

mit himself.

1831. 'He gave each his part to meet the other' (Gen.

XV. 10) = parallelism and correspondence as to celestial

things.

2004-, Man on his part goes to meet this life which
is from the Lord, through scientifics and Knowledges.

2063^. These (truths) the Lord goes to meet through

good . . ,

2326, 'He rose up to meet them' (Gen,xix.i) = ac-

knowledgment, and also the mood of charity.

3205. 'Who is that man walking in the field to meet

us V (Gen,xxiv.65) . . , 'To meet us'= for conjunction,

3806. 'He ran to meet him' (Gen.xxix.i3) = agree-

ment ... for it regards conjunction. Agreement, or

likeness, conjoins.
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4247. 'Esau . . . goetli to meet thee' (Gen.xxxii.6)

... 'To come to meet'= to inflow. Ex. 4350.

4347^^. The Divine inflows through the internal man,

and comes to meet truths . . . 435°-

6030. 'He went up to meet Israel his father' (Gen.

xlvi. 29)= influx . . . Ex.

7000. 'Lo (Aaron) goeth forth to meet thee' (Ex.iv.

14)= reception. 'To go forth to meet,' here, =to be

presented prepared to receive Divine truth . . . thus the

reception of it. Angels and Spirits who receive the

Divine truth proceeding from the Lord, and further

promote it, are said 'to go forth to meet,' when they

are presented by the Lord prepared to receive,

7054. 'Go to meet Moses' (ver.27) = that he should

be conjoined with the truth proceeding immediately

from the Divine. 'To go to meet ' = to be conjoined.

7056.

7159. 'Standing to meet them in their going out

from Pharaoh' (Ex. v. 20) = manifestation then . . ,

8662. 'Moses went forth to meet his father-in-law'

(Ex.xviii.7)= the application of truth Divine to Divine

good. Ex.

M. 44^". Meeting-o6fi«s-and reciprocal.

D. 4396. They had thought justly and rightly about

things obvious-de obviis ; namely, about worldly things.

Meet. Ocairrere.

A. 1495*^. Unless the celestial and spiritual things

. . . presented themselves ... N.51^.

2435-. While man is being regenerated, charity meets

faith ; that is, good meets truth . . .

4235. 'The Angels of God met him' (Gen.xxxii. i)=
illustration by good.

43376. The good . . . inflows into the will, and there

meets the good of truth . . .

4408-. Literior light . . . meets those things which

have entered through the external sight.

6903. 'Jehovah the God of the Hebrews hath met us'

(Ex.iii. i8) = the Divine of the Lord in the Church, and

His command. . . 'To meet,' here, = what is commanded.

Ex. 7099.

7042. 'Jehovah met him' (Ex. iv.24) = opposition. Ex.

7056. 'He met him in the Mount of God' (ver.27)=
conjunction in the good of love there. 'To meet,' or

'to come to meet-o6iuaTO'=conjunction.

7158. 'They met Moses and Aaron' (Ex.v.2o)=
thought concerning the law Divine and the derivative

doctrine. 'To meet' = thought. Ex.

9010. 'God made it meet to his hand' (Ex.xxi. 13) =
appearing as if chance.

9227-. Good from the Loi'd there meets the truths

which have entered by an external way.

E. 78 1 1*. 'To meet them as a bear bereaved' (Hos.

xiii.8)= the falsification of the sense of the letter.

Meet. Offendere. See under Offend.

Meeting. See under Y'RM.xcn-contioiiari.

Meeting. Comitiwn. T,i74^. 503.

Megiddo. Megiddo.

R. 707". Love from loftiness is meant by 'Megiddo'

in the old Hebrew, as is evident from its meaning in the

Arabic language. The like is signified by 'Hadradrim-

mon in the valley of Megiddo' (Zech.xii.ii). .. But

what is signified there by 'the valley of Megiddo' can-

not be seen, unless the series of the things ... be dis-

closed by means of the spiritual sense. Ex.

^. The like is also signified by 'Megiddo' (2 Kings

xxiii.29,30; 2 Ghron. xxxv. 20-24) ; but in the spiritual

E. loio. It is believed that by 'Armageddon' is

meant Megiddo, where Josiah king of Judah was

slaughtered fighting against Pharaoh (2 Kings xxiii.29,

30 ; and also Zech.xii.ii). But what is there signified

by 'Megiddo' ... is as yet unknown ; and therefore it

shall be told. By 'Armageddon' is signified the love of

honour, of command, and of supereniinence ; and this

love is signified also by 'Megiddo' in the old Hebrew
language, as is evident from the meaning of this word in

the Arabic language.

Mehujael. Mcclmjael.

A. 404. 'Irad begat Mehujael, and Mehujael begat

Methusael . .
.' (Gen.iv. 18). All these names = heresies

derived from the first one which is called 'Cain.'

Melancholy. AfelatichoUa.

Melancholic. Melanchollcus.

A. 6202-. Such is the influx with those who from no

cause arc pressed with melancholic anxiety ; and also

witli/ those wlio are in spiritual temptation . . .

8164''. There is also a third kind (of temptation),

namely, melancholic anxiety, which derives its cause

for the most part from an infirm state of the body or

lower mind. In this anxiety there may be something

of spiritual temptation, or there may be nothing of it

therein.

H. 299. It has been given to know whence man has

. . . the interior sadness which is called melancholy.

(Fully ex. under Anxiety, here.)

P. 141. No one is reformed in a state of sickness of

the lower mind, because it takes away rationality . . .

Such sicknesses are melancholies, etc. . . which are

sometimes accounted as temptations, but arc not

;

because genuine temptations have spiritual things for

their objects . . . whereas these have natural things for

their objects . . .

D. 1336. A certain person in the life of the body had

been driven to despair by melancholy . . .

2400". There must be other states ... in order that

man, when without fear, pain, or melancholy, may
acknowledge those things which are truths of faith.

27796. They would reject such, as simple and melan-

choly ones . . .

3625. Hence come the melancholies of many ... for

with those who are thus kept in thought about spiritual

things, about the life after death, and about misfortunes.

Spirits . . . infuse many things which belong to the
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memory, and hold them long, even to insanities and

phantasies. And therefore those who are in solitude of

life easily fall into such things ; for they are dispelled

by varieties, and thus by societies . . .

[D.]5394^. They ought not to , . . go as it were melan-

choly ; because such a thing has never been commanded.

5570. When a man is in interior joy, or in interior

sadness and melancholy, it comes from no other source

than from the influx of Spirits who are thinking and

speaking against his loves, or with his loves. 5778.

61 lO'^^. Virgins who have imbued piety even to some

melancholy, become sad wives . . .

Melancthon. Melajicthon.

C. J. 47. I have spoken with Melancthon ; and I then

asked him in what state he was ; to which he did not

want to reply ; and therefore I have been informed about

his lot by others ; which is that he is by turns in a

chamber of rock full of crevices, and in Hell ; and that

in the chamber he appears clothed with a bear-skin on

account of the cold ; and that the new-comers from the

world who want to come to him on account of the

reputation of his name, he does not admit into his

chamber-tacM?ia?--ou account of the un cleanness there.

He still speaks about faith alone, which in the world

he, above others, established.

T. 797. I have not spoken with Melancthon so often

or so near as with Luther . . . because he could not

approach me in the same way, inasmuch as he devoted

his study so fully to justification by faith alone, and not

to charity . . .

^. I have heard that as soon as he entered the

Spiritual World, a house was prepared for him like the

house in which he had stayed in the world . . . Iri his

chamber also all things were like : a like table, a like

desk with compartments, and also a bookcase ; and

therefore, as soon as he came thither ... he placed

himself at the table, and continued to write ; and this

concerning justification by faith alone ; and in like

manner for some days ; and nothing whatever about

charity. When this was perceived by the Angels, he

was asked through messengers why he did not write

about charity also. He replied that in charity there is

nothing of the Church ; for if that were to be received

as a kind of essential attribute of the Church, man would

also ascribe to himself the merit of justification, and

thence of salvation ; and thus he would also bereave

faith of its spiritual essence.

^. When the Angels perceived this . . . they

receded. A few weeks after this was done, the things

which he had used in his chamber began to be obscured,

and at last to vanish ; until finally there remained

nothing there except the table, the papers, and the ink-

stand ; and, moreover, the walls of his chamber appeared

to be plastered with lime, and the floor to be covered

with a yellow, brick-like material ; and he himself in a

ruder garment. When he wondered at this ... he was

told that it was because he had removed charity from

the , Church ... As he , . . continued to write about

faith as the one only essential of the Church . . . and to

remove charity more and more, he suddenly seemed to

himself to be under the earth in a certain workhouse . . .

and when he wanted to go out he was held back, and it

was denounced to him that no other lot awaits those who
cast charity and good works out of the doors of the

Church. But, as he was one among the Reformers of

the Church, he was by the Lord's command taken out

thence, and was sent back into his former chamber . . .

But still, from his confirmed ideas, he bedaubed the

papers with the same error ; and therefore he could not

be guarded from being alternately let down to his captive

comrades, and sent out again. When sent out, he

appeared clothed in a hairy skin, because faith without

charity is cold.

*. He himself has told me that there was another

chamber . . . adjoined, in which there were three tables,

at which sat those like himself, who were also casting

charity into exile ; and that a fourth table also some-

times appeared there, upon which were seen monstrous

things in various forms, by which however they were

not deterred. He said that he spoke with these [per-

sons], and that he was confirmed by them from day to

day. But after some time he was smitten with fear,

and began to scribble something about charity ; but

what he wrote on the paper one day, ho did not see on

the next ; for this happens to everyone there when he

commits to paper anything from the external man only

. . . thus from compulsion . . .

^ But after the New Heaven began to be instau-

rated by the Lord, from the light from this Heaven he

began to think that perhaps he was in error ; and there-

fore from his anxiety on account of his lot, he felt im-

pressed upon him some interior ideas about charity. In

this state he consulted the Word, and then his eyes were

opened, and he saw that the whole of it was full of love

to God, and of love towards the neighbour . . . From
this time he was translated interiorly into the south

towards the west, and thus into another house, from

which he has spoken with me, saying that now his

writing about charity does not vanish as before, but

that it appears obscurely on the following day.

*. At this I have wondered : that when he walks,

his steps have a knocking sound, like the steps of those

who go with iron shoes on a stone pavement. To these

things must be added, that when any novitiates from

the world entered his chamber to speak with him and to

see him, he summoned one of the magical Spirits, who
by phantasy could induce various becoming shapes, and

who then adorned his chamber with ornaments and with

flowered tapestry, and also as it were with a bookcase in

the middle. But as soon as they went away, these

shapes disappeared, and the former lime-plastering and

emptiness returned. But this was when he was in his

former state.

D. 5920. On Melancthon and the Persuasive . . .

. I have spoken with Melancthon . . . Melancthon

has confirmed himself in faith alone, and would scarcely

hear about charity and its good ; and therefore his

thought was full of such things, and he has thence ac-

quired a Persuasive, which indeed is not a strong one,

but still is such as extinguished the light of intelligence

with others . . . and, as the species of his persuasion,

which appeared snowy, was such, therefore when he

could not vanquish some by reasonings about faith alone,
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he looked into them, and poured out his Persuasive into

their eyes ; and thus they could not bring forth anything

against him ... He has also poured out such a Per-

suasive into us, and has tried in like manner to induce

shade on the light of truth. J. (Post.) 26.

5921. But ... he was told that such a thing is per-

suasive ; and that in the Spiritual World it is entirely

forbidden to speak from what is persuasive ... To these

things he replied that he knows how to present such a

Persuasive ; and therefore, as it is forbidden, he has

been brought hither and thither, in order that this Per-

suasive might be taken away from him ; but for some

time he has been protected from those who were in a

like situation with him, by their also having been separ-

ated from the rest. He came to me in his persuasion,

and there exhaled from him as it were the stench of

garlic . . .

5922. Melancthon afterwards remained some days,

and behind to the left ; and he loved places whence his

life was a little communicated ; and then it was evident

that he had been a hypocrite ; for he induced on the

temples and teeth of both sides a certain pain ; concern-

ing which he spoke with some, who said that he has said

that he loves a life of good, and that he lives it, when

yet from the principle of his religion he has completely

rejected it. It was said also that he has preached some-

times ; and that when [he did so] about faith alone, the

Church does not want to hear such things ; and there-

fore he had desisted from preaching so.

5923. It was afterwards shown in what way he has

prepared for himself communication with Heaven by the

abuse of correspondences, in that in front upon his fore-

head he has extended something red . . . and that he

has formed it variously. Having made communication

by this, he has spoken with some there ; and has been

reproved, because such a thing is magical. Besides like

things ; and other like things in the air.

2. He has himself said that he has ascended into

that Heaven ; and that when he came thither, he saw

nothing ; but that when his eyes have been opened, he

has seen magnificent things ; but that he has been at

once driven to descend ; which has been permitted, in

order that he might know the nature of Heaven ; because

he had thought about it.

^. But after some days he began to act as one

with the malevolent who were secretly infesting me, by
instigating those who were above to persist in it ; and

therefore he was then rejected to those who are in faith

alone, and who dispute from falsities ; where there is

the gnashing of teeth.

5926. I have spoken in the presence of Melancthon

about faith alone . . .

6040. Concerning Melancthon and Luther.—A certain

person came from the northern (quarter near the west,

from very far away there, where are the more cunning

ones. He was a devil among the more cunning and

malicious ones. When he walked, his walking was
heard heavy, ponderous, like the walking of a bear ; and

when he had been some days about me he did many
things wickedly. I did not know who he was, but it

has been disclosed. He came to Luther, in his chamber,

and sat there opposite to him, and spoke with him, say-

ing that he used to Know him, and that he had spoken

with him in the world ; and he disclosed very many
things which he had then spoken with him ; from which

Luther Knew that he was (Melancthon), and that he

had spoken with him many things about faith alone

without good works. Luther asked what was the nature

of his lot now. He said that he is by turns in a chamber

full of crevices, and in Hell under a judge. When he is

in his chamber, that he is clothed in a mantle with a

bear-skin within, which keej)S him from the cold ; and
sometimes he writes there many things . . . about faith

alone ; and that sometimes he prays to God that he may
write well ; and then the Angels dictate to him about

the goods of charity ; but when he reads them over he

understands nothing, and he therefore rejects them.

But by turns he is in Hell under a judge ; there, like

the rest there, he is in vile work. He has been in a

great cupidity of punishing, and he has also treated

many evilly. He has often been punished : I have

heard the judge speaking about his punishment. He
has great fear of the judge, because he is very powerful.

J.(Post.)27.

6042. On Melancthon and Luther.—I have been told

further that in his chinky chamber there are many
things which are rude and sad ; and that when he sees

with others who are writing that the things are more
ornamental there, he asks the reason, and is told be-

cause they think of good Avorks also ; and, when he

hears this, he too wants to think about them ; but as

he cannot, he prays to God for the ability, and there

then inflows something from Heaven as it were dictated,

which he writes ; but still, wlien he afterwards reads,

he does not understand it ; and then still his chamber

appears adorned with various things ; but presently they

disappear. Many come to him from the earth, chiefly

Englishmen ; but he does not admit them, on account

of the unseemly things which are in his chamber ; but

he finds out how by phantastic art to make appearances

of seemly ones ; but these disappear while they are

speaking ; and they appear as they are wont to do ; and

therefore they go away, and do not return. (Continued

rmder LuTHEii.) J.(Post.)28.

6048. On Melancthon.—Melancthon went out of his

prison, and spoke with a certain one who had read his

writings ; and then Englishmen came, and also spoke

with him, saying concerning faith alone that they do

not know what it is ; and is it anything. They asked

lum what it was. He said that faith is to believe that

God has sent His Son, and that He has suff'ered for our

sins. They said that this is only what is historical.

What besides ? He said that from that faith they have

eternal life. They replied has he eternal life '! and he

could reply nothing else than that he will have when all

are saved. They said that the infernals are never saved.

They said, besides, that they hear preachers about faith

alone and about justification ; and that when they hear

them, it sounds in their ears as if it might be wisdom
. . . but when they go away, they still know nothing of

what they have said, and do not comprehend it.

J.(Post.)29.

6065. Melancthon was let out of his cell, and was

driven to congregate those Spirits who in the world had
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confessed faith alone . . . (They are separated and in-

structed.) J.(Post. )30.

[D.]6o97. See LuTHEK, here. Inv.23.

E. 1
1
76-. Melancthonism (mentioned as a heresy).

J. (Post.) 210. I have spoken with Melancthon about

faith alone : that he can see from reason alone that

faith alone does not save ; because every man is his own
good and his own evil , . .

Melchizedek. Malkkedech.

A. 1657. The Lord's internal man in the interior

man, or the Divine in the Rational, is 'Melchizedek,'

from whom is the blessing after the combats. Tr.

1659-. It has been known within the Church that

Melchizedek represented the Lord . . .

1724. 'And Melchizedek, king of Shalem, brought

out bread and wine ; and he a priest to God Most High'

(Gen.xiv. 18). ' Melchizedek ' = the celestial things of

the interior man w'ith the Lord. ' King of Shalem' = a

state of peace as to interior or rational things, ' Brought

out bread '= celestial things, and the recreation thence.

'And wine ' = spiritual things, and the recreation thence.

'And he a priest' = the Holy of love. 'To God Most
High' = the internal man, who is Jehovah. 1725, Ex,

1725^, The celestial things of the interior man are all

those which are of celestial love , , , These celestial

things with the Lord's interior man, or the Lord's in-

tei'ior man as to these celestial things, is called ' Mel-

chizedek.' The internal man was Jehovah Himself.

The interior man, when purified after the combats of

temptations, was also made Divine and Jehovah . . ,

But now, when it was in a state of the combats of

temptation, and not as yet thus purified by the combats
of temptations, as to celestial things it is called 'Mel-

chizedek,' that is, 'King of Holiness and of Justice,'

^, That this is the case, may be evident also from

David, where in like manner it treats of the Lord's com-
bats of temptations, and at last His interior man as to

celestial things is called 'Melchizedek' (Ps.cx. 1-5).

6148^.

1 728-. If only Divine truth (were predicated of the

Lord) no mortal could be saved . . . whereas Divine

good, which is of mercy, elevates from Hell to Heaven.
These are the things which . . . Melchizedek represented,

as 'king of Shalem, and priest to God Most High.'

1732®. When the commnnication of celestial things

(takes place), the interior man is called 'Melchizedek.'

1741®. The Spiritual of the Lord which was adjoined

to the internal man is 'Abram the Hebrew; 'but the

Celestial which was adjoined to the internal man is re-

presented and signified by 'Melchizedek.'

2015^". As (the Divine truth and the Divine good) with
the Lord are conjoined, they were anciently represented

by the royalty conjoined with the priesthood ; as with
Melchizedek, who was king of Shalem and at the same
time Priest to God Most High. 6148^.

9809^. 'According to My word Melchizedek' (Ps.cx. 4)
—

• that His Divine Human is like [to the Divine good of

the Divine love]. 'Melchizedek' is 'King of Justice ;

'

thus Jehovah made justice through combats and
victories.

S. loi^. That [such worship] was before the time of

Abram ... is still more evident from Melchizedek the

king of Shalem ; in that he brought out bread and wine

. . , and that Melchizedek represented the Lord ; for he

is called 'priest to God Most High ;' and it is said of

the Lord in David, 'Thou a priest to eternity, accord-

ing to the mode of Melchizedek.' Hence it said that

Melchizedek brought out bread and wine, as holy things

of the Church , , . and that Melchizedek could bless

Abram
; and that Abram 'gave him tithes of all.' T.71S.

E. 179^, 'A priest to eternity according to the mode
of Melchizedek '= that Divine good and Divine truth

proceed from Him , , ,

376"'', By 'Melchizedek,' there, (Gen.xiv.) is repre-

sented the Lord as to Divine good and as to Divine

tnith ; by him as a priest, Divine good ; and by him as

a king. Divine tnxth ; and therefore he brought out

bread and wine, because by bread is signified Divine

good ; and by wine Divine truth,

Melecheth. See under Queen,

Melioration. Melioratio.

D. 4951. Such (magicians, and such as inflow into

the Voluntary) cannot be drawn to melioration , , ,

Melodious. Canoms.
A. 41S-. The spiritual choirs, from their winged

melodious sound , . ,

T. 347-. Faith is (then) only like the melodious

sound- rox-of a whistle.

D. 512. They act gyres . . . with singing, or a

melodious voice.

553. They acted their melodious gyres.

Melody. Melos, Melodia.

M. 55. I once heard from Heaven a very sweet

melody . . .

207s. They expressed (the ode) with angelic melody.

T, 353^. The exaltation of faith by an abundance of

Truths, may be illustrated by comparison with the ex-

altation of the clangour, and at the same time the

melody from many musical instruments [played in]

concert.

452^ They are like birds taught to sing the melody-

mdodia-oi a sacred hymn.

Melon. See Go\}'RVi-aicurbita.

Melt. Liquefieri^ Colliipiefieri.

A. 8487. 'The sun waxed hot and it melted' (Ex.

xvi.2i)= that it vanished according to the degree of the

increasing concupiscence. . . 'To melt' = to vanish.

E. 400''. 'The hills shall melt' (Nahumi.5) ... As
the love of self and of the world is meant, it is said

'melt' . . , for 'fire'= these loves; and 'to melt,' and

'be burnt up,' — to perish thereby. 741^^.

405'*-. Concerning the evils of the loves of self and of

the world, which are signified by 'the mountains,' it is

said that 'they shall melt like wax before the fire'

(Micahi.4) ; because 'fire' = those loves.
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538". 'Thou liast melted, Philistia, the whole of

thee' (I.s.xiv.3i)==the vastation of the Church as to the

truth of doctrine, and thence as to faith. 817^.

594^ 'The heart of Egj'pt shall melt in the midst of

it' (Is.xix. i) — (the destruction of) tlie natural man
separated from the spiritual. (

— the terror of the

natural man on account of visitation. 654''^)

Melt. Liqiiescere.

See under Dis80LVE-rfi^?(c>-e.

A. 8487-. That the good of truth . . . would vanish

according to the degree of the increasing concupiscence,

is signified by that 'the manna melted when the sun

waxed hot.' Ex.

E. aig-*. 'I will judge the melting ones of the earth

in rectitudes' (Ps.lxxv.3). The melting ones of the

eartli'=those of the Church who are not in truths, but

still long for them.

304'". The earth (which = the Church) is said 'to

melt ' (id.) when the truths are deficient through which

there is good.

Melt. See Molten image.

Member. Membrum.
See under Generation and Genital.

A. 15096. In the other life they are useless

members . . .

2853". The Lord's Kingdom on earth consists of all

those who are in good ; who, although scattered through

the whole world, still are one, and as members consti-

tute one body.

3624. On the correspondence of all the organs and
members of both the interior and the exterior man with

the (irand Man. Gen. art.

3986-'. The Societies which constitute Heaven . . .

form together one Heaven. They are circumstanced like

the members and organs of tlie human body . . .

4206-. Like the life with man, (which) inflows and
acts into the various sensory and motor organs of the

body, and into the various members and viscera, and
everywhere presents variety . . .

4280-. (This signification) is from the (correspond-

ences of all the members, organs, and viscera of man
with the Grand Man.

4459^. He who is in the interior spiritual degree,

regards intelligence and wisdom as a mediate end that

he may be able to serve as a useful member in the

Lord's Kingdom . . .

61 15*. It is the more general Societies to which corre-

sjiond the members, organs, and viscera in man . . .

7396. Empires and kingdoms are represented in

Heaven as a man
; and the societies which arc therein

arc represented as the members of that man ; but the

king as the head . . . For the universal Heaven repre-

sents one man
; and the Societies there represent its

members
; and tliis according to their functions.

7836'-. The universal Heaven is one Society . . . The
general Societies there, are as many as are the members,
viscera, and organs in man ; but the special Societies

arc as many as the little viscera within each content
VOL. IV.

of a viscera, member, or organ ; and the particular

Societies are as many as are the lesser parts in these

constituting a greater one. That it is so, is evident

from the correspondences of man, and of his members,

organs, and viscera with the Grand Man.

10062^. It is to be known that the ultimate or

extreme of any member signifies the same as the whole

member . . .

H. 65. As the whole Heaven relates to one man . . .

therefore Heaven is distinguished into members and

parts, like man ; and they are also named in the same

way. Moreover, the Angels know in what member one

Society is, and in what another ; and they say that this

Society is in some member or province of the head ;

this, in some member or province of tlie chest ; this, in

some member or province of the loins ; and so on.

94. Therefore the Societies which are in any member

there, correspond to the like member in man . . .

96. The correspondence of the two Kingdoms of

Heaven with the heart and lungs is the general corre-

spondence of Heaven with man ; but there is a less

general one with each of his members, organs, and

viscera. Ex. and Enum.
e. The influx of Heaven is into the functions and

uses of the members . . .

100. To the Third Heaven corresponds the Second

one ; and to the Second Heaven corresponds the First

one ; and this corresponds to the corporeal forms in

man, which are called his members, organs, and

viscera. Thus it is the Corporeal of man into which

Heaven ultimately ceases . . .

R. 66. See Chukch, here.

T. 372. It is known that the Church makes the Body

of Christ ; and that everyone in whom the Church is,

is in some member of that Body ; according to Paul

(Eph.i.24; 1C0r.xii.27; Rom.xii.4,5).

D. 1765. Let such lieware, wlio are the media whicli

disturb societies, and cause enmities and hatreds among

the members of the society . . .

1004^. All things which are in the body, which are

called members, viscera, and organs, are nothing else

tlian natural corporeal forms corresponding to the

spiritual forms of the mind. Hence each and all things

of the body so correspond to each and all things of the

mind, that whatever the mind wills and thinks, the

body acts in an instant at its nod. When, therefore,

two minds are acting as one, the two bodies are also so

united potentially, that they are no longer two, but one

flesh. To want to become one flesh is conjugial love . . .

Inv. 28. (The Grand) Man is distinguished into

Societies, of whicli each relates to one member, or

organ and viscus in man . . .

Membrane. Alembrana.

Membranaceous. Membranaceus.

A. 5188. Such (as act by artifices and lies) relate to

. . . what are called the spurious tubercles which are

wont to be inborn on the pleura and other membranes

... so that at last the whole membrane is destroyed.

5557. There are Spirits through whom others speak,

2 It
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and who scarcely understand what they are saying . . .

but still they speak much. Such do those become who
in the life of the body have merely babbled, and have

thought nothing about what they said, and have loved

to speak about all things. There are cohorts of them,

and some of tliem relate to the membranes which cover

the viscera of the body, and some to the cuticles which

derive but little from what is sensitive ; for they are

only jmssive forces ; and act notlitng from themselves,

but from others. D. 1723.

[A.] 7748. Those who love Knowledges alone, but not a

life according to them, relate to the interior membrane
of the skull ; whereas those who are accustomed to

speak without affection, and to draw the thought to

themselves, and to draw it away from others, relate to

that membrane, but made bony . . . D.3888.

8990-. They who are solely in the truths of faith,

and not in the good of charity, are relatively servants

. . . They who are such up to the end of life remain

permanently in this state, nor can they ever be brought

to a state in which they act from the affection of charity

. . . but from obedience. In the Grand Man . . . these

constitute the things which serve interior things, as the

membranes and skins. Refs.

H. 436. They would fill parchments, as the saying is.

R.29. 463'". T.54. 37i«. E.I 93-.

W. 260. It would be as if the membrane investing

the motor fibres of a muscle were not to react against

the forces of these fibres in acts ; not only would action

cease, but all the interior textures would be resolved.

P. 254^. It has been jirovided by the Lord that those

to whom the Gospel could not come, but only religion,

might also have a place in that Divine man—that is, in

Heaven—by constituting those things wliich are called

skins, membranes, cartilages, and bones ; and that in

like manner as others they should be in heavenly joy.

For it does not matter whether they are in joy such as

is possessed by the Angels of the highest Heaven, or in

joy such as is possessed by the Angels of the ultimate

Heaven ; for everyone who comes into Heaven, comes into

the highest joy of his heart ; he cannot endure a liigher

one ; for in that he would be suffocated. Examp.

R. 335. By 'a book rolled together' is meant a

parchment rolled together, because their books were

parchments . . . £.299-'.

M. 43. I saw an Angel from that Heaven holding in

his hand a parchment, which he unrolled, saying . . .

In this parchment there are arcana of wisdom concern-

ing (conjugial love) . . , The Angel (then) let down the

unrolled parchment, which a certain angelic Spirit

took, and laid upon a table in a certain chamber, which
he at once closed, and held out to me tlie key, and said.

Write.

77". He showed us . . . that the Second Age set down
its writings upon parchments ; and he brought a parch-

ment, upon which were copied the canons of the

primeval people from their tablets of stone . . .

2948. Again came the little boy with a parchment in

his hand . , . and I read these words . . . (Compare
M.293^)

T. 34®. The reception of life in the ultimate degree

(may be compared to) the influx of light into ... a

transparent membrane.

335. I saw fatuous lights . . . some like parchments

full of writing, which, being folded together again and

again, at last appeared like falling stars, which in their

descent vanished in the air. Ex.

577-. Hence a respiration of every membrane in the

body. Thus the meninges of the brain, the i)leura, the

peritoneum, the diaphragm, and all the other [mem-
branes] which cover the viscera, and which compose

them within, act and are acted upon ; and thus co-

operate ; for they are elastic ; hence [their] coming

fortli and subsistence.

D. 1060. So also the membranes of the body, and

also the muscular textures, are to be referred to tlie

class of spiritual things.

1721. [On] those who constitute the interior mem-
branes of tlie body ; as the pleura. Gen. art.

1723. For the membranes are no otherwise, and per-

form no other use, than being passive forces ; and they

act that which the active forces infuse into them.

1725. For tlie interior membranes of the body are

continued membranes of the head ; as the pituitaiies of

the mouth, and tlius tlie meninges of the brain . . .

1726. Such Spirits are very numerous ; for the mem-
branes of the body are sjiacious ; and are continued

around and upon all the viscera, and enter the same :

thus it is now insinuated that the most part of (these

Spirits) are women.

1730. They who constitute the thin membranes of

the brains are similarly circumstanced in the Spiritual

World ... as are these membranes, wliich admit tlie

sanguineous spirit to the interiors . . . and also invest

the fascicles of the fibres or little nerves.

1 741. With all those who constitute the externals of

man there reign insanities, that is, phantasies . . . Such

phantasies or insanities are very numerous . . . and

therefore so long as they are in them, they constitute

such things . . . especially the skins and the mem-
branes, which act against internal things. The most

part of such are from this our Earth ; for our orb is now

in externals, and almost commands internals ; and, in

proportion as it commands, in the same proportion it is

tormented in the other life, even until such phantasies

have been moderated, so that they constitute an equi-

librium ; nor are they before admitted to act such

membranes ; but are outside or below the grand body,

namely, in the Earth of Lower Things, and in various

places of Hell ; from which they are taken out and

elevated in order to constitute such things : in which,

l»ecause there are also very many vexations there, while

they are being perfected, they are advanced still more

interiorly ; thus into Heaven ; for all the membranes

go forth more perfect in proportion as they go to more

and more interior things ; nay, there exists nothing in

the human body except from membranes ; hence are

the organic forms which are actuated by the blood and

spirit, which also are organic forms, but active ones in

respect to the others . . . The actives of life are called

celestial things ; the passives of life, spiritual things
;
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and, as celestial things, or love, ought to rule spiritual

things ... so have these things been constituted in the

body. But the influx of the one into the other, and

the nature of it, may indeed be evident from the organic

things of the body ; but as it belongs to the vastest

work, it can never be understood, except [as to] the

things which are most general . . .

3419. That the whole Grand Man is organic, and

relates to the purer and grosser membranaceous things

of the body ; aud the Lord alone to the interior things

... Ex.

6109^. They who constitute the middle of the sole (of

the feet) make beautiful skins, which they sell, from

which they make pretty little caskets.

Memorable. MemoraMHs.
A. 10159. What is memorable . , .

H. 463-. I will add something memorable . . .

R.I53-

R. 224. I will add this memorable thing. 255. 294.

341. 386. 463. 531. 611. 655, etc.

484. I will add three memorable things which

happened in the Spiritual "World. The first memorable
thing was . . .

•*. The second memorable thing was this.

^ The third memorable thing was tliis.

566. I will add these memorable things. 875.

961. I will add two memorable things. Tlie first is

this.

M. I. I foresee that many who read . . . the memor-
able things after the chapters, will believe tliat they

are inventions of the imagination ; but I asseverate in

Truth that they are not inventions, but have been

truly done and seen ; not seen in any state of lulling of

the mind, but in a state of full wakefulness. For it has

pleased the Lord to manifest Himself to me, and to send

me to teach those things which will be of the New
Church which is meant by 'the New Jerusalem' in the

Apocalypse ; for the sake of which end He has opened

the interiors of my mind and spirit, from which it has

been given me to be in the Spiritual World with the

Angels, and at the same time in the natural world with

men ; and this now for twenty-five years. T.851.

39'=. In the memorable things which follow after the

paragraphs or chapters of this Work.

42. I will subjoin two memorable things from the

Spiritual World . . .

44. The second memorable thing.

55. I will add two memorable things. 103. 132. etc.

74. These six memorable things which are from the

Spiritual World concerning conjugial love . . .

L 19. I will subjoin this memorable thing . . .

B. 114. To these things shall be added two memor-
able things taken from the Apocalypse Revealed. iiS.

T. 4. It is a memorable thing that the Lord . . .

called together His twelve disciples . . .

12. To illustrate this I will adduce this memorable
thing from the Spiritual World . . .

16. I will add one memorable thing . , .

25. I will add this memorable thing ... 35. 48.

71. I will add three memorable things . . .

76. A first memorable thing.

77. A second memorable thing. (And so on.)

no. I will add these memorable things. . . 134.

159. etc.

851-. That such things as have been described in the

memorabilia apjiear in the Heavens, may be evident

from the like things which were seen and described in

the Apocalypse . . . and in the Prophets. Enum.

Memorial. Memorialis.

A. 6888. 'This My memorial into generation, genera-

tion' (Ex.iii. 15) = that (the Divine Human) is to

be perpetually worshipped. 'A memorial' = that which

is to be remembered ; and, when predicated of the

Divine, the quality in the worship . . . 'Memorial' is

predicated of the quality of tlie Divine in worship, as to

truth . . . That ' memorial' = the quality of the Divine

in worship. 111.

^. 'Holy' is predicated of truth ; worship thence

is signified by 'the memorial of his holiness' (Ps.xxx.4
;

xcvii. 12).

7881. 'The day shall be to you for a memorial' (Ex.

xii. I4) = the quality of that state in worship.

8067. 'And for a memorial between the eyes' (Ex.

xiii.9) = that it should be perpetually in the understand-

ing ; 'a memorial' = perpetual remembrance. It is said

'a memorial,' because in the Word this is predicated of

the Intellectual.

85266. That it is for a memorial. Sig.

8620. 'Write this memorial in a Ijook' (Ex.xvii.i4) =
for perpetual memory. 'A memorial' = what is to be

remembered, or what is in the memory.

H. 462a*. Their memorial books . . . have been

opened . . .

N. 202. Baptism has been instituted , . . for a

memorial that (man) is to be regenerated. A. 10386.

R.7763.

P. 258'. A memorial Appendix to all the psalm-

books.

T. 2246. This memorial thing shall be given , . .

E. 324". 'That it be bread for a memorial' (Lev.

xxiv.7) = tliat it be received and heard by the Lord.

Memory. Memoria.

Rememiber. Memini.
See under KNOW-scZ/r, Recoli.ecj", and Remembkk.

A. 27. When he knows that there is an internal man
and an external one ; and that truths and goods inflow,

from the Lord . . . through the internal man to the ex-

ternal—although it does not appear so—then these

truths and goods, or Knowledges of truth and good,

which are with him, are stored up in his memory, and

are referred among scientifics ; for whatever is insinuated

into the memory of the external man, whether it be

natural, or spiritual, or celestial, remains there as a

scientific, and is produced thence by the Lord. These

Knowledges are 'the waters gathered together to one

place, and called seas.'
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A.] 30-. First through faith of the memory, which is

scientific faith . . .

268. It is the external man, or his affection and

memory, in wliich are implanted the seeds of good and

truth . . .

608*-'. Doctrinal things then succeeded, wliicli were

first apprehended by the external senses, from which

the material ideas of the memory, and the derivative

ideas of thought, were formed . . .

913^. The fructification of good, and the multiplica-

tion of truth, take place in the external man ; the

(former) in his att'ections ; the (latter) in his memory.
Sig.

984. The goods of charity and the truths of faith

with one regenerated ... as they are implanted througli

faith, or througli the hearing of the Word, are first in

his memory, which is of the external man. When he

has been regenerated . . . the goods of charity put

themselves fortli in the affections which are of the

external man ; and the truths of faith in the memory
;

and in both they increase and are multiplied.

991. For scientifics are of three kinds : intellectual,

rational, and sensuous. All are inseminated in the

memory, or rather, in the memories ; and in one regen-

ated tliey are called out thence by the Lord through the

internal man.

1 197. Being sucli, they could not do otherwise than

make the Knowledges of faith things of memory
; for

the Knowledges of spiritual and celestial things . . . be-

come no other than things of memory, when the man
who is skilled in them is without charity. The things

of memory are as things dead, unless the man is

such that he lives according to them from conscience.

When this [is the case] then the things of the memory
are also simultaneous things of life ; and then for the

first time are they of use and salvation for him after the

life of the bod}'.

1408^. The things of the sense of the letter are like

the things which are with man in his body, namely, the

scientifics of the memory which are from sensuous things

;

which are general vessels . . .

1435. Tlie ideas of thought are founded upon those

things which have been impressed on the memory from
sensuous things ; and therefore scientifics are vessels for

spiritual things . . ,

1460. For . . . with the external man there are re-

cipient vessels, which are called [those] of the memory.
These are formed through Knowledges . . . with the

inflowing and assisting of the internal man ; conse

ipiently, Knowledges are learned and implanted in the

memory according to the influx of the internal man.
So also with the Lord when a child . . .

1469-. AVhatever is in the memory of man is nothing
less than [it is] truth . . . but truth is in these things

as in vessels . . .

1637^. When (Spirits) are with man, the ideas of

their thought fall into the words which are with the
man [in his memory] . . . 1638.

1639. The speech of words ... is the speech proper
to man, and indeed to his corporeal memory ; whereas

the speech of ideas of thought is the si)eech of Spirits,

and indeed of the interior memory, which is the memory
of a Spirit. Men do not know that they have this latter

memory, because the memory of particular or material

things, which is corporeal, makes everything, and
darkens the interior memory ; when yet Mithout the

interior memory, which is pioper to his spirit, man can

think nothing. From this memory I have often spoken

with Spirits ; thus in their Oavu language ; that is, by
ideas of thought . . .

1798-. For what is doctrinal is only knowledge, which

is of the memory . . .

*. Are not known by the memory ; but are in his

heart . . . because they are in charity.

1900. The internal man . . . cannot have communica-

tion with the external . . . until recipient vessels have

been formed, which are of the memory ; which is effected

through Knowledges and knowledges . , .

-. ]]ut this life becomes by degrees more distinct,

as the vessels of the exterior memory are formed through

Knowledges, and the vessels of the interior memory
through rational things. Ex.

^. (Truths) in the organic forms of Ijoth memories
are genuine vessels . . .

1901-. This intellectual truth . . . inflows. . . through

an internal way . . . and constantly comes to meet the

Knowledges which are insinuated through sensuous

things and implanted in the memory . . .

1940". AVhen they inflow into the sensuous scientifics

of the memory . . . Sig.

1980'=. Many dissimilar dreams may be presented from

, . . one origin ; for the reason that those things which

are in the memory and the atFection of man are recipient

vessels, in which ideas are varied and received represent-

atively, according to the variations of their form, and

their changes of state.

2249'^. For nothing can ever be kept in the memory,
still less enter into anything of thought, except through

some idea, however formed . . .

2256"'^. All the good ever thought and done by a man
. . . remains ; and in like manner all the evil . . . They
have been inscribed on his book of life ; that is, on both

his memories ; and on his nature . . .

2268-. If the truths which are in the memories of a

man, and in the thoughts of his mind, are Avithout

goods, they are like a city without inhabitants
; thus

are empty.

2284. Remains are ... all the good and all the truth

with a man, which lie stored up in his memories, and
in his life.

2469. On the memory remaining with man after

death ; and the reminiscence of those things which he

had done in the life of the body. Gen. art.

. As yet it has been known to scarcely anyone

that ever}' man has two memories ; one exterior, and

the other interior ; and that the exterior one is proper

to his body, and the interior one to his spirit.

2470. While a man lives in the body he can scarcely

know that he has an interior memory, because then the

interior memory acts nearly as a one with his exterior

memory ; for the ideas of thought, which are of the in-
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terior memory, inflow into the things which are in the

exterior memory, as into their vessels, and are there

conjoined [with them]. Ex.

2471. These two memories are entirely distinct from

each other. To the exterior memory, which is proper

to man while he is living in the world, belong all the

words of languages, also the objects of external sensuous

things, and likewise the scientifics which are . of the

world. To the interior memory belong the ideas of the

speech of Spirits, wliich are of the interior sight, and

all rational things, from the ideas of which thought

itself comes forth. That these things are distinct from

each other, man does not know . . .

2472. Hence it is that men . . . cannot speak with

each other, except by means of languages in articulate

soimds . . . for the reason that this is done from the

exterior memory. AVhereas Spirits speak with each

other by means of a universal language distinguished

into ideas . . . and thus they can have converse with

any Spirit . . . for the reason that this is done from the

interior memory. Into this language comes eveiy man
immediately after death, because he comes into this

memory, which ... is proper to his spirit.

2473. The interior memory immensely excels the ex-

terior one, and is circumstanced as are some myriads to

one, or as what is lucid to what is dark ; for myriads of

ideas of the interior memory inflow into one of the ex-

terior memory, and there present a general obscure

something ; hence all the faculties of Spirits, and still

more those of Angels, are in a more perfect state
;

namely, both their sensations, and their thoughts and

perceptions. The nature of the excellence of the interior

memory over the exterior one, may be evident from ex-

amples. When a man remembers any [other] man
whose quality is known to him from an intercourse of

many years, whether a friend or an enemy, that which he

then thinks about him is presented as one obscure thing

;

and this because he is thinking from the exterior

memory. But when the same man has become a Spirit,

that which he then thinks aliout him is presented as to

all the ideas which he had ever taken up about him
;

and this because he is thinking from the interior

memory. The like is the case with everything. The

thing itself about which he knows many things presents

itself in the exterior memory as one general something

;

but in the interior memory as to every single thing

about which he has ever procured for hiinself an idea
;

and thisin a wonderful form.

2474. All things whatever which a man hears and

sees, and with which he is affected, are, unknown to the

man, insinuated as to the ideas and ends into his in-

terior memory ; and they remain in it, so that not any-

thing perishes ; although the same things are obliterated

in the exterior memory. Such, therefore, is the interior

memory, that there are inscribed on it all the single,

nay, the most singular, things, which the man has ever

thought, spoken, and done, nay, which have appeared

to him as a shade, with the most minute things, from

his first infancy to the last of old age. The memory of

all these things the man has with him when he comes

into the other life ; and he is successively brought into

the recollection of them all. This is the Book of his

Life, which is opened in the other life, according to

which he is judged. . . All the ends, which to him had

been in obscurity, and all the things he has thought,

together with all things which he has thence spoken

and done, to the smallest point of all, are in that book
;

that is, in the interior memory ; and are open before

the Angels as in clear day whenever the Lord grants

permission.

2475. From much and daily experience through many
years, it has been given to know, that after death man
does not lose a whit of those things which have been in

his memories, either exterior or interior ; insomuch

that nothing so small and minute can be thought of

which the man has not with him ; so that after death he

leaves nothing whatever behind him except the bones

and flesh . . .

2476. But, as to his exterior memory, the case is

this : that he has each and all things of it with him
;

but he is not then allowed to use this memory, but

only the interior one. The reasons are many. The

first is . . . that from the interior memory, in the other

life, he can speak and have intercourse with all in the

universe. The second is, that this memory is proper to

a Spirit, and is adequate to the state in which he then

is ; for exterior things—that is, scientific, worldly, and

corporeal things—are adequate to man, and correspond

to his state while he is in the world and the body ; but

interior things—that is, rational, spiritual, and celestial

things—are adequate and correspond to a Spirit.

2477. It was proposed to (the Spirits) to think and

speak together [on the question] as to whether it is ad-

vantageous for Spirits to use the exterior memory. . .

The Spirits who were for corporeal and worldly things

confirmed this by many things . . . that thus they

would have lost nothing, l)ut after death would be men
equally as they had been before ; that thus they would

have iaeen able to come into the world through man
;

that the delight of life is in the exterior memory ; and

that in no other faculty or gift are there intelligence and

wisdom ; besides many other things . . . But others

then thought and spoke from the opposite principle,

knowing that what they said was true, because it was

from Divine order. They said that if Spirits were

allowed to use the exterior memory they would then be

in the like imperfection to that in which they had been

before when they were men ; that thus they would be in

gross and obscure ideas, in comparison with those which

are in the interior memory ; and thus they would not

only become more and more foolish, but would also

descend and not ascend ; thus neither would they live

to eternity ; for to immerse themselves again into worldly

and corporeal things would be to give themselves again

into a state of death ; also that if Spirits were allowed

to use the exterior memory, the human race would

perish ; for every man is ruled by tlie Lord through

Spirits and Angels ; and if Spirits were to inflow into

man from the exterior memory, man would not be able

to think from his own memory, but from that of the

Spirit ; thus man . . . would be obsessed ; the obsessions

of yore were nothing else ; besides many other things.

2478. In order that I might know how the case is

that man could not think from his own memory if
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spirits iuflowed from the exterior memory, it has been

twice or thrice permitted that this should be done ; and
I then knew no otherwise than that was mine which was

not mine, but the Spirit's ; and that I had thought

those things before which I had not thought ; and this

I could not apperceive until they had receded.

[A. ] 2479. A newly arrived Spirit was indignant be-

cause he could not remember more things which he had
known in the life of the body, grieving on account of

the delight which he had lost . . . But he was told that

he had lost nothing at all, and that he knows each and
all things ; but that in the other life it is not allowable

to bring out such things ; and that it is sufficient that

he is now able to think and speak much better and more
perfectly ; without immersing his Eational, as before,

in the dense, obscure, material, and cori)oreal things

which are of no use in the Kingdom into which he has

now come ; and that those things which had been in

the kingdom of the world had been left behind ; and
that he now has whatever conduces to the use of eternal

life; and that thus and no otherwise can he become
l)lessed and happy : thus that it is of ignorance to

believe that in the other life intelligence perishes with

the none-use of the corporeal memory ; when yet the

case is that in proportion as the mind can be with-

drawn from sensuous and corporeal things, in the same
proportion it is elevated to spiritual and celestial

ones.

2480. As men after death are in the interior memory
—which had been that of their Eational—hence it is

that they who in the world had been pre-eminently

skilled in languages cannot bring out one syllable of

them ; and they who had been pre-eminently in know-
ledges cannot bring out anything of their scientifics . . .

But whatever they have iml)ued by means of languages

and knowledges, because it has formed their Rational,

they bring forth into use. The Rational thence pro-

cured is that from ^^•hich they think and speak. He
who has imbilied falsities by means of languages and

knowledges, and has confirmed himself in them, reasons

from nothing but falsities ; but he Mho has imbibed

truths speaks from truths. It is the affection itself

which gives the life . . .

24S1. That . . . Spirits do not lose a whit of the

things which belong to their exterior or corporeal

memory ; but that they have with them all things of

it, that is, that they have with them the whole of it,

although it is not allowed to bring forth from it the

particulars of their life, has been given me to know
from much experience ; as may be evident from what
follows :—Two whom I had Known in the life of the

body, and who had been mutual enemies, met ; and I

heard one describing the genius of the other with many
circumstances, and also the nature of the opinion he

had had about Him, reciting a whole letter which he

had wTitten to him, and many things in series, which

were particulars, and of the exterior memory ; and

which the other acknowledged . . .

2482. I heard a certain one upbraiding another, in

that he had kept back his money . . . and this with the

circumstances, which were of the exterior memory . . .

I also heard the other replying, and recounting the

reasons why he had done it, all of which were worldlj-

particulars,

2483. A certain female was let into the state in which
she had been in the world when she had attempted a

crime ; and then every single thing of her thoughts,

and of her conversation with another woman, came forth

as in clear day.

. A certain female of the crew of the Sirens,

because she kept on denying that she had been such in

the life of the body, was let into the state of the cor-

poreal memory, and then her adulteries and Hagitious

things, which when she lived had been known to

scarcely anyone, were opened, and were recited in series,

almost to hundreds (with all the particulars) and all to

the life as in open day ; and so she was convicted.

Such things are brought forth when anyone wants to

exculpate himself . . .

2485. A Spirit . . . whom I had not known in the

life of the body, when I asked him whether he knew
whence he was, did not know ; but by means of the in-

terior sight he was led by me through the cities where I

had been, and at last through the city whence he was
;

and then through the streets and public places, all of

which he Knew ; and at last into the street where he

had dwelt ; and, if I had known the houses, and how
they were situated, I could have knoMU his house too.

2486. That men have with them each and all things

of the corporeal memory, could also very frequently

be evident to me from those whom I had known in their

life of the body, in that when I have spoken with them
they have recognized each and all things which they

had done in my presence, and which they had then

spoken and thought.

®. From these and many other experiences, it has

been given me to know for certain that man carries with

him into the other life all things of the exterior or cor-

poreal memory.

2487. Regarded in itself, the exterior memory is

nothing else than an organic something formed from the

objects of the senses—especially of the sight and the

hearing—in the substances which are the beginnings of

the fibres ; and according to the impressions from them
variations of form take i)lace, which are reproduced ; and

these forms are varied and changed according to the

changes of state of the affections and persuasions. The
interior memory is in like manner organic ; but purer

and more perfect ; formed from the objects of the in-

terior sight, which objects are disposed in a stated series

in incomprehensible order.

2488. I had supposed . . . that no Spirit could ever

know the things in my memory . . . But I can asseve-

rate that the Spirits who are with man know and take

note of the least things of his memory and thoughts ;

and this much more clearly than the man himself ; and

that the Angels know and take note of the ends them-

selves . . .

2489. The things which are of the interior memory
manifest themselves in the other life by a certain sphere,

from which the quality of Spirits is Known at a distance

. . . This sphere comes forth from the activity of the

things in the interior memory.
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2490. With the interior memory the case is this :

tliat there are retained in it not only each and all

things which from his infancy the man has ever seen

and heard, and the things -which he has thonght,

spoken, and done ; but also tliose things which he sees

and hears, and which he thinks, speaks, and does, in

the other life. But this takes place with a difference.

Those who are in the persuasion of falsity and the

cupidity of evil imbihe and retain all things which agi-ee

therewith ; for they enter like water into sponges. All

other things do indeed also flow thereto ; but they are

retained so lightly that they scarcely know that they are

anything. But they who are in the faitli of truth and

the affection of good, retain all things which are true

and good, and thence are continually being perfected.

Hence it is that they can be instructed, and that they

are instructed in the other life.

2491. There are Spirits . . . who have relation to the

interior memory. These wander about in cohorts, and

by wonderful metliods elicit whatever others know ; and

whatever they hear they communicate to their own ones.

2492. The quality of memories is sometimes pre-

sented to view in the other life. . . The exterior memory
is thus i)resented ... as a callosity ; the interior

memory like a medullary substance such as is in the

human brain. . . With those who in the life of the body

have studied for the memory alone, and thus have not

cultivated their Rational, their callosity appears hard,

and inwardly striated. With those who have filled the

memory with Falsities, it appears hairy and rough, and

this from the inordinated heap of things. With those

who have studied for the memory for the sake of the

love of self and of the world, it appears conglutinated

and indurated.

-. W^ith those who have wanted to penetrate into

Divine arcana by means of scientitics, especially by

means of philosophical things, and who would not

believe until they [had been persuaded by means of

them, it appears dark, and is of such a nature that it

absorbs the rays of light, and turns them into darkness.

With those who have been deceitful and hypocrites, it

appeal's as if it were bony and of ebony, and reflects the

rays of light. But witli those who have been in the

good of love and the truth of faith, no such callosity

appears, because their interior memory transmits the

rays of light into their exterior one; in the objects or

ideas of which—as in their basis, or as in their ground—
the rays are terminated, and there find delicious recep-

tacles ; for the exterior memory is the ultimate of

order, in which spiritual and celestial things are softly

terminated and reside, when there are goods and truths

there. H.466.

2493. I have spoken with the Angels about the

memory of past things, and the derivative anxiety

about future ones ; and I have been instructed that the

more interior and perfect tlie Angels are, the less do

they care for past things, and think about future ones
;

and that thence also is their happiness . . . But although

they do not care for past things, and are not solicitous

about future ones, they still have the most perfect re-

miniscence of past things, and view of future ones ;

because in all their present there are both what is past

and what is future. Thus they have a more perfect

memory than can ever be thought of or expressed.

2494. When men who are in love to the Lord and in

charity towards the neighbour are living in the world,

they have with them and in them angelic intelligence

and wisdom, but stored up in the inmosts of their

interior memory ; which intelligence and wisdom can

never appear to them until they put oft' corporeal things.

Then the memory of particular things ... is lulled
;

and they are awakened into the interior memory
; and

successively afterwards into the angelic one itself.

H.467.

2503-. Rational truths are interior, and scientific

truths are exterior : these are distinct from each other

exactly as are the two memories of man.

2520". (This) may be evident from the ideas which a

man cherishes concerning Divine arcana—there always

adheres to them some idea from worldly things, or from

things analogous to worldly things, through which it is

retained in the memory, and through which it is repro-

duced into the thought . . .

2590^. Nevertheless the truths of faith with (those

who are in evil) go no further than into the memory.

They do not penetrate to the affection which is of the

heart ; and therefore also the truths of their memory

are dissipated, and become null, in the other life.

26572. But these things (of the first Rational) at that

time go no further than a little above the ideas of the

corporeal memory, which are relatively very material . . .

2750''. The things which (an adulterer against whom
Heaven has been closed) speaks about (the things of

love and faith), do not come from his interiors, but

solely from his memory and mouth . . .

283 1 . AVithout an idea nothing remains in the memory,

otherwise than as an empty thing . . . The idea itself,

when confirmed by many things, causes it not only to

inhere in the memory, and that it can be called out

thence into the thought ; but also that faith can be

insinuated into it.

^o. It is celestial and spiritual love which disposes

into order the scientifics which are of the exterior

memory ; whereas the love of self and of the world

perverts the order, and disturbs all things which are

there ...

. The things which are in the exterior memory,

where scientifics are, relatively to the things which are

in the interior memory, where rational things are, are

in a thicket, or as in a dark forest. So long as man

lives in the body, he cannot know how shady, opaque,

and dark it relatively is there . . . But he will know in

the other life, when he conies into those things which

are of the interior memoi-y, that in the exterior memory,

which is proper to man while he is living in the world,

there is nothing less than there is the light of wisdom

and intelligence . . .

2875. But the truth of doctrine, or faith (is insinuated)

through an external way, and is carried into the memory,

being called out thence by the Lord in His own time and

order, and conjoined with the affection of good . • .

3020-. Tlie things which are in (the natural mind)

are all scientifics ; thus also all Knowledges of whatever
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kind ; in a word, each and all things which are of the

exterior or corporeal memory . . ,

[A.3020P. But the rational niiud is interior ; the cog-

nitive things which are there are not open before the

man, but are imperceptible while lie is living in the

Ijody ; namely, each and all things which are of the

interior memory . . .

3066". For truths without affection do indeed flow to

the ear as sound, but they do not enter into the memory.
That which causes them to enter into the memory, and

to inhere therein, is affection . . . 3336^.

3108-. But as soon as truth is initiated into his good,

it is then ajipropriated to him. It then vanishes from

his external memory, and passes into the internal one
;

or, what is the same, it vanishes in the natural or

external man, and passes into the rational or internal

one . . ,

3114*^. The truths of the natural man are scientific

truths ; namely, whatever are in his external memory.

Sig.

3161-. So long as these doctrinal things are only in

the memory, they are only scientific truths, and are not

yet appropriated to the man as his ; but they are for

the first time appropriated to him when he begins to

love them for the sake of life, and still more when he

applies them to life. When this is done, the truths are

elevated from the natural memory into the Rational,

and are there conjoined with good . , .

3 1
75-. (Thus) man is not born into any truth, but

must learn everything, and this through an external

way, namely, that of hearing and sight : through this

way truth must be insinuated, and implanted in his

memory ; but so long as truth is there only, it is only

knowledge . . .

3203^. At first they are ... as infants ; the spiritual

truths with them are scientifics ; for when doctrinal

things are learned and inserted in the memory they are

nothing else ; but these are successively called forth

thence by the Lord, and are implanted in the life ; that

is, in good . . .

3316-. The first state of the man who is being regene-

rated, or with whom truth is being conjoined with good,

is that first of all in his natural man, or in its store-

house, which is called the memory, there are heaped
together doctrinal things of truth, without any stated

order . . . These things are not reduced into order of

themselves, but by the good which inflows into them
. . . Tr.

3324^ Truths can indeed be stored up in the memory
before (there is good to receive them), like seeds in a

pod . . . but they do not become the man's unless the

ground has been prepared . . .

3388^. For it is not sufficient for a man to know that

it is so ; but he also wants to know what it is . . . in

order that some confirmation may accede to the intel-

lectual part . . . Otherwise, it may indeed be induced on
the memory, but it remains there no otherwise than as

a dead thing . . ,

3402^. To know good and truth, or to keep them in

the memory, and to utter them with the mouth, is not

to have good and truth ; but to be affected with them

from the heart.

3405-. For lower things are nothing but composites

of higher ones ; as may be concluded from the memories

with man, of which the interior one, being in a higher

degree, so immensely excels the exterior one, which is

in a lower degree.

3512^. Truths, like all other scientifics, are allotted

their place in the memory which is of the natural man,

according to the pleasant and delightful things which

have introduced them ; as is evident from the fact,

that when these pleasant and delightful things return,

the things which have been introduced by them also

return ; and, conversely, Avhen the things are recalled,

the delightful or pleasant things, to which they

have been adjoined, are excited at the same time.

42052.

3539". For although man after death becomes a Spirit,

he still has with him in the other life those things which

are of his external man ; namely, natural affections,

and also doctrinal things, and scientifics too ; in a word,

the things which are of his exterior or natural memory
;

for these things are the planes in which his interior

things are terminated. As, therefore, these have been

disposed, so do the interior things, when they inflow,

become ; for they are modified therein . . .

3603*. In his first age, man knows the things which

are in the Word only as far as the memory . . .

3679^. But Spirits and Angels do not think like man.

Their thought is indeed terminated also in the Natural

;

for they have with them all the natural memory and its

affections ; but they are not allowed to use this memory.

Still, although they are not allowed to use it, it serves

them as a plane, or as a foundation, so that the ideas of

their thought may be terminated there. Hence it is

that the ideas of their thought are more interior. Ex.

3824". Internal truths are said to be conjoined with

the Natural when they are learned, acknowledged, and

believed. In the Natural of man, or in the memory of

this, there are truths both internal and external ; they

are there as doctrinal scientifics ; but they are not con-

joined until the man is affected with them for the sake

of the use of life . . . 3843.

3843'^. When (truths) are in the interior man, he then

no longer acts from the memory, but from nature-

indole ; so that at last they flow spontaneously into

act ; for they are then inscribed on the man's interior

memory ; and the things which come ioxth-prodeunt-

from this appear as if they were innate ; as may be

evident from the languages which a man has imbibed in

his childhood ; and also from the faculty of reasoning ;

and also from conscience. Hence it is evident that

even the interior truths of doctrine are not conjoined

with a man until they are of the life.

39116. ^11 good inflows from the Lord through the

internal man into the truths which have been collected

in the memory of the external man.

3913^ For example : that the Lord is the salvation

of the human race. Unless this is made affirmative by

a man, all those things which he has learned about the
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Lord . . . and which are in his natural memory among
scientifics, cannot be conjoined with his internal man
. . . thus neither can the affection inflow . . .

4018. The truths and goods which are learned, with

which the man is not affected, do indeed enter into the

memory, but adhere as lightly there as a feather to a

wall.

-. As to the things which enter into the memory,

the case is this. The things which enter without affec-

tion fall into the shade of it ; whereas those which enter

with affection come into the light there ; and (these)

are seen and appear clearly and livingly at every excita-

tion of a like thing ; but not so those which lie hidden

around in the shade. The affection which is of love is

attended with this. Hence it may be evident, that all

the implantation of truth, and its conjunction with

good, is effected through affection ; and that the greater

the affection is, the stronger is the conjunction , . .

4038-. The things which enter through sensuous

things store themselves up in the Natural as in a kind

of receptacle, (which) is the memory.
^. The things which elevate themselves thence

towards the Rational store themselves up in the Rational

also as in a kind of receptacle, (which) is the interior

memory.

4247-. From the memory, which is like an internal

eye, or internal siglit, there is a like circle ; namely,

from this sight through the thought into the will ; and

from the will through the thought into act . . .

\ (Thus) first of all the truths which are of faith

are insinuated through the hearing or the sight, and are

then stored up in the memory ; and are thence success-

ively elevated into the thought, and at last they inflow

into the will ; and (then) they ]iroceed thence through

the thought into act . . .

4266. So long as (scientifics, Knowledges, and thus

doctrinal things) ai'e in the natural or external man

—

that is, in his memory—and are not yet implanted in

the spiritual or internal man, tliey are signified by 'the

droves given into the hand of the servants.'

4301^. In proportion as the man is affected with these

things, in the same proportion he sees them, and in the

same proportion he retains them in the memory ; but
the things Avhich the eye sees from no affection are

passed over, and are not inserted into the memory ; thus
neither are they conjoined with him . . .

*. The like is the case with the understanding,

which is the internal sight ; its objects are . . . called

truths. The field of their objects is the memory . . .

4337'- Tor so long as truth is in the memory only, it

is called truth ; but when it is in the will and thence in

act, it is called the good of truth.

4408. For the objects of the world, which all derive

something from the light of the sun, enter through the

eye, and store themselves up in the memory ; and . . .

the things which are reproduced thence are seen within.

Hence is the imagination of man, the ideas of which are

called by philosophers material ideas. When these

objects appear still more interiorly, they present

thought . . .

45S8. This is what is meant by ... As the tree falls.

so it lies . . . For man has with him in the other life all

the Natural or tlie memory of the external man ; but

he is not allowed to use it there ; and therefore it is

there as a foundation plane, into which the interior

truths and goods fall. If this plane is not receptible of

the goods and truths which inflow from the interior,

the interior goods and truths are either extinguished,

perverted, or rejected.

47I5<=. For, with these, faith is only in the memory
and thence in the mouth . . .

4901^. For man in each idea of his thought has some-

thing adjoined from time and space. Hence his memory
and reminiscence ; and hence also his lower tliought,

the ideas of which are called material. But this memory,

from which are such ideas, is quiescent in the other life.

They who are there are in the interior memory, and in

the ideas of its thought. The thought from this memory
has not times and spaces adjoined to it ; but in their

place states and their progressions.

. That man has an exterior memory, which is

proper to him in the body ; and that he has also an

interior memory, which is jiroper to his spirit. Refs.

4925. As truth manifests itself—for it enters through

the senses, and stores itself up in the memory of the

external or natural man—therefore many have fallen

into the error, that truth is the first-born . . .

5079^ For man, when he dies . . . has with liim the

memory of all things which he has done, spoken, and

thought ; and has with him all the natural atlections

and cupidities ; thus all the interior things of the

Natural. Its exteriors he has no need of . . .

5089-. Hence it is that those who are sensuous, and

have applied themselves studiously to scientifics . . . can

no longer be elevated from them . . . thus neither can

their thought any longer be extended freely around the

whole field of the things of the memory, and choose the

things which agree, and reject the things which oppose,

and apply the things which are in any connection . . .

This is the reason why the learned believe less than tlie

simple . . .

5094. Into the external or natural memory of man
enter objects from the world through these sensuous

things on the one side ; and into it there enter objects

through rational things on the other side. The latter

separate themselves in that memory. '• The things wliich

have entered through rational things place themselves

more interiorly ; but those which have entered through

sensuous things place themselves more exteriorly. Hence

the Natural becomes twofold ; namely, interior and

exterior. Rep.

51 13''. The memory (of the Spiritual Church) is

compared to 'the wine of Lelianon,' from the good of

faith which has been implanted in the Intellectual.

5126-'. In proportion as he does not do truths, the

Rational is not opened ; Init still the Knowledges

remain in the Natural, namely in its memory ; thus as

it were outside the house on the threshold.

51276. From which he is in the faculty of thinking

au'l speaking . . . about spiritual things from the

formulae impressed on the natural or corporeal memory.

5130. 'P.ut remember me with thee' (Gen.xl.14) — the
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reception of faith . . . for to remembei' and recollect the

Lord is from no other source than faith. Hence
'remember me with thee ' = that he may receive faith.

Ex.

[A. 5130]*^. For that'which a man loves is what reigns ;

but not that which he only knows and keeps in the

memory.

5133. 'Make me remembered to Pharaoh' (ver. 14) =
communication with the interior Natural.

5135'-^. From infancy to childhood, and sometimes to

the first adolescence, man imbues goods and truths

through instruction from parents and masters ; for he

then seizes on them and believes them simply. The
state of innocence promotes [this], and inapts them into

the memory ; Imt places them at the first threshold . . .

5157^. By sensuous things are meant those scientitics

and those delights which have been insinuated through

the five senses of the body into the memory of the man
and into his concupiscences ; and which, taken together,

constitute the exterior Natural, from which the man is

called a sensuous man.

5212. The lowest truths, or the truths of the exterior

Natural, are called scientifics, because they are in man's

natural or external memory ; and because as to the most
part they partake of the light of the world ; and thence

can be presented and represented before others by forms

of words ; or by ideas formed into words by means of

such things as are of the world and its light. But the

things which are in the interior memory are not called

scientifics, but truths, in so far as they partake of the

light of Heaven ; nor are they intelligible except by
means of this light ; and they are utterable by means of

forms of words, or by means of ideas formed into words,

through such things as are of Heaven and its light.

5278. The reason 'to forget '= removal ... is that

such is the case with the memory and the derivative

thought : the things of wliich the man is thinking are

immediately under his view, and the things which are

related to that subject present themselves in order

around, even to the things which are not related, and
which are the most remote, and which are then in

forgetfulness. The things which are opposite are sejiar-

ated thence, and hang downwards . . . and equilibrate

those which are above. This ordination is effected by
means of the good which inflows . . ,

5287'-^. In proportion as (a man's thought) regards the

particulars of the memory, and remains therein, in the

same proportion it does not perceive the (juality of the

things.

5376^. Thus, with these, truths are not drawn inwards,

but are cast out of doors ; but still they remain in the

memory, for the sake of ends in the world, devoid of

life. This state is called 'desolation,' or 'vastation,'

5432. "When (the truths of faith) are learned, they are

apprehended and are committed to the memory, no
otherwise than as are other scientifics . . .

-. (Such) retain (truths) with themselves no
othei'wise than as they do all other scientifics

; they are

only in their natural memory, and thence in the mouth.

5664a^. It is one thing to know the truths of faith,

and another to believe them. They who only know
them, place them in the memory like other things which
are of any knowledge ; for these things a man can

procure for himself without that influx (of truth). But
these truths have no life . . . Hence it is that when he

brings them forth he does so from the memory, and not

from the heart. Whereas he who believes the truths of

faith, brings them forth from the heart when he does so

from the mouth ; for with him the truths of faith are so

rooted, that they have root in the external memory,
and grow thence towards the interior or higher things,

like fruit-bearing trees . . .

5853. The Spirits which flow to a man enter into all

his memory, and into all the knowledges of the memory
which the man possesses. Thus they put on all things

which belong to the man, insomuch that they know no
otherwise than that they are tlieirs . . . Hence it is that

all things which the man thinks, they think ; and that

all things which the Uian wills, they will ; and also

conversely, that all things which those Spirits think,

the man thinks ; and that all things which those Spirits

will, the man wills ; for they act as one by means of

the conjunction. But it is supposed on both sides that

such things as are in them are from themselves . . . but

this is a fallacy. 5S55.

5857. I have sometimes spoken with Spirits about

this faculty in which they excel man, in that at their

first coming they put on all things of the man's memory
;

and although before they had known nothing about

sciences, languages, and the things which the man has

learned and imbued from infancy to old age, still, in a

moment, they come into possession of them all ; and
that thus with the learned they are learned ; with the

clever, clever ; with the prudent, prudent. From this

those Spirits became proud ; for they were not good
;

and therefore it was also given to tell them, that with

the unlearned they are unlearned ; with the stupid,

stupid ; with the insane and silly, insane and silly ; for

they put on the interior things of the man with whom
they are ; thus all his fallacies, phantasies, and falsi-

ties ; consequently his insanities and fatuities. But
evil Spirits cannot approach infants, because they have

not as yet anything in their memory which they put on
;

and therefore with them there are good Spirits and
Angels.

5858. AVhatever Spirits think and speak from the

memory of man, they suppose to be their own, and in

themselves. If they are told that it is not so, they are

exceedingly indignant. . . In order that they might be

convinced that it is not so, they were interrogated

whence they know how to speak with me in my ver-

nacular tongue, when yet in the life of the body they

had known nothing whatever of it ... I also read before

them the Hebrew language, which they understood as

much as I, even infants . . . Hence they have been

convinced that when they come to man they come into

possession of all his knowledges . . . They have their

own also ; but they are not allowed to bring them out

;

for the reason that they may serve the man by what is

his ; and for many other reasons ; and because there

would be the greatest confusion, if Spirits were to inflow

from their own memory. Refs. D.2401.
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5859. Certain Spirits came to me . . . saying that

they had been witii me from the beginning, knowing

nothing else ; but, as I demonstrated the contrary to

them, they at last confessed tliat they had now come

for the first time ; and because they had at once put on

all things of my memory, they could know nothing

else. Hence also it was evident, that the moment
Spirits ai-rive, they put on as their own all the scien-

titics of the man ; also, that when a number of Sjiirits

are present, they each put them on, and they each

suppose that they are their own. Into this faculty

conies man immediately after death. Hence, too, it is,

that good Spirits in the heavenly Society into wdiich

they come, put on and possess all the wisdom which

belongs to all in that Society . . .

5865^. A certain Spirit was let into a state of the

body by this, that he thought from the sensuous things

of the body, thus from the external memory ; and he

was then seen by me as a black mass devoid of life. The

same, when restored, said that he had supposed himself

to be in the life of the body.

5881. In wdiat order scientitics and truths are dis-

posed in the memory of a man, the man does not know
;

but, when the Lord pleases, the Angels know it. For

it is a wonderful order : they coliere fascicularly ; and

the fascicles themselves also cohere with one another
;

and tliis according to the connection of the things which

the man had taken up. These coherences are more

wonderful than any man can ever believe. In the other

life they are sometimes presented to view . . . The
scientifics and truths are ordinated into these fascicular

forms solely by the loves of the man ; into infernal

forms by the loves of self and of the world ; but into

heavenly forms by love towards the neighbour and

by love to God ; and therefore when a man is being

regenerated ... a commotion takes place among
the truths ; for they are tlien differently ordinated.

Sig.

5893-. There must be truths in the natural mind, in

order that good may be ojierated ; and the truths must

be introduced by means of an affection which is of

genuine love. All things whatever in man's memory
have been introduced by means of some love ; and they

remain conjoined there . . . (Then) if the affection is

reproduced, the truths which have been conjoined with

it come fovth-jn-odeuiit-sit the same time ; and if the

truths are reproduced, the affection itself with which

they have been conjoined, comes forth at the same time.

On this account, when a man is being regenerated . . .

he is ruled through Angels by the Lord by this, that he

is kept in the truths which he has imjiressed on himself

as being truths, and thereby in tlie affection with which

they have been conjoined . . .

6077*. The truths of faith in which there is not

charity are nothing but scientifics ; for they are in the

memory not differently from the other things which are

there. But when the truths of faith are from charity

. . . they distinguish themselves from scientifics . , .

This may be evident from the state of man after death :

he can then rationally think and speak about the truths

and goods of faith . . . but he can bring forth no scien-

tifics from the memory : the latter are witli liim like

things forgotten and oliliterated ; although he has all

things with him.

6192. When Spirits come to man they put on all

things of his memory ; thus all things which the man
has learned and imbued from infancy ; and the Spirits

suppose these things to be their own ; thus they act

with the man as if they were the man ; but they are

not allowed to enter further with the man than to his

interiors which are of the thought and the will ; but

not to the exteriors which are of the actions and the

spieech ; for these come into SLct-actiim consequuntur-

through general influx from the Lord without the

mediation of particular Spirits and Angels. . , Never-

theless (the Spirits) do not know that they are with

man, for the reason that they possess all things of his

memory, and believe that these things are not another's

but their own ; and also for the reason that they may
not injure the man . . .

6200. When I have been thinking, the material ideas

of thought have appeared as it were in the midst of a

kind of wave ; and it was observed that that wave was

nothing else than such things as had been adjoined to

that subject-J-ei-in the memory ; and that the full

thought appears thus to Spirits ; but that nothing else

then comes to the man's sense than that which is in the

midst ... I likened that wave round about to spiritual

wings, by which the subject which is being thought of

is elevated out of the memory. Hence man has apper-

ception of a subject. That in that waving matter round

about there were innumerable things which were in

agreement with the subject, might be evident to me
from the fact that the Spirits who were in a more subtle

sphere knew thence all those things which I had ever

known about that subject ; and that they thus fully

imbibe and put on all things which belong to the man ;

and the Genii . . . those things which belong to his

loves. Examp,

6320. When the Angels inflow, they adjoin affections

also, and the affections themselves contain innumerable

things in them ; but of these innumerable things only a

few are received by the man ; that is to say, those things

which are applicable to those things which are already

in his memory. All the other things of the angelic

influx encompass them, and keep them as in their

bosom.

6598. Therefore they who trust in others speak much
from the memory, and thereby a^ipear to themselves to

be wiser than others. But they who can think above

sensuous things—if the things which are in their

memory have been ordinated— are in the faculty of

understanding and perceiving above others ; and this

according to the degree of their view from what is

interior,

6618. Certain Spirits gloried because they know all

things. In the Grand I\Ian these Spirits relate to the

memory. But they were told that there are indefinite

things which they do not know . . .

6696. There are Spirits who in the Grand Man relate

to the memory. They are from the planet Jlercury . . .

680S. The Spirits from the planet Mercury relate . . .

to the memory ; but to the memory of things abstracted

from earthly and merely material ones. D. 1415.
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[A.] 6809. They once came to me, and sought out the

things wliich were in my memory. This Spirits can do

very skilfully ; for when they come to a man they see

in his memory every single thing which the man
knows . . .

^. Hence it was evident that the Spirits of that

Earth relate in the Grand Man to the memory of

things abstracted from material and earthly things.

Examp.

681 1. With what avidity they seek after. . . the

Knowledges of things such as belong to a memory
elevated above the sensuous things of the body, might

be evident to me from the fact that when they were

looking into those things which I knew about heavenly

things, they ran over all, and continually said that it

was such or such a thing ; for when Spirits come to a

man they enter into all his memory, and excite thence

the things which are in agreement with themselves
;

nay, as I have often noticed, they read the things which

are there as from a book.

^. Once, when I was writing something about

things to come, and they were then afar off, whence

they could not look into the things from my memory
. . . they were very indignant . . .

6812. Hence it may be manifestly evident that the

memory of Spirits is much more perfect than the

memory of men ; and also that the things which Spirits

hear, see, and apperceive, they retain ; and most of all

such things as they are delighted with . . .

6814. Their memoiy, being of things, and not of

images purely material, more nearly subministers its

objects to the thought . . . Nevertheless the Spirits of

Mercury excel but little in tlie faculty of judgment . . .

D.1416.

6844-. Hence the things in the memory which are

from sensuous things partake of the light and heat of

the world, and but little of the light and heat of

Heaven ; and therefore they are the last things which

can be regenerated . . .

6922. When (the Spirits of Mercury) came, they at

once ran through the things which were in my memory.
This all Spirits can do ; and, as they are with man, they

are in possession of all things of his memory. Refs.

6925. The Spirits of Mercury . . . wander through

the universe. The reason is that they relate to the

memory of things in the Grand Man, M-hich is con-

tinually being enriched.

7039-. Such things as are of faith, with those who are

not in charity, are only things of the memory
; and

they are in the memory under no other form than any
other scientific . . .

7170^. (Thus) the Spirits of Yenus, which are from

that part of the planet, agree with the Spirits of . . .

Mercury ; and relate to the memory of material things,

which agi-ees with the memory of immaterial things,

which the Spirits of Mercnry constitute. 7253.

, 7398. All things whatever which enter with man
remain with him, especially those things which are

received from affection. It is believed that the things

which enter are completely obliterated and cast out

when the man no longer remembers them. But they

ai'e not obliterated or cast out, but inhere, either in the

interior memory, or in the exterior, among those things

which have become familiar. For the things which

become familiar are as it were natural, which flow

spontaneously, and are not excited from the memory by
sensible recalling. Examps.

7803. The Spirits who chastise apply themselves to

the left side, and incline themselves towards the back
;

and when they are there they take out from the man's

memory all the things he has done and thought ; for

this is easy to Spirits ; for when they flow to a man
they at once come into all his memory. Refs.

7935". The truths of the Church in which they have

been born, and which they have imbibed in childhood

and afterwards, and have confirmed in life, and have

thus made of faith . , . are seated in, as if they were

inscribed on the interior memory . , .

8049. 'Eemember' (Ex.xiii.3)= that it is to be

recollected.

85 1 6-. For the truths of faith lie in the memory of a

man as in a field spread beneath the interior sight.

The good from the Lord inflows through this sight, and

chooses from them, and conjoins with itself, the truths

which agree.

8620. 'Write this memorial in a book' = for perpetual

memory. Ex.

-. For everyone carries with him into the other

life the memory of all his acts ; thus the book of his

life.

8622. 'To blot out the memory' (Ex.xvii. i4) = to

remove. Ex.

8623. 'Moses built an altar' — in the Holy of worship

and of memory. Ex.

8628. (These) Spirits from our Earth . . . were those

wlio had placed wisdom in such things as are of mere

memory ; as in languages . . .

8881. The truths of faith, in order to be of faith, and

in order that they may live with man, also inflow from

the Lord. They are indeed learned by man, and are

stored up in the memory ; but so long as the man does

not will them, and thence does not do them, they do

not become alive. But when they are brought forth

from the memory, and, through the Intellectual, are

insinuated into the will . . . and thence into act, they

then become alive, and are of faith . . .

9034^. Truth from the literal sense of the Word is

first learned by the man of the Church, which is

general truth . . . This truth is received through an

external way . . . and is stored up in the memory of

the external man, where there are also various scientifics

from the world. Afterwards, the things stored up in

this memory are subjected to the sight or view of the

internal man . . . which by choice calls forth the truths

which agi'ee with the good which inflows from the

Lord . . .

9035. For the truths of the literal sense of the Word
stored up in the natural memory of man form there as

it were a field for the view of the internal man . . .

9043. The man Avho is being regenerated first imbibes

from the doctrine of the Church or from the Word the
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things which are of faith and charity, which he then

stores up among the scientitics in tlie memory which is

of the external or natural man. Thence these are

called forth into the internal man, and are stored up in

its memory. . . This is the beginning of s[)iritual life

with the man.

9149. Truths from good, and the corresponding

scientilics in the memory. Sig. and Ex.

. 'To keep ' = in the memory. Ex.

9 1
50'-. 'A house, ' here, = the memory ; because truths

and scientifics are therein as in their house.

9154. It treats of truths and scientifics taken away
from the memory.

9162. Truth and good, exterior and interior, and

everything which is of their affection, in the memory.

Sig.

s. 'To be given to be kept ' = to be stored up and

kept in the memory.

9 1
76-. Truths not conjoined, are those which are

learned from others, and which do not enter further

than into the memory, and remain there as scien-

tifics . . .

9227-. The external way is through the hearing into

the memory ; and from the memory into his under-

standing . . . Through this way enter the truths which

are to be of faith . . .

•". And the things which are stored up in the

memory, and which appear in the memory before the

understanding, appear in the light of the world . . .

whereas those which enter the will, or which become of

the will, are in the light of Heaven . .'

.

9230^. For the memory and the understanding of

man are like the courts ; and the will is like the

chamber . . .

9296'^. Afterwards the Lord inflows through this good

into the tiuths of doctrine of the Church which are

with the man, and calls forth from the memory such

things as serve for the use of life, and implants these in

the good, and perfects it.

9298"-. But the truths with the evil are not com-

mingled with the falsities of evil with them so long as

they are only in the memory, and serve as means to

evil ; for so long they are devoid of life . . .

9340''. Scientific truths are in the memory of man
;

and when they are taken out from it they come to

apperception. But the interior truths of faith are the

truths of life itself, and are inscribed on the internal

man, from which (truths) but little a})pears in the

memory.

9368. For persuasive faith is not within man, but

stands out of doors, solely in the memory, from which

it is taken out when it is being taught.

9386. So long as truths stick solely in the memory
. . . they have not been impressed on the life . . .

'•^. Man has as it were two books, on which have

been inscribed all things which he has thought and

done. These books are his two memories, exterior and

interior. The things whicli have been inscribed on his

interior memory remain permanently to all eternity,

and are never blotted out. They are chiefiy those

things wliich have been made of the will ... It is this

memory which is meant by everyone's Book of Life.

9393. Before (truth is loved and done) it is indeed

with the man in his memory ; and is called out thence

sometimes to the internal sight or the understanding

;

from which it again falls back into the memory . . .

(But) when truth is called forth out of the memory into

the understanding, and from the understanding enters

the will, and from the will goes out into act, then the

truth becomes of the man's life, and is called good.

. Worship from truth which sticks solely in the

memory, and thence appears in the understanding, is

not worship . . .

9394. 'He put (the blood) in basins ' = with man in

the things of his memory. Ex.

. Hence 'basins,' here, are such things-res-of

the memory as contain in them Divine truths . . .

. All things which are learned and laid up in

the memory, and which can be called out theuce to the

intellectual sight, ai'e called scientifics ; and in them-
selves are the things-res-which constitute the Intel-

lectual of the natural or external man . . . But the

internal sight . . . sees nothing in the fields or gardens

of the things of its memory than those which are in

agreement with the loves in which the man is, and also

which favour the principles which he loves . . .

^. Bui, . . . those who think from the delights of

heavenly loves ... as their thought is led by the Lord

through Heaven, see and choose out nothing else in the

fields and gardens of the things of their memory than

such as are in agreement with the delights of their

loves, and which are in accordance with the doctrinal

things of their own Church, which they love. With
these, the things of the memory are like heavenly

jiaradises ; and are also represented ... by 'paradises.'

*. It is further to be known, that scientifics or

the things of the memory, when they become of man's

life, vanish from the exterior memory ; as are wont to

do the gestures, actions, speech, reflections, intentions
;

in general the thoughts and affections of man, when,

by continual use or habit, they become as it were

spontaneous and natural. But no other things become

of man's life, than those which enter into the delights

of his love ...
. Concerning the exterior memory which is of

the body ; and concerning the interior memory Mdiich

is of his spirit. Ref.

5. "The like is the case with the scientifics of the

memory, which are also in like manner excited liy the

delight of the man's love . . . but through the medium

of the intellectual part . . . And those which enter fully

into the loves, and become spontaneous, and as it were

natural, vanish from the external memory ; but remain

inscribed on the internal memory, from which they are

never erased. Thus do scientifics become of the life.

9416''. The writing and the engraving on tables, in

the Word, = those things which ha^•e been impressed on

the memory and the life ; and will thus renuiin per-

manently. 111.

9544-. As Knowledges are of the memory of the

natural man . . .

9723. ' Ashes ' = such things in the natvu-al or external
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memory of man as remain after the uses ; and wliich

are to be removed, so as not to prevent otlier things

from succeeding, through wliich thei'e may be uses

again.

[A. 9723]. Scientifics are imbibed through hearing,

seeing, and reading, and are laid up in the external or

natural memory. These scientifics serve the internal

sight ... as a plane of objects, that it may thence select

and elicit such things as may promote wisdom. For . . ,

the understanding . , . looks into that ])lane, or memory,

which is beneath itself ; and, from the various things

theiein, it selects and elicits such as agree with its love.

These it summons to itself from beneath, and lays them

up in its own memory, which is the internal memory.

Hence is the life of the internal man, and his intel-

ligence and wisdom. The case is the same with the

things of spiritual intelligence and wisdom . . . these,

having been laid up in the memory of the external man,

in like manner serve as objects for the sight of the

internal man . . .

^. After the scientifics, or Knowledges of good

and truth, have performed the above use, they as it

were vanish from the memory. They are circumstanced

as are the matters of instruction which from infancy have

served a man as means for the perfecting of his moral

and civil life. After they have performed this use . . .

they perish from the memory, and remain solely as to

their exercise or use. Examps.

9841. 'Thou shalt take two onyx stones ' = the inteiior

memory which is from the truths of faith which are

from love. . . The reason they= the memory, is that

there were engi'aved in them the names of the sons of

Israel ; and by the engraving in stones is signified the

memory of things which are to remain permanently

—

like the engraving or writing of the Law upon the tables

of stone, Mhich — those things which have been impressed

on the memory and life ; and thus which are to remain

permanently. The reason (of this) is that on the

memorj' of man truths have been impressed, and things

which have the appearance of truth, insomuch that it is

I'omposed of such things.

-. The reason the onj-x stones, from the engraving
{

in them, := the interior memory, is that the things

which were inscribed . . .= spiritual truths. . . More-

over, the interior memory of man consists of such

truths.

. That man has two memories, exterior and

interior ; and that the exterior memory is iiatural, thus

composed of such things as come forth in the world
;

but that the interior memory is spiritual, thus com-

posed of such things as are in Heaven. Refs.
'^. The reason stones on which there is engraving

=the memory on which truths have been inscribed,

derives its origin from the representatives in Heaven.

Men who . . . come into the other life, and carry with

them truths of faith only in the natural or exterior

memory, and not in the spiritual or interior memory,
appear to themselves, when they go out, to be wander-

ing among rocks of stone, and in forests ; whereas they

who carry with them truths of faith in the spiritual

memory also, appear to themselves, when they go out,

to be walking among hills which have been cultivated,

and also in gardens. The reason is that the truths of

the external or natural memory, which are scientifics,

are of no life, unless they are at the same time in the

interior or spiritual memory ; for the things which are

in this latter have been made of life ; for the interior or

spiritual memory is the book of man's life . . .

9846. The heavenly form of all the Truths in their

order in the memory from the good of love . . . Sig.

and Ex.

9918. These (doctrinal things from the Word) are

scientifics, in so far as they are in the memory which is

in the external or natural man. But when they enter

into the memory which is in the internal or spiritual

man, M'hich takes place when the man lives according

to them, then the doctrinals as to truth become of

faith, and those as to good become of charity, and are

called spiritual. When this is done, they almost vanish

from the external or natural memory, and appear as it

were innate, because implanted in the man's life . , .

9922-. All the things-re.s'-of the external or natural

memory are called scientifics. For there is an external

memory, which is of things-rerM??i-in the natural

world ; and there is an internal memory, which is of

things in the Spiritual World. Refs. The things which
have been inscribed on the internal memory are not

called scientifics, because they are things -rcs-of the

man's life ; but they are called the truths which are of

faith and the goods which are of love. These are the

things which must be within the scientifics. Ex.

^. That scientifics are the things of the memory
in the natural man. Refs.

9931. 'To engrave ' = to impress on the memory ; thus

also on the heart ; for that which is impressed on the

interior memory, which is of the life, is said to be

impressed on the heart ; and . . . this remains to

eternity . . ,

". The reason it is said to be impressed on hearts

arcording to the heavenly sphere, is that the things

which have been impressed on the memory, especially

on the interior memory, which is the book of life, have

been impressed according to the heavenly sphere (or

form). Ex.

10057^. Therefore when man is being regenerated,

the truths which must be of faith are insinuated through

the hearing and sight, and are implanted in the memory
of his natural man ; from this memory they are drawn

up into the thought which is of the understanding
;

and those which are loved become of the will . . .

10067''. Man indDibes truths from hearing through the

hearing, and from reading through the sight, and lays

them up in the memory . . . The man's love . . . through

the understanding, looks into the things therein, and

selects such thence as are in agreement with the love . . .

10124^. With those who are in the Celestial King-

dom, truth does not become knowledge, nor faith, nor

conscience ; but it becomes reception in the good of

love . . . For it does not stick as knowledge in the

memory . . .

10194. It resides solely in the memory . . .

10199*. The truths which are solely in the memory
. . . are called relatively external truths . . , for they

reside in the external man.
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10227^. 'Nor do they see anything except the things

which belong to others ; not from reason, but from the

Active of tlie memory.

10236-. "Whereas the external Sensuous which is not

common to man witli brute animals, and still is an

external Sensuous, is that which man has in the memory
from the world . . .

10252^. In order that celestial good . . . may be born

with a man . . . truths must be acquired from the

AVord, or from the doctrine of the Church which is from

the Word, These truths obtain their first seat in the

memory of the natural or external man. Hence they

are called forth into the internal man by the Lord,

which takes place when the man lives according to

them ; and in proportion as the man is affected with

them . . . they are elevated still higher . . . and become

there celestial good . . .

10295. That this worship is effected liy means of

spiritual tiuths, may be evident from the ideas ... in

which the man then is, (and which) are from his

memory, and thence from the Intellectual ; and the

things which proceed thence are called spiritual.

-. But as to the Divine worship from celestial

good, this is not effected by means of confessions,

adorations, and prayers, in the way in which it is

effected with those who are in the Spiritual Kingdom ;

thus not by means of truths from the memory ; but by
means of truths from the heart, which act as one with

the love itself in which they are ; for the truths with

them are inscribed on their heart ; and therefore when
they are doing the precepts from love, they do them at

the same time from truths, without thought about them
from what is doctrinal ; thus without the calling forth

of them from the memory.

10336''. 'To write the law upon the heart' = to

implant Divine truth in the will . . . When this is

done. Divine truth is no longer brought forth from the

memory ; but is perceived from the good of love

itself. . .

1075 1. It was given to speak with those Spiiits about

their own Earth ; for all Spirits know how to do this

when their natural or external memory is opened by
the Lord ; for they have this memory with them from

the world ; but it is not opened except with the Lord's

good pleasure. They said . . . that they appear to the

inhabitants of their own Earth, and speak with them,

as men ; and that this is effected by this, that they are

let into their natural or external memory, and thence

into thought such as they had been in when they had
lived in the world

; and that the interior sight is then
opened with the inhabitants . . .

10787-. They who receive truths first in the memory,
and then in the understanding, and finally in the will,

are they who are in faith . . .

H. 18. For the love with man as it were looks into

and draws from the things of his memory all things

which are in agreement . . .

25. The Angels in the Celestial Kingdom . . . receive

Divine truths at once in the life ; and not, like the
spiritual ones, in previous memory and thought.

26. Thej' do not lay them up in the memory, and

then think whether they are so . . .

-. But that is called truth which is of memory
and thence of thought.

s. But so long as truth is in the memory and

tlience in the thought, it does not become good, nor is

it alive, nor is it appropriated to the man ; because man
is man from the will . . .

33-. But those who do not at once admit truths into

the will ; but into the memory, and thence into the

understanding ; and, from this, will and do them, are

in the Middle or Second Heaven.

246. When Angels are speaking with a man they

turn themselves to him, and conjoin themselves with

him ; and the conjunction of an Angel with a man
causes both to be in like thought ; and, as the thought

of the man coheres with his memory, and the speech

flows thence, they are both in the same language.

Besides, when an Angel or Spirit comes to a man, and
by means of turning to him is conjoined with him, he

conies into all his memory, insomuch that he knows
scarcely otherwise than that he knows from himself the

things the man knows ; thus also the languages.

256. No Angel or Spirit is allowed to speak with a

man from his own memory, but from that of the man ;

for Angels and Spirits have a memory ec^ually with

men. If a Spirit were to speak with a man from his

own memory, the man would know no otherwise than

that the things which he then thought were his own,

when yet they would be the Spirit's. It is like the

remembrance of a thing which the man had yet never

heard nor seen. . . Hence there was the opinion with

some of the ancients that after some thousands of yeai's

they would return into their former life, and into all its

acts ; and also that they had returned. They concluded

so from this, that sometimes there had occurred to them
as it were the remembrance of things which they had

never seen nor heai'd. This took place because the

Sjiirits had inflowed from their own memory into the

ideas of their thought.

271. The Angels of the Inmost Heaven do not lay up
Divine truths in the memory . . . But the things which

these Angels see with their eyes do enter into their

memory, and about these they reason and speak.

27S-. (They who are in a state of innocence) love

nothing more than to be led by the Lord . . . Hence it

is that the things which they hear from Him, whether

it be by means of the AVord, or by means of i^reaching,

they do not lay up in the memory ; but at once obey it

. . . The will is their memory itself . . .

292. AVith everj' man there are good Spirits and evil

Spirits . . . These Spirits are in the AVorld of Spirits . . .

AVhen these Spirits come to a man they enter into all

his memory, and thence into all his thought ; the evil

Spirits into those things of the memory and thought

which are evil ; and the good ones into those things

of the memory and thought which are good. The
Spirits do not at all know that they are with a man

;

but when they are there they believe that all the things

which are of the man's memory and thought are their

own ; and neither do they see the man . . . (thus) they

do not know that the things which they are thinking,
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and also which tliey are speaking together, are from

him . . .

[H.] 298. The Spirits who are with a man—both tliose

who are conjoined with Heaven, and thosewho are conjoined

with Hell— never inflow with the man from their own
memory and the derivative thought ; for if they were

to inflow from their own thought, the man would know
no otherwise than that the things which were theirs

were his own. But still there inflows with the man
through them . , . affection (either of the love of good
and truth, or of the love of evil and falsity).

304^. (Man's) exteriors which are in the natural world

are all the things which are of his natural or external

memory, and which are of the derivative thought and
imagination . . .

3<+5. Those who die as adults have a plane acquired

from the earthly and material world, and they carry it

with them. This plane is their memory and its corporeal

natural aff"ection. This remains fixed, and is then

quiescent ; but still it serves their thought after death

as an ultimate plane ; for the thought inflows into it.

Hence it is, that such as is this plane, and in such a way
as the Rational corresponds with the things which are

there, such is the man after death. But infants who
die as infants . . . have not such a plane ; but they have

a spiritual natural plane . . . and therefore they cannot be

in such gross aff"ections and the derivative thoughts . . ,

348. But those are called the intelligent who do not

commit Divine truths at once to life, but first to

memory . . .

355. That they are such in the Spiritual World . . .

may be concluded from the fact that then all the

things which are in the natural memory . . . are

quiescent ; and only the rational things which are

thence serve there for thought and for speech. For

man carries with him all the natural memory ; but the

things which are there are not under his view, and do

not come into his thought, as when he lived in the

world ; he can bring forth nothing thence, and set it in

spiritual light, because they are not of that light. But
the rational or intellectual things which a man has

acquired for himself from the knowledges . . . square

with the light of the Spiritual World . . .

356-. For the interior mind of man looks into the

things-?-es-of the natural memory, and those things

there which confirm, it as it were sublimes by means of

the fire of heavenly love, and draws them up, and puri-

fies them even into spiritual ideas . . .

4236. That which is solely in the understanding is

indeed with a man, but not in him. It is only a thing

of his memory ; and a thing of knowledge in the

memory . . .

461. That man after death is in all the memory,
etc., in which he had been in the world . . . Chapter.

^. He also carries with him the natural memory
;

for he retains all things whatever which he has heard,

seen, read, learned, and thought in the world, from his

first infancy up to the last of life. But as the natural

objects which are in the memory cannot be reproduced

in the Spiritual World, they are quiescent ; as takes

place with a man when he is not thinking from them
;

but still they are reproduced when the Lord pleases.

462a. That man has with him from the world all his

memory, has been shown by many things. Exanips.

^, I have also heard from the memory of a

certain one, when it was seen and surveyed by the

Angels, what his thoughts had been for a month ; one

day after another . . .

463. When a man's acts are laid bare to him after

death, the Angels . . . look into his face, and the search

wanders through the universal body, beginning from the

fingers of each hand. . . (For) as each thing of the

thought and will have been inscribed on the brain . . .

so also they have been inscribed on the universal body,

because all things of the thought and will advance

thither from their beginnings, and are terminated there

as in their ultimates ; whence it is that the things

which have been inscribed on the memory from the

will and its derivative thought, have been inscribed not

only on the brain, but also on the whole man ; and

there they come forth in order according to the order

of the parts of the body . . . From these things it may
also be evident what is meant by 'the book of man's
life' . . .

-. To these things I will add sometliing memor-
able concerning the memory of man remaining after

death ; by which I have been confirmed that not only

the general things, but also the most singular ones,

which have entered the memory, remain i)crnianently,

and are never obliterated. I have seen books with

writings therein as in the world ; and I have been in-

structed that they are from the memory of those who
had written ihem ; and that there is no word wanting

there which was in the book which had been written by

the same person in the world ; and that thus there can

be brought forth from the memory of another the most

singular things of all, even those which he himself in

the world had forgotten. The reason also has been

disclosed ; namely, that man has an external and an

internal memory ; an external one which is of his

natural man, and an internal one which is of his

spiritual man ; and that each thing which a man has

thought, willed, spoken, done, and also which he has

heard and seen, has been inscribed on his internal or

spiritual memory ; and that the things which are there

are never erased, because they have been at the same

time inscribed on his spirit, and on the members of his

body . . .

. (1.) (Refs. to passages on the subject of the

memory.
)

464. Although the external or natural memory is in

man after death, nevertheless the merely natural things

which are therein are not reproduced in the other life
;

but the spiritual things which have been adjoined to the

natural ones through correspondences ; which, however,

when presented to sight, appear in a form altogether

like (that in which they appeared) in the natural

world . . .

-. But the external or natural memory, in so

far as concerns the things therein which partake ofwhat
is material, and of time and space, and of all other

things which are proper to nature, does not serve the

spirit for that use in which it had served it in the world

;

because a man in the world . . . has thought naturally
;

whereas in the other life ... he thinks spiritually . . .
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Hence it is that the external or natural memory, as to

those things which are material, is then quiescent

;

and those things only come into use whicli the man
has imbibed through them in the world, and has made

rational.

. The reason the external memory is quiescent

as to those things which are material, is for the reason

that they cannot be reproduced ; for Spirits and Angels

speak from the affections and the derivative thoughts

which are of their minds ; and therefore they cannot

utter the things which do not square with them.
^. I have spoken with many who in the world

had been believed to be learned from the fact that they

knew the ancient languages . . . and who had not cul-

tivated their Rational by means of the things written in

those languages ; and some of them were seen as simple

as those who had known nothing of those languages ;

some stupid ... I have spoken with some who in the

world had believed that a man is wise in proportion as

he keeps [things] in the memory, and has also enriched

the memory with many things ; and who have spoken

from it almost alone ; thus not from themselves, but

from others ; and who have perfected nothing rational

by means of the things of the memory. Some of them
were stupid ; some silly . . .

®. The Rational of man is like a garden . . . the

memory is the soil ; scientific truths and Knowledges

are the seeds ; the light and heat of Heaven make them
productive . . .

469. Spirits and Angels have a memory equally with

men ; for there remains permanently with them what-

ever they hear, see, think, will, and do ; and their

Rational is also cultivated thereby ; and this to eternity.

Hence it is that Spirits and Angels are perfected in

intelligence and Avisdom by means of the Knowledges of

truth and good equally with men. That Spirits and

Angels have a memory, has also been given me to know
by much experience ; for I have seen called forth from

their memory all things which they have thought and

done, both in public and in private, when they have

been with other Spirits ; and also that those who had
been in any truth from simple good have been imbued
with Knowledges, and intelligence through them . . .

But it is to be known that they are not imbued with

Knowledges . . . further than to the degree of the affec-

tion of good and truth in which they had been in the

world . . .

517. In the Heavens . . . Knowledges are not com-

mitted to memory, but to life ; for the memory of

Spirits is in their life ; for they receive and imbue all

things which are in accordance with their life, and
(nothing else).

518^. But those with whom Knowledges were residing

only in the memory . . . (on being taken up to Heaven
were tortured).

563S. Therefore, in the other life, when it is no longer

permitted that the things-re.s-of the natural memory
should be reproduced, they are more stu]iid than others.

N. 52. Concerning the natural memory wliich is of

the external man ; and concerning the spiritual memory
which is of the internal man. (Refs. to passages.)

109". Man has also the memory ; but this is only the
VOL. IV.

court where are collected those things which are to enter

into the understanding and will. J. 36.

W. 2556. A sensuous man . , . differs from a beast

only in this, that he can infil the memory with scienti-

fics, and think and speak from them . . .

277-. All the affections of the man's love . . . con-

stitute the first degi-ee ... all the perceptions of his

thoughts make the second degree ; and all things of the

memory, or all the ideas of thought which are nearest to

speech, taken out thence, present the third degree. From
these things determined into act come forth works . . .

404^. He is then in the thought of his spirit . . . and
looks at the things which are of thought from the

memory, as beneath himself . . .

^, This thought is the thought of wisdom ; but

the former is thought from the memory through the

sight of the natural mind.

418. When they hear anyone speaking wisely, they

believe him to be such ; nay, he himself then believes

the same ; because when he is speaking and teaching in

company, he thinks from the memory . . .

427^. They who are in celestial love have wisdom in-

scribed on their life, and not on the memory . . . But

they who are in spiritual love have wisdom inscribed on

their memory ; and therefore they speak about Divine

truths, and do them, from beginnings (or principles) in

the memory.

P. 105. The internal of thought is from the life's love

. . . The external of thought is from those things which

are in the memory, and which serve the life's love for

confirmations . . .

227. For man has an external or natural memory, and

an internal or spiritual memory ; on this memory have

been inscribed each and all things which he has thought,

spoken, and done from the will in the world . . . This

memory is his book of life, which is opened after death,

and according to which he is judged.

233''. That when a man is in evil, many truths can be

. . , stored up in the memory, and yet not be profaned.

Ex.

. When truths are solely in the understanding,

and thence in the memory, they are not in the man, but

outside of him.
^. The memory of man may be compared to the

: ruminatory stomach of certain animals ... So long as

the food is there, it is not in their bodies . . . but as they

take it out tlience ... it becomes of their life . . . But

in the memory of man there are . . . spiritual meats,

which are meant by truths, and which in tliemselves are

Knowledges. In proportion as a man takes them out

thence, by as it were ruminating them, in the same pro-

portion his spiritual mind is nourished ... T. 173.

279*^. They do not know that the thoughts . . . are

mere clianges and variations of the forms of (the

organic substances of the mind) ; and that the memory
is the permanent state of these changes and variations.

Ex. 9.

R. I7'*. For the thought and the memory do not in-

flow into the will, and througli the will into act ; liut

the will inflows into the thought and memory of the

understanding, and acts.

2S
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[Iv.] \20. 'riioso wlu) iiro in tho Tliiril lloavon (hiivo

llit'ir wisdom) iiiMi-riluHl on tlu'ir lifo, aiul not so imich

on tlio memory . . .

121". 'riioso who fut' ill the Tliiid llivivcii do not.

speiik about trutlis from any memory ; hut dearly sih>

tlu'm wlion tlioy hoar others spoakinj^ about truths,

especially while they are readiiii^ the Woid. The reason

is that they are in the niarriaije itsylf of good and

trnlh.

\2]. Tnilhs united to good are not inscribed on the

memory with them, but on their lil'o ; and that which
has been inscribed on the life alone, anil not on the

memory, does not ajijiear to anyone, not even to them-

selves, except from the fact that they perceive wlietlier

it is true, and what truth is, when they are hearing and

reading ; for the interiors of their minds have been

opened even to the Lord . . .

i6i. 'Remember therefore . ,
.' (Kev. iii. 5)=t]iat it

should come into thought . . .

M. 73". I will publish these things as they have been

shown me in a waking state of my spirit, and afterwartls

recalled into my memory by an Angel, and tlius dc-

.scribed.

133-. These things they coulirmed by wondert"ul

things which they recalled into their memory from

things soon, heard, and read in the natural world.

252. Loss of memory (a cause of lawful separation).

446. When the understanding begins to become
rational from itself.. . then that which is in the

memory from parents and masters serves it as a i>lane.

At that time a change takes place in the mind ; it had
previously thought only from the things which had been

intioduced into the memory, meditating upon them,

and obeying them ; but afterwards it thinks from reason

[exercised J upon them ; and then, under the guidance of

the love, it disposes the things seated in the memory
into a new oinler ; and, in agreement witii this, it begins

its proper lifo . . .

B. 53. Therefore (those) tlogmas outer tho memory
only ; and not into any understanding above it ; but

only into eontirmations below it.

55. Tho light from Heaven . . . intlows into linman
minds above tho memory ; but light from tho world . . .

bolow' it.

T. 32-'. The memory of man is their soil . . .

344. The states of faith of the New Cluuch are ... 3.

Faith of tho memory.

SC^"-". Smoke from Hell . . . extinguished the lucidity

above tho memory . . . and, being ignited, it burned
like a tlaiuc which illuminated the region of the mind
below the memory . . . lUit with tho other ... a gentle

llame flowed down from Heaven, which illuminated the

region of his mind above the memory ; and also that

below it even to the eye.

S14". Hence (the Germans) devote thonisolvos little

,to things of judgment ; but to tho things of tlie

memory . . .

S15. (Hence) they keep the spiritual things of tho
Church inscribed on the memory

; ami rarely elevate

them into the higher understanding; but only lot them

into the lower umlcistaiuling, from which they reason

about them . . .

Ad. 925. Memory def.

D. 7S (Index). Spirits and Angels have not a

memory born proximately from the senses of tho body,

but an interior one, which is rather a nature. They
have a sensuous memory from the man with whom they

are.

295. On the state of Souls after death, as to the

memory.—Spirits supjioso . . , tliat they enjoy all the

memory such as they had in the lifo of tho body ; but

. . . they have no memory of particulars, but a more
interior memory, which is of tho nature, on which are

inscribed each and all things which they had ever

thought and done in tho life of the body ; scientifics

holding as it were tho surface, and the things which had
been of the alfections making as it were the nucleus. . .

It could not appear otherwise to Spirits than that thoy

have retained all tho memory of tlio lifo of tho body,

because they ct)uld sjieak from their nature, according to

those scientiiics which are with mo, which they put on

as if thoy were their own ; thus they could not know
otherwise than that it was their own memory . . . All

the Spirits, when thoy came to me, could speak my verna-

cular. . . Of their own language the}' knew not a whit.

Their naturo-»H(/o/w-is in place of a memory . . . so that

they know no otherwise than that they are acting from

the memory. Jloreover thoy are able to converse with

each other . . , from tlio things which are in man . . .

Hence also they can know no otherwise than that they

are speaking from their own former memory . . . But it

is to bo well observed that each ami all things are so

directed by God Messiah that they cannot take any

things from tho memory of anyone than those which

can serve for use . . .

353. That man enjoys a double memory : how this

double memory perishes. — Tho memory which man
properly calls tho memory is the natural memory,

because it is of the natural mind, and is the memory of

particulars, or of material ideas which correspond to

words. This memory perishes when man dies ; his soul

retains the faculty of reasoning and of understanding

from a certain spiritual memory, or that of rational or

immaterial ideas . . . This memory causes that a man
after death knows no otherwise than that he is still in

tho lifo of tho botly ; but as this memory has been born

from the natural memory, it is replete with fallacies,

and even disturbs and obscures, and, if left to itself,

it perverts Truths. Therefore this memory also succes-

sively vanishes, insomuch that tho Rational born thence

perishes. But this memory is nevertheless retained so

long, and is imbued with the Knowledges of truth, until

it can bo obliterated.

35S. That the memory of particulars with the conceit

thence is grievous at the first entrance into the other lifo.

. Those who have much memory, and glory

thence . . . this memory thus blown out is as it were

hard, and adheres outside . . . creating a pain in the

head . , .

771. He who indulges the memory only ... in the

other life understands very little as to what spiritual
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truth is . . . lie reriiain.s pennanciitly in his particular

ideas, which form as it were a callosity with wliich his

brain ... is encompassed . . . Such a callosity is dis-

sipated with diflieulty, and indeed with i)ain . . . 807.

796. On the excitation liy Spirits of those things

which are in man's memory.
. They can excite from the memory of the man

those things which are in agreement . . . Ijecause it

corresponds to theii' cupidity, whicli acts thus secretly

into the memory.

797. Tlicy can also as it were read in the memory of

the man the things which are in the memory . . .

885. On the interior memory. 888. 889.

887. The memory of Spirits ... is interior ; hut is

not [a memory of] particulars, like that of man . . .

But the memory of Spiiits is interior, not Known to

Souls . . .

889a. That there is an interior memory, and the

quality of it, may he perceived from this, that in dreams

—in which the memory of particulars is not so much
excited as in wakefulness—a man is wont to be presented

with all his features, with the whole condition of his

body, liis speech, as the same . . . which the man never

knows from the memory of particulars ... In like

manner from faces we Know their lower minds . . .

896. That Souls have the memory of particulars,

when the same are re[)resented to them spiritually.—

Whenever any Soul who came to me who had been

known to me in his life of the body, while he did not

know that he was in the other life . . . then, while I

represented to him by sj)iritual ideas . . . the persons,

places, cities, houses, chambers, where he had been in

the life of the body, or which he had seen, he then

Knows all these things . . . Thus particulars also can be

recalled into the mind by others; but not from them-

selves ; but from the man with whom he is. Thus also

the same can know that he is in the other life . . .

1029. The externa] callosities are induced Ijy means
of the corporeal memory ; for tlie more closely they

inhere in this memory, the more solid and dense they

are ; whereas the things which do not stick in this

memory are obliterated ... by the more interior things

which operate into them, and reduce them to their own
form.

1050. They who inhere solely in the things of the

memory of particulars . . .

1077. On the memory of particulars.—When man
lives he does not know that there is any other memory
than that of particulars ; because he has not reflected

upon those things whicli are of the interior memory ; or

tliat without an interior memory he could never reason.

Still less has he reflected upon the more interior

memory, without which man can never understand

what is true and good. . . (liefore the sight of Spirits)

the memory of i)articulars can l^e as it were taken away,

and the interior one can thus be open to the sight, like

a softish snowy substance. , . Besides, Sjnrits know
that they enjoy no memory of particulars, which is like

a callosity, clinging together ; nor is it X'crmitted that

this memory should come into use. . . Hence Spirits

have so many privileges above men, which could never

be if they spoke from that corporeal memory. Hut they

Hpaak from the interior one ; and it then seems to tlicm

that they are s])eaking no otherwise than from their

own memory of i)articulars ; for they speak from the

memory of particulars of men, coining into tlie whole

possession of it, so that they can bring forth from his

memory whatever he has thought and done.

1078. Moreover, those things which arc pliilosophical,

and which concern universals, also pertain to the

memory of particulars ; as also do spiritual and

celestial Truths. It is only the api)reheiision-c:«/y/?w-

of these things which pertains to tlic interior memory.

1079. The memory of particulars may be called the

corjioreal memory, or that of material ideas ; the in-

terior memory may be called the natural memory, or

the spiritual natural memory ; the more interior

memory, the spiritual memory ; that wliich is inmost

is celestial, which is produced by the Lord alone . . .

1312. When this Truth is acce[)ted, that a Spirit does

not enjoy such a memory as a man . . .

1415. (The Spirits of .Mercury treated of in connection

witli the suliject of the memory.) 14 16. 1418. 1420.

1455-

1438. Such Knowledges are to be so insinuated that

they are not infixed in the memory from the will of

man ; for then their roots do not work deeply . . .

1662. That the memory of man remains entire in the

other life.

. Souls know no other than that they have

8j)oken from their own memory . . , but [it was] from

tiie interior memory, through which are excited those

things which are in the corporeal memory ... It was

given them to remember only those things which they

could excite from my memory. Spirits, moreover,

excite the things which are in my memory, and thus

speak in agieernent with their own life . . .

1757. That intellectual faith is only a thing of the

memory. Ex.

1776**. They sujtpose that the things in my memory
aie their Knowledges. Thus they possess the man . . .

1932. So that there remains with them the memory
which they had in the life of the body, but it is not

allowable to exercise it . . . except when the Lord

pennits . . .

1938. Spirits at once come into possession of all things

of tlie memory (of tlie man with whom they are).

1983. On the memory.—There is an interior memory,

from which is excited the memory of material and cor-

poreal ideas ; and such a memory remains also with

Spirits ; from which, when the Lord pleases, are excited

those things which had been in the memory of sensuous

ideas. That there is such a memory, and that it is

more perfect than the memory of the liody, I have

learned from many things ; nay, that which the man
supposes to be forgotten, is still in that memory . . .

But, besides this memory, there is also a memory still

more interior ; namely, that of sjiiritual ideas . . . and

it is this from which is excited that interior memory.

By this spiritual memory Spirits much excel men . . .

1984. As a Spirit can speak when with a man . . . he
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can never know anything else than that he has the

memory of sensuous things which he had in the life of

the body.

[D.] 20I0. In those (men) in whom there is what is

closed, and more of memory, there is in the same
proportion less of thought ; but in those in whom there

is what is open, and more of the interior memory, there

is in the same proportion more of thought . . .

2019. Men enjoy a corporeal memory . . . not so

Spirits.

2154. On the interior memory, and its influx into
the exterior memory.—There is such an interior memory
that there are inscribed on it each and all things which
the man has done, spoken, and thought ; and a more
interior memory, which is rather to be called a nature-
indoles. The most minute things of the ideas are there,

so that there is not a whit which the man has thought
from his first infancy to the last of his life which is not
there . . . The Angels could recite word by word each
single word, and that in their order, and each single

idea in the ideas of the words, which I had written

many years before ; although I could not remember
one series or line. 2155.

2188. That the Angels have no memory of past

things, and no foresight of the future. Ex.
. Yet they seem to themselves to have memory,

and to know all and innumerable things, because it is

then given them by the Lord every moment. 2190.

2199. That memory also exists with Spirits.—The
Spirits who have not been long with me . . . and those
who have not been with me before, were quite ignorant
whence they were, and what they had done. They sup-
pose that they have not lived . . . Yet memory is some-
times conceded to them ... by the Lord . . . 2200.

22516. For it is not memory which operates witli

(Spirits), but it is the natural i\a.tme-indoles . . . But
they suppose that they have a memory such as they
had in the life of the body . . . because they put on the
memory of the man.

2286. Nor have Angels such a memory, namely a
memory of corporeal and merely material ideas . . .

2398. Therefore it is necessary for (evil Spirits) to be
without a corporeal memory ... for from themselves
they rush into the worst things.

24672. The nature of the darkness in such as have
only a faith of the memory . . .

2593- When reflection is absent [nothing] comes into
the memory , . . Although the human sight be poured
round on thousands and thousands of objects, neverthe-
less the memory retains none of them upon which he
has not had external reflection. In like manner when
he is thinking : that on which he has had reflection the
memory retains.

2594. But there is an interior memory in which
everything is inseated, whether he has reflected or not

;

so that there is not even the least thing which has ever
reached the sight of the body, or the internal sense,

[which is not] most accurately inseated ; consequently
those things upon which the man does not reflect.

2608. They all speak my vernacular, and seem to

themselves to know all those things which are in my
memory, supposing that they are from themselves . . .

2752. Spirits can speak from man, from his outermost
or material memory, and his natural memory, although
the man does not at all know that so it is being
done . . .

2755. That the memories of the exterior man, or

their minds, are vessels of spiritual and celestial things,

has also been provided by the Lord, so that no Spirit

shall lose one whit of those things which are of his

natural mind and memory ... So that if the human
race were to be deficient. Spirits could be let into a like

state to serve as vessels . . .

2851. How evil Spirits have taken out from the ideas

of my memory, each according to his own state and his

own nature, those things which had ever been in such a

composite idea . . . Some took remote, nay, more
remote things . . . For with the ideas of the memory
the case is this, that very many things, and indeed even

foreign things, successively associate themselves . . .

2861. For there are genera and species of Spirits of

similar faculty ; and when like things are called forth

in the memory of man . . . they suppose that they are

the same (persons). Then all those things are called

forth from the memory which i-epresent those (persons),

their words, speech, tone, gesture, and many things . . .

2915. Spirits, also, by means of \o6k\ugs-intuitiones-

into me take out from my memory that which is a

general \ievf-intuitio . . ,

2928. Sometimes there has appeared to them that

which has been called forth from my memory, so that

they had not heard it before ; but the Spirits with me,

who supposed themselves to be me . . . had called them
forth as their own . . .

2939. That some Spirits do not at once put on the

memory of the man ; and some put on all of it. Ex.

2942. Spirits, when permitted, can bring forth many
things from my memory, while I know nothing about

it ; thus can as it were read the things in my memory
while I am awake, and while I am asleep . . . from

which it may be concluded that [they can do] in like

manner from the memory of other men, while they do

not know, while it is permitted.

2967-. Having been reduced into his pristine form of

an exterior Spirit ... he remembered nothing of those

things which had happened to him [when] in the form

of an interior Spirit . . . From which it may be evident

that interior Spirits, and Angels, while they become

Spirits, do not know what has been transacted in

Heaven ; nay, that they had been Spirits or Angels.

2989. That if Spirits enjoyed the corporeal memory
they could not be in a spiritual state. Ex.

6. The interior memory is as it were the interior

faculty of bringing forth and viewing the particulars of

the corporeal memory.

3022. As man is the ultimate of order, his ideas are

terminated in his memory, or in the material ideas of

his memory ; and as all ideas are there terminated . . .

a Spirit cannot suppose otherwise than that they begin

in himself; when yet his ideas are in the ideas of the

man in whom they are terminated ...
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3050. The speech of words . . . belongs to the cor-

poreal memory ; but the speech of the interior memory
is the true speech of Spirits. Ex.

3104. The reason why a Spirit knows no otherwise

than that he is the man ... is that he at once puts on

all things of the man's memory, as if they were his

own ; and he who puts on the memory of a man, puts

on the man too . . . That they have put on my memory,

completely, is evident to me from many experiences.

But they do not possess the interior memory ; this is

possessed by the Angels of the Lord who are ruling

those Spirits who are below . . . When a man arrives at

the point that his interior memory is ruled by the evil

Spirits of the interior World of Spirits—which is never

permitted—then the man can no longer live.

3129. Spirits are in a more perfect state than when
they were men . . . which they have from this, that

the memory of particulars is separated from them. If

in the other life they were to think from this memory
at the same time that they were with other Spirits,

who are in ideas, the memory of particulars would

be so burst asunder that it would be completely

insane.

3143. Spirits retain in the interior memory the things

which they hear, see, perceive, as men do in the ex-

terior memory ; but they cannot recall these things
;

but the Lord alone . . .

3230. Therefore the memory of particulars is never

obliterated in the other life ; but what he has thought

and spoken is not disclosed, except with the Lord's

permission.

3234. Whatever Spirits hear they retain much more

readily than men ; although they do not know that they

retain them ; for thus is formed the interior memory,

unknown to the man ; and the purer the Angels, the

more readily and fully they retain them. A. 6931.

3258. The internal sense to which the Spirits of

Mercury relate, is such as is the memory, and indeed

the memory of particulars ; but that of things, and not

that of images ; for the memory of particulars contains

visual images which belong to the imagination ; thus

images of earthly and corporeal things ; and it also con-

tains things-?'es, as laws, and the Knowledges of laws,

and also those of faith ; as that there is nothing but

evil with man. This part of the memory relates more

nearly to the thought, because it subministers to the

thought subjects for thinking more deeply ... To such

a memory do the Spirits of Mercury relate . . . 3265.

3259. Hence it may be quite clearly evident that the

memory of Spirits and Angels is much more perfect

than the memory of men ; and that they retain what-

ever they hear, see, perceive . , .

3277. (These inhabitants of another world in the

starry heaven) relate to such a memory (of uses),

because they thus come to the Knowledge of uses . . .

3280. They arc, therefore, like the Spirits of Mercury,

a memory not of scattered things-rtri^ju, but a memory
of uses continued progressively to the ninth use.

3718. (The Sirens) were with me in ]iliantasy through

the whole night, so as to occupy my memory ...

3722. Such were able to excite from mj' memory all

the venereal things which had been thought with me, even

from infancy ; nor could it be resisted, and they told

them to me aloud. Such is their art . . . that not only

with man, but also with Spirits, they could simultane-

ously excite from their memory all their corporeal, and

all their venereal things . . . For the efficacy of their

sphere is such that it pervades even into the corporeal

memory of Spirits, which is otherwise never permitted.

3740. Spirits have wondered that when they have

spoken, they have at once received an answer. It was

then perceived that the answer—thus the truth and

good—which was in the memory of the man, is excited

solely through the general [influx] which is from the

Lord. It inflows through Heaven, so that unless there

were an influx from the Lord, there would go forth no

answer of truth and good from the memory. ^.

3775. The Spirit (of the Quakers) cannot speak other-

wise than according to the doctrinal things of their

memory ; for when Spirits are leading a man, they sup-

pose themselves to be the man, and put on his memory,

consequently the doctrinal things ... It is a general law

that a Spirit can bring forth nothing against their

doctrinal things and persuasions, nor add anything

from what is his own which is not in their memory.

3783. The reason Spirits cannot induce persuasions,

is that they do not enjoy the corporeal memory, but put

on that of the man. Moreover if Spirits retained the

corporeal memory, they would completely olxsess the

man . . . Nor are Spirits allowed to have a memory of

past things—this is proper to man—although there re-

main with Spirits each and all things which they have

seen and heard ; but they are permitted to recall nothing

from them ; nor can they ; the Lord alone sometimes

grants that the things which they have seen and heard

are recalled ; as, with some, that they have suffered,

and how frequently.

3799. As this is diabolical ... it is not permitted to

remember it.

3917. On memory.—It has been shown that when
Spirits act into man from their own memory of particu-

lars, the man knows no otherwise than that he had

known it before . . . Hence comes such a recollection as

that of which Cicero speaks . . . Hence it is evident

what confusion would arise if Spirits were to act into

men from their own memory of particulars, and not

from the memory of the man. .

3962. On memory.—In the other life it is not allowed

to use one's own memory, for the reason that everyone

who In-ings forth past things from his own memory, is

not only solicitous about future ones, and torments

himself because present things are not such as past ones,

but grieves in every state ; and then also ... he wills

nothing else than to live from himself ; for to live from

one's own memory is as it were to live from one's self

;

which is not allowed a Spirit ; but to a man more than

a Spirit, for many reasons. A Spirit, therefore, as

from the memory of the man he sup])oses himself to be

the man, if he were to use his own memory he would

then suppose that he was not the man, but himself;

and therefore, for the sake of the use that he nuiy serve

the man, he is not allowed to use his own memory.

3970. There are Spirits who want to have all things,
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and yet cannot determine themselves to possess any-

thing . . . They ran through [all things] in my memory
. . . but did not determine themselves to see any stated

thing . . .

[D.] 4001. On the memory of Spirits.— If Spirits en-

joyed the corporeal memory, no Spirit could bewith man
;

for tlius he would die ; for there cannot be two memories

acting simultaneously ; unless they were to take away
from the man his memory, and think from their own,

and they were then to speak simultaneously, like the

obsessed. Besides . . . the Lord alone wills to teach

and lead man, which could never be done if there were

anything of the corporeal memory in the Spirit.

401 1. On memory.—A certain person was represented

who in life had studied the memory only, and had

placed all intelligence and wisdom in the memory, sup-

posing that a man is wise in proportion as he keeps in

the memory ; when yet the contrary is the rather true,

that a man is less wise in the proportion he keeps

[things] in the memory. (The representation of him

des.

)

4015. Hence it is evident that with man the corporeal

things must die, and also the corporeal memory ; in

order that the spirit may be presented.

4037. While man is in the life of the body he can be

reformed ; for he then enjoys the corporeal memory, in

the vessels or ideas of wliich the interior ideas are

founded. (Continued under Idea.)

^. Confirming things then accede, which are all

in the corporeal memory, where also are the Knowledges

of faith.

4038. But in the other life they are not inrooted in the

corporeal memory ; for in the other life it is not allowed

to r;se the corporeal memory ; and therefore Spirits are

not reformed there, but remain in the state in which

they had been ; only the filthy things and the falsities

of the corporeal memory . . . are subdued by means of

vastations and punishments, and become as it were dead

... so that they may subserve for uses . . .

4041. The deceitful Spirits above the head . . . led

the Spirits above me to speak ... It was thought alone

[by which they did this] ; this is only a direction of the

vessels of the memory, which caused them to speak as

it were from themselves . . .

4042. That it was only a direction of the vessels of

the memory was evident ; so that while the vessels of

the memory are being directed, the Spirit who is speak-

ing cannot speak otherwise . . . Hence it is evident that

there is a continual disposition of the vessels of man's

corporeal memory ; for, as the vessels are disposed, so

do the Spirits speak ; and so [it is that] those who are

nearest cannot think otherwise ; for the vessels of the

memory are the planes into which the ideas are deter-

mined ; which, if they are not adapted, cannot receive ;

and as they are adapted, so they receive. The ideas of

the nearest Spirits are as it were bound to these.

4043. With those who are in faith the vessels of the

memory are disposed by the Lord ; with all, in what is

general, by the Lord through the Angels ; with a

variation of the generals, otherwise the Angels cannot

be present. The particulars of the generals are of the

man or Spirits. Ex.

4044. These generals (as when a man is thinking and

yet sees the things which he meets) come from the in-

terior ; the things which are interior appear in the

corporeal memory as generals ; no otherwise can [the

Angels] inflow ; for they dispose the corporeal memory
in general as to the variations of its generals. But evil

Spirits are as it were in a chain with the particulars of

the memory with those who are thinking evil tilings
;

so that not only are the nearest Spirits in the chain,

but also the more remote evil ones. It is a chain ; for

with tliose who are not in true faith the particulars are

produced by evil Spirits
;
[whereas with those] who are

in true faith, the Lord disposes, through the interiors,

and through Heaven and the Angels, even the singulars.

4114a. There are with a Spirit two lives which he

draws with him from the body, and which remain, as

no corporeal memory is given him to use ; namely, the

life of persuasion, and the life of cupidities . . .

e. When a Spirit is in persuasion, he then at

once excites confirming things from the memory of the

man . . .

4115. When a Spirit is in his life of persuasion, he

excites all things whatever which are in the memory of

the man which conform to his persuasion ... I have

sometimes wondered whence came such prudence, cun-

ning, skill, and acumen in finding those things which
they had never known. I supposed he had taken it from

his corporeal memory ; but it is not so, but from that of

the man, which subserves them ; the Spirit merely

comes into his persuasions, and then the things which

conform are at once excited.

4120. Only the Spirits suppose that the things which

they speak are produced from their own corporeal

memory.

4125. On the memory of Spirits.—If Spirits were per-

mitted to be in the corporeal memory, they could not

possibly be among other Spirits ; for then evil Spirits

would at once know whatever of evil they had thought

and done . . . Thus they would produce from his memory
nothing else than evils and falsities, and would thus

continually infest him ; therefore the Lord alone knows
what a man has thought and done before he became a

Spirit.

4167. As Spirits are not permitted to use the memory
of particulars, there are interior memories which how-
ever cannot be called memories, but faculties of the

memory of particulars, such as the man is if he is not

thinking from the memory of particulars. Man often-

times so thinks, but is unaware of it ; although the

memory of particulars is the plane from which [this is

done] : but still the faculty of thinking is thence. Such
are Spirits ; thus more excellent than man. They are

with man, so that they think from his memory, because

they are faculties and j^owers ; and they then know no
otherwise than that they are the man, and that the

man's particulars are theirs. This has been evident to

me from very many experiences. I have spoken with

them [saying] that so it is. Thej' are indignant, and

suppose that all the particulars which they speak are

their own ; but when it was demonstrated—as also by

the fact that they speak in my language, and know all

the languages which I know, and do not know those
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which I do not know—then being convinced they were

silent. The memory of man is their ultimate plane.

They were convinced also from the fact that it was said

that if they were with the insane, they also were insane

;

that with the intelligent they were intelligent ; and

still they supposed that all things were their own. In

a word, the life of beginnings (or principles) is with

them, and according to this life they reason ; and when

this life inflows into the memory of man it excites the

like things . . . The life of their cupidities excites the

cupidities. These lives appear like instinct.

4168. I have spoken with Spirits about this, who
complained that they had no reminiscence of the

memory of particulars, although they have it, and yet

are not allowed to bring it forth ; as with a certain one

who above others had been skilled in and had cultivated

the Greek language ; to whom it was said, What need

is there of such things in the other life ? Are they not

merely the means for being intelligent ? And when they

have the reason [itself], what need is there of the

means ? But it is wonderful that even when their ante-

cedent life is recalled into the memory—what they have

done ; and what they have said—they know this again

just as if they excelled in the best memory ; so that

they have completely with them the memory of places,

actions, sayings.

4195. Every Spirit, and still more every Society of

Spirits, exhales a sphere which is from its principles . .

.

and when it acts into the memory of a man, it excites

thence whatever is concordant : thus does the C4eneral of

the Spirits excite, from the memory of the man, all the

concordant particulars. Thence do Spirits speak, and

suppose that it is from themselves ; and they persuade

the man that it is from him. When such a sphere

reigns, then all the things which are excited, even the

most false, appear as truths, and confirm . . . For as

Spirits lack memory, there is a certain instinct as it

were which acts.

4253. Concerning the instinct of Spirits, and their

memory, and concerning love.— Spirits have not a par-

ticular memory, but another interior one, which is im-

perceptible. They have a certain instinct, which is

such that they desire and want this or that thing accord-

ing to their nature and state. When they desire or

want, then all things in agreement or which conform

are excited from the memory of the man. Such is their

influx. (Continued under Spiuit.)

4259. Memory after death : that Souls and Spirits do

not know whom they have been.—Souls do not know
whom they have been, except from others who have

that idea : it is then excited ; and so they know ; but

presently they do not know. I have spoken with

Spirits, and said that if they knew whom they had

been it would be the gi'eatest injury to them ; they

would then be thinking about themselves ; whence

would come many evils : the love of self, merit : and so

others would know [them], whence they would be their

idols
;
[or] if their enemies, they would be exposed to

their hatred and revenge ; thus neither could they be

perfected. But when they do not know whom they are,

then they can be reformed and perfected ; not knowing

whether or not they had been poor, low, and so on.

4313. On the memory of Spirits.— I heard a certain

one who spoke with another, both of whom I had

Known in the life of the body. He described the

genius of the other, such as he had been, and what kind

of opinion he had had about him ;
and also a letter

which he had written ; and many things in a series.

The other acknowledged it and was silent. Hence it

could be manifestly evident that Spirits have the

memory of particulars, but that they are not allowed to

bring forth things thence except when it is permitted

by the Lord. He afterwards said that he knew still

more things, and wanted to produce them ; but he was

not permitted.

4324. Concerning . . . memory.—It is not permitted

to Spirits to be such towards each other as they had

been in society in the body ; namely in externals ; as

for instance in external simulated things of decorum . . .

They are sometimes remitted into externals . . . and

then they speak otherwise than as they think, and act

otherwise than as they will . . . but at once when their

externals are taken away they are no longer acknow-

ledged (or recognized) . . . and their ends and loves are

open . . . Hence neither is the memory of particulars

conceded them.

4335. The memory of Spirits.—Spirits speak among
themselves from no other memory than the interior one,

which is their Rational when they are living in the

body ; whereas man, when he is in the world, speaks

from the memory of the body. Hence it is that Spirits

are able to speak among themselves ; and that all Souls,

of whatever land, region, or language, can have converse

together. This speech is that which falls with me into

the speech of words ; which is not unlike the Rational

with man, from which he thinks . . .

4342. On the interior memory, and the speech thence.

—I have spoken with Spirits, that, when they are speak-

ing together their language or speech, which is the

universal of all languages, they cannot even produce

the name of any man, nor a word of human language
;

but when they are speaking with me, this they suppose

[to be] from themselves ; but that it is from my corpo-

real memory, or that of particulars, where their ideas

inflow into names and words. They affirmed [that they

could do it], and tried among themselves to utter the

name of Abraham ; but they could not ; for their speech

is not of words, but of ideas ... It was thence evident

. . . that nothing whatever of a word, still less of the

name of any man, kingdom, region, can pass to Spirits
;

but that it perishes with man ; and that only the sense

. . . [passes to them]. . . When Spirits [think] of any

person, city, or the like, of which they have had an idea

from the world, they only present the idea of it ; that

is, all the things which they have heard, or seen, or

conceived about the man, kingdom, city ; which idea is

sometimes simultaneous, and sometimes is divided into

many : hence their speech, and also a full perception.

Thus have I also often spoken with Spirits . . .

4345. On the memory.— I asked a certain Jew, who
supposed that he had memory—for they speak together

as on Earth, and do not know that it is from the interior

memory—I asked Mdiat his name had been, and whence

he was. He thought, and said that he did not know
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and was indignant. But it was given to sa}' to him that

it is better not to JcnoM- this, for many reasons. But of

what quality [a person] is, whether good or evil, is

known in the other life. From this is he known.

4385-

[D.] 4398. Concerning a waking sleep; that Spirits

have not the memory of particulars.

. It was then given to observe the rjuality of the

states of Spirits, namely that they have not the memory
of particulars ; and that therefore they conclude nothing
from that, but from the persuasion which inflows. I

also then concluded about some things in the same way,

when yet I could conclude nothing from the memory of

particulars
; so that there was no reflection from par-

ticulars. I had been in such a sleep by some alterna-

tions before.

4410. On memory.—It was said to a certain one who
was indignant because he did not remember the things

which [existed] in the life of the body . . . that it is

sufficient that he can think much more and much better

than in the life of the body ; and can better understand
each and all things which come up in the other life ; for

the things which are in the world have been left behind

;

and he is now in the other life, where he has everything

requisite for the use of the other life . . .

4430. On the memory of particulars.—I heard a

certain one enumerating to another, who was a Siren,

the flagitious things which she had perpetrated in the

life of the body, and this as to every word which had

fallen from her, quicklj', in order, without hesitation,

by exciting the ideas to the life, with the circum-

stances, only in the speech of Spirits ... It was thence

shown that they have with them all the particulars of

the memory, and lose not a whit, except the bones and
flesh ... To the Souls who had loved the corporeal

memory, which they had lost, and who were grieving,

it was shown that they have each and all things with

them. But still they do not want their evils to be

called out thence, and thus be open ; for all their

acts, thoughts, and ends would thus be open before

others. On hearing these things, they do not want
them to be open, and that the memory of particulars

should be open.

4431. There are such Spirits as can call forth these

things
;
[they are] from those who belong to Mercury,

and relate to the lower interior memory and its sense.

I was told that they are such among themselves ; and
that when it is permitted they are able thus to view the

particulars of the memory of a Spirit. Hence it may be

evident that an evil man pays in the other life for all

his thoughts and acts ; and if he supposes that he has

not done evil, they are then called forth in order with

all their circumstances, [and] with his acknowledgment.

4444. That all things which are of the memory, and
the things which are of the derivative thought, are

ideas, so that the things of the memory are nothing but

ideas . . . may be concluded from speech from thought,

in that the ideas fall into words.

4461^. Hence it was evident in what way things

formerly done and said can be disclosed from the corpo-

real memory. He supposed that he had not been in

Hell before ; and therefore ... he Avas shown where he

had been . . .

4469. As concerns the nature-i?icZo^em-of Spirits, it

now seems to be circumstanced like what is involuntary

. . . and therefore the voluntary things which are

especially of the exterior memory are hidden away, that

is, they are not allowed to recall them into use. Those

to whom it is permitted to recall them into use are un-

happy ; for they are permitted to descend into worldly

and corporeal things, and thus again to be putrescent,

and to suffer more direful things than others . . .

4488^. Man can in like manner conclude, but more

obscurely, because he cannot recall all things into the

memory . . .

4500. On memory. (Crimes disclosed there.) 4823.

4716. Man in the world reflects from the corporeal

memory ; but Spirits from the interior memory. When
a man sees another, he reflects upon all those things

which he has heard and has experienced concerning the

person ; and acknowledges as a friend and companion

him with whom he has had converse . . . But not so

Spirits. They acknowledge as a friend one who is like

themselves ; as an acquaintance, everyone who receives

their ideas ; but this with much variety ; and this

whether they have been acquainted or not. A man re-

flects upon the various things with which he may clothe

himself . . . aSTeither do Spirits do this
;
garments are

given them according to their state ; and they do not

know whence or when, nor do they care. A man
knows of what quality is his house, his chambers, his

courts, and many other things, and also his furniture.

Spirits [know] indeed in like manner ; but when they

are changed, and when new ones are given . . . they

rarely reflect whence they are, and when they [came] :

but one Spirit diff'erently from another. In like manner

when he comes into another place, he does not know
where he had been before ; thus he does not reflect from

the former to the latter, like man. In a word, the

reflections are circumstanced according to the states in

which they are
;
[both] with those who are in the other

life, and with those who are in the world.

-. The Angels think and act much more excel-

lently than men, although they do not know the state

of man, so as to be able to institute a comparison. The
principal cause is that they have not the memory of

past things as to such things as are external ; but [only]

as to such things as are internal, thus which are of

faith and of eternal life. But whence and how these

things are learned, they do not remember. In this they

are like infants, who learn but do not know how.

4749. In the world (Ericus Benzelius) . . . despised

all others in comparison with himself, except one who
had excelled him in memory ; he placed everything

learned and wise in memory ; he was in the doctrine of

the Church from memory, and nothing from himself

;

and, being such, he was not allowed to contaminate his

internal.

4765. On memory after death.—It happened that

Spirits saw in my memory aliout a certain servant, that

I had not given him what he ought to have . . , and

still I had given him all things which I had stipulated.
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When I told them this, they took out from my memory
how often I have dreamed about it, and what I have

dreamed . . . and also that I have given him his wages
;

and yet I myself had completely forgotten this ; and

besides they did the like with the servant. Hence it

was manifestly evident to me that each and all things
;

nay, the most singular things ; were inscribed on the

interior memory, or the memory of the spirit, even the

things which have been completely obliterated in the

exterior memory.

5585. The speech of Spirits is natural ; it is from their

interior memory, from which the ideas become words

. . . which are the initiaments of natural words . . .

5586'. This Spirit had no ideas, but only spoke from

the interior memory, without ideas . . .

5587. I was instructed from Heaven that such things

as are rational, and which they hear, (the celestial)

never utter, nor can they utter them, because they

have not a memory of those things other than that

they know and perceive them when others speak about

them ; and then they say or think, Yea, yea, or Nay,

nay.
s. Hence it might be evident to me that they

have a memory such as is that of Spirits, which is ex-

terior, from which they can also speak ; but not interior

;

thus they do not speak with ideas . . .

5588. That thought which is speaking, or exterior,

divided into ideas, presents the speech of Spirits ; and

it is from the interior natural memory.

5589a. Therefore they speak similarly in the other

life who are rational . . . and they who speak only from

the memory of a thing . . .

5602. Whatever a man writes remains in the interior

book of his memory, and is read before him.

5643. The truth of faith is received in the memory of

man . . . The will, through the understanding . . . sees

in the memory that this truth is in accordance Avith its

own good . . . and then it looks into it, loves it, thinks

it, and also . . . speaks it and acts it ; thus is good

conjoined with truth in the natural memory, and then

at the same time in the spiritual memory. Exanip.

5702. They are esteemed as learned . . . because they

have known how to speak from the memory as if from

the Rational . . .

5851. (But) with the spiritual the things which they

hear enter into the memory ; because the internals with

them are not open. The things which enter the life

perish from the memory, being as it were implanted

and natural. . . That which enters only through the

eye, enters into the understanding, and lays itself up in

the memory ; whereas the things which enter through

the hearing, enter into the understanding and at the

same time into the life.

D. Min. 4550. Memory such as there is in the other

life.— I have spoken with Spirits about memory,
namely, that tliere is not language, thus the memory
of words, nor the memory of knowledges such as are in

the memory ; but whatever they have learned by means
of languages and knowledges regarding what is fair and

good. Thus neither theological things, in so far as they

are in the memory.

4560. I have thought about some thing with an

obscure idea . . . But the Spirits apperceived these

things manifestly ; because they can as it were read

those things which are more subtle with me in the

memory, unknown to me.

4621. Man is unaware that he never has anything

impressed on the memory of which he has not formed

some idea.

4645. So long as man lives in the world ... he has

a corporeal memory, which grows, and in which are to

be rooted the things which are of the interior memory

. . . But this memory is exterior or corporeal, in which

interior things are rooted. After death, man indeed

has all his exterior or corporeal memory, or each and all

things of it ; but this can no longer grow ; and, where

it is not, a new concordance and correspondence cannot

be formed ; and hence all things of his interior memory

are there, and are terminated in his exterior memory,

although he is not allowed to use this. From these

things it may be evident what this means : that as the

tree falls, it remains. Ex. 4646.

4738. On the interior memory.—The nature of the

interior memory may be evident from this, that some

seem to read in books, and to see and read each and all

things there, just as in the life of the body ... as in

the Word . . .

E. 8. With an Angel, that which he speaks con-

tinually inflows, and not into his memory ; but

immediately into the understanding, and thence into

words.

14^. As (the Angels of the Celestial Kingdom) receive

these things at once into the life, and not first into

the memory, they do not speak about the things of

faith . . .

105. 'Remember therefore . .
.' = the recollection of

the former things.

. They reside solely in the memory . . .

107. To think outside of one's self is to think solely

from the memory ; for this is outside the man, as is the

court through which we enter into the house . . . 227-.

193. Man has two states ; one, when he is thinking

from his spirit ; and the other when he is thinking from

the memory of his bodj' . . .

". 'To lay aside the talent in the earth and in a

napkin ' = solely in the memory of the natural man.

240-. The reason the celestial Angels appear naked,

is that they have no need to retain truths in the

memory . . . But the reason the spiritual Angels appear

clothed, is that they have truths inscribed on the

memory . . . and the truths of memory and the deriva-

tive understanding are those which correspond to

garments.

242'*. To the stomachs (of birds and ruminants) corre-

sponds the memory with man. This man enjoys in

place of those stomachs, because man is spiritual. Into

this he first collects spiritual foods, which are Know-

ledges ; and afterwards takes them out by as it were

ruminating ; that is, by thinking and willing ; and

appropriates them to himself . . . 290'-.

403. The Knowledges . . . before the man becomes

spiritual, are implanted in his natural memory . . .
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434I5. The memory of the natural man is only the
entrance to him ; nor is truth with him until he wills
and does it . . .

556'*. By 'the teeth' are properly signified those
things which are solely in the memory and are brought
forth thence ; for tliose things which are in the memory
of a sensuous man correspond to the bones and teeth.

569^. For every man has two memories ; namely, a
natural memory, and a spiritual memory. Man can
think from both memories

; from the natural memory
when he is speaking in the world with men ; but from
the spiritual memory when from his spirit ; and a man
rarely speaks with another from his spirit; but only
with himself ; which is to think.

617I6. There was a like thing with these Most
Ancients ... as there is with those who are in the
Lord's Celestial Kingdom : if the latter imbue the
natural man and its memory with the Knowledges of
spiritual truth and good, and want to be wise from
these, they become stupid ; when yet they are the
wisest of all in Heaven.

654'^^. In a word, man must first enrich the memory
with Knowledges

; afterwards, he must cultivate his

understanding by their means ; and finally his will.

The memory is of the natural man ; the understanding
is of the rational man ; and the will is of the spiritual
man. This is the way of the reformation and regenera-
tion of man. Rep.

659''. 'Whom thou rememberest no more, and who
are cut off from thy hand' (Ps.lxxxviii.5)= those who
are deprived of all truth and good.

6757. Those who procure for themselves nothing of
intelligence are like the 'foolish virgins,' who possess
truths solely in the memory, and not in the life : these
are deprived of them after their departure from this
world . . .

739'*. The third or inmost degree is opened with those
who apply Divine truths at once to life, and do not first

reason about them from the memory, and thereby let

them into doubt. This is called the celestial degree.

. But those who have received Divine truths
only in the memory . . , remain natural ; nay, become
sensuous. Ex.

''. For the men of the Celestial Church are such
that they perceive all the truths and goods of Heaven
by means of infiux into their interiors . . . and have no
need to learn them by a posterior way, and enrich the
memory with them.

789^. To know, and thence to think and speak, are

from the memory ; but to will and act from love are

from the life. Man can think and speak many things

from the memory which are not from his life . . . but,

when left to himself, he can think and speak nothing
from the life which is not from his love ; for the love is

the life of everyone . . . whereas the memory is only
the storehouse from which the life takes out what it

thinks and speaks, and the things which serve the life

to be nourished by . . . The worst can think and speak
truths from the memory ; but only the good from the
life.

790'. In order that the spiritual mind may be opened

and formed, it is necessary for it to have a storehouse,

from which it may take [things] out ; for, unless there

were a storehouse for it the man is empty ; and no
Divine operation is possible into what is empty. This

storehouse is in the natural man and its memory, in

which everything knowable can be stored up, and thence

brought out. In this storehouse for the formation of

the spiritual man there must be truths which are to be

believed, and goods which are to be done, both from

the Word, and from doctrine and from preaching from

the Word ; these man must learn even from infancy.

But all these things, in whatever abundance they may
be, and even if they are from the Word, before the

spiritual mind has been opened, are natural ; for they

are only knowledge. It is the thought from this store-

house which is called faith by those who separate faith

from good works in doctrine and life.

^. The spiritual mind is formed from those things

which are in the memory of man from the Word. (The

elevation of these from the memory ex.)

828^. With (the celestial Angels, truths) are not in

the memory, whence is all speech, but in the life ; and

are thence in the understanding not as thought, but as

the affection of good in its form, which does not descend

into discourse . . . The reason they go naked ... is that

garments= truths investing good ; and investing truths

are in the memory, and thence in the thought ; but

with them truths are in the life, thus hidden . . .

831^. For the spiritual Angels first admit truths into

the memory, and thence into the understanding, which

is thus formed from them . . . But the celestial Angels

do not admit truths first into the memory, but at once

into the will . . . Hence the latter cannot speak about

Divine truths . . . But the former speak Divine truths,

because with them they are inscribed on the memory
also ; and thought from the memory speaks.

*. r>ut the spiritual Angels do not admit any

truth into the memory . . . unless they see it . . .

832^. The reason the love becomes spiritual through

truths from the Word in proportion as the man acknow-

ledges them and sees them in the understanding, is that

in man there are two memories, and thence two

thoughts, with both the evil and the good, namely, an

interior and an exterior one. Ever}' man thinks with

himself from the interior memory, when, being left by
himself, he is led by his own love : this thought is the

thought of his spirit. But man thinks from the exterior

memory while he is speaking before the world . . , The
things which man thinks with himself when he is

thinking from the interior memory . . . are the things

of his life, and become of his life . . . But the things

which man thinks from the exterior memory, if they do

not make a one with the thought from the interior

memory, are not of his life, nor do they become of his

life . . . and after death they are rejected.

102 1. 'And great Babylon came into memory before

God' (Rev.xvi. I9) = that hitherto it has treated of the

Church with the Reformed . . . and that it follows

concerning the Church with the Papists . . .

iioo^^. It would (then) be the memory which had

faith, and not the man . . . For the understanding is

the man, and the memory introduces.
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D. Verbo 3-. I have frequently been let among the

spiritual Angels, and have then spoken with them
spiritually, and that which I have spoken I have then

retained in the memory. But when I returned into a

natural state, in wliich is every man of the world, I

then wanted to bring it forth from the previous memory,
and describe it ; but I could not ; it was impossible

;

there were no possible words, nor even ideas of thought,

by means of which I could express it. The spiritual

ideas of thought and words were so remote from the

natural ideas of thought and words, that they did not

at all approach each other.

12. This is the way of all illustration in the Word,
and is also the way of the reformation and regeneration

of man. But it is necessary that the Knowledges of

both spiritual and natural things should first be in the

memory ; for these are the provisions into which the

Lord operates by means of the light of Heaven ; and
the fuller they are, and the freer from confirmed falsities,

the more illustrated is the percejition which is given,

and the more determinate-ce?'<ior-is the conclusion ; for

the Divine operation does not fall into an empty man.
Examp.

D. Wis. v<^. The changes of state (of these recep-

tacles) are affections ; the variations of their form are

thoughts ; the coming forth-ea;i.s^e?i^ia-and permanence
of the latter and the former is memory ; and the repro-

duction of them is reminiscence.

X. 7-. The love produces from itself affections . . .

through these perception . . . and through this thought
to which belong ideas ; and, from these, memory . . .

xi. 7a. The first truths with a man . . . are not yet

alive ; for they are solely of the memory and the

derivative thought and speech . . .

Memphis. Moph.
A. 273. 'Egypt,' and 'Memphis' (Hos.ix.6)= those

who want to be wise about Divine things from them-
selves and their own scientifics.

E. 65456. 'Memphis shall bury them' (Hos.ix.6) =
spiritual death through the application of the Truths of

the sense of the letter of the Word to the falsities of

evil. 799".

Mend. Resarcire.

A. 8ii2. The dissidence among them is quickly

mended.

T. 4''. To the end that what is torn may be mended.

607. If (the conjunction between men and the Angels)

were not repaired . . . men would expire.

D. 4384. Therefore (the upright) are easily restored

again [to friendship].

Mene. Mene.
A. 3104*'. 'Mene,' or 'he has numbered' (Dan. v. 26)

is predicated of truth.

R. 313'^. By 'Mene,' or 'to number,' is signified to

know its quality as to truth.

Meninx. Meninx.
See under PiA Mater.

A. 501^. From which succeed ... at last the general

coverings, which are called meninges ; which are ter-

minated in still more general ones . . .

5724. These viscid things

meninges . . .

T. 6oe. See Beaix, here. D.1734,

fall first between the

D. 1725. For the interior membranes of the body are

continued to the membranes of the head . . . and thus

to the meninges of the brain.

D. Wis. iii^. Occurs.

Menstruum. Menstruum. D.2129.

MenstrUOUS. Menstruatus.

E. 555-^. 'A menstruous woman' (Ezek.xviii.6)= the

cupidity of falsity.

Mention. See Name.

Mention. Alenwrare.

A. 596. The particulars are to be related.

2009^. 'To make mention of (or commemorate-
commemorare) the name of Jehovah' (Is.xxvi. i3) = to

worship from the goods of love and truths of faith.

''. 'To make mention of His name' (Is.xlix. i)=r

to instruct as to what His quality is.

2162. Otherwise such things would not have been

mentioned.

5893^ It is worthy of mention . . .

6226^. These are things too slight to be mentioned in

the most holy Word.

9283. 'Ye shall not mention the name of other

gods' (Ex.xxiii. I3) = that we are not to think from the

doctrine of falsity. . . 'To mention' = to think. . .

because to mention is of the mouth ; and by the things

which are of the mouth are signified the things which

are of thought. Ex.

94396. It has been conceded to mention such

things . . .

T. 568-. The Angels say. All these things wliich you

have mentioned . . .

D. 29576. I have scarcely believed that this is worthy

to be mentioned.

4128. I wanted to mention it, but could not . . •

Mention. Mentio.

A. 10076. The mention (of profanation) is not toler-

ated in Heaven.

H. 380. At the mere mention of blessedness thence

they laugh . . .

E. 700*'. That there would no longer be external

worship, but internal, is signified by, 'It shall not

ascend upon the lieart ; nor shall they make mention of

it . .
.' (Jer.iii.i6).

Merchandise, Trafficking. Mercatura.

Merchandise,* Wares. Merx.

Merchant. Mercator.

Traffic, To. Mercari.

See Trade.
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A. 1164^ 'The merchandise* of Cush and of the

Sabeans' (Is.xlv. 14)= the Knowledges of spiritual things,

which are of service to those who acknowledge the Lord

. . . 1171^.

2588^^. 'The merchandise of Tyre' (Is.xxiii. i8)=
Knowledges.

2967. 'Current with the merchant' (Gen. xxiii. i6)=
as applied to their state. 'A merchant,' in the "Word,

= those who have the Knowledges of good and truth
;

'merchandise,' those Knowledges themselves . . . ^

111.

*. (Thus) the wares with which they have

traded (Ezek.xxviii.4,5) = the Knowledges of good and
truth ; for this is tlie only source of 'wisdom and intel-

ligence.'

^. Traffickings and wares are in like manner pre-

dicated of Babylon, and = adulterated Knowledges of

good, and falsified Knowledges of truth. (Rev.xviii.)

^. That 'a merchant' = one who acquires Know-
ledges of truth and good, and thence intelligence and
wisdom, is evident from Matt.xiii.45,46.

4453^. From these passages it appears that 'tradings,'

'commerce,' 'traffickings,' ' wares ' = the things which
are of the Knowledges of good and truth.

. Their wares enum.
®. As such wares, or goods and truths, are in the

Lord's Church and Kingdom, the Land of Canaan . . .

was so named from wares or traffickings . . .

4748', 'The wares ' of the Babylonians (enum. in Rev.

xviii. ) = the things wliich they have invented by study
and art for the sake of the worship of themselves ; and
the doctrinal things and Knowledges of good and truth

from the Word Avhich they have perverted in favour of

themselves . . .

•>. In like manner the things mentioned of the

wares of Tyre in Ezek.xxvii. 17.

4756. The Knowledges of good and truth . . . are

wealth and wares in the spiritual sense . . .

5432^ They consider doctrinal things as a merchant
does his wares.

5573'' They had carried on trafficking merely for the

sake of employment in the world . . .

8215^. Chariots appear (there) laden with wares of

various kinds . . . (which)= truths in their complex . . .

and the wares the Knowledges belonging to various

uses.

10227I-, 'Wealth,' and 'wares' (Ezek.xxvi. I2)= the

Knowledges of good and truth.

H. 360^. Many of those who had been employed in

tradings and traffickings . . . are in Heaven ; but fewer

of those who have been in stations of honours . . .

R. 759. 'The merchants of Babylon' (Eev.xviii.3)=
those higher and lower in order in their . . . hierarchy.

^. 'To traffic,' and 'to trade,' in the Word,=to
acquire spiritual wealth, which is the Knowledges of

truth and good ; and, in the opposite sense, the Know-
ledges of falsity and evil ; and by the latter to gain the

world, and by the former to gain Heaven. 111.

771. 'The merchants' (ver.ii) (here)= the lower ones

in order in their hierarchy, who minister, and make
gain by holy things ; here, their griefs . . . 767.

-. Their wares = the holy or religious things by

which they make gains.

772. 'The merchandise* of gold, and precious stones,

and pearls' (ver. I2)= that they no longer have these

things, because they have no spiritual goods and truths,

to which such things correspond. Their merchandise

= no other things than those here mentioned . . . Before

the Last Judgment the Babylonians had such things . . .

But after the Last Judgment . . . all those things were

reduced to dust and ashes . . .

783. 'The merchants of these things . .
.' (ver. 15) =

those who were enriched ... by various dispensations

and promises of heavenly joys. These 'merchants'

mean both the higher and the lower ones in their

ecclesiastical order who made gain by such things. Ex.

799. ' Thy gi-eat men were the merchants of the earth

'

(ver. 23)= that the higher ones in their ecclesiastical

hierarchy are such, because by various and arbitrary

rights, left to them in the statutes of the order, they

traffic and make profit. E. 1 190.

^. The arbitary rights, called 'traffickings,' are

not their revenues and stipends, but they are dispensa-

tions by the power of the keys. Enum.

M. 2876. Engaged in work belonging to merchan-
dise.

T. 317. Merchants (oifend against the seventh com-

mandment) who deceive in their wares, in weight,

measure, and their accounts.

378. Compared to a ship laden with wares of the

greatest value . . .

418'-'. Who loves a merchant except from sincerity i

D. 371 1. Inquiry was made concerning those who are

merchants solely, as in Holland, who despise dignities.

It was said that these are such because they want to be

esteemed above others from their riches and wealth.

3733. (The (Quakers) said that holiness is to traffic.

But it was given to say that to traffic is not holiness
;

but that they should traffic thus, or thus, consequently

with uprightness and mercy ; that then it is holiness.

5028. The need (of the Dutch) is to traffic . , .

5365. (Many seen sitting round a table who) all

appeared like rich merchants ... In external form they

appeared good . . , but they were all successively cast

down into desert places. Ex.

E. 141^^. 'Hermerchandise' (Is.xxiii. i8)=thevaunt-
ing of these things. . . Her merchandise ... is 'holi-

ness to Jehovah,' because it= the Knowledges of truth

and good applied by them to falsities and evils ; and by
the Knowledges themselves, regarded in themselves, a

man can be wise . . .

1958. It treats (in Ezek.xxvii.) of Tyre and her

traffickings, and ' Tyre ' = the Knowledges of truth and
good, and 'trafficking,' and ' trading ' = to acquire and
to communicate these Knowledges.

. (Thus) 'the merchandise of Tyre' . . . does not

mean merchandise, but everything of it means spiritual
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things which man ought to acquire, be imbued with,

and communicate.

275'*. 'The merchant of Sidon' (Is.xxiii.2)= one who
acquires and communicates these Knowledges. 406'^.

514-. 'Traffic'-mei-catus, occurs. 840''.

. The doctrinal things themselves are meant by

her wares.

543I". 'Merchants' (Nahum iii.i6)= those who falsify,

and then communicate and vaunt.

617^'. 'The merchandise of Tyre' (Is.xxiii. i8) = the

Knowledges of good and truth of every kind.

840''. 'Tradings,' and 'merchandise' (111.) do not

mean tradings and merchandise . . . but . . . 'the

tradings '= the acquirings and the communications of

truth and good ; and 'the merchandise,' or ' wares, '=
these Knowledges, which are multifarious.

978-. For example merchants. Their works are all

evil so long as they do not regard and thence shun as

sins unlawful gains and illicit usuries, and frauds and

cunning ; for such things cannot be done from the Lord,

but from the man himself. And their works are worse

in proportion as they know how skilfully and slyly to

compose deceptive things from their internal, and to

circumvent their companions. And their works are

still worse in proportion as they know how to bring

forth such things into effect under fallacious [appeai--

ances] of sincerity, justice, and piety. The more delight

a merchant perceives in such things, the more is the

origin of his works derived from Hell. If, however, he

acts what is sincere and just in order to gain reputation,

and, through reputation, wealth, insomuch that he

appears as if he acted from the love of sincerity and

justice, and does not act what is sincere and just from

affection, or from obedience to the Divine law, he is

nevertheless interiorly insincere and unjust ; and his

works are thefts ; for by means of the fallacious [appear-

ance] of sincerity and justice he wants to steal. That
this is the case is manifested after death . . . such a

one then thinks and contrives nothing but tricks and
robberies . . . and he betakes himself either into forests

or into deserts ... In a word, they become robbers.

•*. But it is otherwise with those merchants who
shun as sins thefts of every kind, especially those which
are more interior and hidden, which are done by means of

cunning and deceit. Their works are all good, because

they are from the Lord ; for the influx from Heaven . . .

to operate these [works] has not been intercepted by the

al)ove-mentioned evils. To these, riches do no harm
;

because riches with them are means for uses. Uses

with them are tradings, by means of which they sub-

serve their country and fellow-citizens. By means of

riches they are also in a state to do the uses to which

the affection of good leads them.

1 104. 'The merchants of the earth were enriched

from the faculties of her deliciousnesses' (Rev.xviii.3) =
instruction in those things which are of Heaven and the

Church, which derive [the fact that] they are deliglitful

and are desired, from the love of dominating by means
of the holy things of the Church, and also from the

love of possessing the world through the same. 'Mer-

chants' = those who procure for themselves the Know-

ledges of good and truth from the Word ; thus who
teach or learn them ; for, in the proper or natural sense,

he is called a merchant who buys and sells mer-

chandise ;
* and by to buy and sell is signified to

acquire and to communicate ; thus, in the spiritual

sense, to learn and to teach ; and by the merchandise
*"

are signified the Knowledges of good and truth from the

Word . . .

1
1 39.

' Their wares ' (Rev. xviii. 1 1 )= the falsities and

evils of that doctrine and religiosity, by which they

acquire gain, that is, honours and wealth . . . These

wares, being of Babylon . . . are those which are meant
by 'the meretricious wares,' which are the falsifications

and adulterations of good and truth.

1 141. 'Merchandise* of gold and silver' (ver. 12)=
the goods and truths of the Word, of doctrine, and of

the Church in general all profaned by them ; thus all

the evils and falsities in general by which their gains ai'e

acquired . . .

1145^. 'The merchandise* of which they shall make
a prey' (Ezek.xxvi. I2) = the Knowledges of good.

1 162. 'The merchants of these things who were made
rich by her' (Rev. xviii. 1 5) = all those who have gained

wealth and honours from that religiosity, and thus the

goods of opulence and eminence, which are things

happy and magnificent. (For) ' merchants '= those who
procure for themselves such things as are signified by
'wealth' in the Word.

D. Wis. xi.4. A merchant (does uses daily) by
trading.

Mercury. Mercurins. {The metal.)

See (,,>ri('KsiLA-ER.

J. (Post.) 58. He appeared to the Angels like metallic

mercury.

Mercury. Alercurius. {The god.)

D. 5953- There appeared to me a Spirit with a little

wing at the left side of his head ; and they said that

those sometimes appear so who are sent from one to

another with letters or messages. Hence it was evident

whence the ancients derived [the custom] of feigning a

wing at the head of Mercury, who was their messenger

between the gods.

Mercury. Mercurins. {The planet.)

A. 6696. There are Spirits who in the Grand llan

relate to the memory. They are from the planet

Mercury. They are allowed to wander about, and to

acquire for themselves Knowledges of the things- ?r?v/?)i-

which are in the universe ; and they are also allowed to

pass outside the world of this sun into others.

6507. On the Spirits of the planet Mercury. Gen.

art. 6921. 7069. 7170. U.9. Chapter. D. 1415. 1441.

3233. 3256.

6508. The Spirits from the planet Mercury relate to

. . . the memory, but to the memory of thiugs-rc7-«??i-

abstracted from earthly and merely material things.

6809. They once came to me, and inquired into those

things which were in my memory , . . and, among these

things, into the cities and places where I had been. I

noticed that they did not want to know about the
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temples, palaces, houses, streets ; but only the thiugs

which I had heard done in those places, and also the

things which were of government there, and those of the

genius and manners of tliose who were there, and the

like things. . . I asked them why they passed by the

magnificent things of the places . . . They said that it

is no delight to them to look at material, corporeal, and

earthly things ; but only at real ones. D. 1416.

6810. In their own Earth they care nothing for

earthly and corporeal things, but for the statutes, laws,

governments, of the nations there ; and also for the

things which are of Heaven ; which are innumerable. . .

Many of the men of that Earth speak with Spirits, and

thence possess Knowledges of spiritual things, and of

the states of the life after death ; and thence also they

have a contempt for corporeal and earthly things . . .

681 1. See Memory, here.

^. Because I would not read these things in their

presence they were very indignant ; and, contrary to

their wonted manner, wanted to inveigh against me,

saying that I was the worst [of men], and like things

;

and, in order to show their anger, they induced a species

of contraction attended with pain on the right side of

my head. . . And, as they had done evil, they withdrew

themselves still further away ; but yet stood still, want-

ing to know what I had written about future things.

Such is their desire for Knowledges. D.3256. 3257.

6812. The Spirits of Mercury, above all other Spirits,

possess the Knowledges of thmgs-7-crum ; both those

which are in the world of this sun, and those which are

outside it in the starry heaven ; and the things which

they have once acquired they retain, and also recall

them to mind as often as the like things occur.

6813. When the Spirits of Mercury come to other

Societies, they explore from them the things which they

know, and (then) they depart.

. From their Knowledges, the Spirits of Mercury
are more conceited than others ; and therefore they have

been told that although they know innumerable things,

there are nevertheless infinite things which they do not

know ; and that if the Knowledges with them were

augmented to eternity they cannot arrive at even an
acquaintance with the generals. They were told that

they have conceit and elation of mind ; and that this is

not becoming. But they replied that it is not conceit,

but only a gloi-ying from the faculty of their memory.
Thus can they excuse their blemishes.

6814. They are averse to the speech of words, because

it is material ; and therefore I was able to speak with
them no otherwise than by a species of active thought.
Their memory, being of things . . . more nearly sub-

ministers its objects to the thought ; for the thought
which is above the imagination requires for its objects

things - res - abstracted from material things. But
although it is so, nevertheless the Spirits of Mercury
excel but little in the faculty of judgment. They are

not delighted with the things which are of judgment and
of conclusions from Knowledges ; for bare Knowledges
are their delight. D.1455. 1458.

6815. It was granted to insinuate to them, as to

whether they want to do any use from their Knowledges
. . . But they replied that they are delighted with

Knowledges ; and that to them Knowledges are uses.

D. 1429.

6816. The Spirits of Mercury are completely different

from the Spirits of our Earth ; for (the latter) do not
care so much for things-?'cs; but for material, worldly,

corporeal, and earthly things ; and therefore the Spirits

of Mercury are not able to be together with the Spirits

of our Earth ; and therefore, wherever they meet them,

they flee away ; for the spiritual spheres which exhale

from them both are almost contrary. The Spirits of

Mercury are wont to say that they love the products

from material things ; and that they do not want to

look at the sheath, but at things - res - bared of the

sheath ; thus at interior things. 6928. D. 1434.

6921. As (the Spirits of Mercury) love to know things

-?"cs-abstracted from material things, they are more
ready and (piick than other Spirits in clearly seeing,

thinking, and speaking. . . How ready these Spirits are

may be evident from the things which follow.

6922. There appeared a rather bright white flame

blazing gladsomely . . . (which) signified the coming of

Spirits of Mercury more ready than the rest. When
they had come they at once ran through the things

which were in my memory . . . but I could not apper-

ceive the things which they were observing, on account

of their readiness. I heard them saying presently, that

it is such a thing. As to those things which I had seen

in the Heavens and in the World of Spirits, they said

that they knew them before. I perceived that a multi-

tude of Spirits consociated with them was at the back, a

little to the left, in the plane of the occiput. (Other

exanips., 6923. 6924.) D. 1419. 1426.

6925. The Spirits of the Earth Mercury do not stay

in one place, or within the sphere of the Spirits of one

world, but wander through the universe. The reason is

that they relate to the memory of things in the Grand
Man, which must be constantly enriched. . . If they

meet Spirits who love material things . . . they shun

them ; and betake themselves where they do not hear

such things. From this it may be evident that their

mind is elevated above sensuous things ; and thus that

they are in interior lumen. This, too, it was given

actually to perceive when they were near me, and were

speaking with me. I then observed that I was led away

from sensuous things, insomuch that the lumen of my
eyes began to be dulled and become obscure. D. 1454.

6926. The Spirits of that Earth go by cohorts and

phalanxes ; and, when they have been congregated, they

form as it were a globe ; thus are they conjoined by the

Lord in order to act as a one ; and in order that the

Knowledges of each one may be communicated to all
;

and the Knowledges of all to each. D. 1455a.

. Once, when they appeared very remote from

me, they . . . said that now they have been congregated

together ; and that now they are going outside of the

sphere of this world into the starry heaven, where they

know that there are such as do not care for earthly and

corporeal things ; but for things-res-abstracted from

them ; with whom they want to be. It was said that

they themselves do not know whither they are going
;

but that under the Divine auspices they are carried

where they can be instructed concerning such things as
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they do not yet know, and wliicli are in agreement with

the Knowledges which they have. It was also said that

they do not know how they meet the companions with

whom they are conjoined ; and that this also is done

under the Divine auspices. D. 1456.

6929. When the Spirits of Mercury were with me
while I was writing and explicating the Word as to its

internal sense . . . they said that the things I was

writing were very gross, and that the expressions almost

all appeared as if material. But it was given to reply

that the men of our Earth see the things which have

been written as subtle and elevated, and many of them
they do not apprehend . . . They asked whether such

can become Angels ; to which it was given to reply that

those become Angels who have lived in the good of faith

and of charity ; and that then . . . they are in light

above that in which are the Spirits of Mercury . . .

D.3240.

6930. There was sent me by the Spirits of Mercury a

long, uneven paper, stuck together out of a number of

papers, which appeared as if printed . , . I asked whether

they have such among them ; but they said that they

have not ; but that they know there are such papers on

our Earth. They did not want to say more. But it

was given to perceive that they were thinking that in

this Earth the Knowledges of things-?T?'H;n-were such
;

thus separate from the man himself, except when the

man kept his eye, and thus his mind, on such papers.

They were thus mocking the men of this Earth among
themselves, as if they knew nothing except from papers.

But they were instructed how the case is with this.

After some time they returned, and sent me another

paper also as if printed . . . but not so stuck together

and untidy ; but decent and neat. They said that they

had been further informed that on this Earth there are

such papers and books thence. D. 3262. 3263,

69316. The Spirits of Mercury, however, are con-

tinually increasing in the knowledge of things-7xriiin,

but not in the derivative wisdom ; because they love

Knowledges, which are means ; but not uses, Avhich are

ends.

7070. As the Spirits of Mercury relate to the memory
of things- rcri^wi-abstracted from material things, there-

fore when anyone speaks with them about earthly,

corporeal, and merely worldly things, they are utterly

irnwilling to hear ; and, when they are compelled to

hear about them, they then transmute them into other

things, for the most part into things contrary, in order

to avoid them.

7071. I was allowed to represent to them meadows,

fallow lands, gardens, woods . . . The meadows and

fallow lands they bedimmed, and filled them with

snakes, by representations ; the streams they blackened

. . . and when I asked them why they did so, they said

that they do not want to think about such things ; but

about real ones, which are the Knowledges of things-

reruin~a.hstvacted from earthly things, especially of such

things as come forth in the Heavens, D. 1422. 1423.

7072. I afterwards represented to them the larger

and smaller birds ... At first they wanted to change

them ; but then were delighted with them, and quiesced.

The reason was that birds= the Knowledges of things-

rerum . , . D. 1430.

^. I was afterwards allowed to represent to them
a very pleasant garden full of torches and lamps. They
then stayed . . . for the reason that torches with lamps
= the Truths which shine from good. Hence it was
evident that they could be kept looking at material

things provided that there is at the same time insinuated

the signification of them in the spiritual sense . . .

D.1431.

7073. I have besides spoken with them about sheep

and lambs ; but they did not want to hear such things ;

because these things were perceived by them as earthly.

The reason was that they did not understand what
innocence is, which lambs signify . . . They only knew
it as a word . The reason is that they are affected with
Knowledges only, and not with uses ... D. 1442.

7074. Some of the Spirits of the Earth Mercury came
to me, having been sent by others, in order that they
might hear what was going on with me. One of the

Spirits of our Earth told them to tell their [people] that

they should not speak anything else than the truth
;

and that they should not, as they are wont, object

things opposite, to those who interrogate them . . .

But the cohort from which those Spirits had been sent

out, which was remote, replied that . . . from continual

use they cannot do otherwise. They said that they do
the same when they are speaking with the men of their

own Earth ; but this is not from any intention to

deceive them, but that they may thus inspire a longing

to know ; for when they object things opposite, and
hide the thing-rcs-in a certain manner, the desire to

know is then excited . . . D.1459.

7075. I asked them how they instruct their in-

habitants. They said that they do not instruct them as

to how the thing is circumstanced ; but still they

insinuate some apperception of the thing-rci, in order

that the desire to know may thence be nourished and
increase ; for if they were to give answers to all things,

the desire would perish. They added that they oliject

things opposite for this reason also, that the Truth may
afterwards appear better ; for all Truth appears relatively

to the opposite things. D. 1427.

7076. It is a custom of theirs, not to tell anyone the

things which they know ; but still they want to know
from all the things which they know. But they com-

municate all things to their own Society, iusomuch that

the things which one knows all know ; and the things

which all know, everyone there knows.

7077. As the Spirits of Mercury are such, and yet

abound in Knowledges, they are in some species of con-

ceit. Hence they suppose that they know so many
things that it is scarcely possible to know more. But
they have been told by the Spirits of our Earth that

they know not many, but few things ; and that the

things which they do not know are relatively infinite

... In order that they might know that it is so, it was

gi-anted that a certain angelic Spirit should speak with

them, and should tell them in general what they do

know and what they do not know ; and that the things

which they do not know are infinite ; and also that to

eternity they cannot know even the generals of things-
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rcrum. He spoke by means of angelic ideas, much
more readily than they ; and as he disclosed what they

know, and what they do not know, they were struck

with amazement. I afterwards saw another Angel

speaking with them . . . He enumerated very many
things which they do not know ; and afterwards spoke

with them by means of changes of state, which they

said they do not understand. He then told them that

every change of state contains infinite things ; and so

also does every least thing of it. When they heard

this, as they had been in conceit on account of Know-
ledges, they began to humble themselves. The
humiliation was represented by the letting down of

their volume downwards . . . but the volume appeared

as if caved in at the middle, and elevated at the sides

. . . (which) signified . . . that those who appeared

elevated at the sides were not as yet in any humiliation :

and I saw that the volume was separated ; and that

those who were not in humiliation were relegated

towards their own orb ; the rest remaining. D.3238.
^. As the Spirits of the planet Mercury shun the

Spirits of our Earth on account of the material things

in which they are, and as they had asked whether such

can become Angels, they now received the reply, that

the Angel who had spoken with them was from this

Earth.

7078. The Spirits of Mercury do not appear in a fixed

quarter, nor at a fixed distance ; but appear now in

front, now to the left, now a little at the back. The
reason is that they are allowed to wander through the

universe to procure for themselves Knowledges . . .

Their planet is presented to Spirits at the back . . .

7170. The Spirits of Mercury appeared at the left, in

a globe, and then in a volume extending itself a long

way . . . They bent themselves towards the right, and,

by revolving themselves, approached the Earth Venus,

to its quarter away from the Sun ; but when they came
there, they said that they did not want to be there,

because they were evil ; and therefore they bent them-
selves round to the other side of that Earth, which
looks to the Sun ; and then said that they wanted to

stay there, because those who are there are good. When
this had taken place, I felt in the brain a remarkable

change, and a strong operation thence. From these

things it was given to conclude, that the Spirits of

Venus who are on that side of the planet, are in accord-

ance with the Spirits of the planet Mercury ; and that

they relate to the memory of material ih.mgs,-rcrum-

which agrees with the memory of immaterial things-

rcrum, which is constituted by the Spirits of Mercury.
Hence a stronger operation was felt from them when
they were there. D. 1443. 1448.

7171. Mercury appears at the back, a little towards

the right.

7172. Spirits of our Earth asked (the Spirits of

Mercury) in whom they believed. They replied that

they believed in God. But when they asked further

about the God in whom they believed, they did not

want to say, because it is according to their custom not
to reply to questions directly. But then in their turn

the Spirits from the Earth Mercury asked the Spirits

from our Earth in whom they believed. The latter

said that they believed in the Lord God. The Spirits

of Mercury then said that they perceived that they

believed in no God, and that they have the custom of

saying with the mouth that they believe . . . The Spirits

of Mercury have an exquisite perception, from the fact

that by means of perception they are continually ex-

ploring what others know . . .

7173. Certain Spirits knew from Heaven that a pro-

mise had once been made to the Spirits of the Earth

Mercury that they should see the Lord ; and therefore

they were interrogated by the Spirits around me, as to

whether they remembered that promise. They said

that they remembered it ; but that they do not know
whether it had been promised so that they should have

no doubt about it. . . The Sun of Heaven then appeared

to them ... on seeing which they said that that was

not the Lord, because they did not see a face. . .

Then suddenly the Sun appeared again, and in its midst

the Lord encompassed with a solar circle. On seeing

this, the Spirits of Mercury profoundly humbled them-

selves, and subsided. D. 1446. 3292.

7175. After some time there was shown me one

woman of the inhabitants of the Earth Mercury. She

had a beautiful face, but it was smaller than those of

the women of our Earth ; she was more slender, but of

equal height. Her head-dress was of linen, put on not

with art, but still becomingly. I also saw a man from

that Earth, who also was more slender in body than are

the men of our Earth. He, who appeared, was clothed

in a garment of a dim azure, closely fitted to the body,

without folds and prominences to and fro. But that the

inhabitants of that Earth think little about their body,

was evident to me from the fact, that when they . , .

become Spirits, they do not want to appear as men . . .

but as crystalline globes. The reason they want so to

appear, is that they may remove from themselves

material ideas ; and, moreover, the Knowledges of im-

material things-rc?'M«i-are represented in the other life

by crystals. D. 1432. 3237. 3262.

7176. There were also shown me the shapes of their

oxen and cows ; which did not indeed differ much from

those in our Earth ; but were smaller, and in a certain

way came near the shape of stags and hinds. D.3262.

7177. They said that (the sun of the world appears)

large ; and that it appears larger there than from other

Earths, they said that they were able to know from the

idea of other Spirits about the sun. They said, further,

that they have a medium temperature, neither too hot,

nor cold. Ex.

9106. See Saturn, here.

9968^. See 'E.A.KY'B.-tcllus, here.

107 10. On account of such a method of thinking and

speaking, the Spirits of (the Fourth) Earth . . . cannot

be together with the Spirits of the Earth Mercury,

because the latter stay in the proximate use.

U. 38. The Spirits of Mercury came to a certain

Spirit from our Earth, who when he lived in the world

had been very celebrated for his learning— it was

Christian Wolff—wanting to be informed by him about

various things-rebus. But when they perceived that

the things which he said were not elevated above the
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sensuous things of the natural man, because in speaking

he was thinking about honour ; and that he wanted, as

in the world ... to put together various things into

series, and from these again and continually to conclude

other things, and thus to concatenate many things from

such, which they did not see or acknowledge to be true

. . . calling them the obscurity of authority, they de-

sisted from interrogating him, merely asking. How is

this called ? How is that called? And, as he replied

to these things also by means of material ideas, and by

no spiritual ones, they receded from him.

D. 1 41 7. (The Spirits of Mercury) do not attend to

the things-vcs-which are represented by . . . corporeal

and worldly things, as did the men of the Ancient

Church . . . but they want to apprehend merely the

Knowledges of things-?'C?'«i//i-separated from such things

. . , Hence, too, their readiness.

1418. Therefore they are called Knowledges, or rather

they are internal senses . . .

1421. They said that they knew the things which I

had seen in the Heavens ; and I told them that they

perhaps think that they know them, ajid yet do not

know them ; because the things which a Spirit perceives

in a man, from his memory, he supposes that he knows,

and has known ; but still I perceived that in the plane

of the occiput behind, a little to the left, there was a

multitude of them who perceived this at the same time,

and that they are able to have such Knowledge, because

they attend solely to things-res-and thus to interior

things . . .

1422. When I asked from what Earth they were . . .

they did not want to say, nor that they had been clothed

with a body ; for they did not want to think that they

had been on any Earth, or had been clothed with a

body ; because it is adverse to their principles to think

anything, still less speak anything, about corporeal and

earthly things.

1424. Such also is their life in their Earth, that they

care nothing for earthly and corporeal things ; but for

the things which are outside of them ; as for the things

which are in Heaven ; so that they speak with Spirits,

and they instruct them about the things which are in

Heaven . . . And therefore also when they excited many
things from my memory, they said that it was such a

thing ; and thus affirmed it ; not knowing that I am in

the body.

1425. When ... I represented to them the planets

which are called Mercury and Venus, they led the

vision to the planet Venus ; but I could perceive that

they wanted to conceal something ; and thus that

they were from the planet nearest the sun, where there

are such, and are thus delighted with Knowledges
;

which was also given me to perceive from their proximity

to the sun : namely, that they are such as generally

constitute the internal senses ; and thus those things

which are of the internal senses, which are Knowledges.

1428. When I was speaking with them by means of

the internal sense, they perceived more things than

I . . .

1432. A certain man from their inhabitants was

shown me. He was not unlike the men of our Eaith,
VOL. IV.

and was clothed with a garment of a dim azure colour,

by which is signified their lower mind — around the

arms, almost as with us, with such sleeves as are worn
in England, instead of cuffs.—Whether their men are

thus clothed I do not know, or whether their lower

minds are [thus] represented. This only : that when I

afterwards represented to them such a man, in such a

garment, they said that they had known them or us.

1433. They are now continually endeavouring to

change the Knowledges, or the things which are being

here written about them, into other things ; for they do

not want me to know anything which they know ; but

they want to know all things from others ; nor have

they ever enough. They said that Knowledge is so

indefinite that it can never be exhausted ; for they are

always learning many things, and still there are inde-

finite things which they do not know.

1445. The reason they encompassed the Earth Venus,

is because thus the more interior things can be com-

municated with external ones, through the interior

senses ; otherwise no communication is possible . . .

1455. They cannot be called the internal memory,

because there is in them the faculty—or the internal

sense gives the faculty—of thinking. . . They suppose that

they are thought rather than the internal sense . . .

but they have not the faculty of judgment, but are

simply delighted with Knowledges. But still they can

also be called simply thought ; for the interior sense is

not devoid of thought ; whereas thought and judgment

differ much. They are not the thought of judgment ;

because they do not conclude concerning the use and the

end, and from the end.

1455a. When they are speaking, or when a Spirit

speaks that which they are thinking, they are then

moved altogether as it were in a great volume ; and in

fact with such a great wave that my right foot as it were

undulated, and the earth on which it stood ; which sig-

nifies that man cannot live with the understanding with-

out the internal sense ; for, as the foot walks, it signifies

to live with the body.

1457. But it is to be observed that wherever they are

in the universe, they still operate thus, as the internal

sense ; neither place nor distance has any effect. . .

Nor are they allowed to operate as if present, except

into those who are to speak with Spirits, and who can

thus be absent from the operation of the sensuous ideas

of the body.

1458. They also acknowledge the Lord . . . but only

from the fact that they are Knowledges ; for in thinking

they do not go more interiorly until they arrive at the

spiritual state. But although they abound in Know-

ledges, they can be reduced to faith with more difficulty

than others ; for they are not delighted with judgment,

or with the faculty of judging ; for thus, as they now

say, they are disturbed ; and when only thinking about

it they j)erceive trouble.

I558ae, The Spirits of the Earth Mercury are Know-

ledges.

3233. Again have I by means of intermediate Spirits

heard the Spirits of Mercury, who spoke in a volume

so rapidly that the Spirit could scarcely utter it . . .
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But it was not their speech, but only the thought of

the interior sense or memory, which, falling into the

speech of the intermediate Spirit, was so rapid. In

like manner the perception of the things which were

thought from these, which they perceived so readily,

that at once . . . they judged what their quality was,

saying, This is so ; this is not so ; thus tlie (quality.

Thus their judgment was almost instantaneous . . .

This is memoralile : that their thought was brought to

me in such a volume, that the Spirits above me undulated

quickly, like an atmosphere : and also that the cogita-

tive undulation did not fall towards the left eye, although

they were at a considerable distance to the right.

[D.] 3236. Nevertheless the Spirits of this Earth spoke

with them by angelic ideas, and told them much more

readily what they do not know, and what they know,

and very many things more rapidly than they ; so that

I perceived them to acknowledge . . . that thus they

were not anything relatively . . .

3237. They did not admit that they were represented

as men ; but as crystalline globes.

3239. The internal sense is such that it is delighted

only with the Knowledges of things-re?'i«», and not

with anything beyond ; and therefore also as thei'e are

things still more interior, which arc of uses, they do not

care so much for these . . . Hence too it is that they are

in conceit ; and, as they are in conceit, the life of ends

and uses cannot inflow into them so much until this

conceit is taken away from them. It is this conceit

which has done' most of the things treated of in the

description ; for they have despised others in comparison

with themselves. Those who are in humiliation have

now confessed, with some weeping, that the Lord is

their only Lord. They have afterwards acknowledged

that [that which they know] scientifically, it has been

given them to know intellectually also ; for thej^ do not

worship any other ; but, as they esteem themselves

above others, they do not care [for Him.]

3258. As to the internal sense to which the Spirits of

Mercury relate, it is such that it is the memory, and

indeed the memory of particulars, but of things-?r;-w?)i,

and not of images ; for the memory of particulars con-

tains visual images, which belong to the imagination . . .

and it also contains things-?rs ; as laws, and the Know-
ledges of laws, and also those of faith . . . This part of

the memory relates more closely to thought ... To such

memory do the Spirits of Mercury relate ; and, what is

wonderful, they know so many things which come forth

in Heaven and Hell, and which are of things-jrruvi,

that one cannot sufficiently wonder ; and that which
they once perceive they retain ; although they do not

know that they know ; but as soon as it occurs they
remember it. . . Therefore also reflection is adjoined

more than with others ; for the avidity, or curiosity, and
love for such things produces reflection. 3259.

3261. The reason why the Spirits of Mercury have it

for a law not to say to anyone the things which they
know, but to object or interchange things opposite or

foreign, is lest they should say to other Spirits things

which could be of no use ; for the Lord Himself insemin-
ates Knowledges which are suitable for them ; and
therefore if the Spirits of Mercury, who wander about,

were to insinuate them, the reformation of other Spirits

would be more difficult ; and therefore also the Spirits

of Mercury shun those who are very much pleased with

the memory of particulars ; for the Spirits of our Earth

lament that they have lost the memory of particulars.

3264. The inhabitants of Mercury said that in enumer-

ating the Earths they had amounted to about 600,000.

3265. In a word, the inhabitants of Mercury are the

memory of things-rcrinn, separated from the memory of

images from things corporeal and earthly ; from which

memory is speculation, which is . . . the imagination of

things-?Y?v^7H. ; of its imagination is thought, which is

their siieech . . .

3266. They do not want to l)e called conceited, nor

proud ; but that it is a glorying from the faculty of

their memory.

3269. They spoke about the Spirits of the Earth

Mercury, who were present at a distance towards the

right, about, as it appeared to me, the end of this

universe . . . saying that they avail nothing . . . 3271.

3280. (The Spirits of Mercury mentioned.)

3288. How tlie Spirits of Mercury acijuire for them-

selves the Knowledges of things -?<;?•«?«.—Wherever they

come they at once perceive from the Societies of other

Spirits what they know aliout the things which are then

the objects . . . Thus it was sometimes given them to

know whatever I knew about any thing-vr, solely by

inhering in their own ideas, and so exciting the things

which were with me—whether forgotten or not—which

can fall into their sphere . . . And therefore, as they

thus wander about, it is given them to know innumer-

able things, which they also retain. But still they

confess that although they know indefinite things,

nevertheless there are indefinite things which they do

not know . . .

3289. But still they cannot know from other Spirits

more things than is granted by the Lord ; which was

also shown them with me ... it being suddenly closed,

so that they could know nothing from me ; and there-

fore, being angry, they said angi'ily that I knew no-

thing.

3318. The Spirits of Mercury enumerated many kinds

of respiration . . .

4431. See Memory, here.

Mercy. Misericordia.

Mercy, To have. Misereri.

Merciful. Misericors.

Mercifully. Misericorditer.

Compassioil. Miseratio, Co/iwitseratio.

A. 7. The first movement, which is the mercy of the

Lord, is 'the Spirit of God brooding upon the faces of

the waters.' 19.

24. After . . . the Lord's mercy has brought forth

into day the Knowledges of truth and good . . .

30^. It is the mercy of the Lord alone which affects

the will with love, and the understanding with

Truth . . .

356. (Man) would rush to Hell, uTiless the Lord had
mercy on him.
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57^. 'The waters from the sanctuary ' = the life and

mercy of the Lord.

105. 'The tree of lives ' = the mercy of the Lord . . .

144. By the Divine mercy of the Lord. 148^. 371.

868. 10136. etc. etc.

179. Such is the efficacy of tlie Lord's mercy.

222. 'The face of Jehovah ' = mercy, etc. 111.

223. (Therefore) it is evident that He never looks at

anyone except from mercy.

224. Mercy, peace, and all good . . . are what cause

the dictate with those who have perception ; and also

with those who have conscience . . . and they always

operate mercifully ; but they are received according to

the state in which the man is.

245. Such things can never come from the Fountain

of mercy, peace, and goodness.

45 1 e. Grace with the prince is the mercy of tlie

Lord . . .

559. The mercy of the Lord is described by ' to repent,

'

and 'to gi'ieve at heart.' 587.

561. Remains are . . . also states of mercy towards

the poor and needy.

587-. The mercy of Jehovah or of the Lord involves

each and all things which are done by the Lord towards

the human race ; which is such that He has mercy on

it, and on every one according to his state. Thus He
has mercy on the state of him whom He permits to be

punished ; and He has mercy on him to whom He gives

to enjoy good. It is of mercy to be punished, because

He bends all the evil of penalty into good ; and it is of

mercy to give to enjoy good, because no one merits any-

thing of good. For all the human race is evil, and from

himself everyone rushes to Hell, and therefore it is of

mercy that he is taken out thence ; nor is it anything

else than mercy, because He has need of no one. Hence
is it called mercy, because it takes man out of miseries

and Hell ; tluis relatively to the human race, which is

such ; and it is the effect of love towards all, because

they are such.

588. What the mercy of the Lord is no one can

know, because it infinitely transcends the understanding

of man ; but what the mercy of man is, man knows that

it is to repent and to grieve ; and unless an idea about

mercy is apprehended by man from another affection,

of which he knows the quality, he can never think

anything . . .

——e, Yor it is man who turns himself away from

the mercy of the Lord ; never the Lord from man.

590". From this with man . . . some idea seems pos-

sible to be apprehended as to what is in the mercy of

the Lord ; namely, wisdom and love . . . The Spiritual

of the Lord's mercy is wisdom ; the Celestial of it is

love.

598. The mercy of the Lord involves and regai-ds

the salvation of the whole human race ; in like manner

also His grace.

-. But 'mercy' and 'grace' are distinguished in

the Word, and this according to the difference of those

who receive them. 'Mercy' is applied to those who
are celestial, but 'grace' to those who are spiritual

;

for the celestial do not acknowledge anything except

mercy, and the spiritual scarcely anything except

grace. The celestial do not know what grace is ; the

spiritual scarcely know what mercy is ; they make
it one and the same as grace ; which comes from the

cause of the humiliation of heart of each, which differs

thus ; they who are in humiliation of heart implore

the mercy of the Lord ; whereas they who are in

humiliation of thought ask for His grace ; and if they

implore His mercy, it is done in a state of temptation,

or else with the mouth alone and not with the heart.

^. That a distinction is made in the Word between

'mercy,' and 'grace.' 111.

'^. That 'mercy' regards celestial things, which

are of love or the will, is evident from the fact that he

is said to have 'done mercy,' and to have 'vivified the

soul' (Gen.xix. 19).

615-. Charity is love towards the neighbour, and

mercy . . .

714-. Although a man lives like a wild beast . . .

still the mercy of the Lord is so great, because Divine

and infinite, that it does not leave him ; but continually

breathes into him His own life . . .

868. It is the Lord's mercy alone which delivers (the

Angels) from Hell . . .

934''. The fire upon the altar, which was never ex-

tinguished, represented the mercy of the Lord. 2177"*.

'^. The fire upon Mount Sinai, which represented

the love or mercy of the Lord, was perceived before the

people as a consuming fire . . . Such does the love or

mercy of the Lord appear to those who are in the fire of

the loves of self and of the world. 2842.

98 1-. Celestial men do not say grace, but mercy
;

whereas spiritual men do not say mercy, but grace ; the

source of which is, that the celestial acknowledge that

the human race is nothing but filth, and in itself excre-

mentitious, and infernal ; and therefore they implore

the mercy of the Lord ; for mercy is predicated when

there are such ; whereas the spiritual ... do not ac-

knowledge this, because they remain in proprium and

love it ; and therefore they can with difficulty mention

mercy, but easily grace. Each of these comes forth

from the humiliation. In proportion as anyone loves

himself, and supposes that he can do good from himself,

and thus merit salvation, he cannot implore the mercy

of the Lord.

1032. The Lord has mercy towards all the human
race . . .

-. The mercy of the Lord is infinite . . . and

extends itself to all in the universal world.

. This would be contrary to mercy.

1049. The Lord's mercy in special towards the re-

generate and those who can be regenerated. Sig. and Ex.

. AVith the Lord, 'to remember'= to have mercy.

1102^. When a man feels that he has mercy on him

who is in calamity, and still more on him who is in

error as to the doctrine of faith, he may know that he

'dwells in the tents of Shem.'

1528. Into such a fieriness is changed the life of the

Lord's love and mercy which inflows with them,

I594'*. Mutual love . . . consists in this: that one
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. . . believes . . . that the Lord, from infinite mercy, is

continually withholding him from Hell . . .

[A.] 1728". Divine good is the essential itself of order,

all things of which are of mercy. 2258'-.

1735. To love itself, no other attribntes are competent

than those which are of pure love ; thus of pure mercy

towards the universal human race ; which is, that it

wills to save all and make them happy to eternity, and

to transfer into them all things of its own : thus from

pure mercy to draw all wdio are willing to follow to

Heaven ; that is, to itself, with the strong force of love.

1736^. (These expressions) are predicated of His love

or mercy.

1925*'. By 'the Angel of faces' is meant the Lord's

mercy towards the universal human race, in that He
has redeemed them.

1999. For in humiliation of heart there is the acknow-

ledgment ... of the Lord's infinite mercy towards such

(filth as man is).

2027s. These . . . easily acknowledge (their salvation)

to be of the Lord's mercy ; for the life of charity is

attended with this.

2129®. For the Lord has mercy on all, especially on

those who have been in spiritual miseries and tempta-

tions . . . thus who acknowledge themselves to be of

themselves miserable, and believe it to be of the Lord's

mercy alone that they are saved.

2165^ For the Lord is the Celestial itself because He
is love itself ; that is, mercy itself.

2220^. That they have not mercy. Sig.

2235^. 'Justice' and 'mercy' (Hos.ii. 19) are of love
;

and 'judgment' and 'compassions' are of faith from

love. *.

^. By justice and judgment, in ancient times,

was meant ... all mercy and grace.

22536. For Esse itself, or Jehovah, is nothing else

than mercy, which is of love towards the universal

human race.

2258-. Divine truth condemns all to Hell ; and there-

fore unless the mercy of the Lord—which is of good

—

were eternal, all men whatever would be condemned.
^. Thus (the separation of the evil) is of mercy,

lest the good should be injured.

^. Therefore . . . there is more mercy in punishing

evils . . . than (in) an untimely clemency.

2261. If in the truths there are goods, the man is

saved ; but from mercy.
^. The Lord's life is mercy, which is of love

towards the universal human race . . .

2308^. That (the infants) may know that from the

mercy of the Lord they are taken up from the Hell

which is with them into Heaven . . .

2334. In temptation . . . they are in interior anxiety,

even to despair, in which for the most part they are

kept, for the reason that they may at last be confirmed

in the fact that all things are of the Lord's mercy . . .

2335^. Mercy itself and good itself can never condemn
anyone ; but it is the man, who, because he rejects good,

condemns himself.

2401®. For His mercy is infinite, because it is Divine
mercy itself, and in fact towards the universal human
race ; thus towards both the evil and the good.

2406-. But the mercy of the Lord is so great that

man is elevated every moment (from the lowest Hell).

2412. 'hi the clemency of Jehovah upon him ' = from

grace and mercy.

. That man is withheld from evil and is kept in

good by the Lord is from pure mercy.
6. The reason it is said grace and mercy (is that)

they who are in truth and thence in good inijdore only

grace ; whereas they who are in good and thence in

truth implore the mercy of the Lord ; which comes from

the unlike state of humiliation and thence of adoration

with the one from what it is with the other.

2423. 'Thou hast made great Thy mercy' (Gen.xix.

19) = what is like humiliation from the affection of good.

. . . For those who are in the affection of truth cannot

so far humble themselves as to acknowledge from the

heart that all things are of mercy, and therefore instead

of it they say grace . . . But, on the other hand, in

proportion as there is more of the affection of good with

anyone, in the same proportion there is more of humilia-

tion in him in his mention of mercy.

2447^. Evil, Hell, and the devil do these things
;

never the Lord, who is mercy itself.

25S9. That (the Gentiles) also are saved, may be

known from this alone : that the mercy of the Lord is

universal . . .

2694*. When they are reduced to such a state that

they perceive Hell in themselves . . . they can then be

brought into the true confession of faith, not only that

all good is from the Lord, but also that all things are of

His mercy . . .

2826^*\ 'Those who wait for His mercy' (Ps.cxlvii. 11)

= those who worship from the love of good.

2854^. Jehovah does not have mercy through any
looking to the Son ; for He is mercy itself.

3063. 'And do mercy' (Gen.xxiv. I2) = the influx of

love ; as is evident from the essence of mercy, which is

love. Love itself is turned into mercy, and becomes

mercy, when anyone is regarded from love or charity

who is in need of aid ; hence mercy is the effect of love

towards the needy and miserable. But here by 'mercy,'

in the internal sense, is meant love
;
^and by 'to do

mercy,' the influx of love, because from the Divine

Itself of the Lord into His Human . . .

3073. 'In this shall I Know that thou hast done

mercy with my lord' (Gen.xxiv. I4)=that from love

Divine is marriage
;

(for) ' mercy '=love Divine.

31 18®. Whereas the man of the Celestial Church bows

himself before the Lord, and implores mercy.

3120. 'Who hath not forsaken His mercy' (ver. 27) =
the perception of the influx of love. 'Mercy ' = love.

3122. The Most Ancients, who were celestial, by the

mercy and Truth which are from the Lord, understood

nothing else than the reception of the influx of love to

the Lord and thence of charity towards the neighbour
;

whereas the Ancients, who were spiritual, by the mercy

and Truth from the Lord wdth themselves, understood

charity and faith. Ex. ^,111.
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^. 'No mercy ' = 110 reception of the influx of

love.

3157. 'Now if ye are doing mercy and Truth with

my lord' (ver.49)=:the exploration of their consent from

both faculties, the will and the understanding
;
(for)

' mercy ' = that which is of good or of love ; and 'Truth'

= that which is of truth or of faith.

3605^. Here, 'hatred,' being predicated of Jehovah

. . . = mercy ; for the Divine is mercy.

3816. All good is from the Lord, and inflows, and

this from mercy alone . . .

3S75. In the supreme sense, love and mercy. Sig.

. For the Infinite and Eternal which is predicated

of charity ... is mercy, which is love Divine towards

the human race constituted in such miseries ; for as man
is from himself nothing but evil . . . and is regarded by

the Lord from Divine love, his being elevated from the

Hell in which he is of himself ... is called mercy.

Hence, as mercy is from the Divine love, by 'to adhere,'

in the supreme sense is signified both love and mercy.
*. The Divine love or mercy of the Lord is

meant, in the supreme sense, by 'Levi.' 4606.

3921. In the supreme sense, justice and mercy. Sig.

. 'To hear my voice ' = mercy. For the Lord

judges all from justice, and hears all from mercy. He
judges from justice, because from Divine truth ; and He
hears from mercy, because from Divine good ; from

justice, those who do not receive the Divine good ; and

from mercy, those who receive it. Nevertheless, when
He judges from justice, He judges also at the same time

from mercy
; for in all Divine justice there is mercy, as

in all Divine truth there is Divine good.

-. The Holy, which is good, corresponds to the

Divine mercy of the Lord.

3923. The name 'Dan' involves ... in the supreme

sense, the justice and mercy of the Lord. 4608.

4007"*. Attributing (merit and justification) to the

Lord ; thus all things to grace and mercy. Sig.

4075'-. That unless the Divine had mercy on them,

they would perish . . .

42 1
7-. When he is receiving the bread of the Holy

Supper, he thinks . . . about the Lord and His

mercy . . .

4254. 'I am less than all the mercies, and than all

the Truth, which Thou hast done with Thy servant'

(Gen.xxxii. 10):^ humiliation in that state as to good

and as to truth ;
(for) the predication of 'mercy' is

concerning the good which is of love . . .

4783-'. From the spiritual sense of the Word it is

evident that the Lord has mercy towards everyone

;

thus if Heaven were from mercy or grace however the

life has been, everyone would be saved. 5057"^.

4796. By that 'the Lord elevates His faces upon'

anyone, is signified that from the Divine aflfectiou which
is of love He has mercy on him.

5042. 'He inclined to him mercy' (Gen.xxxix.2i) =
love Divine in each thing. 'Mercy,' in the supreme

sense, = the Divine love. Refs.

^, As the Lord, from the Divine in Himself, saw

the quality of His human, namely, that it was in evil

from what was hereditary, it is .said that 'Jehovah

inclined mercy to him ;' and by these words, in the

supreme sense, is meant Divine love in each thing ; for

the Divine mercy is nothing else than the Divine love

towards those wlio are constituted in miseries ; that is,

towards those who are in temptations . . .

5057^. (They suppose that) reception into Heaven is

from mercy alone . . .

5058<^. Hence it is evident that choice and reception

are not from mercy . . . Still, all things of the life of

good and faith of truth are from mercy with those in

the world who receive mercy ; and the reception with

them is from mercy ; and they are those who are called

the elect.

5068. The good, as they have received the Divine

truth, are judged from good, thus from mercy. The
evil, as they have not received the Divine truth, are

judged from truth, thus not from mercy ; for they

have rejected this, and thence in the other life they

continually reject it.

5132. 'And do mercy, I pray, with me' (Gen.xl.i4)=
the reception of charity; (for) 'mercy '=love ; here,

love towards the neighbour, or charity. . . The reason

'mercy' — charity, is that all who are in charity are in

mercy ; that is, all who love the neighbour have mercy

on him ; and therefore the exercises of charity are

described in the Word by works of mercy ; as in Matt.

XXV. 35,36.
-. Hence, as charity is afi'ected with good, it is

aff"ected with mercy towards those who are in miseries
;

the good of charity has this in it, because it descends

from the Lord's love towards the universal human race
;

which love is mercy, because all the human race is

constituted in miseries. Mercy sometimes appears with

the evil, who are in no charity ; but it is grief on

account of what they themselves suffer ; for it is [shown]

towards their friends, who make one with themselves ;

and when their friends suflfer, they suffer. This mercy

is not the mercy of charity ; but it is the mercy of

friendship for the sake of self, which, regarded in itself,

is unmercifulness ; for it despises or hates all others

except itself ; thus except the friends who make one

with itself.

5393. In the Hell (of the colon) are those who have

been endowed with no mercy . . .

5480. 'He wept'= mercy
;

(for) 'to weep,' when pre-

dicated of the Lord . . .= to have mercy. That weeping

is of grief and love, is known ; consequently it is of

mercy ; for mercy is love grieving. Love Divine is

therefore called mercy, because from itself the human
race is in Hell ; and, when a man apperceives this in

himself, he implores mercy. 111.

5585. 'Ye shall not see my faces' = that there is no

compassion. For when 'faces' are predicated of the

Lord, they = mercy or compassion. . . Not that there is

no compassion with the Lord ; for He is mercy itself

;

but when there is no medium which conjoins, it appears

to the man as if there were no compassion in the Lord.

Ex.

. As 'the face of Jehovah ' = the Divine love, it=
of mercy ; for mercy is of love towards the human race

constituted in such great miseries. 111.
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[A. 5585]-. Relatively to the human race, the Divine
mercy (has appeared in a face). This, namely, the

Divine mercy in the Divine Human, is called 'the

Angel effaces.'

^. For the man who is in evil averts himself . . .

that is, removes His mercy from himself.

5629. '(God Shaddai) give you mercies before the

man' (Geu.xliii. I4)= that spiritual truth may receive

you graciously.

5691. 'Because his compassions were moved' (ver.30)

=mercy from love. . . It is said mercy, because he
was not as yet acknowledged by him . . . lu the Original

Language 'compassions' are expressed by a word wdiich

signifies the inmost and most tender love.

5706. Goods applied to everyone from mercy. Sig.

and Ex.

575^"- To claim for one's self truth and good is con-

trary to . . . the acknowledgment that all salvation is

from mercy ; that is, that man is from himself in Hell,

but is drawn out thence by the Lord from mercy. Nor
can a man be in humiliation, consequently receive the

mercy of the Lord—for this inflows solely in humilia-

tion, or into a humble heart—unless he acknowledges

that from himself there is nothing l)ut evil, and that all

good is from the Lord . . .

5816. That thus there is no mercy, and conjunction

with trntlis in the Natural. Sig. . . "When there is no
mercy, there is no conjunction either ; for there is no
love, which is spiritual conjunction. The Divine love

is called mercy relatively to the human race constituted

in such great miseries. Ex.
^. There would (then) be no reception of the

mercy which continually inflows from the Lord through
internal good ; for there would be no medium ; and, if

there were no reception of mercy, there would be no
conjunction either.

5873. 'He gave forth his voice in weeping ' = mercy
and joy.

5929^. For the things which are more remote, and not
fully in correspondence, are not in such humiliation as

to be able to implore mercy ; nay, they cannot from the

heart mention mercy ; but in place of it grace. Ex.

6034. 'He wept long upon his necks ' = mercy . . . for

the first and the Continuous of conjunction is mercy
;

namely, that of the Lord.

6037. 'After that I have seen thj' faces '= after the

apperception of mercy.

6180. 'And do mercy with me and Truth' (Gen.xlvii.

29)= humiliation
;

(for) 'to do mercy' = the good of

love . . . because all mercy is of love ; for he who is in

love or charity is also in mercy
; and the love and

charity with him become mercy when the neighbour is

in need or misery . . . Hence it is that by 'mercy' is

signified the good of love.

-. (The words ' mercy and Truth. ' HI.)

6389^. Thus they regard the Lord's mercy as a

debt . . .

6571^. Believe that everyone can be intromitted into

Heaven from mercy alone.

6667. For these have no mercy, because they have

. . . only the love of self.

6804-^. (The covenant) on the Lord's part is mercy
and choice.

6851. Mercy towards those of the Spiritual Church
after infestations by falsities. Sig. and Ex.

. 'In seeing to see,' when said of the Lord,=
mercy ; for when the Lord sees anyone in misery, or

affliction, He has mercy on him. The Lord indeed sees

all, and thus has mercy on all ; but it is not said of any

others that He has mercy on them, than those who
receive His mercy, who are they who are in good.

6852. The aid of mercy against those who wanted to

drive them to serve. Sig. and Ex.

6997. 'The anger of Jehovah '=mercy. Ex.

*. For all the punishings of the evil come forth

from the mercy of the Lord towards the good . . .

7051. They believe that the election and salvation of

man are from mercy . . . not considering that . . . the

mercy of the Lord is towards every man who abstains

from evil, and wants to live in good . . .

7186^. If (man were introduced into Heaven solely of

the Lord's mercy) all in Hell would be elevated into

Heaven ; for the mercy of the Lord is towards all ; but

. . . the mercy of the Lord inflows with all, but is

diversely received ; and, by those who are in evil, is

rejected ; and, as they have imbued this in the world,

they retain it in the other life.

7206^. For all the truths which proceed from the

Lord are from . . . mercy ; but as they do not receive

the mercy of the Lord, they expose themselves to

damnation. Nor do the truths of faith which proceed

from the Lord save, if the man believes that h^ is saved

from the truths of faith with him, and not from mercy
;

for man is in evils ; and, from himself, is in Hell
;

but from the mercy of the Lord he is withheld from

evil, and is kept in good ; and this with a mighty force.

7273". The order with the evil who are condemned,

is that of truth Divine separated from Divine good,

thus from mercy ; for the reason that they have not

received Divine good, and thus have rejected mercy.

But the order with the good who are saved, is that of

truth Divine conjoined with Divine good, thus with

mercy ; for the reason that they have received the

Divine good, thus the mercy of the Lord.

7439''. Nor do they believe that man is to be prepared

for Heaven through his whole life in the world, and

that this is eff"ected from the mercy of the Lord ; and

that they are not admitted into Heaven from mercy

alone however they have lived in the world . , .

8307. 'In Thy mercy Thou hast led Thy people'

(Ex.xv. 13) = the Divine influx with those who had

abstained from evils, and had thus received good ;
(for)

'to lead in mercy ' = to receive the Divine.

. With mercy from the Lord the case is this

:

the Lord's mercy is perpetual with every man ; for the

Lord wills to save all men . . . But this mercy cannot

inflow until evils have been removed . . . but as soon as

they have been removed, mercy inflows ; that is, good

from mercy from the Lord, wdiich is charity and faith.

Hence it may be evident that the mercy of the Lord is

universal ; that is, towards all ; and is also peculiar

towards those who abstain from evils.
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^. Heuce it is that man cannot be gifted with

spiritual good by the Lord ; thus cannot be led from

mercy, unless he desists from evils.

8318^. When they are in the cupidity (of possessing

all things which belong to the neighbour) ; they are

devoid of all charity and mercy . . .

8393. Sins are continually remitted to man by the

Lord ; for He is mercy itself ; but the sins adhere to

the man . . . and are not removed from him, except

through a life according to the precepts of faith . . .

8440. 'To hear,' when said of Jehovah, = to have

mercy and bring aid.

8573-. In all love there is intercession, consequently

in all mercy, for mercy is of love . . .

8652. The mercy and presence of the Lord in the

Church. Sig. and Ex.

. 'Help,' when predicated of the Lord, = mercy
;

for help from Him is mercy
; and it also = presence

;

for where there is the reception of mercy there is pre-

sence . . .

8676. Mercy towards those who are in the good of

truth and the truth of good. Sig.

^. The Divine love from which there is good to

man who is in a state of misery, because from himself

he is wholly in evil and in Hell, is mercy.

8700^. Consequently it is impossible for those who
are in Hell to lie able to be led forth thence into Heaven

and saved from the pure mercy of the Lord ; for it is

the reception of the Lord's mercy, when they have lived

in the world, through wliich everyone is saved. Those

who receive it then, in the other life are in the Lord's

mercy ; for they are then in the faculty of receiving it

there. To give it to others . . . provided they have

faith ... is impossible, because it is contrary to order

;

that is, contrary to the Divine which is order.

87 1
7^. Therefore the Lord provides for the good who

receive His mercy in time such things as conduce to the

happiness of their eternal life . . .

8875. Hence the zeal of the Lord, which in itself is

love and compassion, appears to them as anger ; for

when the Lord from love and mercy protects His own
in Heaven, thej' who are in evil are indignant and
angry against the good, and rush into the sphere where

are Divine truth and Divine good . , . (which) then

operate with them, and cause them to feel torments

such as are in Hell. Hence it is that they attribute to

the Divine wrath and anger . . . when yet in the Divine

there is nothing . . . but pure clemency and mercy.
3 III.

8879. 'And doing mercy to thousands' (Ex.xx.6) =
good and truth with them in jierpetuity. 'Mercy ' =
the influx of good and truth from the Lord, and the

derivative spiritual life which is gifted through regenera-

tion ; for siich things as are of eternal life and happiness

are given by the Lord from mercy.

91746. By 'to have mercy and lend' (Ps.cxii.5) is

described the state of those who are in genuine charity.

9182^. 'To betroth in mercy and in compassions'

(Hos.ii. i9)= from love towards those who are in good,

and in love towards those who are in truths. The

mercy of the Lord is predicated towards those who are

in deficiency and yet in longing for good ; and 'com-

passions,' towards those who are in ignorance and yet

in the longing for truth.

921 1. As the Lord does this from Divine mercy, the

man attributes all things to mercy alone . . .

9219. 'Because I am merciful' (Ex.xxviii.27) = that

from Him is all aid from mercy . . . for all things

which are from the Divine are from mercy ; for the

Esse itself of the Lord is Divine love ; and love is called

mercy when towards those who are in miseries ; thus

relatively to the whole human race . . .

9293. The reception of good from mercy, and thanks-

giving. Sig. and Ex.

9336-'. Believing that the life of Hell with a man can

in a moment be transcribed into the life of Heaven with

him from mercy ; when yet the whole act of regenera-

tion is mercy ; and no others are regenerated than those

who in the world receive the Lord's mercy in faith and

life. Sig.

9452. The Lord from Divine mercy regenerates man
. . . thus from Divine mercy He withdraws man from

evils and falsities . . . and afterwards from Divine mercy

elevates him to Himself in Heaven . . . These things

are what are meant by the remission of sins from

mercy ... It would be uumercifulness to see a multi-

tude of men in the Hells, and not to save them, if it

could be done otherwise ; when yet the Lord is mercy

itself . . .

9453. These remove from themselves and reject these

mercies of the Lord.

9511'^. 'To give to those for whom it is prepared '= to

confer from mercy on those who are in the good of life

and of faith.

9528. 'Of Shittim woods ' = from mercy; (for) the

good of merit is mercy. . . For the Lord from pure love,

thus from pure mercy, assumed the Human . . . Mercy

is the Divine love towards those who are constituted in

miseries.

9532. 'Thou shalt overlay it with gold' = a repre-

sentative of this good from mercy. . . The reason

it is from mercy, is that all the good of love is from

mercy, wliich mercy is signified by the Shittim wood.

9546. The presence of the Lord with peace and

heavenly joy from mercy. Sig.

9849. From mercy in perpetuity for the Spiritual

Kingdom. Sig. and Ex.

9850. A representative of the Divine conservation of

good and truth in perpetuity from mercy. Sig. and Ex.

9904. From mercy to eternity. Sig.

10232^. For the Lord inflows constantly and con-

tinually with His mercy, and pro\-ides that . . .

10433. That the Lord from mercy remembered. Sig.

and Ex.

10441. Mercy for them. Sig. and Ex. 10448.

10577. 'I will do grace to whom I do grace, and I

will do mercy to whom I do mercy' (Ex.xxxiii. 19) =
that Divine truth and good will be revealed to those

who receive ... 'To do mercy '= to gift with celestial

good and truth ; here, to reveal it.
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[A. 10577]-. For 'grace' is predicated of faith, and

'mercy,' of love . . . 111.

^. Therefore, in the Word, it is said 'mercy ami

grace' when the Lord is implored ; and 'mercy and

Truth' when the Lord is described. 111.

10579^. For truth is the recipient of good, and so also

of mercy and peace.

10617. 'Merciful and gracious' (Ex.xxxiv.6) = that

from Him is all good. '^.

10659'*. To be withdrawn from evils, to l>e regenerated,

and thus to be saved, is mercy, which is not immediate

. . . but mediate ; that is, for those who recede from

evils, and thus admit the truth of faith and the good of

love into their life from the Lord. Immediate mercy

... is contrary to Divine order . . .

H. 318. Because the mercy of the Lord is uni-

versal . . .

324. They wondered that an adorer of a graven image

should be moved with so great an affection of mercy . . .

420'-. The Lord from mercy leads everyone who
receives Him . . . And thus to be led by the Lord, from

infancy to the last of life, and afterwards to eternity, is

the mercy which is meant. 48o<^.

521. That no one comes into Heaven from immediate

mercy. Chapter.

522. What Divine mercy is shall fn-st be told. Divine

mercy is pure mercy towards the whole human race to

save it ; and also is continual with every man, and

never recedes from anyone ... In proportion, therefore,

as a man abstains from evil, in tlie same proportion the

Lord leads him through His own Divine means from

pure mercy
; and this from infancy to the end of his

life in the world, and afterwards to eternity. This is

the Divine mercy which is meant. Hence it is evident

that the mercy of the Lord is pure mercy ; Imt is not

immediate . . .

523-. Into this order man is brought back by the

Lord from pure mercy, through the laws of order . . .

Hence it is evident again, that the Divine mercy of the

Lord is pure mercy ; but is not immediate.

524. If men could be saved from immediate mercy,

all would be saved . . . because the Lord is mercy
itself . . .

S. 90. They explained the sense of the Word in Ps.

xxxii.2, from the letters alone, which was, in sum

:

That the Lord is merciful also to those who do evil.

De Verbo 4-.

P. 221. Such immediate mercy is not possible. Ex.

279-*. ".Ex.

280. All these believe in immediate mercy.

335. That the operation of the Divine Providence is

continually effected through means from pure mercy.

Gen. art.

337. The reason the Divine Providence operates all

things from pure mercy, is that the Divine Essence

is pure love . . . That this Love is pure mercy, is

—

I. Because it operates with all, . . . who are sucli that

they can do nothing from themselves. 2. Because it

operates with the evil . . . equally as with the good . . .

3. Because it leads them in Hell, and snatches them
thence. 4. Because it there perpetually struggles with

them, and tights for them against the devil . . .

5. Because it also came into the world, and underwent

temptations ... 6. Because it continually acts with

things unclean, and renders them clean ; and with

things insane, and renders them sane ; thus labours

continually from pure mercy.

338. That instantaneous salvation from inmiediate

mercy is not possible. Gen. art.

^. That the doctrines of the Churches in the

Christian world, interiorly regarded, are against instan-

taneous salvation from immediate mercy ; but that still

the external men of the Church establish it. Ex.

340. That instantaneous salvation from immediate

mercy is the flying fire-serpent in the Church. Gen. art.

T.4S7^.

•*. That by the faith of instantaneous salvation

from pure and sole mercy, there is induced security of

life. Ex.

M. 222-. There are many spheres which proceed from

Him ; as ... a sphere of mercy and grace.

T. 428. They who from birth are compassionate-

miserabiindi, and do not make their natural mercies

spiritual by doing them from genuine charity . . .

5i6«. (This confession is based upon this) that all

things are of immediate mercy.

D. 220. A contention about mercy.
e Mercy was almost taken away from them.

2098. That the Lord saves man from mercy alone.

Ex.

2225. That each and all things are from mercy. Ex.

2416. Those who are merciful and innocent . . .

affect all the good ... so that they love them from the

whole heart . . . for innocence and mercy are the Lord.

2417. Evil Spirits . . . did not know what mercy and

innocence are . . .

2420. They who have mercy in the life of the body

. . . receive much in the other life.—They who are

merciful, and indeed who bestow a little Inercy from

the heart, in the other life receive indefinite things . . .

for through mercy, because from mercy, is all happi-

ness ; and they receive so much mercy in each and all

things, with happiness, that it is ineffa])le, with the

greatest perception.

2589. That no mercy . . . can be of man. Ex.

2946. This comes from pure mercy . . .

3593. On unmerciful mercy. Ex. 3594.

3596. Those who are thus merciful do not suffer

themselves to be touched with mercy by the Lord . . .

3599. In a word, to be merciful towards such is

unmercifulness ; for it is mercy towards the unmerciful;

and therefore, if they do not suffer themselves to be

instructed, their mercies are unmerciful. It is also

evident from this that they entice wives and virgins to

adultery and scortation by the excitation of mercy
;

namely that they should have mercy on them, which

mercy, however, is nefarious . . .
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3600. (Thus) love, charity, and mercy are not, if they

are an affection only, [and] unless there are Knowledges

of faith . . .

3907. Tlie mercy of the Lord ... is what determines

all things . . .

3997. (These Sirens) can move pity-misericordias.

e_ Therefore I can not pity their lot. 4344'-

42736. The influx is mercy . . .

4346-. There is mercy where sometimes mercy does

not appear . . .

4421. On punishments, that they are of mercy. Ex.

4700. On those who believe Heaven to be given from

mercy. Ex.

4797. On the Moravian Church, and on mercy.
2. That no one can be saved from mercy, unless

through the life of good they have received it in the

world . . .

5890. On simple mercy. 5891.

E. 295'. Hearing and help from love ... is signified

by, 'For the sake of the greatness of Thy mercy' (I's.

lxix.13).

316*. 'Mercy,' in the Word, when said of the Lord, =
the Divine good of the Divine love. 541®. 659®.

340'^. Protection from evils and falsities, which

otherwise would take away the influx, is meant by,

'May Jehovah keep thee, and have mercy on thee'

(Num.vi.24.25).
^'^ Conjunction through truth thence is meant

by 'mercy.'

365--'. 'Mercy'= good from the Lord.

-^. 'Mercy ' = removal [from evils].

412'*. 'To illuminate the faces, and to have mercy'

(Num. vi. 25) = to illustrate with Divine truth and to

gift with intelligence and wisdom. . . 'To have mercy,'

which is said of the illumination of the faces, in tlie

Word is predicated of truth . . .

^". Mercy is the Divine love towards the miser-

able.

555~. By 'merciful women' (Lam.iv. 10) are signified

afl'ections of falsity as if of truth.

696^^. ' Mercy ' = the reception of Divine good.

701". 'My mercy will I save for him to eternity' (Ps.

lxxxix.28) = the eternity of the Divine good from Him.

805*. (They teach) that there are redemption and

salvation without the means of life and faith ; and
thence that there is immediate mercy. Ex.

946'-. Therefore it is also said, 'In mercy and in

Tnith ;' for 'mercy' also is of good, because it is of love.

Mercy-seat. See Propitiatory.

Mere. Mems.
I. 9'. The sun of the natural world is mere fire.

T. 94®. As the mere Son of Mary ; thus as a mere
man. 380''.

Ath. 83. Almost all who pass from the world . . .

regard the Lord as a mere man . . .

Merely. Dimtaxat. T.7.etc.

Meretricious. See under Harlot.

Meribah. Meribah.

A. 1678-. 'At the waters of Meriboth (of contentions)

Kadesh' (Ezek.xlvii. 19 ; xlviii.28). Ex.

8588. 'And Meribah' (Ex.xvii.7) — the quality of the

complaint; (for) 'Meribah,' in the Original Language,

means 'contention' or 'chiding;' and 'chiding' = com-

plaint. .. Therefore 'Meribah,' here, = the quality of

the complaint ... in temptation. 111.

E. 444^. See Massah, here.

Merit. Merituui.

Merit, To. Mereri.

Meritorious. Meritorius.

See under Hire, Justify, and Wood.

A. 874-. Whatever man produces from himself cannot

be good ... for he is always thinking about merit . . .

876-. Either that he may merit Heaven, or . . . 952.

e_ When from proprium, or from merit, the

interiors are filthy . . .

1017. He supposes . . . that he cannot but place

merit in works . . .

mo. They who have placed justice and merit in

good works, aiid have thus attributed the efficacy of

salvation to themselves, and not to the justice and

merit of the Lord, and who have confirmed themselves

therein in thought and life . . . seem to themselves

to be cleaving wood . . . When they are in their labour,

and are asked whether they are not fatigued, they reply

that they have not yet done enough labour to be able to

merit Heaven. When they are cleaving the wood, it

a[ipears as if there were something of the Lord beneath

the wood ; so that the wood is merit. The more of the

Lord there is in the wood, the longer they remain such
;

but when this begins to disappear, it then tends to the

end of the vastation. At last they become such that

they can be admitted into good Societies ; but they still

fluctuate long between truth and falsity. Of these,

because they have led a pious life, the Lord has much

care, and repeatedly sends Angels to them. These are

they who in the Jewish Church were represented by

'the hewers of wood' (Josh.ix. 23,27).

1 1 II. Those who have persuaded themselves to merit

Heaven by good works . . . seem to themselves to be

cutting grass, and are called sawyers of grass. They

are cold, and study to warm themselves by this sawing.

Sometimes they go about, and inquire from those wliom

they meet whether they will give them any heat ;
which

Spirits can do. But the heat which tliey receive has no

ett'ect upon them, because it is external . . . and there-

fore they return to their sawings, and thus accjuire heat

by their labour. . . They are always hoping that they

will be taken up into Heaven ; and sometimes consult

how they can be let in there by their own power. These,

as they have performed good works, are among those

who are vastated ; and are . . . at last intromitted into

good Societies, and are instructed.

1396. A certain Spirit who had wanted to arrogate

merit to himself from his acts, and from his doctrine

, . . said that he was nothing, and that he wanted to

serve them. But, at his first coming . . . they apper-

1 ceived his quality . . .
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[A.] i66i''. (The iiiaii then) places the merit of self

in victory . . .

1679^. As he who believes that he will merit salva-

tion by works, and confirms himself in it—the merit

itself, self-justification, and confidence, are the evils

which are thence. And, on the other hand, he who
believes that piety of life is impossible unless merit is

placed in works—the evil thence is that which extin-

guishes with him all piety of life . . .

1712. In like manner they who attribute to them-

selves the goods which they do, and place merit in

them, not knowing that then they are not goods . . .

and tliat the proprium and self-merit whicli they place

in them are evils and falsities which obscure and

darken.

1774. There are SjJirits who do not want to hear

anything about the interior things of the "Word . . .

They are especially those who have placed merit iu

works . . . 187 7-.

181 3". In like manner he who wants ... to believe

that the goods of charity and the truths of faith are

from himself, conseipiently to merit Heaven through

them, acts and thinks against the good and trutli of

faith . . .

1936^. No one is ever rewarded in the other life on

account of good acts, if he has jdaced merit in them.

1947^ Sometimes another evil is raised up (from the

renunciation of the delights of the body) ; namely,

merit on account of the renunciation.

2027. Those have not the faith of charity . . . who
2)lace merit in the acts of their life ; for they tlius want
to be savi'd not from the justice of the Lord, but from

self
;
(and) prefer themselves to others . . .

'. They are sometimes seen running about and

confirming self-merit from the literal sense of the "Word ;

and hating the truths which are of the internal sense.

Their s])here is self-regardful ; and is thus destructive

of all ideas which do not look to them as some deity.

(Further des.)

^. The case is otherwise with those who from

simplicity of heart have supposed themselves to merit

Heaven, and have lived in charity . . .

2196''. The Rational from appearances supposes that

he merits salvation when he does what is good ; when
yet man can merit nothing from himself ; but all merit

is the Lord's.

2273. Man is not saved on account of temptations if

he places anything of merit in them ; for if he places

anything of merit in temptations it is from the love of

self, which boasts itself thence, and believes itself to

have merited Heaven above others . . .

-. He (then) has either succumbed in the tempta-

tion, or he comes again into like ones, and sometimes

into more grievous ones, until he has been reduced to

the soundness that he believes himself to have merited

nothing.

2276-. Their small estimation of the Lord's merit,

etc. Sig.

2308^. That (the infants) may know . . . that they

are not in Heaven from their own merit . . .

237 1^ (It is false that) because no one can merit by

any good, heavenly good is not given by the Lord, in

which merit is regarded as something enormous.
^. They who study to do what is good from

themselves, because the Lord has so commanded . . .

having been instructed, . . . are so averse to self-merit

that they are saddened when they only think of

merit . . .

". They who do not do this, but lead a life of

evil ... in the other life . . . want to merit Heaven . . .

2380^ The reason some suppose themselves not to be

in good when they are, is that . . . the Angels . . .

insinuate that they are not in good, lest they should

attribute the good to themselves, and their thought be

bent into self-merit . . .

2439-. "With some (this truth) is meritorious, because

they want to merit and be saved by means of it.

26096. ('Not to steal' = ) that they should take

nothing from the Lord, nor attribute anything of justice

and merit to self.

2657". "When (the first Rational) does anything good,

it perceives thence no other delight than that it seems

to itself to have merited the favour of another . . . But

the second Rational . . . begins to feel some delight in

good and truth itself . . . and then I'ejects merit, until

at last it rejects it as what is enormous.

27 1
5-. So that his good is defiled witli what is

meritorious.

27S4. The merit of justice. Sig. and Ex. 279S.

. 'To cleave woods ' = to place merit in the goods

which are of works. (This) could be evident to me
from . . . the cleavers of wood, in that they are those

who have wanted to merit salvation through the goods

which they have done. There are also others . . . from

a certain Earth, who in like manner have claimed to

themselves all good, and who in like manner appear to

cleave wood. Sometimes, when these seem to them-

selves to labour, their faces shine from a certain fatuous

fire, which is the good of merit which they attribute to

themselves.

6. They who attribute good to themselves and

make it meritorious, are said in the "Word to adore

wood, or a graven image of wood.

2798^. The merit of justice was that which was

adjoined to the Divine Rational when He was under-

going inmost temptations, and from which He then

fought . . .

2930^. There is an affection of truth . . . from the

love of meriting.

3147". Thus (these good works) are either meritorious

or hypocritical . . .

3451^. If anyone says that good works are to be done

in order that he may have a reward in Heaven, accord-

ing to the literal sense of the "Word in Matt.x.41,42 ;

XXV. 34-46. and elsewhere ; and yet when he does good

works never thinks about merit, he in like manner is

in the Lord's Kingdom, because he is in truth as to the

life.

3463^. He does indeed do what is good to others, but

because it is so commanded, thus not from the affection

of the heart . . . and, in doing what is good, he thinks

of merit ; whereas he who acts, not from the precept.
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but from charity . . . thus from freedom ... as he has

the reward in the delight, he does not think of merit.

3701'*. Such Knowledges are insinuated into him as

are not quite contrary to those he had before ; as that

. . . (by doing these things) he can merit Heaven,

3720-. Those who place merit in good works appear

to themselves to be cleaving wood ; and those who
j)lace merit in truths, in that they have believed them-
selves to know truths above others, and yet have lived

evilly, appear to themselves to be cleaving stones.

3906-, The jierception that good from the proprium
(must have) merit in the good which it does.

3956. It is known in the Churches that a man can
merit nothing by the goods which he does . . . and that

to merit, or merit, regards man ; thus that it conjoins

itself with tlie love of self, and with the thought of the

pre-eminence of self above others . . . and therefore the

works which are done for the sake of reward are not
good in themselves . . . Charity towards the neighbour
has in it that it wills to him as well as to itself . . .

and therefore the affection of charity is averse to all

merit . . .

39935. 'AVhite'= truth
;

properly, the merit and
justice of the Lord, and thence the justice and merit of

the Lord with man. This white is called bright . . .

But white in the opjiosite sense = Own justice, or Own
merit ; for truth without good is attended with such
merit ; for when anyone does what is good not from the

good of truth, he always wants to be recompensed.

4007,111.

3994^. 'The white in the lambs ' = the merit which is

placed in goods . . . For he who places merit in goods
acknowledges and believes that all good is from himself

. . . and hence he demands recompense from merit ; and
therefore also such a one despises others in comparison
with himself; nay, he even condemns them . . .

4007. This is what is called the justice and merit of

the Lord with man.
*. Those who believe from the Lord . . . attribute

nothing of truth and good to themselves, still less

believe that they merit through the truths and goods
with them . . . This is to 'jjut on white vestments,' and
also to 'be made white in the blood of the Lamb.'
There are two things which are put off by all who enter

into Heaven
; namely, proprium and the derivative

confidence, and self-merit or Own justice ; and they

put on a heavenly proprium . . . and the merit or

justice of the Lord ; and, in proportion as they put on
these, in the same proportion they come interiorly into

Heaven. Sig.

4075". The Societies which are such as to believe

good to be from self, and who thence place merit in

their goods, served (the Lord) for this use : to introduce

Himself into the Knowledge of such good, and thence

into wisdom concerning good without merit. Such as

is the good which is from the Divine.

4I45"-^. He who is being regenerated, at first believes

. . . that he merits something : for he does not yet

know . . . that good can inflow from another source . . .

Unless he believed this at first, he would never do what
is good. But by this he is initiated . . . into Know-

ledges concerning good and . . . merit ; and when he
has thus been brought into the affection of doing what
is good, he begins to think and believe . . . that good
inflows from the Lord, and that through the good which
he does from proprium he merits nothing ; and, at last,

wlien he is in the affection of willing and doing what is

good, he then completelj' rejects merit ; nay, is averse

to it ; and is affected with good from good. When he
is in this state, good inflows directly.

4174. 'Stolen . .
.' = the evil of merit. . . The evil

of merit is when a man attributes good to himself, and
supposes that it is from himself, and therefore wants to

merit salvation. It is this evil, which, in the internal

sense, is signified by 'theft' But with this evil the

case is this : in the beginning all who are being reformed

suppose that good is from themselves, and thence that

through the good which they do they merit salvation

;

for to sujjpose (this) comes from this : that they suppose

good to be from themselves, for the one coheres with

the other. But those who suflFer themselves to be

regenerated, do not confirm this in thought . . . but it

is successively dissipated. For so long as a man is in

the external man ... he cannot do otherwise than

think thus, for he thinks solely from the external man.
But when the external man with its concupiscences is

removed, and the internal man begins to operate—that

is, when the Lord inflows through the internal man
with the light of intelligence, and thus illustrates the

external man—he then begins to believe otherwise, and
does not attribute good to himself, but to the Lord.

Hence it is evident what is the evil of merit . . .

through which is good . . .

^. But if when a man arrives at adult age, he

confirms it in thought, and completely persuades him-

self that he merits salvation through the good which he

does—this evil adheres and is rooted in, and cannot be

amended ; for they claim to themselves that which is

the Lord's, and thus cannot receive the good which
continually inflows from the Lord ; but, when it inflows,

they at once derive it into themselves, and into their

proprium, and thus defile it. These are the evils which

in the proper sense are signified by 'thefts.'

4319. But the goods are not appropriated to them
;

for they who believe goods to be from themselves, claim

and attribute them to themselves, and thus place merit

in them.

4638''. 'Go ye rather to them that sell, and buy for

yourselves ' = the good of merit : they who boast of this

are 'those who sell.' Moreover, those who are in truth

in which there is not good, in the other life above

others make meritorious that which they have appar-

ently done as good in the external form, although it

was evil in the internal one. Sig. . . Such are they who
are here meant by ' the foolish virgins.

'

4730". He confirms himself against charity ... by

thinking . . . that if he does the works of charity or

piety, he cannot but place merit in them.

4801-. Those are primary (in Heaven) who . . . had

not believed themselves worthy of mercy ; and who
thus, from merit, are the last.

4943. In the Lower Earth . . . are those also who
have placed merit in good acts and in works ; many of
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whom appear to themselves to be cleaving wood. The
place where they are is coldish, and they seem to them-

selves to acquire heat by their labour. I have spoken

with them, and it has been given to ask them whether

they want to go out from that place. They said that as

yet they had not merited it by their labour. But, when
this state has been passed through, they are taken out

from thence. These are also natural, because to want
to merit salvation is not spiritual ; and besides they set

themselves before others ; and some of them despise

others. These, if in the other life they do not receive

joy above others, are indignant against the Lord ; and
therefore when they are cleaving the wood, it sometimes

appears as if there were something of the Lord beneath

the wood, and this from their indignation. But, as

they have led a pious life, and have done thus from

ignorance, in which there was something of innocence,

Angels are at times sent to them, and comfort them
;

and besides, there sometimes appears to them at the

left from above as it were a sheep, from the sight of

which also they receive consolation. 8740'-. 9486^,

[A. ] 5069-. They who believe themselves to be just from

themselves, or so justified that they no longer have any-

thing of evil . . . are among the unjust ; for they attri-

bute good to themselves, and also place merit in good
;

and such can never adore the Lord from true humilia-

tion . . .

5084^. If they are told that joy in Heaven ... is to

serve others . . . without any reflection of merit and
recompense—this comes before them as it were sadly.

5135I-. 'A thief = the evil of merit . . .

5758-. Man cannot be in humiliation . . . unless he
acknowledges that from himself there is nothing bxit

evil, and that all good is from the Lord ; besides that
otherwise he attributes to himself for merit the things

which he does . . . Hence is the spring of many
evils . . .

6389^ If they do what is good to these, it is from the

end of recompense by the Lord ; then that which they
do they regard as merit, and thus regard the Lord's mercy
as a debt , . .

63906. 'To sit among the burdens ' = to be among
meritorious works.

6392-. Hence, too, it is, that many reject good works,
believing that they cannot exist with anyone without
the end of meriting by them ; for they do not know
that those who are led by the Lord want nothing more
than to do good works, and that they think of nothing
so little as of merit by them ; for this is in the new
will . . .

6393. 'To bear a burden ' = to do works for the sake
of meriting; and therefore 'to incline the shoulder to

bear a burden ' = to labour with all our exertions to do
works for the sake of meriting.

^. (Refs. to passages on the subject of merit.)

6394- 'To be a servant unto tribute ' = those who
want to merit by works ; for these (persons) are the
lowest services.

6559. Penalty according to merit (or desert). Sic.

and Ex.

8002*. 'Hirelings' ... in a more interior sense, =
those who do what is good for the sake of a reward in

the other life ; thus who want to merit through works.

8
1
72-. He who believes, when he is tempted, that he

can resist from his own forces, succumbs. The reason

is that he is in falsity ; and because he thence attributes

merit to himself . . .

8740. In order to become warm (the saints of Jupiter)

seem to themselves to be cleaving wood ; and, when
they are cleaving, there appears something of a man
beneath the wood, which they arc then at the same
time endeavouring to strike. This takes place because

they attribute merit to themselves . . .

8906. They who attribute to themselves the things

which are the Lord's, also place merit in works, and

make themselves justice. Refs.

9180. They who learn truths ... in order that they

may merit Heaven . . . are meant by, 'hirelings who
shall come in their hire ;

' that is, who will submit

themselves and serve.

921 1. The interior things of this law (of usury) arc,

that . . . we are to believe that there is nothing of

merit in the deeds which are from self, but only in

the deeds which are from the Lord with self. For the

Lord Himself alone has merited . . . and when a man
l)elieves this, he places nothing of merit and of rewards

in deeds from himself . . .

9449. The signs that sins have been remitted, are . . .

(that) they are unwilling to merit through anything of

charity and faith.

9472. 'And Shittim woods ' = the goods of merit

which are from the Lord ; thus of the Lord alone
;

(for)

'woods' = the good of merit. The good of merit is the

good proceeding from the Lord's Divine Human, which

is Christian good, or spiritual good with man. This

good is that through which man is saved ; for the good

which proceeds from any other source is not good . . .

-. As the good of merit, which is of the Lord

alone, is the one only good which reigns in Heaven, and

which makes Heaven, therefore this wood was the only

wood employed in the construction of the tabernacle
;

by which Heaven was represented.

9486. 'Shittim wood'=justice also, which is the good

of merit. For, from His Own power, the Lord reduced

the universal Heaven into order, and subjugated the

Hells ; and at the same time made the Human in Him-
self Divine : hence merit and justice are His. On this

account, the one only good which reigns in Heaven,

and which makes Heaven, is the good of merit and the

justice of the Lord ; thus His Divine Himiau ; for this

was made merit and justice.

• -. From these things it is evident that the Lord
as to His Divine Human has merit and justice from

Himself.

9528. The good of merit is mercy. Ex.

9674. The good of merit which is of the Lord alone

conjoining and supporting. Sig. and Ex.

9689. Thesupportof the uniting medium . . . through
the good of merit which is of the Lord's Divine
Human. Sig. and Ex.

9715. The justice and merit which are of the Lord
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alone. Fully ex. (See Justice, here.) ^ '^.

7_

9974. They who believe that 1)y the goods which they

do they merit Heaven, do goods from themselves, and

not from the Lord.

9976. Therefore they who place merit in works, love

themselves ; and they who love themselves despise the

neighbour ; nay, are angry with God Himself if they do

not receive the hoped-for reward . . .

9978. They who place merit in works cannot fight

against the evils which are from the Hells ; for no one

can do this from himself. But for those who do not

jilace merit in works the Lord fights and conquers.

9979. The Lord alone has merited, because He alone

from Himself has conquered the Hells . . . Hence the

Lord alone is merit and justice.

99826. But in proportion as man comes into the good

of love and of faith, in the same proportion he is removed

from regarding merit in the goods which he does.

9983. To do good which is good must be from the

love of good . . . They who are in this love abhor merit

;

for they love to do . . . N. 151.

10175a. By the expiation of everyone by silver, is

signified the ascription of all things of worship to the

Lord . . . that no one may have merit.

1 02 1 8". These are they who justify themselves by this,

that they impute all things of faith and love to them-

selves for merit ; and consequently believe that of

themselves they merit Heaven . . . The numbering of

the people by David involved this evil. Ex.

10219^. There are three plagues which follow those

who attribute to themselves the truths and goods of

faith and love, or who believe that they merit Heaven
from their works . . . These three penalties are— i. That
they cannot receive anything of the good of love and
truth of faith. 2. That evils and falsities constantly

inirsuethem. 3. And that the truths and goods received

from infancy perish. Sig.

H. 10. Those who . , . jilace merit in good acts . . .

are not received into Heaven. The Angels shun them.

They regard them as stupid, and as thieves . . .

302S. If man believed . . . that all good is from the

Lord ... he would not make the good with him merit-

orious . . . But as man does not believe in any influx

from Heaven . . . and thence supposes that all things he
thinks and wills are in himself ... he defiles with
merit the good which inflows. P. 320, Gen. art.

341. The proprium of the Lord is that which is called

the justice and merit of the Lord.

535. Besides, they who have led a life withdrawn
from worldly things, blaze with merit, and thence con-

tinually desire Heaven, and tiiink about heavenly joy
as a reward . . . and when they are let among the

Angels, and into their joy, which is devoid of merit . . .

they marvel . . . and, as they are not receptible of that

joy, they depart, and consociate with their own . . .

(e). That genuine charity is not meritorious. Refs.

N. 150. On merit. Chapter.

. They who do goods that they may merit, do

not do goods from the love of good, but from the love of

reward ; for he who wants to merit wants to be recom-

pensed. Those Avho do thus, regard and place delight

in reward, and not in good ; and therefore they are not

spiritual, but natural.

152. Those who do good for the sake of reward . . .

do good from themselves . . . Hence it is that in the

good of merit there lies concealed the good of the love of

self and of the world ; and this good is from man . . .

and all the good which is from man ... is evil.

153. Genuine charity and genuine faith are devoid of

all merit
; for the delight of charity is good itself, and

the delight of faith is truth itself
; and therefore those

who are in this charity and faith, know what non-

meritorious good is ; but not those who are not in

charity and faith.

155. As all good and truth are from the Lord, and

nothing i'rom man ; and as the good from man is not

good, it follows that no man has merit ; but the Lord

alone. The merit of the Lord is that from His Own
power He has saved the human race, and also that He
saves those who do good from Him. Hence it is that

in the Word he is called 'just' to whom are ascribed

the merit and justice of the Lord ; and he ' unjust' to

whom are ascribed his Own justice and self-merit.

157. To think and believe that those come into

Heaven who do what is good ; and also that good is to

be done in order that they may come into Heaven, is

not to regard reward as the end ; thus neither is it to

place merit in works ; for those also think and believe

this who do good from the Lord. But those who think,

believe, and do thus, and are not in the love of good for

the sake of good, do regard [reward as the end], and

place [merit in works]. T.440.

C. J. 426. They sometimes call this good meritorious,

and thus not acceptable to God ; but still they call it

good, because it is useful.

L. iS. That the imputation of the Lord's merit is

nothing else than the remission of sins after repentance.

Gen. art.

^. These are the merit and justice of the Lord
;

and these can never be imputed to man . . .

P. 90^. And the good in which man is, if done for

the sake of salvation, is meritorious good ; whereas the

good in which the Lord is, is not meritorious.

321^. Therefore (the Divine Providence) does not

appro])riate good to anyone ; for thus it would become

meritorious.

R. 86. That . . . they are not willing that works

should be meritorious, because this is contrary to the

merit and justice of the Lord. Sig. and Ex.

. "The works of the Nicolaitans' = meritorious

works.

. But still, all those do meritorious works who
put the truths of faith in the first place, and the goods

of charity in the second ; but not those who put the

goods of charity in the first place. The reason is that

charity does not want to merit
; for it loves to do what

is good ; for it is in it, and acts from it, and from good

looks to the Lord, and from truths [sees] that all good

is from Him ; and therefore it is averse to merit.
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[E.86p. Those who place merit in -works claim to

themselves justice ; for they say that justice is on their

side, because they have merited ; when yet it is the

highest injustice, because the Lord alone has merited,

and alone does good with them.

107^. Those who have placed merit in their works

(appear before the Angels) like these graven images

naked, without any covering on their private parts.

They also appear . . . like sheep covered with ordure.

115. That there are among them those who do merit-

orious works. Sig.

253. Confession that the Kingdom is the Lord's . . .

from merit and justice. Sig.

758. Among (the Babylonians) there is also this ne-

farious thing : that the works which are done according

to their doctrinal things, they make merits, by tran-

scribing into them, and thus into themselves, the merit

and justice of the Lord ; when yet . . . that which is

from the Lord remains the Lord's with the recipi-

ents . . .

875^*. And faith alone is meritorious, because its

charity is natural . . .

M. 526. In the world, merits can be as it were tran-

scribed by men ; that is, children can be benefited for

the sake of their parents . . . but the good of merit

cannot be inscribed ou their souls, but only adjoined

extrinsically. The like is not possible with men as to

their spiritual life. Ex.

B. 5. (The doctrinals of the Roman Catholics) con-

cerning . . . merits. Quoted.

14. On merits ; from the Formula Concordiae.

T. 319. In the celestial sense, by 'thieves' are meant

those who . . . claim to themselves His merit and

justice. These . . . believe not in God, but in them-

selves.

404. If the love of the world makes the head . . . the

man . . . worships God ; but from merely natural love

which places merit in all the worship . . .

423-. These do not place merit iu works ; because

they do not think about it ; but about duty . . .

425'". They who place charity itself in these benefac-

tions, cannot do otherwise than place merit in these

works ; and although they profess with the mouth that

they do not want them to be merits, still a belief of

merit lies concealed within. This is manifestly evident

from them after death : they then enumerate their

works, and demand salvation as the reward . . .

439. That in the exercises of charity a man does not

place merit in works, while he believes that all good is

from the Lord. Gen. art.

. It is hurtful to place merit in works which are

done for the sake of salvation ; for in this evils lie con-

cealed about which the doer knows nothing. There lies

concealed a denial of the influx and operation of God
with man ; trust in our Own power in the things of

salvation ; faith in self, and not in God ; the justifica-

tion of self ; salvation by our Own forces ; the annihila-

tion of the Divine grace and mercy ; the rejection of

reformation and regeneration through Divine means
;

in special, derogation from the merit and justice of the

Lord God the Saviour, which they claim for themselves ;

besides a continual looking to reward, '"which they regartl

as the first and last end ; the submei'gence and extinc-

tion of love to the Lord and of love towards the neigh-

bour ; a total ignorance and imperceptibility of the

delight of heavenly love, which is devoid of merit ; and

the sole sensation of the love of self . . . Hence it is

that before the Angels the good of merit appears like

rust ; and the good not of merit like bright crimson.

440". They who are in this delight do not want to

hear about merit ; for they love to do . . .

442. Hence it follows, that if a man believes that all

the good which is good iu itself is from the Lord, he

does not place merit in works ; and in the degree in.

which this faith is being perfected with a man, the

phantasy concerning merit is taken away from him by

the Lord.

-. In this state the man does the exercises of

chai'ity in abundance without fear of merit ; and finally

he perceives the spiritual delight of charity, and then

he begins to be averse to merit as what is noxious to his

life. Merit is easily wiped away by the Lord with

those who imbue charity by acting justly and faithfully

in the work, business, and office in which they are . . .

But merit is with difficulty taken away from those who
believe that charity is acquired by [giving] alms and

the aiding of the needy ; for these, while they are

operating these things, in their mind first openly, and

afterwards tacitly, want a reward, and draw to them-

selves merit.

627. Therefore, these three : faith, imputation, and

the merit of Christ, are in the present Church one, and

may be called a Triune . . . 628.

®. The imputation of this f;iith is vain ; because

the merit of Christ is not imputable.

632. That the faith which is imputative of the merit

and justice of Christ . . . first arose from the decrees of

the Nicene Council concerning the three Divine Persons

. . . Gen. art.

640. That the imputation of the merit and justice of

Christ is impossible. Gen. art.

D. 363. Those who suppose from the Word . . . that

they merit Heaven . . . are vastated ... by correspond-

ing phantasies ; but chiefly by this : that they seem to

themselves to be carrying water from lakes or the sea

. . , into a trough, to give the flock to drink ; and when
the trough is full they rest until they draw it again . . .

1 1786. (Such Spirits) attribute to themselves merit . . .

1583. A certain Spirit who wanted to arrogate merit

to himself . . .

1642. That all things are given to him who is such

that he does not attribute to himself anything of merit

;

but nothing to those who arrogate it to themselves. Ex.

2652. That those who in any way want to merit

Heaven, put themselves far from it. Gen. art.

2946. For no one can merit anything of good from

himself . . .

4650. On the evil who have placed merit in works.

Gen. art.
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4773. (A region there filled with those who) in the

world had believed that they should merit salvation by

their works . . .

5015. He believed that he had merited above

others . . .

6060. In (Zinzendorf's) doctrine there was nothing of

truth, except that merit is not to be placed in works.

When it is said that neither should merit be placed in

faith alone . . . they answer nothing.

6075. On merit in good works.—Good works are

done with merit, and without merit, which may be

illustrated by this ... He who performs his office for

the sake of merit, [does so] that he may be praised
;

thus for the sake of reputation and honour, and promo-

tion afterwards ; or for the sake of gain . . . Whereas he

who does not place merit in it, does it for the sake of

duty, in that it belongs to his office ; in this there lies

concealed the fear of God, and also the general love
;

but in the former there is the love of self and of the

world. (Another examp.)

E. 293. The merit and justice which appertain to the

Lord's Divine Human . . . Sig. and Ex.

-K The Lord's merit. Def. 805".

794^. But if a man does and speaks what is good,

true, sincere, and just, for the sake of self and the

world . . . these deeds or works are all evil ; and, if

Heaven is regarded in them, they are meritorious, all

of which are iniquitous.

797^. They close Heaven to themselves Ity this : that

although their life is life merely natural . . . still they

attribute to themselves the merit of the Lord, by saying

at heart. If I shall only believe with trust and confidence

that the Lord has suffered the cross for me, and has

thereby redeemed me, I shall have eternal life ; and this

because that justice and that merit arc imputed to me
through faith ; and notliing of it through the works of

life : when yet what is imputative of the Lord's merit

has no existence . . . And thei'efore to impute to one's

self the merit of the Lord, and not to live according to

His precepts in the Word, and thus to live from Him,
is blasphemy

; because it involves the possibility of

living solely to self and the world—thus evilly—in the

Lord.

"\ If the man still does goods, because they are

commanded in the Word, he does no other goods than
moral goods from the natural man, which goods . . , are

meritorious . . .

810*. By the merit of the Lord is meant that He
Himself from His Own power will save those who believe

in Him, and do the things which He commands. This
merit cannot be imputed ; but implored.

D. Love xvii-'. They importuned Heaven from
merit . . .

Merum. Merum.
A. 9139'''. 'A vineyard of merum' (Is.xxvii.2) = the

Sjnritual Church.

R. 635. P)y 'poured out unmixed-??!!a;^um mexo'
(Rev.xiv. 10) is signified wholly falsifieil.

E. 374'". 'The blood of grapes,' and 'merum' (Deut.

xxxii. I4)=all the truth thence.

887. 'To be mixed with merum' (Rev.xiv. io)=to be

conjoined Mith falsified truths.

-. Because by 'merum' is meant inebriating wine,

and thence also inebriation ; conse(iuently, in the spirit-

ual sense, delirium in truths through falsities . . .

Moreover, the word by which 'merum' is expressed in

the Original Language is derived from a word whicli

means to be inebriated. As this is signified by 'merum,'
and those who falsify the Word are spiritually inebri-

ated, that is, arc delirious as to truths, therefore in

two places where 'merum' is mentioned in the Word, it

treats of the falsification of trutli . . .

3. 'Thy merum is mixed with waters' (Is.i.22)=
truth made vile and destroyed through the falsification

of it.

Mesentery. Mesenferium.
A. 5181'-'. They who pertain to the lymphatics are

afterwards carried into places which they said relate to

the mesentery. I have been told that there are as it

were labyrinths there ; and that they are afterwards
taken away thence to various places in the Grand Man,
in order to serve for use, as is the chyle in the body.

P. 164''. Those who receive are carried to their places

through infinite windings . . . almost as is the chyle
through the mesentery and the lacteal vessels there into

the receptacle
; and from this through the thoracic duct

into the blood.

D. 1020. On the mesentery. Oen.art.

Mesha. Mescha.

A. 1249. By 'Mesha' (Gen. x. 30) is signified trutli

... or the tc.rminu.'i a quo.

Meshech. Meschech.

A. 1 149. See GoMEK, here.

ii5r'. See G(?<;, here.

5. 'Meshech and Tubal' (Ezek.xxxii.26)=doe-
trinals which are rituals ; and Avhich are called 'uncir-

cumcised' when there is no love; hence are 'pierced

with the sword, and a terror in the land of the living.'

1
1
54-. See JAVAX, here. E.355I-.

Mesopotamia. Mesoptamia.
A. 1 238-. The first Ancient Church was in Meso-

potamia, etc. 2385''.

4680-'. The Hebrew Church was in Syria and Mesopo-
tamia, etc.

S. 102. These Ancients with whom the ancient Word
is still in use in Heaven were from Mesopotamia, etc.

. . . the inhabitants of all which kingtloms were in

representative worship, and thence in the knowledge of

correspondences.

E. 827-. Idolatrous and magical things were then

with various nations in Asia ; as in Mesopotamwi,
etc.

Messenger. Nuntius.
Sec Wv.v^nn' luutiiavi'

.

A. 4239. 'Jacob sent messengers . .
.' (Gen.xxxii.3)

= to communicate.

M. 79". A messenger came running . . .
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D. 5953- Concerning a wing upon the head : that

they are messengers.

Messiah. Messias.

A. 276^. They would acknowledge no other Messiah

than a worldly one. 2520^ 2708®.

29216. 'Christ' stands for 'Messiah,' 'Anointed,'

'King' (and= ) Divine truth. 3007. 3oo8,Ill. 3009.

3398''. The Messiah whom they expected . . . 3857''.

3481. Treat of the Messiah and His Kingdom . . .

. When I said that 'Messiah,' in the Hebrew
language, is the same as 'Christ' in the Greek, they did

not want to hear.

. Again, when I said that the Messiah is most

holy, and that Jehovah is in Him , . .

". Afterwards, that the Kingdom of the Messiah

will be eternal . . .

4289-. They did indeed know that the Messiah would

come . . .

4669®. The Divine Spiritual, or the Divine truth . . .

is what is signified by 'Christ,' or 'Messiah.'

4692^. Concerning the Messiah, or Christ, they

thought nothing else than that He would be the greatest

prophet . . .

4769-. Hence they acknowledged the Christ, or

Messiah ... no otherwise than as a King . . .

9144^". 'Anointed,' which in the Hebrew idiom is

'Messiah' . . .

9409-. They did not want to hear that the Messiah

would come for the sake of salvation . . .

9954!^ 'Messiah the Prince' (Dan.ix.25) = the Lord

as to the Divine Human.

S. 23". They wauted a Messiah who would exalt

them . . .

R. 664. The Lord is called 'King' in His Divine

Human, because this is Messiah . . .

779-. 'Messiah,' and 'Christ,' mean 'the anointed.'

T. 689. By the baptism of John . . . they were

inserted among those in Heaven who had expected and

longed for the Messiah. 691*=.

691^. Unless they had been prepared by the baptism

of John to receive the Messiah, who was Jehovah God
in a human form . . .

Ad. 475. I attest . . . that I have been intromitted

... by the Messiah Himself, the Saviour of the world,

Jesus the Nazarene . . .

510. They can never believe that the Messiah alone

lives in them . . .

942. All Spirits . . . are disposed by the Messiah

alone . . . 943.

^436. All human thought, will, and action are

directed by the Messiah alone . . .

955. The Best, or Highest Good, is the Messiah only,

who is the love itself of Jehovah the Parent . . .

1513^. The Messiah deigning . , .

1515. God Messiah, occurs. 1574, etc. etc. D. 149,
Pref. etc. etc.

D. 2256. Whether I knew their Messiah . . . 2257.

2878. I spoke with learned Jews about God Messiah
. . . 4388. D.Min.4832.

5907. They persuade themselves that their Messiah

is in that mist . . .

E. 315^^. By 'Messiah' is meant the Lord as to

Divine truth.

375^®. The anointing of the Lord as to the Divine

Human was effected through the Divine good itself of

the Divine love . . . Hence it is that the Lord was

called 'the Messiah' . . . which, in the Hebrew language,

means 'the Anointed.' 684*. *.

^*. As by 'the Anointed,' 'Messiah,' or 'Christ,'

is signified the Lord as to the Divine Human ; thus as

to Divine good united to Divine truth . . . Ath. 148.

156.
sfi. Yqx the Lord is called 'the Messiah' from the

Divine Human.

J. (Post.) 292. Some of the Jews (there) say that the

Messiah is in Heaven . . .

Metal. Metallum.

Metallic. MetalHcus.

A. 1 55 1. The Most Ancients compared the goods and

truths with man to metals . . ,

1837-. The Lord's Church ... is compared to

metals . . .

8298'-. All metals= good or truth ; in the opposite

sense, evil or falsity . . .

W. igo*^. In metals and stones there are conglobations

of parts in a three-fold order.

192. Stony and metallic parts are homogeneous.

207. There is a like order of these (discrete) degrees

... in every metal and stone. The parts of these are

such, from which is the whole. Ex.

R. 211. For the metals in their order= such things as

are of good and truth . . .

913. The metals . . . correspond . . . Hence it is that

these metals are also in the Spiritual World . . .

M. 171. There is a natural sphere from metals . . .

T. 499". If there Avere not an analogue to free-will in

every metal . , . there would not be any metal , , . for

this freely absorbs the ether, breathes out its native

things, and rejects the obsolete ones, and redintegrates

itself with new ones. Hence there is a magnetic sphere

around the magnet, an iron one around iron, etc.

D.Min. 4578. The useful sciences are . . . metallics,

etc.

E. 176. The metals . . . from correspondence

=

spiritual and celestial things . . .

Metamorphosis . Metamorphosis.

W. 354. The metamorphosis (of insects). £.1198^.

P. 298^. Who can believe that an evil man . . . under-

goes such a metamorphosis Avhen he comes (into his

internal state) ?

D.Wis. viii^ The metamorphosis of caterpillars into

chrysalids and butterflies (a type of the resurrection).
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Metaphorical. Metaphoricus.

A. 8989". This appears like a metaphorical utter-

ance . . . but in the Word there are not metaphorical

utterances . . . but real correspondences. 9272-. 9828'*.

Metaphysical. Metaphyskus.

Metaphysicians. Metaphysici.

Metaphysically. Metaphysice.

A. 3348. They call these things metaphysics and

logic . . . D.4446.

4658. They had been logicians and metaphysicians

. . . D.3947.

W. 1 89-. Which remain no longer than while things

analytical and metaphysical are in the thought.

P. 201^. What then is a universal Providence than a

metaphysical word . . .

R. 42 1-. Among them were some who had been

metaphysicians and Scholastics . . .

655^. One was found skilled in the metaphysical art,

who could turn the ideas of things into ideas of terms,

and hide the things themselves under formulas . . .

B. 346. Because it is a metaphysical word . . .

T. 17^. They murmured some terms borrowed from

the metaphysical art . . .

52^. But as these things are metaphysical, they can-

not but be in thick darkness . . .

D. 3460. See KNOW-sczre.

E. 1103-^. Who can (convert the idea of three gods

into the idea of one God) by what is metaphysical

which transcends the apprehension ?

Ath. 108. I said, What need is there of the meta-

physical term essence . . . Can you ever think meta-

physically ':

139. The three Persons . . . are conjoined into one

metaphysical God . . .

Inv. 53. How can the metaphysical term essence

make one out of three ?

Mete. See Measure.

Mete out. Exaequare.
E. 629***. 'To mete out the heavens with a span'

(Is.xl.i2) = to ordinate the Heavens thence.

Metempsychosis. Metempsychosis, t. ^(f.

171-.

Meteor. Meteor.

P. 35"^. It is like a meteor . . . which vanishes.

T.42e.

M. 315. I saw a meteor. Des. and Ex. T.697.

T. no. It was a meteor which the common people

call a dragon. Des. and Ex.

335. Below these meteors stood some who were dis-

puting about imaginary things . . .

376'-. Which are nothing but meteors, and disappear

of themselves.

759-. Not knowing that a falling star is a meteor
from fatuous light, which when it falls into the brain

can confirm every falsity, which is done by means of

fallacies . . ,

Method. Methodns. D.628.

Method. Modus.
A. 4077. 'He has changed my hire in ten modes'

(Gen.xxxi.7) = a very great change; for . . . 'modes'=-

changes. 4179.

4224. Without a substance, which is a subject, there

is not any mode . . .

4227. And this by various methods. . . By other

methods . . .

^. Loosed from the body and . . . the gross modes

of sensations.

6465. The like is the case with the modes and forces

which proceed from them as substances.

9534^. Lest one should do evil to another beyond the

measure.

9668. 'Accoi-ding to the manner which thou hast

been made to see in the mount' (Ex.xxvi. 3o) = to the

quarters according to the states of good and the derivative

truth in Heaven . . .

P. 335. There are means and methods of the Divine

Providence . . . The methods are those by which these

things are done.

336. The methods by which the Divine Providence

operates . . .

M. 311. The order of conjugial love with its measures

(or limits) ... 312.

353-. Fills it with pleasantnesses beyond measure.

Methusael. Methuschael.

A. 404. 'ileliujael begat Methusael, and Methusael

begat Lamech' (Gen. iv. 18). All these names= heresies

derived from the first one which was called 'Cain.'

527<'. By 'Methusael' and 'Methuselah' is signified

something wliich is about to die.

Methuselah. Methuschelach.

A. 463. Tlie eighth Church was called 'Methuselah.'

516. 523.

515. Their ages were not so great ; as that of Jared

962 years ; and that of Methuselah 969 years.

527. See Me'ihusael, here.

533. Both these Churches, which were called 'Methu-

selah' and 'Lamech' expired immediately before the

Flood.

Metrical. Aletrkus.

D. 3423. On the metrical thought of Spirits.—Spirits

and Angels speak metrically, so that the discourse flows

spontaneously . . . They ceased with me in unities . . .

being carried into the unity by the accent . . . Metrical

speech goes from the interiors towards the exteriors

through mediate ends so called, all of which are

unities . . .

Metropolis. Metropolis. E.555''.

E. 1088. The like is signified by all tiie other metro-

politan cities as by the kingdoms . . . and by the king-

2U
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dom is signified the Church, but by the metropolitan

city, the Church as to doctrine.

Micha. Micha. A. 2598. H.324. D.2411.

Michael. Michael.

A. 17056. 'Michael,' and other Angels in the "Word

. . . are so named from tlieir office.

81926. The names 'Michael,' 'Raphael,' etc., do not

mean one Angel, who is supreme among those who are

with him ; but the angelic function itself ; thus also the

Divine of the Lord which belongs to that function.

H. 526. 'Michael,' 'Gabriel,' and 'Raphael' are

nothing but angelic Societies, which are so named from
their functions. E.302-.

S. 61. They believed they should be Michaels and
Raphaels.

R. 548. 'Michael and his Angels fought with the

di'agon, and the dragon fouglit and his angels' (Rev,

xii. 7) = the falsities of the former Church fighting against

the truths of the Xew Clnirch.

2. By 'Michael' is not meant any Archangel,

nor by 'Gabriel,' and 'Raphael;' but there are meant
ministries in Heaven. The ministry which is 'Michael,'

there, is with those who confirm from the Word that

the Lord is the God of Heaven and earth ; and that God
the Father and He are one as soul and body are one ;

and also that we are to live according to the precepts of

the decalogue ; and that then man lias charity and
faith. 'Michael' is mentioned also in Dan.x.13,21;

xii. I ; and by him is meant the like ministry ; as is

evident from Dan.ix.x.xi. and the last verses of xii. . .

Moreover tliose who are in these ministries are in Heaven
called Michaels and Gabriels.

^. Michael in Daniel is called ' a prince ; ' and by
'a prince,' in the Word, is signified a principal truth.

564. That the reasonings from falsities in abundance
which the dragonists bring forth, fall into nothing from
the spiritual truths rationally understood, which the
Michaels, from whom is the New Church, bring forward.

Sig. and Ex.

. By the Michaels are meant the men of the New
Church; by 'Michael,' the wise there; and by 'his

Angels,' the rest.

839^ The two Angels said, We are from a Society of

Heaven which is called Michael ; and we have been
commanded by the Lord to descend into the place called

Armageddon ... T. 113*.

T. no. The Spirit replied that he had been cast

down, as an angel of the dragon, by the Angels of

Michael . . .

300. Gabriel and Michael are not the names of two
persons in Heaven ; but by these names are meant all

in Heaven who are in wisdom concerning the Lord, and
worship Him.

477. All who are in this great Interval, as to their

interiors are conjoined either with the Angels of Heaven,
or with the devils of Hell ; but, at this day, either with
the Angels of Michael, or with the angels of the dragon.

D. 5429. ' Michael, ' in the Apocalypse, is those who
are in the Heavenly Doctrine ; 'the blood of the Lamb'

with which they have conquered, is the Divine truth of

that doctrine.

5742. See Last Judgment, here.

5747. All those are called 'Michael' who were fight-

ing for the Divine of the Lord, and that He and the

Father are one ; and thus that there is one God ; and

also for the life which is called the life of faith, or

charity. . . Those who were 'Michael' were chiefly from

the ancient Heavens, and from infants everywhere then

[become] adults.

5879. 'Michael' is those who are in the knowledge of

doctrinal things and of the Word, and at the same time

in the life of charity.

E. 735. 'Michael and his Angels fought with the

dragon . .
.' = a combat between those who are for the

life of love and charity, and for the Divine of the Lord

in His Human, against those who are for faith alone

and separated, and who are against the Divine of the

Lord in His Human.
-. By 'Michael and his Angels' (are meant) those

who acknowledge the Divine Human of the Lord, and
who are for the life of love and charity ; for those who
are for the latter, cannot do otherwise than acknowledge

the Divine Human of the Lord ; for the reason that

otherwise they cannot be in any love to the Lord, and
thence neither in any charity towards the neighbour

;

for this charity and that love are solely from the Divine

Human of tlie Lord, and not from the Divine separated

from His Human, nor from the Human separated from

His Divine ; and therefore after the dragon with his

angels had been cast forth into the earth, a voice was

heard from Heaven: 'Now is come salvation, and
power, and the Kingdom of our God, and the Power of

His Christ.' From these things it may be evident what

is meant by 'Michael and his Angels.'

-. As to what concerns Michael in special, it is

believed from the sense of the letter that he is one of

the Archangels ; but there is no Archangel in the

Heavens . . . But by those Angels who are named in

the Word, as by 'Michael,' and 'Raphael,' are meant
administrations and functions ; and, in general, deter-

minate and stated parts of the administration and
function of all the Angels ; and therefore, here, by
'Michael,' is meant thai of the function of the Angels

above mentioned ; namely, the defence of that part of

the doctrine from the Word, that the Human of the

Lord is Divine, and also that the life of love to the Lord

and of charity towards the neighbour is to be lived, in

order that anyone may have salvation from the Lord ;

consequently that of the function which has to do with

combating against those who separate the Divine from

the Human of the Lord, and who separate faith from

the life of love and charity ; nay, who bear charity in

the mouth and not in the life.

'. The name 'Michael,' from its derivation in the

Hebrew language, means 'Who is as God ?'
; and there-

fore by 'Michael' is signified the Lord as to this Divine

truth : that the Lord is God even as to the Human ; and

that we are to live from Him ; thus in love to Him from

Him, and in love towards the neighbour.

. 'Michael' is also mentioned in Daniel . , . and

by him there is signified the genuine truth from the
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Word which will be for those who are of the Church to

be instaiirated by the Lord ; iu like manner as here
;

for by 'Michael' are meant those who will be for the

doctrine of the Kew Jerusalem, of which doctrine there

are two essentials ; namely, that the Human of the

Lord is Divine, and that the life of love and charity is

to be lived.

•*. Michael is also mentioned in the Epistle of

Jude the apostle, in these words : Michael the Arch-

angel, when disputing with the devil he convicted con-

cerning the body of Moses, dared not utter a sentence of

blasphemy; he said, 'The Lord rebuke thee' (ver.9).

These words were adduced by the apostle Jude from

ancient books ^^Titten by correspondences ; and in them
by Moses was meant the Word ; and by his body, the

sense of the letter of the Word ; and as by the devil

they understood those who are here meant by 'the

dragon' ... it is evident that Michael disputing con-

victed the devil concerning the body of Moses= that

they had falsified the letter of the Word : and, as the

AVord in the letter is such, that it can be warped by the

evil from its genuine sense, and yet be received by the

good according to the understanding of it, therefore it

was said . . . that Michael dared not utter a sentence of

blasphemy. 740^".

Microcosm. Microcosmus.

A. 4523-. Hence it is that man was' called by the

Ancients a little world or microcosm. 51 15. 6013^

6057. 9278^. H.3o(o). D.Wis.xii.3^.

6057. So that the internal man is a Heaven in the

least form ; and the external a world iu the least form,

thus a microcosm.

W. 251. The natm-al man, as to his understanding

and will, is like a natural world, and may also be called

a world or microcosm . . .

319. Man was called by the Ancients a microcosm,

from the fact that he relates to the macrocosm, which is

the universe in the whole complex. Ex.

^. That the Ancients called man a microcosm, or

little universe, they drew from the science of corre-

spondences. . . The Angels know . . . that all things of

the universe, regarded as to uses, relate to man in an
image. 320, Ex. 323. 366^.

T. 71-. Therefore man was called by the Ancients a

micro-uranus, and a microcosm.

. Hence it is a law of order that from his micro-

uranus, or little Spiritual AVorld, man must rule his

microcosm, or little natural Morld ; as God from His
niacro-uranus, or Spiritual World, rules the macrocosm,
or natural world, in each and all things of it.

6o4<^. The spiritual region of the human mind is a

Heaven in least effigy ; and the natural region is a world

in least effigy ; therefore by the Ancients man was called

a microcosm ; and also may be called a micro-uranus.

E. 969". For man is a microcosm
; he is born from

his parents an image of the world , , .

Microscope. Microscopium.

See Optic.

A. 1869-. Occurs. 4224. 6614-. H.269-. P. 3-. D.2298.

2558^, 2896. 2898. 3720. J.(Post.)77.

Micro-uranus. Mkro-uranos.
See Microcosm, at T.71^, and 604.

Middin. Middin.

E- 355^^' "To ride upon white asses, and to sit upon
Middin' (Judg.v. io) = the perception of good and the

understanding of truth,

to truth.

' Middin ' = the Rational as

Middle. See under Medium.

Middle. MeditulHum.
A. 46S-. Remains . . . iu the 'middle - //icf//o- or

middle of the earth.'

C. J. 14. The reason the Reformed constituted the

niiddle-«iefZm«i-or Middle, was that the Word is read

by them, and the Lord is worshipped . . . 20, Ex.

(See J. 48).

22. (Thus) the Judgment . . . was not effected upon
those who were in the Middle ; but upon those who
were around it . . .

43. The other great city like London is not in the

Christian Middle . . .

S. 106. In the Middle, where Christians are, with

whom is the Word, there is the gi-eatest light . . .

R. 631. The reason is that the Christian Heaven,

which has been collected from the Reformed, makes the

Middle, and the Papists are around it ; and therefore

when the Middle is new, there is at the same time what

is new in the circumferences . . . .

M. 183. A garden made the middle of the grove.

477^. Towards the middle of the dwellings . . ,

T. 335^. The middle (of a spider's web).

476-. Man himself as to the body is not kept in that

Interval or middle (the World of Spirits) . . .

569*. (Nausea, vomiting, and swooning excited) with

infernals if they pass beyond the middle of this gulf

(which is between Heaven and Hell). I once saw a

devil . . . who could make himself an Angel of light,

passing beyond the middle . . . who did not feel any

odour hostile to his life. The reason was that there were

no Angels present. But as soon as they were present,

he was seized with convulsions . . .

770. In the middle of the earth.

800^. The Dutch in the Christian Middle. 801.

C.J.48.

828. In that AVorld, everyone dwells at a distance

from the Middle, where Christians are, according to the

confession of the Lord and of one God . . . C.J. 68.

D. 4665. (The middle between this world and the

universe ; and the guard stationed there. A'ain attempt

of a Spirit to pass over it.

)

5421. See Last Judgment, here. 5458. 5466. 5653.

etc.

5471. There is the Middle, where are those who are

truly Christian ; and in its midst is the New Jerusalem,

four-square.

Coro. 52". The Land of Canaan was iu the middle

of our whole world . . .
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Midian. Midian.

Midianite. Midianita.

A. 1360. Abraru, etc., were idolaters, and so were the

nations from them, as the Ishmaelites and Midian-

ites . . .

1362. The Ishmaelites, Midianites, and others, ac-

knowledged Abram as their father . . .

3239. '(Keturah) bareto (Abraham) . . . Midian,' etc.

(Gen.xxv.2)=the general lots of the Lord's Spiritual

Kingdom . . . Ex.

3240-. The derivations of truth iu tlie Spiritual

Kingdom are what are represented by 'the sons of

Midian.
'

. The doctrinals of faith are for those who are

in the truth of faith, and are signified by 'the sons of

Midian.'

3242. 'The sons of Midian, E[ihah and Epher, and

Hanoch, and Abidah, and Eldaali' (ver.4) = the deriva-

tions from the third lot
;

(for) ' Midian ' = those who are

in the truth of faith ; and (therefore) his 'sons' = the

derivations tlience. Ex. . . Those who are in the truth

of faith—that is, who profess faith, and call it essential,

from the fact that they have been so taught— and

nevertheless are in the good of life . . . are in the Lord's

Spiritual Kingdom. . . For anyone may easily be per-

suaded that faith is the essential . . .

^. Therefore, they who are in the truth of faith,

and still are in the good of life, are they who are called

'Midian ;' but the truths according to whicli they live,

are 'the sons of Midian.' As they who are iu the truth

of faith conjoined with the good of it are 'Midian ;' so

also in the opposite sense are thej' who are iu falsity,

from the fact that they have not the good of life. 111.

. 'The dromedaries of Midian and Ephah' (Is.

lx.6) = doctrinal tilings.

. TheMidianiteswho drew Joseph outof the pit,and

sold him to the Ishmaelites, and into Egypt to Potiphar

= those who are in the truth of simple good. 4747®.

^. That by 'Midian' are also signified those who
are in falsity, because they have not the good of life,

may be evident from (Xum.xxii.4,7, et seq.) . . .

'Midian,' iu a good sense, = those who are in the truth

of simple good, and who thus suffer themselves to be

easily persuaded ; in the opposite, as here, those who
falsify truths . . .

'. The scortations of the sons of Israel with the

women of the Midianites . . . (Xum.xxv.) have a like

signification. Ex.

-^ In like manner the things related about the

Midianites in Judg.vi.vii.viii.

<=. 'The curtains of the land of Midian' (Hab.iii.

7)=a religiosity from falsity.

3762«. 'Midian '
(Judg. vi. 3)= those who are in falsity,

because not in the good of life.

4650-. 'Who smote Midian in the field of Moab' (Gen.

xxxvi. 35) = purification from falsity.

4756. 'There passed by men, Midianites, traders'

(Gen.xxxvii.28)=those who are in the truth of simple

good, (and who have) the Knowledges of truth.

-. (Thus) Joseph was sold to the Ishmaelites, but

was drawn out of the pit by the Midianites, and was

also sold by the Midianites into Egypt to Potiphar . . .

Ex. under Joseph, here ; and under Ishmaelite, at

A. 4788-. 4968.

4788. 'The Midianites sold him unto Egypt' (ver.36)

= that those who are iu some truth of simple good con-

sulted scientifics.

5955-. Because by 'Midian,' against whom they went

(Judg.vii.) was represented truth which is not truth,

because [there is] not the good of life.

6773. '(Moses) dwelt in the land of Midian' (Ex.ii.

1 5) = life among those who are in simple good; (for)

' Midian ' = those who are in the truths of simple good.

67746.

6775. 'And the priest of Midian had seven daughters*

(ver. i6)= the holy things of that Church. . . 'Midian'

= those who are in the truths of simple good . . . Those

are said to be in simple good who are in the externals of

tlie Church, and believe the Word simply, as to its

literal sense, each one according to his apprehension
;

and they also live according to those things which they

believe . . . The internal of the Church inflows with

them through good, but as they are not in interior

truths, the good which inflows becomes general, thus

obscure . . . They who are such are gifted with Heaven
in the other life according to the quality of the good

from truths. Such are they who are here meant by
'Midian.' But, in the proper sense, they are those who
are outside the Church, aud live in good according to

their religiosity.

6827. 'And Moses was pasturing the flock of Jethro

his father-in-law the priest of Midian' (Ex.iii.i) = that

the Law from the Divine was instructing tliose who
were in the truth of simple good ; 'the priest of Midian'

= the good of the Church where those are.

7019. 'Jehovah said to Moses in Midian' (Ex.iv.i9)=:

illustration and confirmation from the Divine in that

state. . . 'Midian' = the truth of simple good.

7602-. By 'Midian' are signified those who are in the

truth of simple good ; and, in the opposite sense, those

who are not in the good of life. . . It is the state which

the Midianites then represented, which is here described

(Judg.vii. 13).

8643. 'Jethro the priest of Midian' (Ex.xviii.i)= the

good of the Church which is in the truth of simple

good.

8815S. 'Midian, Amalek, and the sons of the east,'

around whose camp the three hundred men of Gideon

sounded their trumpets, (Judg. vii.)= those in evils and

the derivative falsities.

9595-*. 'The curtains of Midian' = the truths with

those who are in simple good.

E. 410^. For the sons of Israel were taken possession

of by the evil which is signified by 'Midian' . . .

430". For by 'Midian' (Num.xxxi.) are signified

those who are in the Knowledges of truth ; but still not

in life according to them . . .

4558. By 'Midian,' there, (Judg.vii.) are meant those

•who do not care for truth, because they are merely

natural and external ; and therefore they were smitten.
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Tjy tliose who with the tongue lapped waters in the hand
like a dog ; for by these are meant those who have an

appetite for truths . . .

502^^. By 'the Midianites' (Judg.vii.) were signified

those who are in the falsities of evil.

SSS^l For the Midianites (Num.xxxi.) represented

and thence signified the truth which is not truth

because not from good ; thus falsity. Hence it was that

the women who had Known a man were to be slain, and

those who had not Known one were to be vivified. That

the Midianite women = the defilement of good through

falsities, and thence good adulterated and profaned,

which is filthy adultery, is evident from those things

which are related concerning the scortation of the sons

of Israel with the Midianite women (Num.xxv.).

Midst. See under Medium.

Midwife. Obstetrix.

Midwife, To act as. Obstetrkari.

Midwifery. Obstetricatus. A. 492 1.

A. 4588. 'The midwife said to her, Fear not' (Gen.

XXXV. 1 7)= perception from the Natural. . . 'A midwife'

= the Natural . . . because when interior tem{)tations

are being undergone, that is, when the interior man is

undergoing temptations, the Natural is then like a mid-

wife ; for unless the Natural assists, no birth of interior

truth can ever come forth ; for it is the Natural which
receives into its bosom interior truths when they are

born. Further ex.

®. By 'the midwives' (Ex.i. ) is represented the

Natural in so far as it is recipient of goods and truths.

4921. 'The midwife took' (Gen.xxxviii.28) = the

Natural. Ex.

6673. 'The king of Egypt said to the midwives of

the Hebrew women' (Ex.i. I5) = iuflux from separated

scientifics into the Natural where are the scientific

truths which arc of the Church. . . 'The midwives '=
the Natural . . . because the Natural receives that

which inflows from the Internal, and thus as it were
acts as a midwife. 6675. 6678. 6681.

6683. ' Midwives' = scientific truths in the Natural.

6686. 'A midwife' = the Natural where are the

scientific truths whicli are of the Church. 6687.

Migdol. Migdal.

A. 8130. 'They encamped . . . between Migdol and
the sea. . .' (Ex.xiv.2) = the beginning of a state to

undergo temptations.

Mighty. Validus.

See V\\v.\K\\,-vaUre, and under Force, Strength,
and STRONG-/w<is.

A. 6423. 'He shall sit in the might of his bow'
(Gen.xlix.24) = that he is safe by the fighting truth of

doctrine. . . Tlie might of doctrine is truth . . . Ex.

7217^. Before the merely natural, these appear weak
and sick in spirit ; but they are strong and mighty

;

whereas they who are merely natural appear to them-
selves strong and mighty, and also are so as to the

Ijody ; but as to the spirit they are quite i&&\A&-iiivalidus,

because they are spiritually dead.

7330. A mighty power against falsities. Sig.

9163-. 'The mighty and the broken' (Ezek.xxx.22) =
those things which have not suffered injury and resist,

and those which have suff'ered injury and do not resist.

R. 769. 'That mighty city' (Rev.xviii. io)= a reli-

giosity so fortified.

D. 6037. See Yo'WY.Y.-iwtcatia, here.

E. 281''. Occurs. 304^

518"". Are called 'mighty' from cupidity.

696-". 'The city of the mighty nations' (Is.xxv.3) =
those who are in truths of doctrine, and through them
in goods of love ; and because all spiritual power is

thence, they are called 'the mighty nations.' .

1
1 35. 'Mighty, 'when said of doctrine audits religiosity

. . . = fortified by arts . . .

2. Those are called 'mighty,' in the Word else-

where, who are in evils and the derivative falsities, and
who have fortified themselves by arts against the goods

and truths of the Church ; thus with whom the Church
has been devastated, and who devastate the Church with
others. III.

Mighty one. Patens.

A. 1 179. 'As Nimrod, mighty in hunting before

Jehovah' (Gen. x. 9) = because so many were persuaded.

. . . 'Mighty in hunting ' = captivating lower minds.
-. Such were anciently called 'mighty ones.' 111.

e_ \yi the Original Language, the Word by which
'mighty one' is expressed [means] also 'a man-zw,'
which word is predicated of faith, and that in both
senses.

8315. 'The mighty ones of Moab' (Ex.xv. i5) = those

who are in tlie life of falsity from that love. . . 'The
mighty ones ' = things whicli reign and prevail.

^. The word by which 'mighty ones' is expressed

in the Original Language is predicated of those who are

in truth from good ; and, in the opposite sense, of those

who are in falsity from evil. 111.

R- 337- By 'the mighty' (Rev.vi. 15) are signified

those who are in efudition. ( = external truths. E.408,

^Ex.)

Migrate. See ^^UO\E~?nigrare.

Milan. Milanus, Mediolanus.

D. 3729. When thinking of Milan, the first thing

which recurs is that men are assassinated there at night.

5648. See Last Jud(;ment, here.

Milcah. Milkah.
A. 1369. 'The name of the wife of Nahor was Milcah

. .
.' (Gen. xi. 29) = the marriages of evil with falsify in

idolatrous worship , . . The wives= falsities.

2861-. It treats of those who are saved outside the

Church, who are signified by those wlio were born to

Nahor the brother of Abraham by Milcah his wife . . .

2863. 'Behold Milcah she also hath borne sons to

Nahor thy brother' (Gen. xxii. 20) = those outside the

Church who are in brotherhood from good . . . For

Terah had three sons, Abram, Nahor, and Haran, who
worshipped other gods ; and Milcah was the daughter

of Haran, who became the wife of Nahor . . . Hence it
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may ho evident what is signiticd by Milcah and Nahor
;

namely, by 'Milcah' the truth of those nations ; and by

'Nahor,' tlie good.

Milchom. Milchom.

A. 2468'". See Moi.ot'H, here.

Mild. Mitis.

Mild, To become. Mitescere.

A. 987. The gentle^^beasts correspond to good affec-

tions. H.I 10.

1007°. Why such mild words are here used.

3909. ]*]very natural alFcction, wlien it ascends to-

wards interior things . . . becomes milder. . . .

4681. The signification of this word becomes mild as

it ascends . . .

5032'-. (Those in natural gooil) are mild and ujiriglit

hereditarily . . .

". They had donc'good like gentle animals . . .

6489^ He is bent . . . into a milder Hell . . . 8391*^.

6516®. A milder (pronunciation).

7426. Two kinds of men in Wmius . . . one, gentle

and humane . . .

831 1. If falsities are applied to good, they become
mild . . .

9192". As the falsities thence arc mild and flex-

ible . . .

H. 359. 'Learn of IMe, because I am meek . .
.'

(Matt. xi. 29).

578". Therefore their Hells arc milder.

586^ In the milder Hells, appear , . .

P. 86*^. "With the good, the evils in the circumferences

become mild . . .

M. 487. That adulteries committed by these are mild.

T. 473°. The mild beasts receive (influx) through

Heaven . . ,

D. 5932". This Hell was among the milder ones.

E. 304''-'. 'Blessed arc the meek' . . , 'The meek' =
those who are in the good of charity.

1006-. Adulteries originating from the milder evils

and derivative falsities are milder.

Mildew. Kubi}io.

E. 63S'-'". 'Blasting and mildew' (Amos iv.9) = evil

and falsity in the extremes, or from the Sensuous
Corporeal. A. 1069'^.

Mile. Milliare.

A. 1274I Occurs. 1277. D.2771. E.i2i9^

9049". By 'a mile' (Matt.v.41) is signified that which
leads to truth ; for the like is signified by 'a mile' as

by 'a way.'

E. 556". 'Whosoever shall compel thee to one mile, go

with him two' (Matt.v.4i)=:that if anyone wants to

lead away from truth to falsity and from good to evil, he
is not to be opposed, because he cannot do it. By 'a

mile' the like is signified as by 'a way ;' namely that

which leads away and leads.

924. See Ffiii-ONO, here.

Militant. See under Combat.

Military. See under Soldier.

Milk. Lac.

Suckle. Lactare.

Nurse. Lactatrix.

Suck. Loctere.

Suckling. Lactens.

A. 6S0'''. 'Wine and milk' (Is.lv. i) = the Sjiiritual

and the Celestial.

2015^ 'To suck the milk of the gentiles' (Is.lx.i6)=
to be gifted with goods. ( = the insinuation of celestial

good. 6745».)

2183. '(Abrani) took butter and milk . .
.' (Gen.

xviii.8)= all these [goods] thus conjoined.''

2184. ' Butter ' = the Celestial of the Rational ; 'milk'

= the Spiritual thence.

-. 'Milk' (Is. vii. 22) = spiritual good.

•*. 'Milk of the ilock' (Deut.xxxii. 14) - the

Celestial Spiritual of the Rational.

••. As to 'milk,' it = the Spiritual from the

Celestial, or the Celestial Spiritual . . , That 'milk'=:

the Spiritual which is from the Celestial is from this :

that ' water' = the Spiritual; by 'milk,' because there

is fat in it, the Celestial Spiritual ; or, what is the

same, the truth of good ; or, what is the same, the faith

of love or of charity ; or, what is also the same, the

Intellectual of the good of tlie will ; or, what is still

the same, the afl'ection of truth in which is the affection

of good ; and, what is still the same, the afl'ection of

Knowledges and knowledges from the afl'ection of charity

towards the neighbour . . . All these things are the same

as the Celestial Spiritual . . . 111.

''. 'Buy wine and milk' (Is.lv. i); Avhero 'wine'

= thc Spiritual which is of faith ; 'milk,' the Spiritual

which is of love. (' Wine' = spiritual truth; 'milk,'

s[iiritual good. 2967".) ( 'Milk' = the good of trnth.

89766.)

. 'His teeth whiter than milk' (Gon.xlix. 12) =
the Celestial of the Spiritual which is of His Natural.

(=justice. 4007-.

)

«. 'The hills shall go with milk' (Joel iii.i8) . . .

'milk,' here, =the Celestial Spiritual.

. 'A Land flowing with milk and honey' . . .

Here, by 'milk' nothing else is meant than an abundance

of celestial spiritual things. 5620'''.

2643. 'Sarah shall suckle sons' (Gen.xxi.7) = that He
implanted the Human in the Divine. . . That 'milk' =
the Spiritual from a celestial origin, or truth from good,

see al)ove ; thus 'to suckle ' = to implant this . . . and

the Divine ti'uth is the same as the Divine Human.

3183. 'A nurse ' = innocence. ^,Ex.

. 'Sucklings' — the first state of infants, which

is a state of iiniocenee. •',111.

'^. 'Their queens-do»M'«ae-thy nurses' (Is.xlix.

23)= wisdom, which is innocence.

3519''. 'Not to seethe a kid in its mother's milk' (Ex.

xxiii. 19; xxxiv.26)= that they should not destroy the

innocence of infancy. ( = that the good of a posterior

state of innocence is not to be conjoined with the truth

of a prior state of innocence. 9301.)
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3755. 'Woo ... to them that give suck in those

(lays' (Matt.xxiv. i9 = those who have imbued . . . the

good of innocence. . . 'To suckle' = a state of inno-

cence.

3812^. 'Whiter than snow, and 1'iiivev-randidi-tha.n

milk' (Lani.iv.7) = th;it they were in celestial truth.

4378. 'The flocks and herds giving suck' (Gen.xxxiii.

13) = interior and natural goods, which have not yet

attained Divine life. . . 'Those giving suck' = recent

things ; here, spiritual things nascent in the Natural.

Ex.

4563. A nurse, in so far as she suckles an infant,

properly= the insinuation of innocence through the

Celestial S^iiritual ; for 'milk' = the Celestial Spiritual

5236-. 'A suckling,' 'an infant,' and 'a cliild' = the

three degrees of innocence . . . and also the three degrees

of love and of charity . . . 5608^.

5620-'^. 'Milk' (Is. vii. 22) = spiritual good.

5943. In proportion as things partake of fat, in the

same proportion they = good ; as milk, etc.

6380. 'His teeth white with milk' (Gen.xlix. 12)=^

that the Divine Natural is nothing but the good of

truth. . . 'Milk' = the Celestial Spiritual; or, what is

the same, the good of truth.

6740. For by the milk which a nurse insinuates, is

signified the good of tiuth ; or, what is the same, the

Celestial S[)iritual.

6745. 'Suckle him for me' (Ex. ii. 9)= that it should

insinuate into it good in agreement with the religiosity.

'To suckle ' = to insinuate good. 111. 6749.
o_ ' Suckling ' = innocence.

6857. 'Flowing with milk luid honey' (Ex.iii.8) = the

derivative pleasantness and delight; (for) 'milk' = the

Celestial Spiritual, or the truth of good ; and, as it—
the truth of good, it= also the pleasantness of it ; for

they are conjoined.

8056. 'A Land flowing with milk and honey' (Ex.

xiii.5) = where there arc gladness and joy . , . Gladness

is predicated of truth . . . and 'milk' is predicated of

the truth of good.

9301. ' Milk '= the truth of innocence. Hence 'a

mother's milk' = the truth of the first innocence.

10530. 'To a Land flowing with milk and honey'
(Ex.xxxiii.3) = the pleasantness and delight from the

good of faith and of love. . . ' Milk ' = spiritual good,

which is the good of faith.

10835. (In the Sixth Earth) they drink milk with

water ; and their milk is from cows which are woolly

like sheep,

T. 23-. This is to take away from children all spiritual

milk-/actkinium.

D. 1 163. The spiritual are very much delighted with
milk, especially uncooked ; for when I was eating this

it was such a delight that I can scarcely describe it.

Therefore milk belongs to the spiritual ; l)ut butter to

the celestial ; not that they are delighted with them as

foods ; but on account of the representations . . . This

arises from the agreement of the spheres . . .

1842. The state of those who wanted to be innocent

from themselves was represented by an infant . . . which

vomited milk . . . Such is the state of those who . . .

simulate innocence, or who want to be innocent from

tliemselves, which they sustain no otherwise than as

wlien milk is poured into such stomachs as do not endure

milk ... as are wont to be the stomachs of those who

have indulged too much in inebriating drink.

2084. It is known that infants love milk, and that

adults are unaccustomed to milk, so that some will not

even tolerate it, because it does them harm ; and there-

fore it is a rule of the physicians that milk is injurious

in diseases. The reason it is injurious, when yet it is the

simplest food, and more harmless than all tilings, is that

they are accustomed to drinks which are repugnant [to

it], especially to ales. Hence their stomach and intes-

tines are accustomed to these, and so also is the blood,

which thus do not tolerate the food of milk. When
such are lirst consociated in the other life, there is a

species of repugnance ; for I have perceived from some a

manifest odour of ale, when 1 have been drinking milk.

4018. There was represented an oblong vessel in

which there was as it were milk, which was turned into

a . . . bright white cloud, which concentrated itself

towards the centre . . . signifying that the Angels were

coming together . . .

6088^. I saw magnates ... to whom was given only

milk with bread, (because) they were doing no work . . .

E. 175='. 'Milk' (Is.lx.)= the delight of the good of

love.

304''''''. 'Milk' (Is.vii.)= the truth through which is

good. 617".

3I4''. 'A child,' 'suckling,' and 'weaned one-ublac-

tatHm'= thesc degrees of innocence. Ex.

''. 'Milk of the flock '= the internal good of truth.

372''. 'Milk' (is predicated of the good of truth).

376^. 'Milk' (Is.lv.) = the good of this Irutli. ( =
Divine truth spiritual natural. 617'".)

•''. 'The hills shall flow with milk' = that there is

spiritual life from the good of charity towards the

neighbour. 433I*.

433'*. 'White as to the teeth from milk '=: that the

external Human, or Natural, is nothing but the good of

truth. ( = that His Sensuous was in like manner

Divine truth from Divine good. 556'-'.)

619^ 'Milk' = the delight of spiritual good.

710'. 'Them that give suck ' = those who receive tlie

truths of this good ; for the milk which is given in

suck = the truth from the good of love. The reason it

is said 'Woe to them,' is that they cannot guard tlio

goods and truths which they receive, because Hell then

prevails, and takes them away ; w hence comes profana-

tion . . .

840". 'Wine and milk' (Is.lv.) = spiritual trutli, and

the derivative natural truth ; both from good.

Milky Way. l"ia Ladea.

A. 105S9. The Angels found that (the Spirits of the

Fourth Pkrth) were from a star, which is their sun . . .

the situation of which is low down near the Milky

Way . . .
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D. 5426. The fallen multitude (of the dragons) ap-

peared like a starry mass ; as it were a Milky Way.

Mill, Millstone. See under Grind.

Millet. Milium.

Million. Millio7i.

See under Thousand.

A.2596. 33326. 39415 H.325.

H.415. A. 9441. D.4769.

Mimic. Mimus. T.38o^ 381*. D.5076.

Mind. A?iimus.

A. 828. It is the first flower of love which . . . con-

joins the minds of the consorts.

949. Their mind was continually in (longing for the

goods of others).

950. With a mind to meet those . . .

959. The punishers had a mind to kill them . . .

1079-. The animus of hatred then shines forth . . .

1 1436. Who keep the mind in the historical context.

1276. Over head are those who breathe high things

with an elate mind.

1327'. Isot with a deliberate intention . . .

1389. They at once know the quality of another's

mind . . .

1484. That they captivated the mind. Sig.

• ^. The tilings which are of the mind, or of the

affection of knowing and learning.

1641^. Keeps his mind in the sense of the things, and

not in the words . . .

1762. They expressed the sense of their mind by

changes induced on my face.

. When they were communicating the interior

sense of their mind . . .

1795"- See MiND-me;i.s, here. H.30. P.324^ T.32-,

1835. (AVhen) not so remote from charity, their

minds are move flexible.

1850. This opinion . . . possessed the minds of the

most instructed.

1886, Pref.^. Would strengthen his mind in the

negative.

1967. The Spirits keep his mind fixedly in the

thought . . .

6. Those who are in infirmity of mind . . .

1983'*. An immission thus into the minds of others.

2072. All the interior affections of the lower mind
and of the mind-meji^is-are expressed by the face.

22 1
6'-. Is easily distinguished from cheerfulness of

mind . . .

22196. They who breathe such things in the mind . . .

23076. He had such a disposition to command others.

2310. Historicals detain the lower mind in them-

selves ; and thus draw away the mind-me«<em-from

thinking . . .

2699^. Some who had been of infantile mind . . .

appear to themselves in white.

3127. The animus of that affection. Sig.

. 'To run ' = propensity or animus.

3226. By the sense of his mind he can express . . .

3527. If he has learned to simulate, he assumes as it

were another lower mind ... for it is the lower mind
which appears in the face. . . He is affected ... by the

mind-mejite-which thus shines from the countenance.

3608. Perception . . . concerning the animus of

natural good then. Sig.

3610. The animus of inverting the state and of

depriving truth of life from itself. Sig.

^. This animus lies deeply hidden . . .

3849*. The outermost affections are those which are

of the body . . . those next interior are of the lower

mind, and are called natural affections . . .

3983. That he has known animus and power. Sig.

. That to know the quality is to know the

animus, is evident.

4121^. Those who have been of discordant mind are

dissociated.

41266. His sphere manifests the quality of his mind
;

that is, the quality of his will and thought.

4145'. Afterwards (in conjugial love) comes conjunc-

tion of minds, in that the one wills as the other . . .

42 1
5-. There is a correspondence of the internals with

all things of the face ; hence the lower mind shines

forth from the countenance ; and the interior mind or

mind-??ie/(.s^, from the eyes. . . Gladness of the lower

mind and joy of the mind-?ne?i<tA-produce singing . . .

4292^. All things of the body represent those of the

lower mind and of the miwA-mi-ntis.

4299. The thoughts and affections are the interiors,

because they are of the lower mind and mind-mentis.

4301^. This delight (in seeing) is not of the eye ; but

is of the lower mind and its affection.

4326-. The influx from the cerebellum insinuates

itself especially into the face ; as may be evident from

the fact that the mind is inscribed on the face ... so

that from the face another knows what affections he has,

and what are the changes of his lower mind and mind-

men <i«.

4658^. If his mind were to inhere in these things

while he is dancing . . .

47506. They hide this disposition.

5402. The mind to Tprocure for themselves truths

through scientifics. Sig.

5576^. When he is of a cheerful mind . . . his food

nourishes better.

5655. The mind to procure good for truths. Sig.

. 'To descend ' = the mind, or intention-intentio.

7363. They consociate with themselves such as agree

in minds.

7737. That it ^vould not enter into their mind. Sig.

6_ Thus, by 'the face' is signified the mind.

8118''. When the cupidity of dominating . . . invaded

the mind . . .

8948, The appearance of everyone there is according

to his mind and life.

8998. Marriages ... are conjunctions of lower minds

and of minds-me?i<mm.
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9182^ Legitimate conjunction takes places when the

minds are conjoined ; and . . , no conjunction . . . when
the minds are disjoined.

^. Legitimate conjunction, which is that of minds,

takes place when both are of like good and truth . . .

9296. Worship from a grateful mind . . . Sig.

9333^. This error is seated in many minds . . .

10756. For all things which are of the mind are

presented in some natural shape in the body . . .

10837. When a youth sees one to whom his mind
draws him . . .

-. From their faces they see whether they agree

in minds ; for the face of everyone there is the index of

the mind.

H. 56-. Beauty, etc., affect both the senses and the

minds.

91. Hence the face is called the index of the mind.

• 284^. How it compares with that rest of mind ims-

sessed by those who are content in God.

290^. The cupidities into which their lower mind is

carried.

299. The grief of mind . , . which is called melan-

choly.

319. When this is seated in one's mind ... in the

same proportion he is led by the Lord.

330. The infants who die . . . are of a like infantile

mind . . .

335®- By games suitable to the minds of the infants.

361". Because thus he can remove his mind from an

idle life.

362. The rich who have rejected the things of Heaven

and the Church from the mind are in Hell.

363. The body ... is the external form corresponding

to the internal form which is of his lower mind and

miud-mentis.

375. The essential of marriage is the unition of the

minds or of the minds-mentium. Hence, such as are

the minds or minds-mew^es-in themselves, such is the

unition. (Continued under MrND-mens.)

418. Whence man has interior activities serviceable

to the operations of his mind . . .

427. As they were of diverse minds . . . after a short

time they were disjoined.

-. They then see each other no longer . . . unless

they are of a like mind from a like love.

486. For the face is the image of everyone's mind.

493. In the first state of man after death ... he is of

like mind . . .

533. When anything arises which he knows to be

insincere . . . and to which his mind is carried . . .

555. The elation of mind in externals which is called

pride.

. His mind would become torpid.

. Celebrated in the minds of others.

N. 41. The interiors which are of the mind-mentis

. . . are turned to that which he loves above all things
;

and the exteriors which are of the lower mind are

turned to where the interiors are turned.

so many faces, and so many
J. 13. As many men

minds.

. Innumerable parts constitute the body ; and

innumerable affections constitute the mind.

W. 416^. Serve for captivating minds,

P. 141. No one is reformed in a state of sickness of

mind
; because sickness of mind takes away rationality

. . . for the mind-?7ieHS-is sick and not sound ;
and a

sound mind-me««-is rational, but not a sick miud-mens.

Such sicknesses are . . . griefs of mind from misfor-

tunes, anxieties and anguish of mind-??ieniis-from a

vitiated state of the body . . .

317". As he sees the mind of another from his face.

R. 480. A motion of the mind with many in the

Church to receive the doctrine. Sig.

M. 244^. There are many causes which conjoin lower

minds, but not souls . . .

246. The first external cause of cold is a dissimilitude

of lower minds and manners.

-. But external similitudes and dissimilitudes are

not of souls, but of lower minds. By lower minds are

meant the external affections and derivative inclinations

. . . For we say. Have I a mind to do this or that ? by

which is perceived the affection and inclination to it.

The persuasions taken up concerning this or that kind

of life are also wont to form these lower minds . . .

T. 103-. As the soul is the man himself ... it is

evident whence it is that the mind-??!e?(.s, the lower

mind, the i\a,tm-e-iiidoles, the inclination, and the

affection of the father's love dwell in offspring after

offspring . . .

373. In every work which proceeds from man, there

is the whole man such as he is as to the mind, or such

as he is essentially. By the mind is meant his affection

of love and the derivative thought. These form his

na.tnYe-nctturam ; in general, his life.

405-*. The phantasy of this love carries their minds

away . . .

433"- Which exhilarated the mind of everyone . . .

. As by their . . . feasts such consociations of

minds were signified . . .

521. Sons are born into a general likeness of their

parents as to . . . minds.

. You might thus be convinced of the likeness of

lower minds and ininds-mentium.

535. When anyone is revolving evil in the mind, and

intending it . . .

678^. So draw away their mind, and alienate them

from Christianity.

Ad. 61. Tlie lower or natural mind-7?ietts, commonly

called the animus . . .

88. The third of man's faculties in succession is the

natural mind-meji*', or animus. (See M-i^n-mens, here,

and at 653.)

647. These Genii correspond completely to that power

in man which has been called above the lower niind-

viens, or animus. It is the nature of these Genii that

they there excite those afiections which are called the

passions of the lower mind . . .
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[Ad.] 916. To animals a certain mind-mieus-has been

given which is called the animus ; from which they are

called animals ; and the like is also given to man, which

has been called by ns above the natural mindi-mens ; but

in order that it might be of service to his intellectual

mind-MCH^i . . .

933'. And the natural mind-??iett<ejn-itself, or ani-

mus . . .

•
. The passions of the lower mind ; thus the

projjerly animal life . . .

949. Cupidities, which are longings in the natural

mind-TOew^e; from which this mind-??ten>;-is called the

animus ; and these cupidities, the cupidities of the

animus.

950'^. To these succeed again infra-celestial good-

nesses, which are middle ones between the spiritual and

the natural ones, and properly ati'ect the natural mind-
menfevi, or animus, which men have in common with

animals.

952*^. To these succeed the evils which properly touch

the lower mmd-7nentein, or animus . . .

D. 377". (These mice, etc.) are formed according to

. . . the purpose for the sake of which they are misers.

515. Nor can a man's lower mind be torn to pieces

without perishing, because it coheres with the bodj-.

516^. With a mind to persevere.

526-. Whether he (acknowledged this) from his mind,

I do not yet know.

610. They retain in mind the companions they had
had in the life of the body.

625. With a mind to chastise.

647. Speech and persuasions have no effect when the

mind desires, or is affected with love. Ex.

865^. Others who have a like animus . . .

908^. Has the mind intent on wealth.

909. There was his mind . . .

951. That the Angels can examine the mind of a man
separated as it were from the man. Ex.

. AVhat he had had, or had intendeil, in the
mind.

1558a. How the minds of the inhabitants in this

world are in common. Ex.

2182. The mind is Known (from their speech).

3663. It came into my mind that . . .

3861^ The mind, or the affections of the man, appear
inscribed on the face.

3963. Men not only as to the mind and memory, but
also as to sense.

42776. Until such a disposition ceases.

4278. Their deceitful disposition.

4538. Keeping the mind in these things, and thus
driving to them.

4731. Similitudes of minds efi'ect such things.

4848^. They induced into the minds of others what-
ever they wanted.

6052. The love of commanding sinks the mind into

its proprium.

60546. Unless he has an intention to marry her.

6056^. His place in the temple agi'ees with his mind.

6060. Debilitated in mind . . . because his conceit

had been depressed.

6072. The love of uses holds together the mind in its

delight. D.Wis.xi-*.

6073. He rejected the Word from his mind.

E. 544^. In the Spiritual World there is a communi-

cation of minds ; that is, of thoughts and affections.

866^. All the evil have a mind and cupidity, conse-

quently a will, to destroy the truths of Heaven . . .

932^. It is in their mind that good works may be

omitted.

1185-. Eminence and opulence (are what) principally

affect minds, because they are proper to the natural

man.

D.Love XV-. They keep the mind as in a prison . . .

Mind. Mens.

Mental. Mentalis.

See under Degree, Idea, Region, Sense, Soul,

SorND-sa?i!«.s, Think, Ukdekstanding, and Will.

A. 35. When the understanding is ruled by the will,

they together constitute one mind, and thus one life
;

for then, that which the man wills and acts, he also

thinks and intends. But when the understanding is

dissident from the will, as is the case with those who
say they have faith, but live otherwise, then the one

mind is drawn asunder into two ; one of which wants

to betake itself into Heaven, and the other tends to

Hell ; and, as the will does everything, the whole would

rush to Hell, unless the Lord had mercy on him. 44-.

III. Many do not know what the will and under-

standing are, and that they constitute one mind . . .

116.

310. Seed from a celestial origin is such that love

rules the whole mind, and makes it one mind. For

the human mind consists of two parts : the will and

the understanding. To the will belongs love, or good ;

to the understanding, faith, or truth. Fiom love, or

good, they perceived what is faith, or truth ; thus the

mind was one mind. (And then) if they decline from

truth and good, it is very dangerous ; for they thus

pervert their whole mind, so that in the other life it

can scarcely be restored.

1745. The mind such as it was with the Lord. Sig.

and Ex.

1 795-. Such as are the lower mind and mind, such is

the estimation of all things which come forth through

the External . . .

1974. Affected the mind.

1999. When the mind is kept in . . .

20116. Therefore the human mind is (then) in no

fallacy.

2 1
76-. Historicals attract the mind.

2177^. That human minds may, through that Supper,

be conjoined with heavenly minds . . .

2231^. (Thus) the will is one thing, and the under-
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standing another ; and thus the human mind is dis-

tinguished into two parts, which do not make a one.

Yet man has been so created that tliese two parts should

constitute one mind ; and that there should be no

other distinction, than . . . such as there is between a

fl ame and the derivative light . . .

2268. The human mind as to truths is . . . called ' a

city' . . . 285 1^

23io<^. The Word . . . unites angelic minds with

human ones . . .

24796. In proportion as the mind can be withdrawn

from sensuous and corporeal things, it is elevated to

spiritual and celestial things.

2728®. When good united to truth flows down into a

lower sphere, it presents this union of minds . . . and

therefore the union of minds from good united to truth

... is conjugial love itself.

2731. The conjunction of minds is such that . . .

2734. And there becomes the union of minds, in

which is Heaven.

2737. With those who live in conjugial love, the in-

teriors of the mind are open through Heaven even to

the Lord . . .

2857s. Every temptation in which the man conquers,

elevates his mind, and the things of his mind . . .

2927. From gladness and joy the mind is elevated.

3020. The rational mind is what disposes all things

. . . and by influx into the natural mind, ordinates

them ; but the natural mind is that which ministers

and administers. As the natural mind is distinct from

the rational mind, and is in a degree below it, and also

acts from a certain proprium, it is called, relativel}', the

elder servant of the house, and the administrant of all

things which are there.

^. The things which are in the natural mind are

all scientifics, thus also all Knowledges of every kind

whatever ; in a word, each and all things which belong

to the exterior or corporeal memory. To it also belongs

all the Imaginative, which is the interior Sensuous with

man . . . and also all the natural affections, which man
has in common with brute animals.

^ But the rational mind is interior. The cog-

nitive things which are there are not open before the

man ; but, while he lives in the body, are imperceptible;

namely, each and all things which belong to the interior

memory ; and also all the Cogitative which is percep-

tive of what is fair and just, and also of what is true

and good ; also all sjiiritual afleetions, which are pro-

perly human . . . This mind inflows from these things

into the natural mind, and excites the things which are

there, and views them with a kind of sight, and thus

judges and concludes.

6. That these two minds are distinct, is mani-

festly evident from the fact that with many the natural

mind dominates over the rational mind . . . and that it

does not dominate, but serves, solely with those who are

in the good of charity . . .

3129. Hence it is that the mind both rational and

natural is called a house or family . . .

32 1 2^ When man is being regenerated . . . although

he has a like face, he has not a like mind. His mind,

when he is regenerate, is open towards Heaven, and

there dwell therein love to the Lord and charity towards

the neighbour with faith ; it is the mind which makes

another and a new man.

3223. The interior mind of man, where are his intel-

lectual ideas which are called immaterial, is in the light

of Heaven . . . 3224.

3224^. For truths and goods, which are from the

light of Heaven, inflow into the interior mind, which

with them is closed, (and they are therefore denied).

The truths and goods cannot be acknowledged except

with those with whom that interior mind has been

opened . . . This mind is opened solely with those who
are in innocence, in love to the Lord, and in charity to-

wards the neighbour ; but not with those who are in

the truths of faith, unless they are at the same time in

the good of life.

3347. The Angels compared human minds to the ex-

ternal form of man, which comes forth and subsists from

innumerable forms which are within. Enum.
-. But they compared angelic minds to those

things which are within, which are relatively indefinite

and also incomprehensible . . .

3509^. The rational mind is distinguished into two

faculties, called the will and the understanding . . .

. As the natural mind is regenerated through the

rational mind . . .

. ' Isaac ' = the rational mind as to good . . .

'Rebekah,' as to truth.

3527-. The Most Ancients could see the minds of

another conspicuous as in a form in his face.

3849^. The outermost afleetions are those of the body,

and are called appetites and pleasures ; those which are

next interior are of the lower mind, and are called

natural affections ; but the internal ones are of the

rational mind, and are called spiritual afleetions.

4054. The brain, where is the mind of man . . .

4215^. There is a correspondence of the internals

with all things of the face ; hence the lower mind shines

forth from the countenance, and the interior lower

mind, or mind, from the eyes. 4299.

4292*. In a word, all things which are of the l^ody

represent those which are of the lower mind, and which

are of the mind.

4390''. The human mind in the universal has no other

objects than those which are of truth and good ; its

understanding, those which are of truth ; and its will,

those which are of good.

4454. Their will and understanding made . . . one

mind ; and therefore they had a perception of truth

from good ... 5113^.

4574-. For man has been so created that the under-

standing and the will should constitute one mind
;
and

they (do so) when the understanding acts as one with

the will ; that is, wlien the man thinks and speaks as

he wills and thence acts. Tlien also his intellectual

things are forms of his will . . . Hence it follows, that,

regarded in itself, the Intellectual is nothing but the

Voluntary formed.
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[A.] 4835''. As the mind of man (appears in a repre-

sentative image) in his face.

4973. 'The house '= the mind in which is good
;

here, the natural mind.

. There are with every man a natural mind and

a rational mind ; the natuial mind in his external man

;

the rational mind in his internal man. Scientilics are

the truths of the natural mind . . . 5301.

5023. See House, here.

5145. The faculties of the mind are in the head . . .

5180^ They hold the mind of another in the thing

they want to know.

5293. The mind of man, where are his interior under-

standing and interior will, or where are the intentions

or ends, is nourished even when it lives in the body

(solely by these spiritual and celestial foods).

5301. The natural mind or man is what is meant by

the Natural, simply so called.

. That the mind is the man himself.

5302. 'The land (of Egypt) ' = the natural mind;

and, as it=:the natural mind, it=the man himself ; for

man is man from his mind
; for the mind itself consti-

tutes the man ; and such as the mind is, such is the

man. By the mind is signified the Intellectual and the

Voluntary of man ; consequently his veriest life.

531 1. That the natural mind shall be subordinate

and submissive thereto. Sig. and Ex.

5614^. As the interior or rational mind of the man
who is in good is in the Spiritual World, and his ex-

terior or natural mind in the natural world, it cannot

be otherwise than that each mind thinks, but the in-

terior one spiritually, and the exterior one naturally
;

and that the Spiritual falls into the Natural, and they

act as one by correspondence.

-*. That the interior mind of man, whose ideas

of thoiight are called intellectual . . . does not think

from the words of any language, consequently not from

natural forms, may be evident ... for he can think in a

moment what he can scarcely utter in an hour ; thus

by means of universals . . .

5835. The mind of man, which is the man himself,

and where is the life of man, has two faculties ; one,

which is allotted to the truths of faith, and the other

which is allotted to the good of charity
;
(the former) is

called the understanding, and (the latter) the will. In

order for man to be man, these two faculties must make
a one. But at this day (they) are completely disjoined.

Ex. . . But they ought not to be disjoined. Ex. . .

These two faculties are (therefore) to be conjoined,

which is effected through regeneration by the Lord
;

and this through the implantation of the truth of faith

in the good of charity ; for thus . . . the man is gifted

with a new understanding ; and . . . with a new ^will.

Hence come two faculties which make one mind.

6032-. So the intellectual mind, which is man's in-

ternal eye . . .

6141. That the mind must be cultivated with the

scientifics of the Cliurch. Sig. and Ex.
. 'The ground '= the receptacle of truth : the re-

ceptacle itself is the mind ; here, the natural mind,
because it is the gi-ound of Egypt.

6158, For the nourishment of the mind. Sig. and Ex.

. When man is called 'a field,' it is his mind
which is meant ; for man is man . . . from his mind ;

that is, from understanding and will, which constitute

the mind ; and also from the truth of faith and the

good of charity, which constitute a mind still more in-

terior. This, namely the mind, when it is in the

genuine sense a man, is nourished and supported by

truth and good.

6222^. These . . . cause the Intellectual and the

Voluntary to constitute one mind.

6326. All the operations of the mind are variations of

its form ; which variations in the purer substances are

of such perfection that they cannot be described ; and

the ideas of thouglit ai'e nothing else ; and these varia-

tions come forth according to the changes of the state

of the affections. Examp.

6502. Evils and falsities . . . induce sicknesses of

mind . . .

6629. Hence the elevation of their mind to interior

things.

7130. There are with man two minds ; one is the

natural mind, and the other is the rational mind ; the

natural mind is the mind of the external man, but the

rational mind is the mind of the internal man. The

things which are of the natural mind are called scien-

tifics ; but the things which are of the rational mind
are called intellectual reasons. They are distinguished

also by this : that the things which are of the natural

mind are for the most part in the light of the world,

which is called the lumen of nature ; but the things

which are of the rational mind are in the light of Heaven,

which light is spiritual light.

7 1
79-. (The will and understanding) conjoin them-

selves with those who are in good and thence in truth ;

and also with those who are in evil and thence in falsity.

With the latter and the former these two faculties make

one mind. It is otherwise with those who are in truth

as to faith, and in evil as to life ; and so also with

those who are in falsity as to faith, and in apparent

good as to life.

7353. ' Bed-chambers '= the interiors of the mind.

^. The Ancients compared the mind of man to a

house . . • The human mind also is such ; for the

things-re«-which are there are distinguished scarcely

otherwise than as a house is into its chambers. Ex.

7408. For all things which are in the mind of man
are disposed into sei'ies, and as it were into bundles ;

and into series within series, or into bundles within

bundles. Ex.

7848. Whether you say man, or his mind, it is the

same , . .

8243S. Hence, concerning the face, they have the idea

as of the mind in form.

8378. With those with whom [the sense of] taste

commands, the body sickens, or at least becomes

languid within ; consequently also the mind ; for this

behaves itself according to the state of the recipient

parts, which are of the body . . .

I 8455®. Thus makes the mind of man a Heaven.
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8505. 'Field' — man ; here, the mind of man . . .

8631. They represented the intellectual mind as a

beantiful form . . .

8694^. The mind is then at rest and serene . . .

8701®. In the other life, all are reduced to this state :

that they have one mind , . .

8734'^. The conjunction of lower minds (consists in

this :) that the mind of the one presents itself in the

mind of the other with all the good of his thought and

will towards him, and thus affects him. And spiritual

disjunction (consists in this :) that the mind of the one

])resents itself in the mind of the other with the

thought and will of destroying him ; whence comes

rejection.

8783. For, at first, human minds apprehend only

eai'thly and worldly things . . .

8998. For, regarded in themselves, marriages are

conjunctions of lower minds and of minds . . .

9003-. The nourishments of human minds. Ex.

and 111.

9093. He who divides his lower mind or mind, de-

stroys it ; for the mind of man is consociated of two

things (the understanding and the will) ; and he who
divides these two parts, disperses the things which ai-e

of the one part ; for the one lives from the other ; hence

the other perishes likewise.

9300". With a regenerate man the understanding and

will make one mind ; and they communicate reciproc-

ally . . .

H. 30. The interiors of man wliich are of his mind
and lower mind are in a like (tripartite) order : he has

an inmost, a middle, and an ultimate . . . Therefore

man communicates with the Heavens as to his in-

teriors . . .

90. The interiors, which are of his mind . . . make
his Spiritual World ; and the exteriors, which are of his

body . . . make his natural world. (Their correspond-

ence.)

314. For angelic minds and human minds are

similar . . .

356<^. The human mind is like ground, which is such

as it is [made by] cultivation.

367. Marriage in the Heavens is the conjunction of

two into one mind. . . The human mind consists of two
parts, (the understanding and will) ; and when these

act as a one they are called one mind. N.28.

375. The mind is formed solely from truths and
goods . . . consequently a unition of minds which have
been formed from genuine truths and goods is the most
perfect.

425-. It is not allowable for anyone in Heaven or

Hell to have a divided mind. Ex.

533. In proportion as Heaven is conjoined, the
higher things which are of his mind are opened . . .

J. 1 2-. The form of Heaven is like the form of the

human mind, the perfection of which increases accord-

ing to the increments of truth and good, whence are

intelligence and wisdom. The reason the form of a

human mind which is in heavenly wisdom and intelli-

gence is like the form of Heaven, is that the mind is

the least image of that form . . .

^ The human and the angelic mind is such that

it can be enriched to eternity ; and, as it is enriched, so

it is perfected ; which is done especially when the man
is led by the Lord ; for he is then introduced into

genuine truths which are implanted in the understand-

ing, and into genuine goods which are implanted in the

will ; for the Lord then disposes all things of such a

mind into the form of Heaven, even until it is a Heaven
in the least form.

25. Man has been created to the form of Heaven as

to his mind ; and the form of Heaven is from the

Divine Itself.

27^. All things which are of the spiritual mind are

presented in forms before their sight. Hence it is that

the Spiritual World cannot be described as to its mag-
nificent and amazing things.

Life 43. Man has two faculties, one of which is called

the will, and the other the understanding. These are

distinct from each other, but are so created that they

may be a one ; and, when they are a one, they are

called the mind
; and tlierefore these are the human

mind, and are all the life of man there.

-. Nothing is of more importance than to know
how the will and the understanding make one mind.

They make one mind as good and truth make a one
;

for there is a like marriage between the will and the

understanding as there is between good and truth . . .

Thus the will with man is the very esse of his life, and
the understanding is the derivative existere of life ; for

the good which is of the will forms itself in the under-

standing, and in a certain way presents itself to view.

8r. Cunning and deceit insinuate themselves into the

man's spiritual mind, in which is his thought with

understanding.

86. Man has a natural mind and a spiritual mind
;

the natural mind is below, and the spiritual mind is

above. The natural mind is the mind of his world
;

and the spiritual mind is the mind of his Heaven.

The natural mind may be called the animal mind
; but

the spiritual mind the human mind. Moreover, man
is distinguished from an animal by this : that he

has a spiritual mind ; by this he can be in Heaven
while in the world ; by this also it is that man lives

after death.

^. Man can be in the spiritual mind with the

understanding, and thence in Heaven ; but he cannot

be in the spiritual mind with the will . . . unless he

shuns evils as sins ; and if he is not there with the

will also, he is still not in Heaven ; for the will draws

the understanding downwards, and makes it equally as

natural and animal as itself.

•*. So long as a man does not shun evils as sins,

the concupiscences of evil block up the interiors of the

natural mind on the side of the will ; and are there like

a dense veil, and like a black cloud, below the spiritual

mind, and prevent it from being opened. But verily as

soon as a man shuns evils as sins, the Lord inflows

from Heaven, and takes away the veil, and disperses

the cloud, and opens the spiritual mind, and thus intro-

duces the man into Heaven.
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F. 32. Every man has a natural mind and a siiiritual

mind ; the natural mind is for the world, and the

spiritual mind is for Heaven. As to the understanding,

man is in both ; but not as to the will, until he shuns

and is averse to evils as sins. When he does this, the

spiritual mind is opened as to the will also ; and, when
it is opened, there inflows thence into the natural

mind spiritual heat from Heaven—which heat in its

essence is charity—and vivifies the Knowledges of truth

and good which are there, and from them forms faith.

W. 40'^. A{)pearances are the first things from which

the human mind forms its understanding . . .

135. That all the interiors both of the mind and of

the body of the Angels are turned to the Lord as a Sun.

Gen. art.

136. The will and understanding rule the body . . .

from which it is evident that the body is a form corre-

sponding to the understanding and will . . . and that

the form of the body corresponds to the form of the

understanding and will . . . Hence it is that the mind
—or the will and understanding—rules the body at its

beck . . . (Thus) the interiors of the mind act as one

with the interiors of the body ; and the exteriors of the

mind, with the exteriors of the body.

137. As the interiors of the mind make one with the

interiors of the body, it follows that when the interiors

of the mind turn themselves to the Lord as a Sun, the

interiors of the body also do in like manner ; and as the

exteriors of both the mind and the body depend ujion

their interior's, these, too, do in like manner. . . From
these things it is evident that because an Angel turns

his face and body to the Lord as a Sun, all the interiois

of his mind and body are also turned thither. The like

holds with man : if he has the Lord constantly before

his eyes ... he then regards Him not only with the

eyes and face, but also witli the whole mind and the

whole body ; that is, with all things of the will and

understanding, and at the same time with all things of

the body.

138. When the interiors are opened, love and wisdom
inflow into the interiors of the mind ; and the heat and

light of Heaven into the interiors of the body.

-. (But) with those who are not in love and wis-

dom . . . the interiors of both mind and body are

closed ; and, when they are closed, the exteriors react

against the Lord.

155. Keep the mind in an idea abstracted from space

and time . . .

162. They no longer want to elevate the mind above

nature ; and therefore their mind is closed above and
opened below . . .

1 86". It is the like with men : the interiors of their

mind are distinguished into as many degrees as there

are Angelic Heavens. (Continued under Degree.)

203. For man as to the interiors which are of his

mind is a Heaven in the least form.

219. The interiors which are of the mind are in no
power, except through the forces in the body . , .

-. The interiors which are of the mind correspond

to the interiors of the body ; and the interiors of the

body correspond to its exteriors . . . and therefore the

former two are in power through the exteriors of the

body.

239. In a word, the mind of man, which consists of

the will and the understanding, from creation, and
thence from birth, is of three degrees ; thus man has a

natural mind, a spiritual mind, and a celestial mind
;

aud thereby man can be elevated into angelic wisdom

,

and can possess it while he lives in the world ; but still

he does not come into it until after death . . .

260. That the natural mind, because it is the covering

and containant of the higher degrees of the human
mind, is the reagent ; and, that if the higher degrees

are not opened, it acts against them ; but if they are

opened, it acts with them. Gen. art

.

-. Another reason why the natural mind reacts

against the spiritual mind, is that the natural mind
consists not only of substances of the Spiritual World,

but also of substances of the natural world . . .

^. It is the same whether you say the natural

and spiritual man, or the natural and spiritual mind.

261. (Thus) if the spiritual mind is closed up, the

natural mind continually acts against those things

which are of the spiritual mind ; and fears lest anything

sliould inflow therefrom to perturb its states . . . 262.

262®. When a man is such, he successively closes up
the spiritual mind closer and closer : confirmations of evil

by means of falsities especially close it up.

263. But the state of the natural mind is altogether

difl'erent when the .spiritual mind is open. Ex.
-. When the natural mind acts from the delights

of its love, and from the pleasant things of its thought,

which in themselves are evils and falsities, then the re-

action of the natural mind removes those things which

are of the s})iritual mind . . . aud causes action to take

place from such things as agree with its reaction. Thus
are eflfected an action and reaction of the natural mind
which are opposite to the action and reaction of the

spiritual mind ; and hence is eff"ected a closing up of

the spiritual mind, like the retorsion of a spire.

^. But if the spiritual mind is opened, the action

and reaction of the natural mind are inverted ; for the

spiritual mind acts from above or from the interior, and

at the same time through those things which are disposed

to compliance with it in the natural mind, from below

or from the exterior ; and it retorts the spire in which

are the action and reaction of the natural mind ; for

this mind is from birth in the opposite against those

things which are of the spiritual mind.
*. Such is the change of state whicli is called

reformation aud regeneration. The state of the natural

mind before reformation may be compared to a spire

twisting or circumflexing downwards ; whereas after

reformation it may be compared to a spire twisting or

circumflexing upwards . , .

266. As the natural mind can be elevated (as to the

understanding even to the light in which are the Angels

of the Third Heaven, and can see truths, acknowledge

them, and then speak them), it is evident that an evil

man, equally with a good man, enjoys that faculty

which is called rationality . . . and that he can think

and speak those truths. Ex.

269''. The malignity of evil increases according to the
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degree of the closing up of the spu'itual mind ; for thus

the natural mind is also closed above ; and this is not

restored in the descendants, except by, from the Lord,

shunning evils as sins. Thus and no otherwise is the

spiritual mind opened ; and, through it, the natural

mind is brought back into a correspondent form.

270. That all evils and the derivative falsities, both

ingenerated and superinduced, reside in the natural

mind. Ex.

. The reason evils and the derivative falsities

reside in the natural mind, is that this mind is in form

or image a world ; whereas the spiritual mind is in form

or image a Heaven, and evil cannot lodge in Heaven
;

and therefore this mind is not opened from birth, but

is only in the potency of being opened. Moreover, the

natural mind derives its form in part from the substances

of the natural world ; but the spiritual mind solely from

the substances of the Spiritual World ; and is conserved

in its integrity by the Lord, in order that the man may
be able to become a man ; for he is born an animal, but

becomes a man.
^. The natural mind with all things belonging to

it is circumflexed into gyres from right to left ; but the

spiritual mind into gyres from left to right. Thus
these minds are in a contrary turning towards each

other : a sign that evil resides in the natural mind
;

and that from itself it acts against the spiritual mind :

and the circumgyration from right to left is turned

downwards, thus towards Hell ; whereas the circum-

gyration from left to right goes upwards, thus towards

Heaven . . .

273. That tiie natural mind, which is in evils and the

derivative falsities, is a form and image of Hell. Ex,

. The quality of the natural mind as it is with

man in its own substantial form, or the quality of it as

it is in its form woven from the substances of both

worlds in the brains—where this mind resides in its

primes—cannot be described here. A universal idea

concerning that form will be given in what follows,

where the correspondence of the mind and the body is

to be treated of. Here, something shall be said con-

cerning its form as to the states and their changes

through which are presented perceptions, thoughts,

intentions, volitions, and the things which belong to

them ; for the natural mind which is in evils and the

derivative falsities, is, as to these things, a form and

image of Hell. This form supposes a substantial form

as a subject ; for changes of state are not possible apart

from a substantial form which is their subject . . .

2. As to the form or image whereby the natural

mind resembles Hell : that form or image is such,

that the reigning love with its concupiscences—which is

the universal state of this mind— is as the devil is in

Hell ; and that the thoughts of falsity originating from

that reigning love, are as the devil's crew . . .

274. That the natural mind, which is a form or

image of Hell, descends through three degrees. Ex.
-. The natural mind, from its two faculties, which

are called rationality and freedom, is in this state : that

it can ascend through three degrees, and descend through

three degrees. It ascends from goods and truths ; and

it descends from evils and falsities ; and, when it

ascends, the lower degrees which tend to Hell are

closed ; and, when it descends, the higher degrees which
tend to Heaven are closed. The reason is, that they are

in reaction.

275. That the three degrees of the natural mind . . . are

opposite to the three degrees of the spiritual mind . . .

Ex. (See Degree, here.)

276. That the natural mind which is a Hell, is in

all oppositeness against the spiritual mind which is a

Heaven. Ex.

277. That all things which are of the three degrees of

the natural mind are enclosed (or included) in the works
which are done by the acts of the body. Gen. art.

. All things of the mind ... of a man are in his

acts or works, enclosed therein . . . (Continued under
Degree.)

29 1
e. The affections are mere states of the forms of

the mind.

369-. Hence it is, that he who elevates his mind to

the Lord, is wholly elevated to the Lord ; and that he
who casts down his mind to Hell, is wholly cast down
thither. . . It is from angelic wisdom, that the mind of

a man is a man, because God is a Man ; and that the

body is the external of the mind which sensates and
acts ; and that thus they are one, and not two.

372. That all things of the mind relate to love and
wisdom ; and all things of the body to the heart and
lungs. Ex.

374. That there is a correspondence of the will and
understanding with the heart and lungs ; and thence a

correspondence of all things of the mind with all things

of the body. Ex.

386. That the mind of man is his spirit, and that the

spirit is a man ; and that the body is the external

through which the mind or spirit sensates and acts in

its world. Ex.

^. As the mind of man is his spirit, the Angels,

who are Spirits, are called minds.

387. The reason that the mind of man is his spirit,

and that the spirit is a man, is that by the mind are

meant all things of the will and understanding of man
;

and these are in jirinciples (or beginnings) in the brains,

and in principiates (or derivatives) in tlie body ; thus

they are all things of man, as to their forms ; and, as it

is so, the mind— that is, the will and understanding

—

actuates the body and all things of it at its beck. Does

not the body act whatever the mind thinks and wills ?

The mind erects the ear to hear, and directs the eye to

see ; the mind moves the tongue and lips to sjieak ; it

acts the hands and fingers to do whatever it pleases, and

the feet to walk where it wills. Is the body anything

else than the obedience of its mind ? Can the body be

such a thing unless the mind in its principiates is in the

body ? Is it congruous with reason to think, that the

body from obedience cloa, because the mind so wills ?

In this case they would be two, the one above and the

other below ; and the one must command, and the other

must hearken. As this is not in agreement with any

reason, it follows, that the life of man is in principles in

the brains, and in principiates in the body . . .

388. (Thus) the mind of man is the man himself.

(Continued under Human Form.)
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[W.388P. The mind of man, not only in general, but

also in every particular, is in a perpetual endeavour

after the human form, because God is a Man.

P, 124. In a like form, from the connection of all

thino's, is also the human mind
; for the human mind

is a spiritual man ; and also is actually a man. Hence

it is that the spirit of man, which is his mind in the

body, is in all form a man . . .

174. The things which are done by the Lord in the

interior substances and forms of the mind are infinitely

many . . .

178^. The mind of man is continually in these three

thing's, which are called end, cause, and effect. If one

of these is absent, the human mind is not in its life. Ex.

This life of the mind would be diminished ... in

an event foretold.

181. The reason there is the like in the spiritual

things of the mind as in the natural things of the body,

is that all things of the mind corresjiond to all things of

the body ; and therefore also the mind actuates-rtf/i7-

the body in externals ... it actuates the eyes to see,

etc. . . The mind not only actuates the externals to

these things, but also the internals in the whole series
;

from the inmosts, the ultimates ; and from the ulti-

mates, the inmosts. Thus, while it is actuating the

mouth to speak, it actuates the lungs, the larynx, the

o-lottis, the tongue, the lips ; and each one distinctly

and simultaneously to its own function ; and also the

face to agreement.

^. Hence it is evident that the like which has

been said about the natural forms of the body, is to be

said about the spiritual forms of the mind ; and that

what has been said about the natural operations of the

body, is to be said about the spiritual operations of the

mind ;
consequently, as man disposes the externals, [so]

the Lord disposes the internals . . .

8. The mind of man is also in its whole form a

man ; for it is his spirit, which after death appears as a

man exactly as in the world . . . and thus the things

which have been said about the conjunction of externals

with internals in the body, are to be understood also

about the conjunction of externals with internals in the

mind ; with the sole difference, that the one is natural,

and the other spiritual.

196. Now, as it is the mind of man which thinks, and

as it thinks from the delight of its affection ; and not

the body ; and as the mind of man is his spirit, which

lives after death ; it follows that the spirit of man is

nothing except affection and the derivative thought.

199^. That in the interiors of the mind of man there

are such infinite things that they cannot be defined by

numbers, is evident from the infinite things in the body,

of which nothing arrives at the sight or sense, except

the action alone in much simplicity, to which there yet

concur thousands of motor or muscular fibres, thousands

of nervous fibres, thousands of little blood-vessels, thou-

sands of things of the lungs which co-operate in every

action, thousands of things in the brains and in the

dorsal spine ; and still more by far in the spiritual man,

which is the human mind ; all the things of which are

forms of affections and of the derivative perceptions and

thoughts, (Continued under Soul.)

279'. Hence it may be evident, that the operations of

the purely organic substances of the mind are nothing

else (than changes and variations of its state and form)
;

with the difference that the operations of the organic

substances of the body are natural, whereas those of the

mind are spiritual ; and that the latter and the former

make a one by correspondences.

^. It cannot be shown to the eye of what quality

are the changes and variations of the state and form of

the organic substances of the mind—which are affections

and thoughts ; but still they can be seen as it were in a

mirror from the changes and variations of the state of

the lungs in speech and singing ; for there is also a cor-

respondence. Ex.
^. Now as sound and speech are produced from no

other source than the affections and thoughts of the

mind ... it is evident that the affections of the will are

changes and variations of the state of the purely organic

substances of the mind ; and that the thoughts of the

understanding are changes and variations of the forms of

these substances . . . (Continued under Memory.)
®. These changes and variations are infinitely

more perfect in the organics of the mind than in the

organics of the body. Ex.

296^^. These . . . are the secret operations of the soul

in the body. Man feels nothing of them . . . and yet

the like take place in the interiors of the mind of man,

for nothing can take place in the body unless it is thence

—for the mind of man is his spirit ; and the spirit is

equally a man—with the sole difterence, that the things

which take place in the body, take place naturally ; and

those which take place in the mind, take place spiritually.

There is a likeness in every way.

299. He who does not know the quality of Heaven
and the quality of Hell, cannot at all know what is the

quality of the mind of man—the mind of man is his

spirit which lives after death. The reason is that the

mind or spirit of man is in all the form in which is

Heaven, or Hell : it does not differ at all, except that

the one is the greatest, and the other the least ; or, that

the one is the effigy, and the other is the type. Ex.

307". For the mind of man, which in itself is spiritual,

cannot be elsewhere than among the spiritual, among
whom also it comes after death.

•*. The Lord rules the interiors of the mind of

man (by transferring the man's spirit from one Society

of Hell into another, if he is evil ; or, if he suffers him-

self to be reformed, he is led out of Hell, and carried up
into Heaven, and is also there transferred from one

Society into another, and this up to the time of his

death) ; but He rules its exteriors in the World of

Spirits . . . The reason is that for the most part man is

different in externals from what he is in internals . . .

and therefore his external is ruled in one way, and his

internal in another ; his external is ruled in the World
of Spirits, and his internal either in Heaven or in Hell,

so long as he is in the world ; and therefore when he

dies, he comes first into the World of Spirits, into his

external, and there he puts this oft", and is then carried

into his place, to which he has been inscribed.

319. It has been said above that man's affections of

love and derivative thoughts are changes and variations
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of the state and form of the organic substances of his

mind. It shall now be told what and of what quality

are these changes and variations. An idea of them may
be jirocured from the heart and lungs—that they are

expansions and compressions, or alternate dilatations and

contractions . . . The like exist in all the other viscera of

the body, and others like them in their jiarts, by means
of which the blood and animal juice are received and

promoted. ( -)The like exist in the organic forms of

the mind, which are the subjects of the aflections and of

the thoughts of man . . . with the difference, that the

expansions and compressions, or recii)rocations, of the

latter, are relatively in such higher perfection, that they

cannot be expressed in the words of natural language,

but only in the words of spiritual language, which can

sound no otherwise, than that they are vorticillar

ingyrations and egyi-ations, after the manner of per-

}ietual and iuflexed spires, wonderfully confasciated into

receptive forms of life. ( ^) With the good (these

substances and forms purely organic) are spirated for-

wards ; but with the evil backwards ; and those which

are spirated forwards are turned to the Lord, and receive

influx from Him ; whereas those which are spirated

backwards are turned to Hell, and receive influx thence.

It is to be known that in proportion as they are turned

backwards, in the same proportion they are open behind,

and closed in fi-ont ; and conversely . . .

320. (It is) an appearance, that wisdom and prudence

are from man, and that they do not flow according to

the state of the organisation of their mind.

324^. (By the taking away of his material body) man's

immortal [part] is laid bare, which is his mind, and

then becomes a spirit in a human form ; his mind is

this spirit. That the mind of man cannot die, was

seen" hj the Sophi or ancient wise ones ; for they said.

How can the lower mind or mind die, when it can be

\vise ?

326^. It is the like with all things which are in the

human mind : in it there are innumerable things, and
each thing there is eonsociated and conjoined according

to the affections, or according as one thing loves the

other.

R. 736. 'This is the mind' (Rev. xvii. 9) = that this is

the understanding and interpretation of the things which
liave been seen.

M. 6*. There is a certain current hidden in the affec-

tion of the will of every Angel which attracts the mind
to be doing something. By this the mind tranquillizes

itself, and satisfies itself . . .

44^. The chaste love of the sex is the deliciousness

itself of the mind and thence of the heart . . .

". (Their love) at once conjoins their souls, and
afterwards their minds . . .

SS*". The conjunction of minds and not at the same
time of bodies ... is spiritual love.

94. As a man progresses from knowledge into intelli-

gence, and from this into wis'lom, so does his mind change

its form ; for it is opened more and more, and conjoins

itself more nearly with Heaven ... If, therefore, he
stands still at the first threshold . . . the form of his

mind remains natm-al ; and this form receives the influx

VOL. ly.

of the universal sphere, which is that of the marriage of

good and truth, no otherwise than . . . beasts and birds

receive it.

loi. That two consorts are the form (of the marriage

of good and truth) in their inmosts ... as the interiors

of their mind are opened. Ex.

. There are three things of Avhich every man con-

sists, and which follow in order with him : soul, mind,

and body. The soul is his inmost ; the mind is his

middle ; and the body is his ultimate. Everything

which inflows from the Lord into man, inflows into his

inmost, which is the soul ; and descends thence into his

middle, which is the mind ; and through this into his

ultimate, which is the body. Thus does the marriage of

good and truth inflow . . . 158.

102. For the mind is opened successively, from infancy

even to extreme old age. For man is born corporeal
;

and, as the mind is opened proximately above the body,

he becomes rational ; and, as this Rational is purified

. . . from fallacies . . . and concupiscences ... it is

opened, which is effected solely by means of wisdom
;

and, when the interiors of the rational mind have been

opened, the man becomes a form of wisdom ; and this

form is the receptacle of love truly conjugial. Ex.

145. In the same proportion his mind is elevated into

a higher aura . . .

156a. On the conjunction of souls and minds by

marriage . . . Chapter.

158. That conjugial love conjoins two souls and thence

minds into a one. Ex.

. The soul, being the inmost of man, is from its

origin celestial ; the mind, being his middle, is from its

origin spiritual ; and the body, being the ultimate, is

from its origin natural . . .

'^. (For) the souls and minds of men are not in

space . . .

172. Hence does the union of souls and the conjunc-

tion of minds take place effectively . . . because in the

Prolific of the husband is his soul, and also his mind as

to its interiors which are conjoined with the soul.

1
78'-. For the sold makes not only the inmosts of the

head, but also the inmosts of the body ; in like manner
the mind, which is middle between the soul and the

body ; and which, although it appears in the head, is

still actually in the whole body also . . . Hence it is

that the acts which the soul and mind intend, flow into

the body in an instant . . .

179. That . . . love truly conjugial ... is a union of

souls, a conjunction of minds . . . Ex.

iSo*^. For innocence and peace are of the soul, tran-

quillity is of the mind, inmost friendship is of the

bosom, full confidence is of the heart, and tlie longing

of the lower mind and of the heart to make all good

mutual to the other, is of the body from them.

187. With both (men and women) the external form

which is of the body is integrated (or made entire)

according to the integration of the internal form which

is of the mind ; for tlie mind acts into the body, and not

the reverse . . .

188. That with men there is an elevation of the mind
2X
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into higher light, and with women there is an elevation

of the mind into higher heat . . . Ex.

[M.I 88]^. Regarded in themselves, these elevations are

openings of the mind ; for the human mind is distin-

guished into regions . . .

191. According to the conjunctions of their minds by

conjugial love . . .

-. "With these . . . the ardour of the body . . .

forcibly draws into communion with itself the lower

things of the mind ; whereas with those who love each

other interiorly, the mind is the prime agent, and draws

the body into communion with itself. It appears as if

love ascends from the body into the soul . . . but still it

descends from the mind, and acts into the lower things

according to their disposition ; and therefore a lascivious

mind acts lasciviously, and a chaste mind chastely ; and
the latter disposes the body, whereas the former is dis-

posed by the body.

192. That marriages induce other forms on souls and
minds. Ex.

-. They are then Spirits and Angels, who are

nothing else than minds and souls in a human form,

stripped of the exuviae . . . and, when these have been

cast out, the forms of the minds are clearly seen, such

as they had been within their bodies ; and then it is

clearly seen that with those who live in marriage those

forms are different from the forms with those who do

not. Des.

203. The mind is (then) closed up from below ; and
is sometimes twisted like a spire into the contrary direc-

tion. But with some it is not closed up, but remains

half-open above ; and, with some, it remains open.

214. That with those in love truly conjugial the con-

junction of minds increases . . . but that with those

who are not in conjugial love, it decreases. Ex.

221. As the mind, while it is acting, is also in the

body, it follows that the latter has the like states.

230®. (Used in the sense of meaning.)

249. "While a man ... is in any use, his mind is

bounded and circumscribed as in a circle, within which

it is successivelj' co-ordinated into a truly human form,

from which, as from a house, he sees various concupi-

scences outside of himself . . .

260. It is believed at this day that the mind of man
is in the head, and nothing of it in the body ; when yet

both soul and mind are in both the head and the body
;

for the soul and the mind are the man ; for both con-

stitute the spirit which lives after death . . .

270. There are three regions of the human mind, one

above another ; and in the lowest region dwells natural

love ; in the higher one, spiritual love ; and in the

highest, celestial love ; and in each region there is the

marriage of good and truth . . .

^. See Marriage Love, here.

273-. For Angels and Spirits have a mind and a

body ; and the affections and derivative thoughts are of

the mind, and the sensations and derivative pleasures are

of the body.

293^. Through this wisdom the interiors of the mind
and thence of the body (of the husbands) are opened . . .

303. That by betrothal the mind of the one is con-

joined with the mind of the other ...

305. For there are in human minds three regions, of

which tlie highest is called celestial, the middle spiritual,

and the lowest natural. Man is born in this lowest, and
he ascends into his higher region, which is called spiritual,

by means of a life according to the truths of religion
;

and into the highest one, by means of the marriage of

love and wasdom. In the lowest region . . . reside all

the concupiscences of evil, and lasciviousnesses ; but in

the higher region . . . there are not any of (these) . , .

and in the highest region ... is conjugial chastity in

its love. Man is elevated into this region by means of

the love of uses . . .

310. Consequently, the mind speaks through its

organ, and the mind acts through its organs in the

body. Hence it is evident that such as is the mind,

such are the speech . . . and the deeds
;
(and therefore)

the mind, through a continual influx, builds the body
to activities concordant and synchronous with itself

;

and therefore the bodies of men, regarded interiorly, are

nothing but forms of their minds exteriorly organized to

effect the behests of the soul. (Therefore) the minds or

spirits are first to be united . . .

^. For . . . the form of the mind is also interiorly

the fonn of the body. (Continued under Marriagk
Love.

)

313. That the states of the minds of both (consorts)

proceeding in successive order inflow into the state of

marriage . . . Ex.
-. That all those things which precede in minds

form series ; and that the series are collected together,

one beside the other, and one after the other ; and that

these together compose the ultimate, is as yet unknown
in the world : but as it is a Truth from Heaven, it is

here adduced ; for by means of it there is opened what
influx operates . . .

380^. Do you not know that the human mind is-

capable of being elevated above sensuous things . . .

". (Used in the sense of opinion.) T.79.

491^. It follows that the form of the human mind is

according to the confirmations, being turned to Heaven

if its confirmations are in favour of marriages; but to

Hell if they are in favour of adulteries ; and such as is

the form of the mind of a man, such is his spirit, con-

sequently such is the man.

497*^. As conjugial love opens the interiors of the

mind, and thus elevates them above the sensuous things

of tlie body even into the light and heat of Heaven ; sO'

the love of adultery closes up the interiors of the mind,

and thrusts down into the body the mind itself as to its-

will . . .

530-. The mind of every man, according to his will

and deriva.tive understanding, actually dwells in one of

the Societies (of Heaven or Hell) ; and intends and
thinks in like manner as do those who are there . . .

^. For the deeds follow the body into the tomb ;

but the mind rises again.

I. 8. That . . . love and wisdom inflow . . . into the

soul of man ; and, through this, into his mind, its-

affections and thoughts ; and, from these, into the

senses, speech, and actions of the body. Gen. art.
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. Through the soul into the rational mind . . .

*. For the mind is subordinate to the soul ; and
the body is subordinate to the mind

; and the mind has

two lives, one of the will, and the other of the under-

standing. The life of the will is the good of love, and

its derivations are called affections ; and the life of the

understanding is the truth of wisdom, and its derivations

are called thoughts : through the latter and the former

the mind lives. But the senses, speech, and actions are

the life of the body . . .

^. The human soul, which is a higher spiritual

substance, receives influx immediately from God ; but

the human mind, being a lower spiritual substance,

receives influx from God mediately through the Sjiiritual

World ; and the body, being from the substances of

nature, which are called matters, receives influx from

God mediately through the natural world.

12. The soul inflows into the human mind . . .

14. By the human mind are meant its two faculties,

which are called the understanding and the will . . .

16^. As the angelic Heaven is distinguished into three

degrees, so therefore is the human mind distinguished

into three degrees, because it is an image of Heaven . . .

T. 13®. They (thus) close up the higher things of the

mind for God, and open the lower things of their mind
for the devil . . .

32-. The mind-aHiniJfs-of one is never exactly like

that of another ; and therefore it is said. As many heads

so many minds-«?t(?ni ; consequently the mind—that

is, the will and understanding—of one, is never the

same as that of another . . .

34. The human mind, from which and according to

which man is man, is formed into three regions, accord-

ing to three degrees. Enum.
". The human mind, organized according to these

three degrees, is a receptacle of the Divine influx . . .

37^. (There are) two essentials and universals by

which human minds come forth and subsist, which are

the will and the understanding . . . and the will is the

receptacle of love, and the understanding of wisdom
;

and therefore the two correspond to the Divine love and

the Divine wisdom, from which they originate.

38^. For there is a perpetual correspondence of all

things of the mind with all things of the body. Hence
it follows that the human mind is organized, interiorly

of spiritual substances, and exteriorly of natural sub-

stances, and Anally of material things ; the mind whose

delights of love are goods, interiorly of spiritual sub-

stances such as are in Heaven ; but the mind whose

delights are evils, interiorly of spiritual substances such

as are in Hell . . .

40. Human and angelic minds are these forms.

^ In the same proportion he casts down his mind
from Heaven to earth, and . . . becomes natural, sen-

suous, and corporeal ; for he closes up the higher regions

of his mind . . . and, when the higher regions of the

mind, where dwells the true light of life, have been

closed up, the region of the mind below them opens

itself, into which only the lumen of the world is

admitted ...

69. The human mind is distinguished into three

degrees. (Continued under Degree.)

71-. God created man's rational mind according to

the order of the whole Spiritual World ; and his body
according to the order of the whole natural world . . .

147. The human mind is distinguished into three

regions. Enum. The minds of all men who deny the

holiness of the Word and the Divinity of the Lord think

in the lowest region . . .

151. The mind of man consists of understanding and
will ; and understanding is to think ; and will is to

do. . .

152. For the human mind grows as does its body;
biit the latter in stature, and the former in wisdom.

Thus also is the latter exalted from region into region.

Enum. But this exaltation of the mind does not take

place except from time to time ; thus as the man pro-

cures for himself truths, and conjoins them with good.

154^ In the Internal of man, by which is meant his

voluntary and perceptive mind, there are congeries of

ideas . . .

156. That the spirit of man is his mind, and whatever

proceeds from it. Ex.

. The mind of every man is his internal man,
which actually is the man, and is within the external

man which makes his body ; and therefore when the

body is rejected . . . it is in a full human form. There-

fore they err who believe that the mind of man is solely

in the head. It is there in principles (or beginnings)

only, from which there first goes forth everything which

man thinks from the understanding and acts from the

will ; but it is in the body in the principiates (or deriv-

atives) formed for sensating and acting ; and, as it

adheres to the corporeals inwardly, it imparts to them
sense and motion ; and also inspires the perception as if

the body thought and acted from itself . . . (Continued

under Spikit. )

1S6. In what region of the mind do the theological

things with man reside ? ... At first I believed that

they were in the highest region ; for the human mind is

distinguished into three regions, as a house is into three

stories . . . An Angel said. With those who love truth

because it is truth, theological things rise up even into

the highest region . . . and are in the light in which are

the Angels ; but moral things, theoretically contem-

plated and perceived, place themselves beneath these in

the second region, because they communicate with

spiritual things ; and political things beneath these in

the first region ; but scientifics . . . make the door to

these higher things . . . 482. 494.
^. But with those who love truth . . . only for

the glory of their reputation, theological things reside

in the lowest region (of the mind) where are scientifics

. . . Beneath these, in the same region, are political

things ; and beneath these moral things ; because witli

these persons the two higher regions are not opened on

the right side ; and therefore they have no interior

reason of judgment, nor affection of justice . . .

224-. The understanding is a receptacle of Divine

truth, and the will of Divine good ; consequently, the

human mind, which consists of these two principles, is

nothing else than a form of Divine truth and Divine
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good spiritually and naturally organized. The liuman

brain is that form. And as the whole man depends on

his mind, all things which are in his body are append-

ages, which are actuated by these two principles . . .

[.T.}296". The human mind is like a house of three

stories ...

350^. The human mind is like soil . . .

35 1-. He who does not know that the human mind is

organized ; or that it is a spiritual organism ceasing in

a natural organism, in which and according to which
the mind operates its ideas, or thinks, cannot but

suppose that perceptions, thoughts, and ideas are

nothing but radiations and variations of light inflowing

into the head . . . But . . . tlie brains are organized,

and tlie mind dwells in them . . . "What then is the

nature of this organization ? ... It is an ordination of

all things in series, as it were in bundles . . . Ex.
.

s. From these things it may be seen, that unless

there were such an ordination of substances in the

human mind, man would not have anything analytic of

reason ; which everyone has according to tlie ordination,

thus according to the abundance of the Truths cohering

as it were in a bundle ; and the ordination is according

to the use of reason from freedom.

357^. Has not man a rational mind . . .

366-. The difference is that the evil block up the wa}'

... to prevent God from entering into the lower things

of their mind
; but the good . . . open the door, and

invite God to enter into the lower things of their mind
;

as He dwells in its highest things . . .

375. Only mental and perishable things . . .

-. There is not anything in the mind to which
there does not correspond something in the body . . .

381*. Such is the mind of hypocrites: it can be

opened on the side of Hell, and on the side of Heaven
;

and, when it is opened towards the one side, it is closed

up towards the other . . .

392"^. Therefore the human mind in which charity is

conjoined with faith ... is likened to 'a garden' . . .

395. The human mind is distinguished into three

regions . . . From the highest region man looks to God
;

from the second one he looks to the world ; and from
the third one he looks to himself. As the mind is such,

it can be elevated and can elevate itself upwards, because
to God and Heaven ; it can be poured forth and can
pour itself forth to the sides in every direction, because
into the world and its nature

; and it can be let down
and can let itself down downwards, because to the earth
and to Hell. In these respects the sight of the body
emulates the sight of the mind : it also can look up,
look around, and look down.

'\ The human mind is like a house of three
stories, between which there is a communication by
means of stairs ; and in the highest of which dwell
Angels from Heaven ; in the middle one, men from the
world

; and, in the lowest. Genii. The man in whom
these three loves have been rightly subordinated, can
ascend and descend at pleasure ; and, when he ascends
into the highest story, he is together with the Angels
as an Angel ; w^hen he descends thence into the middle
one, he is together with men there as an Angel man

;

and when he descends from this further, he is together

with Genii as a man of the world, and instructs, reproves,

and masters them.

403-. All the works done by a man . . . are done

according to the state of the mind in his head . . .

420. In common perception the mind of man is

indeed the internal man ; but the mind itself is divided

into two regions (a spiritual one and a natural one). The
spiritual mind looks principally into the Spiritual

World . . . but the natural mind principally into the

natural w'orld . . . All the action and speech of man
proceed from the lower region of the mind directly, and
from its higher region indirectly ; because the lower

region of the mind is nearer the senses of the body, and
the higher region is more remote from them. There is

this di\ision of the mind with man, because he has been

created to be spiritual and at the same time natural
;

and thus a man and not a beast. Further ex.

475. The mind of man is kept by the Lord in the

Spiritual World. The mind of man is his spirit which
lives after death ; and his spirit is continually in con-

sort with his like in the Spiritual World ; and, through

the material body ... is with men in the natural

world ...

498. Free will . . . resides in man's soul . . . and from

that ... it flows into his mind, into its two parts . . .

578. If (these) inflowed into the spiritual organism of

the mind of those who are in the delight of evil . . .

they would be tortured ... As this organism consists of

perpetual spirals, it would involve itself in the spires . . ,

6oie. Religion is allotted the highest seat in the

human mind . . .

603. The human mind is distinguished into three

regions. Enum. By regeneration, man is elevated from

the lowest region which is natural, into the higher one

which is spiritual ; and, through this, into the celestial

one . . . from which it is evident that the mind of a

regenerated man has been elevated into the spiritual

region ; and there from the higher mind it sees the

things which are going on in the lower or natural mind.

Ex.

608. Therefore the human mind is distinguished into

three degrees or regions according to the Heavens.

658. Every learned man knows that there are two
faculties or parts of the mind : the will and the under-

standing ; but few know how to discriminate them
justly . . . They who cannot do this cannot procure for

themselves any notion about the mind except a very

obscure one. (Continued under Will.
)

720^. After death, the interiors of their mind have

been fixed . . .

816. Their minds are continually . . . travelling . . .

outside their city . . . and as is the state of a man's

mind in the natural world, such is it in the Spiritual

World ; for the mind of a man is his spirit, or the

posthumous man living after his dejiarture from the

material body.

Ad. 88. Man's highest life, or rather faculty, is what

is properly called his soul ; the second in succession is

called his intellectual mind, which ... is heavenly
;
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but the third, which succeeds to this again, is the

natural mind or animus . . .

653. The soul itself is the highest power in man ; to

it succeeds the intellectual mind ; and to this the lower

mind, or animus ; then, finally, the external sensations.

These are the principal substances of man . . .

916. See MiND-a?umi<s, here.

917. Man consists of four faculties; namely, of the

soul properly so called ; of the intellectual mind, to

which is added the will ; of the natural mind, which

men have in common with brute animals ; and, finally,

of sensation, which is fivefold. These are the essential

parts of man.

918. But the essential parts of brute animals are

three : namely, the soul, which is their principal essence
;

also the natural mind, or animus ; and external sensa-

tion, which is in like manner fivefold. But they have

no intellectual mind . . . but in place of it is the soul,

which rules their natural mind
; and this the body.

922. At the time of the Fall the way between the

soul and the rational mind was closed . . .

923. Plow the mind of man is formed ; that is, con-

ceived and born . . . cannot be perceived, unless it is

known that there are four faculties ; namely, the soul,

properly so called ; the rational mind, properly the

human mind ; the natural mind, properly the animal
mind ; and sensation, which is properly of the body.

924. The formation itself of the human mind is

efiected by means of the external senses, especially

through the hearing and the sight . . . 987.

D. 1S27. They do not know that there is a certain

natural mind, which is almost like the animus of brutes
;

ibr to it belong the cupidities, the phantasies, the im-

agination ; and to it are attributed the material ideas.

This mind is distinct from the corporeal things. Be-

sides, there is a mind more interior, which is truly

human
; for it does not exist in brute animals ; to it

Ijelong the understanding and the will ; and that it is

more interior, or higher, may be clearly evident from

this : that man can think, and thence can will, which
a brute animal cannot do ; and moreover it can command
the concupiscences of the natural mind . . . There is

besides an inmost mind, as in the Heavens where is the

Inmost Heaven, and which cannot be described ; for it

is known that the things which are of the thought are

ruled from the inmosts . . . Thus does man correspond

to the Heavens . . .

1828. And therefore there are three degrees of life

within man . . . which are distinguished into an interior

one, which is of the natural mind ; into a more interior

one, which is of the intellectual mind ; and into an
inmost one, which corresponds to the Inmost or Third
Heaven.

2769. Animals. . . cannoteluvate their minds towards
Heaven.

2770. The inmost soul of the brutes is in the sphere

of our intellectual miud . . .

2904. That men are spiritual minds. Ex.

3474. Certain Spirits inferred that they have a

propriuni which is not evil ; to wit, the inmost and the

more interior minds. Ex. 3475.

6005. An arcanum : that the Lord conjoins good with

truth in the spiritual mind . . . and what is done by
the Lord in this mind does not come to the manifest

perception of man, but only obscurely . . .

E. 98. Unless it is known that all things which are

done by man flow from the interiors which are of his

mind
; and that the mind is the all in all things which

man does ; and that the body is only obedience . . .

. These two facilities are called by the one word
mind ...

112^ His spiritual mind ... is then empty ....

126. There are two minds with man, one exterior and
the other interior. The exterior mind is called the

natural mind
; and the interior mind is called the

spiritual mind. The natural mind is opened by means
of the Knowledges of the things-rejviTW-which are in the

world ; and the spiritual mind by means of the Know-
ledges of the things-rej'Mm-which are in Heaven . . .

148. With those who live according to the Lord's

precepts, and who acknowledge the Divine in His
Human, the interior mind is opened, and then the man
becomes spiritual . . .

177''. For these loves open the interior or higher mind,
which is formed to receive the light of Heaven ; and
through that mind the light of Heaven inflows with
them and illustrates them ; but they do not perceive

truths in this mind while they are living in the world
;

but they see them in the lower mind, which mind is of

the external or natural man . . . Their interior or

spiritual mind looks to the Lord ; and then the Lord
elevates that mind, and at the same time the lower or

natural mind, to Himself . . .

263. The elevation of the mind, and attention. Sig.

351^. That which is done in Heaven inflows also into

the minds of men ; for the minds of men make a one

with the minds of Spirits and Angels.

401. There are two minds with man, a spiritual one

and a natural one. The spiritual mind thinks and
perceives from the light of Heaven ; but the natuial

mind from the light of the world . . . This mind is that

which is called the natural man ; but the former, the

spiritual man. As the natural mind is below or outside

the spiritual mind, it is therefore around it ; for it wraps

it round on every side ; and therefore it is called 'sack-

cloth of hair;' for, when the spiritual mind. . . is

closed up, the natural mind ... is in thick darkness as

to all things of Heaven and the Church ; for all the

light which the natural mind has, and which makes
its intelligence, is from the light of its spiritual

mind . . .

"'"'. For all the light of truth is from spiritual

good ; and spiritual good resides in the higher or interior

mind, which is called the spiiitual mind. This mind
cannot be opened with those who are in the love of

self; for in each thing they look to self: if they elevate

their eyes to Heaven, still the thought of their spirit

sticks in the view of self . . .

404. It is said the sinritual man, and there is meant
the spiritual mind, which is the higher or interior mind
of man ; whereas the lower or exterior mind is called
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the natural man. . . 'Rolled up like a book ' = that it

has been closed up ; for the spiritual mind ... is

opened through truths applied to life, thus through
goods ; but is closed up through falsities applied to life,

thus through evils ; and the closing up is as if the roll

of a book were being rolled up.

[E.] 406. There are with man two minds ; one higher

or interior, which is called the spiritual mind ; and the

other lower or exterior, which is called the natural mind.
The natural mind is first opened and cultivated with
men, because this mind stands forth nearest the world

;

whereas the spiritual mind is opened and cultivated

afterwards ; but in proportion as the man receives the

Knowledges of truth which are from the Word, or from

doctrine from the Word ; and therefore it is not opened
with those who do not apply them to life. And, when
the spiritual mind is being opened, the light of Heaven
inflows through this mind into the natural mind, and
illustrates it, from which this mind becomes spiritual

natural ; for the spiritual mind then sees iu the natural

one almost as a man sees his face in a mirror, and ac-

knowledges the things which agree with itself. But when
the spiritual mind has not been opened, as takes place

with those who do not apply to their life the Knowledges

of truth and good ... a mind is still formed with him
interiorly in the Natural, but this mind consists of

mere falsities and evils, for the reason that the spiritual

mind has not been opened ; in consequence of which the

light of Heaven is not let into the Natural by the right

(or straight) way, but only through chinks round about,

whence it has the faculty of thinking, reasoning, and
speaking, and also the faculty of understanding truths

;

but not the faculty of loving them, or of doing them
from affection ; for (this faculty') is given solely through

the influx of the light of Heaven through the spiritual

mind
; for the light of Heaven [coming] through the

spiritual mind is conjoined with the heat of Heaven . . .

whereas the light of Heaven inflowing through chinks

into the Natural, is the light separated from the heat of

Heaven , . . whence it may be evident that the man
with whom the spiritual mind has been opened is like

a garden and a paradise ; and that the man with
whom the spiritual mind has not been opened is

like a solitude, and a land covered with snow ; because

the mind makes the man ; for his mind is the under-

standing and the will ; and therefore it is the same
whether you say the mind, or the man ; thus whether
you say the spiritual and the natural mind, or the

spiritual and the natural man. 408.

504^^. For Divine influx from Heaven with the good
opens the spiritual mind, and adapts it to receive ; but,

with the evil, who have not any spiritual mind, it opens

the interiors of their natural mind, where evils and
falsities reside ; whence they have aversion towards all

the good of Heaven, and hatred against truths, and
concupiscence for every crime ; whence comes their

separation from the good, and presently damnation.

5132". Therefore when no truth of Heaven is any
longer acknowledged, and no good of Heaven affects,

the spiritual mind, which is called the spiritual man, is

closed ; and the natiu-al mind receives mere falsities

from evil . . .

514-^. For the stormy motions of the natural man are

appeased by the Lord, when the spiritual mind is being

opened ; and the Lord inflows through it into the

natural mind.

527'*, For every man has a lower or exterior mind,

and a higher or interior mind
;

(the former) is the

natural mind, which is called the natural man ; but

(the latter) is the spiritual mind, and is called the

spiritual man. The reason the mind is called a man, is

that man is man from his mind. These two minds . . .

are entirely distinct ; through the lower mind man is

in the natural world and together with men there
;

whereas through the higher mind he is in the Spiritual

World with the Angels there. These two minds are so

distinct, that so long as he lives in the world, man does

not know what is being transacted with himself in his

higher mind
; and when he becomes a Spirit ... he

does not know what is being transacted in the lower

mind. Hence it is said that 'God distinguished between

the light and the darkness ..."

569*. For the Spiritual is the Divine inflowing ; for it

is the light of Heaven, which is Divine truth proceed-

ing ; and this inflows through the higher mind, which
is called the spiritual mind, into the lower mind, which

is called the natural mind ; and conjoins this with

itself; and, through the conjunction, makes it so that

the natural mind makes a one with the spiritual

mind . . .

577'. It follows that there is no intelligence with

those who are in the falsities of evil ; for the higher and

spiritual mind is with them closed, and only the lower

mind, which is called the natural mind, is open. This

mind, when the higher one is closed, does not receive

anything of truth and good, consequently no intelligence

from Heaven, but only from the world ; and therefore,

instead of intelligence, these have only knowledge ; and,

from this, thought ; from which proceeds reasoning

;

and, through this, the confirmation of falsity and evil

against truth and good.

579'. For the Divine things of the Word can never

be conjoined except with heavenly love ... if with any

other love . . . the higher mind, which is called the

spiritual mind, is closed, and the lower mind only,

which is called the natural mind, is opened ; nay, with

those who conjoin the truths of the AVord with the

affection of the love of self, the natural mind also is

closed, and only the ultimate of this mind, which is

called the Sensuous, is opened . . .

625^. The man who in the world has lived a life of

love to the Lord and a life of charity towards the neigh-

bour, after his departure from the world, comes into

this ineffable intelligence and wisdom ; for his interior

mind, which is the mind itself of his spirit, is then

opened ; and, when he becomes an Angel, the man
thinks and speaks from this mind ; consequently such

things as he could not utter or comprehend in the

world. Such a spiritual mind, which is like the angelic

mind, is in every man ; but in the world, as he there

speaks, sees, hears, and feels by means of the material

body, it lies hidden within the natural mind, or lives

above this mind ; and the man is then completely

ignorant of what he is thinking therein ; for the thought
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of that mind inflows then into the natural mind
; and

there limits, bounds, and presents itself to be seen and

perceived . . .

644^. There are with every man two minds ; one in-

terior which is called the spiritual mind, and the other

exterior which is called the natural mind. The spirit-

ual mind is created for the reception of the light of

Heaven ; and the natural mind for the reception of the

light of the world ; and therefore the spiritual mind,

which is the interior mind of man, is Heaven with

him ; and the natural mind, which is the exterior mind

of man, is the world with him. The interior mind . . .

is opened in proportion as the man acknowledges the

Divine of the Lord ; and a man acknowledges this in

proportion as he is in the good of love and of charity,

and in the truths of doctrine and of faith. But this in-

terior mind ... is not opened, in proportion as a man
does not acknowledge the Divine of the Lord, and does

not live a life of love and of faith ; and this mind is

closed in proportion as a man is in evils and the deriva-

tive falsities ; and, when it has been closed, the natural

mind becomes Hell with the man ; for in the natural

mind is evil and its falsity ; and therefore when the

spiritual mind, which is Heaven with him, has been

closed, the natural mind, which is Hell, dominates.

654'*. With every man there is an Liternal, which

sees from the light of Heaven, which Liternal is called

the internal spiritual man, or the internal spiritual

mind ; and an External, which sees from the light of

the world, which External is called the external natural

man, or the external natural mind. With every man
of the Church the Liternal must be conjoined with the

External ; and when they have been conjoined, the

.sjiiritual man . . . dominates over the natural man . . ,

From this conjunction a man is a man of the Church,

and an Angel. But, when the natural man is not con-

joined with the spiritual, and subordinate to it, which

is the case especially when the s[)iritual man has been

closed up—and it has been closed up with those who
deny the Divine things of the Word and of the Church

;

for they then see nothing from the light of Heaven

—

then the natural man is in blindness as to spiritual

things ; and, by means of his Rational, he perverts all

the truths of the Church ; and, by means of the ideas

with him, he turns them into falsities. Ti\

714-. What is heavenly and Divine . . . cannot inflow

immediately into the natural mind ; but mediately

through the spiritual mind, which can be opened and

formed for the reception of heavenly light and heat

;

that is, for the reception of Divine truth and Divine

good. The reason why these cannot inflow immediately

into the natural mind, is that in this mind reside the

hereditary evils of man, which are of the love of self

and of the world. Hence, regarded in himself, the

natural man does not love anything except himself and

the world . . . and therefore it has been provided by

the Lord that these evils may be removed, and that

thus there may be a place for the truths and goods of

spiritual love ; namely through the opening and forma-

tion of the spiritual mind, which is above the natural

mind ; and through the influx thence of Heaven from

the Lord through that mind into the natural mind.

730^^. Every man is born natural, and also lives

natural, until he becomes rational ; and, when he has

become rational, he can be led by the Lord, and

become spiritual ; which is eff'ected through the im-

plantation of the Knowledges of truth from the Word,

and at the same time through the opening of the spirit-

ual mind, which receives those things which are of

Heaven . . . This opening ... is not possible except

through temptations . . ,

739^. For the spiritual degree, or spiritual mind,

contracts itself at any evil or falsity of evil, as a fibril of

the body does at a sting . . . The like is the case with the

interior mind of man, which is called the spiritual

mind, at the touch or afflatus of evil and the derivative

falsity. But verily when things homogeneous, which

are Divine truths from the Word, and which derive

their essence from good, approach this mind, it opens

itself ; but the opening is eff'ected no otherwise than

through the reception of the good of love inflowing

through Heaven from the Lord, and through the con-

junction thereof with the truths which the man had

committed to memory . . . Hence it may lie evident

how the second or middle degree is opened. (Continued

under Degree.)

759-'. All who are of (the Church which is called 'the

New Jerusalem') have the understanding illustrated

. . . and, as they thus see truth, they acknowledge it,

and receive it in the affection of the will ; whereby

truths with them become spiritual ; and consequently

the spiritual mind, which is above the natural mind,

with them is opened ; and being opened it receives

angelic sight, which is the sight of truth itself from the

light of it . . .

7753. (Thus) the understanding and will—which in

one word are called the mind—consequently also, intel-

ligence and wisdom, reside in the brains ;
and are there

in their primes . . . and the organs which are formed to

receive the senses, and to perform motions, are deriva-

tions thence ... as principiates from their ininciples,

or as substantiates from their substances ;
and these

derivations are such that the brains are present every-

where . . . whence it follows that the universal body,

and each and all things of it, are forms under the view,

auspices, and obedience of the mind, which is in the

brain ... so that a part in which this mind is not

present, or to which it does not give its life, is not a

part of man's life. From these things it may be evident,

that the mind, when it is in its thought which is of the

understanding, and in its att'ectiou which is of the will,

has extension into each single thing of the whole body,

and there, by means of its own forms, it expatiates, as

do the thought and aff"ections of the Angels into the

Societies of the universal Heaven.

\ If, therefore, the mind is in the faith of

falsity, and in the love of evil, then the whole of its

body is in the like ; that is, the whole man ; as may be

manifestly evident from a man when he becomes a

Spirit, good or evil ; for then his whole spiritual body,

from head to heel, is altogether such as is his mind. If

his mind is heavenly, his whole spirit, even as to the

body, is heavenly ; if his mind is infernal, his whole

spirit, even as to the body, is infernal . . .
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[E.] 790^ Everyman has two minds, one natural, and

the other spiritual ; and, as it is the mind which wills

and thinks, every man has also a natural will and

thought, and a spiritual will and thought ; the natural

mind wills and thinks as a man in the world ; and the

spiritual mind wills and thinks as an Angel in

Heaven . . .

*. As every man has two minds . . . and the

natural mind is opened and formed through such things

as are in the world, and the spiritual mind is opened

and formed through such things as are in Heaven . . .

therefore it is necessary that man's spiritual mind be

opened and formed through those things which are in

the Word. Ex. . . When the spiritual mind is closed,

the natural mind is opened and formed only through

such things as are in the world . . . From these things

it follows that faith is not faith so long as only the

natural mind has been opened.
''. The spiritual mind is opened primarily by this :

that the man abstains from doing evils, because they are

contrary to the Divine precepts in the Word. Fully ex.

^. These things have been said concerning the

opening of the spiritual mind : its formation shall now
be spoken of. The spiritual mind is formed from those

things which are in the man's memory from the Word.

Fully ex.

. Fourthly : Truths elevated into the spiritual

mind, are not in a natural, but in a spiritual form. Ex.

. . . Hence it is that when a man becomes a Spirit, and

his spiritual mind is opened, he no longer thinks and

speaks naturally, but spiritually.

. Fifthly : So long as a man lives in the world,

he does not at all know that he thinks in the spiritual

mind
; but only what he thinks from that mind in the

natural one. But after death the state is changed : he

then thinks from the spiritual mind, and not from the

natural one.

^. When the spiritual mind of man has been

opened and formed, then the Lord forms the natural

mind
; for the natural mind of man is formed by the

Lord through the spiritual mind. The reason is, that

the spiritual mind of man is in Heaven, and his natural

mind is in the world ; for the Natural cannot be formed

to the idea of such things as are in Heaven, except from

Heaven, nor until communication and conjunction have

been effected with Heaven. The formation is effected

by the Lord by means of influx from the spiritual mind
into the natural one, whereliy the tilings which are in

the natural mind are disposed so as to correspond to

those which are in the spiritual one. . . The things which
are in the natural mind from the spiritual one, are called

rational truths, moral truths, natural truths ; and, in

general, scientitic truths ; and the goods which are in the

natural mind from the spiritual one, are called affections

and longings for those truths . . . and, in general, uses.

. All things which are from the spiritual mind in the

natural one come under the view and into the per-

ception of the man.
''^. It is to be known that this formation of both

, minds with man lasts from his infancy to his old age,

and afterwards to eternity ; sometimes from the middle

age of man to his last one, and then to eternity ; but

still differently after the life in the world . . , and, as

the man is formed, so is he perfected in intelligence and

wisdom, and becomes a man ; for no man is a man from

his natural mind ; from this he is a beast rather . . .

". (Thus) although the will and the understand-

ing are two faculties of life, still they act as a one ; and

therefore these two faculties are called one mind.

These are in the natural man. In the spiritual man
also there are will and understanding, but much more

perfect, which also are called one mind. The latter,

therefore, are called the spiritual mind ; and the former,

the natural mind. But these are such with the man
whose spiritual mind has been opened and formed ; but

it is altogether different with the man whose spiritual

mind is closed, and only the natural mind opened.

1-. Charity and faith act as a one, like the will

and understanding . . . but these [do so] in the natural

mind ; whereas in the spiritual mind instead of charity

there is the love of good, and instead of faith there is

the perception of truth.

794^. The spiritual mind is what is called the internal

arid spiritual man ; and the natural mind, the external

and natural man.

797^^. It is the like if it is said that Heaven is closed

to a man, or that the higher mind of man, which i&

called his sj)iritual mind, is closed ; for the spiritual

mind of man is his Heaven ; and therefore man has

conjunction with Heaven through it : and the natural

mind of man is his world ; and therefore through it he

has conjunction with the world.

798^. With these (who are in faith from charity) the

spiritual mind is opened ; whereas with the former

(who are in natural faith) the natural mind only is

opened ; but more deeply and interiorly according to

the quality of the faith and the deiivative quality of the

life. The mind of these latter, viewed in the light of

Heaven, appears snowy, such as is rational light ; and

the Rational is the middle between the spiritual mind
and the natural mind.

^. To do good from charity is impossible for any-

one except him whose spiritual mind has been opened ;

and the spiritual mind is opened solely by this : that the

man abstains from doing evils, and shuns and is at last

averse to them, because they are contrary to the Divine

precepts . . .

862. For good opens the spiritual mind, which re-

ceives light from Heaven, and illustrates the natural

mind. Hence truths, when they appear, are acknow-

ledged and received, and falsities are rejected . . .

865-. This (signification of 'first-fruits') originates

from the fact that there are two minds with man, a

natural mind and a spiritual mind. From the natural

mind alone there is not produced anything except

evil and the derivative falsity ; but as soon as the

spiritual mind has been opened, there is produced good

and the derivative truth. This which is first pjroduced

is meant by 'the first-born' and 'the first-fruits.' And
as all things which are born and produced from the

spiritual mind are not from man but from the Lord,

therefore these were sanctified to Jehovah . . .

3. But in order that this may come still more

clearly into the understanding, it is to be known that

the merely natural mind is formed to the idea or image
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of the world ; but the spiritual mind to the idea or

image of Heaveu ; and that the spiritual mind is not

opened with any one, except through the acknowledg-

ment of the Divine of the Lord, and through a life

according to His precepts ; and, before this mind has

been opened, there is not produced any good and the

derivative truth ; but, as soon as it has been opened, it

is then produced ; and that wliich is produced is from

the Lord. The first thing, therefore, which is produced,

is called ' holy ; ' and it signifies that all things which

are produced afterwards are holy. From these things

it is evident, that 'the opening of the womb ' = the

opening of tlie spiritual mind . , .

s. For with (those who will be of the New
Church), and not with any others, is the spiritual mind
opened ; and therefore no others are led by the

Lord . . .

897^. The genuine reason why no others can be let

into spiritual temptations than those who are in the

marriage of good and truth, is that the spiritual mind,

which is properly the internal man, cannot be opened

witli others ; for, when this mind is being opened, then

temptations come forth. The reason is, that Heaven—
that is, the Lord through Heaven—inflows through the

spiritual mind of man into his natural mind. There is

no other way for Heaven—that is, for the Lord through

Heaven—into man ; and, when Heaven inflows, it then

removes the obstacles, which are the evils and the

derivative falsities, which reside in the natural mind,

or in the natural man ; and these cannot be removed,

except by a living acknowledgment of them by the

man, and grief of soul on account of them. Hence it is

that in temptations man has anguish from the evils and

falsities which rise up into the thought . . .

923''. For these have not any spiritual good ; and this

good . . . alone opens the spiritual mind, through which

the Lord inflows, and illustrates ; and, without the

opening of this mind, illustration is not possible, conse-

quently neither is the understanding of truth. He
who believes that he can see any truth of the Church
from the lumen of reason alone, is much mistaken. He
can indeed know it from another ; but he cannot see it

in light . . .

969-. Man is born from his parents an image of the

world, and is born anew that he may be an image of

Heaven . . . Man is an image of the world as to his

nati;ral mind, and he is an image of Heaveu as to his

spiritual mind. The natural mind, which is the world,

is below ; and the spiritual mind, which is Heaven, is

above. The natural mind is full of evils of every kind
;

as thefts, adulteries, murders, false M-itnesses, concupi-

scences ; nay, blasphemies and profanations of God.

These evils, and many others, reside in that mind ; for

the loves of them are there, and the derivative delights

of thinking, willing, and doing them. These things are

innate in that mind from the parents ; for man is born

and grows up in the things which are in that mind,

being restrained only by the bonds of civil right, and
by the bonds of moral life, from doing them . . . Who
cannot see that the Lord cannot inflow from Heaven
with man, and teach and lead him, before these evils

have been reuioved . . .

970''. In a word, so long as man does not desist from

evils because they are sins, his spiritual mind is closed
;

but as soon as man desists from evils because they are

sins, the spiritual mind is opened ; and, with this

mind. Heaven also
;

(and then) the man comes into

another light as to all things which are of the Church,

of Heaven, and of eternal life ; although, so long as he

lives in the world, he can with difliculty notice the

difference between this light and the former one. The
reason is that a man in the world thinks naturally even

about spiritual things ; and spiritual things are enclosed

in natural ideas, until the man passes . . . into the

Spiritual World . . .

983^. When the understanding of truth, which is

with the man, makes a one with the aff'ection of good
which is with the woman, there is a conjunction of two
minds into one mind. This conjunction is the spiritual

marriage from which descends conjugial love ; for when
two minds have been conjoined, so that they are as one
mind, there is love between them . . .

1050-. Man has two minds . . . the natural mind
is opened with him by means of knowledges and the

Knowledges of truth and good ; and the spiritual mind
is opened by means of a life according to them. (Con-

tinued under Profaxatiox, and also at 1055^.)

1056-'. The love of dominating by means of the holy

things of the Church, completely closes up the interiors

of the human mind from the inmosts towards the outer-

most, according to the quality and quantity of this love.

Ex. . . Man has a spiritual mind, a rational mind, a

natural mind, and a sensuous mind. Through the

spiritual mind, man is in Heaven, and is a Heaven in

the least form ; through the natural mind, he is in the

world, and is a world in the least form. The Heaven
with man communicates with the world in him through
the rational mind

; and with the body, through the

sensuous mind. With man after his biTth the sensuous
mind is first 0})ened ; afterwards, the natural mind

;

and, as he studies intelligence, the rational mind
; and,

as he studies wisdom, the spiritual mind. Then, after-

wards, in proportion as the man is wise, the spiritual

mind is to him as the head, and the natural mind is as

the body, to which the rational mind serves for conjunc-

tion, as the neck does to the head ; and then the

sensuous mind is as the soles of the feet. With infants,

all these minds are disposed by the Lord by means of

the influx of innocence from Heaven so that they can

be opened. But with those who from childhood begin

to be inflamed with the desire of dominating by means

of the holy things of the Church, the spiritual mind is

completely closed, and also the rational mind, and

finally the natural mind down to the sensuous mind . . .

and thus they become merely sensuous, who are the

most stupid of all in spiritual and the derivative rational

things, and the most astute of all in worldly and the

derivative civil things.

1061. 'This is the mind having wisdom' (Rev.xvii.9)

= the understanding of these things in the natural sense

from the spiritual. Ex.

1092'. Man is in the Spiritual World with his head,

as he is in the natural world with his body. By his

head is here meant his mind, which is understanding.
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thought, will, and love ; and by liis body are here
meant his senses . , . and where his mind is, there is

the whole man with head and body when he becomes a

Spirit.

[E.] 1168*. The man's mind, before it was conjoined
with Heaven, M-as turned backwards, because it had not
yet been brought forth from Hell . . . But after the mind
has been conjoined with Heaven, it is turned forwards,

and is elevated to the Lord, and looks from right to

left ; that is, from good to truth, which is according to

order. Thus is the turning effected.

1202^. As man has a spiritual mind, and this mind
is above his natural mind ; and as his spiritual mind
can view such things as are of Heaven and the Church,
and also tlie things which are of the state as to good
manners and tlie laws . . . therefore man is able not
only to think rationally . . . but also to receive influx

through Heaven from tlie Lord, and to become intelli-

gent and wise. This no beast can do . . .

•'*. As man has a spiritual mind, and at the same
time a natural mind

; and as his spiritual mind is

above his natural mind
; and as his spiritual mind is

such that it can view and love truths and goods in

every degree, conjointly with the natural mind, and
[also] abstractedly from it, it follows that the interiors

of man, which are of both his minds, are able to be

elevated to the Lord by the Lord, and to be conjoined

with Him. Hence it is that every man lives to eternity.

It is not so with a beast. A beast does not enjoy any
spiritual mind, but only a natural one ; and therefore

its interiors, which are solely of knowledge and aft'ec-

tion, cannot be elevated by the Lord, and be conjoined

with Him ; and therefore it does not live after death.

J. (Post.) 308. In such a decreasing continuous degree

is the human mind . . .

D. Love xiii-*. For the mind of man in each thing of

it expatiates into all things of its body . . . Unless there

were a body for tlie mind, the man would be neither

mind nor man.

xvii'. Thus is his spiritual mind opened . . . D.Wis.
xi.7a.

D. Wis. v^ Both taken together are the human
mind.

viii'-. That in man there is an angelic mind . . .

^. That such a mind cannot be formed except in

man . . .

^ That an angelic mind cannot be procreated

. . . except in man. Ex.

xii. 3'*. For the mind of man is his Spiritual "World . . .

5 M. 5. The same mind remains with them after

death ; and as the mind is not only in the head, but
also in the whole body, they have a like body also ; for

the body is the organ of the mind, and is continued
from the head ; and therefore the mind is the man
himself.

. That the mind is in the whole body ; and is

the man himself who lives after death. Ex.

Coro. II. As the mind. . . had thought in the
material body . . . and the material body was only
obedience, it follows that the mind, which is a sub-

stantial man, and is called the spirit, undergoes the

Judgment . . .

29-. Every man has a natural mind and a spiritual

mind. They are distinct from each other as are the

two stories of one house, which are conjoined by stairs
;

and in the higher story of which dwell the master and
mistress with their children, but in the lower one their

servants . . . The spiritual mind with man, from birth

to first childhood, is closed up ; but from this first age

the spiritual mind is gradually opened ; for there has

been given to every man the faculty, and afterwards the

power, of preparing for himself stairs by which he
ascends and talks with the master and mistress ; and
afterwards descends, and executes their commands.
This power has been given him by means of the gift of

free will in spiritual things. Ex.

Inv. 14. The human mind is of three degrees ... In
the first is the soul ; in the second is the spirit or

mind ; in the third is the body. (Continued under
Degree.)

. That [part] of the body is called the mind
which is in principles ; thus where the first of it is; all

the rest are propagated and continued thence. What is

the mind if it is solely in the head . . .

Mine. Fodina.

H. 586. (Likeness of some Hells to mines.) D.4900.

T. 245. The Word is like a mine . . . These mines

are opened according to the understanding of the Word.

D. 5729. The Mongols have a diamond mine.

E. i2oS^. From the vegetation of minerals into such

forms in mines. W.6ie.

Mine. Mens.

M. 229-'. Tliey think

mine. 316^.

She is mine ... he is

Mineral. Minemlis.

W. 223. There is not the least in any mineral (in

which there are not degrees of both kinds).

M. 389^. There is something similar (to the love of

children) in minerals-??HHer/.s. Ex.

Mineral Kingdom. Regnum Minerak.

H. 104'-. The correspondences in the mineral kingdom
are the more noble and ignoble metals, precious stones

and non-precious ones, and earths of various kinds,

and also waters. Besides these, there are also corre-

spondences whicli are prepared from these things by

human industry . . .

S. 66^. From the mineral kingdom. In the bosom

of the earth, in certain places, there are minerals im-

pregnated with gold, silver, and iron. From the ex-

halations stored away in the earth gold draws its

element ; silver its ; and iron its. E. 1084^.

W. 61^. The relation to man from each and all things

of the mineral kingdom appears solely in the endeavom-

to produce forms which have relation ; which are . . .

each and all things of the vegetable kingdom ; and thus

to perform uses ; for as soon as a seed falls into the

bosom of the earth, it cherishes it, and gives of its

abundance from every side, in order that it may grow,
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and present itself in a form representative of man. That

there is such an endeavour in its dry things also, is

evident from corals at the bottom of the sea, and from

the flowers in mines, formed from the minerals there,

and also from the metals. The endeavour to vegetate,

and thus to perform uses, is the ultimate from the Divine

in created things.

65. Ultimates are each and all things of the mineral

kingdom, which are matters of various kinds from

substances stony, saline, oily, mineral, metallic, super-

induced with soil consisting of vegetable and animal

[elements] broken up into the finest dust. In these lie

concealed the end and also the beginning of all the uses

which are from life. The end of all uses is the endeavour

to produce these [uses] ; and the beginning is the force

acting from this endeavour. These are of the mineral
kingdom.

1 85-. Without a Knowledge of these degrees, nothing
can be known ... of the distinctions . . . among the

matters of the mineral kingdom.

190-. It is the same in all things of . . . the mineral

kingdom. . . In metals and in stones there is a con-

globation of parts in a three-fold order.

313. The forms of the uses of the mineral kingdom
cannot be described, because they do not ap])ear to the

sight. The first forms are the substances and matters

from which are earths, in their leasts ; the second forms

are congregates of these, which are of infinite variety

;

tlie third forms are from plants fallen to dust and from

the remains of animals, and from the continual evapora-

tions and exhalations of these, which add themselves

to the earths, and make their soil. These forms of the

tliree degrees of the mineral kingdom relate to creation

in this : that, actuated by the sun through the at-

mospheres and their heat and light, they produce uses

in forms, which have been the ends of creation.

338^. (The evil uses) in the mineral kingdom are all

poisonous earths.

T. 366^. It is the like with the subjects of tlie

mineral kingdom : each of. them . . . receives influx

according to the form of the contexture of the parts . . .

Some of them adorn tliemselves with the most beautiful

variegated colours ; some transmit the liglit without

variegation ; and some confuse and suffocate it in them-

selves.

E. 1208^. Hence . . . the mineral kingdom is only a

storehouse, in which are, and from wOiich are taken,

those things which compose the form of the two (other)

kingdoms.

Docu. 302. 1. Par. 6. There is not a single object in

the mineral kingdom wliich does not give out an odour;

and, indeed, in the form of an imiialpable powder, by
which seeds are inqiregnated.

Minerva. Minerva.
T. isg"'. See Ai'Oi.i.o, here.

D. 3952. They are called Pallases, not Minervas.

4775". See Jupiter (the god) here.

Mingle. See Mix.

Minister. Minister.

Minister, To. Ministrare.

Ministry. Ministerium.

Ministration. Ministratio.

See under Clekgy, Laity, and Puiest.

A. 50^. The Angels do indeed lead ; but they only

minister ; for it is the Lord alone who rules man through

the Angels and Spirits ; and as it is done with the

ministry of the Angels, it is said 'Let iw . .
.' 300^.

1097. Celestial men are called 'the priests of Jehovah ;'

spiritual ones, 'tlie ministers of God' (Is.lxi.6).

14 19. '"Whoever would be great among you shall be

your minister ... as the Son of Man is not come that

it may be ministered to Him, but that He may minister

. .
.' (Matt.xx.27,28).

1 437-. Those who ministered ; the things by means

of which the [things] were ministered ; and also the

places where the ministration was (were all representa-

tive).

1925^. The Lord uses the ministry of Angels by infil-

ling them with the Divine . . .

2181. 'Boy' = one who ministers and administers . . .

2252-*. (The Levites numbered up to fifty years of age)

= the full or ultimate state of discharging the ministry.

2276''. The reason the Levites were taken to discharge

the ministry—which is described by coming to exercise

warfare, and to do work in the tent—from a son of

thirty years, to fifty (Xum.iv. ) was that by 'thirty'

were signified those who were to be initiated ; thus, who

could as yet exercise warfare but little, as understood in

the spiritual sense.

35876. When reformation by the ministry of truth

has been finished.

3670-. The Regal itself and the Sacerdotal itself are

holy, whatever be the quality of him who ministers . . .

e. The Holy in which were the priests when they

were ministering.

4122. With whom the Angels are present as min-

isters . , .

4250°. When good dominates . . . truths are nothing

else than ministers and servants.

4790". ' Attendants ' = those things which minister.

4926^. By 'Uzzah' was represented that which

ministers
; thus truth ; for this ministers to good.

4976. '(Joseph) ministered to him' (Gen.xxxix.4)=
tliat the Scientific was appropriated to its own good ;

(for) ' to minister ' = to be of service in supplying that of

which another is in need ; here, to be appropriated,

because it treats of the natural good to which the

Scientific is to be appropriated. Moreover, 'to min-

ister' is predicated of scientifics ; for by 'a minister,'

and by 'a servant,' in the Word, is signified the Scienti-

fic or natural trutli ; because this is subordinate to good,

as to its lord. Ex.

4977. For good is lord, and truth is minister
; and,

when it is said of a lord that lie set a minister over, or

of good that it set truth over, in the internal sense it is

not signified that it ceded the dominion to it, but that

it applied itself.
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[A.] 5081. 'Upon his two ministers the stewards' (Gen.

xl.2) = t'rom the sensuous things of the body of both

kinds . . . The sensuous things of the body . . . relatively

to the interior man, are ministers like stewards ... for

they minister to him. Ex.

. In general, all exterior things are ministers

relatively to interior ones . . .

-. This word, in the Original Language, signifies

a minister, steward, chamberlain, eunuch. In the in-

ternal sense, by it is signified the natural man as to good

and as to truth. 111.

50S8. '(Joseph) ministered to them' (ver.4) = that he

instructed. 'To minister' = to instruct. That 'to

minister,' here, is not to minister as a servant, is

evident from the fact that Joseph was set over them
;

and therefore 'to minister,' here, = to sub-minister the

things which would conduce to their [welfare].

^. 'To be set over' is predicated of tlie good of

life ; and 'to minister' of the truth of doctrine.

5164^. 'Servants' are said relatively to the Divine

truth which is from the Lord; and 'ministers' (Matt.

XX. ) relatively to the Divine good from Him.

6482^. The royalty is not only with the king himself,

but also with his ministers, who administer in such

things as he himself cannot . . .

s. The reason the Angels are His ministries, is

that they may be in an active life . . . but still the

ministries which they perform arc not from them, but

from influx from the Lord.

6731. The ministries of that religiosity which is

from falsity. Sig.

. ' Girls '= ministries. Ex.

6822. Good can be insinuated into another by anyone

in the Country ; but not truth, except by those who are

teaching ministers. If others (do it), heresies come

forth, and the Church is disturbed and torn to pieces.

8241. 'Moses His servant' = the Lord as to the Divine

truth proceeding from Him and ministering.

-. 'A servant ' = one who ministers; and there-

fore the Lord as to the Divine Human, when He was
in the world, is called 'a servant' . . . for He then

'ministered.'

9274". The will is the man himself ; and the under-

standing is his minister.

9419. 'Joshua his minister' (Ex.xxiv. I3)= what is

representative . . . because what is representative is of

service and ministers. -,Ex.

9806-. When it is treating of the twofold ministry,

which is of judgment, and of worship. (Continued

under Judge.)

9925. ' To minister ' (Ex. xxviii. 35)= while in worship

and evangelization. (For) 'to minister,' when said of

Aaron, by whom is represented the Lord,=worship and
evangelization. Ex.

100S3-. ' To minister the ministry of Jehovah ' (Num.
viii.).

. Tlie Levites represented truths ministering to

good ; and Aaron, the good to which they ministered

. . . For in truths there must be life from the Divine in

order for them to minister to good.

10242-. Worship from the good of faith, or from the

good of charity . . . was represented by the ministration

of Aaron and his sons in the Tent of the Assembly . . .

and woi'ship from celestial good . . . was represented by
the ministration of Aaron and his sons at the altar.

10245. 'Ill approaching to the altar to minister' (Ex.

XXX. 20) = worship from the good of love; (for these

words)= to represent the Lord as to the good of love.

10272^. By ministrant goods and truths are meant

the goods and truths which are in the natural or ex-

ternal man, which are called Knowledges and scientifics.

Ex. . . There are also goods and truths ministrant to

these again . . .

10335"^. As the truth of faith ministers to the good of

love ... it is said of Aholiab that Jehovah gave him

with Bezaleel, which is to serve him.

10557. 'And his minister Joshua' (Ex.xxxiii. ii)~

Divine truth ministering ... in the place of Moses.

H. 51-. The prefects, officers, and servants in one

royal palace . . .

108. The (jueen-bee lays eggs ; the rest minister to

her.

213''. The governments in tne Heavens . . . ditter

according to the ministries which belong to each Society.

217.

21S. Governors wlio are such do not dominate and

command ; but minister and serve ; for to do good to

others from the love of good is to serve ; and to provide—

Ijro.s^jjcere-that it may be done, is to minister. Neither

do they make themselves greater than the rest ; but

less . . . Nevertheless they have honour and glory . . .

(w-hich) they accept not for the sake of self, but for the

sake of obedience . . . These things are what are meant

by the Lord's words (in Matt.xx.27, 28 ; Lukexxii.26).

381. An image of conjugial love ... in order that

they may be waited on in sickness and old age.

W. 220'-. Hence it is that inaugurations into the

ministry are made by the imposition of hands.

333S. Man is only a . . . minister steward . . .

P. 113. Concui)iscences are its ministries and attend-

ances, by means of which it governs the exterior things

. . . But, as is the king, such are the ministers and

attendants . . .

197^. Put on the garments of political ministers , . .

M.354^ T.663.

206'-. All are as servants and ministers of tlieii'

lord . . .

210-. If you want to be led by the Divine Providence,

use prudence, as a servant and minister, who faithfully

dispenses the goods of his lord.

R. 3-. The Lord says this (Matt.xx.) because by 'a

servant,' and 'a minister,' is meant one who is of

service and ministers by teaching ; and, abstractedly

from person, Divine truth, which was Himself. (Con-

tinued under SEKVAXT-serrits.

)

e_ In Heaven, all are called servants of the Lord

who are in His Spiritual Kingdom ; but ministers, who
are in His Celestial Kingdom. The reason is, that (the

former) are in wisdom from Divine truth ; and (the
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latter) are in love from Divine good ; and good min-

isters ; and truth is of service.

20. Those in wisdom from the Lord are called 'kings'

sons,' and 'kings ;' and those who are in love from Him
are called 'ministers,' and 'priests' . . .

128. 'And charity and ministry' (Rev.ii. 19) = the

spiritual affection which is called charity, and its

operation. . . The reason 'ministry' = its operation, is

that those are called 'ministers,' in the Word, who

operate the things which are of charity. A man a

worshipper of God is now called 'a servant,' now 'a

minister ;' and 'a servant of God' is he called who is in

truths ; and 'a minister of God,' who is in goods. The

reason is that truth is of service to good ; and good

ministers to truth. . . That he who is in good is called

'a minister.' III.

224-. We are Englishmen, and we have heard many
things from our sacred ministry . . . Some of them have

said. We are ministers of God, and we know.

417". Ministers of God, seduce not the flock.

500''. AVhen afterwards promoted to an honoured

ministry, they think (only) about themselves and the

world . . .

533-. In the Heavens . . . there are ministries and

priesthoods . . .

548". By 'Michael' ... is meant a ministry in

Heaven. (This) ministry is with those who confirm

from the Word that the Lord is the God of Heaven and

earth. . . By 'Gabriel' is meant the ministry with those

who teach from the Word that Jehovah came into the

world . . . Moreover, those who are in these ministries

are named Michaels and Gabriels.

786. Those not in any order of the ministry. Tr.

795s. Concerning the ministers (of the Papists) there

is the idea that they are full of the Lord . . .

937. 'His servants shall minister unto Him' (Rev.

xxii.3). . . By 'the servants' of the Lord are signified

those who are in truths from Him ; and by 'the min-

isters,' those who are in good from Him. Hence by ' the

servants who shall minister unto Him' are signified

those who are in truths from good through the Word
from the Lord, and do His commandments.

962. All clothed with the garment of the sacerdotal

ministry.

M. 5. In other rooms they talked the news about

courts, ministries . . .

7'*. From the number of their courtiers, ministers,

and retinue, and the magnificent vestments of these . . .

15. The dress of the prince and his ministers. Des.

20^. Then the attendants took loaves . . . and gave to

each guest . . .

196. The understanding is nothing else than the

ministry and servitude of the will.

207-. In Heaven there are administrations, ministries,

functions . . . Ex.

30S". As the ecclesiastical order . . . ministers those

things which are of the priesthood with the Lord, that

is, which are of His love, and thus also the things which

are of blessing, it is necessary that marriages be conse-

crated by His ministers ; and, as they are also the heads

of the witnesses, that the consent to the covenant be

heard, accepted, confirmed, and thus established liy

them.

483S. We fear only some of the ecclesiastical minis-

try .. .

B. 59. Those ministers of the Church who are am-

bitious for a reputation of wisdom ...

T. 14^. The Word from which the ministers proclaim

a God . . .

106. The state of information by masters and min-

isters.

. The state of every student who is being initiated

into the ministry before he becomes a priest.

141. As if some minister of the Church were to teach

. . . and beside him another minister stands, and mur-

murs into his ear . . .

146. Inauguration into the ministry carries these

things with it.

1542. It is the like with every minister of the Church
;

both with him who is in truths, and with him who is in

falsities ; each has his own mouth and his own intelli-

gence ; and each speaks from his own mind ; that is,

from his own spirit which he possesses.

3Si'*. Ministers, who are hypocrites ... at the time

when they are ministering holy things, and teaching

truths from the Word, know no otherwise than that tliey

believe them . . .

418. Who loves . . . any minister of the Church . . .

except from his learning, integrity of life, and zeal for

the salvation of souls ?

429. By the debts of charity, are not here meant the

debt of functions in a kingdom and republic ; as of a

minister that he should minister . . .

441^. Like these are priests who perform the debts (or

duties) of their ministry solely for the sake of the

emoluments attached to them . . .

459'*. When I have consulted the ministers of the

Church, I have heard that faith was the only means . . .

'**. Besides, to a minister is given the opportunity

to bless ...

482*^. This free will is at this day denied by many
ministers of the Church,

4S4. What, then, are Heaven and Hell, except fables of

the ministers and prelates-praes?(^Mm-of the Church . . .

4873. Religion ... is to be taught by ministers both

small and great . . .

539^. It does no harm for anyone burdened in con-

science to enumerate his sins before a minister of the

Church, for the sake of absolution . . .

568*. We have heard from our ministers, that the

internal man is not anything but faith.

5776. While the minister is preaching . . .

660. A comparison may be made with a minister of

the Church : that he is estimated from his will and love,

and at the same time from his understanding in spiritual

tilings ; and not from his affability and dress.
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D. 1 282-. Their aiders are with them in that

deepest . . .

1531-. They are of service as ministries for instruct-

ing others . . .

1 76 1. They employ the harmless as ministries . . .

3934. As kings and their chief ministers openly write

Falsities ...

E. 155. 'And ministry and faith' ( Rev. ii. 19) = good

and truth there.

. The reason 'ministry '= good, is that 'ministry,'

in the Word, is said of good. Hence it is that the

function of Aaron, of his sons, and of the Levites, has

been called 'ministry;' and, in general, [so has] the

function of priests ; and that by ' to minister to Jehovah

'

or the Lord, is meant to worship Him from the good of

love. Hence it is evident that, ministry' has relation

to works . . .

2. That 'ministry,' and 'to minister,' in the

Word, are said of the good of love. III.

. 'He shall make His ministers a flaming lire'

(Ps. civ. 4)= that they are recipients of the Divine good.

Hence it is evident that by 'ministers' are meant those

who are in the good of love.

2. 'Ministers of His, doing His will' (Ps.ciii.21).

. . . 'Ministers' — those who are in goods.

*. ' Ye shall be called the priests of Jehovah, the

ministers of our God' (Is.lxi.6). The priests are called

'ministers,' because they represented the Lord as to

the good of love. Hence it is that those who are in the

good of love, are called, in the Word, 'priests.' From

this also it is that they are called 'ministers of God.'

Hence it is that the function of Aaron and his sons is

called 'ministry' . . . and that to enter into the Tent of

the Assembly and perform the ministry there, and also

to approach the altar and perform the ministry there, is

called 'ministry.' HI.

^. Of those who are in the Celestial Kingdom,

'to minister,' is said . , . Hence it is evident what is

signified by 'to minister,' and 'a minister,' in the

following places. HI.

. As 'to minister' is predicated of the good of

love, it is said 'to minister to Jehovah' . . . and there-

fore it is said of the Lord that He 'will minister.'

^ (Thus) by 'ministry' is signified all that is

done from the good of love ; thus the good of love.

282^. 'The rams of Xebaioth shall minister to thee'

(Is.lx. 7) = the truths which lead the life from spiritual

affection.

336^. 'To minister' is predicated of good.

340''. 'To minister '= worship from spiritual good.

409-. The Lord as to His Divine Human is called

'Servant' and 'Minister.' HI. ••.

419". By 'ministers' (Ps. civ.) are meant those who
are in the Lord's Celestial Kingdom ; and, as they are

recipient of the Divine good, it is said that 'He makes

them a flaming fire.' 504H
. That ministers are called 'ministers' from the

reception of Divine good. Ref.

4786. Those who are in good are called in the Word
'the Lord's ministers;' and [are said] 'to minister to

Him.'

5275. 'With tlie Levites the priests My ministers'

(Jer. xxxiii.2i)=conjunction with the Lord through

Divine good.

734''*. The ministry of the Levites was called 'war-

fare.' Ex.

951. The garments in Mdiich the Angels go clothed

correspond to their ministries . . . Therefore Aaron and

sons had garments of linen, in which they ministered.

HI.

-. The Divine good ministers all things through

the Divine truth.

10156. To be 'delivered by the judge to the min-

ister' . . .

1033-. The Babylonians persuade the people that

. . . no others (understand the Word) who have not been

inaugurated into the ministry.

1053^. In this kind of profanation are all who are in

sacred ministries, and who, by means of the holy

things of the Church, seek for themselves honour and

glory, and rejoice at heart from these ; and not from

the use, which is the salvation of souls.

1062. Which their ministers and monks teach.

1091. (Tlie Pope) lias made his ministers deities.

1 143. The Vicar and his ministers . . .

1226''. By uses in the Heavens and on earth are

meant ministries, etc.

^. In this love is everyone who is delighted with

the use in which he is for the sake of use, whether king,

magistrate, priest, minister . . .

D. Wis. X. 4. The ministry (of the will and under-

standing).

xi. 4. In the Heavens, as in the world, all are in some

function and ministration.

5. To bestow useful contributions and debts on the

ministry of the Church (a general use).

C. 131. From these is the common good . . . What
is Divine is there by means of ministers . . .

134. That ministries, etc., are the goods of use which

individuals perform, from which comes forth the com-

mon good. By ministries are meant priestly offices and

their duties.

135. They Avho are in ministries perform [the use]

that what is Divine is there.

Abom. 24. Hence it follows that there is not any

ministry, etc.

Ministering Spirits. TJe?isfeandar.

D. 3985. As he knew that there are Spirits who are

of service to man, called ministering Spirits . . .

Minnith. Mifinith.

A. 3941'^. The goods of love and of charity are 'wheat

minnith and pannag' (Ezek.xxvii. 17). ( = goods and

truths in general. E.375^^) (=the truths and goods

of the Church of every kind. 433-^.) 619^-.

Minute. Minutiwi.

Minute. Mimttus.

See Small.

A. 6376. Could not live one minute. 687-. 697.
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1382. Thousands of years appear as if they had lived

a minute. D.3476.

1641. They express more in a minute than . . .
-.

22092. 8734. H.240.

6987-. Man can think in one minute what . . .

D.2009.

8458. 'A minute round thing' (Ex.xvi.i4)= the good

of truth in its first formation ;
' minute ' is predicated of

truth. 8459.
2. Truth is presented in a discrete quantity ; as

much, or as minute.

9333^- So that not a very little th.ing-7)wiutidiim-is

wanting.

Miracle. Mirandum.

Miraculous. Miraadosus.

Miraculously. Miraculose.

See Prodigy.

A. 863^. The Lord miraculously provided, and dis-

tinguished the Intellectual from the Voluntary of man
. . . Without this miraculous Providence, no one could

ever have been saved. 460 1'^

1880^. When the interior sight was first opened to me,

and they saw the world through my eyes . . . the Spirits

and Angels said. This is a miracle of miracles . . . but

now that it has become familiar, they marvel nothing.

2383^. All the miracles which have been done by the

Lord have always involved such things . . .

2916''. All the miracles which have been done by the

Lord, being Divine ones, involved states of His Church.

33i6«.

4013. When the magi were doing magical miracles

(they used a rod). Ex.

403 1
2. He supposes that the Lord could save everyone

... as by miracles . . .

^. They who once acknowledge at heart, and
afterwards deny, are they who profane ; hence manifest

miracles do not take place at this day, but miracles

not manifest, or invisible ; which are such things as do

not infuse what is holy, or take away freedom from

man ; and therefore the dead do not rise again ; and
man is not withheld from evils through immediate re-

velations, and through Angels . . .

4208'*. In order that (the Israelites) might be kept in

externals, so many miracles came forth with them
;

which would never have done so if they had been in in-

ternals . . . 4281^. 4289^. 4311'*. 5508*. 7290.

4288^. This miraculously of the Divine Providence

. . . 43"--

4317". They succumbed . . . whenever they did not

see miracles.

4545". Done miraculously by representatives . . .

4936. Magi appeared with rods . . . who believe that

they can do miracles with them . . .

5223-. The magi communicated with Spirits, and
thence learned illusory arts, by means of which they did

magical miracles.

5508^ Hence it is that no miracles are done at this

day ; for, as these are all things visible and comprehen-
sible, they compel the man to believe ; and things which

compel take away freedom ; when yet all the reforma-
tion and regeneration of man are done in his free-

dom , . .

5573^ (Impotence of miracles to convince. Ex.)
D.3521.

6910. 'I will smite Egypt with all my marvels'=
means of Divine power against falsities. . . That 'mar-
vels' = means of Divine power, by means of which those

in falsities are subjugated, is evident from the marvels
or miracles done in Egypt, by means of which they
were at last driven to let the sons of Israel go. Every
marvel or miracle there = a means of Divine power.

7030. 8304.

6988-^ All the miracles done by the Lord= the state

of the Church and of the human race saved by His
Advent into the world ; namely, in that those were
then delivered from Hell who had received the faith of

charity. The Lord's miracles involve these things. In
general, all the miracles treated of in the Old Testament
= the state of the Church and of the Lord's Kingdom.
In this are Divine miracles distinguished from diabolical

or magical miracles, however nmch they may appear
similar in the external form ; as the miracles of the

magi in Egypt.

7290-. But with those who are in internal worship,

that is, in charity and faith, miracles do not take
place ; for they are hurtful to them ; for miracles com-
pel to believe ; and what is compelled does not remain.

Ex.

^. Although they had seen so many miracles in

Egypt.
*. Miracles would effect still less at this day . . .

e_ That miracles effect nothing. 111.

7317'^ They who have been in miraculous faith.

Sig.

7337. It is to be known that Divine miracles differ

from magical miracles as Heaven does from Hell.

Divine miracles proceed from the Divine truth, and
advance according to order. Effects in ultimates are

miracles when the Lord pleases that they should be
presented in that form. Hence it is that all Divine
miracles represent the states of the Lord's Kingdom in

the Heavens, and of the Church on earth. This is the

internal form of Divine miracles. Such is the case with
all the miracles in Egypt, and also with all the rest

treated of in the Word. So, also, all the miracles which
the Lord Himself did when He was in the world, signi-

fied the coming state of the Church ; as, that there were

opened the eyes of the blind, the ears of the deaf, the

tongues of the dumb, that the lame walked, the maimed
and the lepers were healed, signified that such as are

signified by the blind, etc. would receive the Gospel and
be spiritually healed ; and this by the Advent of the

Lord into the world. Such are Divine miracles in their

internal form.

2. Whereas magical miracles involve nothing
whatever ; they are done by the evil to acquire power
for themselves over others ; and in the external form

they appear like Divine miracles. The reason that the

like things appear, is that they flow from order ; and
the order appears alike in the ultimates where miracles

are presented. Examps.
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[A.] 7465. It is to be known that each miracle done in

Egypt = a peculiar state into which those come who in

the other life are in falsities and infest. There are ten

states into which they come successively . . .

8078^. Faith merely natural is faith which is insinu-

ated through an external way ... as the faith of

miracles, which is when it is believed that it is so

solely from miracles.

8200'-. All miracles have been done by means of the

Divine truth.

8364". For Divine miracles are distinguished from

others by this : that they involve and regard the states

of the Church and of the Heavenly Kingdom ; and
besides, the Lord's miracles were especially healings of

diseases. 111. S408'-. 905i<'. 9086-. 9325^. 8.17-'.

85S86. With the Jews, holy worship was miraculously

elevated into Heaven . . .

8615^. All the miracles treated of in the "Word were

done by means of correspondences.

10566. He who worships God solely on account of a

miracle, worships only the name of God . . .

1075 1''. Compelled faith, such as is that which enters

by means of miracles, does not inhere ; and also would

do harm to those with whom faith can be implanted by

means of the Word in a state not compelled.

S. 17'*. (Signitication of the Lord's miracles ex.

seriatim.

)

P. 130. That no one is reformed by means of miracles

and signs, because they compel. Gen. art.

. It cannot be denied that miracles induce faith,

and strongly persuade that that is true which he who
does the miracles says and teaches ; and that this in

the beginning so takes possession of the external of the

man's thought, that it as it were binds and fascinates

it. But the man is thereby deprived of his two faculties,

which are called rationality and freedom ; so that he

cannot act from freedom according to reason ; and then

the Lord cannot inflow through the internal into the

external of his thought, except solely to leave to the

man to confirm from his rationality that thing which

has been made of his faith by means of the miracle.

". Such blindness and deafness are induced on

the human mijid by means of miracles.

131. From these things it may be evident that faith

induced by means of miracles is not faith, but per-

suasion ; for there is not anything rational in it, still

less anything spiritual . . . AVhen a miracle alone leads

the man to acknowledgment (of God), Avorship, and
piety, he acts from the natural man, and not from the

si)iritual. For a miracle infuses faith by an external

way, and not by an internal way ; thus from the world,

and not from Heaven ; and the Lord does not enter by
any other way with man than the internal way, which
is by the Word, doctrine, and preachings therefrom

;

and, as miracles close this way, no miracles are done at

this day.

132. That miracles are such, may be manifestly

evident from the miracles done before the Jewish and
Israelitish people. Although they had seen so many
miracles in the land of Egypt, and afterwards at the

Sea Suph, and others in the wilderness, and especially

upon Mount Sinai . . . nevertheless, a month after . . .

they made for themselves a golden calf, and acknow-

ledged it as Jehovah . . . Also from the miracles done

afterwards in the Land of Canaan ; and yet they as

often receded from the commanded worship. In like

manner from the miracles which the Lord, when He
was in the world, did before them ; and yet they cruci-

fied Him.
^. The reason miracles were done with them, was

that the Jews and Israelites were completely external

men . . . And as theycoald not be brought to the repre-

sentation of these things through the internals of

worship, they were . . . driven and compelled through

miracles.
e_ But after the Lord had manifested Himself,

and had been received and acknowledged in the Churches

as God eternal, miracles ceased.

133. But the efiect of miracles with the good is differ-

ent fromVith the evil. The good do not want miracles;

but they believe the miracles which are in the Word
;

and if they hear anything about a miracle, they do not

attend to it otherwise than as to a light argument which
confirms their faith ; for these think from the Word . . .

and not from the miracle. But it is otherwise with the

evil : these can indeed be driven and compelled to faith

through miracles ; nay, to worship, and to piety ; but

only for a short time ; for their evils are shut in ; the

concujiiscences and derivative delights of which are con-

tinually acting into their external of worship and of

piety ; and, in order that they may get out of their con-

finement . . . they [do not] think about the miracle,

and at last call it a trick or artifice, or a work of nature,

and so they return into their evils. And he who, after

worship, returns into his evils, jjrofanes the truths and
goods of worship . . . Besides, if miracles Avere to be

done with those who do not believe from the miracles in

the Word, they would have to be done continually . . .

From these things it may be evident whence it is that

miracles do not take place at this day.

282. The Lord could have healed the understanding

with every man . . . through miracles . . . But to heal

the understanding alone, is to heal the man only out-

wardly . . .

R. 424*. By the miracles in Egypt is described the

vastation of the Church . . . 399.

M. 535. I heard . . . from the lower regions. Do
miracles, and we will believe ; and I asked whether

these things are not miracles ; and it was replied, They
are not ; and I asked. What then are miracles? and it

was said, Manifest and reveal future things, and we will

have faith. But I replied, Such things are not given

from Heaven, because in proportion as a man knows

future things, in the same proportion his reason and

understanding, with his prudence and wisdom, fall into

idleness, are torpid, and are rained ; and I asked again.

What other miracles shall I do ''. And then there was

a cry. Do miracles like those which Moses did in Egypt,

To this I replied. Perhaps you will harden your hearts

at these like Pharaoh and the Egyj^tians ; and it was

replied that they would not. But I returned. Assever-

ate to me that you will not dance around the golden calf,
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and adore it as did the descendants of Jacob ; which they

did in the space of a month after they had seen all Mount
Sinai burning, and had heard Jehovah Himself speaking

oirt of the tire ; thus after a miracle which was the greatest

of all—a golden calf, in the spiritual sense, is the pleasure

of the flesh—and it was answered from the lower regions,

We will not be like the descendants of Jacob. But I

then heard this said to them from Heaven, If ye believe

not Moses and the Prophets—that is, the Word of the

Lord—ye will not believe from miracles any more than

did the sons of Jacob in the wilderness ; nor any more
than they believed while they saw with their eyes the

miracles done by the Lord Himself, when He was in the

world. T.849.

T. 91. Divine miracles are done a3cording to Divine

order ; but according to the order of the influx of the

Spiritual World into the natural world . . .

1046. The state of glorification is also the state of

union. In this state He was . . . when He did

miracles.

282. The Laws were promulgated from Mount Sinai

with so great a miracle in order that they might know
that those laws are . . . also Divine laws.

344^ Living faith ; and miraculous faith.

501. It is asked at this day, why miracles are not

done, as formei-ly ; for it is believed that if they were

done, everyone would acknowledge with the heart.

But the reason miracles are not done at this day, as

before, is that miracles compel, and take away free will

in spiritual things ; and, from spiritual, they make the

man natural. All in the Christian world . . . can be-

come spiritual ; and they become spiritual solely from

the Lord through the Word ; and the faculty for this

would perish, if man were brought to believe through

miracles ; for . . . everything which is compelled in

spiritual things betakes itself into the natural man, and
closes u}) the spiritual man as with a door . . . and
bereaves tliis of all })ower of seeing any truth in light

;

and therefore he would afterwards reason about spiritual

things from the natural man alone . . .

-. But the reason why miracles were done be-

fore the Advent of the Lord, was that then the men
of the Church were natural, to whom the spiritual

things which are of the Internal Church could not be

opened . . .

3. Miracles are not done at this day, especially on

account of this reason : that the Church has taken away
all free will from man . . . The man who believes this

becomes more and more natural ; and the natural man
. . . regards everything spiritual invertedly, and thence

thinks against it. The higher region of the mind, where

free will in spiritual things primarily resides, would

be closed up ; and the spiritual things which had been

as it were confirmed through miracles, would occupy

the lower region of the mind, which is merely natural

;

falsities concerning faith, conversion, and salvation, thus

remaining above this region ; whence it would come to

pass that satans would dwell above, and Angels below

. . . Hence, after some time, the satans would break

down the barrier, and would burst forth with fury upon
the spiritual things which had been allotted the place

below, and would not only deny, but would also blas-

VOL. IV.

plieme and profane them ; thence the latter lot of the

man would become much worse than the former.

D. 227. Concerning miracles : that they eff"ect no-

thing without faith. Ex.

655. What is a miracle.—A miracle is that which is

done by the Lord, when anything concerns Him, faith

in Him, His Heaven, or the Church in the universal

;

and thus passes through His Heaven ; and thus the

Spirits effect it, without any co-operative force of theirs.

This is a miracle, and is called 'the finger of God.'

656. But verily false miracles are those which are

prepared by evil Spirits by artificial methods ; and in

fact for no end except a very depraved cupidity. Such

is also permitted, and in the external face it appears

alike ; but it has no internal face ; but it is not dis-

tinguished except by those who are in faith in the

Lord.

1391. That Jonah was swallowed by a whale . . .

actually took place in the world ; and also the miracles

of Egyiit ; and many other things which are called

miracles.

1755. If Spirits were allowed to exercise such magical

arts, they coidd easily induce the minds of men to

believe that they were miracles . . . Hence are false

miracles, which are of the devil, and which were those

of the magi of Egypt.

2433. Concerning the miracles of this time.—In

ancient times . . . when there was external worshiji . . ,

there were manifest miracles. Enum.

2434. But it is not so at this day. Manifest miracles

have ceased ; and miracles have succeeded which are

unknown to man, and do not appear, except to those to

whom the Lord reveals them. For all contingencies,

which are all in all things, in the most general, in the

generals, in single things, in the most singular things,

are miracles ; but invisible, and continual, which, as

manifest miracles were to cease, are not evident, because

there is no faith from miracles. Ex.

3521. Therefore faith cannot be rooted by means of

miracles ; still less persuasion ; but it must be without

miracles for them to be persuaded. (How they would

explain the miracles.
) 3570,

3892. Man cannot possibly be reformed through

miracles.

4123. There are Spirits who do not want anything to

be said about the things revealed ; but they have been

told that these are in place of miracles
;
and that with-

out them [people] do not know that the book is such
;

they do not buy it, read it, understand it ; they are not

afi'ected with it ; they do not believe it ; in a word, they

ignore it ; nor do they want to hear anything about the

interior things of the Word . . .

4322. That no one becomes good without means, or

miraculously. Ex.

4759. They who have faith from revelation, can be

confirmed . . . from miracles, because they are in the

attirmative . . . But they who have not faith from reve-

lation, cannot be confirmed . . . from miracles, because

they are in the negative. Ex.
2 Y
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[D.] 4770-. New Churches had been so commenced
before ; namely, the Jewish Church through miracles , . .

the Christian Cliurch through miracles , . .

5416. The Jesuits fled to their arts, which appeared

like miracles. Des.

D. Min. 4580-. They who have been in the good of

life , . . can be brought to the affirmative through ex-

periences, and through miracles. They who are in evil

of life cannot ; because evil is recipient of the nega-

tive . . .

4724. "Why miracles w^ere done in the time of the

apostles, in order that the Church might be instaurated.

This was because it was entirely unknown everywhere

that the Lord had come into the world, who would save

souls ; and because it would never be received by any-

one without miracles . . . For these reasons miracles

were done ; but now when doctrine has been received,

they are done no longer. The inrooting of truth and
good with the gentiles is from external things ; but with

Christians, who are in the Knowledge of internal things,

otherwise.

E. 152^^. For all Divine miracles involve such things

as are of the Church and Heaven. 376-^.

401^^. This miracle (of the sun standing still), if it

had been done just so, would have inverted the universal

nature of the world ; which is not done by the rest of the

miracles in the "Word . . .

419H This miracle of the Lord (the stilling of the

storm) involves arcana . . . Divine miracles differ from

miracles not Divine in this: that (the former) = Divine

things, because what is Divine is in them ; whereas
miracles not Divine = nothing, because there is nothing

of what is Divine within them ; and besides, in the de-

scription of the Divine miracles in the "Word, and in

each thing of it, there is a spiritual sense. This miracle

involves the temptations of the spiritual [man] . . .

455"-^- 475''- 502". 543*'-

617*. This miracle was done because the Lord had
previously taught them . . .

700^^. Hence miracles were done by the ark. Fully ex.

706". That a sign and a miracle diff'er . . .

. 'Signs' relate to the things of truth . . .

'miracles,' to those of good. 111.

. They are called 'signs' because they testified

and persuaded ; 'miracles,' because they excited and
induced amazement. Yet they agree in this : that the

things which excite and induce amazement also testify

and persuade ; as those things which excite the will also

persuade the understanding . , . Further ill.

^. Here, miracles are called 'signs' . . .

^. For the miracles which the Lord did in

abundance . . . were not signs to them ; for the reason

that miracles are not signs except with the good.
!*. Although these were miracles, still they are

called 'signs' . . . They would have been called 'miracles'

if applied to the evil; for with these such things only

induce amazement . , . and do not persuade to be-

lieve . . .

815^. See Faith, here.

8. (Therefore) the Lord could not do miracles in

His own country . . ,

^. Miraculous faith ... is meant here . . . be-

cause the Jewish nation believed in Jehovah solely on

account of the miracles . . . Moreover, miraculous faith

was the first faith with those with whom a new Church
was to be instaurated. Moreover, this faith is the first

faith with all in the Christian world at this day, and
therefore the miracles done by the Lord have been de-

scribed, and are also preached ; for the first faith with

all is historical faith . . .

. "What those miracles signified which the dis-

ciples were to do . . .

1000". All the miracles done in Egypt signified . . .

1155^. That man is not reformed by external means

... By external means is by miracles and visions

. . . Ex.

Can. God viii. 12. God acts with men from primes

through ultimates ; not through anything of man, but

through what is His own in him. With the Jews He
acted through the "Word with them . . . through it

also He did miracles through Elijah and Elisha. But,

as the Jews had perverted the Word, God Himself came

and made Himself the Ultimate ; thus, then. He did

miracles from Himself.

Abom. 31. I have spoken with Paris, whose miracles

constitute two volumes, as to how he did his miracles :

that [it was] by means of Spirits who entered into the

memory of the man, (and persuaded him . , . but still

he had not been given to any religion, and thus had

not known anything of the truth of the Church , . .

Abom. 3/18.) Inv.29.

Coro. L. This New Church is not being established

by any miracles . . .

LI. But in place of them there has been revealed the

spiritual sense of the Word ; and the Spiritual World
has been disclosed ; and the nature of Heaven and Hell

has been manifested ; and also that man lives as a man
after death ; which are more excellent than all miracles.

Inv. 39. 43- 46. 52. 55^-

De Miraculis I. Miracles were done in the Church

before the Lord's Advent, because they were then ex-

ternal or natural men . . .

II. After the Lord's Advent, when man . . . became
internal . . . miracles have been prohibited . . .

III. Miracles would abolish worship truly Divine,

and would introduce the former idolatrous worship, as

also has been done for many ages back. Yet these

miracles w^ere not Divine, but such as had been done
by the magi of yore.

I"\^. That in place of miracles at this day there has

been made the manifestation of the Lord Himself, in-

tromission into the Spiritual World, and illustration

there by means of immediate light from the Lord in

such things as are the interiors of the Church : but

principally the oi^ening of the spiritual sense in the

Word, in which is the Lord in His Divine light.

V. That these revelations are not miracles, since

every man as to his spirit is in the Spiritual World
without separation from his body in the natural world

;

but I, with a certain separation, but only as to the in-

tellectual part of my mind, and not as to the voluntary

part. And, as to the spiritual sense, by means of it the
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Lord is in that light, and by means of it in his natural

lumen, with all who approach Him in faith.

Inv. [VII.] That this Church is instaurated and

established not through miracles, but through the

revelation of the spiritual sense, and through the intro-

duction of my spirit and at the same time of my body

into the Spiritual "World, in order that I might know
there what Heaven and Hell are ; and that, immedi-

ately in light from the Lord, I might imbibe the Truths

of faith, through which man is led to eternal life.

6. Miracles close up the internal man, and take away
all free will . . . And miracles are like veils and bolts

to prevent anything from entering ; but this bolt or

barrier is successively broken down, and all truths are

dissipated.

29. These things which are afterwards mentioned are

not miracles ; but are testimonies that I have been in-

troduced by the Lord into the Spiritual World . . .

55. De Miraculis.

(60.) De Miraculis \_Fragm,entum']. All things which

are viewed in nature . . . take place from the influx of

the Spiritual World into the natural ; and, in them-

selves, are marvels ; which, on account of their accus-

tomed aspect and perennial recurrence, are not accounted

as miracles. But know that the miracles which are

related in the Word were done in like manner by means

of influx from that prior World into this posterior one
;

and that they were done by means of the bringing in-

illationem-oi such things as are in the Spiritual World

into corresponding things in the natural world ; as that

the manna [descended] upon the camp of the Sons of

Israel every morning, [was] things flowing down from

the bread in Heaven, and brought into the receptacles

of nature. In like manner the bread and fishes into the

baskets of the apostles . . . and also the wine from

Heaven into the water in the waterpots at the wedding

. . . and that the fig-tree withered, through there being

no longer the influx of spiritual aliment for it, which was

nourisliing it from the root. In like manner in the rest.

So that miracles have not been done from causes sought

out from nature, according to the insanities of certain of

the learned at this day. And therefore miracles are of

the Divine omnipotence according to the order of the

influx of the Spiritual World into the natural, merely

with this difference : that the things which come forth

actually in the Spiritual World are actually brought

into such things in the natural world as correspond.

That this is so, and can be done, is of the Divine omni-

jiotence which is meant by 'the finger of God,' from

which the Lord produced His own miracles,

Docu. 302. A. All things of nature are like sheaths

around spiritual things, and like tunics around muscular

fibres. This is the cause of all the wonders and miracles

in nature.

Mire. See DiRT-coenum.

Miriam. Mirjaju.

A. S337. 'And Miriam the prophetess the sister of

Aaron took a timbrel in- her hand' (Ex. xv. 20) = the

glorification of the Lord from the good of faith.

'Miriam '= the good of faith . . . which proceeds medi-

ately from the Lord. . . As Miriam, with the women,
represented external good, it is added, 'the sister of

Aaron,' and not the sister of Moses . , .

Mirror. Speculum.

See Specular.

A. 1510^. At the side were seen small mirrors . . .

D.4305.

4104^. Images and mirrors of heavenly things . . .

4302-. So that the things of Heaven appear as in a

mirror . . .

4373. Like an image in a mirror, which appears in the

mirror . . .

5033S. With these there is no mirror from the in-

terior, but only from the exterior.

5036^. It may be compared to a man who sees him-

self in a mirror . . .

5 1 13'. All the truths of faith appeared (to the man
of the Celestial Church) in his Intellectual as in a

mirror.

5118-. With the regenerate, goods and truths are pre-

sented in the Natural as in a mirror . . . 51 68-. 5477^.

5165^ Unless the exterior Natural served interior

things as a plane, in which they see themselves as in a

mirror, man could not think at all.

5201. Scientifics are ... as it were mirrors, in which

an image of interior things presents itself ; and, in this

image, as again in a mirror, the truths and goods of

faith present and represent themselves . . .

5259. Like one who sees something in a mirror, and

does not know that there is a mirror there . . .

5286^. The interior looks Qwl-prospicit-ya. the exterior,

almost as a man [looks at] himself in a mirror . . .

5695. The face is so formed that the interiors appear

in it, as in a representative mirror . , .

6384^. The Intellectual of these is illustrated, and is

thus in a certain perception of spiritual truth, to which

scientifics which are below serve as a mirror . . .

9394-

H. 566. From these things it can be seen as in a

mirror . . . For from the things which come forth in

the natural world can be seen as in a mirror the things

which are in the Spiritual World.

W. 21. The infinite things in God Man appear in

Heaven, etc., as in a mirror. 22.

63^. An Angel sees his image (in the things around

him) scarcely otherwise than as in a mirror.

R. 938-. The Divine truths of the Word ... are like

mirrors in which the Lord's face is seen.

T. 6-. To (such) the Holy Scripture is like a mirror

in which he sees God . . .

1 1^. Knowledges about God are mirrors of God ; and

those who know nothing about God do not see God in

any mirror turned to the eyes, but in a mirror at the

back, which is covered with quicksilver or black

glue . . .

32-. From this infinite variety the infinity of God
the Creator can be seen as in a mirror.
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[T.] 373. If we view works thus, they are as mirrors

of the man.

508^. Enter into the mysteries of the "Word . . . for

its several Truths are so many mirrors of the Lord.

D. 1999. Like an image in mirrors . . .

2106. Spirits could recognize themselves from my face

in a mirror. Ex. 2205, Ex. 3019.

E. 726'*. As in a natural mirror can be seen . . .

Core. 5 1". Into the focus of a burning mirror.

Miser. See under Avarice.

Misery. Miseria.

Miserable. Miser, Miserabilis.

Miserably. Misere.

See under Mercy.

A. 2676. That the state of his life would be miserable.

Sig. 270.

279. Misery thence. Sig.

995-. Those who thrust themselves down into miseries

(ascetically) . . .

2220^. No mercy, is described by, 'they have not

strengthened the hand of the miserable and needy'

(Ezek.xvi.49).

241 7^ The miserable (a class of the good).

4182. 'My misery' (Gen.xxxi.42)= temptations.

4658. Lamenting that now they lead a miserable life,

because they had imbued these things without auy

use.

5042*^. Those who are constituted in miseries
; that

is, those who are in temptations ; for these are in

miseries, and are principally meant by ' the miserable
'

in the Word.

5 1
32-. Charity is affected with mercy towards those

who are in miseries.

, The Divine love is mercy, because all the

human race is constituted in miseries.

53532. ^g ^-ith those who are in misfortunes, miseries,

and diseases, the loves of self and the world are re-

moved . I •

55732. (It is not necessary to make ourselves miserable.

)

7318. Truth is falsified when it is said that no one

can enter into Heaven except him who is miserable and

poor . . . and who reduces himself into miseries.

8676^. Man is in a state of misery, because, from

himself, he is wholly in evil, and in Hell.

9960^. ' Miserable-wiiser et miserabilis ' (Rev.iii. 17)=
without truths implanted in the life ; thus without

good.

10457. 'The voice of a miserable cry do I hear' (Ex.

xxxii. i8) = their interior state lamentable.

P. 217^. They are vile slaves in Hell; in contempt

and misery.

220^". Whence, instead of wealth, they have misery.

R. 209. 'And miserable and poor' (Rev.iii. 17)= that

they are without truths and goods. By ' the miserable

and poor,' in the spiritual sense of the Word, are meant
those who are without the Knowledges of truth and

good ; for these are spiritually miserable and poor. 111.

6. By 'the miserable,' and 'the poor,' are chiefly

meant those who are not in the Knowledges of truth and

good, and yet long for them . . .

D. 1285. On those who suppose that true Christians

must by all means suffer miseries. Ex. 1286. 1325.

1327a. By the miserable and the poor are meant

those who are spiritually miserable and poor . . . and

thus also those who suffer persecutions from those

things which are false and evil, and who endure them,

as in temptations ; thus who fight against the crew of

devils.

3790, A certain miserable wheel driven by water.

6043^ They are in a state almost miserable.

6044^. He who is in the falsities of evil and the evils

of falsity (there) dwells miserably, is clothed miserably,

and is led miserably ; and will live with such in Hell

who had been wicked ; thus continuallj' in misery.

D. Min. 4584. 'The miserable,' in general, are all

the poor, and also the sojourners and the bound.

While 'the poor' regard truths ; 'the miserable' regard

goods.

E. 238. 'And miserable and poor' — that neither do

they know that they have not the Knowledges of truth,

nor the Knowledges of good . . .

. Spiritual misery and poverty is nothing else

than a defect of the Knowledges of truth and good ; for

a Spirit is then miserable and poor.

-. By 'the miserable,' in the Word, are meant
those who are not in truths because not in the Know-
ledges of them. 111. ^.

365!^ By 'the miserable' (Ps.xxxvii. 11) are here

meant those who are in temptations in the world.

388^^. By 'the miserable' (Ps.lxxiv. 19) are meant
those who are being infested by falsities, and are thence

in anxiety, and are awaiting deliverance.

650^2, By 'the life of the miserable' (id.) is signified

the spiritual life ojipressed by evils and falsities.

817^. ' In her shall the miserable of the people hope

'

(Is.xiv.32) = that with those who are not wise from

themselves, and who overcome in temptations against

these falsities, there shall be intelligence and salva-

tion.

J. (Post.) 23. They are reduced into miseries.

Misfortune. Infortunium, Infortunitas.

Unfortunate. Infortunatus.

See under Disease.

A. 8. This state rarely comes forth with out misfortune,

etc., which cause that the things of the body and the

world become quiescent . . .

268^. When the External as it were dies ; as it is

wont to do in misfortunes, etc.

762. In place of spiritual temptations, there are now
misfortunes, etc. . . which master and break his life of

pleasures and of cupidities a little, and determine and

elevate the thoughts to interior and pious things.
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2041^. When the cupidities of these loves . , . are

lulled, which takes place when they are in misfortunes,

etc. . , they apperceive something of heavenly lumen,

and of comfort thence . , . 3147".

4227. By attributing misfortunes to the upright

(they remove them).

4352^. See Confidence, here.

6493. Evil Spirits have found out how to produce a

sphere from which are things unfortunate.

®. "When such a thing prevails as is contrary to

Him, things unfortunate happen.

6494. "What is unfortunate, is represented to them
by a dusky cloud.

7564^. The truths and goods which are not the Lord's

are as to a great part the things which a man does in a

state of misfortune, sickness, etc. ; and not in a free

state ; for these things are for the sake of self.

8392. A state of compulsion is a state of dejected

mind from misfortune, etc.

P. 140. The reason no one is reformed in a state of mis-

fortune, if at that time only he thinks about God, and
implores aid, is that it is a state of compulsion ; and
therefore when he comes into a free state, he returns

into his former state ... It is otherwise with those who,

in a free state, had before feared God.
^. By states of misfortune are meant states of

despair from dangers ; as in battles, duels, shipwrecks,

falls, conflagr-ations, threatened or unexpected loss of

wealth, of office, and thence of honour, and in other

like things. To think about God in these alone is not

from God, but from self ; for the mind is then as it were

incarcerated in the body ; thus is not in freedom, and
thence neitlier in rationality, without which reformation

is impossible.

D. 3678. Some are wont to flee to prayers at all evils

and common misfortunes , . . There is no aid from this.

4137. In proportion as (Angels, Spirits, and men) are

left to themselves, in the same proportion is what is

evil and false produced ; therefore in the same propor-

tion misfortune ; and, if it does not appear in the

present, it does so successively and afterwards . . .

4138. On misfortunes.—It was perceived that no
misfortunes . . . can happen to the man who is with

the Lord. For evil Spirits were at hand when any
horse threatened evil : they were suddenly cast down.

They who were with me said that they can perceive

from such things the quality of the Spirits who bring

misfortunes with them ; which was afterwards con-

firmed.

4562. There has often hapjiened to nie . . . slight

misfortunes ; and it was afterwards shown by the

Angels that they happened because such Spirits were

present ; and also because their sphere prevailed against

the sphere which is from Heaven . . . Moreover, evil

Spirits, by their arts, found out a sphere ; and, when
they presented it, things unfortunate came forth,

exactly as if they were fortuitous, or chance. Thence,

also, it was perceived that all tilings and the leasts of

all things are directed by the Divine Providence, even

as to the least step, and the least nod ; and that when

such a thing prevails as is contrary to the influx from

the Divine, what is unfortunate happens. But what
is unfortunate is such a thing as concerns the eternal

blessedness and happiness of man ; but not that which

concerns such things as are in the world ; for these

appear to man as happy, when yet they are hurtful.

5568. (These Babylonians) are present for the most

part when a man is in misfortunes, etc.

De Min. 4630. On the misfortunes of the faithful.

—

I spoke witli angelic Spirits about the misfortunes of the

faithful, which it is known they suffer, and that still more

than the unfaithful. The reason was stated why some

of them are thus let into temptations : some, lest they

should attribute what is good to themselves ... To
prevent this, they equally are let into common misfor-

tunes, so that they perish as to life, and as to wealth

and possessions, equally with others. But if they were

not such as to attribute to themselves good, they would

often be excepted from common misfortune. Thus

there ai-e hidden causes which act ; for it is known that

when misfortune is at hand, many of the faithful think

about what is good, and thus that they should be spared

on accoimt of the good which they have done ; and if

they were then to be spared, they would glory that it

was because they were good . . .

4751. Concerning fear and the derivative misfortunes.

(See Fear, here.)

47S4. Concerning misfortunes and fortune ; and also

concerning things fortuitous : whence they are.—There

were certain Spirits who excited a sphere of misfortune ;

namely, by exciting such Spirits as want to destroy ; or,

rather, they excite such a sphere among Spirits. Then

misfortunes happened, which had not been foreseen by

them ; and, as they had used this art, they were

punished. Hence it was evident whence are misfortunes,

and things not foreseen, which are supposed to be

contingent ; namely, that they are from Spirits who are

continually endeavouring to destroy man . . . Unfore-

seen misfortunes are nothing else than per})etual endea-

vours of evil Sjiirits ; and this because unforeseen goods

come forth from the Lord. This from experience : it

appears incredible ; but still it is so.

J. (Post.) 301. They said that they should not turn

themselves to them, because they would disturb them,

and misfortune-j?;/o?'<w?u7as-would result to them.

Misgab. Misgab.

A. 246S". The falsities with which they are imbued

are signified by 'Misgab,' etc. (Jer.xlviii. i).

Missionary. Missioiarius.

See under Emissary.

A. 10S12. I\Ionkish Spirits seen who had been travel-

ling monks, or missionaries.

Mist. See under Vapour.

Mist. Nebula.

Misty. Nebulosus.

A. 581. In Hell, under a misty and dense rock . . .

D. 2700. Lest they should be veiled over with such a

misty sphere.
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[D. ] 57650. Where they were uot seen, except as a mist.

E- 937'- 'I will come to thee in the mist of a cloud'

(Ex.xix.9). It is said 'in the mist of a cloud,' becau.se

by 'a cloud' is signified the Word in the letter.

De Verbo 7''. Whereas a mist agrees with falsities.

Mist. Nimbus.

Misty. Nimbosus.

A. 1267. (The Antediluvians) under a misty rock.

1512. 16732.

1507. One who had seemed to himself to be great and

wise in comparison with others . . . was encompassed as

it were with a mist ; which, advancing from him, began

to cover over the Spirits, causing them distress . . .

Such is the sphere of authority there. D.2681.

3340. In the Hells . . . there appears a thick dark

mist, in which they live.

4050. A well seen from which came forth a bright

mist. Ex.

4299-. The misty and thick dark sphere which
exhales from the evils and falsities of those who are in

Hell, appears like a mountain or rock, beneath which

they are hidden.

4415^. They looked through my eyes into the light

of the world, and perceived it as a dark mist ... In

such is man.

4423-. Those of the old Church are then in a kind of

inundation . . . which appears like a foggy mist . . . The
state of those who are in this foggy mist is that they

cannot possibly see what the truth of faith is, and still

less what its good is ; for the light of Heaven . . . can-

not penetrate into this mist. This is the state of a

vastated Church.

4598^. Progi-ession towards interior things ... in the

other life ... is from a kind of mist into the light ; for

they who are solely in exterior things are relatively in a

mist ; and are also seen by the Angels in a mist . . .

and, wonderful to say, they who are in a mist cannot
see those who are in light that they are in light

:

whereas they who are in light can see those who are in

a mist that they are in a mist.

4674^. They cast themselves down from the light

there into some infernal mist, where they receive their

former res})iration, and appear to themselves ... as

Spirits not evil.

4728^. For the thick dark mists which appear around
them, are 'the mountains.'

5246^. This state (of temptation), when presented to

view there . . . appears like a mist exhaled from dirty

places . . .

'. But, when the state of temptation ceases, this

mist is dissipated . . .

66246. The Angels distinctly apprehended all things

. , . which appeared around that thing-?-cni-as a mist.

81372. Each Hell is separated from another as by
mists, clouds, or waters. Evils and falsities . . . appear

before the eyes of Spirits as mists and clouds . . . the

falsities from the evils of those who had been of the

Celestial Church as mists.

8265. Lest those who are in falsities and evils should

be wholly destroyed and tortured, they are covered over

by their own falsities and evils as with mists, which are

of such a nature as to break the influx of the Divine, or

to repel, or suffocate it ; as earthly mists or clouds are

wont to do the rays of the sun. Sig.

8946'^. All in Hell are covered over with dense mists
;

for mists are falsities.

H. 209. A higher Heaven appears as something misty

above their heads.

462. Like the difference of what is clear relatively to

the obscurity of a mist.

583. The Heavens . . . sometimes appear to Spirits as

mists . . .

585. When the Hells are opened, there is an exhala-

tion, (sometimes) like a mist and a dense cloud.

®. A mist and a dense cloud correspond to the

derivative falsities.

C.J. 23. There was seen above them ... as it were a

mistiness, which appeared from the presence of the

Lord in the angelic Heavens . . . especially from His

presence in the Ultimate Heaven, lest any of them
should be taken away and perish, on account of their

conjunction with them.

W. 292. Tliere is a general sphere around many in

Society, (which appears) in Hell under the shape of a

gross and black mist.

M. "J-. There then appeared as it were a mist asceml-

ing from the lower regions (which made them think)

that they were kings and princes.

IIS''. The Angel . . . passing through the mist,

ascended . . . and then the circle ... let itself down,

and dispelled the mist which had induced darkness on

the earth.

268. They were to be approached from the east, lest

Ave should enter into the mist of their phantasy . . .

-. Lo, a house . . . standing in a mist, which

continually flowed forth like smoke through the chinks

of three of the walls.

T. 22^. Like the difference between those who stand

in clear light . . . and those who stand in a dense

mist . . .

1 192. If one from a mountain sees a dense mist rising

up. . .

D. 222. By the reflections of the brightnesses of all

objects.

1883. On the penalty of some who are immersed as it

were in deep mists.

2684. This is the sphere which is . . . like a mist . . .

3385. A Spirit who ascended like an invisible mist,

3498. There came a great crowd . . . like a mist.

4679®. The falsities at first appeared like a gross

mist ; afterwards, like waters.

D. Min. 47852. For there is a misty rock which goes

over them . . .

J. (Post.) 240. The lower things appear as it were

misty.
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Mistaken. See under X)Y.z^\y!Y.-faUere.

Mistress. Domijia.

A. 191 1. 'Her mistress was vile in her eyes' (Gen.

xvi.4) — that this Rational lield cheap truth itself

adjoined to good. 'Mistress,' or Sarai, = truth adjoined

to good.

^ Mistress ; that is, intellectual truth.

1936. 'Return to thy mistress' (ver.9) . . . 'Mistress'

= the affection of interior truth.

2015^. 'Mistresses' (Is.xlix.23) = goods, from which

they will be suckled. (= wisdom. 3183^.) ( = the

insinuation of good, which is of wisdom. 6740-.)

M. 283''. That the master and mistress should

agree . . .

291^. A ruling wife . . .

Mistress. Maitresse. M.459. D.6054.

Mitigate. Mitigare. M.487. 530. Ad. 3/5 709.

Mitre. Cidaris.

A. 9818"^ 'A mitre of beauty-fZecoHs ' (Is.xxviii.5)

i=the intelligence which is of truth. ( = Divine intelli-

gence. 9857".) 9930®. (
— intelligence. R. 189-.)

9S27. 'And a mitre' (Ex. xxviii. 4) = intelligence and
wisdom . . . because it is a covering for the head ; and
by the head are signified the interior things of man,

which are of intelligence and wisdom.

. Like the mitre, the turban-^ia?-a, the hat.

-. But the mitre whicli belonged to Aaron=
wisdom also, because it was of fine linen, and the crown

of holiness was placed on it, which was a plate of pure

gold, on which was engraved 'Holiness to Jehovah' . . .

whereas the mitre of linen, and the rest of the garments

of linen, which also belonged to Aaron, signified the

intelligence which is of truth, and not the wisdom which

is of good. Concerning . . . this mitre, see Lev.xvi.4
;

Ezek.xliv. 18. For 'linen' = truth in the Natural of

man ; thus 'a mitre of linen ' = natural intelligence (or,

the intelligence of the Natural).

9934. 'It shall be upon the mitre' (ver.37)=from

infinite wisdom; (for) 'a mitre' = intelligence ; and,

when said of the Lord, who was represented by Aaron,

'a mitre '= Divine or infinite Avisdom. 9943.

9943. 'Thou shalt make the mitre of fine linen' (ver.

39)= wisdom there.

10008. 'Thou shalt place the mitre upon his head'

(Ex.xxix.6) = the Divine wisdom.

R. 675". One of the bishops . . . snatched the mitre

from his own head, and threw it upon the table, saying,

I will not resume it until I have taken vengeance upon

the enemies of the faith of our Church . . . Upon the

mitre was a plate, on which was engraved Faith Alone.

Then, suddenly, there appeared a monster rising out

of the earth . . . like 'the beast' . . . which took the

mitre, and stretched it out beneath, and put it upon its

seven heads ; and then the earth yawned beneath its

feet, and it subsided into Hell.

M. 20-. The bridegroom wore a mitre.

103^. (The prize was) a mitre set round with precious

stones.

114. A voice was heard. The African shall have the

mitre.

264. I saw rising up another devil, on whose head

was a mitre, wound round in spires as if of an adder,

the head of which stood up from the vertex.

266. The other Angel wore ... a mitre studded on

the right side with some firestones.

T. 595^ A primate crowned . . . with a mitre of two

steps (or degrees).

E. 204^. 'A mitre ' = the wisdom which is of Divine

truth.

272^. 'A mitre of beauty' = the intelligence which is

of truth from that good.

^ ' Thou shalt be a crown of beauty in the hand

of Jehovah, and a mitre of a kingdom in the hand of

thy God' (Is.lxii.3) ; 'a crown of beauty' = the wisdom

which is of good ; and 'a mitre of a kingdom ' = the in-

telligence whicli is of truth.

427^". 'The mitre' (of Aaron) represented intelligence

and wisdom, and its front part love, from which are

intelligence and wisdom . . . These things were upon

the front of the mitre . . . because a mitre = the like as

the head ; namely. Divine wisdom ; and the front (or

forehead) the Divine good of love.

1 1892. 'Asa bridegroom setteth on a mitre' (Is.lxi.

10). 'To set on a mitre ' = to put ou wisdom.

Coro. 51^. Like one who regards a primate of the

Church solely from his mitre and the jewels in it ; or

any other dignitary or leader from his fillet and head-

band-?ni7;'«.

Mitre. Mi/ra.

Coro. 51^ See MiTKE-cifZ«)-i's, here.

Mix. Miscere.

Mixture. MixHo.

See under Profane.

A. 3993. ' Speckled ' =mixed with evil; 'spotted' =
mixed with falsity.

8_ "With man there is no . . . good with whicli

evil is not mixed ; nor . . . truth with which falsity is

not mixed . . .

. There are evils with man with which goods

cannot be mixed, and there are evils with which tliey

can ; in like manner falsities. Unless this were the

case, no man could ever be regenerated. (Continued

under Evil.)

3995. That afterwards all the good of trutli shall be

his in which falsity and evil are mixed. Sig. and Ex.

4000. 4005. 4006.

4005^. There are goods mixed with evils, and truths

mixed with falsities . . . and the mixtures and temper-

ings of these are so various and manifold as to exceed

myriads of myriads . . .

4551. Before man comes to good ... he has very

many falsities mixed with truths . . .

6156". When a man comes into a state of evil,

(remains) are withdrawn and hidden away . . . lest they

should be mixed with evils, and thus perish.
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[A.] 6724. 'She bituniinated it with bitumen and
pitch '=good mixed with evils and falsities. Ex.

^. It is to be known, further, that good can be
mixed with evils and falsities, but still not therefore be
conjoined ; for the one shnns the other . . .

7554^. For all stench is from evils mixed with goods,

and from falsities mixed with truths.

7975. 'Much mixed crowd' (Ex. xii. 38)= goods [and
truths] which are not genuine. Ex.

9470^. As they who are in celestial truth cannot be in

spiritual truth ... it was ordered that 'no garment
should be put on mixed from wool and linen' (Deut.

xxii. II).

9994^. Therefore the cakes, as they = the Celestial of

the second order, are said to be 'mixed with oil ;' and
the wafers, as they= the Celestial of the third order,

are said to be 'anointed with oil' (Ex.xxix.2).

R. 635. By 'to miix wine,' and 'what is mixed,' is

signified the falsification (and profanation) of truth also

in Ps.lxxv.9. E.960''.

D. 1304. Let them beware lest they mix holy things

with profane ones, and thus profane holy things.

3334. The general mixed sphere of all . . . which
mixture the Angels at ouce recognize . . .

4450. How (Sirens) mix holy things with profane
ones . . . 4462.

E. 376^''. 'Men of strength to mingle strong drink'
(Is.v.22). Ex. 6 1 83.

503. 'Hail and lire mingled with blood' (Rev. viii.7)

= destroying infernal evil and falsity commingled with
the truths and goods of the Word . . . thus Divine truth
falsified.

520. ' Wormwood '= truth mixed with the falsity of
evil.

-. Truth is mixed with the falsity of evil, when
evils of life . . . are confirmed by the sense of the letter

of the Word ; in like manner falsities of religion by
those who are in the love of self, and thence in the
conceit of Own intelligence. Ex.

887. 'To be mixed with merum' (Rev.xiv.io) = to be
conjoined with falsified truths. Ex.

a 16. 'In the cup in which she hath mixed, mix to
her double' (Rev.xviii.6) = much retribution in propor-
tion as they have profaned truth. . . 'To mix' = to

profane
; for he who commingles falsity with truth, or

truth with falsity, profanes it. 111.

Mix together, Commingle. Commis-
cere.

Commingling, A. CommixHo.
See under Profane.

A. 301. At last they do not care whether they mix
together profane with holy things . , . The things
which have been mixed together by profanations adhere
mixed together . . .

408. The reason why the new light or morning does
'not come until the Church has been vastated, is that
the things of faith and charity have been mixed together
with things profane ; and, so long as they are mixed

together, nothing of light or of charity can ever be
insinuated ; for the tares destroy all the good seed.

593<^. They who have the doctrine of faith ... are

able to mix together truths with falsities . . .

looi. Being the Lord's, it is never to be mixed
together with the things of man's will. Sig.

1003. 'Not to eat the flesh in its soul, the blood'

=

not to mix together profane with holy things. Ex.
-. The commingling of what is holy and of what

is profane.

2256". But goods are never so commingled with evils,

or evils with goods, that they cannot be separated ; for,

if they were commingled, the man would perish to

eternity . . . 2269^. 2284-.

2426. The Lord constantly provides that evil be not
commingled with good

4424. Goods and truths are profaned when com-
mingled with falsities and evils.

5135^ He then commingles evils with goods, and
falsities with truths, so that they cannot be separated.

6959-.

5897*. This is the commingling of truth and falsity . . .

8004. That this good must not be commingled with

the good of another. Sig. and Ex.

9020. W^hen the truth of faith which has once been

acknowledged is afterwards applied to evil, it is com-
mingled with the falsity from evil ; whence is profana-

tion.

9298. That the worship of the Lord from the truths

of the Church must not be commingled with falsities

from evil. Sig. and Ex.

2 Truths with the evil are not commingled with

the falsities from evil with them so long as they are only

in the memory . . . But if truths are falsified to favour

evil . . . then they are commingled
; whence is the

profanation of truth.

9673. A guard lest spiritual good and celestial good

be commingled ; thus the Middle and the Inmost
Heaven. Sig. and Ex.

10465. 'He sprinkled it upon the faces of the waters'

=a commingling with truths. . . It is signified that

falsity from infernal delight had been commingled with

the truths which are from Heaven.

P. 24^. (Therefore) the Lord exquisitely separates

good and evil, lest they should be commingled, with

man . . ,

226. He then commingles holy with profane things
;

which, when they have been commingled, cannot be

separated otherwise than by the destruction of the

whole.

227-. The Lord separates evil and good so that the

one is interior and the other exterior, and thus provides

against their being commingled.
*. That he then commingles good and evil, in-

somuch that they cannot be separated. Ex.
". This freedom with its rationality has been

destroyed with those who have commingled good and
evil in themselves . . .

6. Such is the lot with those who in this way
commingle holy with profane things.
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228-. But when a man comes into the use of his

rationality and freedom ... if he then acknowledges

truths and lives according to them, and afterwards

denies them, he commingles holy with profane things

. . . Whereas if a man is in evil from the time when he

has become of his own rationality and freedom . . . and

afterwards acknowledges the truths of faith and lives

according to them, provided he then remains in them to

the end of life, he does not commingle them . . .

231''. This is the worst kind of profanation ; for the

reason that they commingle holy with profane things

so that they cannot be separated . . .

233^. With a hypocrite . . . the evil is within and the

good is without ; and so the two are . . . not commingled.
'. Many truths can be received by the under-

standing, and be stored up in the memory, and yet not

be commingled with the evil of the will . . .

'". That if (the will were to receive truths) sooner

and more, the will would adulterate good, and the

understanding would falsify truth, by commingling

them with evils and the derivative falsities. Ex.

R. 204. (The 'lukewarm') have commingled truths

with falsities, and goods with evils . . .

M. 146. With them, the chaste is above, and the

non -chaste beneath, and there is as it were a door on
hinges interposed by the Lord . . . lest they mix them-

selves together.

483-. What is more detestable than for a man to

commingle his soul with the soul of a husband in his

wife ?

T. 430. These things are not to be mixed up (that is,

confounded).

D. 1006. They commingle holy with profane things.

1978. Thiis a commingling of ideas . . . The penalty.

2059 (Immixtae). 2067. 2073.

E. 235^. ' To commingle a spirit of perversities in

the midst of her' (Is.xix.i4):=to pervert and falsify

them.

. Truths commingled with falsities are cast

out. Sig.

519^. When the interiors are evils and falsities, and

the exteriors goods and truths, there is a commingling

of both . . .

'". Good and evil, and the truth of good and the

falsity of evil, are commingled when evil and falsity

are in the spirit of man, but good and truth in his deeds

and speech ; for what is interior acts into what is

exterior . . .

<>. But the commingling of good and evil, and

of truth and falsity, is not the profanation of good and

truth. Ex.

652''. Lamentation on account of the defect and

commingling of truth with falsity. Sig.

. That these delights will cease, is signified by
' all joy is mixed together' (Is.xxiv. 11).

746^. This disputation (about good and evil, and

truth and falsity) is signified by ' I will commingle

Egypt with Egyjit ..." (Is.xix.2).

Mizpah. Mizpah.

A. 4198. '(He called it) Mizpah, because he said.

Jehovah look between me and thee' (Gen.xxxi.29) = the

j)resence of the Divine Natural of the Lord . . .

^. The quality of the presence is signified by

'Mizpah ;' here, the quality with those who are in the

goods of works, or with the gentiles . . . for the name

'Mizpah,' in the Original Language, is said from

'to look.'

Mizraim. Mizraim.
A. 1 160. 'The sons of Ham : . . . Mizraim' etc. (Gen.

X. 6)= ... so many nations, by which, in the internal

sense, are signified the Knowledges, knowledges, and

worships which are of faith separated from charity.

1 163.

1 163. By 'Mizraim,' or Egypt, are signified know-

ledges, or various scientifics, by means of which they

want to explore the secrets of faith, and by means of

which they confirm the principles of falsity thence

derived. 1165.

1165. 'Mizraim' or Egypt, also= simply knowledges;

thus those who are useful. 1193. II95'

1 193. 'Mizraim begat Ludim, and Anamim, and

Lehabim, and Naphtuhim. And Pathrusim and Caslu-

hira, from whom came forth Philistim and Caphtorim'

(ver. i3) = so many nations, by which are signified so

many kinds of rituals. Ex. 1 194.

Moab. Moabus.

Moabite. Moabita.

Moabitish. Moabiticus.

A. 576"^ See Ammon, here. 23 13^.

13606. So were the Moabites and Ammonites idolaters,

who were descendants of Lot.

1364. Lot is here mentioned as the father of the

idolatrous worships signified by Moab and Ammon.

23242. It is the end of this External Church which is

signified by Moab and the Son of Ammon.

2466. The religiosity signified by 'Moab and the son

of Ammon "... is adulterated good and falsified truth,

Ex.

2467. 'She called his name Moab' (Gen. xix.37) = the

quality of the religiosity of that Church as to good.

' He is the father of Moab even to this day' = that thence

are such.

2468. What the religiosity is, and what the nature of

it, which is signified by 'Moab and the sons of Ammon,'

is evident from their origin . . . and also from many

places in the Word, both historical and ])rophetical . . .

They are, in general, those who are in external worslii]),

which appears in some respects holy ; but not in internal

worship ; and who seize upon as goods and truths the

things which are of external worship, but reject and

despise the things of internal worshi]). Such a worship,

and such a religiosity, is characteristic of those who are

in natural good, but who despise others in comparison

with themselves. (Ex. by comparisons.) For there is a

general good with them which appears not nnbeautiful,

but the particulars which enter are iilthy. In the

beginning, indeed, not so ; but successively ; for they

suffer themselves to be easily imbued with all things

whatever which are called goods, and derivatively with
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all falsities whatever, which, because they confirm

them, they suppose to be truths ; and this because they

despise the interior things of worship ; and they despise

these because they are in the love of self. These people

come forth and are derived from those who are in

external worship only, and who are represented in this

chapter by Lot ; and this when the good of truth has
been desolated. They are described in the AVord such
as they are in the beginning, when their good has not

as yet been so much defiled ; then, when it is being

defiled ; and also, when, afterwards, it has been com-
pletely defiled ; and that they reject the interior things

of worship and of doctrine. (111. seriatim.)

[A.246S]"'. 'Moab My wash i^ot' (rs.lx.cviii.) = good
defiled with falsities.

1*. The god of Moab was Chemosh.
^^, These things, then, are 'Moab' and 'Ammon ;'

but the kinds of their falsity, by which they adulterate

goods, and extinguish truths, are many ; and are enu-

merated by Jeremiah, but by mere names. 111.

3242^. 'Moab,' in a good sense, = those who are in

natural good, and who suffer themselves to be easily

seduced ; but, in the opposite, those who adulterate

goods. 5480.

3322\ See Edoii, here.

4779*. ' Moab '=: those who adulterate goods . . .

6000^. ' Moab ' = natural good ; and, in the opposite

sense, good adulterated ; here, it treats of its vastation.

831 1^ These things are described by . . . 'the power-
ful ones of Moab ' , . .

8315. 'The powerful ones of Moab' (Ex.xv. i5) = those

who are in the life of falsity from that love of self. . .

'Moab' represents those who are in natural good, and
who suffer themselves to be easily seduced ; thus who
are in the derivative life of falsity ; for those who are in

natural good, and not in good from the truth of faith,

thus not in spiritual good, suffer themselves to be led
away to believe all falsities whatever ; thus to live ac-

cording to them. They are led away from truths to

falsities especially by means of those things which
favour their loves. These are they who are meant by
'Moab.'

8908^. 'Moab' (Is.xvi.6)= those who are in the evil

of the love of self, and who therefore falsify tniths.

9494^. ' Moab,
' whose power would be destroyed (Num.

xxiv. 17) := those who adulterate the goods of the
Church.

10184^. The vastation of all goods with those who are

meant by 'Moab,' who are those who are in natural
good, and who suflfer themselves to be easily seduced.
Sig.

10652^. This profanation is signified by the scortation

of the peojile with the daughters of Moab (Num.xxv.).
By ' Moab

' are signified those who adulterate goods ; and
by his daughters, the affections of that evil ; and by
whoredom with them, profanation.

S. iS^ By 'Moab' (in the Word) is signified the
adulteration of good.

P. 25 1"*. It is not known what kingdoms in the
Christian world relate to the Moabites and Ammonites
. . . but still there are those which relate to them.

R. 114*^. By Moab, and thence by his king and his

daughters, are signified those who defile and adulterate

worship.

E. 235^^. ' Moab' =: those who adulterate the goods of

the Church ; and therefore 'vomiting' is predicated of

them. 315^'^'.

316^". By 'Moab' are signified those who are in

spurious goods, and thence in falsified truths, which, in

themselves, are falsities. The destruction of these

falsities is signified by ' the horn of Moab is cut off
;

' and
the destruction of those evils by 'his arm is broken'

(Jer.xlviii.25).

401^^. As by 'Moab,' in the Word, are signified those

who are in a life of falsity from the love of self ; and, by
their worshij), the worship of self, therefore when the

Israelitish jieople acceded to the worship of the Moab-
itish people, it was commanded that the heads of the

people should be hung before the sun (Num.xxv. ).

41 1-*. These things are said of Moab, by whom is sig-

nified the adulteration of good and truth, and, deriva-

tively, those who pervert the good and truth of the

AVord.

. Whence the perpetual adulterations which are

signified by 'Moab.' Ex.

417". By 'Moab' are signified those who are in the

ultiniates of the AVord, of the Church, and of worship ;

and, in the opposite sense, those who adulterate these

things by this : that they turn them to themselves, and
regard the honour of self in each thing of them ; and

therefore 'the corners of Moab' (Num.xxiv. I7) = the

adulterations of the AA^ord, and, derivatively, of the

Church and of worship, such as are with those who are

such. The like things are signified by 'the corner of

Moab' in Jer.xlviii.45.

532". By 'Moab' are meant those who are in falsities

from evil ; by 'his glory,' and by 'his great multitude'

(Is.xvi. 14) are meant those falsities . . .

637^^. By 'Moab' are signified those who are in

natural good, and who adulterate the goods of the

Church. That, with them, the understanding of truth

is null, and also the knowledge of truth, is signified by,

' in all the heads of Moab baldness, and every beard

shaved . .
.' (Jer.xlviii.37,38).

653^. By 'Moab' is meant the natural man, who, from

the love of self, adulterates the goods of the Church.

655'. As by 'Moab' are meant those who adulterate

the goods of the Church ...

727*. 'The waster of Moab' (Jer.xlviii.i8)= the adul-

teration of (the external of the Church and of the AVord,

which is the sense of its letter). .

811^^. By 'Moab' are meant those who are in natural

delight, and who therefore adulterate the goods of the

AVord.

. ' I will bring back the captivity of Moab in the

extremity of days' (ver.47) = that, with those who are

meant by 'Moab,' truths will be opened, and they will

be instructed in them (at) the Advent of the Lord.

Mobility. MoMHtas.
A. 4225-. They cast themselves to Hell, where they
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have respiration and mobility. Hence it is that life is

represented in the Word by mobility. D.4089''.

Mock. Illudere.

Illusory. lUusoruis.

See Illusion.

A. 2654. '(Ishmael) mocking' (Gen. xxi.9) = notagree-

ing with and favouring the Divine Rational. 'To

mock' = that which is of affection against that which

does not agree with and favour itself.

3301^. See Elisha, here.

5014. 'To mock us' (Gen.xxxix.i4)= that it would

rise up against,

5028®. Ultimate truth serves as a witness to the

natural man against the spiritual, that he had as it

were mocked.

5223-. Illusory arts of the magi.

7467. 'Let Pharaoh not add to mock' (Ex. viii. 29) =
that he should not deceive by a lie.

£• 655^". (The Lord's being mocked= the blasphem-
ing of truth.)

811''. That they will deride and blaspheme the truths

and goods of the Word, is signified by 'it shall mock
kings, and dominators shall be laughter to it' (Hab.i. 10).

Mock at. Irridere.

Mocking, A. Irrisio.

A. 961. (On those who have made jokes from the

Word.) 1878. D.1304.

1080. That he derided. Sig. For with those who are

in no charity, tliere is a continual contempt, or continual

derision, of others.

1091. That external worship separated from internal

is such that it derides. Sig.

2403. A mocking. Sig.

2654^. It would mock at or ridicule this.

4269. Where evils are, there they are mocked at,

5128^. They also mock at truths.

55676. He did not appear with a face, but only as to

the teeth, because he had been able to mock at

others . . .

7290^. He would laugh at all who attributed these

things to the Divine.

7332®. Without this use, the evil utterly ridicule

truths.

9232-. The simpler Spirits . . . laughed at them . . .

The reason of their derision was soon disclosed . . ,

H. 575. Conjoined with contempt for others, enmity,

ridicule . . .

Mock at. Subsannare.

Mocker. Subsariiiaior.

Mockery. Subsa^inatio.

A. 1877"''. They mock at the things which are of the

internal sense of the Word. 9407'*.

2126°. They mocked at this reply.

5022-. If what is internal or spiritual is mentioned,

they ridicule it . . .
J f'^'^ -'V-^^

5719. They who despise and ridicule the Word in

the letter . . .

6907^. Whenever they hear anyone professing the

truths of the Church . . . they mock in themselves . . .

7332*=. If the truths of doctrine did not serve them

as means for gain, they would mock at them.

7665. A mockery. Sig.

9348^ From the love of self spring . . . the derision

and vituperation of others ... In the other life . . . they

deride the Word.

H. 5062. In the other life . , , from their evil cupi-

dities they burst out , . . into mockeries and blas-

phemies.

575. The gnashing of teeth is the continual disputing

of falsities . . . conjoined with . . . mockery, etc.

P. 2086. All are . . . deriders of the Divine Providence.

D. 5138. Concerning mockers, hypocrites.

E. 654^^. 'This is their derision in the land of

Egypt' (Hos.vii. i6) = the vituperation of doctrine from

the natural man, and the contempt of the latter.

778^". See Blaspheme, here.

Mode. See Method.

Moderate. Moderare.

Moderate. Moderatus.

Director. Moderator.

Control. ModeranuJi.

A, 967. Angels who moderate the punishment.

H.391, 543, D.1494. 3299.

19928. Angels were present . . , who moderated the

chiding.

5479. The Lord . . . moderates the influx of good

according to the state ... It is this moderation which

is (here signified).

7111. 'The directors' (Ex.v.6) = those who proxi-

mately receive ; for the directors were from the sons of

Israel, and the exactors from the Egyptians . . .

3 'Directors.' 111.

e_ That directors were governors of the people

distinct from their princes, elders, and judges. 111.

7136. 'The directors of the sons of Israel were

smitten' (ver.i4)= that those who proximately received

and communicated the infestations were injured by the

injected falsities. 7137. 7141. 7i55-;

7250^. The Lord moderates . . .

8566. That they should be more moderate in their

complaints. Sig.

C. J.
40<^. Directors are set over the English there.

42. Here the directors dwell. J.(Post.)268.

546. I heard from a director of tliat society. D. 60416.

P. 77. His freedom and rationality . . . regulate . . .

328^ The presidents, the directors, the leaders in

the Church . . .

R. 54. The Lord moderates and tempers His

Divine . . .
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344. The Lord providing and moderating. Sig.

and Ex.

611. The director (of a heavenly Society).

752. Sixtus V. told me he was the Governor-^^rae-

fectus-as chief Director of a Society of Catholics . . .

M. 14. The gi-andees and directors (of a heavenly
Society). 207".

166. That to a wife is given ... the greatest prud-
ence in moderating her husband's affections. 208^

3

208^. The freedom of a husband, which regards his

inclinations and aifections, the Lord Himself regulates

from within, and through his wife from without . . .

T. 412^ The directors of this age can perform uses

to society . . . and still not love the neighbour . . .

^. They who have jjerformed uses from love

towards the neighbour are promoted to be directors of a

heavenly Society, and are in splendour and honour . . .

443. So to regulate the life . , .

-. The understanding regulating . . .

574. The understanding can . . . moderate concupi-

scences • . .

641*. If anything . . . not thus moderated were to

touch them . . .

69 1^ Therefore there are perpetual temperatures
which modify and moderate the ardour of that Love . . ,

D. 1 74 1. Such phantasies are moderated . . .

3525. There are two angelic Spirits with every man
. . . whose office it is to regulate and rule the evil

Spirits who come to him.

5050. Nor are there wanting directors of the Hells . . .

6088-. The directors are fed splendidly . . .

D. Min. 4793^. By a control of the order there . . .

E. 412^®. The Divine love tempered and moderated
proceeds to Angels . , .

73412. 'The directors shall speak unto the people'

(Deut.xx.8).

735-. In the Societies of Angels there are directors

set over the rest ; but they are not Archangels under
whose arbitrary power they stand : such a government
has no existenee in the Heavens ; for no one there in his

heart acknowledges anyone above himself, except the
Lord. Sig.

J. (Post.) 12. The best, who are directors and magis-
trates, dwell in the middle of the city.

19. Without leave from some director . . .

104. Louis XIV. was made director by the Lord over
the best Society of the French nation . . .

328. There are in London ten directors with like

authority.

D. Love v^. Which flows from the control of the

cerebellum.

xiii^. The Church, etc. are loved by the governor and
directors, if . . .

Moderately. Mediocriter. W,239^

Modern. See under To-day.

Modern. Neotericus. M.315^. 5M.8.

Modest. Modestus.

Modesty. Modestia.

Modestly. Modeste.

A. 1 125. Modest speech of the Church *Enos.'

2590. The Gentiles behave themselves modestly
. . . 2602.

40476. (The Spirits of the pia mater) were modest and
pacific. D. 1727. 1728.

5180^. Some of the (Spirits of the chyle) are modest
;

some petulant.

5378. (The Spirits of the peritoneum) answered them
modestly. D.991.

8242*^. There shone forth from (the faces of the in-

habitants of Jupiter) what was sincere and modest.

8622<^. In other respects they have appeared modest. . .

8948. (The Spirits of Saturn) are modest.

9696. In other respects (the Spirits of the First Earth)

were modest . . .

M. 164. Modesty (one of the virtues which pertain to

the moral wisdom of the \\\tu-virorxnn).

218. The intelligence of women is modest . . .

292^. I added, From her connate modesty.

D. 220". They are very modest.

1797. Their dress modest . . .

2643. These infernals had appeared modest . . . 3007,

2787-. Otherwise he is modest . . .

2906. In the sight of men he had appeared modest . . .

4377. Their modest rejections of the evil endeavours

. . . were instantaneous, with such modesty that they

never hurt those who were making them,

4748. Charles XII. an example of those who are ex-

teriorly civil and modest.

D. Min. 4660. Those who are modest, but study

themselves only.

Modest. Pudiais.

Modesty. Pudicitia.

M. 297^ They would prostitute their modesty,

431. The modest and chaste delights of conjugial

love.

Modest. Verecundiis. A. 16406.

Modify. Modificare.

Modification. Modificatio.

A. 1042. The modification of the rays of light in the

rain drops.

. The modification of spiritual light . , .

-. The rays of light which fall upon and as it

were modify them are from the Lord.

1043. There is a spiritual modification which (must)

be perceived by man by means of colours.

1623-, Every colour consists of innumerable rays, so
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that mjriads constitute one general Perceptible, which

is as it were a modification of the origins of light from

the celestial and spiritual things which produce it.

3001^, But, in the Spiritual World, all modifications

which come forth from the influx of life are spiritual.

Hence come such differences of intelligence and wisdom.

3337-. The imagination of man is . . . the forms and

shajjes of such things as he has taken up with the

sight of the body, wonderfully varied, and, so to

speak, modified. But his interior imagination, or

thoiight, is . . . the forms and shapes of such things as

he has drawn in with the siglit of his mind, still more

wonderfully varied, and, so to speak, modified.

3343. Spiritual things, which are of truth, are made
by modifications of heavenly light . . .

3628-. The ear, with its forms constructed therein to

the modifications of (the aerial atmosphere).

^. Unless there were interior modifications,

which are of life (in the ear), to which correspond the

exterior modifications which are of the air, hearing

would not come forth,

4224. Without a substance . . . there is not any
modification . . ,

4407. The eye is modified by a more subtle atmosphere

than the ear.

4414S. Intelligence and wisdom are ... an eminent

modification of heavenly light.

4523. The eye has been formed correspondently to

the modifications (of the ether and of light).

4530. Colours, there, in their essence, are variations,

or, so to speak, modifications of intelligence and wisdom.

4677.

4922. The variegations or modifications of that light

are the derivative variegations, and, so to speak, modi-

fications of wisdom and intelligence . . .

7408". For modifications receive their form from the

forms which are substances in which they are, and from

which they flow. (See Form, here.)

8603*. The forms or substances recipient of life are

subjects, and the things which result from their

changes and modifications are forces, which are to be

called lives . . .

9466. The colours are modifications of heavenly light,

thus of intelligence and wisdom.

94672. For all the colours which appear in Heaven
are modifications of heavenly light and flame upon
these two planes . . . Therefore the modifications of

this light and flame are variegations of truth and
good . . .

9814. The modification of this light according to the

subjects which receive it, which are Angels, ])resents

various phenomena to view ; as clouds . . .

H. 239^. The ideas of thought of the Angels ... are

also modifications of the light of Heaven ; and their

aftections . . . are variations of the heat of Heaven.

244. There is a speech by the face which ceases in

what is sonoroixs modified by ideas.

M. 151a*. (The notion that) the understanding is

only a modification of the light from the sun . , .

T. 396. The love of the will modifies (the life of

man).

443^. In the third period of man's life the will acts

into the understanding, and the understanding modifies

it.

Ad. 925^^. For thought is only a modification . . .

D. 4063. The eye has been formed entirely according

to all the modifications of the ether ; and the ear

according to all the modifications of the air.

E. 595^. The rainbows seen by the Angels ... all

come forth from the light of Heaven and its modifica-

tion in the spiritual natural sphere there . . .

726^. These ethers and airs . . . when modified mole-

cu\sLT]y-smgiHatim-g[ve light. •*. (See Atmo-
sphere, at these refs.

)

944-. The light of the sun is the modification or

interior action (of its fire) in substances which are

outside the sun . . . called the atmospheres.

. The light proceeding (from the Lord as a Sun),

which is Divine truth, is the modification or interior

action in substances which are outside Him. These

substances, in which this modification is eff'ected, are

the spiritual atmospheres . . .

II3I''. The light of the sun . . . affects material sub-

stances by modifying them, and the heat by clianging

their states.

1 206''. Light modifies substances, and heat actuates

them . . . The presence of the sun in the substances,

which a[ipears as light, causes the activity of the forces

or substances of each individual according to its form

in which it is from creation. This is modification.

J. (Post.) 267^. Newton said, Now I know that

colours are modifications of the light in the objects . . .

D. Love xix. The internal sensories are modified and

actuated by spiritual light and heat.

Modulate. Modulari.

Modulation. Modulatio.

M. 55. The Angels perceive the subject-re?n-of the

affection from the symmetry and flowing forth of the

modulation.

E. 448^^ To simulate good aff'ections in externals is

signified by 'to modulate upon the psaltery ..." (Amos
vi.5).

Mogul. See Mongol.

Mohammed. Mahumed.

Mohammedan. Mahumedamis.

Mohammedanism. Mahumedanismus.
H. 514'". Behind (the places of instruction for adults)

are those who have been addicted to the Mohammedan
religion, and who in the world have led a moral life,

and have acknowledged one Divine, and the Lord as

the Very Prophet ; who, when they recede from

Mohammed, because he cannot at all help them, accede

to the Lord, and worship Him, and acknowledge His

Divine, and are then instructed in the Christian religion.

5156. The Mohammedans are instructed by Angels
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who had previously been in the same religion, and have

been converted to the Christian one.

516, All the instruction there is given from doctrine

which is from the "Word . . . Christians are instructed

from the Heavenly Doctrine . . . The rest, as the

Mohammedans, and the gentiles, from doctrines adapted

to their apprehension, which differ from the Heavenly

Doctrine only in this : that spiritual life is taught by

means of moral life which is in agreement with the

good dogmas of their religion, and from which they had

drawn their life in the world.

J. 47. The Judgment was performed . . . also upon

all who are called Mohammedans ... It was performed

first upon those of the Papal religion ; then upon the

Mohammedans . . .

48. Beyond (the Papists) were the Mohammedans,

also distinguished according to their countries, who all

appeared then in the west near the south.

50. The Judgment u]ion the Mohammedans des.

(See Last Judgment, here.

)

2_ Most of these (good Mohammedans, who in

the world had acknowledged the Lord as the Greatest

Prophet, and as the Son of God, and who had believed

Him to have been sent by the Father to instruct the

human race, and who at the same time had lived a

spiritual moral life according to their religiosity) when

instructed, receive faith in the Lord, and acknowledge

Him to be one with the Father. There is also given

them communication with the Christian Heaven by

means of influx from the Lord ; but they are not com-

mino-led with them, because religion separates. All

from that religion, as soon as they come among their

own in the other life, at first seek Mohammed ; but he

does not appear, but instead of him two others, who

call themselves Mohammeds. These have obtained

seats in the middle, under the Christian Heaven, to the

left there. The reason these two are instead of Moham-

med is that all . . . after death are first led to all whom

they had worshipped in the world . . . But Avhen they

perceive that they can render them no aid, they recede

from them . . . Where Mohammed himself is, and his

quality . . . shall be told in the book in which the

Apocalypse is explained.

69. The First Heaven (which pass?d away) came

forth not only from Christians ; but also from Moham-

medans and gentiles ; all of whom had formed for

themselves such Heavens in their own places. Ex.

C. J. 68. On the Mohammedans in the Spiritual

World ; and on Mohammed.—The Mohammedans in

the Spiritual World appear behind the Papists, in the

west, and make as it were a compass. The reason they

appear (next behind the Christians) is that they

acknowledge our Lord as the Greatest Prophet, the Son

of God, the Wisest of all, who was]^sent into the world

in order to teach men. T.828.

69. As religion (resides in the suprenies with man,

and as his lower things live and shine from the supreme

ones), and as Mohammed dwells in their lower minds

together with their religion, therefore some Mohammed

is always placed in their sight ; and, in order that they

may turn their faces to the east, above which is the

Lord, he is placed beneath in the Christian Middle. It

is not Mohammed himself who wrote the Koran, but

another who discharges his office ; nor is he always the

same, but he is changed. Formerly, there was one from

Saxony, who, having been taken by the Algerines,

became a Mohammedan. As he had been a Christian

also, he was (sometimes) impelled to speak before them
about the Lord : that He was not the Son of Joseph, as

they had believed in the world, but the Son of God
Himself ; by which he insinuated into them the idea of

the unity with the Father of the Person and Essence of

the Lord. To this Mohammed, others have afterwards

succeeded, who have been impelled to say like things.

Hence many of them accede to the true Christian faith

concerning the Lord ; and they who accede are carried

to a Society nearer the east, where communication is

given with Heaven, into which tliej^ are afterwards

elevated. In the place where this Mohammed has his

seat there appears fire as of a torch, in order that he may
be known ; but this fire is visible solely to the Moham-
medans. T.829.

70. Mohammed himself, who wrote the Koran, does

not come into view at this day. I have been told that

in the first times he was set over them ; but, as he had

wanted to dominate as God over all things of their

religion, he was cast out of his seat, which he had below

the Papists, and was sent down to the right side near

the south. Once, some Societies of the Mohammedans
were excited by the wicked to acknowledge Mohammed
as God ; and in order that the sedition might be

appeased, Mohammed was brought uji from the Lower

(Earth), and was shown them ; and he was then seen

also by me. He appeared like the corporeal Spirits,

who have no interior perception, with a face verging to

black ; and I heard him saying these words only, I am
your Mohammed ; and presently, as it were subsiding,

he returned into his place. T.830.

71. As regards their religion, it has been permitted

to be such because it agi-ees Avith the genius of the

Orientals ; and it has therefore been received in so many
kingdoms ; and also because in it the precepts of the

decalogue are made at the same time [a matter] of

reliction ; and something from the Word was also in it

;

and especially because the Lord has been acknowledged

as the Son of God, and the Wisest of all. By this

relif'ion, moreover, the idolatries of many nations have

been dissipated. The reason an interior religion was

not opened to them by means of Mohammed, was on

account of polygamy, which exhales what is unclean to

Heaven.

72. Many of them are receptible of the truth ... I

have spoken with them about the one God, the resur-

rection, and marriage. (Their sentiments on these

subjects stated.)

S. 105^ Around the Papists are the Mohammedans,

who acknowledge the Lord as the Greatest Prophet, and

as the Son of God.

117S. The Mohammedan religiosity, which succeeded,

and which destroyed the prior religiosities of many

nations, was taken from the Word of both Testaments.

E. 1177^

P. 255. The Mohammedan religion (is of the Divine
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.Providence) because it acknowledges the Lord as tlie

Son of God, the Wisest of men, and as the Greatest

Prophet who came into the world to teach men. The
greatest part of them make Him gi eater than Moham-
med. M.342. T.833.

^. The Mohammedan religiosity was raised up,

of the Lord's Divine Providence, to destroy the idolatries

of many nations. Fully ex.

^ In order that all these idolatries might be

extirjjated, it came to pass of the Lord's Divine Provi-

dence that a new religion accommodated to the genius

of the Orientals was begun, in which there should be

something from both Testaments of the Word, and
' which should teach that the Lord came into the world,

and that He was the Greatest Prophet, the AVisest of

all, and the Son of God, This was done by means of

Mohammed, from whom that religion has been called

the Mohammedan religion.

"*. This religion would not have been received by
so many kingdoms, and could not have extirpated the

idolatries, unless it had been made suitable and adapted

to the ideas of the thoughts and to the life of them all.

The reason it did not acknowledge the Lord as the God
of Heaven and earth, was that the Orientals acknow-

ledged God the Creator of the universe, and could not

comprehend that He had come into the world, and had
assumed the Human . . .

^. From these things it may be seen, that the

Mohammedan religion also arose of the Lord's Divine

• Providence ; and that all of that religion who acknow-

ledge the Lord as the Son of God, and at the same time

live according to the precepts of the decalogue, which
they have also, come into a Heaven which is called the

Mohammedan Heaven. This Heaven also is divided

into three Heavens, highest, middle, and lowest. In

the highest Heaven are those who acknowledge the

Lord as one with the Father, thus as the Only God
Himself. In the second Heaven are those who renounce

a plurality of wives, and live with one ; and in the

ultimate one, those who are being initiated.

M. 341. That at this day it has been permitted to

Mohammedans to marry a plurality of wives, because

they do not acknowledge the Lord Jesus Christ as one

with Jehovah the Father, and thus as the God of

Heaven and earth, and thence cannot receive love truly

conjugial.—From the religion delivered by Mohammed
the Mohammedans acknowledge Jesus Christ as the

Son of God, and the Greatest Prophet, and that He was
sent into the world by God the Father to teach men

;

but not that God the Father and He are one, and that

His Divine and Human are one Person, united as soul

and body . . . Therefore the followers of Mohammed
could not acknowledge our Lord as any God from

eternity, but only as a perfect natural man . . . and

therefore they could not do otherwise than pass Him by

in their worship ; and this the more, because they

declare Mohammed also to be the Greatest Prophet

;

and do not know what the Lord has taught. It is for

this reason that the interiors of their minds . . . could

not be opened . . .

342. That tlie Mohammedan Heaven is outside of

'the Christian Heaven ; and that it is divided into two

Heavens, lower and higher ; and that no others arc

elevated into their higher Heaven than those who
renounce concubines and live with one wife, and ac-

knowledge our Lord to be equal with God the Father,

to Whom is given dominion over Heaven and earth.

Gen. art.

. As they have made the Koran the book of their

religion, and as, consequently, Mohammed, who wrote
it, is seated in their thoughts, and as they follow him
with some worship, they think but little about our
Lord. T.833.

343. The reason the Mohammedans also have a

Heaven, is that all in the universal world who acknow-
ledge God, and, from religion, shun evils as sins against

Him, are saved. That the Mohammedan Heaven is

distinguished into two, lower and higher, I have heard
from themselves ; and that in the lower Heaven they
live with a number of both wives and concubines, as in

the world ; and that those who renounce concubines,

and live with one wife, are elevated into the higher

Heaven. I have heard also that it is impossible for

them to think of our Lord as one with God the Father
;

but that it is possible for them to think of Him as

equal, and also that to Him is given dominion over

Heaven and earth, because He is His Son ; and there-

fore this faith is with those to whom ascent into the

higher Heaven is given by the Lord. T.832.

344. I have spoken with one w'ho came instead of

Mohammed. Mohammed himself is never present, but

a substitute in his place . . . He sent me an ebony

spoon . . . and at the same time there was opened a

communication for the heat of their conjugial love,

wdiich was perceived by me like the foul heat of a bath.

T.834.

348. As polygamy . . . exists at this day with the

Mohammedans, it cannot be imputed to them as sin
;

(and) lest it should be sin to them, they remain natural

... It is for this reason that although from the Koran
tliey acknowledge our Lord as the Son of God, still they

do not approach Him, but Mohammed ; and so long

they remain natural ; and thence do not know that there

is anything of evil, and not even of lasciviousness, in

polygamy. . . Therefore, after death, they have their

own Heavens, and there enjoy delights according to

their life.

352. In the Christian Heavens there is heavenly

light, which is Divine Truth, and heavenly heat, which

is Divine love . . . Thence it is that all comnnmication

between the Christian Heavens and the Mohammedan
Heavens has been taken away ... If there had been a

communication, no others could have been saved than

those who were in heavenly light and at the same time

in heavenly heat from the Lord ; nay, neither could

these be saved if there were a communication of the

Heavens ; for from the conjunction all the Heavens

would be so severely shaken that the Angels could not

subsist ; for what is unchaste and lascivious would

inflow from the Mohammedans into the Christian

Heaven . . . and what is chaste and pure would inflow

from the Christians into the Mohammedan Heaven,

(and thus) the spiritual things of the Christian Heaven

would continually encompass and torture them, and

would take away all the delight of their life ; and.
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moreover, would insinuate that jjolygamy is siu, and

thus they would be constantly rebuked.

466*. A Christian cannot love a concubine and a wife

equally, as a Mohammedan polygamist can do . . .

B. 37. The Mohammedans abhor Christianity because

they believe there is the worship of three gods in it.

T.183.

T. 137^^. (He said) I once thought from (an eminent

person at Gothenburg with wliom 1 am associated) that

your new doctrine savours of Mohammedanism . . .

678. In the Spiritual World, Christians are in the

middle ;
Mohammedans are around them . . .

^. AYithout the Christian sign, which is baptism,

some Mohammedan Spirit . . . might apply himself to

newly born Christian infants, and also to older children,

and insufHate into them an inclination for his own

religion . . .

828. On the Mohammedans in the Spiritual World.

Gen. art.

831. The Mohammedans are hostile to Christians on

account of the faith of three Divine Persons and the

derivative worship of three Gods, so many Creators
;

and, to the Roman Catholics, on account of their genu-

flections before images ; and hence they call tlie latter

idolaters, and the former fanatics ; saying that they

make a three-headed God ; and that they say one and

mutter three . . .

D. 339. On Mohammed and the Mohammedans.
. (These Spirits) seemed to have found another

Heaven, where Mohammed reigned ; they spoke with

Mohammedans who had been dead some years . . .

God Messiah appeared to them in glory, through an

Angel, when they fell upon their faces and devoutly

adored. Afterwards Mohammed was raised up thence

quickly, and was with me, and spoke many things to

me, and . . . when he was instructed about God Messiah,

he spoke modestly . . . and thought in like manner

;

and he instructed those who were in the deep that from

himself he could do nothing at all ; and that he per-

ceived that he was no god, but a simple man . . . He
wants to be instructed in the doctrine of true faith. I

showed him the city of Amsterdam , . .

340. The Mohammedans confessed, wlien they heard

the interior things of the Word, and heavenly Truths,

that they had fallen into heavenly happiness ; and now,

while I am writing these things, they fall upon their

faces and adore the God of the universe, who is Jesus

Christ ; saying that they perceived it in a heavenly

manner.

344. On Mohammed.—There was represented as it

were a distinct Heaven, where there were worshippers of

Mohammed ; but there were only Spirits there, and not

Angels. When these Spirits heard what was being said

in this Heaven, they asked that they too might ascend

and speak ; and, when they came, they spoke so skil-

fully and prudently . . . that the Spirits of the Heaven

of Christians were affected with shame. . . They were

interrogated about Mohammed ; and they replied that

they had acknowledged Mohammed, knowing no other-

wise ; but that they want to adore one God only, the

Creator of Heaven and earth. Then Mohammed . . .

replied to them that he can do nothing from himself. . .

thus he was raised up thence and adored the Supreme
God, God Messiah indisputably.

345. Mohammed said that the Spirits who were in

the Heaven where he was were diminishing . . . He was
instructed that they are being taken up into the angelic

Heaven, and are there being instructed in the doctrine

of faitli ; and that all their infants are in the Heavens.

346. Mohammed said that he knew no otherwise

than that he was living upon earth . . .

347. That the infants only of the Mohammedans
come immediately into Heaven ; but not so immediately

their boys and girls. Ex.

403. That the Mohammedan Spirits are very docile,

and are obedient to their Mohammed, and perform all

offices to him from the heart. . . They were then in-

structed that they should adore God Messiah only . . .

with which instruction they were enkindled, and most
humbly gave thanks to God, promising that they would
lay it to lieart.

407. On the Mohammedan Spirits. (Their washings.

)

403'^-

447. On Mohammed : that he drove away a crowd

coming to him ; and said that they should go to Jesus

the Son of God.

477. On another Mohammed.

480"^. The Mohammedans are docile, and suffer them-

selves to be led, and easily receive tlie faith.

509. On Mohammed. — According to his longing,

Mohammed underwent temptations. . . These things

show that Mohammed stood in the faith, although he

was so tempted. 510. 511.

512. On the Spirits of Mohammed: how they are

instructed in order to become Angels.

2995. The Mohammedans with me at first did not

care for (scientiiics) . . . thinking that if they receive

good it is sufficient . . .

2996. On Mohammed.

30306. The Mohammedan Heaven was opened by

those who want to seek another Lord.

3033. Among these were both the Mohammeds . . .

3040. Choirs from the Mohammedans have become so

familiar to me, that I could know (them) from the sound

alone.

3494. Certain Mohammedans came almost at once

after death into gyres. Ex.

4658^. It was the effigy of Mohammed's coffin.

4748. Charles XII. praised the Mohammedan religion

in preference to the Christian.

4831. I was brought to the region where the Moham-
medans are, which is towards the right, in the plane of

the right sole ; and, when I had been brought there and

was held in the idea concerning the Lord that the

Father is in Him and the Holy Spirit from Him, thus

that He is the one only God, then all who were there

were in the same idea and completely acknowledged it.

This [occurred] through the whole tract. J.(Post.)84,
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5060. See Last Judgment, here. 5061. 5240. 5241.

5242. 5243. 5258-5262. 5264. 5265. 5663a-5669a.

5729. 5731- 5809^- 5856. 5861.

. On two mountains where there were Moham-
medans they lived more harmoniously than Christians.

In their first mountain they said that they live well,

because they . . . obey their magistrate . . . They were

better as to the understanding than most Christians.

J.(Post.)85.

5061. I spoke with them about a plurality of wives
;

and their elders examined with me the reasons why it

has been commanded by the Lord that men should have

only one wife ; and they found justice in them ; but

that this had been conceded them in the world for the

reason that they were Orientals ; and, if a plurality of

wives had not been conceded them they would have

blazed into adulteries like wild beasts, and so all there

would perish. They entered well into reasons. J.

(Post.)85.

5063. I spoke further with them : that true Christianity

consists in this : that men ought to live in charity to-

wards the neighbour, which is to be sincere, to be just,

to be upright ; thus to do what is sincere, just, and good

for their own sakes ; and to esteem and venerate them
as Divine things, because the Divine of the Lord is in

them, because they are from Himself ; as they also

know ; for they say that there is nothing good with

them except what comes from above, that is, from God
;

and thus that as to whether men are Christians must be

considered from the good of life ; also that the true faith

ought not to make dissensions ... It was said concern-

ing the Lord, .that He was conceived from Jehovah, and
that therefore He called Jehovah His Father . . .

Christians also know that He rose again as to the body,

and took all things of His body with Him . . . They
wondered at the stupidity of Christians, saying that

they had been ignorant of these two things. When I

spoke with them about various things which are from

the Word, and which are of the doctrine of the true

Church, I apperceived what is holy from them. J.

(Post.)87.

5246. Many of the Mohammedans become Christians,

acknowledging the Lord as the only God, because the

Father is in Him, and He in the Father. When, then,

they are led into Heaven, they are led first to the east,

and thence to the north, and there they ascend higher

and higher even to the west, and there are in what is

still higher . , . J.(Post.)9i.

5247. Some of them appeared to go further ; some to

descend to the south ; some to be carried elsewhere . . .

5248. Mohammedans are in natural lumen more than
Christians, and also long to know truths more than they

do. Examp.

5268. On the Mohammeds.—The first Mohammed
dwelt at the left beneath the plane of the sole ; and
there he held his court, and inflowed thence into the

Mohammedan nation ; but under the guidance of the

Lord. There appeared as it were something luminous

there, such as is wont to come from candles. I have

been sent thither, and perceived what is lascivious

commingled with what is conjugial, which was filthy,

because it excited veuery ... It is said that in their

VOL. IV.

stead others are now succeeding, who are to be kept

there by the Lord, for the reason that the common
people think much about Mohammed . . . That

lascivious sphere is from the plurality of wives . . .

5600. Concerning a certain Christian with the

Mohammedans. — There was a discourse concerning

the Mohammedans, that they acknowledge the Lord,

but only as the Greatest Prophet, and that they do not

acknowledge His Divine, for the reason that they could

not apprehend how the Divine could be possible as

distinguished into three Persons . . . That Christian

wanted to know whether such was their doctrine, and

approached them at the western part . . . They asked

him what he believed ... He said that he believed that

God is one ; but they examined the ideas of his thought

. . . and said . . . that at heart he believed in three . . .

and that a Christian ought to speak as he thinks . . .

and that it ought to be to the shame of Christians to

think three gods, and that the very Gentiles are wiser

. . . and he thei'efore receded ... for he was affected

with shame . . . The Mohammedans held him in the

idea of his thought ... so that he could not deny it

... I afterwards presented the Trinity in one Person,

and this in the Lord, with certain things from the

Word ; and they then said that they perceive that it

can be so ; and they would have been able to believe it

it they had not opined difl'erently in the world ;
although

they see that He is greater than they had believed, from

the fact that He has bound Mohammed, and also

because He is called the Son of God, and because He was

conceived from God Himself. J.(Post.)95.

5662a. (The syncretists) concluded that they would

make one Church out of many . . . and even want the

Mohammedans to be consociated ; for the reason that

they acknowledge the Lord as the Greatest Prophet, and

as the Son of God . . .

5666a. Mohammed himself, who wrote the Koran,

and was buried at Mecca, was taken out from his place

—he was deep down in a place a little behind the right

foot—and was elevated above, to the left of my head,

and there he appeared (to his worshippers). (Continued

under Last Judgment.
)

5669a. Some of the Mohammedans, when they had

heard many things about the Lord, wanted to accede to

that Church ; but it was said to them that they should

remain in their own religion, provided they think about

the Lord from their doctrine from the Koran : that He was

the Greatest Prophet, the Son of God, and the Wisest of

men ; because tliey cannot acknowledge His Divine at

heart, but only some of them with the mouth, and from

the Intellectual ; because from infancy tliey had imbued

themselves with the faith of such things ; and spiritual

good has been formed from such things as had been of

their faith in the world, which cannot be so suddenly

extinguished by what is new of faith
;
provided they

live in their own good, do what is sincere and just, and

know that everything just is Divine ; and that thus

they can still live happy in their own way, and be

successively led to the Lord. It was added that those

who live in what is just and in their own good can be

better than Christians, because these derogate all the

Divine from the Lord. Ex, . . Hence they saw that

2Z
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good Mohammedans in their hearts think better about
the Lord than Christians do. J.(Post. )97.

[D. 5669a]. They also acknowledge Moses as a great

prophet, but less than the Lord ; but about Moses they
think nothing further.

5809^. There is a book among the Mohammedans,
which is in their hands, and is common there, in which
some pages have been written by correspondences, and
from which there is some light in the Heavens. J.

<Post.)98.

5952. On the Greeks and the Mohammedans.

—

There were with me many from Greece, who dwell with
Mohammedans : they complained about the Moham-
medans, because they frequently say to them that they
worship three gods . . . The Mohammedans do not

recede from this infestation until they reply that they
are only the names of the one God ; they then acquiesce.

. Afterwards there were with me Mohammedans
thence, and they made inquiry concerning the three

names of the one God. I then said how the case is
;

namely, that Christians have taken this from the sense

of the letter of the Word, where three are named, when
yet they are the names of the one God. They said that

they too have the Word ; but read it little. They
Tjelieve that our Lord is the Greatest Prophet. But I

said that He was born from God, and that this is clearly

told in Matthew and Luke. They said that they had
not at all known this, and that they had believed Him
to be the son of Joseph. I afterwards told them why
i;he Lord came into the world ; not to reconcile the

human race to the Father, but to make His Human
Divine, and thus keep the Heavens in order down to

ultimates, and the human race, to which the Divine

could no longer reach in any other way. On hearing

these things they were silent, and many acquiesced. J.

(Post.) 1 00.

6021. Concerning the Lord with the Mohammedans.
—The Mohammedans are most averse to the three

Persons of the Divinity, because thus there would be

three gods ; and therefore when Christians and Moham-
medans are talking together about God, the latter say

that they make three gods ; and when they reply that

they have one God, they are indignant, and ask which
of the three is truly God. Then some reply that God
the Father is, because He created the universe. They
say that so the two others are little gods . . . but when
they hear that they are equal, they recede, and despise

Christians as small, and as of almost no judgment in

.spiritual things.

-. A certain person had a domestic servant of the
Mohammedan religion, whom he interrogated concern-

ing God, saying. What do you believe about Christ?
He said that He is the Saviour. What about God ?

He said that He is the Creator and the Supporter of the

nniverse. He then asked him. Has not God saved ?

He said that He has saved. What then did he believe

about Christ? Is He not God? He said that He is

God. Then he said that thus there are two. Then the

servant departed, saying that he makes two gods, and
therefore did not want to be his servant. In time after-

wards he understood that by Christ whom he called the
Saviour he understood God the Creator of the universe
as to salivation ; thus the same, and not another.

*. Thus the Mohammedans who are saved ac-

knowledge the Lord as one with the Father ; and they
almost hate Christians because they make three gods.

E. 1180-. A Mohammedan sees from the Koran that

there is one God ; that the Lord is the Son of God ; that

all good is from God ; that there are a Heaven and
a Hell ; that there is a life after death ; and that the

evils which are in the precepts of the decalogue are to be

shunned. Ifhe does these things, he also believes them,

and is saved.

J. (Post.) 71. On Mohammed. Gen. art.

76'. See Marble, here.

77. Once the two Mohammeds were taken up into

Heaven, because they longed for it ; and then they

spoke with me thence. They said that they saw thence

in one idea of thought innumerable things which below

Heaven they had believed to be one simple thing . . .

78. There were Mohammedans in the western quarter,

dwelling upon rocks, who had been rejected by Moham-
med in the Christian world, because they had worshipped

Mohammed as God . . . and it was found that they had
then thought nothing about the Lord ... as the Greatest

Prophet and the Son of God. (Continued in D. 5665a.

5666a.)

79. The two Christian Mohammeds. Ex. 80.

81. With the first Mohammed there appears some-

thing luminous, as from a torch, and the Moham-
medans look thither, and he inflows into them thence

by means of Spirits . . . Mohammed is skilful in

instructing those who interrogate him. . . The sphere

of his life appeared exteriorly delightful ; interiorly

concealing what is lascivious ... It was an unclean

heat, but that with the Mohammedans is a delightful

heat.

82. Tlie reason Mohammeds are continually sub-

stituted in place of the other . . .

83. I heard that Mohammed saying that he acknow-

ledges the Lord as the Only God . . .

84. On the Mohammedans, Gen. art.

^. Hence it was given to know that there are

many of the Mohammedans who receive faith concerning

the Lord, that He is one with the Father,

88, I saw a Mohammedan infestation by Christians

in a certain city . . .

89, I was brought to the Mohammedans who are in

the eastern quarter. (A conversation with them about

God and the Trinity.) The Mohammedans compre-

hended this : they said that they were thinking and

longing for illustration, which was afterwards given

them . . .

90, I spoke with the Mohammedans about the resur-

rection. (They were told the doctrine held by Christians

on the subject,) and the Mohammedans then replied

that they wonder such a fallacy can reign with Christians

. . , and that they know that they will live after death

;

that they will live in happy marriage ; and that they

will drink wine ; and this after they have cast off the

exuvise which had served them as an ultimate covering

in that gross sphere . . .

92. Many Mohammedans, from natural lumen,
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apprehend better about spiritual things than Christians,

because they think much and long for truths. They
have well understood that all things in Heaven and the

world relate to good and truth . . .

93. In the Judgment I saw that the Mohammedans
were brought from the west and round about in their

compass around the Papists. Fully ex.

96. The abodes of the Mohammedans after death are

palaces. For most part they are in the western quarter.

After the Last Judgment many come anew into that

(quarter who had thought little about the God of the

universe, and nothing about the Lord, but worshipped

Mohammed as God ; and, as they could not find him,

they chose another on a lofty mountain above Christen-

dom . . . and then, at the command of the new Moham-
med, they betook themselves into the Christian world,

and infested them in various ways . . .

loi. They were told that there are Mohammedans
Avho have received the faith that the Lord is one with

the Father ; and that they have a Heaven in which are

all happy things ; and that they live there from the

Lord in the spiritual marriage of good and truth.

Ath. 167. The Mohammedans have not acknow-

ledged three Persons, but one God : they have therefore

denied the Divinity of the Lord, and have acknowledged

the Father alone as God.

De Conj. 46. On a plurality of wives with the

Mohammedans. Gen. art.

. I have spoken with the Mohammedans about

the spiritual marriage : that it is the marriage of good

and truth ; and that good loves truth and truth good

like two consorts . . . This they understood well, and

also that conjugial love descends from this spiritual

origin . . . from which it is evident that they . . . can-

not have love truly conjugial ; and it was said that . . .

polygamy has been permitted them because they are in

hot regions . . . and therefore they burn with libidinous

heat, and therefore if polygamy had not been permitted

them many of them would rush into adulteries more
than Europeans, and thus would act contrary to their

religiosity, (to do which) is to profane what is holy.

It was shown further, that all their love of marriage is

lascivious, thus not spiritual ; nor can it become spiritual

unless they acknowledge the Lord.

47. Their lot in the other life is such, that at first, as

in the world, they associate a plurality of wives, besides

concubines ; but as, in the Spiritual World, conjunction

is of minds, and as those who are of a different mind
cannot be together, they separate themselves spontane-

ously, and at last are conjoined with such a woman as

is of a like mind : thus they gradually separate them-

selves from their women, and at last are united to one,

with whom their mind agrees. Moreover, they who
persist in polygamy, in process of time become so weak
and impotent that they nauseate marriage ; for lasci-

viousness carries this with it.

48. Those of them who are in their Heaven have only

one wife ; they have rejected more ; for the Moham-
medan Heaven is distinct from the Christian Heaven

;

but those who at last, as many do, acknowledge the

Lord to be one with the Father, are separated, and are

in Heavens which communicate with the Christian

Heavens ; and with these there is conjugial love.

49. They have heard conjugial love described by the

Angels as to its deliciousnesses and pleasantnesses, and
that it lasts to eternity, with an infinite variety of

deliciousnesses and pleasantnesses, and they have

wondered ; and thence many of them have received

faith concerning the Lord, and have been sent among
tha Angels of the Christian Heaven, and instructed

concerning the Lord, and in the doctrine of love and

faith in Him.

D. Wis. vii. 2^. That Christians could not enter

to the Mohammedans, on account of their respiration, I

have seen.

Molar. See under Grind.

Mole. Talpa.

A. 8932^ 'The moles and the bats' (Ls.ii. 20) = those

who are in darkness ; that is, in falsities and the deri-

vative evils. 9424^.

10582^. 'To bow themselves to the moles and the

bats' (id.) = to worship such things as are in thick dark-

ness and in the shade of night, which is [to worship]

external things without an internal.

R. 566^. Before the eyes of angelic Spirits, some were

seen as bats ; some as owls ; some as moles . . . and

they fled away into their darkness . . . T. I62^

T. 165®. He then sees truths no more than a mole.

E. 410^. The evils and falsities of doctrine fi-om which

is their worship are signified by ' the moles and the bats

'

(id. ), because their sight is in darkness, and they shun

the light.

Molech. Molech.

A. 2468^*'. The god of the sons of Amnion was Molech

and Milchom. 111.

R. 748. They worshipped Molech there by a wicked

sacrifice.

E. 768^^. 'To give of his seed to Molech' (Lev.xx.2,3 ;

xviii.2i) = to destroy the truth of the Word and of

doctrine by application to the filthy loves of the body ;

as to murders, hatreds, revenges, adulteries, and the

like ; whence, instead of Divine things, infernal falsities

are accepted. These falsities are signified by 'the seed

given to Molech.' Molech was the god of the sons of

Ammon (l Kings xi.7) ; and was placed in the Valley of

Hinnom, which was called Tophet, where they cremated

their sons and daughters (2 Kingsxxiii. 10) ; by the fire

of which were signified the above - mentioned loves.

And as, by 'the seed given to Molech' is signified such

infernal falsity ; and stoning was the death penalty for

the truth of the Word and of the derivative doctrine

being injured and destroyed, it is said that 'the man
who should give of his seed to Molech, dying he shall die,

and the people of the land shall stone him with stone.'

Molecule. Mokcula.

A. 6614. The abundance of ideas from the angelic

Heaven is presented visible as a bright cloud distin-

guished into molecules ; each molecule, which consisted
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of innumerable things, produced with a Spirit one simple

idea . . .

D. Wis. ii^. Around the cerebrum, and also within it,

and in the cerebellum, and in the spinal marrow, there

are spherules, as it were molecules, called the cortical

and cineritious substances and glands . . . These are the

initial forms . . .

Mollified. See Soften.

Molten. Fusilis.

A. 3574". 'A molten thing of silver' (Hos.xiii.2) =
good falsified. ( = falsity appearing as truth. 8932*^.

R.2422.)

8869. 'A molten thing '= that which is from the

voluntary }iroprium. (See Grave, here.)

894 1
s. What is religious, hatched from Own intel-

ligence, and not from the Word, is meant by 'molten

things,' 'graven things,' etc.

9424''. 'The covering of the graven things of silver,

and the clothingof the molten thing of gold' (Is.xxx.22)

= the scientifics of falsity and of evil which are acknow-

ledged and worshipped as truths and goods.

. Here, also, (Is.xlviii.5) 'idol,' 'graven thing,'

and 'molten thing ' = doctrinal things from Own intel-

ligence.

^ Here, also, (Jer.x.14, 15) 'the graven thing,'

and 'the molten thing '= doctrinal things from Own
intelligence, which, in the external form, which is from
the external sense of the Word, appear as truths ; but

in the internal form are falsities. Hence that man is

said to be 'a fool from knowledge ;' and the molten
thing is said to be 'a lie ;' and that 'there is no breath

in them' . . .

10406^. The conjunction (of these falsities) to the

favouring of external loves, so that evils may appear as

goods, is signified by 'a molten thing.' (See Gkave,
here.

)

^. Such things are signified by 'graven things,'

and 'molten things,' in the following places. III.

^. By 'a graven thing, and 'a molten thing,'

are meant the falsity which is devised, and the evil

which the falsity favours.

^*. As the falsities and evils of doctrine which
are signified by 'graven and molten things' are fabri-

cated by man's Own intelligence under the guidance of

his love, they are called 'the work of man's hands,' 'the

work of the hands of the artificer,' and 'the work of the
hands of the smith.' 111.

10407. 'He made it a calf of what is molten' (Ex.

xxxii. 4) = according to the delight of the loves of that

nation. , .
'What is molten' = worship made to the favour-

ing of external loves.

10653. 'Gods of what is molten thou shalt not make
to thyself (Ex. xxxiv. 1 7)= the worship of self and not of

the Lord
;

(for) 'to make gods of what is molten ' =
to institute worship according to the love of self ; and
worship according to the love of self is the worship of

self and not of the Lord ; for the worship of self is the
end, and the worship of the Lord is the means to this

end . . . Such worship exists with those who regard the

holy things of the Church as the means, and dominions
as the end.

E. 386*. 'To cast a molten thing' (Is.xliv. io)=doc-
trine from Own love.

419^^. By 'molten things' are signified the things

which a 'man hatches from Own intelligence ; all of

which are falsities and evils.

539^-. The doctrinal things which are from Own
intelligence, in which are the evils of falsity and the

falsities of evil, are signified by 'molten things of silver,'

and by 'idols' (Hos.xiii.2). 'Their silver ' = that which

is from Own intelligence; and 'the work of the arti-

ficers '= this intelligence; and therefore it is said, 'in

their intelligence they have made themselves idols,

wholly the work of the artificers.' That these doctrinal

things, being false, will pass away, is signified by, 'they

shall go away like smoke out of a chimney ' . . .

587''. 'Idols,' 'gi-aven things,' and 'molten things ' =
the falsities of doctrine, of religion, and of worship. 111.

^ This falsity is also meant by, 'his molten

thing is a lie' (Jer.x.14).

^''. The like things are signified by 'graven

things,' 'molten things,' and 'idols,' in the following

places. 111.

654^^. 'Casting a molten thing, but not from My
spirit' (Is.xxx.i)= worship from infernal falsity, and not

from Divine truth.

1 1 86-. By 'a molten thing,' and by 'an idol' (Hos.

xiii.2) is signified worship according to doctrine which

is from Own intelligence.

Moment. Momentum.

Momentary. Momentaneous.

A. 24<^. Thus do each and all the moments (or move-
ments) of regeneration proceed from evening to morn-

ing . . .

59-. If the Lord did not protect man every mo-
ment . . .

2292. According to each and all the moments (or

movements) of their inclination, the infants are im-

pelled to receive the truths of good and the good of

truth. . .
H.336S.

2342*. Without the internal sense (these rites) are of

no moment.

2694^. When some moments have passed by, they

return to the same state of opinion.

3226. Can express in a moment of time what . . .

3854^. Every least moment of man's life has a con-

tinual series of consequences to eternity . . . and thus

each and all the moments (or movements) of the life of

both his understanding and his will. 6490. D.Min.

4652.

3957^. This life cannot be transmuted into another in

a moment . . .

4063^. When a man is being regenerated, it is not

effected in a moment . . .

4931. Man would not subsist for one moment . . .

4939^- 5849- 10219-.

5006*. Man's life in the world is scarcely like a

moment, relatively to his life after death . . .
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5202''. For the man who is in good is reborn every

moment, from his first infancy to the last of his life in

the world, and then to eternity . . .

5354^. Regeneration ... is not effected in one

moment ; but from the first infancy np to the last of

life, and afterwards to eternity.

5398. For they believe that sins are remitted in a

moment . . . and that a man is justified by the confid-

ence of one moment.

5614'*. For a man can think in a moment what . . .

5992*. The Angels lead and guard man, and thus

every moment, and moment of a moment ; for if the

Angels were to intermit [their care] for only one

moment, the man would be precipitated into evil . . .

6617. The Angels perceive his life in a moment . . .

7298^. No one ought to be persuaded in a moment
concerning truth . . .

8717^. The Lord regards such things as are moment-
ary—as the things of this world relatively are—no

otherwise than as means to eternal things . . .

9336^. Believing that the life of Hell with a man can

in a moment be transcribed into the life of Heaven . . .

H. 2696. Man does not know any movement of the

progression when he is being regenerated.

P. 177-. Evil . . . does not receive good in a moment

;

nor does good . . . cast out evil from man in a moment.
If either were done in a moment, life would not remain

in the man. 183^

202*. Unless the Lord leads a man every moment
even the most minute, the man recedes . . . ^,Ex.

217. These three points are now to be illustrated one

by one. 219. 278a.

233^. This delight cannot be removed in a moment . . .

• ®, This turning is not possible in a moment . . .

279*. The error . . . that the state of a man's life can

be changed in a moment. Ex.
''. That they who believe in momentaneous sal-

vation ... do not know that the affections . . . are mere

changes of the state of the purely organic substances of

the mind . . . Ex.

280. All these believe in . .. momentaneous salvation.

338. That momentaneous salvation from iumiediate

mercy is not possible. Gen. art.

^. That the faith concerning momentaneous sal-

vation ... is taken from the natural state of man. Ex.

' 340. That momentaneous salvation ... is the flying

fire-serpent in the Church. Gen. art.

•*. That by the faith of momentaneous salvation

. . . security of life is induced. Ex.

R, 500^. They l.)elieve that the remission of sins . . .

is given in a moment in the act of faith . . . and they

who have once imbued these things, afterwards make
sins of no account . . .

896. This carr3-ing away (in the spirit into a mountain)

is done in a moment, because it is. done by a change of

state . . .

B. 64. Enormous birtlis ; as momentaneous salva-

tion . . .

T. 78^. In our World such things are created in a

moment . . .

*. The reason creation in our World is moment-
aneotis . . .

349". The comment is to be divided into these

points.

514. The second point is: As this contrition is not

repentance, is it of any moment ?

515. The third point is . . .

603S. In a moment or two, a man can think and con-

clude what . . .

794. All things which are looked at in the Spiritual

AVorld are created by the Lord in a moment . . .

D. 2010. Can think more quickly and distinctly

within one moment than . . .

2714. Each moment of life is the beginning of conse-

quences . . .

3024a. With him who is in faith, the better it is the

less the ideas are determined to one thing ; but so that

they are applicable to each movement (or point) . . .

3399''- Ideas are moments (or movements) and
varieties of respirations . . .

41368. The moments (or beats) of the spiritual pulse,

to the moments (or beats) of the celestial one, are as

two and a half to one.

4480. On the reasoning of some that . . . they are

justified in a moment.

4784. They took note of all the movements of thought

and aftection ... I wondered how they could take note

of all the movements of the thought.

D. Min. 4692^. So that the moments of his life

appear like scattered pebbles.

E. 716^. These falsities from evil cannot be expelled

from a man in a moment.

795-. It may be said that both (charity and faith)

come forth at the same-T^cirj-moment ...

1211^, Creation there is instantaneous ; and its dura-

tion is sometimes long, and sometimes momentary.

J. (Post.) 323. Houses (there) are formed in a moment,
and in a moment are destroyed . . . Garments in a

moment are put on, new ones are given, they are

changed. The tables upon which is their food come
forth in a moment, and are afterwards dissipated in a

moment.

Monad. Monas.
A. 5084*. A fallacy of sense . . . that there are simple

substances, which are monads and atoms. See W.229.

I. 1 7-. (Such) cannot but terminate the ideas of their

thought in the atoms of Epicurus, or in the monads of

Leibnitz, or in the sunjile substances of Wolfi' . . .

J. (Post.) 263. Leibnitz said . . . that he had indeed

acknowledged monads as unities : but tliat there were in

them simpler and purer substances, by means of which

the monad has been formed, from which came forth the

changes of state therein . . . and Leibnitz therefore

wondered that Wolff had maintained his monad—which
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he calls a simple substance—to be created out of nothing

;

and, when divided, to fall into nothing . . .

Monarch. Monarcha. P. 2512.

Monarchical. Monarchkus. T.92.

Monastery. Monasterium,

Monastic. Monasterialis.

See under Monk.

A. 495 1^ Many such who have plundered many
houses for the monasteries,

5036^ No longer believes it holy ... to give to

monasteries . . .

H. 535^ See World, here.

J. 5S'. They multiply monasteries, from which they

place spies and guards everywhere.

58^. That great city was full of temples and monas-
teries.

'. The whole anterior tract . . . was as it were

excavated, and full of monasteries.

R. 759- Those who continually aim to establish

firmly (their Divine majesty and super-regal glory) by
the multiplication of monasteries . . . Sig. 770.

. By gifts given to monasteries . . . 784.

M. 54"*. Those who in the world have been shut up
in monasteries, whether virgins or men, after passing a

monastic life, which lasts for some space of time after

death, are set loose and let out, and obtain the longed-

for liberty of their desires, whether they want to live as

conjugial ones, or not. If [they want to be] conjugial

ones, they become so ; if not, they are carried to the

celibates at the side of Heaven ; but those who have

burned with forbidden lust, are cast down. 155-.

513. In kingdoms of the Catholic religion (the women
for whom these burn) are monastic virgins . . . D.3896.

D. 3187. See Martyr, here.

4553®' Obtaining wealth for their monasteries from

the sick . . .

5254. See Last Judgment, here. 5271. 5305. 5315.

5316. 5324. 5331. 5338. 5341. 5410.

5457. Those who had perpetrated nefarious things

outside and inside of monasteries . . . Des.

5598. They began to institute monasteries . . .

6110^2. Virgins who have imbued piety even to some
melancholy become sad wives, and cannot be among the

happy in Heaven . . . Hence [this is the case with] those

women who have lived in monasteries.

J. (Post.) 109. "Women and virgins who have lived in

monasteries, and have thought lascivious things ; and,

still more, those who have done lascivious things ; are

cast into Hells where there are direful things. But
those who have studied piety alone, and have not done
any work, are divided among the followers of their own
religion, to act as domestic servants, learning that bare

piety in idleness does not conduce to salvation. But
those who have been industrious and have loved to

work, are allotted places among those women in the

Churches with whom it is well.

-. Those women who have been diligent in mon-

asteries, by serving others there in various ways, for

food, for clothing, and for other functions there, and
who have done these things from charity and affection,

have been brought outside that mountain in the con-

fines between the south and the west, and form a

Society which is safe from infestations by the men ; and
are sent to those who teach the truths of faith ; for they

are more docile than the rest.

Money. Moneta.

Monetized. Momticus.

T. 78-. The coins of gold and silver (there, are corre-

spondences).

320. They may be compared to impostors who coin

false monies, and gild them . . .

519. They are like coins made of the lees of oil, or

dried dung, and overlaid with gold.

D. 4045. There appeared , , . great silver coins, which

were turned into a thicker-f?YtASJorc//i.-plate of silver,

which filled the pocket of my garment. It perhaps sig-

nified those things which have now been given me.

4543. In a dream I had gold given in coins . . .

Nordberg changed them into other gold, not monetized.

Money. Pecunia.

See Coin.

A. 2482. See Memory, here.

3957''. He leaves behind him cares for the acquiring

of money and wealth ; for such things are not there,

475 1-. Avarice . , . is a love altogether earthly, hav-

ing nothing for its end but money, in which, not in act,

but in power, it believes itself to be above all,

C. J. 48^ The reason the Dutch are in these quarters

of the Christian Middle, is that trade is their final love,

and money the mediate subservient love, and this love

is spiritual. But, where money is the final love, and

trade the mediate subservient love, the love is natural,

and partakes of avarice. P.220S,

D. 1 166. While I have had cares concerning necessary

monies , , , so that I have detained my lower mind
somewhat in them, I have then fallen into a state as it

were corporeal, so that the Spirits could not speak with

me ; as they also said : that they had been as it were

absent , . .

2450. I have spoken with Spirits concerning the pos-

session of money without use. Certain Spirits are of

such a character, from the life of the body, that they

want to possess money for the sake of money, and not

for the sake of any use except that they may be de-

lighted with the money. When I have asked for the

sake of what use, whether it was for the sake of gar-

ments, houses, or food, they have said that it was for

the sake of the delight from seeing the money, the

silver and the gold ; thus for the sake of no use from

them. Such a cupidity is called avarice, and is most

filthy, because most gross ; for money is for the sake of

use . . . When the use perishes, it is completely dead,

and a carcase.

2566, The reason there is such a multitude of insane

Spirits , . , is that the human race at this day regards
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no other use than self . . . They only acquire and scrape

together money, silver and gold, merely to become rich

. . . never for the sake of their friends and companions,

still less for the sake of any use to the common-
wealth . . .

2910. There are three dominant loves, from which all

other loves spring . . . thus all cupidities, evils, and

falsities . . . (The last of them) is the love of the Earth,

which is the love of money for the sake of no end ; but

only for the sake of money, which is the most sordid.

3500. (The Dutch) have their life not so much in

money, as in trading itself; so that their money was

not so much in money - boxes, in wares . . . but in

trade.

3624^. Whenever it has been given to think . . .

about money-matters (etc. ), and when I have been kept

long in this reflection, the Spirits at once injected

troublesome and evil things, together with things con-

firmatory and cupidities ; and I observed that when I

have not been in the thought of such things for months
and years, I had no care at all, still less did they induce

any trouble. These are the reflections of thought ; and

he who is detained in them is the more infested by evil

Spirits the longer he is detained.

4385. (The Jewish Spirits said that their delight was)

to have money ; not for the sake of use, but for the

sake of the money. But it was given to say that as there

is no money in the other life, and consequently no de-

light from money, what delight do they want to have

now ? . . . Thus are they gradually led to thoughts

about eternal life.

4728^. (Wolff^ was especially in the love of money
without use ; thus in filthy evil.

5963. When (the Russians) are told, when they set

their hearts too much on money, that they should give

something from their money to the poor or needy . . .

because it is by the command of God, they do it ; but

after some time they receive more ; for they are blessed.

E. 193. 'Talents,' 'pounds,' and 'money' (Matt.

XXV. 14-31 ; Luke xix. 13-25) = the Knowledges of truth

and good from the Word.

840^. 'The purse,' and 'the scrip ' = the like as the

coins and the money in them ; namely, the Knowledges
of good and truth from the Word.

J. (Post.) 17. The Dutch are not so much for money
. . . Money is their mediate end, and is loved for the

sake of trading ; thus it is in the second place ; and
they who are such are loved in Heaven ; for everyone is

estimated according to his use. It is otherwise with

the avaricious, as with the Jews, with whom money is

in the first place . . .

Money-box. Cista.

D. 3500. See MoNEY-2Jccu7M'a, here.

Money-changer. Nummularius.
E. 840'*. By ' the tables of the money-changers' (Matt.

xxi. 12) are signified (those who make gain for them-

selves) from holy truths.

Money-making. See Hire, Profit.

Mongols. Mogoknses.

Mogul. Mogol.

R. 655^. Than in knowledge concerning the kingdom
of the Mogul, of the diamond mine there, and of the

treasure and court of its emperor.

T. 245^. Like the treasures with the emperors of the

Mogul and of China.

D. 5729. (The Last Judgment on the Mongols,

Fully quoted under Last Judgment.
)

Monk. Monachus.

Monkish. Monachalis.

See Monastery.

A. 107852. It was found that it was monks (who had
disturbed the angelic Spirits of the Sixth Earth).

10812. The monkish Spirits were seen, namely, those

who had been travelling monks, or missionaries.

. (A conversation with one of these monks. His

dense ignorance of the truths of faith, and his cupidity

for gain and dominion, cause him to be cast into Hell.)

D.55i3a22.

J.
56''. (The Papists) there send forth monks, to

allure the gentiles to their religiosity . . .

61^. See Last Judgment, here.

C. J. 78. When monks penetrate (to the Africans)

. . . They sell them. D. 6095-.

R. 294^. Near them were Papists with monks . . .

". One of the monks arose, and said . . . Another

monk said . . .

767. By 'the merchants of the earth' are meant the

lower ones in the order, who are called monks.

T. 582. The flagellation of one monk for the whole

company . . .

817. The monks by clandestine arts procure a com-

munication for themselves (with the Protestants) . . .

820-. Converted monks there teach them . . .

824. The monks especially seek there for the saints . . .

D. 3597. See Jesuit, here. De Conj.98.

3598". In Italy, where the monks insinuate them-

selves with wives . . .

4958. They were exciting the white monks . . ,

5103, See Luther, here.

5249. See Last Judgment, here. 5271. 5285, eise^.,

5419. 5732. 5738.

5450^. Those who were such were monks, because

they keep all in . . . thick darkness : hence the papisti-

cal thick darkness.

55i3ai''. Among others who come thither are monks

. . . They travel about in the same way in the other

life . . .

5833. He wondered that so many of the lower monks

make themselves Christ . . .

5957. Concerning a certain monk who lived in the

Dark Ages . . .

E. 1044. The interiors with the monks . . . appeared

so empty that they did not know a single truth which
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loads to Heaven. They have been explored, and were
seen to be such.

[E.] 1055. The Word is read . . . but little with the
monks, wlio teacli. 1062.

J.(ro.st.) III. That they might be instructed by their

own, who had been upright monks . , .

Monkey. See Ape.

Monogamist. Monogamus.

Monogamous. Monogamicus.
See under Wifk.

M. 70. For monogamous marriages—which are those
of one man with one wife— correspond to the marriage
of the Lord and the Church ...

77^. We counsel you to live monagamists . . .

^. Therefore all of us in this Heaven are mono-
gamists . . .

141. That chastity is predicated solely ofmonogamous
marriages, or those of one man with one wife. Ex.

369. That spiritual jealousy exists with monogamists,
and natural with polyganiists. Ex.

. In the Christian world, where there are monog-
amous marriages . . .

Monomania. Seo Insane at D.3626.

Monosyllable. Mo7iosyUaba. Ad. 3/23.

Monosyllabic. Monosyllabicus. A.7191-.

Monster. Monstmtn.

Monstrous. Monstrosus.

Monstrosity. Monsfrosttas.

A- 4533'' Some (of the infernals) appear as monsters.
4623'-. 4839s Ex. 5057". 5302-.

51990. In the light of Heaven (the infernals) appear
asnlonsters. 6605*. 6626. e_ H.So^. i3i«. E.554^

7042-1 They then appear to themselves as monsters.

10153^ In the Hells . . . are forms of hatred and
revenge ; thus such monsters as cannot be described.

H. 131^. If a man is evil, he appears (to the Angels)

as a monster, deformedly according tp his evil.

553:. .Their bodies are monstrous.
^. At the openings which are called 'the gates of

Hell,' there for the most part appears a monster, which
represents in general the form of those who are therein.

*. As soon as anything of the light of Heaven is

let in, their human forms are turned into monstrous
ones, such as they are in themselves . . .

W. 24-. The Church would then appear as one body
with a number of heads upon it ; thus not as a man, but
as a monster.

254-'. A natural man, who has become sensuous through
evils and the derivative falsities, in the Spiritual World
in the light of Heaven appears . . . as a monster . . .

287°. In proportion as a man does not receive (the

love and wisdom from the Lord), he becomes a monster
after deatlu

P. 204. Hell is in ... a monstrous human form . . .

22S-. He then commingles lioly with profane things,

and becomes . . . such a monster.

293. Hell constitutes one monstrous man.

296. Everyone in Hell is in the form as. of a man,
although monstrous

; and all the fibres and vessels in

it are inverted.

302^, In its form Hell is like a monstrous nian, whose
soul is the love of self and Own intelligence . . .

R. 153^ All (satans and devils, in the light of

Heaven) as to their faces and bodies, appear as monsters
;

but in their own light . . . not as monstere, Init as men.

601-. If a Church is in truths falsified, it appears

(before the Lord) as a monstrous man. .

. 675". Suddenly there appeared a monster rising out

of the earth . . . exactly like the 'bea.st' . . .

M. 231'*. As these see nothing of what is just, in

Heaven we contemplate them not as men, but as

monsters. Des.

T. 32". All there are so conjoined, that . . . the

universal Hell represents one monstrous devil.

6S. Hell (before God) is as one giant which is a

monster ; and therefore to act against one evil and the

derivative falsity, is to act against that monstrous giant

. . . wliit'h no one can do except God . . . 123^.

504^*. Instead of the serpent, there was seen a

monstrous man . . .

797''. A fourth table sometimes appeared there, on
which were seen monstrous things in various forms . , .

D. 4626. When any Hell is opened, or when any
devil appears thence, he appears monstrous according to

the quality of the Hell. Des. 4629^.

4718. Those who are evil, ... as to the face, when
seen in the light of Heaven, appear ... as monsters of

various deformity. .

E. 790^''. In proportion as he rejects, suftocates, and
perverts the truths and goods of the Word ... he is a

monster, and not a man . . .

J. (Post. ) 302. As (the Moravians) went away, they

appeared as monsters . . . and this monstrous [appear-

ance] was increased even to their entrance beneath the

earth . . . and when they came thither, the monstrosity

remained, and appeared before the eyes of themselves

and their brethren.

D.Love xiv-. Those whose love is from the sun of

the world ... do indeed appear in the Spiritual World
as men ; but in the light of Heaven as monsters.

Monstrous. Inunanis.

A. 17S7*. The Lord's temptations were the most
monstrous (or frightful) of all.

T. 1 230. Hell is like a monstrous lion. 'yi_

4SS. The monstrous faith that . . .

E. 388". 'A monstrous lion' (Hos.xiii.8) = the power
of falsity from evil.

403''. By 'the teeth of a lion' are signified the falsi-

ties of that evil ; and, as these destroy all the truths

and goods of the Church, they are called 'the teeth of

a lionj and the molars of that monstrous lion' (Joel i.6).
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Month. Mensis.

A. 851-. The spiritual man . . . also beconios 'the

seventh :' not 'the seventh day,' like the celestial man
;

but 'the seventh month.' 852.

858. 'The tenth month' (Oen. viii. 5) = the truths

which are of remains.

894. 'In the beginning, in the first of the month'

(ver. I3)=the first termination.

900. 'The second month' (ver. 14) = every state before

regeneration.

1825. The last time of the Church is signified by 'the

third day, ' the third month, etc.

3814. 'He dwelt with him a month of days' (Gen.

xxix. I4)= a new state of life.

. 'Months,' ete. =states, the quality of which

appears from the numbers . . . But when 'a month,'

•etc. is mentioned in the singular, there is signified an

entire state ; thus the end of a former and the lieginning

of the following one . . . Here, therefore, by 'a month'

is signified the end of the former state and the beginning

of the following one ; thus a new state ; as also else-

where in the Word. 111.

. 'Yielding its fruit every month' (Rev.xxii.2)=
a state always new as to the reception of good, and its

consequent exercise.

-. As the end of a former state and the beginning

of the following one, or a new state, is signified by 'a

month,' it was commanded that the numbering of (the

sons of Levi, and of the lirst-born males of the sons of

Israel) should be 'from the son of a month and up-

wards' (Num. iii. 15,40).

^. 'A month of days,' here (Deut. xxi. 1 1, 13)

manifestly = the end of a former state and the beginning

of the following or new one.

4901. 'About three months after' (Gen. xxxviii. 24)=
a new state

;
(for) 'three' = what is complete. . . and

'a month,' a state ; for all times =states . . . Ex. •*.

6721. 'She hid him three months' (Ex.ii.2) = the

fulness of time in which it did not appear. . . 'A month'

= time and state.

7827. 'This month is to you the head of the months'

(Ex.xii. i)= that this state is the principal of all states.

'A month ' = the end of a former state and the beginning

of the following one ; thus a new state. 7828.

7831. 'On the tenth of this month' (ver.3)= a state

of the initiation of the interiors ... By 'a month' is

meant an entire state from beginning to end ; thus the

whole state of deliverance which is siginiied by the

Passover . . .

8053. 'In the month Abili' (Ex.xiii.4)= the beginning

of a new state. 'A month ' = the end of a former state

and the beginning of the following one ; thus also a new

state. That 'the month Abib' = the beginning from

which are all the following states, is evident from the

things which are said about this month in the jireced-

iug chapter ; namely, 'This month is to you the head

of the months ; this is the first to you in the months of

the year.'

8057. 'Thou shalt keep this service in this month'

(ver. 5) = the perennial worship of the Lord on account

of deliverance. . . 'A month ' = the end of a former state

and the beginning of a new one . . . Hence also by 'a

month' is signified what is perennial.

8400. 'In the fifteenth day of the second month'

(Ex.xvi. i) = the state relatively. . . By 'a month' is

signified the end of a former state and the beginning of

the following one ; thus a new state.

8750. 'In the third month' (Ex.xix.i) = the fulness

of the state. Ex. 'A month' =a state.

10283'^. ' A month of days' = perpetually.

Life 97^. Let them resist evils in intention only once

a week, or twice a month, and they will perceive a

change.

R. 427. 'To torment them five months' (Rev.ix.5)=
to induce a stupor for a short time . . . because this is

signified by 'five ;' for times, whether months, etc. do

not signify time, but state. 439.

446. By 'an hour, a day, a month, and a year' (ver.

15) is signified continually and perpetually, the same as

by all time. E. 571.

489. By 'forty-two months' (Rev.xi.2) is signified

even to the end, when not anything remains.

e_ The reason they are called 'months,' is that

by 'a month' is signified a full state. 111.

935. 'Yielding its fruit every month' = that the Lord

produces goods with a man according to every state of

truth with him. By 'a month' is signified the state of

life of man as to truth.

^ -. The reason why by 'months' are signified the

states of life as to truths, is that by 'months' are meant

the times designated by the moon. 111.

'^. By 'months' are signified states of truth ;
and,

in the opposite sense, states of falsity with man. III.

D. 5668«. The infants speak in the angelic language

within a month.

E. 4or-''*. By 'the products of the months* (Deut.

xxxiii. 14) arc signified all things which proceed from

the Spiritual Kingdom of the Lord. 'Months' here=
the same as 'moons;' namely, truths from good; for,

in the Original Language, there is the same word for

both.

548. 'Five months ' = so long as they are in that

state. 561.

-. For 'a month'— a state . . . The reason

' months ' = states, is that all the times in the Word . . .

= states of life.

555'". Occurs.

633. 'For forty-two months ' = even to the end of the

Old Church, and to the beginning of the New one.

' Months ' = states ; here, states of the Church; for by

times . . . are signified states, and these states are

designated by the numbers . . .

796. 'Forty-two months' (Rev.xiii.5) = plcnary vas-

tation and consummation ; thus destruction until there

is nothing of truth and good remaining.

J. (Post.) 222. After they have been in the Spiritual

World a month, all reject the third Person . . .

Monument. Monumcjitum.

A. 4676". Therefore they build for themselves mag-

nificent monuments , , .
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[A,] 9293''. As is evident from the most ancient books
and monuments of the Gentiles.

L. 24-. The Angel said to the woman who came to

the tomb . . ,

R. 506. 'Not to permit to be in tombs' (Rev.xi.9) =
to reject as damned ; for 'to be put in tombs, or to be

buried, = resurrection and continuation of life . . .

Hence by 'not to be put in tombs' ... is signified to

remain in earthly and unclean things, and on this

account to be rejected as damned. 111. 603^. E.659.

E. 659". By these words is not meant that those

who are in the sepulchres or 'in the tombs,' will hear
the voice of the Lord . . . (But) by 'to go forth out of

the tombs' (John v. 28) is signified out of the material

body, which first takes place with everyone immediately
after death, and afterwards when the Last Judgment
comes forth ; for then exterior things are removed, and
interior things are opened . . .

^^ That 'the tombs had been opened' (Matt.

xxvii.52)= . . . regeneration, and the resurrection of the

faithful to life . . .

^". Therefore 'to be drawn out of the tombs' = no
resurrection to Heaven, nor regeneration ; but resurrec-

tion to Hell, and consequently damnation. 111.

899*". By 'the tombs' which should be opened are

meant the places in the Lower Earth where there have
been reserved and guarded by the Lord those who have
heretofore lived the life of charity, and have acknow-
ledged the Divine of the Lord . . . These places are

signified in the spiritual sense by 'the tombs,' ^'•.

Mood. Affectus. A. 2326.

Moon. Luna.

Moonlet. Lunula.

Lunar. Lunaris.

See New Moox, and under Lumixauy, and Sun.

A. 3372. 'The moon ' = faith. i8o8^ 111. i86i^
. 'Until there be no moon' (Ps.lxxii.5) = that

faith will be love.

862. Faith is called 'night,' because it receives its

light from charity, as the moon does from the sun ; and
therefore faith is also compared to the moon, and is

called 'the moon.'

10536. The Lord is a Moon to the Heaven of the

spiritual Angels.

1326*. 'The moon shall not cause her light to shine'

(Is.xiii.io) = the truths of faith [not doing so].

1529. The Lord appears to the spiritual Angels as a

Moon. 1861". 2669"-^. 2708. 2776^

1 53 1. That I might be confirmed in the fact that the

Lord appears ... to the spiritual Angels as a Moon . . .

I plainly saw the Moon shining, which was emcom passed

by a number of smaller Moonlets, the lumen of which
was almost solar, according to . . . 'The light of the
moon shall be as the light of the sun' (Is.xxx.26). . .

The Moon appeared in front, at the right. D.4220.

i8o8^ By 'the moon' are signified spiritual things.

1967. When they see anything in lunar lumen . . .

1984^. Charity and faith are 'the sun and moon'
which will be darkened.

19976. To the spiritual Angels, who are in the affec-

tion of truth . . . the Lord appears as a Moon.

20346. The Lord appears as a Moon in the Heaven of

the spiritual Angels ; and . . . the Moon is the Spiritual

of His love. Refs.

2120. 'The moon shall not give her light' (Matt.

xxiv.29). . . By 'the moon' is meant faith. 2441^

2242'*. 'The sun shall be darkened, and the moon
shall not cause her light to shine ' = no love and no
charity.

2441^ As (when they began to worship them) the sun

and moon received an opposite sense, they= the love of

self and of the world. Hence, in the Word, by 'the

worship of the sun and moon' is meant the worship of

self and of the world. 111.

2495-. 'The moon' (Matt.xxiv.)=the faith of love

and of charity.

^. 'The moon shall blush' (Is.xxiv.23) = that

faith shall blush.

2708. The light from the Lord with the spiritual is as

the light of night from the moon . . . 27166. 2849.

3235-. The Lord appears to the spiritual as a Moon,
because they are in spiritual love ; that is, in charity

towards the neighbour. The difference is like that

between the light of the sun by day, and the light of

the moon by night ; and also such as there is between
the heat of them both, from which are germinations.

3272". 'The moon' (Rev. xii.) = spiritual love. Refs.

3355^ 'The sun and moon' (Joel ii.)= the good of love

and its truth.

3693". 'Thy moon shall not be gathered' (Is.lx.2o)=

that they shall be in the life of truth and in intelligence,

because in the spiritual love and light of the Lord.
•*. 'The moon' (Ps.civ. 19) = intelligence ; and

'the sun,' wisdom from the Lord.

3969^^. The Spiritual Kingdom lives from truth ; and
therefore the Lord . . . appears to the spiritual as a

Moon.

4060-. 'The moon shall not give her lumen' (Matt.

xxiv.)= that . . . charity towards the neighbour, which

is 'the moon' . . . will not appear. . . 'The moon' = the

Spiritual of love; that is . . . 'the moon ' = charity

towards the neighbour which is through faith. Refs.

The reason of this signification of . . . 'the moon' is that

the Lord in the other life appears ... as a Moon to

those who are charity towards the neighbour, who are

called the spiritual. Refs.

4288^. In the representative Church . . . when they

looked at the moon, they were filled with a holy venera-

tion, because the moon= spiritual love.

4696. 'Behold the sun and the moon' (Gen.xxxvii.9)

= natural good and natural truth. . . 'The moon'=
spiritual good, or truth. . . 'The moon,' in the supreme

sense, also= the Lord, because He appears as a Moon to

those in Heaven who are in spiritual love . . . And the

light from the Moon in Heaven is the spiritual of love,

or truth. Here, therefore . . . 'the moon '= natural
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truth, because it is predicated of Leah ... for by 'Leah'

is represented natural truth,

4697^ By 'the sun and moon' are signified love and

charity, or good and truth. 111.

4735®- 'The moon . . . turned into blood ' = truth

falsified and profaned.

4779^. 'The moon' (Rev.vi. I2) = the truth of faith.

4918®. 'The moon' which was under her feet= the

truth of faith. Refs.

60 1 5^ That the good of faith can no longer inflow, is

signified by 'the moon shall not make her lumen to

shine.' ( = that charity and faith cannot come forth

with man. 8902^.)

66976. Some of the planets have moons, which are

called satellites, and which range about their orb in

stated times, as the moon does round ours ; and the

planet Saturn, because it is very far distant from the

sun, has also a great lunar ring, which gives much . . .

reflected light to that Earth.

71716. (In the ideas of Spirits and Angels) the moon
appears to the left, at a considerable altitude : the

satellites also to the left relatively to their own planet.

7233-. When the voluntary proprium has been

separated from the new Voluntary which is in the

intellectual part, the lumen there is feeble, such as is

the nocturnal lumen from the moon and stars relatively

to the diurnal lumen from the sun. Hence, also, it is,

that by 'the moon,' in the Word, in the internal sense,

is meant the good of spiritual love ; and by 'the sun,'

the good of celestial love. Refs.

7988^. By the moon (as one of the 'army of the

heavens') is signified the good of faith.

8902^. ' The moon '= faith in the Lord. Refs. 8906^.

9228. 'The light of the moon shall be as the light of

the sun' . . . 'The moon ' = faith from the Lord ; thus

faith in the Lord.

9232. On the Spirits and inhabitants of the moon.

Gen. art, U.iil. D.3241.

. Some Spirits appeared above the head, and

voices were heard thence like thunders ... I supposed

that there was a vast multitude of Spirits . . . (but) the

Spirits who were thundering were . . . few, and were as

small as children . . . D. 3243.

9233. Some (of them) were sent down . . . and one

was carrying another on his back . . . Their faces

appeared not unbeautiful, but were longer than the faces

of other Spirits. In stature they were like boys of

seven, but of robuster body. Thus they were dwarfs.

I was told by the Angels that they were from the

moon.

9234. The one who was carried by the other, was let

down and came to me, applying himself to my left side

below the elbow ; and spoke thence, saying that when

they utter their voice they thunder so, and thus terrify

the Spirits who want to inflict evill on them ... He
receded from me to some others, but not tjuite out of

sight, and thundered in like manner. They showed,

further, that their voice when sent forth from the

abdomen, like an eructation, so thunders. D. 3242a,

Ex.

9235. This comes forth from the fact that the in-

habitants of the moon do not speak so much from the

lungs as do the inhabitants of other Earths ; but from

the abdomen ; and thus from some air collected there
;

for the reason that the moon is not circumfused with a

like atmosphere to that of other Earths. D. 3244. ,

9236. The inhabitants of the moon relate, in the

Grand Man, to the . . . xiphoid cartilage, to which the

ribs are connected in front, and from which descends-

the linea alba, which is the support of the muscles of the

abdomen. D.3245.

9237. Spirits and Angels know that there are in-

habitants even in the moon ; for they often speak with

them : in like manner in the moons or satellites around

the Earths Jupiter and Saturn. Those who have not

seen them . . . still do not doubt that there are men in

these moons, because they are equally Earths ;
and

where there is an Earth there is man ; for man is the

end for the sake of which is an Earth . . .

9684-. The Lord appears to those of the Spiritual

Kingdom as a Moon. The Lord appears ... as a Moon

also at a middle altitude opposite the left eye . . . From

the Lord as a Moon there is light with those in the

Spiritual Kingdom . . . The light in the Heavens is the

Divine truth proceeding from the Lord's Divine Human,

which, when received by the Angels who are of the

Spiritual Kingdom, is called the truth of faith from the

good of charity towards the neighbour. Of this good

and that truth consists the Middle Heaven, which is

called the Spiritual Heaven. The candlestick in the

Habitation represented the Moon from which those of

the Spiritual Kingdom have light ; thus it represented

the Lord as to Divine truth there ; for ... the Lord

appears to those who are of that Kingdom as a Moon.

. This good becomes spiritual good by the recep-

tion of Divine truth as of light from the moon.

••. Hence, in the Word, ... by 'the moon' is

signified the Lord as to spiritual good. Refs.

. Hence it is . . . that the south in Heaven is

where the Lord appears as a Moon.

97559, 'The statutes of the moon and of the stars for

a light by night' (Jer.xxxi.35) = the goods of faith and

of Knowledges, from which is the light of truth in the

darkness.

10130*. Those who love the neighbour from the Lord,

turn their eyes to the Lord as a Moon. In like manner

those who do truth for the sake of truth.

10604'*. By 'the moon' (Matt.xxiv.) the Angels do

not perceive the moon, but faith in the Lord.

H. I (f). 'The moon,' in the AVord, = the Lord as to

faith, and thence faitli in the Lord. Refs.

118. Before the left eye, the Lord . . . appears as a

Moon, of a like bright whiteness, but sparkling more
;

and of similar size to the moon of our Earth ; but that

moon appears encompassed with, as it were, a number

of lesser Moonlets, each of which is in like manner bright

white and sparkling.

-. To those who receive Him in the good of faith,

the Lord appears as a Moon, bright white and sparkling

according to the reception. These are in His Spiritual

Kingdom, The reason is . . . that the good of faith

corresponds to light . . .
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[H.] 119. Hence it is that in the Word, the Lord . . .

as to faith is compared to 'the moon ;' and also that . . .

faith from the Lord to the Lord is signified by 'the

moon.' in.

'\ In these passages, by 'the moon' is signified

faith.

122. The moon of the world appears to the Angels as

a certain darkness opposite to the moon of Heaven. . .

The reason is that . . . the luminosity of the world cor-

responds to falsity from the love of self . . .

123. Those who turn themselves to the darkness
which is in place of the moon, are in the Hells in front,

and are called Spirits.

146. The distance between the Sun and Moon in the
Heavens is thirty degrees ; hence there is a like difference

of the quarters,

159-. Afterwards this bright whiteness (in which the
Sun appears in the third state of the celestial Angels)
was seen to advance to the left, towards the Moon of

Heaven, and to add itself to its lumen ; from which the
Moon then shone forth beyond its measure

;
(which

was) the fourth state with those in the Celestial King-
dom, and the first with those in the Spiritual Kingdom.
D.4639.

S. 14-. By 'the moon which shall not give her
lumen' (Matt.xxiv.) is meant the Lord as to faith.

112^

W. 2336. The mediate illustration of men through
the angelic Heaven which was before the Lord's Advent,
may be compared to the light of the moon, which is the
mediate light of the sun ; and as, after His Advent, that
illustration was made immediate, it is said in Isaiah,

thdt 'the light of the moon shall be as the; light of the
sun ;' and in David, 'In His day the just shall flourish,

and muc'h peace even until there is no moon' (Ps.

lxxii.7).

429. Whereas those who have shunned evils as sins
are in the Ultimate Heaven, and are there in a light like

the nocturnal lunar light.

P. 167. With some (in the highest Hell) the light is

like the nocturnal light from the moon.

R. 276. 'The moon shall not give her lumen' (Matt.
xxiv.)=no longer intelligence and faith.

532. 'The light of the moon' (Is. xxx.) = faith from
charity.

332. 'The moon became as blood' (Rev. vi. I2) = that
with them ... all the truth of faith was falsified.

E.401.

. As 'the sun ' = the good of love, 'the moon ' =
the truth of faith ; for . . . the moon is bright white
from the light from the sun . . . and lights truth from
that good.

414. By the light of the moon and stars is signified

Divine truth natural fi-om the Word . . . Divine truth

in the natural sense of the Word is like the light of the
moon and stars in the night ; for the spiritual sense in-

flows into the natural sense as the sun with its light

into the moon, and presents the light of the sun
mediately.

447'^ 'The moon' = the truth of faith.

533. The reason the moon was seen 'under the feet'

of the woman, is because the Church on earth, which
has not as yet been conjoined with the Church in the
Heavens, is meant. By 'the moon' is signified intel-

ligence in the natural man, and faith ; and by being
seen under her feet is signified that it will be on earth.

-. The Church on earth will be ; therefore the
moon was seen under the woman's feet, by which here

in special is signified faith, through which, such as it is

at this day, there is no conjunction.

919. 'The city has no need ... of the moon ..."

(Rev.xxi. 19). . . By 'the moon' is here signified natural

intelligence and faith, separated from spiritual intel-

ligence and faith, which is Own intelligence, and faith

from self. 111.

-. 'The moon ' = intelligence from the Lord, and
faith from Him ; hence, in the opposite sense, 'the

moon' = Own intelligence, and faith from self. . . There-

fore it was an abomination to adore the moon, etc,

111.

935-. See MoxTH, here. £.401-^.

M. 380^ Upon the table there was a candle, because

there was . . . only the nocturnal lunar light there.

T. 22'>. They see the earthy parts as lunar bright-

ness, and the watery ones as spots.

D. 555. Tlie moons (of Jupiter) shine for them, so

that they live in light . . .

1670. From one of the satellites of Jupiter, which,

like the moon, are encompassed with dissimilar atmo-

sphere . . .

4219. Thus the light of the spiritual is from the Lord

appearing as a Moon ; and, although he does not appear

as a Moon, still their light is like the light as of a Moon
shining in a lively manner.

4387. The affection of truth is the moon.

E. 175^-. 'The moon' (Luke xxi. 25) = faith in the

Lord. ( = faith from love. 304^^.

)

270^. By 'the moon and sun' (Is.xxiv.23) is meant
their idolatrous worship, and also the falsity of faith and

the evil of love.

275^^. By 'the sta,tutes of the moon and stars from

which is the light by night' are signified truths from

spiritual good, and from Knowledges, from which is

intelligence.

298^ 'The moon' (Ps.cxxi.6) = the falsity of evil.

304-^ 'The moon' (Is.xiii. io) = faith.

329--. By 'the moon,' in the Word, is signified the

Divine Spiritual, which is Divine truth ; and therefore

it is said that 'the moon shall be turned into blood'

(Rev.vi. 12 ; Joel ii. 31).

365^^. 'Even until there is no moon' = that there will

not be truth separated from good, but conjoined so that

they are one ; that is, that truth also is good . . . Such

is the truth with those who are in the good of love to the

Lord from the Lord. 401^, Fully ex.

372^. That hence there is no truth of faith, is signified

by, 'the moon shall not make her lumen to shine' (Ezek.

xxxii.7). By . . . 'the moon' is signified the truth of

faith.
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401. 'The moon became as blood' (Rev. vi. 12) = that

... all the truth of faith was falsified . . , (For) 'the

moon '= spiritual truth, which is called the truth of

faith.

^. That 'the moon '= spiritual truth, is for the

reason that the Lord ... in the Heaven where -are the

spiritual Angels appears as a Moon. . . That the Lord

appears as a Moon, is from the light from that Sun ; for

the Moon derives its lumen from that Sun ; and the

light in Heaven is Divine truth.

'\ That in the Word ... by 'the ipoon' is signi-

fied the Lord as to Divine truth spiritual, is evident

from the following passages. 111.

^. 'His throne . . . shall be firm to eternity as the

moon' (Ps.lxxxix.37) — the Heaven and the Church

which are in spiritual good, which is Divine truth.

^. Therefore . . . those who are in the light of

the moon in Heaven are not in pure Divine truth, for

they are in many false things, which they have derived

from not understanding the Word in the sense of the

letter, and which false things appear to them as truths

. . . But these falsities are those in which there is no

evil, and therefore they are accepted by the Lord as if

they were truths.

^'^. That then there shall be truth in tlie Lord's

Spiritual Kingdom as before there had been truth in the

Celestial Kingdom ... is meant by, 'the light of the

moon shall be as the light of the sun.'

^^. That there shall not perish . . . tlie good of

charity towards the neighbour with those who are in

that Church, is meant by . . . 'Thy moon shall not be

gathered.' For the Lord appears ... to those who are

in truths from the good of charity towards the neigh-

boiir as a Moon. Hence by . . . 'thy moon' is signified

the good of charity, which is its essence is truth from good.

-^-. 'The moon' (Is. xiii. 10) = the good of charity

towards the neighbour, whicli in its essence is truth from

good, and is called the truth of faith. . . 'The moon
does not make its light to shine' ... is said according

to the appearance. Ex.

, .

^*. 'The moon darkened' = no longer any truth.

111.

^^. 'The moon stood still in the valley of Ajalon'

(Jos.x. 12, I3) = that the Church had been completely

vastated as to all truth. Ex.
26_ cpjjg

light,' and 'the moon' (Job xxxi. 26)=
spiritual truths.

3^ 'The moon,' in the opposite sense, = falsities

thence. Ex.

. The Ancients, with whom the moon signified

the Lord as to Divine truth . . .

38_ 'The moon' (Rev. xxi.) = natural lumen; for,

regarded in itself, natural lumen is from natural love,

and the quality of the lumen is according to the quality

of the love.

^^ 'The moon' (Is.lx.i9)= natural lumen thence.

But by . . . 'the moon' in (ver.20) is meant . . . the

Moon of the Angelic Heaven ; and by . . . this Moon is

signified Divine truth.

411^. Most of those in the Spiritual World who have

light from the Moon there, dwell upon rocks . . .

412^®. To the rest (of the Angels), the Lord appears

as a Moon.

422'*. There are also quarters in the Spiritual World,

which . . . are distant from these quarters about thirty

degrees, and which are under the auspices of the Lord as

a Moon ; for the Lord appears ... as a Moon to those

who are in charity towards the neighbour and the deri-

vative faith.

525. 'There was smitten . . . the third part of the

moon . .
.' = that all the good and truth of faith has

perished. . . 'The moon' = the good and truth of faith

from the Lord.

-. Before the eyes of the Angels, the Lord appears

as ... a Moon before those who are in the good and

truth of faith. Hence it is that ... by 'the moon' is

signified the good and truth of faith.

527-. By the light from the moon and stars, which is

called 'the light of night,' and 'the night,' is meant

natural light, such as is with the Angels who look to

the Lord as a Moon. . . Those Heavens look to tlie Lord

as a Moon wliich are in the natural affection of truth ;

that is, which love truth in order that they may be

learned, and may instruct others. As these love it for

the sake of what is riseful for self, and not for the sake

of the truth itself, they are in the light which proceeds

from the Lord as a Moon , . .

573^ By 'the moon' is signified truth from good.

^. By 'the moon,' in the opposite sense, is signi-

fied what is false of faith.

594^. 'As the moon' (Ps.lxxxix.) = as to the truth of

faith.

6^(^^^. 'The moon' (Jer,viii.2)= faith in both senses

derived from this love.

708. 'The moon under her feet '= faith with those

who are natural, and are in charity; 'the moon '= faith-

in which is charity.

-. Besides these distinctions of the Heavens (into

two Kingdoms and three Heavens), there is also the dis-

tinction of them, that there are those who receive light

—that is, intelligence—from the Lord as a Sun, and

there are those who receive light and intelligence from

the Lord as a Moon . . , Those who receive light from

the Lord as a Moon, are those with whom the Intel-

lectual and Rational has not been interiorly opened, but

only the Natural, and thence they have thouglit from

the memory about the things to be believed ; and ta

think from the memory about these things, is to think

solely from such things as they have heard from a

master or preacher, which they say and also believe to-

be truths, even although they should be falsities ; for

they do not see them any further. These, if they have-

also been in the faith of charity in the world, in the

Heavens are under the Lord as a Moon ; for the lumen

from which is their intelligence is like the lumen of the

moon in the night time . . . Such, also, is the difference,

that those who are under the Lord as a Moon, can see

nothing in the light of those who are under the Lord as

a Sun, for the reason that with them there is not genuine

light, but reflected light, which can receive falsities, pro-

vided good appears in them, equally as truths. As
those who are in the Heavens under tl,ie Lord as a Moon.

are all natural and sensuous, and have nothing in

common with those who are in the Heavens under the

Lord as a Sun, and as they are also in falsities in which
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however there is good, tlie moon was seen under the

feet of the woman ; and thereby is meant the faith with

those who are naturah ^ Further ex.

[E. 708]^. Those Heavens which are under the Lord as a

Moon are also three : liiglier ones, middle ones, and
lower ones ; or, what is the same, interior ones, middle

ones, and exterior ones ; but still all in these Heavens
are natural ... for the Natural is distinguished into

three degrees in like manner as is the Spiritual. The
exterior Natural communicates with the world ; the

interior with Heaven ; and the middle conjoins. But
still those who are in the Heavens under the Lord as a

Moon cannot enter into the Heavens which are under
the Lord as a Sun, because their interior siglit or under-

standing has been formed to receive the lunar light

there, and not to receive the solar light there . . . But
those in these Heavens are those who liave been in

charity according to their religiosity, or according to

their faith . . . From these things it may be evident

that by 'the moon' is here meant the faith with those

who are natural and are in charity ; and that the moon
was seen 'under the feet,' because those who are in the

Heavens which are under the Lord as a Moon have
nothing in common with those who are in the Heavens
under the Lord as a Sun ; insomuch that the former

cannot rise up to the latter.

768^'. 'The night ' = the light of truth . , . such as is

with those who are in the Heavens and earth under the

Lord as a Moon , . .

C. 2 10'-. Therefore those who have done what is good
from obedience arc in the ultimates of Heaven, and are

in light and heat as of the moon , . ,

Moor. Maitrus.

P. 277^. An infant is born black from a black or

Moor by a white or European woman, and conversely.

D. 432. That the Moors or Africans seek to be white.

—I have heard that the Moors or Negroes, as the

Africans, in the other life do not want to be black, but
white. They esteem whiteness as beauty, after they
have been prepared ; because the Angels of God Messiah
are all bright white ; and the interior ones love to be
clothed in white garments.

Moorflelds. Moorfields.

J. (Post.) 268. See London, here.

Moph. See under Egypt.

Moraeus. Moraeus. D.4717.

Moral. Mora/is.

Morally. Moraliter.

Morality. Moralitas.

Moralist. Moralista.

See under Manners.

A. 1 1 1 1. They who have lived a good civil and moral
life, but have persuaded themselves of their meriting
Heaven by works . . . (Continued under Merit.)

1S35'. There are very many who have lived a moral
and civil life . . . but solely for the sake of self ... In
the other life they are among the infernals, because

within them there is nothing of good and truth, but
evil and falsity, nay, hatred, revenge, cruelty, adulteries,

which do not appear before man ... in proportion as

these fears, which are external bonds, prevail.

1906^ By these remains ... of truth . . . man has

that he can . . . understand what the good and truth of

civil and moral life are . . .

2284'. See Judge, here.

2915. As to moral life, they live in what is honest

and decorous . . . Honesty is the complex of all the

moral virtues ; decorum is only the form thereof.

3690''. For a life according to these (commandments)
is only a moral life . . .

*. But he who is being regenerated is by degrees

led from this more remote life, that is, from a moral

life, into ... a spiritual life.

4167^ See Just, here.

4538''. By good is not meant civil good and moral

good ; for these are learned in the world by means of

laws and statutes, and by reflections upon the manners
of men. Hence it is that the nations which are outside

the Church also know such things. (Continued under

Good.)

4574''. See Honesty, here.

4941. When those who have led a good moral life

have been detained (in the Lower Earth) for some time,

they successively put off these principles, and put on

principles of truth. 4944.

5126^ From adolescence to the age of early manhood-
juvenUevi aetatevi, a communication is opened between

the Natural and the Rational by this : that he then

learns the truths and goods of civil and moral life, and
especially the truths and goods of spiritual life . , ,

6598. Honest in moral life
; just in civil life ; and

good in spiritual life . . .

8257. Life according to the laws of what is just and
honourable, without (spiritual life), is civil and moral

life. This life makes a man a citizen of the world . . .

886 1-. The truths of the civil state which are of what
is just, and also the truths of the moral state which are

of what is honest . . .

8871. The things which are seen in natural light,

which are such as relate to civil and moral good and
truth. To counterfeit these things. Sig.

89S1*. Those who from infancy have thought little

about eternal life . . . but still have lived a good moral
life, and have also believed in the truths of doctrine of

their own Church, when they come to a more adult age,

cannot be reformed otherwise than by the adjunction of

spiritual good when they are in combat ; but still they

do not retain this good, but only confirm by it the

truths of their doctrine. Ex.

8987^. A life according to these truths they call a

moral life, which they separate from the doctrine of

the Church, and call moral theology. 9300^.

9182^, Moral and civil good and truth make the life

of the external man . . .

92556. By this moral law concerning the leading back
of the stray oxen and asses of an enemy, are signi-

fied .. .
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9812". To Divine good natural pertains also , . .

moral good, which is that of all the virtues which

belong to what is honourable (or honest).

9993^. When he is delighted with the arcana of the

civil state in kingdoms, and with the arcana of the

moral state with man. By the moral state is meant

the state of the loves and attections, and thence of tlie

thoughts . . .

icx367^'. It is to be known that the things which are

of the civil and moral state, now spoken of, conjoin

themselves in the external man . . .

loi 12^. Those who have been born within the Church,

and still at heart deny the Lord, whatever may be their

quality in moral life . . . cannot be saved. III.

H. 33". Those who live morally, and believe in the

Divine, and do not so much care to be instructed, are

in the Ultimate or First Heaven.

319. It is known that the Gentiles live a moral life

equally with Christians, and many of them a better one

than Christians. A moral life is lived either for the sake

of the Divine, or for the sake of men in the world. A
moral life which is lived for the sake of the Divine is a

spiritual life. In the external form both appear alike
;

but in the internal form they are completely unlike

:

the one saves the man ; and the other does not save

him ; for he who lives a moral life for the sake of the

Divine is led by the Divine ; whereas he who lives a

moral life for the sake of men in the world is led by

himself. Examp.
-. The man whose moral life is spiritual has

Heaven in him ; whereas he whose moral life is solely

natural has not Heaven in him. The reason is that

Heaven inflows from above, and opens his interiors, and

through the interiors inflows into the exteriors ; but the

world inflows from below, and opens the exteriors, but

not the interiors . . .

356^. The simple (in Heaven) are those who have

acknowledged the Divine, have loved the Word, and

have lived a spiritual moral life . . .

468. Truths are of three kinds : civil, moral, and

spiritual. . . Moral truths relate to those things which

are of the life of every man relatively to societies and

social relations-con.sor^ia ; in general, to what is sincere

and right ; and, in special, to virtues of every kind.

^. There arc three degrees of life with every man

. , . The Rational is opened ... to the second degree by

means of moral truths . . . but not by merely knowing

them . . .

484. It is to be known that all works and deeds are

of moral and civil life ; and hence that they regard what

is sincere and right, and also what is just and fair.

What is sincere and what is right are of moral life
;
and

what is just and what is fair are of civil life. . . The

works and deeds of moral and civil life are heavenly, if

they are done from heavenly love . . . But (they) are

infernal, if they are done from infernal love . . .

495^^. Most believe that they will come into Heaven,

because in the world they had led a moral and civil

life ; not thinking that the evil and the good lead a

similar life in externals . . .

512''. The interiors of man are opened ... in pro-

portion as what is Divine and heavenly inflows into the

sincere things which are of moral life, and into the just

things which are of civil life with man, and makes them
spiritual ; because the man then does them from the

Divine, because for the sake of the Divine . . .

528-. In order that a man may [receive the life of

Heaven, he must by all means live in the world . . . and
then by a moral and civil life receive a spiritual

one . . .

529. The life of man ... is threefold ; namely,

spiritual life, moral life, and civil life. (Continued at

full length under Life.)

531. Tlie laws of spiritual . . , civil . . . and moral

life are delivered in the ten precepts of the decalogue
;

in the first three the laws of spiritual life ; in the four

following ones the laws of civil life ; and in the last

three the laws of moral life. In the external form the

merely natural man lives according to the same precepts

in like manner as the spiritual man . . . but he does

these things solely for the sake of himself and the

world . . . Hence it is that he is completely disjoined

from Heaven ; and therefore he, as he is not a spiritual,

is not a moral man, nor a civil man. For, although he

does not kill, still he hates everyone wlio opposes him
. . . and thus continually kills ; altliough he does not

commit adulteries, as he believes tliem allowable, he is

perpetually an adulterer . . . and altliough he does not

steal, as he desires the goods of others, and esteems

fraud and evil arts as not contrary to law, in mind he

is continually acting the thief. In like manner with

the precepts of moral life, which are not to bear false

witness, and not to covet the goods of others . . .

N. 106^. That civil good, which is what is just ; and
moral good, which is the good of life in a society, and

is called sincerity ; are the neighbour. Refs.

257-. That the doctrine of charity has been rejected

into a science, which is called moral theology. Ref.

J. 50. (The Mohammedans who liad) at the same

time lived a spiritual moral life according to their

religiosity . . .

56^. Therefore they have (there) a similar moral life,

and a similar civil life . . .

C. J. 10. (Those in the Former Heaven) had lived

morally well ; but had not done goods from the origin

of good . . .

Life 7". They had thought . . . concerning the good

of life that it was a moral accessory for the public good.

12. There are civil good, moral good, and spiritual

good. . . Moral good is that which a man does from

rational law : tlirough this good and according to it is

he a man . , . Moral good is the middle one . . .

13. Tlie man who has spiritual good is a moral man,

and also a civil man ; but the man wlio has not spiritual

good, appears as if he were a moral and a civil man, but

still is not. (Continued under Good.)

14. (Thus) with the man who has spiritual good,

moral good is the spiritual middle, and civil good is

the spiritual ultimate. Hence it is that it is said that

the man who has spiritual good is a moral man and a

civil man . . .
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[Life] 1 6. The Moral and the Civil with those (who do

good from themselves), as to essence, are natural : whereas

. . . the Moral and the Civil with those (who do good

from the Lord), as to essence, are spiritual.

53. These Laws were promulgated with such a miracle

in order that they might know that they are not only

civil and moral laws, but also spiritual laws . . . T.282.

108. There are moral men who keep the precepts of

the second table of the decalogue . . . and those of them

who confirm with themselves that such things are evils,

because they are hurtful to the commonwealth, and

thus contrary to the laws of humanity, also exercise

charity, sincerity, justice, chastity. But if they do

these goods, and shun those evils, solely because they

are evils, and not at the same time because they are

sins, they are still merely natural, and with the merely

natural the root of evil remains implanted . . . and

therefore the goods which they do are not goods, because

from themselves.

109. A natural moral man may appear before men in

the world exactly like a spiritual moral man ; but not

before the Angels in Heaven. Before (the latter) he

appears like an image ... It is ditferent with a spiritual

moral man. For a natural moral man is an external

moral man ; and a spiritual moral man is an internal

moral man ; and what is external without what is

internal is not alive . . .

III. There are various and manifold causes which

make a man moral in the external form ; but if he is

not moral in the internal form also, he is nevertheless

not moral. Examps.

F. 64. The Last Judgment was executed (solely) upon

those who had been moral in externals . . .

W. 66'-. Man can think analytically and rationally

about the civil and moral things which are within

nature . . .

209. The doctrine of degrees . . . has extension also

to civil, moral, and spiritual things . . . because every-

thing civil, moral, and spiritual is not anything ab-

stracted from substance ; but they are substances.

Ex.

211. As all things-res-civil, moral, and spiritual,

progress by means of degrees . . . not only by continuous

degrees, but also by discrete degrees . . .

P. 36. For there are civil truth, moral truth, and

spiritual truth. Those who are in the perception of

spiritual truth from the affection of it, are also in the

perception of moral and civil truth ; for the affection of

spiritual truth is the soul of these.

73^. The delight of the love (of reputation for the

sake of honour or gain) is to appear in the external

form as a moral man . . .

96'*. There is indeed what is civil and moral in the

knowledge of beasts ; but they are not above this

knowledge ; because they have not what is spiritual,

which gives to perceive what is moral, and thence to

think of it analytically.

1 1
7-. Natural moralists also are such, who believe

that civil and moral life with its prudence produces all

things, and the Divine Providence nothing.

254^. That those (who are completely ignorant about

God), if they have led a moral life, are instructed after

death by the Angels, and in their moral life receive

what is spiritual. Ref.

283. The reason man is permitted to think evils even

to the intention of them, is ... in order that they may
be removed by means of civil, moral, and spiritual

things ; which is done when he thinks that it is

contrary to what is just and fair, contrary to what is

honourable and becoming, and contrary to what is good

and true ; tlius contrary to the tranquillity, the glad-

ness, and the blessedness of life. By means of these

three the Lord heals the love of a man's will . . . But
. . . still the man is not in good unless the evils which
(have thus been removed) to the sides, tend downwards
. . . (which is the case) when the man is shunning his

evils as sins . . . for he then condemns them to Hell,

and makes them look thither.

296^". For the sake of the ends that he may appear as

a civil and moral man . . .

322. It is from (this power to understand truth) that

a man is able to become a civil and moral man ; and he
who is civil ami moral can also become spiritual ; for

what is civil and moral is the receptacle of what is

spiritual. He is called a civil man who knows the laws

of the kingdom wherein he is a citizen, and lives accord-

ing to them ; and he is called a moral man who makes
these laws his manners and his virtues, and from reason

lives them.
-. I will now say how civil and moral life is the

receptacle of spiritual life. Live these laws not only as

civil and moral laws, but also as Divine Laws, and you

will be a spiritual man. . . A civil and moral man
keeps these laws that he may be or may ajipear to be a

good citizen ; but if he does not at the same time make
these laws Divine, he is only a natural civil and moral

man ; but if he makes them Divine laws also, he becomes

a spiritual civil and moral man. The difference is,

that the latter is not only a good citizen of the earthly

kingdom, but also a good citizen of the Heavenly King-

dom . . . The goods which they do, distinguish them.

The goods which civil and moral men do, are not goods

in themselves ; for the man and the world are in them.

The goods which spiritual civil and moral men do, are

goods in themselves ; because the Lord and Heaven are

in them.
^. (Thus) every man, because he has been born

in order that he can become a natural civil and moral

man, has also been born that he can become a spiritual

civil and moral man. It is only that he should acknow-

ledge God, and not do evils because they are against

God ; but do goods because they are with God. By
this, spirit comes into his civil and moral things, and

they live ; but without this, there is not anj^ spirit in

them, and hence they do not live. And therefore a

natural man, however civilly and morally he may act,

is called dead ; but a spiritual man alive.

326. Some may think that those who do not acknow-

ledge God can be saved equally as those who acknowledge,

provided they lead a moral life. Ex.

335. There are means for forming and perfecting

natural civil life . . . rational moral life ; and . , .
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celestial spiritual life. These means follow in succes-

sion . . .

R. 272®. But he who lives according to them only

because they are civil and moral truths, is not saved.

417". They think only of moral charity . . .

450-. But those who live a moral life solely for the

sake of themselves and the world, do not know this. . .

But let them know that when any one dies, he comes

into his interiors . . . and therefore the moral things of

their life in the world then become like the scales of

fishes, which are wiped away. Quite different is what
takes place with those who make the precepts of moral

life Divine, and then also the civil ones, because they

are of love towards the neighbour.

484*. Those (solifidians) prevailed who said that the

goods which a man does in the state or progression of

faith, are only moral, civil, and political goods, which

contribute nothing to salvation. 541^.

500^ They have confirmed with themselves (the

adverse proposition) that life according to the precepts

of the decalogue is not spiritual life ; but only moral
and civil life . . .

634-. (Those live according to the doctrine of justifi-

cation by faith alone) who avoid evils (solely) on account

of civil and moral laws . . .

865. The Judgment . . . upon those who had been in

civil and moral good and no spiritual good . . . Sig.

and Ex.

M. 44". The youths (in Heaven) are of such morality

that they may be called moralities in their own form
;

and the beauties of the maidens and the moralities of

the youths correspond to each other, as mutual and co-

adaptable forms.

1026. Moral wisdom shuns evils and falsities as

leprosies ; especially lascivious things . . ,

163. That the conjunction of the wife is effected . . .

with the moral wisdom of the husband from without.

Ex.

164. To the moral wisdom with the men belong all

the moral virtues, which regard life, and enter into it

. . . The virtues which pertain to the moral wisdom of

men are of various names ; and are called temperance,

sobriety, probity, benevolence, friendship, modesty,

sincerity, courtesy (or obligingness), civility ; and also

assiduity, industry, expertness, alacrity, munificence,

liberality, generosity, activity, intrepidity, prudence

;

besides others.

s. Justice is of moral wisdom . . .

168®. Neither is the moral ^^-isdom of the man
possible with women, in so far as it derives from his

rational wisdom.

293'*. To live from Him according to these things,

whence is spiritual morality . . .

432^. That (he who is in love truly conjugial) becomes

more and more moral and civil, because a spiritual soul

is in his morality and civility ; and the more anyone is

morally civil, the more he is a man.

I. 12. That spiritual things thus clothed in man cause

that he can live rational and moral ; thus spiritually

natural. Gen. art.

VOL. IV.

T. 14^. The external from which by morality he acts

the hypocrite, is (then) buried.

186. Theological things, with those who love truth

because it is truth, rise up even into the highest region

(of the mind) . . . But moral things, theoretically con-

templated and perceived, place themselves beneath
these, in the second region, because they communicate
with spiritual things . . . Those with whom spiritual,

moral, political, and scientific things, are thus sub-

ordinated, think . . . and act . . . from justice and
judgment . . . (Continued under Mixd.)

300. The Angels have names according to their moral
and spiritual life.

312^. Their bodies by which they exercise their mor-
alities . . .

384. That there is no faith with all those in Christen-

dom who reject the Lord and the Word, although they
live morally ... Ex.

443. That a moral life when it is spiritual at the

same time, is charity. Gen. art.

. Every man learns from parents and masters to

live morally
; that is, to act as a civil person and to

display the offices of honesty, which relate to the various

virtues . . . and, as he advances in age, to superadd
rational things, and thereby to perfect the moral things

of life. For moral life with children even to the first

adolescence is natural, and afterwards becomes more and
more rational. He who reflects well, can see that moral
life is the same as the life of charity . . . Still, in the
first period of age, moral life is the life of charity in

outermosts ; that is, it is only its exterior and anterior

part . . .

*. (Thus) no one, from the morality of the
external man, can form a conclusion as to the morality
of the internal . . .

®. It is quite otherwise with those who are moral
interiorly, or as to the spirit, which they become through
regeneration by the Lord. These are they who are

meant by the spiritual moral.

444. That moral life, when it is at the same time

spiritual, is the life of charity, is because the exercises

of moral life and of charity are the same ; for charity is

to will well to the neighbour, and thence to act well

with him ; and this is of moral life also. The spiritual

law is . . . 'All things whatever ye would that men
should do to you, do ye even so to them ..." This same
law is the universal law of moral life. But to enumerate
all the M'orks of charity, and to compare them with the

works of moral life, would fill many pages ; let but the

six precepts of the second table of the Law of the

decalogue serve for illustration. That these are precepts

of moral life is evident to everyone ; and they also

contain all things which are of love towards the neigh-

bour . . .

445. If moral life is regarded in its essence, it can be
seen that it is life according to human laws, and at the
same time according to Divine ones ; and therefore he
who lives according to these two laws as one law, is a
truly moral man ; and his life is charity. Anyone, if

he will, can comprehend the quality of charity from
external moral life. Only transcribe external moral

3A
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life, such as it is in civil social relationships-co?isor<r/.s,

into the internal man . . . and you will see chanty in

its type.

[T. ]455a. Every man who. . , has led a civil morallit'e

for the sake of various uses as ends, and yet has not

curbed the concupiscences residing in the internal man,
may believe that his friendship is not such (as is that of

the evil for each other). Ex.

459'^. One said ... It is my opinion that morality in-

spired with faith is charity . . . Ex.

564-. Every man rightly educated is rational and
moral ... He who has become rational and moral from

the world, and not also from Heaven, is not rational and
moral excejit with the mouth and gesture ; and within

is a Mild beast . . . Whereas he who is rational and
moral from Heaven also, is truly rational and moral

. . . Therefore there is the spiritual rational and moral

man, and also the merely natural rational and moral

man ; and in the world tlie one is not distinguishable

from the other . . . but by the Angels they are known
from one another as well as doves are from owls, or as

sheep are from tigers.

565. A description of the merely natural rational and
moral man.

568^ Every man from infancy . . . learns to act

morally . . . and when evils spring from their native

fountain, he begins to hide them , . . thus he studies

only for a moral life in externals, and thus becomes a

double man . . . You have said that you have lived

morally , . . but have you ever explored your internal

man . . .

•*. To these things they replied, What is the in-

ternal man ? . . . We have heard from our ministers

that the internal man is nothing but faith, and that

piety of the mouth, and morality of the life, are the

sign of it . . . To which the Angels rejjlied, Saving fciith

is in the internal man ; so is charity ; and Christian

faithfulness and morality are thence in the external

man . . .

^ I have seen evil moral persons like wikl beasts

(when their external man was put off).

574^. External morality, which is learnt for the sake

of covering up their internals, makes (men like apes).

583. Truths and goods . . . are received by man in-

wardly in such things of him as are from the natural

world, which are called things civil and moral.

593^. However he may simulate the Christian and
moral citizen.

654. (A Christian and a heathen both) do the goods

of civility and morality , . . which in part are similar

to the goods of love towards the neighbour . . .

754. The good (in a consummated Church) which is

then believed to be good, is only the natural good which

a moral life produces.

D. i22oe. Moral life. Def.

5150. Some had lived morally ; but their Moral had
been only for the world . . .

5424. They had lived morally . . . but had cared no-

thing to know the doctrinal things of the Church . . .

5503. Those who were brought to the south were

those who had led a moral life from Knowledges about

it ; so that they had lived well morally and not spirit-

ually, because they had no Knowledges about the truths

of faith . . .

5537. If they only think that it is not to be done
because it is morally evil, still it is well . . . because

such a Moral is a plane for spiritual good and truth . . .

5587. The celestial . . . never think . . . about moral
things, and civil things as to what is just and fair,

because they see all these things from the truths in

which they are.

5744. They had lived morally well ; but had not

thought about the Lord . . .

5795. (A Ciiristian) ought to live a moral man, and a

good one ; but Mith him—because he thinks that all

good and truth are from the Lord—a moral man is a

spiritual man ; but not with those who do not believe in

the Divine ... or with whom moral life is for the sake

of self and the world. Their moral life is natural and
not at all spiritual.

5798. (Tluis) the moral life which is led by both the

evil and the good is the same ; but is from a different

origin . . .

6073. Saying to himself that moral or natural the-

ology teaches better (tlian the Word) . . . The Angels

said (to him), that moral life without theological life

does not effect any use ; it does not purify from evils ;

and alone does not conduce to eternal life.

E. 107^. Those in Knowledges . . . and not in good of

life according to them, can live a moral life equally with

those who . . . through Knowledges are in the good of

life ; but still their moral life is natural and not spirit-

ual ; because in their life they do not live sincerely,

justly, and well from religion ; and those who do not

live well from religion cannot be conjoined with Heaven
;

for religion makes a man spiritual, and conjoins him
with the Angels. Ex.

182, ' The Church in Sardis ' = those who lead a moral

life but not a spiritual one, because they lightly esteem

the Knowledges of spiritual things . . . 184.

. What moral life is, and what spiritual life ; also

what moral life from spiritual is, and what moral life

without spiiitual. Ex.

. Moral life is to act well, sincerely, and justly

with our associates, both in employments and in busi-

ness of all kinds ; in a word, it is the life which appears

before men . . . But this life is from a twofold origin,

being either from the love of self and the world, or from

love to God and towards the neighbour. (The former)

moral life is not in itself moral life, although it appears

as moral ; for (with this man) what is good, what is

sincere, and what is just subserve for means to the end,

which is, either that he may be raised above others, and

command them, or that he may gain wealth . . . (Thus)

in his moral life there is hidden nothing else than to

obtain all things in preference to others, so that he

wants all others to serve him, or else to possess their

goods ; from which it may be seen that his moral life is

not moral life in itself . . . And as all means ... in

their essence are such as are the ends . . . such a life,
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regarded in itself, is only cunning and fraud ; which

also manifestly appears with those with whom these ex-

ternal bonds are loosened. Examps.
^. But spiritual life is (juite different, because it

is from . . . love to God and from love towards the

neighbour ; and hence their moral life also is ditierent,

-and is life truly moral. Ex.

. To appearance these lead a like moral life to the

former . . . but still their moral life is spiritual . . .

Their moral life is only the effect of spiritual life . . .

for they act well, sincerely, and justly . . . from the fear

of God and from the love of the neighbour . . ,

i86. That they suppose themselves to be alive because

they lead a moral life, when yet they are dead. Sig.

and Ex.

187. For moral life without spiritual is also natural

life ;
(and those who are in it are in natural lumen

only).

. That spiritual life, relatively to moral life

without it, is as wakefulness to sleep. Ex.

188. That the things which are of moral life may be

vivified. Sig. and Ex.

. For spiritual life and moral act as one with

those who are spiritual ; as do will and action ; will is

of the spiritual man and its life, and action is of the

moral.

. Lest the moral life be destroyed by evils and

falsities. Sig. For moral life without spiritual is no-

thing else than natural life ; for all the goods which a

man does from moral life without spiritual, are from no

other origin than the love of self and of the world . . .

For the reason the man wants to be called moral,

is that he counterfeits what is good, sincere, and just in

the external form, in order to obtain ends which are for

the sake of self and the world.

189. That otherwise the Divine is not in the moral

life. Sig. and Ex.

. For moral life, which is the external life of

man, must be either from a spiritual origin or from an

origin not spiritual ; it is not permitted to be from

both ; that is, something of it from one origin, and

something from the other . . . The 'works,' therefore,

must be either 'full before God,' or they are null before

God.

195. Those who lead a moral life from a spiritual

origin, by applying the Knowledges of truth and good

from the Word to the uses of their life. Sig. and Ex.

^. A man lives a moral life from a spiritual

origin when he lives it from religion ; thus when he

thinks, when what is evil, insincere, or unjust, presents

itself, that this must not be done because it is contrary

to the Divine laws. (One thus) acquires for himself

spiritual life ; and his moral life is then from it ; for by
such thought and faith the man communicates with the

Angels of Heaven, and (thus) his internal spiritual

mind is opened . . . (Thus) to lead a moral life from a

spiritual origin is [to do so] from religion ; and, within

the Church, from the Word. For those who lead a

moral life from these things are elevated above their

natural man ; and thus above their proprium ; and are

led by the Lord through Heaven. Hence it is that they

have faith, the fear of God, and conscience ; and also

the spiritual afiection of truth , . . Many of the Gentiles

live such a moral life ; for they think that evil is not to

be done because it is contrary to their religion . . .

^. But to lead a moral life not from religion, but

only from fear of the law in the world, and from fear of

the loss of reputation, honour, and gain, is to lead a

moral life not from a spiritual origin, but from a natural

origin ; hence with these there is no communication

with Heaven. And as they think insincerely and un-

justly about the neighbour, although they speak and

act otherwise, their internal spiritual man is closed . . .

(and thus) they are not in the light of Heaven ; and

therefore such persons, within themselves, have little

regard for Divine and heavenly things, and some deny

them, believing nature and the world to be everything.

... Of those who lead a moral life solely from a natural

origin, it is said that they 'defile their garments.' Ex.
•'. For in the Spiritual World all . . . appear

clothed according to their moral life ; and therefore

those who have lived a moral life from a sjiiritual origin

appeared clothed in resplendent white garments . . . But

those who have lived a moral life from a natural origin

only, appeared clothed according to the quality there-

of. Des.

388'-. The evil life which is signified by 'the evil wild

beast,' exists equally with those who lead a good moral

life, if they have not spiritual life. Ex.

394*. All those in the Spiritual World who are in-

teriorly evil, however much they have led a moral life

in externals in the world, cannot at all endure anyone

who adores the Lord, and who lives a life of charity . . .

413. Only those of the evil (have been reserved to the

Last Judgment) w'ho could lead a moral life in externals

. . . 912-.

714". Every man . . . becomes . . . rational, according

to moral and civil life, and the lumen thence acquired,

741'*, But civil and moral good separated from spirit-

ual good, is not good in itself, because it is from man
;

nay, in proportion as self and the world are hidden in

it, it is evil ; and therefore it cannot be conjoined with

faith . . .

789-. They call the doctrine of life moral theology

. . . 796'''.

794^. For sincerity is moral good and truth ; and

justice is civil good and truth. 831'.

798". And whatever a man does from the Lord, is not

natural moral, but is spiritual moral.

902^. If (these precepts) are done solely from the civil

law, or from the moral law, the man remains natural . . .

918'-'. When a man does good because it is truth . . .

charity becomes moral good, which in the external form

is a like good to that which is with every man who at

this day becomes a moral and civil man. But the

diflerence is, that genuine moral good is good from

spiritual good, from which it proceeds ; for spiritual

good is from the Lord, whereas moral good is from man
;

and therefore unless the good from man is from the

Lord, thus through man from the Lord, it is not good.

The end for the sake of which it is, declares the quality

of it. Moral good separated from spiritual good regards

man, his honour, gain, and'iileasure, as the ends for the
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sake of which it is ; whereas moral good from spiritual

good regards the Lord, Heaven, and eternal life as

the end.

[E.] 94s-'. He who is wise, lives (according to the pre-

cepts of the decalogue) as a civil man, as amoral man, and

as a natural man ; but he who does not live according to

them as a spiritual man cannot be saved ; for to live ac-

cording to them as a spiritual man, is to do so on

account of what is Divine in them ; whereas to live ac-

cording to them as a civil man, is to do so on account of

what is just, and in order to shun the penalties of the

world ; and to live according to them as a moral man, is

to do so on account of what is honourable, and in order

to shun the loss of reputation and of honour ; but to

live according to them as a natural man, is to do so on

account of what is human, and to shun the ill report of

not being of a sound mind. All laws, whether civil,

moral, or natural, dictate that men are not to steal, to

commit adultery, to kill, to bear false witness ; but still

a man is not saved if he shuns these evils from these laws

only, and unless he shuns them also from the spiritual

law, and thus shuns them as sins ; for with this man
there is religion, and there is faith that there is a God,

a Heaven, and a Hell, and a life after death ; nay,

with this man there is also civil life, and also moral

life, and natural life ; civil life, because there is what is

just ; moral life, because there is what is honourable
;

and natural life, because there is what is human.

Whereas not to live according to these precepts as a

spiritual man, is not to be either a civil man, a moral

man, or a natural man ; for with him there is not what

is just ; there is not what is honourable ; nay, there is

not what is human ; because there is not what is Divine

in these things. Ex.

9676. AYhereas by a life (according to these precepts)

from obedience to civil and moral law, the man is con-

joined with the world, and not with Heaven ; and to be

conjoined with the world and not with Heaven is to be

conjoined with Hell.

1009-. If a man abstains (from adulteries) from any

natural or moral law, and not at the same time from

the Divine law, he is still interiorly unchaste and an

adulterer. Ex.

J. (Post.) 201. They who have been in faith alone,

and have led a moral life, have made themselves

Heavens, where . . . there is a wintry light (which in

the sight of the Angels is) thick darkness . . .

D. Wis. xi. 5a. Moral truths are those which the

Word teaches concerning the life of man with the neigh-

bour, which is called charity ; the goods of which,

which are uses, in sum have relation to justice and

equity, to sincerity and rectitude, to chastity, to tem-

perance, to Truth, to prudence, and to benevolence. To

the truths of moral life also pertain things opposite,

which destroy charity ; and, in sum, have relation to

injustice and inequity, to insincerity and fraud, to lasci-

viousness, to intemperance, to lying, to cunning, to

enmity, hatred, and revenge, and to malevolence. The

reason why these latter also are called truths of moral

life, is that all things which a man thinks to be so,

whether evil or good, are classed among truths . . .

These are moral truths.

-. That a spiritual man is also a moral and a civil

man. Ex.

. The goods of charity are nothing else than

moral goods . . .

. The reason why a moral man is also a civil

man, is that civil laws are uses themselves in act, which

are called exercises, works, and deeds. Examp.
. It is moral not to bear hatred to the neigh-

bour . . .

^. That what is spiritual is in what is moral and

civil. Ex.

*. It follows that he who separates what is spirit-

ual from what is moral and civil, is neither a spiritual

man, nor a moral, nor a civil man. From experience.

C. 23. The good before a man shuns evils as sins is

civil and moral good ; whereas in proportion as a man
shuns evils as sins the good becomes both civil and
moral and also spiritual ; and not before.

57. Moral good, which is human good itself—for it is

the rational good according to which man lives with

man as a brother and associate—is tlie neighbour in pro-

portion as it derives from spiritual good ; for moral

good without spiritual good is external good : it is of

the external will, and is not internal good. It may be

evil, which ought not to be loved.

60. According to his moral good, a man is a man
above the world and lower than Heaven-/to?)io supra-

mundanus et infracodestis.

Moravian. Moravianus, Zinzendorfiani.

Moravianism. Moravianismus.

See ZiNZE.NiioiiF.

C. J. 86. On the Moravians in the Spiritual World.

Gen. art.

. With the Moravians, who are also called

Herrenhuters, I have spoken much. They first ap-

peared in a valley not far from the Jews ; and after

they had been explored and exposed, they were conveyed

into uninhabited places. . . They knew how to captivate

minds skilfully, saying that they were the remains of

the Apostolic Church, and that therefore they salute

each other as brethren, and as mothers those who re-

ceive their interior secrets ; and also that they teach

faith better than all others ; and that they love the

Lord because He suffered the cross, calling Him the

Lamb, and the Throne of Grace ; besides other like

things, by which they induce the belief that the Chris-

tian Church itself is Avith them. Those who, captivated

by their bland speeches, accede, are explored by them as

to whether they are such as they dare disclose their

secrets to. If not, they conceal them ; and if they can,

they reveal them ; and then they warn them ; and also

threaten those who publish their secret concerning the

Lord.

87. As they had done similarly in the Spiritual

World, and yet it was perceived that they were not

thinking so interiorly, in order that this might be ex-

posed they were intromitted into the Ultimate Heaven
;

but they could not endure the sphere of charity and

derivative faith of the Angels there, and fled away.

Afterwards, as they had believed in the world that

they alone would be living, and that they would come
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into the Third Heaven, they were carried up into that

Heaven also ; but when they perceived the sphere of

love to the Lord there, they were seized with anguish of

heart, and began to be interiorly tortured, and to be

moved convulsively like those in the death agony, and

therefore they cast themselves thence headlong. By
these things it was for the first time made manifest that

inwardly they cherished nothing of charity towards the

neighbour, and nothing of love to the Lord. They were

afterwards sent to those upon whom the office of explor-

ing the interiors of the thoughts has been enjoined ; and

it was said by these that they hold the Lord cheap, so

reject the life of charity as to abhor it, and that they

make the Word of the Old Testament useless, and de-

spise the Word of the Evangelists, and merely of their

good pleasure take from Paul where anything is said

about faith alone ; and that these are their secrets which

they conceal from the world.

88. After it had been made manifest that they ac-

knowledge the Lord as the Ariaus do, despise the Word
. . . and bear hatred to the life of charity . . . then those

who had been in the Knowledge and at the same time

in the faith of their secrets, were judged to be Anti-

christs, who reject the three essentials of the Christian

Church . . . and they were cast outside the Christian

world into a desert which is in the confine of the

southern quai'ter, near the Quakers.

89. See ZiNZENDORF, here.

90. They say that they have a sensation, and an in-

terior confirmation of their dogmas therefrom. But it

was shown them that their sensation had been from

visionary Spirits, who when with a man confirm all

things of his religiosity ; and that they enter more

closely with those who, like the Moravians, love their

religiosity, and think much about it. Moreover these

Spirits have spoken with them, and they recognized

each other.

P. 259. (The existence of heresies, as Moravianism, an

argument against the Divine Providence.) Ex. E. 1176-.

321^. Those who are instructed by an influx . . . are

instructed by some enthusiastic Spirit, either Quaker, or

Moravian . . .

D. 3488. On the best Si>irits . . . like those of the

primitive or Moravian Church.

3492. It is now said that they were from the Mora-

vian Church, with whom the image of the primitive

Church has been preserved.

4785. On the Moravian congregation.—(The secrets

of their religion opened.

)

4791. Concerning those who are of the Moravian

Church.—They appeared a little to the right, in the

plane of the sole of the foot. . . They joined the devil in

persecuting me when reading and studying the Word.

(The secrets of their faith explored, and stated.) They
believe that when they love the Lord as a man the}' can

do whatever they please . . . without being condemned,

because they are in the Lord.

4792. (When reasoned with) they said that all things

with them are holy from the Lord, including evils of

life . . . They were told that their sensation . , . comes

from the influx of those who had been in that doctrine

in the world. They (pre-eminently) want to make pro-

selytes, because they believe themselves alone to be

happy ; and therefore those Spirits have such a desire,

and influx, whence comes the sensation. E.ii82^

4793. They are in a kind of hatred against those who
think differently, especially against those who make the

Lord to be God . . . They do good to each other ; but

this is from friendship, which counterfeits charity.

They are also against the Word of the Old Testament

;

and, in general, against the internal sense. Thus they

no longer love the Lord ; but now begin to persecute

Him ; for they make one with the devil in secret . . .

4794. A Spirit who was with me, who was in good . . .

was secretly treated by them most shockingly, in the

way of adulteration . . . from which it was given to

know in what way they believe the truths and goods of

the Word . . .

4795. From use and life in the world . . . they hide

from others the secrets of their faith, and speak about

them only among themselves ; for they fear of being

called Socinians . . . Hence also they have social inter-

course among themselves, and impress that they alone

are those who will be saved . . . Hence it is that those

of them who are evil, are interiorly evil ; and think evil

interiorly about others, and also do evil to them in

secret. 4800.

4796. The reason there is interior friendship with

them, is that they think much about their own salva-

tion ; and that they will be saved and no others. 4801.

4797. The same have believed that they are saved

from mercy ; but only they ; and that to be saved from

mercy is to be received into Heaven, of whatever quality

they are as to life, provided they are in such a faith and

sensation as they. (They are shown the impossibility

of this.)

4798. It is among their secrets that even nefarious

things done by them are remitted . . . and therefore

they do not restrain themselves from nefarious things,

but [perpetrate] them against those who are outside

their congregation . . . because they consider them as

dead, and as infernal.

. They infested me a whole night. Des.

4799. It was all who were thus acting conjointly
;

and therefore they were removed to the right, in the

plane of the sole of the foot, very far off".

. The Lord cannot be with those who are profane

as to the ends of life, and therefore they are kept in this :

that they love the Lord as a man, and as it were one of

themselves ... so that there is no faith in the Lord,

and therefore no love.

4803. They were brought back into a certain state of

their life, in which a number of them together killed a

man who had divulged their secrets. Des. . . They had

also confirmed themselves in [the belief] that they had

done rightly . . .

4804. They believe that they cannot do good . . .

4805. The quality of their state as to truth . . ,

4806. (Six of them poison one of their brethren who

said that he believed in God the Son.)
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[D.] 4807. (They plotted to kill anotlier who had said

that the former one ought not to be killed.

)

4808. (They determine to kill still another.)

. They are such that if they do not unanimously

agree, they think about murdering him who thinks

differently ; and this from a nefarious zeal for their

religiosity.

4809. They were told that the truth of faith and evil

of life ilo not accord ; but this they utterly denied,

saying that they are still living, and (that therefore)

evil is not evil with them . . .

4810. When they are speaking with others about the

Lord, they say . . . that the Father is God, and the

Lord is His Son, and thus avoid calling the Lord God,

and hide what they believe ; otherwise they would be

counted among the Socinians. For this reason also they

so often say the Lamb of God.

4813. Continuation concerning the Moravians.

4815. By such crimes, the rest in that congregation

are terrified, and do not dare to speak a word against

their persuasive heresy. . . They are interiorly cruel.

They listen very attentively to the opinion of another

;

and if it is different, they think about killing him.

Among themselves they say that this is allowable, and

good, because it is against the dead, who are infernal . . .

, Nor does one do a benefit to another : if so, he

at once becomes an enemy ; but they as it were urge

that he should give. Such deadly vengeance is there

against all who do good. Nor do they speak ill against

evil-doers.

. All who admit their persuasive heresy, they

believe to be living, and saved . . . and no others.

4816. Where the Lord has spoken concerning love

and doing good . . . they said that the Lord then spoke

insanely, being in evil like themselves . . .

. They have pretended to be Lutherans . . , but

behind the ears is hidden a serpent.

e. They do not call the goods of charity the fruit

of faith ; Init say that the fruit of faith is salvation,

however a man lives.

4817. Continuation concerning the Moravians.

. They have loved the Lord because they believed

themselves alone to be saved, and to reign in Heaven

over all . . . Hence it was evident that the love and
honour of the Lord with the Moravians was from tlie

love of self . . .

SSoS-*. See Last Judgment, here.

5886. Concerning the Moravians.—The Moravians

appear to the left, near the sole of the foot ; and above

the head also those who act as a one. The latter

suppose themselves to be in Heaven . . . They are

almost Socinians . . .

5886a. Therefore those who were above were cast into

the north, in order to form some Society thei'e . . . thus

remotely from the Christian world. Thither were

brought also those who were below. But when they

were there, they did not want to be quiet ; but . . .

excited the Babylonians to introduce evil from behind
;

and therefore they w-ere conveyed away more remotely

to the angle of the north ; and were there sent into a

cavern, which tended obliquely below the west, to

prevent them from injuring others whose religious

opinions were not like their own.

5987. See Esi'ALiEn, here.

5988. Concerning the Moravians.—I have been . . .

Avith the Moravians, who were not in the former place

to the right, below ; but a little in front, in a like

plane ; and a certain leader, who seemed to be Zinzen-

dorf, at the left at some distance. These with one

mouth praised (the declaration of the truths of the

Church) . . . but it was perceived . . . that even then

they were obstinately and hardly in their own doctrine

against them ... So had they done in the world in

order to allure others to themselves, and when in this

way they had conjoined them with themselves, they

cautiously divulge so much of their secrets as they

ap[)ear to receive.

——-. They utterly deny the Divine of the Lord,

and make His Human viler than the human of another,

saying that . . . His conception was spurious ; that He
did not rise again with the body, but was carried off by
the disciples or others ; and that when he was trans-

figured it was a vision induced by some Spirits ; and

many such things which are mentioned about the Lord

in the Word, they deny, pervert, and profane . . . These

nefarious secrets they have been compelled to divulge,

in order that I might know of Avhat quality they are ;

and therefore it was said to them that they are devils,

and worse than the infernals, where all deny the Lord
;

but not in so nefarious a manner, by acknowledging

and profaning . . .

^. As they have said that they loved the Lord

. . . they were told that such love does not conjoin at

all, except with some simple ones in the Ultimate

Heaven . . .

5989. Still, those can be saved from that congregation

who have not confirmed themselves in such things, and

still more those who have not known them, and have

l)elieved the Lord to be primarily worshipped there, and

that life also ought to be together with faith.

-. They have foully killed some of their people

who had denied such things, supposing that they would

divulge their secrets, and that so the congregation

would perish, and that they could no longer be among

Christians.

*. They believe that when they have their faith

they are justified and living, consequently if they

receive their secrets ; and that then all things which

they do are good. Even evil is good, which they explain

in a nefarious manner ; as the killing of those who are

against their religion ; and also defrauding and stealing,

and the like things . . .

5. They clandestinely attempted to murder

me . . .

•*. Afterwards all of them were called together,

and they were explored as to whether they unanimously

believed that the Lord has only a human and not a

Divine, and as to whether they had completely rejected

everything of charity ; and it was found . . . that some

of them had not held so nefarious a dogma, and that

they had not known those nefarious secrets, and there-

fore they were gathered together and separated ; and

those who had held such nefarious dogmas were two-
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thirds, and these appeared black ; but one-third were

not such, who appeared [to have] something of light, in

which there was sometliing Hery. When they had been

separated, those nefarious ones were given to many, for

servitude . . . and thus it came to pass that they were

never together so as to make any congregation ; for in

that case they would attempt nefarious things. The
rest were also divided, and were sent into suitable

Societies ; although they wanted to be together ; but

this was forbidden.

5990. The organist with whom I dwelt was also

infested by them, and they Avanted to kill him too,

because he had not approved of their nefarious dogmas
;

but for a number of reasons they did not dare to do

it . . .

5995-. The Zinzendorfians say . . . that they (like

the Lord) are sons of God ; -that they have been adopted
;

that they are without sins ; that they are the life and

the Truth ; that God is in them, and they in the Lord
;

that by 'doing' and 'deeds' is meant such a life ; thus

that evils and goods of life are not to be thought about

;

that any evil with them is not regarded by God. They
do not want the goods of life to be the fruits of faith,

because life is not attended to by God, but faith, and

because works effect nothing. They make all good

works meritorious. The goods which they do mutually

they call goods of friendship. They call their life

lilameless, because it is living through faith.

6017. Concerning the Moravians.—I was with the

Moravians who have confessed their errors, and have

begun to want to receive truths, because they see them-

selves to be in a miserable state, and thus not as they

had believed, that they should come into Heaven in

})reference to all others. I spoke with them about the

Lord, whose Divine they did not as yet want to accept.

They wanted to call Him God as men [are so called],

Aaron, for instance ; scarcely as the Angels are. They
acknowledged that life effects [something], and not faith

alone ; and that good is to be done as of ourselves.

Concerning baptism they said that they had made it a

vain thing, but still had held to it for the sake of the

Reformed ; and that the Hoi}'' Supper was only a

seal . . .

6043. On Zinzendorf and the Moravians.

^ He was brought to his followers who had been

long dead, and saw that they do not know anything of

truth, and that they are in a state almost miserable, in

hojie and expectation only, often between hope and fear.

They have hope from their persuasion in the world that

they are living above all others. When they want to

receive truths, falsities oppose themselves, which cannot

be dispelled. These know that the sensation, on ac-

count of which they had gloried in the world, had been

from Spirits who were of the same sect . . . They are

skilful in falsifying the Word . . . They are Arians

:

this is one of their secrets . . . When they say that they

are living above others, and it is asked where are the

truths and goods through which is life, they say, In

faith . . . J.(Post.)4i.

'K In their jireachings it is customary to say.

Thou believest that thou art approaching Heaven, and
in proportion as thou believest that thou approachest,

thou goest away ; and thus they do not reveal what this

means ; but they understand that [such persons] ac-

knowledge the Divine of the Lord as equal with the

Divine of the Father, and that they should do good

works. Those who divulge their secrets, and refuse [to

belong to] their sect, they want to kill ; and if they do

it they make the excuse that it is for the sake of the

Truth ; and on account of this hatred of theirs , . .

Zinzendorf removed himself a little from them. On
account of their falsities, and of their having no goods,

they comi)letely close Heaven against themselves : all

things which they call truths are falsities : they are not

willing that faith should operate goods, but that all

things are good through their faith. They say that the

Lord is to be loved on account of the passion of the

cross ; but is not to be worshipped : that the Holy

Supper is only in remembrance of His passion, and that

they approach it from obedience. They live together

apart, because they had done so in the world ; and when

convinced by others that they are in falsities, and as to

what truths are, they depart, saying that they do not

want to be convinced.

6060-. I have spoken with one of the Moravians , . .

6081. Concerning the Moravians and Zinzendorf.

—

The Moravians . . . ascended on high . . . and were

there divided into a few Societies ; but, as they wanted

to dominate . . . they looked down, and bound them-

selves with a certain devil, through whom they compelled

others who did not acknowledge their religiosity to obey

. . . but when their time came, they were cast down in

their order, and were compelled to enter a cavern, which

they entered complaining . . . but as they could not

remain there . . . they were sent out, and most of them

were cast into deserts, where they live miserably. Those

who wondered at this were told the reason : that they

have rejected the three essentials of the Church and of

Heaven . . .

6ior\ (This English bishop) has communication with

the Moravians in the desert.

6102. Concerning the Moravians.—They said to some

of them that they acknowledge the Divine of the Lord,

but were then compelled to open the thoughts of their

hearts . . . and then said openly that the Divine of the

Lord is no other than what is with men who are in faith

in the Father ; and that He was an entirely simple man,

simpler than many among themselves ; and that they

believe the things which He has spoken no otherwise

than as they believe any other simple man . . . Also

that He was born of Mary from Joseph as father, and

that the things which are set forth in Luke are figments.

Also that God the Father has not been content with

Him, because He said that men should have faith in

Him ; but still He called Him His Son because He
suffered the cross. Besides more things which are

scandals.

D.Min. 4762. Concerning the Moravian Church.—

(Their definition of faith.)

4763. It is a Society of interior friendship . . . They

take away from others the interior delight of life. . .

For all who are within the Society they call brethren,

and with these they have the delight of life interioily
;

but all others, who are outside their Society, they spurn,
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and call dead . . . All the good of charity -which others

do, whether they give to the poor, pour out prayers,

frequent churches from piety . . . they hold cheap . . .

believing that they place merit in these things, and
that such can be saved with more difficulty than robbers,

adulterers, and miscreants ; consequently they completely

reject the life of good. But they praise the life of good
of those who are within their congregation, provided it

is not such as stands out and appears. But they do
this not from charity, but from interior friendship ; for

friend praises friend, and thinks well about him ; and
this in the degree in which he perceives delight from
social intercourse with him.

[D.Min. 14764. These in the other life are such that

wherever they come they destroy the things which are

of innocence and heavenly love ; except those among
them who do not despise others in comparison with
themselves . . .

4766. They were shown that they cannot possibly be

in true humiliation towards the Lord, and consequently

in love to Him, if they believe that they have been

chosen in preference to others . . .

4770. They reject the Old Testament as abrogated . . .

4797. Concerning those who are of the Moravian
Church. (Their situation and quality.

) 4803.

4806. Concerning the Moravian congregation.—They
are Societies of interior friendship . . . but not among
the best ones. Ex. . . When they apperceive that others

are saved, they think little about the Lord , . . Above
others they are in principles concerning faith . . .

E. 893-. This is manifestly evident with those who
are of the Moravian congregation, who are pre-eminently

defenders of faith separated, (and who) say that ... all

are rejected from Heaven who in their life think from
religion about the doing of goods . . .

J.(Post.) 45-57. (In these paragraphs are collected

and repeated the statements made in the Spiritual

Diary concerning the Moravians.) Also in 278-280.

282. Concerning the Moravians in London (there).

294. Concerning the Moravians.—Thej' have said

that they were the remains of the Apostolic Church,
and therefore call themselves brethren ; and therefore

some of their Society which is beneath the earth were
sent to those who had been converted and were of the

Church in the time of Paul and the Apostles. (Their

conversation with the Colossians, Thessalonians, etc.,

stated at full length. 295-297.)

300. The reason they could become such in the world,

when yet they pray to the Father and are religious, is

that they have denied the Divine of the Lord . . .

302. Some hundreds of them went to a Society where
charity reigned, and those hundreds were in the per-

suasion that they were living, and that those who were
in charity were dead. From this persuasion the Angels
of the Society of charity appeared before their eyes to

be blackish, and they themselves somewhat exteriorly

to be Angels . . . Therefore they were commanded to go
away, and as they went they appeared monstrous . . .

and this monstrosity remained and appeared before their

own eyes and those of their brethren ; and they were

afterwards punished long and severely, to prevent them
from approaching other Societies, and by persuasion

inducing such a thing on others, and thus alluring them
to their insane dogma, so that they should believe that

they are living . . . The punishment lasted until they

asseverated that they would do so no more ; for their

desire to allure and lead others to their side by various

cunning arts is very great. They are deceivers.

366. On the Moravians. I spoke with them about

their brotherhood, as to whether it is of love or of

charity. They said not, but only of friendship, because

[it comes from being] of the same opinion with them.

They do not admit the word love or charity into

religion.

De Verbo 13-. The Moravian Spirits confirm all

things of Moravianism (with the man to whom they

speak).

More. Plus.

A. 549^. One (Angel) loves another more than him-

self. 1594^. 2057-. 4286. 671 1. D.3906. 4046^

2
1
30". The more who come there, the happier they

are . . .

2590. Many Christians who have led an evil life.

27 1
5-. The celestial love the neighbour more than

themselves.

36296. The more there are, the better is the corre-

spondence ; because perfection and strength are from the

unanimous multitude of many . . .

4286". The natural Angels do not love others more
than themselves.

6368. The deliverance of many from Hell. Sig. and
Ex.

H. 71. In proportion as there are more (or many) in

one Society . . . the more perfect is its human form. Ex.

J. 12.

379. Conjiigial love not possible between one husband
and a number of wives.

N. 9. So that from many (Churches) it makes one.

D. 4104. He who in the life of the body loves the

neighbour as himself, in the other life loves the neigh-

bour more than himself. See A. 548.

D.Wis. i". These receive more of light . . . But this

more is an apparent more ; for they are not more wise

than in so far as the love with them makes a one with

the wisdom.

More interior. Ititbnior. See under

Heaven.
D. 677. Concerning more interior things. 680. 1214.

1 139. Concerning Spirits who do not want to hear

the interior and more interior things of the Word.

1 140.

1 1 78. They cannot tolerate the more interior things;

but desire to remain solely in interior ones. 1 179. 1 180.

1737. When interior and more interior things favour

their cupidities . . .

1747. The cuticular ones are averse to interior and

more interior things.
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1827. There is a mind still interior, or more
interior . , .

2462. Concerning the more interior and inmost things

of the Word.

2477. Concerning the inscrutability of inmost and
more interior things.

2487. That the inmost and more interior things of

man cannot be injured, but only his interior things.

2562^. How much more the more interior things

whicli inflow into the interior ones.

JVEoreh. Moreh.
A. 1401. 'The oak-grove of Moreh' (Gen. xii. 6) is the

third state (of the Lord).

1439. 'Even to the oak-gi-ove of Moreh ' = the third

state ; namel}', the first perception, which is 'the oak-

grove of Moreh.' i442,Ex. 1443, Ex.

1443. By the trees of an oak -grove are signified

€xterior perceptions, or those of scientifics . . . Hence
it is that 'the oak-grove of Moreh' = the Lord's first

perception ; for He was still a child . . , Moreover, the

oak-grove of Moreh was where the sons of Israel also

first came when they had passed over Jordan, and saw
the Land of Canaan (Deut.xi.29, 30) by which also the

first of jjerception is signified.

2145. The perception which is signified by 'the oak-

groves of Mamre' ... is more interior than that which
is signified by 'the oak-grove of Moreh.'

Moria. Moria. D.6046.

Moriah. Moriah.
A. 2775. 'Goto the land of Moriah' (Gen.xxii.2) =

a place and state of temptation. . . That 'the land of

Moriah' = a place of temptation, is evident from the

fact that Abraham was commanded to go thither, and
to offer his son there for a burnt-ottering, and thus to

undergo the last of temptation. That Jerusalem, where
the Lord Himself endured the last of temptation, was
in that land, is evident from the fact that on mount
Moriah the altar was built by David, and afterwards

the Temple by Solomon (2 Chron. iii. i). Compare
I Chron. xxi. 16-28 with 2 Sam.xxiv. 16-25. 2777.

Moribund, MorUmndus. H.5i8e,

Morning. Mane.
See under Dawn, Early, and Evening.

A. 22. 'There was evening, and there was morning,

day first' (Gen.i.5) . . . 'The morning' is every follow-

ing state, because it is one of light, or of Truth and the

Knowledges of faith. . . 'Morning' in general — all

things which are proper to the Lord. 111.

^. As it is 'morning' when there is faith, the

Advent of the Lord into the world is called 'the

morning.

'

e, 'Morning' is in like manner taken in the

Word for every Advent of the Lord ; thus it is a word
of the new creation.

408. The Church then begins anew, or a new liglit

shines forth, which in the Word is called 'the morning.'

1837-.

2333. ' In the morning ye shall rise and go on your

way' (Gen.xix.2) = thus confirmation in good and truth.

. 'Morning,' in the Word, = the Kingdom of the

Lord, and whatever belongs thereto ; thus principally

the good of love and of charity.

^. When 'morning' is read (in the Word), the

Angels do not then get the idea of any morning of a

day ; but the idea of morning in a spiritual sense. 111.

. . . Thus for 'morning' they perceive the Lord, or His

Kingdom, or the heavenly things of love and of charity
;

and these with variety according to the series of the

things . . .

2405'. 'In the morning will He give judgment for

light' (Zeph.iii.5) ; 'the morning '= the time and state

of the Judgment, which is the same as the Advent of

the Lord ; and this is the same as the approach of His

Kingdom.
^. As 'the morning' signified these things, in

order that the same might be represented, it was com-

manded that Aaron and his sons should . . . 'order the

lamp from evening even to morning before Jehovah'

(Ex.xxvii.21). 'The evening,' here, is the twilight

before the morning. In like manner that the fire upon

the altar should be kindled every dawn (Lev.vi.5).

And also that nothing of the paschal lamb, or of the

sanctified things of the sacrifices, should be left till the

morning (Ex.xii. 10; xxiii. 18; xxxiv.25 ; Lev.xxii.29,

30 ; Num.ix. 12) ; by which was signified that when the

Lord came, sacrifices should cease.

^. In a general sense it is called 'morning' both

when the dawn appears, and when the sun rises ; and

then 'morning' is taken for Judgment both concerning

the good and upon the evil. 111.

*. As 'the morning,' in the proper sense, = the

Lord, His Advent, and thus the apjiroach of His King-

dom, it is evident what ' morning '= besides ; namely,

the rise of a new Church ; for this is the Lord's Kingdom
on earth ; and this both in general and in particular

;

nay, even in the singular : in general, when any Church

in the world is being raised up anew ; in particular,

when a man is being regenerated . . . and in the

singular, as often as the good of love and of faith is

operating with him ; for in this is the Advent of the

Lord. Hence the Lord's resurrection on the third day

in the morning involves all these things . . .

2540. 'Abimelech arose in the morning early- iji

matutino' (Gen.xx.8) = clear perception, and the light

of confirmation from celestial good. . . 'Morning,' here,

= clear percejition. 2673.

2780. 'Abraham arose in the morning early' (Gen.

xxii. 3) = a state of peace and of innocence ; as is evident

from the signification of 'morning,' and of 'arising in

the morning,' when jiredicated of the Lord, who, here,

is 'Abraham.'
. 'Morning,' in the universal sense, =the Lord,

and hence His Kingdom, consequently the Celestial of

love in general and in particular; and, as it = these

things, it = the state itself in which they are, which is

a state of peace and of innocence. A state of peace in

the Heavens is circumstanced as is a state of dawn on

earth . . .

e_ As^ in the sujireme sense, ' morning ' = the
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Lord, and the state from Him which effects and affects

those things which are in His Kingdom, 'morning,' and

'to arise in the morning, '= many things which come

forth in that state, and this in predication to those

things which follow together in the internal sense.

[A.] 3 171. 'They arose in the morning' (Gen.xxiv.54)

= a degree of elevation. 'Morning' = the Lord, His

Kingdom, and the derivative state of peace.

3458. 'In the morning they arose early' (Gen.xxvi.

31) =a state of illustration . . . for 'the morning,' and
'the dawn,' in the supreme sense, = the Lord; and, in

the internal sense, the Celestial of His love ; hence,

also, a state of peace.

3579^. See Dew, here.

3723. 'In the morning Jacoli arose early' (Gen.

xxviii. i8) = a state of illustration . . . 'Morning' = the

advent of heavenly light ; thus, liere, elevation from

obscurity into light . . .

3837. 'It iras in the morning' (Gen.xxix.25) = illus-

tration in that state. 'Morning' = illustration.

4214. 'In the morning Laban arose early' (Gen.xxxi.

5) = the illustration of that good by the Lord's Divine

Natural. 'To arise early in the morning' = illustration.

4240^. 'The morningcometh'(Is.xxi. 12) = the Advent
of the Lord, and the consequent illustration with those

who are in 'the night;' that is, in ignorance; but

illustration by the Lord's Divine Natural. 6000^

5097. 'Morning' = a state of illustration ; tlius what
is revealed and clear. The reason 'morning,' or 'early,'

= these things. Ex.

. Morning, or early, in Heaven is a state of

illustration, namely, as to those things which are of

good and truth ; whicli state comes forth when it is

acknowledged, and still more when it is perceived, that

good is good and that truth is truth. Perception is

internal revelation. Hence by 'morning' is signified

what is revealed ; and as, then, that becomes clear

which before had been obscure, by 'morning' is also

signified what is clear.

'^. Besides, by 'morning,' in the supreme sense,

is signified the Lord Himself; for tlie reason that the

Lord is the Sun from which is all the light in Heaven
;

anel He is always in the rising ; thus in early morning-
mafutino. He is always rising also with everyone who
receives the truth which is of faith, and the good which
is of love.

5579-. lu the Spiritual World, after this hunger,

there comes twilight and morning. 5962*^.

5672. The times of the day, as morning, etc., in the

other life, correspond to the illustrations ; and the

illustrations there are those of intelligence and wisdom
. . . The alternations of the illustrations there are like

morning, noon, and evening on earth . . .

5725-. This is the morning, or spring, of Spirits.

Des.

5740. ' In the morning it was light' (Gen.xliv.3) = a

state of illustration then. . . 'Morning,' in the supreme

sense, =the Lord ; and therefore when it is said, 'in the

morning it was light,' it=a state of illustration; for

all illustration is from the Lord.

5962-. Spirits and Angels have morning, noon, and
evening ; also twilight, and again morning

; and so on.

It is their morning when the Lord is present and
blesses them with manifest hajipiness ; they are then in

the perception of good . . .

6073S. For twilight and morning, which follow the

night, = the first of the Church.

61 10. When it is morning with the Angels, goods,

are subministered to them ; when it is noon, truths . . .

«. Morning in Hell is the heat of cupidities . . .

6442. 'He shall seize in the morning . ,
.' (Gen.xlix.

27) = (the deliverance of the good) when the Lord is

present . . . 'Morning,' in the supreme sense, = the

Lord.

6829-. When man emerges from temptation, spiritual

light appears together with its heat ; that is, truth

with its good. Hence he has gladness after anxiety.

This is the morning which succeeds the night in the

other life . . . 7193*.

72 1 8^. But when Spirits have a state of morning and

noon, their thought is in a free state ; for then they are

allowed to think about the things which they love ;.

thus about the truths and goods of faith and of charity.

7435. 'To arise in the morning' = elevation. Refs.

7538.

7681. 'It came to pass in the morning' (Ex.x. I3) = a

state of Heaven in order. 'Morning' — the Lord's

Kingdom ; and, in the supreme sense, the Lord Him-
self; and also a state of illustration (Refs. ) ; but here

by 'morning' is signified Heaven in order. Ex.

7844^. By 'morning' (Dan.viii. 14) is meant the light

and the rise of a new Church from the Lord (when He
came into the world).

7860. 'Ye shall not leave of it until the morning'

(Ex.xii. lo) = the duration of this state before the state

of illustration in Heaven. ' Morning '= Heaven and the

state of illustration there. 8478. 8480.

-. The state of their elevation into Heaven is re-

presented by the introduction into the Land of Canaan.

This state is that which is meant by 'the morning.'

7924. 'Even till morning' (ver.22.)=;to a state of

illustration.

8108-. When it is morning and noon (in Heaven),

there is illustration of the understanding by the Lord
;

but this illustration is then tempered with what is

obscure of truth, as with a cloud. (Continued under

Evening.)

821 1. The end and the beginning of these variations

is the morning ; and, in special, the twilight ; for then

night is ended and day begins. In the state to which

morning corresponds, the good begin to be illustrated

as to the things which are of faith, and to grow warm
as to the things which are of charity ; and so on the

other hand, for the evil then begin to be darkened by
falsities, and to be chilled by e\'ils ; consequently to

the latter the morning is a state of thick darkness and

destruction ; and to the former it is a state of illustra-

tion and salvation. ^,111.

^. As 'the morning' = (these things), it = the

time of the Last Judgment, when those who are in good

are to be saved, and those who are in evil will perish ;
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consequently, it=the end of the former Church, and
the beginning of the new Church . . . 111.

. In these passages, 'moming' = the Advent of

the Lord, and the illustration and salvation then ; thus

[it is predicated] of a new Church.

8226. 'At the turn of the morning' (Ex.xiv.27) = the

presence of the Lord. Ex.

S426-. The beginning of every state (in the Spiritual

World) corresponds to morning on earth ; and is also

sometimes meant by 'morning,' in the Word. . . When
it is morning, they are in love ; when noon, they are in

truth . . .

8427. 'In the morning ye shall see the glory of

Jehovah' (Ex.xvi. 7) = that in the beginning of a new
state is the Advent of the Lord.

-. It is said 'in the morning they should see the

glory of Jehovah,' because the sunrise and the conse-

(juent light, which in Heaven illustrates the external

and internal angelic sight ; and consequently the

presence and Advent of the Lord . . , corresponds to

the earlj- morning time on earth, and is here signified

by 'the morning.'

8431. By that wliich has been given in the early

morning time, is signified s[)iritual good . . . for the

morning state in the other life is when spiritual good,

or that of the internal man, is in clearness ; and natural

good, or that of the external man, is in obscurity . . .

8455. '^^^^ morning is a state of peace.

8485. 'Morning by morning' (ver.2l)= constantly.

Ex.

8497. 'Till the morning' (Ex. xvi.23) = coming enjoy-

ment. 8498.

8687. 'From morning even till evening' (Ex.xviii.

1 3) = in every state, interior and exterior. . . For, in

the other life, they are interiorly in good and truth

when in the morning state there ; that is, in a state

corresponding to the early morning time . . . When
they are in the morning state, they are in spiritual

delight.

8750". The Sun in the other life . . . does not dis-

tinguish the day into morning, noon, etc. . . Hence in

Heaven instead of times there are states ; but as in the

inmost sphere of Heaven there is a certain progression

according to the Divine heavenly form . . . the Angels

are alternately in the good of love, in the truth of faith,

and in obscurity as to both. Hence it is that there is a

correspondence of the states there with the times in the

world ; namely, of a state of the good of love with

morning
; of a state of the truth of faith with noon . . .

8812. 'When it was morning' (Ex.xix. i6) = a state

when in good
;

(for)
' morning' = a state of the good of

love. ^.

9299. 'The fat of My feast shall not remain overnight

even till morning' (E.x.xxiii. i8) = the good of worship

not from proprium, but always new from the Lord. . .

'The morning' = the Lord and His Advent . . . hence,

here, by 'morning,' where it treats of the good of

worship not from jiroprium, is signified that good

always new from the Lord.

9387. 'He arose in the morning early' (Ex.xxiv.4) =

joy from the Lord; (for) 'morning,' and 'early' = the^

Lord, and the things which are from Him ; as peace, .

innocence, love, joy. The reason 'morning,' and 'early,''

= these things, is that . , . the alternations of the day

. . . correspond to so many states in Heaven. Hence
morning corresponds to the Advent and presence of the

Lord, which is when the Angel is in a state of peace,,

innocence, and heavenly love, and is thence in joy.

9787. 'From evening even to morning before Jeho-

vah' (Ex. xxvii. 21)= constantly in every state. . . 'Morn-

ing '= the beginning of another state . . . and 'morning'

involves every state of light which is signified b}^ the

following day ; for, with the Lord, following and future

things are together in the present . , .

10114. 'What was left . , . until the morning' (Ex.

xxix.34) = the spiritual and celestial goods which have-

not been conjoined with the new state. Ex.
-. A new state is every state of the conjunction of

good and truth, which is when a man Avho is being

regenerated acts from good . . , and not as before from

truth. There is also a new state when (the Angels) are

in the good of love, which state is there called morning
. . . and there is also a new state when an old Church
ceases and a new Church begins. All these new states

are signified in the Word by 'morning.' Ill,

10134. 'One lamb thou shalt do in the morning' (Ex.

xxix.39) = tlie removal of evils by the good of innocence

... in a state of love and of the derivative light in the

internal man. . .
' Morning '=: a state of love and the

derivative light in the internal man.
^. The reason 'morning'= (this,) is that in the

Heavens . . . the states as to love and the derivative

faith are varied as the times as to heat and light are

with men in the world . . . Hence in the AVord by
'morning' is signified a state of love . . .

*. The reason why by 'morning' is signified a

state of love and the derivative light hi the internal man,
is that when an Angel is in a state of love and light he

is in his internal man , . .

". These states (of regeneration as to love and
faith) are also meant in the Word by 'morning,' etc, ;.

and in like manner the states of the Church ; its first

state is also called 'morning,' in the Word . . . But
when the Church is in its night, the morning then

begins from twilight with another nation, where a new
Church is being instaurated.

". The first state of the Church (as with a man
in particular) is a state of infancy, thus also of innocence,,

and consequently of love to the Lord. This state of it

is called 'morning' . . .

^'\ Tliat ' morning ' = the first state of the Church,

and also a state of love. 111.

. 'Morning' (Dan.viii.i4)= the first state of the

Church after the Lord's Advent ; and, in the supreme

sense, it= the Lord Himself . . . because He is the Sun
of Heaven, (which) never sets, but is always the

Rising.

". 'The morning cometh and also the night'

(Is.xxi. I2) = that although there is illumination with

those of the new Church, still there is night with those

who are in the old one.

'-. As 'morning,' in the supreme sense, = the
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Lord, and thence love from Him to Him, the manna
. . . rained down every morning . . .

[A. 10134]. And as the Lord is the Rising and the

morning, and as everything of heavenly love is from

Him, He rose again on the morning of the Sabbath day.

1^. By the time when 'the cock crew' was signi-

fied the last state of the Church . . . Hence it is that it

was said that Peter should 'deny thrice.' This was
done in the twilight, when the morning was about to

come (John xviii. 28).

10135. When the Angels are in a state of love, it is

morning with them, and the Lord then appears to them
as a rising Sun . . .

*. But it is to be known that this (heavenly)

morning involves noon also . . . for when 'morning and
evening' are mentioned in the Word, the whole day is

meant, thus by 'morning,' noon also . . . Hence it is

that by 'morning' is here signified a state of love and
also of light in clearness . . .

10200. 'In the morning in the morning' (Ex.xxx. 7)

= when the state of love is in clearness
;
(for) 'morning'

= when the state of love is in clearness ; hence 'in the

morning in the morning,' or in each mormug-singidi>i

malufinis, = when there is this state.

10413. 'To rise in the morning' (Ex.xxxii.6) = ex-

citation by their loves ; for by 'morning' is signified a

state of love ; and by 'to rise,' elevation to it. . . But
when 'to rise in the morning' is said of those who are

in externals without an internal, thus of the evil, by 'to

rise' is not signified elevation, but excitation ; and by
'morning' is not signified a state of heavenly love, but

a state of infernal love ; for when the evil are in this

state they are in their morning ; for they are then in

the delight of their life. Ex.

-. When it is morning with those who are in the

Heavens, they are in a state of heavenly loves, and
thence in their joy ; whereas in the Hells they are then

in a state of infernal loves, and thence in their torment

;

for then everyone wants to be the greatest, and to

possess all things of another's, and hence come intestine

hatreds, fiercenesses, and cruelties . . ,

10605. 'Be ready at the morning, and come up in the

early inorning-matutiiw-to Mount Sinai' (Ex.xxxiv.2)

= a new rise of the revelation of Divine truth. ' Morn-
ing' = a rising state, or a rise. Ex.

H. 1 55-. Morning corresponds to the state of their

love in clearness . . .

e_ 'Morning, ' in the Word, - the first and highest

degree of love.

289-. This peace is circumstanced comparatively as is

the morning or dawn in the spring time. (Continued

under Dawn.
)

C. J. 13. That the state of the world and of the

Church . . . after the Last Judgment is like morning
and day. Ex.

. When the light of truth appears, and truth is

received, the state of the Church in the world is like

morning and day. Hence it is that these two states of

the Church are called in the Word 'evening and
morning.' 111.

^. Therefore the Lord . . . was buried in the

evening, and afterwards rose again in the morning.

S. 99. The state of the Church after the Lord's

Advent is called 'morning.'

W. 73^. When times are predicated of the Church,

by its 'morning' is meant its first state . . .

R. 151". The reason it is called 'the movtiing-matu-

tina-sta.r' (Rev.ii.28) is that by 'mormng-matutimim,'
or morning, is signified the Advent of the Lord, when
there is a new Church. 111.

4766. 'Morning' (Ezek.vii.7)= the beginning of a new
Church ; and therefore it is said 'the time is come.'

752. Every morning (Sixtus V.
)
proposed to himself

nine or ten things (to be done that day.)

816''. But the first state of a new Church is called

'morning.' In the evening, man is called to the

Church ; and, when those who have been called are

l^resent, the morning is come.

M. 1 7-. Every morning . . . are heard the sweetest

songs of maidens and girls . , .

42. One morning I looked up into Heaven . . .

103. One morning before sunrise, I looked out to-

wards the east . . .

155a. One morning the sweetest singing . . . awoke
nie . . .

T. 764. That after this night the morning follows
;

and that the Advent of the Lord is this morning.

Gen. art.

. As the present Church in Christendom is night,

it follows that the morning draws nigh ; that is, the

first of a new Church.
-. In these passages by . . . 'morning' is meant

the first time of the Church.

. The Lord Himself is also called 'the morning

in the following passages. 111.

D. 4639^ For when it is morning in the Inmost

Heaven, it is evening in the Second or Spiritual

Heaven. Ex.

5627. Xor do they know what . . . morning is,

E. 179. 'Morning' = the Lord as to the Divine

Human ; hence 'the morning-?/irtiMi//(f(-star' = intellig-

ence and wisdom from Him. 'Morning' is often read

of in the Word, and it= various things according to the

series in the internal sense : in the supreme sense, it=
the Lord, and also His Advent ; in the internal sense,

it= His Kingdom and Church, and their state of peace.

It also = the first state of a new Church; and also a

state of love ; likewise a state of illustration ; conse-

quently a state of intelligence and wisdom ; and also a

state of the conjunction of good and truth, which is

when the internal man is being conjoined with the

external. The reason 'morning' = such various things,

is that in the supreme sense it = the Divine Human of

the Lord, and hence it also= all things which proceed

therefrom ; for the Lord is in those things which pro-

ceed from Him . . .

-. The reason the Divine Human of the Lord is

meant by 'morning' in the supreme sense, is that the

Lord is the Sun of the angelic Heaven, and the Sun of

that Heaven does not advance from morning to evening,

or from rising to setting . . . but remains constant in its
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place in front above the Heavens ; hence it is that it is

always in the morning, and never in the evening. And
as all the intelligence and wisdom which the Angels

have comes forth with them from the Lord as a Sun,

therefore their state of love, and their state of wisdom

and intelligence', and in general their state of illustra-

tion, are signified by 'morning ;
' for these proceed from

the Lord as a Sun, and that which proceeds from Him
is Himself . . .

*. From these things it is evident whence it is

that 'morning' is so often mentioned in the Word,

when it treats of Jehovah or the Lord, of His Advent,

Kingdom, and Church, and of their goods. 111.

. As the Lord is the Sun in Heaven . . . and as

the Sun there is constantly in its morning, it is said,

'He is as the morning light; the sun ariseth, a morn-

ing without clouds' (2Sam.xxiii.4).

^. The reception of the Lord by those who are in

the good of love, is signified by 'more than watchmen
for the morning, watchmen for the morning' (Ps.

CXXX.6). Here, 'morning,' in the supreme sense, =the
Lord ; and, in the internal sense. His Kingdom and

Church ; and 'watchmen for the morning ' = those who
are awaiting the Advent of the Lord, who are those who
are in the good of love, because these are they to whom
the Lord is 'the morning.'

^ That ' morning '= the Advent of the Lord in-

to the world, and the new Church then, is evident from

the following passages. HI.

^^. As ' morning ' = the Lord, His Advent, also

His Kingdom and Church, and also the good of love

which is from Him, it is evident what is meant by

'morning' in the following passages. 111.

6, Therefore the Lord Himself is also called the

},loTmng-matuti7ia-Sta,v' (Rev.xxii. i6).

422^^. 'A morning without clouds' = that (Divine

truth) pure.

573-'. 'Morning' = the first time of a new Church.

610*. 'The morning cometh upon thee, inhabitant

of the land' (Ezek.vii.7)= the instauration of a new

Church. 'Morning' = the state of a new or commencing

Church . . .

6 1 2-. The Advent of the Lord is meant by 'morning.'

111.

677''. 'Morning' (Is.xvii.i4) = the first time of the

Church, when there are no evils and falsities . . .

706''. See Evening, here.

741'^. By 'morning' (Is.xxvi.9) is signified a state

when there is the light of truth ; this state is from

love . . .

911^-. The last state of the Church is also here signi-

fied by 'morning' (Is.xvii. 11) ; for when the last state

of the Church is at hand, it is then morning with those

who will be of the new Church ; and evening and night

with those who are of the old Church . . .

D. Wis. xii. 5". In each Heaven . . . are their

palaces and houses, paradisiacal gardens, fallow lands,

tiower beds, and lawns, which come forth new every

morning, each according to the reception of love and

wisdom with the Angels . . .

Coro. III. In each Church have followed four

changes of state ; of which the first was the appearing

of the Lord Jehovih and Redemption, and then was its

morning or rise ; the second was its instruction

. . . 5. 6,Ex.

Morning. Matuta.
See Eakly.

A. 8432. 'In the morning bread to satiety' (Ex.xvi.

8)= that in the beginning of a new state they will have

as much good as they can receive. . . 'Morning,' or

morning-m«Hc=the beginning of a new state.

8454.

E. 644--. That these things are without obscurity, is

signified by 'the light of a morning without clouds' (2

Sam.xxiii.4).

Moronus. Moromis. R.9142.

Morose. Morosns.

A. 1949'. He is a morose man , . .

1 964-. Like a wild ass, morose . . .

D. 2120. In the other life are so morose . . .

Morrow. Crastimim.

To-morrow. Cras.

To-morrow's. Crasthms.

A. 2465. 'It tvas on the morrow' (Gen.xix.34)=
afterwards.

3998. 'On to-morrow's day' (Geu.xxx.33)= to eter-

nity. In the Word, when 'yesterday,' 'to-day,' or 'to-

morrow,' is .mentioned, in the supreme sense there is

signified what is eternal . , . and 'to-morrow,' to

eternity.

7399- 'To the morrow' (Ex.viii. io) = in perpetuity.

7446.

7509. 'To-morrow Jehovah shall do this word in the

land' (Ex. ix. 5) = that this is theirs in perpetuity . . .

'To-morrow,' or ' morrow, '= in perpetuity. 7510.

8082. 'To-morrow' (Ex.xiii. I4)=always when it is

done. 'To-morrow,' or 'the morrow day '= what is

eternal ; thus also what is perpetual or always ; here,

always when it is done.

8478. That the Lord daily provides things necessary ;

and therefore they ought not to be solicitous about ac-

quiring them of themselves ... is also meant by . . .

' Be not ye solicitous therefore for the morrow ; for the

morrow day shall have care of the things which belong

to it' (Matt. vi. 34).

-. In (Ex.xvi. 19,20) it treats of care for the

morrow, and that this care is not onl}^ prohibited, but

is also condemned . . . He who views the matter no

further than from the sense of the letter, may believe

that all care for the morrow is to be cast away . . . but

he who views the matter more deeply . . . from the in-

ternal sense, can know what is meant by care for the

morrow. Ex.

. But those have care for the morrow who are

not content with their lot ; who do not trust in the

Divine, but in themselves ; and who have regard only to

worldly and earthly, and not to heavenly things.
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Further des. Such are they with whom there is care

for the morrow.

[A.8478P. (But) with those who trust ill tlie Divine,

-although they have care for tlie morrow, nevertheless

iliey have it not ; for they do not think about the

morrow with solicitude, still less with anxiety.

Further des.

8480'. Good from the Lord is with those who love the

Lord above all things, and the neighbour as themselves
;

whereas good from man is with those who love them-

selves above all things, and despise the neighbour in

comparison with themselves. The latter are they

who also have care for the morrow, because they

trust in themselves ; but the former are they who have

not care for the morrow, because they trust in the

Lord.

8495. 'A holy Sabbath to Jehovah to-morrow' (Ex.

xvi.23) = the conjunction of good and truth to eternity.
' To-morrow ' = to eternity.

8684. 'It tt'«s on the morrow' (Ex.xviii. i3) = what is

eternal. 'To-morrow,' or 'the morrow, ' = wliat is

eternal.

878S. 'Sanctify them to-day and to-morrow' (Ex.

xix. io) = a veiling over of the interiors so that they may
-appear in the Holy of faith now and afterwards.

10412. 'A feast to Jehovah to-morrow' (Ex.xxxii.5)

= that this is (what) is to be adored perpetually. . .

' To-morrow ' = what is eternal and perpetual.

H. 278^ Solicitude about future things they call care

for the morrow ; which they call grief for the loss or

non-reception of such things as are not necessary for the

uses of life.

D. 1580. Those who are solicitous about to-morrow's

day.

3628. The Lord has commanded that they should not

have care about to-morrow's things ; for to care for to-

morrow's tilings = such things.

6088®. (In the Spiritual World) food cannot be pre-

served to the morrow ; it breeds worms . . . This is sig-

nified in . , . 'Give us our daily bread ;'and also by that

nothing of the paschal lamb was to be stored up till the

morrow ; nor anything of the things sacrificed. J.

(Post.) 337.

E. 23". 'To-morrow,' in the Word, where it treats of

the Lord, = to eternity.

C. 167. (Such a trader) thinks about the morrow,
and still does not think about it. He thinks about the

morrow in relation to what and how he shall do ; but

he does not think about the morrow inasmuch as he
attributes future things to the Divine Providence, and
not to his Own prudence.

Morsel. Bolus.

A. 7553^. Morsels of hail are called stones . . .

E. 419-''*. 'He who casteth forth His hail as morsels

. .
.' (Ps.cxlvii. 17) , . , The scientifics and the Know-

ledges which are with man before regeneration, are

signified by 'hail which is as morsels; who stands before

His cold V

Morsel. Offa, Offula.

T. 6296. As if God were to deliver some as morsels to

the devil.

D. 4946. She called it a morsel, and gave it him
to eat.

E. 740^. 'To enter into him with the morsel' (or 'sop')

(John xiii.27) is into the bellj'; and to enter into the

belly is into the thought ; and falsities from evil are of

the thought.

Mortal. Mortalis.

A. 1460-. 'Mortals of famine' (Is. v. I3) = penury of

the Knowledges of celestial things.

1554*^. No mortal-wewio viortalium-knovfs.

4518. 'And I mortals of number' (Gen.xxxiv. 30) =
easily; (for) 'mortals of number' = few . . .

P. 324^. In order that every man may live to eternity,

that which is mortal with him is taken away. That
which is mortal of him is the material body . . . Thus
is laid bare that which is immortal of him . . .

M. 2^. Into the World of Spirits all mortals are first

collected . . .

T. 2. Without this, no mortal-Hc;/!o 9«or/a^iMHi-could

have been saved.

D. 2681. He had esteemed himself greater and wiser

than all mortals.

2697. If they could be told, it would appear to no

jnoTtal-nulU mortalium.

Mortar. See Untempered.

Mortar. Mortarium. A.io303l

Mortar. Trihiratomivi. See under Thresh.

Mortification. Morticinium. p. 2822. T.I 192.

Moschalim. Moschalim.

S. 103-. 'Moschalim,' in the Hebrew language,

means not only Proverbs, but also Things Prophetically

Uttered. 111. T.2652.

D. 5605. The Ancient Churches have a Word, the

title of which they call in part ' Moschalim ' . . .

Moses. Moses.

A. 66. These things concerning the creation, the

garden of Eden, [and] down to the time of Abraham,
Moses had from the descendants of the Most Ancient

Church , . .

13432, Moses himself had lost (the name Jehovah).

2i35,Pref.2. By 'Moses and Elijah' (Lukeix.31), who
were speaking with the Lord, was represented the AVord

of the Old Testament, which was called also 'Moses and

the Prophets;' by 'Moses,' his books, and also the

historical ones . . . 5922'.

2534. The Lord was represented by Moses, etc.

2604. Many of the Jews are introduced to Moses,

etc.

2606^. The historicals of the Word are also called

'Moses' . . .
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3869'. 'To hear Moses and the Prophets' (Luke xvi.

31) = to know the things in the Word, and to have faith

in it ; thus also to will them . . .

4299\ The Lord appeared to Moses in a human form

•adapted to his reception, which was external ; namely,

as a bearded old man sitting with him ; as I have been

instructed by the Angels.

4444S. Moses also married a wife from the gentiles.

4859^ The like was represented by Moses, when the

skin of his face was radiant, as he descended from Mount
Sinai . . . Moses represented the Word, which is called

'the Law' . . . and therefore it is sometimes said 'the

Law and the Prophets,' and sometimes 'Moses and the

Prophets.' 111. By the radiation of tlie skin of his face

was represented the internal of the Word . . . His cover-

ing his face whenever he spoke with the people, repre-

sented that internal truth was covered over with them.

6752^.

4926\ 'Moses' (Ps.cvi.23) = the Word.

5307'^. The Lord was represented by . . . many in the

Word ... By Moses was represented the Lord as to the

Law or the historical Word.

6302^. In like manner when Moses died, the repre-

sentative succeeded in Joshua, and afterwards in the

judges, the kings, and so on.

6714. In the supreme sense (in Ex.ii.) 'Moses' repre-

sents the Lord as to the Law Divine, which is the Word

;

and, in the relative sense, truth Divine with the man of

the Church.

6719. 'She bare a son' (ver.2)= the Law Divine in its

origin . . . because by 'her son' is meant Moses, who
represented the Lord as to the Law Divine, or the

Word.

6720-. This transflux was the Divine Human before

the Advent of the Lord, and was Jehovah Himself or

the Lord in the Heavens. The Divine which transflowed

through Heaven was the Divine truth, or the Divine

Law, which Moses represented ; and the Divine which

transflows through Heaven is good. Hence it is evident

whence it is that by 'she saw him, that he was good,'

is signified the apperception that it was through Heaven.

6721. 'She hid Mm three months ' = the fulness of

time in which it did not appear.

6722. 'And she could no longer hide him ' = the time

Avhen it ought to appear.

6723^. As it had been provided that Moses should

represent the Lord as to the Law Divine or the AVord,

in special as to the historical Word, it came to pass that

when he was an infant he was placed in a coffer or little

ark, but in a common one, because it was in its first

rise.

6725*^. Moses= the Law Divine; here, the Law Divine

in its origin, because he was an infant.

6735^. Moses, who here is 'the child,' represented the

Law Divine, or truth Divine ; thus truth from the

Divine.

6744. Moses, who here is 'the child,' = the Law
Divine in its origin ; in the supreme sense, with the

Lord, when He was making His Human to be the Law

Divine ; and, in the relative sense, with a man who is

being regenerated, when he is being initiated into truth

Divine.

6745. 'Suckle him for me' (ver.9) = that it should

insinuate into it good in agreement with the religiosity.

6747. 'And the woman took the child, and suckled

him' = that good was insinuated into it by the Church.

6749. 'The child grew' = increase from good.

6750. ' And she brought him to Pharaoh's daughter'

= the affection of scientifics.

. As Moses represents the Lord as to the Law
Divine, he could not have been brought to Pharaoh's

daughter, and have been to her as a son, if the religiosity

were signified by her, as before.

6751. 'And he was to her for a son ' = that thence it

had the first truths. Ex.

6752. 'And she called his name Moses' = the (juality

of the state then . . . (that is,) the quality of the state

of the Law Divine in its beginning with the Lord, and

the quality of the state of truth Divine in the beginning

with a man who is being regenerated.

. There are two especially who represent the Lord

as to the Word, namely, Moses and Elijah ;
Moses, the

Lord as to the liistorical books . , .

. The Law Divine, in a broad sense, signifies the

whole Word ; in a sense less broad, it signifies the

historical Word ; in a confined one, that which was

written by Moses ; and, in the most confined one, the

ten precepts written upon tables of stone upon Mount
Sinai. Moses represents the Law in the less wide, also

in the confined, and also in the most confined sense.

Fully ill.

*. As Moses represented the Law, he was allowed

to enter to the Lord ujion Mount Sinai ; and not oidy to

receive the tables of the Law there, but also to hear the

statutes and judgments of the Law, and to command
them to the people ; and it is also said that therefore

they were 'to believe on Moses to eternity' (Ex.xix.9).

®. As by Moses was represented the Lord as to

the historical Word . . . when He was transfigured,

Moses . . . was seen talking with Him . . .

6753. 'And she said, Because I have drawn him out

of the waters ' = deliverance from falsities. . . In these

words is contained the (piality of the state which is

signified by the name 'Moses;' which quality, in the

supreme sense, involves that in order to become the Law
Divine as to the Human, the Lord delivered His Human
from all the falsity which adhered to it from the mother,

and this even until He became the Divine Law, that is,

the Divine truth itself . . .

6755. 'Moses grew' (ver. ii)= . . . increase in scien-

tific truths.

6756. 'He went out tolas brethren ' = conjunction with

the truths of the Church. Ex.

6757. He saw their burdens ' = the apperception that

they were being infested by falsities.

6761. 'He smote the Egyptian' (ver. I2)= that it

destroyed the alienated Scientific.

6763. 'He went out the second day' (ver. 13) = con-

junction again with the Church.
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[A.] 6766. ' Who put thee for aman a prince and a judge

over us ?' (ver. I4)= that it had not yet advanced into the

truths of faith so far as to settle the dissidences within

the Church. . . It has treated in the supreme sense con-

cerning the beginnings of the Law Divine in the Lord's

Human. It now treats concerning the progress of that

Law ; and in the internal sense it here treats concerning

the progress of Divine truth with the man who is being

regenerated. The progress is such that at first the man
is able to discriminate between falsity and truth ; for

from the truth in which he is he can see what is false,

because this is opposite ; but he cannot at that first time

settle [the dissidences] between the truths of faith within

the Church. In order to be able to do this, he must
make further progress ; for a man is illustrated succes-

sively . . .

6769. 'And Moses feared, and said, Surely the Word
is known' (ver. 14) = that it was among alienated scienti-

fics, and not yet in truths, so as to be safe.

6771. 'And Pharaoh heard this word, and sought to

kill Moses' (ver. 15) = that when the false Scientific per-

ceived this it wanted to destroy the truth which is of

the Law from the Divine. . .
' Moses '=: the Law Divine,

and truth Divine, thus the truth which is of the Law
Divine. It is said the truth which is of the Law
Divine, and not the Law Divine, because as yet it is

treating concerning the progress of the Law Divine in

the Lord's Human.

6772. 'And Moses fled from before Pharaoh ' = that it

was separated from falsities. . .
' Moses'= the truth which

is of the Law from the Divine. Here begins the fifth

state of the progression of the Law Divine in the Lord's

Human ; and, in the relative sense, of the progression

of truth Divine with the man who is being regenerated
;

which is that of separation from falsities, and of adjunc-

tion with the truths of simple good. Next follows the

sixth state, which is that of adjunction with good.

6773. 'And he elwelt in the land of Midian'= life

among those who are in simple good.

6774. 'And he dwelt near a weir= study there in the

Word.

6780. 'Moses rose up and helped them' (ver. I7)= aid

from the truths which are of the Law from the Divine.

6781. 'And he gave their flock to drink '= that those

who were in good were instructed thence.

6784. 'An Egyptian man delivered us out of the hand
of the shepherds' (ver. I9)=:because the scientific truth

which is adjoined to the Church prevailed over the power
of the doctrine of falsity from evil. , . The reason Moses
is here called 'an Egyptian man,' is that by 'Moses' is

here represented truth such as is with those who are in

the truth of simple good.

6789. 'And where is he? Wherefore have ye left

this man?' (ver. 20) = how, without this truth, could

they be conjoined with the good of the Church.
-. The scientific truth which is here represented

by 'Moses,' is the truth of the External Church. This
truth comes forth from the truth which is of the Law
from the Divine, which also is 'Moses ;' and the truth

which is of the Law from the Divine is the truth of the

Internal Church. Unless external truth is from internal

truth, it cannot be conjoined with good. Examp.

6790. 'Call him' = that conjunction is to be eff'ected.

6791. 'And let him eat bread '= confirmation in

6792. 'And Moses willed to dwell with the man' (ver.

21) = that they agreed together. 'Moses,' here, =
scientific truth . . .

6793. 'He gave Zipporah his daughter to Moses'—
that he adjoined to it the good of his own Church. . .

' Moses ' = scientific truth.

6796. 'For he said, I am a sojourner in a strange land'

(ver.22) = that it had been instructed in truths in a

Church not its own.

6827. 'Moses was pasturing the flock of Jethro his

father-in-law, the priest of Midian' (Ex.iii. i) = that the

Law from the Divine was instructing those who were in

the truth of simple good. . .
' Moses ' = the Lord as to the

Law Divine ; but, in the beginning, as to the truth

which is of the Law from the Divine ; but here, as to

the Law from the Divine. Thus may be named the

degrees of progi-ession in the Lord, before He was made,

as to the human, the Law Divine itself.

6835. 'Moses said' (ver. 3) = perception from the Law
from the Divine.

6842. 'And He said, Moses, Moses, and he said,

Behold me' (ver.4) = internal exhortation and hearing.

6844. 'Put off thy shoes from off thy feet' (ver. 5)=
that sensuous things . . . were to be removed.

6845. Tor the place on which thou standest is

ground of holiness ' = that otherwise the Divine cannot

enter.

And Moses covered his face' (ver.6) = that the

interiors were protected.

6849. 'Because he feared to look upon God' = lest

they should be injured by the presence of the Divine

Itself.

6864. 'And now go, I will send thee unto Pharaoh

'

(ver. 10) = the Holy which proceeds from the Lord's

Human, by which the infesting falsities would be dissi-

pated. 'Moses,' who was to go . . . —the Lord as to the

Law Divine ; thus as to the Human ; for when the Lord

was in the world He first made His Human Divine truth,

which is the same as the Law Divine.

6866. 'And Moses said unto God' (ver. ii) = percep-

tion from the Divine, and humiliation. . . 'Moses' =
the Lord as to the Law Divine.

. As the Lord is represented by Moses, and
humiliation is here mentioned, something shall be said

about the Lord's state of humiliation when He was in

the world. Ex.

6867. 'AVho am I that I should go unto Pharaoh ?'=
that it was not yet in such a state that it seemed to

itself to be able to approach and remove the infesting

falsities.

6869. 'And He said, Because I will be with thee

(ver. 12)= that the Divine [would be] in the Human.
' Moses '= the Lord as to the Law Divine ; thus as to the

Human . . .
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6874. 'And Moses said unto God' (ver.
1 3) = percep-

tion from the Divine,

6879. 'And God said unto Moses' (ver. 14) = the first

instruction ; (for) God 'says' here to Moses, by whom is

represented the Lord as to tlie Divine trutli ; and by
Moses [it is said] to the people ; thus by the Divine

truth proceeding from the Divine Human of the Lord to

those who are of the Spiritual Church . . .

6882. Moses represents the Lord as to the Divine Law

;

that is, as to the Divine truth . . .

6901. 'And thou shalt enter ... to the king of

Egy[)t' (ver. i8)= communication with those who are in

falsities . , .
' Moses ' = the Law from the Divine . . .

6940. (In Ex.iv.) it treats concerning the Law-

Divine : that truth was adjoined to its good ; and that

thus the good had power to deliver, and to insinuate

hope and faith. Moses represents the Law Divine as to

good ; and Aaron, as to truth.

6943. 'Moses answered and said' (ver. 1)=: thought

from the Law Divine. . . Moses represents the Lord as

to the Law Divine. Thought from the Law Divine is

[tliought] from truth from the Divine.

6947. The reason (Moses' rod)= the power of the

Lord's Divine Human, is that by Moses is represented

the Lord as to the Law Divine or the Word, which is

the Divine truth jiroceeding from the Lord's Divine

Human,

6950. 'Moses tied from before it' (ver. 3) = horror at

the separated Sensuous,

6951. 'And Jehovah said unto Moses' (ver,4)= Pro-

vidence from the Divine, . , Moses represents the Lord

as to truth Divine. Thus Providence from the Divine

is predicated of the Lord as to the Human, when He was

in the world.

6956, 'That they may believe that Jehovah hath ap-

peared to thee' (ver.5)= that they may have faith con-

cerning the Lord's Divine Human.

6974. '(If they) will not hear thy voice' (ver.9) — if

they do not show anything of obedience. . . . Moses,

whose voice they were to hear, represents the Lord as to

the Divine Law ; that is, as to the Divine truth ; thus

as to the Word, for Divine truth is there.

6980. 'And Moses said unto Jehovah' (ver, 10) =
perception from the Divine, , , Moses represents the

Lord as to the Divine Law in tlie Human when He was
in the world.

6982, 'I am not a man of words '= that it has not

sjieech . , , In the supreme sense it here treats concern-

ing the Lord ; for Moses represents the Lord as to the

Law Divine ; thus as to truth Divine. The trutli wliich

proceeds from the Divine immediately cannot be heard
bj- anvone. (Continued under Divine Truth.) 6983.
6985."

6993. 'I will lie with thy mouth, and will teach

thee what thou shalt speak' (ver. 12) = the Divine in

each and all things which proceed from the Divine

Human. , . As these things are said to Moses, by whom
is represented the Lord as to the Law Divine in l;he

Divine Human (this is the signitication).

VOL. IV.

6996, 'Send I pray by the hand Thou wilt send'

(ver, 1 3)= that the Divine truth proceeding from the

Divine Human must be uttered mediately, Moses,

who says these things, rei)resents the Lord as to the

Word ; that is, as to Divine truth,

6997, 'And the anger of Jehovah was kindled against

Moses' (ver, i4) = clemeucj^ . . , because it is said to

Moses, by whom is represented the Lord, when He was

in the world, as to Divine truth.

6998, 'Aaron' . . . here = the doctrine of good and

truth ; and therefore it is said that he was 'for a mouth'

to Moses, and Moses was 'for a god' to him. For by
Moses is represented the Lord as to the Divine truth

which proceeds from the Lord immediately , . . That

truth which Moses here represents, is the truth which

cannot be heard or perceived by man . . . 7000. 7009.

7010,

7003. 'Thou shalt speak unto him' (ver, 15) = influx.

7CX)4. ' And thou shalt put words in his mouth '= that

the things which it utters proceed from the Divine

Human, (For) Moses, who was to put words in Aaron's

mouth, represents the Lord as to the Divine truth

which proceeds from His Divine Human. (Continued

under Divine Truth. )

7005. 'And I will be with thy mouth ' = that truth

Divine must proceed through the Divine Human from

the Divine Itself, Moses represents the Lord as to truth

Divine. 7007.

7014. 'And Moses went and returned' (ver. i8) = what

is continuous of the former life, Moses represents the

Lord as to the Law or truth from the Divine,

, When Moses was in Mount Horeb with Jeho-

vah , , .he represented the Lord as to Divine truth
;

but now, when with Jethro ... he represents the Lord

as to truth from the Divine. Here ... in the Word, in

the internal sense, are described all the states of the

Lord's life in the world, in respect to the way in which

He then made His Human Divine ... As the Lord thus

put on the Divine successively, hence it is that He first

made Himself truth from the Divine ; afterwards.

Divine truth ; and, at last, Divine good. These were

the degi-ees of the Lord's glorification which are here

. . . described,

7016, 'And he said. Let me go, I pray, and return to

my brethren who are in Egypt' (id, ) = elevation to more

interior and spiritual life in the Natural, . . For when
'going and returning' are said of the Lord, who is repre-

sented by Moses, it means to be elevated to the Divine

Esse or Jehovah who was in Him . . . 7020,

7019, 'And Jehovah said unto Moses in Midian'

(ver, i9)= illustration and confirmation by the Divine m
that state. Ex.

7021. 'All the men are dead who sought thy sour=
the removal of the falsities which endeavour to destroy

the life of truth and good.

7022. 'And Moses took Ins wife' (ver. 20)= good ad-

joined. 'Moses' represents the Lord as to the Law or

truth from the Divine.

7023. 'And his sons ' = the derivative truths.

7025. 'And he returned into the land of Egypt' = in

the natural mind.
3B
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[A.] 7026. 'And Moses took the rod of God in Lis

hand '= that these things are from Divine power.

7028. 'And Jehovah said unto Moses' (ver. 21) = per-

ception from the Divine . . . (here,) new perception.

7041. 'And he was in the way in an inn' (ver. 24)=
the posterity from Jacob, that they were in externals

without an internah . . In these three verses it treats of

the Spiritual Church, tbat it was to have been insti-

tuted with the descendants of Jacol) ; but that it could not

be instituted with them, because they were in externals

without an internal. On this account Moses does not here

represent tlie Law or Word ; but he represents that nation

or posterity from Jacob whose leader he was to be ; thus

he represents also the worship of that nation . . . Hence
it is that Moses is not named here, but still he is under-

stood by 'he was in the waj' in an inn,' and . . . 'Jeho-

vah then met him, and sought to kill him ; ' when yet

He had before so expressly commanded that he should

go and return into Egypt. 7043.

7047. 'She said, For thou art a bridegroom of bloods

to me' (ver.25)=that it was full of all violence and
hostility against truth and good. . . In these three

verses Moses represents that nation, and the representa-

tive of a Church with it ; and Zipporah represents the

representative Cliurch. As Zipporah represents this

Church, and Moses its external, she does not call him
her husband, or man, but her 'bridegroom ; ' for a bride

can represent what is diverse ... but not a wife . . .

7048. 'And He desisted from him' (ver. 26)= that it

was permitted that they should represent.

7054. (Jehovah said unto Aaron) 'Go to meet Moses'
(ver.27) = that (the truth of doctrine) should be con-

joined with the truth proceeding from the Divine
immediately.

7056. 'And he met him in the mount of God'=con-
junctiou in the good of love there. Ex. . . The truth

which proceeds from the Divine immediately is called

truth, but in itself it is good, because it proceeds from
the Divine good ; but it is the good to which all Divine
truth has been united. It is called truth, because in

Heaven it appears as light . . . The truth proceeding
from the Divine immediately, enters into the will of

man . . .

7057. 'And kissed him'=the affection of conjunction.

7058. 'And Moses told Aaron all the words of Jeho-
vah' (ver.28) = the influx of the truth which proceeds
from the Divine of tlie Lord immediately, into the truth
which proceeds mediately, and instruction in each tiling

of doctrine. Ex.

7061. ^And Moses went, and Aaron' (ver. 29)=: the life

of the conjunction of both ; namely, of the truth pro-

ceeding immediately from the Divine of the Lord, and
of the truth which proceeds mediately.

7089. 'And afterwards came Moses and Aaron' (Ex.
v. i) = tlie Divine Law and the derivative doctrine. . .

By the Divine Law which Moses represents, is meant
the Word such as it is in its internal sense ; thus such
as it is in the Heavens . . . Ex.

7104. ' Wlierefore do ye, Moses and Aaron, draw away
the people from their works ?

' (ver. 4):= that their Divine
Law and doctrine will not exempt them from grievous

things. Moses represents the Lord as to the Divine

Law.

7158. 'They met Moses and Aaron ' (ver. 20) = thought

concerning the Divine Law and the derivative doctrine.

7164. 'And Moses returned unto Jehovah and said'

(ver. 22) = complaint from the Law Divine . . .

7166. 'Why is this, Thou hast sent me ?' = vvhen yet

the Law proceeding from the Divine seems to say

differently. . . Moses, who says these things concerning

himself, = the Law from the Divine. 7167.

7184S. 'Moses' (in Ex.vi.) represents the things which

are of the Law Divine.

7186. 'And Jehovah said unto Moses' (ver. i)= in-

struction concerning the Law Divine. Ex.

-. That Moses . . . here represents the Law Divine

such as it is with tliose who are of the Spiritual Church

when they are in a state of infestations ... is evident

from the things which he said at the end of the preced-

ing chapter . . .

7191. 'And God spake unto Moses' (ver.2) = what is

new, but continuous with what goes before.

7194^. The reason 'Jehovah' is named in the histori-

cals concerning Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, is that that

Word was written by Moses, to whom the name 'Jeho-

vah' had been made known . . .

7201. Moses (here) represents the Law Divine.

7215. 'And Moses spake so unto the sons of Israel'

(ver.9)= exhortation from the Law Divine to those who
are of the Lord's Spiritual Kingdom.

7216. 'And they did not listen to Moses' = that they

did not receive from faith and obedience. 72 17, Ex.

7218.

7219. 'And Jehovah spake unto Moses, saying (ver.

10) = continuation.

7222. 'And Moses spake unto Jehovah, saying' (ver.

1 2) = the Law from the Divine, and the derivative

thought.

7224, 7225. 'And how shall Pharaoh listen to me,

and I am uucircumcised in lips ' = that those who are

in falsities will not receive, because to them I am
impure.

7225^ The reason why Moses, because he was a stam-

merer, calls himself 'uucircumcised in lips,' is on

accoimt of the internal sense . . .

7226. 'And Jehovah spake unto Moses and unto

Aaron' (ver. 13) = instruction anew from the Law Divine,

and at the same time from doctrine.

7230^. 'She bare him Aaron and Moses' (ver. 20) =
that thence they have the doctrine of the Church and

the Law from the Divine.

72316. Aaron represents the External of the Spiritual

Church, and Moses the Internal. The Internal of the

Church is called the Law from the Divine . . . The
Law from the Divine which is the Internal of the

Church, is also the Word in the internal sense . , .

7233. 'This is Aaron and Moses' (ver. 26) = that from

(charity and faith) were doctrine and the Law Divine

with them. . . These, namely the Law Divine and doc-
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trine, with those -who are of the Spiritual Church, come

forth principally from the Word, but still in apjilication

to the faith and charity which had existed ^\'ith the

establishers. Ex. 7239.

7240. 'In that day Jehovah spake to Moses in the

land of Egypt' (ver.28) = the state of the Church when

command was given through the Law from the Divine

to those who were of the Lord's Spiritual Kingdom,

while still in propinquity to those in the Hells. 7241.

7244. 'And Moses said before Jehovah' (ver.3o) =
thought concerning tlie Law Divine with those who are

in falsities.

7245. ' Behold, I am uncircumcised in lips'=that the

Law Divine is impure to those who are in falsities . . .

But, in the historical sense, in which Moses as their

head relates to the posterity from Jacob, and to that

which is of the Church with them, 'uncircumcised in

lips '= that the Divine worship with that nation was

such. Ex,

7267. 'And Jehovah said unto Moses' (Ex.vii. i) =
instruction ; here, how to proceed with those who are in

falsities, and are infesting.

7268. 'See, I have made thee a god to Pharaoh ' = the

Law Divine, and its power over those who are in

falsities.

e_ From these things it may be seen in what
sense Moses is called 'a god' . . . namely, because Moses

represented the Divine Law, which is Divine truth, and
is called the Word.

7270. 'Thou shalt speak all that I command thee'

(ver.2) = the reception of the Divine influx. . . Moses,

who was to speak, = the Divine truth. . .
' To speak ' —

the mediate influx of Divine truth into doctrine . . . for

the meaning is that Moses, who is the Divine truth,

should speak what Jehovah commanded, to Aaron . . .

thus to that which shoiild communicate it. Ex. . . (For)

Moses represents the truth which proceeds from the

Divine immediately, and Aaron the truth which pro-

ceeds mediately.

7284. 'And Moses was a son of eighty years' (ver.7)

= the state and quality of the Law from the Divine. Ex.

7288. ' And Jehovah said unto Moses and unto Aaron

'

{ver. 8)= instruction. 7304.

7291. 'And thou shalt say unto Aaron' (ver.9) = in-

flux and communication ; namely, of the Law Divine

which Moses represents, with the doctrine which Aaron
represents. . . The reason the Law Divine, which Moses

represents, should inflow into doctrine, which Aaron re-

presents, is that the Law Divine is internal truth, and

doctrine is external truth . . .

7310. The Law Divine which is represente<3 by
Moses . . .

7321. 'And Jehovah said unto Moses' (ver. 19)=
•execution.

7347. 'And Jehovah said imto Moses' (Ex.viii. i)=
new instruction. 7415.

7380. 'And Jehovah said unto Moses' (ver. 5)= in-

struction. . . Moses represents the Law Divine, by means

of which instruction from Jehovah is effected.

7381. 'Say unto Aaron' = the influx of the internal

Law into the external Law. Ex. 7416.

7390. 'And Pharaoh called Moses and Aaron' (ver.8)

= the presence of the Law Divine. . . Moses represents

the internal Law ; and Aaron, the external Law. 745 1*

7587.

7394. 'And Moses said unto Pharaoh' (ver.9)=
answer. 7453. 7594. 7660. 7725. 7739.

7395. ' Have honour over me'= that truth Divine is

to be trusted in. . . Moses represents the Law Divine
;

consequently, truth Divine.

7404. 'And Moses and Aaron went out from before

Pharaoh' (ver. 12) = separation from those who have

reasoned from mere falsities. . . Moses and Aaron repre-

sent the Law Divine ; Moses, the internal Law, and

Aaron the external Law. 7608.

7405. 'And Moses cried unto Jehovah . .
.' = interces-

sion.

7406. 'And Jehovah did according to the word of

Moses' (ver. 13) = that it was so done, according to the

word of the Lord ; for that which Moses supplicated was

indeed from the mouth of Moses, but still was from the

Lord . . . 7470.

7434. 'And Jehovah said unto Moses' (ver. 20) = in-

struction again.

7436. 'Stand thou before Pharaoh ' = the appearance

of the Divine to those who are in evils . . . because it

was Moses who was to stand, who = truth from the

Divine, by means of which the Divine appears.

7463. 'And Moses said, Behold I go out from thee'

(ver.29) = the removal of the appearance of truth Divine

with them. Moses represents the Law Divine ; thus

also truth Divine. (Continued under Divine Truth.)

7468.

7497. 'And Jehovah said unto Moses' (Ex. ix.i)= in-

struction anew. 7517.

7498. 'Come to Pharaoh, and speak to him ' = the ap-

pearance of truth from the Divine with those who are

infesting. . . (For) Moses, who was to (do this) represents

truth from the Divine.

75176. Internal truth is represented by Moses, and

external by Aaron.

7519^. The reason Moses was to do this (which

follows), and not Aaron, is that the truth which pro-

ceeds immediately from the Divine presents this eff'ect

with the evil.

7520. 'Let Moses sprinkle them toward heaven' (ver.

8) = that these falsities were shown to those in Heaven.

7528.

7537. 'And Jehovah said unto Moses' (ver. I3):=in-

struction again as to what is to be done.

7567. 'And Jehovah said unto Moses' (ver. 22) = com-

mand.

7572. 'And Moses stretched out his rod unto heaven

'

(ver.23)= communication with Heaven.

7619. 'By the hand of Moses' (ver.35) = by means of

the Law from the Divine,

7630. 'And Jehovah said unto Moses' (Ex.x. i) =
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command, namely, that which was to be carried to

Pharaoli.

[A.] 7637. 'And Moses and Aaron came unto Pharaoh'
(ver.3)= the presence of truth Divine . , . Moses and
Aaron= truth Divine; Moses, internal; Aaron, ex-

ternal. 7656.

7650. 'And He looked back, and went out from
Pharaoh' (ver.6)=the privation of apperception, and
separation. . . Moses, of whom (this) is said, represents

truth from the Divine.

7670. Moses and Aaron, who were 'driven out' (ver.

11) represent truth Divine.

7672. 'And Jehovah said unto Moses' (ver. I2)= in-

struction. Ex. 7709. 7765.

7678. 'And Moses stretched forth his rod over the

land of Egypt' (ver. I3) = the dominion of the power of

truth Divine over the whole Natural of those who are

infesting.

-. Hence it is that miracles were done by Moses
;

for Moses represents Divine truth. (Continued under
Divine Tiiuth.

)

7695. 'And Pharaoh hastened to call Moses and
Aaron' (ver. 16) = fear then of truth from the Divine

. . . Moses, internal ; and Aaron, external. 7696.

7713. 'And Moses stretched out his hand unto

heaven' (ver. 22) = the domination of truth Divine in

Heaven.

7721. 'And Pharaoh called unto Moses' (ver. 24) = the

presence of the Law Divine. . . By the presence of the

Law Divine with those who are infesting, is meant that

they perceived whence the plagues were coming . . .

7735®. These are words of anger against truth Divine,

which is represented by Moses.

7772. 'Moreover the man Moses was exceedingly

great in the laud of Egypt' (Ex. xi. 3):^ respect now for

truth Divine ... in the mind of those who are infest-

ing. 7788.

7790. 'And after this-Jto-I will go forth' (ver. 8)=
that truth Divine will depart. . . Moses [who says this]

= truth Divine. These things signify that when those

who have infested the upright are condemned, all truth

Divine departs from them . . .

7791. 'And he went forth from Pharaoh in the wrath
of anger '= the divulsion of the presence of truth Divine
from those who are to be condemned. , . For when they

begin to be averse to truth Divine, to fear it, and at

last to feel horror at its presence, they tear themselves

away from it . . .

7793. 'And Jehovah said unto Moses' (ver. 9) = infor-

mation.

7796. 'And Moses and Aaron did all these prodigies

before Pharaoh' (ver. io)=that these vastations, and the

consequent confirmations that they are in evil, had
been effected by means of truth from the Divine

; (for)

Moses represents the truth which proceeds from the

Divine immediately, and Aaron that which proceeds

mediately. . . These prodigies were not done by Moses
and Aaron, but by the Divine. But it is so said, be-

cause by Moses and Aaron is represented truth Divine
;

and the prodigies were done by the Divine by means of

the truth proceeding from Him. For all things which
are done by the Divine Itself are done by means of the

truth proceeding from Him. Ex.

7825. ' And Jehovah said unto Moses and unto Aaron

'

(Ex.xii. i)= information by means of truth Divine . . .

Moses=the truth which proceeds immediately . . . 7994.

7912. 'And Moses called all the elders of Israel' (ver.

21)= the illustration of the understanding of those who
are of the Spiritual Church by the influx and presence of

truth Divine. . . Moses represents the Law Divine ; thus
the Word, and truth Divine.

7955. '(Pharaoh) called Moses and Aaron by night

'

(ver.3i)=:the afflux of truth from the Divine in that

state. . . It is said truth from the Divine, and not truth

Divine, because it is predicated of those who are in

damnation,

8041. 'And Jehovah spake unto Moses, saying' (Ex.

xiii.i) = information from the Divine ... by means of

Divine truth. 8 127, Ex.

8048. 'And Moses said unto the people' (ver. 3)= in-

struction by means of truth Divine.

8099^ In this prophetical (Is.lxiii. 11) by 'Moses' is

meant the Lord.

8127. Moses represents the Lord as to Divine truth.

Refs. 8579.

8170. 'And Moses said unto the people' (Ex.xiv.13)

= elevation from a state of despair by means of truth

Divine. . . For all elevation in a state of temptations is-

effected by means of truth Divine, which . . . is meant
by 'Moses.'

8178. 'And Jehovah said unto Moses' (ver. 15) = ex-

hortation.

8179. 'Why criest thou unto Me ?
'= that there is no

need of intercession.

8182. Moses represents Divine truth.

8200. 'And Moses stretched out his hand over the

sea' (ver.2i)= the dominion of the power of truth Divine

over Hell. 8225.

8221. 'And Jehovah said unto Moses' (ver. 26)=
influx.

8241. '(They believed) in Jehovah, and in Moses
His servant' (ver.3i)= the Lord as to Divine good, and
as to the Divine truth proceeding from Him and minis-

tering.

8261. 'Then sang Moses and the sons of Israel . .
.'

(Ex.xv. i)= a glorification by those who are of the

Spiritual Church on account of deliverance . . . For
Moses together with the people represents this Church ;

Moses, its head, because he also represents Divine

truth.

8337. Moses represents the truth of faith which

proceeds from the Loi-d immediately ; thus internal

truth . . .

8345. 'And Moses made Israel journey from the Sea

Suph' (ver. 22)= what is successive according to the

order of truth Divine after they had passed through a

region of Hell.

8351. 'And the people mui'mured against Moses'
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(ver.24)= pain from the bitterness of the temptation. . .

It is said 'against Moses,' because it was against the

Divine ; for by Moses is represented Divine truth. Refs.

8404,

8437. 'And Moses said unto Aaron' (E.x.xvi.9)=the

influx of the truth Divine proceeding from the Lord

immediately, through the truth Divine which proceeds

mediately.

8444. 'And Jehovah spake unto Moses, saying' (ver.

•I I )= the truth which proceeds from the Divine of the

Lord, in which there is the presence of the Lord.

8463. 'And Moses said unto them' (ver. i5) = informa-

tion by means of truth from the Divine. . . Moses repre-

sents the truth which is of the Law from the Divine.

8483. 'And Moses was angry upon them' (ver.20) =
that they averted truth Divine from themselves.

8512. 'And Jehovah said unto Moses' (ver, 28) = the

appearance of the Divine obscured.

8529. 'And Moses said unto Aaron' (ver. 33) = influx

. . . for Divine influx takes place through the truth

which proceeds from the Lord immediately into the

truth Avhich proceeds mediately,

8573. 'And Moses cried unto Jehovah' (Ex. xvii. 4) =
interior lamentation, and intercession ... by the Divine

truth which is represented by Moses. Ex.

8575. 'Yet a little, and they will stone me ' = that

they are not far from off"ering violence to the truth from

the Divine,

8588'*, In the internal historical sense, in which it

treats concerning the religiosity of the Israelitish nation,

by Moses and Aaron is not represented truth Divine,

but the religiosity of that nation whose leaders and
lieads they were, . . And therefore it was denounced

against them that they should not lead the people into

the Land of Canaan. 111.

8595. 'And Moses said unto Joshua' (ver.9) = the

Divine influx into truth combating . . . because by
Moses is represented Divine truth ; that is, the truth

which proceeds from the Lord immediately. This truth,

being purely Divine, inflows into all the truths of faith,

and causes them to be truths. 8601,

8603, 'And Moses, Aaron, and Hur' (ver. 10) = Divine

truths in successive order. Moses i-epresents the Divine

truth proceeding immediately , . .

8604, 'When Moses elevated his hand' (ver, 11) =
when the faith with those who were of the Spiritual

Church looked towards the Lord. Moses represents

truth Divine, Ex. 8606.

8610. That 'stone' supported Moses, and by Moses is

represented truth in the first of order, or the truth

Divine which proceeds from the Lord immediately.

When the truth in the ultimate of order corresponds to

this truth, then this truth is supported, for they then

act as a one. Ex.

8641. (In Ex.xviii. ) it treats of truths in successive

order from the prime to the ultimate, and that they are

ordinated by Divine good. Truth in the first degree is

represented by Moses . , .

8644. 'The father-in-law of Moses' (ver. i) = from

which is Good conjoined with truth Divine.

8645. 'AH that God had done to Moses and to Israel

His people ' = the perception of those things which had

been done to those who are of the Lord's Spiritual King-

dom. . . For Moses together with the people represents

this Kingdom ; Moses as the head , , , Thus also Moses

represents the Lord as to Divine truth ; for the Spiritual

Kingdom is from this,

8647, 'And Jethro the father-in-law of Moses took

Zipporah the wife of Moses' (ver. 2)= good from the

Divine conjoined with truth Divine, , , Truth Divine is

represented by Moses, Zipporah, the wife of Moses, •

represents good Divine , , , 8656,

8657. 'To Moses to the wilderness' (ver, 5)= conjunc-

tion in the state before regeneration when there are

temptations
;
(for) 'to come to Moses' — the conjunction

of the Divine good represented by Jethro with the Divine

truth represented by Moses. 8660.

8662, 'And Moses went forth to meet his father-in-

law' (ver. 7) = the application of truth Divine to Divine

good.

8668. 'And Moses told his father-in-law . .
,' (ver.

8) = perception then from truth Divine.

8685. 'And Moses sat to judge the people' (ver. 13)=
the disposing of truth Divine with those of the Spiritual

Church in the state before it is from good. Moses re-

presents the truth Divine proceeding from the Lord

immediately.

-, Immediate influx is represented by Moses

alone having judged the people . , ,

8686, 'And the people stood over Moses' = oljedience

then from truth Divine, , , 'To stand over Moses ' = to

consult trutli Divine, and to await an answer from it,

and to do according to it , , . By these things is de-

scribed the first state in which the man who is being

regenerated is led by means of truth from the Lord . , .

8689. 'AVherefore sittest thou alone ?' (ver, 14) = that

it was without the influx of trutli from good from any

other source
;

(because) it is said of the truth Divine

proceeding from the Lord immediately, which is repre-

sented l>y Moses
;
(and thus) = influx from him alone , , ,

8690, Ex,

8691. 'And Moses said to his father-in-law' (ver. 15)

= what is reciprocal which is in the reply . . . because

by Moses is represented Divine truth conjoined with and

united to Divine good . . ,

8692. 'Because the people come to me to inquire of

God' = that they will and act from no other source than

the fact that the Word has so said. Moses represents

truth Divine ; thus the Word.

8694. 'They come to me, and I judge between a man
and his companion ' (ver. 16) — that they are then disposed

from revealed truth. Ex.

8698. 'The word which thou doest is not good' (ver.

1 7)= that a change must be made.

8699. 'In wasting away thou wilt waste away, both

thou, and also this peojile that is with thee" (ver. 18) =
that thus the truth wliich has been inseminated will

perish. , , By Moses is meant truth from the Divine
;

and by ' the people, ' those who are receiving it. 8700,

Ex, 8701, Ex.
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[A.] 8703. 'I will consult for thee, and God shall be
with thee' (ver.i9) = that it is from the Divine . . . [The
expression] from the Divine, which is signified by 'God
shall be with thee,' regards the Divine truth which is

rei)resented by Moses.

8704. 'Be thou for the people with God '= the truth
proceeding from the Lord immediately . . .

8705. 'And bring thou the words unto God'=
mediation and intercession. . . (These) are of Divine
truth, because this is most nearly with Divine good,
which is the Lord Himself , . . 8729,

8706. 'And thou shalt teach them statutes and laws'
(ver.2o) = that from the immediate truth from the Lord
are the external and internal goods and trutlis of the
Church . . . 8707. 8708.

8709. 'And look thou out of all the people' (ver.21)

= the choice of subservient truths . . . here, truths sub-
servient to the truth immediately from the Divine,
which is represented by Moses.

8712. 'Princes' . . . here, = truths from good, because
these princes were to be under Moses, by whom is repre-
the truth Divine proceeding from Divine good ; that is,

from the Lord.

871 7. ' Every gi-eat word they shall bring to thee ' (ver.

22)= that everything is from the truth immediately
from the Divine. Ex.

8719. 'Devolve from upon thee, and let them bear it

with thee
' = thus functions and offices for them. Ex.

8724. 'And Moses hearkened to the voice of his

father-in-law . .
.' (ver. 24)== the effect. . . By Moses is

represented the Divine truth which proceeds from
Divine good

; (and which) acts nothing from itself; but
from the Divine good. Ex.

8731. 'And Moses sent away his father-in-law' (ver.

27)= the accommodated state of truth Divine. Ex,

8760. 'And Moses ascended unto God' (Ex.xix.3) =
the truth from the Divine which is below Heaven con-
joining itself with the Divine truth which is in Heaven.
Moses, here, represents the truth from the Divine which
is below Heaven, for the reason that he now represents
the sons of Israel as their head ; thus those who are of

the Spiritual Church, who as yet are not in Heaven,
because not yet in good formed by truths , . .

8778. 'Moses' (ver,8) represents truth from the
Divine conjoined with the truth Divine in Heaven,
which mediates.

8780. 'And Jehovah said unto Moses' (ver.9) = the
influx of the Divine by means of truth from the Divine
concerning the revelation.

8781. 'Behold I come unto thee in the density of a

cloud ' = that this shall be done in a form-s^ecte-the
most natural. . . By Moses is represented the truth from
the Divine which is of the Spiritual Church.

8787. The representation of Moses now is the truth

from the Divine which is below Heaven . . . The truth

from the Divine, which is represented by Moses, is the

mediating [agent] of the Divine with those who are of

the Church . . . and therefore also by Moses is repre-

sented the truth from the Divine below Heaven conjoined

with the truth Divine in Heaven ; and this on account

of the mediation.

8802-. Those who are intermediate between the

Celestial Kingdom and the Spiritual Kingdom . . . are

represented by Moses, and also by Aaron, to whom it

was granted to ascend into the mountain. Ex.

8805. 'And Moses descended from the mountain to

the people' (ver. 14)= application and preparation by
means ' of truth from the Divine for the receiving of

truths in good.
*. By Moses in this and the following chapters is

represented the truth from the Divine below Heaven
conjoined with the truth Divine in Heaven, and hence

mediating between the Divine in Heaven and the good

in which truths are to be implanted, which is of the

Spiritual Church ; thus mediating between the Lord and
the people.

8817. 'And Moses made the people go forth to meet

God ..." (ver. 1 7) = the power of truth from the Divine

to prepare them to receive the Divine.

8824. 'Moses spake, and God answered him in a

voice' (ver. I9) = by means of influx of truth from the

Divine, in which was the Divine Itself.

8828. 'And Jehovah called Moses to the head of the

mountain, and Moses ascended' (ver. 20) = the conjunc-

tion of truth from the Divine there.

8834. 'And Moses said unto Jehovah' (ver.23)= the

thought of truth from the Divine . . . For it is the

truth with a man which thinks. Ex.

8841. 'And ascend, thou and Aaron' (ver.24)= con-

junction with truth from the Divine, internal and ex-

ternal.

8844. 'And Moses descended unto the people' (ver.

25) = the influx of the Divine through truth from the

Divine.

8920. 'Speak thou with us' (Ex.xx.i9) = the recep-

tion of truth in an accommodated form, which they

would then obey. , . Moses, who Avas to speak, repre-

sents the truth from the Divine below Heaven conjoined

with the truth Divine in Heaven ; thus mediating

between the Lord and the people. Hence it is that

Moses, here, = truth in an accommodated form. (Con-

tinued under Divine Truth.) 8921.

And Moses came near unto the thick darkness

where God was' (ver. 21)= the conjunction still of the

truth of spiritual good with truth Divine. Moses

represents the truth Divine below Heaven conjoined

with the truth Divine in Heaven, and consequently

mediating ; thus the truth of spiritual good ; for this is

truth Divine below Heaven, in which is the Spiritual

Church . , . This triith Moses represents as the head of

that Church.
*. The other reason why Moses is said to have

entered into the thick darkness, when he came near to

Godj is that Moses as their leader represented the

Israelitish and Jewish people . . .

9372. 'And He said unto Moses' (Ex.xxiv.i) = that

which concerns the "Word in general. Moses represents

the Word.
-. In the AVord there are a number who represent
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the Lord as to truth Divine, or as to the Word ; but

among these the chief ones are Moses, Elijah, Elisha,

and John the Baptist.

11. Moses (at the transfiguration) = the historical

Word.

9374. '(Ascend to Jehovah) thou and Aaron '= (the

conjunction with the Lord of the) Word in the internal

and the external sense.

9378. 'And Moses, he alone, shall come near unto

Jehovah' (ver.2) = the conjunction and presence of the

Lord through the Word in general. . . Moses represents

the Word in general.

9382. 'And Moses came and announced to the people'

(ver.3) — illustration and information by the Lord

through the Divine truth which is from Himself. Ex.

9386. 'And Moses wrote all the words of Jehovah'

(ver.4)=impression then on the life. Moses represents

the Lord as to the Word. (Thus by the above words)

are signified truths Divine impressed on the life by the

Lord. Ex.

9396®. That the books of Moses are called 'the Book

of the Covenant.'

9403. 'There ascended Moses and Aaron, Nadab and

Abihu,' (ver.9)= the Word in the internal and external

sense, and the doctrine from both.

9414. 'And Jehovah said unto Moses' (ver. 12) =
instruction by the Lord for those who are in the external

sense, . . Moses represents that which mediates between

the Lord and the people ; thus the Word as to its ex-

ternal Holy ; for this is what mediates. That this is

what Moses now begins to represent, is evident from the

series of things which follow ; for that people were in

the external of the Word . . . They who are such cannot

possibly have any communication with the Lord . . .

except through an intermediate.

-. On this account that people was no longer

called the people of Jehovah, but the people of Moses.

111.

e. The reason Moses before represented the Word
in general ; that is, as to both its internal and its ex-

ternal sense, was that it there treated of the promulgation

of the Law . . .

9415. 'Ascend thou unto Me in the monntain' = the

Lord's presence with them through the intermediate. , .

Because Moses now represents the people as their head,

and thus as one who mediates,

9419. ' And Moses rose up, and Joshua his minister'

(ver,i3) = the Word and the representative. Moses

represents that which mediates between the Lord and

the people who are in the external sense of the AVord

separated from the internal ; thus also the Word ; as

shown above in 9414. . . The representative . . . ministers,

so that the externals of the Word and of worship may
be presented before the Lord through tlie intermediate,

which was 'Moses.' (Ex. under Holy.)

9420. 'And Moses ascended unto the mountain of

God'=:towards Heaven.

9421. For when Moses ascended unto the mountain,

he represented the external Holy of the Word, which is

intermediate . , , between its internal Holy and the

representative which is of the external sense.

9435. 'And Moses entered into the midst of the

cloud' (ver. i8) = the Word in the external sense
;
(for)

Moses represents the Word ; here, the Word in the

external sense, because it is said that he entered into the

midst of the cloud . . , That Moses remained in the

extreme (or outermost) of the mountain six days, and

on the seventh day was called and entered into the

cloud, and ascended unto the mountain, took place for

the reason that he might represent the intermediate . . .

between the people and the Lord . . , The degrees of

ascent from the people to the Lord are thus described.

And when at last he came into the mountain, he then

for the first time represented the external Holy of the

Word, which is what mediates . . . but still he was

admitted no further than to the first threshold of Heaven,

where the external Holy of the AVord ceases. How far

he was admitted, has been shown me rexiresentatively by

means of a Spirit, wlio as to the upper part of his face as

far as the chin was seen in the light of Heaven ; but as

to the lower part, from the chin, and as to the whole

body, was in a cloud. Hence it was evident how much

of the external Holy, which mediates, he represented.

-. The six days during which Moses remained in

the extreme of the mountain, signified a state of truth ;

and the seventh, in which he ascended unto the moun-

tain, a state of good. The reason is that there are like

degrees of ascent from the world to Heaven with those

who are being regenerated by the Lord . . . Such eleva-

tion or ascent was also represented by Moses when he

put on the representation of the external Holy which

mediates ; for the external Holy of the Word is the

entrance to a state of good ; thus to Heaven.

9437. 'And Moses was in the mountain forty days

and forty nights' = what is plenary as to information and

influx.

, That 'forty' also = what is plenary as to influx,

is because from this time Moses begins to represent the

external Holy of the Word, which is what mediates

between the Lord and the people ; and mediation is

effected by means of influx through that Holy into the

representative in which the people were,

9504. Moses, to whom the Testimony was given,

represents the Lord as to Divine truth.

9806. 'Cause thou to approach unto thee Aaron thy

brother' (Ex.xxviii. i) = the conjunction of Divine truth

with Divine good in the Lord's Divine Human. Moses

represents the Lord as to Divine truth.

10215. 'And Jehovah spake unto Moses, saying'

(Ex.xxx. 1 1) = illustration through the Word by the

Lord. . , By Moses is represented the Word. 10354.

I0355-

1025 1^. By Moses is represented the Lord as to the

Word.

10375. 'And He gave unto Moses in His finishing to

speak with him the two tables of the Testimony' (Ex,

xxxi. i8)= the conjunction of the Lord with man through

the Word, Moses represents the Word.

10396. 'And the people saw that Moses delayed to

descend from the mountain' (Ex.xxxii. i) = the Israel-

itish nation when they did not apperceive in the Word

anything from Heaven. . . Moses represents the Word.
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[A.] 10400. 'Because this Moses, that man who made
us ascend from the land of Egypt, we know not what has

become of him' (id. )= that it is altogether unknown
what Divine truth there is in the Word other than that

which elevates man from what is e.xternal into what is

internal, and makes the Church. Moses represents the

AVord ; thus Divine truth.

10432, 'And I will make thee into a gi-eat nation'

(ver. io) = the Word elsewhere, that it is good and

excellent. Moses represents the AVord.

10433. 'And Moses deprecated the faces of Jehovah'

( ver. 1 1 ) = that the Lord from mercy remembered. Moses

represents the Word.

10450. 'And Moses looked back, and descended from

the mountain' (ver. 15) = the AVord let down from

Heaven.

104516. Moses represented the AVord, which is the

Divine truth itself from the Ijord, and therefore the

tables were 'in his hand,' as a badge of this representa-

tion. 10690.

10460. 'And the anger of Moses was kindled' (ver.

19) = the turning away of that nation from the internal

of the AVord, of the Church, and of worship . . . because

by Moses is represented the AVord or Divine truth which

is from the Lord ; or, what is the same, the Lord as to

Divine truth.

10468. 'And Moses said unto Aaron' (ver.2i) = per-

ception from the Internal concerning such an External.

. . . Moses represents the Word ; here, its internal. . .

The reason Moses here = the Internal, is that he is

speaking to Aaron . . . 10471. 10479.

10483. 'And Moses stood in the gate of the camp'
(ver. 26) = where is the ojiening to Hell. Moses repre-

sents the Internal . . . (which) cannot enter into

Hell . . .

10505. 'And if not, blot me I pray out of Thy book

which Thou hast written' (ver.32) = that the internal of

the AVord, of the Church, and of worship will not

perish. Ex.

10549. 'AVhen Moses went forth to the camp. .
.'

(Ex.xxxiii.S) ; Moses here represents the AVord. 10550.

10551. 10554.

10556. AAHien Moses has returned to the camp, he no

longer represents the AVord, but the head of the Israel-

itish nation . . .

10559. And Moses said unto Jehovah' (ver. 12) =
indignation because the Divine was not with them . . .

10563. For Moses had been foreseen by the Lord to

be over the Israelitish people, (as) is evident from the

fact that he was brought up in the court of king Pharaoh,

where there were dominions ; and hence he derived a

spirit of pre-eminence over others ; and therefore he

was received to be over his people. His quality also

was that he could receive speech from the Divine better

than others of that nation ; for he was not so much in

what is external separated from what is internal as was
' that nation. Sig.

10567. 'And He said, My faces shall go, and I will

cause thee to rest' (ver. 14) = that the Divine of the

Church, of worship, and of the Word will be there ; but

with that nation what is external without it. . . 'To make
Moses rest' = the external of the Church, of worship,

and of the AVord, in which Divine interior things

cease . . .

10571. 'And Jehovah said unto Moses, This word
also which thou hast spoken I will do' (ver. I7) = that

the Divine will be in the external of the Church, of

worship, and of the AVord, which is with them. Moses,

as the head of that nation, represents (this) external not

so sepai'ated from what is internal as was the external

of them with the nation itself.

-. Hence it is that it is now said 'Moses and the

people;' now, 'Moses,' without the people; and now
'the peojjle,' without Moses; and that when Moses is

speaking to Jehovah, he says 'I and tlie people;' and
when Jehovah to Moses, He speaks of Moses alone ; or

of the people separated from him. 111.

10574. 'And he said, Cause me I pray to see Thy
glory' (ver. i8)= the apperception of internal Divine

truth in what is external. Moses here represents (that)

external not so separated . . . 10576.

10578. 'And He said, Thou canst not see My faces'

(ver.20) = that the Divine interior things of the Church,

etc., cannot appear to the Israelitish nation . . . Because

this is said to Moses, and Moses here represents the

head of tlie Israelitish nation.

10582^. (Thus) 'to place Moses in the fissure of the

rock' (ver.22) = what is obscure and false of faith, such

as is with those who are in externals without an in-

ternal ; for by 'Moses' is here meant that people . . .

10583. 10584.

10607. By Moses (in Ex.xxxiv. ) is represented the

external of the Church, of worship, and of the AVord

which receives Divine truth. . . (This) is evident from

the particulars in this chapter ; as that Moses ascended

into Mount Sinai . . . and that the people were removed

thence ; and in what follows Jehovah speaks to Moses

. . . and not to the people . . . 10614.

^. That Moses represents this external, and not

the internal, is also evident from all the particulars . . .

as that Jehovah descended in a cloud ... A like ex-

ternal was represented by Moses in the preceding

chapter . . .

10611. 'And Moses arose in the morning early, and

ascended unto Mount Sinai' (ver. 4)= a new rise of the

revelation of Divine truth.

10625. 'And Moses hastened, and bent himself to the

earth, and adored' (ver. 8)= reception then from influx

into the external, and worship from humiliation. . .

Moses represents the external of the Church, etc., which

receives the internal. 10626.

10635. Moses represents the AVord; hence by 'the

people in the midst of whom he is' (ver. 9), is signified

the Church where the AVord is . . . 10636. 10637.

10638.

10689. 'In the descending of Moses from Mount

Sinai' (ver.29) = the influx of the internal into the

external of the Word, of the Church, and of worship.

... By Moses is represented the external of the AVord

in which is the internal. .
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10705.

the Word.

10691. 'And Moses knew not that the skin of his

faces did shine ..." (id.) = the internal of the Word
shining forth in its external without the external per-

ceiving it. Moses represents the external of the Word
in which is the internal. 10694. 10695.

10701. 'And he put a veil u})on his faces' (ver.33) =
that the internal of the Church, of worship, and of the

Word appeared not to the Israelitish nation ; but only

the external without the internal.

10702. 'And in the entering of Moses before Jehovah

to speak with Him' (ver.34)= the state of the external

when the internal from the Lord inflowed, and it received

information. Moses represents the external in which is

the internal. 10707.

2. This is signified by the veil before the face of

Moses. Ex.

10703. 'He removed the veil . .
.' (id.)=a state of

illustration then. Ex.

6. It is now evident whence came the sparkling

of the faces of Moses, and what is the signification of it.

10705.

'The faces of Moses' = the internal things of

10706.

S. 48. 'Moses and Elias' = the historical and the

prophetical Word. E.64-. 594^. 1070^.

71^. (In the AVord in Heaven) instead of 'Moses,'

there is 'the Historical Word.'

R. 662. 'And they sang the song of Moses the

servant of God . .
.

' (Rev. xv. 3) = confession from charity,

thus from a life according to the precepts of the Law
which is the decalogue. . . By 'Moses' is meant, in a

wide sense, all the Law written in his five books ; and,

in a confined sense, the Law which is called the deca-

logue ; and as these subserve a man for life, it is said

'the song of Moses the servant of God ;' for by 'a

servant' in the Word is meant what subserves ; here,

life.

-. The reason why by 'Moses,' in a wide sense is

meant the Law, is that his five books are called 'the

Law' . . . That everything written in these books is

called 'the Law of Moses,' and also 'Moses.' III.

^ From these things it is evident that by 'Moses,'

in a wide sense, is meant the Word which has been

written by him, which is called 'the Law.' That by

'Moses' is meant the Law which is the decalogue,

follows thence, and this the more as Moses engraved

the tables after he had broken the former ones ; and,

when he carried them down, his face was radiant ; and

therefore Moses is portrayed holding the tables in his

hands. It is also said in Mark, 'Moses said. Honour

thy father and thy mother' (vii. 10); and in Joshua,

'Joshua wrote a copy of the law of Moses upon the

stones of the altar' (viii.32). This Law was the deca-

logue.

T. 209^. Hence it was evident to me whence it was

that the face of Moses shone. Ex.

Ad. 2/1676. Moses seen. 2/1865. See D.281. 464.

3/7612. Many things could be said about Moses . . .

D. 1636^. (Moses and Elias at the transfiguration

were merely personated.)

1957. Concerning the speech of Spirits with Moses

and the prophets,

5131. One of these from the Celestial Kingdom spoke

with Moses ; and therefore the Jews formed tlie opinion

that Jehovah has a white beard.

56 1 8^. Their Word was according to the interior

sense. . . and in place of 'Moses,' 'Aaron,' 'David,'

there was 'the Lord.'

5619. Moses appears to the Jews when they do any-

thing evil, with a rod in his hand, and terrifies and

admonishes them. A certain Angel in Heaven appears

in such a form, and they persuade themselves that it is

Moses. J.(Post.)252. 293.

5669a. The Mohammedans acknowledge Moses as a

great prophet ; but less than the Lord ; but they no

longer think about Moses.

6107. Concerning Moses, who has been seen.—The

Jews asked the Lord that Moses might be shown them,

who was therefore seen. He was then below in his own

place where the Ancients are, in a quiet state. He
came to me also, and I spoke with him. He was a

serious man. He said that he seemed to himself to be

a man of about fifty years of age. although in the world

he had been 120 years old ; and that he has with him

his five books, and also the ancient Word. I asked him

about the Book of Jasher. He said that he has seen it,

and told me that that Word is still with the Ancients

of his time, and is read. Also that he knows about the

following Word which exists at this day, but does not

read it. I recounted some things from those which he

had written concerning some things in the five books,

and he recognized all things, as if they were present to

him.

E. 412^^. Moses, here (Ex.xxxiii.) represented that

nation, such as it is as to the understanding of the

Word . . .

624-^. Because Moses represented the Law, by which

is meant Divine truth.

-2, The chief of them represi^nted the Lord as to

the Word itself from which is the doctrine of Divine

truth ; as Moses, Elijah , . .

-*. As Moses represented the Lord as to the Law,

that is, as to the Word . . . 727".

735^ The body of Moses. (See Michael, here.)

936. 'They sang the song of Moses the servant of

God' . . .=the acknowledgment and confession of the

precepts which are in the Word ... of the Old Testa-

ment.

937. That ' Moses ' = the Word of the Old Testament.

111.

^. As Moses represented the Law . . .

•*. As Moses represented the Lord as to the Law
or Word . . .

•''. As by Moses was represented the Lord as to

the historical Word . . .

Most Ancient. Antiquissimus.

See Most Ancient Chukch.

A. 16. 'The beginning'= the most ancient time.

115. The Most Ancients understood what 'lands'

signified.
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[A.] 200-. The quality of those who lived in that most
ancient time. Ex. 201.

241. The Most Ancients, who were celestial, were

such, that whatever they saw . . . they did indeed see
;

but they thought about the heavenly and Divine things

which they signified. Their sight was merely some-

thing instrumental, and therefore so was their speech.

Ex. . . But these posterities . . . were not like their

fathers. Ex,

243. In the most ancient celestial man, the sensuous

things of the body were such that they were in compli-

ance with . . . their internal man ; and beyond this

they did not care for them.

286. In what precedes it has treated of the Most
Ancients, that they were regenerated ; first concerning

those who had lived as wild animals, and at last became
spiritual men ; then concerning those who became
celestial men, who constituted the Most Ancient Church

;

afterwards, concerning these and their descendants who
fell away, in order . . . down to the Flood.

358. In the most ancient times they were such that

the face was in complete accord with the internals . . .

4036. (The style of writing with the Most Ancients.)

470. In the most ancient time the human race was
distinguished into houses, families, and nations. The
husband and wife with their children, including also

some of their family who served, constituted a house.

A number of houses, few or many, dwelling not far

apart and yet not together, constituted a family. A
larger or smaller number of families constituted a nation.

3665^

471. The reason why they dwelt thus alone by them-
selves . . . was that the Church might be preserved in

its integrity ... A further reason was that each house

was of a peculiar genius . . . (and) in order that there

might not be a confusion, but an accurate distinction of

native qualities, it pleased the Lord that they should

so dwell. Thus the Church represented to the life the

Lord's Kingdom . . . This is to live 'alone ;' and this is

to dwell 'in tents.'

608. They could no longer be instructed through the

internal man, as was the most ancient man . . .

715. As the Most Ancients knew . . . that they were

nothing but beasts . . .

795. The Most Ancients worshipped on mountains.

1002. In the most ancient time they never ate the

flesh of any beast or bird, but only grain, especially

bread made of wheat ; also the fruits of trees, vegetables,

milk, and its products ... To slaughter animals, and
eat their flesh, was to them a wickedness . . . They took

from them only service and use ; as is evident from
Gen.i.29,30.

1 102. For the Most Ancients not only journeyed with

tents, but also dwelt in tents, and performed their holy

worship in them.

1 1 19. How the internal breathing of the Most
Ancients inflowed tacitly into a kind of external breath-

ing. (Continued under Breathe.)

1 140. In (Gen.x.xi.) the most ancient style is con-

tinued . . .

1 756-. The most ancient mode of writing. Ex.

2 1 44-, The perception in which were the Ancients,

and especially the Most Ancients. From perception

the latter knew whether it was good, and consequently

true. There was an influx into their Eational from the

Lord through Heaven, from which they at once knew
. . . whether it was so, or not.

2145-. I have heard from the Most Ancients that the

more they were in scientifics from those things which
were objects of hearing and sight, the more inferior were
their perceptions . . .

2162^. The representatives with the Most Ancients . . .

2722^. The Most Ancients, who were before the

Flood, saw (in all the objects of nature) something

representative ... of the Lord's Kingdom . . . 3394".

3686^

3021. These (correspondences) were known to the

Most Ancients, and they had many rites thence derived.

Examp.

3122. The Most Ancients, who were celestial . . .

But the Ancients, who were spiritual . . .

3255. For Avhen the Most Ancients lived on earth,

they were at the same time together with the Angels . . .

3527-. The Most Ancients, who were celestial men,
and were completely ignorant of what simulation is . . .

could see the minds of others in their faces . . . 3573*.

3573''- To show by the countenance what is diff"erent

from the thought ... to the Most Ancients was an
enormous crime, and they cast out such as devils.

3702'. In such a state were the Most Ancients, who
were celestial men . . .

3720. (The house of God) with the Most Ancients

was constructed of wood . . ,

3727. For in the most ancient times stones were

placed where their boundaries were, which discrimin-

ated the [)Ossession or inheritance of one from that of

another . . . The Most Ancients, who in each object

and statute thought of something celestial and spiritual,

even in these stones . . . thought from them concerning

the ultimates in man . . . The Most Ancients, as they

spoke with Angels, and were together with them while

they were on earth, had it from Heaven that stones —
truth ; and wood, good. 4580-.

3892. I have been informed by the Most Ancients,

who were celestial men, and above all others were in

love to the Lord, that they had no external breathing

. . . but internal ; and that they breathed with the

Angels, with whom they were in company, for the

reason that they were in celestial love. I have also

been informed that the state of their respiration was
circumstanced exactly according to the state of their

love and the derivative faith.

4264S. The Most Ancients, wdio were celestial men,

and had communication with the Angels, knew what is

signified by each number . . . 5265^. 61 75".

4326^. With the Most Ancients, whose Age was called

Golden, because they lived in a certain state of perfec-

iion-integritatis, and in love to the Lord, and in mutual

love like the Angels, the whole Involuntary of the cere-
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bellum was open in the face, and they did not at all

know how to present in the countenance anything which

was not in accordance with the influx of Heaven into

the involuntary endeavours, and thence into the will.

4328. The Most Ancients, who constituted the Lord's

Celestial Church, had a Voluntary in which was good,

and an Intellectual in which was the derivative truth,

which two with them made a one.

4535I The Church was in Canaan from the most

ancient times. 8317.

4581^. Rituals which originated in tlie most ancient

times.

5695. Such a face had the Most Ancients, who were

of the Celestial Church.

57256. The last posterity of the Most Ancients, who
were of the Lord's Celestial Church, were completely

intmdated by evils and falsities, and so perished.

6065. In the good which originates in the will, were

the Most Ancients who were of the Celestial Church
;

but in the good which originates in the understanding,

were the Ancients who were of the Spiritual Church.

Si 18. I have been told by the Angels that the Most

Ancients dwelt . . . distinguished into nations, families,

and houses ; and that they were all content with their

own goods ; and that to become rich from the goods of

others, and also to exercise dominion, were then entirely

unknown. On this account the ancient times, and

especially the most ancient ones, were more acceptable

to the Lord . . . Innocence then reigned, and together

with it wisdom. Everyone then did good from good,

and justice from justice. To do anything good and just

for the sake of self-honour, or for the sake of gain, was

unknown to them. Nor did they then speak anything

except what is true ; and this not so much from truth

as from good ; that is, not from a separated Intellectual.

Such were the ancient times ; and therefore Angels could

then have intercourse with men, and lead their minds

almost separated from cor])oreal things with them into

Heaven, and could take them round, and show them

the magnificent and happy things there, and could also

communicate to them their own happinesses and delights.

Those times were also known to ancient writers, and

were called by them Golden, and also Saturnian. The

reason why those times were such, was that . . . they

lived distinguished into nations, and the nations into

families, and the families into houses, and each house

dwelt by itself; and because it then never came into

anyone's mind to invade another's inheritance, and

thence to acquire for themselves wealth and dominion.

Far removed then were the love of self and the love of

the world. Everyone was glad from the heart with

what was his own, and not less at the good of another.

1 01 60".

82496. Everyone can know that the Most Ancients

could not have the speech of words . . .

94066. In the most ancient times, which are signified

by 'the gold' . . .

•°3S5^' I" the most ancient times, men were informed

about heavenly things ... by immediate intercourse

with the Angels ; for Heaven then acted as a one with

the man of the Church ; for it inflowed through their

internal man into their external, from which they had

not only illustration and perception, but also speech

with Angels . . .

H. 876. The Most Ancients, who were celestial men,

thought from correspondence itself, like the Angels ;

and therefore also they spoke with the Angels ; and

therefore the Lord was quite frequently seen by them,

and instructed them. 1 15, Ex. 252-.

260^. I have been told that with the Most Ancients

on this Earth, before letters had been invented, there

was such writing. Des.

306. I have been informed from Heaven that there

was immediate revelation with the Most Ancients,

because their interiors were turned to Heaven . . .

P. 2
1
5-. In the most ancient times, dignities and

riches were quite diflei'cnt. Ex.

M. 75^. These Most Ancients, while they were in

the world, dwelt in tabernacles, and therefore they

dwell in them now.
^. The marriages of the Most Ancients, Des.

77*. (Those of the Copper Age said,) From the Most

Ancients, who were in love truly conjugial, and were

therefore pre-eminently in the virtue and potency ot

this love in the world . . . we have precepts concerning

marriages . . . We are their posterity . . .

205. I have heard from the Angels that those who

lived in the most ancient ages, live at this day in the

Heavens house by house, family by family, and nation

by nation, in like manner as they had lived on earth ;

and that scarcely anyone of a house is absent. The

reason is that there was love truly conjugial with them ;

and thence their offspring inherited inclinations for the

Conjugial of good and truth, and were easily initiated

into it more and more interiorly by their parents . . .

T. 9-. The Most Ancients in the Golden Age, those

with whom there was religion, worshipped one God,

whom they named Jehovah. In like manner the An-

cients in the following Age . , .

D. 4294. Where are the dwellings of the Most An-

cients.. . .

4772^. Those in the most ancient times . . . worship-

ped Jehovah under a human form . . .

5595. The speech of the Most Ancients was such , . .

5810. I was afterwards brought to the Most Ancients,

who are in the acknowledgment of the Divine and of

Divine things just as they have been revealed to me.

They examined them, and they coincided.

5999. See Library, here. '.

E. 808*. The Most Ancients, who were wiser than our

ones, had no other idea of God than as of a Man encom-

passed by radiant circles round His head . . .

988". I have been told from Heaven that there was

such a correspondence of families on earth with Societies

in the Heavens among the Most Ancients ... for the

reason that there reigned love to the Lord, mutual love,

innocence, peace, wisdom, and chastity in marriages.

And I have also liecn told from Heaven that they were

interiorly horrified at adulteries, as at abominable things

of Hell.
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De Verbo ii. I have heard from Heaven that with

the Most Ancients on this Earth there was immediate

revelation, and that therefore tliey liad no written

Word.

Inv. 52. See Swedenborg, here.

Most Ancient Church. Eccksia Anti-

qiiissima.

See Most Ancient ; and under Adam, Antedil-

uvian, En'os, Nei'HILIM, and Seth.

A. 46. Gen. i. treats of . . . the Most Ancient Church

in special.

32^. The Most Ancient Church acknowledged no

other faith than love itself.

49. In the Most Ancient Church, with whom the

Lord spoke mouth to mouth, the Lord appeared as a

Man . . .

50. Wliat the Most Ancient Church understood hy
' the image of the Lord,' is more than can be told.

54. What is meant in the internal sense hy 'male

and female,' was very well known to the Most Ancient

Church. . . Their highest happinesses and delicious-

nesses were marriages . . . and, as they were internal

men, they were delighted solely with internal things.

External things they merely looked at with the eyes
;

but they thought about those things which were repre-

sented ; so that external things were nothing to them,

except in so far as from them they could reflect upon

internal things, and from internal upon celestial things,

and thus upon tlie Lord, who to them was everything,

and consequently upon the heavenly marriage, from

which they perceived the happiness of their marriages

to come . . .

55. ' Antiquities ' = the Most Ancient Church. 477-.

64-. By Adam in Paradise (the Angels) perceive the

Most Ancient Church
;
yet not the Church, but the

faith of the Most Ancient Church in the Lord.

66. The first (style in the AVord) is that which was of

the Most Ancient Church. Their mode of expression

was such that when they mentioned earthly and

worldly things, they thought of the spiritual and celes-

tial things which they represented. They therefore not

only expressed themselves by representatives, but also

reduced these into a certain historical series, that they

might be more living, which to them was in the highest

degree delightful. . . From the descendants of the Most

Ancient Church, Moses had these things concerning the

creation, the garden of Eden, and down to the time of

Abram.

82^. It does indeed treat (in Gen.ii. i) of the Most

Ancient Church ; but the interiors of the Word are

such, that whatever is said of the Church, is said of

each individual of the Church . . . Therefore also the

Most Ancient Church is called ' man,' in the singular.

852. The Most Ancient Church . . . was more the

Lord's 'Sabbath' than those which followed.

104. Perception is a certain internal sense, from the

Lord alone, whether a thing is true and good, and was

very well known to the Most Ancient Church.

125. The men of the Most Ancient Church had the

Knowledges of true faith by revelations ; for they spoke

with the Lord, and with the Angels. They were also

instructed by means of visions and dreams, which with

them were most delicious and paradisiacal. They had

perception from the Lord continually, which was such

that when they thought from those things which were

in the memory, they at once perceived whether tlie

thing was true and good, insomuch tliat when any false

thing was presented, they felt not only aversion, but

also horror. Such also is the state of the Angels.

127. That men have wanted to in(|uire into tlie

mysteries of faith by means of sensuous and scientific

things, not only was the cause of the fall of the Most

Ancient Church—that is to say, of its posterity—but

also is the cause of the fall of every Church ; for thence

come not only Falsities, but also evils of life.

131. It treats (in Gen.ii. 18 ct scq.) concerning the

posterity of the Most Ancient Church, which desired

proprium.

137. In [the first] three chapters of Genesis, it treats,

in general, of tlie Most Ancient Church, which is called

'man ;' from its first to its last time, when it perished.

(Gen.ii. 1-17) treats of its most flourishing state, when it

was a celestial man . . .

139"-". This posterity of the Most Ancient Church did

not want to dwell 'alone ; ' that is, to be a celestial man,

or to be led by the Lord as a celestial man ; but to be

among the nations, like the Jewish Church . . .

i6i. This posterity of the Most Ancient Church was

not evil, but still good. And as they wanted to live in

the external man, or in proprium, it was granted them

by the Lord ; but from mercy the Celestial Spiritual

was insinuated.

162. This law (of monogamous marriage) was not

only revealed to the men of the Most Ancient Church,

but was also inscribed on their internal man . . . l^ait

when their descendants . . . became external men, they

married a number of wives.

-. As the men of the Most Ancient Church in

their marriages rejiresented the heavenly marriage, con-

jugial love was as it were Heaven and heavenly happi-

ness to them,

190. It treats (in Gen.iii.) of the third state of the

Most Ancient Church, which so desired proprium as to

love it.

194*^. It treats of the third posterity of the Most

Ancient Church, who began not to believe in things

revealed, unless they saw and perceived with their

senses that they were so. Their first state, that it was

one of doubt, is described in ver. 1,2.

198. 'The fruit of the tree of the garden' is the good

and truth revealed to them from the Most Ancient

Church. 'The fruit of the tree which is in the midst of

the garden,' of which they were not to eat, is the good

and truth of faith, which tliey were not to learn from

themselves. 'Not to touch it ' = that they were not to

think concerning good and truth from themselves, or

from what is sensuous and scientific . . . 199.

200. The inmost of the celestial man, or of the Most

Ancient Church, was the tree of lives, which is love and

the derivative faith ; while the inmost of this . . . pos-
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terity—which may be called a celestial spiritual man

—

was faith, , . Those who lived in that most ancient time
wei'e of a native quality entirely different from what ever

exists with anyone at this day . . . being such, that from
good they knew truth, or from love what was of faith.

201.

202, The Most Ancient Church, which was a celestial

man, was such that they not only could not eat of the

tree of knowledge ; that is, learn from sensuous and
scientific tilings what is of faith ; but they were not

even permitted to touch that tree ; that is, to think from
sensuous and scientific things anything wllich was of

faith, lest they should fall down from celestial into

spiritual life . . . Such also is the life of the celestial

Angels.

205. (The gradual fall of this posterity of the Most
Ancient Church, described.

)

208. This (ver.6) was the fourth posterity of the Most
Ancient Church, Avho suffered themselves to be seduced

by their own jiroper love ; and did not want to believe

in things revealed, unless they saw them to be confirmed

from sensuous and scientific things.

216. So spake the Most Ancients, and described (by

the sewing together of fig-leaves) this posterity of the

Church
; namely, that there was natural good in them,

in place of innocence, and that by it their evil was con-

cealed ; and that, being in natural good, they were
affected with shame.

2
1
9-. 'The heavens of heavens of antiquity ' = the

wisdom of the Most Ancient Church.

221. They had something of perception left, from
which they knew that they were fallen. Sig.

224. The state of this man, or of this posterity of the

Most Ancient Church, was natural good ; and they who
are in natural good are such that they hide themselves,

through fear and through shame, because they are

' naked.

'

230. The dominant evil of this posterity was the love

of self, and not so much at the same time the love of

the world, as at this day ; for they lived within houses

and families, and did not desire wealth.

231. The evil of the Most Ancient Church (and also

of all the succeeding Churches) has been that they do not

believe in the Lord, or in the Word, but in themselves

and in their senses. Hence there is no faith ; and,

when there is no faith, there is no love of the neighbour

;

and thus all is false and evil.

234. (In these verses) is described the state of the

Church down to the Flood ; and as then the Church

utterly destroyed itself, it is foretold that the Lord

would come into the world . . . 260. 279.

249. 'The daysof eternity '= the Most AncientChurch.

349'. 477='-

253-. 'A woman forsaken,' and 'a wife of youth, '
=

in special, the Ancient, and the Most Ancient Church.

255.

276'-. The last posterity of the Most Ancient Church,

which was the next before the Flood, which is here

treated of, was so lost, and immersed in sensuous and

corporeal things, that they did not want to hear what

the Truth of faith was, what the Lord, that He would
come and save them ; and, when they were mentioned,
they felt aversion. This aversion is described by 'eat-

ing bread in the sweat of the face.

'

280. It here treats (in Gen.iii.20-24), in sum, of the
Most Ancient Church, and of those who fell away ; thus
also of its posterity, down to the Flood, when it ex-

pired.

281. Concerning the Most Ancient Church itself,

which was celestial, and, from its life of faith in the
Lord, was called 'Eve,' and ' the mother of everything
living' (ver.2o).

282. Concerning its first posterity, in which there was
celestial spiritual good ; and concerning the second and
the third, in which there was natural good, which is sig-

nified by 'the coat of skin . .
.' (ver.21). 295.

283. Concerning the fourth posterity, in which
natural good began to be dissipated ; who, if they had
been created anew, or had been instructed in the celes-

tial things of faith, would have perished . . . (ver.22).

284. Concerning the fifth posterity, that they were
deprived of all good and truth, and were reduced into

the state in which they had been before regeneration

. . . (ver.23).

285. Concerning the sixth and the seventh posterit}^

that they were separated from the knowledge of good
and truth, and left to their own filthy loves and persua-

sions ; and that it was so provided, lest they should
profane the holy things of faith . . . (ver.24).

286. See Most Anciext, here.

2896. See MoTHEit, here.

307. It here treats of the sixth and seventh posterity,

which perished by the Flood, and who were completely

cast out of the garden of Eden, or from all intelligence

of truth, and became as it were not men, and were left

to insane cupidities and persuasions.

310. Their first parents, who constituted the Most
Ancient Church, were celestial ; and thus celestial seed

was inseminated in them. Hence their descendants had
with them seed of a celestial origin ... If (such) decline

from truth and good, it is most perilous. Ex.

325. The Most Ancient Church had faith in the Lord

through love ; but there came forth those who separ-

ated faith from love ('Cain').

337. As it is treating of the degeneration of the Most
Ancient Church, or of the falsification of its doctrine,

and consequently' of its heresies and sects, under the

names of Cain and his descendants ... (it is necessary

to know) what the nature of the true Church was. The
Most Ancient Church . . . was a celestial man ; and ac-

knowledged no other faith than that which was of love

to the Lord and the neighbour. Through this love they

had faith, or a perception of all things of faith, from the

Lord ; and for this reason they were unwilling to men-

tion faith, lest it should be separated from love. 393.

". 'Mountains and hills '= the Most Ancient

Church.
*. Such was the Most Ancient Church, and such

was its doctrine. r>ut at this day it is entirely differ-

ent ...
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[A.] 371. This Perceptive was proper to the Most
Ancient Church ; but after faith had been separated

from love . . . conscience succeeded. 393®.

398. With the men-viivs-of the Most Ancient Church,

the mind, which consists of will and understanding, was

one; for the will therein was everything, so that the

understanding was of the will . . . because love was

everything.

414''. As the Most Ancient Church was more beloved

by the Lord than the Churches which followed it ; and
because they then lived among themselves alone, or in

tlieir own families, and celebrated a worship so holy in

their tents, therefore tents were accounted more holy

than the temple . . .

459. The celestial (Spirits and Angels) are those who
through love have received faith irom the Lord, like

those who were of the Most Ancient Church.

460. In (Gen.v. ) it treats in special of the propaga-

tion of the Most Ancient Church among their descend-

ants, almost down to the Flood.

461. The Most Ancient Church itself, which was

celestial, is what is called 'man,' and 'a likeness of God.'

462. The second Church, which was not so celestial

as the Most Ancient Church, is called 'Setli.' 484.

463. The third Church was called 'Enos ;
' the fourth

Church, 'Cainan ;' the fifth Church, 'I\Iahalaleel ;' the

sixth Church, 'Jared ;' the seventh Church, 'Enoch ;

'

the eighth Church, 'Methuselah.'

465. The ninth Church was called 'Lamech,' which is

described as having nothing left of the perception of the

Most Ancient Church ; and 'Noah,' as a New Church.

467.

468. In this chapter . . . the names are doctrines, or

Churches, which were preserved, however much changed,

from the Most Ancient Church, down to Noah.

469. 'The book of the nativities '= an enumeration of

those who were of the Most Ancient Church ; ' in the

day that God created man ' = that it was made spiritual

;

'in the likeness of God made He him ' = that it was made
celestial. Thus it is a description of the Most Ancient

Church. 470.

474. As it is treating of the nativity or propagation of

the Most Ancient Church, it is first described here that

from spiritual it was made celestial ; for the propaga-

tions follow from this.

475. ('He called their name man.') 'Man'^the
Most Ancient Church. Ex. and 111.

4S3. By the names which follow . , . are signified so

many Churches, of which the first and principal Avas

called 'Man.' The principal thing of these Churches

was perception ; and therefore the diff'erences of the

Churches of that time were especially differences of

perceptions.

-, The Most Ancient Church represented the

Lord's Celestial Kingdom, and also as to the generic and
specific differences of perceptions. . . They were distin-

guished into houses, families, and nations, and con-

tracted matrimonies within their houses and families, in

order that genera and species of perceptions might come
forth . . . Therefore they who were of the Most Ancient

Church dwell together also in Heaven.

495. The manner in which the Most Ancient Church
decreased cannot be evident unless it is known what per-

ception is ; for it was a perceptive Church, such as does

not exist at this day. Ex.

502. These three Churches, 'Man,' 'Seth,' and 'Enos,'

constitute the Most Ancient Church
;
yet with a differ-

ence of perfection as to their perceptions. Ex.

503. The Perceptive of the Most Ancient Church con-

sisted not only in the fact that they perceived what is

good and truth, but in the happiness and delight of

doing good. . . The life of love and the derivative faitli,

such as was that of the Most Ancient Church, is life

while in use, or in the good and truth of use. . , In this

they were likenesses of the Lord ; and therefore in per-

ceptives they were made images of Him.

505. These three Churches, which constitute the

Most Ancient Church, relatively to those which follow,

are as the kernels of fruits or seeds ; but those which

follow relate comparatively to their membranaceous

nature.

593. The man from the posterity of the Most Ancient

Church. Sig. and Ex.

597. The states of (the Ancient and the Most Ancient

Church) were entirely different. The state of the Most
Ancient Church was, that they had from the Lord a

perception of good and thence of truth. . . Perception is

not conscience. The celestial have perception . . . The
Most Ancient Church was celestial . . . 607.

-. The Most Ancient Church had immediate re-

velation from the Lord by consort with Spirits and

Angels, and also by visions and dreams ; whereby it was

given them to know generally what is good and true
;

and after they knew this generally, these generals were

confirmed by things innumerable, by means of percep-

tions . . . (Continued under General.)

601, That the man who remained from the Most
Ancient Church could not be regenerated, on account

of his direful persuasions and filthy cupidities. Tr.

607-. The man of the Most Ancient Church had in-

ternal respiration, and no external respiration except

tacit ; and therefore they did not speak so much by
words as afterwards . . . but by ideas . . . which they

could express by innumerable changes of the looks and
face, especially by those of the lips, in which there are

countless series of muscular fibres which at this day are

not set free ; and which, being free with the men of

that time, they could so present, signify, and represent

ideas by them as to express in a minute's time what at

this day would require an hour . . . and this more fully

and clearly to the apprehension and understanding of

those present than is possible by words ... As they had

similar breathing to that of the Angels . . . they were

in profound ideas of thought, and were able to have

such a perception as cannot be described . . . But in

their descendants this internal breathing vanished little

by little. (Continued under Breathe.)

608". Therefore, in place of the revelations of the

Most Ancient Church, doctrinal things succeeded . . .

609. Doctrinal things of faith, with some of the re-

velations of the Most Ancient Church, were preserved

for the use of this posterity.
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633. Witli no man is there any understanding of

truth and will of good, not even with those who were of

the Most Ancient Church . . .

661. That all the posterity of the Most Ancient Church
would destroy itself. Sig. and Ex.

^. 'The breath of lives' = . . . here, the last pos-

terity of the Most Ancient Church.

704. Finally, it treats (in Gen.vii. ) of the last pos-

terity of the Most Ancient Church, its quality : that it

was possessed by persuasions of falsity and cupidities of

the love of self to such a degree that it perished.

726. The rest of the descendants of the Most Ancient

Church destroyed the celestial and spiritual seed with

them by filthy cupidities and direful persuasions.

7276. The destruction of those of the Most Ancient

Church who destroyed themselves. Sig.

728. It treats in general ... of the total vastation of

those who were of the Most Ancient Church, and had

become such . . . . 731''. 809.

784. The state of the Most Ancient Church was such

that they had internal communication with Heaven
;

thus through Heaven with the Lord. They were in

love to the Lord . . . their interiors were open . . . even

from the Lord.
". Since those times, Heaven has never been open

as it was to the man of the Most Ancient Church . . .

791^. It follows now concerning those descendants of

the Most Ancient Church who were under the waters . .

.

796. As the Most Ancient Church held its sacred

worship upon mountains . . .

807. The conclusion, that the Most Ancient Church

expired. Sig. 811.

813. The last limit of the Most Ancient Church. Sig.

893". By 'the days,' in Gen.i., are signified the

periods of the regeneration of the man of the Most

Ancient Church.

895. With the man of the Most Ancient Church there

was ground in his voluntary part, in which the Lord in-

seminated goods ; hence from goods he could know and

perceive truth, or from love have faith . . . (For) the

man of the Most Ancient Church had revelations, b}'

which he was initiated from infancy into the perception

of goods and truths ; but, as they were inseminated into

his voluntary pait, he perceived without new instruction

innumerable things, so that from one general, he knew
from the Lord the particulars and the singulars, which

men now have to learn . . . and even so can know
scarcely the thousandth part. For the man of the

Spiritual Church knows nothing but what he learns . . .

920. The man of the Most Ancient Church had no

other worship than internal worship, such as there is in

Heaven ; for with them Heaven communicated with

man, so that they made a one. This comnmnication

was perception . . . Thus, being angelic, they were in-

ternal men : the external things of the body and the

world they did indeed sensate, but did not care for.

Examps.
-. So it was with the man of the Most Ancient

Church : whatever he saw with his eyes was heavenly to

him ; and thus with him each and all things were as it

were alive. From this may be evident the nature of his

Divine worship, that it was internal, and not at all

external.

927. That man would not any more so turn himself

away, as the man from the posterity of the Most Ancient

Church. Sig. and Ex. 1034.

933^. The last posterity of the Most Ancient Church
could not be regenerated, because with them intellectual

and voluntary things constituted one mind . . . 1034.

986^. It was otherwise with the man of the Most
Ancient Church, who had perception.

1013. For by 'Adam,' or 'Man,' is meant the Most
Ancient Church, which was a celestial man, and had
perception, such as had no Church after it, and therefore

it was also 'a likeness ' of the Lord.

1023^. The heavenly marriage with the man of the

Most Ancient Church was in his voluntarj^ proprium . . .

1 1 14. Concerning the Most Ancient Church, which
was called 'Man,' or 'Adam.' Gen. art.

-. It has been granted me to speak . . . with

those who were of the Most Ancient Church . . .

^. The things which it has been given me to

know about the Most Ancient Churches are what
follow.

1 1 15. Those who were of the Most Ancient Church

. . . and were celestial men, are very high above the

head, and dwell together there in the greatest happi-

ness. They said that others rarely come to them . . .

and that they are so high above the head ... in order

that they may govern those who are there.

1 1 16. There were shown me the dwellings of those who
were of the second and third posterity of this Most
Ancient Church, which are magnificent, extended to a

great length, and variegated with beautiful colours,

bright crimson and blue.

1 1 17. They live in the highest light . . .

1 1 18. Their speech when they lived in the world . . .

was not articulate, like the speech of words of our time,

but tacit ; and was produced not by external but by in-

ternal respiration. The nature of their internal respira-

tion. (Des. under Breathe at this ref., and at 11 19.

1

1

20.) 7361. D.3322.

1

1

20. In the last posterity of the Most Ancient

Church . . . hardly anything of internal breathing re-

mained, and when at last there was none in the breast,

they were suffocated of their own accord . . .

1 121. I have been instructed by the sons of the Most

Ancient Church concerning their state of perception
;

namely, that they had a perception of all things which

are of faith, almost as the Angels have, with whom they

had communication ; for the reason that their interior

man, or spirit, by means also of internal respiration,

was joined to Heaven ; and that love to the Lord and

love towards the neighbour are attended with this . . .

They said that they had the Law written upon them,

because they were in love to the Lord and in love to-

wards the neighbour . . .

1 122. I have been further instructed that the men of

the Most Ancient Church had most delicious dreams,

and also visions ; and that it was at the same time in-
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sinuated to them what they signified. Hence their

paradisiacal representations, and many other tilings.

The objects of the external senses . . . were therefore

nothing to them . , . and therefore when they saw
earthly objects, they thought nothing about them ; but

only about the things which they signified . . . D. 3382.

[A.] 1 123. I have spoken with the third generation of

the Most Ancient Church, who said tliat in their time . . .

they had expected the Lord who was to save the univer-

sal human race , . . They said that fiom that time the

greatest delight of their life was to procreate offspring,

so that their highest deliciousnesses were to love their

consort for the .sake of offspring . . . adding that the

perception of these delights . . . was from influx from

Heaven, because the Lord was to lie born. D.3316.

1 143-. Such was the man of the Most Ancient Church

;

who, if he were living now and read the Word, would

not inhere one whit in the sense of the letter ; but

would be as if he did not see it ; but only the internal

sense abstracted from the letter . . . 1540^.

1148^. It is to be observed that the Church before the

Flood is called the Most Ancient Church . . .

1159^. The reason is that the Most Ancient Church

was distinguished into houses, into families, and into

nations. The consorts with their children, and their

men-servants and maid-servants, constituted a house ; a

number of houses which were not far distant from one

another constituted a family ; and a number of families

constituted a nation. 1416®.

1343. The Most Ancient Church unanimously ac-

knowledged the Lord, and named Him Jehovah ; as is

evident from the first chapters of Genesis, and elsewhere

in the Word.

1384. It has been granted me to speak with the sons

of the Most Ancient Church concerning their perception.

They said that from themselves they neither think nor

can think anything, nor from themselves will anything

;

but that in each and all things which they think and

will, they perceive what conies from the Lord, and what

from other sources ; and they perceive not only how
much is from the Lord, and how much as from them-

selves ; but also, when it is as from themselves, they

perceive whence it is, from what Angels, and likewise

the quality of the Angels, and what their thoughts are,

distinguishing every diff"erence ; thus they perceive what

the influx is, and numberless other things.

1409. The Most Ancient Church, which was celestial,

regarded all things earthly and worldly, and also cor-

poreal ... no otherwise than as dead . . . When they

saw them . . . they did not think about them, but about

the celestial and spiritual things . . . Thus, with them,

dead things lived.

1463. As the men of the Most Ancient Church had

communication with Heaven . . .

1 55 1. The Golden Age was the time of the Most
Ancient Church, which was a celestial man . . .

1573''. For the Lord could assume the Human
Essence without birth, as He also did assume it when
He appeared to the Most Ancient Church, and to the

prophets.

1587. (Cupidities of evil and persuasions of falsity)

were the two things which destroyed the Most Ancient
Church before the Flood.

1588. When the Rational is from a celestial origin, as

it was with the Most Ancient Church. 111.

16072. For He was Jehovah and God to the Most
Ancient Church . . . and was seen by them. And so

also to the Ancient Church.

1622^. From these things the Most Ancient Church
had its paradisiacal things.

16766. Otherwise none could have been saved on this

Earth from the time of the Most Ancient Church.

i8o6e. Such was the sight of the Most Ancient

Church.

1850-. Tlie Last Judgment of the Most Ancient
Church. (See Last Judgment, here.) 21 18.

1894-. The Lord appeared to the fathers of the Most
Ancient Church as a Man. 1990"-.

1914^. The fathers of the Most Ancient Church, who
had perception, thought from the interior Rational . . .

1976. Hence the men of the Most Ancient Church
had their dreams, which were instructive. 1977*^.

1997-. The Most Ancient Church, which was before

the Flood, was in the aff"ection of good . . . for it was a

Celestial Church . . .

1999. To fall upon the face was a rite of adoration in

the Most Ancient Church . . . Such was the humiliation

of the men of the Most Ancient Church.

2069'^. It was celestial trutli which was with the men
of the Most Ancient Church . , .

''. For the Lord's Divine good cannot inflow ex-

cept with the celestial man, because it inflows into his

voluntary part, as with the Most Ancient Church . . .

2124. In the Antediluvians was destroyed voluntary

good, which, was with the men of the Most Ancient

Church . . .

2179^. As the men of the Most Ancient Church com-

municated with Spirits and Angels, and constantly had

visions, and also dreams, such as those of the prophets
;

as soon as they saw any beast, the idea occurred to them
what it signified.

2180"*. The Most Ancient Church . . . knew nothing

about sacrifices ; nor did it ever come into their minds

to worship the Lord by slaughtering animals.

2243*. The Most Ancient Church, which was called

'man,' was the most celestial of all. This Church in

process of time so degenerated from the good of love,

that at last nothing celestial remained ; and then was its

consummation, which is described by their state before

the Flood.

2417-5. The Most Ancient Church . . . was in the very

perception of love to the Lord and of charity towards

the neighbour ; thus it had what is doctrinal of love and

charity inscribed on itself . . .

257 1^. The doctrine of love and charity is the very

Divine doctrine itself, and is that which was cultivated

in the Most Ancient Churches . . .

2588^'\ There is here described (Ezek.xxxi.3-8) the
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Most Ancient Church, which was celestial, as to the

quality of its Rational, thus of its wisdom and intellig-

ence ; because that Church looked on things below from

Divine things, and thus on truths from goods.

2661". If the Most Ancient Church had remained in

its integrity, the Lord would have had no need to be

born a man ; and therefore as soon as that Church began

to fail, the Lord foresaw that the Celestial Church

would completely perish from the world, and therefore

a prediction was at once made concerniug the Advent of

the Lord into the world.

2669^. The men who were of the Most Ancient

Church were celestial . . .

2730. Above all men in this Earth the men of the

Most Ancient Church lived in genuine conjugial love,

because they were celestial, were from good in truth,

and were in the Lord's Kingdom together with the

Angels ; and in that love there was Heaven for them.

2732. All from the Most Ancient Church, and many
from the Ancient Church (are together, and dwell

together in Heaven as Angels). De Conj. 117.

27396. In the Most Ancient Church there were such

derivations of love ; and therefore they dwell together

in the Heavens, distinguished as it were into nations,

families, and houses, which all acknowledge the Lord as

their only Parent.

2740. The men of the Most Ancient Church, who
were celestial, and were in the perception of good and
truth like the Angels, had only one wife. They said

that with one wife they had perceived celestial delicious-

nesses and happinesses, and that they felt horror at the

bare mention of marriage with a number.

2763. Thence came these representatives to the men
of the Most Ancient Church who were celestial, and
were together with Spirits and Angels while they lived.

2895. There was another Word in the Most Ancient
Church . . . And another in the Ancient Church . . .

(Des. in 2897.)

2896. The Word in the Most Ancient Church . . .

was not a written Word, but was revealed to everyone

who was of the Church ; for they were celestial men,
and so were in the perception of good and truth, like

the Angels ; with whom, also, they had consort. Thus
they had the Word inscribed on their hearts. . . As
they were celestial, and had consort with the Angels,

all things which they saw and apprehended with any
sense, were to them representative and significative of

the celestial and spiritual things which are in the Lord's

Kingdom ; so that they did indeed see worldly and
earthly things with their eyes, or apprehend them with

some sense ; but from them and by means of them they

thought about celestial and spiritual things. Thus,

and no otherwise, could they speak with the Angels
;

for the things which are with the Angels are celestial

and spiritual, and when they come to a man, they fall

into such things as are with the man in the world.

2995.

2906®. 'The days of an age' = the Most Ancient
Chiirch. Also 'the days from of old.'

2910^. The Most Ancient Church thus expired about

tlie time of the Flood . . .

VOL. IV.

2986-. When the Most Ancient Church perished, a

new one, called 'Noah,' or the Ancient Church after

the Flood, was instaurated among the gentiles ; that is,

with those where there had been no Church before.

3255. As those who were of the Most Ancient Church

were in a like good, they dwell together in Heaven.

3686-. The Most Ancient Church . . . was in the

Land of Canaan. 4431.

^. Thus also the names (of places) in the Most

Ancient Church and Ancient Church were retained.

3703'^. 'Fathers,' here, = the Ancient and the Most
Ancient Church, which were so called from the love of

good and truth in which they were ; in the love of good

were the Most Ancients who were celestial men , . .

6075.

4287^. Hence also the Most Ancient Church, which

was in celestial good, was called 'man.'

4333. The first Last Judgment was when the Lord's

Celestial Church, which was the Most Ancient Church,

perished in the Antediluvians by an inundation of evils

and falsities . . .

4447. By the Church among the Ancients is meant

the Church derived from the Most Ancient Church . . .

and by the Ancient Church is meant the Church which

was after the Flood . . .

2. The remains of the Most Ancient Church,

which was celestial, were still in the Land of Canaan,

especially among those who were called Hittites and

Hivites . . . because the Most Ancient Church, which

was called 'man,' or 'Adam,' was in the Land of

Canaan ; and consequently the Garden of Eden was

there, by which was signified the intelligence and

wisdom of the men of that Church . . .

. That the Most Ancient Church Mas in the

Land of Canaan, and that thence originated the repre-

sentatives of the places, see 567.
e_ Wliat the difference is between the Most

Ancient Church which was before the Flood, and the

Ancient Church which was after the Flood. Refs.

4448. For the Most Ancient Church, being celestial,

was in the good of love to the Lord, and thence in the

perception of all truth ; for the men of that Church

were almost as the Angels ; they also communicated

with them, and thence came their perception ; and

therefore they never reasoned concerning any truth of

faith, but said, because they perceived it from Heaven,

that it is so, insomuch that they were unwilling even

to mention faith, but charity in its place. Refs. . .

That the remains of that Church were witli Hamor the

Hivite, and his son Shechem. Ref.

4454. For Hamor together with his nation and

family was among the remains of the Most Ancient

Church in the Land of Canaan. Above all Churches in

the universal world this Church w'as from the Divine,

for it was in the good of love to the Lord. Their

YoUintary and Intellectual made a one ; thus one mind
;

and therefore they had a perception of truth from good
;

for the Lord inflowed by an internal wny into the good

of their will, and through this into the good of their

understanding, or truth. Hence it is that this Church

above all the rest has been called 'man,' and also 'a

likeness of God.'

3C
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[A. 4454]^. That the Most Ancient Church . . . was
in the Land of Canaan ... is manifestly evident from

their descendants, who were called 'Nephilim' . . .

being in the Land of Canaan (Num.xiii.33). But all

the land from the river of Egypt to the river Euphrates

was then called the Land of Canaan (Gen.xv. 18).

4462". The foreskin . . . corresponded in the Most
Ancient Church to the obscuration of good and truth

... for as the man of the Most Ancient Church Mas an

internal man, good and truth could be obscured with

him, but not defiled ; whereas with the man of the

Ancient Church, as he was relatively an external man,

good and truth could be defiled . . . Therefore they who
were of the Most Ancient Church knew nothing of

circumcision ; but onlj' those who were of the Ancient

Church.

4476. For Hamor and Shechem were of the remains

of the Most Ancient Church ; and in that Church he

was called 'honoured' who in the Ancient Church was

called 'a prince.'

4489. The goods and truths of the Most Ancient

Church—which still remained partially with Hamor
and Shechem and their families—were in accord with

the goods and truths which were from the Ancient

Church with the descendants of Jacob ; for the rituals

which were instituted with the descendants of Jacob

Avere nothing else than externals which represented and
signified the internals which were of the Most Ancient

Church.
". These were the internals of worship, which,

being represented in this external (the altar), they were

alike and of one form with the truths and goods of the

Most Ancient Church. Ex.

^. But they who were of the Most Ancient

Church did not care for these externals, because the}'

were internal men, and the Lord inflowed with them by
an internal way, and taught them what is good. The
varieties and differences of good \vere to them truths,

and hence they knew what each and all things in the

world represented in the Lord's Kingdom.
•, The difference between the Most Ancient

Church and the Christian Church, is such as is that

between the light of the sun by day, and the lumen of

the moon and stars by night ; for to see goods by an

internal or prior way, is like seeing in the day by the

light of the sun ; whereas to see them by an external or

posterior way, is like seeing in the night by the lumen
of the moon or stars. There was almost the same
difference between the Most Ancient Church and the

Ancient Church, except that those who were of the

Christian Church could have been in a fuller lumen if

they had acknowledged, believed, and done the internal

things, or the truths and goods, which the Lord taught.

The good itself is the same in both ; but the difference

consists in seeing it in clearness or in obscurity . . .

4493'. The men-homines-oC the Most Ancient Church

. . . were of a genius and native quality altogether

different from the men-nr«-of the Ancient Church
;

for the men-homines- of the Most Ancient Church had
a Voluntary in which there was what was entire (or

perfect), but not the men-vi7-i-o{ the Ancient Church
;

and therefore with the n\en-ho77iines-of the Most

Ancient Church the Lord could inflow through the

Voluntary, consequently by an internal way ; but not

with the men-viri-oi the Ancient Church ; for in these

the Voluntary was destroyed ; but the Lord inflowed

into their Intellectual ; thus ... by an external way.

Ex. . . In the Intellectual the Lord formed a new will

with the men-vh'i-o{ the Ancient Church, when He
regenerated them. 5 1 1

3".

^. Hence it was that they who were of the Most
Ancient Church were internal men, and had no

externals of worship ; and that those who were of the

Ancient Church were external men, and had externals

of worship ; for the former by means of internal things

saw external ones as from the light of the sun by day
;

and the latter by means of external things saw internal

ones as in the lumen of the moon and stars by night

. . . In these explications the former are those who are

called celestial, and the latter are those who are called

spiritual.

*. In order to illustrate the nature of the differ-

ence, take this example. If a man of the Most Ancient

Church had read the historical or prophetical Word, he

would have seen its internal sense without any previous

instruction or explication . . . and scarcely anything

which is in the sense of the letter. . . Whereas if a man
of the Ancient Church had read the Word, he could not

have seen its internal sense without [jrevious instruction

or explication . . .

4500'-. It was the Church among the Ancients, which

was from the Most Ancient Church, which was to have

been instaurated with the posterity from Jacob, because

the Ancient Church had begun to perish.

4502. By 'the house of Shechem' is here signified

simply the good of truth, such as it had been with the

man of the Most Ancient Church ; and thus that this

was extinguished with the nation from Jacob.

4687^. The Most Ancient Church, which was celestial

. . . adored the Infinite Esse, and the derivative Infinite

Existing (or Manifesting). (Continued under Be.)

5 121". The men of the Most Ancient Church had

revelation from perception ; and also some of the

Ancient Church ; but at this day scarcely anyone.

5 1 36-. For the man of the Most Ancient Church . . .

was such that in each and all things ... he saw what

was representative of the Lord's Kingdom. The objects

of the world and of the Earth were to him means for

thinking about heavenly things. Hence originated all

the representatives and significatives which were after-

wards in the Ancient Church ; for they were collected

by those who are meant by 'Enoch.' . . Hence it came

to pass that all the places, mountains, and rivers in the

Land of Canaan—where the Most Ancients dwelt

—

became representatives, and also all the surrounding

kingdoms.

5663-. Whereas the Ancient Church which was after

the Flood, and especially the Most Ancient Church

which was before the Flood, by Jehovah and God

understood no other than the Lord, and indeed Him as

to the Divine Human. They also knew about the Divine

Itself which is in the Lord, and which He Himself calls

His 'Father.' But they could not think about this

Divine Itself . . . but about the Divine Human ; con-
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sequently they could not be conjoined with any other

Divine . . . and they knew that unless they were con-

joined with the Divine, they could not be saved.

Therefore it was the Divine Human which the Ancient

Churches adored. Jehovah also manifested Himself

with them in the Divine Human ; and the Divine

Human was the Divine Itself in Heaven . . ,

6075-. The state of the Most Ancient Church which

was before the Flood is signified by 'the days of

eternity ;' and the state of tlie Ancient Church which

was after the Flood, by 'the years of generation and
generation'. . . 6239^. **. (See Eternity, here.)

E.431".

6367. Man is born into those things which are of the

voluntary part. Hence those who were of the Most
Ancient Church . . . were born into the good of love to

the degree in which the good of love was in their

Voluntary,

6435^, 'The mountains of eternity ' = the good of love

which was of the Most Ancient Church . . . 'The hills

of an age ' = the good of mutual love which was of that

Church. The former was its Internal ; the latter its

External. When this Church is understood in the

Word, being the Most Ancient one, there is sometimes

added 'eternity' . . . and sometimes 'an age.'

6588". 'Rephaim' = the posterity of the Most Ancient

Church which was before the Flood, and which was

also called 'Nephilim,' and 'Anakim.' 7686'-^.

6876^. The Divine which was of the Ancient Church

was the Lord as to the Divine Human. The Ancient

Church had this from the Most Ancient Church
; and

also from the fact that Jehovah appeared to them in a

human form . . .

7362^. (Thus the Spirits of Mars) are of a celestial

genius, and not unlike those who belonged to the Most
Ancient Church on this Earth. D. 1543.

8054-. Immediately above the head are those who
deceive and seduce by means of innocence ; but above

them are the celestial from the Most Ancient Church,

who so forcibly keep them in bonds that they cannot

possibly inflict evil on anyone.

9470^ 'The Ancient of Days ' = the Lord as to celestial

good, such as there was in the Most Ancient Church,

which was a Celestial Church, and in the Word is called

'ancient.' Its external truth is signified by 'His

garment as the white snow ;' and its external good, by
'the hair of His head as the clean wool.'

10248^. 'The days of an age' = the time when was the
Most Ancient Church, which was celestial. .

N. 4. In the highest expanses are those wlio are

called celestial Angels, of whom very many are from the

Most Ancient Church.

S. 21. I have been instructed that the men of the

Most Ancient Church, which was before the Flood,

were of so celestial a genius that they spoke with the

Angels of Heaven, and that they could speak with them
by means of correspondences. Hence the state of their

wisdom became such that whatever they saw on the

Earth, they thought about not only naturally, but also

spiritually at the same time ; thus also in conjunction

with the Angels.

P. 241. By Adam and his wife are meant . . . the

men of the Most Ancient Church, whose new creation

or regeneration is thus described ... in Gen.i. ; their

wisdom and intelligence, by the garden of Eden ; and
the end of that Church, by the eating from the tree of

knowledge. *.

328'*. The consummation of the Most Ancient Church,

which was eff'ected by the eating from the tree of

knowledge—by which is signified the conceit of Own
intelligence—is described by the Flood.

R. 585. 'A tabernacle ' = the Celestial Church, because

the Most Ancient Church . , . had holy worship in

tabernacles.

T. 470'^. That this direful persuasion—that God has

transfused and transcribed Himself into men—was held

by the men of the Most Ancient Church at its end . . .

I have heard from their own mouth ; and (therefore)

they lie deeply hidden in a cavern, near to which no
one can approach without being seized with an interior

dizziness . . .

760. The first Church, which is to be called the Most
Ancient Church, came forth before the Flood ; the

consummation or destruction of which is described by
the Flood.

762. The Most Ancient Church was as the morning,
the spring, and the east : the second or Ancient Church
was as the day, the summer, and the south . . .

786. The former Churches have not been in the

Truth, because the Most Ancient Church , . . wor-

shipped the invisible God, with whom no conjunction is

possible ; the Ancient Church, which was after the

Flood, in like manner . . . (See Coro. 51'-^.)

D. 32516. Such also would the men and sons of the

Most Ancient Church have become, if they had remained

in the state of perfection . . .

331 1. On the Most Ancient Church. Gen. art.

3313. The most subtle ones . . . were those who were

sons of the Most Ancient Church. . . They were in-

teriorly evil . . .

3314. There afterwards spoke with me those who had
been of the Most Ancient Church, who were in the

highest . . . Others rarely come to them . . .

3314a. They cannot speak about the Lord. (See

Lord, here.)

3323. It follows that the idea of the Most Ancient
Church was much fuller than can ever be possible in

this time . . .

3353. Concerning the offspring of the Most Ancient
Church, or Adam after the fall. Ex.

3378. There was seen a beautiful infant clothed in a

shining white garment, which signified . . . the Most
Ancient Church. Then in a certain open door there

was seen a boy in a green garment . . . and pre-

sently two maid-servants in white head-dress, who=the
affections of such, as the green boy^their scientific and
intellectual things ; and therefore in the time of the Most
Ancient Church there were partly such rational ideas,

whereas the affections of such were like those signified

by the maid -servants, whose heads were bright white.
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Thus it was the reverse of what it is with us. With us

there are good scientifics, but evil affections.

[D. ] 3488^. Our Most Ancient Church was very similar

to it.

3925. Concerning a noble offspring of the Most

Ancient Church. 4068. 4070.

4096. Such was the life of the Most Ancient Church.

41 14. There was shown me a flaming light above the

forehead, and they spoke with me from the Most

Ancient Church, saying that such is the light, but

much more intense, in which they are.

4145. The respiration of the Most Ancient Church

was internal, thus from the internal man—which was in

consort with Spirits and Angels—to the external man.

4368. In the man of the Most Ancient Church (liorror

at adulteries) was in the natural (and thus in the

voluntary) part. Ex.

4751. See Charles XII., here.

5187^. It is to be known that wisdom is given (the

Angels) mediately through Angels who have been of the

Most Ancient Church and the Ancient Church, and

who have been in the knowledge and perception of

representatives and correspondences . . . For this reason,

Angels from the Most Ancient Churches are scattered

through the Heavens, in order that the others may have

wisdom.

D. Min. 4636. The sons of the Most Ancient Church

were born almost (into Divine order itself) ; namely into

affections of good and affections of truth ; and therefore

in the very affections there was whatever of good and

truth which is taught by the doctrine of faith ; but

still, in course of time, by instruction, experience,

inspiration, and revelation, it was given them to know
all things which were of faith, to which they at once

.

assented inwardlj' ; so that they had a pei'ception of

them, because they accorded with their affections.

471 1. The Celestial Heaven, in which are the men of

the Most Ancient Church, had a Voluntary in which

was something good, and therefore they could be re-

genei'ated as to that also. But the . . . Spiritual

Heaven, in which are the men of the Ancient and the

present Church, have the Voluntary completely de-

stroyed, and they can be regenerated as to the Intel-

lectual only, in which a new will is formed by the

Lord, and from which their Own proper will is com-

pletely separated. A. 4328.

4712, 4713. How it was with the men of the Most

Ancient Church, who are celestial, and from whom the

Lord's Celestial Kingdom is made, was shown me by a

certain column coming down from Heaven, which was

of a dim azure colour, and on the left side a lucidity

like that of the solar flame . . . By this was represented

their prior state. The azure colour is such as has good

in itself. But, after regeneration, the azure of the

column successively passed over into a dim flaming

lucidity. The two lives, will and understanding, then

acted as one, and were such; the flame= love. Thus
was it, in general, with the man of the Most Ancient

Church ; and in like manner in every particular ; and

thus in the least parts of the organic form of the

interiors ; for these are images of the General.

. But (with) the man of the Spiritual Church,

that column was completely black, and thus it cannot

be diluted and tempered ; and therefore that part is

miraculously separated from the intellectual part.

When the intellectual part is being regenerated, it

appears completely lucid, but not flaming, and this

lucidity does not enter the black column. A smoke
often exhales from the column, and that snowiness, and

presents some pleasant colour.

E. 294!^. The reformation of the men of the First

Church in this Earth as to their Internal and as to

their External, is meant by the creation of heaven and

earth in (Gen.i. ). That there was no Church before,

because men were devoid of good and truth, is signified

by 'the earth being void and empty;' and that they

were in dense ignorance before, and also in falsities, is

signified by 'the darkness upon the faces of the abyss.'

Their first illumination is signified by 'the spirit of God
moving upon the faces of the waters ;' and by God's

saying, 'Let there be light, and there was light' . . .

433^-. The Most Ancient Church, which was before

the Flood, and was in love to the Lord, is meant by 'the

days of an age,' or 'of eternity;' and the Ancient

Church, which was after the Flood, and which was a

Spiritual Church, is meant by 'the former years.'

448^". 'The mountains of the east' = the Most Ancient

Church which was in love to the Lord . . . 'The hills of

an age ' = the Ancient Church, which was in charity

towards the neighbour . . .

538^. 'To the people of an age' = to those in Hell

wdio were there from the Most Ancient Church . . .

They are called 'the people of an age' because they were

of old, and were in direful falsities above others.

617'^. By Adam and his wife is meant the Most

Ancient Church, which was a Celestial Church. The

men of that Church, because they were in love to the

Lord, had Divine truths inscribed on themselves ; and

thence from influx they knew the corresponding things

in the natural man, which are called scientifics. In a

word, there was spiritual influx with them ; thus from

the spiritual mind into the natural, and thus into the

things which were there, the quality of which things

they saw as in a mirror from correspondence. The
spiritual things with them were completely distinct

from the natural ones ; the spiritual things resided in

their spiritual mind, and the natural things in their

natural mind, and thus they did not immerse anything

spiritual in the natural mind, as spiritual natural men
are wont to do ; and therefore if they had committed

spiritual things to the natural memory, and had appro-

priated them to themselves in that way, that which was

implanted with them would have perished, and they

would have begun to reason from the natural man con-

cerning spiritual things, and would have inferred them
thence, which they never do. This also would have

been to want to be wise from their Own intelligence,

and not from the Divine intelligence, as before ; and

thereby they would have extinguished all their celestial

life, and would have taken up natural ideas even about

spiritual things. This, therefore, is signified by that

they were not to eat of the tree of knowledge of good

and evil, and that if they did eat, dying they would die.
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725-. There is described by these things (in Gen.i.)

the instauration of the Most Ancient Church, which

was the most excellent of all in this Earth ; its instaura-

tion, by the creation of heaven and earth ; its intelligence

and wisdom, by the garden in Eden ; and its decrease

and fall, by the eating from the tree of knowledge. . .

Hence by the man who was called Adam and Eve, is

meant that Church ; for it is said 'male and female

created He them, and called their name Man ;' and, as

that Church is meant by both, it follows that by 'the

male' is meant its truth, and by 'the female,' its

good . . .

728-. The men of the Most Ancient Church Avere in

spiritual understanding and perception of all things

which they saw with their eyes . . . And, as the Lord

foresaw that this spiritual perception would perish with

their posterity . . . the Lord provided that certain ones

who lived among the Most Ancients should collect the

correspondences into one, and bring them together into

a codex. This codex . . . was preserved by the Lord for

the use of (the succeeding) Churches. De Verbo 7^.

739®. It treats in (Gen.i.) of the new creation or

instauration of the Church, which was the Most Ancient

Church on this Earth, and was also the most excellent

of all ; for it was a Celestial Church, because in love to

the Lord. Hence the men of that Church were most

wise, having almost immediate communication with the

Angels of Heaven, through whom they had wisdom from

the Lord ; and, as they were in love to the Lord, and

had revelations from Heaven, and as they at once

committed to life the Divine things revealed to them,

they were in a like state to that of the Angels in the

Third Heaven ; and therefore that Heaven consists

primarily of the men of that Church. This Church is

meant by Adam and his wife . . .

^. It was by no means forbidden them to procure

. . . the Knowledges of good and truth from Heaven
;

for by these their intelligence and wisdom were per-

fected ; neither were they forbidden to procure Know-
ledges of good and of evil from the world ; for their

natural man thence had knowledge ; but they were

forbidden to view these Knowledges by the posterior

way, because to them it was given to see by the prior

way all the things which appeared in the world before

their eyes. Ex. . . (The former) was done by the men
of the Most Ancient Church when they began to love

worldly things more than heavenly ones, and to be

elated and to glory on account of their wisdom. From
this their descendants became sensuous, and then their

Sensuous, which is meant by 'the serpent,' seduced

them . . .

^. That it was allowable for them to procui'e

Knowledges from the world, and to view them by the

pi'ior way, is signified by that 'Jehovah God made to

grow out of the ground every tree desirable to the sight,

and good to eat.' . . The Knowledges of good and of evil

from the Lord . . . and the Knowledges of good and evil

from the world . . . were represented by 'the tree of

lives, and the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, in

the midst of the garden.' That they were allowed to

appropriate Knowledges from whatever source . . . pro-

vided they did not proceed in an inverted order, by

reasoning from them about heavenly things, and not by

thinking from heavenly things about worldly ones, is

signified by that 'Jehovah God commanded them that

they should eat of every tree of the garden ; but not

from the tree of the knowledge of good and evil.' (The

history further ex.

)

799. For they who were of the Church in Most

Ancient times dwelt in tabernacles and tents, with

which they also journeyed ; for most then were shepherds

of sheep ; and the father of the family taught those

born from his house the precepts of charity, and the

derivative life of love, in tabernacles . . .

948*. Inmost Divine truths were revealed to those

who were of the Most Ancient Church ; but exterior

Divine truths were revealed to those who were of the

Ancient Church . . .

De Verbo 14^. In (Gen.i.) is described the reforma-

tion and regeneration of the men of the Most Ancient

Church . . . But in the (celestial sense) is described the

glorification of the Lord's Human ... by Adam himself

is meant the Lord as to the Divine Itself and at the

same time the Divine Human ; and by his wife, the

Church ... By the names, which are the posterities of

Adam, are described the successive state of the reception

of the Lord and of conjunction with Him by the men of

that Church . . ,

Core. 23. Concerning the Adamic Church, or the

Most Ancient Church of this Earth. Gen. art.

25. The first state of this Most Ancient Church, or

its rise and morning, is described in (Gen.i. 26, 27 ;

ii.7).

27. The second state of this Most Ancient Church, or

its progression into light, and day, is described in (Gen.

ii.8-17).

29. The third state of this Church, which is its

decline and evening, and is called vastation, is described

in (Gen.iii. 1-6),

31. The fourth state of this Church, which was its

end or night, and is called consummation, is described

in (Gen.iii. 9-23). (And also by the expulsion of the

man from the garden. 32.)

34. The fifth state of this Church was the separation

of the good from the evil, which was the Last Judgment

upon all who were of tha:t Church. This state is

described by the Flood . . . and by iN'oah and his sons,

by whom are meant all the good who were saved. The

end of the Most Ancient Church is described in (Gen.

vi.5-8). But the Last Judgment upon them is described

by the Flood.

36. The sixth state of the men of this Church, which

was, after the Last Judgment, the elevation of the faith-

ful to God, of whom was made a new Heaven ; and the

removal of the unfaithful from God, of whom was made

a new Hell.

37. (The visit of Swedenborg to the Angels of the

Golden Age (M.116-131) is here quoted in extenso as a

description of the New Heaven of the Most Ancient

Church.)

38. The Hell of those who were from the Most Ancient

Church is the most frightful of all the Hells. It con-

sists of those who in the world had believed themselves
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to be as God . . . From this direful persuasion a deadly

stench is breathed forth from that Hell ... so that

when anyone approaches he is seized with a mad delirium

. . . This Hell is in the middle southern quarter,

surrounded by ramparts, on which stand some who
shout in a loud stentorian voice. Approach no nearer. . .

The evil Genii there appear like adders twisted into

inextricable spires, which they derive from their trivial

deceits and incantations by which they have allured the

simple to assent to their being gods, aud that there is

no God besides them. The ancients . . . meant these

by the giants who attacked the camp of the gods, and
were cast down by Jupiter . . . and were called the

Cyclops. They also called their Hells, Tartarus, aud
the Pools of Acheron ; and the deeps there, the Styx

;

and those who are there, Lernean Vipers ; and so on.

Mote. Festuca.

See under Dusx-f/ntra^s.

A. 905 1 ^ 'To discern a mote in a brother's eye'

(Matt.vii.3) = something erroneous as to the under-

standing of truth ... (=a small falsity of evil. E.

746^".)

Moth. Tinea.

See under Gkub.

A. gssi'". 'The moth' (Is.li.8)= falsities in the outer-

most things of man.

W. 342. Upon and in plants there are lice and grubs
which are accordant with them.

D. 2673. -^s moths in their thick darkness suppose
there is the highest light and delight.

Mother. Mater.

Maternal. Matemns.
See under Father.

A. 287. 'The mother of all living' (Gen.i.2o) = the

Church. It is called 'the mother' from the fact that it

was the first Church . . . 289.

494-. 'Mother' (Jer.xxii.26) = the Church.

1414^. See Hereditary, here. 1444.

. This Infirm which man derives hereditarily

from his mother is a corporeal something which is

dispersed when he is being regenerated . . . 1444".

1573^' I^ut the hereditary evil from the mother is of

the external man . . .

^. Hell could not have approached the Lord if

He had been born . . . without evil adhering from the
mother.

166 1
e. Ill the first combats, the goods and truths with

the Lord, from which He fought, were imbued with
things hereditary from the mother . . .

1 745-. So far as (the Hereditary from the mother)
remained, the Lord Avas as it were absent from
Jehovah . . ,

1793. It was Jehovah ... to whom the Lord's

Human became united after by the combats of tempta-
tions He had purified the Maternal ; that is, that which
He derived from the mother.

1815. From his mother a man receives all that is

external. In a word, the interior man, or spirit itself,

is from the father ; but the exterior man, or body itself,

is from the mother. (For) the soul is implanted from
the father, and this begins to clothe itself in a little

bodily form in the ovule. Whatever is afterwards

added, whether in the ovule or in the womb, is of the

mother
; for it has no increase from anywhere else.

^. As the external, which the Lord received from

the mother, was to be united to the Divine . . .

1816. 'Ur of the Chaldees'= . . . the Maternal
which the Lord received from birth, or the Hereditary

from the mother. . . It was from this Maternal, or

Hereditary from the mother, that He was led forth, as

often as He conquered evils and falsities . . .

2005. Every man's internal is from his father, and
his external from his mother ; or, what is the same, the

soul itself is from the father, and the body with which
the soul is clothed, is from the mother.

2159. The human with the Lord was from the mother,

and thus infirm, liaving with it an Hereditary thence,

which He overcame through combats of temptations,

and utterly expelled, insomuch that it had nothing left

of the Infirm and Hereditary from the mother ; nay, at

last, not anything whatever from the mother. So that

He entirely put off' the Maternal, so that He was no

longer her son. 111. 'They said unto Him, Behold

Thy mother . . . And He answered . . . Who is My
mother . . . And looking round about on them that sat

about Him, He said. Behold My mother ... for whoso-

ever shall do the will of God, the same is My . . .

mother' (Mark iii. 32-35 ; Matt. xii. 46-49 ; Lukeviii.

20,21).

2288^. The former state ; that is, the human from

the mother, the Lord entirely put off" . . . when He
passed out of the world . . .

2557. 'Not the daughter of my mother' (Gen.xx.12)

= that the Rational was . . . not conceived of spiritual

truth as a mother. Ex.

2559^. As the first scientifics and derivative rational

things with the Lord were . . . imbued with what was

hereditary from the mother . . .

2574^ How the Lord by degrees cast out the human
which was from the mother . . .

2649-. As it treats of the former human, which the

Lord had from the mother
; and, at last, of its plenary

putting off", it is to be known, that the Lord successively

and continually, even to the last of His life, when He
was glorified, separated from Himself and put off" that

which was merely humau, namely that which He had

derived from the mother, until at last He was no longer

her son, but the Son of God, as to both conception and

birth . . . 111. *,Ex.

2717. 'His mother took for him' (Gen.xxi.2i)=the

aff'ection of truth; for 'a mother' = the Church ; and

the Spiritual Church is in the aff'ection of truth . . .

3025. Things discordant in the maternal human
which encompass. Sig. and Ex.

3036. By whom the Lord delivered Himself from
maternal things as to evils and as to falsities. Sig. and
Ex.
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3048'. The Lord in the natural man separated those

things which M-ere from Himself , . . from those which

were from the Maternal. Tr.

3086. The separation of the maternal things which

at first were adjoined to (truth Divine). Tr.

3128. 'He told the house of her mother . . .' (Gen.

xxiv. 2S)= to all the natural good . . . 'The house of a

mother'= the good of the external man ; that is, natural

good . . . (for) man's External or Natural is from the

mother . . . Moreover, all good and truth are born by

the influx of internal good as a father into external good

as a mother.

3167. *,And to her mother' (ver.53)= also to natural

truth . . . (For) 'mother' = the Church, which, from

ti-uth, is called 'mother.' 3174.

3299. Whatever is born derives its esse from the

father and its existere from the mother. There must be

both . . . The Natural ... as to truth is conceived from

rational truth as a mother.

3304-. When the lowest Natural is vitiated by what

is hereditary from the mother, truth cannot be united

to good, but can only adhere to it with some power
;

nor is truth united to good until this vitiation has been

driven away. This is the reason why good is born with

man, but not truth.

3405. That the Lord was in appearances of truth

when He was in the maternal human. Tr.

3518. Every man receives domestic good from his

father and from his mother, which goods are distinct

from each other ; that which he receives from the father is

interior, and that from the mother is exterior. With the

Lord . . . the good from the mother was contaminated

with hereditary evil . . . The natural good which He
derived from the mother, being contaminated with

hereditary evil, was in itself evil ; and this is what is

meant by domestic good. Yet this good . . . subserved

for the reformation of the Natural ; but, after it had
subserved, it was rejected. The like takes place with

every man who is being regenerated. Ex.

3570*. It is known that the soul of man commences
in the ovum of the mother, and is afterwards perfected

in her womb . . . The like is the case when a man is

born again. Ex.

3583. 'Mother' = the aff'ection of spiritual truth, and

thence the Church ; because the Church is a mother,

and is so called, from truth and its affection.

3599^. The natural good of the Lord's infancy was

Divine from the Father, but human from the mother

;

and, in so far as it was from the mother, it was imbued

with hereditary evil. Sig. and Ex.

3677. 'OfRebekah the mother . . ,' (Gen.xxviii.5) =
from the mother . . . Ex.

3703-. (Thus) truth is as a mother ; and therefore . . .

by 'mother,' in the internal sense, is signified truth
;

and in fact . . . the truth from which are the lower or

derived goods and truths . . .

"^
. In all these passages, by . . . 'mother' ... in

the internal sense, is meant truth ; and, in the supreme

sense, the Lord as to . . . Divine truth.

"-0. 'Mother,' in the opposite sense, — falsity.

111.

4065. Other good had subserved Him as a means
;

which liad relationship with what was maternal. Sig.

and Ex.

4257. 'To smite the mother upon the sons' (Gen.

xxxii. ii)was a formula among the Ancients. .. sig-

nifying the destruction of the Church and of all things

of it, either in general, or in particular with a man who

is a Church ; for by 'mother' they meant the Church
;

and by 'sons,' the truths of the Church . . .

e_ 'Mother,' properly, —the affection of truth,

which makes the Church in man.

4317*. The hereditary evil from the mother is ex-

terior . . . and can be easily eradicated . . .

464 1^. This Divine Esse was clothed exteriorly with

those things which he assumed from the mother, which,

being not good, but in themselves evil. He expelled by

His Own power . . . and afterwards conjoined this

human, which He made new in Himself, with the

Divine good which He had from birth.

48433. 'The daughter rising up against the mother'

(Micah vii.6)= the aff'ection of evil against truth.

e, 'Mother,' etc., = such things as are with man,

proper to him, which he is to 'forsake' (Mark x.29).

4963^. It is known that a man who is born derives

what belongs to him from both father and mother ; and

that his inmost is from the father, and the exteriors or

the things which clothe that inmost are from the

mother ; both . . . being defiled with hereditary evil.

But with the Lord (only) that which He derived from

the mother had in itself hereditary evil . . ,

5041^. This human . . . was defiled with hereditary

evil from the mother ; but, as the inmost was Divine,

it could . . . expel that Hereditary from the mother.

5581. 'A mother' (as well as 'a father') = the

Church ; but 'a mother ' = the Church as to truth . . .

For the Church is a spiritual marriage, which is from

good as a father, and from truth as a mother. 6075^.

5686. 'The son of his mother' (Geu.xliii.29) = the

Internal from the Natural, as from a mother . . . (for)

the medium . . . comes forth from the . . . Natural as

a mother.

^. But then by 'mother' is meant the Church.

56S9*. That which gives essence is as a father . . .

and that which gives clothing is as a mother ; for the

clothing is the body of that soul. Hence ... a medium

must derive . . . what is its own from the Internal, as a

father, and from the External as a mother.

5806. 'He alone is left to his mother' (Gen.xliv.20)

- that this truth is the only truth of the Church. . .

'Mother'= the Church.

5S862, 'Mother' ^Is.i.i) = the Church. 9156'-.

6138^. See Father, here. 6690-.

6306I ' Mother ' = the truth of the Church ;
but, in

the opposite sense, falsity. 111.

6432^ 'Mother' (Hos.ii.2) = the Church. 8904".

R.956''. E.24o\ 730I1.

6742. 'She called the child's mother' (Ex.ii.8) = that

the truth of good of the Church [adjoined those things

which are of the Church]. 6728. . . 'Mother' = the
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Church ; thus also the things which are of the

Church.

[A.] 6872®. But, M'ith the Lord, the prior forms, which

were from the Maternal, were completely blotted out

and extirpated ; and Divine ones were received in their

place . . . Hence, when the Lord was glorified. He was

no longer the son of Mary.

85936. 'Tliy mother shall be bereaved more than

other women' (i Sam.xv.33) = that evil affection would

dominate with them from the Voluntary, and not from

the Litellectual.

8897. 'Honour thy . . . mother' (Ex.xx. i2)=love

for . . . truth : in the supreme sense, for . . , the Lord's

Kingdom. . .
' Mother ' = truth ; and, in the supreme

sense, the Lord as to Divine truth, thus His Kingdom
;

for the Divine truth which proceeds from the Lord

makes Heaven. 8900, Ex.

9015. 'He that smiteth ... his mother' (Ex.xxi. 15)

= to blaspheme . . . the Lord's Kingdom . . . and, in

the relative sense, to blaspheme tiie truth of the

Church.

9021. 'He that curseth . . . his mother' (ver. 17)=
the complete denial of . . . the Lord's Kingdom by those

who are of the Church ; and thus the profanation of the

. . . truth of the Church. . .
' Mother ' = the Lord's

Kingdom ; and, in the relative sense, . . . the truth

which is from the Lord.

9199. By 'father,' in the AVord, is signified interior

good ; and by 'mother,' truth conjoined with that

good.

9226. 'Seven days it shall be with its mother' (Ex.

xxii.3o) = the first state with truths. . .
' Mother ' = the

Church as to tinith ; thus also the truth of the Church.

Refs.

9301. See Kid, here. A mother's milk= the truth

of the first innocence.

9348*. 'Mother' (Ezek.xix.i)= tlie Church.

9470". 'Mother' (Hos.ii.5) = the perverted Church.

9670^. All things of the human from the mother

having been rejected. Sig.

100576. But, with the Lord, there was not a removal,

but a casting out of those things which He derived from

the mother ; thus a plenary deliverance from them

;

insomuch that He was no longer the son of Mary.

10402^. They who are in some illustration ... by

'the mother' (Hos.ii.1-13), concerning whom all these

things are said, do not understand a mother, but the

Church such as it was with that nation.

10490'. 'Mother' (Matt. x. 35) = the afi'ection of evil

and of falsity.

10830. When the Lord had fully glorified His

Human, He put off the human from the mother . . .

and therefore He was no longer the son of Mary . . .

H. 332. As these female Angels . . . had loved all

infants from a tenderness as it were maternal, they

receive them as their own ; and the infants also . . .

love them as their own mothers. There are as many
infants with each Angel as she longs for from spiritual

storge.

382a. Hence it is that by . . . 'mother and father'

in the Word is signified truth conjoined with good,

which procreates . . .

L. 35^ That the Lord put off the human from the

mother ... is evident from the fact, that whenever He
spoke to His mother from His own mouth. He did not

call her mother, but ' woman. ' 111.

S. 67. In the commandment, 'Honour thy . . .

mother' ... a spiritual Angel ... by 'mother' under-

stands the Church. . . But a celestial Angel . . . His

Divine wisdom.

W. 269. The soul is clothed with a body in the

mother. M. 206, Ex. T.92.

R. 32-. 'Mother' (Luke viii.2i)= the Church.

729. 'The mother of scortations and of the abomina-

tions of the earth' (Rev.xvii.5) = the origin of these

things. (=a religiosity from which are adulterations

. . . and profanations. E. 1047.)

M. 119. That the Church is called 'mother.' 111.

2066. In the vegetable kingdom, the earth or ground

is a common mother. Ex.

284. The love of the children with the mother is as

the heart . . . because the heart corresponds to love . . .

and love from the will is with the mother . . .

6. With spiritual men there is conjugial conjunc-

tion . . . from justice, because the mother has gestated

them in the womb, with pain has brought them forth,

and afterwards with unwearied care suckles, nourishes,

washes, dresses, and educates them.

393. That this sphere (of the love of infants) affects

principally the female sex, thus mothers, and . . .

fathers from them. Ex.

^. It appears as if mothers had the love of infants

from nourishing them in the womb from their own blood,

and from the consequent appropriation of their own life,

and thus from a sympathetic union ; but still this ip

not the origin of that love ; for if, unknown to the

mother, another infant were to be substituted after

birth . . . she would love it with equal tenderness . . .

and besides, infants are sometimes loved by their nurses

more than by their mothers.

396-. That the communication and the derivative

conjunction of innocences is esjiecially effected through

the touch, is clearly seen from the pleasantness of carry-

theni in the arms, embracing and kissing them, especially

with mothers, who are deliciated by laying their mouths

and faces upon their bosoms, and at the same time with

the touch of the palms of their hands there ; in general,

by their sucking their breasts . . . and also by softly

touching their naked bodies, and by their unwearied

pains in washing and dressing them upon their knees.

397. All that which proceeds from the Lord . . .

passes . . . also beyond . . . into the earth itself, which

is the mother of all plants and minerals. Ex.

6_ ^s the earth is the common mother of plants,

so also there is a common mother of bees in every hive.

B. 54. The paradoxes flowing forth from such a faith

are many ; as that . . . the Lord as to both soul and

body is from the mother.

T. 826, What can be more ridiculous than that the
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soul of our Lord was from the mother Mary ; as both

the Roman Catholics and the Reformed at this day

dream . . .

92. Or, what is the same, all the Spiritual which a

man has is from the father ; and all the Material which

he has is from the mother.

^. As to the Lord, . , . the Human which He had

was from the mother . . .

102. By the acts of redemption the Lord put off the

human from the mother ... as may be seen from the

fact that He never called Mary His mother. 111. 103^.

103. I will add this arcanum : . . . The body which

is from the mother is not the man in itself, but is

from him. Ex. . . Every man, after death, puts off the

Natural, which he had from the mother. (Continued

under Father.)
2. (The likeness of the offspring to the mother

also. Ex.)

130^. The Lord's burial signified the rejection of the

residue from the mother ; and His rising again on the

third day signified . . . the union of His Human with

the Divine of the Father.

305. 'Honour thy father and thy mother ..." Gen.

art. (See Parent, here.)

306. In the spiritual sense, by 'to honour . . . the

mother' is meant to reverence and love . . . the Church.

. . . Infants and Angels in the Heavens know no other

. , . mother ; because there they are born anew from

the Lord through the Church.
^. That by 'mother,' in the spiritual sense, is

meant the Church, is because as a mother on earth feeds

her children with natural food, so the Church feeds them

with spiritual food ; and therefore the Church is called

'mother' in the Word passim. 111.

307. In the celestial sense ... by 'mother' is meant

the Communion of Saints, by which is meant His

Church scattered through the universal world.

^. That by 'mother,' in this sense, is meant the

Lord's Church. 111.

, 'The New Jerusalem ' means the New Church

which is being instaurated by the Lord at this day. . .

This Church, and not a former one, is 'wife,' and

'mother,' in this sense.

308. In order that the Lord might operate into these

(natural things), even as into spiritual things. He
created the sun to be in the natural world as a father,

and the earth as a mother ; for the sun is as a common
father, and the earth is as a common mother, from whose

marriage come forth all the vegetative growths which

adorn the surface of the Earth.

585. In (i>lants) there are not two sexes . . . the

earth alone, or the ground, is the common mother
;

thus is as the woman ; for it receives the seeds of all

plants, opens them, carries them as in the womb, and

then nourishes them, and brings them forth . . . and

afterwards clothes and supports them. Ex.

*. Lest anyone should wonder . . . that the earth

alone, or the ground, is as the common mother . . . this

shall be illustrated by the like thing among bees : they

. . . have only one common mother ... As there is but

one common mother with these little animals, why not

so with all plants ?

*. That the earth is the common mother, may
also be spiritually illustrated ; and it is illustrated by

this : that 'the earth,' in the Word, = the Church ;
and

the Church is the common mother, as she is also called

in the Word.

Ad. 913. The influx which objects have before the

eyes of mothers, while they are conceiving. Ex.

D. 4181. My mothers told me that they have nice

abodes . . •

4182. My mothers said that my father . . .

5992. That the Lord put off the human from the

mother . . . Five confirmations.

E. 9". 'Mother,' and 'woman' (John xix.26,27) = the

Church. 2508. 7855. 821^.

257-. 'The mother of the youths' (Jer.xv.8) = the

Church.

280". 'Thy mother was a lioness' (Ezek.xix.2) = the

Church perverted.

304^^. In Heaven by mother is meant the Church
;

in general, the Lord's Kingdom.

372**. 'Mother' =:: the Church as to truth. 624^^

3753. ' Mother ' = His Kingdom.

376^^ 'Mothers' (Lam. ii. 1 2) = all things of the Church.

(= the truths of the Church. 75013.

)

4449. The Church is called . . . 'mother,' from truth.

504-''. 'Thy mother was like a vine' (Ezek.xix. io) =

the Ancient Church, which was in the good of life, and

thence in truths.

504^^ 'The mother against the daughter, and the

daughter against the mother' = the cupidity of falsity

against the affection of truth, and conversely. 724®.

('Mother,' in the same passage, = the truth of the

Church. 532".)

SSS''.
'Mother' (Ezek.xxiii.2)=the Church.

6oo^ 'The mother (of Zebedee's sons)' = the Church.

Ex.

654*^. The Spiritual Church and the Celestial Church,

both from the same mother, which is Divine truth. Sig.

659-1. 'Mothers,' and 'fathers' (Jer.xvi. 3) = interior

truths and goods, which are called 'mothers,' and

'fathers,' because they beget and produce exterior ones.

710". 'My mother's breasts' (Ps.xxii. 10) = spiritual

nourishment in such things as are of the Church

;

' mother '= the Church.

710-'^. 'To leave father and mother'^ to leave evil

and falsity . . .

721^^. 'A glad mother of sons' (Fs.cxiii.9) = the

Church where truths from good are being born.

16. As 'a mother' = the Church ... it was a

reproach for women to be barren.

724-'. The love of the world is their 'mother,' which

they are to hate.

727''. 'Mother' (Ezek.xix.)= the Church in general.

966-. 'Mother,' in the celestial sense, or the heavenly

mother, =the Church.

lo83''. (In the commandment) an Angel of the
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Spiritual Kingdom ... by 'mother' understands Divine

truth ; but an Angel of the Celestial Kingdom . , .

Heaven and the Church.

De Dom. 21. For the mother (of the Lord) was born

into sins, as is every human being.

Ath. 34. They think that the Human with a rational

soul and perfect body came forth from the mother
alone. 59.

106. By His death the Lord rejected all the human
which was from the mother , . .

130. So long as He was in the human from the

mother, He was not Life in itself as to the human . . .

161. The Lord put off the Maternal in the sepulchre

. . . 111.

192. How he could expel the maternal human. Ex.

The maternal human was the Infirm which adheres to

nature . . . When this is expelled, then succeed those

things which are concordant with the Divine. . . The
Lord . . . made His body correspondent with the Divine

. . . and thus above Heaven . . . He expelled the evil

[which was] from the mother ; and therefore He rose

with the whole body. He retained the Infirm while He
was in the world, because in no other way could He be

tempted, and least of all on the cross : there the whole
Maternal was expelled.

216. Nothing of man's life is from the mother.

Can. Redeemer ix. That Jehovah God successively

put off the human from the mother . . .

3. The body of Christ, in so far as it was of the

substance of the mother, was not Life in itself; but
was a recipient of life from the Divine in Him . . .

8. As Mary His mother afterwards represented the

Church, in this respect she is to be called His mother.

Coro. 35'^ All good is . . . born from saving faith in

the Lord as a mother.

Mother-in-law. Socms.
A. 4843'*. 'The daughter-in-law against the mother-

in-law' ( Matt. X. 35)= the afl'ection of falsity against

good. ('The mother-in-law' = falsity adjoined to its

evil. 10490^)

Motion. See Move.

Motive. See Move.

Mouldy. MuciJns.

Mouldiness. Mucor.
A. 2468". Like fruits which

M-ithin.

are mouldy or rotten

D. Min. 4739. Like the excrescences on trees, which
are like sponges or some other mouldiness.

Moulder. See under Faint.

Mound. See under \V\-LL-?naceria.

Mount of Olives. Mons Olivarum.
A. 9780^-. The reason the Lord so often ascended the

Mount of Olives (Luke xxi.37 ; xxii.39), was that oil

and olive signified the good of love, and also a mountain.

The cause was that in the Lord, when He was in the

world, all things were representative of Heaven ; for by
means of these things the universal Heaven was adjoined

to Him ; and therefore whatever He did . . . was Divine

and heavenly ; and the ultimates were representative.

The Mount of Olives represented Heaven as to the good

of love and of charity ; as may be evident also from

Zechariah : 'Jehovah shall go forth, and shall iight

against the nations. His feet shall stand in that day

upon the Mount of Olives, which is before the faces of

Jerusalem ; and the Mount of Olives shall be cleft

asunder, so that a part of it shall be towards the east,

and towards the sea with a great valley ; and a part of

the mountain shall recede towards the north, and a

part of it towards the south' (xiv.4). It treats here

concerning the Lord and His Advent. By 'the Mount
of Olives' is signified the good of love and of charity ;

thus the Church . . . That the Church would recede

from the Jewish nation, and would be instaurated

among the gentiles, is signified by that mountain being

cleft asunder towards the east, towards the sea, and

towards the north and the south. . . In the universal

sense by Jehovah's going forth and fighting against the

nations, and by His feet standing upon the Mount of

Olives which is before the faces of Jerusalem, is meant

that the Lord from Divine love would fight against the

Hells ; for . . . 'the Mount of Olives,' upon which were

His feet, is the Divine love. 10261^".

10261". That the Mount of Olives signified Divine

celestial good, is evident in Zech. xiv.4. , . 'The Mount
of Olives' on which His feet stood, is the Divine good

of the Divine love ; for from this He fought and con-

quered. Tlie cleaving asunder of the mountain towards

the east and towards the sea, with a great valley= the

separation of Heaven and Hell ; in like manner its

recession towards the north and south . . .

R. 493^. Near Jerusalem was the Mount of Olives,

and by it was signified the Divine love ; and therefore

Jesus was teaching in the Temple during the days, and

at night He went out and abode in the Mount of Olives

(Luke xxi.37; xxii.39; Johnviii. i). And upon that

mountain Jesus spake with the disciples concerning the

consummation of the age, and of His Advent at that

time (Matt.xxiv.3, etc.; Mark xiii.3,etc. ) And from

that mountain also he went to Jerusalem and suffered

(Matt.xxi. i; xxvi.30; Mark xi. i ; xiv.26; Luke xix.

29,37) ; and this according to the prediction in Zech.xiv.

E. 405-3. Thes.e things (in Zech.xiv.) are said con-

cerning the Last Judgment which was executed by the

Lord when He was in the world ... By 'His feet shall

stand upon the Mount of Olives before the faces of

Jerusalem on the east' is signified that it is [executed]

from the Divine love by means of the Divine truths

proceeding from His Divine good ; for 'the Mount of

Olives,' when predicated of the Lord, = the Divine love
;

'Jerusalem,' the Church as to truths . . . By 'the Mount
of Olives shall be cleft asunder . .

.
' is signified the

separation of those who are in good from those who are

in evil; for 'the Mount of 01ives' = tlie Divine love.

Further ex.

-^ As 'the Mount of Olives' . . . signified the

Divine love, and 'Jerusalem on the east' the Divine
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truth proceeding from the Divine good . . . the Lord

was Avont to tarry upon that Mount. 111. . . By this

was signified that He performed all things from Divine

love,

422H 'The mountain on the east of the city' (Ezek.

xi.23) was the Mount of Olives; (which) = the Lord's

Divine love.

638^^. 'The Mount of Olives' = the Divine love ; for

that Mount was on the east of Jerusalem ; and Jerusalem

signified the Church as to doctrine ; and every truth of

doctrine is illustrated and receives light from the Lord

in the east . . .

. As the Mount of Olives signified the Lord's

Divine love, the Lord ordinarily tarried upon that

mountain. 111. . . All these things were done for the

reason that the Mount of Olives signified the Divine

love . . . Moreover, the Angels of the Third Heaven

dwell in the east upon mountains where olive groves

flourish more than all other trees.

Mountain. Mons.

Mountainous. Alontaims.

See under, Hill, Horeb, Sinai, and Ziox.

A, 311. Those who perished by the Flood . . . are in

Hell as it were under a certain mountain. It appears

as an intervening mountain from their direful phantasies

and persuasions.

337-. 'Mountains,' and 'hills' (Ps.lxxii.3) = the Most

Ancient Church.

793, 'Mountain' is predicated of celestial things.

795. 'All the high mountains were covered . .
.'

(Gen.vii. I9)= that all the goods of charity were extin-

guished. . . With the Most Ancients, mountains signi-

fied the Lord, because they held their worship of Him
upon mountains ; for the reason that mountains were

the loftiest things of the earth. Hence mountains

signified celestial things—which also were called the

highest ones—and consequently love and charity ; thus

the goods of love and of charity ... In the contrary

sense those are called mountains who are uplifted in

mind ; thus the love of self itself. The Most Ancient

Church is also signified in the Word by 'mountains,'

from the fact that mountains are elevated above the

earth, and nearer as it were to Heaven, to the beginnings

of things.

-. That ' mountains ' = the Lord, and all derivative

celestial things, or the goods of love and of charity. 111.

. 'Mountains' (Ps.lxxiii.3) = love to the Lord . . .

. 'The mountain of holiness' ( Ezek. xx. 40) = love

to the Lord ; 'the mountain of the height of Israel '=
charity towards the neighbour.

. 'The mountain of the house of Jehovah estab-

lished in the head of the mountains . .
.

' (Is.ii.2)= the

Lord ; and hence everything celestial.

. 'This mountain' (Is.xxv.6) = the Lord, and

hence everything celestial. ( = love to the Lord. 2341-.)

^ 'Upon every lofty mountain' (Is. xxx.25);

'mountains' = the goods of love.

. 'The mountain of Jehovah' (ver.29) = the Lord

in predication to the goods of love.

•*. 'To ascend into the high mountain and evan-

gelize' (Is.xl.9)= to -ivorship the Lord from love and

charity, which are things inmost, and therefore are also

called highest.

. 'To shout from the head of the mountains' (Is.

xlii. 1 1 )= to worship the Lord from love.

. 'To evangelize upon the mountains' (Is. Hi. 7)=
to preach the Lord from the doctrine of love and of

charity, and from these to worship Him.
. 'The mountains and hills shall break forth

before you into singing' (Is.lv. i2)= to worship the Lord

from love and charity.

^. 'Mountains' (Is.xlix. ii) = love and charity.

. 'Mountains' (Is.lxv.9) = the Lord's Kingdom,

and celestial goods.

. Hence 'mountains,' from their height above

the earth, signified the Lord and His holy things . . .

s. Love and charity are meant by the Lord by
'the mountains,' in . . . 'Let them that are in Judea

flee into the mountains' (Matt.xxiv. 16).

854. 'The mountains of Ararat' (Gen.viii.4) = lumen
;

(for) 'a mountain' = the good of love and of charity . . .

(from which) comes new lumen. Ex.

859. ' The heads of the mountains appeared ' (ver. 5)=
the truths of faith, which then begin to be seen.

' Mountains ' = the goods of love and of charitj^. These

'heads' begin to be seen when the man is being regene-

rated, and is being gifted with conscience, and thereby

with charity. He who supposes that he sees the heads

of the mountains—that is, the truths of faith—from

any other source than the goods of love and of charity,

is quite mistaken. . . 'The heads of the mountains' are

the first things of light which appear.

920. When they saw any high mountain, they did

not perceive the idea of a mountain, but that of height

;

and, from height. Heaven, and the Lord. Hence it

came to pass that the Lord was said to dwell 'in the

highests' . . . and afterwards that the worship of the

Lord was held upon mountains.

1151-. Charity, which is signified by 'the mountains

of Israel' (Ezek.xxxviii.8).

1250. 'The mountain of the east' (Gen. x. 30)=
charity ; in fact, charity from the Lord

;
(for) 'a moun-

tain,' in the Word, = love to the Lord and charity

towards the neighbour. ^.

1292. In the Word, ' mountains ' = love or charity,

because they are the highest things, or, what is the

same, the inmost things, in worship.

-. 'Mountains'^ the holy things of love or the

holy things of charity in worship, as just said.

1298^ 'The mountain of combustion' (Jer.li.25) =
the love of self.

1306. The love of self . . . is described by all things

which are high ... as 'mountains,' 'hills,' etc.

1401. 'The mountain which had Bethel towards the

sea and Ai on the east' is the fourth state (of the Lord

when a child). 1450.

1430^. Just as the idea of holy love arises from [the

mention of] a mountain. When, from the external

sense an internal one is made, there first perishes the

idea of a mountain, and there remains the idea of

height ; and by height is represented holiness.
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[A.] 1451. 'To be removed to a mountain on the east

of Bethel' (Gen.xii. 8) = the progression of the celestial

things of love. Ex. 'A mountain '= what is celestial.

1691. 'The mountain' (Gen.xiv. io)= the love of self

and the love of the world.

-. That by 'mountains,' in the Word, is signified

the love of self and of the world. 111.

. 'The high mountains' (Is.ii. I4) = the love of

self; 'the hills which are lifted up,' the love of the

world.

^. 'Every mountain and hill shall be made low'

(Is.xl.4)= the love of self and the love of the world.

. 'I will make waste the mountains and hills'

(Is.xlii.15). Here, also, 'mountains ' = the love of self,

and 'hills,' the love of the world,
*. 'The foundations of the mountains' (Dent.

xxxii.22) = the Hells . . . because the love of self and
the love of the world reign there . . .

". As 'mountains' . , .=the love of self and of

the world, it may be evident what is signified by the

Lord's being led by the devil 'upon a high mountain'
. . . namely, that He was led into temptation combats
the most extreme of all against the loves of self and of
the world ; that is, against the Hells.

^. 'Mountains,' in the opposite sense, = celestial

and spiritual love.

2419. 'Escape to the mountain' (Gen.xix. i7)= to the

good of love and of charity.

2425. 'I cannot escape to the mountain' (ver. 19) =
doubt as to his being able to have the good of charity.

... 'A mountain '= love and charity. 2430.

2454*. 'The mountains' into which they should 'flee'

(Matt.xxiv. i6) = love to the Lord and the derivative

charity towards the neighbour.

2460. 'He dwelt in the mountain' (Gen.xix. 30) = that

they then betook themselves to a kind of good. 'A
mountain ' = love in every sense ; namely, celestial and
spiritual love ; and also the love of self and of the

world. . . And as all good is of some love, by 'the

mountain' is here signified good; but what kind of

good, is described in what follows ; namely, that it was
obscure, and became impure ; for it is presently said

that 'he dwelt in a cave,' and afterwards that profane

things were done there. 2935.

2466". 'Mountains,' and 'hills' (Hos.iv.13) = the

loves of self and of the world.

2572'^ Like one who is in a high mountain . . . and
can see all round . . ,

2702^". 'Mountains' (Ps.civ. 10);

and truth.

the love of good

2708*=. The Lord often in mountains. Fully ill.

2722. In the Ancient Church holy worship was held
upon mountains . . . because ' mountains ' = the celestial

things of love. 111.

2777. 'Upon one of the mountains' (Gen.xxii.2) =
love Divine. 'A mountain ' = love ; here, love Divine,

because it is predicated of the Lord.

2830''. The Celestial Spiritual (of spiritual good) is

signified by 'the mountains skipping like rams' (Ps.

cxiv.4).

2839. 'In the mountain Jehovah will see' (Gen.xxii.

14)= charity, through which it has been provided by
the Lord that the spiritual can be saved.

3104^, 'Mountains and hills ' = the celestial things of

love.

3309'^ ' Hunters . . . upon every mountain and upon
everj' hill' (Jer.xvi.i6) = to teach those who are in the

aff"ection of good and in the aflfection of truth. ( = those

who are in love and charity. 10582".)

3322^, Spiritual goods and truths, which are 'the

mountains of Israel' (Ezek.xxxv. 12).

3527-. 'Mount Seir, where Esau dwelt, means what
is similar, namely, what is hairy (or shaggy) ; and
because it had this meaning, there was a mountain by

which they went up to Seir, which was called 'the

smooth mountain' (Jos.xi. 17; xii.7) ; and which was

rejiresentative of truth ascending to good.
e_ 'Mountain and hill ' = what is uplifted.

3652*. 'Let them flee into the mountains ' = let them

look nowhere else than to the Lord, and to love to Him,

and to charity towards the neighbour . . .

36541 'Out of Judah an heir of My mooutains' (Is.

Ixv.9) = the Lord; in the representative sense, those

who are in love to Him ; thus in the good of both loves.

That ' mountains ' = these goods. Ref.

3708". 'Between two mountains' (Zech.vi. i) = the

two loves : celestial, which is to the Lord ; and spiritual,

which is towards the neighbour.

4117. 'He set his faces to Mount Gilead' (Gen.xxxi.

21 )=good there ; (for) 'a mountain '=what is celestial

of love ; that is, good, with which there was conjunction.

4128. 'Jacob fixed his tent in the mountain' (ver.25)

= the state of love in which the good was. . .
'A moun-

tain' = good.

4210. 'Jacob sacrificed a sacrifice in the mountain'

(ver. 54) = worship from the good of love. . . 'A moun-
tain '= the good of love.

. They sacrificed' in mountains . . . because

mountains from their height signified the things which

are high, as are the things which are of Heaven, and

are called celestial ; and thence, in the supreme sense,

they signified the Lord, whom they called 'the Highest.'

Ex.

4213. 'They passed the night in the mountain' (ver.

54) = tranquillity . . . and therefore it is said 'in the

mountain,' because by 'a mountain' is signified the

good of love and of charity ; for the good of love and of

charity gives peace.

4288^. In the representative Church, there was

Divine worship upon mountains, because mountains

signified celestial love ; and, in the supreme sense, the

Lord ; and, while they were holding worship upon
mountains, they were in their Holy, because they were

at the same time in celestial love.

^. But as, in the representative of a Church,

they worshipped the mountains themselves . . . they

were restricted to . . . the mountain where Jerusalem

was, and at last to that where Zion was. 6435^^ ^^.

10603*.

4299-. 'They shall say to the mountains . . . Fall on
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us' . . . The misty and thick dark sphere which exhales

from the evils and falsities of those who are in Hell,

appears like a mountain or a rock, beneath which they

are hidden.

4402^. The truths of the Church are called 'the

strengths of the mountains' (Ps.xcv. 4) from the power

they have from good.

4552'. The Ancients had worship upon hills and

mountains, because hills and mountains signified celes-

tial love ; but, when the worship was performed by

idolaters, as here (Ezek.vi. 13), they=the love of self

and of the world.

45996. In the Word, 'towers' are predicated of truths

;

but 'mountains,' of goods.

4715*'. Hills= the things of charity; mountains, the

things of love to the Lord.

4728'. 'The excisions of the mountains' (Jonah ii.6)

= where are those who are condemned the most ; for the

thick dark mists which appear around them are 'the

mountains.'

4843-. The worship of evil is signified by ' to sacrifice

upon the heads of the mountains' (Hos.iv.13). (
=

worship from the love of self. E.324''''.)

5117^. The goods of love and charity thence are sig-

nified by that ' the mountains shall drop must, and the

hills shall melt away' (Amos ix. 13).

5694*. 'To water the mountains' (Ps. civ. 13) = to

bless those who are in love to the Lord and in love

towards the neighbour. 'A mountain '= what is celes-

tial of love.

6385*. 'A great mountain burning with fire' (Rev.

viii.9) — the love of self. 9755'^.

6435*. Ill t^ie prophetical Word, 'mountains and

hills' are mentioned in very many places, by which, in

the internal sense, are signified the goods of love ; by

'mountains,' the good of love to the Lord, which is the

Internal of the Celestial Kingdom ; and by 'hills,' the

good of mutual love, which is the External of the same

Kingdom. But, where it is treating of the Spiritual

Kingdom, by 'mountains' is signified the good of charity

towards the neighbour, which is the Internal of this

Kingdom ; and by 'hills,' the truth of faith, which is

its External. 111.

5. 'The mountain of Jehovah shall be for the

head of the mountains, and shall be uplifted above the

hills' (Is.ii.2 ; Micahiv.i). 'The mountain of Jeho-

vah,' which is Zion, =the Lord's Celestial Kingdom;
thus the good of that Kingdom, which is that of love to

the Lord ; thus, in the supreme sense, it- the Lord

Himself ; for all the love and all the good in the Celes-

tial Kingdom is of the Lord.
'. 'Mountains, in these passages, = celestial love

;

and 'hills,' spiritual love.

^. 'Streams of waters' are said to be 'upon every

high mountain and uplifted hill' (Is.xxx.25), because

these Knowledges flow from the goods of celestial and of

spiritual love.

^. 'The mountains of eternity' (Hab.iii.6)= the

good of love which was that of the Most Ancient Church
;

'the hills of an age ' = the good of mutual love, which

was of that Church . . .

1". In these passages, the goods of celestial love

are signified by 'mountains' . . .

1-. As such things were signified, Abraham was

commanded to sacrifice his son upon one of the mountains

. . . and the Lord was seen by Mo.ses upon . . . Mount
Horeb, and the Law was promulgated upon Mount
Sinai ; and the Temple of Jerusalem was also built upon

a mountain.
!*. As idolatrous worship was performed upon

mountains and hills, by them in the opposite sense are

signified the evils which are of the love of self. HI.

1^ The reason 'mountains and lulls' signified the

goods of celestial and of spiritual love, was that they

were exalted above the earth ; and by eminences and

high things were signified those things which were of

Heaven ; and, in the supreme sense, which were of the

Lord . . . For, when the Most Ancients . . . ascended a

mountain, the height came before them, and from the

height what is holy, because . . . height, in the spiritual

sense, was the good of love.

6762. 'To call the peoples into the mountain' (Dent,

xxxiii. i9)= to cause truths to become goods . . . 'Moun-

tain '= the good of charity.

6829. 'And came to the mountain of God' (Ex.iii. i)

= that the good of Divine love then appeared. Ex.

6872. 'Ye .shall worship God near this mountain'

(ver. I2) = the perception and acknowledgment of the

Divine from love. . . 'The mountain ' = the good of

Divine love. Refs.

7056. 'He met hini in the mountain of God' (Ex.iv.

27) = conjunction in the good of love there. . . 'The

mountain of God ' = the good of Divine love.

8265-. By 'the mountains and rocks' (Rev.vi. ) are

signified evils and falsities.

8327. 'In the mountain of Thine inheritance' (Ex.

XV.
1 7) = Heaven where is the good of charity. . . 'A

mountain ' = the good of love. . . For Heaven is Heaven

from the good of love.

8658. 'Where he encamped at the mountain of God'

(Ex.xviii.5) = near the good of truth . . . 'The mountain

of God'=:tlie good of love; here, the good of truth,

because it is treating of the Spiritual Church . . .

8758. 'A mountain' = the good of celestial love. 8795.

8797.

8761-. 'The mountain' (Sinai) = good Divine in

Heaven ; here. Heaven . . . because Heaven comes forth

from this good.

8797. 'The mountain'. . . here, = the Divine good

of the Divine love in the Inmost Heaven. Ex. 8827.

8904^ 'Mountains,' and 'hills' (Hos. iv. 13) = the

loves of self and of the woi-ld.

9420. The reason the revelation was made upon a

mountain, and that mountain is called 'the mountain

of God,' is that 'a mountain '= what is celestial of love,

which is good, and thence Heaven ; and, in the supreme

sense, the Lord; and 'the mountain of God ' = Divine

truth from the Divine good of the Lord's Divine love.

9422. (The correspondence of the top, sides, and base

of the mountain. See Sinai, here.)

9434. 'The head of the mountain
' = the inmost of

Heaven.
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[A.]9643^ 'Mountains' (Ps.xviii.7) = tliegoodsof love.

10132-. 'The mountain of My holiness' (Is.xi.9)=
the Heaven and the Cliurch where is the good of

innocence.

10227''. 'Jly mountain in the field' (Jer.xvii.3) = the

love of the Celestial Church.

10248*. 'Before the mountains were born ..." (Ps.

XC.2) means the instauration of the Church ; for 'moun-

tains, ' in the Word, -— celestial love j thus the Church in

which is this love.

10412^. (In the other life, the Pjabylouians) place

themselves high upon mountains ; and . . . (then) the

mountain opens itself into a gulf . . .

10438. 'To kill them in the mountains' (Ex.xxxii. 12)

= that those who are in good will perish. . . 'The

mountains' = Heaven, and hence the good of love. The
reason why by 'mountains' is signified Heaven (is that)

upon the mountains in the other life are those who are

in celestial love ; upon the hills those who are in

spiritual love ; upon the rocks those who are in faith
;

and in the valleys those who have not as yet been raised

up to the good of love and of faith. Hence it is that by
mountains are signified those who are in the good of

celestial love, thus who are in the Inmost Heaven ; and,

in the abstract sense, the goods of celestial love, thus the

Heaven which is in this love : and that by the hills are

signified those who are in the good of spiritual love, thus

who are in the Middle Heaven ; and, in the abstract

sense, the good of this love, and the Heaven which is in

it. . .

2_ Tfjat 'the mountains' = the Heaven where is

the good of celestial love. 111.

10580*^. Those who are in love, there dwell upon
mountains . . . The mountains are not of stone, because

they are elevations of earth.

10608-. The celestial Angels dwell upon mountains,

and the spiritual Angels upon rocks . . ,

^ Moreover, the more interior Angels dwell higher

up upon the mountains . . .

e_ The mountains on earth are not Heaven ; but

they represent the mountains upon which dwell the

Angels in Heaven.

H. 188. The Angels who compose the Celestial King-

dom for the most part dwell in the more lofty places,

which appear like mountains of soil. , , Hence ' moun-
tains'= celestial love . . .

229. I have seen the mountains which had been

occupied by the evil cast down and overturned by the

Angels . . .

489^. They who liave loved Divine truths and the

"Word from interior affection dwell ... in lofty places,

which appear as mountains, and are in continual light

there.

J.
58''. (The mountains in the east upon which the

Papists dwelt. ) Des.
s. This mountain is meant in Is.xiv. 13, by 'the

Mount of Assembly in the sides of the north ; and those

who are on the mountains there are meant by ' Lucifer.

'

D.4723. 4SS0. 4883.

^. In the western quarter were many mountains
. . . upon wliich were the most wicked of that nation . . .

''. The mountains upon which they were, are

those which are meant in the Apocalypse by 'the seven
mountains' (Rev.xvii.). . . By 'the seven mountains'
is meant the profane love of commanding.

61*. (The destruction of the mountains at the Last

Judgment. See Last Judgment, here.) ^. See

also below.

S. 18^. By 'mountains,' 'hills,' and 'valleys' are

meant the higher, lower, and lowest things of the

Church.

23". A mountain (with the Ancients) signified the

highest Heaven ; a hill, the Heaven beneath it.

R. 260. The higher Heavens appear upon mountains
and hills . . . The highest expanse is like the head of

the mountain . . .

336. ' Every mountain and island were removed out

of their places' (Rev. vi. 13)= that all the good of love

and the truth of faith had receded. . . By 'mountains'

are meant those who are in the good of love, because

the Angels dwell upon mountains
; upon the more lofty

ones those who are in love to the Lord, and upon the

less lofty ones those who are in love towards the neigh-

bour ; and therefore by 'every mountain' is signified all

the good of love. E.405.

-. That Heaven and the Church, where there are

love to the Lord and love towards tlie neighbour, and
thus where the Lord is, are signified by 'mountains,'

and 'hills.' 111.

'K Therefore Zion was upon a mountain, and also

Jerusalem, and the latter and the former are called

'the mountain of Jehovah,' and 'the mountain of

holiness,' in many passages.

*. That 'mountains,' and ' hills ' = those loves,

may be still more manifest from their opposite sense,

in which they= infernal loves, Avhich are the love of

self and the love of the world. 111.

338. 'The rocks of the mountains' (ver. r5) = the

falsities of evil.

339. 'They said to the mountains and rocks, Fall

upon us . .
.' (ver. 16) = confirmations of evil by falsity

and of falsity from evil ... By 'mountains' are signi-

fied evil loves, thus evils; and by 'rocks,' falsities of

faith.

341-. The rest of the clergy from England congre-

gated at the foot of the mountain.

403. 'A mountain burning with fire' (Rev.viii.8)=
infernal love. ( = the love of self and the derivative

Own intelligence. E.510.)

737. 'The seven heads are seven mountains, where

the woman sitteth . .
.' (Rev.xvii. 9) = the Divine goods

... of the Word, upon which the Roman Catholic

religiosity has been foimded, destroyed in time, and at

last profaned. Ex. E. 1062.

896. ' He carried me away in the spirit upon a great

and high mountain . .
.' (Rev.xxi. io) = that John was

translated into the Third Heaven . , . where are those

who are in love from the Lord, and in the doctrine of

genuine truth from Him. Ex. . . The Angels of the
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Third Heaven dwell upon mountains ; the Angels of

the Second Heaven upon hills . . .

M. II. They ascended . . . into a certain hill, and
from this into a mountain, upon which was the Heaven
of those Angels, which had before appeared at a distance

like an expanse in the clouds . . .

75". In advancing I saw a mountain, the height of

which rose beyond the region of the clouds. . . No other

nation than the primeval one dwells upon this moun-
tain.

^. The Angel said, We are now on the mountain

not far from its summit . . . Behind the grove there

was a round plain . . . (beyond which) we saw taber-

nacles on tabernacles . . .

76. (On the way to the people of the Silver Age) we
first came to a hill, and while we were upon its slope,

he showed me a far stretch of country, and we saw afar

off an eminence as it were mountainous, between wliich

and the hill on which we stood there was a valley, and

beyond this a plain, and from this a gently rising

acclivity. . . ( *. ) We ascended (that) long accliv-

ity, and at last we saw a city . . .

77. From an eminence we saw a mountain elevated

to the clouds . . . We ascended, and behold its peak

was not a peak, but a plain, upon which was an exten-

sive and spacious city (where dwelt the people of the

Copper Age).

T. 209S. (The truth of the Word is so powerful there

that it overturns mountains, casts them into the sea, etc.

)

385-'. Such Spirits may be compared to mountains of

pure ice torn from their places in northern regions, and
carried hither and thither in the ocean . . .

D. 384. See Mouse. 3425.

2054. By the mountains of the Amorites (Deut.i.)

was signified the w^orld of evil Spirits, through whom
they should pass into Heaven.

2240. In sleep ... I stood upon a mountain facing

the sea.

3586^. They told their companions who were under
the mountain. 3593^.

4894. Concerning the Heavens.—In a great and wide
tract there appeared moiintains, one beside another

;

and it was said that in those mountains there are

paradises, gardens and cultivated places of various

kinds, and elsewhere great cities . . . There also ap-

peared here and there mountains higher and higher,

which were still better cultivated, and where there were
magnificent palaces. So it was through the whole tract

to the right ; for such mountains= the goods of love . . .

4907. I was carried to the right, where are the
mountains and rocks ... In the rocks dwell those who
are in the good of faith ; in the mountains around,

those who are in the good of charity, who are meant by
'the mountains of Israel.' Higher up, there are the

celestial, who are 'the mountain of Zion,' and 'of

Jerusalem' . . .

4918. In the descent they are divested of the holy
sphere . . . which they have in the mountain . . .

4923. In regard to the appearance of mountains and

hills where Heaven is, it was shown, further, that from
the mountains themselves there appear mountains still

higher, the heads of which are as it were in clouds of a

dull azure colour ; and that the celestial are there.

Also that when the state of sunset (or of the west) comes
to them, those mountains appear to subside, either to

the plane of the lower mountains, or even lower, accord-

ing to the state of sunset ; and that they are afterwards

elevated as before. From the mountains there appears
above as it were a sky (or heaven), with little white
clouds interspersed.

4924. He was brought, with many Spirits who were
mediators, into a mountain at the right ; and, when
they arrived there, they were introduced into a cloud,
whence some spoke to me, saying that they saw mag-
nificent things there, and Angels in an angelic form . . ,

4925. (The mountains upon which were the evil at
the time of the Last Judgment, and their destruction.
See Last Judgment, here.) 4930. 4960. 4964. 4973.
4977- 5004- 5052- 5053- 5055- 5056. 5070. 5073. 5077.
5078. 5080. 5082. 5185. 5202. 5203. 5231. 5233. 5234.
5249. 5269. 5270. 5291. 5296. 5337. 5347. 5396a. c.

5405. 5409. 541 1. 5413. 5416. 5417. 5419. 5469. 5477.
5480. 54S7. 5489. 5534. 5629. 5631. 5636. 5648. 5650.
5651- 5653- 5663a. 5696. 5697. 5698. 5729. 5731. 5736.
5739. 5762. 5763. 5765. 5766b. 5769. 5786b. 5789.
5791a. 5792. 5814. 5820. 5858. 5937. J.(Post.)io5. 138.
140.

4950. (These worst witches of all) were high up upon
a mountain.

5056. If the mountain consists of the good, the good
are in the middle, and the worse ones are at the sides.

But if the mountain consists of the evil, the evil then
come into the middle, (who then) subside. It is im-
portant that those who are on the higher mountain
should be in good, in life and in doctrine ; for upon
this depends the doctrine and life of the lower ones

;

and also upon this depend the Hells which are beneath
them.

5058. Every such Society . . . consequently every
mountain, has a correspondence with some part of the
human body.

5060. Two mountains where there were Mohamme-
dans . . .

5064. Round about, there was as it Avere a mountain
wall . . .

5126. I was brought up into a mountain where were
those who are of the Celestial Kingdom. (See Beard,
here.

)

5 161. He had come from certain ones upon a hill, or

small mountain, at the left, behind. I was brought
. . . into a crypt beneath the mountain ; and then all

who were upon the mountain flowed down thither, and
were congregated there ; for they who are in the love of

self appear upon a mountain ; Imt still they are not
there, but are beneath in some Hell.

5179. Concerning a mountain where is the Conjugial.

(See Naked, here.)

5182. Concerning Heaven. Concerning mountains.

—

They who are in love to the Lord, consequently who are

in celestial love, thus in the good of innocence, and
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thence in conjngial love, are in mountains, and these

mountains are elevated even into a peak ; and they who

are in the highest of the mountain are the best of that

kind . . . Thus they dwell higher and lower according

to the degrees of the goodness of that love. It is so

everywhere. Besides this, they are also distinguished,

everywhere, as to the situation at the sides, which

degrees are such as are lateral degrees ; those who are

at the right differ from those who are at the left, and

so on. The peak is in the middle.

[D.] 5183. There are mountains where are those who
are in the o])posite loves ; as in tlie love of self, and who
are the worst, who want to be eminent above all others,

and who do evil to all. But these mountains are not

real mountains—they appear indeed like the others

—

and therefore although these appear upon mountains,

they nevertheless dwell in the deep beneath them in

Hell, whither they are also cast ; and these mountains,

if good Spirits do not succeed, subside into Hell, when

the wickedness has been consummated.

5210. The Capitoline Mount, mentioned.

5249. (A mountain which contained four cities, one

under another.) See 5792.

5270. The Monte Cavallo, mentioned. 5408.

5274. (The mountain land of the Papists, mentioned.

)

5282. 5283. 5284. 5285. 5291. 5292. 5315. 5324.

5347, 5353- 5653-

. That southern mountain chasm.

5294. They betook themselves . . . upon the moun-
tain plain.

5329. Carried away the mountain roof.

5629. Concerning . . . the seven mountains. 5648.

5692. Very many of the deceitful dwell ... in the

western quarter, partly upon lofty mountains, and partly

in a plain . . .

5765c. "What was wonderful, they were on lofty

mountain places, where they were not seen, except as a

mist . . .

E. 64-. The reason the Lord took Peter, James, and

John . . . 'into a high mountain,' was that by 'a

mountain' is signified Heaven.

141^. 'To go away upon every high mountain . .
.'

(Jer.iii.6) = to seek after all the Knowledges of good . . .

even from the Word.

223^''. 'The cities of the mountain' (Jer.xxxii.44)=
the truths of doctrine which those have who are of the

Lord's Celestial Kingdom.
^*. 'A city set on a mountain' (Matt.v. I4) = the

truth of doctrine from the good of love.

304^. The Angels in the Third Heaven dwell upon
mountains ; those in the Second, upon hills . . . 342^.

^ 'The mountains,' and 'the hills' (Jer.iv. 24)=
love to the Lord and charity toAVards the neighbour . . .

because upon the mountains in Heaven dwell those who
are in love to the Lord, and upon the hills those who are

in charity towards the neighbour.
1^. ' The mountains which are shall be hoed with

a hoe' (Is.vii. 25)= those who do goods from the love of

good. 405!^.

^". 'The mountains' (Ps.xlvi.2) = tlie goods of

love, which are said to be 'commoved in the heart of

the seas' when the essential Knowledges of truth are

perverted.

^^. 'Upon My mountains' (Is.xiv.25) = where

there reigns the good of love and of charity ; for there,

or with them, is dissipated ... all reasoning from

falsities.

^-. 'The mountains (which break forth into

singing)' (Is.xlix. i3)=those who are in the good of love

to the Lord. *^. 326".

^. 'Say unto the mountains and the hills . .
.'

(Ezek.xxxvi.6) . . . 'The mountains' = the goods of

love to the Lord ; 'the hills,' the goods of charity

towards the neighbour . . .

313^. 'The mountains (upon which they are to flee)'

= the good of love to the Lord , . . (thus) that at the

Judgment all those of the Church will be saved who are

in the good of love to the Lord.

326'*. 'The head of the mountains' (Is.xlii.i2) = the

good of love with them,

355^ 'The mountains of brass' (Zech.vi.) = the good

of love in the natural man.
15. Jerusalem is called 'the mountain of holiness'

(Is.lxvi.2o) from the love of truth.

365^^. 'The mountains which shall bring peace to the

people' (Ps.lxxii. 3) = love to the Lord.

^. 'Tlie mountains' (upon which are the feet of

him who evangelizes)' (Ls.lii.7) = the good of love to the

Lord. 405®.

374''. 'A mountain '.- the higher and interior things

where such things are.

376'. 'The mountains shall drop must,' or wine (Joel

iii. i8) = that from the good of love to the Lord is all

genuine truth. *'. 405^ ". 4331-^

3881''. trpi^g mountains of Lsrael' (Ezek.xxxix.4)=
the goods of charity.

391^. 'Let them lead me to the mountain of Thy

holiness' (Ps.xliii.3)= to the Heaven where is the Lord's

Celestial Kingdom, in which reigns the good of love.

1^. 'I will introduce them upon the mountain of

My holiness' (Is.lvi.7)=:the Heaven where is the good

of love to the Lord ; thus also the good 1 f love such as

it is there.

400". 'The foundations of the mountains' (Ps.xviii.7)

= the truths upon which the Church is founded.

. Upon the mountains are those Angels who are in

the good of love to the Lord ; and below them those who
are in truths from this good ; and, when the state of the

latter is changed as to truths, their dwelling-places

tremble, thus 'the foundations of the mountains.'
''. 'The mountains (which tremble before

Jehovah)' (Nahum i.5)= the Church where is love to

the Lord . . . The reason is, that the Angels who are in

love to the Lord dwell upon mountains . . . When, in

place of love to the Lord, there reigns the love of self

. . . the mountains are said to ' tremble ;
' for so it is

done in the Spiritual World . . . with the Spirits who

have made themselves a likeness of Heaven upon the

mountains and hills before the Last Judgment.
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". 'The mountains (which shall be overtunied)'

(Ezek,xxxviii.2o)= tlie goods oflove.

401^". They who are 'upon every high mountain' (Is.

XXX. 25) = those who are in the good oflove to the Lord;

for 'a high mountain ' = this good.

1^. 'The mountains were commoved' (Hab.iii. 10)

= tliat those were rejected who are in the love of self

and of the world. . . 'The mountains ' = the loves of

self and of the world.

403^"^. The Lord's Kingdom is signified by 'the moun-
tain of Jehovah which shall be constituted in the head

of the mountains' (Micahiv.i) ; for 'the mountain of

Jehovah' = the Lord's Kingdom from those who are in

love to Him ; and, as these dwell above all the rest in

the Heavens, it is said coiiceniing this mountain that

it is 'constituted in the head of the mountains.'

405. The reason 'a mountain' = the good of love,

is that in Heaven those dwell upon mountains who are

in the good of love to the Lord ; and upon hills, those

who are in charity towards the neighbour ; or, what is

the same, upon the mountains dwell those who are of

tlie Lord's Celestial Kingdom ; and upon the hills those

who are of His Spiritual Kingdom . . . Hence it is that

by 'a mountain' is signified the good of love to the

Lord.
'^ The reason the good of love to the Lord

abstractedly is meant by 'a mountain,' is that all

things in the internal sense of the Word are spiritual,

and spiritual things are to be understood abstractedly

from persons and places. . . Hence it is that by 'a

mountain,' in the spiritual sense of the Word, is signi-

fied the good of love.

^. That 'a mountain ':= love to the Lord, and
thence all the good which is from this love which is

called celestial good ; and, that, in the opposite sense,

it=:the love of self, and thence all the evil which is

from this love. HI.

—*. 'Tlie mountains (which God setteth fast with

His strength)' (Ps.lxv.6) — the goods of love.

^. ' I lift up mine eyes to the mountains, whence
Cometh help' (Ps.cxxi. i). By 'the mountains,' here,

are meant Heaven ; and as in the Heavens those dwell

ujion mountains and hills who are in the good of love

and of charity . . . and the Lord is in these goods, there-

fore by 'to lift up the eyes to the mountains,' is also

meant to [do so] to the Lord, from whom is all help.

. When 'the mountains' are mentioned in the

plural, there are meant both the mountains and the

hills ; conse([uently, both the good of love to the Lord,

and the good of charity towards the neighbour. ^.

". That (at the Last Judgment) those who are

in love to the Lord and in charity towards the neigh-

bour will be elevated into Heaven and imbued with

intelligence and wisdom, is meant by that 'there shall

be upon every high mountain and uplifted hill streams,

courses of waters' (Is.xxx.25). 'A high mountain' =
where they are who are in love to the Lord ; and 'an

uplifted hill' = where they are who are in charity to-

wards the neighbour.

". 'I will set all My mountains for a way . .
.'

(Is.xlix. ii)= that those who are in the goods of love

and of charity shall be in genuine truths . . . Con-
VOL. IV.

fessions from joy originating from the good of love

are signified by 'Break forth into singing, ye mountains'

(ver.13).

^". 'Break forth into singing, ye mountains' (Ls.

xliv.23):=the like things as just above; but here by

'moiintains' are signified the goods of charity . . .

". 'The mountains and hills shall break forth

into singing' (Is.lv. 12); 'Praise Jehovah, ye moiin-

tains and hills ..." (Ps.cxlviii.9). In these words is

described joy of heart from the good of love and of

charity . . .

^-. 'They shall shout from the head of the

mountains' (Is.xlii. 11). . . 'The head of the mountains'

= the good of love to the Lord. (Thus, these words)=
glad worship from the good of love . . .

1^. 'A mountain of God is the mountain ol

Bashan' (Ps.lxviii. 15). By 'the mountain of l>ashan'

is signified voluntary good such as is with those; who are

in the externals of the Church. Ex.

^S 'The mountains leaped like rams, the hills

like the sons of the flock' (Ps.cxiv.4) = that celestial

good, which is the good of love ; and spiritual good,

which is the truth from that good, from joy do

goods . . .

^^. 'The mountains were covered bj- its shadow'

(Ps.lxxx. io)=:that the whole Church is from spiritual

goods . . . 'The mountains ' = spiritual goods.
___i6_ 'jyfy mountains,' whose 'inheritor shall be

from Judah' (Is. lxiv.9) = the good of love to the Lord,

and thence those who are in it.

17_ 'They shall hunt them upon every mountain,

and upon every hill' (Jer.xvi. 16). . . Those 'upon the

mountain ' = those in the good of love : those 'upon the

hill' = those in the good of charity.

18. 'The mountains of Israel' (Ezek.xxxvi.8) =
the goods of charity.

2o_
<T]j(> mountains of God' (Ps.xxxvi.6)— the

good of charity.

-1. 'The waters stand above the mountains'

(Ps.civ.6)=:that falsities are above the delights of

natural loves, which delights are in themselves evils
;

'the mountains' — the evils oi these loves . . . 'The

mountains ascend . . . unto the place which Thou hast

founded for them' (ver.8) = that in place of natural loves

and the evils from them there are inserted celestial loves

and the goods from them. . . 'They go among the

mountains' (ver. io) = that they are from the goods of

celestial love . . . 'Who watereth the mountains from

His chambers' (ver. 13) = that all goods are by truths from

Heaven . . . 'the mountains ' = the goods oflove . . .

-'^. 'The chariots going forth from between the

mountains' (Zech.vi. )= the doctrine which is to be

formed from good by means of truths . . . 'mountains'

= the goods of love ;
' from between the mountains

'

= truths from goods ; for the valleys which are between

tlie mountains= lower truths, which are trutlis of tlie

natural man, (and) it is therefore said tliat 'the moun-

tains were mountains of brass' . . .

"'. Set', Mor.NT OF Olives, here.

. 'Then shall ye flee through the valley of My
mountains' (Zech.xiv. 5) = that then those who are in

truths from gooil shall Vie i-escued . . .

''^. As 'a mountain '= the good of love ; and,
3D
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when concerning the Lord, the Divine good of the

Divine love ; and as, from this good, proceeds the

Divine truth, therefore Jehovah . . . descended upon

Mount Sinai, and promulgated the Law . . . And
therefore also 'the Lord took Peter, James, and John

into a high mountain, when He was transfigured ; and

(then) appeared in the Divine truth from the Divine

good . . .

[E. 405]-®. As a ' mountain= the good of love ; and,

in the supreme sense, the Divine good, and from the

Divine good proceeds the Divine truth, therefore Mount
Zion was built above Jerusalem . . . And therefore also

Jerusalem is called 'the mountain of holiness,' and

also 'the hill;' for by 'the mountain of holiness' is

signified spiritual good, which in its essence is truth

from good, in like manner as by 'a hill.' Fully ill.

•^. From these things it may also be evident

whence it is that the New Jerusalem . . . was seen by
Ezekiel built upon 'a high mountain' (Ezek.xl.2).

. Spiritual truth, whicli is from spiritual good, is

signified by 'In the city of our God, the mountain of

His holiness' (Ps.xlviii. i).

-^ '(Lucifer) shall sit in the Mount of Assembly'

(Is.xiv.)= (a striving after dominion) over the Heavens

which constitute the Lord's Celestial Kingdom ; for

'the Mount of Assembly,' and 'the sides of the north ' =
the goods and the truths there. For Mount Zion and
Jerusalem were built as nuich as possible according to

the form of Heaven . . .

"\ 'To ascend to the height of the mountains,

the sides of Lebanon . .
.' (Is.xxxvii.24)= the endeavour

to destroy the goods and truths of the Church . . . 'The
mountains' = the goods of the Church;' the sides of

Lebanon ' = where these are conjoined with truths . . .

5*". 'A mountain,' and 'the mountains,' also =
the goods of love and of charity in the following

passages. Ill,

. 'The mountains on which He maketh the

grass to grow' (Ps.cxlvii.8) = t]ie goods of love; and
thence those who are in the goods of love.

^^ 'The first-fruits of the mountains of the east,

and the precious things of the hills of an age' (Deut.

xxxiii. I5) = genuine goods, both of love to the Lord and
of charity towards the neighbour . . .

^-. That it is not truth unless it is from good, is

signified by, 'a city which is set forth on a mountain
cannot be hidden ;

' 'a city on a mountain ' = truth from
good.

33^ 'The sheep on the mountains' (Matt.xxviii.12)

= those who are in the good of love and of charity.

But by 'the one gone astray' is signified one who is not
in that good, because in falsities from ignorance . . .

^. 'Let them that are in Judea flee upon the
mountains' (Mark xiii. 14)= that those who are of the

Lord's Church must remain in the good of love . . .

^•'. 'Mountains,' in the opposite sense, =the evils

of love, or the evils which spring from the loves of self

and of the world. 111.

. 'The day of Jehovah Zebaoth shall come upon
. . . all the high mountains, and upon all the hills

which are lifted up' (Is.ii. i4) = the Last Judgment,
when the evil are cast down from the mountains and
hills which they have occupied in the Spiritual World

. . . And, as such were upon the mountains and hills

. . . therefore by 'the mountains and hills' are meant

the loves and the derivative evils in which they were ;

by 'the mountains,' the evils of the love of self; and

by 'the hills,' the evils of the love of the world. It is

to be known that all who are in the love of self, especi-

ally in the love of commanding, when they come into

the Spiritual World, are in the greatest desire to raise

themselves into high places . . . 514^.

36_ 'Every valley shall be exalted, and every

mountain and hill shall be made low' (Is.xl.4)=that

all the humble in heart, who are those who are in goods

and truths, will be received . . . and that all who are

uplifted in mind, who are those in the love of self and

of the world, will be depressed.

^. That there is no longer the good of charity

and of faith, is signified by, 'the mountains of Israel

are desolate' (Ezek. xxxiii. 28).

^^. 'Set thy faces to the mountains of Israel, and

prophesy against them . . . Ye mountains of Israel,

hear the word of the Lord Jehovih : Thus saith the

Lord Jehovih to the mountains and to the hills ..."

(Ezek. vi. 2,3). Here, also, 'the mountains of Israer=
the evils proceeding from the love of self and of the

world which come forth with those who are of the

Spiritual Church, when they no longer have any good

of life ... By 'the mountains,' 'hills,' 'valleys,' etc.,

are signified all things of the Church, both interior or

spiritual, and exterior or natural ; 'the mountains' and
' hills ' = things interior or spiritual . . .

39_ "pj^g mountains of Israel' = the goods of

spiritual love; but here (Exek.xx.xviii.20) the evils of

the love which are opposite to these goods.

*". 'Contend thou with the mountains, that the

hills may hear thy voice. Hear, ye mountains, the

controversy of Jehovah . .
.' (Micah vi.2). . . By 'the

mountains' are meant the goods of charity ; and by

'the hills," the goods of faith ; but here, the evils and

falsities o{)posite to these goods . . .

•'^ 'I am against thee, destroying mountain,

destroying the universal earth ; and I will stretch out

My hand against thee, and will roll thee down from the

rocks, and I will give thee into a mountain of combus-

tion' (Jer.li.25). . . It is from the love of self and the

derivative falsities and evils that (Babylon) is called 'a

destroying mountain'. . . 'The earth ' = the Church

. . . 'Combustion' is said of the love of self. From
these things it is evident that by 'mountains' are

signified the evils of the love of self and of the

world.
•*2. The destruction (at the Last Judgment) of

those who are upon the mountains and in the valleys,

who are those who are in evils from the love of self and

of the world and the derivative falsities, is signified by,

'the mountains are melted under Him, and the valleys

ai-e cleft . .
.' (Micah i.4).

*^. By 'the commotion of the mountains' (Jer.

iv.24)is signified the destruction of those who are in

the evils of the love of self; and by 'the overturning of

the hills,' the destruction of those who are in the evils

of the love of the world, and in falsities.

**. 'Touch the mountains that they may smoke'

(Ps.cxliv.5) = by His pi-esence to destroy those who are
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in the evils of the loves of self and of the world, and
thence in falsities.

——*^. 'A fire . . . shall set on fire the foundations of

the mountains' (Deut.xxxii. 22). . . 'The foundations

of the mountains ' = the truths upon which the goods of

love are founded, which are said to be 'set on fire' by
the iire of the love of self and of the world.

46^ "Pile mountains shall be melted with their

blood' (Is.xxxiv.3) = that the evils of loves with them
are crammed with falsities.

*^. 'I will make waste mountains and hills . .
.'

(Is.xlii. i5)=:to destroy all the good of love to the Lord

and towards the neighbour.

*^. 'Thou shalt thresh the mountains and beat

them small, and thou shalt make the hills as chaff'

(Is.xli. I5)= the destruction of the evils originating from

the love of self and of the world, and also of the deriva-

tive falsities . . .

49_ 'Tjje mountains shall recede, and the hills be

removed ; but My mercy shall not recede from thee'

(Is.liv.io)= . . . that those who are in evil loves and
the derivative falsities will (do so). . . By 'the moun-
tains' and 'the hills,' here, in special, are meant those

who are of the former Church . . . with whom were

mere evils of falsity and falsities of evil, for the

reason that they were in the loves of self and of the

world.——^. 'On account of the mountains will I take up
a weeping and wailing . .

.' (Jer.ix. 10) = evils of every

kind springing from the two loves mentioned above.
•''1. 'The sheep have gone from mountain upon

hiir (Jer.i.6) ; and 'they wander upon all the moun-
tains, and upon every high hill' (Ezek.xxxiv.6)= that

they seek goods and truths, but do not find them ; and
that in place of them they seize upon evils and falsities.

That 'tlie mountains have turned away ' = that instead

of goods there are evils.

•'^. 'Before your feet stumble at the mountains

of twilight' (Jer.xiii. i6)= lest evils from the Natural

take possession; 'the mountains of twilight ' = evils of

falsity; for 'mountains ' = evils, and it is 'twilight'

when truth is not seen, ])ut falsitj' instead of it ; and

'the feet' = the natural man . . .

•^^. As the Lord by this faith . . . removes all the

evils which spring from the loves of self and of the

world, and casts them into Hell whence tliey are, He
says that if he 'shall say to a mountain. Be thou re-

moved, and cast thyself into the sea, it shall be done'

(Mark xi. 22; Matt, xvii.20). . . Moreover, the moun-
tains in the Spiritual World upon which the evil dwell,

are wont to be overturned and cast forth by the faith

which is from the Lord ; for when the evils with them
are cast forth, the mountains upon which they dwell

are also cast forth.

•'''. As mountains signified the goods of celestial

love, and hills the goods of spiritual love, the Ancients

. . . held Divine worship ujion mountains and hills
;

and therefore Zion was upon a mountain, and Jerusalem

was upon mountainous places below it. . . The Jews and
Israelites . . . according to the custom of the nations

derived from the Ancients, made worship upon any
mountains and hills whatever, and sacrificed and

burnt incense there ; and as this was idolatrous with

them, by their worship on other mountains and hills

is signified worship from evils and falsities. HI.

. It was also derived from this that the Gentiles

in Greece placed Helicon on a high mountain, and

Parnassus on a hill below it, and believed that their

gods and goddesses dwelt there. This was derived from

the Ancients in Asia . . .

'''. 'The devil took Jesus upon a high mountain,

and showed Him all the kingdoms of the world and
their glory . .

.' = that the devil tempted the Lord by
the love of self . . .

410. 'The rocks of the mountains' (Rev.vi. 15) . . .

here = falsities from evils; for 'the mountains ' = the

evils which spring from the loves of self and of the

world.

-. In the Spiritual World there are mountains,

hills, rocks, valleys, lands, as in our world . . . but in

the Spiritual World they have a different face ; upon
the mountains dwell those who are in the highest light

:

below them in the same mountain dwell those who are

in less light ; and below these those who are in still less

light ; and in the lowest parts dwell those who are in

darkness and thick darkness relatively to the light

possessed by those higher up. Consequently, the

Heavens are in the higher part of the mountains, and

the Hells are in the lowest ones ; so that expanses of

the mountains succeed one another stratified-.s/ra<//H.

The reason is that the lower ones may be ruled by the

Lord through the higher ones ... so that all may be

held in connection by influx ... In the Hells which are

beneath the mountains and in the rocks, entrances

open either in the lowest parts of their sides, or through

caverns from the valleys. Des. and 111.

^. 'The mountains' and 'hills' (Is.ii. 14) = the

loves of self and of the world, and the derivative evils

and falsities which spring from them.

411. 'And said to the mountains and rocks, Fall

upon us' (Rev.vi. i6)= a covering over by evils and the

derivative falsities; (for) 'the mountains '= the evils

which spring from the loves of self and of the world.

. At the time of the Last Judgment, the state of

the wicked is such that they cast themselves down from

tlie mountains and rocks . . . into the Hells . . . and,

when they are in the caves and beneath the rocks, the

anguish and torment . . . cease. 111.

^ The mountains and hills there differ from the

rocks in this : that the mountains and hills are of soil,

but the rocks of stone ; for soil corresponds to the good

of love . . . and stone to the truth of faith.

2-. Damnation by evils is signified by 'I will

give thee for a mountain of combustion' (Jer.li.25).

=*«. A mountain= the love of evil.

*-. Those who are in wisdom and intelligence

because in love to the Lord and in charity towards the

neighbour, and are thence in the spiritual affection of

truth, dwell upon mountains and hills of soil, where

there are paradises, gardens, rose-beds and greeneries.

433'". By 'the mountain of Jehovah which shall be

established in the head of the mountains' (Is.ii.) is

meant Sion, and is signified the Celestial Church, and

the love to the Lord possessed by those who are of this

Church. That this is the primaiy of the Church, and
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that it shall increase and gain forces, is signified by that
it shall be 'for the head of the mountains,' and be

'uplifted above the hills.' That those who are in the

good of love will acknowledge the Lord and will accede

to the Church, is signified by that 'all nations shall

flow together to that mountain' . . .

[E.433]2i. 'The mountains' (Is.lxv.9)=the goods of

love.

445^. 'To call the peoples into the mountain' (Deut.

xxxiii. 19)=: because they are in the Heaven where is the

good of love.

448''. 'The mountains of the east' (Deut. xxxiii. 15) =
the Most Ancient Cliurch, which was in love to the

Lord. This Church is described by 'the mountains of

the east,' because 'a mountain ' = love, and 'the east,'

the Lord. 'The hills of an age' = the Ancient
Church . , .

449''''. 'From the mountain' (Jer.xvii. 26) = those who
are in celestial good.

483''. 'They go among the mountains' (Ps.civ. io) =
the (truths) which shall be from the good of love.

502^ 'The mountain of holiness' (Is.xxvii. i3) = the

Church as to the good of love ; and therefore also the

good of love of the Church. ( = the Church as to the

good of life. 654^'.

)

510*. The reason 'a mountain' means love in both
senses, is that the Angels of the Third Heaven, who are

in celestial love, dwell upon the mountains in the

Spiritual World ; and therefore when 'a mountain' is

mentioned, that Heaven is meant, and (therefore) that

which makes the Heaven, thus celestial love. But the

reason why, in the opposite sense, 'a mountain' = the

love of self, is that those who are in the love of self are

constantly desiring to ascend the moiintains, by making
themselves equal to those who are in the Third Heaven.
As they revolve this in their phantasy, when they are

outside the Hells they make it their endeavour ; and
hence it is that by 'a mountain,' in the opposite sense,

is signified the love of self . . . "While in their phantasy,
they believe themselves to be upon high mountains,
when yet, with the body, they are in the Hells. HI.

518-^ 'Let the mountains be jubilant together' (Ps.

xcviii.S) . . . 'the mountains ' = the goods of love.——*^. 'The mountains' (Ps.xlvi.2) = the goods of

love.

-'^ 'I will lay waste mountains and hills' (Is.

xlii. I5)= that the goods of love and of charity will

perish.

538^^. 'The excisions of the mountains to which he
descended' (Jonah ii.6) = the Hells where and whence
are evils.

569^^. The extension of good is signified by 'from
mountain to mountain (Micah vii. 12). 654^^.

573'*'. 'The mountains' (Is.xiii.4)= evils.

594^-. 'Who maketh the mountains to grow grass'

(Ps.cxlvii.8) = nourishment thus for those who are in

the good of love. 650", Ex.

612^. 'A high mountain' (Is.xl.9) = celestial love . . .

61725. 'The mountains of Israel' upon which they
'shall eat' (Ezek.xxxix. I7)= the Spiritual Church, in

which the good of charity is the essential thing. ( = the

goods of spiritual love. 650^''.

)

629^. 'The mountains of eternity are scattered' (Hab.

iii.6)= that the Celestial Church such as it was with the

Most Ancients, who were in love to the Lord, has

perished. 'The mountains of eternity ' = that Church,

and that love. (Continued under Hilt,.)

^". The ordination of all things in the Heavens

from His Own power by the Divine truth, is signified by

. . . 'He hath weighed the mountains in scales, and the

hills in a balance' (Is.xl.12) . . . (These words) = to

subordinate and equilibrate all things . . . By 'the

mountains' and 'hills' are signified the higher Heavens
;

liy 'the mountains,' those Heavens which are in love to

the Lord ; and by 'the hills ' those which are in charity

towards the neighbour.

644®. 'A land of mountains and valleys' (Deut.xi. ii)

= the higher and the lower, or the internal and the

external things of the Church ; the internal things of

the Church are with the internal man . . . and the

external ones are with the external man.

697*. Babel is called 'a destroying mountain' (Jer.li.

25) because 'a mountain ' = the love of exercising com-

mand ; here, over Heaven and over earth ; to which
love the goods and truths of the Church subserve as

means; and therefore [it is said] 'to destroy the uni-

versal earth.'

706-'. By 'the mountains which He setteth fast by

His strength' (Ps.lxv.6) are meant the higher Heavens,

because the Angels of those Heavens dwell upon moun-
tains ; and, in the abstract sense, is meant love to tlie

Lord and charity towards the neighbour. These are

the things which the Lord . . . causes to subsist to

eternity.

714-^. That the goods of love of the natural man will

be destroyed, is signified by 'I have set (Esau's) moun-
tains for a waste' (Mal.i.3).

717^. 'Thou hast been in the mountain of holiness of

God' (Ezek.xxviii. 14). . . 'The mountain of holiness' =
the Church as to the doctrine of love and charity.

730"^. By '(Esau's) mountains' (Mal.i.3) are signified

evils from the love of the natural man.

734-. By 'the mountain of Jehovah,' and 'the house

of Jacob' (Is.ii.3 ; Micah iv.2) is signified the Church

where is love to the Lord, and worship from this love.

Convocation to this Church, and thus to the Lord, is

signified by, 'many people shall go and say. Come ye

and let us go up to the mountain of Jehovah.'

741". By 'the mountains' (Ps.xc.2) are signified

those who dwell upon tlie mountains in the Heavens,

who are those who are in celestial good.

799". By 'the mountain of holiness' (Ps.xv. i) by

which is meant Jerusalem, is signified the Church as to

the truths of doctrine from the good of love.

815^". The reason the Lord compared such a faith to

the power shown by casting a mountain . . . into the

sea, was that ... by 'a mountain' is signified the love

of self and of the world ; thus the love of evil . . . More-

over, this is actually done in the Spiritual World

:

these evil loves sometimes appear there as mountains
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. . . and by faith from the Lord can he rooted np and

cast into Hell by an Angel.

850-. The reason the city (of Sion) was bnilt njion a

mountain, was that in that time mountains from their

height represented the Heavens ; and thence also in the

\Vord= the Heavens
;
(for the reason) that the highest

Heavens, where are Angels of the tliird degree, appear

high above the rest, and, before the eyes of others, as

mountains ; and, as the highest Heavens appear as

mountains, and the Angels who are upon them are in

love to the Lord, by 'mountains,' in the Word, and

primarily by the mountain of Sion, is signitied love to

the Lord.

^. The Advent of the Lord and of His Kingdom
... is here described ; and therefore His Kingdom,

which is Heaven and the Church, is meant by 'the

mountain of the house of Jehovah' which shall then be

'constituted for the head of the mountains' (Micah iv.).

1029". 'The Mountain of Assembly at the sides of

the north' (Is.xiv.) is where there is an ascent into the

Heavens.

1057^ 'Who shall ascend into the mountain of

Jehovah' (Ps.xxiv.3). . . By 'the mountain of Jehovah'

is meant Zion, by which is signified wliere the Lord

reigns by Divine truth.

1062-. As to (these) 'seven mountains,' it is believed

that they are the seven mountains at Kome, where is

the pai)al chair ; but granting that Rome also is meant,

still by 'the seven mountains' are signified the goods of

the Word adulterated and profaned.

iioo^ 'To plant the shoot in the mountain of the

height of Israel' (Ezek.xvii.23) = in spiritual good which

is the good of charity : this good is signified by 'the

mountain of the height of Israel.'

". 'The mountains' (Ps.civ. 10) = the goods of

love.

^^. 'The mountains,' and 'the hills' (Jer.iv.24) =
celestial and spiritual loves . . . (which) perish ; for, in

the Spiritual World, where there no longer exists any
celestial or spiritual love with the Spirits, the mountains
and hills upon which they have dwelt are actually com-

moved and overturned.

1155^. By 'Jerusalem the mountain of holiness' (Is.

lxvi.20) is signified the Church in which charity reigns.

1 159''. 'In this mountain a feast of fat things' (Is.

xxv.6). . . By that 'mountain' is signitied a new Church
from those (who will acknowledge and adore the Lord).

De Conj. 70. The Angels of the Third Heaven dwell

upon mountains, not of stone, but of soil, upon which

arc paradises, and wooded gardens. The mountains

appear elevated to a peak. On the highest part of the

mountain are the best and most chaste ; lower down [it

is] according to the degrees in spiritual and spiritual

natural marriage : there are distinctions of them also

according to the quarters . . .

Mountebank, Soothsayer. Hariolus.

Mountebank, To. Hariolari.

Mountebankism. Hariolatio.

p. 121'^. Like masked mountebanks and mimics on

the staye.

222<=. They play with Divine things like mounte-

banks.

224. So comedians and mimics know how to represent

kings, etc. . . when yet they are nothing but actors.

R. 655'*. Like a mountebank, who, with his body

upside down, walks upon the palms of his hands.

T.38ie.

T. 94*^. Then, concerning the spiritual things of the

Church ... he thinks no otherwise than as a mounte-

bank.

145. A mountebank wishes only to mountebank (or

talk siUy stuflf ).

1 73-. Like a mountebank upon a stage, who can

personate two characters, by running from one side to

the other . . .

D. 269. Concerning sorceries, magical arts, sooth-

sayings, and the like.

e. So sciences and philosophy, bj' which a man
supposes that he can rule spiritual and celestial things,

are like soothsayings and sorceries . . .

27426. When they come . . . among such as are called

sorcerers, soothsayers, etc.

3889. (I compared) their speech to the speech of

mountebanks on this Earth, who speak with their

fingers, and . . . Avith inverted words . . .

4525. Their magical arts are most absurd. They are

like mountebanks: they move their loins and feet,

bend them, then their bodies, and their arms . . . They

are most absurd mountebanks : they prostrate them-

selves, circumrotate themselves, make themselves in-

visible . . .

E. 827-. Their priests and wise ones were called magi

and soothsayers.

*. 'The priests and diviners' of the Philistines

(iSam.vi. i) persuaded them to make images of the

hitmorrhoids and mice ; for their priests and diviners

then knew what all these things represented . . .

D.Wis. i'. Behold, it was a theatre of stage-players,

where they mountebanked in masks, and became fools.

Coro. 33^. To represent the orgies of Bacchus and

the mountebankisms of comedians.

Mourn. Lugere.

Mourning. Luctus.

Mournful. Lugubris.

Mourning garments. Luguhria.

A. 2851^ 'The ways of Zion do mourn' (Lam.i.4) =
that there are no longer any truths from good.

2910. 'Abraham came to mourn for Sarah and to

weep for her' (Gen.xxiii.2) = the state of the Lord's

grief on account of the night as to the truths of faith in

the Church. . . 'To mourn' regards grief on account of

night as to goods ; 'to weep,' as to truths.

3580*. 'The must shall mourn' (Is.xxiv.7) = that

truth will cease. E.376-".

3607. 'The days of mourning for my father will

approach' (Gen.xxvii.4i) = the inversion of the state.

42 1
5-. Sadness and internal mourning produce weep-

ing and wailing-p^anctem.
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[A.] 4763. 'To rend the garments ' = mourning on ac-

count of truth destroyed. *. ^. E. 395**.

4779. 'To put sackcloth on the loins ' = mourning on

account of good destroyed. 111.

4780. 'He mourned over his son many days' (Gen.

xxxvii. 34) = the state of mourning for good and truth

destroyed . . . here, a state of great mourning, because

it is said 'many days.'

4783. As this mourning can be appeased only by
interpretations from the Word ... 'to comfort ' = the in-

terpretations which are made from the sense of the letter.

4785. 'I will go down into the grave to my son

mourning' (ver.35) = that the Ancient Church would
perish.

4786. 'His father we2)t for him ' = interior mourning.
Ex.

5773- 'They rent their garments' = mourning .. .

here, on account of lost truths from proprium. Ex.
-. When this inversion of state takes place, there

is mourning
; for they are then let into temptation,

whereby the things of the proprium are weakened . . .

6540. 'He made a mourning for his father .seven

days' (Geu.l. 10) = the end of the grief.

6541. 'And the inhabitant of the Land, the Canaan-
ite, saw the grievous mourning in the threshing-floor of

Atad' (ver. ii) = the apjierception of tlie grief by the

good of the Church. . . 'The mourning' = the grief.

6767-. 'The land wliich shall mourn' (.Ier.xii.4) = the

Church.

9960*. As the mourning represented spiritual mourn-
ing, which is mourning on account of the deprivation

of the truth and good of the Church, therefore in their

mourning they induced baldness on their heads. 111.

101S4'-. By 'the mourning upon all the roofs' (Jer.

xlviii.38) is signified the vastation of all the goods with
those who are meant bj- 'jMoab' . . . and by 'the mourn-
ing in the streets' is signified the vastation of all the

truths.

I0535- 'The people . . . mourned' (Ex.xxxiii.4)=
their grief on account of non-eminence over others.

S. 84. 'Mourning' (is an expression) which is predi-

cated of good, (or) evil . . . 'weeping,' of truth, (or)

falsity.

R. 492. 'Clothed in sackcloth'=mourning meanwhile
on account of the non-reception of truth. -,I11.

. The mourning of the Sons of Israel was repre-

sented by various things ... as that they put ashes

upon their heads, rolled themselves in the dust, sat

long upon the earth iu silence, shaved themselves,

wailed and howled, rent their garments, and also put on
sackcloth, besides other things ; and each thing signi-

fied some evil of the Church with them, on account of

wliich they were being punished. When they were

being punished, they represented their repentance by
such things. E.637*.

763. 'So much torment and mourning give her'

(Rev.xviii.7) = (in the same proportion) they have after

death internal grief from being cast down and derided,

and from want and misery. . . Their mourning after

death is thence.

764. 'I shall not see mourning' (id. ):=that they can

never be bereaved of these things. . . That they do have
mourning on this account after death, see just above.

E.1122.

765. Mourning, which is internal grief (at the Last

Judgment) from want and misery in place of opulence.

Sig.

788. 'They cast dust upon their heads, and cried out

weeping and mourning . .
.

' (ver. 19)= their interior and

exterior grief and mourning, which is lamentation . . .

'To weep ' = the mourning of the soul ; and 'to mourn.'

the mourning of the lieart.

884. ' Death shall be no more, neither mourning, nor

crying out. . .' (Rev. xxi.4) = that the Lord will take

away from them all . . . fear of damnation ; of evils and

falsities from Hell ... By 'the mourning which shall

be no more' is signified the fear of evils from Hell. For

'mourning'= various things, according to tlie subject

treated of.

Ad. 3/5520. The priests were not permitted to mourn
(Lev.x.) because so there would have been represented

before the choir of Angels mourning over evil.

D. 4278. Some Sirens . . . are transmitted into sad

and mournful Societies, so that they have nothing but

mourning garments : thus are they broken . . .

E. 295'. Therefore it is .said 'to comfort all those

who mourn' (Is.lxi.2).

372**. As the mourning in the Churches before the

Lord's Advent . . . represented spiritual grief of mind
on account of no truth and good—for the mourning was

on account of oppression by an enemy, on account of the

death of father or mother, and on account of the like

things ; and by oppression by an enemy was signified

oppression by evils which are from Hell ; and by father

and mother was signified the Church as to good and as

to truth—as these things were represented by the

mourning among them, therefore they then went in

black. 111.

401 '\ For the mourning with those who were of the

Ancient Churches represented grief on account of truth

and good lost or destroyed.

555*^. 'Mourning,' and 'lamentation' (Jer. ix. 20)= on

account of the Church va.stated as to truths and as to

goods.

637. 'Clothed in sackcloth ' = mourning on account

of the nou -reception of Divine good and Divine

truth. Ex.

637'-. 'To induce baldness ' = mourning on account of

all things of intelligence being destroyed.

650'*^. 'To mourn,' and 'to wither' (Jer.xii.4) = to

perish and to be dissipated through cupidities.

730^^. The devastation (of these Knowledges) is signi-

fied by 'to mourn,' etc. (Is.xxxiii.9).

741-". The desolation (of the Church) is described by

'to mourn,' etc. (Is.xxiv.4).

863". 'The ways of Zion do mourn ' = that Divine

traths are no longer sought for.

1 125. 'Mourning' (Eev.xviii.8) = when there is no
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longer any truth ; thus when the Church lias been

desolated.

11292. Here, (Jer.vi.26) 'mourning' is said on ac-

count of truth destroyed ; and 'wailing,' on account of

good destroyed.

1 138. 'The merchants of the earth shall weep and
mourn over her' (Rev.xviii.ii) = the mourning and

gi'ief of those who procure for themselves the things

which pertain to that religiosity that they may gain

honours and wealth.

1 164. '(They shall stand) weeping and mourning'

(ver. 15) = grief of soul and of heart ; 'weeping' = grief of

soul ; and 'mourning,' grief of heart, (which) are dis-

tinguished as are truth and good . . .

Mouse. Glis.

R. 566-^ The eyes of cats, from their ardent appetite

for mice in cellars . . . appear like candles.

D. 377. See MousE-m?^'?, here. 6106^.

Mouse. Mus.
A. 938*^. The sordidly avaricious seem to be . . . in-

fested with mice , . . 954^

940. The presence of (these avaricious Jews) is per-

ceived as the stench of mice. D. 469.

1514-. A stench of mice is diffused from tliose who
have lieen sordidly avaricious.

4628'-. The odours from the perception of evil are . . .

like tliose from mice, bugs, etc.

F. 526. ]5y 'the mice' with which the Philistines

were infested (i Sam. v. 6) was signihed the devastation

of the Church through falsifications of truth. P. 326^^.

P. 326'-. ' The mice of gold ' (id. ) signified the vasta-

tion of the Church taken away by means of good.

T.2032.

T. 595*. The mice which were made of gold, and
placed near the ark, were accepted.

D. 323. The stench of a stinking mouse corresponds

to avarice.

377. From avarice break forth phantasies of dormice-

glirium, of mice . . .

384, They who [have avarice] for the mere sake of

money . . . seem to themselves ... to l.)e infested by
mice as it were mountainous and Imge . . .

385. Those who read from the mere desire to read,

and to retain in the memory the things read . . . are

sometimes infested with mice, and the like, which
withdraw them from such a desire.

3425. Concerning mice.—Those are mice, who, like

mice, wear away those things which belong to Truths ;

as mice do gi-ain. Mountainous mice are those who
[do this] in tlie highest degiee, who are better instructed,

and from deceit [do this to] those things which are still

more interior. Such are those Spirits wlio are mice in

the highest degree, so that they continually persist, and
witli deceit pervert all things which are nascent, both

truths and goods.

3869*^. With the dog or mouse in her mouth . . .

4369". (They treated them) as cats do mice . . .

6038. Concerning the gi'eater mice.—Those are greater

mice who can simulate good affections, in countenance,

tone of voice, and gesture, so that the other knows no

otherwise than that they are very pious and chaste . . .

6106". Harlots who excel in cleverness are called

Sirens ; they appear like mice
; the greater ones here,

and the lesser ones there . . .

^. These shun tlie cats, as do mice and dor-

mice . . .

61 lo-^ The delight of variety . . . They become like

male mice.

D. Min. 4703. Concerning some Hells ; mice, cats,

etc.—The Hell of the profane is on the left . . . They
are such as explore who are with others ... by means
of afiections inspired into a Subject, and by variations of

these affections, and also by looking into various parts

of the head . . . These are said to relate to mice.

These long acted upon me.

4705. See Cat, here.

E. 700^^ ' Mice ' = tlie falsities of the sensuous man
which feed on and consume all things of the Church, as

mice do the fields and harvests, and also the vegetables

under the earth. This plague came upon the Philis-

tines because they were such ; for those who are devoid

of good . . . devastate all things of the Church.

. In the Spiritual World, when Divine truth in-

flows with such, the devastation of good then appears in

the likeness . . . of mice.

-^. Their making images ... of the mice in

gold, and placing them at the side of the ark upon the

new cart . . . was because gold= the good of love, which

heals and purifies from the . . . evils which are signified

by . . . mice . . . 827*.

1200''. In the Hells are seen . . . mice, etc.

De Conj. 10. Concerning mice.—Lascivious wives,

and also unmarried women, who account harlotry as

nothing, dwell in two places . . . There are all these

women who have known how to insinuate them-

selves with men by means of simulated affections, by

means of which they acquire the lascivious love of some

male, caring nothing as to whether they are good affec-

tions or evil ones. Those who dwell in front have lieen

deceitful and cunning, and of such cleverness that they

look into the sort of nature, animus, inclination, and

cupidity possessed by the men whom thej' want to

allure, chiefly to deprive the men of their wealth, while

they live luxuriously. They dwell there in caverns,

wherein all things are stinking, and the places where

they dwell smell as do the places where mice dwell.

Moreover, when seen by the Angels, they appear like

great mice. I have heard some who have been in those

caverns say that there is a stench of mice . . . and I too

have often seen them as great mice with long tails : so

were their concupiscences seen. . . Wonderful to say,

there are some S]iirits of both sexes who in the appear-

ance of their passions appear like cats : these mice fear

them, as mice on earth fear cats . . .

Mouth. Os.

A. 174. They induced certain clianges round the pro-
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vince of the mouth, and thus communicated their

thoughts ; for to speak by the province of the mouth is

general with the celestial.

[A.] 348. 'Thou art near in their mouth, but far from

tlieir reins' (Jer.xii.2) = those who are in faith separated

from cliarity.

S84. 'In her mouth an olive leaf plucked ott" (Gen.

viii.ii). . . 'In her mouth '= that it was shown.

1843'^. All that is of faitli without charity (the

Ancients called) of the mouth only . . .

1857*^. 'To fall by the mouth of the sword' = by
falsities. (See under SwoRO.

)

2343". Those who . . . had confessed witli the mouth
• • 23526.

3313. 'Because hunting was in his mouth' (Gen.xxv.

28) . . . =that it was in his natural atfection ; for in the

Word that is said to be 'in the heart' which is interior

and proceeds from good ; and that ' in the mouth

'

which is exterior and proceeds from truth ; and as the

good of truth ... is exterior, namely in the natural

atfection which proceeds from truth, the hunting (or

venison) is said to have been 'in the mouth of Isaac'

4221. He had indeed confessed (xod with the

mouth . . .

4803". Those who correspond to the mouth, continu-

ally want to speak ; for in speaking they get the lieight

of pleasure. "When these are being perfected, they are

reduced to this : that they do not si)eak anything ex-

cept what is profitable to their companions, to the com-

mon good, to Heaven, and to the Lord. The delight of

so speaking is increased with them in proportion as

there perishes the desire of regarding themselves in their

speech, and of seeking wisdom from proprium. D.669.

5025-. This tlie natural man can indeed acknowledge
with the mouth . . .

5497. 'The mouth of the wallet' (Gen.xlii.27)= the

tlireshold of the exterior Natural. 5657.

5576^. 'The utterance of the mouth of Jehovali'

(Deut.viii.3 ; Matt.iv.4)= in general, the Divine truth

which proceeds from the Lord ; thus all the tnith of

wisdom ; in special, the Word . . . ( = the good and
truth which proceed from Him. 591 5-.)

5601. 'According to the mouth of His words' (Gen.

xliii.7) = in agreement with.

6107. 'To the mouth of an infant' (Gen.xlvii, 12)=
each one according to the quality of the good of inno-

cence ; 'to the mouth'= each one, and according to the

quality.

6985. 'Because heavy in mouth, and heavy in tongue
am I' (Ex.iv. io) = tliat the voice and the speech from
the Divine would not be heard nor perceived; 'the

mouth '= the voice . . . because it is the organ of the

voice . . .

69S7. 'Who setteth the mouth of man !' (ver. ii)==

utterance ; because 'the mouth ' = the voice.

. What ' the mouth '= in special, cannot be evident

except from correspondence. The mouth together with

the lips corresponds to the interior speech, which is of

the thought. The thought of man is active and passive

;

man has active thought when he is speaking ... By the

mouth of man is signified his active or speaking thought

;

thus utterance. Ex.

6993. 'I will be with thy mouth, and will teach thee

what thou shaft say' (ver. I2) = the Divine in each and
all things wliicli proceed from the Divine Human.
Ex.

7CK)4. 'Thou shalt put words in his mouth' (ver. 15)=
that the things which it utters proceed from the Divine

Human. . . 'The mouth ' = voice and utterance. Thus
'to put in the mouth' = to give to utter ; and, when pre-

dicated of the Lord, it=to proceed ; for the Word which
is uttered by a Spirit or Angel proceeds from the Divine

Human of the Lord. Ex.

7807. The angelic Spirits kept . . . my mouth open

. . . D.569.

8068. 'That the law of Jehovah may ])e in thy
mouth' (Ex.xiii.9) = that the Divine truth may be in

everything which proceeds thence. . . 'To be in tlie

mouth ' = to be in everything which proceeds from the

understanding and the will; for 'in the mouth' =in
the discourse, in which are both parts of the mind . . .

8467. 'Everyone for the mouth of his eating' (Ex.

xvi. i6) = appro])riation according to the faculty of each

one. Ex. 84S6.

8560. 'According to the mouth of Jehovali' (Ex.xvii.

i) = from the Providence of the Lord; (for) 'the mouth
of Jehovah' = truth Divine, according to which they

were led ; for 'the mouth of Jehovah' is here taken for

the Divine utterance, and the leading according thereto,

which is Providence.

8910^ For 'the mouth' corresponds to tlie thought,

as also do all things which belong to the mouth ; as

the lips, the tongue, the throat. . . Hence 'to enter

into the mouth' (Matt.xv. ii) = into the thought. . .

P.8o2.

9049'-'. The things of tlie mouth ; as the cheek-bones,

lips, throat, tongue (signify and correspond to) such

things as belong to the utterance of truth.

9283. The reason 'to mention' = to think, is that to

mention l}elongs to the moxith, and by the things of the

miouth are signified tliose of the thought.

9284. 'It shall not be heard upon thy mouth' (Ex.

xxiii. 1 3) = that they should not obey with any affirma-

tion.

9384. For the things of the mouth, and derivatively

of the sjjeech or voice, correspond to tlie intellectual

part . . .

9913. 'The mouth of the liead of the robe in the

midst thereof (Ex.xxviii.32)= where there is influx

from what is higher. Ex. 9916.

9936. The interiors have their provinces allotted

them in the face . . . those interiors which belong to

utterance in the province of the mouth.

H. 96". Those who (in the Grand Man) are in the

mouth and tongue, are in discourse from understanding

and perception.

P. 80^. By 'the mouth' is signified the thought

which is of the understanding, also in Luke vi.45.
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1696. But with those who were in illustiation from

themselves, this luminosity was not around the head,

Init around the mouth and above the chin.

R. 52. 'Out of His mouth a sharp two-edged sword'

(Rev.i.i6)=:the dispersion of falsities by the Lord by

means of the Word and the derivative doctrine. . . 'To

}ro out of the mouth of the Lord ' = from the AVord, for

this the Lord has spoken with His mouth
; and as the

Word is understood by means of the doctrine from it,

this also is signified. E.73.

244-. 'To satisfy the mouth with good' (Ps.ciii.5) =
by knowledges to give understanding.

363-. Tliose who constitute tlie fourtli class of the

tribes, are those who correspond to the mouth and the

tongue.

452. ' Out of their mouths went forth hre and smoke

and sulphur' (Rev.ix. I7)= that in their thoughts and

discourses, regarded interiorly, there is nothing else,

and from them comes forth nothing else, than the love

of self and of the world . . . the conceit of Own Intelli-

gence . , . and the concupiscence of evil and falsity . . .

E.578.

454. 'Their Power was in their mouth' (ver. I9) = that

they have strength solely in discourse confirmatory of

taith. Ex.

481. ' In thy mouth it shall be sweet as honey' (Rev.

X. 9)= that the first reception from the acknowledgment

that the Lord is the Saviour and the Redeemer, is

grateful and pleasant.

563. 'The serpent cast out of liis mouth water as a

flood ..." (Rev. xii. 15) = reasonings from falsities in

abundance. . . 'Out of the mouth of the serpent'

=

reasonings. E.763.

564. 'The earth opened her mouth, and swallowed up

the flood which the dragon cast out of his mouth' (ver.

i6)= that the reasonings from falsities in abundance

. . . fall to nothing before the spiritual truths rationally

understood ... 'To open her mouth ' = to adduce these

truths. E.764.

574. 'His mouth as the mouth of a lion' (Rev.xiii.2)

= reasoning from falsities as if from truths. By 'the

mouth ' is signified doctrine, preaching, and discourse
;

here, reasoning from falsities of doctrine ; because by

'the head,' where the mouth is, is signified insanity

from mere, falsities. E.782.

582. 'There Avas given to him a mouth speaking

great things and blasphemies' (ver. 5) = that it teaches

evils and falsities. By 'a mouth speaking' is signified

doctrine, }>reaching, and discourse. E. 794.

624. 'In their mouth was found no deceit' (Rev.xiv.5)

= that they do not from cunning and purpose speak and

persuade falsity and evil. By ' the mouth ' is signified

speech, preaching, and doctrine. E.866.

701. 'Out of the mouth of the dragon, and out of the

mouth of the beast, and out of the mouth of the false-

prophet' (Rev. xvi. 13) = from a theology founded upon

the doctrine concerning a trinity of Persons . . . and

upon the doctrine of justification by faith alone ... By

'the mouth' is signified doctrine, and the derivative

preaching and discourse. E.998.

836. 'The rest were slain with the sword . . . which

proceeded out of His mouth' (Rev.xix.2i)::=that all

from the various heresies among the Reformed who have

not lived according to the Lord's precepts . . . being

judged from the Word, perish.

\ 'The sword out of the Lord's mouth ' = combat

from the Woid against falsities ; for the Word has pro-

ceeded out of the Lord's mouth.

T. 44. Tlie little mouths-o.sc«fa-of young birds.

D. 626. I could observe their presence . . . by the

dilatation of the mouth or region of the lips and

cheeks . . .

670. The mouth is indeed in the face, but it leads into

the body ; namely, into the stomach and into the lungs

;

and it also leads from the same ; and therefore those

who are in the province of the mouth are less esteemed

than those who are in other places of the face.

E. 167-. 'Near in their mouth, but far from their

reins ' = truth only in the memory and thence in some

thought when the man is speaking ; but not in the

will . . .

235. ' I will vomit thee out of My mouth' (Rev.iii. 16)

= separation from Knowledges from the Word. . . 'Out

of the mouth,' when predicated of the Lord, = out of

the Word . . . because the Word is Divine truth, and

this proceeds from the Lord ; and that which proceeds

and inflows with man, is said to be 'out of the mouth,'

although it is not out of the mouth ; but is like the

light from the sun . . .

275". 'All the army of them by the breath of His

mouth' (Ps.xxxiii.6)= thc Divine truth jiroceeding from

the Lord.

316'-. This= truth in abundance . . . and therefore it

is said : 'I will give thee the opening of the mouth in

the midst of them' (Ezek.xxix.2i\ by which is meant

the preaching of truth.

*. This = that the Divine truth had filled Hannah

. . . and, as this is signified, it is said : 'My mouth is

dilated against my enemies' (i Sam.ii. i). ' The dilata-

tion of the mouth ' = the preaching of truth with power.

1^ As this 'little horn ' = the perversion of the

Word as to the sense of its letter, and this sense appears

... as if it is to be contradicted by no one, it is said

. . . that in it . . . was 'a mouth speaking great things'

(Dan.vii.8). . . 'The mouth ' = the derivative thought

and speech.

375'-*'. 'To descend upon the mouth of his garments'

(Ps.cxxxiii.2) = the influx and conjunction of celestial

good and of spiritual good. . . That ' the mouth of the

garments ' = the influx and conjunction of good celestial

and spiritual, thus of good and truth. Refs.

391*. 'The mouth,' and 'lips,' of the prophet (Is. vi.

7) = the doctrine of good and truth.

403'--'. 'They shall fall upon the mouth of the eater'

(Nahum iii. I3) = that ... if goods are received, they are

received solely in the memory . . .
' Upon the mouth of

the eater' = no reception, not even in the memory : (for)

in the Spiritual World those ap})ear to receive witli the

mouth who commit anything to memory ; and therefore

'to fall upon his mouth '= not even to receive in the
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nieiuoiy, but only to hear ; juul also that it' they do

receive, it is only in the memory ami not in the heart.

[E.] 419''. 'No wind in their mouth' (Ps.cxxxv. 17)=
no truth in their thought.

455-. In the Word . . . by 'the mouth' is signified

the thought . . .

556^ 'Three ribs in its mouth between its teeth'

(Dan.vii.5) = all things of the Word which they apply,

and which they do not understand except according to

the letter. . . 'In the mouth ' = which they apply by
teaching.

^. For all things which belong to the mouth
;

as the throat, mouth, lips, jaw-bones, teeth, = such

things as belong to the perception and understanding

of truth, because they correspond to them.

578. 'The mouth ' = the thought and the derivative

reasoning.

580. 'Tlieir Power was in their mouth ' = the sensuous

thoughts and derivative reasonings by which they have
very great strength. . . 'The mouth ' = the sensuous

thought and derivative reasoning ; for by 'the mouth,'
and by the things which belong to the mouth, are

signified those things which are of the understanding
and the derivative thought and speecli ; for these things

correspond to the mouth ; for all tlie organs which in

one word are called the mouth ; as the larynx, glottis,

throat, tongue, mouth, lips, arc organs subservient to

the understanding for uttciance and expression. Hence
it is that by 'the mouth' is signified the thought and
derivative reasoning. But, as man's thought is interior

and exterior ; namely, spiritual, natural, and sensuous
;

therefore by 'the mouth' is signified the thought which
is with the man who is being treated of ; here, sensuous
thouglit, because it is treating of a man made sensuous
through the falsities of evil.

-. That, from the correspondence, 'the mouth'

=

the thought ; but, in the natural sense, the utterance.

111.

. 'The mouth of the just meditateth wisdom'
(Ps.xxxvii.30); by 'the mouth,' here, is signified

thought from affection ; for IVoni this a man meditates

wisdom ; but not from the mouth and its speech.

. 'I will give you a mouth and wisdom. .
.'

(Lukexxi. 15) ; 'the moiith,' here, —speech from the

understanding ; thus the thought from which the man
speaks.

. 'Not that which entereth into the mouth
renders the man unclean ; but that which goeth forth

out of the mouth ..." (Matt.xv. 11,17,18). By 'the

things which enter into the mouth,' in the sense of the
letter, are meant foods of every kind . . . but, in the
spiritual sense, ... all things which from the memory
and also from the world enter into the thought . . . and
those things which enter into the thought, and not at

the same time into the will, do not render the man
unclean . . . Man cannot be purified from evils and the
derivative falsities unless the unclean tilings which are

in him emerge even into the thought, and are there

seen, acknowledged, discriminated, and rejected. (Thus)
by 'that which enters into the mouth' is signified that

which enters into the thought from the memory and
from the world ; but by 'that which goes forth from

the mouth" is signified thought from the will or from

the love ; for by the heart from which it comes into the

mouth, and from the mouth, is signified the will and

the love of man ; and, as the love and will make the

whole man . . . those things which go forth thence into

the mouth and from the moiith uuike the man unclean
;

and that these are evils of every kind is evident from

the things there enumerated.
*. That one of the seraphim touched with a live

coal from the altar the mouth and lips of the prophet=
his interior purification, which is that of the under-

standing and will, and his consequent inauguration into

the gift of teaching . . . By 'the mouth,' and 'lips,' are

signified the thouglit and the affection ; or, what is the

same, the understanding and the will.

587". 'They have mouths, Init they speak not. .
.'

(Ps.c.w.S ; cxxxv. i6) = that from these things there is

not any thought ... of truth.

619. 'In thy mouth it shall be sweet as honey ' =
exterior delight ; for ' the mouth' = what is exterior. Ex.

". 'Thy words . . . are sweeter than honey to my
mouth' (Ps.cxix. 103) . . .

' the mouth ' = what is external.

621. 'And it was in my mouth sweet as honey ' = that

the Word, as to its external or as to the sense of its

letter, was as yet perceived as the delight of good ; but

the delight was only from the fact that it served to

confirm principles of falsity and loves of evil . . .

654'*". 'They have not interrogated My mouth' (Is.

XXX. 2) = from the ]iroprium of the natural man and not

from the Word.

659". 'In the mouth' (Ps. v. 9) = exteriorly.

763. 'Tiie mouth '= the thought whence is speech.

E.866.

768-^. 'To dilate the mouth' (Is.lvii.4) = the delight

of the derivative thought.

782. 'The mouth ' = the thought.

-. By ' the mouth, ' in the proper sense, is signified

the thought; and, as man's speech is thence, by 'the

mouth' are signified many things which How forth from

the thought ; as instruction, preaching, reasoning ; here,

reasoning . . .

794. 'The mouth' = doctrine, from which are instruc-

tion, preaching, and reasoning. Ex.

908-. 'Jehovah hath set my mouth as a sharp sword'

(Is.xlix.2). By 'the mouth' of the prophet is signified

the Divine truth ; and therefore it is compared to 'a

sharp sword "...

998. 'The mouth '= thought, reasoning, religion, and

doctrine.

De Verbo 13*-'. As regards myself, I have not been

allowed to take anything from the mouth of any Spirit,

nor from the mouth of any Angel, but from the mouth
of the Lord alone.

Move. See under ExciTED-/>eni//o; and

Tremor.

Move. Ciere.

W. 34 1
s. They excite vomiting.

K.986e.

R. 204*5. T.569\
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Move, Comraove. Cofnmovere.

Motion, Commotion. Commotio.

A. 1066. 'The foundations of the eaitli do shake'

(Is.xxiv.i8).

". 'The earth hath quaked before Hini' (Joelii.

10).

2776''. If they only think from a certain interior

commotion . . .

3355". 'I will commove tlie heaven, and the earth

shall be commoved out of its place' (Is.xiii. 13) . , .

The earth is said to be 'commoved out of its place'

when the Church is changed as to state.

. 'Is this the man commoving the earth, com-

moving kingdoms?' (Is.xiv. 16). . . 'The earth' = the

Church, which he is .said 'to commove,' when lie claims

for himself all things of it.

4060'*. 'The powers of the heaven.s shall be shaken'

(Matt.xxiv.29)= the foundations of the Church, which

are said to be 'shaken-rojHTHorert et concuti- when they

perish. For the Church on earth is the foundation of

Heaven . . . and therefore when the man of the Church

is in so perverted a state that he no longer admits the

influx of good and truth, the [)owers of the heavens are

said to be 'shaken.'

5691. '(Joseph's) compassions were commoved' (Gen.

xliii. 30)= mercy from love.

5881. 'To be in consternation ' = commotion ; con-

sternation is nothing else. By commotion is meant a

new disposition and ordination of truths in the Natural.

Ex.

8816. The commotion of all things at the presence of

the Divine. Sig.

8822. 'The whole mountain tromlded exceedingly'

=

the commotion [of Heaven]. . . That there is commotion

at the presence of the Divine. See above.

8917. 'The people saw and were commoved' (Ex.xx.

1 8)= the tremor which there is when Divine truths are

being received.

10083'*. By 'to move the water,' here, (.John v. 3) was

signified vivification through acknowledgment and faith
;

thus also purification through truths. 'Motion'^a

state of life.

10406'*. That it 'shall not be moved' (Is.xl.2i) = that

it cannot be weakened and destroyed.

D. Min. 4697. Concerning a certain Centilc who was

commoved from the Word.
. He was so commoved thereby that his commo-

tion from tlie internal was perceived . . .

E. 304^''. 'The earth ' = the Church, which is said to

be 'commoved,' and 'to tremble' (Ps. xviii.7) when it is

perverted by truths being falsified ; and then the founda-

tions of the mountains are said 'to tremble,' and 'to

commove themselves' (id.) ; for the goods of love, which

are founded upon the truths of faith, vanish.

400^. The change and perversion of tin; Church is

signified by that 'tlie earth hath quaked, and the

heavens have trembled' (Joel ii. 10).

444^*. 'To be commoved in the viscera' (Luke x. 33)
= mercy and charity from the interior.

518-'". By 'to be changed,' 'to be commoved,' 'to

be thrown into a tumult,' 'to be disturbed,' and 'to

tremble' (Ps.xlvi.2,3,5) is signified the state of truths

when they are perishing, and in their place there cuter

falsities and evils ; conseiiuently the state of the Church

when it is being vastated as to goods and being desolated

as to truths.

677. 'The rest became terrified' = commotion of the

lower mind, and the conversion of those who had been

a little spiritual.

741'". 'To commove the earth,' 'to make kingdoms

tremlile' (Is.xiv. i6) = to destroy all things of the

Church.

J. (Post.) 58'-. At this day the Quakers have not the

tremor and total shaking, as before ; but an uncertain

shaking at the left side of the body and face.

Move. Movere.

Motion. Moius.

Movement. MoHo.

Motor. Motorius, Motrix.

See Earthquake, and Modility.

A. .3355. 'A quake' = a change of state. 3356, Ex.

E. 1015,

3748®. Endeavour {iroduces act and motion, and must

be in them for them to come forth and subsist.

3884^. The cardiac pulse of Heaven . . . has I'orre-

spondence with . . . the .systolic and diastolic motions

of the heart. W.381.

4223-. When man wills . . . and thinks, the organs

move themselves suitably.

4325. The muscles and the skin, and also the organs

of the senses, receive fibres for the most part from the

cerebrum : hence man has sense, and hence he has

motion according to his will.

", And every particular is circumstanced accord-

ing to the (juality and according to the state of the

general : so also [is it with] motion in man.

5 1
73-. On the ces.sation of endeavour, action or motion

cea.ses.

'. This is circumstanced as is the motion of the

muscles, whence is action : unless there is in it endea-

vour from the thought and will of the man, the motion

ceases ; for . . . when endeavour ceases, motion ceases

. . . and in motion nothing real conies forth exce))t

endeavour. (Continued under Act.)

5605-. The motions and progressions in the other life

are nothing else, because they are from nothing else,

than changes of the state of life . . .

<^. As 'to go,' and 'to lie moved ' = to live, it was

said by the Ancients that in God we are moved, live,

and are; and by 'to be moved' was understood the

external of life . . .

8397*^. Consc([uently, by motions are not signified

motions, nor by journeyings journeyings ; but changes

and successions of states.

891 1. Motion is nothing but continual endeavour;

for, when endeavour ceases, motion ceases ; and there-

fore there is nothing essential in motion except endea-

vour. The endeavour in man is will, and the motion
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in liim is action : so are tlie}- called in man, because in

liini endeavour and motion are alive.

[A.] 9293. Man's deeds. . . regarded abstractedly from

the will, are only motions variously formed, and as it

were articulated, not unlike the motions of a machine,

thus inanimate ; but tlie deeds regarded together with

the will are not such motions, but are forms of the will

shown before the eyes . . . From the will they have

their soul or life, and therefore the like can be said

about deeds as about motions ; namely, that nothing

lives in deeds except the will, as nothing does in

motions except endeavour. H.472.

9394''. Each bundle consists of many motor fibres
;

and each motor fibre of blood-vessels and nervous

fibres . . .

9473. Ko motion can come forth without endeavour,

insomuch that when endeavour ceases, motion ceases

;

and therefore the internal of motion is endeavour, or

moving force. So it is with . . . living motion, which

is action , . .

9927. For the things which belong to motion ; as to

walk, to go, to progress, = a state of life . . .

10083^. For all motion corresponds to a state of

thought. Hence progressions, journeyings, and like

things, which belong to motion, in the "\Vord = a state

of life.

H. 228. Man cannot move even a step without the

influx of Heaven. This has been shown nie by much
experience. It has been granted to the Angels to move
my steps, my actions, my tongue and speech, as they

want, and this by influx into my will and thought

;

and it was found that I could [move] nothing of myself.

249-. For religious things . . . entei- the Spiritual

World, and move the Spirits who are there.

446^. For all the vital motions dejtend upon (the

respiration and the heart).

W. loie. The motions of the Earth [in space] corre-

spond to the change of state of the Angels.

197^. There is nothing essential in motion excejit

endeavoui'.

218. On the endeavours, forces, and motions, in dead
subjects and in living subjects. (Quoted in full under
EXDEAVOUR.)

219. Let there be an application of these things to

. . . living motion. . . Living motion in man is action,

which is produced by means of these forces by the will

united to the understanding.

®. The general motor organs of the l)ody . . . are

the heart and the lungs.

301. Nothing is moved except by life from the Lord
... so that it is the Truth, that in God we live, are

moved, and are.

390. Therefore when the correspondence of these two
motions (of the heart and lungs) ceases, separation takes

place, which is death.

391^. (Thus) the conjunction of the spirit and body
with man is by the correspondence of the cardiac motion
and the pulmonary motion of both. D.Wis.vii,Ex.

392. The reason these two motions . . . come forth

and persist, is that the universal angelic Heaven, l)oth

in general and in particular, is in these two motions of

life . . . That Sun acts these two motions from the

Lord.

401. Therefore the embryo cannot then move anj-

thing of the body . . .

P. 279''. All these (viscera) are moved to their work
intrin.sically only ; and to be moved intrinsically is to be

moved by changes and variations of the state and form.

R. 480. A movement of the lower mind with many
in the Church to receive the doctrine. Sig. and Ex.

B. 96. These, together with faith, affect and move
the will and thought of man . . .

T. 87. The heart without the respiration . . . does

not produce any motion . . .

576-. In every motion, and derivatively in every

action, there is an active and a passive. Ex. and

Examjis.

Ad. 989-'. It is a constant rule, that motion is a

certain perpetual endeavour, which is continued ; for,

as soon as endeavour recedes, motion comes to a

stand . . .

D. 1688. So that the motion (of these Spirits) was as

it were general and reciprocal ; for I have sometimes

felt such motions from a multitude of Spirits . . . From
it I could think that thej' were not interior ones, whose

motion is effected by means of gyres.

2000. That not even the least little motion-*/io?i-

iincnla-iH made by man apart from a stated law. Ex.

3394. "When he was praising the Lord with an interior

movement ... it was granted to feel something of his

movement . . .

4089. He who is not in the life of love ... in Heaven

cannot move himself . . .

°. Life itself is also represented by mobility.

51 16. The celestials did not speak, but were con-

tinually acting . . . He who sees the movements of their

body and its members in particular . . . perceives in-

numerable things. Ex.

6030. In the other life (such) learn to act (magically)

by correspondences . . . some by . . . various move-
ments of the members . . .

D. Love v^. For the heart and lungs are the two

fountains of all the general motions in the universal

body . . . These also consociate the voluntary motor

life, which derives its auspices from the cerebrum, with

the natural motor life, which flows from the control of

the cerebellum.

xix. It is known that everything is moved fi'om

endeavour ; and that when endeavour ceases, motion

ceases , . .

XX. Love is . . . the living force of all things . . .

There is no other origin of all endeavours, forces,

activities, and motions, in the universal world, than

the Divine love . . .

D. Wis. ii. The will and understanding . . . are

forms within forms, ascending to the third degree . . .

and they are each of them the originary receptacles of
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love and wisdom in the brains, where they are the

beginnings and heads of the fibres, through which their

endeavours and forces flow down to all things of the

body . . . and present the senses in the sensories, the

motions in the motories . . . ".

iii.5. The motion of the rest of the viscera (in the

embryo) is from (the beating of the heart and the

leaping of the liver) ; and it is this motion which, after

the middle of the gestation, is felt as pulsative. But
this motion is not from any life proper to the foetus.

Ex.

vi. The heart and lungs are the two fountains of all

the natural motions in the body
; and the will and

understanding are the two fountains of all the spiritual

activities in the same body ; and the natural motions

of the body correspond to the activities of its spirit . . .

^. (Thus) all the living motions, which are called

actions, and which come forth by means of the muscles,

take place through the co-operation of the cardiac

motion and the pulmonary motion . . . and . . . these

two fountains of the motions of the body correspond to

the will and understanding.

vii. 3. Hence these two motions of the spirit inflow

into those two motions of the body. From experi-

ence.

^. Hence with men there is both an external and

an internal systolic and animatory motion . . , Thus
also the will together with the understanding can pro-

duce bodily motions . . .

4. As the life of the whole and the life of the parts

depend solely on these two universal motions ... it

follows that when these motions cease in the body, the

natural things which ai'e material are separated from

the spiritual things which are substantial ; for tliej' can-

not act together the same work . . .

-. Hence there is (no longer) a reciprocation of

the two vital motions . . .

X. 4. That the life of the will co-operates with the

life of the understanding in every motion ; and, on the

other hand, the life of the understanding with the life

of the will in everv sense. Ex.

Move about.
See also Brood.

Motitare. D.3238. 3358.

Move away. See Put K\NK\-amovere.

Moveable. Versatilis.

T. 373. The external man is moveable in its relation

to the internal.

437. "With a revolving neck.

D. 1259-. This signified that he was versatile . . .

4696. It was shown how versatile they were ... so

that all things were indeterminate. When one turned

himself, he changed his mind, like a revolving wheel,

into tlie opposite. . . A plane must be formed from the

truths of faith ... in the world ; otherwise their state

is versatile and evil.

Coro. 28. No more moveable than a door without a

hinge.

Movement. See under Moment.

Much. See under Many.

Mucus. Mucus.

Mucous. Mucosus.
A. 4627'*. Those who were cast down related to the

mucus of the nostrils, and were dull and stupid, and
also devoid of conscience ; thus completely devoid of

interior })erception.

5386. The mucous and salivary glands in the head

. . . correspond to tenacities of opinions, and also to

scruples of conscience in things not necessary. (Such

Spirits des.

)

D. 939. The mammillary processes in the brain . . .

imbibe the phlegm of the medullary substance, and
excrete it into the nostrils, as phlegm, and reject it as

excrement entirely useless, as is the mucus of the

nostrils ; for it is not employed in the gullet ; it would
tlien inviscate the food, and destroy the appetite. (The

Spirits of this province des. 940. 941. 942. 943.)

1267. Concerning the mucus of the nostrils. Gen.

art.

1268. Those who relate to the mucus of the nostrils

are those who, when they have once conceived hatred,

most tenaciously desire to be revenged, so that they

admit no reason . . . which hatred breathes nothing but

the death of the other ; for they then revolve nothing

else in their minds. These are that viscid mucus of the

nostrils. i269,Examp. 1270.

1272. They have an effect upon the stomach not un-

like that of the mucus of the nostrils. If much of it is

drawn into the stomach, it inviscates the food, and
obstructs the pores, so that there is no digestion.

1273.

. 1275. He was susceptible of no reason . . . His
thoughts are interior, such that they cannot lie

adequately described, he revolves so many hatreds

at once, and disperses them around ; so that tlie Spirits

around complained that they were also held as it were

bound by him ; thus he is like the mucus . . .

1276. The mucus, therefore, in the spiritual sense, =
tenacious hatreds . . .

3718a. They are carried (away from the brain)

through various excrementitious ways ; I supjiosed

through the way of the mucus into the nostrils ; but

it was not through that way ; but through tlie pores of

the bone of the skull towards the external skin . . .

4030. I perceived that they are such as relate to the

mucus of the nostrils ; and that they insinuate them-

selves thither in order to insidiate ; and thej' are

adulteresses and are devoid of conscience . . . They
marvelled that there should be anybody who has con-

science ; and therefore they are the mucus of the

nostrils . . . and are spurious and to be rejected.

40326.

4034. Those mucuses also were indignant . . .

4035. When those mucuses were inflowing, it was
perceived that they moved the tongue towards a decayed

tooth. Also a feeling of gnawing as of lice at the back

of the neck, and an itching in the nates, were from them.
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[D.] 6069. XXX. They who are in the delight of variety

in adultery are those who love congress with beasts ; and

they become like the muciis of the nostrils.

Mud. Gyttja.

D. 4788. What a marshy place, or mud, is. Ex,

(See Marsh.)

Mufti. Mufti.

D. 4658"^. He had held the place of mufti at Con-

stantinople, and had thence acquired this conceit.

4723. See Pope.

Mule. Mulus.

She-mule. Mula.
A. 1949. 'Horses,' 'mules,' and 'asses,' in the "Word,

= intellectual, rational, and scientific things.

2781. There are beasts by which are signified intel-

lectual thiugs, which are of truth ; namely, horses,

mules, etc.

-. Rational truth is signified by 'a mule.' HI.

". The king rode upon a she-mule ; and his sons

upon mules ; for the reason that kings and their sons

represented the truths of the Church. 111.

^. Hence it is evident that to ride npon ... a

she-mule was the ensign of a king . . . and upon a mule,

of a king's sons ; for the reason that ... 'a she-mule'

represented and signified the affection of rational truth

. . . and 'a mule,' rational truth.

4648^. 'Anah wlio found the mules iu the wilderness'

(Gen. xxxvi. 24) = truth from scientifics.

W. 346". Perfect animals are mules, etc.

E- 355''- ^^y 'horses,' riders,' and 'mules' (Ezek.

xxvii. 14) is signified the understanding of truth and
good ... by 'mules' what is rational.

''. By 'mules' (ls.lxvi.20) is signified tlie in-

ternal Rational, which is spiritual. ( = rational things.

1 1552.)

650^-. By 'the plague of the mule,' etc. (Zech.xiv. 15)

are signified such things as injure and destroy the

Church and the spiritual life of the men of the

Church . . .

Multiply. Multiplicare.

Multiplication. Multiplkatio.

Multiplicable. MultipHcabiHs.

Multiplicability. MidtipHcabilitas.

Multiplex, Multiplex.

See under Fruit, and MANiFoiai.

A. 585. 'The evil of man multiplied in the earth'

(Gen.vi. 5) = that there began to be no will of good.
e -Multiplied' is said because all were not so

depraved as not to will well to others ; but for the sake

of self.

as the multiplica-813. The multiplication of a few

tion of a half . . . makes it still less

913. 'That they may multiply' (Gen. viii. 17) = in-

crements of truth. . . 'To fructify' is predicatetl of

goods ; and 'to multiply,' of truths. (Continued under
Fruit.)

984. When a man is regenerated, and his internal

man acts, then fructification and multiplication are

circumstanced in like manner. The goods of charity

put themselves forth in the affections which are of the

external man, and the truths of faith in the memory,
and in both they grow and are multiplied. The nature

of this multiplication may be known by every re-

generate man ; for things which confirm accede, both

from the AVord, and from the rational man, and also

from scientifics . . .

1016. 'Bring forth abundantly in the earth, and
multiply therein' (Gen. ix. 7) = increments of good and
truth in the external man ... 'To bring forth abund-

antly' is predicated of goods ; and 'to be multiplied,' of

truths.

. With the regenerate man, nothing is multi-

plied in his external man ; that is, nothing of good and
truth receives increments, except by the effect of charity.

Charity is like the heat in the time of spring or summer,
which causes (plants) to grow . . . (So) nothing grows

and is multiplied with man unless there be some affec-

tion ; the delight of the affection causes it not only to

take root, but also to grow . . . But such as is the affec-

tion, such is the multiplication. With a regenerated

person it is the affection of good and truth from charity

given by the Lord . . .

1017. That the multiplication is such as is the affec-

tion. (Shown by an examp.

)

1 6 10. Multiplication beyond measure. Sig. and Ex.

(See Seek, here.) 1941.

1940. 'In multiplying I will multiply thy seed'

(Gen.xvi. io) = tlie fructification of the rational man
when he submits himself to the authority of the interior

man adjoined to good. (Continued under Fruit.)

1997. 'I will multiply thee very exceedingly' (Gen.

xvii.2) = the fructification of the affection of truth to

infinity. (Continued under Fruit.)

2006. 'To be multiplied,' is predicated of truth.

Refs.

2065. 'I will bless her' = the multiplication of truth.

. . . For by vSarah ... is represented the truth of good

. . . and this truth and its multiplication are here

treated of.

2269. The simple numbers retain their signification

even when multiplied. Examp. 9437. 9487. 9488.

9600. 9601. 9641. 9757.

32396. Multiplication and division (are not essentially

different).

3378. ' I will make thy seed to be multiplied as the

stars of the heavens' (Gen.xxvi.4) = the truths and

Knowledges of faith.

3440. ' I will bless thee, and I will make thy seed to

be multiplied' (Gen.xxvi. 24) = an increase thence of

good and truth. . . 'Thy seed to be multiplied ' = an

increase of truth.

3903. The fructification and multiplication of truth

and good. Tr. (in Gen.xxx.).

3969. 'Joseph' ... in the external sense, = salvation,

and fructification and multiplication.

3987. That good is not fructified, nor trutli multi-
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plied, until the conjunction of the external man with
the internal has been effected, may be evident from the

fact, that it belongs to the interior man to will good to

another, and thence to think good ; and to the external

man to do good, and thence to teach good . . .

4035. 'The man spread himself abroad very ex-

ceedingly' = multiplication, namely, of good and
truth.

4099". When (heavenly and worldly things) are in

concord with a man, then truths are multiplied in the

Natural of the man ; but when they are in discord they

are diminished . . .

4850. 'The days were multiplied' (Gen.xxxviii.i2)=
a change of state . . . (for) 'to be multiplied,' when
predicated of days or times, =to be changed. . . 'To be

multiplied' is said, because it involves a change of state

as to truths ; for 'to be multiplied' is predicated of

truths. Refs.

5265. 'The seven good kine, these are seven years' —

the states of the multiplication of truth in the interior

Natural.

5266. 'The seven good ears, these ai-e seven years'

=

the states of the multiplication of truth in the exterior

Natural.

5268. 'The seven thin and evil kine ascending after

them, these are seven years' = the states of the multi-

plication of falsity infesting the interior Natural.

5269. 'The seven empty ears, parched with the east

wind ' = the states of the multiplication of falsity in-

festing the exterior Natural.

5339. 'In the seven years of the abundance of pro-

vision, the land made colleetions'= the first states when
truths were multiplied into series. . . 'The land niade'

= that this multiplication was made in the Natural.

5345. 'Jose]>h lieajied up corn as the sand of the sea,

very much ' = the multiplication of truth from good . . .

For the truth in the interiors is never multiplied from

any other source than good. The multiplication of

truth which is not from good, is not the multiplication

of truth, because it is not truth . . . For in order that

truth may be truth with a man, it must live from good

. . . and, when it so lives, then multiplication can be

predicated of it in the spiritual sense. That the multipli-

cation of truth is solely from good, may be evident from

the fact, that nothing can be multiplied except from

something similar to a marriage ; and truth cannot enter

into marriage with anything except good. If with any-

thing else, it is not marriage, but adultery. That, there-

fore, which is multiplied from marriage is legitimate,

thus true ; but that which is multiplied from adultery

is . , . spurious, thus not true.

5355. 'God hath made me to be fruitful ' = the con-

sequent multiplication of truth from good. . . The
quality (signified by Ephraim) is that truth from good

has been multiplied in the Natural after the temptations

which he sutfered therein. 5356.

. What the multiplication of truth from goixl is.

Ex.
". In the Cliurch at this day there is rarely any

multiplication of truth ; the reason is that there is no

good of genuine charity. Ex.
[

5365-. In the first times when a man is being re-

generated, truth is multiplied, but not so good . . .

But when the man has been regenerated, good
grows . . ,

59 1 2^. When good is in the first place ... it

multiplies truths around itself, and also around each

truth . . .

6172. 'To be multiplied' is said from a multitude
;

which, in the internal sense, is predicated of the truths

of faith ; for 'much,' in the Word, is said of truths . . .

6231. 'To be multiplied' is predicated of the truths

of faith.

6610. So long as a man lives, the ideas of his thought
are varied ; that is, are multiplied and divided . . .

6634. In (Ex.i.) it treats of the state of the instaur-

ated (or established) Chui'ch, when good acts as first,

and is fructified by the multiplication of the truths of

faith.

6648. '(The sons of Israel) were multiplied and
became numerous very exceedingly' (Ex.i. 7) = that they

increased for the most part as to truths from good. Ex.

6656.

6663. 'And as they afflicted it, so was it multiplied'

(ver. I2) = that according to the infestings, so did truths

increase. . . 'To be multiplied' = to increase as to truths.

Ex.

7795. 'That My [jrodigies may be multiplied in the

land of Egyi)t' (Ex.xi.9) = that (this) may be con-

firmed.

9335. 'And the wild beast of the field be multipled

upon thee' (Ex.xxiii.29) = the afflux of falsities ... 'To

be multiplied,' when said of the hasty removal of evils

and falsities, =artiux.

10675. The multiplication and extension of truth

from good. Sig. and Ex.

P. 56^. The image of the Infinite and Eternal in the

fructification and multiplication of all things. Ex.

R. 287. Truths are multiplex
; but goods, simple.

M. 1858. Everything is in like manner multiplicable

to infinity.

329^. Every divided thing is more and more multiplex,

and not more and more simple. Ex.

T. 350. That the Truths of faith are multiplicable to

infinity. Ex.

. The multiplicability of Divine truth to in-

finity . . .

-. The multiplication of the Truths of faitli to

infinity may be compared to . . .

365^. The love and wisdom of the Angels . . . are

multiplicable to eternity.

E. 391^. 'Ephraim hath multiplied altars to sin'

(Hos.viii. 11):= ... to pervert worship by falsities . . .

for in the Word 'to multiply' is said of truths ; and, in

the opposite sense, of falsities.

506". Numbers multiplied into themselves, and

divided by themselves, = like things with the integers

from which thej^ are.
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[E.]70o^. The multiplication of truth . . . is signified

by . . . 'When ye shall be multiplied' (Jer.iii. i6).

10046. Everything in whicli there is force, wants . . .

to multiply its species to infinity and to eternity.

Multitude. Multihido.

A. 1941. 'It shall not be numbered for multitude'

(Geu.xvi. io)= niultiplication beyond measure.

2004. 'Thou slialt be the father of a multitude of

nations' (Gen.xvii.4) = the union of the Human Essence

with the Divine Essence . . . 'Multitude ' = truth. 2006.

2006. The reason 'multitude' — truth, is that 'to be

multiplied' is predicated of truth.

3048''. 'The multitude of the sea' (Is.lx.5) = the

immense (or unmeasured) abundance of natural truth.

3934. 'A troop,' here, is a multitude ; and, when a

multitude is ]nedicated of the Divine of the Lord, it is

an infinite multitude, which is nothing else than omni-

potence and omniscience ; but omnipotence is ])redicated

from the quantity which is of magnitude ; and omnisci-

ence, from the quantity which is of multitude . . .

3985. 'It hath broken forth to a multitude' (Gen.

xxx.3o) = fecundity afterwards . . . namely, after it was
conjoined.

4574®. 'A congregation,' and 'a multitude,' in the

"Word, are predicated of truths.

4800. For in a unanimous multitude there is

strength.

6172. See Multiply, here.

6285. 'Let them gi-ow to a multitude in the midst of

the earth' (Gen. xlviii. i6)= extension from the inmost

. . . For the truths, which are signified by 'a multi-

tude.' extend themselves from the inmost . . . round
about.

81 16. In that region (of Jupiter) there is as gi-eat a

multitude of men as the Earth can nourish.

8283. 'In the multitude of Thine excellence' (Ex.xv.

7) = the Divine as to power over those things which
oppose themselves to Him.

J. 272. How immense already is the multitude of

men (in the Spiritual World), it has sometimes been
granted me to see . . .

R. 860. The multitude of such. Sig.

M. 380. I was once in amazement at the vast multi-

tude of men who ascribe creation to nature . . . T.35.

D. 1252. Concerning the multitude of Spirits who
concur to a single action of man.

the multitude of waters in the
are signified truths in abundance.

E. 30450. By
heavens' (Jer.x.i

336^. Hence it is that 'much,' and 'multitude,' in

the Word, are said of truths ; and 'gi'eat,' and 'magni-
tude,' of good . . .

386^-. That there is no truth, is signified by, 'Its

multitude is dry with thirst' (Is. v. 13). . . 'multitude,
in the Word, is predicated of truths.

410^ 'The multitude of the city' (Is.xxxii. I4) = all

the truths of doctrine. . . 'Multitude' is said of truths.

532-. 'The great multitude (of Moab)' (Is. xvi. 14)=
falsities from evil.

573^". 'The voice of a multitude in the mountains'

(Is.xiii.4)=falsities from evils ; ' multitude '= falsities
;

and 'mountains,' evils.

624^2. The falsities of evil are signified by ' the multi-

tude of iniquity' (Hos.ix.7).

654^^ 'The multitude (of Pharaoh)' (Ezek.xxxi. 18)

= all the Scientific there.

750^". The falsities of evil fighting against the goods
of the Church, are signified by, 'the multitude of all

the nations fighting against Mount Zion' (Is.xxix.8).

'Multitude' is ])redicated of truths.

Mummy. Mumia.
A. 876''. Like a mummy of the Egyptians wiapjied

in a white garment.

W. 424*. Those who have been in the highest love of

dominating from the love of self, and at the same time

in elevation of the understanding over others, appear as

to the body like an Egyptian mummy.

R. 1536. Some sataus appear black, like mummies.

463'. (Such) become corporeal Spirits, and appear

like mummies. T.462^

M. 182''. Whether mummies eaten by men . . .

T.770.

T. 160'. How can any Egyptian, who has been made
a mummy, and has been mixed by the apothecary with

his extracts and emulsions to be drunk or eaten, return

and relate anything?

595. Like a mummy, gilded or placed in a silver

coffin ; and, when this is examined within, a hideousl}'

black liody comes to view.

D. 1262. He thus became a black Spirit, like the

Egyptian mummies . . . 1284.

3806. This Holy Spirit (of the Quakers) became

black, and indurated, like a mummy ; so that he

scarcely differed from a mummy.

56696. The Hell (of these violators) is very deep

down . . . There they sit like dried Egyptian mummies.

E. 10596. (Those in the third degree of profanation)

appear encompassed with a lucid cloud, in the midst of

which is a blackness, like an Egyptian mummy . . .

Munificence. Mimificetitia,

M. 164. The virtues which jjertain to the moral

wisdom of the men are . . . munificence, etc.

T. 425-. It is found that their works had proceeded

from . . . bare munificence, etc.

Murder. See under Y^ihL-occidere.

Murder. Homicidium.

Murderer. Homicida.

See under Hatred.

A. 828. These (seducers) are such interior murderers.

De Conj. 126.

5135". 'They did not repent of their murders' (Rev.

ix.2i); 'murders' = the evils which destroy goods.

R. 46 1, Ex.
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Life 62. That murders, etc., of every kind, together

with the concu})iscence to them, are the evils which are

to be shunned as sins. Gen. art.

67. That in proportion as anyone shuns murders of

every kind as sins, in the same proportion he has love

towards the neighbour. Gen. art.

. By murders of every kind are meant also

enmities, hatreds, and revenges of every kind, which

breathe murder-necem ; for in these murder lies hidden,

like fire in wood beneath the ashes. Infernal fire is

nothing else. It is from this that it is said [that men]

blaze with hatred and revenge. These are murders in

the natural sense. But by murders, in the spiritual

sense, are meant all modes of killing and destroying the

souls of men, which are various and manifold. But by
murder, in the supreme sense, is meant to hate the

Lord. These three kinds of murders make a one, and

cohere ; for he who in the world wills the murder-

nccem-oi a man's body, after death wills the murder-

oiecem-oi his soul ; and wills the murder-?ieee?;i-of the

Lord ; for he blazes with anger against Him, and wants

to extinguish His name.

68. These kinds of murders lie hidden within man
from his birth ; but even from infancy he learns to

cover them over with civility and morality . . . 69.

70. As evil and good are two opposites ... it follows

that if a man shuns an evil as a sin, he comes into the

good oi)posite to the evil. The good opposite to the

evil which is meant by murder, is the good of love

towards the neighbour. 71.

72. When a man is no longer in the evil of murder,

but in the good of love towards the neighbour, then,

whatever he does, is the good of this love. Examps.
^, The contrary takes place with him who does

not regard as sins the kinds of murder ; which are

enmities, hatreds, revenges, and many other things . . .

Whatever he does, is not a good work, because his every

work partakes of the evil which is within him . . .

R. 892. 'Murderers,' etc. (Rev.xxi.8)= all those who
make nothing of the precepts of the decalogue, and do

not shun as sins any evils there named, and therefore

live in them.

952. 'Without are . . . murderers,' etc. (Rev.xxii. 15)

= that no one is received into the New Jerusalem who
makes nothing of the precepts of the decalogue, and
does not shun as sins any evils there named, and there-

fore lives in them.

T. 309. In a wider natural sense, by murders are

meant enmities, hatreds, and revenges, which breathe

murder-9(ecem ; for in these murder lies hidden, like

fire in wood beneath the ashes . . . These are murders

in intention, but not in act ; and, if the fear of the

law, and of retaliation and revenge, were taken away
from them, they would burst forth into act ; especially

if in the intention there is deceit or ferocity. That
hatred is murder, is evident from these words of the

Lord (in Matt. v. 2 1,22). The reason is, that everything

which is of the intention is also of the will ; and thus,

in itself, is of the deed. (See Kill, here.)

310. In the spiritual sense, by murders are meant all

modes of killing and destroying the souls of men ... as,

VOL. IV.

to turn them away from God, religion, and Divine

worship, by injecting stumbling-blocks against them,

and by persuading such things as cause aversion . . .

Such are all the devils and satans in Hell, with whom
the violators and prostituters of the sanctities of the

Church in this world are conjoined. Those who destroy

souls by means of falsities, are meant by 'the king

of the abyss, called Abaddon, or ApoUyon,' that is,

'the destroyer,' in Rev.ix. 11; and, in the prophetic

Word [those whom they destroy] are meant by 'the

slain.' 111.

6. Hence it is that the devil is called 'a mur-
derer from the beginning' (John viii.44).

311. (For the celestial sense of mtirders, see Kill,

here.)

380®. Those who honour the Lord solely with the

mouth and lips, but in heart and spirit look upon Him
as a mere man, if they open their thoughts and persuade

others, are spiritual murderers ; and the worst of them
are spiritual cannibals ; for man has life from love to the

Lord, aud faith in Him . . .

D. 1296. Concerning the black murderer Spirit,

further.

3214. Concerning the deceitful murderer who was

treated of before. 3219.

3559. Concerning the poison murderer : that he was

cast into a lake.

3710. They suppose that they then have a right over

him, because he is a murderer . . .

37296. When thinking of Prague (the first thing

which recurs is) that between the streets there are

passages through their houses for murderers b}' night.

5496. On the Hells of poisoners, assassins, and mur-
derers. Gen. art.

5500. These are they who have been murderers from

will and purpose, and have exercised themselves long in

it, and have afterwards taken delight in it ; and at the

same time have been cunning and malicious, appearing

exteriorly as if sincere ; because such are extremely

dangerous in the other life ; they can infest the simple

good . . .

E. 122'. That from the beginning they have been

against truths, and in falsities from evil, is signified by

that 'their father was a murderer from the beginning
;

and no Truth, but a lie was in him' (John viii.44) > ''I

murderer ' = a destroyer of the truth of the Church . . .

( = the extinction of all truth. 433^-.) 589-.

589. 'They did not repent of their murders' (Rev.ix.

21) = those who have not actually averted themselves

from extinguishing the things which are of the under-

standing of truth, of the will of good, and of the

derivative spiritual life. . . For by 'a \\\a,n-hominem'-in

signified the intelligence of truth, and wisdom ; aud by

'to kill-occirfe?T '-is signified to extinguish spiritual life

by means of the falsities of evil. That homicide, or

the killing of a man, = the extinction of spiritual life.

111.

740". That the Jews had destroyed all the truth of

the understanding, is signified by tliat 'he had been a

murderer from the beginning, and had not stood in

3E
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the Truth, because the Truth was not in hiiu.' 'A man-
/iomo' = the truth of intelligence ; hence 'a homicide '=
the destruction thereof.

[E.]887^ 'But now murderers' (Is.i.2i) = that falsi-

fication has extinguished the understanding of truth

and the perception of good.

949^ Fifth: In proportion as a man shuns murders,

thus also deadly hatreds and revenges which breathe

mwvA&v-necem , in the same jiroportion the Lord enters

with mercy and love.

1012^. This, when done from enmity, from hatred, or

from revenge, is murder. (See Kill, here.)

*. The celestial spiritual sense is, Thou shalt not

take away from a man the faith and love of God, and

thereby his spiritual life. This is murder itself; for

from this life man is man . . . From this spiritual

murder is derived also moral murder ; and therefore he

who is in the one, is also in the other ; for he who
wants to take away from a man his spiritual life, is in

hatred against him if he cannot take it away ; for he

hates the faith and love with him ; thus the man him-

self. These three ; namely, spiritual murder, which is

that of the faith and love ; moral murder, which is

that of the reputation and honour ; and natural murder,

which is that of the body, follow together in a series,

the one from the other, as the cause and the effect.

1013-. As all who are in Hell are in hatred against

the Lord, and thence in hatred against Heaven—for

they are against goods and truths—therefore Hell is

the very murderer himself, or the source of murder
itself. The reason why, from this, it is murder itself,

is that man is man from the Lord through the reception

of good and truth ; and therefore to destroy good and

truth, is to destroy the human itself, thus to kill the

man.

1014-. (Thus) all who are in evils as to life, and

thence in falsities, are murderers ; for they are enemies

and haters of good and truth ; for evil hates good, and

falsity hates truth. An evil man does not know that

he is in such hatred until he becomes a Spirit. Then
hatred is the delight itself of his life : and theiefore from

Hell . . . there continually breathes forth the delight of

doing evil from hatred . . .

^. Hence it is that the devil, by whom is meant
Hell in the whole complex, is called by the Lord 'a

murderer from the beginning.

'

Murder. Nex.

Murder, To. Necare.

See under Kill, and Wv^&QY.^-liomlcidvmn.

A. 831-. They inspire into others, whom they hate,

to murder them—because they know that they cannot die

—and afterwards accuse them as murderers-^owj/ciV?/'.'?.

1820^. Evil Spirits who are malignant and deceitful,

insiniiate themselves into the loves themselves . . . and
presently . . . destroy the loves, and thus try to murder
the man ; and this by a thousand modes , . .

2027^. For when everyone wants ... to be served, he

murders the other in his heart.

4227'-. Murders of the upright they esteemed as no-

thing.

4793"- More than the obsessed, they would rush into

murders and ra})ines.

57 1
7-. They rushed into the chambers of the brain,

and injected terror, together with such insanity that the

one killed the other.

9331-. There are some falsities which kill.

H. 562^. When he heard the Lord mentioned ... he

blazed with the murder of Him.

D. 2899. They consulted how they should murder
me, and take life completely away from me. 2922.

3584.

4493. It was disclosed that he had murdered him.

4494. He had murdered the woman by magical art.

4501. Another man who had appeared honest before

all had murdered-enfcari7-two men by magical art.

4530. (Sarah Hesselia) had thought to murder me if

she could
;
(and after her death) I wanted to kill my-

self with a knife ... It is now disclosed that that

woman was the Spirit who was excited whenever I saw the

knife, and that she had held this so fixedly in my mind,

from the hatred which she had taken against me.

4740. Concerning those who enter into all the affec-

tions of man, and murder the affections. Ex.

4857. Those who want to slay all, and who breathe

bloodshed, and are never touched with any mercy, and

who are prouti in the highest degree, lie with swine.

5457. Have afterwards contrived the murders of

(these girls) in secret.

E. 650-. The Hells where the love of self reigns . . .

continually breathe the murder of those who confess

the Divine of the Lord ; conserpiently, the murder of

those who are in the good of love and the good of faith

to the Lord from the Lord.

1012^. For enmity, hatred, and revenge, breathe

murder, and will it ; but they are held back ... by the

fear of the law, of resistance, and for reputation. Still,

these three are endeavours after murder ; and every

endeavour is like an act ; for it goes into act when the

fear is removed. Sig.

Murmur. Murmur.

Murmur, To. Murtnurare.

Murmuring, A. Mummratio.
A. 5061. There was heard from them a sound of

murmurs pretty tumultuous . . .

8125. The first temptation is described by the mur-
muring of the sons of Israel when they saw the army of

Pharaoh.

8259. It treats of the second temptation of those of

the Spiritual Church, which is described by the mur-
muring of the people at Marah.

8351. 'The people murmured against Moses' (Ex.xv.

24)=: a feeling of grief (or pain) from the bitterness of

the temptation. 'To murmur' = complaint, such as

there is in temptations.

. The temptations which those of the Lord's

Spiritual Church underwent after they had been de-

livered from infestations ; and also the temptations
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which those who are of that Church will undergo, are

described by the murmurings of the sons of Israel in

the wilderness ; and, as spiritual temptations are com-

monly carried on to despair, by 'to murmur' is signified

complaint from the feeling of grief in the temptations.

111.

8403. 'All the company of the sons of Israel mur-

mured' (Ex.xvi.2) = a feeling of grief, and complaint on

account of the weight of the temptation.

8428. 'In His hearing your murmurings' (ver.7)=:

that their complaints would cease. . .
' Murmurings'

=

a feeling of grief from the bitterness of the temptation,

and the consequent complaiirts. 8433.

8429, ' And what are we, that ye murmur against us ?

'

( id. ) = that the complaints were against the Divine. . .

'To murmur' = complaint. 8434.

8440. 'Because He hath heard your murmurings'

(ver.9) = that He will bring aid on account of the feeling

of grief in the temptation.

8445. ' I have heard the murmurings of the sons of

Israel' (ver. I2) = that the complaints which are from the

temptation will cease.

8554. This (fourth) temptation is signiiied by the

murmuring of the sons of Israel because they had no

water.

8569. 'The })eople murmured against Moses' (Ex.

xvii.3) = a greater degree of the feeling of grief.

M. 535. I heard a hostile murmur from the Lower
Regions . . .

T. 72. I once heard an unwonted murmur from afar,

and followed the direction of the sound . . .

D. 1317. The tumult of such murmurs, or the sound

of confused murmurs, was of a threefold kind. Des.

4601. When Sirens arrive, they continually murmur
something . . .

D. Min. 4675. They drove them away by concentrat-

ing their murmurs, and thus their forces, into them.

E. 324". The murmuring (of Korah, etc.,) against

Moses and Aaron, signified the })rofanation of the good
of celestial love . . . For to murmur, that is, to rebel

against the Lord, and to perform holy things, is pro-

fanation.

Murrhine. MurrJmius.
A. 5056. In the light of Heaven he was of a black

colour ; but he himself said that he was not of a black,

but of a murrhine colour. 8847. (Compare 0.8746).

Muscle. Musadiis.

Muscular. Muscularis.

See under Fibrk.

A. 444*^. From the operation of the soul into the
muscles ... it might have been evident to him that the

spirit is organic . . .

2988^. All the actions which are produced by the
muscles (are in correspondence with) the things which
the man thinks and wills.

4325. The things which surround the body, as the

muscles and the skin, and also the organs of the senses.

for the most part receive fibres from the cei'ebrum . . .

Hence man has motion according to his M'ill.

4799. That speech in general can be expressed by the

lips, is evident to me from the manifold series of

muscular fibres folded together among each other

which are in the lips. If these were unfolded, and
were thus to act . . . freely, many variations could be

presented there which are unknown to those with whom
these muscular fibres lie pressed together.

5173^. (So with) the motion of the muscles, whence is

action : unless there was in it an endeavour from the

man's thought and will, it would cease in a moment . . .

7850. The corresponding Sjiiritual or Significative is

conjoined with that to which it corresponds ... as is

the will . . . with the muscular fibres, througli which is

action.

9394''. An idea of such series can be formed from the

muscular series and bundles in the human body. Each
bundle there consists of a numljer of motor fibres ; and
each motor fibre, of blood-vessels and nervous fibres

;

and also each muscular bundle, which in a general

word is called a muscle, is encompassed with its tunic,

by which it is distinguished from other muscles ; in like

manner the interior fascicles which are called motor

fibres. But still all the muscles and the motor fibres

in them which are in the universal body are so ordinated

that they concur to every action according to the good-

pleasure of the will ; and this in an incomprehensible

manner. The like is the case with the scientifics of the

memory . . .

9634*^. The boards of the habitation correspond to the

muscular or fleshy part in man, which supports the

surrounding membranes and skins. By 'flesh' also is

signified good.

W. 190. Every muscle in the human body consists of

least fibres ; and these compounded fascicularly present

the greater fibres, which are called motor ; and, from

bundles of these, comes forth the composite which is

called a muscle. . . From this is evident the nature of

discrete degrees . . .

192. Tbat these degrees are homogeneous ... is

evident
;
(for) the motor fibres of the muscles, least,

greater, and gi'catest, are homogeneous . . .

197. An application (of this principle) can be made to

. . . the muscles, nerves, etc. . . In all these the first

thing is singly and alone regnant in the subsequent

things . . .

207. In every ultimate there are discrete degrees in

simultaneous order. The motor fibres in every muscle

, . . are in such order. Inmostly in them are the most

simple things which are the most perfect ; the outermost

is the composite of these.

260. As if the membrane investing the motor fibres of

a muscle were not to react against the forces of these

fibres in actions : not only would action cease, but all

the interior tissues would also be resolved.

T. 60^. For example : the sheath of every muscle

enters into its several motor fibres, and clothes them
from itself.

147. That there is a doubleness andtriplicity in every
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created thing, is evident from these things in the

liuman body . . . Every muscle consists of fascicles of

fibres, and tliesc of motor fibres.

[T.] 353^. The power of faitli from the phirality of

Truths . . . may be compared to the muscles with which

the whole body is covered round, and which, although

numerous and far apart, still make one power in

actions.

478-. In like manner all the muscles—without such

an equilibrium of these, all action and reaction would

cease . . .

D. 1060. The muscular textures are to be referred to

the class of spiritual things.

1362. That there are Spirits who answer to all and

each of the muscles in man ; as well as Angels. Gen. art.

2667. A Spirit who . . , adhered to the hinder part

of the ear, where are the elevator muscles of the ear-

lap . . .

2807. All the organic membranes of the viscera,

muscles, etc., are generals, in which and with which

particulars come forth distinctly.

2949*=. This was still further confirmed by the muscles,

while the man is acting from the will. If he knows

which muscles are acting, and which fibres, and directs

his mind into the muscle and fibre, so as to command
it . . . then the muscle can do nothing . . .

3035. An idea of the Societies in the World of Spirits

can be procured from the consociations of the muscles

in man, and their communications through the fibres and

other indefinitely numerous connections, in that they

inflow according to the afiinities into every simplest

action ; and in that the jespiration of the h;ngs is

therefore changed into such, because it is the lungs

which operate in general into the system of the muscles.

33996. Yov ideas are movements and varieties of re-

spirations ; as is evident from the operation of the will

into the muscles through the pulmonic applications.

3565. Nor is it known that the Cogitative and Volun-

tary cori'csponds to the muscles.

3891. He was asked how he understands this : that

the thought which is spiritual moves the muscles of the

whole face . . . and that the will moves the muscles of

the whole body.

4010. When I wanted to know how the actions of the

muscles are circumstanced representatively to the ideas

of the thoughts ... I laboured for many years to know
the applications of the lungs to each thing, then those of

the muscles, of the motor fibres, and of the nervous fibres

. . . and still the action does not come forth according

to these things . . . Therefore it is better merely to

know that the will inflows.

4226. See Music, here.

D. Wis. ii^. The motory organs of the whole body,

which are called the muscles . . .

. In like manner the muscles : these do not

move of themselves ; but the will together with the

iinderstanding moves them . . .

vi". For the lungs through their respiration act into

the ribs and the diaphragm ; and, through these, by

means of the ligaments and the peritoneum . . . into all

the muscles of the body ; and not only involve them,

but also penetrate within ... so that there is not the

smallest thing ... in a muscle, from its surface to its

inmost, which does not derive something from the

ligaments, and consequently from the respiration.

X.4. The will is the prime agent in producing motions

;

and the understanding ... in presenting the senses . . .

This appears from the co-operation of the heart and the

lungs. That [in motions] the heart is the prime agent,

and the lungs the secondary one, is evident from the

muscles, in that the arteries act there, and the little

tunics from the ligaments react. (Continued under

Lungs, here.)

Museum. Musaeum. M.207«.

Music. Miisica, Musice.

Musical. Mitsicus, Musicalis.

Musician. Mitsicus.

See Instrumext ; and under Drum, Flutb, Hau-
MONY, Harp, Okgan, Singing, Trumpet, etc.

A. 418. The like instruments represented nothing

else in the worship of the representative Church, and in

like manner the singing : hence there were so many
singers and musicians . . .

8337-. In Divine worshi}) of yore many kinds of

musical instruments were employed, but with much dis-

tinction. In general, by the wind instruments affections

of good were expressed, and by the stringed ones aff'ec-

tions of truth ; and this from the correspondence of

each sound with the artections. It is known that by

some kinds of musical instruments are expressed these

natural afi'ections, and by some, those ; and that when
an accordant Harmonic sounds with them, they actually

move those affections. Those who are skilled musicians

-musices-'kwow these things, and also make use of these

[instruments] consistently [therewith]. The cause of

this thing comes forth from the nature of sound itself,

and its accordauce with the affections. Man first learned

this not from science and art, but from hearing and its

exquisite sense ; from which it follows that it does not

come from an origin in the natural world, but from an

origin in the Spiritual "World ; and thus from the cor-

respondence of the things which ffow from order in the

natural world with things in the Spiritual World. The
Harmonic of sounds and its varieties corresponds to

states of joy and gladness in the Spiritual World, and

the states of joy and gladness there come forth from the

afi'ections, which in that World are afi'ections of good

and truth. Hence it may now be evident that musical

instruments correspond to the delights and pleasant-

nesses of spiritual and celestial afi'ections ; and that

some instruments correspond to the latter, and some to

the former aff'ections. (Continued under Drum.)

H. 241^. As the aff'ections put themselves forth

especially by means of sounds, therefore in the discourse

of man, when great things are treated of, as Heaven, and

God, those words are loved in which are U and 0.

Musical sounds also uplift themselves thither when like

things are being expressed. It is otherwise when

things not great are being treated of. Hence it is that
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the musical art is skilled to express various kinds of

affections.

R. 792. 'The voice,' or sound 'of harjiers and musi-
cians' (Rev.xviii.22) has relation to spiritual affections

. . . Hence it is that (these words)= the affection of

spiritual truth and good. (The statement completed

under Ixstkumext.)

M. 6''. There are (in Heaven) music and singing-

musicalia et mntica-m the greatest perfection. Such
things are for joys to them, but not for happiness ; the

latter must be in the joys . . . and this happiness is pos-

sessed by everyone from use in his own function. Ex.

17. There are (in this Heaven) days of festivity ap-

pointed by the Prince, in order that the lower minds
may be relaxed . . . On these days there are musical

harmonies and singing in the puldic places . . . (where)

there are raised orchestras surrounded with railings

garlanded with vines, from which hang clusters of

grajjcs, within which, in three rows, one above another,

sit the musicians, with instruments of string, and
with instruments of sound, of high pitch and of low

pitch, of vigorous tone and of soft tone ; and at the

sides there are male and female singers, and they de-

light the citizens with most pleasant jubilations and
songs, both mingled and alone, the particulai- kind of

which is varied at intervals. These things continue

there on those days of festivity from morning to noon,

and after this to the evening. T.745.

256. That from commonness . . . even joys become

matters of indifference ... is evident from . . . musical

harmonies . . . which in themselves are sweetnesses,

because they are vivifications.

T. 353-. See Melody, here.

D. 904. Therefore the music of the old (or ancient)

Q\m\-c\\-vi:teris Ecdesiae ... is so delightful. (See

Hahmoxy, here.)

1996. (The effect of music heard in this world upon
Spirits. See Instrument, here.) 2090.

2003. In the derivative natural things there exists

nothing without a general sphere, which rules the sin-

gulars . . . thus neither the musical things, unless there

is a co-sounding body . . . See Instrument at 2806,

2807.

21 12. In the life of the body, by the hearing of in-

strumental music, the evil also, in a certain state, can

be as it were carried outside of themselves, and can feel

a sweetness as it were heavenly.

4226. So with those who practise things musical-

iiiusicalia. All things of the external body are thus

imbued, and the muscles are taught, marvellously . . .

51 13. The reason why (when a man is speaking with

the celestial Angels he is bent from words in which

there are E and I to those in which there are A, 0, and

U) is from no other source than the affection of love,

which is grandisonant, as may also be evident from

things harmonic and musical. When these are express-

ing the higher things of love, as love to God, then also

will there be what is grandisonant ; and also when in

relation to God they mark anything devout, there is as

it were the bass. But when other things are treated of,

they sound difl'erently ; so that they are in accordance,

relatively, with the discantus.

6027. 12. Music was also heard (at the marriage of

the Empress of Russia) accompanying the affections of

the children who had been there.

E. 326. Hence it is evident that the reason the Har-

monic of singing, and also the musical art, can express

various kinds of affections, and can be applied to things

-rebus, is from the Spiritual World ; and not from the

natural as is believed. 700"^.

855*^. All who are in the Spiritual Kingdom speak

from thought which is of the understanding . . . and

such speech, when it falls down from Heaven ... is

heard either as a voice, or as harmonious mu8ic-/i«/--

monicum inusicum.

1 185. For musical sounds express affections, and pro-

duce them with joy.

De Verbo 3'^ The modulations of singing and

music are heard (there) as in the world.

D. Wis. X. 5. The sounds which derive little from

the understanding are those of singing and of music . . .

The correspondence of the variations of sound, such as are

those of singing and muaic-musices, is with the varia-

tions of the affections, which are from the love of the

will in the understanding.

C. 189. Such (diversions of charity are) various

musical harmonies and singing, which affect the lower

mindaccording to the correspondences with the affections.

Muslin. Sindon.

E. 951. Angels wise from Divine truth appear in

white garments of muslin, byssus, or flax ; because

muslin, byssus, and flax correspond to the truths in

which they are.

Must. Mitstiim.

A. 1071^. 'As the must is found in the cluster . .
.'

(Is.lxv.8) ; 'the cluster' = cliarity ; 'the must' = the

goods and derivative truths of charit}'.

*. Occurs. **. 1072^. 2702'.

2466'". 'Scortation, and wine, and must hath pos-

sessed the heart' (Hos.iv. 11). . . ' Wine ' = falsity
;

'must '= the derivative evil.

3580. ' Multitude of corn and must' (Gen.xxvii.28) =
the derivative natural good, and the derivative natural

truth. . . 'Mu8t' = truth ; which, when predicated of the

Natural, = natural truth ; and then . . . 'wine' is predi-

cated of the Rational.

-. That 'corn and must' = these things. 111.

. 'A drought upon the must' (Hag.i. ii) = a de-

fect of truth.

. 'A land of corn and of must' (Deut.xxxiii.28)

= the good and truth of the Church.
'^. 'The must shall mourn' (Is.xxiv.7)= that

truth will cease.

*. 'Corn and must' (Jer.xxxi. i2) = good and the

derivative truth.

3597, 'With corn and must have I sustained him'

(Gen.xxvii.37) = the good and truth thereof.

3941'*. 'The miist' (Joel i. 10) = the truth of the

Church.
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[A.] 5II7''. 'The must in the chistei' (ls.lxv.8)=
trutli from good in the Natural.

'. Tlie derivative goods of love and of charity are

signified by that 'the mountains shall drop must, and
the hills shall flow away' (Amos ix. 13).

6377^. The good of faith is 'the wine-])ress, ' 'the

must,' and 'the libation of wine' (Hos.ix.2,4).

8409. 'They shall be inel)riated with their blood as

witli must' (Is.xlix.26).

9223'. The first-fruits of the vintage were those of

wine, must, and oil. e,Ex.

9272^ 'To tread the must, but not to drink the
wine' (Micah vi. i5) = to be instructed concerning the

truths wliieh are from good, but still not to appropriate

them to one's self. 9277-.

9277-*. 'The vine said unto them. Shall I make to

cease my must, gladdening God and men' (Judg.ix.13).

9331^. 'Howl, all ye drinkers of wine, on account of

the must which is cut off from your mouth' (Joel i. 5).

R.3I6^

9960^*. It is said that He would take his corn, his

must, his wool, and his flax, with which he had covered
his nakedness (Hos.ii.9), because by 'corn' is signified

the interior good of the Spiritual Church ; by 'the

must,' its interior truth ; by 'the wool,' its exterior

good ; and by 'the flax,' its exterior truth.

10137^. By 'must' is signified all the truth of the
Church. Kef.

10402". That 'must' = the derivative truth. Ref.

P. 256. Like ferments put into meals and musts, by
means of which the heterogeneous things are separated,

and the homogeneous ones are conjoined . . .

R. 316^ Holy truth is signified by 'must,' and
'wine,' in other places also in the Word. 111.

^ 'Scortation'= the falsification of truth ; in like

manner, here (Hos.iv. 11) 'wine,' and 'must.'

651. 'A wine-press' = exploration, because in wine-

presses the must is expressed from the clusters, and the

oil from the olives ; and from the exjjressed must and
oil is perceived of what quality the clusters and olives

had been.

653. For by 'the blood out of the wine-press' is meant
the must and wine from the trodden clusters ; and by
the must and wine like things are signified.

M. 8. Being gladdened with the most delicate musts
of grapes.

^. Others Avere expressing the must from grapes,

cherries, and berries into cups, and drinking jovially.

1 4". Musta vinonim concreta.

272. As the dregs precipitate themselves to the

bottom when the must of wine is clarified.

I. 12^. The iinition of spiritual things with natural

ones, and the derivative appearance of life in material

ones, may be compared to noble wine in a clean sponge,

and to the saccharine must in the grape . . .

T. 15 1*'. After he has poured libations of must to

demons.

324^. Like those who mix poison with musts . . .

404-. (The love of the world) is like the must of nnfer-

niented wine, which tastes sweet, Init infests the belly.

502". Where all the hills would flow with generous

musts.

D. 2475. (Butterflies) eat the must of flowers.

E. 141'-. 'AVine' = interior falsity; 'must' (Hos.iv.

1 1 )= exterior falsity.

304^^. Occurs. 340". 638-".

323-. That spiritual good would cease, is signified by
that 'the must shall mourn' . . . For by 'must' is sig-

nified spiritual good.

365^^. The multiplication of good and truth is meant
by, 'Their corn and must are multiplied' (Ps.iv.7).

'Corn' = good ; and 'must,' truth.

374^. ' Wheat' = the good of the natural man ; 'must'

(Jer.xxxi. 12), its truth.

*. By 'corn' is meant the good of every kind in

the external man ; by 'must' (Joel i. 10), the truth also

there.

375"**. By 'must and oil' (Jer.xxxi. 12) are signified

truth and good.
''". By 'must and oil' (Joel ii. 24) are signified

the truth and good of the Church. 543®.

^*'. 'Must' (Joel i. 10)= truth ; and 'oil.' good.

3-. 'Must' (Hos.ii.22)= truth ; and 'oil,' good.

376". By 'the mountains shall drop must,' or wine

(Joel iii. 18) is meant that from the good of love to the

Lord is all genuine truth. 405". ^'•'. 433^^ 483-'.

^ 'Corn and must' (Gen.xxvii.28,37):=all the

good and truth of the Church.
". By 'the corn, must, and oil' which tliey

should gather (Deut.xi. 14) are signified all the good and

truth of the external and internal man.
^'^. By 'to live in a land of corn and must ' (Deut.

xxxiii.28) is signified [to live] in all the good and truth

of the Church.
^-. By 'wheat, must, and oil' (Jer.xxxi. 12) are

signified goods and truths of every kind.

. By ' the must which the sons of the stranger

shall not drink' (Is.lxii.8) is signified in general the

truth of the Church, which shall no longer be consumed

by . . . falsities.

—— ^''. That they will not profit by the hearing of

these things, is signified by ... ' the must shall lie to

them ' (Hos.ix.2).

^*. By 'wine,' and 'must' (Joel 1.5) is meant the

truth of the Church. 543''.

-". By ' the must which shall mourn ' and by

'the vine which shall languish' (Is.xxiv.7) is signified

all the truth of the Church, (and) its deprivation. 618'*.

^^. The derivative falsity is signified by ' must

'

(Hos.iv. 11).

618^. 'Must' (Is.xxiv.7)= the truth of the Word ; and
' the vine,' the truth of doctrine of the Church.

630^^. By 'they shall gather corn and must' (Is.lxii.

9) is signified instruction in the goods and truths of

doctrine and of the Church.

644®. The spiritual and celestial good and truth which

the man of the Church has thence, are meant by ' the

corn, must, and oil' which they will gather (Deut.xi. 14).
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'^. That thence they have the truth and good of

love to the Lord, is signified by that 'tlie wine-pi'esses

shall o*-erflo\v with must and oil' (Joel ii. 24). ( = that

from the good of charity they have truth and its delight.

922".)

695-3. 'The must shall lie to her ' = that neither shall

there be any truth of good ; for 'must,' like ' \vine' =
truth from the good of charity and of love.

710^. By 'corn and must' (Deut.vii. 13) are signified

all the good and truth in the natural man.

86^^''. 'Corn makes the youths grow up, and must
the virgins' (Zech.ix. I7) = that the understanding of

truth, and the affection of truth, are formed through

good and through truth from the Lord.

Mustard. Sinapis.

A. 55^. 'A grain of mustard' (Matt.xiii.31) — the

good of man before he is spiritual ; which is ' the least

of allseeds,' because he supposes that he does what is

good of himself. That which is from self is nothing but

evil ; but, as he is in a state of regeneration, there is

something of good, but it is the least of all. At last, as

faith is being conjoined with love, it becomes greater,

and a vegetable. Finally, when it has been conjoined,

it becomes a tree ; and then "the birds of the heavens'

—whicli, here, are truths, or intellectual thing.s
—

' make
their nests in its branches,' which are scientifics.

1941^. For all knowledge, intelligence, and wisdom,

and their delights . . . grow thus to eternity, from the

smallest seed ; as the Lord teaches concerning the grain

of mustard.

E. 1 100^. By 'the tree' from the grain of mustard, is

signified the man of the Church, and also the Church,

conmrencing from a very little spiritual good through

truth ; for if only a very little spiritual good takes root

with a man, it grows like a seed in good ground . . .

' The birds of heaven, which build their nests in its

branches ':= the Knowledges of truth, and the derivative

thoughts.

D. Love xvii^. If a man by combat against evils as

sins has procured for himself in the world anything

spiritual, although it be a very little, he is saved ; and
his uses afterwards grow like 'the grain of mustard, into

a tree.

Mutilate. Mutilare.

Mutilated. Mutilus.

A. 7337. That the mutilated were healed, signified

that such as are signified by . . . the mutilated would

receive the Gospel, and be spiritually healed ; and this

by the Advent of the Lord into the world.

T. 309. 'Thou shalt not kill,' in the natural sense,

means . . . also not to mutilate a man's body.

D. 3976. (Spirits who speak otherwise than they

think) are at once cast out, and mutilated.

E. 1085^. Hence . . . from its first revelation, the

AVord as to the sense of the letter has not been muti-

lated . . .

Mutilated. Dccurtatus. Ad. 3/5938. 6003.

Mutter. See under GAPE-/z/5«r^, and Whis-

v^^-susiorare.

Mutter. Mussitare.

Muttering. Mussitatio.

A. 4657. Spirits have spoken with me, by muttering

. . . (which) is not becoming in the other life, because it

manifests that they have__been whisperers. (Continued

under Whisper. ) D. 1 149.

R. 449^. They muttered move tilings, which I did

not hear.

462^ See Enchaxt, here. '. 655^ E.590-.

•'. 'Muttering.' 111.

655^. Let us send some one skilled in muttering, who
can make black white . . .

T. 72-. (These simple and upright Spirits) stood

amazed, muttering together . . .

D. 61 io"\ So that he dare not mutter against her will.

Mutter. Mutire. r.231^.

Mutual. Muiuus.

Mutually. MjiUw.
See BoRiiow, Lend, and under Co>f.JOix.

A. 2731. Mutuo ei vlcissim. 3945, etc.

2732^^. Mutually averse to each other.

4725. Their mutual thoughts. Sig. and Ex.

8665. A mutual Divine celestial state. Sig. and Ex.

10555. Mutual perception. Sig. and Ex.

J. 9^. Mutual and reciprocal conjunction.

Life 103. As this Reciprocal . . . and derivative

Mutiral is with man from the Lord . . . 105.

T. 371^. There are two reciprocations through which

conjunction is effected ; the one is alternate, and the

other is mutual. Ex.

Mutual Love. Amor mutuiis.

A. 537. Not knowing that Heaven is miitual love
;

and that heavenly joy is the joy thence derived. 547^.

2130^

553. They who are in mutual love in Heaven are

continually advancing to tlie spring-time of their adol-

escence . . . with continual increments to eternity,

according to the progresses and degrees of mutual love,

charity, and faith. (Continued under Chaiuty.)

684. The Societies are distinct from one another

according to the differences of mutiial love and of faith

in the Lord. Ex.

996". In which Heaven (the Third), as . . . there is

nothing but mutual love, the happiness is ineffable.

1013''. In Heaven, where from mutual love all the

Angels are as it were a one.

, Heaven consists of as many likenesses of the

Lord as there are Angels, and this solely through mutual

love, in that the one loves the other more than himself.

1055®. ^^1* when he can . . . receive mutixal love,

there is 'the covenant' . . .

1 1
59-. For all things which are of mutual love in

circumstanced in the Heavens as are relationships . . .
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[A.] 1285-. Although (in Heaven) the influx is only

one, still all things obey and follow as a one ; and this

through the mutual love in which they are . . .

^. The doctrine is one when all have mutual love

or charity, (Continued under Charity.)

13166. Hence the heavenly Societies are as a one, and

this solely through mutual love from the Lord.

1388®. This communicative perception has its begin-

ning in this : that the Lord wills . . . that all be attected

from mutual love, and thus be happy.

1398. They cannot endure the sphere of mutual love.

2049^ 2132.

1506^. Theloveof self , . , is contrary to mutual love,

which is the life of Heaven.

1521, The Angels (are) in the liighest happiness from
mutual love.

1594*. Mutual love . . . consists in this : that the man
not only says of himself, but acknowledges and believes,

that he is most unworthy ; and that he is something
vile and tilthy, which the Lord from infinite mercy con-

tinually withdraws . , . from Hell ... In proportion as

he (does this) he recedes from the love of self. . , and
in the same proportion he receives heavenly love, that

is, mutual love
; which is, that he wants to serve all.

These are they who are meant by 'the least' . . .

®. (Thus) that which principally unites the

external man to the internal is mutual love, which
[love] is never possible until the love of self recedes, for

they are quite contrary. The internal man is nothing
else than mutual love. Ex.

®. But he who is in mutual love acknowledges
and believes that everything good and true ... is the
Lord's : and his ability to love another as himself, and,
if he is like the Angels, more than himself, he believes

to be the Lord's gift ; from which gift and its happiness
he recedes, in proportion as he recedes from the acknow-
ledgment that it is the Lord's.

1645. In everything of angelic speech there is interior

delight . . . from the good of mutual love . . . 1876®.

1776. For infant boys and gii-ls are in a state of
mutual love . . . thus their most tender vessels are

almost heavenly, and are simply faculties for receiv-

ing .. .

1799. All in the Lord's Kingdom are heirs; for they
live from the Lord's life, which is the life of mutual
love . . ,

1802-*. They are heirs for the first time . . . when they
are in the affection of good ; that is, in mutual love

;

into which they ai-e introduced through Knowledges of

good and truth, and their affections . . . For mutual
love is the veriest Vital which they receive from the
Lord's Essence as from their Father.

18036. That the Lord's Kingdom is mutual love.

Refs.

20096. There is no salvation ... in any other doctrine

. . . than mutual love, which is the true doctrine of

faith . . .

2027. Thus they destroy that which is heavenly,
namely, mutual love, which is the support-/r;«awien-

tum-oi Heaven ; for Heaven is in it ; and in it all its

consociation and unanimity subsist and consist.

2039. There are three kinds of loves which constitute

the celestial things of the Lord's Kingdom : conjugial

love, love towards infants, and the love of society or

mutual love.

2057. The love of self is diametrically opposite to

mutual love, in which Heaven consists. Ex.

-. Mutual love in Heaven consists in this : that

they love the neighbour more than themselves. Hence

the whole Heaven represents as it were one man ; for

all are thus cousociated through mutual love from the

Lord. Des.

2 13 1. Until they come to that Society with which

they are in accordance according to the life of mutual
love which they have . . .

2273. All of which things are contrary to mutual

love . . .

22896. For all (the infants there) are instructed in

. . . the goods of mutual love.

23096. They thus extinguish in (their children) all

the mutual love . . . which infants have from the Lord

. . . and tlius . . . exclude them from Heaven, where

there is nothing but mutual love.

2733-. From conjugial love, as from a parent, is

derived mutual love, which is the sui^T[>ort-Jir»ia7n('nfiim-

of Heaven.

2737. Those who live in conjugial love . . . are in

mutual love more than others ; for this love comes

thence as a stream from its fountain.

2738. Mutual love, such as there is in Heaven, is

not like conjugial love. The latter consists in wanting

to be in the life of the other as a one ; but the former

in willing better for another than for one's self ; such as

is the love of parents towards their children ; and such

as is the love of those who are affected with doing good

[to others], not for their own sake, but because this is a

joy to them. Such angelic love is derived from conjugial

love ; and is born from it as an infant from its parent

;

and therefore also it exists with parents towards their

children. This love is preserved by the Lord with

parents, even if they are not in conjugial love, in order

that the human race may not perish.

3183. When man is first born, he is introduced into

a state of innocence . . . then into a state of the affec-

tion of celestial good, that is, of love towards his

parents . . . and afterwards into a state of the affection

of spiritual good, or of mutual love, that is, of charity

towards his m3Ltes-C07isimilcs . . . Sig.

ZS2>9^- (Thus) love to the Lord is the life of Heaven ;

and mutual love is the soul from this life . . .

3832. The feasts which were made in old times . . .

signified initiation into mutual love, which is of

charity ... 5161-.

3875^ As 'to adhere,' from which Levi was named, --

spiritual love, which is the same as mutual love, the

same word means to \exidi-mutuo (/a?-e-and to receive,

(by which) was represented mutual love. . . Mutual
love differs from friendship in this : that mutual love

regards the good which is with a man ; and, as it is
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towards good, it is towards him who is in good ; where-

as friendship regards the man ; and it also liecomes

mutual love when it regards the man from good, or for

tlie sake of good. (Otherwise) friendship is not mutual
love, but approaches the love of self; and, in propor-

tion as it does this, it is opposite to mutual love. In

itself, mutual love is nothing else than charity towards

the neighbour; for by 'the neighbour' is signified good

... It is this mutual love, or charity towards the

neighbour, which is meant by spiritual love, and is

what is signified by 'Levi.'

3956. ('Issachar') in the external sense, = mutual
love ; as may be evident from the signilication of

'reward.' Ex. 4606^,

. For the affection of charity, and mutual love,

are the same thing. Refs.

®. (Before this) there cannot come forth any
conjunction of good and truth ; thus neither mutual
love. Sig.

3957. As by 'Issachar' is signified 'reward ;' and
'reward,' in the external sense, is mutual love . . . we
may state that very few at this day . . . know that

'reward' is this, because they do not know what mutual
love is . . .

". This jilane is acipiired by charity towards the

neighbour, that is, by mutual love. This plane is what
is called conscience.

4286-'. The Angels (of the Second Heaven) are called

spiritual, because they are in charity towards the

neighbour, that is, in mutual love, which is such that

the one loves the other more than himself . . . (The

Angels of the First Heaven) are also in mutual love
;

but they do not love others more than themselves, but

as themselves . . .

''. The spiritual Angels are called the celestial

spiritual, being styled celestial from mutual love, and
spiritual fronr the derivative intelligence. Rep.

4468^. For he says in his heart. If they live in

innocence and mutual love . . .

4599'*. The derivative (of the Celestial Kingdom),
which is mutual love ; and which, in the spiritual

sense, is called charity towards the neighbour, is

described by 'the hill of the daughter of Zion.'

5002. As Heaven makes ... a reciprocal towards the

Lord by reception, and by mutual love, it is called ' a

marriage.

'

5161^. For it is mutual love which conjoins, and
causes it not to be apperceived as servitude . . .

5365'*. Scarcely anyone (of the learned) has said that

(the highest good) is the delight . . . and happiness

which is perceived from mutual love without an end for

the sake of self and the world ; and that it makes
Heaven itself. . .

5405. (Thijs) the breaking of I)read was significative

of mutual love.

6377^. That 'wine'= the good of mutual love and of

faith, is evident from Rev.vi.6.

6388. By 'Issachar,' here, are meant those who are in

a certain form and appearance of mutual love ; that is,

of chai'ity towards the neighViour, and who want to be

recompensed on account of the goods which thej" do
;

and thus not only defile genuine mutual love or charity,

but also pervert it ; for they who are in this genuine

love are in their delight and blessedness when they are

doing good to the neighbour ; for they long for nothing

in la-eference. It is this delight and blessedness which
are meant by 'reward' in the Word . . .

6435. 'To the desire of the hills of an age' = to

celestial mutual love. . . That the Spiritual Church
will come to this love, is signified by (these words).

. What is meant by the mutual love which the

man of the Spiritual Church, who is represented by
'Joseph,' has enough to do to arrive at. Ex. . . The
external of the Celestial Kingdom is the good of mutual
love . . . and, instead of the truth of faith, they have

the good of mutual love. But the internal of the

Spiritual Kingdom is the good of charity towards the

neighbour . . . (Thus) the external of the Celestial

Kingdom coincides with the internal of the Spiritual

Kingdom by the medium which is called the Celestial of

the Spiritual . . . But the good of mutual love is more

interior than the good of charity towards the neighbour,

because the former is from the Rational, but the latter

from the Xatural. But, although the good of mutual

love, which is the external of the Celestial Church, is

more interior ; and the good of charity towards the

neighbour is more exterior, nevertheless the Lord con-

joins these goods by a medium . . . and thus He conjoins

those two Kingdoms.
*. In order that a distinction may be made

between the external good of the Celestial Church, and

the internal good of the Spiritual Church, we may in

what follows call the former good the good of mutual

love ; and the latter, the good of charity towards the

neighbour ; which difference has not been observed in

what precedes.

". 'A hill' = the good of mutual love. 111.

8734-. What is spiritual conjunction, which is chaiity

or mutual love . . .

9468. 'Scarlet double dyed'=mutual love. . . (for)

celestial truth is the same as the good of mutual love

. . . The external in the Celestial Kingdom is the good

of mutual love ; and this is the good which is signified

by 'scarlet double-dyed.' Ex. and 111. -.

•'. 'To be educated upon scarlet' -- to be instructed

from infancy in the good of mutual love from the

Word.

9470. (iood from the good of mutual love. Sig. and

Ex.

9473. 'Oil for the luminary' = the internal good

which is in mutual love and in charity. . . 'The

luminary ' = mutual love and charity. The reason 'the

luminary ' = mutual love, is from the flame, by which is

signified this love; and that it= charity, is from the

heat and derivative light.

'. What the internal good which is in mutual

love, and in charity, is. Ex.

'K The internal good in the good of charity is the

good of mutual love, which is external celestial good ;

but the internal good in tlie good of mutual love is the

good of love to the Lord, which is also the good of

innocence, and which is internal celestial good . . .
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[-A--]9594"- The tliircl degree (of life with man) is

opened according to the good of mutual love, and the

good of love to the Lord.

9613. The reason (the Angels are led by the Lord as

one Angel) is that among them all, is mutual love from

the love of the Lord. Ex.

®. The singular bonds (in the Heavens) are . . .

those of mutual love, or of charity towards the neigh-

V)oiir.

9741 ^ In that Ultimate Heaven which is represented

by the interior court, is the good of mutual love. They
who are in the good of mutual love are in the affection

of good for the sake of good . . .

*. 'The court within the temple' = tlie good of

mutual love.

9828-. As the Lord is in the good of mutual love,

and in the good of charity towards the neighbour . . .

by regarding their companions from this love, they are

turned to the Lord.

9912. 'Hyaeinthine' = the celestial love of truth,

which is the good of mutual love ; and the good of

mutual love is the external good of the Celestial

Kingdom ... It is this good which inflows into the

internal good of the Spiritual Kingdom . . . from it

comes forth its good, which is the good of charity

towards the neighbour. Sig. and Ex.

"5. The good of mutual love is the external good

of innocence ; and, unless the good of charity has in it

the good of innocence, it is not the good of charity ;

conse(iuently, unless it has in it the good of mutual
love. Hence it is that the robe was all of hyaeinthine

;

for ' hyaeinthine ' = the good of mutual love ; or, what
is the same, the external good of innocence ; and 'the

robe ' = Divine truth in an internal form in the Spiritual

Kingdom, which is the same as the good of charity.

9933-. The external in the Inmost Heaven is the

good of mutual love, which is that of the love of good

for the sake of good ; this good it is which is meant by

the truth of celestial love, and which is signified by 'the

fillet-^7«m-of hyaeinthine.'

9993-. Each Kingdom is tripartite . . . The middle

(of the Celestial Kingdom) is tlie good of mutual love,

which is the good proceeding from (the good of love to

the Lord) ; and the external is the delight proceeding

from the good of mutual love. The two former (parts

of the Celestial Kingdom) are in their internal man . . .

and the third is in their external man. These three are

represented by 'the bread of unleavened things,' 'the

cakes of unleavened things mixed with oil,' and 'the

wafers of unleavened things anointed with oil ' . . .

H. 213*^. But in the Heavens there is no government
except that of mutual love

;
(which) is celestial govern-

ment.

K- 353- 'Ei'om the tribe of Asher were sealed twelve

thousand ' = mutual love, which is the love of doing the

good of use to the comnuuiity . . . with those who will

be of the Lord's New Heaven and New Church. . . By
'Asher' is here signified the love of doing uses, which is

with those who are in the Lord's Celestial Kingdom,
and is there called mutual love. This love descends

proximately from love to the Lord ; because the Lord's

love is to do uses to the community . . . and He does

tliem through men who are in love to Him.

M. 270'^ Love truly conjugial dwells in the highest

region (of the mind) in the midst of mutual love, in

the chamber of the will . . .

D. 2520. That mutual love is that in which is all

happiness, and that Heaven consists in mutual love . . .

may be evident from the things in nature. Ex.

3137^. They suppose they love each other mutually,

but . . .

3530. That there is mutual love in Heaven, so that

they love the neighbour more than themselves. Ex.

4206*^. (This) is a universal law ; as also that mutual

love recompenses itself . . .

4229. Conjugial love is the fundamental of all mutual

love. Mutual love is to will to the other lietter than

to self ; but the conjunction of conjugial love is closer . . .

4350*^. (Conjugial love) also receives mutual love

towards the neighbour ; for it follows from genuine

conjugial love, as from a kind of fountain.

4406. When mutual love ... or angelic ideas about

mutual love, fall down into the World of Spirits . . .

they are turned into a filthy adulterine sphere . . . The

reason is that the mutual love of Heaven is founded

upon conjugial love ; that is, is derived from it.

4435. Concerning mutual love, that it is the source

of all happiness ; and tliat mutual love is from con-

jugial. Ex. 4436.

D. Min. 4607. Mutual love consists in willing better

to the other than to self ; so that it wills to give its

goods to the other.

E. 638". The good in the Celestial Kingdom is the

good of love to the Lord ; and the truth of this good is

called the good of love towards a brother and companion.

Myriad. Myrias.

A. 2367. There are myriads of myriads [of things] in

each little affection, and in each idea . . .

2575-'. 'A myriad' (Ps.xci. 7)= things innumerable;

(here) all who are the Lord's enemies.

. Here, also (Ps.cxliv. 13) . . . 'ten thousand,' or

a myriad, = things innumerable.

3186-. By 'a thousand' is signified much, also what

is infinite ; and still more by 'a myriad ;' and still more

yet by 'a thousand myriads.' 111.

3405-. For myriads, nay mjTiads of mjrriads of

things which are perceived distinctly by those who are

in a higher degree, appear only as a one with those who
are in a lower one.

3438^. Myriads of which (singulars) together make

one particular which is presented in the literal sense . . .

3855. For external things are images and forms com-

pounded of myriads of internal ones . . .

5398. Can be known by the Angels scarcely as to one

part of a myriad.

6057-. The tongue can never utter one part of a

myriad of myriads of them.

6699. Some myriads of men go there every day.
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7236-. If myriads of myriads were multiplied to

eternity, the good of one would not be like that of

another.
e. What not from thousands and myriads of

various things, such as truths ?

H. 415. Within a year some myriads, or millions

(die).

544'-'. (In Hell) there are myriads of myriads fiom

the beginning of creation to this time.

W. 316^. Because thousands and myriads of forces

operating in act appeal- as a one.

P. 636. There are myriads of myriads which compose

the form (of Heaven) ; and there are myriads which
enter it every year, and who will do so to eternity.

279^. There are myriads of concupiscences which

enter into and compose every evil ; and there are

myriads of affections which enter into and compose

every good ; and these myriads are in such order and

connection . . . that one cannot be changed irnless all

are.

R. 287. 'Thenumberof them was myriads of myriads,

and thousands of thousands' (Rev.v. ii) = all in truths

and in goods . . . Their quality is here described b}'^

their being 'myriads of myriads, and thousands of

thousands ;' for 'a myriad' is predicated of truths ; and

'a thousand,' of goods. The reason (is) that a myriad

is the greater numlier . . . and truths are manifold . . .

111.

—— '^. In all these passages, 'myriads" are said of

truths ; and 'thousands,' of goods.

447. 'The number of the armies of the horsemen was
two myriads of myriads' (Rev. ix. 16) = reasonings con-

cerning faith alone . . . from mere falsities of evil in

abundance. . . By 'two myriads of myriads' are meant
. . . great abundance. 'Two' is predicated of . . . evil

;

and 'myriads,' of truths : and, in the oi)posite sense, of

falsities.

E. 204". 'Myriads of holiness' (Dent, .xxxiii. 2) =
Divine truths.

316-". 'The myriads of Ephraim, and the thousands

of Manassch' (ver. i7)=the abundance of truth and the

derivative wisdom, and the abundance of good and the

derivative love. 336'*.

336. 'The number of them was myriads of myriads,

and thousands of thousands ' = innumerable those M'ho

are in truths, and innumerable those who are in goods.

. . . ' Myriads ' = things innumerable; in like manner
'thousands;' but 'myriads' are said of truths, and
'thousands' of goods.

*. The innumerability of those in the Celestial

Kingdom is signified by 'thousands of thousands ;' and
tlie innumerability of those in the Spiritual Kingdom,
by 'myriads of myriads.' But, in the abstract sense

. . . there are signified innumerable truths, and in-

numerable goods.
——". The reason 'myriads,' and 'thousands'=^

things innumerable, is that ' ten ' = many, and thence

also 'a hundred,' 'a thousand,' and 'ten thousand' . . .

But, when things innumerable, which are infinitely

many, are to be expressed, they are called 'myriads of

myriads and thousands of thousands.' Moreover, when
two multiplied numbers, the one gi'eater and the other

less, which signify what is similar, are mentioned

together . . . then the lesser one is said of goods, and
the greater one of truths. The reason is that each good

consists of many truths. Ex.
*. That 'myriads' are said of truths ; and

'thousands,' of goods. 111.

^. The destruction of these evils is signified by,

'a thousand shall fall at thy side ;' and the destruction

of the falsities by, 'a myriad at thy right hand'

(Ps.xci.7).

". As both (the Divine good and the Divine

truth) are signified, it is said 'a thousand of thousands

shall minister to Him, and a myriad of myriads shall

stand before Him' (Dan.vii. 10) ; 'a thousand' is said of

Divine good ; 'a myriad,' of Divine truth.

^*'. Therefore it is said 'the myriads of the

thousands of Israel' (Num. x. 36), by which [numbers]

are signified the truths from good which are in the

Church.

401^''. Occurs.

573. 'Two myriads of myriads " = innumerable things

conspiring against the truths of good.

700^. The truths from good which are implanted in

man after temptations, are signified by . . . 'Return,

Jehovah, the myriads of the thousands of Israel' . . .

By 'the myriads of tlie thousands of Israel' are signified

truths from good implanted, from which is the Church.'
' Myriads ' are said of truths.

Myrrh. Myrrha.

Myrrhated. Myrrhatus.
See under Spice.

A.

9293^

113S. See Frankincex.se, here. 11711 4262".

. S.2.r.

10252. 'The best myrrh' (Ex.xxx.23) = the percep-

tion of sensuous truth; (for) odoriferous myrrhs the

perception of sensuous truth ; for its odour= what is per-

ceptive ; and ' myrrh ' = sensuous truth. . . The quality of

the oil of anointing is described by the fragrant things

of which it was compounded, which were the best myrrh,

aromatic cinnamon, aromatic calamus, cassia, and oil of

olive ; by which are signified celestial truths and goods

in their order, from ultimates to primes, or from outer-

mosts to inmosts. The ultimates or outermosts are

signified by 'the myrrh.' The reason why celestial

good, or the good of the Inmost Heaven, is thus

described, is that this good comes forth by means of

these truths, which are signified ; and also subsists by

means of them. Ex.
*. That odoriferous myrrh = sensuous truth. 111.

. By the Lord's garments, which are said to be

'anointed with myrrh, aloes, and cassia' (Ps.xlv.8) are

signified Divine truths from His Divine good, in the

Natural, Thus, by 'myrrh' is signified Divine truth

in the Sensuous, liecause it is mentioned in the first

place.

^ 'Gold' (Matt.ii. 11) = good ; 'frankincense,'

internal truth; and 'myrrh,' external truth; both

from good. . . 'Myrrh' is mentioned in the third or last

place, because it = external truth from good . . .
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[A. 10252]'. As 'myrrh' signified truth in the highest

degree external, which is sensuous truth, and its per-

ception, therefore the bodies of the dead were formerly

anointed with myrrh and aloes ; by which anointing

was signified the preservation of all the truths and goods

with a man, and also resurrection ; and therefore such a

thing was employed as signified the ultimate of life with

man, which ultimate is called sensuous life. 111.

10256^. By 'the noble myrrh' (in the oil of anoint-

ing) is signified the perception of exterior truth in the

external man, which is sensuous truth.

10258*. Hence, by 'the myrrh, aloes, and cassia'

(Ps.xlv.) are signified Divine truths in their order pro-

ceeding from the Divine good which is in the Lord.

10264^. Ultimate truth, which is sensuous, with its

perception, is signified by 'the myrrh' (in the anointing

oil).

R. 2776. 'Gold' — celestial good; 'frankincense,'

spiritual good ; and 'myrrh,' natural good ; and all

worship is eflfected from these three goods. T.205-.

E.324I9.

E. 491''. 'Gold' := celestial good ; 'frankincense,'

spiritual good; and 'myrrh,' the derivative natural

good ; thus the three goods of the three Heavens.

519'-. Truths falsified are signified by 'the gall,' and

'myrrhated wine' (given to the Lord) . . . Their giving

to the Lord vinegar mingled with gall, which was called

also myrrhated wine, signified the quality of the Divine

truth from the Word with the Jewish nation ; namely,

that it was commingled with the falsity of evil, and

thus was altogether falsified and adulterated ; and

therefore He would not drink it. 627^*.

6i8^ See Bitter, here.

684"'. 'Myrrh' (Ps.xlv.) = good of the ultimate

degree ; 'aloes,' good of the second ; and 'cassia,' good

of the third. In like manner as do these three aromatics

commingled with olive oil, whence the oil of holiness.

Myrtle. Myrtus.

A. 2708*. 'The cedar, the myrtle, and the tree of

oil' (Is.xli. I9)= the truths and goods of the interior

man. 10261^

E. 294-. 'The myrtle and the wood of oil' (Is.xli. ) =
spiritual good and celestial good. 375^^.

730-*. 'To set in the desert the cedar of shittah, the

myrtle, and the tree of oil' (Is.xli.) = to give rational

truths and the perception of them. . . 'The myrtle'

=

lower rational truth.

Mystery. MysteHum.
A. 42". Those who, through scientifics, want to enter

into the mysteries of faith. Sig.

80. (The celestial man) is not allowed to inquire

into the mysteries of faith by sensuous and scientific

things . . . Tr. 126.

127. See Most Ancient Church, here.

206"^. Thus do (the learned) reason about the mys-
teries of faith.

233. To explore the mysteries of faith by means of

scientifics, is as impossible as . . . Ex.

298. That he should not 'put forth his hand and

take of the tree of lives ' = that he is not to be instructed

in the mysteries of faith . . .

302. This is why the mysteries of faith were never

revealed to the Jews . . .

303-. That the mysteries of faith are not opened

until men are such . . . that they no longer believe.

Sic

1072. Those are called 'drunkards' who believe no-

thing but what they apprehend, and therefore search

into the mysteries of faith. Ex.

ii62''^. Those who have a knowledge of . . . the

mysteries of the Word.

1462. After they wanted to enter by means of know-

ledges into the mysteries of faith . . . Egypt became

addicted to magic.

1676-. It would give occasion for reasonings about

Divine mysteries, which human minds would not appre-

hend . . .

1888^. By these things is described the state of those

who endeavour by means of reasonings from scientifics

to enter into the mysteries of faith.

2761'*. The Divine Providence to prevent man enter-

ing from himself into the mysteries of faith which are

in the Word. Sig. 3901^ 4162-.

2799'". Those who, by means of reasonings from

sensuous and scientific things, enter into the mysteries

of faith. Tr. 283 1''.

36246. This is a great mystery, which is now to be

revealed . . .

6854^. In these things . . . there is a still gi-eater

mystery. Ex.

6858^. This ... is a great mystery, which cannot be

known without revelation.

9391^®. The arrogance of those who want to enter

into the mysteries of faith from scientifics. Tr,

R. 64. 'The mystery of the seven stars . . .' (Rev.i.

20) = arcana in visions concerning the New Heaven . . .

224^^. They said. This is a mystery ; and the Angels

replied, It is a mystery ; but still such a one as can be

understood.

478. ' The mystery of God shall be consummated ..."

(Rev. X. 7) = that that will appear which has been fore-

told in the Word, and has heretofore been hidden. Ex.

729. 'Upon her forehead a name written, Mystery

. .
.' (Rev.xvii. 5) = the Roman Catholic religiosity such

as it is interiorly, that it is concealed. . . By 'mystery'

is signified that which is interiorly concealed.

943^. I will tell this mystery . . .

T. 77^ (The Angels said,) We will tell thee a

mystery . . .

170. This, because it does not fall into any reason, is

called a mystery . . .

1 72^*. Then this mystery would be explicable . . .

185^. The priest . . . exclaimed, how great a

mystery . . . *. ^.

•'. He went on to say. From the heap of mysteries

I take out one more . , .
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508^. Enter henceforth into the mysteries of the

Word hitherto closed up . . .

D. 1595. They want to penetrate Divine mysteries . .

,

2725. Concerning Spirits who wanted to enter in

thought into the mysteries of faith . . . 3572.

E. 88. 'The mystery of the seven stars . .
.'=

revelation concerning goods and truths . . . 'The

mystery ' = that which lies concealed in the vision . . .

here, that revealed . . .

612. 'The mystery of God shall be consummated

. . .':i^ prediction in the Word concerning the Advent

of the Lord to be fulfilled when the end of the Church

is at hand.

8o6e. This, then, is the mystery of the Lord's incar-

nation.

1046. 'Mystery, Babylon the great' = in heart the

love of dominion . . . 'Mystery' = that which lies

hidden in the heart, and does not appear before the

common people.

Coro. 21. Concerning the mystery of Redemption.

Mystical. Mystiais.

A. 2604^ This is the mystical union . . . 1003^.

2762®. A horse, in the mystical sense . . ,

27636. They call it a mystical thing of no use.

3482<=.

3942". It appears as if (Solomon's Song) contains

something mystical.

4923-. The Jews and some Christians believe that

. . . there is something concealed in the Word which

they call mystical . . . But they do not know what this

mystical is. If told that this mystical sense in the

Word . . . must be such as to be with the Angels . . .

and that there can be no other mystical sense in the

Word . . . and that tliis mystical sense ... is nothing

else than the spiritual and celestial sense . . . and that

if they knew what good and truth are . . . they might

know this mystical sense . . . scarcely anyone believes

it.

^. I cannot do otherwise than open those things

which are called the mystical things of the Word
;

that is, its interior things . . .

5022'''. They call (what is internal or spiritual)

mystical.

5223. Those skilled in mystical soieutifics were called

'magi;' those skilled in non-mystical ones were called

'the wise.' E.k.

7296. Those who investigated these things . . . were

called 'the wise ;' for they were mystical.

9280C. The mystical arcana ... in the Word, lie

hidden solely (in the correspondences).

9688^. Calls the interiors of the Word mystical, for

which he cares not.

R. 565". By the mystical union . . . are meant their

figments . . .

T. 169. In this mystical thing (concerning the three

Divine Persons).

351. On account of the mystical and enigmatical

faith which makes every point of the present theology.

803. The doctors . . . study the mystical things of

the present faith . . .

D. 2522®. Like the mystical things of the ancient

poets.

E. 1079S. The arcana of wisdom of the three Heavens

which are in the Word are the mystical things of which

many speak.

De Verbo 7^. The mystical things which some search

for in the Word are nothing else than its spiritual and

celestial sense.

See Fable, Jupiter, Pega-Mythology.
sus, etc.

N. The Letter N.
D. 6063. (In spiritual \\Titing) N signifies the evil.

So with the evil. Wlien it signifies the good, there is a

pointing above it.

Naamah. Naamah.
A. 421. 'Naamah,' the sister of Tubal-Cain (Gen.iv.

22) = a like Church, or the doctrine of natural good and

truth outside of that Church.

Naaman. Naaman.
A. 4255-^ See Baptism, here.

E. 475'*. By Namaan the leper, from Syria (2 Kings

V. ) were represented and signified those who falsify the

Knowledges of truth and good from the Word. (The

passage fully ex.) 724**.

Nabal. Nabal. D.2618.

Nadab. Nadab.
A. 9375- 'Nadab and Abihu' (Ex.xxiv. i) = the

doctrine from both senses
;

(for) they were sous of

Aaron ; and when by 'Aaron' is signified the Word, by

his sons is signified doctrine ; by the elder son, doctrine

from the internal sense ; and by the younger, doctrine

from its external sense. (These two doctrines) are one

doctrine. Ex. 9379- 9403-

-. As 'Nadab and Abihu' . . . represented

doctrine from the Word, therefore when they instituted

worship from some other doctrine than that which is

from the Word, they were slain (Lev. x. 1-3). Fire in

the censer from some other source= docti-ine from some

other soui'ce than the Word. Ex.

981 1. 'Nadab and Abihu' (Ex.xxviii.i)= as to the

derivative Divine Spiritual
;

(for) the sons of Aaron

represent Divine truth proceeding from Divine good.

The Divine Spiritual is Divine truth proceeding from

the Divine Celestial ; thus the Divine of the Lord

received in the Second Heaven. This is represented by

the two first-born sons of Aaron, because this proceeds,

and is as it were born, from celestial good, which is in

the Inmost Heaven.

10244. Hence the death of . . . Nadab and Abihu
;

for they put incense upon strange fire, by which was

represented worship from some other love than that of

the Lord . . . E.324',
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Nahor. Nachor.

A. 1351. 'Serug . . . begat Nahor' (Gen.xi.22)=
a derivation thence. Nahor was a nation so named
from hira as its father, by which is signified worship

verging to what is idolatrous. 1353.

Nahor. Nachor.

A. 1355. 'Terah . , . begat Abram, Nahor, and

Haran' (Gen. xi. 26) = the derivations thence. Abram,
Nahor, and Haran were persons, from whom also

nations were named, which were idolaters. 1359-

1363-

^. That Nahor was a nation iu which there was
idolatrous worship. 111. 1358. 1992-.

1357. There are three universal kinds of idolatry . . .

The second is of the love of the world . . . and is signi-

fied by ('Nahor').

1360^. There were other (idolatrous nations) in Syria,

from Nahor.

1369. See MiLCAH, here. 2861-. 2863.

3052. 'To the city of Nahor' (Gen. xxiv. 10) = related

doctrinal things. . . 'Nahor' represents what is related
;

for Nahor was a brother of Abram ; and from him was
Bethuel, from whom was Rebekah.

3778. 'Know ye Laban the son of Nahor' (Gen.xxix.

5)= had they the good of his stock . . . 'Nahor' repre-

sents that common stock from which was the good which
is 'Laban' . . . Terah, who was the father of Nahor,

etc. represents the common stock from which came the

Churches . . . Abram put on the representation of the

genuine Church . . . Nahor, that of the Church such as

it is with the nations who have not the Word . . .

Hence it is that by Nahor, his son Bethuel, and Laban
the son of the latter, was represented collateral good of

a common stock ; that is, the good in which are they

who are of the Lord's Church with the gentiles. Ex.

4206. 'The God of Abram and the God of Nahor
judge between us' (Gen.xxxi.53)= the Divine [influx]

into the good of those within the Church, and into the

good of those outside the Church. . . The reason 'the

God of Nahor' = the Divine of the Lord regarding those

who are outside the Church, is that Nahor represents

the Church of the gentiles ; and his sons, those there who
are in brotherhood . . . 4207.

Nail. Clavus.

M. 43 1-. On account of the correspondence of filthy

loves with ordure, the sons of Israel were commanded
'to carry Avith them a paddle with which to cover their

excrement. .
.' (Deut.xxiii. 13). Ex.

A. 'Pegs,' or 'nails' = affixion or adjunction.

111.

9777. The reason 'pegs,' or ' nails '= things which
conjoin and strengthen, is that they conjoin and make
fast. 111.

-. 'Long cords,' and 'nails' (Is.liv.2)= an ample
connection and a confirmation of Truths.

^. 'Nails,' and 'cords' (Is.xxxiii. 20) = things

which confirm and conjoin.

. 'A nail '= firmation and conjunction also in

Is.xli.7 ; Jer.x.4.

^. But by 'a nail' upon which anything is sus-

pended, is signified afiixion and adjunction iu Is.xxii.

23,24 ; Ezek.xv.3.

98542. 'Nails,' and 'cords' (Is.xxxiii. 20)= the things

which conjoin the truths and goods of Heaven.

E. 355'-^ By 'the nail' which is from Judah (Zech.

X.4) is signified truth, strengthening.

458*. The coherence which is efl:'eeted by means of

confirmations from proprium, is described by: 'he

maketh it firm with nails, and with hammers, that it

move not' (Jer.x.4).

600^'-. By 'to make firm the nails' (Ls.liv.2) is signi-

fied confirmation from the Word.

7995. By 'nails' (id.) is signified the formation (of

good and truth).

Nail. Unguis.

A. 3703^^ 'She shall make her nails' (Deut.xxi. 12).

... In this law each and all things are representative

of natural truth, in that, after it has been purified from

falsities, it is adopted by good. . . Purification from

falsities is signified by 'to make the nails,' etc.

D. 3453. The nature of their filthy loves . . . was
shown me ... by a fiery feeling . . . especially in the

nail of the left toe ...

5560. Concerning those who relate to the nails : Hell.

—Those who relate to the nails of the feet and fingers

are the niost wicked of all ; being those who care the

least for the things of Heaven and the Church. Their

wickedness exceeds the wickedness of all others ; but

they finally become the most stupid of all.

59826. (Obsessors) who are upright correspond to the

nails.

6109. It has been granted to see those who make the

nails, who aie those who praise and vituperate without

understanding ; but still are not evil.

E. 555^®. 'The nails' which she is to make= the

falsities and evils of the sensuous man.

1029^. 'To have nails like those of birds' (Dan.iv. 33)
= to become sensuous.

Naked. Nudus.

Nakedness. Nuditas.

Naked, To make. Nudare.

Naked, A making. Nudatio.

Nakedly. Nude.
See under Garment.

A. 163. That they were 'naked, and did not blush'

(Gen.ii.25) = that they were innocent; that is to say,

that the Lord had insinuated innocence into their pro-

prium . . .

165. That the nakedness at which they did not blush

= innocence, is manifestly evident from (the fact) that

when integrity and innocence had receded, they blushed

at their nakedness . . . and also from the things which

are represented in the World of Spirits ; for when Spirits

want to exculpate themselves, and prove that the}' are

blameless, they present themselves naked. . . 821".

D. 1206. Especially [is it evident] from the innocent in

Heaven, who appear as naked infants . . . 2306".
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213. 'They Knew that they were naked' (Gen.ui.7)=
that they Knew and acknowledged that they were not,

as before, in innocence, but in evil. Ex. . . For, when

men are in no innocence, nakedness is a shame and a

reproach ; because they are conscious that they think

evilly. Hence 'nakedness' is taken in the Word for

reproach and evil, and is predicated of a perverted

Church. 111.

214. They are called 'naked,' because left to pro-

prium ; for (such) no longer have anything of intel-

ligence and wisdom, or of faith. Being thus made
naked of truth and good, they are therefore in evil.

295. The Most Ancients, on account of their in-

nocence, were called 'naked;' and afterwards, when

innocence perished, they observed that they were in

evil, which also is called 'nakedness' . . . Here, there-

fore, they are said to be 'clothed,' lest they should be

naked, or in evil.

1073. '(Noah) was uncovered in the midst of his

tent' (Gen. ix. 21) = things perverted, as is evident from

the signification of 'uncovered,' or naked. For he is

called 'uncovered' and 'naked,' from the drunkenness

of wine, in whom there are no truths of faith ; and still

more he with whom they are perverted. Ex.

1079. 'He saw the nakedness of his father' (ver.22)

= that he observed the errors and perverted things;

(for) ' nakedness ' = what is evil and perverted. Ex.

1087. 'They covered the nakedness of their father'

(ver.23) = that they excused the perverted things.

1748*. Not in naked Truths.

2306. Genuine innocence represented by a naked

infant.

2417**. The naked (a class of the good).

4956^. By 'the naked' (Matt.xxv.36) they perceive

those who acknowledge that there is nothing of good and

truth in themselves. 5433'*.

5433. 'To see the nakedness of tlie land are ye come'

(Gen.xlii.9) = that nothing seemed better to them than

for themselves to know that they are not truths. . .

' Nakedness ' = to be devoid of truth ; thus, that they

are not truths. . . Ex. Here, therefore, 'the naked-

ness of the land '= no truths in the Church.

. The reason ' nakedness '= what is deprived of

truths, or devoid of truths, is that garments in general

= truths.

^. That 'nakedness' = being devoid of truths.

HI.

'Naked' (Rev.iii.17) = to be in penury of

truth.

. 'The shame of nakedness' (ver. i8) = to be

devoid of goods and truths.

*. 'Lest he walk naked' (Rev. xvi. 15) = lest he

be devoid of truths.

^. 'To cover the naked with a garment' (Ezek.

xviii.7) = to instruct in truths those who long for

truths.

'^. 'To strip her naked" (Hos.ii.3) = that she may
be devoid of truths. 6432^. 10402''.

. . 'I will show thy nakedness to the nations'

(Nahum iii. 5) = ugliness : all ugliness is from the absence

of truths. (= the infernal loves which defile the interiors.

9960".

)

6943. For man does not apprehend naked spiritual

things.

7260. In general, they called those . . . the naked,

whom they were to clothe.

8375. Those who live in the hot zones (of .Jupiter) go

naked, but with a covering round the loins ; nor do

they lilush at nakedness ; for their minds are chaste.

^. (The Spirits of our Earth) were told that

nakedness is not a matter of shame nor reproach to those

who live in chastity and a state of innocence ; but that

it is so to those who live in lasciviousness and immodesty.

8783. If spiritual and celestial things were set forth

nakedly, they would be rejected . . .

8946. 'That thy nakedness be not revealed ujion it'

(Ex. XX. 26) = the idea of thought concerning these things

thus full of falsities . . . 'Nakedness' = what is destitute

of truths ; thus the idea of thought full of falsities.

9477. For the celestial things which are of the good

of love in Heaven are represented naked ; and therefore

those who are of the Celestial Kingdom appear naked
. . . 9212-^ 9262. 9515. 9814.

9960. 'To cover the flesh of nakedness' (Ex.xxviii.

42) = lest the interiors of the love, which are filthy and

infernal, should appear. . . The genitals and loins, which

are here signified by 'the flesh of nakedness' = the

interior things of conjugial love . . . and, in the o})posite

sense, they= the evil, filthy, and infernal things of this

love.

-. As to nakedness, it derives a signification from

the parts of the body which appear naked . . . therefore

it has one signification when the nakedness regards the

head, which is baldness ; another when it regards the

whole body ; aiid another when it regards the loins and

genitals. When the nakedness regards the head . . .

it— deprivation of intelligence of truth and wisdom of

good ; when it regards the whole body, it= deprivation

of the truths of faith ; but when it regards the loins and

genitals, it= deprivation of the good of love. (These

three significations of 'nakedness' ill. in order.)

^ 'I was naked, and ye clothed Me' . . . 'Naked,'

here, — those who are not in truths, and still long for

truths ; and also those who acknowledge that there is

nothing of good and truth in them.
1*'. 'To reveal the nakedness' (Is.xlvii.3)= to

cause that the filthy and infernal things, which are the

ends, should appear.

". 'To see the nakedness' (Lam.i.8) = to see the

filthy and infernal loves.

'•'. 'To be made naked' (Lam. iv. 21) = to be made

completely destitute of truths.

. 'To reveal nakednesses ' = to reveal the evils of

the loves of self and of the world, which are infernal
;

'to reveal their father's nakednesses' (E^ek.xxii. io) =
to reveal those evils which are hereditary and from the

Voluntary.
1^. 'The garment' with which Shem and Japheth

covered Noah's nakedness '=; the trutii of faith by means

of which these evils were covered and amended. . . The
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'nakedness' itself= his evil Voluntary, which is covered

by means of the truths of faith ; and, when it is being

covered, the truths look backwards.

[A. 9960]^*. See Jew, here.

^^. But, when the interiors are chaste, then

'nakedne88'= innocence, because it= eonjugial love.

996 1
'^ From these things it may again be evident

why by 'nakednesses' are signified (these) filthy and in-

fernal things . . .

^ For 'the nakednesses' (of Aaron and his

sons) signified all loves contrary to heavenly loves . . .

100376. Therefore it is said that 'Jehovah walks in

the midst of the camp . . . lest He see the nakedness of

anything ...' (Deut.xxiii. 14). ' Nakedness ' = what is

unclean from evils and falsities.

10479. By this word 'dissolute' in the Original

Language is also signified. . . 'to be made naked;'

and by 'made naked' is signified deprived of the good

of love and truths of faith.

10753. (Naked men seen in the Fifth Earth.) 10755,

Des.

10756. They have a perce[)tion as to whether the

Conjugial is with those of their own nation who arc

naked . . . Ex.

10757. The preacher then came to those who were

naked, but had an inflamed body ; and lastly to those

who were black, some of whom were naked . . .

10836. (In the Sixth Earth) they walk ([uite naked,

and nakedness is no shame to them. 10837.

H. 1 78*^. For the Angels of the Inmost Heaven are

naked.

280*^. These Angels are naked, because nakedness

corresponds to innocence.

34 1 ^ What genuine innocence is, was represented by

a most beautiful infant . . . naked ; for the innocent

themselves, who are in the Inmost Heaven . . . appear

as infants, and some of them naked ; for innocence is

represented by nakedness at wliich they do not blush
;

as is read of the first man and his wife . . . and there-

fore, when their state of innocence had perished, they

blushed at their nakedness . . .

S. 40. The truths of the sense of the letter of the

Word, as to a part of them, are not naked truths, but

are appearances of truth. . . Naked truths themselves,

which are included, contained, invested, and compre-

hended, are in the spiritual sense of the Word ; and

naked goods are in its celestial sense. 111.

51. In the sense of the letter, in some places, there

are not naked truths, but clothed ones . . .

526. I saw them stripped of their garments ; a sign

that they were devoid of truths.

55. The Word in the literal sense is like a man clothed,

whose face is naked, and also his hands. All the things

which pertain to the life, and thus to the salvation, of

man, are naked there ; but all the rest are clothed . . .

F. 44. I will present (faith alone) in its naked-

ness . . .

W. 204.

naked . . .

For, prior or simpler things are more

P. 275. The nakedness (of Adam and Eve) at which
they did not blush, signified that state (of innocence).

R. 210. 'And blind and naked' (Rev.iii. I7) = that

they are devoid of the understanding of truth and the

will of good. . . By 'the naked,' in the Word, are

meant those who are thence devoid of goods ; for all

spiritual good is procured by means of trutlis. E.239.

213. 'That the shame of thy nakedness do not

appear' (ver. i8)=lest the good of celestial love be pro-

faned and adulterated. No one can know what ' the

shame of nakedness' signifies, except him who knows
that the members of generation in both sexes . . . cor-

respond to celestial love ... As man is born into loves

opposite to this love, it is evident that if he does not

procure for himself from the Lord the good of love and
the truth of wisdom ... he must appear in the opposite

love, which, in itself, is profane. This is signified by
'to uncover the nakedness,' and 'to manifest the shame
of it.' 111.

^. By 'nakedness,' in these passages, is signified

the evils into which man is born ; which, being opposite

to the good of celestial love, in themselves are profane
;

and which are not removed except by means of truths

and a life according to them.
*. By 'nakedness' is also signified innocence

;

and likewise ignorance of good and truth. 111.

706. 'That he walk not naked, and they see his

shame' (Rev.xvi. 15)=: lest they be with those who are in

no truths, and their infernal loves appear. 'To walk

naked ' = to live without truths. By 'the shame of

nakedness,' or the ^j»(Zc/(f/«, are signified filthy loves,

which are infernal loves. . . That by 'nakedness' is

signified ignorance of truth ; and by 'the shame of

nakedness,' infernal love. Ref. These things are said

to those who will be of the Lord's New Church, in order

that they may learn truths, and remain in them ; be-

cause without truths the evils connate with them, which

are infernal loves, are not removed. A man can indeed

live like a Christian without truths ; but only before

men, and not before the Angels. The truths which

they are to learn are concerning the Lord, and concern-

ing the precepts according to which they are to live.

E. 1009.

747. 'And shall make her desolate and naked' (Rev.

xvii. i6) = that they will put ofl' from themselves her

falsities and evils. Ex.

. 'Nakedness,' in the Word, is predicated of

goods and evils.

M. 137. There appeared two naked infants afar . . .

But, when they approached more nearly still, they did

not appear as infants, nor naked . . .

-. The state of innocence (of their conjugial love)

was represented by their being seen as naked infants.

413-. For innocence corresponds to infancy, and also

to nakedness . . .

B. 58. Lest the nakedness (of these dogmas) should

appear.

T. 365-. He may opine that this heat is bare heat,

and that this light is bare light, such as are the heat

and light which proceed from the sun of our world . . .
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D. 566. The inhabitants (of Jupiter) under the

equator, like the inhabitants of this Earth ... go
naked. . . The shame of nakedness comes forth from

sin ; and, in fact, from the blotting out of celestial love.

Loves then succeed which cause nakedness to be a

matter of shame . . , (Continued under Jupitek.)

573-

1228. (These women) appear naked about the middle

part of the body, which signifies that they had loved

(such natural things), and had supposed them to be

beautiful.

1229. Spirits can at once judge . . . from the body,

its nakedness, where it is open, and especially which

parts are exposed, and which they want to conceal, of

what quality they had been in the life. Hence also

Souls can Know themselves . . .

1347. Those who have lived continually in quarrels

. . . after death become like furies. They appear naked,

both male and female . . . some only to the navel . . .

1348.

21 14. For, in the state of integrity, nakednesses

were innocences . . . But, in the perverted state, naked-

nesses cannot even be named . . . because the loves are

filthy.

2445*^'. The naked man (I saw in the vision) is the

interior sense (of the Word) ; his garments are only the

words, or the letter.

3203. Concerning the nakedness of the head. Ex.

3294. Concerning certain naked ones. Ex.

3447. He had acquired many confirming things from

the Word b}' means of . . . dishonourable nakednesses.

37 1
7-. They lay backwards naked over my head.

3854. If at this day Spirits and men were devoid of

clothing, and were to appear naked, they would appear

very deformed and ugly ; and therefore it is better that

they should be clothed.

3895. (Very lascivious girls who exhibited themselves

naked in order to testify their innocence.

)

4719. Conjugial love with tlie spiritual begins from
externals . . . they love nudity, and it excites . . .

Otherwise the celestial . . . they care not for nudities,

as in the hot zones, where they see each other naked,
but still love none except their own consorts. In the

other life, also, the celestial appear naked, and the

spiritual clothed ; the latter are lascivious from their

nature in the world ; but not the former . . .

4863. (In the Hell of the Genii) they are naked,

because they have no spiritual light . . .

493 1-. In some (of the imaginary Heavens) they
present themselves naked, and thus appear above, as

innocent . . .

5170. Some (infernals) had the custom ' of sending

forth Spirits . . . and presenting them naked from head
to heel ; by which they signified tliat they were inno-

cent . . .

5179. I arrived at a certain mountain, where all were
naked, wives and husbands . . . They said they were all

naked, both male and female ; nor was anyone , . .

excited with any lasciviousness . . . and also that when
VOL. IV.

they come to their fanes-«ecfe-all are naked, both male

and female . . . and also that they cannot tolerate those

who are clothed, because they are of a different genius.

The reason they are such, is that they are in a sincere

Conjugial . . . They explore (those whom they admit)

by putting oflf their garments and presenting them
naked, both male and females. They then at once

perceive whether the Conjugial is in them ... De
Conj.68.

5180. A certain person who had faith in the sense of

the letter of the Word . . . was able, without emotion,

to see (those) naked females
;
(but) on coming, naked,

to those who were higher up, he was deprived of his

senses . . . Such are they who believe the Word as to

the sense of its letter, and do not know and have not

imbued interior truths thence. Compare De Conj. 69.

6020. A Society of Catholics . . . appeared naked.

All complained of this ; but it was replied to them that

this happens because above and at the sides neighbours

arrive who are in tnrths ; and then, from the influx

from them, they appear naked, for the reason that they

are void of truths . . .

61 lo"'. (Christian Spirits) cannot endure the sphere

of nakedness between consorts ; but flee away from it.

D. Min. 4604. In conjugial love . . . there is nothing

of lascivious love, although they appear naked to each

other.

4771. There, all are naked, because there is no

lasciviousness there which hurts modesty. . . (This

Spirit) could not stay there.

4779. There then appeared a naked man, whose back

I saw. It was a certain Heaven which ajipeared

thus . . .

E. 187^. 'To walk naked' = life without the Know-
ledges of truth and good, as means ; thus life not

spiritual, but merely natural.

235^. 'The nakednesses which they look on' (Hab.

ii. I5)= the deprivation of truth, and of the derivative

intelligence. Refs.

240. That ' naked '= those who are devoid of the

understanding of truth because they are devoid of the

will of good, is evident from the passages in the Word,
adduced below, where 'naked,' and 'nakedness' are

mentioned. The reason 'naked,' and ' nakedness, '=
these things, is that garments^the truths which are of

the understanding ; and he who is devoid of truths is

also devoid of good. Ex. 'Naked,' and ' nakedness '=
. . . deprivation of intelligence and of love—thus of the

understanding of good and of the will of it— for the

additional reason that garments cover the bodj^ and

flesh, (which) — good . . .

240-. The reason the celestial Angels appear naked,

is that they have no need of the memory to retain

truths, nor of the derivative understanding to compre-

hend them . . .

. From these things it may be evident what

'naked' signifies, in both senses; namely, that in one

sense it= those who are in celestial good ; and, in the

other, those who are not in good because not in truths.

111.

3F
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[E. 240]*. 'Naked and barefoot (Is. xx.2)=:that they

are deprived of all truth and of all good.

. 'The nakedness of Egypt' (id.)=the derivative

falsities.

*. 'To cover nakedness' (Ezek.xvi.8) = to remove

the evils of the will, and the falsities of the under-

standing.

. 'Thy nakedness was revealed through thy

scortations' (ver.36) = that the Church through falsities

and falsifications has been deprived of all the under-

standing of truth.
''. 'The anus which shall be made naked' (Is.

iii. i7)= the love of evil and falsity.

^ 'To look on nakednesses' (Hali.ii. i5)= so that

the falsities which are of the understanding, and the

evils which are of the will appear.

^^ As 'nakedness' signified the deprivation of

the understanding of truth and of the will of good, it

was ordered that 'Aaron and his sons should not ascend

by steps upon the altar, lest their nakedness be revealed

upon it' (Ex. XX. 26). Also, that they 'should make
them breeches of linen to cover the flesh of their naked-

ness . .
.' (Ex.xxviii.42).

^-. Moreover, by 'naked,' in the Word, are

meant also those who are not in truths— and con-

sequently are not in good—because they are ignorant of

them, and yet long for them. 111.

<*. That 'naked' also= the good of innocence.

Refs.

244. 'That the shame of thy nakedness do not

appear '= lest iilthy loves [do so]. ' Nakedness' = de-

privation of the understanding of truth and good,

because of the will of them ; or, the deprivation of the

truth of faith because there is no good of love ; and, as

this deprivation is signified by 'nakedness,' therefore

by 'the shame of nakedness' are signified filthy loves
;

for these appear when they are not removed through the

love of good and the derivative faith of truth. Ex.

283^. 'I have covered thy nakedness' (Ezek.xvi.8) =
the hiding of evil through (spiritual truth).

295". 'To cover the naked' (Is.lviii.7) = to instruct

in truths him who longs to be instructed. 386^®.

355-^. 'Naked' (Amosii.i6)= him who is devoid of

all understanding of truth. 357-^.

654*^. 'These have revealed her nakedness' (Ezek.

xxiii. io)=the deprivation of all truth and good. .
.'

'Nakedness' = deprivation.

700". The falling down of the wall (of Jericho) =
a making naked for everything evil and false.

714-". Devastation as to truth and good is signified

by 'to go spoiled and naked' (Micah i.8).

730^^. The deprivation of all truth as before reforma-

tion took place, is signified by 'to strip her naked,

and to present her according to the day of her birth'

(Hos.ii.3).

739I1. That they then saw themselves to be devoid of

truths and goods, is signified by that 'the eyes of both

were then opened, and they Knew that they were

naked' (Gen. ii.). The nakedness which is ashamed=
the deprivation of celestial love, and of the derivative

good and truth.

778". The Word in ultimates is like a man clothed

with a garment, who nevertheless is naked as to the

face and hands ; and, where the Word is thus naked,

there appear its goods and truths naked as in Heaven ;

thus such as they are in the spiritual sense . . .

828^. The reason why (the Angels of the Third

Heaven) go naked, is that nakedness, in the spiritual

sense, is innocence; and because garments= truths

investing good ; and truths investing good are in the

memory, and thence in the thought ; whereas with them

truths are in the life ; thus hidden ; and they do not

manifest themselves except before the perception while

others are speaking them . . .

lOoS. 'That he walk not naked' (Rev. xvi. 15) = lest

he be without truths, and consequentl}^ without goods.

Ex.

1081. 'They shall make her devastated and naked'

(Rev.xvii. i6) = the rejection of her falsities, whicli are

falsified truths ; and the manifestation then that they

were devoid of all truth. . . By 'devastated and naked'

is signified to be devoid of all truth. Ex.

De Verbo lo^ But still many tilings in the sense of

the letter of the Word are naked, as it were devoid of

garments ; and these correspond to the face of a man,

and also to his hands, which parts are naked. These

tilings of the Word subserve for the doctrine of the

Church, liecause in themselves they are spiritual natural

truths ; whence it may be evident , , . that man is able

to find and see naked Truths even there.

De Conj. 66. Tliat love truly conjugial is naked.

(See Makuiage Love, here.)

67. In the rest of the Heavens ... all appear clothed,

and they also blush at nakedness before the eyes of

others, because it excites what is lascivious.

Name. Detiominatto.

A. 3667. By all these names they understood one

God.

10296-. For the denomination is made from the

essential ... in like manner as the oil of anointing is

named from the oil of olive, and not from the spices.

W. 100. Through this Spiritual all things of that

World derive their origin, and thence also their

denomination.

185. Their situation relatively to the sight . . . does

not change the denomination.

T. 345. The denominations (of merely natural faith)

are . . .

Name. Nomen.

Namie, To. Nommare.
A. 64". The Angels do not know the names of lauds,

cities, etc. . . but have an idea only of the things

signified by the . . . names. Examps.

142. 'To bring them to the man to see that he should

call them by name' (Gen.ii. i9) = to give him to know
of what quality they are ; and that 'he called them

names' = that he Knew of what quality they were.

144.

144. For by a name the Ancients understood nothing
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else than the essence of a thing ; and by to see and call

by name, to know of what quality they are. The
reason Avas, that they gave names to their sons and
daughters according to those things which were signified

;

for there was something ])ec\i\ia.Y-sivgnlare-m each

name, from which, and through which, they knew
whence and of what quality they were ...

145. In the Word also by the name is signified the

essence of the thing ; and by 'to see and call by name,'

is signified to know of what quality they ai-e. 111.

. 'To call by name,' and 'to snnia.me-cogno-

minare' (Is.xlv.3,4) = to foreknow the quality.

. 'There shall be called to thee a new name'

(Is.lxii.2)=that he shall become different. 2009^.

®. By 'names,' in these passages, are never meant

names, but of what quality they are ; nor is the name
of anyone ever known in Heaven, but of what quality

he is.

202. They do not admit that faith should be

named . . .

339. It was a familiar thing with the Most Ancients

to bestow names, and by the names to signify Things,

and thus institute a genealogy.

340. Everything new in ancient times they called by

a name, and thus set forth what the names involved.

Examps.

404. All these names ('Enoch,' 'Irad,' etc.) = heresies.

. . . Something may be gathered from the derivations of

the names . . .

468. It is evident that by names were signified

heresies and doctrines. Hence it may be evident that

by the names in this chapter also (Gen. v.) are not

signified persons, but Things ; and here, doctrines, or

Churches, which were preserved . . . from the Most

Ancient Church down to Noah.

470. For the names here, down to Gen.xi., or to

Eber, never= persons, but Things.

479- By 'to call a name,' or 'to call by name,' in the

Word, is signified to know the quality ; here, the

quality of the Most Ancient Church . . . for 'Adam' is

'the ground.' See 478.

483. By the names which follow, 'Seth,' 'Enos,' etc.,

are signified so many Churches, of which the first and

principal was the one called 'Man.' Ex.

485. That Churches of diverse doctrine were called

by a like name. Examps.

981^. The spiritual can scarcely name mercy . . .

1 1 14''. That I might know that by the names in the

first chapter of Genesis only Churches are meant.

1140-. Such persons (as Noah, Shem, etc.) never

existed ; but the worships were so named.
®. But by the names in this chapter (Gen.x.),

except those of 'Heber' and his posterity, so many
nations are meant . . . which constituted the Ancient

Church . . .

1 141. Those who are here named sons of Japheth

were . . . Those who are named sons of Ham were . . .

those who are called- rocan^nr-sons of Canaan were

. . . Those who are caWndL-appcUantur-^ows of Shem

were . . .

1 142. In this chapter they are only recounted as to

their names. But (their quality in special) is evident

from the . . . Prophets, where the names of these

nations occur . . .

1143. Although these were the names of the nations

which constituted the Ancient Church, still, in the

internal sense, there are meant Things ; namely, the

worships themselves. What names are . . . those in

Heaven know not a whit. There is no idea of such

things there ; but of the Things signified by them. Ex.
e. Thus, in this chapter, by the names are here

signified, in the sense of the letter . . . the peoples who
constituted the Ancient Church ; but, in the internal

sense, their doctrinals.

1
1 79. As, anciently, they bestowed names on Things,

they bestowed this name ('Nimrod') on this worship . . .

1238. These names ('Noah,' 'Shem,' etc.,) [were

given] in order that all the differences (in the Church)

in general might be referred to them and their sons, as

to their heads. Moreover, the nations here named, at

first had such worship . . . and therefore also such

worships themselves are signified by the names of these

nations in the Word.

1308. 'Let us make us a name' (Gen.xi. 4)= that

they might thence have the reputation of power. Ex.

1419. 'I will make thy name great' (Gen.xii.2)=

glory. . . In the external sense, by 'to make a name'

... is signified something worldly ; but, in the internal

sense, what is heavenly. Ex.

1455. 'He called on the name of Jehovah' (Gen.xii.

8) = the internal worship of His Father from that state.

1705. 'Mamre, Eshcol, and Aner' . . . signified the

Angels who were with the Lord when He fought in His

first childhood . . . They are named from goods and

truths. Never does any Angel in Heaven have any

name ; but it is goods and truths from which the names

are predicated; as 'Michael,' and the other Angels in

the Word . . . they are so named from the office . . .

1754-

1736^ 'My name is in the midst of Him' (Ex.xxiii.

21). 'Name' -essence.
e_ 'His name one' (Zech.xiv.9) , . . 'Name' =

essence.

1754. The Angels never have any name; but they

are distinguished from one another by goods and truths
;

and therefore by 'name,' in the Word, nothing else is

signified than essence ; and the quality of it. Refs.

and 111.

1770. (Being in the Second Heaven, they saw) that

the names = Things. 3474®.

1876. The names of men, kingdoms, and cities,

which are in the Word . . . perish at the first threshold,

Avhen they ascend ; for they are earthly, corporeal, and

material things, which the Souls who come into the

other life successively put off, and those who come into

Heaven [do so] altogether. The Angels retain not the

least idea of any person, nor, consequently, of his name.

. . . They form an idea for themselves from those things

which are signified by them in the Word. Names,

and words, are to them like dust, or like scales, which
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fall down when they enter into Heaven. Hence it may
be evident that by names, in the Word, nothing else

than Things are signified. Ex.

[A.] 1 888". That the names of the kingdoms, regions,

cities, and men,=Things, may be clearly evident in the

Prophets. 111. . . Here, there is almost nothing except

names, from which no sense would come forth unless

the several names= Things. Ex.

1896^. When it is told in the Word what a person's

name is—as here that 'her name was Hagar'—it

signifies that the name involves something which is to

be observed; for 'to call by name ' = to know the

quality.

1946. 'Thou shalt call his name Ishmael' (Gen.xvi.

ii)=the state ot life. Ancientl)', names were bestowed

on sons and daughters wliich signified the state in

which the parents had been, especially the mothers

when tliey conceived, or while they were with child, or

when they brought forth ; or the state in which the

infants were when they were born. Thus the names

were significative. 2643-, 111.

1953. 'She called the name of Jehovah who was

speaking unto her' (ver. I3) = the state of the Lord's

interior man when it was thinking these things. 'A

name ' = to know the quality. Ex.

1961. 'Abramcalled the nameof hisson . . . Ishmael'

(ver.l5) = the quality of (rational truth).

1989. When 'Abram' is named in the Word. ^.

2009. 'Thy name shall no more be called 'Abram'

(Gen.xvii.5)= that He will put off the human. 'Thy

name shall be Abraham ' = that He will put on tlie

Divine.

. In the Word, when it is said, 'Thy name shall

be,' it= the (i^uality, or that he will be such . . . And,

as the name ;= the quality, the name comprehends in

one complex whatever is in him. For to the name

of anyone no attention is paid in Heaven ; bnt, when

anyone is named, or when 'name' is said, there comes

up the idea of the quality, or of all things which are

his, are with him, and are in him. Hence 'name,' in

the Word, = quality. 111.

^. 'To take the name of God in vain' does not=
the name, but each and all things Avhich are from Him

;

thus each and all things which belong to the worship of

Him, which are not to be contemned, still less blas-

phemed, and contaminated with filthy things.

. 'Hallowed be Thy name' ... By 'name,' here,

is not meant the name, but all things of love and faith ;

for these are the Lord's, and these are from Him.
3_ » To call upon the name of Jehovah,' and 'to

make mention that His name is exalted' (Is.xii.4) does

not at all mean to place any worship in the name, or to

believe that Jehovah is called upon by means of His

name, but by knowing His quality, thus by means of

each and all things which are from Him.

\ To make mention of,' and 'to call upon the

name of Jehovah' (Is.xxvi.13 ; xli.25) = to worship from

tlie goods of love and the truths of faith.

^. 'To walk in the name of his god' (Micah iv.5)

= profane worship; and 'to walk in the name of

Jehovah '= true worship.

®. 'To put His name,' and 'to make His name
dwell there' (Deut.xii.s, 11 ; xvi.2,6, 11) does not= the

name, but the worship ; thus the quality of the Lord

from which He is to be worshipped. His quality is the

good of love and the truth of faith ; and with those who
are in these dwells the name of Jehovah.

. That Jehovah does not dwell with him who
merely knows and names His name, may be evident

to everyone ; for the name alone, without the idea of

the quality, the Knowledge of the quality, and the faith

in the (juality, is a mere word. Hence it is evident

that 'the name ' = the ([uality ; and to know the

quality.

''. 'To bless in the name of Jehovah' (Dent. x. 8)

= not by the name, but by the things which belong to

the name of Jehovah . . .

. 'This is His name whereby He shall be called,

Jehovah our Justice' (Is.xxiii.6). Here, 'the name'

stands for 'the justice,' which is the quality of the

Lord . . .

. 'To make mention of His name' (Is.xlix. i)=
to instruct as to His quality.

^. In Heaven it is solely by the (juality that one

is Known from another, and this is expressed by 'name'

in the sense of the letter ; as may also be evident to

everyone from the fact that anyone named on earth is

presented in the idea of another as to his quality, by

which [idea] he is known and distinguished from others.

In the other life the ideas remain, l)ut the names

perish ; and still more so with the Angels. Hence it is

that, in the internal sense, 'the name ' = tlie quality,

or to know the quality.

. 'His name is called the Word of God' (Rev.

xix. 12, 13). That 'the name,' here, is the Word of

God, thus the quality of Him who sat upon the white

horse, is said in plain words.

^*>. That 'the name of Jehovah ' = to know His

([uality ; namely, that He is all the good of love and all

the truth of faith, is clearly evident from the Lord's

words : 'I have made known to them Thy name, and I

will make it known, that the love wherewith Thou hast

loved Me may be in them, and I in them' (John xvii.

25,26).

1^ And that 'the name of God,' or of the Lord,

is all the doctrine of faith concerning love and charity,

which is signified by 'to believe in His name.' 111.

. Here, those 'gathered together in the Lord's

name' (Matt. xviii. 20)= those who are in the doctrine of

faith concerning love and charity ; thus who are in love

and charity.

. 'For My name's sake,' manifestly = on account

of the doctrine. 111.

^2. That the name itself does nothing, but that

which the name involves, namely, everything of charity

and faith, is clearly evident from these words, 'Have

we not prophesied by Tliy name, and by Thy name have

cast out demons ; and in Thy name done many mighty

things ? But then will I confess unto them, I have not

known you, depart from Me, ye that work iniquity'

(Matt.vii.22,23). Hence it is evident that those who

place worship in a name—as the Jews in the name of

Jehovah, and Christians in the name of the Lord—are

not on that account more worthy, because the name
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effects nothing ; but that they be such as He has

commanded, which is 'to believe in His name.' And
that they say that there is no salvation in any other

name than the Lord's, means that there is none in any

other doctrine ; that is, iu no other than mutual love,

whicli is the true doctrine of faith ; and thus in no

other than the Lord, because all love and derivative

faith are from Him alone. 3006.

2010. (Why the names 'Abram' and 'Sarai' were

altered.)

2311. All the names (in the Word) = Things. Kefs.

25036. 26o7,Examps. 3302.

2439. 'To call the name' (Gen.xix.22) = to know the

quality.

2628. 'To call the name' (Gen.xxi.3) = the quality.

2724. 'To call on the name of God' (Gen.xxxi.33)=
worship. Those of the Ancient Church, by 'name' did

not understand the name, but all the quality ; thus, by

'the name of God,' everything in one complex by which

God is worshipped, consequently everything of love and
faith. But, when internal worship had perished, and
only external worship remained, then, by 'the name of

God' they began to understand nothing else than the

name, insomuch that they worshipped the name itself,

caring nothing from what love, and from what faith.

Therefore the nations began to distinguish themselves

by the names of the gods ; and the Jews and Israelites

set themselves above the rest by their worshipping

Jehovah, placing the essential of worship in naming and
calling on the name ; when yet the worship of a name
alone is no worship, being possible with the worst, who
thereby profane the more. 3006-.

^. But, as by 'the name of God' is signified

everything of worship, that is, everything of love and
faith from which He is worshijiped, it is evident what is

meant by, 'Hallowed be Thy name.' Further ill.

^ But those who worship the name only, without

love and faith, are spoken of in Matt.vii.22,23.

. See God, here.

2759. (These simple Spirits) said that they know the

Lord, to whose name they commend themselves.

2760^. 'Having a name written which no one knew
but He Himself (Rev. xix.) = that the quality of the

Word in the internal sense no one sees except Himself,

and him to whom He reveals it.

^. 'Upon His vestment and upon His thigh a

name written' (id. )= truth and good.

2836. 'To call the name' (Gen.xxii. i4) = to know the

quality ; or, the quality.

2921. (Names of the Lord enum. and ex.)

3021^. 'Name' = quality. Refs.

3130. 'Name' = the quality of anyone. Refs.

3237. As quality is not predicated of the Divine, but

esse, by 'name' (Gen.xxv. i) is signified essence.

3267. 'In their names, according to their nativities'

(ver. I3) = the interior qualities-(7!ia?i7«?e.9-according to

the derivations of fiiith. 'Name' = quality-5Ma^e ; and
' names' = ([na.\it[es-quaHtaf€s ; here, interior qualities,

because it is said :
' These are the names of the sons of

Ishmael in their names,' where 'names' in the former

place = general qualities; but here, the qualities which

are in them . . . 3266. 3269.

3302. 'To call the name,' or 'to call by name' (ver,

25)= to know the quality ; thus the quality. Refs.

3305. 3322.

3353^. 'Many shall come in My name, saying, I am
Christ' (Matt.xxiv.5). Here, 'name' does not signify

name . . . but that by which the Lord is worshipped.

3421. 'And called names to them' (Gen.xxvi.i8)=
their quality. 3422. 3429. 3433.

3427. (Names were given to record circumstances.)

3443. 'He called on the name of Jehovah (Gen.xxvi.

25) = the derivative worship . . . 'The name of Jehovah'

= everything in one complex by which the Lord is

worshipped.

3465. 'Names' = the Thing, or state. Refs.

3466. 'Name '= the quality.

3488''. 'Ye shall be hated . . . for My name's sake' =
contempt and aversion for all things which are of good

and truth. . . 'For My name's sake ' = on account of the

Lord ; thus, on account of all things which are from

Him. That 'the Lord's name ' = everything in one

complex by which He is worshipped ; thus everything

which is of His Church. Refs.

3667. In ancient times they distinguished . . . the

Lord by various names. (See God, here.)

3729. 'He called the name of the place Bethel'

(Gen.xxviii. 19) = the quality of the state. Ex. 3730.

3767". Names= Things, and also those with whom
these Things are ; as 'Tyre,' and 'Zidon' . . .

3819. 'The names' ('Leah' and 'Rachel') = the

quality.

3861. 'The names' ('Reuben,' 'Simeon,' etc. ) = the

quality. 3872. 3877- 38S1. 3923- 3928. 3935- 3939-

3957. 3961. 3964.

. The Ancients bestowed names significative of

states. Examps.

4162^ Because those of the Ancient Chuch dis-

tinguished the Divine by various names ; and this

according to the diverse things which had appeared in

effects. Examp.
^. The rest of the Divine attributes they also

called by singular names ; but those who were wise

. . . by all these names understood the one only

Lord . . .

4195. 'To call a name' = quality. 4197. 4237.

4197. For the names, anciently, contained the

quality.

4285. 'What is thy name? And he said, Jacob'

(Gen.xxxii.27)=the quality of good from truth. See

4291. 4292.

4286. (The change of name from 'Jacob' to 'Israel,'

ex.)

4295. 'Jacob . . . said. Tell . . . thy name' (ver.29)

= the angelic Heaven and its quality. Ex. 4296.

4298. 'Jacob called the name of the place Peniel'

(ver. 30) = a state of temptations . . . For, in olden

times, names were liestowed upon places where anything
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peculiar was happening, which names were significative

of that Thing wliich happened tliere, and of its state. . .

'Peniel' means 'the faces of God' (and) 'to see the faces

of God' = to endure the most gi'ievous temi^tations.

4310.

[A. ] 43 ro. The names of places, like the names ofpersons,

and also the Things themselves, have not the like signi-

fication in one sense (of the Word) as in another ; as [for

instance] 'Jacob,' In the sense of the letter it= Jacob

himself ; in the internal historical sense, his posterity
;

in the internal spiritual sense, the natural man with one

who has been regenerated ; and, in the supreme sense,

the Lord as to the Divine Natural. So also, all the

other names.

4392. ' He called the name of the place Succoth' (Gen.

xxxiii. I7)=:the quality of his state. Ex.

4565, 'He called the name thereof Allon-bachuth'

(Gen. XXXV. 8)= the quality of the Natural, that it was
expelled. Ex.

456S. 'God said . . . Thy name is Jacob' (ver. io)=
the quality of the Lord's external Divine Natural.

4569. 'Thy name shall no longer be called Jacob' (id.)

= that it would no longer be external only.

4570. 'But Israel shall be thy name' (id.) = the

quality of the internal Natural, or the ([uality of His
Spiritual. Ex.

4583. '.Jacob called the name of the place . . . Bethel'

(ver. I5)= the Divine Natural and its state. 'To call a

name' equality.

4591. 'She called his name Benoni' (ver. i8) = the

quality of -that state.

^. Anciently, names significative of the states

were bestowed upon infants. Refs.

4592'*. There are six names which frequently occur

in the propheticals where it treats of the Church . . .

Enum.
". That names = Things, is manifestly evident

here . . .

4641. This good is described by mere names (Gen.

xxxvi.).

4642-. Still, when this chapter (of mere names) is

read, the derivations (of the Lord's Divine natural good)

which are contained in the names are represented to the

Angels in a general way by means of the influx of Divine
love ...

4644. Besides, these are mere names . . . and to ex-

plicate mere names, without any historical sense which
precedes and follows, from which [there might be] con-

firming light, would be to place the Thing in doubt ; for

few can believe that Things are signified by the names
in the Word, however it be shown them.

4817. 'His name was Hirah' (Gen.xxxviii. i) = the

quality (of the falsity).

48 19. 'Her name was Shuah' (ver.2) = the quality (of

the evil from the falsity ,of evil).

4S22. 'He called his name Er' (ver. 3) = the quality

(of the falsity of the Church).

4823. Er was called by name by his father, (and there-

fore) falsity was signified by him ; but as Onan (was

called by name) from the mother, evil is signified by
him. Ex.

4824. 'She called his name Onan' (ver.4) = the quality

(of the evil).

4826. 'She called his name Shelah' (ver. 5) = the

quality (of the Idolatrous).

4831. 'Her name was Tamar' (ver.6) = the quality of

(that representative) Church.

48556. That the names of places in the Word all =
Things and states. Refs.

4927. 'She called his name Pharez' (ver.29) = the

quality ... of the separation of truth from good
apparently.

4930. 'She called his name Zarah' (ver. 30) = the

quality (that good is the firstborn actually, and truth

apparently). Ex.

4973. 'A name written' (Rev.xix.) = His quality.

5095. When a number of persons are mentioned . . .

in the internal sense they do indeed signify various

things, but only in one person. The reason is, that

names= Things. Examps.
6. So in the Prophets, where the utterance is

sometimes made by mere names, whether of persons,

kingdoms, cities, they still together present and describe

one Thing . . .

5331. 'Pharaoh called the name of Joseph Zaphnath
Paaneair (Gen.xli.45) = thc quality of the Celestial of

the Spiritual then. Ex.

5351. 'Joseph called the name of the first-born Man-
asseh' (ver. 51) = the new Voluntary in the Natural and

its quality. Ex.

5354. 'The name of the second he called Ephraim'

(ver. 52)= the new Intellectual in the Natural and its

quality. Ex.

5628. The Ancients distinguished the one God by
various names, according to the various things which

are from Him. . . By the name 'Shaddai' they did not

understand another God ; but the one only one as to

temptations. But, when the Ancient Church had de-

clined, they began to worship as many gods as there

were names of the one God . , .

6280'. 'My name is in the midst of him' (Ex.xxiii.

21), that is, Jehovah Himself. By 'My name' is signi-

fied the quality of Jehovah, which is in the Divine

Human. That the Lord as to the Divine Human is

'the name of Jehovah.' Ref. And that 'the name of

God ' = the quality, and also everything in one complex

by means of which God is worshipped. Refs.

6283. 'In them let my name be called' (Gen.xlviii.

16) = that in them [should be] the quality of the good of

spiritual truth from the Natural. Ex.

65 1 6'^. From the most ancient times all the places,

etc. in Canaan were representative of such things as

belong to the Lord's Kingdom ; and the very names
which were bestowed on them involved such things ; for

each name which is given to any place, or person, from

Heaven, involves what is celestial and spiritual ; and,

when it has been given from Heaven, it is perceived

there ; and the Most Ancient Church, which . . . had

communication with Heaven, had bestowed the names.
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^. (For) as the names in the Word have been in-

scribed in Heaven, what they signify is at once perceived

there.

6543. 'They called the name thereof Abel Mizraini'

(Gen.l. 1 1) = the quality of the grief.

6637. 'These are the names of the sons of Israel' (Ex.

i.i) = the quality of the Church. Ex.

6662. Names, in the "Word, =the quality and state of

the Thing which is being treated of.

6674. 'The name of the one was Shiphrah, and the

name of the other Puah' (ver. I5) = the quality and state

of the Natural where scientitics are. . . For all the names

in the AVord= Things ; and, in sum, comprehend those

things which belong to the Thing which is being treated

of; thus its quality and state. Ex. and 111.

". 'Where two or three are gathered together in

My name' (Matt.xviii.20). The name is not meant

here ; but the worship from faith and charity.

. Here, also (John i. 12) by 'His name' is meant

the faith and charity with which the Lord is worshipped.

^ Here (John xiv.13, 14 ; xv.16,17; xvi.23,24) it

is not meant that they should ask the Father in the

Lord's name ; but that they should ask the Lord Him-

self . . . as He Himself says : 'If ye shall ask anything

in My name, I will do it' (Johnxiv. 14). This may be

still further evident from the fact that the Lord is 'the

name' of Jehovah. 111.

*. From these passages it is evident that the

Lord as to the Divine Human is 'the name' of Jehovah,

or the whole of His quality. Hence all Divine worship

is from the Divine Human, and this is what is to be

worshipped . . .

•'. That 'the name' of the Lord is everything of

faith and love by means of which the Lord is to be wor-

shipped. 111.

®. 'The names written in Heaven' (Luke x. 20)

are not names, but the quality of their faith and charity.

In like manner 'the names written in the Book of Life'

(Rev.iii.4,5).

®. That 'the name of Jehovah '= everything

with which He is worshipped ; thus, in the supreme

sense, everything which proceeds from the Lord, is

evident from the Benediction (Num. vi. 23-27).

6752. 'She called his name Moses' (Ex.ii. io)= the

quality of the state then. Ex.

. When anyone is named, the name itself then =
the state. Refs.

6795. 'He called his name Gershom' (ver.22) = the

quality (of the truths).

6804. AVhere 'Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob' are named
in the Word, these [men] are not meant, as may be

evident from the fact that names never penetrate into

Heaven ; but only that which is signitied by those who
are named ; thus tlie Things themselves, the quality of

the Things, and the state of the Things, which, to wit

are of the Church, and which are of the Lord's Kingdom,

and which are of the Lord Himself. Further ex.

6877. 'Should they say to me, what is His namel'
(Ex.iii. 13) — His quality. Ex.

6887. 'This is My name to eternity' (Ex.iii. 15) =
that the Divine Human is the quality of the Divine

Itself; (for) 'the name of God ' = everything in one

complex by means of which God is worshipped ; thus

[His] quality. And, as the Divine Itself cannot be wor-

shipped ... it is therefore the Divine Human—because

the quality of the Divine Itself—which can be approached

and worshipped.

-. That the Divine Human is 'the name of

Jehovah.' 111.

". Here (John xii.2S) the Lord as to the Divine

Human calls Himself 'the name of the Father.

^. By 'Our Father in the Heavens, hallowed be

Thy name' is meant the Lord as to the Divine Human
;

and also everything in one complex by means of which

He is to be worshipped.

6888'. 'Name' is predicated of the quality of the

Divine in worship as to both triith and good ; but, in

special, as to good.

7167-. 'The name' of Jehovah' (Ex. v. 23) = everything

of faith and charity with which the Lord is worshipped;

thus everything which is of the Law Divine ; for the

Law Divine is nothing else than that which is of charity

and faith. Ex.

7456®. 'To blaspheme the name of Jehovah' (Lev.

xxiv. i6)=:by means of malevolent falsities to inflict

violence on the truths and goods which are of worship.

Ex.

7550. 'That My name may be told in the whole

earth' (Ex.ix. i6) = that thus the Lord may be acknow-

ledged as the only God where the Church is
;

(for) 'the

name ' = everything in one complex with which the Lord

is worshipped ; and, as the most essential thing of

worship is the acknowledgment that the Lord is the

only God, and that His Human is Divine, and that from

it proceeds everything of faith and love, therefore, by

'to tell the name of Jehovah,' is signified that the Lord

is to be acknowledged as the only God. Ex.

8274. 'Jehovah is His name' (Ex.xv.3) - that He
alone is that from which all things are. 'The name of

Jehovah' = all things of faith and love, or all things of

good and truth in the complex, by means of which the

Lord is worshipped ; and, in the supreme sense, the

Divine Human of the Lord, from which are all these

things. Refs.

8398. For the names include all the quality of the

state of the Thing which is being treated of.

8478^. 'They scarcely want Providence to be named.

8520. 'They called the name thereof manna' (Ex.

xvi.3i) = its quality with them.

8587. 'He called the name of the place Massah' (Ex.

xvii.7) = the quality of the state of temptation.

8624. 'He called the name of it Jehovah Nissi' (ver.

1 5) = the continual war and protection of the Lord against

those who are in the falsity of interior evil ;
(for)

the names bestowed by the Ancients in the Church

signified the quality and state of the Thing then being

treated of ; and they also involved the same things in

the names themselves. Refs.

8650. 'Of whom the name of the one was Gershom,

because he said, I have been a sojourner in a strange

land' (Ex.xviii.3) = the quality of the good of truth of

those who are outside the Church. Ex.
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[A.] 8651. 'And the name of the other was Eliezer'

(id. ) = the quality of the good of truth of those within

the Church. Ex.

8882. 'Thou shalt not take the name of thy God into

M'hat is vain' (Ex. xx. 7):= profanations and blasphemings

of the truth and good of faith
;

(for) 'the name' of God
= everything in the complex with which the Lord is

Avorshipped ; thus everything true and good of faith. . .

By 'to take the name of God into what is vain' is properly

signified to turn truth into evil ; that is, to believe that

it is truth, and still to live in evil ; and it is also to turn

good into falsity ; that is, to live holily, and still not to

believe. Both are profanation. Ex.

*. By 'to take the name of God into what is vain'

is also signified blaspheming, which is done when those

things which are of the Word or of the doctrine of faith

are held in derision, and are brought down to unclean

earthly things, and are thus defiled.

. By 'to take the name of God into what is vain,'

relatively to the Israelitish nation, which did not ac-

knowledge anything good and true of faith—which are

signified by 'the name of God'—is meant the applica-

tion of the name of Jehovah, and also of the precejits

and statutes which had been commanded them, to the

worship of idols. 111.

8938. 'In every place in which I shall i)ut the memory
of My name' (ver. 24)= the state of faith with anyone . . .

because 'the name of Jehovah '= ever3^thing in one com-

plex by means of which the Lord is worshipped ; thus all

things of faith and charity. Ex.

9283. 'The name of other gods ye sliall not mention'

(Ex.xxiii. I3) = that we are not to think from the doctrine

of falsity
;

(for) 'a name' = everything of faith, and
everj^thing of worship, in the complex ; here, everything

of the doctrine of falsity, because by 'other gods' are

signified falsities.

9310. 'Because My name is in the midst of him' (Ex.

xxiii.2i) = that from Him are all the good of love and
all the truth of faith. Ex.

-. In these passages, and in very many others, by

'the name' of the Lord are signified all the good of love

and truth of faith in the comjilex by means of which
He is worshipped.

^. 'To ask the Father in My name' is to ask the

Lord. 111.

e. 'To call (His own sheep) by name, and lead

them forth' (John x.3) = to give Heaven according to

the good of love and of faith ; for ' name, ' when said of

men,=their quality as to love and faith. Refs.

9429^ 'The name of Jehovah' (Is.lix.i9)= all the

truth of faith and good of love from which is worship.

Refs.

9842. 'Thou shalt engrave upon them the names of

the sons of Israel' (Ex.xxviii.9) = on which have been

impressed the goods and truths of the Spiritual Kingdom
as to all their quality. . .

' Names ' = the quality. 9875.

10216. The names (in the Word) do not pass into the

Heavens ; for these names are among material things,

which are solely for the corporeal sensuous man ; but in

their place are pei'ceived the Things spiritually which are

of Heaven and the Church . . .

^. In the inmost Heaven, where the Lord is more
present than in the Heavens below, by the names in the

Word, in a good sense, is understood the Lord Himself.

Enum. And, as the Lord is there understood by them,

the Divine things which are of Heaven and the Church,

which are from the Lord, are perceived by means of the

same names, according to the series of Things in the

Word.

10282^. Therefore neither does the name of any per-

son, of whom mention is made in the Word, enter

Heaven ; but the Thing which is there signified by the

person.

10329. 'I have called by name Bezaleel . . .' (Ex.

xxxi. 2) = those in the good of love, with whom the

Church is to be instaurated. 'To call by name' = to

choose such ; namely, those who are suitable.

^. In the names themselves of persons and places

which are in the Word there is nothing spiritual, unle.ss

they = the Things of the Church and of Heaven ; for these

are spiritual. Hence it follows, that by the.se names
also Things are signified.

'. The reason 'to call by name,' in the spiritual

sense, =to choose such as are suitable, is that by 'name,'

without the person, is signified the quality. Refs. And
by 'to call,' without the name, in like manner. Refs.

*. There are two who are here named . . .

10562. 'Thou hast said, I know thee by name' (Ex.

xxxiii. I2)= his qualitj'.

106
1 5. 'He called on the name of Jehovah' (Ex.

xxxiv. 5)= the worship of the Lord from the truths and

goods of faith and love ; and thus preparation for recep-

tion. Ex.

10683". '(To receive) in the name of anyone (Matt.

x.40-42)=on account of his quality.

H. 562-. When he merely heard the Divine named,

and especially when he heard the Lord named, he was

excited with hatred . . .

W. H. I-. 'Having a name written which no one

knew exce2)t Himself = that no one but Himself sees the

quality of the Word in the internal sense, and he to

to whom He reveals it.

. ' Ujion His vestment and upon His thigh His

name written ' = truth and good, and their quality.

L. 2". By the names of persons and places (in the

Word) is signified something belonging to the Lord, and

thence something belonging to Heaven and the Church

from Him ; or something opposite.

22^. In the Word of the Old Testament, the Lord is

distinguished by various names, everywhere according

to the Thing which is treated of. Enum. In like

manner in the Word of the New Testament. Enum.

25^. By 'the name' of Jehovah, of the Lord, of the

Son of God, is meant the Divine truth ; thus also the

Word, which is from Him, concerning Him, and thus is

Him.self.

S. 15. Here (Is.x. 24-34) mere names occur, from

which nothing can be drawn except with the aid of the

spiritual sense, in which all the names in the Word=
the Things of Heaven and the Church . . ,

^.

71^. As their wi'iting is such, therefore there are not
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any names of persons and places in their Word, which

are in ours ; but instead of the names are the Things

which they signify ; as for 'Moses,' there is 'the his-

torical Word,' etc. etc. (Compare T.241^.)

8o«. For, some words and names (in the Word) are

predicated of good ; and some of truth ; and some in-

clude both.

102^. In (our) Word many names of places have been

retained, which are in the Land of Canaan, and in Asia

round about it, and signify like things to those which

they signified in the Ancient AVord.

Life 17®. 'To believe in the name of the Son of God'

= to believe the Word, and live according to it.

F. 49. In the Word, by all the names of nations and

peoples, and also of persons and places, are signified the

Things of the Church. Examps.

P. 230. The profanation of what is holy is meant . . .

by 'Thou shalt not profane the name of thy God ;
' and,

that profanation is not to be committed ... by 'Hallowed

be Thy name.' What is meant by 'the name of God,'

is known by scarcely anyone in the Christian World.

The reason is that it is not known that in the Spiritual

World there are not names as in the natural world ; but

that everyone is named according to the quality of his

love and wisdom ; for, as soon as anyone comes into

society or consort with others, he is at once named
according to his quality there. The n&Taing-72ominatio

-is done by the spiritual language, which is such that a

name can be given to every Thing, because there each

letter in the alphabet signifies one Thing ; and a number
of letters joined together into one word, which consti-

tute the name of a person, involve the entire state of

tlie Thing.
". From these things it is evident that by 'the

name of God,' in the Word, is signified God with every-

thing Divine which is in Him, and which proceeds from

Him ; and as the Word is the proceeding Divine, it is

'the name of God ; ' and, as all the Divine things which

are called the spiritual things of the Church are from

the Word, these also are 'the name of God.'

^. By 'the name,' and by 'the reward,' 'of a

prophet' (Matt.x.) is meant the state and happiness of

those who are in Divine truths : by the 'name,' and ' the

reward, of a just one,' the state and happiness of those

who are in Divine goods.

262^. In the Spiritual World, where everyone is held

in speaking what he thinks, no one can even name
'Jesus,' except him who has lived in the world as a

Christian ; and this from His Divine Providence, lest

His name should be profaned.

R. 8". In Heaven a person is regarded from that

which belongs to his oflice and function. From it also

every man. Spirit, and Angel there is named . . .

'. ' To receive a prophet in the name of a pro-

phet ' — to receive the doctrine of truth because it is

truth : 'to receive a just one in the name of a just one' =
to receive good for the sake of good. E. 102". 624®. 695^.

44". 'The name of Jehovah '= everything Divine.

81. 'For My name's sake hast laboured . .
.' (Rev.ii.3)

.= study ... to procure and teach those things which

are of religion and its doctrine. By ' the name ' of Jeho-

vah or of the Lord, in the Word, is not meant His

name, but everything by means of which He is wor-

shipped ; and, as He is worshipped according to the

doctrine in the Church, by His 'name' is meant every-

thing of doctrine ; and, in the universal sense, every-

thing of religion. The reason these things are meant by

'the name' of Jehovah, is that in Heaven no other

names are given than those which involve the quality of

some one ; and the quality of God is everything by

means of which He is worshipped. 111.

^ In like manner in the New Testament, by 'the

name' of the Lord. 111.

*. That the Lord as to the Divine Human is

'the name' of the Father. 111.

III. 'Thou boldest My name' (ver. I3)= when yet

they have religion, and worship according to it. Ex.

122. 'In the stone a new name written' (ver. 17)=
that they will have a quality of good which they had

not before. 'A name ' = the quality of a Thing ; here,

therefore, the quality of the good. All the quality of

good is from the truths united to it . . .

157. 'Thou hast a name that thou livest' (Rev.iii. i )=

that it seems to themselves and others . . . that they are

spiritually alive. . . By 'to have a name,' is signified to

seem and to be believed to be such.

165. 'Thou hast a few names even in Sardis' (ver.4)

= that among them are also those who have life in their

worship. By 'a few names' are signified some who are

sucli . . . for 'a name ' = the quality of anyone. The

reason is, that in the Spiritual World everyone is named

according to his quality.

170. 'I will confess his name before My Father, and

before His Angels' (ver. 5)= that those will be received

who are in Divine good and in Divine truths from the

Lord ; thus who have the life of Heaven in themselves.

'To confess the name' = to acknowledge the quality of

anyone, or that he is such.

180. 'Thou hast not denied My name' (ver.8) = that

tliey are in the worship of the Lord. Ex.

193. 'I will write upon him the name of my God ' (ver.

1 2) = that the Divine truth will be inscribed on their

hearts. . . 'The name of My God ' = the Divine truth.

Ex.

196. 'And My new name' (ver. I2)=the worship of

the Lord alone with new things which had not been in

the former Church. Ex.

410. By 'the name (of the star) ' (Rev.viii. 11) is sig-

nified its quality.

440. By 'the name' (Rev.ix.ii) is signified the

quality of the state.

516. By 'the names of men seven thousand' (Rev.xi.

13) are signified all who had confessed faith alone. . .

By 'the names' are signified those who are such; for

'the name' = the quality of the man.

527. 'To them that fear Thy name ' (ver. 18) = those

who love the things which are the Lord's. . . By the

Lord's 'name' are signified all the things by means of

which He is worshipped.

584. 'He opened his mouth in blasphemies against

God and His name' (Rev.xiii.6) = their utterances . . .
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against the Divine Itself and the Divine Human of the

Lord, and at the same time against everything of the

Church from the AVord by means of which the Lord is

worshipped. . . By 'His name' is signified everything

by means of which the Lord is worshipped, and also the

AVord, because worship is according to it. That by

'the name' of Jehovah, or of God, is signified the Divine

Human of the Lord, and at the same time the Word,
and also everything by means of which He is wor-

shipped, ni.

[R.]6i3. 'Having His Father's name written in their

foreheads' (Rev.xiv. i) = the acknowledgment of the

Divine and of the Divine Human of the Lord from the

love and faith with them. By 'the name of the Father'

is meant the Lord as to the Divine a quo . . . and at

the same time as to the Divine Human . . . because

they are one . . ,

6i8^ By 'to ask the Father in His name' is not

meant to approach God the Father immediately, nor to

ask for His sake ; but to approach the Lord, and the

Father through Him, because the Father is in the Son,

and they are one ... 'In His name '= this. 111.

660. By 'the number of His name' (Rev.xv.2) is sig-

nified the falsification of the Word.

692. 'They blasphemed the name of God . .
.' (Rev.

xvi.9) . . . "The name of God ' = the Divine Human of

the Lord and at the same time the Word.

756. They cannot endure to hear the Lord named.

824. 'Having a name written which no man knows
except Himself (Rev. xix. 12) = that the quality of the

Word in its spiritual and celestial sense is seen by no
one except the Lord, and him to whom He reveals it.

Ex.

830. 'And He has upon His vestment and upon His

thigh a name written, King of kings, and Lord of lords'

(ver. i6) = that the Lord teaches in the Word what His

quality is, that it is the Divine truth of the Divine

wisdom, and the Divine good of the Divine love ; thus

that He is the God of the universe. Ex.

839^ 'Hallowed be Thy name' = to go to the Lord

and worship Him. 111.

900-. By ' the names written over (the gates) ' (Rev.

xxi. 12) is signified all their quality ; thus the quality in

them ; for all the quality is from the internals in the

externals.

903. In them the names of the twelve apostles of the

Lamb' (ver. I3) = all things of doctrine from the Word
concerning the Lord, and concerning a life according to

His precepts. . . By 'twelve names' is signified all its

quality ; and all its quality has reference to (these two

things).

938. 'His name shall be in their foreheads' (Rev.

xxii.4)= . . . that the Lord will turn Himself to them.

... By 'the Lord's name in their foreheads' is signified

that the Lord loves them, and turns them to Himself.

By 'the Lord's name' is signified the Lord Himself;

because there is signified all His quality, by which He is

Known, and according to which He is worshipped.

M. 459'^. Criminal things Avhich are not to be

named.

T. 297. 'Thou shalt not take the name of Jehovah

thy God into what is vain ; because Jehovah will not

hold him guiltless who shall take His name into what is

vain.' By 'to take the name of Jehovah God into what is

vain,' in the natural sense ... is meant the name itself,

and its abuse in various kinds of conversation, especially

in uttering falsehoods or lies, and in oaths without a

cause, and for the purpose of exculpation in evil inten-

tions . . . and in sorceries and enchantments. But to

swear by God and His holiness, the Word, and the

Gospel, in coronations, in inaugurations into the priest-

hood, and in initiations of fidelity, is not to take the

name of God into what is vain, unless he who takes the

oath afterwards rejects his promises as vain. The name
of God, being holiness itself, must be constantly made
use of in the holy things which belong to the Church

. . . The reason is that God is in all things of religion
;

and, when He is rightly invoked. He is present by His

name, and hears. In these things the name of God is

hallowed.

-. That the name of Jehovah God is holy in it-

self, is evident from that name, in that the Jews since

their first time have not dared ... to say Jehovah . . .

That the name Jesus is in like manner holy, is known
from the apostle's saying that at that name the knee is

bent . . . and moreover that it can be named by no devil

in Hell.

<^. There are many names of God which are not

to be taken into what is vain. Enum.

298. In the spiritual sense, by 'thename' ofGodismeant

all that which the Church teaches from the Word, and

by means of which the Lord is invoked and worshipped.

All these things in the complex are 'the name' of God.

And therefore by 'to take the name of God into what

is vain, is meant to take anything therefrom in frivolous

conversation, in speaking falsely, in lies, imprecations,

sorceries, and enchantments ; for this also is to revile

and blaspheme God ; thus His name. That the Word,

and whatever the Church has therefrom, and thus all

worship, is 'the name of God.' 111.

299. In the celestial sense, by 'to take the name of

God into what is vain' is meant that which the Lord

said to the Pharisees (concerning ' the blasi^hemy of the

Spirit,' by which) is meant blasphemy against the

Divinity of the Lord's Human, and against the holiness

of the Word. That the Divine Human of the Lord is

meant by 'the name' of Jehovah God, in the celestial

or supreme sense. 111.

300. That by the name of anyone is meant not only

his name, but also all his quality, is evident from the

names in the Spiritual World. Ko one there retains

the name which he received in baptism, and that whish

he had from his father . . . but everyone there is named

according to his quality ; and the Angels are called

according to their moral and spiritual life. 111.

'\ In the natural world, by the name is not

meant the name only, but at the same time his quality,

because this adheres to his name ; for in common dis-

course it is said. He does this for the sake of his name

. . . This man has a great name ; by which is signified

that he is celebrated for such things as are in him . . .

Who does not know that he who disparages and cal-
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uniiiiates anyone as to his name, also disparages and

calumniates the acts of his life ? They are conjoined in

idea. Further ex.

309. See Kill, here.

330. In proportion as anyone does not take the name

of God into what is vain, in the same proportion he

loves the things which are from God.

682. By 'the name' of the Lord Jesus Christ nothing

else is meant in the "Word than the acknowledgment of

Him, and a life according to His precepts. 111.

^. Therefore the name that one is a Christian

means his quality, that he has faith in Christ, and

charity towards the neighbour from Christ. 111. 683.

D. 263 1-. Therefore also the words of names (in

Hebrew) are not distinguished by capital initials.

3568. That those who are not in faith cannot even

name the Lord. Ex.

^. Nor could [such] a Spirit name faith . . .

4056. Concerning a certain (Spirit) who was in the

habit of naming the devil. Ex.

4345. A certain Jew (who could not remember what

his name had been. ) 4385.

5604. In their Word (in Heaven) there are no names

. . . but Things in their place.

5952. They are only the names of the one God.

6035^^ All the quality of a Thing, person, or place

can be named there ; and, from the hearing of the

name the quality is at once known, together with many
things which are therein. This cannot be done in the

natural world.

E. 8"-^. The names in the AVord do not signify persons,

but Things. Examp. 9,111.

102. 'For My name's sake hast laboured ' = the ac-

knowledgment of the Lord, and of the Knowledges of

truth which regard Him
;

(for) 'the name' of Jehovah

or of the Lord, in the supreme sense, = His Divine

Human ; and, in the relative sense, all the things of

love and of faith by means of which the Lord is wor-

shipped ; because these are the Divine things which

proceed from His Divine Human. 111.

^. In the Spiritual World, the names which are

on earth are not uttered ; but the names of the persons

who are spoken about are formed from the idea of all

things which are known about them, which are combined

into a single word . . . whence it is that the names also

there . . . are spiritual. The name 'Lord,' and the

name 'Jesus Christ,' are not uttered there as on earth;

but, instead of these names, a name is formed from the

idea of all things which are known and believed con-

cerning Him, which idea is from all things of love and

faith in Him. The reason is that these things in the

complex are the Lord with them ; for the Lord is with

everyone in the goods of love and of faith which are

from Him. As this is so, the quality of everyone there

as to love and faith in the Lord is at once Known if he

only utters in a spiritual word or name 'Lord,' or 'Jesus

Christ ;' and hence also it is that those who are not in

any love, or in any faith in Him, are unable to name
Him ; that is, to form any spiritual name concerning

Him . . .

^. Lest, therefore, the opinion . . . should pre-

vail, that the mere name 'Jesus Christ,' without love

and faith in Him, thus without Knowledges . . . con-

tributes something to salvation, I will adduce some

passages from the Word where the expressions ' for His

name's sake,' and 'in His name,' occur; from which

those who think more deeply can see that the name

alone is not meant. 111.

. 'To ask in My name,' is to ask from love and

faith.

*. The like to that which is meant by 'the name

of the Lord,' is meant by 'the name of Jehovah,' in the

Old Testament. 111.

. 'Where He shall place His name' (Deut.xii.,

xvi.) is where there shall be worship from the good of

love and the truths of faith.

^ As by 'the name' of Jehovah, or of the Lord,

is signified all worship from the good of love and

the truths of faith ; therefore, in the supreme sense,

by 'the name' of Jehovah is meant the Lord as

to the Divine Human ; for the reason that from His

Divine Human proceeds everything of love and faith.

That, in the supreme sense, the Lord is meant by 'the

name' of Jehovah. 111.

. 'Hallowed be Thy name' (therefore) means

that the Divine Human of the Lord is to be held holily,

and worshipped.

135. 'Thou boldest My name '= the acknowledgment

of the Divine in the Human of the Lord . . .

148. 'In the stone a new name written which no one

knoweth but he who receiveth it'= a state of interior

life unknown to all besides those who are in it. 'A

name ' = the quality of the state; here, the (juality of

the state of the interior life . . .

-. That 'name,' in the Word,=the quality of

the state. 111.

. 'He calls all by name ' = that he knows the

quality of all ; and gives to them according to the state

of love and faith with them.

. 'I have called thee by thy name' (Is.xlv.3,4) =
that He has known the quality of the state of the

Church.
'^. 'The name being cut off and destroyed before

Jehovah' (Is.xlviii. i9) = the quality of the state by

which conjunction is etfected . . .

. 'To call by a new name,' and 'by another

name,' = to give another state of life; namely, a state

of spiritual life.

. 'Polluted in name' (Ezek.xxii.5)=abounding

with falsities and the derivative evils, which make its

quality.

•*. 'Names written in the Book of Life' = all

things of man's love and faith, thus all things of his

spiritual life, as to their quality.

. 'His name in their foreheads'= a state of love.

^. The reason 'name,' in the Word, = the quality

of the man's state, is that in the Spiritual AVorld each

one is named according to the state of life in which he

is ; thus variously. For spiritual speech is not like

human si)eech. All things there are expressed according

to ideas concerning Things and concerning persons ; and

these ideas fall into woixls.

151'', To believe in 'the name' of the Lord = to
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acknowledge His Divine Human, and to receive love

and faith from Him.

[E.] i86. 'Thou hast a name that thou livest, and art

dead'= the qualitj- of their thought. . . because they
arc leading a moral life . . . Ex.

195. 'Thou hast a few names even in Sardis . .
.' =

those who lead a moral life from a spiritual origin . . .

'Name'= the ijuality of the state of man's life; here,

therefore, 'names'=men who are such.

199. 'I will not blot his name out of the Book of

Life '= that they will be in Heaven because they are

accommodated thereto. 'Name' = the quality of the

state of man's life. Ex.

209. 'Thou hast not denied My name ' = that they

. . . acknowledge the Divine of the Lord in His Human.

222. 'I will write upon him the name of My God'=
their quality according to Divine truth implanted in

the life. . . 'Name' = the quality of the state.

224. 'And My new name' = that they will also

acknowledge the Divine Human of the Lord. . . The
reason the Lord's 'new name'= His Divine Human, is

that in this Prophetical Book ... it treats of those who
will be in the New Jerusalem, and of those who will not

be. Further ex.

294^ 'To call by name'= reception according to the

quality of each one.

295". 'To believe in the name' of the Lord= to live

according to the precepts of His doctrine.

313". 'My name is in the midst of him ' = that all

Divine good and Divine truth are in Him.

32411. 'My name shall be great among the nations'

(Mal.i. ii) = the acknowledgment and worship of the

Lord among those who are in good.

32930. By 'the name' of the Lord (John i. 12) are

meant all the truths and goods by means of which He
is to be worshipped.

340^ 'Name' (Ps. xcvi. 2) is said of truths; and
'salvation,' of good.

*. ' Blessed is He who cometh in the name of the
Lord' (Luke xix. 38)= that He was glorified because from
Him is all Divine truth and Divine good. 'The name
of the Lord '= everything by means of which He is

worshijjped
; and, as everything of this relates to the

good of love and to the truth of faith, therefore these
are signified by 'the name of the Lord.'

". Communication and conjunction with those
who receive, are meant by, 'Thus shall they put My
name upon the sons of Israel' (Xum.vi.27). By 'the
name of Jehovah' is signified the proceeding Divine,
which, in general, is called Divine truth and Divine
good.

3S3. 'His name was Death' (Rev.vi.8) . . . 'Name'=
the quality of a Thing ; here, the quality of the Word
with those who are in evils and the derivative falsities.

410^. 'This house upon which My name is named'
(Jer.vii. ii) = the Church where there is worship from
the goods of life through the truths of doctrine. . 'The
name' of Jehovah = all that through which He is wor-
shipped

; thus good and truth ; the latter of doctrine,

and the former of life.

41 1^^ 'H two of you sliall consent together upon the

earth in My name concerning any thing tliat ye shall

ask, it shall be done for them by My Father who is in

the Heavens' (Matt.xviii.19). By 'the name' of the

Lord is meant everything by means of which He is

worshipped ; and, as He is M'orshipped by means of the

truth from good which is from Him, therefore this is

meant by His 'name.' 696^.

45 3^ 'He calls them all by name' (Is.xl.26)= that

He knows the quality of all, and that according thereto

He disposes ; for by 'name,' in the Word, is signified

the quality of the Thing and state. 111. 519. 563.

555^. That it is only truth which can be applied, and,

through application, conjoined, is signified by, 'Only

let thy name be named upon us' (Is.iv. i).

624'*. To teach the Word and doctrinal things from

the Word, is meant by, 'Have we not prophesied through

Thy name?' (Matt.vii.22). By 'name' is signified

according to doctrine from the Word.

638!''. 'To call the name'=the quality of it.

650'®. 'To call the name' = to know the quality of the

Thing, or of what quality it is. yio^''.

*^. 'The name of Jehovah ' = all the truth of

doctrine and of the Church.

659-". 'The seed of the malicious shall not be named
to eternity' (Is. xiv. 20)= eternal dissociation and separ-

ation.

676. 'There were killed in the earthquake the names
of men seven thousand ' = that in that change of state

all the truths of good perished with them. . . 'The
names of men'= the truths of good, and the derivative

understanding of truth . . . For 'a name' = the quality

of a Thing and state with a man . . . because names of

persons are not given in the Spiritual World as in the

natural world. In the Spiritual World all are named
according to the quality of their life ; thus with a

difference within the Societies and outside of them.

Within the Societies the quality of the state of every-

one's life is constant . . . and therefore according to this

quality is his name. Hence it is that when the name
of anyone is heard in a Society, his quality is also

Known. It is from this that by 'name,' in the spiritual

sense, is signified the quality of the Thing and of the

state of life. But outside the Societies the denomination

according to the state of life of anyone is not constant

;

for, before a Spirit man comes into any Society, he

passes through many states . . . but still everyone is

named according to the state in which he is ; and also

according to the idea and the perception of the quality

of his state. Refs.

696. 'To them that fear Thy name, small and great'

= and to all who worship the Lord, from whatever

religion. Ex. ^Ex.
3. 'The name' of Jehovah, etc. (in both Testa-

ments) = all things by means of which He is worshipped
;

thus all things of love and faith ; and, in the supreme
sense, the Lord Himself is meant ; because where He is,

there are all things of love and faith. 111.

706^*. That they 'cast out demons in the name of the

Lord' (Mark xvi. 17) derived its effect from the fact that,

spiritually understood, 'the name of the Lord' is every-
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thing of doctrine from the Word from the Lord ; and

that 'demons' are falsities of every kind, which are

. . . removed by means of doctrine from tlie Word from

the Lord.

714H 'To know My name' (Ps.xci. i4) = to be in

doctrine from the Word.

735^ The Angels in the Heavens have not names as

men on earth have ; but they have names according to

their functions ; and, in general to each one is given a

name from his quality. (See Michael, here.)

745'*. 'To believe in His name' (John i. i2) = to receive

the Lord in faith and life; for by 'the name' of the

Lord is signified everything by means of which He is

worshipped.

768^". 'Name ' = the (quality of it. <=.

798. 'To blaspheme His name' (Rev.xiii.6) = by

falsifying all the quality of Divine truth or of the

Word. Ex.

806. 'Whose names are not written in the Lamb's

Book of Life ' = by all who have not been made spiritual

through regeneration by the Lord
;

(for) ' names' = their

(quality. Ex.

815^". The like which is signified by 'to believe in

Him,' is signified by 'to believe in His name ;' for 'the

name' of the Lord= all the quality of faith and of love

by means of which He is to be worshipped, and by

means of which man is saved by Him. The reason why
this is signified by 'His name,' is that in the Spiritual

World no other names are given to persons than accord-

ing to the quality of their affection and life ; whence

everyone is Known, as to his (juality, from his name
alone. Hence, when his name is uttered, and that

i[uality is loved which is meant liy the name, he is

presented present, and they are conjoined as companions

or brothers. But the quality of the Lord is everything

of faith and love by means of which man is saved by

Him ; for this quality is the essence whic;h proceeds from

Him ; and therefore, when this quality is thought of,

the Lord is presented present with him ; and, when this

quality is loved, the Lord is conjoined with him. Hence
it is, that those who believe in His name have eternal

life. Hence it is evident how necessary it is to man to

know the (quality of the faith and of the love which is

'the name' of the Lord ; and also to love this quality,

which is effected by the doing of those things which the

Lord has commanded. Moreover, the names 'Jesus,'

and 'Christ,' involve this quality; for ' Jesus ' = salva-

tion, and 'Christ' . . . = Divine truth, which is the all

of faith and of love as to the thoughts, the doctrine,

and the life. Hence, when these names are named,
their quality is to be thought, and we are to live accord-

ing to it. This is meant by the Lord's words in Matt.

xviii. 19,20. ^^.

817^. It is to be known that by all the names of

persons and places in the Word are signified the Things

and the states of the Church ; and chiefly so by the

names in the first chapters of Genesis, because the

historicals therein are made historicals . . .

841. 'Or the name of the beast, or the number of his

name' (Rev.xiii. i7) = or the like thereof as to life, or

the like thereof as to faith; (for) 'the name'= the

quality of the good of love and of the derivative life.

892. 933-

852-. By all these names (of the Divine) is . . . meant
one ; for the Lord is thus variously named according to

His Divine attributes. Enum.

892. In the Spiritual World everyone receives a name
according to his quality ; and the quality of everyone is

there expressed by a word of the spiritual language,

which word can indeed be uttered in natural language,

but still cannot be understood ; for it includes many
things which caimot be comprehended by means of the

ideas of natural thought, and which consequently cannot

be expressed by the words of speech in the world.

935^. The second precept, 'Thou shalt not profane

the name of God,' contains also [that we are] not to

hold cheap and reject from the heart the Word, doctrine

from the Word, and thus the Church ; for these are

'the name of God.'

943. 'And shall glorify Thy name' (Rev. xv. 4) = the

worship of the Lord from the truths which are from

this good. Ex.

949^ In proportion as he does not profane the name
of God, thus also in proportion as he shuns the cupidities

which originate from the loves of self and of the world,

in the same proportion he loves the holy things of the

Word and of the Church ; for these are 'the name of

God ;' and (these) cupidities profane them.

959-. We shall here treat concerning the second Pre-

cept : 'Thou shalt not profane the name of God.'. .

By 'the name of God' is meant all the quality by means

of which God is worsliipped ; for God is in His own
quality, and is His own (juality. His Essence is Divine

love ; and His (Quality is the derivative Divine truth

united to Divine good ; thus with us on earth, it is the

Word . . . and thence also it is the doctrine of genuine

truth and good from the Word ; for worship is according

to this doctrine. Now, as His quality is manifold, for

it contains all things which are from Him, therefore He
has many names, and each name involves and expresses

His quality in general and in special. Enum. All these

are the names of the one God, who is the Lord ; but

still, where they are said in the Word, they signify some

universal Divine attribute or quality distinct from other

Divine attributes or (jualities. . . Since each name = some

distinct attribute or quality, therefore by ' to profane the

name of God,' is not meant to profane the name itself; but

His quality. The reason why by 'the name' is signified

the quality, is also because in Heaven everyone is named
according to his quality ; and the quality of God or of

the Lord is everything which is from Him by means

of which He is worshipped. Hence it is, that in Hell,

as there is no Divine quality of the Lord acknowledged

there, the Lord cannot be named. And hence it is that,

in the S^iiritual World, His names cannot be uttered by

anyone otherwise than as His Divine is acknowledged
;

for all there speak from tlie heart, thus from the love

and the derivative acknowledgment.

962^^. As by 'the name of God' is meant Divine

truth, or the Word ; and as by 'the profanation' of it is

meant the denial of its holiness, and the conse([ueut

contempt, rejection, and blaspheming, it follows that
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the name of God is interiorly profaned by a life contrary

to tlie precepts of the decalogue ; for there is a profana-

tion which is interior and not exterior . . .

[E.] 984. 'They blasphemed the name of God' = the

falsification of the Word of the Lord even to the

destruction of the Divine truth in the Heavens. Ex.

loas^ In the Precept, 'Thou shalt not profane the

name of God,' there are contained and included in its

three senses all things which concern the Divine as to

quality; for, by 'the name of God' is signified His

quality ; which, in the first sense, is the Word, doctrine

from the Word, and the worship of the mouth and life

from the doctrine ; in the second sense, is the Lord's

Kingdom on earth, and the Lord's Kingdom in the

Heavens ; and, iu the third sense, is the Divine Human
of the Lord, for this is the quality of the Divine Itself.

1039. 'Full of names of blasphemy '= (the holy things

of the Word) adulterated and falsified ; (for) 'a name' =
the quality of the Thing, and the quality of the state

;

hence by 'full of names' is signified the quality of these

holy things of the Word.

1046. 'Upon her forehead a name written' (Rev.xvii.

5)= her quality as to love ; for by 'a name' is signified

the quality of the Thing or state ; and by 'the forehead'

is signified the love.

1098-. The man who only thinks that God is, and
thinks nothing concerning His quality, is like one who
thinks that the Word is, and that it is holy, and knows
nothing about what is in it . . . when yet the thought

of what God is, is so ample that it infils Heaven, and

makes all the wisdom in which are the Angels . . . The
thought that God is, from His quality, is what is meant
in the AVord by 'the name of God.'

De Verbo 5-. Passages were taken from the natural

sense which could never be comprehended without the

spiritual sense ; as in the Prophets, where mere names
are heaped together . . .

14^. By the names which are the posterities of Adam
are there described the states of the successive reception

of the Lord, and of conjunction with Him, by the men
of that Church . . .

Inv. 41. In the Spiritual World, no one Knows
another from his name alone ; but from the idea of his

quality. . . A Spirit himself is nothing else than his

own quality ; on which account everyone in that World
keeps his baptismal name and the name of his family

silent ; but is named according to his qualit}-. Hence
it is that 'name,' in the Word, does not signify the

name, but the quality. , . From these things it is

evident that no one has the Lord present with him
unless he knows His quality. Ex.

Naphtali. Naphtali.

A. 3928. 'And she called his name Naphtali' (Gen.

xxx.8) = the quality of the temptation in which man
overcomes, and also the quality of the resistance by the

natural man. . . The quality itself is what is signified

by 'Naphtali;' for Naphtali was named from 'strug-

glings.' Thence also by 'Naphtali' is represented this

second general truth of the Church ; for temptation is

the medium of the conjunction of the internal man
with the external. Ex.

2. After this delight (of the love of self and of
the world) has prevailed, it cannot be dulled and dis-

sipated by any other medium than the affirmation and
acknowledgment of the Holy of faith and of the good
of life, which is the first medium ('Dan') ; and then
through temptation, which is the second medium, and
is signified by 'Naphtali ;' for this medium follows the
other. Ex.

^. In the Word elsewhere, where 'Naphtali' is

named, the state of man after temptations is signified

by him. 111.

4608. 'The sons of Bilhah . . . Dan and Naphtali'

(Gen.xxxv.2S) = the things which follow and are of

service to interior things. Ex. . . The essentials of these

things are represented by 'Dan and Naphtali' . . .

'Naphtali,' in the supreme sense, = Own power ; in the
internal sense, the temptation in which [the man]
conc^uers

; and, in the external sense, the resistance by
the natural man . . .

6024*''. 'The sons of Naphtali,' Jahzeel, and Guni, and
Jezer, and Shillem' (Gen.xlvi.24)=:the temptations in

which is victory, and the doctrinal things concerning
them.

641 1. 'Naphtali is a hind let loose, giving discourses

of elegance' (Gen. xlix. 21). ' Naphtali '= the state after

temptations ; 'a hind let loose '= the freedom of natural

affection ; 'giving discourses of elegance '= gladness of

mind. 6412.

R. 354. 'Of the tribe of Naphtali were sealed twelve

thousand' (Rev.vii.6) = the perception of use and of

what use is, with those who will be in the Lord's New
Heaven and New Church. By 'Naphtali,' in the

supreme sense, is signified Own power of the Lord's

Divine Human ; in the spiritual sense, temptation and
victory ; and, in the natural sense, the struggling by
the natural man ; for he was named from 'stragglings.'

But the reason why here by 'Naphtali' is signified the

perception of use and of what use is, is that he follows

in the series after 'Asher,' by whom is signified the

love of uses. ISloreover, those have an interior percep-

tion of uses who have conquered in temptations ; for

the interiors of the mind are opened by means of

temptations. . . That 'the tribe of Naphtali'= Angels
and men as to this perception. 111.

E. 295^". 'Naphtali,' so called from 'strugglings,'=
temptations, and consolation and blessing from the

Divine love after them ; which is meant by, 'satisfied

with the good pleasure and the blessing of Jehovah'

(Deut.xxxiii.23).

435^. The three tribes of 'Asher,' 'Naphtali,' and

'Manasseh' (Rev.vii.6) = those who fully constitute

spiritual good. Ex.

438. Charity towards the neighbour is signified by
these three tribes, namely, 'Asher,' 'Naphtali,' and
'Manasseh.'

-. By 'Naphtali' (in special) is signified the

regeneration of those (who are in charity towards the

neighbour).

439. 'Of the tribe of Naphtali were sealed twelve

thousand '= regeneration and temptation
;
(for) Naphtali

and his tribe = temptation, and the state after it; and,
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as temptations take place for the sake of regeneration,

regenei'ation also is signified by 'Naphtali. ' 111 and Ex.
•^. In the supreme sense, by 'Zebulon' and

'Naphtali' is signified the unition of the Divine and of

the Human in the Lord. 111.

'^. Hence, also, by 'Naphtali' is signified reforma-

tion and regeneration, because these are the effects of

temptations.

441. But temiitation, which is signified by 'the tribe

of Naphtali,' is the uniting medium ; for the internal

and external are united by means of temptations.

443. They who are in the Second or Middle Heaven,

and they who come into it, are signified by 'Asher,'

'Naphtali,' and 'Manasseh;' who therefore constitute

the second class of the sealed.

447*. As the tribes of Naphtali and Zebulon signified

combat from the truth which is from good ; the tribe of

Naphtali,' combat ; and the tribe of Zebulon, the con-

junction of good and truth ; therefore these two tribes

only were taken to fight (Judges v.).

^. By 'Zebulon and Naphtali' is also signified

the conjunction of truth and good, by combat against

falsities and evils, and the consequent reformation, in

Matt. iv. 13-17 ; Is.ix. 1,2.

®. By 'Zebulon' and 'Naphtali,' in the supreme

sense, is signified the union of the Divine Itself and of

the Divine Human of the Lord by means of temptations

admitted into Himself, and victories from His Own
power, in Ps.lxviii.27. (Compare 449^.)

Naphtuhim. Naphthuchim.
A. 1 193. 'Mizraim begat . . . Naphtuhim,' etc. (Gen.

X.I 3)= so many nations, by whom are signified so many
kinds of rituals . . . which are merely scientifics. 1194.

1195.

Napkin. SudaHum.
E. 193^". 'To hide them in the earth,' and 'in a

napkin' (Luke xix. 20) = that they are solely in the

memorj' of the natural man.

Naples. Neapolis.

Neapolitan. NeapoHtanus.

M. 451. Naples, mentioned.

D. 5652. (On the Neapolitans at the time of the Last

Judgment. See Last Judomknt, here.)

Narrow. Strictus.

Stricture. Strictura.

strictly. Stride.

See Stkaitnkss.

A, H03. They observe the externals of the Church
very strictly.

9216^. In a bond so close . . .

9295'. In a narrower sense . . . .

9416. In a nan'ow sense ... In a sense less narrow.

H. 534^. That 'the way which leads to life is narrow'

(Matt.vii. 14) is not because it is ditticult, but because

there are 'few who find it.'

5S4. Some (of the gates to the Hells) are strait-

arctac-and narrow.

T. 42 1
e. In a narrow or in a broad sense.

D. 4214. A representation with Spirits ; and concern-

ing the broad and the narrow way. Ex.

E. 313^-. 'The stricture of an olive-tree' (Is.xxiv. 13)

=:vastation. 638^^. 91 9-.

537W. 'Drawn swords' (Ps.lv.2i) = falsities destroy-

ing.

De Verbo 4-. / and E give a close sound.

Nathan. Nathan.
E. 555I". 'Nathan' (Zeeh.xii.i2) = the doctrine of

truth.

Nation. Gens.

See Africa, and Gentile.

A. 139-. 'Nations' (Num. xxiii.9)= evils.

249. 'Nations' (Micah vii. 16) = those who trust in pro-

prium.

4096. As the posterity of Jacob were ... of no faith,

the Church . . . was transferred to gentiles who had
lived not in infidelity, but in ignorance. Rarely, if

ever, does the Church remain with those who have
Truths among them, when they have been vastated ; but
it is transferred to those who know nothing at all about
Truths ; for these embrace faith much more easily than
the former.

410. Such have been the gentiles, and such also are

the gentiles at this day. Wlien it is the last time of

vastation with those who know and do not want to

know . . . the Church arises anew ; not with them, but
with those whom they call gentiles. It was so done
with the Most Ancient Church . , . with the Ancient
Church . . . with the Jewish Church.

470. In the most ancient time the human race was
distinguished into houses, families, and nations . . .

Fewer or more families constituted a nation. (The

reason of this ex. 471. 483®.)

471''. (This was why) the Jewish Church also was dis-

tinguished into houses, families, and nations.

4886. 'The day of the nations' (Ezek.xxx.3) = the

gentiles, or wickedness.

570-. This race was such.

5936. Their lot . . . is much worse than that of those

who are called gentiles.

622. 'Nations' = evils which are of the will, or of

cupidities ;
' people '= falsities.

67 1-. Quasi voluntary goods . . . the like as with the

gentiles . . .

932". All the good of charit}^, even with the gentiles,

is seed from the Lord ; and although with them it is

not the good of faith . . . j'et it can become the good of

faith. For the gentiles who have lived in charity, as

they are wont to do in the worLl, in the other life, when
tliey are instructed by Angels, embrace and receive the

doctrine of true faith and the faitli of charity much more
easily than Christians.

1025. "Wherever there is charity even among nations

most remote from the Church, there is seed . . . The
good which the gentiles do is also from the Lord.
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[A.] 1032. That the Lord enters into a covenant, or con-

joins Himself by charity, with tliose who are outside the

Church, and are called gentiles. Ex. The man of the

Church supposes that all who are outside the Church,

who are called gentiles, cannot be saved, for the reasou

that they have no Knowledges of faith, and are therefore

wholly ignorant of the Lord . . .

-. (But) the mercy of the Lord is infinite . . , and

extends itself to all in the universal world. That they

have been born outside the Church ... is not their

fault ; and no one is ever condemned for not having

faith in the Lord when he is ignorant of Him. Who
that thinks well will ever say that the greatest part of

the human race will perish in eternal death because they

have not been born within Europe, where there are

relatively few people ? (or) that the Lord would suffer so

great a multitude of men to be born in order to perish

in eternal death ? This would be contrary to the Divine,

and .contrary to mercy. And besides, those who are

outside the Church, who are called gentiles, live a much
more moral life than those who are within the Church ;

and they embrace much more easily the doctrine of true

faith, which may be still more manifestly evident from

the Souls in the other life . . . Very many of those who
have worshipped idols are of such an animus as to be

horrified at hatreds and adulteries ; and they fear

Christians . . . Nay, the gentiles arc such that when
they are informed by the Angels concerning the truths

of faith . . . they listen readily, and are readily imbued

with faith, and thus reject their idols ; and therefore the

gentiles who have lived a moral life, and have lived in

mutual charity, and in innocence, are regenerated in the

other life. While they live in the world, the Lord is

present with them in the charity and innocence ; for

there is nothing of charity and innocence except from

the Lord. The Lord also gives them a conscience of

what is right and good according to their religiosity, and

into this conscience insinuates innocence and charity ;

and, when there are innocence and charity in the con-

science, they easily sutler themselves to be imbued with

the truth of faith from good. 111.

1059. The Lord is even more present (with the

gentiles than with Christians). The reason is that there

is not so great a cloud in their intellectual part . . . For

the gentiles are ignorant of the Word, nor do they know
what the Lord is . . . and therefore they cannot be

against the Lord, and against the truth of faith. Hence

their cloud is not against (these) ; and such a cloud can

be easily dispelled \\hen they are enlightened.

^, The gentiles cannot (profane the truths of

faith) ; because they live in ignorance of the truth of

faith. . . This is the reason why more of the gentiles

are saved than of Christians ; besides that their infants

are all of the Lord's Kingdom. Dl.

1097. Those who placed worship solely in externals

were represented by the gentiles, whom they called

'strangers,' and who were their servants . . . 111.

1 136, Concerning internal worship and its derivations,

which, being from charity, are those of wisdom, intel-

ligence, knowledge and Knowledges ; and which are

signified by the nations (mentioned in Gen. x. 22-24).

1140^. By the names in (Gen.x.), except Heber and

his posterity, are meant so many nations ; and so many
nations there were which constituted the Ancient
Church... 1149. 1151. 1152. 1153. 1154. 1156.

1157. 1163. 1170. 1171. 1194. 1205. 1227, 1238.

1246.

1150"^. The nations and peoples who were called 'the

sons of Japheth,' lived in mutual charity together, in

friendship, in civility, and in simplicity ; and therefore

the Lord was present in their worship . . . There were

formerly very many such nations.

1 1 58. 'From these were dispersed the isles of the

nations in their lands' (Gen.x. 5) = that the worships of

many nations came forth from these.

1159. 'As to their nations' (ver.5) = as to both (the

opinion and the probity) in general.

^. 'That ' nations '= both in general, is evident

from the signification of 'a nation,' or of 'nations,' in

the Word. In a good sense 'nations'= new voluntary

and intellectual things ; consequently, the goods of love

and the truths of faith ; but, in the opposite sense, they

= evils and falsities. . . The cause is that the Most
Ancient Church was distinguished into houses, into

families, and into nations. . . A number of families con-

stituted the nations. Hence the nations signified all

the families together, in one complex. 1215.

•*. From this, then, is the signification of 'nations,'

in the internal sense ; which is a general embracing both

voluntary and intellectual things ; or, what is the same,

both the things which are of love and the things which
are of faith, relatively to the families and houses of which
[they are composed],

1238''. All were (then) distinguished into houses,

families, and nations. . . One nation acknowledged one

father, from whom also it was named. Examp. 1246.

1251^. 'In their nations' (ver.3i) = in general re-

latively to the things which are of charity. i252,Ex.

1254. The nations named in the preceding [verses] of

this chapter have signified nothiugelse than the various

worships of the Ancient Church . . .

1256. 'In their nations' (ver. 32) = the worships of the

Church in general.

1258. 'From these were the nations dispersed in the

earth' (id. ) = that thence [came] all the worships of the

Church as to goods or evils ... By 'a nation' are

meant a number of families together. In the Most
Ancient and in the Ancient Church, the number of

families which acknowledged one father made one
nation. But that, in the internal sense, ' nations '=
the worships of the Church, and, in fact, as to the goods

or evils in the worship, the case is this. When families

and nations are regarded by the Angels, they never have

the idea of a nation, but only the idea of the worship

with that nation, Ex. . . Hence it is that, in the

internal sense, by 'nations' nothing else is signified than

the worship of the Church, and, in fact, as to its quality,

which is the good of charity and the derivative truth of

faith. When the word 'nations' occurs in the Word,
the Angels never remain in the idea of a nation . . .

but in the idea of the good and truth with the nation

which is named.

1259. That 'nation8' = the goods and the evils in
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worship, the case, further, is this. In the most ancient

times [men] dwelt distinguished into nations, families,

and houses, for the reason that the Church on earth

might represent the Lord's Kingdom, where all are

distinguished into Societies, and the Societies into

greater ones, and these again into greater ones, and this

according to the differences of love and faith in general

and in special ; thus in like manner as it were into

houses, families, and nations. From this, 'houses,'

'families,' and 'nations,' in the "\Vord,=the goods of

love and of the derivative faith ; and a distinction is

there accurately made between 'nations' and 'people.'

By 'a nation' is signified good, or evil; but by 'a

people,' truth or falsity, and this so constantly that it

is never otherwise. 111.

\ The Churcli called the Church of the nations.

Sig. . «,Ex.

. 'Tlie nations' = the goods of charity ; or, what

is the same, those with whom are the goods of charity.

. In the Church, those endowed with the good of

charity are 'the nations;' those endowed with the

truths of faith are 'the peoples' . . .

". The Most Ancient Church was the true Church

of the nations ; then the Ancient Church.
^. As those who are in charity are called 'nations,'

and those who are in faith, 'peoples,' the priesthood of

the Lord is predicated of nations . . . and His royalty

of peoples . . . which also was represented in the Jewish

Church, where, before they had kings they were a

nation ; but after they had received kings they became

a people. 1672.

1260, As 'nations,' in the Most Ancient Church, and

in the Ancient Church, signified goods, or the good,

therefore in the opposite sense they= evils, or the evil;

in like manner 'peoples,' (which) in the opposite sense,

= falsities; for, in a depraved Church, good is turned

into evil, and truth into falsity. Hence the significa-

tion of 'nations' and 'peoples,' in this sense, in many
places in the Word. 111.

1285^. By each nation (in Gen.x. ) is signified a diverse

Doctrinal and Ritual.

^. Although there were as many worships ... as

there were nations . . , yet they were all 'of one lip and
of one words ;' that is, they all had one doctrine in

general and in particular. Ex.

1327'*. The nations outside the Church . . . can least

of all profane.

1329. 'Arphaxad' was a nation so named, by which

is signified knowledge.

1339. 'Shelah' was a nation so named, liy which is

signified tliat which belongs to knowledge.

1343. 'Eber' was a nation which was named the

Hebrew nation, from its father ; and by it is signified

the worship in general of the Second Ancient Church . . .

. Ihit, when internal worship became external

. . . and each nation began to have its own god . . . the

Hebrew nation retained the name Jehovah . . . and in

this were distinguished from the rest of the nations.

1345. 'Peleg' was a nation so named from him as

its father, by which is signified external worship.

1347. 'Reu' was a nation so named from him as its

father, by which is signified worship still more external.

VOL. IV.

1349. 'Serug' was a nation so named from him as its

father, by which is signified worship in externals.

1 35 1. 'Nahor' was a nation so named from him as its

father, by which is signified worship verging to what is

idolatrous.

1353. 'Terah' was a nation so named from him as its

father, by which is signified idolatrous worship.

1355. 'Abram,' 'Xahor,' and 'Haran' were persons,

from whom nations also were named, which were idol-

aters. 1358.

1358. A number of nations were born from Abraham.
111.

1362. That 'Terah' was a nation may be evident from

this : that the nations originating from his sons

acknowledged him as their own father ; as also the sons

of Jacob—or the Jews and Israelites—and also the

Ishmaelites, Midianites, and others, did Abraham ; and
the Moabites and Ammonites, Lot ; for although these

nations were not named from them, but from their

sons, nevertheless, when all acknowledge a common
father, and call themselves his sons—as the sons of

Terah, the sons of Abraham, or the sons of Lot—by
each of them is signified a nation in the general sense

. . . for they are the stocks or roots of tlie nations . . .

1363-

1366. But, with the gentiles, who do not know what

the truth of faith is, and still live in charity, the case

is ditierent. This was the reason the Lord's Church

could not be restored among the Jews, but among the

nations which had had no Knowledges of faith. Ex.

1416. 'I will make thee into a great nation' (Gen.

xii.2) = the Kingdom in the Heavens and on earth ; (for)

'a nation ' = the Celestial of love and the derivative

good ; thus all in the universe with whom is the Celestial

of love and of charity ; and, as the Lord is here treated

of, there is meant all the Celestial and all the derivative

good ; thus His Kingdom, which is with those who are

in love and charity. In the supreme sense, the Lord

Himself is 'the great nation,' Ijecause He is the Celestial

itself, and good itself . . .

-. That 'a nation,' in the internal sense, where

it treats of the Lord and of the celestial things of love,

= Him and all celestial things. Ex. and 111.

5_ [This] treats of the Church of the nations ii:

special ; in general, of all who are in ignorance and live

in charity, who are 'a nation,' because they are of the

Lord's Kingdom.
. Here (Ps.cvi.5) 'nation' manifestly stands for

the Lord's Kingdom.
e. The signification of 'nation'—which is the

Celestial of love and the derivative good —originated

from that Perceptive [which consisted in] the men ot

the Most Ancient Church having been distinguished

into houses, families, and nations, and their thus per-

ceiving the Lord's Kingdom ; and, as they perceived

the Lord's Kingdom, they perceived the Celestial itself.

From this perception originated the significative, and

from this the representative.

1424. ' Nations ' = goods ; and ' peoples, ' truths. 1672

.

14446. All kinds of evils are signified by the idolatrous

nations in Canaan . . .

3G
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[A.] 1463-. 'Sojourners'=tliose who sutFer themselves

to be instructed, consequent!}' the gentiles.

1662. For each nation, and each land, = some fixed

thing in general ; and this in the proper and the

opposite sense ; but the general signification applies

itself to the Thing which is being treated of.

1679. By all the nations which were in the Land of

Canaan, were represented kinds of falsities and evils.

1685^ 'Tidal king of Goiim,' or 'of nations' (Gen.

xiv.9) = good.

1782^. The falsities and evils to be expelled from (the

Lord's Kingdom, and the New Church) are the nations

named (in Gen. XV. 19-21). 1867.

1832*. In like manner also with the worship, the

doctrinal things, and the morals, and even with the

idols, of the upright gentiles : these the Lord leaves

entire, and yet adapts them by means of charity so that

they may serve as vessels.

1839". How great is this darkness above that ... of

the gentiles . . . Sig.

1846^. No charity is signified by 'nation against

nation . .
.' (Matt.xxiv.7),

1849. 'Also that nation whom they shall serve' (Gen.

XV. 14) = the evil who oppress. 'A nation,' in the

genuine sense, = goods ; or, what is the same, the good
. . . But, in the opposite sense, 'a nation' = evils

;

or, what is the same, the evil. Refs.

1857. See Amorite, here.

1992®. (A certain nation who heard rebuking Spirits.)

2004. 'Thou shalt be for the father of a multitude of

nations' (Gen.xvii.4)= the union of the Human essence

with the Divine essence. Ex. 2007.

2009^. Tliat the Lord is present with the gentiles

also. Refs.

2014. 'I will give thee for nations' (ver.6) = that all

good is from Him
;

(for) 'nations,' in the genuine and
primitive sense, = good. Refs.

2015. The idea of nations, and of kings, altogether

perishes when it is received by the Angels ; and good

and truth succeed in their place. Ex.

^ 'To suck the milk of the nations, and the

breast of kings' (Is.lx. i6) = to be gifted with goods, and
instructed in truths.

2023-. But those who are in love towards the neigh-

bour are not all therefore in love to the Lord ; as for

example the upright gentiles, who are in ignorance

concerning the Lord, with whom the Lord is however

present in charity . . . for love to the Lord is in a

higher degree. Ex.

2049. The gentiles, who are outside the Church, can

be in truths, but not in the truths of faith. Their

truths, like the precepts of the decalogue, are that

parents are to be honoi;red, that we are not to kill,

steal, commit adultery, covet the things which belong

to others, and also that the Deity is to be worshipped.

But the truths of faith are all the doctrinals concerning

eternal life, the Lord's Kingdom, and the Lord. These

cannot be known to them, because they have not the

Word. Sig. That these can be purified equally with

those Avho are within the Church. Rep. They are

purified when tliey reject filthy loves, and live together

in charity ; for they then live in truths, for all truths

are of charity ; but in the truths already mentioned.

When they live in these truths, they easily imbibe the

truths of faith ; if not in the life of the body, still in

the other life ; liecause the truths of faith are the

interior truths of charity ; for they then love nothing

more than to be admitted into the interior truths of

charity.

2068. 'She shall be for nations' (Gen.xvii. i6) = the

derivative goods.

2069. For 'kings' are predicated of peoples ; and not

so of nations, except when ' nations ' = evils. Refs.

2090. 'I will give him for a great nation' (ver. 20)=
the fruition of goods and their increments.

21 15. That the gentiles, who haA'e not the Word, and

therefore know nothing about the Lord, are equally

saved when they are rational ; that is, when they live

together in charity or mutual love, and have received

something of conscience according to their religiosity.

Sig. and Refs.

2i2o<^. 'Nation against nation ' = evils against evils,

2547'-

2227. 'Abraham in being shall be for a nation great

and uiimerous' (Gen.xviii. i8)= that all good and all the

derivative truth will be from the Lord. . . 'A nation'

=

good. 'A nation gi-eat and numerous' = good and the

derivative truth. Ex.

2228. 'In him shall all the nations of tlie earth be

blessed' (id. ) = that all who are in charity will be saved

by Him. . . By 'all the nations of the earth 'are meant,

in the internal sense, those who are in the goods of love

and of charity
;

(for) ' nation ' = good. 2853.

2284^. (For) more from the gentiles are saved than

from Christians ; for those of them who have thought

well concerning the neighbour, and have willed well to

him, receive the truths of faith in the other life better

than those who are called Christians, and they acknow-

ledge the Lord more than Christians do.

2336'*. The gentiles who were not yet instructed. Sig.

2466^*. 'The nations which she makes to drink''

(Rev.xviii.3) = the goods which are profaned.

2468^'^. 'They are given for a spoil to the nations'

(Ezek.xxv.7) = that they are taken possession of by

evils ; ' 'and are cut off from the peoples '= by falsities.

2520. 'Lord, wilt Thou slay also a just nation ?

"^

(Gen. xx.4) = whether good and truth should be extin-

guished. Ex.

2547. 'Nations,' and 'kingdoms' (Jer.li.2o)= tlie evils

and the falsities which are of doctrine.

-. 'Nation' (Ezek.xxxvii.2i)= the good of the

Spiritual Church, or of doctrine. Ex.

2567-. For the Israelites, dispersed among the gen-

tiles, have become gentiles.

2588^^. (Possessing the goods, etc., of the gentiles.

Ex.)

2589. Concerning the state and lot in the other

life of the nations and peoples who have been born
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outside the Church. Gen. art. ((Rioted under Gentile,

from A. 2589 to 2604.)

2669. 'Also the son of the liandmaid I will make
liini a nation' (Gen.xxi. I3) = the Spiritual Church which

should receive the good of faith. . .
' A nation ' = good

;

here, tlie good of faith, because it is predicated of the

Spiritual Church.

2699. 'Because I will make him (Ishmael) a great

nation' (ver. i8)= the Spiritual Church; (for) 'a great

nation ' = the Spiritual Church, which will receive the

good of faith. It is said 'a great nation' because the

Spiritual Kingdom is the Lord's second Kingdom.

2708*. The regeneration of those who are in ignor-

ance of truth, or of the gentiles. Tr.

2739''. In the Most Ancient Church the derivations of

love were such ; and therefore the}' dwell together in the

Heavens distinguished as it were into nations, families,

and houses, all of which acknowledge the Lord as their

only Parent.

2799^'^. By 'all nations' (Luke xxi.24) are signified

evils of every kind, among which they will be captive.

2851^. This (driving away of evils and falsities—or,

what is the same, of evil Genii and Spirits—from the

gate, or from the mind ; and goods and truths then

taking their place) was represented by the sons of Israel

expelling the nations from the Land of Canaan.

". 'Her king and princes among the nations'

(Lam.ii.9)= that truths are immersed in evils.

^'*. 'A nation from afar from the extremity of the

earth' (Deut.xxviii. 29)= evils and falsities, or tliose who
are in evil and falsity.

2861. But the nations outside the Church, because

they have not the Word, and thus not the truths of

faith, so long as they live in the world, although in the

good of charity, are still not truly spiritual until they

have been instructed in the truths of faith. And, as

most nations cannot be instructed in the world, those

who have lived in mutual charity and iu obedience, are

by the Lord's Providence and mercy instructed in the

other life, and then receive the truths of faith easily,

and become spiritual.

2, In the things which follow, to the end of Gen.

xxii., it treats concerning those who are saved out-

side the Church, and are signified by those who were

born to Nahor, Abraham's brother, from Milcah his wife

and Reumah his concubine. . . Hence it may be evident

that these things . . . relate in a series to the Lord's

.S[iiritual Church, but to that which is among the

gentiles.

2863. ' Milcah ' = the truth of these gentiles; and

'Nahor,' their good.

-. That there are truths among the gentiles may
lie evident from many things ; for it is known that there

were wisdom and intelligence among the gentiles

formerly ; as that they acknowledged one God, and

wrote concerning Him holily ; also that they acknow-

ledged the immortality of the soul, and the life after

death, and also the happiness of the good and the uu-

happiness of the evil ; besides that they had for their

law the precepts of the decalogue. Enuni. Nor were

tliey content to be of this character in externals, but

they were so in internals.

^. It is similar at this day : the better behaved

gentiles from all parts of the Earth sometimes speak

better about such things than Christians do ; nor do

they only speak, but they live according to them.

These, and many truths, are among the gentiles, and

conjoin themselves with the good wliich they have from

the Lord, from which (truths and good thus) conjoined

they are in a state to receive still more truths, because

one truth recognizes another, and they easily consociate

themselves together
;

[as] there is a connection of

Truths, and there are affinities [between them]. . . The
falsities which are with them do not conjoin themselveS'

with their good, but only apply themselves to it, but

so that they can be separated from it . . . and they are

separated at the time when they learn the truths of

faith . . .

2910^. Afterwards a new Church was raised up by thfe

Lord, which was called the Church of tiie gentiles, and

which was internal, for interior truths were revealed by
the Lord ; but this Church is now at its end . . .

e_ But^ when a Church is consummated and

perishes, the Lord always raises up a new Church

somewhere ; but rarely, if ever, from the man of the

former Church ; but from the gentiles, wdio have been

in ignorance. Tr.

2916'^. That the Lord raised up Lazarus from the

dead, also involves the resuscitation of a new Church

from the gentiles.

2928. When Judah and Zion are being treated of,

'nation' is named ; and by 'nation' is signified th&

Celestial Church . . .

2943". As they had it from the Most Ancients that

nations and families represented the heavenly Societies
;

thus the things which are of love and charity ; therefore

when 'a city' is named instead of 'a family,' and 'a

people' instead of 'a nation,' there is signified truth,

which is of faith.

2967'*. 'The violent ones of the nations' (Ezek.

xxviii.7) = evils.

29S6. 'The sons of Heth' = a new Church of the

gentiles, or from the gentiles. Ex.

^. It is to be known that when any Church

becomes null . . . and a new one is being instaurated l)y

the Lord, this is eflected rarely, if ever, with those with

whom the old church has been ; but with those with

whom there was no Church before, that is, with the

gentiles. . . When the ^lost Ancient Chnich perished,

the new one . . . was instaurated with the gentiles, that

is, with those where there was no Chunh before. In

like manner when this Church perished, the resemblance

of a Church was instituted with the descendants of

Abraham from Jacob, thus also with the gentiles
; for

Abraham, when called, was a Gentile, (and) the descend-

ants of Jacob in Egypt became still more Gentile . . .

After this Church had been consummated, tl-.e Primitive

Church was instaurated from the gentiles, the Jews

being rejected. In like manner will it be with this

Church which is called Christian. The reason why the

new Church will be instaurated with the gentiles, is

that they have no principles of falsity contrary to the

truths of faith ; for they are ignorant of the truths of

faith. Ex. . . The Gentiles, being in ignorance, and free
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from impediments, are thus in a state for receiving

truths more than those wlio are of the Church ; and all

those among them who are in the good of life receive

truths easily. Refs.

[A.] 3111. 'Father,' here, namely Bethuel,=the good
of charity such as there is with the more upright gentiles.

3142^ 'To drive out the nations' (Ps.lxxx.8) = to

yiurge from evils.

3263-. The Lord's Spiritual Church ... is not limited

to those who have the Word . . . but it is also with . . .

the gentiles remote from the Church ; for there are

many among them who know from rational lumen that

there is one God, that He has created all things, and
tliat He preserves all things ; also, that from Him is all

good, consequently all truth ; and that likeness to Him
makes a man blessed ; who, moreover, live according to

their religiosity, in love to that God, and in love towards

the neighbour ; from the affection of good they do works

of charity, and from the affection of truth they worship

the Supreme. Those who are such among the gentiles,

are those who are in the Lord's Spiritual Church ; and,
!

although they are ignorant of the Lord while in the
,

world, still they have in themselves the worship and

tacit acknowledgment of Him when they are in good
;

for in all good the Lord is present ; and therefore these

in the other life easily acknowledge Him . . . The
natural lumen which they have, has in it what is

spiritual ; for without the Spiritual, which is from the

Lord, such things can never be acknowledged. From
this it may now be evident what 'Ishmael' is . . .

3268*. 'The isles of Kittim' = those who are more

remote from worship ; that is, the gentiles who are in

simple good, and thence in natural truth.

3271. 'Castles' (here) are especially predicated of the

gentiles, who have not the truth of faith, but rational

and natural truth. Tliese truths are called 'castles,'

when the truths of faith are called 'cities' , . .

3293. 'Two nations are in thy womb' (Gen.xxv.23)=

the Natural as to interior and exterior good. Ex.

3310. Without doctrinal things, it is iudeed the good

of life, but not yet the good of the Church, thus not yet

truly spiritual, except only in the potency of becoming

so ; as is the good of life with the gentiles, who have

not the Word, and therefore are ignorant of the Lord.

3322'*. 'The nations upon whom His name is called'

(Amos ix. 1 2)= those who are in good outside the

Church. 'The nations' = those who are in good. Eefs.

3353. (Thus) the Last Judgment is nothing else than

the end of the Church with one nation, and its begin-

ning with another . . .

^. 'Nation shall be stirred up against nation,

and kingdom against kingdom '= that evil will fight

with evil, and falsity with falsity.

3380. 'In thy (Isaac's) seed shall all the nations of

the earth be blessed' (Gen.xvi.4)= all who are in good,

both within and without the Church. Ex.
e_ That the gentiles, who are outside the Church,

who are in good, are equally saved. Refs.

344S''. 'Kingdoms of nations' ( Is. xiii. 4) = falsities

from evils.

3470. By the Hittites ... is there represented the

Spiritual Church among the gentiles ; and, as this

Church is not in truth from the Word, by the same is

signified truth not from what is genuine itself ; for the

nation which represents a Church, signifies also the

truth and good such as is of the Church . . .

3488^. '(Hated) by all nations' (Matt.xxiv.9)=by

those who are in evil.

^. 'For a testimony to all nations' (ver. i4) = to

the evil.

3519®. The ultimate of the innocence which is in

ignorance, such as is with the gentiles. Sig.

3614^. 'The heat-/frcor-of Jehovah against the

nations' ( Is. xxxiv. 2) = repugnance against evil.

3686. For the Hittites were in the Land of Canaan of

the Church of the gentiles . . . hence (they) represented

the Lord's Spiritual Church among the gentiles,

3778. Nahor, the brother of Abraham, put on the

representation of the Church such as it is with the

gentiles who have not the Word
;

(for) the Lord's

Church is scattered through the universal world, and is

among the gentiles who live in charity.

-. Hence Nahor, his son Bethuel, and Bethuel's

son Laban, represented collateral good of a common
stock, that is, the good in which are those who are of

the Lord's Church among the gentiles. This good

differs from the good of a common stock in the direct

line, in that there are no genuine truths which are

conjoined with their good ; but most are external

appearances, called the fallacies of the senses ; for they

have not the Word from which to be illustrated. In

its essence, indeed, good is only one, but it receives its

quality from the truths which are implanted in it. . .

"The truths wliich appear as truths to the gentiles, are,

in genera], that they worship some God, from whom
they seek their good, and to whom they attribute it

:

and, so long as they live in the world, they are ignorant

that this God is the Lord ; and also that they should

adore their God under images, which they account holy.

. . . But still these things do not hinder their being

saved equally with Christians, provided they live in

love to their God, and in love towards the neighbour :

for thus they are in the faculty of receiving interior

truths in the other life. Refs.

3812®. It treats (in Ezek.xxxvii.) in general con-

cerning the instauration of the Church among the

gentiles . . .

3898^. It was the gentiles among whom new Churches

have been instaurated before.

3986''. Such good is wont to be . . . also with upright

gentiles, who are in the holy w^orship of their own
gods.

3993"' (Foi') among the gentiles also, who are outside

the Church, is the Lord's Church ; and, although they

are in falsities, still those who live the life of charity

are saved. Ex.

4169^. 'Go not into the way of the gentiles' (Matt.

X.5). 'The gentiles' (here)=those who are in evils.

4189. The conjunction of the Divine Natural with

the goods of works, in which are they who are at the

side, or the gentiles. Sig. and Ex.
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'\ The gentiles are said to be at the side, or in

collateral good, because tliey are outside the Church.
«. But the gentiles (have not the Won], and

through the Word direct communication with Heaven,

and through Heaven with the Lord) . . . Hence it is

that they are said to be at the side ; but those gentiles

are meant who are in the goods of works ; that is, who
are in externals within which is the good of charity . . .

4190. (The stone set up by Jacob)= such truth . . .

as there is with the gentiles ; for the gentiles, although

they do not know about the Word, and consequently

not about the Lord, still have external truths such as

Christians have ; as that the Deity is to be worshipped

holily, that festivals are to be observed, that parents

are to be honoured, that we are not to steal, commit
adultery, commit murder, or covet what is another's. . .

They who are wise among them, observe the same not

only in external form, but also in internal ; for they

think that such things are not only contrary to their

religion, but also contrary to the common good, thus

contrary to what is internally due to man, and con-

sequently contrary to charity ... In the obscurity with

them there is something of conscience, against which

they are not willing to act ; and indeed some cannot do

so. Hence it may be evident that the Lord rules their

interiors, which are in obscurity, and thus that He
imparts to them the faculty of receiving interior truths,

which, moreover, they receive in the other life.

^. (Conversation with Christians in the other life

on the state and lot of the gentiles ; and a comparison

made between them and Christians.)

4191. 'Brethren,' here, = those who are in the goods

of works, who are the gentiles.

4195^. (This)=the quality of the good from truths

on the side of Laban ; that is, on the side of those who
are in the goods of works ; that is, on the side of the

gentiles.

4197. A testification of the conjunction here signified

by 'Laban' with the good Divine of the Lord's Natural
;

consequently the conjunction of the Lord through good

with the gentiles. Sig. . . The truths of this good are

what testify concerning the conjunction ; but their

good, so long as they live in the world, is at the side,

liecause they have not truths Divine. But still those

who live in this good, that is, in mutual charity,

although they have not truths Divine directly from the

Divine fountain . . . still have not a closed good, but

such as can be opened, and which also is opened in the

other life, when they are instructed there in the truths

of faith . . .

4I98<^. The quality of (the Lord's) presence is signified

by 'Mizpah ;' here, the quality of it with those who are

in the goods of works, or with the gentiles, who are here

represented by Laban.

4205"^. The truths with the gentiles who have lived

in mutual charity, are such that the good inflowing

from the Lord can lodge-hospitari-in them ; but, so

long as they live in the world, not so much as with

(Jhristians, who have truths from the Word, and live

thence in spiritual charity.

421 1-. The appropriation of good from the Lord's

Divine Natural (to the gentiles). Sig. and Ex. \

4214. The illustration of (good such as the gentiles

have) by the Lord's Divine Natural. Sig. and Ex.

4240^. By 'the land of Seir,' in the relative sense, is

properly signified the Lord's Kingdom with those who
are outside the Church ; that is, with the gentiles with

whom the Church is being instaurated, when the former

or old Church falls away from charity and faith.

4279^. In the internal historical sense, the internal

sense is determined to that nation which is there

named.

4431^. For by all the nations in the Land of Canaan

there was signified some good or truth of the Church in

Ancient time ; but, after these nations . . . had turned

aside to things idolatrous, by the same ones are signified

idolatries . . .

4444^*. But this law (that they were not to enter into

marriages with the nations) was enacted concerning the

idolatrous nations . . . for, when they became idolaters,

they could no longer represent the celestial and spiritual

things of the Lord's Kingdom ; but the opposites . . .

for they then called forth from Hell some devil whom
they worshipped, and to whom they applied the Divine

representatives . . . and also for the reason that by

'the nations' were signified evils and falsities, with

which goods and truths . . . were not to be commingled.

'. But they were never forbidden to contract

matrimonies with the nations who accepted their wor-

ship . . .

4574. 'A nation and a company of nations shall be

from thee' (Gen.xxxv. ii)= good, and the Divine forms

of good, Ex.

4735^ It treats (in Ezek.xxxix. 17-21) ... in special,

concerning the instauration of the Church among the

gentiles.

4747. 'A company of Ishmaelites came from Gilead'

= those who are in simple good such as the gentiles

are in.

-. For those who are outside the Church, who

are called the gentiles, have not confirmed themselves

against (Divine trutlis), because they have not known

them ; and therefore those of them who have lived in

mutual charity, easily receive Divine truths . . .

^. Hence it is that when any new Church is being

instaurated by the Lord, it is not instaurated among

those who are within the Church ; but among those

who are outside of it ; that is, with the gentiles.

Concerning these things it often treats in the Word.

4809*. 'Before Him shall be gathered together all

nations' (Matt.xxv.32)= that the goods and the evils of

all will be manifest.

4864. For, where a nation is mentioned in the Word,

in the internal sense there is understood that which

belongs to the Church of that nation . . .

4901*, The last of the Church with one nation is

always the first of the Church with another.

4973«. Therefore the Lord is called 'the Lord' of

nations, and 'the King* of peoples ; for by 'nations'

are signified those who are in good ; and by 'peoples,'

those who are in truth.

5577. For those who are in the Spiritual World . . .
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do not stay in the idea of 'a land ;' but in the idea of

the nation which is there ; nor in the idea of the nation,

but in the idea of the quality of that nation, con-

sequently, in the idea of the Church when ... by 'the

Land' is meant the Land of Canaan,

[A.] 5897'. Evils and falsities are what are signified

by 'the nations' (Ezek.vi.S).

^''. By 'the nations' which were so devoted that

none at all were left, was represented that iniquity had

been so consummated among them that there was nothing

of good and truth left ; thus no remains. 111.

6005. 'I will set thee for a great nation' (Gen.xlvi.4)

= that truths will become good. Ex.

6306. The Amorites, and also the Canaanites, = evil

;

and by the rest of the nations in that Land, which are

named in the Word, are signified various kinds of evil,

and also of falsity. Such things did the nations

represent when the sons of Israel came into possession

of the Land of Canaan. The reason was, that when the

sons of Israel represented heavenly things, these nations

represented infernal ones, and thus the Land of Canaan

represented every state of the other life ; and, as the

nations represented infernal things, they were on that

account given to the curse, and it was forbidden to enter

into a covenant with those who remained.

6740. 'Sons who shall come from afar ' = the truths

among the gentiles.

6745^. 'To suck the milk of the gentiles ' = the

insinuation of celestial good.

. That 'the gentiles '=goods in worship. Refs.

6S51''. Those who are of the Celestial Church, in the

Word are called 'a nation.'

6858. B}' the nations in the Land of Canaan, which
are enumerated here and also elsewhere (ill.) are signified

all kinds of evil and of falsity.

®. This is meant, in special, by the region

occupied by evils and falsities, which is signified by 'the

place' where were the nations who were to be driven out.

697 1^ The like is the case (profanation) with the

gentiles who recede from their religiosity ; but the lot

of these is better than that of those who are within the

Church ; for they have not truths from the Word, con-

sequently not genuine truths ; but truths conjoined

with many fallacies, which cannot be so much profaned.

6988-. By 'the dumb' healed by the Lord, are signi-

fied also the gentiles, who, by His Advent into the

world, were delivered from falsities and the derivative

evils. Ill,

69S9. In the Word, by ' the deaf are signified also the

gentiles, who do not know the truths of faith, because

they have not the Word, and therefore cannot live accord-

ing to them ; but still, when they have been instructed,

they receive them, and live according to them. 111.

6990^. By 'the blind,' in the Word, are signified also

the gentiles, who live in ignorance of the truth which

is of faith, because they are outside the Church ; but

who, when instructed, receive faith. 111.

7278. For by 'the land' is signified the nation itself ;

and by 'the nation,' in the internal sense, that which

is of the nation , , ,

7579- 'From which it was for a nation' (Ex.ix.24) =
from the day when the natural mind could admit good
and the derivative truth. 'Nation ' = good ; and, as

this is said concerning the land of Egypt, by which is

signified scientific truth which is of the natural mind,

therefore also 'nation' = the truth which is from good.

8054. Evils and falsities are signified by the nations

(of Canaan) here named ; evil from the falsity of evil,

by ' the Canaanite ;
' the falsitj' from which is evil, by

'the Hittite ;
' evil and the derivative falsity, by 'the

Amorite ;
' the Idolatrous in which there is something

of good, by 'the Hivite ;' and the Idolatrous in which

there is sometliing of truth, by 'the Jebusite.' That

the region of Heaven into which those of the Spiritual

Church were to come was occupied by evils and falsities.

Ref. and Ex. o,

81 17. (In Jupiter) they are distinguished into nations,

families, and houses , . .

81 18. I have been told by the Angels that the Most

Ancients on this Earth in like manner dwelt dis-

tinguished into nations, families, and houses ; and that

all were content with their own goods , , .

8226^ ' Nations ' = evils ; and 'kingdoms,' falsities.

8294''. By the nations who then possessed the Land
of Canaan, are signified those who before the Advent of

the Loi'd occupied the region of Heaven which was

afterwards given to those who were of the Lord's Spirit-

ual Kingdom,

83 1
3^ 'A great nation from the sides of the earth'

(Jer.vi. 22)= those who are in evils completely opposite

to good,

83 1
7^. For the nations there, whom the sons of Israel

were to drive out, represented evils and also falsities of

faith ; the latter, because they had p)reviously been of

the Church,

85956. By the nations in the Land of Canaan, are

signified the evils and falsities against which [they] were

to fight.

8650'-, For the Lord's Church is scattered through the

universal world ; thus also among the gentiles, Refs.

8771, 'And a holy nation' (Ex.xix.6) = thus the

Spiritual Kingdom
;

(for) ' nation ' = those who ai'e in

good ; and 'holy' is predicated of the truth which is of

good; hence 'a holy nation ' = the good from which is

truth. Both 'a kingdom of p)riests,' and 'a holy nation,'

= the Spiritual Kingdom., but with a difference. 'A

kingdom of priests ' = those who are in good from truth ;

' a holy nation' those Avho are in good and thence in

truth. They who are in good from truth look up-

wards to the Lord by means of truths ; whereas

they who are in good and thence in truth are in the

Lord, and look at truths from Him. [These two states]

succeed each other with those who are being regenerated,

and in whom the Spiritual Kingdom—that is, the life

of Heaven—is being implanted by the Lord. Ex,

8944^, (Doubt is excited by two things) ; first, that

the Ancients, who were Gentiles, nevertheless knew that

there is a Divine ; that this is to be worshipped ; and

that man as to the soul is immortal : secondly, that at

this day also many nations with whom there is no re-

velation know these things. Ex,
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9024-. 'The suit of Jehovah against the nations'

(Jer.xxv.3i) = the contention of the Lord for truths

against falsities, and for goods against evils
; thus also

defence. 'The nations ' = falsities and evils.

9i64<=. 'The nations' among whom they shall be

'captive,' and by whom the Church shall be 'trodden

down' (Luke xxi. 24) = the evils from which are falsities.

9193^. Therefore, also, it was commanded that the

nations in the Land of Canaan should be devoted

(Deut.vii.2,24-26) ; for these nations had previously

constituted the Church in that Land . . . but when
they changed the representative worship . . . into

idolatrous worship, and thus falsified truths and adul-

terated goods, it was ordered that not only the men-
liomintif, but also the cities, and what was in the cities,

should be given to devotion (or to the curse). The
reason was that all things there represented falsities

from evil ; the cities, the doctrines of falsity themselves

;

the beasts, the evil affections ; the gold and silver, their

evils and falsities ; and all other things in like manner.

9198'. (The Lord is received) otherwise by the con-

verted gentiles outside the Church ; these worship and
adore Him as their Only God ; and they say with the

mouth, and think in the heart, that they acknowledge

Him as God, because He has appeared in a human
form. It is the contrary within the Church . . .

9209*. That the Church is being instaurated among
such as, in the sjiiritual sense, are 'the blind,' 'the

'lame,' 'lepers,' ' the deaf,' and 'the poor ;
' thus among

the gentiles who are in ignorance of good and truth,

and still long for them. Ex. seriatim.

9256-. As to what further concerns those who are

outside the Church, and are called gentiles, they indeed

are in falsities of doctrine, but from ignorance, because

they have not the Word. But still, when instructed,

they are in clearer perception, and thence in a more in-

terior 2)erception concerning the heavenly life with man,

than Christians. The reason is that they have not con-

firmed themselves against the truths of faith, as very

many Christians have ; on which account their internal

man has not been closed ; but, as with infants, is open-

able and receptible of truth. Ex. S
^. From these things it may also be evident why

a new Church is always instaurated among the gentiles,

who are outside the Church ; which is done wlien the

•old Church has closed Heaven against itself. Hence it

is that the Church was transferred from the Jewish

people to the gentiles ; and also that the present

Church is now being transferred to the gentiles.

. That the Church is being transferred to the

gentiles, who acknowledge the Lord. HI.

''. In all tliese passages it treats of the Lord :

that the gentiles will come to Him ; and they come to

Him when they acknowledge Him as their God : and,

wonderful to say, the gentiles adore the Only God under

a human form ; and therefore when they hear about the

Lord, they receive and acknowledge Him ; nor can a

new Church be instaui-ated among others. That the

Church is instaurated among such. 111.

. That those who are of the Church will be 'the

last,' and the gentiles 'the first,' see Luke xiii.29,30.

9259-. (These two laws) contain [the command] that

the gentiles also were to be loved, and instructed in the

truths of faith, and amended as to the life.

9293*. ' Nations ' = the goods of the Church. Refs.

9316'. AVlien the sons of Israel had been introduced

into the Land of Canaan, there was instituted . . . among
the nations a representative of the evils and falsities

which infest the Church. Refs.

9320. 'For destroying thou slialt destroy (the nations)'

(Ex.xxiii.24) = that evils are to be completely removed.

Ex.

-. The reason the Israelites and Jews destroyed

the nations of the Land of Canaan, was that the former

represented spiritual and celestial things, and the

nations, infernal and diabolical ones, which can never

be together with the former things, for they are oppo-

sites. That it was permitted them to destroy the

nations, was for the reason that there was no Church
among them, but only the representative of a Church
... To such it is permitted to destroy, kill, and give

to the curse ...

9325". See Barren, here.

9327. The nations of the Land of Canaan, who had
terror at the sons of Israel, :=the evils of falsity and the

falsities of evil. Refs.

9332^. The nations in Canaan = all falsities and evils

in the complex.

9335^. As ' a wild beast' = falsity, and falsity is from

a twofold origin, namely, from evil, and from upright-

ness, therefore 'wild beast,' in the Word = the upright

gentiles, who, although they are in falsity, are yet in

uprightness of life. 111.

9340'*. The Philistines were circumstanced like all

the nations in Canaan, in that they represented the

goods and truths of the Church, and also evils and fal-

sities ; for when the Ancient representative Church was

among them, they represented the celestial things which

are of good, and the spiritual things which are of truth
;

but, when they had turned aside from genuine represen-

tative worship, they then began to represent the dia-

bolical things which are of evil and the infernal things

which are of falsity.

9348^. 'Nations' = evils. Refs. R.52^
e_ 'Nations' (Deut.xii.3o)= evi]s and the deriva-

tive falsities.

9406-. 'Tlie army of the nations' (Is.lx.ii) = those

who are in the goods of faith.

9407". By the holy Jerusalem (Rev. xxi. ) = is meant a

New Church among the gentiles, after the present Chundi

which is in our European world has been vastated.

9594*. 'The fields of the forest ' = the goods of the

Church among the gentiles.

9595-. The Church to be instaurated among the

gentiles. Tr. 10574'. 8.15^

9642". 'To say to the north ':= to those who are in

darkness or ignorance concerning the truths of faith,

who are the gentiles outside the Church.

9741*. 'The nations to whom it was given to trample

on the holy City' (Rev. xi. 2) = the evils of the love of

self and of the world which destroy the Church.

9780^^. That the Church would recede from the
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Jewish nation, and would be instaurated among the

gentiles. Sig.

[A.978o]<'. "Jehovah shall go forth and shall fight

against the nations' (Zcch.xiv.3) = that the Lord would

fight against the Hells ; for 'the nations'= the evils

which are from the Hells. 10261^^

9809''. 'He hath judged among the nations' (Ps.cx.6)

= the dissipation of evils.

10112^. As to the gentiles outside the Church, those

who from their religiosity have lived in any species of

charity towards their neighbour, and in any species of

love to God the Creator of the universe under a human
form, are in the other life accepted by the Lord and
saved ; for these, when instructed by the Angels, ac-

knowledge the Lord, and believe in Him, and love Him.

10132-. 'The nations' (Is. xi. 10)= those who are in

the good of innocence.

10137'. The Church among the gentiles. Tr.

10160. (In the Second Earth) they live distinguished

into nations, families, and houses, (and) they are

secure.

loaSS*^. Those who are of the Church are called in the

Word now 'a people,' now 'a nation ;' as 'the Israel-

itish people,' and 'the Jewish nation.' By 'people' are

there signified those who are of the Spiritual Church,
and by 'nation,' those who are of the Celestial Church.
Hence it is that 'peoples ' = the truths and goods of

faith
; and 'nations,' the goods of love.

10432. 'I will make thee into a great nation' (Ex.

xxxii. io)= the Word elsewhere, which is good and ex-

cellent. . . ' Nation ' = those who are in good; thus,

abstractedlj' from person, good. Refs. and Ex.

10529. The nations in Canaan enum. They = the

evils and falsities of the Church and of worship. (Refs.

to the signification of each nation.) 10638.

10566. 'See that this nation is Thy people' (Ex.

xxxiii.13) . . . 'The nation of Jehovah ' = where tlie

Divine itself dwells ; and, in the spiritual sense, where
the Lord's Church is ; for all who acknowledge the

Lord in faith and love, are, taken together, 'the nation
of Jehovah.'

10634. 'In all nations' (Ex. xxxiv.io) = where there

is no Church ; for by 'nations,' in the Word, are signi-

fied those who are outside the Church, because they are

not in the light of truth from the Word.

10813. These Spirits (of the Sixth Earth) when they
lived on their Earth, had dwelt separate, house by
house, family by family, and thus nations by nations . . .

108 14. The dominion of love towards the neighbour
exists among those who dwell separated into houses,

families, and nations . . . Among these, he dominates
who is the father of the nation ; and, under him, the

fathers of families ; and, under these, the fathers of each

house. He is called the father of the nation from whom
are the families ; and, from the families, the houses . . .

and as this love increases in descending, the father of

the nation acts from a more interior love . . .

^. In the Heavens also, these dwell distinguished
into nations, families, and houses, although in Societies

together ; but according to spiritual affinities . . .

10833. (Ill tlie Sixth Earth) the nations w'ith their

families assemble every thirtieth day at one place, and

hear preachings . . .

H. 3^. It is otherwise with those who are born out-

side the Church, who are called gentiles.

318. Concerning the gentiles or peoples outside the

Church, in Heaven. Chapter.

321 (0). Refs. to passages on the subject of the

gentiles.

365-. By 'the poor man' (Lazarus) are meant the

gentiles, who had not the Knowledges of good and truth,

and yet longed for them.

. By the rich who were called to the great

supper, and who excused themselves, is meant the

Jewish nation ; and by the poor introduced in their

place are meant the gentiles, who are outside the

Church (Luke xii.).

391. There are Societies of Angels which teach various

gentiles.

514^. Behind these, more to the north, are the places

of instruction of the various gentiles, who in the world

have lived a good life in conformity with their religion,

and have thence derived a species of conscience, and

have done what is just and right, not so much on

account of the laws of their government, but on account

of the laws of religion whicli they had believed ought to

be sacredly observed . . . All these, when they have

been instructed, are easily brought to acknowledge the

Lord, V)ecause they entertain at heart [the idea] that

God is not invisible, but is visible under a human form.

In number, these exceed all the rest ; and the best of

them are from Africa.

515^^. The gentiles are instructed by their own
Angels.

516. All instruction is effected there from doctrine

which is from the Word . . . The rest, as the Moham-
medans, and the gentiles, are instructed from doctrines

adapted to their apprehension, which differ from the

Heavenly Doctrine only in this : that spiritual life is

taught by means of moral life which is in agreement

with the good dogmas of their religion, and from whicli

they had drawn their life in the world.

N. 3. (The New Heaven) is composed both of Chris-

tians and of gentiles . . .

J. 47. Afterwards (the Last Judgment was executed)

upon the gentiles, and lastly ujton the Reformed.

48. The ordination of all the nations and peoples upon

whom [came] the Judgment. Des.

. Beyond (the Mohammedans) were congregated

the gentiles in a vast number, who thus constituted the

compass itself. Beyond these appeared as it were a sea,

which was the boundary.

51. The Judgment upon the gentiles des. (See Last

Judgment, and also Gentile, here.)

61^. The monks, together with the common people

. . . were cast . . . partly into the Hells of the gentiles

;

for those who were from the Dark Ages were in part

idolaters like the gentiles.

74-. The Angels have . . . much hope concerning some
nation remote from the Christian world, and removed

from the infesters therefrom, which is such that it can

I
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receive spiritual light, and become a celestial spiritual

man ; and they have said that at this day interior

Divine truths are being revealed among that nation,

and that they are being received in spiritual faith, that

is, in life and heart ; and that they are adoring the

Lord.

C J. 73. Concerning the Africans, and concerning

the gentiles, in the Spiritual World. Gen. art. T.835.

. The gentiles who know nothing concerning the

Lord, ajipear around those who know [concerning Him]

;

until at last the ultimate circumferences are made by

those who are complete idolaters, and have adored the

sun and moon. But those who acknowledge one God,

and make of religion and life precepts such as are in the

decalogue, are seen in a higher region, and thus com-

municate more immediately with the Christians in the

Middle ; for so the communication is not intercepted by

the Mohammedans and the papists. The gentiles,

moreover, are distinct according to their geniuses and

faculties of receiving light through the Heavens from

the Lord ; for there are more interior and more exterior

ones of them, which they do not derive from their birth

place, but from their religion. Tlie Africans are more

interior than all the rest.

74-. I heard a certain presbyter from tlie Cliristians

saying that no one can have an idea of a Di\iue Human

;

and I saw him translated to various gentiles, to more

and more interior ones in succession ; and, from them,

to their Heavens, and at last to the Christian Heaven,

and everywhere there was given a communication of

their interior perception concerning God ; and he

observed that thev had no other idea of God than the

idea of a Man, which is the same as the idea of the

Divine Human.

75. There are many Societies of gentiles, especially

from the Africans, who when they have been instructed

by the Angels concerning the Lord, say that it cannot

be otherwise than that God the Creator of the universe

has appeared in the world, because He has created them,

and loves them ; and that the appearing could not be

effected except even to the ocular sight in a Human
Form. When they are told that He did not appear as

the Angels are wont to do ; but that He was born a

Man, and was thus seen, they hesitate somewhat, and

in(juire whether He was born from a human father; and,

when they hear that He was conceived from the God of

the universe, and was born from a virgin, they say that

thus He has the Divine Essence, which, being infinite

and life itself, He was not such a man as others are.

Further ex.

S. 40''. The reason the gentiles are meant by

'Lazarus,' was that the gentiles were loved by the

Lord, as was the Lazarus who was resuscitated from the

dead . . .

84. 'Nations,' and 'people,' (are two expressions

which appear like repetitions of the same Thing

;

whereas 'nations' is predicated of good ; and, in the

opposite sense, of evil; and 'peoples' is predicated of

truth ; and, in the opposite sense, of falsity). 86,111.

86^. The reason 'nations' and 'i)eoples,' are men-

tioned together, is that by 'nations' are meant those

who are in good ; and, in the opposite sense, those who

are in evil : and by 'peoples,' those who are in truths
;

and, in the ojjposite sense, who are in falsities : and

therefore those who are of the Lord's Spiritual Kingdom

are called 'peoples ;' and those of His Celestial Kingdom
' nations.

'

105^. (Hence) Christians, with whom the Word is

read . . . are in the middle ; and around them are the

Papists ; around these are the Mohammedans . . .

behind these are the Africans ; and the last circumfer-

ence is constituted by the nations and X'eoples in Asia

and in the Indies.

Life 65. AVith all nations in the universal world,

with whom there is religion, there are like precepts as

in the decalogue ; and all those who live them from

religion are saved ; but all who do not live them from

religion are damned. (The former) when instructed by

the Angels after death, receive truths, and acknowledge

the Lord. The reason is, that they shun evils as sins,

and are thence in good, and good loves truth. 111.

W. 13. Hence it is that each nation in the Spiritual

World is allotted a place according to the idea of God as

a Man . . .

P. 215^. In the most ancient times, when nations

and families dwelt together distinctly, there was no

other love of riches than that they should possess the

necessaries of life . . .

251*. For each nation with which the sons of Israel

waged war, signified some kind of evil ; and then they

were punislied by that nation. Enum. and Examps.

R. 10^. 'The barren (woman) ' = the Church from the

gentiles, who have not the Word.

no'-. By those who are 'in darkness,' 'in the shadow

of death,' etc. . . are meant the gentiles, who have

been in good works, but not in any truths . . . Quite

similar to them are those in the Christian world who

are in works alone, and in no truths of doctrine, on

which account they cannot be called anything else than

gentiles. They do indeed know the Lord, but do not

go to Him ; and they have the Word, but do not search

for any truths therein.

147. 'To him will I give Power over the nations'

(Rev. ii. 26) = that they shall conquer with themselves the

evils which are from Hell. E. 175.

282. 'From every tribe, and tongue, and people, and

nation' (Rev.v.9)=:that those have been redeemed by

the Lord, who, in the Church, or in any religion, are in

truths as to doctrine, and in goods as to life. Ex. 365.

483. 'Thou must prophecy again over peoples and

nations' (Rev.x. ii)=that the quality of those in faith

alone is to be further taught.

-. That ' nations '= those in goods, or in evils, of

life. 111.

488. 'For it is given to the gentiles' (Rcv.xi.2)=
because the state of that Church has been destroyed and

desolated by evils of life.

505. By 'peoples, and tribes, and tongues, and

nations' (ver.9) are meant all from the Reformed who

have been and will be in falsities of doctrine and thence

in evils of life from faith alone. . . By 'nations' are sig-

nified those who are in evils of life.
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[R.J524. 'And the nations have been angry '(ver. 1 8) =
those wlio are in faith alone, and thence in evils of life :

that they were wrathful and infested those who are

against their faith.

544. 'Who shall pasture all nations with an iron rod'

(Rev. xii. 5) = which, by truths from the sense of the

letter . . . and by rational things from natural lumen,

>vjll convince all who are in dead worship from faith

separated from charity, who are willing to be convinced.

... By 'the nations' are signified those who are in evils

of life . . . 828.

587. 'And Power was given (the beast) over every

tribe, and tongne, and nation' (Rev.xiii.7) = thus

dominion over all things of the Church, both those of

its doctrine, and those of its life. . . By 'nation' is

signified life according to (the doctrine of the Church).

627. 'And to every nation, and tribe, and tongue,

and people' (Rev.xiv.6) = to all who from religion are in

goods, and from doctrine in truths. By 'nation' are

signified those who are in goods ; and, abstractedly,

goods.

667. 'Therefore all nations shall come and adore

before Thee' (Rev.xv.4) = that all who are in the good of

love and of charity will acknowledge the Lord as the

Only God.

745-. By 'nations' are signified those who are in

religion.

800. 'By thy sorcery have all the nations been

seduced' (Rev. xviii. 23) = their nefarious arts, by which
they have led away the lower minds of all . . .

843-. By 'the nations which he should not seduce'

(Rev.xx.2), are meant the good. By 'the nations' are

meant those who are good as to life ; and, in the opposite

sense, those who are evil. 858.

920. 'The nations which are saved shall walk in the

light of it' (Rev.xxi. 19)= that all who are in the good of

life and believe in the Lord, will there live according to

Divine truths, and will see them within themselves . . .

923. 'And they shall bring the glory and honour of

the nations into it' (ver.26) = that those who enter will

bring with them the confession, acknowledgment, and
faith, that the Lord is tlie God of Heaven and earth,

and that every truth of the Church, and every good of

religion, are from Him. Ex.

936. 'The leaves of the tree were for the healing of

the nations' (Rev. xxii. 2) = rational truths therefrom bj-

means of which those who are in evils and the derivative

falsities are brought to think soundly, and to live be-

comingly ... By 'the nations,' here, are signified those

who are in evils and the derivative falsities.

M. 205. Those who lived in the most ancient eras,

live at this day in the Heavens, houses by houses,

families by families, and nations by nations . . . and
scarcely any one from a house is wanting ; and the

reason is that with them there was love truly con-

jugial . . .

T. 9. Hence it is that in the universal world there

is not a nation, possessed of religion and sound reason,

which does not acknowledge God, and that God is one.

Gen. art.

814^ That noble (or notable) nation . . .

835. Something concerning the gentiles (in the

Spiritual AVorld). Gen. art.

D. 204. Concerning the gentiles, or those not in-

structed : that they come into the heavenly Kingdom
more easily than the instructed. Ex. 214.

402. That from distant nations many species of

Spirits are formed by means of their idols. Ex.

4330. Concerning the heathen nations. (Their great

spiritual intelligence.)

4401. Concerning the gentiles. (Their prejudice

against the truths of faith on account of the character

of Christians.)

4415. Concerning the gentiles ; concerning Cicero.

Ex.

4770. Concerning the initiament of the New Church
. . . among the gentiles. Ex.

4864. Concerning the spiritual generation as of

nations and families. Ex.

5546. (Nations, families, and houses in Heaven. Ex.)

5807. Concerning the separation of Christians and
gentiles : that the Lord has betaken Himself to the

gentiles. Gen. art.

5809. I was then separated from those who are in the

Christian woild, who were at the left, and was brought

by the Lord to the gentiles, who were shown in respect

to the ([uality of the faith they had concerning God.

Fully ex.

5822. See India.

5880. (Concerning those gentiles who have had no

Knowledge of God, or of religion.) See also 5822.

D. Min. 47246. The inrooting of truth and good

with the gentiles is from externals . . .

E. 48". 'Nation against nation' = evil against evil.

400^*.

49®. Therefore the New Church is being instaurated

by the Lord with the gentiles, where (the Divine

Human) is not only known, but is also acknowledged.

50. 'I was in the isle called Patmos' = a revelation to

the gentiles. Ex.

52. These things are said concerning the Chui'ch of

the gentiles, which will receive Divine truth, and will

acknowledge the Divine Human of the Lord. Ex.

107^. The reason the gentiles are saved is solely

because in their life they look to religion . . .

131®. 'The nations' = evils. 355'^. 357'. 405^^
23_ 46^ 40615. e. 4iS7_ 4536_ 43311, 3i8a4_

556^- 573'' "• 659--. 750'". 960-.

175. ' Peoples' = those in truths, or falsities; 'nations,'

those in goods, or evils. Ex. and HI.

'. In these passages, by 'nations' are meant all

who are in love to the Lord ; whether within the Church

... or without it.

*. That by 'nations,' in the opposite sense, are

meant those who are in evils ; and, abstractedly, the

evils themselves. 111.
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^^ 'The worst of the nations' (Ezek.vii.24)=
direful falsities from evil.

193^. The like is signified by the nations being given

to the curse . . .

2o8^ 'The army of the nations' = those who are in

good.

". 'Nations' = tliose who are in goods. 323^
324". 400'-. 401^ 406*. 4221^*. 4273. 454. 1077.

1191.

223^. 'A just nation keejnng fidelities ' = those who
are in good and thence in truths.

^^ 'Thy seed shall inherit the nations' (Is.liv.3)

^^ 'Go ye not into tlie way of the gentiles'

( Matt. X. 5)= falsity from evil.

2398. Concerning the instauration of the Church
among the gentiles. Tr. 1". 294^. ^. 304-^

357- 375-"- 654".

242I*. 'All nations shall serve Him' (Ps.lxxii. ii) =
all who are in truths from good.

^®. 'I will stir up all nations, in order that the

choice of all nations shall come' (Hag.ii. 7) = concerning

the Advent of the Lord. By 'the nations' are meant
those wlio are in good and thence in truths.

'A great nation' (Jer. 1.41) = evils.

'The nations' (Rev.xxi.26)= all who are in

275'-

. .2881^.

good.

294^. 'The nations shall fear tlie name of Jehovah'

(Ps.cii. i5) = those who are in good.

298^'. 'The nations which shall be subdued before

him' (Is.xlv. i) = the Hells as to evils.

304^''. ' Nations' = the goods of the Churcli ; and, in

the opposite sense, its evils.

2". 'Thou hast added to the nation, .Jehovah' (Is.

xxvi. i5) = those who are in the good of love, whom He
has devoted to Himself.

331. '(From every) people and nation' (Rev.v.9) =
those who are of the Lord's Spiritual Church, and of

His Celestial Church. By 'people,' in the Word, are

.signified those who are in spiritual good ; and by

•nation,' those who are in celestial good. 111. 625.

''. In these passages also, 'peoples,' and 'nations'

are named, by M'hom ai'e meant all who are in truths

and goods . . .
''.

'^ In the opposite sense, 'peoples'- those who
are in falsities ; and 'nations,' those who are in evils.

111.

-— . In these passages, ' peoples ' = those who are

against the truths of the S[iiritual Church, thus who
are in falsities ; and 'nations,' those who are against

the goods of the Celestial Church, thus who are in evils.

340-^ 'A great nation' (Gen.xii.2) is said of tlie

Divine good.

355-'. 'Nations' = all who are in the good of love to

the Lord. 431'"- 433'"-

1". ' Nation ' = those in evils. 657. 684". 734".

2". 74ii'>. 9236.

"^. 'To sell the nations' (Nahum iii.4)= to alien-

ate goods.

375''^. 'The Samaritan ' = the gentiles who were in

the good of charity towards the neighbour.

388*. 'The nations' (driven out little by little) (Ex.

xxiii.29 ; Deut.vii.22) = the evils which man has, also

from what is hereditary ; and that these are removed

with a man little by little. Ex.
^"\ 'Nations' (Ps.lxxix. i)= evils of life and falsi-

ties of doctrine.

-'^. 'Great nations '= goods.

400^. ' Nations '= the evils of falsity.

403'^. 'A nation from afar ' = the evil opposite to

celestial good.

417^". The destruction of all the goods of the Church

is signified by, 'I will cut oft" the nations.'

447^ 'Galilee of the gentiles' = the instauration of

the Church among the gentiles who are in . . . combat

against evils and falsities. Ex.

455'*- ' Nations ' = those who are in life.

555^. 'All nations' = evils and falsities of every kind.

585^. 'Many nations' = evils from which are falsities.

600'-. 'Thy seed shall inherit the nations' = the truth

through which are goods ...

617-'. ' Nations ' = evils and falsities.

629". ' Nations'= those who are in evils and the

derivative falsities.

632^. 'Jerusalem shall be trodden down by the gen-

tiles' (Luke xxi.24)= the total destruction of the Church

as to doctrine, by evils of life and by falsities of

doctrine; 'until the times of the gentiles shall be

fulfilled ' = when evil has been consunmiated.

637*. 'The destroyer of the nations' (Jer.iv.7) = the

evil of falsity destroying the good of the Church.

650-^ 'In its shadow dwelt all great nations' (Ezek.

xxxi.6)=:the goods of affections in the natural man.
*''. The convocation of the gentiles to the Church

;

and the reception of the truth of doctrine in the good

of love by them ; and their intelligence in the derivative

spiritual things. Tr.
r,i>_

' Nations ' = the cupidities of evil.

^^. 'The nations' (of Canaan) = evils and falsities

of every kind.

652". 'The nations which shall be cut oft''= the goods

of the Church.

654''. See Egypt, here.

". 'To drive out the nations' (Ps.lxxx.) = the

evils of the natural man which are driven out by means

of truths.

-•\ 'The nations' first mentioned (Ezek.xxix. 15)

=:the truths of the Church; and 'the nations' last

mentioned, = its goods.

654''^ 'The time of the nations'= the state of the

Church from evils.

655'". 'To condemn Hha and deliver Him to the

gentiles' (Matt.xx. i9) = to adjudge the Divine truth

and Divine good to Hell, and deliver them to the evils

and falsities which are thence. 'The gentile8' = the

evils which are from Hell, and destroy the goods of the

Church.
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[E. ] 684^^. To be in His protection against the falsities

of evil, whicli are 'the nations.' Sig.

696'-". ' Nations ' = those who are in good, and, from

it, in truths.

710'-. 'Nations' = those in good, and who, from good,

receive truths.

724-®. 'Nations ' = tliose wlio were in the good of love.

2''. 'A nation from afar '= the falsity of evil,

which is the falsity of the sensuous man, destroying

truths.

730-^. ' Wilderness ' = the state of the Church among
the gentiles. 111.

803. 'Nation'= the good of love ; also the doctrine

of love and of the derivative Church. Refs.

81 1. 'All nations '= evils of every kind.

817''. All the nations of Canaan represented heretical

things contirmatory either of falsities of faith or of evils

of love.

881. ' Nations ' = those who are in the good of love

and of life ; and, abstractedly from persons, goods.

1020.

Coro. 41'. The third and fourth state of the Ancient
Church ... is described (by) the consummation of the

nations around Canaan, and by the consummation of

the nations within the Jordan. 111.

Nation. Natio.

J. 48-. That the nations were thus ordinated accord-

ing to the quarters, was according to the general

faculty of each for receiving Divine truths. D.5314.

T. 815. Free nations, and nations not free. (Des.

by comparisons.)

D. 2260. The Jews are a nation quite diverse from
other nations. Des.

3508. Occurs. 3523. 5040. J. (Post.) 16. 19. 85. 104.

241.

5037. The Swedes think more within themselves than
other nations at this day . . .

5577. (He must be) of their own nation. J.(Post.)3.

5589. From every nation of the earth. 5590.

5629. Differs from the life of all other nations.

5825.

5838. According to nations. 5839-.

60496. From what nation they are.

60776. Because they are of their nation.

E. 1 1
76-. Pours itself forth into congi'egations and

nations.

J. (Post.) 176. After the Judgment, all Societies have

been disposed into admirable order, according to

nations . . .

D.Love vi^. Each nation (appears before the Lord as

one man) according to uses. Enum.

Native. Indigena.

A. 1463-. Occurs.

7908. 'A native of the Land' (Ex.xii. I9) = him who
has been born within the Church. Son.

9296". 'A native of Israel' ( Lev. xxiii. 42)= those who
are in the good of charity ; thus, abstractedly, this good.

T. 14. Man has been created a native of both

worlds . . . 369. •'.

607'''. As man continually lives in communion with

the natives of the Spiritual World . . .

D. 2939. Some Spirits are strangers, some natives. .

.

Native Country. Patria.

See also C(HJNTRy.

A. 3816^. He who has the love of his native country,

and is in such affection towards his native country that

it is a pleasure to him to do good to it from good will, if

this were denied him, would grieve and would make
supplication that an opportunity of doing good to it

might be given . . . Such a man is honoured and ad-

vanced to dignities ; for these, with him, are means for

serving his native country, although they are called

rewards. But those who are in no affection for their

native country, but only for self and the world, act for

the sake of the honours and wealth, which they also

regard as the ends. Such prefer themselves to their

native country . . . They who are such in the life of the

body, relatively to their native country, or to the public

there, are such also relatively to the Lord's Kingdom,
there . . .

395
1
-. In proportion as riches . . . have as an end . . .

the good of our native country . . . they are good.

4793'*. The shame of injuring our native country (an

internal bond).

5025. Spiritual truth and good will that a man should

. . . have pleasure ... in offices [done] towards his

native country . . .

6023-. Our native country (is the neighbour) more
than other kingdoms.

6_ (I'lie idea) that our native country is not the

neighbour, exce[)t in so far as there is gain from it.

63916.

6391*. Evil Spirits, when they lived, had done nothing

of good to others, or to their native country, except for

the sake of self . . .

6481". The Lord drives the evil to do good to . . .

their native country . . . through their own loves . . .

6819. The native countiy is in a prior degree of the

neighbour than a society ; in a degi-ee still prior is the

Church . . . 682 1,Ex.

7392^. In the other life all those perceive delight in

doing harm, who in the world do not do good to . . .

their native country for the sake of their native country

. . . but for the sake of self.

Nativity. See under Born.

Natural. Naluralis.

See Celestial Natuiial, Divine Natural, Ex-
ternal Man and Spiritual Natural.

See also under Brass, Egypt, Esau, Foot, Heel,
Jacob, Internal Man, Mind -mews, Rational,
Servant, Shoe, Sole, Spiritual, and World.

A. 12. (In the sixth state of regeneration) the man's
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natural life is delighted and sustained by the things of

the body and senses ; from which comes a combat . . .

56. 58. 59-

40^. Those who shall teach the natural man concern-

ing the truths of faith. Sig.

1936. That natural goodness remained with them.

Sig. 216.

224. The state of this posterity of the Most Ancient

Church was natural good ; and they who are in natural

good are such that they hide themselves from fear, and

from shame that they are naked. But those who are in

no natural good do not hide themselves, because they

are not ashamed. 111.

250^. ' The heel ' = the lowest Natural, as the Corporeal,

which the serpent will injure. 259-.

282. The second and third posterities, in which there

was natural good. Sig.

425. ' Brass' = natural good. 111.

880^. There are three things with man which concur

and unite together ; namely, the Xatural, the Spiritual,

and the Celestial. His Natural never receives any life

except from the Spiritual . . . The Natural is the

receptacle which receives the Spiritual, or is the vessel

into which it is poured . . . The Natural of man is what

does the work of charity . . . but this work in itself is

dead except from the Spiritual which is in it . . .

1055^. For the Natural comes forth from the Spiritual

;

and the Spiritual from the Celestial.

1388^ This knowledge is natural to man.

1404. 'Jacob' represents, in special, the natural man.

1409^.

15773. With the external man all is natural ; for the

external man himself is the .same as the natural man.

The internal man is said to be united to the external

when the Celestial Spiritual of the internal man inflows

into the Natural of the external, and causes them to act

as one. Thence the Natural also becomes celestial and

spiritual, but a lower celestial and spiritual . . ,

1639''. The natural speech of Spirits among them-

selves. Des. 1641^. 1649.

1748. 'The sole,' and 'the heel,' = the ultimate

Natural. . . 'A shoe,' therefore, =the Natural still more
ultimate.

''. Devoid of all natural charity. Sig.

1896. The life of the exterior or natural man. Sig.

1909.

1909. The very life of the internal man inflows into

all the aft'ections of the natural man . . .

2162. That (the Divine) sliould put on something

natural. Sig. and Ex.

*. All these, being natural things, are called 'the

earth,' and the Lord's 'footstool.'

2171. There are natural perception, rational jiercep-

tion, etc.

218 1. Every man has also a Natural, which is distinct

. . . 21832.

2 1 83-. The Rational can see the evil which is in the

natural man, and chastise it. Before these two are con-

joined, the man cannot be an entire (or perfect) man,

nor be in the tranquillity of peace ; for the one fights

with the other. The Angels . . . rule his Rational, but

the evil Spirits . . . his Natural ... If the Rational con-

quers, the Natural is subjugated, and the man is thus

gifted with conscience ; but, if the Natural conquers, he

can receive nothing of conscience. If the Rational con-

quers, his Natural then becomes as if it also was rational

;

but, if the Natural conquers, the Rational becomes as if

it also was natural. If the Rational conquers, the

Angels draw nearer into the man, and insinuate into him

charity . . . but, if the Natural conquers, the Angels

remove themselves further away, that is, more towards

his interiors ; and the evil spirits draw nearer towards

the Rational, and continually attack it, and fill his

lower things with hatred, revenge, deceit, and the like.

If the Rational conquers, the man comes into the tran-

quillity of peace . . . but, if the Natural conquers, then,

while he lives, he appears as if he were in tranquillity,

but in the other life he comes into the unrest and torment

of Hell. . . There is nothing, therefore, which can make

a man blessed and happy, than that the Natural be con-

formable to the Rational, and both be conjoined ; which

is effected solely through charity, and charity is solely

from the Lord.

2184. 'The son of an ox' = the corresponding Natural.

-l The Celestial Spiritual of His Natural. Sig.

^. The Natviral of man (also) has its own good

and its own truth . . , The good of the Natural is the

delight which is perceived from charity . . . the truth of

the Natural is the Scientific which favours this delight.

2332. Application to His Natural. Sig. and Ex.

e_ The Lord applies (the Holy proceeding from

Himself) to their Natural.

2572^. The Angels . . . arc in all wisdom ... in

regard to rational and natural things also.

25761^ The Lord's Rational and Natural, which He
should make Divine. Sig.

2758. For the natural kingdom derives all its origin

from the Spiritual Kingdom.

2781. The natural man, which He prepared. Sig. and

Ex.
2. There are two things which constitute the

Natural with man, or, what is the same, the natural

man ; namely, natural good and natural truth. Ex.

8. That the Natural had been subordinated. Rej).

^. The natural man ought to serve the Rational,

this the Spiritual, this the Celestial, and this the Lord.

Such is the order of subordination.

2782. 'Servants' = the natural things of man, which

are to serve the Rational.

2786. The Lord preiiared the natural man in Himself,

and also the rational, so that they should serve the

Divine Rational. Tr.

2850^. To this correspondence the Lord reduces the

nitional and natural things of man . . .

2851-*. 'The gate of the enemies' is with man in his

natural mind. "When man is completely natural . . .

evils and falsities occupy it . . . ^

K The seat of the infernals with man is in his

natural mind.
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[A. ] 2991 . That natural things represent spiritual ones,

and that they correspond, may also be known from this

:

that the Natural cannot come forth at all, except from

a cause prior to itself. Its cause is irom the Spiritual
;

and there is nothing natural which does not derive its

cause thence. Natural forms are effects ; nor can they

appear as causes . . . but they receive their forms accord-

ing to use in the place in which they are ; but still the

forms of the effects represent the things which are of the

causes . . . Thus all natiiral things represent those

things which are of the s])iritual things to which they

correspond . . .

2993. (For) the causes of all natural things are from

spiritual ones . . . Or, what is the same, all things in

the natural world derive their cause from truth which

is spiritual, and their beginning from good which is

celestial ; and natural things proceed thence according

to all the differences of truth and good which are in the

Lord's Kingdom ; thus from the Lord Himself . . .

3012. 'Laban' = the affection of good in the natural

man. 3129.

3013. Divine truth conjoined with the Divine good of

His Rational ... by the common way from the natural

man ; namely, from the scientilics. Knowledges, and

doctrinal things which are there . . . Tr. 3024. 3030"'.

3019. The Lord's influx into His Natural. Sig. and

Ex.

'^. All things which are of the natural man, as

scientifics, . . . are nothing else than things for service . . .

3020. The offices of the natural man. Sig. and Ex.

. The natural man, relatively to the rational

man ... is like the administrator in a house. Ex.

^ As the natural mind is distinct from the

rational mind, and is in a degree below it, and as it also

acts from a kind of proprium, it is called relatively 'a

servant, the elder of the house,' and it is said to ad-

minister all the things in itself which belong to that

mind. That the natural mind is a distinct mind from

the rational, and in a lower degree, and in a kind of

proprium, may be evident from the things which are

there, and from its offices. The things Mdiich are there

are all scientifics, thus also all Knowledges of every

kind ; in a word, they are each and all things which

belong to the exterior memory. To this mind also

belongs all the Imaginative . . . and also all natural

affections which man has in common with brute animals.

Hence it is evident what its offices are.

e_ "With many, the natural mind dominates over

the rational mind ... It does not dominate, but serves,

solely with those who are in the good of charity ; that

is, who suffer themselves to be led by the Lord.

3029. The Lord's perception concerning the natural

man. Sig. and Ex.

^. Whatever is done in the natural man, and the

r[uality of the natural man, this is perceived in the

Rational . . .

3030. The doubt of the natural man concerning that

a flection . . . Sig. and Ex.

3040-. All the affection of truth in the natural man
comes forth through influx from the affection of good
from the rational . . .

3043. The freedom belonging to the natural man.
Sig. and Ex.

". Freedom is predicated of the natural man, but
not so much of the rational ; for there flows in good in

heavenly freedom from the Lord through the Rational

into the Natural ; the natural man is what receives it

;

and in order that he may receive it, and thus be con-

joined with the heavenly freedom which flows in through
the Rational, the Natural is left in freedom. For free-

dom is of love ; and the natural man, if it does not

receive the affection of truth from the inflowing affection

of good, is never conjoined with the rational.

^. As to the Lord, He also left the Natural in

freedom, when He made His Rational Divine as to

truth . . .

3048. General scientifics in the natural man. Sig. and
Ex.

-. It is described here that the Lord separated in

the natural man the tilings which were from Himself

. . . from those which were from the Maternal.

*. The Divine celestial and spiritual things in the

Lord's Natural. Sig.

^, General scientifics . . . form in general the

natural man as to its intellectual part.

3057^. "When a man is being reformed, the generals

which are in his natural man are disposed by the Lord
to correspondence with those which are in Heaven.

The generals are first disposed, in order that particulars

may be successively insinuated into them by the Lord
;

and, into these, singulars. Ex, and Sig.

3071. The derivative illustration of all the scientifics

in the natural man. Sig.

3174. How truth is elevated out of the natural man
into the rational. Tr. 3o84-,Ex.

3080". Thus it is the Spiritual in the Natural which

affects ; and not the Natural Avithout the Spiritual.

3086. This whole chapter treats of the truth Divine

which was to be conjoined with Divine good ; namely,

that Divine good inflowed into the natural man, that

is, into the scientifics, Knowledges, and doctrinals there

. . . and that by this influx it illustrated, vivified, and

disposed into order, all things whicli were tliere ; for all

the light, life, and order in the natural man are from

influx from the Divine. 3094.

30956. All the genuine good in the natural man is

. . . from the marriage of good and truth in the

Rational. This good is what is called the good of

truth. Sig.

3098. Good itself inflows into the Natural through

the Rational . . . and illustrates the things which are-

there ; whereas truth itself inflows into the Natural

through the Sensuous . . . but the conjunction of good

and truth is not there, but in the Rational ; and there-

fore truth is called forth thence ; thus out of the

natural sphere into the spiritual one . . . 3ioi,Ex.

3 1 02-, Ex.

31 14. For the natural man has no other food, which

is that of its life (than scientific truths) . . .

-. In the natural man, as in the rational, there

are two things in general which constitute its essence
;

namely, intellectual and voluntary things . . . The
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truths of the natural man are scientific truths. (Sig. by
' the straw ' for the camels. ) But the goods of the natiiral

man are delights, especially those which are of the afi'ec-

tion of these truths.

3128. The external or Natural of man is from the

mother . . .

^. Truths are called forth thence, and are divested

of their natural form . . .—-^. If the life of the natural man is such that it

does not receive the Divine good (which inflows through

the Rational) , . . the Natural can no longer be illus-

trated ; for the illustration in the natural man is

effected by good through truths ; and, when there is no

longer illustration, there cannot be reformation. This

is why the natural man also is much treated of, as to

its ([uality . . .

3134. The inclination - 2^ ro^c/is/o - of truth in the

natural man. Sig. and Ex.

3138. In these three verses it treats of the preparation

and illustration of the natural man, in order that the

truth might be called forth thence which was to be

conjoined with the good in the Rational. Ex.

3141-. The process itself (of the inflowing of Divine

good into the natiiral man) is here described . . .

3143. For all things which belong to the natural man
are for no other use than to serve the spiritual. (These

things sig.)

3145. Without freedom there is never any production

of truth in the natural man, nor any calling forth thence

into the rational . . . Sig.

3147. Purification (in the natural man). Sig. and Ex.

3148.

. The dirty things of the natural man are all

things which are of the love of self and of the love of the

world, and when these have been washed away, goods

and truths inflow. Ex.

**. Only natural things are to be purified. Sig.

3153. These three verses contain . . . that the things

of the natural man were being prepared to receive

Divine things . . .

^. All things ... in the Natural also were made
Divine by the Lord. Tr.

3160-. When good from the rational man inflows into

the natural man, it does not inflow immediately into the

truth there, but into the good there, and through the

good into the truth. Sig.

3i6r'. From the Divine Itself, the Lord not only

begot the Rational as to good ; but also, through this,

the Natural as to truth . . .

3163. The perception of joy in the natural man.

Sig.

3i66^\ For all the illustration of the good and truth in

the natural man is from (the initiation of truth into

good in the rational).

3167. Man has been so created that the spiritual and

the natural things in him . . . should make a one ; but,

then, the spiritual man ought to dispose all things in

the natural man, and the natural man ought to obey,

as a servant his lord. But, by the Fall, the natural

man began to exalt himself above the spiritual, and thus

inverted Divine order itself. Hence the natural man
separated itself from the spiritual, nor had it any longer

spiritual things, except those which could enter as

through chinks, and give the faculty of thinking and

speaking. In order, then, that spiritual things may
again inflow into the natural man, it must be regener-

ated liy the Lord ; that is, the truth from the natural

man must be initiated and conjoined to the good in the

Rational. When this is effected, spiritual things accede

to the natural man ; for then the light of Heaven in-

flows, and illustrates those things Avhich are in the

natural man . . . The goods there receive the heat of

the light . . . and the truth, the rays of the light . . .

Natural good is then all the delight and pleasure from

the end of serving the spiritual man . . . and natural

truth is every doctrinal and scientific for the sake of the

end of being wise ; that is, of doing these things. 3168^.

3169. 3170.

3171. The Natural is said to be elevated, when
spiritual things are being appropriated to it . . .

3174. A doubting of the natural man. Sig.

. For the natural man is constituted of good and

truth.

3175". But truth can with difliculty be separated from

the natural man, and be elevated thence into the rational

man ; for in the natural man there are fallacies,

cupidities of evil, and persuasions of falsity ; and, so

long as these are there, and adjoin themselves to truth,

the natiiral man detains truth with himself, and does

not sutt'er it to be elevated thence. Sig. The reason is,

that the natural man places truth in doubt . . . But, as

soon as (those cupidities, persuasions, and fallacies) are

separated by the Lord, and the man begins, from good,

to be averse to reasonings against truth . . . then truth

is in a state to depart from the Natural, and to be

elevated into the Rational, and to put on a state of good.

Examps. 3182. 3190.

3184. (Separation) from the Divine things in the

natural man. Sig.

3185. For illustration inflows into the natural man
through the aflection of truth. Sig.

3188. The elevation of the aff"ection of truth, and its

separation from the Natural. Sig.

3192. Truth could not be elevated from the Natural

to the good in the Rational, except by Divine truth and

Divine good, both of which were natural. Sig. and Ex.

3195^. (By putting on the Human) the Lord was

able to illumine . . . also the natural things of man ;

for He made both the Rational and the Natural in

Himself Divine . . .

3197. Tiie things of the natural nnnd are relatively

obscure. Sig.

e Before the Natural also was made Divine.

3203. The separation (of truth) from the scientifics in

the natural man. Sig. and Ex. 3207".

3209'^. In order, therefore, that the good of the

Rational might inflow into the Natural, there must be

a medium ; this medium could be nothing else than a

Natural which should partake of the Divine. This is

represented by 'the elder servant of Abraham's house
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administering all things wliich he had ;' and,, that he =
the Divine Natural. Refs.

[A.] 3223. The light of the world is for the natural or

external man ; thus for those Things which are in him,

(all of which) are of this light ; for nothing can be ap-

prehended by the natural man, except by such things

as . . . appear in the solar world . . .

e_ Between . . . the light of Heaven and that of

the world there is a correspondence when the external

or natixral man makes a one with the internal or spirit-

ual man ; that is, when the former is subservient to the

latter.

3226^. The reason is, that there is a continual influx

... of spiritual and celestial things, which fall into

man's natural things, and are there presented represen-

tatively . . . and therefore they remain implanted . . .

3245-. There are two things which properly consti-

tute the Human : the Eational and the Natural . . .

The Natural is represented by 'Jacob' . . . How the

Lord made the Natural Divine, is contained in the

things said concerning Jacob below ; but the Lord could

not make this, that is, the Natural, Divine, until He
had made the Rational Divine ; for, through the latter,

the former was made Divine.

3283-. The Natural could not be made Divine until

truth had been adjoined to His Rational, and this had

been made Divine ; for the influx into the Natural must

needs be from the Divine good of the Rational through

the Divine truth there ; for all the natural life of man,

in respect to knowing and acting intelligently, is thence

;

ibr the Rational is what ordinates all things in the

Natural. Ex.

3286-. "When man is lieing regenerated, good is in-

sinuated into his Rational . . . and to this is adjoined

truth from the natural man
;
(but) the Natural is not

as yet regenerated
;
(for) the rational man often fights

with the natural man ; and, so long as there is combat,

the Natural is not regenerated ; and, while this has not

been regenerated, the Rational as to truth is barren . . .

^. The work of regeneration is chiefly about this :

that the natural man may correspond to the rational

man ; not only in general, but also in particular ; and

the natural man is reduced into correspondence by the

Lord through the Rational ; namely, that good is insinu-

ated into the Rational, and in this good as ground

truths are im^jlanted ; and then through rational truths

the Natural is reduced to obedience ; and, when it

obeys, it corresponds ; and, in proportion as it coiTe-

sponds, the man has been regenerated.

3293. 'Two nations are in thy womb' = the Natural

as to interior and exterior good, which is conception. . .

The Natural, like the Rational, consists of good and

truth. The good in the Natural is all that which is of

natural affection, and is called delight ; and the truth

is everything which is of knowledge, and is called

scientific. These two must be in the Natural for it to

be the Natural. What is scientific, by itself ... is not

anything ; the Natural has its life from the delight

there ; for it is from this that it can know anything.

Delight, however, which is the good of the Natural, is

something without what is scientific, but is only what

is vital such as is with infants. In order, therefore,

that the Natural may be human, it must consist of

both ; the one is perfected by the other ; but it has life

itself from the good. (This) good is . . . interior and
exterior ; the interior communicates with the rational,

the external with the external man, that is, with the

things which are of the body, and makes the life in the

external senses, and also in the actions. Without a

communication both ways, man cannot live in reason or

in bod}-. It is the interior communication which re-

mains with man after death, and there makes his

natural life ; for a Spirit also has natural life ; for his

spiritual life is terminated in natural life as in an ulti-

mate plane ; for after death man cannot at once think

spiritually, except from those things which belong to

his Natural. But it is the exterior communication

which man has while he lives in the body ; but this

ceases through the death of the body. 3305. 3519.

3301. 'Hair' (when mentioned in the Word)=:the

Natural. The reason is, that hairs are excrescences (or

outgrowths) in the ultimates of man, as also is the

Natural relatively to his Rational . . . When man lives

in the body, it appears to him that the Natural is every-

thing in him ; but this is so far from the truth, that

the Natural is rather an excrescence (or outgrowth)

from his internals, as the hairs are from the things

which are of the body . . . and therefore men who in the

life of the body have been merely natural, in the other

life . . . appear liairy as to almost the whole face.

(Continued under HAiR-trtnis.

)

^. Celestial men are such, that . . . they are in so

strong a Natural as to truth, that they can fight with

the Hells.

*. The Lord . . . from the natural man as to

truth fought with the Hells . . . and this before He
put on the Divine good and truth as to the natural

man.

3304-. The Natural, or the natural man, when it is

being regenerated, has its conceiition as to good and

truth from the Rational, or through the Rational from

the Spiritual, through this from the Celestial, and

through this from the Divine . . . When the lowest

Natural is vitiated with what is hereditary from the

mother, truth cannot be united to good, but can only

adhere to it with some power . . . Sig.

3310^. (Xo thought without a natural idea.)

3313"-. 'In his mouth ' = in his natural affection. Ex.

3318*. Hence good, first in the rational man, and

afterwards in the natural man, begins to be conjoined

with the truths there.

3321. The Rational receives truths before the Natural,

in order that the Lord's life . . . can inflow through tlie

Rational into the Natural, and dispose this . . . For

the Rational is purer, and the Natural is grosser. Ex.

3368^. The things then done in the Rational appear in

the Natural, as does the image of many things together

in a mirror . . .

3374®. The Spiritual is predicated of both the Rational

and the Natural . . .

3394-. The celestial perceive Divine good and truth

. . . even in the Natural . . .

^. (A natural idea necessary to all faith.)
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3431. Truths adapted to the apprehension of the

natural man. Tr.

3469^. Those who are in the good of trnth , . . are

regenerate as to . . . their rational things, but not yet

as to . . . their natural things ; for man is regenerated

as to the Rational before he is regenerated as to the

Natural ; for tlie Natural is completely in the world
;

and in the Natural as in a plane are founded the thought

and will of man. This is why, when lie is being regen-

erated, man perceives a combat between the rational . . .

and the natural man ; and is also why (the latter) is

regenerated much later, and with much more diiliculty

than (the former) ; for that which is nearer to the world

and the body cannot be easily driven to compliance

with the internal man. Ex.

3483. From the Divine are celestial things . . . from

celestial things are spiritual things , . . from the former

and the latter are natural things.

3490. It now treats (in Gen. xxvii.) concerning the

Natural, how the Lord made it Divine in Himself

;

' Esau ' = its good ; and 'Jacob,' its truth , . . 3508.
^. In the representative sense, it treats concern-

ing the regeneration of man as to his Natural . . .

34926. That the state was at hand when the Divine

Rational . . . should long for a Natural corresponding

to itself ; that is, which also should be Divine. Sig.

3493. AVhcn the Natural wanted to illustrate the

Natural with the Divine. Sig. and Ex.
-. Therefore, when the Rational has been regener-

ated, and not the Natural, the former appears to itself

to be in thick darkness, because there is no correspond-

ence ; for the Rational has its sight from the light of

Heaven, and the Natural from the light of the world
;

and, unless there is correspondence, the Rational can

see nothing which is in the Natural , . . bxit when there

is correspondence the things which are in the Natural

appear to the Rational in light, because, then, the

things of the light of the world are illustrated by those

which are of the light of Heaven . . .

3494. All that which is imbued in the infantile age

ajipears as if it were natural.

-. Both the good and the truth which are in the

natural man are each of them a son ... of the rational

man ; for whatever comes forth in the natural or ex-

ternal man inflows from the rational or internal man,
and also comes forth and is born from it. "What does

not (do this) is not living human ; it would be what you
might call a sensuous corporeal something- devoid of a

soul. . . But still it is not the Rational which produces

and begets the Natural ; but it is the influx through

the Rational into the Natural, which influx is from the

Lord.

3498. Life (corresponding) in the Natural. Sig.

and Ex.

. The life of the rational or internal man is dis-

tinct from the life of the natural or external man, and

in fact so distinct, that the life of the (former) is possible

without the life of the (latter) ; but the life of the

(latter) is not possible without the life of the (former).

Ex.

-. But, when man lives in the bod}', his Rational
VOL. IV.

does not appear distinct from his Natural, for the reason

that he is in . . . nature ; and therefore the life of the

Rational appears in the Natural, insomuch that there

does not appear any life in the Rational if it does not

appear in the Natural at the same time.

3502^. The Natural is not made new, and does not

receive life corresponding to the Rational . . . except

through doctrinal things . . . the celestial man through
tlie Knowledges of good first ; and the spiritual man
through the Knowledges of truth first. Doctrinal things,

or Knowledges of good and truth, cannot be communi-
cated to the natural man . . . except through delights

. . . accommodated to him ; for they are insinuated by
an external . . . way. Tr. 35o8-,Ex.

3508. For the good which is in the Natural, is not of

the Natural, but is of the Rational in the Natural.

3513. Appropriation takes place when truths, or the

Knowledges of good and truth, are, by means of (de-

lights), insinuated into the Natural ; and, when these

truths are adjoined to the good thei'e, there is then

effected a communication with the truth and good of

the Rational, thus with the Rational. This communi-
cation is what is called appropriation ; for they are of

the Rational in the Natural ; for the things which are

in the Rational, relatively to those which are in the

Natural, are as particulars to generals . . . The General

of the particulars of the Rational is what is presented in

the Natural ; and, as it is a General, it appears under

another form, and this according to the order of the

constituent particulars. Ex.

3525''. For all the apperception which the Natural

has, is from the Rational.

3527. The Natural appears in the face in a more
obscure fire of life, and in a more obscure light of life

(than the Rational) . . .

35336. For the Natural sees from the effect ; but the

Rational from the cause.

3540*. To be encompassed with skin (Jobxix.26) = the

Natural such as man has with him after death. 38 13^

3554. The perception of the Rational ('Isaac') con-

cerning the Natural ('Jacob'). Sig. 3560.

3563-. The good of the Natural conies forth with raau

from no other source than . . . the good of the Rational

. . . but the influx causes that the good there is such as

is [the Natural]. (For the same reason) the truth of

the Natural is thence . . . but the influx causes that

the truth there is such as is [the Natural]. The influx

is in this way : the good of the Rational inflows into the

Natural in two ways ; namely (directly) into the good
itself of the Natural . . . and through the good of the

Natural into the truth there . . . (and also) through the

truth of the Rational. (Continued at full length under
Influx.) 3573.

3570. The good of the Rational ('Isaac') first conjoins

good with itself, and truth afterwards, and this through

the Natural, which is 'Jacob.' The case is this.

When the Natural is in such a state that it is good
without, and truth within ... it admits many tilings

which are not good, but which are nevertheless useful,

such as are the media to good in their order. But the
3H
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good of the Rational conjoins and appropriates to itself

(only) those things which agree with its own good . . .

The rest of the things in the Natural it leaves . . .

[A. 3570]-. The Rational is in the internal man, and the

Natural does not know what is going on there ; for it is

above its sphere of apperception. Hence it is that the

man who lives only a natural life cannot know anything

about the things which are going on with him in his in-

ternal man , . .

^. Ends of good with man are in his Rational,

and are what are called the Rational as to good, or

rational good. By (these) tlie Lord disposes all things

which are in the Natural ; for the end is like the soul,

and the Natural is like tlie body (thereof). Such as is

the soul, sucli is the body . . . Thus, such as is the

Rational as to good, such is the Natural with which it

is invested. '*,Ex.

3573. For the Natural has not been regenerated until

it has been conjoined with the Rational. This conjunc-

tion is effected by means of the influx, immediate and
mediate, of the Rational, into the good and truth of tlie

Natural. Ex.

^ When there is conjunction . . . tlien wliatever

the man wills and thinks interiorly in his Rational,

presents itself conspicuously in his Natural ; and this

presents itself conspicuously in the face. . . When the

state is such, then the Rational as to good conjoins it-

self immediately with the good of the Natural, and,

through this, with its truths ; and also mediately

through the truth conjoined with itself in the Rational,

with the truth of the Natural ; and, through this, with

the good there. Hence the conjunction becomes indis-

soluble.

3579. When the Rational inflows into the Natural, it

presents its good there in a general form ; and, through

this good, it produces truths there . . . This good,

through these truths disposed into heavenly order, pro-

duces good again ; and, through this good, truths again,

which are derivations . . .

3596. (These things) transcend the apprehension of

the natural man . . .

361 7^. For, without the conjunction of truth with

good, and the unition of good with truth, in the Natural,

there is not any regeneration, which is the subject

treated of, in the relative sense, in this chapter.

3637. As the human race , . . became altogether per-

verted, and as . . . their natural things began to

dominate over their spiritual ones, so that the Lord

could no longer inflow through the Grand Man , . . the

Advent of the Lord into the world became a neces-

sity . . .

3656. It treats (in Gen.xxviii.) in the supreme sense,

concerning the Lord, how He began to make Divine His

Natural as to truth and as to good . . . But, in the re-

presentative sense, how the Lord regenerates or makes
new the Natural of man as to truth and as to good.

The process is described. 3657.

3660-. For, in order that the Lord might make His
Natural Divine, He was to implant in it such good and
truth as should correspond with the good and truth of

the Divine Rational : without corresponding goods and

truths no conjunction is possible. There are innumer-

able goods and truths of the Natural, or which are

proper to the natural man ; so innumerable, that the

most general kinds of them can scarcely be known by
man ... for the whole Natural, and everything therein,

is nothing else. This being so, it may be evident that

there are goods and truths of the Natural in which

(those) of the Rational can be, and that there are (those)

in which (they) cannot be ; consequently, that there are

goods and truths of the Natural which can be adjoined

to (those) of the Rational by correspondence. These are

what are treated of in this and the following chapters.

3671. As the Natural is like the ground, good and
truth can be fructified and multiplied in the Rational . . .

-. To understand good and truth, and to will

them, are of the Rational . . . but to know and do them
are of the Natural . , .

3677. As all the goods and truths which are in the

natural man are conceived and born . . . from the good

of the Rational as a father, and from the truth of the

Rational as a mother . . .

3679-. See Internal Man, here,

*. So long as man lives in the body, he thinks-

from the Rational in the Natural ; but with a difl'erence

accordingly as the Natural corresponds to the Rational,

or does not correspond. AVhen the Natural corresponds,

the man is rational, and thinks spiritually ; but when
the Natural does not correspond, he is not rational, and
cannot think spiritually. For, with him with whom
the Natural corresponds to the Rational, communication

is opened, so that the light of Heaven . . . can inflow

through the Rational into the Natural . . , Hence it is

evident, that every man thinks according to the state of

the correspondence of the Natural with the Rational as

to good and truth.

^. But Spirits and Angels do not think as man
does. Their thought is indeed also terminated in the

Natural ; for they have with them all the natural

memory and its afl'ections ; but they are not allowed to

use this memory. Ex. . . Hence it is evident that their

thought also is such as is the correspondence of their

Natural with their Rational . . .

^. All the regeneration of the Natural begins

from (such things as are external, and thus such as are

the ultimates in order).

3693''. Good and angelic Spirits (are) then remitted a

little into their natural or lower state . . .

3709^. The doctrinals of love and charity are said to-

be conjoined with good in the natural man, when it is a

pleasure ... to know them for the sake of doing them.

371 1^. By the Divine, and the Divine Providence, is

here meant, that the Lord would make Divine His

Natural also. 3712.

3721. For it is the natural mind with man, through

which the things of Heaven . . . inflow and descend into

nature ; and through the same mind the things of

nature ascend ; but this (latter) only apparently. Refs.

and Ex.

3739^, From such an influx and concourse into the

things which are below, and finally into the things

which are ultimate, consists the Natural and the

Corporeal.
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3747^. The ultimate degree of life is that which is

called the external or natural man, by means of which
man is like animals as to concupiscences and phantasies.

3761. The elevation of the Natural. Sig. and Ex.

3762^. In proportion as (these truths) are acknow-
ledged, believed, and imbned in the life . . . they are

implanted in the Natural of man, in which they are as

in their ground. Ex.

3768. In the things which follow, concerning Jacob,

it treats, in the supreme sense, concerning the Lord,

how He made His Natural Divine ; and, in this chapter,

(Gen.xxix.), concerning the initiation; and, in the in-

ternal representative sense, concerning those who are

being regenerated, how the Lord renovates their natural

man ; and, in this chapter, concerning the initiation.

3768^. The natural man can indeed know, and also

perceive, what good and truth are, but only natural and
civil good and truth, and not spiritual good and truth.

This must be from revelation . . . Examps.

3793. The Natural which is represented by Jacob

consists of good and truth ; and in it . . . there ought

to be a marriage of good and truth ... In the Natural

with man, when he is born, there is not the marriage of

good and truth, because man alone is not born into

Divine order. There is indeed the good of innocence

and of charity, which in his first infancy inflows from

the Lord, but there is not any truth . . , When this

good of infancy is indrawn, then evil succeeds and

enters into the Natural of man, to which falsity couples

itself ... In order, therefore, that the man may be

saved, he must be regenerated, and the evil must be re-

moved, and good must be insinuated by the Lord ; and,

according to the good which he receives, truth is insinu-

ated into him . . . These are the things which are

represented by Jacob and his two wives . . .

-. Moreover, in the Natural, as in the Rational,

there is an interior and an exterior ; Rachel represents

the affection of interior truth, and Leah the affection of

exterior truth . . .

^. With regard to the regeneration of man as to

his Natural, the case is exactly the same as with Jacob

and the two daughters of Laban . . .

3824-. Internal truths are said to be conjoined with

the Natural when they are learned, acknowledged, and

believed. In the Natural of man, or in its memory, are

truths both internal and external . . . but they are not

conjoined, until the man is affected with them for the

sake of use of life . . .

3829. For the things of the Natural are relatively

t^eneral ; for there are innumerable things wliich inflow

from the internal man into the natural man which ap-

pear in this latter as one General ; and still more so

before the particulars of the generals have been received
;

as here.

3855''. The Natural is regenerated both later and with

more difficulty (than the Rational), because there are

many inoidinate things there, and because it is exposed

to injuries from the body and the world . . .

3863^. As it treats in this chaiiter . . . concerning the

regeneration of the Natural ; and here, concerning its

first state, which is that of introduction through truth 1

to good, therefore the first son of Jacob . . , was named
from Jehovah's 'seeing' . . .

3913^. From himself the natural man does not at all

agree with the spiritual man ; but ... is completely op-

posite to it ; for the natural man regards and loves self

and the world . . . the natural man seems to himself to

have life when he is exalted to dignities . . . the natural

man is in his bliss when he is richer than others . . .

The things of the external man must therefore be re-

duced to compliance, (in order to wliich) media are

necessary, (and these) are signified by the four sons

born of the handmaids. Ex.

3915®. The man is then in natural life, and not in

spiritual.

3927. Resistance from the natural man. Sig. and Ex.

3928.

3928'-. Before regeneration, the delight of tlie natural

man is infernal. Ex.

3952. The heavenly marriage is . . . between the good

of the natural man and the truth of the spiritual man.

\ Ex.

3969. (Necessity of the correspondence of the natural

man.) Ex.

3973. A longing, then, of the Natural . . . for a state

of conjunction with the Divine of the Rational. Sig.

and Ex.

4009. The truths here signified by Laban's 'sons' are

called sensuous . . . and they are the outermost things

of the natural mind ; for the Natural of man communi-
cates on one side with the sensuous things of the body,

and on the other with the rational things of the rational

mind . . .

4015. Therefore, all the disposing in the natural man
is effected by the interior man. Ex.

4027^. It treats, here (in Gen.xxx.) concerning the

influx of the Lord into the good of the internal man . . .

and also concerning the influx thence into the natural

man.

4038-. With man there are three things in general
;

namely, the Corporeal, the Natural, and the Rational.

The Corporeal is outermost, the Natural is middle, the

Rational is interior. In proportion as the one reigns

with a man above another, he is said to be corporeal,

natural, or rational. These three parts of man com-

municate wonderfully ; namely, the Corporeal with the

Natural, and the Natural with the Rational. When
man is first born, he is merely corporeal . . . afterwards

he becomes natural, and at last rational . . . The Cor-

poreal communicates with the Natural by means of

sensuous things ; and tliis, distinctly, by those which

pertain to the understanding, and by those which per-

tain to the will . . . for the things which enter through

sensuous things store themselves up in the Natural as in-

a kind of receptacle, (which) is the memory. The de-

light, pleasure, and desire, there, pertain to the will,

and are called natural goods ; and the scientifics there

pertain to the understanding, and are called natural

truths. Through these . . . the Natural of man com-

municates with his Rational , . . The things which ele-

vate themselves thence towards the Rational, store
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themselves up in the Rational as in a kind of receptacle,

(which) is the interior memory . . . AVhat is blessed and

happy, there, pertain to the will, and belong to rational

good ; and the interior views of Things, and perceptions,

pertain to the understanding, and the things belonging

thereto are called rational truths. These are the three

things which constitute man. There are communica-

tions between them. It is external sensuous things

through which the Corporeal of man communicates with

his Natural ; and it is interior sensuous things through

which the Natural of man communicates with his

Rational. Therefore, the things in the natural man
which partake of the external sensuous things which are

]>roper to the body, are what are called the exterior and

external truths of good ; but those which partake of the

internal sensuous things which are proper to his spirit

. . . are what are called interior goods and truths.

Those which are between these, and partake of both, are

what are called middle goods and truths. These three,

in the order from the interiors, are signified by 'flocks,'

'maidservants and men-servants,' and 'camels and

asses.

'

[A.] 4053^. The Natural is nothing else than a repre-

sentation of spiritual things ; from which it comes forth

and subsists.

40S9. The Divine in the Natural. Sig.

4099-. Then truths are multiplied in the Natural of

man.

4108-. The conjunction (of the Rational and the

Natural with man) makes the human ; and a human
such as is the conjunction ; and there is conjunction

when tliey act as one ; and they act as one when the

Natural ministers to and serves the Rational. This is

impossible with man except from the Lord ; but with

the Lord it was done by Himself.

41 54-. A natural man. Des.

4167. For, in the Natural, that is properly called

just and fair which in the Spiritual is called good and

true.

4168^. The proprium in the Natural which the Lord

acquired by His own power . . . Tr.

4232. It treats (in Gen.xxxii. ) concerning the inver-

sion of state in the Natural, so that good is in the first

place, and truth in the second. 4235.

4237. The quality of the Lord's state when His

Natural was illustrated by spiritual and celestial good.

Sig.

4240. Ultimates, which are boundaries, are those

things which are called natiiral ; for spiritual and

celestial things are terminated in natural things . . .

4249. Then the Natural begins to be illustrated by

4250. The preparation and disposition of truths and

goods in the Natural to receive the good represented by

Esau. Sig. and Ex.

4251. Lest order should perish in the Natural. Sig.

and Ex.

. For so long as truth dominates in the Natural,

it cannot see what is truth genuine and not genuine,

nor what is good ; but when good dominates there . . .

it then sees it. 4252a.

4269". "When the order is inverted, the Lord so dis-

poses and ordinates in the natural man that truth is

there received by good . . .

4279. With man, the "Word ... is natural
; that is,

worldly and earthly.

4286. ' Israel ' = the celestial spiritual man which is in

the Natural ; thus the Natural. Ex.
-. What is natural adheres to (the Angels of the

First Heaven) ; and therefore they are called celestial

and spiritual natural,

^. The external (Angels of the Second Heaven),

who are called 'Israel,' partake of the Natural; for

they are middle ones between the Rational and the

Natural.

4322. Man believed to come forth from seed and egg,

naturally.

4327. What is involuntary, or natural, as it is called.

4341. The state of the conjunction of Divine good

with truth in the Natural. Sig. and Ex. 4353.
-. For when good inflows . . . the ideas of the

natural man formed from the fallacies of the senses . . .

cannot endure its ajiproach . . . Hence anxiety in the

Natural, and temptation. Tr.

^ That the Natural is regenerated through the

Rational. Refs.

. That the Rational receives truths before the

Natural. Refs.

6. These truths, which inflow with good from the

Rational into the Natural, are here signified.

4342^. Interior truths . . . which are interiorly in

the Natural. Sig.

4345^. The natural mind, and the things of this

mind, are less general (than the body) . . . and are

called, relatively, particular.

4353". Without the conjunction (of the Spiritual

through the Rational with the Natural) there is no

regeneration ; nor can this conjunction be eff'ected until

good has been conjoined with the truths in the Natural
:

for the Natural must be the plane, and the things which

are in the Natural must correspond. This is why,

when the Natural is being regenerated, the conjunction

of good with truths becomes successively more interior
;

for the Spiritual conjoins itself first with those things

which are inmost in the Natural ; and then, through

these, with those which are more exterior. Neither

can the Internal of man conjoin itself with his External

(or Natural), unless the truth in the latter becomes the

good of truth. Ex.

4360^. For spiritual Things are founded upon natural

ones, and are represented in them.

4384. 'Seir'= the conjunction of spiritual things with

celestial ones in the Natural. Ex.

4402. The regeneration of man as to his Natural is

also treated of here.

-. The spiritual man is not the interior rational

man, but the interior natural man. Ex.

4424^. 'The teeth ' = the lowest natural things.
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4536. It treats in (Gen.xxxv.) concerniiic^ the resi-

duum in the Lord's Natural : that it was made Divine.

The interior things of tlie Natural, which were made
Divine, are, here, 'Israel.' 4538^.

4539. The elevation of the Natural to the Divine.

Sig. and Ex.

4543^. For, when spiritual good . . . begins to act as

first in the natural mind, it then disposes the truths

which are there into order. Sig.

4552. 'An oak,' in special, = the lowest of the

Natural . . .

". For the truths with a regenerate man are in

the inmost of his Natural, near good . . .

4556. 'Luz' = the Natural in the former state, or that

Natural itself which was human ; and, that this was

made Divine, is signified by 'This is Bethel' . . .

4558^. That the Natural was sanctified. Sig.

4570. See Israel, here.

-. There are two tilings with man most dis-

tinct from each other, namely, the Rational, and the

Natural. The Rational constitutes the internal man,

and the Natural the external man ; but the Natural,

like the Rational, also has its external and internal.

The external of the Natural is from the sensuous things

of the body . . . Those who are solely in this Natural

are called sensuous men . . . But the internal of the

Natural is constituted of those things which are thence

analytically and analogically concluded . . . Thus the

Natural communicates through sensuous things with

worldly and corporeal ones, and through analogical and

analytical things with the Rational ; thus with those

things which are of the Spiritual World. Such is the

Natural. There is also an intermediate, [in the Natural]

which communicates with both . . . the external and

tlie internal [there] . . . This Natural is what Jacob in

special represents ; and the internal Natural is what

Israel [in special represents].

3. It is to be known, further, that both the

Rational and the Natural are called celestial and

s[)iritual ; celestial when they receive good, and spiritual

when they receive truth, from the Lord . . .

4585*. The Natural is the only existing term by

which exterior things can be expressed . . .

. For the spiritual man is from the Natural ; but

the celestial man is from the Rational.

^. The intermediate between the internal of the

Natural and the external of the Rational is . . . the

Spiritual of the Celestial ('Benjamin'). This inter-

mediate derives something from the internal of the

Natural ('Israel'), and the external of the Rational

('Joseph') . . . The quality of the progress made through

this intermediate is here described in the internal sense.

Sig. «.

4588. Perception from the Natural. Sig. and Ex.

. 'A midwife' = the Natural . . . because, when

interior temptations are being undergone . . . the Natural

is then like a midwife ; for, unless the Natural assists,

no birth of interior truth can ever come Ibrth ; for it is

the Natural which receives into its bosom interior truths

when they are born ... In regard to the things of

spiritual birth, reception must be in the Natural ; which
is the reason why, when man is being regenerated, the

Natural is first prepared to receive ; and, in proportion

as it is made receptible, in the same proportion interior

truths can be brought forth and multiplied. This, also,

is the reason why, if the natural man has not been

prepared, in the life of the body, to receive the truths

and goods of faith, he cannot receive them in the other

life . . . Ex. 4921.

4592^. All men . . . are born natural, with the power
to become either celestial or spiritual : the Lord alone

was born spiritual celestial. 4594'^.

4603-. For all things of truth and good must be in

the Natural before it could be fully conjoined with the

Rational ; because the Natural serves the Rational for

a receptacle.

8_ The order in which are the truths and goods

in the Natural, when this was made Divine. Tr.

4612. It (here) treats of the conjunction of the

Natural with the Rational ; and (therefore) in what
precedes the quality of the Natural has been described ;

namely, that in it were all things of good and truth . . .

^. As to what concerns the conjunction of the

Natural and the Rational ... it is to be known that the

Rational receives truths and goods sooner and more

easily than the Natural ... for the Natural is grosser

and more imperfect, because exterior or lower ; and,

regarded in itself, is in the light of the world . . .

^. With the Natural the case is this : from first

infancy and childhood it receives its quality from those

things which inflow from the world through the external

sensuous things . . . Hence the order of the goods and

truths in the Natural is inverted . . . and (then) the

light of Heaven does indeed inflow through the Rational

. . . but still the things of (it) are not in the Natural

;

for the delights which dominate there resist them . . .

•*. (Thus) the order in the Natural is completely

inverted . . . and therefore when the light of Heaven

inflows . . . into the Natural, it cannot but be either

reflected, suffocated, or perverted ; and hence it is that

the Natural must be regenerated before it can be con-

joined with the Rational. For, when the Natural has

been regenerated, the things which inflow from the

Lord . . . into the Natural, are received, because they

agree ; for the Natural is nothing else than a receptacle

of the good and truth from the Rational . . . By the

Natural is meant the external man, which is also called

the natural man.

4613. 'Mamre Kirjath-arba' = the state of the Natural

as to truth ; and ' Hebron' = its state as to good.

4630^, They who are so natural that they think

nothing about spiritual things . . . and still are subtle

. . . are called invisible natural ones.

4667-. The Natural is lower or exterior, consequently

posterior (to the Rational) . . . nay, when they are in

accord, the Natural is nothing but the General of the

Rational ; for whatever the Natural lias, is then not its,

but is the Rational's : the dilTerence is solely such as

there is between particulars and their General, or

between singulars and their form, in which the singulars

appear as a one.
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[A.] 4675. See Israel, here.

^. The Spiritual is predicated of both the Rational

and the Natural. Ex.

4930-. Good . . . gives light, by •which the things in

the natural man are illustrated , . .

4938. Those in the Grand Man who correspond to

the feet, soles, and heels, are those who are natural

;

and therefore 'the feet ' = natural things; 'the soles,'

the lower natural things ; and ' the heels, ' the lowest

natural things. For the celestial things in the Grand
]\Ian constitute the head, the spiritual things the bodj-,

and the natural things the feet
;

(for) celestial things

are terminated in sjjiritual ones, and spiritual ones in

natural ones, which are ultimates.

4939-. (Thus) natural things are like the feet, on
which the higher things rest. JMoreover, nature is that

in which are terminated tlie things of the Spiritual

World . . .

4940. (Tliose in the Lower Earth) are such as have

been in natural delight, and not in spiritual.

4943. Those (who have placed merit in good works)

are natural . . .

4946. There are some who have imbued [the idea]

that man . . . ought to care solely for natural things . . .

4966-. The hoof (of Pegasus) meant what is natural.

4967. All the Scientific with man is natural, because

in his natural man . . . (for) man sees these things in

the Natural, and from the Natural. The things which
he does not see from the Natural, he does not appre-

liend . . .

4973. The natural mind is in the external man . . .

Scientitics are the truths of the natural mind . . .

4980. 'The house of the Egyptian ' =^ the good of the

natural mind.
-. The Celestial, like the Spiritual, is predicated

of both the Rational and the Natural. Ex.

. Divine truth . . . when received by the Natural,

is called the Spiritual in the Natural ; and Divine good
. . . when received by the Natural, is called the Celestial

in the Natural.

4992. The third state of the Celestial of the Spiritual

when in the Natural. Tr. and Ex. 4993. 5004.

5008^. From natural light to see the things of spiritual

light is impossible . . .

5013-. Natural men consider spiritual things as

things of service. Sig.

5025^ In a word, the natural man holds cheap and
rejects whatever he regards as separate from himself, and
esteems and accepts whatever he regards as conjoined

with himself . . .

5028. The natural man is as it were conjoined with
the spiritual through ultimate truth. Sig. and Ex.

5036*. Evil Spirits . . . are all merely natural,

5077. 'The king of Egypt' = the natural man.

5078. How the Lord glorified the interiors of His
Natural, is treated of in the preceding chapter ; here,

how He glorified the exteriors of His Natural. (The
latter) are what are properly called corporeals, or the

sensuous things of both kinds together with their

recipients ; for the latter with the former constitute

that which is called the body . . .

5079. That the external sensuous things were contrary

to the new state of the natural man. Sig. and Ex.

. Those interiors of the Natural which were new,

or, what is the same, the new state of that natural man,
is signified by 'their lord the king of Egypt ;' and the

exteriors, which were not reduced into order ... by
'the butler and the baker.'

-. There are interiors and exteriors of the Natural.

The interiors of the Natural are scientifics and their

aff'ections ; the exteriors are the sensuous things of both

kinds. These exteriors of the Natural are left behind

when man dies ; but the interiors of the Natural are

carried with him into the other life, where they serve as

a plane for spiritual and celestial things. . . Man has

with him there the memory of all he has done, spoken,

or thought, and all the natural afiections and cupidities
;

thus all the interiors of the Natural. The exteriors he

has no need of. Ex.

50S0. That the new natural man averted itself . . .

from the exterior Natural or Corporeal Sensuous,

because the latter did not correspond to the former. Sig.

5081.

5081-. Those of the external Church are natural . . .

5084. (Hence) the natural man is against the spiritual

man . . . and therefore, if the natural man begins to

dominate over the spiritual man, the things of faith are

no longer believed , . .

5094. Into the natural memory enter objects . . ,

through these sensuous things on the one side, and , . .

through rational things on the other side. These objects

sej)arate themselves in this memory. Those which

have entered through rational things jilace themselves

interiorly, and those which have entered through

sensuous things place themselves exteriorly. Hence the

Natural becomes duplex, namely, interior and exterior.

-. The interior Natural is represented by
'Pharaoh;' and the exterior Natural, by 'the butler

and the baker.' (The difference between them shown
from their thoughts and conclusions.) 5095.

. When man dies, he has with him all the

Natural ; and such as it has been formed with him in

the world, such it remains. . . The difference is, that in

proportion as the Natural has imbibed . . . from the

Rational, in the same proportion it regards the sensuous

things of the exterior Natural as below itself, and

dominates over them . . . rejecting the fallacies thence
;

whereas in proportion as the Natural has imbibed . . .

from the sensuous things of the body, in the same pro-

portion it regards rational things as below itself, (and)

rejects them. Examps.

5 1 18. The influx of the interior Natural into the

exterior. Sig. and Ex.

. The interior Natural is that which conmiuni-

cates with the Rational, and into which the Rational

inflows ; and the exterior Natural is that which commu-

nicates with sensuous things, or through sensuous things

with the world, thus into which the world inflows.

-. Influx is continual from the Lord through the

Rational into the interior Natural, and, through this,
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into the exterior ; but the tilings which inflow are

changed . . . according to the reception , . . For the

Natural is nothing else than as a face representative of

the spiritual things of the internal man
;
(that is), when

the exteriors correspond to the interiors.

5 1 19. See Influx, here.

5120. Appropriation by the interior Natural. kSig.

and Ex.

. It here treats concerning . . . the influx of

truth and good, and its reception in the exterior

Natural.

5126. That (the things of the Sensuous subject to the

intellectual part) may serve the interior Natural. Sig.

and Ex.
". AYhat the exterior and the interior Natural

are. Ex.
^. From childhood to adolescence a communica-

tion is opened to the interior Natural, liy his learning

what is decorous, civil, and honourable . . . but from

adolescence to eai-ly manhood a communication is opened

between the Natural and the Rational by his then

learning the truths and goods of civil and moral life,

and especially the truths and goods of spiritual life . . .

*, But in proportion as he weakens, denies, and

acts contrary to these things . . . the Rational, and

also the interior Natural, are closed ; but still ... so

much communication remains as to enable him ... to

apprehend these things . . .

s. But with those who suff'er themselves to be

regenerated . . . the Rational is successively opened,

and to it is subordinated the interior Natural, and to

this the exterior Natural . . .

5133. Communication with the interior Natural.

Sig. and Ex.

. By communication with the interior Natural,

is meant conjunction by correspondence. The interior

Natural is that which receives the ideas of truth and

good from the Rational, and stores them iip for use,

consequently is that which communicates immediately

Avith the Rational. But the exterior Natural is that

which receives the images and the derivative ideas of

Things from the world through sensuous things. These

ideas, unless illustrated by the things in the interior

Natural, present fallacies . . .

5134. AVhen faith is received in the exterior Natural

. . . correspondence is eff"ected, and charity is received,

and thus communication with the interior Natural is

eff"ected ; and then the former is delivered from the evils

by which the Celestial ('Joseph') is alienated. Ex.
e. But with the Lord, who made the Natural in

Himself Divine, evils and falsities were comi^etely cast

out . . .

5135'*. These goods and truths stored uji in the

interior Natural are signified by 'remains.'

5 141. There is apperception from the Sensuous, or

exterior Natiiral ; from the interior Natural ; and from

the Rational. For when man is in interior thought from

aff'ection ... he is in rational apperception . . . But

when he is in exterior thought from causes which come

forth in the world, his apperception is from the interior

Natural . . . But when he is iu pleasures, and in the

delights of the love of the world and of the love of self,

his apperception is from the Sensuous . . . (and)

the more exterior the apperception is, the more obscure

it is.

5145-. The interiors with man are distinguished into

degrees, and in each degree they are terminated, and,

by the termination, are separated from the lower degree

. . . The interior Natural makes the third degree, in

which are good Spirits, or the Ultimate or First Heaven.
The exterior Natural, or Sensuous, makes the fourth

degree, in which is man.
**., With those who have no conscience, good

transflows even to the exterior Natural, or sensuous
Natural, and is there turned into filthy delights.

5147. (The inmost of the Voluntary) full of celestial

good for nourishing the Natural. Sig. and Ex.
. ' Pharaoh ' = the interior Natural, and also the

Natural in general ; for the interior and the exterior

Natural make a one when they correspond.

5150. The Celestial and the Spiritual from the Lord's

Divine inflow . . . also into the Natural, and this both
mediately and immediately. Ex. . . Hence may be
evident what the Celestial in the Natiiral is.

^. By the Rational and the Natural is meant man
himself; by the Rational, his Internal, and by the

Natural, his External.

5157-. By sensuous things are meant those scientifics

and those delights which are insinuated through the

five senses . . . into man's memory and into his con-

cupiscences, and which together constitute the exterior

Natural, from which (latter) man is called a sensuous

man . . .

5160. 'Pharaoh's birthday' = when the Natural was
being regenerated.

. For, with the regenerate, the interior Natural
and the exterior act as a one bj' correspondence.

5161. Initiation and conjunction with the exterior

Natural. Sig. and Ex.

51652. For, in sensuous things, which are of the

exterior Natural, man sees interior things . . . AVithout

such a plane, man in the body cannot possibly think of

the things above sensuous things . . . Unless the exterior

Natural served interior things as a plane, in which, as

in a mirror, interior things see themselves, man could

not think at all ; and therefore this jilane is formed
first . . .

^. The quality of the exterior Natural is mani-
festly evident in the other life ; for the face of Spirits

and Angels is formed from it, and according to it. Ex.
s. Hence it may be evident what and of what

use is the exterior Natural ; and -what its quality is

when it is subject to interior things, and what when
interior things are subject to it.

5168^. It treats in this chapter concerning the sub-
ordination of the exterior Natural : that it is to be
subordinated for the reason that it may serve the interior
Natural as a plane. For, unless it is subordinated
interior truths and goods have no place where they can
be represented ; and conse([uently the interior thoughts
(have not) . . . and therefore, when there is no subordin-
ation, the man cau have no interior thought ; nor any
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faith ; for there is no eminent remote or eminent com-

prehension, cand thus no appercejition of such things.

That which subordinates the Natural and reduces it to

correspondence, is solely the good in which is innocence,

which good, in the Word, is called 'charity.' Sensuous

and scientific things are the sole media into which this

good may inflow, and present itself in a form, and un-

fold itself for every use . . .

[A.] 5185'^ Not so much from evil of life as from

natural depravity.

5 191. In (Gen.xli.) it treats concerning . , . the

exaltation of the Celestial of the Spiritual over the

things of the natural man . . .

5192. ' Pharaoh ' = the Natural in general, which now
rests, and leaves all things to the Celestial of the

Spiritual, which is 'Joseph.'

5194. After the state of the conjunction of the

sensuous things of the exterior Natural with those

things which are of the interior Natural. Sig.

5195. What is foreseen concerning the Natiiral. Sig.

and Ex.
e_ Tiie conjunction of the Natural with the

Celestial of the Spiritual ... is treated of in this

chapter.

5198. It treats (here) concerning the further rebirth

of the Natural through its conjunction with the Celestial

of the Spiritual.

5202", In the preceding chapter it treated concerning

the exterior Natural ; and concerning the things there

which pertained to the intellectual class and to the

voluntary class : that the former were received, and the

latter rejected . . . and, as the former were received,

they were also subordinated to the interior Natural . . ,

and this was the first of the rebirth of the Natural.

^. But in this chapter it treats concerning the

influx of the Celestial of the Spiritual into those things

of the Natural which had been retained . . . and which

are signified by 'the kine beautiful in aspect and fat in

flesh.' But, as the Natural cannot be reborn as to

intellectual things alone, there were also voluntary

things . . . and, as the former Voluntary had been

rejected, a new one was to inflow in its place. This new
one is from the Celestial of the Spiritual, concerning

which and its influx into the Natural it treats in this

chapter. How the case is with the Natural in this

state, is described in the internal sense ; namely, that

the truths tb ere were exterminated through falsities;

and thus the Natural was left to the Celestial of the

Spiritual . . . 5207, Ex.

5208. Truths are exterminated from the Natural to

the end that the Natural may be illustrated, generally,

by the Interior ; and that afterwards, in the general

illustration . . . the truths may be replaced there in their

order ; whence the Natural is illustrated partici;larly.

The correspondence between the Spiritual and the

Natural with man ... is effected in this manner. Ex.

5212. The truths of the exterior Natural are called

scientifics, because they are in the natural memory . . .

but those in the interior memory are called truths . . .

^ The reason there were two dreams ... is that

it treats of both Naturals, the interior and the exterior

;

and, in what follows, concerning the rebirth of each.

By 'the seven kine' are signified the things of the

interior Natural which are called the truths of the

Natural; and by 'the seven ears,' the truths of the

exterior Natural, which are called scientifics.

52196. The state of the Natural when good scientifics

have been exterminated by scientifics of no use. Sig.

5224. It treats in this verse concerning a new state of

the Natural, when it is in obscurity on account of truths

having been exterminated from it. Des.

5244. The inclination of the new Natural ... to

receive the Celestial of the Spiritual. Sig. and Ex.

5247. Rejection and change as to those things which

are of the exterior Natural. Sig. and Ex.

5248. (Change) as to those things which are of the

interior Natural. Sig. and Ex.

. See Garment, here.

5249. The communication (of the Celestial of the

Spiritual) with the new Natural. Sig. and Ex.

5251. The perception of the Celestial of the Spiritual

from the Natural. Sig. and Ex.

5259. The thought of the Celestial of the Spiritual

from the Natural. Sig. and Ex.

5262. The perception of the Natural from the Celestial

of the Spiritual. Sig. and Ex. 5308. 5315.

5263. What was foreseen . . . alike in both the

interior and the exterior Natural. Sig. and Ex.

5264. That it was granted to the Natural to apper-

ceive what was provided. Sig. and Ex.

5265. The states of the multiplication of truth in the

interior Natural. Sig. and Ex.

5266. The states of the multiplication of truth in the

exterior Natural. Sig. and Ex.

5268. The states of the multiplication of the falsity

infesting the interior Natural. Sig. and Ex.

5269. The states of the multiplication of the falsity

infesting the exterior Natural. Sig. and Ex.

5270-. When (these truths are indrawn so as not

to appear) the Natural is then illuminated from the

interior ; and then the evils of the loves of self and of

the world give place ; and, in the same degree, truths

are stored up, and are conjoined with good.

5272. That which the Natural liad thought from the

Celestial of the Spiritual. Sig. and Ex.

5274. The apperception of the Natural. Sig. and Ex.

5276. The multiplication of truth in each Natural.

Sig. and Ex. 5339.

5278. The removal of truth, and the apparent priva-

tion thereof, in each Natural. Sig. and Ex.

5282. Because it was foreseen concerning each Natural.

Sig. and Ex.

5286. The looking forward of the Natural. Sig. and

Ex.

5288. (The inflowing truth and good) which will

ordfnate all things in the natural mind. Sig. and Ex.

5290. The ordination of C4enerals in the Natural,

Sic{. and Ex.

I
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5301. The Natural is liere mentioned, and there is

meant the natural mind . . . The natural mind is of the

external man. This mind, or this man, is what is

meant by the Natural simply so called.

5304. The complacency of the Natural. Sig. and Ex.

5305.

5306. The perception of the Natural with all things

there. Sig. and Ex.

531 1. That the natural mind sliall be subordinate

and submissive to (the Celestial of the Spiritual). Sig.

and Ex.

5313. That it will still appear as if it were from the

Natural. Sig. and Ex.

. For the Natural is like 'a throne' to the

Spiritual.

5316. Dominion over each Natural (ceded to the

Celestial of the Spiritual). Sig. and Ex. 5317-5329.

5326. That the Natural is from the Celestial of the

Spiritual. Sig. (For) the Natural with a man who is

being created anew, or regenerated, is quite different

from what it is with a man who is not being regenerated.

The Natural with (the latter) is everytlung . . . But
with (the former) tlie Spiritual is everything. It not

only disposes the Natural to think and to desire, but

also constitutes the Natural, exactly as the cause con-

stitutes the effect . . . Thus does the Natural become as

the Spiritual ; for the natural things which are there

. . . act nothing from themselves ; but only stipulate

that the Spiritual shall act in tlie Natural, and through

it, thus naturally. In like manner as in the effect : in

the effect there are more things than in the cause ; but

such things as merely enable the cause to act the effect

itself in the effect, and to produce itself actually in that

degree.

5328. All power in the Natural. Sig. and Ex.
e_ By the Spiritual is meant that in the Natural

which is of the light of Heaven ; and by the Natural

that in the Natural which is of the light of the world
;

for all the former is called the Spiritual, and all the

latter the Natural.

5333. AVhen the Celestial of the Spiritual, by influx,

made each Natural its own. Sig. and Ex. 5337.

5336. The presence of the Celestial of the Spiritual

in the Natural. Sig. and Ex.

5338. When (the Celestial of the Spiritual) made each

single thing in the Natural subordinate and submissive.

Sig. and Ex.

5342. That truths adjoined to good are stored up in

the natural mind, and are there preserved for use in

after life, is an arcanum. Fully ex. See also 5295.

5296. 5297. 5299. 53652.

5344. That the things whi(;h before were in the

exterior Natural, (the Celestial of the Spiritual) stored

up in the interiors of the interior Natural. Sig. and Ex.

. The interiors of the interior Natural are those

things there which are called s[>iritual . . . whicli are from

the light of Heaven ; and from whicli are illuminated

those things there which are from the light of the

world, which are properly called natural . , .

5346. The glorification of the Lord's Natural is

treated of (in this chapter).

5348. 'Unto Joseph were born two sons ' = the good

and truth [derived] from the influx of the Celestial of

the Spiritual into the Natural. . . 'Manasseh' — the

Voluntary of the new Natural; and 'Ephraim' = the

Intellectual of it . . .

5356. In the Natural where he suffered temptations,

consequently, that truth from good was multiplied

there. Sig. and Ex.

5362. Desolation everywhere in the Natural. Sig. and
Ex. 5364.

5365. Tlie need of good for truth in the Natural.

Sig. and Ex.

5366^. Apperception in each Natural, in general, and
in particular. Sig. and Ex.

5368. That good is adjoined to truth in the Natural,

provided the Natural applies itself and obeys. Sig. and
Ex.

s. The Natural is the same as the external man.

5373^- The case is this. When a man is being

regenerated as to the Natural, each and all goods and

truths are gathered into scientifics. Those which are

not in the scientifics there, are not in the Natural ; for

the natural mind, as to that part which is subject to

the Intellectual, consists solely of scientifics. Scientifics,

which are of the Natural, are the ultimates of order
;

and prior things must be in ultimates in order that they

may come forth and appear in that sphere . . . Hence it

is that the Spiritual World is terminated in the Natural

of man . . . Unless spiritual things were presented

representatively in the Natural , . . they would not be

at all apprehended.

5378^. The wooden shoes (worn by that Spirit) repre-

sented the lowest natural things, such as are those

which the kidneys, ureters, and bladder absorb and

carry off.

5387'*. These (Spirits) had not anything bearded for a

face, but a direful grating of teeth ; for the beard and

the teethe the lowest natural things.

5398. In this chapter (Gen.xlii.), and in the things

which follow concerning the sons of Jacob and Joseph,

it treats . . . concerning the regeneration of the Natural

as to the truths and goods of the Church ; to wit, that

it is not ett'ected through scientifics, but through influx

from the Divine.
e_ It treats in the supreme internal sense con-

cerning the glorification of the Lord's Natural ; and in

the representative sense concerning the regeneration of

the Natural with man by the Lord ;
here, as to the

truths of the Church there.

5420^. When the Natural is in this state, it can

indeed humble itself, and that to the highest degi-ee,

but solely from what is assumed through use . . .

5430. That the Celestial of the Spiritual foresaw what

would happen concerning the general truths of the

Church in the Natural. Sig.

5432. It treats concerning the truths of the Church,

that they are to be appropriated to the Natural ; and

that they cannot be appropriated thereto, except by

influx from the Celestial of the Spiritual by a medium.

... The medium is 'Benjamin.'
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[A.] 5435. That these truths are to be appropriated to

the Natural by good. Sig. and Ex.

5444-. As all the conjunction of truth in the Natural

proceeds from the Divine Spiritual . . .

5477. See Light, here. 2.

5489. Wherever there was a receptacle in tlie Natui'al.

Sig. and Ex.

5495. "When they reflected upon tlie scientifics in the

exterior Natural. Sig. and Ex.

5497. That they were given and stored up in the

threshold of the exterior Natural. Sig. and Ex.

. "What the exterior Natural and the interior

Natural are. Ex.

5505. It treats concerning the truths of the Church

... in what way they are implanted in the Natural . . .

5510. The Celestial of the Spiritual reigning in the

Natural. Sig. and Ex.
-. There are two things in the Natural, namel}',

scientifics, and the truths of the Church. . . Scientiiics

must be disposed into order there before the truths of

the Church. Ex.

5529. Use from truths in the Natural. Sig.

5531. The Natural of man is distinguished into re-

ceptacles. In each receptacle there is a certain General,

in which . . . are jjarticulars, and, in these, singulars.

Every such General, together with its particular and

singulars, has its own receptacle, within which it can

actuate itself, or vary its forms and change its states.

These receptacles, with a man who has been regenerated,

are as many in number as are the general truths witli

him, and each receptacle corresponds to some Society in

Heaven. Such is the ordination with the man who is

in the good of love and thence in the truth of faith.

5569. See Rxin-coma, here. 5570.

5571. They who have believed that nature is every-

thing . . . being purely natural, when they appear in

the light of Heaven, apjiear to have no face, but in

place of it what is bearded, hairy, and untrimmed. Ex.

5573".

5573. Where there is a spiritual sphere, (such) are

invisible, but where there is a natural sphere they are

visible ; and thev are called invisible natural ones. Des.

D.349S.

5574. (In Gen.xliii.) the subject is continued con-

cerning the conjunction of the truths of the Church iu

the Natural . . . with the Celestial of the Spiritual or

truth from the Divine . . . through the medium . . .

but in this chapter it treats only concerning the general

influx, which precedes conjunction.

5597. That (the Spiritual from the Internal) clearly

perceived the things which were in the Natural. Sig.

and Ex.

5620. The truths of good of the exterior Natural, and
its delight. Sig. and Ex.

5621. The truths of good of the interior Natural.

Sig. and Ex.

5637-. The interiors of scientifics are those things

which are spiritual in the Natural. Ex.

5638. That the Celestial of the Spiritual was present

in both Naturals. Rep.

5641. That the truths in the Natural should be

introduced (into the good which is from the Celestial of

the Spiritual). Sig. and Ex. 5645.

5642. Through the goods of the exterior Natural.

Sig.

5647-. How it is with the conjunction of the external

or natural man with the internal or spiritual. From
the first age of life (the former) reigns, and does not

know that (the latter) is ; and therefore when the man
is being reformed, and begins to become spiritual or

internal . . . the Natural at first rebels ; for he is taught

that the natural man is to be subjugated ; that is, that

all his concupiscences, together with those things which

confirm them, are to be extirpated. Hence, when the

natural man is left to himself, he thinks that thus he

will completely ])erish, for he does not know otherwise

than that what is natural is everything, and is quite

ignorant that there are unmeasured and ineffable things

in what is spiritual ; and, when the natural man is

thus thinking, he draws himself back, and is not willing

to be subjected to what is spiritual. Sig.

5649. Because the truth in the exterior Natural

appears to be given gratis, they were being subjected.

Sig. and Ex.
^. For tliere are angelic Societies which are in

the exterior Natural, and there are those which are in

the interior Natural ; but they have not a Natxiral such

as is that with man ; but it is a Spiritual Natural, which

is made spiritual by this, that it has been conjoined and
subjected to what is spiritual.

5650. Before the natural man is being conjoined with

the spiritual ... it is left to him to think whether he is

willing that tlie concupiscences . . , and such things as

he had defended them by should be abolished, and that

he should cede the command to the spiritual ... It is

left to him to think thus, in order that he may from

freedom choose what he pleases. When the natural

man without the spiritual thinks concerning this, he

rejects it, for he loves his concupiscences, because lie

loves himself and the world. Hence he becomes anxious,

and supposes that if these concupiscences were abolished

no more life would remain in him ; for he places every-

thing in the natural or external man. Or else he

suj^poses that afterwards he can do nothing from himself,

and that all things he thinks, or wills, or acts, will flow

in through Heaven . . . AVhen the natirral man left to

himself is in this state, he draws himself back, and

resists. But when anything of light through Heaven

. . . inflows into his Natural, he begins to think . . .

that it is better that the spiritual man should have the

dominion, for thus he can think good and will good,

and thus can come into Heaven . . . And when he

thinks that all the Angels . . . are such, and that

thence they are in inefl'able joy, he fights with the

natural man, and at last is willing to be subordinated

to the spiritual. Tr.

5651. That whatever is in each Natural is of no

account. Sig. and Ex.

^. In order that man may become spiritual, it is

necessary for his Natural to become nothing, that is.

I
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so that it cau do nothing whatever from itself; for in

proportion as the Natural can Jo [anything] from itself,

in the same proportion the Spiritual cannot do [any-

thing]. For from infancy the Natural has imbued
nothing else than the things which are of the cupidities

of self and of the world, thus things contrary to charity.

These evils cause that good cannot inflow through the

internal man from the Lord ; for whatever inflows is

turned in the Natural into evil. The Natural is the

plane in which the influx is terminated. Therefore,

unless the Natural, that is, the evil and falsity which
have formed the Natural, become nothing, good can

never inflow through Heaven from the Lord . . . Hence
it is that the Internal is closed in proportion as the

Natural does not become nothing.

^. Regeneration is nothing else than that the

Natural be subjugated, and the Spiritual obtain the

dominion ; and the Natural is subjugated when it is

reduced to correspondence. When the Natural has

been reduced to correspondence, it reacts no more, but

acts as it is commanded, and follows at the beck of the

Spiritual, scarcely otherwise than the acts of the body
follow at the beck of the will . . . Hence it is evident

that the Natural ought to become altogether nothing as

to will, in order for the man to become spiritual.

*. But it is to be known that the old Natural

must become nothing, for this is formed from evils and
falsities ; and, when this has become nothing, the man
is then gifted with a new Natural, which is called the

Spiritual Natural, spiritual from the fact that the

Spiritual is what acts through it, and manifests itself

through it, as the cause through the effect. It is

known that the cause is everything of the effect. Hence
the new Natural, as to thinking, willing, and acting

the effect, is nothing else than a representative of the

Spiritual. When this takes place, the man receives

good from the Lord, and when he receives good he is

gifted with truths, and when he is gifted with truths he
is perfected in intelligence and wisdom, and when he is

perfected in intelligence and wisdom he is blessed with

hai"ipiness to eternity.

5656. Introspection into the exterior Natural. Sig.

5661. No faith [arising] fi'orn ignorance of the source

of the truth in the exterior Natural. Sig.

5669. The derivative purification of the Natural. Sig.

5680. The derivative apperception of the Natiiral

that it is well with the good a quo. Sig. and Ex.
. For from spiritual good as a father are the

truths and goods in the Natural which are represented

by Israel's ten sons. And as the truths and goods in

the Natural are represented by them, by them the
Natural is also signified ; for the Natural is the con-

tainant, and the truths and goods there are the contents,

which make a one.

^. It is said dcriratirc, namely, from the In-

ternal, which is represented by Joseph, because all the

perception of the Natural comes from the Spiritual

;

and, as it comes from the Spiritual, it comes from the

Internal, that is, through the Internal from the Lord.

The Natural never has any perception, and not even

any life of thought and affection, except what comes

from the Spiritual ; for, from themselves, all things in

the Natural are dead, but they are vivified through

influx from the Spiritual World . . .

5686. The Internal from the Natural, as from a

mother. Ex.

5688. See Medium, here.

5698. Conjunction through the medium with the

truths in the Natural. Sig. and Ex.

5728^. (In Gen.xliv. ) the ten sons of Jacob = the

external natural man.

5729. It then treats concerning the temptation of the

external natural man, and this until they had sub-

mitted themselves to the Internal Celestial of their own
accord.

5733- (Influx from the Celestial of the Spiritual) into

the Natural with the good of truth. Sig. and Ex.

5735. And with truth anew besides, in the exterior

Natural. Sig. and Ex.

5741. That the external natural man was somewhat

removed with his truths and scientifics (from the

Celestial Internal). Sig. and Ex.

5768. To open that which is in the Natural. Sig.

5782. Perception given to the good of the Church in

the Natural. Sig. and Ex,

5799. That (the Internal) has dominion over the

Natural. Sig. and Ex.

5804S. Through this (new) truth good fructifies itself

in the Natural, and produces innumerable truths, in

which is good. Thus is the Natural regenerated, and,

through fructihcation, becomes first like a tree with

good fruits, and, successively, like a garden.

5S17. Elevation . . . from the truths in the Natural

... to spiritual good from the Natural. Tr. For the

Natural is exterior and interior, [and] in the interior

Natural is spiritual good, which is 'Israel ;' and in the

exterior Natural are the truths of the Church, which are

'the sons of Jacob.

'

5822. For the new ti'utli which Benjamin represents

is in the Natural, becau.se it is from spiritual good from

the Natural . . .

5842. By these words is signified the submission of

the natural or external man under the Internal ; for

when the good there submits itself, the truths them-

selves there submit themselves ; for truths are of good.

5867. In (Gen.xliv.) it has treated concerning the

internal man . . , that he initiated the external natural

one . . . through the medium ... to conjunction with

himself. In (Gen.xlv.) it now treats concerning the

internal man, that he has conjoined himself with the

external natural one ; but, as conjunction with this is

not possible, except through spiritual good from the

Natural ... he therefore first prepares to adjoin it to

himself. 5879.

5875. (The perception of mercy and joy) through the

universal Natural. Sig.

5882. The jierccption of the new Natural. Sig. and

Ex.

5883. That communication witli the natural or

external man is interior and exterior, is unknown to

man. (Continued under Internal Man.)
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[A.] 5893. The state of the defect of good in the
natural mind. Sig. and Ex.

-. The case is this. In tlie natural mind there

must be truths in order that good can operate ; and the

truths must be introduced through the affection which
is of genuine love. Ex.

5902. That now the Natural is from (the Celestial

Internal). Sig. and Ex. 5903.

5904. That (the Celestial Internal) disposes the

scientitics in the natural mind. Sig. and Ex.
. Seientifics are what constitute the Intellectual

of the natural mind ; and the good which inflows from

the Internal, and disposes the scientihcs there, is what
makes the quasi A'^oluntary there.

5910. See Goshen, here. 6028.

5914. For the goods and truths in the Natural are

from spiritual good as a father. Hence, being from it,

they are of it.

5933. That this infilled the universal Natural. Sig.

5934. The perception that the trutlis of the Church
were present in the Natural. Sig. and Ex.

5935- Joy everywhere in the Natural. Sig. 5936.

5937. The perception of the Natural from the Celestial

Internal. Sig. and Ex.

5938. That there is perception concerning the truths

of the Church in the Natural. Sig. and Ex.
^. The reason why Pharaoh invited the sons of

Jacob, and Joseph the father ... is that the Natural in

general, which is represented by Pharaoh, has immediate

communication with the truths of the Church in the

Natural . . . \vhereas the Celestial Internal, which is

represented by Joseph, has not immediate communica-

tion with the truths of the Cliurch in the Natural . . .

Init through spiritual good . . .

5945-. For the Spiritual World has its feet and soles

in the Natural . . .

5949. That they have what is primary in the natural

mind. Sig. and Ex.

5951. The effect from spiritual truths in the Natural.

Sig. and Ex.

5965-. But that is called natural whicli is in the light

of the world . . .

5969. A failing of the life of the Natural, and of the

derivative understanding. Sig. and Ex.

6040. The perception of truths in the Natural from

the Celestial Internal. Sig. and Ex. . . For the Natural

perceives nothing whatever from itself, but its perceiving

is from what is prior to itself . . .

6042. Communication with the Natural where ai-e the

seientifics of the Church. Sig.

6047. If the Natural in whicli are the seientifics of

tlie Church is willing to be conjoined. Sig. and Ex.

6051. So shall your station be in the middle of the

Natural where are the seientifics of the Church. Sig.

6103.

6059. In (Gen.xlvii.) it treats concerning the insinua-

tion of the truths of the Church, which are in the

Natural, into the Scientific.

6060. At last, all the Natural as to seientifics (reduced

into order by the Celestial Internal) under their General.

Tr.

6063. The presence of the Celestial Internal in the

Natural. Sig. and Ex.

-. It has been shown before that the Natural

subsists and lives from influx from the Internal, that is,

through the Internal from the Lord ; for the Natural,

without influx thence, has not any life, because it is in

the nature of the world, and thence draws all it has, and
the nature of the world is altogether devoid of life ; and

therefore in order that the Natural with man may live,

there must be influx from the Lord, not only immediate

influx from Himself, but also mediate through the

Spiritual "World, consequently, with man, into his

Internal, for this is in the Spiritual AVorld . . . The
Natural of man has been formed to receive life thence.

This, then, is meant by the influx of the Celestial Inter-

nal into the Natural, where seientifics are.

6068. "When the goods and truths which are of the

Church have been acknowledged and received in faith in

the Natural, they then hold the middle there. Sig. and

Ex.

-. For the internal eye . . . looks at those things

which are in the Natural as outside of itself . . .

6072. Perception in the Natural concerning the truths

of the Church. Sig.

6092. Perception in the Natural where seientifics are

concerning the general truth of the Church. Sig.

6093. (And) concerning the state of the life of the

Natural from the Spiritual. Sig.

6097. That the state of the life of the Natural is full

of temptations. Sig. and Ex.

^. The Natural is especially let into temptations

when it is to receive the Spiritual.

6104. The inmost of the Spiritual in the natural

mind. Sig. and Ex.

6105. "With the consent of the Natural wliere seienti-

fics are. Sig.

. For the Natural, which is represented by

Pharaoh, has all that belongs to it through influx from

the Internal ; and therefore that which the Natural

commands does indeed appear as if commanded by it,

but it is by the Internal ; thus is consent. The Natural

of man is circumstanced in relation to the Internal

almost as is the speech of man to his thought . . .

61 1 1. That this (desolation) was in the Natural where

seientifics are. Sig.

61 15. That it was all referred to the General in the

Natural. Sig. and Ex.

6132. For everything which comes forth and is done

in the Natural is known to the Internal, because the

Natural has thence all that belongs to it.

6142. That (the Internal) appropriated to itself the

whole natural mind where seientifics are. Sig.

6145. That all things were subjected to the Natural

which was under the auspices of the Internal. Sig.

6147. Extension through the whole Natural where

seientifics are. Sig. and Ex.
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6148. That the Internal from the Natural procured

for itself the faculties of receiving good. Sig. and Ex.

6156"^. As it treats Iiere concerning the regeneration of

the Natural . . .

6163. That they . . . submit to the Natural which is

under the auspices of the Internal. Sig.

6183. The regeneration of the Natural is effected

through the insinuation of spiritual life from the Lord

through the internal man into the scientifics there.

This insinuation has been treated of in this chapter.

But when the man has been thus regenerated, if he is

such that he can be regenerated further, he is elevated

thence to the interior Natural, which is under the im-

mediate auspices of the Internal. But if the man is not

such, his spiritual life is then in the exterior Natural.

The elevation is effected through a withdrawal from

sensuous and scientific things . . . (Continued under In-

ternal Chtirch.)

6188. That spiritual good turned itself to those things

which are of the interior Natural. Sig. and Ex.

2. See Bed, here.

6226. That spiritual good was turned to the Natural.

Sig. and Ex.

. Very few know that the Natural is interior and

exterior, and that thought is now in the former and now
in the latter . . .

6229. The Divine appearing in the Natural (in a

former state). Sig. and Ex.

6234. Good and truth in the Natural from the In-

ternal. Sig. and Ex.

6236. For 'Jacob' = the truth of the Natural, thus

also the Natural as to truth ; and in the Natural are

the Intellectual and the Voluntary, which are repre-

.sented by Ephraim and Manasseh ... By Pharaoh also

is represented the Natural, but not as to truths, but as

to scientifics, which are lower, and into which truths

can be initiated and insinuated, which was represented

by the coming of Jacob and his sons into Egypt.

6240^. The reason those of the Lord's Spiritual Church

are interioi-ly natural, is that they acknowledge only

that for truth which they have imbibed from parents

and masters, and have afterwards confirmed . . .

6266-. The good of the Voluntary, and the truth of

the Intellectual, in the Natural, cannot from them-

selves humble themselves before the Lord ; but from the

Internal through influx ; for without influx through the

Internal into the Natural, there is nothing there of

will and understanding, and not even anything of

life . . .

6299". For the External is in the place of a foundation

on which the Internal may stand, and it is a receptacle

into M'hicli the Internal may inflow. Hence it is that

the Natural, which is external, must necessarily be

regenerated . . .

6377. That His Natural is Divine truth from His

Divine good. Sig.

6380. The hard things with man, as the teeth, bones,

cartilages, correspond to the truths and goods which are

of the lowest Natural.

63946. See Fish, here.

6406. They who do works from truth, and not yet

from good, cannot do otherwise than induce inordination

on their Natural, for the works aff"ect the Natural
; and

consequently they cannot but in the same proportion

close to themselves the interiors ; for the plane in which
the interiors are terminated is the Natural ; and if this

is inordinated, the things which inflow from the interiors

also become inordinated ; and the things which are in-

ordinated are dark and opaque, and therefore they can-

not see what truth is . . .

6413. The freedom of natural affection. Sig. and Ex.
. For the Natural loves to be in the delight of

its affections, consequently in freedom. 111.

6431. The Natural is called 'the abyss lying beneath,'

relatively to the interiors . . . and (therefore) scientifics

also are signified
; for scientifics with their delights are

in the Natural, and make its life, especially with the

spiritual man ; for he is introduced through scientifics

into truths, and through truths into good . . .

6434. That (the Spiritual Church) has spiritual good
from the Natural. Sig.

^. For the good of the man of the Spiritual Church
is in the Natural

; it does not go further . . .

6435-. '^'is good of charity is from the Natural.

6437. 'The sons of Israel'= spiritual truths in the
Natural, which (truths) are relatively exterior ; for the

man of the Si:)iritual Church is in the good of truth ; and
this good is more interior, because it is in the interior

Natural.

6452. That (in the Natural) also are things interior,

and what is inmost. Sig. and Ex.

6453. That in the exterior Natural, where are the

truths and goods which are represented by the sons and

the tribes of Israel, there is what is obscure, because

there is what is general there. Sig.

6454. The case is this. Whatever is in the Natural,

and still more what is in the exterior Natural, is obscure

relatively to those things which are in the interior

Natural, and still more relatively to those things which

are in the Rational ; but this obscurity becomes clear in

two ways ; first, if exterior things are reduced to com-

pliance with interior ones, and thus to correspondence
;

secondly, if the man can be elevated from exterior to

interior things, and thus see exterior from interior

things. The latter takes place with those who are in

the internal of the Church, and the former with those

who are in its external ; but neither the one nor the

other is obtained exce2)t through regeneration by the

Lord.

6463. That (he betook himself) to the good and truth

of the lower Natural. Sig. and Ex.

-. As by Israel is represented spiritual good from

the Natural, and by Jacob spiritual truth in the

Natural, and by his sons goods and truths in the Natural

distinguished into genera, therefore 'a bed' is mentioned,

because by it is signified the Natural.

6464. New life in the goods and truths of the lower

Natural. Sig.

6500. The good of the Spiritual Church cannot be

elevated above the Natural.
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[A.] 651 1. The influx of the Internal into the natural

mind. Sig.

6518. The presence of the Internal in the natural

mind. Sig.

6567. It treats in (Gen. i.) concerning the instauration

of the Spiritual Churcli, and here now concerning the

submission of those things which are in the Natural

under the Internal, concerning which submission it is

to be known that the Spiritual Church cannot possibly

be instituted with anyone unless those things which

are of the natural or external man have been submitted

to the spiritual or internal man. So long as only the

truth which is of faith predominates with man, and

not the good which is of charity, so long the natural or

external man has not been submitted to the spiritual or

internal man . . . 6580.

^, Affection itself and the derivative reason (then)

dominate, and snbdue in the Natural the delights of the

love of self and of the world, as also the fallacies which
had infilled the seientitics there ; and at last so, that

this subjugation is among its pleasant things ; and then

the Natural is at rest, and afterwards concords, and
when it concords it participates in the pleasantness of

the Internal.

6576. Spiritual truths iu the Natural, and the inno-

cence which is in them. Sig.

6635. (Ex.i. ) afterwards treats concerning the infesta-

tion of these truths by the falsities and evils in the

Natural.

6643. 'Joseph was in Egypt' = that the Celestial

Internal was in the Natural. . , 'And Joseph died'=
that the case was now otherwise . . . 6645, Ex.

66496. For the Spiritual Church is in the inmosts of

the Natural.

6661. Doctrines from falsified truths in the Natural
where were alienated scientifics. Sig. and Ex.

6673. Influx from the separated scientifics in the

Natural where were the scientifics which are of the

Church. Sig. and Ex. (See Midwife, here.)

6675. 'The stools' = those things in the Natural
which receive the inflowing goods and truths from the

Internal ; thus they= scientific truths.

6686. That the Natural does not know before the

scientific truths of the Church have life. Sig. and Ex.
. The case is this. All the life possessed by the

scientific truths in the Natural is from the good which
inflows through the Internal. AVhen the good inflows,

the Natural is c^uite unaware of it, because the Natural
is relatively in obscurity. That it is in obscurity [is

from the fact that it is] in the light of the world and
thence at the same time in worldly things . . . and also

from the fact that in the Natural are Generals which
cannot perceive singulars . . . and besides, in the
Natural there are not goods and truths themselves, but
the representatives of them. Hence, then, it is, that the
Natural does not know when scientific truths have life,

consequently, when it is being regenerated, nor how. Si".
e. By the Natural is meant the external man,

which is called also the natural man,

6687. That the Natural was blessed by the Divine. Sig.

6690. That the scientific truths in the Natural were
disposed into a heavenly form. Sig.

6834. Divine truth nnited to Divine good in the
Natural. Sig.

. The Natural is signified, because truth is there

scientifically.

68446. The internal Natural is signified by 'feet ;' the

middle Natural by 'soles ;' and tlie external Natural, by
'shoes.'

6915. The life no longer in want as to those things

which are of the natural mind. Sig. and Ex.

6976. The letting in (of false scientifics) into the
Natural. Sig.

6977. The falsification of all truth, and its privation

in the Natural. Sig. and Ex.

. There is a total inversion of state in the Natural

when nothing but falsities occupy it. This rarely takes

place with man while he lives in the world, but in the

other life with all who are being cast into Hell. Ex.

701 1. As there is nothing of power in the Natural
except from the Spiritual . . .

7016. Elevation to interior and more spiritual life in

the Natural. Sig.

• 6_ The good and truth of the Spiritual Church
are in the Natural. Refs.

7091. For those of the Spiritual Church have natural

ideas concerning everything spiritual and celestial, and
also concerning the Divine, and therefore unless they

thought of the Divine as of a natural man they could

not be conjoined with the Divine by anything of affec-

tion . . .

7112-. The Angels with man understand all things-

spiiitually which man understands naturally . . .

7130. There are with man two minds, one is the

natural mind . . . The natural mind is the mind of the ex-

ternal man . . . The things of the natural mind are called

scientifics . . . They are distinguished also by this, that

the things which are of the natural mind are for the

most part in the light of the world . . .

7217^. Thus think, and thus speak among themselves,

merely natural men.
6_ Before merely natural ones (spiritual men)

appear weak and sick in spirit . . . But those who are

merely natural appear to themselves strong and mighty,

and are so as to the body ; but they are quite feeble as^

to the spirit, because they are spiritually dead . . .

7355. All things which are in the Natural (filled with

reasonings from falsities). Sig. 7387.

7356. Exterior goods are those which are in the

Natural, and are commonly called delights.

7384. For the Natural comes forth through the

Spiritual.

7398. For the things which become familiar are as it

were natural . . .

-. For falsities, after they are removed, are

allotted their places elsewhere in the natural . . ,

7407. That, with these, reasoning from mere falsities-

ceased everywhere in the Natural. Sig.

. The interior and the exterior Natural. Sig.
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7408. That these reasoning falsities were disposed

fascicularly in the Natural. Sig. and Ex.

7418. That he should remove those things which are

damned in the Natural. Sig. and Ex.

7442-. How it is that the interiors also of the natural

mind shall be occupied by the falsities of evil which are

in the extremes of this mind. Ex.

*. (Hence) it is necessary that while man is being

regenerated, his Natural be regenerated even to the

Sensuous. Ex.

7449. That the natural mind was beiug corrupted as

to all truth. Sig.

7554. That with others there is no such destruction

in the natural mind. Sig. and Ex.

7560. 'A house ' = the interior natural mind, where is

good with truth.

7562. Those things in the natural mind which were

of the Lord. Sig. and Ex.

7601. 'The flax' = the truth ... of the exterior

Natural. The Natural is exterior and interior, con-

se<[uently the truth and good there are interior and

exterior. Refs. and Sig.

-. The evil . . . are vastated as to those truths

and goods which are in the exterior Natural . . .

Whereas the truths and goods of the interior Natural

are not vastated, but are brought more inwards, and are

there reserved for use ; and then the communication

between the interior and the exterior Natural is so far

closed, that not anything of good and truth can inflow

thence into the exterior Natural, except only such a

General as they can reason liy . . . to confirm falsities

and evils.

7604^. The reason the goods and truths in the exterior

Natural with the evil look downwards. Ex.

7643''. As falsity and evil are especially multiplied in

the extremes of the Natural
; for there are fallacies of

the senses . . . and pleasures from various kinds of

appetites . . .

7645. The darkening of the whole natural mind

thence. Sig. and Ex.

2. Hence also it is that infernal Spirits, when they

have been devastated, are in the extremes of the

Natural . . .

7648. That falsity will reign in each and all things of

the Natural from its interior to its extreme. Sig. and

Ex.

7678. The dominion of power of truth Divine over

the whole Natural of those who are infesting. Sig. and

Ex.

7729. For when the Natural is mentioned there is

meant truth and good, or, in the opposite sense, falsity

and evil . . .

7847. For the natural man is instructed before the

rational ; and the things which the man then learns are

natural, in which spiritual things are successively in-

sinuated . . . Hence it is evident how the Natural as to

truths and goods serves to introduce.

. Angelic ideas are such that natural things re-

late to such things as are of man. Ex.

. As in the ideas of the Angels natural things

become spiritual.

7920. The Natural is the general receptacle.

7997. From mere natural disposition-z/if^/f. 7997.

8002.

7998. Man as yet natural. Sig.

. 'A servant ' = the Natural, thus the natural

man. Ex.

7999. How the Spiritual 'buys,' that is, acquires and
approjiriates, tlie Natural. Ex.

8078. Faith merely natural. Sig. and Ex.

8106^. 'A pillar' ... is predicated of the Natural,

because the Natural is like a support or base to the

Spiritual ; for the Spiritual ceases in the Natural, and
there quiesces.

8298-. See 'L^.KD-plumhum, here.

8426-. When it is evening . . . they are in the delight

of natural love, 8452. 86876.

8452. Natural delight through which is good. Sig.

and Ex.

. (Thus) the Natural must be wholly accommo-
dated, in order that it may be a receptacle. This is

done through delights ; for the goods which are of the

natural man are called delights . . .

8453. That (this delight) infilled man's Natural.

Sig.

. 'The camp '= goods and truths ; here, the

Natural, which is the containant ; for the Natural con-

tains goods and truths ; and without these the Natural

is not alive ; nor are tlie good and truth of the external

or natural man anything without the Natural.

8522. ' Honey '= natural delight.

. This good cannot come forth except through the

delights which are of the natural man . . .

8742. The external man is that which is called the

natural man.

8764. The Natural is relatively like the earth ; for

. . . the Natural constitutes the external man.

S781. That (revelation) shall be made in the most

natural form. Sig. and Ex.

8783. Truth Divine is not received by anyone . . .

unless it appears in a natural form. Sig. and Ex.

8812-. The things which are from the sun of the world

are called natural, and have not life in themselves.

e_ por natural things come forth from spiritual

ones as effects from their causes . . .

8878. They who are in evil are ... in natural light,

and at last in sensuous light . . .

8890. 'A man-servant' = the natural as to truth; 'a

maid-servant' = the Natural as to good . . .

8944. ]Many who have written natural theology . . .

8961^. If evil conquers, then the natural man domin-

ates over the spiritual.

8987. To be reformed is said of those who . . . can be

led by the truths of faith only to the delight of natural

life.

8995. If the affection of truth from natural delight

does not concord with spiritual truth. Sig. and Ex.
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[A. 8995]-. The affection of truth from natural delight

is in the external man.

. "When the natural man dominates, the man

looks downwards . . .

*. If these things are held as the end, the natural

man dominates . . . But if as means to the end . . . the

natural man serves.

. Hence may be seen what the quality of the

natural man must be in order that he can be conjoined

with the spiritual. Des.

^. He may suppose that the delight of natural

loves, which are the love of self and of the world, cannot

concord with spiritual truth and good. Ex.

900 1". For then the Natural is subordinate to spiritual

truth, and, when it is subordinate, it is no longer at its

own disposal, but at that of tlie spiritual truth under

which it is subordinate. Hence the Natural becomes as

the Spiritual because it acts as a one with it. Moreover,

the spiritual life of truth is then transferred into the

Natural, and vivifies it.

9003-. The case is this. Natural affection conjoined

with spiritual truth . . . constantly requires the susten-

tation of its life by the spiritual truth with which it is

conjoined. Sig.

9027. What is separated in the Natural. Sig.

903 1
-. For the literal sense is Natural . . .

•''. (These things) are not said concerning the

natural life . . .

e. Those of them who live solely to the body . . .

thus who are solely natural men, apprehend nothing

, . . concerning the life of faith and charity, and the

internal man ; for they have thought solely from natural

light.

9043. If it be still confirmed in the Natural. Sig.

and Ex.

. That the whole man is regenerated when his

Natural is. Refs.

e_ "When good is in the Natural, then he is a

new man . . .

9046^. Restitution takes place when they afterwards

agree together ; and they agree together when the

external or natural man acts not from himself but from

-the internal, or the Spiritual in the Natural, as the

soul in its body. When this takes place, then the

External or Natural lives from the life of the Internal,

which is the new life . . .

9061. Therefore man cannot be regenerated, unless

the natural man also is regenerated. Hence it follows,

that if the truth of faith in the natural or external man
be extinguished, it can no longer serve the internal.

2^ Ex.

9065. If the affection of evil in the Natural should

injure the truth or good of faith. Sig. and Ex.

9081. If the affection of evil have destroyed truth or

good in the Natural. Sig. and Ex.

90S6. (If falsity) has perverted good or truth in the

Natural. Sig. and Ex.

9103". Unless spiritual life is restored to the full,

exterior good, which makes natural life, cannot be

restored ; for the latter life is restored through the

former. . . But good in the External or Natural cannot

be restored to the full, because the blow remains there

like a scar which grows callous. Sig. ^,Ex. ^.

9109. The bystanders hence perceived the quality of

the external or natural man separated from the internal,

when he comes into the spiritual sphere, which is the

sphere of life of the internal man ; namely, that he is

insane. Ex.

91 10. From this experience it was also evident, that

the natural man cannot bring himself, that is, ascend,

into the spiritual. But when man is in faith, and

thence in spiritual life, and thinks, then the spiritual

man descends, that is, thinks, in the natural. . . And
therefore when a natural man, who is separated from

the internal, comes into tlie sphere of spiritual life, he

is seized first with blindness, then with insanity, and at

last with anguish.

9212. 'A garment,' here, = tlie ultimate of the Natural,

which is the Sensuous.

-. Hence the external or natural man is called

'a garment' relatively to the internal or spiritual man.

9215. The Natural of man is interior, exterior or

middle, and extreme (or outermost). The interior

Natural communicates with Heaven ; the middle or

interior Natural communicates on the one side with the

interior, and through this with Heaven, and on the

other .side with the extreme, and through this with the

world. Refs. The extreme Natural is the Sensuous,

which is here signified by 'the garment' . . . The exterior

or nnddle Natural is what is signified by 'the skin.'

9256''. For falsities dispose themselves by series, and

make a continual connection among themselves, and

form the natural mind itself, and its intuition (or view)

as to those things which are of the Church and Heaven.

9262^. 'A barren valley' =the natural mind not cul-

tivated with the truths and goods of faith, from ignor-

ance. ®.

9325^. 'The going forth of waters ' = the Natural of

man which receives the Knowledges of truth and good,

and which is amended by the longing of truth for good.

1*. 'The Jordan' = that with the man of the

Church which first receives truths ; thus the Natural.

. That the Natural of man is the first thing

which receives truths from the Word from the Lord,

and that it is regenerated last ; and, that when it is

regenerated, the whole man is regenerated. Sig. and

Refs.

9383. With every man in general there are two states :

... a second which is peculiar and proper to the

external man, which state is called natural. . . The

reason the state of the external man is called natural,

is that it is affected with the truths which are of the

light of the world, and with the good which is of the

heat of this light . . .

9391. ' Bullocks ' = the good of innocence and of charity

in the external or natural man. Ex. and 111.

9394''' When by continual use or habit they become

as it were spontaneous and natural . . . '.

9538. Firmness in the natural sphere. Sig.

. The reason firmness is in the natural sphere,
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is that all the Spiritual ceases in that whicli is called

natural truth, and all the Celestial in that which is

<valled natural good, and there they subsist. Hence it

is that the Natural is the foundation, consequently the

support to them.

9551. Spiritual things in the Natural. Sig. and Ex.

. For the Natural is })roduccd and derived from

the Spiritual, as the Spiritual is from the Celestial.

9568-. In like manner succeed each other the Celestial,

the Spiritual, and the Natural . . . From the Spiritual

is all the Natviral ; tliat is, from the Celestial through

the Spiritual. . . All that with man is called natural

which is of the Scientific. The reason the Scientific is
j

natural, is that the Scientific is truth apjicaring in the

light of the world . . .

9572. Things purificatory and evacuatory in the

Natural. Sig. and Ex.

. That this is done in the Natural may be evident

from the fact that the internal or spiritual man, while

it is in the body, thinks in the Natural, and sets forth

its thoughts, or speaks them fortli, in the Corporeal

;

and that it also wills in the Natural : and the things it

wills it acts in the Corporeal.

9730-. With natural and sensuous men there is a

determination of the intellectual and voluntary things,

thus of the thoughts and affections, towards the world . . .

9755. 'The sea'= where there is a collection of scien-

tifics, from whicli there is ratiocination concerning

truths ; thus also the Natural and Sensuous ; for these

arc the contaiuauts. 111.

-. By 'the west' is signified good in oliscurit}',

and in it is the external or natural man, who ... is in

the light of the world. . . But the truth of the natural

man is signified by the water of the sea . . . for the

truth in the external or natural man is truth in

knowledge . . .

9825. The Natural of man is distinguished into three

<legrces. Ref.

9905*. The breastplate revealed Divine truths in the

natural sphere ; thus in ultimates. . . There is such

a shining forth, through which Divine truth from

Heaven is revealed in the natural man.

9917. In the extremes where the Natural is. Sig.

and Ex.

9992. There are three things in man whicli follow in

successive order . . . the Celestial, the Spiritual, and the

Natural. . . The Natural thence is the good of faith,

wliich, being from the Spiritual, is called the Spiritual

Natural . . .

1002 1. The state of the application of the natural or

external man such as it is in its infancy. Sig. and Ex.

10022.

10023. A representatnve of the reception of good and

truth in the natural or external man. Sig. and Ex.

10024. ['reparation for tlie purification of good and

truth from the Lord in the external or natiiral man.

Sig. and Ex.

10026. Divine truth accommodated to tlie natural or

external man. Sig. and Ex.

VOL. IV.

10029. Good accommodated to the natural or external

man. Sig. anel Ex.

100 31. The interior good of the external or natural

man. Sig. and Ex.

10032. The interior truth of the external or natiiral

man, and its good. Sig. and Ex.

10042'^. ViY the sacrifices and burnt-oft'erings cjf the

bullock, the ox, and the he-goat, were represented thr

purification and regeneration of the externa] or natural

man . . .

10050. The purification of the exteriors wliich are of

the natural man. Sig. and Ex.

10099. The Divine Spiritual in the Natural succes-

sively. Sig. and Ex.

^ (The Spiritual not a ]iurer Natural. See

SiMiHTUAi., here.)

10122. The continual removal of the evils and deriv-

ative falsities in the natural man through the good of

innocence from the Lord. Sig. and Ex.

10124. "With those who are in the Spiritual Kingdom,

truth is implanted in the external or natiiral man . . .

10156. For man is boin natural . . . and if he does

not become spiritual he is in Hell ; for the knowledge

of the natural man—that is, of a man not regenerated

—

is in the light of the world . . .

-. Those who are solely in natural knowledge

. . . cannot possibly believe those things which are of

Heaven . . . Hence it is that the merely natural man,

however much he believes himself to be in lumen above

others, at heart (hmies Divine and heavenly things . . .

(But) those who suffer themselves to be elevated by tlie

Lord into the light of Heaven, are first elevated above

the scientifics which are of the natural man ; and then

from the light of Heaven they see those things which

are in their natural man, which are called scientifics,

and well discriminate them . . .

•'. In a word . . . so long as man is merely natural,

so long his interiors, which see from the light of Heaven,

are closed ; and the exteriors, which see from the light

of the world, are open ; and then the man looks down-

wards . . .

'. These things have been said that it may be

known what is the spiritual and what the natural inan :

and that the merely natural man, unless he has been

made spiritual by the Lord, is Hell.

10200. For everything natural comes fortli from wliat

is spiritual . . .

10208^. Therefore if the natural man is perverted,

the spiritual has no opportunity of acting into him

except pervertedly. Hence it is that then the spiritual

or internal man is closed. Ex. and Kefs.

10235-'. ^ce L.vvKi!, here. ^ ''. 10236.

. By the Natural is meant the External of man,

that is, that which is called the external man.

10236. The Natural of man is external, middle, and

internal. Tlie I'xternal of the Natural communicates

with the world, and is called the external Sensuous ;
tlie

internal Natural is that which communicates with the

internal man, which is in Heaven ;
tlie middle Natural

is that which conjoins lioth . . .

3 I
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[A. 10236]-. By the Sensuous which is the ultimate of

the Natural, is properly meant that which is called 'the

Hesli,' and it perishes when the man dies. (Continued

under Sensuous.)

10237. For all spiritual purification is effected in the

Natural. Man has an External and an Internal ; the

External is called the Natural, and also the natural

man ... for the reason that . . . man's External is in

the natural world. Both the Internal and the External

are purified ; the Internal in Heaven, and the External

while the man lives in the World, tlius in the Natural

which is in the world. The reason why purification is

tlien carried on in the Natural, is that the truths of

faith come to manifest perception in the Natural.

Kx.

^, It has been said that man knows his evils and

falsities ... in the Natural, that is, in the external

man, and not in the internal. The reason is that the

ideas of thouf^ht in the internal man are spiritual, and

spiritual ideas cannot be comprehended in the Natural,

for they are intellectual ideas which are devoid of objects

such as are in the material world. But still these ideas

. . . inflow into the natural ideas which are of the

external man, and produce and make them, which is

done through correspondences.

10243". 'The Avater in the basin' = the truth of faith

in the Natural . . . Thus by 'to wash the feet' is meant
the purification of the Natural of man ; for unless this

is purified and cleansed with a mau when he is living in

the world, it cannot afterwards be purified to eternity
;

for such as is the Natural of a man when he dies, such

it remains ; for it is not amended afterwards ; for it is

the plane into which tlie interiors, which are spiritual,

inflow ; it is their receptacle ; and therefore when it

is perverted, the interiors, when they inflow, are per-

verted into its likeness. Ex. and Sig.

^. That he who is regenerated is not to be purified

except as to the Natural. Sig.

10254. For with man there is sensuous life, and
natural life, both of the external man ; but the sensuous

life is exterior, deriving its truths from the objects

which are in the Earth and in the body ; and the natural

life is interior, deriving its truths from the causes of

these objects.

10284^. Inwardly with such there is what is merely

natural, and nothing spiritual : they see solely from

natural light . . .

10379^. (Such) correspond to the conjunction of

natural and celestial things.

10547^. And all celestial and spiritual things inflow

into natural and worldly ones, and cease in them, and

form and constitute them.

10604^. The ideas of thought of the Angels are not

natural, such as are the ideas of the thought of men . . .

The ideas of thought which man comprehends, and

which fall into words, are natural, and by the learned

are called material ... By correspondence spiritual

(ideas) are turned into natural ones when the man is

speaking . , . 168.

^ As there is a correspondence between spiritual

thought and natural, and as the Angels are in spiritual

thought, the Angels perceive spiritually that which man
perceives naturally . . .

H. 31. The Divine wliicli inflows from the Lord and
is received in tlie Ultimate Heaven, is called natural

;

but as the Natural of that Heaven is not like the

Natural of the world, but has in it the Spiritual and
the Celestial, tlieiefore that Heaven is called spiritual

and celestial natural, and thence the Angels who are

there are called spiritual and celestial natural ones.

(Continued under Xatukal Angel.)

1 10. Oxen and bullocks correspond to the affections

of the natural mind.
'^. Mau is like (animals) as to his natural mau . . .

1 16. In Heaven the sun of tlie world does not appear,

nor anything which is from that sun, because all that is

natural ; for nature begins from that sun, and whatever

is produced through it is called natural. (Continued

under Spiritual.)

168. The Angels who speak with men never speak

by means of the natural ideas proper to man, all of

which are from time, from space, from what is material,

and from things analogous to them . . . but still the

angelic ideas, which are spiritual, when they inflow with

men, are turned in a moment and from themselves into

natural ideas proper to the man which correspond

exactly to the spiritual ones. . . There were Angels who
were admitted . . . even into my natural thoughts, in

which were many things from time and space ; but as

they then understood nothing, they suddenly receded,

and ... I heard them saying that they had been in

darkness.

-. There was a certain one from Heaven, who was

such that he could be admitted also into natural ideas,

such as man has . . .

172^. The things which come forth from the sun of

the world are called natural.

249. Evil Spirits . . . desire nothing more than to

destroy man . . . which also is done with those who
have indulged much in phantasies even so that they

have removed from themselves the delights suitable tO'

the natural man.

262. The writings in the Heavens flow naturally from

their thoughts themselves . . .

. All correspondence is natural and si)ontaneous.

284. For the perception of man is in the Natural.

300. With man's natural or external man there is a

conjunction (of Heaven) by correspondences . . .

464. Although the external or natural memory is in

man after death, still the merely natural things which

are therein are not reproduced in the other lite, but the

spiritual things which are adjoined to the natural

things by correspondences ; which things . . . when
presented to the sight, appear in a form altogether like

that in the natural world . . . although in their essence

they are not natural . . .

^. For man in the world, when he had thought

from the external Sensuous, and not at the same time

from the internal Sensuous, or Intellectual, had thought

naturally and not spiritually. But in the other life

. . . he does not think naturally, but spiritually . . .

531. The merely natural man lives according to the
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same Precepts ia the external form just as does the

si)iritual man . . .

567. Natural heat. Ex.
^. He who believes that anything comes forth in

the natural world without the influx of the Spiritual

World is mistaken ; for the Natural does not come
forth and subsist except from the Spiritual . . .

N. 38. The external man is what is called the natural

man, because it is in the light of the world, which light

is natural. . . The man whose Internal is not in the

light of Heaven, but solely in the light of the world, in

which the External also is, is a natural man as to both.

. . . The natural man is that which is called 'dead.'

40. An internal man [who is] merely natural, regarded

in himself, is a Spirit, and not an Angel . . .

41. The interiors of the mind with those who are

merely natural are actually turned to the world, because

they regard it primarily . . .

61. The two loves (of self and of the world), when
they dominate . . . cause the man to be natural and
sensuous according to the quantity and quality of their

dominion.

J, 27^. For spiritual things are there effigied ... in

an appearance as it were natural . . .

30. 'No one is judged from the natural man ; thus not

so long as he lives in the natiiral world ; for man is

then in a natural body ... It is the Spiritual with man
which is judged, and not the Natural, for this is not

guilty of any fault or crime, because it does not live

from itself, but is only an instrument . . .

36-1 What is natural ... is to will truth not for the

sake of truth, but for the sake of self-glory, reputation,

and gain.

38. So long as (truths) are outside the life they are

only natural ; for they arc known and thought only as

other Things are . . .

^. Natural light shines in the Intellectual when
worldly, corporeal, and earthly things are loved more

than spiritual, celestial, and Divine ones . . .

65. Spiritual things are set forth in the sense of the

letter by means of natural things, because natural

things serve spiritual ones for a basis ; and without such

a basis the Word would not be a Divine work, because

not complete. The Natural, which is the ultimate in

Divine order, completes, and makes, the interior

things . . .

5. 4^. The internal sense of the Word can . . . con-

vince even the natural man, if he is willing to be

convinced.

6. From the Lord proceed the Celestial, the Spiritual,

and the Natural, one after the other. . . The Natural is

from both (tlie Celestial and the Spiritual) : it is their

complex in the ultimate.

-. The Word, in its ultimate sense, is natural . . .

Life 16. In what follows, those who do good from

themselves will be called natural men, because the

Moral and Civil with them, as to essence, is natural . . .

86. Man has a natural mind and a spiritual mind

;

tiie natural mind is below . . . (Continued under Mind-
mens.)

'. So long as man does not shun evils as sins,

the concupiscences of evils block up the interiors of the
natural mind on the side of the will . . .

^ So long as the concupiscences of evils block up
the interiors of the natural mind . . . the man is in

Hell , . . (and) so long is a natural man . . . and
animal . . .

loS^. But if they do these goods, and shun these

evils, solely because they are evils . . . they are still

merely natural
; and with the merely natural the root

of evil remains implanted . , .

109. See Moral, here.

F. 32. Spiritual heat from Heaven then inflows into

the natural mind. (See MiNH-meiis, here.)

W. 69. In the same proportion the lumen of his

understanding becomes merely natural.

159. As all that comes forth and subsists from this sun

is called natural . . .

163-. But the men in the natural world are natural,

and therefore think naturally and speak naturally
; and

spiritual thought and speech have nothing in common
with natural thought and speech.

164. All natural things from their origin are dead.

185^. Without a Knowledge of (discrete) degrees . . .

nothing whatever can be known concerning the differ-

ence between the Spiritual and the Natural . . .

238. Man is then in the natural degree, which is the

ultimate . . . ; and the spiritual degree . . . does not

communicate with the natural degree by continuity,

but by correspondences . . . But when man puts off the

natural degree . . .

'-. He no longer thinks, wills, speaks, and acts

naturally . . .

248. That man, if the higher degree ... is not opened

with him, becomes natural and sensuous. Gen. art.

249. There arc three kinds of natural men. Fully ex.

251. What the natural man is, and what the spiritual.

Ex.

252. The qualit}" of the natural man with whom the

spiritual degree is opened. Ex.

253. The quality of the natural man with whom the

spiritual degree is not opened, but still is not closed.

Ex.

254. The quality of the natural man with Avhom the

spiritual degree is completely closed. Ex.

^. With these . . . the higher region of the natural

degree, which is called the Rational (is also closed).

255. The quality of the difference between the life of

a natural man and the life of a beast. Ex.

256. Tliat the natural degree of the human mind,

regarded in itself, is continuous . . . (See Degjiek,

here.)

257. The natural mind can be elevated even to the

light of Heaven, and can perceive naturally the things

which tlie Angels perceive spiritually, thus not so fully;

but still the natural mind of man cannot be elevated

into angelic light itself. -.

*. The elevation of the natural mind is effected

by continuity . . .
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["VV.257P. The natural mind ofman consists of spiritual

substances, and at the same time of natural substances.

Thought is efl'ected from its spiritual substances, and
not from its natural substances. The latter substances

recede when the man dies, but not the spiritual sub-

.stances ; and therefore this same mind after death . . ,

lemains in a like form to that in which it was in the

world.

". The natural substances of this mind, wliich

. . . recede by death, make the cutaneous covering of

the spiritual l)ody in which are Spirits and Angels.

270.

260. That tlie natural mind, because it is the cover-

ing and containant of the liigher degrees of the human
mind, is a reagent ; and tliat if the liigher degrees are

not being opened, it acts against them ; but if they

are being opened, it acts with them. Gen. art.

'^. (The natiiral man is the same thing as the

natural mind.

)

261. The natural mind is in form a workl.

^. Hence a merely natural man can speak and
))reach heavenl}' things . . .

263^. The state of the natural mind before reforma-

tion may be compared to a spire twisting . . . down-
wards ; but after reformation ... to a spire twisting

. . . upwards . . .

267. For the natural man can elevate liis understand-
ing to higher light . . . Ex.

. Such elevate it no higlier tlian the higher region

of their natural mind . . .

-. The natural man can contirm whatever he
will . . .

269*^. Thus is the natural mind closed above ; and in

the descendants this is not restored except by, from the

Lord, shunning evils as sins . . .

270. That all evils and the derivative falsities . . .

reside in the natural mind. Ex.

. The natural mind derives its form in part from
the substances of the natural world.

-. The natural mind with all things of it is cir-

cumflexed into gyres from right to left . . . and (thus)

from itself acts against the sjiiritual mind. The circum-

gyration from right to left is turned downwards . . .

273. That the natural mind which is in evils and the
derivative falsities is a form and image of Hell. Ex,

274. That the natural mind which is a form or image
of Hell descends by three degrees. Ex.

. The natural mind from its two faculties which
are called rationality and freedom is in this state : that
it can ascend through tlu'ce degrees, and descend through
thi'ee degrees . . .

275. That the three degrees of tlie natural mind,
which is a form and image of Hell, are opposite to the
three degrees of the spiritual mind . . . Ex. (See
Degree, here.)

276. That the natural mind which is a Hell is in all

oppositeuess against the spiritual mind whicli is a
Heaven. Ex.

277. That all things whicli are of the three degrees
of the natural mind are enclosed (or included) in the
works which are done by the acts of the body. Gen. art.

295. There was no word of the spiritual speech which
was like a word of natural speech ; nor anything of the

spiritual writing like natural writing, except the letters

. . . Yet (the Angels) said that they seem to themselves

to think, speak, and write, in the spiritual state, in like

manner as man does in the natural one, when yet

nothing is like : from wliich it was evident that the

Natural and the Spiritual differ according to degrees of

height, and that they communicate (solely) by corre-

spondences. ]\1.326'', shown by experiments.

345. If the natural degree only ... is opened, the

man becomes natural ; and ... if he becomes solely

natural, he loves solely those things which are of the

body and the world ; and ... in proportion as he loves

these things ... he becomes evil. From these things

it is evident, that the spiritual ultimate, which is called

the Spiritual Natural, can be separated from its higher

[degrees] ; and that this is separated with the men from

whom is Hell. (Continued under Last.)

404®. Thought does indeed come forth first, because

it is of the natural mind . . .

416. There is natural love, and there is spiritual love.

(Continued under Luvk.
)

417. How the understanding is dragged l)ack from

this elevation by the love, if this is merely natural. Ex,

. "With merely natural men (these two respira-

tions) are separated . . . and therefore a merely natural

man . . . with whom tlie understanding is elevated . . .

can speak wisely in company . . . but when he is not in

company, he thinks . . . from his love. He respires in

like manner . . .

424. That love deliled in the understanding, and by

it, becomes natural, sensuous, and corporeal. Gen. art,

429". The rest remain spiritual natural.

P. 33". As these (concupiscences) reside in the natural

man, and whatever man acts from the natural man he

feels that he acts as from himself . . ,

41, This happiness rarely manifests itself in the world,

because man is then in a natural state ; and the Natural

does not communicate with the Spiritual by continuity,

but by correspondences , , .

71. From this it is evident that the Spiritual and the

Natural with man are discriminated ; and therefore man
cannot pass from the one into the other excejit bj'

determination . . .

83'*. Those who confirm with themselves these loves

. . . remain natural, and become corporeal sensuous . , ,

^, AVith him who is being regenerated, the order

of life is turned ; from natural he becomes spiritual ; for

the Natural separated from the Spiritual is against

order . . .

131. "When a miracle alone leads the man . . . he acts

from the natural man . . .

147. Man is in the natural mind alone so long as he

is in the concupiscences of evil and their delights . . .

-. The Lord then . . . enters into the natural

mind by the affections of good and truth ; and he enters

into the Eational, and from it he disposes into order

those things which, lower in the Natural, are conti-ajy

to order.
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175. (Arguments of the natural man respecting the

Divine Providence.) 254, et seq.

187. That it is given to man to sec tlie Divine Provi-

ilence on the back . . . (but) not in his natural state.

Ex.

189'-. But tlie merely natural man sees notliing of

tliese things.

220". That it is of the Divine Providence that man by
death puts off natural and temporary things . . . Ex.

^. Man . . . retains only interior natural things,

which agree and concord with spiritual and celestial

ones, and serve them as containants . . .

*. That the Lord by His Divine Providence con-

joins Himself with natural things l>y spiritual ones . . .

according to uses. Ex.

. Natural and temporary things are not only

those which are proper to nature, but also those which
are proper to men in the natural world. Ex. ^.

321-. That he who believes that all things . . . are

from himself, is not unlike a beast, is evident ; for he

thinks solely from the natural mind, which is common
to man with beasts . . .

322^. Therefore the natural man, however civilly and

morally he acts, is called dead.

324^". The reason the like does not take place with

manj' in the world, is that thej' love the first degree of

their life, which is called natural, and do not want to

recede from it . . . and the natural degree of life, regarded

in itself, loves nothing except self and the world . . .

R. 158. Natural life, regarded in itself. . . is notliing

else than sleep.

198-. They believe these things when they are in

their sensuous Natural, but not when in their rational

Natural . . .

334. By the ratiocinations of the natural man separ-

ated from the spiritual. Sig. and Ex.

444". There are three things which make the man of

the Church : the Spiritual, the Rational or Intellectual,

and the Natural . . .

869. The external and natural nun of the Church

called together to Judgment. Sig. and Ex.

M. 38. The love of the sex is with the natural man
. . . The natural man loves .... only external conjunc-

tions, and the pleasures of the body from them . . .

48. The love of the sex ... is a natural love ; for it

is common with beasts . . . and these are natural . . .

52. For with those who are in the Spiritual AVorkl

the third thing is wanting, which is the Natural ; and

this is the containant of spiritual things . . .

53-. But those who come into Hell are all natural

;

and merely natural marriages are not marriages, but

conjunctions which partake of unchaste lust.

54. All those consorts who are merely natural are

separated after death. Ex.
^. Consorts of whom one is spiritual and the other

natural are separated after death . . .

*. Celibates ... if natural, (there) become

scortators.

59. It is known that every man when born is merely

corporeal, and that from corporeal he becomes more
and more interior Natural, and thus rational . . .

-. (In marriage also) he begins from the corpo-

real, and ]iroceeds into the Natural . . . Those who then

love corjjoreal natural things, and rational things only

from them, cannot be conjoined with a consort as into

a one, except as to those externals . . .

^. (But with the s[)iritual/ perpetual haiipinesses

advance as the Spiritual Rational of tlie mind, and,

from this, the Sensuous Natural of theljodj', of the one,

conjoin and unite themselves with those of the other.

67. See LovK, here.

78-. Because the inhabitants (that is, those of the

Iron Age) are natural.

94-. If therefore he halts at the threshold in the pro-

gression to wisdom, the form of his mind remains

natural ; and this receives the influx of the universal

sphere, which is that of the marriage of good and truth,

no otherwise than it is received by the lower subjects of

the animal kingdom . . . and as these are merely

natural, this man becomes like them. Thus is under-

stood this : that the love of the sex is of the external ov

natural man, and that thence it is common to every

animal.

130-. The things which are of knowledge, experience,

and art, and are called natuz'al things, make the seat

of (sp)iritual and civil things).

^. Xow, as the . . . ultimate things, which are

called natural things, make the feet, it is evident that

when (s[iiritual, civil, and natural things) follow in

their order, the man is a perfect man . . . Thus spiritual

things inflow into civil things ; ami, through civil

things, into natural things . . .

146-. For the Natural of man from liirth is con-

taminated and crammed with evils.

149. Without religion man . . . remains natural ; and

if a natural man renounces scortations, still his spirit

does not renounce them.

230-. Therefore a merely natural man, although as to

concupiscences, appetites, and their delights, he is like

a beast, still lives after death . . .

235°. Spirits merely natural are chilled with intense

cold when they apply themselves to the side uf any

Angel who is in a state of love.

281. With natural men these conjugial simulations

savour of prudence. P]x.

. By a natural (consort) is meant one who loves

only natural things, and thus is wise from himself . . .

(and) conjugial love with the natural consort is cold. . .

Hence it is that intestine love is not possible between

consorts, one si)iritual and one natural ; but a love

emulative of intestine love is possible on the part of the

spiritual consort. . . But truly between two natural

consorts intestine love is not possible, because both are

cold. If they are warm, it is from what is unchaste.

Yet these . . . can dwell together in the house, and also

assume looks as of love and friendship. Ex. 282^ Ex.

305. There are in human minds three regions, of

which . , . the lowest is called natural. Into this

lowest, man is born ... In the lowest region, which
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lias been called natural, reside all the concupiscences of

evil, and lasciviousnesses . . .

[M.] 320. The reason is, that the Natural derives its

origin from the Spiritual, and, in its coming forth-

existciitia-is nothing else than a congeries of spiritual

things congregated ; and therefore if the Natural is

separated from its Spiritual, wliich produced and as it

were begot it, it is no longer held together interiorly,

but only exteriorly, by the Spiritual, which encom-
passes and binds it in general, and does not tie it

together and keep it tied together in singular. Hence
it is, that the Natural separated from the Spiritual

with two consorts, does not effect any conjunction of

minds, and thus of wills, but only a conjunction of

some of the external affections, which cohere with the

senses of the body.
^. For after death merely natural conjunctions

are dissolved of themselves . . .

326*. (The difference between the Spiritual and the
Natural shown by experiments.) *. ^ T.280.

327-. The Angels had not previously known the

differences between the Spiritual and the Natural . . .

345". The reason whj' polygamous love is a love of

the external or natural man, is that it is inscribed on
that man ; and whatever the natural man acts from
himself is evil . . .

s. All the evil into which man is born from his

parents is implanted in his natural man, and not any
in his spiritual man . . .

347. Yet a natural man not elevated (out of the

Natural) perceives no otherwise than that he is elevated.

The reason is, that, equally with the spiritual man, he
can elevate his understanding into the light of Heaven,
and tliink and speak spiritual]3\ But if the will does

not at the same time follow the understanding into that

height, he is still not elevated ; for he does not stand in

that elevation, but after [some] moments lets himself

down to his will, and there makes firm his station. . .

(Thus) a natural man, so long as he remains natural,

cannot become spiritual.

380^^ The things which proceed from the sun of the

world are containants of life, and are called natural

things . . .

405^. The love of infants Mitli natural fathers and
mothers. Ex.

426. That scortatory love is opposite to conjugial

love, as the natural man regarded in himself is opposite

to the spiritual man. Ex.

. The natural man is that into which everyone,

when he grows up, is first introduced, which is effected

through knowledges and Knowledges, and the rational

things of the understanding . . .

. Therefore in proportion as anyone ... is not in

charity, he is natural, even if he be clear in his mode
of thinking, and wise in judgment.

-. (How the natural man destroys the camp of

conjugial love in himself. Ex.)

432". Adulterers are not spiritual, but most highly

natural ; and the natural man separated from the

spiritual is a man solely as to the understanding, and

not as to the will : this he immerses in the body and

the concupiscences of the flesh, and at those times the

understanding also keeps it company. That this is

nothing but half a man, he himself . . . can see.

442. The reason the delights of scortatory love arc

pleasures of insanity, is that no others than natural

men are in that love ; and the natural man is insane in

spiritual things, for he is against them ; and therefore

he embraces only natural, sensuous, and corporeal de-

lights. It is said natural, sensuous, and corporeal . . .

because the Natural is distinguished into three degrees :

in the highest degree are those natural ones who, from

rational sight, see insanities, and still are carried away
by their delights, like boats liy the current of a river ;

in a lower degi-ee are the natural ones who see and
judge solely from the senses of the body, and spurn and
reject as of no account rational things which are con-

trary to appearances and fallacies ; in the lowest degree

are the natural ones who, without judgment, are carried

away by the alluring heats of their body. These are

they who are called corirareal natural ones ; those

former sensuous natural ; and the first natural.

448. (Fornication is lust) because it comes fortli-

prodit~hon\ the natural man, and in everything which
comes fortli from the natural man there are concu-

piscence and lust ; for the natural num is nothing else

than an abode and receptacle of concupiscences and lusts
;

for all the guilts inherited from the parents reside

there.

495. That adulteries from the purpose of the will, and

adulteries from the confirmation of the understanding,

render men natural, sensuous, and corporeal. Ex.

496. There are thiee degrees of the natural man. In

the first are those who solely love the world, placing

the heart on wealth : these are properly meant by the

natural. In the second degree are those who solely

love the delights of the senses, placing the heart in

luxuries and pleasures of every kind : these are pro^jerly

meant by the sensuous. In the third degree are those

who solely love themselves, placing the heart in the

quest of honour : these are properly meant by the cor-

poreal : the reason is that they immerse all things of

the will and thence of the understanding in the body,

and look at themselves backwards from others, and love

merely their Own things. But the sensuous immer.se

all things of the will and thence of the understanding

in the allurements and fallacies of the senses, solely in-

dulging in these. But the natural pour forth into the

world all things of the will and understanding, in

avariciously and fraudulently acquiring wealth, and in

regarding no other use in it and from it than that of

possession. The above-mentioned adulteries turn men

into these degenerate degrees, one into this, another

into thdt . . .

I. II. That the Spiritual clothes itself with the

Natural, as man does with a garment. Gen. art.

. The Natural, being a dead force, is passive.

(Continued under Spiritual.)

12. Thus (man lives) .spiritually natural. Ex. •*.

^. The unition of spiritual things with natural

things and the derivative appearance of life in material

things may be compared to noble wine in a clean

sponge ...
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T. 22^. It is from this revelation that the natural

man can elevate himself above nature, thus above

himself . . .

34^. If man opens the door solely to the ultimate or

natural degree, the man, if he acknowledges God, and
worships Him with actual piety, becomes an image of

Ood in the lowest degree, and after death becomes an

Angel of the Ultimate Heaven.
^. But ... if man closes up the highest natural

degree, which corresponds to the highest celestial one,

he becomes as to love like a beast of the earth ; if he
closes up the middle natural degree, which corresponds

to the middle spiritual one, he becomes as to love like a

fox, and as to the sight of the understanding like a bird

of evening ; and if he closes up also the lowest natural

degree as to its spiritual part, he becomes as lo love like

a wild beast, and as to the understanding of truth like

a fish. E.114510.

78''. (The Angel said,) The atmospheres and earths of

your world are natural ; and natural things have been

created in order to clothe spiritual things, as the skin

clothes the bodies of men and animals . . .

103. Every man, after death, lays down the Natural,

which he took from the mother, and retains the Spirit-

ual from the father, together with a certain limbus from

the purest things of nature, around it . . .

276. They do not know that the natural man, re-

garded in himself, is against the spiritual man, and

that he therefore wants to extirpate, or involve in

fallacies, the spiritual things which enter.

280^. The Natural can never by subtilization approach

the Spiritual so as to become it ; for there is a difference

such as is between what is prior and posterior . . .

296*. A merely natural man does not think about

Divine truths except from worldly things, thus from the

fallacies of the senses ; for he cannot elevate his mind
above them . . .

339. For everything spiritual is received in what is

natural, in order to become anything with man . . .

360. Faith in its beginning with man is natural . . .

in like manner charity. Ex.

^. (Thus) as spiritual light is within natural

light . . . and as spiritual heat is within natural heat,

so is spiritual faith within natural faith, and spiritual

charity within natural charity ; and this is effected in

the degree in which man advances from the natural

world into the Spiritual World . . .

^. Thus does the natural of man become as it

were diaphanous ; and, according to the quality of its

conjunction with charity, beautifully coloured. . . The
contrary happens if the Spiritual is not within the

Natural, but the Natural within the S[)iritual . . .

361.

361. So far as this is tlie case, the man is wise in

spiritual things, and also derivatively so far in natural

things ; for inwardlj' in himself while he is thinking, or

reading and hearing anything, he sees wliether it is

Truth or not . . .

^. But when he is inverted, to wit, when the

Natural is within the S}iiritual . . . he may Ije com-

pared to . . .

402. Concerning the merely natural and sensuous

man. Gen. art.

428. They who are compassionate from birth and do
not make their natural mercies spiritual . . .

503''. (They said,) In our whole system of theology

. . . M-e have adopted none but purely natural ideas . . .

564. A merely natural man can see evils and goods

with others . . .

566. Man as to the natural man is like a beast . . .

for the Natural of man, regarded in itself, is merely

animal . . .

574. For man is born into evils of every kind . . .

and these are seated in his natural man, which from

itself is diametrically against the spiritual man . . .

Hence it necessarily follows, that the natural man with

his concupiscences must be mastered, subjugated, and
conquered . . . The natural man. regarded in himself,

as to his nature does not differ one whit from the nature

of beasts . . . but he is such as to the will ; but he differs

from beasts as to the understanding . . .

592. Before regeneration, both (the internal man and

the external man of the New Church) make the natural

man, which is thus divided into Internal and External.

(See Internal Man, here.)

593. As concerns the divisions of the natural man
into two forms, it is an actual division both of the will

and of the thought there . . . and therefore another will

has been formed by the man beneath ths former, in like

manner another thought ; but still both of these consti-

tute the natural man. Ex.

^. The quality of the internal natural man from

birth. Des.

603. Man by regeneration is elevated from the lowest

region of the mind, which is called the natural one . . .

Hence it is that an imregenerate man is called natural.

. . . From which it is evident that the mind of a regen-

erated man has been elevated into the spiritual region,

and there from above it sees those things which are

taking place in the lower or natiiral mind. -,

Examp.

673-. For the natural man separated from the spirit-

ual man is merely animal ; nay ... is more a wild

beast than the wild beast of the forest . . .

754-. For truth itself which in itself is truth caii-

not be Known and acknowledged by a merely natiiral

man ; nor can it be given him by God, because it falls

into what is inverted, and becomes falsity.

Ad. 61. See 'SliSD-aniniu-s, here. 88. 916. 933'.

949. 950-'.

923. See MlND-wirjw, here.

D. 1226. Concerning those who in the life of the bod}-

have studied only natural things. Gen. art.

1796. How the natural things of the Angels are re-

presented before Spirits. Ex.

1827. There is a certain natural mind, which is

almost like the animus of brutes. (Continued under

'Misv-mciis.)

2157. Only those things which arc of the natural

mind (are vitiated with evil).
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[r).2i57]-. The Angels caimot possibly 1k' in the interior,

more interior, or inmost Heaven. Avithont lieing also at

the same time in the natural mind which lielongs to the

Angels of the interior Heaven. Tlie natural mind can-

not be put ott"; for tlius would be absent that which
should complete order, and they would no longer be

Angels ; and therefore the vitiation received by heredity

and ac(|uired by actuality, which is of the natural

mind, must harmoniously correspond with those things

which are more interior.

2158. When correspondence has been given, the

Natiiral is as it were nothing, and is as it were absent,

like that which is transparent ... In a word, corre-

si)ondence is wliat causes that Angels seem to themselves
not to be natural Spirits ; when yet they are natural

;

but, by correspondence, the Natural in certain states as

it were disappears.

2349. See Kaimiiiw. here.

2688. That he who lives in faith in the Lord . . .

cannot po.ssibly suffer violence from tlie evil, becau.se

[he lives] in the order of natural, spiritual, and celestial

things. Ex.

-. Natural things arc as it were vessels, instru-

ments, and organics . . .

2751. Ultimates are in the natural niiml of man,
which is formed by the senses of the body.

2841. That natural and corporeal things, sepaiated

from spiritual and celestial ones, jjutref}-.

3118. That natural things come forth from spiritual

ones. Ex.

32246. Thence are called forth in order those things

which are not compliant , . . and are adjoined to the
natural things of the Angels. Hence a fermentation . . .

35 1 1. That they are invisible comes from a natural
cause with them . . . (See A.5573,above.

)

6. Their quality was represented liy thin water
between [the spectator and] something visible closely on
the other side, by which was represented what is

natural.

3852. ('oncerning natural things.—There are Spirits

who care nothing for natural things ... (I told them)
that they serve to confirm s[)iritual things, especially

with such as are in corporeal things . . . and that ab-

stractedly from them they perceive nothing, because
natural and corporeal things arc the planes of their

thought ; and also that order is terminated in material

things, which when some lose they seem to themselves
to have nothing to stand on . . . Examp. 3853. 3854.

3865. At this day the influxes into the face are not
natural, but simulated as if natural . . .

3899. They loathe natural modes of conjunction.

4226. There are many .such things with man which
are at the same time acquired and made natural . . .

4368. Horror for such things as are contrary to

nature is not natural to man, as it is to brutes ; con-

sequently it is not in his voluntary })art, or in the

Natural. Examp. . . In the man of the Jlost Ancient
( "hurch it was in the natural part.

4627^. The interiors of man which do not die thus

succeed [each other]. There is the Sensuous, the

Natural, the Sjiiritual Natural ; these are of the external

man . .
.

".

4629**. The lumen of the interior Natural. .

4755°- This naturally, without jirevious knowledge.

4758. Natural theology. Des. 4759. 4760.

4865. Spiritual speech is a language <iuite natural.

Ex. 4866. 5585. 5589. ^^ 5770.

5013. In their natural manner.

5110*^. With these the Natural is closed up, and is

kept open only where it can serve the Internal.

5549*^. Hence it is that the spiritual Angels are in the

internal Natural.

562 3<^. With those who come thither the Natural is

lulled.

5625. All natural ideas perish there . . .

5629. What is snowy appears above their Natural.

E. 93. All things which reside solely (in the memory
anil thought) reside in the natural man.

138*^. The rest are natural men. who cannot be

tenqtted.

150. The External is what is called the natural man.
When man is born, the external or natural man is

opened first. Ex.

-. The man (then) remains solely natural.

163. That (such) are left to their natiiral man. Sig.

and Ex.

176''. All evils and the derivative falsities reside in

the natural man . . . 405"''^.

190". Hence these remain natural.

195". Oidy the internal natural man is opened . . .

SSS'^' The natural man with the Scientific in it lias

not any understanding, but only thought from the

memory, which is a species of imagination from the

objects of sight and hearing. Sig.

386^ That if they became merely natural they would

be deprived of all truth, good, and spiritual life. Sig.

401'". The natural man separated from the spiritual.

Tr.

-'. The external of the ChiU'ch, which in one

word is called the natural man.

403. See Fig, here.

409. 'A servant ' = the natural man, because the

natural man obeys and serves . . .

. With the regenerate, the natural man m
ecjually as free as the spiritual. Ex.

. But with those with whom the spiritual man is

closed, and oidy the natural man open, the whole man
is a servant in the common sense . . .

*. When the external or natural man serves the

internal or spiritual, then it is 'as its master, and as its

lord."

419^^. Reformation as to the natural man. Tr.

433'. Those who are below these Kingdoms, because

they are not celestial or spiritual, bixt natural, and yet

are in the good of life according to their religiosity. Sig.

434". Truth from good in the natural man makes
the External Church. Rep.
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439''. By the sulijugatiou of the Hells is meant the

subjugation of the natural man ; for evils from Hell are

there. Ex.

440^. As all the good which is in the natural man in-

Mows from the Lord through the spiritual ; and as with-

out this influx there is not any good in the Natural
;

and as by Manasseh was represented . . . good in the

natural man from a spiritual origin, an inheritance was

given to that tribe on (both sides) of the Jordan. Ex.

449". That all power in the Spiritual World is in the

truth which is from good in the natural man. Sig. and
Ex. (See also 440'.

)

^. With the Lord alone (when born) there was a

Natural with an appetite for good and a longing for

truth. Ex.

483^. In the sensuous and natural man resides the

proprium of man . . .

<^. For the Divine inflows through the spiritual

man into the natural man ; but not into the natural

man when the spiritual man has been closed above it . . .

511. See Sea, here.

^ The state of the natural man is entirely ac-

cording to the affection which is of the man's love.

When the spiritual affection dominates . . . and inflows

through the spiritual man into the natural, then the

natural man is a spiritual natural man. . . But when
merely natural aflection dominates, there is not any
truth in the natural man, but all which is there is

scientific not true. Ex.

513^". At that time . . . all were natural men . . .

The reformation of these was represented by that
' fishing.

'

^". For there are good natiiral [men], and evil

natural [men]. The separation of these (at the Judg-

ment) appears like a net let out into the sea , . .

514^2. For the tem^iestuons movements of the natural

man are appeased by the Lord when the spiritual mind
is opened, and the Lord inflows through it into the

natiiral mind. Sig.

527*. The lower or exterior mind is the natural mind,

which is called the natural man . . .

543'*. All hereditary evils are seated in the natural

and sensuous man . . . Hence it is that the natural

man ... is opposite to the spiritual man . . .

'. By the irruption or influx of the sensuous man
into the natural, is meant the blocking up of the

natural man even so that he is like the sensuous,

whence the extension of evil and falsity is greater, and
both . . . become corporeal and eartidy. Otherwise

man learns from infancy to separate the sensuous man
from the natural . . . and this until they are completely

separated, which is done when the man is being reformed

and regenerated . . .

569^". Both the Scientific and the Rational are in the

natural man, one end of which is scientific or cognitive,

and the other is intuitive au<l cogitative. Into these

ends inflows the s}iiritual man when it inflows into the

natural man. Sig.

Gso"". The natural man is interior and exterior ; and

the interior Natural is where the filthy things of man

reside ; and the exterior does not publish them, but

counterfeits things good, just, and sincere. Sig.

654-. By 'Egypt' is signified the natural man in

both senses ; namely, both conjoined with the spiritual

man, and separated from it. Fully ill.

. Thought with a merely natural man after

death is still spiritual, but gross . . .

'-. That the Church is terminated in the natural

man. Sig.

^'\ As every man of the Church has a Spiritual,

a Rational, and a Natural, Solomon built three houses.

Enum.
"**. Man becomes merely natural, when in his

life he does not look to the Lord, but to self and the

world . . .

-•'". The man of the Church from spiritual becomes

natural when he separates faith from charity . . . and

also when he arrogates intelligence to himself . . .

666'. For the ultimate of man's life is in his

Natural . . .

708. In the feet of the Crand Man are those who are

obscurely in the faith of charity ; and these are called

natural.

-. As those who arc in the Heavens under the

Lord as a Moon are all natural and sensuous . . .

*. For the Natural is distinguished into three

degrees, in like manner as the Spiritual : the exterior

Natural communicates with the world ; the interior

with Heaven ; and the middle conjoins.

711. Non-reception by those in the Church who are

natural and sensuous, and their resistance. Sig. and

Kx. 714.

714-. Everyman is born sensuous from his parents,

and by life in the world l)ecomes natiiral more and

more interiorly, that is, rational, according to moral

and civil life . . .

. The Celestial and Divine cannot inflow immedi-

ately into the natural mind . . . because in this mind

reside the hereditary evils of the man . . . Hence the

natural man, regarded in himself, loves only self and

the world . . .

724^. Goods and truths procreated are in the natural

num . . . Thus the spiritual nuiu is continually enriched

by the elevation of truths and goods out of the natural

man . . .

726". That power resides in the truths of the natural

man, in proportion as he receives influx from the Lord

through the spiritual man. Ex. ^*'.

. To the natural mind of man there arc two

ways, one from Heaven, the other from the world . . .

(Thus) the Lord does not inflow with Divine truth into

the natural man except through the spiritual . . .

730^^. Every man is born natural, and also lives

natural, until he becomes rational.

^''. That the natural man is to be mastered, and

is as it were to die with its concupiscences, and is to be

subjected to the spiritual man, was represented b}' (the

death in the wilderness of all who came out of Egj^pt).

. That the natural man is not injured by these

afflictions. Sig.

*^. Besides, the natural man with everyone, so
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long as it is separated from the spiritual man ... is

Hell ; because all the hereditary evil into which man is

born is seated in his natural man, and is not removed
thence except by the influx of Divine truth through

Heaven ; and this influx does not exist in the natural

man except through the spiritual man ; for the natural

man is in the world, and the spiritual in Heaven ; and
therefore the spiritual man must first l)e opened before

the Hell which is in the natui'al man can be removed . . .

[E.] 739". In the same proportion the man becomes

interiorly natural . . .

739^. If he advances no further, he remains nat-

ural . . .

. For the s|)iritual man is in Heaven, and the

natural in the world . . .

752. Lamentation over tliose who become merely

natural and sensuous. Sig. and Ex.

. Ujion the earths, far beneath (the spiritual)

dwell the natural ; and, in the seas, the sensuous.

-. For man is born sensuous and natural ; thus

as it were in Hell . . .

790"'. Natural faith defined.

^. But all these things . . . although from the

"Word, before the spiritual mind has been opened, are

natural ; for they are only knowledge.
^. When the spiritual mind has been opened and

formed, then the Lord forms tlie natural mind ; for the

natural mind is formed by the Lord through the spiritual

mind. Ex.

798^. Ijefore faith becomes charity in form, it is

natural ; and what is natural can ])roduce only what is

natural. . . "With these the natural mind only has

been opened ; but more deeply and interiorly according

to the quality of the faith and the derivative quality of

the life. . . 5, Ex.

®. To do good from obedience, being from the

love of reward, is natural.

Sig'*. It is said reasonings from the natural man,

because the natural man is in the delights of the love

of self and the world . . .

846*^. For the Natural cannot enter into the Spirit-

ual . . .

859-. The life of truth se[iaratcd from good is life

merely natural . . .

911". That when men lead a natural life, or a life of

the world, evils from Hell secretly . . . insinuate . . .

falsities into them. Sig.

929*=. "When the Church is in faith separated from

charity, it is natural ; and a Church merely natural is

no Church ; for the merely natural man looks solely to

self and the world . . .

931. All the Natural is the general receptacle of

spiritual things . . . For the Natural has been formed

from the Spiritual as an eff'eet from its eflecting cause
;

and as, thus, a thousand things, which are spiritual,

eff'eet and form one natural thing, therefore this one

thing ... is the General.

940". There are two Internals with man . . . the

Internal which is below . . . (and) from which he thinks

while he lives in the world, is natural . . .

'K The spiritual Internal is opened ... in pro-

])ortion as tlie natural Internal is purified from the

Hell which is there . . .

94I". Transfers (the light from Heaven) into the

Natural purified from evils . . .

"5. He who believes that man has a Rational and

an understanding before his Natural has been purified

from evils, is mistaken . . .

948''. As a civil man, as a moral man, and as a natural

man ... To live according to them as a natural man, is

for the .sake of what is human, and in order to shun the

ill-repute that he is not of sound mind . . .

969-. ISIan is an image of the world as to his natural

mind . . . The natural mind is full of evils of every

kind. Enum.

1004'. For with those who are merely natural there

is not marriage from a spiritual origin . . . but from a

natural origin . . .

1017^. So long as hatred has not been removed, the

man is merely natural ; and a merely natural niaii

remains hereditarily in all evil . . .

1056-. Man has a spiritual mind, a rational mind, a

natural mind, and a sensuous mind. . . By his natural

mind he is in the world, and is a world, in the least

form . . . The sensuous mind is first opened ; afterwards

the natural mind . . .

''. Finally, the natural mind is closed, even to

the sensuous mind . . .

io8o-'. Thus the Spiritual and the Natural act as a

one by correspondences . . .

1 145. All good conjoined with truth in the natural

man. Sig. and Ex.

1 147. The Natural of mau is a trine : rational,

natural, and sensuous . . . The Natural is middle

(and) is either rational or sensuous . . .

1 197". The Spiritual and the Natural are united in

each and all things of the world, as is the soul in each

and all things of the body . . . Ex.

I202'*. Knowledge-s«V«/m-is of wisdom, and afl'ection

is of love, in the degree Avhich is called natural.

1208-. That there are two general forms, spiritual ami

natural . . . natural such as is that of plants. Ex.

1220''. After death he calls all the things which he

.sees in the Spiritual "World natural, because they are

similar ; nevertheless . . . they are not natural, but are

appearances of natural things . . .

J. (Post.) 267-. The heat and light in the world are

not material, but natural, and inflow into matters . . .

327. "When seen in a natural state they do not appear

so beautiful.

De Verbo 3. Concerning the diff"erence in general

between the Natiiral, the Spiritual, and the Celestial.

Gen. art.

-. "When I returned into the natural state . . .

*. 1 was then in an interior natural state . . .

". Hence a natural [man] comprehends nothing

from spiritual writing ; nor a spiritual [man] from

natural . . .

^". That there is such a diff"erence between the
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Natural, the Spiritual, and the Celestial, no Angel
knows ; because he cannot pass from a spiritual state

into a natural one . . .

6*. The Natural is gross and impure, (and therefore

cannot enter the Spiritual).

19^ Regarded in itself, the Natural is nothing but

an external form, which is called the effect of spiritual

things . . . and therefore all the Natural is from the

S[)iritual.

D. Wis. ii"*. Natural things are all things which are

of man's body. As these have come forth from (spiritual

things) they perpetually come forth [from them] . . .

They are correspondences . . .

vii. 5. That then man from natural becomes spiritual.

Ex.

. The natural man differs from the spiritual . . .

so greatly that they cannot exist together. Ex.

viii'. The first of an animal and a vegetable is

natural . . .

xii. These are interior natural ; the former . . . are

exterior natural.

I. The essence of the light and heat from our sun is

natural . . . The Natural can derive its essence from no

other source than pure fire and pure light.

4. There is not any ratio between the Natural and

the Spiritual ; but there is conjunction by correspond-

ences.

5 M. I. On the merely natural man ; the quality of

liis mind. Gen. art. I heard an utterly natural man
saying that he could rationally see many things equally

as well as the Angels. . . The successive states of the

minds of the merely natural represented in the changes

of a Satan's face. Des. and Ex.

Can. God iv. 10. As the Natural originates from the

Spiritual . . . they are everyvvdiere together ; and thus

the Spiritual exercises its activities and operates its

functions through the Natural.

Coro. 30. The natural man separated from the

spiritual. Des.

Inv. 20. So that spiritual and natural things inflow

conjoinedly . . .

56^. The Lor<l could not have done this unless the

natural man himself with Him also had been made
Divine.

Natural Angel. Angelus Naturalis.

H. 31. The Divine which inflows . . . into the First

Heaven is called natural ; but as the Natural of that

Heaven is not like that of the world, but has what is

.spiritual and celestial in it, therefore that Heaven is

called spiritual and celestial natural, and thence the

Angels who are there. Spiritual and Celestial Natural

Angels. Tliose are called Spiritual Natural Angels

who receive influx from the middle or second Heaven

. . . and those are called Celestial Natural Angels who

receive influx from the Third or inmost Heaven . . .

The Spiritual Natural Angels and the Celestial Natural

Angels are distinct from eacli other, yet constitute one

Heaven, because they are in one degree.

270. See Anrel, here.

E. S34. The Angels [of the Ultimate Heaven], being

almost like men in the world as to understanding,

and being natural, have their understanding but little

elevated above their understanding in the world

;

wherefore they do not see truths in the light, like the

Angels of the Second Heaven ; but receive, acknowledge,

and believe them from the doctrine in which they are

instructed before they are intromitted into Heaven.

Hence it is that only the more intelligent of them know
what charity towards the neighbour is . . .

Natural good. Bonum 7iaturale.

See DiviXE Natuual Good, and under BiiASS,

Bullock, Edoji, Esau, Fig, Herd, and Ox.

A. 216. 'A fig-tree ' = natural good.

. The posterity of the Most Ancient Church had

natural good in place of innocence ; by which their evil

was hidden ; and, as they were in natural good, they

were affected with shame. Sig. 224.

218-. 'The midst of the tree of the garden,' in which

they hid themselves, =natural good.

425. ' Brass ' = natural good. Ex. 1748.

628'^. A certain rational truth, and natural good,

remained with those called 'Xoah,' and therefore they

could be regenerated. 635.

15775. The Celestial of the external man is called

natural good . . .

2162". 'The earth' (on which the Angel set his left

foot)=natural goods.

2179. 'Abraham ran to the herd ' = natural good.

21S1. The conjunction of natural good with rational

good. Sig. and lilx.

2184''. The Celestial Natural is the same as natural

good, or good in the Natural. The Natural of man
. . . has its own good, and its own truth ; for every-

where there is tlie marriage of good and truth. The

good of the Natural is the delight which is perceived

from charity, or from the friendship which is of charity ;

from which delight comes forth pleasure, which is pro-

perly of the body.

2276\ That relatively to spiritual good, natural good

is little. Rep.

2468'. Such worship, and such religiosity, falls into

those who are in natural good, but who despise others

in comparison with themselves. Des.

2566. That it was enriched with rational goods and

natural goods. Sig.

2712'-. 'No beast' = no natural good.

2781^. See Natukat,, here.

. Natural good is the delight flowing forth from

charity and faith.

28546. (At the Lord's Advent there was not even any

natural good left.) 2905^. 3398-». Ath. 49.

29673. 'Vessels of brass' = tlie natural goods which

receive life from the Lord.

30218. Natural good is of love or charity towards the

neighljour in a degree lielow s^dritual good.

3033^ If there is anything of natural good with

them, they are vastated . . .
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[A.] 3048'. 'The wealth of the gentiles' --the immense
abundance of natural good.

3128. To natural good of eveiy sort to -which illustra-

tion could reach, Sig. and Ex.

3166. Spiritual things thence for natural good. Sig.

and Ex.

3167'-'. Natural good i.s then all the delight and
pleasure from the end of serving tlie Spiritual ; thus the

ueighliour . . .

3192. That Divine natural good initiated. Sig. and

Ex.

3242^. 'Moab,' in a good sense, =tliose who are in

natural good and suffer themselves to be easily seduced.

3293. Good in the Natural is all that which is of

natural affection, and is called delight. (See X.vtural,

liere.

)

3299. That both the good and the truth of the

Natural are conceived together, l-^x.

. The Natural as to good is conceived from the

good of the Kational as a fatlicr . . .

3301^. 'The breasts made solid ' = natural good.

3304. The lowest of natural good to which trutli

adhered with some power. Sig. and Ex.

3314. The good of the Rational inflows into the good

of the Natural l;)oth mediately and immediately. Ex.

. Hence it is that there is a closer conjunction

of the good of the Rational with the good of the

Natural . . .

3322-. 'Red ' = the good of the Natural.

3408. (This) natural good is not that whicli is born

with man, but is that which is acquired by means of

Knowledges of truth joined to the art"ection of good.

For the natural good which is born with man, is in

itself nothing but an animal something ; for it exists

with animals also ; wliereas the natural good which is

acquired, or which is gifted to man by tl)e Lord, has in

it what is spiritual, so that there is spiritual good in

the natural good. This good is human natural good
itself ; whereas the other . . . although it appears as

good, still may not be good, but may indeed be evil

;

for it can receive falsities also, and believe that to be

good which is evil. Such natural good exists with

nations of the worst life and faith.

3469^. Everyone knows what natural good is, namely,

that it is the good into which man is born ; but very

few, if any, know what the natural good of truth is.

There is natural good, or that which is connate to man,
of four kinds ; namely, natiiral good from the love of

good, natural good from the love of truth, also natural

good from the love of evil, and natural good from the

love of falsity. Ex.

*. Those who are in the natural good of the love

of evil are flexile, and have a proclivity to evils of every

kind . . . And those who are in tlie natural good of

falsity have a proclivity to falsities of every kind . . .

Into these so-called goods . . . are born very many at

this day who in the Christian world are in natural good,

for the reason that their parents had contracted the

delight of evil and the delight of falsity by actual

life . . .

3470-. The natural good of truth is not spiritual good
— that is, the good of faith, and the good of charity

—

until it has been reformed. Natural good is from the

parents . . . but spiritual good is from the Lord . . .

'"'. For natural good is such that from itself it is

not willing to obey and serve the Rational ; but wants

to command. P>ut in order that it may be reduced to

compliance, it is harassed l»y states of vastation and

temptation, until its concupiscences become inactive,

and then it is tempered by the influx of the good of

faith and of charity through the internal man from the

Lord, until the good received hereditarily is by degrees

extirpated, and new [good] is implanted in its place
;

and then in this are insinuated the truths of faith,

which are circumstanced like new fibres in the heart of

a man, through which new juice is introduced, until a

new heart has by alternations succeeded . . .

3494-'. Both the good and the truth which are in the

Natural or external man arc each of them a son of the

rational or internal man. (Continued under Natural. )

3504. For the good of infancy and thence of life,

which is the same as natural good, and which is repre-

sented by Esau, is not spiritual good ; for (it) is devoid

of knowledge, intelligence, and wisdom. The good of

infancy becomes spiritual good by the implantation of

truth ; thus bj' regeneration. Refs.

3518. 'Go to the flock ' = domestic natural good not

conjoined with the Divine Rational.

. Domestic natural good is that good which man
derives from his parents, or in which he is born, very

distinct from the good of the Natural which inflows

from the Lord. . . Therefore, for the sake of distinction,

one good is called the good of the Natural, but the

other natural good. Besides, every man receives

domestic good from his father, and from his mother,

which goods are, moreover, distinct in themselves : that

which he receives from the father is interior ; that from

the mother is exterior. With the Lord, these goods

were most distinct . . . That good in the Natural whicli

the Lord had from the Father, was His Own, because it

was His life itself . . . Whereas the natural good which

the Lord derived from the mother, being contaminated

with hereditary evil, was in itself evil, and this it is

which is meant by domestic good. This good, although

of such a character, served for the reformation of the

Natural ; but after it had served for this, it was rejected.

The like is the case with every man who is being

regenerated. Ex.

^. Hence it is evident how Natural or domestic

good, although it is mere external delight, and in fact

worldly delight, may serve as a means for producing

the good of the Natural which conjoins itself with the

good of the Rational, and thus become regenerate or

spiritual good ; that is, the good which is from the

Lord. These are the things represented by Esau and

Jacob in Gen.xxvii.

3563-. The good of the Natural comes forth with

man from no other source than interior good, that is,

from the good of the Rational. (The influx ex. See

Esau, here.)

'. (But before they are regenerate) the good of

I

the Rational does not inflow immediately into the good

I
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of the Natural, but mediately through the truth of the

Rational, and it thus jiresents something like good in

the Natural ; but it is not genuine good, and con-

se(|uently not genuine truth ; but it is such that it has

good inmostly . . . *,Ex.

3573- This conjunction (of the Natural with the

Rational) is effected by the immediate and mediate

influx of the Rational into the good and truth of the

Natural ; namely, from the good of the Rational im-

mediately into the good of the Natural, and through

this into the truth of the Natural ; and mediately

through the truth of the Rational into the truth of the

Natural, and thence into the good of the Natural. Tr.

'. 3616.

3580. 'A multitude of corn '= the derivative natural

good.

3587. Concerning the good of the Natural, how this

<'omes fovth-proifif-hom the inmost. Tr.

3660'. There are innumerable goods ami truths of the

Natural, or pioper to the natural man . . . Ex. (Thus)

there are goods and truths of the Natural in which the

goods and truths of the Rational can be ; and there are

goods and truths of the Natural in which they cannot

be . . . This is the subject treated of in Gen.xxviii., and

the following chapters.

3665. That the good of the Natural (Jacob) was to be

<-oujoined with the truths \\hich are from collateral ex-

ternal good. Sig.

*. Some (Knowledges) inflow immediatel}' through

the good of the Rational, and thence into the good of

the Natural . . .

3670. The conjunction of the Divine Itself with the

good and truth of the Natural. Sig.

3679. The thought of the good of the Natural. Sig.

and Ex. '\

3726^. Before he knows these things, he can indeed

love the neighbour, but as the natural man . . . that is,

from natural good, and not from s[>iritnal good.

3768-. The natural man can indeed know and also

perceive what good and truth are, but only natural

good and truth . . .

379S. That the Lord from natural good has uncovered

the Word as to its interiors. Sig.

3825. A medium of conjunction Ijy interior truth

with the good of the Natural. Sig. and Ex.
-. With eveiy man who is being regenerated, the

good of his Natural, such as is here represented by

Jacob, is conjoined first with good such as is here repre-

sented by Laban by the allection of interior truth, which

is here rei)resented by Rachel ; and afterwards with the

good of the Rational and its truth, which are 'Isaac and

Rebekah. ' R}' that first conjunction the man is in a

state to receive internal or spiritual truths, which are

the means of the conjunction of the Natural with the

Rational. 384S,Ex.

3909. Indignation on the part of natural good. Sig.

and Ex.

3923*. 'From liashan" =:from the good of the Natural.

3947. That thus would be withdrawn the Conjugial

of natural good with external truth. Sig. and Ex.

39636, Those who are in the affection of good from
which is not truth are not of the Church . . . for they
are in natural good and not in spiritual good, and suffer

themselves to lie led into every evil and also falsity, pro-

vided then- is induced on the evil an appearance of good,

and on the falsity an appearance of truth. Refs.

3969-. Until the good of the natural man has been

conjoined with the truths there, which conjunction is

signified by the last son of Jacob by Leah . . .

3974-. The woman of a Hebrew servant— the affection

of natural good.

3981. That it was from the Divine for the sake of the
good of the Natural which was to be served. Sig.

and Ex.

3986. To be gifted with the good of the Natural
which is represented by Jacob. Sig. and Ex.

4013. The proper power of natural good. Sig. and
Ex.

. Poplar' = tlie good of the Natural. Com-
pare ^.

4020. That natural good had such things from the

middle good signified by 'Lal)au.' Sig.

4021. It (here) treats concerning the disposing of the
good and truth of the Natural to receive and inapt

innocence.

4037. ]\Iiddle goods and truths, that is, natural goods
and truths themselves. Sig.

4038-. The delight, pleasure, and desire (in the

Natural) pertain to the will, and are called natural goods

. . . (Continued under Naitiiat,.)

See Jaciiu, hen 4103. 4273. 4275. 4277.

natural good in obscurity.

407

4280. 42S3. 453S. 4543.

40S3. The perception o

Sig.

4231. ' The fig-tree ' = the good of the Natural.

. That when a new Church is being created liy

the Lord, there then appears first of all the good of the

Natural, that is, good in the external form with its

affection and truths. Sig. By the good of the Natural

is not meant the good into which man is born . . . but
good which is spiritual as to its origin. Into this no
one is born, but is led into it by the Lord through the

Knowledges of good and truth ; and therefore before a

man is in this good—namely in spiritual good—he is not

a man of the Church, however much he apjiears to be so

from connate good.

-. It is said 'at the doors,' because the good of

the Natural and its truths are the first things which are

insinuated into man when he is being regenerated and
made a Church.

4302*. See Lami;, here.

4303^. 'The hollow of the thigh '= where is the con-

junction of conjugial love with natural good, conse-

(|uently where is the influx of spiritual truth into natural

good.

4605-. '<ia<r = the good of the Natural such as is in

the First Heaven.

4696. 'Behold the sun and the moon' := natural good

and natuial truth.
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[A.] 4973- That (the Celestial of the Spiritual) might

be initiated in natural good. Sig. and Ex.

4974. That it was perceived in natural good that the

Divine was in it. Sig.

4976. It treats concerning natural good to which the

Scientific was to be appropriated.

4988. Truth natural not spiritual adjoined to natural

good. Sig.

'^. By the husband (Potiphar) is signified natural

good, but not spiiitiial natural good. Ex. The good

with man is from a twofold origin : from what is heredi-

tary . . . and from the doctrine of faith and charity. . .

The good and tmth from the former origin is natural

good not spiritual ; but the good from the latter origin

is spiritual natural good. From the like origin is truth

. . . The natural good from the former origin . . . has

many things in affinity with the natural good from the

other origin . . . but solely in the external form . . .

The natural good from the former origin may be com-

pared to the good which exists with gentle animals ; but

the natural good from the other origin is proper to the

man who acts from reason. Fully ex,

4989. That the conjunction was desired of spiritual

natural good (Joseph) with natural truth not spiritual

(Potiphar's wife). Sig. and Ex.

4992. That the natural good did not desire even ap-

propriation. Sig. and Ex.

. It here treats concerning a third state, in which

natural good and truth which are spiritual are

separated from natural good and trath which are not

spiritual. Examps.

4994. That natural good not spiritual is prior in

time, and that spiritual natural good is prior in state.

Sig.

4997. That there is disjunction and no conjunction

. . when spiritual natural good is conjoined with

natural truth not spiritual. Sig. and Ex.

5023. That it might communicate with natural good

(not spiritual). Sig. and Ex. 5032.

5031. The state of spiritual natural good after the

ultimate of truth had been withdrawn from it. Sig.

5032^. It treats here concerning natural good not

spiritual, that it is easily persuaded, insomuch that

falsity api^ears to it exactly as truth. . . Those who are

in this good are those who from what is hereditary and

thence adscititious are mild and well-disposed, thus who

do what is good from nature, and not from religion.

To do what is good from nature is quite different from

doino- it from religion. They cannot be distinguished

in the world by man . . . but in the other life they are

manifestly discriminated . . .

*. (In the other life) those who are in natural

good not spiritual suffer themselves to be persuaded by

everybody, and easily by the evil . . . The reason is . . ,

that when they lived in the world they did not receive

any precepts from doctrine . . . and therefore with them

there is no plane into which Heaven can operate ; but

,
whatever inflows with them from Heaven, flows through

;

and, when it comes into the natural man, it is not re-

ceived there, because the evil or diabolical crew at once

take it away, by sufibcatiug, reflecting, or perverting it.

*. Therefore those who are in natural good alone,.

in the other life suffer hard things, and sometimes com-

plain much that they are among the infernals, when yet,

as they believe, they had done what is good equally

with others. But they are told that they had done

no otherwise than like gentle animals devoid of reason
;

and that they had not been solicitous concerning any

good and truth of the Church, and as in consequence

they have not in their internal man any receptacle of

good and truth, they cannot be protected by the Angels

;

and also that they had done many evils under the ap-

pearance of good.

5212. 'Corn' = the good of the Natural.

5913. Natural good interior and exterior (perpetually

conjoined with the Celestial Internal). Sig.

5965. Dwelling where is natural good not spiritual.

Sig. and Ex.

. Whether you say natural good, or the external

of the Church ... it is the same ; for natural good con-

stitutes the external of the Church.

5972. New life to natural good. Sig.

61S5. Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob represent three

things which make a one ... in the relative .sense, with

man, the inmost, which is celestial good ; the interior,

which is sj)iritual good ; and the exterior, which is

natural good. These are signified by those three in one

sepulchre.

620S. There are many who enjoy natural good from

what is hereditary, from which they have delight in

benefiting others, but not from the Word, or the doc-

trine of the Church, or their own religiosity . . . thus

they cannot be gifted with any conscience, for this does

not come from natural good . . . When such come into

the other life, they wonder that they are not received

into Heaven, saying that they have led a good life.

But it is said to them that a good life from what is

natural or hereditary is not a good life ... In order that

they may know that the case is so, they are sent into

various Societies, and they then suffer themselves to be

led away into every kind of evils merely by ratiocina-

tions and the derivative persuasions that evils are goods,

and goods evils, and so they are persuaded everywhere,

and are carried away like chaff" in the wind. For they

are devoid of principles, and of the plane into which the

Angels operate, and withdraw from evils.

64i3-\ 'A hind ' = the affection of natural good.

Further ex.

71976. In a word, it is the life of Christian good

which makes Heaven, not the life of natural good.

7378^. The fourth degree of vastation is that they

were in evils, which destroyed with them , . . also

whatever they had from natural good.

7602. ' The barley ' == the good of the exterior Natural.

7605. ' The wheat' = the good of the interior Natural,

7761. We must well distinguish between spiritual

good and natural good. Spiritual good has its quality

from the truths of faith . , . but natural good is born

with the man, and also comes forth . . . through mis-

fortunes, diseases, and the like. Natural good saves no

one, but spiritual good saves all. The reason is that
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the good which is formed through the truths ot faith is

the plane into which Heaven can inflow—that is, the

Lord through Heaven—and lead man, and withhold

him from evil, and afterwards elevate him into Heaven
;

hut natural good, not so ; and therefore those Avho ai-e

ill natural good can as easily be carried away by falsity

as by truth, provided the ftilsity appears in the form of

truth ; and can as easily be led by evil as by good, pro-

vided the evil be presented as good. They are like

feathers in the wind.

7847. 'The lintel ' = the goods of the Natural. Ex.

7920. 'Whicli is in the basin ' = which is in the good

of the Natural. Ex.

. It is to be known that one thing is meant by
natural good, and another b}'^ the good of the Natural.

Natural good is that which man has from what is

liereditary ; and the good of the Natural is that which

he has from the Lord through regeneration.

8002. 'Sojourners' -those who do what is good from

natural disposition . . . and as they were from peoples

outside the Church, the good which is signified is not

the good of the Church, but is good not of the Church.

This good is called natural good, because it is from

birth hereditary. There is such good also with some

from ill-health and weakness. This good is meant by

the good which is done by those who are signified by

'sojourners.'

^. This good is quite different from the good of

the Church ; for through the good of the Church con-

science is formed with man, which is the plane into

which the Angels inflow, and through which is given

consort with them. Whereas through natural good not

any plane can be formed for the Angels. They who are

in this good do what is good from blind instinct, and

not in the light of truth from influx from Heaven ; and

therefore in the other life they are led away like chaff"

by the wind ... by both an evil and a good person, and

more by an evil one who knows how to adjoin to

reasonings something of affection and persuasion ; nor

can they then be led away by the Angels ; for tlie

Angels operate through the goods and truths of faith

. . . From these things it is evident that those who do

what is good from mei'e natural disposition cannot be

consociated with the Angels. Refs.

8298"^. 'Lead' = the good of the exterior Natural.

8315. See MoAi'., here. 10184-.

-. That those who are in natural good and not

in spiritual good cannot possibly be led liy any influx

from Heaven. Refs.

8431. 'The flesh' (of the quails) here = the good of the

natural man, or delight. Ex. 8452, Ex.

8772. The good which has not its ([uality from the

truths of faith is not Christian good, but is natural good,

wliich does not give eternal life. The reason is that

natural good in itself has only natural life, whicli life is

not unlike the life of beasts, which also are in good

when thej' are gentle . . .

8977-. As (this) is natural good, tliat is, as it derives

its origin from the world and not from Heaven, it is

called delight. Sig.

9103-. But the good in the External or Natural can-

not be restored to the full. Sig. and Ex,

9391-. External or natural good was represented by
'the right foot.'

''. See Calf, here.

9406". 'The fir, pine, and box ' = the corresponding

natural goods and truth.

9538. All the Celestial ceases in that wliich is called

natural good, and there subsists,

9812-. Divine natural good, which makes the First

Heaven, is the good of faith and of obedience. To Divine
natural good pertains also civil good . . . and also moral
good . . .

^. As the end is the soul of the cause, and the

cause is all that which eff'ects in the effect, so is celestial

good the soul of spiritual good, and spiritual good is the

all in natural good. . . (Thus) inmostly in natural good
there must be celestial good . . .

9891^. The conjunction of the breastplate ... at the

shoulders below, against the joining above the girdle,

represents the conservation of the natural goods and
truths which proceed from (celestial and spiritual goods
and truths).

locos'*. The feet (with man) correspond to the First

Heaven, where there is natural good.

10017-. The work of the salvation of those who are

thence in natural good, is represented by the priesthood

of the Levites.

10029-. Truth in the Natural is scientific, and the

good there is its delight. Both are perceptible to man
while he is in the world . . .

10030". In general, the feet= natural good, which is

the good and truth of faith.

10031. 'The caul upon the liver ' = the interior good
of the external or natural man. 10032.

10235. 'Thou shalt make a laver of brass'= the good
of the natural man, in which is purification. Ex.

• ". The reason the oxen looked to all the ([uarters

of the world, was that the good of the natural man is

the receptacle of all things whicli inflow from the

worlil ; both those which relate to goods, and those

which relate to truths.

H. 96-. They who are in tlie feet (in the Grand Man)
are in the ultimate good of Heaven which is called

spiritual natural good.

N. 83'*. That natural good is born with some, but

that still it is not good, because it is compliant to all

evils and falsities ; and that this good is not accepted

in Heaven unless it becomes spiritual good. Refs.

J. 38. It has been said from Heaven that with some

(at this day) there is still good, but that it cannot be

called spiritual good, but natural good, for the reason

that Divine truths themselves are in obscurity . . .

. Hence it is tliat at this day there is no spiritual

good ; but, with some, only natural good.

P. 14. There exists good separated from trutli, and

truth separated from good. This exists with , . . those

who are in natural good and in no spiritual good . . .

«. With those who are in natural good from

what is hereditary, and in no spiritual good, tlie case is

almost similar ; for the internal of all good and of all
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truth is spiritual, and this dispels falsities aud evils
;

whereas what is merely natural favours them ; and to

favour evils and falsities, and to do what is good, is not

in accordance,

[P.] 74". In beasts there is a marriage of affection and

knowledge ; the affection there is of natural good, and

the knowledge is of natural truth.

312. An argument by the analogy between natural

good and truth, and spiritual good and truth. . . Is not

that truth (in the sight of the eye) which is called

beautiful, and that good which is called delight ... In

like manner in the other senses. Hence it is evident

what natural truth and good are.

R. 49. Divine natural good. Sig. and Ex.

97-. If therefore there are falsities with a man in-

stead of truths, he does the good of falsity, which is not

good ; for it is either pliarisaic, meritorious, or connate

natural good.

M. 77-. Wood = natural good ; and in this good were

the men of the third age of tlie Earth ; and as copjier

also = natural good, the age in which they lived was

called from copper.

T. 537. It is to be known that those who do what is

good from mere natural goodness, and not at the same

time from religion, are not accepted after death ; because

there is only natural good in their charity, and not at

the same time spiritual good ; and it is the Spiritual

which conjoins the Lord with man, and not the Natural

without this. Natural goodness is of the flesh alone,

born of the parents . . . Those who do the goods of

charity from religion, and thence do not do evils, before

they have accepted the doctrine of the New Church con-

corning the Lord, may be likened to trees which bear

good fruits, although few. (Other comparisons made.

)

In Heaven they are clothed in garments of a red colour;

and, after they have been initiated into the goods of the

New Church, they arc clothed in garments of a bright

crimson colour . . .

580. That everyone can be regenerated according to

his state, is because . . . those who are in natural good

from their parents [are regenerated] difi'erently from

those who are in evil . . .

754. "When falsity appears to be truth . . . the good

which is then believed to be good is only natural good,

which moral life produces.

D. 2678. Concerning those who . . . fear and adore

him who does them natural good.

3202. These are they who are natural good Spirits,

and correspond to celestial Spirits . . .

4311'=. (Thus) unless man be instructed as to the in-

tellectual part,when he enjoys natural goodness (he is

carried to the side of the deceitful, of Sirens, and of

hypocrites, and thus favours them. These sometimes

add power to the deceitful).

4561. Concerning those who are in natural good, and

in no spiritual good.—There was a certain person whom
I supposed to be a good Christian, because he was in

natural good. He did his work with avidity . . . but

I observed that if he could he would not be such ; from

which I was driven into the thought that he was good

from no internal duty, but solely from nature and ex-

ternal pleasure. . . In the other life such are in the

greatest filthiness, and are carefully warded off from the

good . . . They are seduced by the evil, and adhere to

them ; for the evil persuade, and through them obtain

the simple good, and acquire for themselves a sphere so

that they can dominate ... As they have no internal

bond, the good which inflows, flows through, and in the

ultimate is taken possession of hy evil ; whence take

[ilace fllthinesses . . .

D. Min. 4700. Concerning natural good.

^. Such do those become who have natural good,

and intil it with things malignant.

4735. Concerning those w'ho are in natural good, but

not in the perception of what is good and fair.

E. 405^^. To gather together those who are in natural

good, is meant by 'to send fishers who shall tisli

them' . . .

406". By the goods of the Natural man are meant
the Knowledges of good.

408. Natural goods and truths are from the light of

the world . . .

440". 'Before . . . IManasseli stir up thy strength '
=

those who are in natural good, which is the delight of

doing good and learning truth. E.v.

458*. By these words is described natural good sejiar-

atcd from spiritual, which is good from proprium ; but,

regarded in itself it is not good, Ijut is the delight of

desire especially from the love of self and of the world,

which is felt as good. How man forms it with himself

so that it apjiears as good and peisuades that it is good,

is described by (these words).

489a-. Not any external or natural good conjoins

which does not draw its essence and derivative coming

forth from spiritual good.

491''. ' Myrrh ' = the derivative natural good (which is

one of the goods of the three Heavens).

619*. The reason Jonathan's eyes were opened by eat-

ing honej', was that honey corresponds to natural good
and its delight, and this good gives intelligence and
illustrates. 111.

^°. It is to be known that natural good is not

good unless it is also spiritual good ; for all good inflows

through the spiritual man into the natural . . . and
therefore natural good se[)arated from spiritual good is

in itself evil, which is still iierceived by the man as

good. That there must be both. Sig.

637^''. By 'the sons of Aminon' are signified those

who are in natural good, and falsify the truths of the

Church.
^'^ By 'Moab' are signified those who are in

natural good, aud adulterate the goods of the Church.

700^. 'A cow giving milk upon which a yoke had not

yet been ' = natural good not yet defiled by falsities.

Ex.

710^^. The good of the lowest degree, which also is

the good of the Ultimate Heaven, is called natural good

. . . The good of natural love is born from the good of

spiritual love . . .

754. For, merely natural goods and truths arc iu
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theii' essence evils and falsities, although before tliose

who are merely natural aud sensuous they appear as goods

and truths, because their goods are pleasures and^delights

springing from the loves of self and of the world, and
their truths are those things which favour these goods , . .

817^-. 'He-goats,' in a good sense, =those who are in

natural good, and thence in truths. III.

. Natural goods and truths are with those who
live well according to truths from natural affection.

Natural Heaven. Cochim Naturale.

H. 31. See Celestial Natural, here.

T. 195-. See Natukal Kingdom, here.

E. 798'*. As those who confirm with themselves in

doctrine and life that faith produces good works as a

tree does fruits, look from faith to good, they have con-

junction with Heaven . . . but with the Natural Heaven,

which is in ultim.ates, and is called the entrance. The
reasou they cannot be admitted more interiorly, is that

before it becomes charity in form faith is natural ; aud

what is natural cannot produce anything but what is

natural. (Continued under Xati'Iial. )

Natural History. Naturalis historia.

D.Min.4730.

Natural Kingdom. Regiiiim Naturale.

A. 275S. For the natural kingdom derives all its

origin from the s[»iritual kingdom.

4104''. Every man . . . may know that he is in two

kingdoms : a s[)iritual kingdom, and a natural kingdom :

also that the spiritual kingdom is interior, and the

natural kingdom exterior, and conse(iuently that he

can prefer the one to the other . . . But when he has the

natural kingdom as the end ... he then extinguishes

those things which arc of love to the Lord and charity

towards the neighbour, and which are of faith . . . and

makes the love of the world and of self . . . everything.

5406'^. 'Egypt,' in the representative sense, is the

natural kingdom . . .

T. 195-. The Angels of the Lord's natural kingdom,

from whoni is the First or lowest Heaven, are in the

Divine which proceeds from the Lord which is called

the Divine Natural, and are in the faith of charity from

the Lord.

212. The lowest Heaven makes the Lord's natural

kingdom.

De Verbo 24. The intelligence of the Angels of the

Spiritual Kingdom is inelfable and incomprehensible to

those who arc in the natural kingdom . . .

Natural Philosophy. rhUosoplda natur-

alis. 1).2299. 2301.

Natural Sense. Sensns uatura/is.

See Sen.se of Lettei;.

R. 466. The Word in the natural sense, which also

is from Him, thus His and llhnself, is signified by 'a

cloud.'

468. As tlie natural sense of the Word supi>orts its

spiritual and celestial sense.

T. 297. (The natural sense of the Comniaudments

given.) 301. 305. 309. 321.

VOL, IV.

. The natural sense which is the sense of the

letter. 301. 305.

321. In a wider natural sense . . .

• 1^. In the widest natural sense . . .

E. 700". 'The foot-stool to which they shall bow
themselves' = the natural sense of the "Word; and

thence also the Church on earth, because this is in this

sense.

778-'. By 'the Son of Man' is meant Divine truth

such as it is on earth ; thus the Word such as it is in

the natural sense ; for this is Divine truth on earth. . .

'A word against the Son of Man' = to interpret the

natural sense of the Word, which is the sense of its

letter, according to appearances.

790^. But truths in a natural form are such as are in

the Word in the natural sense.

955. For in the natural sense of the Word there are

glory and virtue from its spiritual sense ; that is, light

and power ; but not without that sense. Ex.

1061. The reason the Angel did not explain tlic

vision in the natural sense from the spiritual, is that

the explication also makes the Word in the letter, and

the Word in the letter must be natural . . . otherwise

the Word would not serve the Heavens as a basis.

. This is the natural sense from the spiritual,

which is called the internal sense, and also the spiritual

natural sense.

De Verbo 2. When the Word is being read by a man
who holds it holy, its natural sense becomes spiritual

in the Second Heaven, and celestial in the Third ; thus

what is natural is successively put olf . . . The natural

sense of the Word is such as is in the sense of the

letter, the whole of which becomes spiritual, and then

celestial, in the Heavens . . .

5. Concerning the spiritual sense of the Word, and

concerning its natural sense. Gen. art.

18*. The spiritual sense without its attendant natural

sense is not communicated with Heaven. The reason

is that the Lord inflows from primes through ultimates,

therefore from Himself into the natural sense of tlu'

Word, and calls forth or evolves thence its spiritual and

celestial sense, and thus illustrating teaches and leads

the Angels . . . From these things it is evident tiial

unless the doctrine of the Church has been collected

aud confirmed from the sense of the letter of the Word,

it does not avail, because it does not communicate ; but

doctrine from the sense of the letter, and together witli

it.

19. Tlic (luality of the natural sense without the

spiritual aud celestial senses, and conversely. Gen. art.

•''. The Word in tlie sense of the letter may be

compared to a tree ... If there were tlie sense of the

letter alone, and not at the same time the sjjiritual and

celestial senses, it would be like a tree without saji, nay,

like the bark alone without the wood ; whereas with

these senses it is a tree in its perfect state. In it also

all the sap passes through the Ijaik or cortex, and there-

fore when it is taken away the tree dries up. So would

tlie spiritual sense of tlie Word without its natural

sense.

3K
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Natural Theology. Theologia naturalis.

D. 4757. Concerning revealed theology, or the Word,

and concerning natural theology. Gen. art. De Verbo 6.

4758. It was shown further that natural theology

can manifest nothing whatever concerning the Divine,

Heaven and Hell, the life after death, faith, unless they

had previously known them from revelation . . . Ex.

De Verbo 6^.

s, 'Egypt' = knowledge, thus natural theology.

4760. 'The dragon '= . . . those who want to be wise

concerning Divine things from natural theology . . .

2_ He had believed that natural theology illus-

trates minds . . .

De Verbo 6*. No one can enter from natural theology

into spiritual theology ; but everyone can from spiritual

theology enter into natural theology . . .

14. There is not any natural theology without

revelation . . .

Natural Truth. Verum naturale.

A. 1234. The derivative Knowledges are natural

Truths.

1462-. ' Egypt' =those who are in scientitics, or in

natural Truths, which are the vessels of spiritual

Truths.

1551^. For natural truth, spiritual truth. Sig.

. For sensuous truth, natural truth. Sig.

1577^. The Spiritual of the external man is called

natural truth.

1927. Natural truth which had not yet acquired life.

Sig. and Ex. 192S-.

1981-. A person concerning whom I had the idea that

he was in natural truth . . .

2162''. 'The sea '= natural truths.

21846. The truth of the Natural is the Scientific

which favours that delight.

2567. Rational truths and natural truths. Sig. and

Ex.

. By natural truths are meant scieutifics of

every kind . , .

2686^. 'The hoofs of His horses '= natural truths.

2781". Natural truth is their Scientific.

. That natural truth is what is signified by 'an

ass.' 111.

2799^". The vastation of natural truth. Tr.

3021^. The fourth state, which was one of natural

truth. Sig.

3030^. Truth called forth from the natural man was

to be conjoined with the good of the Rational. Tr.

3048^. 'The multitude of the sea '= the immense
abundance of natural truth.

3096^. Natural truth is lower truth ; and the affec-

tion of natural truth is the affection of lower truth.

From this, general scientifics are proximately illustrated,

which illustration penetrates further and affects more
inwardly,

3167. Spiritual things communicated to natural

truth. Sig. and Ex.

e. Natural truth is then every doctrinal and
scientific for the sake of the end of being wise ; that is,

of doing these things.

3175. Man is not born even into any natural truth ;.

as that we are not to steal, etc.

3191. From the auspices of Divine natiiral truth.

Sig. and Ex. 3 192, Ex.

321 1. Between rational good and truth called forth

from the Natural and made Divine, there is not effected

a marriage, but a covenant like a conjugial covenant.

Sig.

3263^. 'Isliraaelites'= those of the Spiritual Churcli

who as to life are in simple good, and therefore as to

doctrine are in natural truth. 3268^ 4747.

3271. The gentiles have not the truth of fjiith, but

rational and natural truth. Sig.

3293. Truth in the Natural is all that which is of

knowledge, and is called scientific. (Continued under

Natural.)

32946. The interior truth (in the Natural) is called

natural truth ; and the exterior is called sensuous.-

Both these are represented by Jacob.

3299-. The Natural as to truth is conceived from the

truth of the Rational as a mother.

3301. 'A hairy tunic' = the truth of the Natural.

\ ' Hair' = the Natural as to truth. 111.

3305. 'She called his name Jacob ' = the doctrine of

natural truth.

. ' Esau' = the good of life of natural truth.

3309. ' Hunting'= the truths which are of the natural

man from which are goods. 3313.

3314. The good of the Rational inflows through the

ti-uth of the Rational into the truth of the Natural . . .

and also through the good of the Natural into the

Truth there . . . Sig. 3563^. ». 3573. 3576.

3322-. 'Garments' there= the truths of the natural

man . . .

'•. Dominion over the truths in the Natural. Sig.

^ 'An Egyptian ' = the truths of the Natural,

which are scientifics.

3470. The adjunction of natural truth from another

source than the genuine one. Sig. and Ex.

35086. The vessels which receive good and truth from

the Rational are the very truths of the Natural, which

are nothing else than scientifics. Knowledges, and

doctrinals.

3509. The Lord's perception from Divine truth con-

cerning natural truth. Sig. and Ex. 3525.

3517. Yearning and delight perceived by the Divine

truth in the Divine Rational towards natural truth.

Sig.

3549. The apperception of natural truth. Sig.

3563*. The quality of natural good and natural truth

in the state before regeneration. Ex.

3567. The state of natural truth in that it then

believed itself to be natural good from the external

form. Sig.

3568. A yearning to conjoin with himself natural

truth through good. Sig.
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3580. ' Must ' = the natural truth thence. 111. 3597-

3596. Such things ought to be built upon the ideas of

natural Truths, by which they ought to be appre-

iiended, which also are at this day lacking.

3620. No adjunction of natural truth from another

source to the truth of the Rational. Sig. and Ex.

3665*. See KiaoyvhEVGY-cognitio, here.

3694. 'Stones' = lower truths, such as are of the

natural man.

3703''^, That natural truth, after it has been purified

from falsities, is adopted by good. Rep.

3707. That Divine natural truth would be as natural

good. Sig. and Ex.

3902. The conjunction of natural truth through

media with spiritual good. Tr.

3913. The affirming medium between natural truth

and interior truth. Sig. and Ex.

3928^. 'A hind let loose ' = the affection of natural

trath in a free state.

3974. By 'a servant' was represented the truth of

the Natural such as it is in the beginning, before

genuine truths are insinuated. Ex.

4014. The derivative power of natural Truths. Sig.

4017. ' Waters' = Knowledges and scientitics, which

are the truths of the Natural.

4038^. The scientifics there pertain to the under-

standing, and are called natural truths,

4155. Interior natural truths which are from the

Divine. Sig.

4234. See Jacob, here,

4650. When interior natural truth spiritual was not

yet risen. Sig.

4696. 'The moon' (as predicated of Leah)=natural

truth,

4748. Interior natural truths. Sig. and Ex.

4769. 'A he-goat of the she-goats ' = natural truths,

that is, the truths of the external man from which are

the delights of life . . . (and which are) truths Divine

.such as are those of the literal sense . . .

4967. 'An Egyptian man' =: natural truth, Ex.

4977. Good applying itself to the Scientific, or to

natural truth, Sig. and Ex.

4988. See Natural Good, here.

4995. That (spiritual natural good) was forbidden to

be conjoined with natural truth not spiritual. Sig.

4997, Ex.

5006^. That natural truth not spiritual wanted to be

conjoined with spiritual natural truth. Sig. and Ex,

(What these two truths are, shown by exanips. 5008^.

)

501 1. Natural truth (Potiphar's wife) cannot do other-

wise than speak falsities . , . after ultimate spiritual

truth . . . has been plucked away. Sig.

5044^ ' Egypt' = the Scientific of the Church; thus

natural truth which is the ultimate of order . . .

5198. 'Seven cows ascending' - the truths of the

Natural. Ex.

53 1
9-. 'Fine linen ' = natural truths.

5397. Therefore they are sent back, and some good of

natural truth is given gratis. Tr.

5477. That from spiritual light the truths in the

Natural appear. Sig. and Ex.

5882. Truths in the Natural, and the Natural itself

. . . act as a one ; for the truths are the contents, and

the Nati;ral is the containant . . .

5956. That (the medium) had (also) much of truth

from the Natural. Sig. and Ex.

6001. For natural truth with all things of it must be

initiated into the scientifics of the Church. Sig.

6010. The elucidation of natural truth. Sig.

6012. That the truths which were spiritual promoted

natural truth. Sig. and Ex.

6024-. The truth of the Natural in general, and the

truths of the Natural in particular. Sig.

6040. The perception of the truths in the Natural.

Sig. and Ex.

6089. ' Joseph ' = the Internal, from which is truth in

the Natural.

6173. That the truth of the Natural was in scientitics.

Sig.

6 1 88. That the natural truth, which is 'Jacob,' was

being elevated to the spiritual good, which is 'Israel.'

Sig.

6223. Apperception from the truth of the Natural.

Sig.

6228, Communication of the truth of the Natural

with the Internal. Sig.

6235. Before the truth of the Natural was in scien-

tifics. Sig.

6375. Truth in the Natural for the External Church.

Sig.

6423-. A certain one who was in natural truth,

because when he lived in the world he had been in what

is just, passed through many Hells , . , He was in such

power . . . that the infernal Spirits could not infest him

a whit . . .

7601. ' Flax ' = the truth of the exterior Natural,

7605. ' Spelt ' = the truth of the interior Natural.

7847, ' Door-posts ' = the truths of the Natural.

7852^ 'Fish '.-the truth of the Natural.

8369. 'Willows of the torrent '= the lowest truths of

the Natural.

8861-. In the Natural (the internal sight) has for its

objects the truths of the civil state which are of what is-

just, and also the truths of the moral state which are of

what is honest, and lastly the natural truths which are

conclusions from the objects of the external senses,

especially of the sight.

8912, 'An ass ' = the affection of natural truth.

9052. 'A tooth ' = the exterior Intellectual, and the

derivative natural truth ; for this makes the life of that

understanding. 111.

9054. 'A foot for a foot' = if anything of the power of

natural truth (was injured).
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[A.] 9166^. See HAiu-pilm, here.

9300^. For correspondences are natural Truths, in

wliich as in mirrors are represented sjiiritual Truths.

'9469. Both 'flax' and 'tine linen' = truth in the

natural man.

9538. For everything spiritual ceases in that which is

called natural truth ; and everything celestial in that

which is called natural good ; and there they subsist . . .

'" 9755^' The truth of the natural man is signified by

the water of the sea. This trutli is scientific ; for truth

in the natural or external man is trutli in knowledge

. . . Hence it is that the truths with man in childhood

are truths in knowledge . . .

9959. ' Linen ' = external truth, or natural truth.

10032. 'The two kidneys, and the fat upon thein' =
the interior truth of the external or natural man, and

its good.

10254. 'Aromatic cinnamon' = the perception and

affection of natural truth . . . which truth is the interior

truth of the external man.

10293. 'Onycha' = the affection of interior natural

truth.

J. 38. So long as truths are outside the life they are

only natural ; for they are known and thouglit only as

other Things are.

P. 74-. Knowledge-S(7"c«</a-is of natural truth.

332''. The natural truths with which every man is

first imbued are like the leaves with which the branches

are covered. 'Leaves,' in the AVord, = nothing else.

R. 50. Divine natural truth. Sig. and Ex.

. 'Waters,' in special, = natural truths, which

are Knowledges from the Word. 111.

^414. That there was no longer any spiritual truth nor

natural truth serving for doctrine and life from the

Word with tliem. Sig. and Ex. E.527.

M. 193. 'A rib of the breast,' in the Word, = natural

truth.
*. The woman was created from tlie man by the

transcription of his Own wisdom, whicli is from natural

truth . . .

D. 1531". That order may be perfect, celestial Truths

and spiritual Truths ought to be rooted in natural

Truths. . . The Knowledges and ideas of the Angels . . .

are rooted in natural Truths.

1967. Natural Truths, or Truths taken out from

corporeal, worldly, and natural things, are the earthen

vessels of spiritual Truths. Ex.

1970. It is a natural Truth that . . .

2301, Natural Truths serve to confirm it. 2604-.

2688. Natural Truths . . . are such vessels . . .

2701. Concerning philosophical and natural Truths

which are of service to them in confirming spiritual

things. 2702.

4739^. Those there are those who have been in natural

truth, and have lived a good life in and according to it.

5616. Natural Truths are in place of a foundation . . .

5710. (To such) the Word is to be unfolded by
natural Truths. (Continued under Foundation.)

E. 176. That he shall chastise evils by the truths

which are in the natural man. Sig. and Ex.

. Natural truth is truth in the memory and not

in the life . . .

*. Truths in the natural man are the scientitics

and Knowledges from which a man can think, reason,

and conclude naturally concerning the truths and goods

of the Church, and concerning tlie falsities and evils

which are opposite to them ; and thence be in a certain

natural illustration when he is reading the Word. Ex.

204^. The truth which is of the love of self or of the

world is merely natural, because it comes from man and

from the world. Ex.

406^. By the truths of the natural man are meant

the Knowledges of truth . . .

440". 'Ephraim' = those who are in natural truth.

Natural truth is such as is the truth of the Word in

the sense of the letter.

538*^. For the truths of the natural man arn the

Knowledges of truth and good.

726. That the power of natural truth from spiritual

will convince . . . those who are in falsities and evils.

Sig. and Ex.

754. See Natukal Good, here.

790'. Those things which are in the natural mind
from the spiritual are called natural truths, etc.

1088'. Natural truths, which are the truths of the

sense of the letter . . . are not the truths themselves of

Heaven, but are appearances of them, and appearances

of truth encompass, enclose and contain the truths of

Heaven . . . and cause that they are in connection and

order, and that they cohere like the cardiac and pul-

monary things with their coverings and ribs . . . and

when they are in connection and order, then first are

they holy . . .

J. (Post.) 263''. Angelic wisdom ... is founded upon

natural Truths.

Natural "World. Mundus naUiralis.

See under Spiritual World, and World.

A. 9272-. Thence subsist all things which are in the

natural world. Refs.

9440. See Space, here.

10185. For the natural world comes forth and sub-

sists from the Spiritual World. Ex. H.89.

H. 89. All that extense is called the natural world

which is beneath the sun, and receives heat and light

from it ; and of that world are all things which subsist

thence.

90. The exteriors of man's body, which relate to its

senses and actions, make his natural world . . .

112-. It is man through whom the natural world is

conjoined with the Spiritual World.

304^. Man's exteriors which are in the natural world

are all things which are of his natural or external

memory, and which are of the derivative thought and

imagination ; in general, Knowledges and knowledges

with their delights ... in so far as they have savour

from the world, and also many pleasures which are of

i
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the sensuous things of the body ; and, in addition, the

senses themselves, the speech, and the actions . . .

5S2. An Angel or Spirit cannot see anything in the

natural world, if they are not with a man to whom it

has been given to speak with them.

J. 9. The ultimate of creation is the natural world,

and in it the terraqueous globe with all tilings upon it.

When these had been completed, man was created . . .

73. That great change which has been effected in the

Spiritual World, does not induce any change in the

natural world as to the external form . . .

tL. 62®. By the natural world is meant the world

where men dwell.

W. 66. There are three degrees of ascent in the

natural world. (Continued imder Degree.)

1346. For all things which come forth in the natural

world are effects . . . 154".

251. The natural man as to his understanding and

will is like the natural world . . .

-. The spiritual man does indeed love tlie

natural world also, but no otherwise than as a master

his servant . . .

s. For whatever appears and is done in the

natural world derives its cause from the Spiritual

World.

257". By such an envelope, which has been taken

from the natural world, subsist their spiritual bodies . . .

270.

260''. The substances of the natural world from their

nature react against the substances of the Sfiiritual

World ; for in themselves the substances of the natural

world are dead, and they are acted from the outside by

the substances of the Spiritual World . . . and thus,

from their own nature, tliey react.

M. 31. He knows no otherwise than that he is still

in the natural world. D.319. 346. 729. 735, Ex. 2031.

4090. 5 M. 10.

1 33-. In the natural world. So they called our

world . . .

380^'. The expanse of nature is called the natural

world, which subsists from its own sun.

533. When (the paper) had fallen into the natural

world, its light disappeared . . .

I. 4. That the natural world has come forth and

subsists from its own sun . . . Gen. art. 9.

16. That there are . . . three degrees in the natural

world hitherto unknown, according to which all influx

is effected. Gen. art.

T. 78'*. Hence all things in the natural world arc

constant.

Can. God iv. 7. Jehovah God . . . through the

Spiritual World, mediately, created the natural world.

Naturalism. Naturalistnus.

See under Natuee.

W. 69. Hence is naturalism. 1. 16^.

T. 4-. The naturalism reigning at this day is from

no other source. 173^. 339". Inv. 9.

75^. If the mind examines more interiorly concerning

this Thing, it falls headlong into naturalism which

denies God.

94. Thereby enters Judaism, etc. . . and, at last,

naturalism . . .

121-. The Hells have grown . . . from Christians who
have imbued naturalism . . .

137". A faith from which naturalism springs . . .

'^. He thoughtlessly inseminated naturalism . . .

^-. The two charges of naturalism and Moham-

medanism . . .

3426. They do not distinguish between . . . the wor-

ship of the Lord and naturalism.

77
1

'^. Ignorance . . . from which naturalism and at

the same time atheism . . .

E. 726^ As He has created the natural worlds, so

He has created the Spiritual Worlds above them . . .

D. Wis. xii. 5^. To the correspondence of these things

liave been created all things which appear in the natural

world, where therefore the like things come forth, with

tiie difference that these are in like manner from a

spiritual origin, but at the same time from a natural

origin • . .

E. 981^. The lasciviousness of adultery makes a one

with naturalism.

1220-. As at this day naturalism has almost invaded

the Church, and as it can be dispelled only by rational

things . . .

. All naturalism is from thought concerning

Divine things from things proper to nature . . .

Can. God iv. 12. Concerning the creation of the

universe, hypotheses founded upon naturalism . . .

Coro. Then invade naturalism and atheism . . .

Naturalist. Naturalista.

See under Nature.

A. 87836. They who are atheists and naturalists, as

they are called, are those who are learned.

H. 3". They are relegated among those who are called

naturalists.

W. 349*=. They ascribe all things to nature . . . and

become naturalists, and at last atheists.

P. 310. In proportion as they confirm themselves

from fallacies they become naturalists . . .

M. 38o\ He feared being called a naturalist . . .

I. 10*. Such are all naturalist atheists in the world,

and all satans in Hell.

T. 333-. At this day . . . there are many natu-

ralists . . .

382. They deny the creation ... by God, and thus

Go<l, for they are naturalist atheists. The reason all

these are evil, is . . .

6392. Say to a confirmed naturalist, who believes

cither that nature has created herself, or that God came

forth after nature, or that nature and God are one . . .

759'. -Who .speaks more persuasively about the

certitude of his own phantasy than a naturalist

atheist . . .
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D. 4727. At first Wcilff was a natxiralist . . .

4748. A natural religion adapted to the apprehension

•of all naturalists.

4760^. (Tlie dragonists) are cliien}' naturalists, and in

their hearts deny the Divine . . .

55736. Most (of these Spirits) were naturalists . . .

5659. Concerning naturalists in the other life.—Very
many of them think ... If there is a God, etc., I can

easily believe these things if I see them in the other life

. . . But this is iinpotisible. Ex.

5971". They who have lived evilly . . . reject religion,

and become naturalists.

D. Min. 4722. Concerning naturalists.

E. 242*". There is a like light after confirmations with

those who are called naturalists, who deny God and the

Divine of the AVord, and, besides, all things of the

Church.

1220'. Every man who has become a naturalist by

thoughts from nature remains such after death, and
calls all the things natural which he sees in the Spiritual

World . . .

Inv. 27. A naturalist atheist can swear that there is

no God . . .

Nature. Indoles.

A. 200'-. The Most Ancients were of a nature entirely

different . . . which natiire was such that from good
they knew truth . . .

209. Suited to the nature of those who lived (then).

379^. A man derives his nature-«rt/w;-rt»i-and dis-

position from willing . . .

471. Children derive a genius from their parents . . .

Lest, therefore, there should be a confusion of native
qualities . . .

482^. Each Church was in a ditferent state of percep-

tion . . . according to the differences of the nature from
what was hereditary and actual.

4836. According to the propagations of the natures.

494-. As everyone may know from the evil nature of

children being just like those of their parents . . .

5426. According to their lives and the derivative

natures.

640*^. This Church . . . was of an entirely diverse
nature . . . 736. 765.

104S-. A certain sjihere which exhales from his

nature . . .

1 113. They are otherwise well-disposed in nature.

1277. They have a situation (there) according to the
nature of their life . . .

138S'-. Deriving its origin . . . from the nature of

Sj>irits.

1487®. From the nature thence acquired.

1640-. From their speech ... it is evident of what
genius and nature they are . . .

1906-. Remains . . . implanted in his nature.

2256-. Are inscribed ... on his nature-?ia/iiA?<? ; that
is, on his disposition and genius.

2269^. For (goods and evils) are of a contrary native

quality and nature-«rt^!(rrt-to (falsities and truths).

2343'-

2292. The least things of their nature are there most

exquisitely perceived. H.336.

230 1
e. Every infant has a natural disposition diverse

from that of every other ; and each is educated accord-

ing to his natural disposition.

248S-. The things he has immersed in his delights,

and thus as it were in his nature and disposition.

2878-. Everyone according to his nature, conuate,aud

acquired.

28S8. The life which inflows is received by everyone

according to his nature.

3318*. He is afterwards gifted with another nature.

3843-. Truth ... is then sent into act ... as it were

from his disposition or nature-H(7^»;-rt ; for everyone

acquires a disposition by . . . habit. . . He then no

longer acts from memory, but from disposition . . .

4493-. They were of an entirely different genius and

nature from the men of the Ancient Church.

6716-. Sons are born into the nature of their

father . . .

7246. In ^'enus there are two kinds of men, of a

nature contrary to each other . . .

7250. They are of an entirely different genius and

nature (from the internals of our Earth).

7800. Those who arc of a diverse nature appear

remote . . .

7997. By them were represented those who from

natural disposition alone . . . would do and vaunt good

and trnth . . . S002.

S3S2. Hence it was given to know of what nature

(the Spirits of Jupiter) were . . .

8630. From their life they are of a different nature.

H. 332. The infants also from an implanted nature

love them . . .

333. The infants are of diverse natures . . . The

infants of a celestial nature appear ... to the right

;

those of a spiritual nature to the left. .

368. This is evident from the inclination or connate

nature (of the man and the woman) . . . From their

nature, in that the man acts from reason, but the

woman from affection.

391. Boys and girls who are of a good disposition

from their education in tlie world.

508^. The will is the very nature or native quality of

the man . , .

513. Each and all are instructed there according to

their nature . . .

5 1
7-'. The Lord provides that everyone should love

the uses which agree with his nature.

W. 60'-. Besides the stupendous things in the nature

(of animals) . . .

192. These degrees are homogeneous, that is, of the

same native quality and nature . . .

^. The things which are not of the same native
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quality and nature are heterogeneous . . . (and can form
discrete degrees) only witli their own, which are of the

same native quality and nature.

M. 90-. (The male's) nature or disposition inclines to

form the understanding . . .

193^. The wife from her innate nature cannot do
•otherwise than . . .

2 1 8-. How greatly from their very birth the genius

of the men differs from the genius of women, has been

evident to me from (this) : the boys [acted] according

to the nature connate to them , . .

525. From his parents everyone draws his nature,

•which is his inclination , . .

T. 103^. As the soul of a man is the man himself . . .

it is evident whence it is that the mind, the animus,

the nature, the inclination, and the affection of the

father's love dAvell in offspring after offspring . . .

521. If you could feel the sphere of life gushing forth

from the native disposition of everyone . . .

D. 191. Concerning the nature of men in the other

life. Ex.

308. AVhere are those of almost a like nature.

396. A comparison of the nature with trees and

iVuits. Ex.

799. Such is the nature endued.

804. Ends . . . induce a nature and an instinct which

lii? bears with him into the other life. Ex.

2154. The more interior memorj^ which is rather to

be called a nature . . .

225 1^. It is not memory which operates . . . but the

natural disposition.

2474-. Love is what forms the nature of a man . . .

2486^. Thus do they form their natural disposi-

tion . . .

2493^. The speech of the Angels falls in the AVorld of

Spirits into representative forms ; but according to the

natural dispositions, or forms, of the Spirits . . .

2620. Their natural disposition is completely per-

verted.

2803. Concerning the change of human disposition

in the life of the body.—That man . . . retains all his

nature, or natural disposition, which he has acquired in

the life of the body . . .

3031. The communication of natures, and of each

and all things which are in the nature, is wonderful in

the other life.

3694<=. This is why the disposition or nature ... is

first to be destroyed . . .

4469. Concerning the nature of Spirits. Ex.

D. Min. 4548. This he had derived from a familiar

natural disposition . . .

Nature. Natura,

Create. Naturare. T.d^^-.

Sec under NATURE-Wi^oZcs.

A. 233. He who would investigate the liidden things

of nature . . . can scarcely detect one ... In spiritual

and celestial life there are myriads for one which is

invisible in nature.

257. Evident from the nature of the love of self.

313. Thence induces a nature on himself, and the

evil thence is implanted in his children . , .

367. The nature or essence of faith.

494-. All actual evil with the parents puts on a

species of nature . . .

568-. Such is all the disposition of their fibres, and
such their nature. .

581*^. They were of such a nature and genius that . . .

640. That if man were to remain in such a nature . . .

803. Every affection . . . derives its coming forth-

cxistcntimn-?a\(\. nature from . . .

810. The nature of their eviL Sig.

814. Such is their direful nature , . . 818.

830*^. Others who are deceitful in nature ; thus not

from Avhat is premeditated.

831*. Their nature is so persuasive . . .

They M'anted to withdraw into their interior959 .

nature.

nature

All have their own genius and their own

1050'. AVhat man learns, by exercise derives habit,

and as it were nature . . .

1055. Universal nature is founded on love. Ex.
^. Jlan has destroyed in himself the order of

nature.

1505. He is at last imbued with such a habit, and as

it were nature, that . . .

i630<=. (Then) nothing would be believed about those

things which are of interior nature.

1632. When the celestial and sj)iritual things of the

Lord inflow into nature, such things are presented

actually . . .

1666. The nature (of such Spirits) carries such things

with it.

l683<^. It is the nature of evil that . . .

. It is the nature of good that . . .

1854-. Death the putting off of those things whicli

are of grossest nature . . .

1881'^. Thence are all things which arc in nature and

the world.

1925-^ Thus the Divine of Jehovah . . . falls down
into the lowest of nature, in which is man as to the

sight and hearing.

2026*=. On the Heavens depend all tilings which aie

in the world and in nature ; for without influx from the

Lord through the Heavens, nothing which is in nature

and its three kingdoms would ever come forth and

subsist.

2173-. Thence tliere is such a marriage in universal

nature . . . otherwise nothing would ever subsist there.

2256'-. All the good . . . and all the evil a man has

thought and done . . . are inscribed on . . . his nature,

that is, on his disposition and genius.
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[A.] 2300. What is actual with parents, and confirmed

by habit, puts on nature . . .

2343*, They had thought that all things are of nature,

2625. Two things appear essential, because they are

proper to nature ; space and time. Hence to live in

space and time, is to live in the world of nature.

2722'. Each and all tilings in nature represent.

2747*^. Instead of the Creator of the universe, they

think of nature.

2758. That coujugiiil love is Heaven, is represented in

the kingdoms of nature ; for there is nothing in universal

nature which docs not in some way represent the Lord's

Kingdom in general . . .

2832. Nothing seems to them more wise than to

attribute each and all things to nature.

2993°. Those who in thought, will not or cannot

ascend beyond nature.

3175. There are very many who ascril)e . , . each and

all things to nature.

3483. For each and all things in nature are ultimate

images . , .

. How gross ... is human intelligence which

attributes e%'erything to nature separate . . . from an

influx prior to itself . . . Angelic wisdom is to attribute

nothing to nature.

^. It is contrary to the affection of falsity ... to

say that nature continually subsists, as it had [originally]

come forth, from the Divine of the Lord.

3518'. There are such comparatives in nature, which

are also I'epresentatives ; for universal nature is a theatre

representative of the Lord's Kingdom . . . 3648"^.

3626. Hence the Angels know . . . the most secret

things in the world, and in its universal nature.

3701^. Man is l)orn into the nature of his parents . . .

^. The nature itself which he has contracted in

the world by actual life, remains.

. This nature is that which is to be extirpated

while he lives in the world, which can never be done

except by regeneration . . .

3702. Man has been so created that the Divine things

of the Lord might descend through him even to the

ultimates of nature, and from the ultimates of nature

ascend to Him ; so tliat man might be a medium uniting

the Divine with the world of nature
; and thus through

man . . . the ultimate itself of nature might live from

the Divine . . .

^. When they thus contemplated the lower and
ultimate things of nature, these appear before their eyes

as if they were alive . . .

3703^ In universal nature, each and all things relate

to good and truth ; for in nature are represented the

celestial and spiritual goods and truths which are of

Heaven . . .

3721. Through which ultimate there is apparently as

it were an entrance from nature. Sig. and Ex.
. For it is the natural mind with man through

which the things of Heaven . . . inflow and descend into

nature ; and through the same mind the things which
are of nature ascend. But that it is apparently an

entrance from nature through the natural mind into

interior things . . .

3747-. The learned more than the simple . . . ascribe

all things to nature . . .

3855-. The inmosts of seeds . . . are in an interior

and more perfect nature.

3942. They knew that universal nature is a theatre-

representative of the Lord's Kingdom ... 43186.

4190^. Wliich they call His human nature.

421 1^. All who believe in a Supreme Being (merely),

worship nature.

4214^. Those who attribute all things to nature are

among those (who are in fatuous lumen).

4235. This Divine Itself is what is conmionly called

the Divine nature . . .

4321. If all things were to be denied the causes of

which are not known, innumerable things which come
forth in nature would be denied, the causes of which
are known scarcely as to the ten-thousandth part . . .

How much more must this be the case with the

arcana which come forth in the sphere which is above
nature . . .

4523. The ear is altogether formed to the nature of

their modifications . . . 6057.

. Whatever secret is hidden in the nature of air

and sound . . . and in the nature of ether and light . . .

-. Xot only the sensory organs, but also the

motory ones, and all the viscera, as to their corporeal

and material things, correspond to those things which
are in the nature of the world, so that the whole body
is an organ composed of the most secret things of all

which are in the nature of the world . . .

*. (Thus) whatever is in the world and its nature

does not come forth from itself, but from what is prior

to itself . , .

s. Hence . . . each and all things, even to the

ultimates of nature, have not only come forth from the

First, but also subsist from the First . . .

4524. As each and all things which are in the world

and its nature come forth, and perpetually come forth

. . . from things prior to themselves, it follows that

they come forth and subsist from a World which is

above nature . . . And as there must be a continual

connection with that World ... it follows that the purer

or interior things Avhich are in nature, consequently

which are in man, are from thence ; and also, that

(they) are such forms as can receive the influx.

-. As in nature there is one only fountain of

light and heat . . .

4663^. Every nature which man has put on in the

life of the body he retains in the other life ; and it is

known that the nature cannot be expelled ; and that if

it is expelled, nothing of life remains.

4692-*. For they distinguish between the Divine

nature and the human nature . . . 4731 6.

47246. Thinking nothing from doctrine then concern-

ing the distinction between the Divine nature and the

human nature.

4733^. Most of those (who say that they acknowledge
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a Supreme Being) acknowledge no God, but in His
place nature

; they acknowledge nature because they
apprehend it . . .

4738''. They were some of those who had been at the

Council when it was decreed concerning the Lord's two
natures, the Divine and the human. . . They said that

. . . they had concluded to attribute to the Lord both

the Divine and the Human principally because otherwise

the papal chair would not subsist. Ex.

4760". For they see that the several things in nature

are below man . . .

. In all other things which are of nature he sees

confirmations ; and at last in universal nature he sees a

representative of the heavenly Kingdom.

4939-. For nature is that in which are terminated

those things which are of the Spiritual World, and
which are of Heaven. Hence it is that universal nature

is a theatre representative of the Lord's Kingdom, and
that each thing there represents ; and that nature

subsists from influx according to this order ; and that

M-ithout this influx it could not subsist for a moment.

4941. In these places are those who have ascribed all

things to nature, and little to the Divine. . . AVhen I

discoursed with them concerning the Divine Providence,

tliey attributed all things to nature ; but still those

who have led a good moral life there . . . succes.sively

put ofl" these principles . . .

4950. Beneath the left foot, a little to tlie left, arc

such as have attributed all things to nature, and still

have confessed a Being of the universe from "Whom are

all things of nature . . . From which it was evident

that they had not acknowledged a Creator . . . but

nature.

5032-. Those who d(j what is good from nature, and
not from religion. Ex.

J0332 They (believe) that nature is all in all.

5084^ It is a fallacy of merely natural sense that all

things are of nature, and from nature ; and that in

purer or interior nature theie is indeed something which

is not apprehended ; but if it is said that within or

above nature there is what is spiritual and celestial, this

is rejected . . .

5094'*. When he regards nature from the order of

Things, he sees that nature is a complex of means . . .

AVhereas a sensuous man does not comprehend that there

can be anything distinct from nature, thus neither tliat

there is any Being which is above nature.

5II4^ The derivations in the lower degrees are only

compositions . . . with such things added from purer

nature, and afterwards from grosser, as can serve U>v

containing vessels . . .

51 16^ This cannot possibly be believed by those who
attribute all things to nature, and nothing to the

Divine ; whereas those who attribute all things to the

Divine, and nothing to nature, are given to see that

every single thing is from (the influx of the Spiritual

World) . . . and also that (it) corresponds . . . and
finally it is given them to see that universal nature is a

theatre representative of the Lord's King om ; thus

that the Divine is in every .single thing. Ex.

5131". Each and all things in nature succeed eacln

other as end, cause, and effect . . .

5173-. Yet the case is that in each and all things in

nature and its three kingdoms there is inwardly ai»

agent from the Spiritual World . . .

5 1 79-. Thence come forth very many things which
the man who attributes all things to nature either

denies or attributes to more occult natiire. Examp.

5194-. Such an image of marriage is in each and all

things of nature, and of its three kingdoms. For in

order that anything may come forth in nature, there

must be heat and light . . .

52136. (The things of faith and charity can be applied

to) all the truths of interior and exterior nature, both

visible and invisible, because these correspond to spiritual

truths.

5232-. As each and all things in nature . . . relate to

good and truth . . .

5253-. Time and space are proper to nature,

5497". He then from sensuous things forms some
trutlis which . . . still remain within those things which

are in nature.

5568. They were from the Hells where are those who
. . . have deduced all things to nature. Des.

5570. They thence derive a nature which remains

after death.

5571. Those who have believed that natiire is every-

thing, and have confirmed themselves in this, and have

thence lived a secure life . . . when they appear in the

light of Heaven, do not appear to have any face, but in

place of it something bearded . . .

5572. There are at this day very many in the Christian

world who ascribe all things to nature . . . but more in

one nation than in another. 5573.

571 1. The things in nature are nothing but effects . . .

5849-. The eye does not see even the more prominent

things which are in ultimate nature . . . How then could

it see the things which are within even the purer nature ?

H.76.

5990. Attributing all things to nature . . . thus have

they clo-sed the interiors . . . 5991.

6057. All the secrets of interior nature are inscribed

and apjilied to (the body) . . . (so) that universal nature

conduces to form the external of man . . .

6318. Thei-e arc men who . . . are corporeal, being

those who . . . have ascribed all things to nature.

Des.

6337C. Can be illustrated by very many things in

nature.

6400-. Tliose in truth and not yet in good, reason . . .

from fallacies from lowest nature. Sig. and Ex.

6832'*. The worshippers of nature especially can never

be induced to believe that . . .

68760. Then in place of (the idea of a universal Being)

there comes the idea of nature, to which each and all

things are attributed. Thence is the worship of nature

so common at this day, esjiccially in the Christian

world.
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[A.] 7090. Deep beneath them are those who . . . have
vorshijij^ed nature . . .

7270^^. (Thus) there are continual successions from the

First . . . even to the nltimates which are in nature . . .

7290I Everything which is not attributed to nature
is (now) denied.

. If the man of the Church were to see the

veriest Divine miracles, he would first deduce them into

nature . , .

7352. He reasons from mere falsities who attrilnites

.all things to nature . . . when yet all things are from
tlie Divine, and nature is only the instrumental.

8550. All evil which by habit has contracted as it

were nature is derived into the offspring.

86032. Each and all things in universal nature come
forth from interior things in order : they are derivations

and successions . . .

8628^. To these the sciences are means of . . . con-

firming for nature against the Divine . . .

8705-'. Or he takes up an idea of the Divine . . .

•^vhich conjoins itself with the idea of the worshippers
•ot nature : it also falls into nature ; and thus becomes
null.

ascribe all things to88 1 2-. Except those who
nature.

8870". In this way they act from their nature itself

auipiircd in the world . . .

8941=^. The second religiosity is that in which the

lumen of nature is everything. Ex. . . Some of these

. . . place the Divine in nature ; for their lumen, being
of nature, falls into nature . . .

8944. It is believed . . . that man from the lumen of
nature . . . can know many things which are of re-

ligion . . .

. The learned . . . who have raised the lumen of

their nature above that of others . . . more than others

.. . . for the Divine acknowledge nature . . . Hence it is

<jvident what is the i^uality of the lumen of nature
without revelation. . W.H.6,Refs.

9009. Evils confirmed imbue nature, so that after-

wards they can scarcely be extirpated. Ex.

9272-. For universal nature—that is, the heavens
with the sun, moon, stars, and the Earth with the
subjects of its three kingdoms—corresponds to such
things as are in the Spiritual World . . .

9303-''. Those who do not believe in one God under a

human form . . . their thought effuses itself into the

universe without determination, and thus falls into

nature, which they thus acknowledge in place of God.

9555. For each and all things in nature relate to the

human form . . .

100056. For all the representatives in nature relate to

the human form . . .

10185'. Hence he observes that all things in nature
J'clate to such things as are in the Spiritual World ; and
he who can conclude further, perceives that nature
does not subsist from itself, but through influx from
Heaven . . .

10634-. For the ultimate of Divine order is in the

nature of the world.

10728^. The things which appear in nature, in its

three kingdoms, are the ultimates of Divine order ; for

all things of Heaven are terminated in them . . .

10736-. His idea of the invisible God was no other

than as of nature in its primes ; from which it re-

sulted that the inmost of nature \vas to him His Divine.

H.3^

H. 85. For he who thinks from nature and its lumen
alone . . .

86. Do not such see nature for God ; some that

nature which is before the eyes ; some that nature

which is not before the eyes ?

102. The Angels are astounded when they hear that

there are men who attribute all things to nature . . .

. Nature has been created only to invest what is

spiritual, and present it correspondent in the ultimate

of order.

io7<^. Hence all things ... in the nature of the

world which are in Divine order relate to good and
truth.

112. In the nature of the world, in its three king-

doms, all things which come forth there according to

order are forms of uses, or effects formed by use for use
;

and therefore (they) are correspondences.

116. For nature begins from this sun . . . But the

Sj)iritual ... is above nature . . . and they communi-
cate solely by correspondences.

313. Tiie learned . . . who had ascribed all things to

nature were found to have their interiors completely

closed . . , 464*^.

353. For they who acknowledge nature for the Divine

all think from the corporeal Sensuous . . .

488*. Those who have ascribed all things to nature

... in the other life study magical arts . . .

489^. Those who have . . . regarded nature as rela-

tively dead, and merely subservient to spiritual things,

and have confirmed themselves in this, are in heavenly

light. Des.

508^. The will is the very nature or native quality of

man . . .

509^. The evils (of good Spirits) have been of a differ-

ent kind or nature . . .

575. In these Hells are all those who have acknow-

ledged nature, and denied the Divine ...

J.
25''. The reason (many of the intelligent do not

believe in immortalitj') is that at heart they . . . for the

Divine acknowledge nature. Ex.

L. 35. Hence the Lord had ... a Divine essence from

the Father, and a human nature from the mother . . .

This human nature from the mother He did not trans-

mute into the Divine Essence . . .

W. 9. To think about God from space is to think

about the extense of nature.

46. How sensuously . . . those think who say that

nature is from itself.

-'. Xor can it be seen that all things of nature are
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from (love and wisdom), unless nature is regarded from

aises in their series and in their order . . .

6_ Therefore if forms alone are regarded, not any-

thing of life can be seen in nature, still less anything of

love and wisdom ; thus not anything of God.

66. Hence it is that man can he elevated above

nature, differently from any animal ; can think

analytically and rationally concerning the civil and

moral things which are within nature, and also con-

cerning the spiritual and celestial things which are

above nature. 69^.

69. There are two things proper to nature : space

and time . . .

^. But if he denies the Divine omnipresence, and

ascribes all things to nature, he does not want to be

elevated . . .

73. For not anything proper to nature can be predi-

cated of the Divine . . .

. Nature derives this measurement from the

apparent gyration . . . of the sun.

76. His delirium is caused by [the idea] that God has

come forth from Himself, from which he falls downwards
into the origin of nature from itself ; from which idea

lie cannot be set loose except by the spiritiial . . . idea

concerning eternity . . .

^. The Angels say that ... in no way can they

perceive nature from eternity ; still less nature from it-

self ; and not at all nature as nature in itself . . .

90^. When man dies, he steps entirely out of the

world of nature, and leaves behind all things of it, and

«nters into a World in which there is nothing of nature
;

and in that World he lives so separated from nature

that there is not any communication by continuity . . .

92. For man . . . has not penetrated deeper than

into the interior or purer things of nature ; and there-

fore many have feigned the habitations of the Angels

... in the ether, and some in the stars ; thus within

nature, and not above or outside of it ; when yet

Angels and Spirits are entirely above or outside of

nature . . .

157. That . . . nature, because it derives its origin

from this sun, is dead. Gen. art.

159. That nature appears in man and animal as

alive, is from the life which accompanies and actuates.

162. From these things can be seen the fatuity of

those who ascribe all things to nature. Those who
have confirmed themselves from nature have induced on

themselves the state that they no longer want to elevate

the mind above nature ; and therefore their minds are

closed above, and open below. Des.

166. No one but a person bereaved of reason can think

that all things are from nature, and that even life is

from it . . . Nature cannot dispose life to anything, for

nature in itself is altogether inert. Ex.

234. The Lord could not enter into (the third degree)

except by a nature like human nature . . . For thus He
could put off nature, which in itself is dead, and yet is

a receptacle of the Divine . . .

262. He then acknowledges nature as the creatress of

the universe.

283-. Fearing that thus they should (think) that . . .

nature is from itself, and thus that the inmost of it is

what is called God.

285^. As the Divine is not in space, it is not con-

tinuous, as is the inmost of nature.

340. This is why those who have written on the origin

of plants and animals could not do otherwise than deduce

it from nature
; and if from God, that God from the

beginning implanted in nature the force of producing

such things : thus not knowing that no force has been

implanted in nature ; for in itself it is dead, and no
more contributes to produce these things than as an

instrument does in the work of a workman, which in

order to act must be perpetually moved. It is the

Spiritual which . . . proceeds to the ultimates of nature,

that produces the forms of plants and animals . . .

344. Sir Hans Sloane . . . ascribed these things to

nature, [saying] that the power and force for producing

such things has been implanted in it from creation . . .

Martin Folkes said that that force is continuous from

God the Creator in nature . . , Sir Hans Sloane was

convinced by this experience that nature contributes

nothing whatever to the productions of plants and

animals . . . He added . . . that if he had known the

things he now knows of the Spiritual World, he would

have ascribed to nature no more than that it subserves

the Spiritual which is from God for fixing those things

which continually inflow into nature.

349. That the visible things . . . testify that nature

has produced nothing, and does produce nothing . . .

Gen. art.

-. Those who confirm . . . that the sun . . . pro-

duces the things . . . upon the Earth, at last ascribe all

things to nature . . . These can afterwards say that

God has created nature, and has implanted in it the

power of producing such things ; but ... by God the

Creator they mean nature ; some its inmost . . .

350. Some are to be excused in that they have

ascribed some visible things to nature. Ex. M.422.

-. These are two reasons for excusing those who

have believed that nature produces the visible things

from what was implanted from creation.

^. But those who by confirmations in favour of

nature have made atheists of themselves, are not to be

excused, because they could have confirmed themselves

in favour of the Divine . . .

e_ Therefore the same who have confirmed them-

selves in favour of nature even to the separation of the

Divine from it, do not account anything as sin . . .

351. Those who believe in the Divine operation in

each thing of nature can confirm themselves in favour

of the Di\'ine by very many things which tliey see in

nature, more than those who confirm themselves in

favour of nature. Ex. 353. 354. 355. M.416. T. 12.

*. Those who ascribe all things to nature do

indeed see such things, but only think that they exist-

sint ; and they say that nature produces them ; and

this they say because they have averted their minds

from thinking about the Divine ; and those who have

(done this), when they see the wonderful things in

nature, cannot think rationally, still less spiritually
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. , . and then they think in nature from nature, and

not above nature, in like manner as do those who are in

Hell . . .

[W.] 357. Those who have confirmed themselves in

favour of nature . . . have been seen by me in the

Spiritual World. Des.——«. Therefore let everyone beware of confirmations

in favour of nature . . .

P. 4^ Such a one is in everything not seen with the

eye, whether it is in interior nature, or in the Spiritual

World.

51". (Thus) there can be no thought about nature

from eternity
;
(nor) about creation from nature ; for

space and time are proper to nature.

98^. Nor are freedom itself and rationality itself

possible with those who attribute all things to

nature . , .

182^. It must be thought, either that God rules all

things, or that nature does. . . He who thinks that

nature rules all things, thinks that natural heat and

light do so, which, however, are in themselves dead . . .

1 83-. This desire lies inmostly hidden ... in the

nature of man's life.

1 87-. Tliey attribute (the Divine Providence) either

to man or to nature ... Ex.
^. If they should see as in clear day that nature

in itself is dead . . , still tliosc who have confirmed

themselves in favour of nature would not (acknowledge

the Divine Providence).

190^. From constant and stated things . . . some find

arguments for their delirium in favour of nature . . .

201. Those who ascribe all things to nature also

ascribe all things to human prudence ; for those who
ascribe all things to nature, at heart deny God . . .

^. It is the like with the name of a universal

Providence . . . when it is said concerning natiire, and
it is meant that God created the universe, and im-

planted in nature that it should produce all things from

itself . . .

*=. But the Thing in itself is . . . that the Divine

Providence is in the most singular things of nature . , .

and, from these, is universal.

205. That those who have acknowledged nature alone

. . . make Hell. Ex.

. All who lead an evil life, interiorly acknow-
ledge nature alone ... Ex.

206. (This) is from man's proprium, which is his

nature, and is called his soul from his parent.

^. The acknowledgment of nature alone is hidden
in every evil. Ex.

^. They reason in favour of nature, and against

God . . .

208. Those who acknowledge nature . . . are as the

Spirits of Hell. Des.

213. Who does not speak ... in favour of nature,

when he speaks from the external man ?

^. Write books . . . one in favour of nature . . .

220^. Man first puts on the grosser things of nature

. . . but by death he puts these off, and retains the

purer things of nature, which are nearest to spiritual

things ; and these are then his containants.

. As the extremes and ultimates of nature cannot

receive the spiritual and eternal things for which the

human mind has been formed, as these are in themselves

. . . man puts them off" . . .

233". (The love of self) can confirm by a thousand

arguments that nature has created itself ; and that it

afterwards created men, beasts, and plants of every

kind ; and also that by influx from its interior self it

causes men to live, to think analytically, and to under-

stand wisely.

12, The insanities which nature itself, which in

itself is dead, inspires into his phantasy.

235. He who does not at all acknowledge the Divine

Providence, at heart . . . for God acknowledges nature

. . . That it is so does not appear. Ex.

249. (Arguments of the worshippers of self and of

nature against the Divine Providence.) Gen. art. 250.

251. 252.

314^. Concerning life they know nothing else than

that it is a certain activity of nature ... If it is said

that thus nature is alive tliis they deny ; but [affirm]

that nature gives to live.

R. 53®. 'To adore the sun and moon ' = also to ac-

knowledge nature as creatress of all things . . .

M. 328*. From that time I . . . could not think at

all of nature from eternity . . . for nature in all time is

in time, and in all space is in space ; and nature with

its time and sjjace must begin and have an origin . . .

and therefore nature is from God, not from eternity,

but in time, that is, together with its own time and

space.

380. I was once in amazement at the vast multitude

of men who ascribe creation to nature , . . and who
when they are asked why they say it is of nature, and

why not of God, when yet they sometimes say with the

community that God has created nature, and therefore

they can just as well say that the things which they see

are of God, as of nature . . , reply in an internal tone

. . . What is God but nature ? . . . All Hell is from such

. . .
-. T.35.

^. He was writing about ... I. Whether nature

is of life, or life of nature. . . III. Concerning the

centre and the expanse of nature and of life. ®.

io_

". The expanse of nature is called the natural

world.

415. Some who were reasoning sharply about God and

nature. . . The satans maintained that God is nothing

but nature . . . Their arguments. T.77.

'. They believed nature to be a god or god-

dess . . .

. The sun of the world, which is pure fire, is

what nature has come forth from . . . and thus nature

is utterly dead.

*. In Heaven there are magnificent and splendid

things, and in Hell squalid and unclean ones . . . be-

cause all in the Heavens worship God, and all in the

Hells worship nature.

. The satans said . . . When the delight of evil

,
occupies our minds, we see nothing but nature.
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'. The Angels said, We liave looked down into

the earth at those celebrated for erudition, and who
have thought concerning God and nature . . . and we
have found six hundred out of a thousand in favour of

nature. (Continued under God.)
®. The satans (then) acknowledged . . . that

nature has been created to subserve the life which is

in God and from God ; and that nature in itself is

dead . . .

500®. (They then openly said that all things are of

nature.

)

521-. Concerning nature, the satyrs said . . .

I. 9. Nature and its world, by which are meant the

atmospheres, and the Earths called the planets . . .

10-. There are two things which effect all the effects

in the universe : life and nature ; and they effect them
according to oi'der when life from within actuates

nature. It is otherwise when nature from within leads

life to act. Ex.

T. 12. I in(|uired what erudition they had brought

with them from the world concerning God and nature.

They said, that nature operates all things which take

place in the created universe ; and that God, after

ereatiou, induced and impressed on nature that faculty

and power ... I replied that nature from itself does

not operate anything, but God through nature.

Shown.

13*. Those who contemplate the universe ... as the

work of nature . . . close up the higher things of their

minds for God, and open the lower things for the devil

;

and hence put off what is human, and put on what is

ferine. Des.

30". Hence it follows that nature is sepaiate from

God, and yet he is omnipresent in it. Ex.

37^ (Such) kiss nature as the creatress of the uni-

verse . . .

75". (Otherwise) the mind . . , easily falls into the

idea of the creation of the universe by nature . . .

79. One (of the philosophers from the Christian

world) said, My mind is that creation is from nature,

and thus that nature has created itself, and that it has

been from eternity . . . What else do we see, etc., than

nature ; and this, being without us, is also within us.

-. Another said, I will tell you how nature oper-

ated in producing the universe. Des.

*. But one among them said . . . In my simplicity

I have believed that the universe was created by God
;

and, as nature is of the universe, that universal nature

was created at the same time. If nature created itself,

would it not have been from eternity ':

. Then one of those so-called wise ones . . . said,

I also confess that all nature is from God . . . but

whispered to his companions, I said so because there is

a priest prescut ; but you and I know that nature is

from nature ; and because thus nature is God, I said

that all nature is from God.
•''. The priest (asked them). Whence are 3'our

souls . . . were they from nature . . . And they con-

cluded that the human soul is nothing but ether . . .

and ether is of nature, (Their arguments.

)

^. (The priest said), All who have become corpo-

real sensuous by confirmations in favour of nature,

know no otherwise than that they are in the same world

. . . Therefore j^ou su]>pose that the same nature is

here
; when yet the nature of this World is as different

and distinct from the nature of that world as the sub-

stantial is from the material ... or the prior from the

posterior ; and as the nature of the world in which you
before lived is relatively dead, therefore you, by con-

firmations in favour of it, are become as it were dead . . .

^ (The infernals said,) We . . . are to remain
here for ages of ages, because the nature which we con-

tracted in the world cannot be changed , . .

80-. The satan replied, Our God is the universe,

which we also call nature . . .

103. Every man, after death . . . retains the Spiritual

which is from the father, together with a certain limbus
(or border) from the jmrest things of nature, around it.

(Continued under Bobbkk.)

no''. What else is then concluded by the mind con-

cerning God, than that nature is God ?

iii^". Luther, etc. taught. . . that Christ even as to

the Human nature is omnipotent and omnipresent . . .

131*^. According to a law inscribed on nature.

159^. The Angels closed the lower regions of their

thoughts . . . and opened the higher . . . and then they
said . . . What then is God but nature in its primes and
ultimates ? . . .

1 78. For example. Let the faith be, that nature is the

creatress of the universe. From this it follows that

the universe is what is called God ; that nature is its

essence . . . and as the divinitj- of nature reaches to the

centre of the earth, there is a god there too . . .

35 1^ In universal nature there is not anything
which is not confasciculated into series . . . Ex.

373. By the animus is meant man's affection of love

and the derivative thought : these form his nature . . .

508*. In all these things (the man tlien) kisses

nature, and loves it from the allurements of its plea-

sures, as an idolater loves the golden image in his

bosom.

563. It is known that habit makes a second nature . .

.

5S8. Man . . . from the ferine nature implanted in

him, would . . .

613-. JNIan as to the iirst nature which he derives

from birth is a hell in the least effigy ; and as to tlie

second nature which he derives from the second birth,

is a Heaven in the least cfhgj-.

672^. The latter is contrary to nature, because it is

contrary to order ; but the former is according to nature,

because it is according to order.

695^. They are ignorant that . . . the Spiritual WorKl
from within actuates each and all things which come
forth and are formed in tlie world of nature, and upon
its Earth . . . and tliat the several things of nature are

as tunics, sheaths, and clothing wliich envelop spiritual

things, and proximately produce effects . . .

D. I52<-'. It is within nature,

167. l-^xtends itself into more subtle nature , . .
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[D.] 169. Such are the gods adored by those who . . .

acknowledge nature as the creator of all things . . .

251. That universal nature in general and in its parts

represents ... Ex.

1 770'-. Concerning the right-/Mre-of nature. Ex.

2475. That all things in universal nature are repre-

sentations of the Lord's Kingdom. Ex.

2626. Because it is according to nature.

2760. Concerning the internal nature of man, that it

begins to be worse . . . Ex.

. In the interior sphere of nature there are thou-

sands of such as are evil . . .

. It is not easy for man to discriminate between

the things which are interior of nature, and those

which are exterior.

6. In the other life they manifest themselves,

and their intentions, which are in the interior sphere of

nature . , .

2764. Thus have acquired this nature in actu-

ality . . .

-. The interior nature (there) effects such a

sphere . . .

2766. That brute animals live in the order of nature.

Ex.

2793''. But still (the piinishments) do not change the

nature, which remains to eternity as contracted in the

life of the body . . . 2S03.

2S55. The Hell of those who , , . had put on such a

nature.

3047. Concerning the nature of evil Spirits. Ex.

3145. That the Angels can know the whole nature of

a man or Spirit from one of his ideas. Ex.

3267". They have a different nature, which does not

agi'ee with the nature of the Spirits of this Earth.

3271-

3457. At once they acted from their nature . . .

34778. Hence they deduce . , . that God came forth

together with the world, and thus that nature is God,

or that God came forth from nature. 3478^.

34S4-. Therefore all such forms are still within

nature . . .

3S49. That natures are induced through externals.

Ex.

4009. As these things which are of lowest nature

cannot be explored, how can those which are of interior

nature . . . and how those which are of a still more in-

terior one . . .

4080. It puts on habit, and finally nature . . .

4167. Concerning the nature of Spirits. Gen. art.

4204-. Whence was the origin of nature : whether
nature was before the world was created, and thus

whether nature was eternal . . .

4270^. Everyone appropriates to himself the delight

of another according to his own nature. Those who do

not do so according to their own nature, but want to

put on the nature of him who has the delight ... are

rejected . . .

4351. Hence the representation (of serpents casting

their skin) which comes forth in actual nature,

-. If he were to pass into interior nature he-

would be a devil . . .

43596. They then act from nature.

4368. Horror for such things as are against nature is

not natural to man . . .

4457-. They put on the nature that . . .

4462. They can let themselves into interior nature . . .

4469. Spirits [act] from their natural disposition-«H-

dole-or nature ^^hich they have acquired, or as it were

from instinct.

4479-. Actualities . . . put on a species of nature . , ,

4604. This is contrary to nature . . .

-. To receive it according to its nature.

471 1. Concerning the one God and nature. Gen. art.

4722. Polhem . , . had confirmed himself . . . that

everything is from nature . . .

4727. Wolff . . . then confessed that he had believed

. . . that nature is everything.

4753. Until their acquired nature becomes full.

47S9. That marshy pool was his nature which he had

acquired in the world.

8. Such was his animus and nature.

561 1. These things are circumstanced as are all things

in nature. In nature everything is fixed and ultimate.

5709. There are two foundations of tiuth ; one from

the Word, the other from nature or fiom the Truths of

nature . . . The foundation from nature is for those who
are natural and are in natural lumen . . . But still the

one is in accord with the other . . . Moreover, all things

of Heaven have their foundation in the laws of order of

nature in the world and in man, which foundation re-

mains constantly fixed . . .

5787. The speech of Spirits is according to the nature

of the Thing . . . for the nature of every Thing has-

been inscribeel on man ; as the nature of the ether on the

eye . . .

-. The reason why in the world they do not speak

according to the nature of the Thing ... is that man is

not horn into the nature of the Thing . . . and he learns

to speak, which cannot be done according to the nature

of the Thing . . .

a. The Angels speak according to the nature of

the Thing in Heaven ; but those who are in externals

according to the nature of the Thing in the world . . .

6033. That the nature of a man cannot be taken

away after death, but can be broken and mastered.

Gen. art.

. The nature of a man is the delight of his-

reigning love . . .

^. It was observed that the nature still remains
4

D. Min. 4718-. If the life was to become better, he

must put on another nature.

4792. They are left to the delights of their nature . . .

and when they act accoiding to the nature which they

have acquired, they have almost no judgment, but they
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act from nature . . . They do not receive exhortations

. . . their nature acts against them. It often lasts for

many years, before their nature suffers itself to be

mastered.

E. 151. Man cannot think concerning the Divine It-

self devoid of a human form, except as of nature in its

leasts. . . Those who have thought of the Father only

. . . make for themselves God [from] nature in its

leasts . . .

183^^. The reason they have distinguished the Divine

and the Human of the Lord into two natures
; and have

said that the Lord is God from the nature of the Father,

and Man from the nature of the mother, was that . . .

Ath.15.

575^. Those who reason . . . from the fallacies of the

senses, attribute all things to nature . . . and if they

attribute creation to the Divine, they still suppose that

all things have been transferred into nature . . . They
suppose (all these wonderful) works to be of nature

alone . . . yet the reality is . . . that nature has been

created in order to subserve for clothing those things

which proceed and inflow from the Spiritual World.

778*. Still at heart they ascribe creation to nature.

807^. They distinguish the Lord into two quasi per-

sons, which they call natures . . . Ath.89.

954^. When the interior thought is from Hell, the man
sees nothing else than that nature is God, and that the

inmost of nature is what is called the Divine . . .

1097^ The thought of God ... as of nature in its

leasts, closes Heaven.

11300. (Thus) it is impossible to think that nature is

from eternity, or that it is from itself in time ; but it is

possible to think that . . . nature together with time is

from God.

1206". That nothing in nature comes forth except

from the Spiritual, and by it. Gen. art.

1207^. That nature in itself is dead, being created in

order that the Spiritual may be clothed by it in forms

which may subserve for use, and in order that it may
be terminated. Gen. art.

1210^. There are also as many degrees of spiritual

things beneath the Heavens, or in nature, which are

lower degrees of spiritual things ; as may be evident from

the natural mind of man . . .

1215'. Everyone who is wise can see at heart, that

nature does not produce anything from itself ; but that

it only subserves the Spiritual for producing that which

proceeds from the Sun of Heaven, as an instrumental

cause subserves its principal cause, or as a dead force

subserves its living force.

De Dom. 27. Those who acknowledge the Father

separate and alone, worship nature. 66.

Ath. 33. They remain in the mere idea of (the Lord's)

two natures ; which, contrary to the words of the Ath-

anasian Creed, they separate.

68. Thus for God the purest of nature is thought

of . . .

82. Many who think of God the Father have an inde-

terminate idea, and these easily acknowledge nature for

God . . .

191. Hence the Divine truth is the inmost of the

Spiritual World ; and it is this from which nature took
its origin . . .

192. The maternal human was the Infirm which ad-

heres to nature . . .

De Verbo 61 Those who do not believe the Word
from tlie Word cannot possibly believe anything Divine
from nature. Sig.

D. Love v'^ There is nothing (of these things) which
the Spiritual from nature . . . does not collect into a

one . . .

D. Wis. iii. 2. Nothing in nature comes forth ex-

cept from seed , . .

viii''. The reason Spirits and Angels derive from this

that they can subsist ... to eternity, is from the fact

that they have first been born men in the world ; for

they di'aw with them from the inmosts of nature a

medium between the Spiritual and the Natural, by
which they are finited (or bounded), so that they are

subsistent and permanent : through this they have
what is relative to those things which are in nature . . .

by this also they can be adjoined and conjoined with the

human race ; for there is conjunction, and where there

is conjunction there must be a medium. That there is

such a medium, the Angels know ; but as it is from the

inmosts of nature, and the words of languages are from

its ultiniates, it cannot be described except by abstract

things.

xii. Those who think in simplicity concerning nature

as the creatress, are the exterior natural ones.

2^. Therefore to acknowledge nature ... is to adore

the fire which is in the sun of the world. Those who
do this are dead . . .

Docu. 302. A^. All things of nature are like sheaths

around spiritual things . . . This is the cause of all the

wonders and miracles in natxire.

Nausea. Nausea.

Nauseate. Nauseare.

Nauseous. Nausealmndus.

A. 454®. They nauseated (such an idle life). H.403'=.

2749. By adulteries have taken a loathing and nausea

for marriages.

2763®. Feels loathing, nay, nausea, (when the Spirit-

ual is named).

3427-. Then from them . . . aversion, nay, nausea,

was perceived.

3769*. At the mere hearing they, from aversion,

nauseate it.

38S1. When the si)iritual life ... is mentioned . . .

he is nauseated . , .

5006'-. Then he nauseates at the things of Heaven.

5702. When compelled to hear the interior tilings of

the Word, they were seized with such nausea that . . .

6202. They relate to such things ... as are nauseous.

W. 254-. The Truth (then) becomes nausea.

M. 266^. It remains undigested, from which comes

nausea.
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[M.] 433-. Nausea (towards the sex). 453. D.4092.

441. At last feels (fleshly delights) as . . . nau-

D. 2623''. The human race . . . would have felt . . .

nausea thence.

3922. They then nauseate (their wives).

3946. Conjugial love is nausea to them ... it excited

nausea.

3985. After a little time he would loathe and
nauseate (such an idle life).

41 17. He had (previously) nauseated (that food).

D. Min. 4733. Spirits who produced a grievous

nausea of the belly . . .

Navel. Umbiliais.

A. iiiS. The respiration proceeded from the navel

towards the heart. 1 120. 7361. D.3322. 3324.

7077-. That cohort appeared ... in the plane of the

region below the navel.

7362. Their respiration . . . proceeds from the region

of the chest towards the navel . . .

D. 134S. Naked only to the navel . . .

3490. Their respiration . . . was within the region of

the navel . . . 3490a-.

Navigate. Navigare.

Navigation. Navigatio.

A. 1378'-. As in navigation around the globe . . .

9354. By navigations to all the places of the world.

B. 98*^. To navigate to the Pleiades.

D. 2545. That they can navigate around the

globe . . .

Nay. See under Not.

Nazarite. Naziraeus.

Nazariteship. Nazireatus.

See under Samson.

A. 2 1 87-. The law for the Nazarite—that in the days

of his Nazariteship he should not eat of anything of the

grape, whence is wine . . . (Num.vi.4)—was because the

Nazarite represented the celestial man, and the celestial

man is such that he is not willing even to mention

spiritual things . . . and as wine and the grape, and also

whatever is from the gi'ape, signified what is spiritual,

it was prohibited to the Nazarite to eat of them ; that

is, to have communication with them, to conjoin him-

self with them, and to appropriate them to himself.

23435. 2830*.

3300'. By the Nazarites was represented the Lord as

to the Divine Human, especially as to the Divine

Natural . . .

3301^. That 'the hair' signified the Natural as to

truth, may be evident from the Nazarites, to whom it

was commanded that during all the daj's of their Nazar-

iteship, 'no razor should pass upon their head . .
.'

(Num. vi.5, 18, 19). They represented the Lord as to the

Divine Human, and thence they represented the man of

the Celestial Church, who is 'a likeness' of the Lord
;

and they represented the Natural of that man by their

hair ; and therefore when they were being sanctified they

were to jjiit off their natural . . . man . . . and put on

the new one ; which was signified by . . . that when the

days were fulfilled . . . they should let down the hair of

their heads, and should put it on the fire beneath the

sacrifice. (Continued under Cele.stial.
)

^. The Nazarite had relation to the celestial

man ; and, so long as he had hair, he had relation to the

Natural of that man, who ... is in truth so }>owerful

and strong. . . Hence Samson had his strength ; but he

was not a sanctified Nazarite . . . who had put on a

state of good in place of truth . . .

3812*. 'The Nazarite' = the celestial man. 5144".

5113^". As 'the Nazarite' represented the celestial

man, and this man is regenerated through the good of

love, and not through the truth of faith, as is the

spiritual man ; and as consequently the celestial man is

not regenerated as to the Intellectual, but as to the

\'oluntary . . . therefore the Nazarite was forbidden to

eat anything which goes forth from the vine, and also to

drink wine.

5247'*. The Lord as to the Divine Natural was repre-

sented by the Nazarite . . .

6437. 'For the vertex (or crown of the head) of the

Nazarite of his brethren' (Gen.xlix.26) = as to exteriors.

. . . 'A Nazarite ' — exteriors, because the Nazarites re-

presented the Lord as to the Divine Natural, which is

the external Divine Human. That the Nazarites repre-

sented this is evident from the fact that the Nazarite-

ship is the hair, and that its holiness consisted in the

hair . . . for the hair corresponds to the Natural. This

is evident also from those who made a vow of Nazarite-

ship . . . and it is evident also from Samson, who was a

Nazarite, in that his strength consisted in his hair.

Further ill.

9407^. The Nazarites signified the Lord as to the

Divine Natural ; hence also the Divine truth proceeding

from Him in ultimates, which is the Word in the sense

of the letter . . .

9836-. That power and strength consist in ultimates,

was represented in the Ancient Church b\' the hair with

the Nazarites, in which consisted their strength, as is

evident from Samson . . . and also their holiness. . .

The hair, which with them was the Nazariteship, corre-

sponds to the ultimates of good and truth, or to good

and truth in ultimates.

9873®. The Nazarites represented the celestial man . . .

10132^". That these things were sacrificed by the

Nazarite after the fulfilling of the days of his Nazarite-

ship, was because the Nazarite represented the celestial

man, or the Lord as to the Divine Celestial. The
Divine Celestial is the Divine of the Lord in the Inmost

Heaven ; and this Divine is innocence.

S. 35^. The Nazarites represented the Lord as to the

AVord in its ultimates . . . therefore it was a statute for

them that they should make the hair of the head grow

. . . Moreover in the Hebrew 'Nazarite' means 'the

hair. ' 49-.

49-. The power of the Lord from the ultimates of
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truth was represented by the Nazarites in the Jewish

Church , . .

R. 47^. The Nazarites in the Israelitish Church repre-

sented the Lord as to the Word in ultimates, which is

the sense of its letter ; for ' Nazarite ' in the Hebrew is

' the ha,h~capiU2ts seu coma.' Hence Samson, who was

a Nazarite from the womb, had power in his hair. In

like manner is the Divine trubh in the sense of the letter

... in power . . . ^,111. *.

T. 223. That the power of the Word in ultimates was

represented by the Nazarites. Gen. art.

Ad. 3/6879. After he was sanctified, wine could not

inebriate the Nazarite. (See Wine, here.)

E. 66^. For the Nazarite represented the Lord in

primes and in ultimates ; and His Divine in ultimates

was His Human . . .

196^. As the Nazarites represented the Lord as to

Divine truth in ultimates . . .

295^". 'The vertex of the Nazarite of his brethren '=
the intelligence and knowledge which are of the external

man.

364^. By the Nazarites was represented the Lord as to

the Divine Human ; wherefore also by them in the

relative sense was signified the good of celestial love,

because this good proceeds immediately from the Divine

Human of the Lord. Its representative in the Church

is thus described ( Lam. iv. 7).

372'^. The Nazarites represented the Lord as to the

Divine Celestial . . . and as the principal representative

of the Lord was the Nazariteship, by these words is

signified that all the representative of the Lord has

perished. A genuine representative of the Lord is

described by 'the Nazarites were whiter than milk ..."

577^. That (these blessings) shall come upon the

vertex of the Nazarite of his brethren ' = that they shall

take place also in the exteriors which are of his natural

mind ; for the Nazariteship-— the exteriors which are of

the natural mind ; for it means the hair-c?7/ies seti

ra-piUitium.

652"'. By (these words in Lam.iv.) is signified that

the Divine truth is in such obscurity that it does not

appear to anyone
;

[for] by 'the Nazarites' was repre-

sented the Lord as to the Divine truth ; hence by them

is signified the Divine truth from the Lord.

918'^. This law (lSrum.vi.3,4) was for the Nazarite

before he had fulfilled the days of his Nazariteship,

because he then represented the Lord as to His first

state. The first state the Lord had . . . was that He
was sensuous . . . The Sensuous ... is signified by the

hair of the head ; and, as the Sensuous is the extreme

of the life of man, and all power resides in the extreme,

therefore the Nazarites had such strength . . . Such

power had the Lord when He was a child, by which He
overcame and subjugated the most direful Hells, where

all are sensuous. Tins state of the Lord was represented

by the days of fulfilling with the Nazarites ; and, when

these had been fulfilled, the Lord entered from what

was sensuous and natural into the Divine Spritual and

Celestial. Now, as this state and its good and truth is

signified by 'grapes,' and by 'wine,' therefore the

A'OL. IV.

Nazarite was not allowed to eat grapes and drink wine

until he had fulfilled those days.

^^. That in the end of the days of the fulfilling

he was to shave the head, and put the hair of his head

upon the fire which was under the sacrifice of the peace-

oiferings, represented the Sensuous then new from the

Divine Celestial ; for new hair afterwards grew on the

Nazarite : and also represented that the Lord, from the

ultimate Divine truth, which is the sense of the letter,

had entered into the interior Divine truth which is the

Word in its internal sense, even to the highest there
;

for the Lord, when in the world, was the Word . . . and
this more interiorly by degrees as He gi-ew up . . .

io86\ This power in ultimates was represented by
the hair with the Nazarites ; as with Samson ; for the

hair corresponds to the ultimates of Divine truth.

De Verbo 10*. The Nazariteship is the hair ; for by

the Nazariteship was represented the Lord as to His

ultimates ; thus also Heaven in the ultimates . . .

Neapolitans. Neapolitaiii.

D. 5847. Those in the last (or ultimate) mountains,

who were Neapolitans and the worst ones of Italy . . .

5858. See Last Judgment, here.

Near. See under Approach and Neighbour.

Near. Juxta.

A. 4376. 'To go near thee' (Gen.xxxiii.i2)= adjunc-

tion . . .

5216. 'After them' = near, or in the boundary. Ex.

5601. 'According to the mouth' (Gen.xliii. 7) = con-

gruously.

5754. 'According to these words' (Gen.xliv.7)= that

Thing, or such a thing.

5952. 'According to the mouth of Pharaoh' (Gen.

xlv.2i) — as it pleased.

6739. The truth of the Church near the religiosity

there. Sig.

H, 255^. Even if it be close to his ear.

T. 77''. The erudite ones stood now near the Angels,

now near the satans . . .

Near. Frope, Propinquus.

Proximately. Proxime.

See kvi'VM.^'^'w-apiyrop'mquare,.

A. 1799". Those who are external (in Heaven) are not

so nesLV-j^ropinqui aut j)^'opc-W\c Lord . . . The Lord

from Divine love . . . wants to have all near Him.

1802-. Therefore the nearer they are to the Lord, the

more they are heirs.

2145". The more they were elevated to the celestial

things of charity and love, the more interior they were,

because they were then nearer the Lord.

23038. In the same proportion the Angels infiow more

nearly or remotely.

2428. 'This city is near to flee thither' (Gen.xix.20)

= that it was allowable from the truth of faitli. . . It is

called 'near' because truth has aflinity with good.

3339^. In proportion as Spirits and Angels are in the

3L
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intelligence of truth and in the affection of good, in the

same proportion they are nearer the Lord.

[A.] 3344®. The Angels of the Third Heaven are

proximately in the Lord's life.

41 5 1^. For the things which there happen near a man
appear to the man as if they were in him. (Compare

42492.)

4527^. They wanted me to tell their relatives . . .

5146. For interior things are nearer the Divine, and

exterior ones are more remote thence.

56892. The proximate clothing of the Divine Itself.

591 1. 'Thou shalt be near to me' (Gen.xlv. io)=
perpetual conjunction. . . To be nesir-propi7iquiis-him,

thus to be continually ne&T-prope-hira, is perpetual

conjunction.

6524^. Those are called wise who are in the Third

Heaven, thus who are nearest the Lord ; but those

intelligent who are in the Second Heaven, thus who are

not so near the Lord.

6806®. Those who are similar as to the states of life

appear to be near each other . . .

7177. Their Earth is nearer the sun.

7835. 'He and his neighbour near his house' (Ex-

xii.4)= conjunction with the nearest good of truth,

8094. 'Because it was near' (Ex.xiii.i7) = that it first

presents itself.

8918*. Heaven and Hell are near man . . .

93756. 'To be sanctified in them that are nigh' (Lev.

x.3) = in those who are conjoined with the Lord through

the good of love and truth of faith from the Word.

9378^ Hence it is that the Heavens are near the

Lord according to goods, and that the Hells are remote

. . . according to evils. Hence it is evident whence it

is that 'to be near,' and 'to approach,' in the spiritual

sense, is to be conjoined. 111.

10490. 'Slay ye a man his brother, and a man his

companion, and a man his neighbour' (Ex.xxxii.27) = a

closing up as to the influx of good and truth, and of

things in affinity with them. Ex.

. For those who are in affinity are neighbours.

H. 25. Thus they are nearer to Him. Ex.

34. Interior things are nearer the Divine . . . and

exterior things are more remote . . .

46. Just as men know their kindred ... In the other

life there are no kindreds . . .

120. The higher Heavens, being in the good of love,

are nearest the Lord as a Sun . . .

193. Hence it is that those are neen-in jyj-opinquo-eRcli

other who are in a like state . . .

199. All things are near and afar according to His

presence , . .

280^. As these Angels are such, they are nearest the

Lord.

391-. The Angels dwell near to the man in proportion

as he is in good from truths . . .

P. 32. That man can be more and more nearly con-

joined with the Lord. Ex. 33,Ex. *,Ex.

R. 947. 'The time is at hand' (Rev.xxii. io)= that

this is necessary in order that some may be saved.

'Near '= necessary. Ex,

M. 42'-. I said. Come nearer , . ,

I. 5. That Sun ... is the proximate sphere around

Him.

E. 16. 'The time is at hand' (Rev.i.3)=such an

interior state. . ,
' Near ' = what is internal. Compare

R.9.

-. The reason 'near' = more interiorly. Ex.
. The Lord is nearer to Angel, Spirit, and mail

in proportion as they love Him more interiorly . . ,

25. What anyone longs to see is there near , , ,

316*. 'A people near to Him' (Ps.cxlviii. 14) , , . He
is called 'near' who by these things is conjoined with

the Lord.

406^. 'Near' is said of the goods which are in the

spiritual man,

1
1 33, The internal things of man , . . in the Word

are meant by ' things near ' , . .

3, 'Those who are near ' = those who are of the

Church, and from the Word are in truths.

Nebaioth. Nebaioth.

A. 28306. 'The rams of Nebaioth' (Is.lx.7) = Divine

sjjiritual things.

3268. 'The first-born of Ishmael, Nebaioth, etc'

(Gen.xxv. 14) = all things which are 'of the Spiritual

Church, especially with the gentiles. 111.

3688. 'The sister of Nebaioth . .
.' (Gen.xxviii.9)=

the aff"ection of celestial truth , . . 'Nebaioth'.— the good

which is of the Spiritual Churcli.

10042^, 'The rams of Nebaioth ' = the goods of inno-

cence and of charity there, , .
' Nebaioth '= those there

who are in it.

E, 282^ 'The rams of Nebaioth which shall minister'

= the truths which from spiritual aff'ection lead the life,

Nebo. Nebo.

A. 246S''. The falsities with which they are imbued
are signified by 'Nebo,' etc. (Jer.xlviii.). E.8ii^^

Nebuchadnezzar. Nebuchadnezar.

A. 1361-. The worst of all kings could represent; as

. . . Nebuchadnezzar . , ,

1975. The dreams . . . of Nebuchadnezzar, etc, , .

3727^ 'Nebuchadnezzar king of Babel' (Ezek.xxvi,7)

=that which is profane which vastates. 10227'-.

75196. 'Nebuchadnezzar king of Babel' (Jer.xliii. 10)

= the vastator of truth and good.

R. 47^. As Nebuchadnezzar , . . represented the

Babylonish falsification of the Word, and the desti'uction

of all truth there, it came to pass that 'his hair grew

like that of eagles.'

E. 409^. Hence even Nebuchadnezzar is called ' the

servant of Jehovah.

'

622^. 'Nebuchadnezzar king of Babel '= the profana-

tion of Divine truth . . ,
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650^. By Nebuchadnezzar as king of Babel, in the

beginning, is signified the Celestial Chnrch and its

increase even to the summit of wisdom . . ,

652^^ 'Nebuchadnezzar king of Babel' = the pro-

fanation of truth and its consequent destruction.

654''''. That the cupidities of the love of self and the

derivative Falsities will devastate, is signified by 'the

hand of Nebuchadnezzar king of Babel, he and his

people' (Ezek.xxx. 10, II).

43_ IWhom Nebuchadnezzar king of Babel hath

smitten' (Jer.xlvi.2) = its destruction by the pride of

Own intelligence.

714-1. 'Babel,' and 'Nebuchadnezzar,' here (Jer.li.)

= the adulteration and profanation of good and truth.

799^2^ 'Nebuchadnezzar king of Babel ' = the evils

and falsities which devastate.

811^. By 'Nebuchadnezzar,' or by 'the king of

Babel,' in the Word, are meant those who destroy all

tilings of the Church by evils . . . and, in the abstract

sense, the evils which destroy. That 'Nebuchadnezzar

shall come and shall smite the land of Egypt' = the

destruction of the natural man as to all the goods and
derivative truths from the Word.

1029^. By this state of Nebuchadnezzar is described

the state of those after death who exalt themselves as

gods over all things of the Church . . .

Necessary. Oportet.

E. 1056. It is necessary for those within the Church

to believe in the Lord . . .

Necessity. Necessitas.

Necessary. Necessarius.

A. 9786. These things . . . are not necessary to

salvation.

i886«. Nothing (else) is necessary for souls, that they

may enter into Heaven.

2051. By (its repetition) is expressed the necessity . . .

9463-

2225. The essential things of faith, being necessary

to salvation, are stated in the letter . . .

3637. Hence the necessity of the Advent of the Lord

into the world ...

5297"'. From which man is spiritually nourished in all

necessity . . .

5300. According to the necessity in the lackings.

Sig. and Ex.

6487. They had impressed on themselves something

concerning fate or necessity . . . But they were shown

that man is free, and (therefore) it is not from necessity.

Examp.

6810®. Worldly things are no care to them, except in

so far as the necessities of life require. 8ii6<^.

6934. Everyone must provide for himself the neces-

sities of life. Enum. . . Unless each one procures for

himself the necessities of life, he cannot be in a state to

exercise charity towards the neiglibour . . .

7038. The frequenting of a place of worship, the

hearing of preachings, and prayers, are also necessary

things . . .

8418. Constantly for necessity. Sig. and Ex.

8478. By which (words) is signified that the Lord

daily provides necessities, and that thus they ought not

to be solicitous concerning the acquiring of them from

themselves. Ex.

^ He who views the matter no further than from

the sense of the letter, may believe . . . that necessities

are to be expected daily from Heaven . . . Ex.

H. 296. From the necessity of order. Heaven is

tripartite.

79. They are carried into this necessity of thinking,

from the Divine Itself which inflows . . .

361". Good uses are to provide for one's self and one's

own the necessaries of life ; and to want an abundance

for the sake of our Country and the neighbour . . .

393S. All the necessities of life are given them
gratis . . .

P. 125^. Therefore it is not necessary for man to

know more than that he must shun evils as sins, and

look to the Lord.

2151 In the most ancient times . . . there was no

other love of riches than that they should possess the

necessaries of life . . . Among the necessaries of their

life were also becoming houses, furnished with useful

things of every kind, and also garments . . .

220^ Temporary things . . .'in special relate to the

necessities of every man, which are food, clothing, and

habitation. These also are put otf and left behind by

death . . .

249^. All the laws of the Divine Providence are

necessities . . .

R. 153''. Therefore necessity compels (them to work).

947. That this is necessary-?iece«.s?<wi-at the end of

the Church, in order that some may be saved. Sig.

M. 452-. In this case, fornication ... is for him a

necessity.

T. 308-. They all bear witness that, through the sun

and tlie earth . . . the Lord provides all necessities for

animate and inanimate things.

406. Everyone must provide for himself the necessi-

ties of life . . . and many things more which are neces-

sarily required in the civil life in which he is ; and this

not only for himself, but also for his family ; and not

for the present time only, but also for the future
;

(otherwise) he is not in a state to exercise charity . . .

414. Men ought to do good to their country from

love, according to its necessities, some of whicli are

natural, and some spiritual. Natural necessities regard

civil life and order ; and spiritual necessities regard

spiritual life and order.

D. 2563. He who has faith in the Lord . . . uncon-

sciously-«e.s'cn(.s'-obtains all things wliich are necessary,

and all things which are useful for necessary things.

2628. That there are mere necessities by means of

whicli man is led. Ex.

2630. But they do not appear to man as necessi-

ties . . .

2998. They were informed that they must by no
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means say other than they think, except from the last

necessity.

[DJ3114. I perceived . . . that (men) cannot possibly

be led better than they are ; so that there are necessities

every moment of their lives . . .

4022. Heaven consists of love, and thence has from

the Lord all the Knowledges of faith which are necessary

to it . . .

4237. The punishers are so suddenly present (because)

it is necessary for man to sleep in safety . . . Hence so

great a penalty follows from necessity ; and (the action

of the punishers) is on account of the atrociousness of

the wickedness relativel}' to the necessity.

D.Min. 46526. (Thus) man is led by the Lord by

continual necessities to foreseen ends, and still [he is

led] by his freedom,

4692. Spirits supposed that all things are acccom-

plished from absolute necessity, and thus that the whole

life is a necessity, consecjuently that the Lord is bound
by necessity , . . But they were shown that they have

all freedom, and that if there is freedom there is not

necessity, because there are so many contingent things

which carry man to the opposite things in freedom.

Examp.

E. 1193^ Yet everyone ought to provide for himself

and his the necessities and requisites of life from love
;

but not from the love of self.

D. Love xii^ All the necessary, useful, and delight-

ful things of life there inflow according to the quality of

the use. Def. and Ex.

C. 196. Those who do the works of their employments
solely for the sake of food and the necessaries of life,

etc. Des.

Neck. Cervix.

Cervical. Cervicalis.

A. 3695. Things of the neck (or 'pillows') = comniu-

nication with external things ; for the neck-cerc/a; si-u

co?/emi= the communication of the interiors with the

exteriors ; or wliat is the same, of higher things with

lower ones, and the derivative conjunction. Hence the

things whiL-h are under the neck, that is, pillows, here

(Gen.xxviii. i i)= the communication of inmost or Divine

things with outermost ones, which communication is

most general . . . 3725.

6365. 'Thy hand shall be in the neck of thine

enemies' (Gen.xlix.8) = that the infernal and diabolical

crew shall flee away at his presence. . . For when an

enemy flees, the hand of the conqueror is in his neck.

E.433*.

9330. 'I will put all thine enemies the neck to thee'

(Ex.xxiii.27)= the flight and damnation of falsities. . .

'To give (or put) the neck '= flight.

10429. 'The people it is hard in neck' (Ex.xxxii.9)=

that it does not receive influx from the Lord. 'Hard in

neck'=not to receive influx ; for by 'the neck,' and by
'the neck-co/?i(»i' is signified the conjunction and com-
munication of higher and lower things, thus influx.

Refs. 10532. 1062S.

. For the face corresi:)onds to those things which

are of the internal man, and the body to those things

which are of the external, and the neck to their con-

junction.

P. 95''. Love and wisdom enter man by the face, and

not by the nape.

310*. The Genii at once applied themselves to my
nape, beneath the occiput, and thence entered into my
affections . . .

D. 4235. (Solifidians) act into part of the nape or

occiput . . .

6066. Those who are industrious constitute the pro-

vince of the neck. . , By industry there is eff'ected the

communication of the head with the body.

E. 41 2-". From this appearance it is said that . . .

'He beholds them with the nape, and not with the

faces.' ni.

1056". As man becomes wise, the spiritual mind
becomes to him as the head, and the natural mind as

the body, to which the rational mind serves for conjunc-

tion as the neck does to the head . . .

1145^ 'They have turned to Me the nape and not

the face' (Jer.ii.27)= that they have averted themselves

from all good and truth.

De Conj. 106. (Such) are in the province of the neck

of the womb . . .

Neck. CoHui/i.

Decollate. Decollare.

Decollation. Decollatio.

A. 1327^ 'To serve the king of Babel, and put the

neck in his yoke' (Jer.xxvii.8) = to be completely

deprived of the Knowledge and acknowledgment of the

good and truth of faith ; thus of internal worship.

(Compare 3542^.)

3542. 'Upon the smooth of his necks' (Gen.xxvii. 16)

= that disjoining truth should not appear. . . 'The

necks' = that which conjoins.

-. That 'the neck' = that which conjoins, is from

this : that the higher things with man, which are of the

head, communicate with his lower things, which are of

the body, by the interceding neck. Hence it is that

both influx and communication, and consequently con-

junction, are signified by this intermediate, 111.

*. As by 'the neck' was signified this communi-
cation and conjunction, therefore by 'the bonds of the

neck' was signified interception, and consequently the

desolation of truth, which comes forth when the spiritual

things which continually inflow from the Lord are no

longer admitted into the Rational of man, and conse-

quently neither into his Natural. 111.
*

^ 'To open the bonds of the neck' (Is.lii.2)= to

admit and receive good and truth.

3603. 'Thou shalt break his yoke from off" thy neck'

(Gen.xxvii.4o)= that then the conjunction would be by
good, and that truth would be of good. 'To break the

yoke from off" the neck ' = deliverance (or liberation).

By 'the neck' is signified influx and communication,

and the derivative conjunction ; and by 'a yoke upon

the neck,' interclusion and interception . . . and when
there is no longer any interclusion and interception,

good inflows and conjoins itself with truth. Ex.

i
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4352. 'He fell upon his neck' (Gen.xxxiii.4)= tlie

second conjunction of all things in that universal. 'To

fall upon the neck'=a closer conjunction, for it is a

closer embracing. By 'the neck' also, in the internal

sense, is signified the influx and communication between

the interiors and the exteriors, and the consequent

conjunction. 5320.

5320. 'He put a necklace of gold upon his neck'

(Gen.xli.42) = a significative of the conjunction of the

interiors \nth the exteriors effected by good.

5328^. The Third Heaven relates to the head . . . the

Second to the body . . . and therefore by the neck,

because it is intermediate, is signified influx, and the

communication of celestial things with spiritual ones.

5926. 'He fell upon the necks of Benjamin' (Gen.xlv.

14) = inmost conjunction with the medium; (for) 'the

neck' = influx, communication, and conjunction; and,

properly, the conjunction of celestial and spiritual

things ; thus the conjunction of the Celestial Internal,

which is 'Joseph,' with the Spiritual of the Celestial,

which is 'Benjamin.' Hence 'to fall upon the necks ' =
to conjoin one's self closely ; and, consequently, it=
inmost conjunction.

6033. 'He fell upon his necks' (Gen. xlvi. 29) = con-

junction
;

(for) 'to fall upon the necks' = close and

inmost conjunction. That 'to fall upon the necks * =
conjunction, is derived from this : that the neck con-

joins the head and the body ; and by the head are

signified the interiors, and by the body the exteriors
;

hence the neck= the conjunction of interiors with

exteriors ; and thence the communication of interiors

with exteriors ; and also of celestial things with spiritual

ones.

6436. Hence the neck — what is intermediate.

8079. 'Thou shalt decollate it' (Ex.xiii. i3) = that it

is to be separated and cast out. . . The reason 'to decol-

late' has this signification, is that 'the neck' = the

conjunction of interior things with exterior ones ; thus
' decollation ' = sep»aration and casting out.

9755^\ 'The neck' = the conjunction of the interiors

and the exteriors; 'to be hung' there (Matt.xviii.6) =
the interclusion and interception of good and truth.

9913. By the neck, where was the mouth of the head

of the robe, is signified the influx, the communication,

and [the conjunction] of celestial with spiritual things
;

for the head corresponds to the Celestial Kingdom, and

the body to the Spiritual Kingdom ; hence the interven-

ing neck . . . corresponds to the intermediation, that is,

to the influx, of the Celestial Kingdom into the Spiritual

Kingdom. 9914".

9916-. There corresponds to this influx the texture of

the neck, which is of strong nerves, and, lower down, is

a kind of circle of bones woven together, by means of

both of which the influx is rendered safe from every

injury . . .

10005^. The neck, from correspondence, is the medium

which unites the Inmost and the Middle Heaven ; in

like manner as did the veil in the Tent.

D. 50436. (The Swedish Spirits) held my neck, and

head ; and by this the thoughts and will were so bound,

that interior thought from the Lord could scarcely

inflow.

6073. The Angels therefore gave him a cincture for the

neck . . . which had such an eff'ect that he could scarcely

see . . . the reason of which was that he had burst

asunder the bond between heavenly and moral things ;

(for) the things of Heaven and the Church make the

head, and moral and natural things the body, and the

neck makes the conjunction. Hence it was evident

what is signified by the neck, and what by its covering.

E. 304^. 'He shall reach even to the neck' (Is.viii.8)

= that thus [there shall be] no longer a communication

of good and truth.

687!". 'The bonds of the neck ' = falsities inhibiting

the entrance of truths.

81 1-®. 'Open the bonds of thy neck, captive daughter

of Zion' (Is. lii. 2) = deliverance from detention from

truths by falsities which impede the reception of influx

from Heaven . . .

923^ 'He shall halve even to the neck' (Is.xxx.28)=
the devastation thereof by falsities even so that it is not

understood; for by 'the neck' is signified conjunction,

which perishes when that which is beneath is taken

away.

1182^. 'To be hung at the neck' (Matt.xviii.6) =
interception lest he should know good and truth.

Neckcloth. See Neck-^^////w, at D.6073.

Necklace. SeeCuAW-forques.

Nectar. Nectar. A.49662.

NectareoUS. Nedareus. A.4459«. T.7422.

Need. See under \Novc^-opns.

Need. Ejestas.

Needy. Egenus.

See under PoOK.

A. 2220^. See Misery, here.

4459'*. To be poor and needy (in Heaven) is to be rich

and abounding. Ex.

. He is called poor and needy, who believes from

the heart and aff"ection that he possesses nothing from

himself, knows nothing and is not wise from himself,

and has no power from himself. In Heaven he is rich

and abounds ; for the Lord gives him all opulence, for

he is wiser than all others . . . and he is in the treasures

of all the riches of Heaven.

6915. No more a life in need as to those things which

are of the natural mind. Sig.

. ' Empty ' = where there is no truth ; thus where

there is spiritual need.

69346. For he is in need of all things. (Compare

T.406.)

9209. 'If thou shalt lend silver to My people, to the

needy one with thee' (Ex.xxii.25)=:the instruction of

those who are in ignorance of truth, and still long to

learn . . . for these are in spiritual need, and are to be

instructed.

-. See Do Good, here.
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[A. 9209P. See Poor, here. ^.

^. 'The needy,' here, (Ps.lxxii.4) are those who
are in spiritual need, and thus are in hunger, that is, in

the longing and will to be instructed in truths.

". 'The needy' (Ps.xxxv. io)= those who are in

little truth ; and 'the poor,' those who are in a little

good, [both of whom] are being infested by evils and

falsities. From these infestations 'the needy' are, in

the Original Language, 'the afflicted.'

^. In these passages, ' the needy ' — those who are

in ignorance of truth and long to be instructed.

9260. 'Thou shalt not turn aside the judgment of thy

needy in his cause' (Ex.xxiii.6) = the non-destruction of

a little truth with those who are in ignorance. . . 'The

needy ' :^ those who, from ignorance, are in little truth,

and still long to be instructed.

9275. 'The needy of thy people shall eat' (Ex.xxiii.

1 1 )= conjunction through the good of charity with those

who are in few truths, and still long to be instructed.

9960''. 'Miserable, needy, blind, and naked' (Rev.iii.

17) = that they are devoid of truths implanted in tlie

life ; thus devoid of good.

S. 84. 'Needy' is an expression which is predicated

of truth ; and, in the opposite sense, of falsity.

P. 220^*'. After death, instead of riches they have

needs.

R. 95. '(I know thine) affliction and need' (Rev.ii.9)

= that they are in falsities, and thence not in goods.

. By 'the poor,' in the Word, is meant one who
is not in truths ; and by 'the needy,' one who is not in

goods.

E. 118'. 'The poor and needy ' = those who believe

that they know nothing from themselves ; and also

those who do not know because they have not the Word.

329^^. By 'the needy' are signified those who, from

spiritual aifection, long for truths.

386^'. 'Those who seek Jehovah shall not need any
good' (Ps.xxxiv. 10) = those who on this account are

loved by the Lord and receive truths and goods from

Him. 'The young lions who shall have need and
hunger' = those who know and are wise from themselves.

481^. 'The poor and needy' (Is.xxv.4)=those who
are in lack of good from ignorance of truth, and yet

long for them.

4832. The gentiles are called poor and needy' (Is.xli.

17) from the defect and ignorance of truth . . .

721^*. 'Jehovah . . . exalteth the needy out of the

dung-hiir (Ps.cxiii.7)=those who are in falsities from
ignorance and thence not in goods.

817*. 'The poor '= those who are not in truths, and
still long for them; and 'the needy ' = those who are

not in goods, but still at heart will them.

Need, hidigentia.

Need, To have. Indigere.

Needy person, hidigens.

A. 5365. The need of good for truth. Sig. and Ex.
". Truth has need of good, and good has need of

ti'uth ; and when truth has need of good, truth is

conjoined with good ; and when good has need of truth,

good is conjoined with truth.

——
-. As good increases, he is in need of truth.

5579. In the Spiritual World . . . they (then) come

again into need (of food).

e. What is meant by the need of spiritual things

when truths were deficient.

6389. They pass by those who need aid the most.

6704. (The idea) that good is to be done to everyone

who needs aid.

9174^. Not to have need of others, because all things

are given him by the Lord. Sig.

H. 215. They have governors, fewer or more accord-

ing to tlie need of the Society.

T. 425. That the beneficial things of charity are, to

give to the poor, and aid the needy, biit with prudence.

Gen. art.

Needle. Acus.

A. 9144-. If touched with the point of a needle, it

contracts. T.2582.

H. 365^ By 'the eye of a needle' is signified spiritual

truth.

(k). What 'needlework' is, and hence what 'a

needle,' see A. 9688.

T. 29^. The whole Spiritual World might (in that

case) be drawn through the eye of a needle.

Needless. Supervacatieus. 'T.l2^^. £.805^
D.Wis.ix.

Needlework. See Embroidery.

Nefarious. See WicKED-«<?/a.r.

Negative. Negathms.
See also under DENY-npflrare, ntgat'ivui.

A. i886,Pref.^. Thousands of objections would inflow,

which would strengthen his mind in the negative.

2338. Evil Spirits strongly inspire what is negative.

. He who succumbs in temptation . . . falls into

what is negative.

2354. In the feeling of anger in which these things

are said, there is what is negative.

2588^. Those think from the negative who believe

nothing unless they are convinced by rational and

scientific things, nay, by sensuous things. . . Those who
are in the negative in regard to a thing being true

because it is in the Word, say at heart that they will

believe when they are persuaded by rational and scientific

things. But the fact is that they never believe ; and
indeed they would not believe if they were to be con-

vinced by the very sensuous things of the body ... for

they would always form new reasonings against those

things, and thus end by completely extinguishing all

faith, and at the same time turning the light of the

Rational into darkness, because into falsities.

^. Those who incline to a life of evil, fall (from

doubt) into the negative . . , Examps.
*. If it is shown them a thousand . . . times that

it is so, they still propose negative doubts . . .

. The more anyone is endowed with talent and
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knowledge, and is in the negative, the more insane he

is . , .

2689^. When they come to adult age, they admit
negatives, even to an afifection for falsity.

3221. Negatives of truth are represented by dark and
descending clouds.

3224^. In regard to falsities, they do not reason

Avhether it is so or not, but they affirm instantly
;

whereas in regard to goods and truths they have

continual reasoning, which terminates in a negative.

N. 51®. He who is in a dubitative negative, which

in itself is a negative, and says that he does not

believe iintil he is persuaded by scientifics, never believes.

Refs.

D. 4759. They who have not faith from revelation

cannot be confirmed from nature . . . nor from miracles.

The reason is that they are in the negative ; and, when
this reigns, everything is brought there, or is so explained

that it agrees with it, chiefly because they are in the

lumen of nature not illustrated by the light of Heaven
;

for exteriors can be seen from interiors, or posterior

things from prior ones, and effects from causes ; but not

the reverse.

4760. Those meant by 'the dragon' . . . deduce all

things to a negative.

D. Min. 4580^. For evil is recipient of what is

negative.

Neglect. Neglectus.

Neglect, To. Negkgare.

Negligently. NegUgenter.

See under Omit.

R. 59. That (the Lord) has been neglected. Sig. 93.

866. ' Death ' = neglect, non-acknowledgment, and

rejection by the world.

M. 3056. Thus arises . . . neglect for one's consort.

D. 5956. In the Spiritual World . . . they at once see

where there has been neglect (in business).

E. 659^. 'Among the dead, neglected' (Ps.lxxxviii.

5) = among those with whom there is nothing of truth

and good, and who are therefore rejected.

J. (Post.) 230-. If they do their works negligently,

they are severely punished.

Negro. Nigrita.

D. 432. The Negroes there desii'e to be white.

D.4S3"-

Neigh. Hinnire.

Neighing. Hinnitus.

A. 6978'-. 'The horse neighing, and the chariot

leaping' (Nahum iii.2) = from a perverted Intellectual,

and a like doctrinal.

E. 141^. 'Thy neighings' (Jer.xiii.27)= profanations

of truth; because 'a horse' = the Intellectual, where

truth is.

355". 'The horse neighing, and the chariot leaping'

= the desire to destroy truths. , . 'To neigh,' and 'to

leap '= to be carried to it with desire and delight.

^*. The falsifications of truth are meant by 'the

voice of the neighings of his robust ones' (Jer.viii. 16).

Neighbour. Accola. D.6020.

Neighbour. Proximus.
See Charity, and Love towards the Neighbour

;

and also under Love to the Lord, NEAE-prope, and
Poor.

A. 33-. For the more anyone loves himself and the

world, the more he hates the neighbour, and thus the

Lord.

454. Thus do (the Angels) love the neighbour more
than themselves ; and therefore it is Heaven. 548.

549- 1392.

1102^. When a man feels or perceives in himself. . .

that he thinks well concerning the neighbour, and
wants to perform offices for him, not for the sake of any
gain, or any honour, for himself; and M-hen he feels

that he pities him who is in calamity, and still more
him Avho is in error as to the doctrine of faith, he may
then know that he 'dwells in the tents of Shem,' that

is, that he has internal things with him, through which
the Lord is operating.

1103^. For man is born for no other end than that he
may perform iise ... to the neighbour, while he lives

in the world . . .

1608^. The heavenly kingdom cannot be given to

those who . . . say that they have faith, and yet hold

the neighbour in hatred . . .

1680-. If a man intends evil to the neighbour, thinks

nothing but evil concerning him, and actually does it

when he can, and feels delight in it, he is among the

infernals, and becomes infernal in the other life. But

he who intends good to the neighbour, and thinks

nothing but good concerning him, and actually does it

when he can, is among the angelic ones, and becomes an

Angel in the other life. This is the distinctive cha-

racteristic. Let everyone examine himself by this . . .

1803. Those who have not the Lord's love, that is,

who do not love the neighbour as themselves, never

have the Lord's life , . .

1909^. If he has as an end the good of the neighbour

... let him know that his life is heavenly.

1919-. Hence it is that those who have conscience are

held by the Lord so as to think well concerning the

neighbour . . . and therefore conscience is never possible

except with those who love the neighbour as them-

selves . . .

2360. 'Brother,' in the Word, = the same as 'neigh-

bour,' for the reason that everyone ought to love the

neighbour as himself . . .

^. As the Lord ... is Himself the neighbour in

the supreme sense. He calls them 'brethren.'

2380^^. All those are in the good of charity who have

conscience . . . and who therefrom think well concerning

the neighbour, and will well to him, even though he is

an enemy, and this without any recompense.

^. Those who are in evil have no conscience . . .

They think evilly concerning the neighbour, and will

evilly to him, and also do evilly, even although he is a
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friend, if he does not favour them, and they perceive

delight in it. If they do anything of good, it is from

tlie end of recompense.

[A. ] 2388^ They do not even know what the neighbour

is towards whom charity [is to be exercised], supposing

that it is all in general almost without distinction ; and
yet the same live in charity towards the neighbour,

because in the life of good. It does these no harm that

they profess faith with the rest, for in their faith there

is charity . . .

2417^. They call everyone the neighbour without

distinction ; when yet . . . the neighbour is all the

good in others with which we are affected, consequently

those who are in good ; and this with every distinction.

Examp.

2425". For example : because they are ignorant what
the neighbour is, they do good to everyone whom they

suppose to be the neighbour ; especially to the poor

... to orphans and widows ... to strangers . . . Yet
because in their affection for apparent truth . . . there

lies in obscurity an affectioTi for good, by which the

Lord leads them so to do, they are at the same time

in good as to their interiors . . .

^. But those who are in the good of charity, and
thence in the affection of truth, do all things with

distinction . . . They know that those who arc good,

whether rich or poor, are neighbours above others
;

for by the good good is done to others . . . They also

know how to make distinctions among . . . the good.

They call the common good itself still more their

neighbour ; for in this is regarded the good of greater

numbers. As still more their neighbour . . . they
acknowledge the Lord's Kingdom on earth, wliich is the

Church ; and still more the Lord's Kingdom itself in

the Heavens. But those who set the Lord before all

these . . . deduce from Him the derivations of the

neighbour ; for in the supreme sense the Lord alone is

the neighbour ; thus all good, in jiroportion as it is

from Him.
*. But those who are in contrary things, deduce

the derivations of the neighbour from themselves, and
acknowledge as the neighbour only those who favour

and serve them . . . and this with a difference, in pro-

portion as they make one with them. Heuce may be

evident what the neighbour is ; namely, to everyone

according to the love in which he is ; and that he is

truly the neighbour, who is in love to the Lord and in

charity towards the neighbour, and this with every

difference. Thus it is the good itself with everyone

which determines it.

2718'. Take, for example, that the neighbour is to be

loved from the good which is in him. Those who are

in the affectiou of truth . . . discuss whether ... it is

so ; what the neighbour is, and what good, and go no
further, and therefore they close the door to wisdom
against themselves. But those who are in the affection

of good say that it is so, and therefore do not close that

door against themselves ; but enter in, and know, and
perceive from good, who is more the neighbour than

another, and also in what degree, and that all are in

unlike degrees.

". Take, further, this example : that he who loves

the neighbour from good, loves the Lord. Those in the

affection of truth investigate whether it is so ; and if it

is said to them that he who loves the neighbour from

good, loves good ; and, as all good is from the Lord, and

as the Lord is in good, when anyone loves good he loves

also Him from whom it is, they investigate also whether

it is so . . . and so long as they stick in such things,

they cannot see wisdom . . . But those who are in the

affectiou of good know from perception that it is so,

and at once see the field of wisdom which leads even to

the Lord.

2910'-. At the beginning of a Church . . . everyone

... is affected from good . . . for the sake of the neigh-

bour . . . Afterwards comes hatred of one another . . .

inwardly. . . Under these loves hatred against the

neighbour conceals itself, which is of such a nature

that they want to have command over all, and to possess

all things which are another's ; and when these [desires]

are opposed, they store up in their minds contempt

against the neighbour, they breathe revenge, they feel

delight in his ruin, and even exercise cruelties in so far

as they dare.

2935-. Those who are being . . . made spiritual . . .

scarcely know what charity is, and what the neighbour
;

when yet these are essentials.

3167". Natural good is then all the delight from the

end of serving the Spiritual, thus the neighbour . . .

3286'-. "When man is being regenerated, good is insinu-

ated by the Lord into his Rational, that is, to will well

to the neighbour . . .

3419^ From these doctrinals (the Ancients) knew . . .

that the neighbour towards whom charity is to be ex-

ercised is all in the universe, but still each one with a

difference. . . But at this day who knows . . . what the

neighbour is ? that it is every single person with a dif-

ference according to the quality and quantity of the

good which is with them ; thus good itself ; and con-

sequently in the supreme sense the Lord Himself,

because He is in good . . .

. As it is not known what . . . the neighbour is,

it is not known who they are who are signified by 'the

poor,' 'the miserable,' 'the needy,' 'the sick,' 'the

hungry and thirsty,' 'the oppressed,' 'widows,' 'orphans,'

'captives,' 'the naked,' 'sojourners,' 'the blind,' 'the

deaf,' 'the lame,' 'the maimed, etc. ; when yet the

doctrinals of the Ancients taught ... to what class of

the neighbour, and thus of charity, they belonged. 111.

3570-. If a man studies the neighbour and the Lord

more than himself, he is in a state of regeneration. But

if . . . he studies himself more than the neighbour and

the Lord, let him know that he is in no state of

regeneration.

3688'^ For example : a man who is such that he can

be regenerated ... at first . . . does not know . . . what

the neighbour is (and therefore does good to beggars)

. . . These goods are the goods of external truth from

which he begins.

•*. Afterwards he wants to benefit all whom he

believes to be needy and miserable . . . believing every-

one to be the neighbour in a like respect and degree.

But when he is more enlightened ... he makes a dis-
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tinction . . . and at last, when he is being regenerated,

he does good only to the good and pious, because he is

then not affected with the man he benefits, but with the

good itself with him ; and, as the Lord is present in

what is good and pious, he thus . . . testifies love to the

Lord. When he is in this charity from the heart, he is

regenerate.

3768^. For example : a man can know from the

Rational which everyone has that the neighbour is to be

loved . . , but how the neighbour is to be loved . . .

cannot be known except from the Word ... as that good
itself is the neighbour, consequently those who are in

good, and this according to the good in which they are
;

and that good is the neighbour for the reason that the

Lord is in good, and that thus in the love of good the

Lord is loved.

3803-. When truth succeeded in the place of good . . .

they could no longer call each other brethren from good,

but the neighbour.

3820^. For example : those who are in external truths

know only this general : That the neighbour is to be

loved ; and they believe that everyone is the neighbour
in a like degree, and thus that everyone is to be em-
braced with a like love, and thus they suffer themselves

to be seduced. But those who are in internal truths

know in what degree everyone is the neighbour, and
that everyone is in a different one. Hence they know
innumerable more things than the former ones, and con-

sequently do not suffer themselves to be led away by the

mere name neighbour, nor to do evil from the persuasion

of good whicli the name induces.

38755. See Mutual Love, here.

3906®. Until self-regard begins to cease, and the re-

gard of the neighbour begins to be felt.

3913^. The spiritual man . . . does not spurn dignities,

l^rovided that by them as means he can serve the

neighbour . . .

*. In order that man may become spiritual, it is

necessary that . . . ends for the neighbour and the

Lord's Kingdom be put on.

39156. Without affection . . . the man still does not

love the neighbour, but himself more than he ; and he

is in natural life, and not in spiritual.

395 1-. In proportion as riches have spiritual good in

them, tliat is, the good of the neighbour as the end . . .

in the same proportion they are goods.

3957^. Such a plane (in the interior man for the recep-

tion of good and truth) cannot be procured except by

thinking what is good towards the neighbour, and by

willing what is good for him, and thence doing what is

good to him, and thus acquiring for one's self the delight

of life in such things. This plane is acquired by charitj'

towards the neighbour, that is, by nmtual love ; and

this plane it is which is called conscience. Into this,

good and truth from the Lord can infiovv, and be received

therein ; but not wliere there is no charity, and conse-

quently no conscience. Tliere, the infiuent good and

truth is transfluent, and is turned into evil and into

falsity.

3993*. For example : if anyone loves himself above

others . . . and yet . . . performs offices for the neigh-

bour from the heart . . . the evil of this love of self is

that with which good and truth can be mixed. Ex.

42156. He wants thereby to persuade the neighbour
that he loves him for the sake of the good in him, when
yet it is for the sake of himself , . .

4221. When he lived, whatever good he did to the

neighbour, he did for the sake of himself . . .

4302^. The Ancient Church distinguished the neigh-

bour or neighbours, towards whom they were to exercise

the works of charity, into classes. Enum. 4844'. 4955".

6004.

4327". Those who at this day relate to (the general

involuntary) sense, are those who . . . excogitate evils

against the neighbour, and put on a friendly counten-

ance, nay, most friendly, and also the like gestures, and
speak with sweetness as if endowed with more charity

than others ; and yet they are the most hostile enemies,

not only of him with whom they hold commerce, but

also of the human race.

47306. Thus does he love societies and his country,

which are the neighbour to him in general.

4955". Doctrinal things with the Ancients taught

. . . who the neighbour is towards whom charity is to

be exercised, and how the one is the neighbour in a

different degree, and in a different respect, from

another . . .

4956. The essence of charity towards the neighbour

is the affection of good and truth, and the acknowledg-

ment of self as being evil and falsity ; nay, the neigh-

bour is good and truth itself . . . The opposite to the

neighbour is evil and falsity ...

5008*. For exam[)le : those who are in spiritual natural

truth hold everyone as the neighbour, but still all in a

dissimilar respect and degree ; and say at lieart tliat

those who are in good are, more tlian others, the neigh-

bour to whom good is to be done ; but that those who
are in evil are also the neighbour, but that we do good

to them if they are punished according to the laws . . ,

Those who are in natural trutli not spiritual . . . also

say that everyone is the neighbour, but they do not ad-

mit degrees and respects ; and tlierefore, if they are in

natural good, they do good to everyone who excites

compassion, without distinction, and more frequently to

the evil than to the good, because the former, from tlieir

wickedness, know how to excite compassion.

5028''. For example : the Spiritual man equally with

the natural man says good is to be done to the neigh-

bour, and he also says that every man is the neighbour;

but he thinks that one is the neighbour in a different

respect and degree from another ; and that to do good

to an evil person, because he calls himself the neighbour,

is to do evil to the neighbour. The natural man con-

joins himself with the spiritual in this ultimate truth,

namely, that good is to be done to the neighbour ; and

also in this, that every man is the neighbour
;
but he

thinks that he is the neighbour who favours him,

caring not whether he is good or evil. 5036*.

5067. Those who are called 'brethren' are those who

are in the good of charity and of life . . . and it is these

who are properly meant by the neighbour.
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[A.] 5 1
30-. Hence it may be evident what is meant by

this : that we are to be continually thinking about the

Lord, about salvation, and about the life after death.

All who are in faith from cliarity do this. Hence it is

that these do not tliink evilly concerning the neigh-

bour . . .

5 1
32-. Charity in its essence is to will well to the

neighboiir, and to be affected with good, and to acknow-

ledge good as the neighbour, consequeutly those who are

in good, with a difference in proportion as they are in

good. (Continued under Charity.)

5214^. These ends are of no use, because they do not

conduce to [the good of] the neighbour.

5368-. The external man obeys when ... he has as

the end the neighbour and not self, consequently when
he regards corporeal and worldly things as means . . .

and he (does this) when he loves the neighbour in pre-

ference to himself . . .

5555. Those who in the life of the body had known
nothing except the generals of faith, as tliat the neigh-

bour is to be loved, and, from this general principle, had
done good equally to the evil and the upright, without

discrimination, for they had said that everyone is the

neighbour—such, when they lived in the world, suffered

themselves to be greatly seduced by the deceitful, by
hypocrites, and by simulators. It is similar with them
in the other life ; nor do they care for what is said to

them, because they are sensuous, and do not enter into

reasons. These constitute the . . . exterior and less

sensitive skin.

5660^. The celestial projirium comes forth from the

new will . . . and differs from the man's proprium in

this : that they no longer regard themselves in each and

all things which they do . . . but they regard the neigh-

bour, the public, the Church, the Lord's Kingdom, and
thus the Lord Himself ....

5695-. All the Angels have such a face . . . for they

think only well towards the neighbour, nor have they

any latent thought of willing well to the neighbour for

the sake of themselves. But the infernals . . . have a

face different from that which corresponds to their in-

teriors ; the reason of which is that in the life of the

body they had testified by the face charity towards the

neighbour solely for the sake of their own honour and
gain ; and yet had never willed well to the neighbour,

except in so far as he favoured themselves.

5758^ To claim for one's self the truth and good

which are from the Lord ... is the spring of many
evils : he then regards himself in each thing he does to

the neighbour ; and, when he does this, he loves him-

self above all others . . .

6023-. For example, this scientific of the Church : that

the neighbour is every man. Into this scientific, truths

in immense abundance may be initiated and brought

together ; as, that every man is indeed the neighbour,

but each one with a difference ; and that he is most the

neighbour who is in good, and this also with a difference

according to the quality of the good ; and that the

origin of the neighbour is drawn from the Lord Him-
self, thus that the nearer men are to Him—-that is, the

more they are in good—the more they are the neigh-

bour ; and that the more remote they are from Him,
the less ; and, further, that a society is more the neigh-

bour than an individual man, and a kingdom in general

more than a society, but one's country more than other

kingdoms ; that the Church is still more the neighbour

than our country, and the Lord's Kingdom still more
;

and also, that the neighbour is loved when everyone

discharges his duty aright for the good of others . . .

**. That the same scientific may be infilled with

falsities in immense abundance, may also be evident by

inverting these truths, and by saying that everyone is

neighbour to himself, and that the origin of the neigh-

bour is to be drawn from self with each person, and thus

that he is most the neighbour who most favours the man
himself, and makes one with him, and thereby presents

himself in him as his likeness ; nay, that neither is his

country the neighbour to him except in so far as he has

gain from it ; besides innumerable other things. But

the scientific remains the same, namely, that every man
is the neighbour ; but by one person it is infilled with

truths, and by another with falsities.

6388. For those who are in genuine mutual love are

in their delight and blessedness when they are doing

good to the neighbour ; for they long for nothing in

preference.

6405-. For example : he who holds everj'one equally

as the neighbour, and thus does good equally to the

evil and the good, and thereby, in doing good to the evil,

doing evil to others. When he has put this into prac-

tice a few times, he afterwards defends it, saying, that

everyone is the neighbour, and that it is no care of his

what his quality may be, provided he does good to

him . . .

64S1'-. The Lord drives the evil to do good to the

neighbour, their country, and the Church, by means of

their own loves themselves . . .

6655^. True men of the Church . . . want their minds

to be open ... for they intend nothing but good towards

the neighbour, and if they see evil with anyone, they

excuse it. Otherwise those who are in evil ; they fear

lest anything which they think and will should shine

forth ; for they intend nothing but evil to the neigh-

bour ; or if good, it is for the sake of themselves; and

if they do good, it is only in the external form, in order

to appear, for the sake of gain and honour . . .

6703. AVe must first say what the neighbour is, for he

it is towards whom charity is to "oe exercised. For un-

less it is known who are the neighbour, charity may be

exercised without distinction, equally towards the evil

as towards the good ; whence charity is made not

charity ; for the evil, from the benefits they receive, do

evil to the neighbour ; but the good do good.

6704. The common opinion at this day is that every

man is equally the neighbour . . . but it is the part of

Christian prudence well to examine the quality of a

man's life, and to exercise charity according thereto.

The man of the Internal Church does this with dis-

crimination, thus with intelligence ; but the man of the

External Church . . . does it indiscriminately.

6705. The Ancients reduced the neighbour into

classes, and named each class according to the names of

I
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those who appear iu the world to need help above

others ; and taught how charity was to be exercised to-

wards those who were in one class, and how towards

those in another ; and thus they reduced the doctrine

into order, and they reduced the life according there-

to .. .

6706. The distinguishing differences of the neighbour,

which the man of the Church must by all means know,
in order to know the quality of charity, are circum-

stanced according to the good which is with everyone ;

and as all good proceeds from the Lord, the Lord is, in

the highest sense, and in a supereminent degree, the

neighbour from whom is the origin [thereof]. Hence it

follows, that in proportion as anyone has of the Lord

with him, in the same proportion he is the neighbour
;

and, as no two persons receive the Lord in a like way

—

that is, the good which proceeds from Him—therefore

neither is one the neighbour in like manner as is another.

But all these varieties, thus all the distinguishing differ-

guishing differences of the neighbour . . . can never be

known to any man, or Angel ; but only in general . . .

Nor does the Lord require more from the man of the

Church, than to live according to what he knows.

6707. From these things it is clear, that the quality

of Christian good determines in what degi-ee each one is

the neighbour. For the Lord is present in good , . .

and He is present according to the quality of it ; and,

as the origin of the neighbour is to be drawn from the

Lord, the distinguishing differences of the neighbour

are circumstanced according to the presence of the Lord

in the good, thus according to the quality of the good.

670S. That the neighbour is according to the quality

of the good, is evident from the Lord's parable concern-

ing him who fell among thieves, and whom, when half

dead, the priest passed by, and also the Levite, but

whom the Samaritan , . . took care of. He, because he

had exercised the good of charity, is called 'neighbour'

(Luke X. 29-37). Hence it may be known that the

neighbour is those who are in good. But those who
are in evil, are indeed the neighbour, but in quite a

different respect ; and because it is so, they are to be

benefited in a different way.

6709. As it is the quality of the good which deter-

mines in what way each one is the neighbour, it is the

love which does this . . .

6710. That it is the love which makes a man to be

the neighbour, and that each one is the neighbour ac-

cording to the quality thereof, is manifestly evident

from those who are in the love of self. These acknow-

ledge for the neighbour those who love them the most,

that is, in proportion as they are their own, thus are in

themselves. These they embrace, these they kiss, these

they benefit, and these they call brethren ; nay, because

they are evil, they say that these are the neighbour

above others. The rest, in proportion as they love them,

they hold as the neighbour ; thus according to the

quality and the quantity of the love. Such draw the

origin of the neighbour from themselves, for the reason

that the love determines it.

671 1. But those who do not love themselves above

others . . . must draw the origin of the neighbour from

Him whom they must needs love above all things . .

and they must hold each one as the neighbour accord-

ing to the quality of their love to Him. They, there-

fore, who love others as themselves ... all draw the

origin of the neighbour from the Lord ; for in good is

the Lord Himself ; for it proceeds from Him. Hence

also it may be evident that the quality of the love

determines who is the neighbour. 111.

6712. From these things it is now evident whence the

origin of the neighbour is to be drawn by the man of

the Church ; and that everyone is the neighbour in the

degree in which he is near the Lord ; and, as the Lord

is in the good of charity, that the neighbour is accord-

ing to the quality of the good, thus according to the

quality of the charity.

6818. More is to be said concerning the neighbour

;

for without Knowledge of the neighbour, it cannot be

known how charity is to be exercised. . . It has (already)

been said that every man is the neighbour, but one not

in like manner as another ; and that he is the neigh-

bour above others who is in good ; thus that the good

which is with a man is to be loved ; for, when good is

loved, the Lord is loved . . .

6819. But man is the neighbour not only in the

singular, but also in the plural ; for a society, less or

greater, is ; our country is ; the Church is ; the Lord's

Kingdom is ; and, above all, the Lord is. These are

the neighbour, who are to be benefited from charity.

These, also, are the ascending degrees of the neighbour,

for a society of many is in a prior degree to one individ-

ual man ; our country is in a prior degree to a society ;

in a degree still prior is the Church ; and in a degree

still i^rior is the Lord's Kingdom ; but in the highest is

the Lord. These ascending degrees are like the steps of

a ladder, at whose top is the Lord.

6820. A society is the neighbour aljove an individual

man, because it consists of many. Towards it charity

is to be exercised in a similar way as towards an indi-

vidual man, namely, according to the quality of the good

which is with it ; thus (juite differently towards a Society

of the upright from [what it should be] towards a society

of the non-upright.

6821. Our country is the neighbour more than a

society, because it is like a parent ; for there a man is

born, it nourishes him, and protects him from injuries.

(Continued under Cointky.)

6822. The Church is the neighbour more than our

country ; for he who consults for the Church consults for

the souls ... of the men who are in our country. (Con-

tinued under Church.)

6823. The Lord's Kingdom is the neighbour in a

higher degree than the Church where any one is born ;

for the Lord's Kingdom consists of all who are in good

. . . thus it is good with all its quality in the complex.

When this good is loved, so is each person who is in

good. Thus the whole, which is good in the complex,

is the neighbour in the first degree, and it is the Grand

Man . . . This Man ... is loved, when, from inmost

affection, we benefit those who are man through that Man
from the Lord . . .

6824. These are the degrees of the neighbour, and

according to these degrees does charity ascend ; but these
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•degrees are degrees in successive order, in which the

prior or higher degree is always preferred to the posterior

or lower one ; and, as the Lord is in the highest, and as

He is to be regarded in each degree as the End to Whom,
so is He above all, and is to be loved above all things.

[A. ] 6933. It is commonly said that each one is neigh-

bour to himself, that is, that each one must consult for

himself the first. The doctrine of charity teaches in what
way this is circumstanced. Evsryone is neighbour to

himself, not in the first, but in the last place. In a prior

place are others who are in good ; in a still prior one is

a society of many ; in a still prior one is our country ; in

a still prior one is the Church ; and in a still prior one

is the Lord's Kingdom ; and above all and above all

things is the Lord.

6934. This saying, that everyone is neighbour to

himself, and must consult for liimself the first, is to be

understood thus. Everyone must look out for himself

so as to have the necessaries of life , . . for himself and
his ; and not only for the present, but also for the

future
;
(otherwise) he cannot be in a state to exercise

charity towards the neighbour . . . T.406.

6935. The end declares in what way each one must
be neighbour to himself, and must consult for himself

the first. If the end is that he may be richer than

others solely for the sake of riches, pleasure, eminence,

or the like, it is an evil end ; and therefore he who from
such an end believes that he is neighbour to himself,

injures himself to eternity. But if the end is that he
may acquire wealth for the sake of the necessaries of

life, so as to be in a state to do good according to the

precepts of the doctrine of chanty, he consults for him-
self to eternity. 6936, Further ex. 6937. 6938.

6938. For he who turns the ends to himself, turns

himself towards Hell ; but he who turns the ends from
himself to the neighbour, turns himself towards
Heaven.

7258^. (No two are alike the neighbour.

)

7367. See Love of Self, here. 7370.

7392^. In the other life all those perceive delight in

doing evil [to others] who in the world do not do well

to the neighbour for the sake of the neighbour . . ,

8037. They do not at all comprehend that to will good
to the neighbour without recompense is Heaven in man

;

and that in this affection there is happiness as great as

is that of the Angels . . .

8123. In the universal sense, the good which proceeds

from the Lord is the neighbour
; consequently also

what is just and right. Therefore he who does any
good for the sake of good, or any justice for the sake of

justice, loves the neighbour . . . Whereas he who does

what is unjust for the sake of any gain, hates the neigh-

bour.

8254. A life of piety without a life of charity is to

want to consult solely for self, and not for the neigh-

bour ; but a life of piety loith a life of charity is to want
to consult for self for the sake of the neighbour . . .

8318. Those who are in evil from the love of the

world hold the neighbour as naught, and esteem him
solely from opulence . . . They desire to possess all

things which belong to the neighbour . . . for to deprive

the neighbour of his goods is the delight ^of their

life . . .

8622*. Men become such Genii after death who have

continually meditated evil against the neighbour, and

have delighted their thought with such things . . .

8745. When the external man has been regenerated,

the internal man places all good in thinking well con-

cerning the neighbour and in willing well to him, and

the external mau places it in speaking well concerning

him and in acting well towards him ; and at last both

have as an end to love the neighbour and to love the

Lord.

S902. 'Thou shalt not kiir = . . . also not to hold the

neighbour in hatred.

8908. 'Thy neighbour' (Ex.xx.i6) = every man ; and,

in special, everyone who is in good ; and, in the abstract

sense, good itself. Hence 'not to answer unto thy

neighbour the witness of a lie'= , in the internal sense,

not to say wliat is false to anyone ; that is, to say that

good is evil, and truth falsity ; nor the reverse.

8977^. For spiritual good is good . . . for the sake of

the Clmrcli, and for tlie sake of the salvation of the

neighbour . , .

9013. The consequent wickedness to deprive the

neighbour of eternal life. Sig. and Ex.

-. Those who in the world have ensnared the

neighbour with deceit as to worldly and earthly things,

in the other life ensnare the neighbour with deceit as to

spiritual and celestial things.

9048. Thou shalt so do to the neighbour as thou

vvisliest that the other should do to thee. Sig.

9210*. Those who do what is good for the sake of the

neighbour and the Lord are in Heaven ; but those who
do it for the sake of self and the world are in Hell . . .

(for such) love themselves above all things . . . and

their neighbour they not only despise, but even hate,

if he does not make one with themselves . . . Sig.

921 1. Hence it is that he who is led by the Lord

thinks nothing whatever concerning reward, and yet

does what is good to the neighbour from the heart.

9296^. If the use of life is for the neighbour, that is,

for the good of our fellow-citizen, our country, of the

Church, of Heaven, and for the Lord, then that good is

the good of charity.

9449. The signs that sins have been remitted are

(that) they perceive delight ... in serving the neigh-

bour for the sake of the neighbour ; thus in doing what

is good for the sake of what is good, and in believing

what is true for the sake of what is true . . .

9509. Those, therefore, who are in the good of love

to the Lord are introduced to Him in Heaven, because

they are conjoined with Him : in like manner those who
are in the good of love towards the neighbour ; for the

neighbour is the good of our fellow-citizen, the good of

our country, the good of the Church, the good of the

whole of the Lord's kingdom ; and, in the supreme

sense, is the Lord Himself, because this good is with man
from Him.

10284^ For the neighbour in a general sense is good
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and truth, and in a lowei" one is what is just and
right . . .

10336*. Therefore when (men) love good and truth,

that is, when they will and do them from love, they
love the Lord ; as also do those who love the neighbour
as themselves, because, in the universal sense, the neigh-
bour is good and truth ; for the neighbour is our fellow-

citizen, a society, our country, the Church, and the

Lord's Kingdom, and to love the neighbour is to will

well to these, or to will their good ; and therefore it is

their good which is to be loved ; and, when this is loved,

the Lord is loved, because this good is from Him. Hence
it is evident, that love towards the neighbour, which is

called charity, has in it love to the Lord. If this love

is not in it, then our fellow-citizen, a society, our

country, the Church, and the Lord's Kingdom, are

loved for the sake of self, and thus are not loved from

good, but from evil ... To love the neighbour for the

sake of self, is to love him for the sake of gain and

honour as ends . . .

10555. '-A-S speaketh a man to a neighbour' (Ex.

xxxiii. ii)=the conjunction of truth and good. . . 'A
neighbour' = the good with which truth is conjoined . . .

H. 64-'. Those who in the world love the good of

their country more than their own, and the good of

their neighbour as their own, are those who in the other

life love and seek the Lord's Kingdom . . . and those

who love to do what is good to others, not for the sake

of self, but for the sake of good, love the neighbour ; for

there good is the neighbour.

390S. "Wisdom is to love use ... In this also consists

. . . also love towards the neighbour ; because the

neighbour is the good which is to be loved in a fellow-

citizen, a society, our country, and the Church ; and

which is to be performed for them.

(u). (Refs. to passages on the subject of the

neighbour.) N.io6^ J.39^".

557. Heavenly love is to love uses for the sake of

uses . . . for this is to love God and to love the neigh-

bour ; because all uses and all goods are from God, and

are also the neighbour who is to be loved. (Continued

under Love of Self.)

558a. The love of the neighbour with him who is in

the love of self begins from self; for he says that every-

one is neighbour to himself ; and it proceeds from him

as the centre to all who make one with him, with a

diminution according to the degrees of the conjunction

with him by love ; and those who are outside that con-

sociation are accounted as nothing ; and those who are

against them and their evils, as enemies. (Continued

under Love towards the Neighbour.)

N. 88. (Thus) it is now evident that in the universal

sense good is the neighbour ; because a man is the

neighbour according to the quality of tiie good which

is from the Lord with him ; and, as good is the neigh-

bour, love is, for all good is of love ; tlius every man is

the neighbour according to the quality of the love which

he has from the Lord. T.410.

90. In these six goods (Matt, xx v. 34-40), understood

in the spiritual sense, are comprehended all the kinds

of the neighbour.

F. 20. The neighbour, in the natural sense, is man
in the composite and in the individual. Ex. But the
neighbour, in the spiritual sense, is good ; and, as use
is good, the neighbour, in the spiritual sense, is use.

That use is the spiritual neighbotir, is acknowledged by
everyone. Ex.

P. 94. The conjunction of the Lord with man, and
the reciprocal conjunction of man with the Lord, is

effected by loving the neighbour as one's self, and by
loving the Lord above all things. To love the neigh-
bour as one's self is nothing else than not to act insin-

cerely and unjustly towards him, not to hold him in

hatred and to burn with revenge against liim, not to-

revile and defame him, not to commit adultery with his

wife, and not to do other like things against him . . .

Those who do not do such things because they are evils

against the neighbour, and at the same time sins

against the Lord, act sincerely, justly, kindly, and
faithfully with the neighbour

; and, as the Lord does
in like manner, reciprocal conjunction is effected ; and,
when there is reciprocal conjunction, then whatever a
man does to the neighbour, lie does from the Lord ; and
whatever a man does from the Lord is good. Then to

him the neighbour is not the person, but the good in

the person.

^. Those who shun these evils as enormous sins,

love the Lord above all things ; but this can be done by
no others than those who love the neighbour as them-
selves . . .

R. 32^. Everyone is the neighbour according to the

quality of the good (Luke x. 36,37).

iio^. If a Satanic Spirit says to them, I am thy
neighbour . . . they assist him, and do not inquire who
and what he is, because they have not trutlis ; and by
truths alone is one Known from another. This also is

signified by, 'Thou dwellest where Satan's throne is.'

61 1^ He also who thinks of his neighboiir from his

form only, and not from his ([ualitj-, thinks materi-

ally . . .

T. 321. 'Thou shalt not answer a false witness against

thy neighbour.' Fully ex.

-'. By this Precept, in a wider natural sense, is

meant . . . also to traduce and defame the neigh-

bour . . .

325. 'Thou shalt not covet the house of thy neigh-

bour ; thou shalt not covet the wife of thy neighbour,

not his man-servant and his maid-servant, and his ox

and his ass, and everytliing whicli is thy neighbour's.*

Fully ex.

406. Tliat every man in the singular is the neighbour

who is to be loved, but according to the quality of las

good. Gen. art.

. Jlan is not born for the sake of himself (alone),

but for the sake of others . . . (In what sense it is true

that everyone is neighbour to himself. Fully ex.)

412. That man in the [ilural, which is a society

oreater or less ; and that man in tlie composite from

these, which is our country, is the neighbour wlio is to

be loved. Gen. art.

415. That the Church is the neighbour.wliich is to be

loved in a higher degree, and the Lord's Kingdom in the

highest. Gen. art.
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[T.] 418. The reason good is the neighbour, is that good

is of the \vill . . . The truth of the understanding is also

the neighbour, but in projiortion as it proceeds from

the good of the will . . . That good is the neighbour is

evident from all experience. Ex.

422. Good, in a sense abstracted from persons, is the

neighbour.

D. 4861. Those who become Genii are those who in

the world . . . have loved to think evilly concerning the

neighbour . . .

5696. Such care nothing how the case is with the

neighbour : they see, but render no aid . . .

5778. Genii are present at the occiput with those who
think much against the neighbour, from deceit and

from cunning ; who also pervert in an instant all their

thoughts concerning benefiting the neighbour . . .

D. Min. 4633. Concerning the neighbour.—What
the neighbour is, may he known from the opposite. He
who loves himself, says that he is neighbour to himself,

and so acts : next his friends, for the sake of honour and

gain, delights, and social intercourse. He says that

the rest are not the neighbour, except in so far as they

favour him.

4634. From this it is evident what is the neighbour

in the internal sense . . .

E. 204-. The neighbour in the spiritual sense is not

every man, but is that which is with man. (Continued

under Love towards the Neighbour.)

248-. (The source of man's faculty of thinking well

concerning the Lord and the neighbour.

)

828. By the neighbour (the celestial Angels) under-

stand uses , . .

831^. For the neighbour (the spiritual Angels) ac-

knowledge truth in act . . •

834"^. They are instructed that by 'the neighbour,' in

the Word, is not meant a man solely as to his person,

but as to his quality therein . . . Hence it is known that

as every man is the neighbour, every man becomes the

neighbour from his quality ; and hence that the quality

of a man ... is meant by the neighbour in the spiritual

sense ; otherwise an evil man would be the neighbour

equally with a good one . . .

e_ It is similar with the neighbour, in that it is

the quality of a man which is to be loved. Hence it

follows that the neighbour, in the spiritual sense, is that

with a man from which he is such or such a man.

1 1932. It follows that the neighbour is that from

which everyone is man, and this is his Spiritual. . . He
wlio is nearest in use to thee is thy neighbour above

others. . . And (that virgin) who is most in agreement

with thy love ... is thy neighbour above the rest.

If thou shouldst say to thyself. Every man is neighbour

to me, and is therefore to be loved without distinction,

a man-devil might be loved equally with a man-angel,

and a harlot equally with a virgin. The reason use is

the neighbour, is that every man is estimated and loved,

not from the will and understanding alone, but from the

uses which he performs, or is able to perform, from the

will and understanding . . . C. 46-49.

D. Wis. xi. 2. That the Lord is a quo ; and that the

neighbour is ad quern. Ex.

. The neighbour in a wide sense is the com-
munity or public ; in a less wide sense it is the Church,
our country, a society gi-eater or less ; and, in a narrow
sense, it is a fellow-citizen, a companion, and a brother.

To perform uses from love to the latter and the former

is to do charity towards the neighbour, for he loves

them. The reason he loves them, is that the love of uses

and the love of the neighbour cannot be separated . . .

C. 14. That not to will to do evil to the neighbour is

of charity. Ex.

17. That to will to do good to the neighbour is of

charity. Ex.

23. That in proportion as a man does not will to do

evil to the neighbour, he wills to do good to him ; and

not conversely. Ex.

42. That, in the spiritual idea, the neighbour who is

to be loved is good and truth. Ex. 46.

50. That the quality of the neighbour is according to

the quality of the good with a man ; or, such as is the

man, such is the neighbour. Ex.

55. That the degree of the neighbour is according to

the degree of the good and truth with a man ; conse-

quently one man is not the neighbour in the same degree

as another. Ex.

56. The neighbour who must be loved from charity

must be spiritual good . . .

57. Moral good ... is the neighbour in so far as it

partakes of spiritual good . . .

61. In a word, the will makes the neighbour, and the

understanding in proportion as it is of the will.

62. That the good of the internal will is the neigh-

bour which is to be loved, and not the good of the

external will, unless the latter makes one with the

former, Ex.

66. But when these two wills make a one, then both

goods make one good, which is the neighbour.

67. That truth is the neighbour in so far as it makes

a one with good . . . Ex.

72. That the object of charity is man, is a society, is

our country, and is the human race ; and that all are

the neighbour in a narrow and a wide sense. Gen. art.

73. That every man is the neighbour according to

the quality of his good. Ex.

. As in the spiritual idea good is the neighbour,

and as man is the subject of good, and also the object of

him who does good, it follows that in the natural idea

man is the neighbour.

74. One man is not the neighbour more than another

as to his person merely, but as to the good from which

he is such or such a man ; since there are as many differ-

ences of the neighbour as there are differences of good
;

and the differences of good are infinite.

75. It is believed that a brother, kinsman, or relation,

is more the neighbour than one not related ; and that

he who is born in one's country is more the neighbour

than one born out of the country. But everyone is the
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neighbour according to his good, be he Greek or

Gentile.

76. For everyone is the neighbour according to

spiritual affinity and propinquity. Ex.

78. That a society, smaller or larger, is the neighbour
according to the good of its use. Ex. (These societies

enum.

)

79. If a society performs distinguished uses, it is more
the neighbour ; if unimportant uses, it is less the neigh-

bour ; if evil uses, it is no otherwise the neighbour than

as is an evil man, whose good I desire—that he may be-

come a good man, and, so far as possible, to pi-ovide

means for his improvement, even though it be by threats,

chastisement, penalties, and privations.

83. That our country is the neighbour according to

its spiritual, moral, and civil good. Ex.

85. Birth does not make one more the neighbour than

another, not even father and mother ; neither does

education. These are from natural good. Nor does pro-

pinquity, nor relationship by marriage make one man
more the neighbour than another ; nor, therefore, our

native country . . .

87. That the human race is the neighbour in the

widest sense ; but, as it is distinguished into empires,

kingdoms, and republics, each one of them is the neigh-

bour according to the good of its religion and morals,

and according to the good which it performs to our

country . . . Ex.

. When any man from any kingdom is with me,

and I dwell with him in the same house or city, he is

the neighbour to me according to his good. It-is the

same with all tlie individuals in that kingdom . . .

Suppose that he is the ambassador of the kingdom . , .

it cannot be denied that he is the neighbour to me
according to the good of his religion and morals . . .

88. 89.

122. That the neighbour can be loved from non-

charity ; but this, regarded in itself, is not to love the

neighbour. Ex.

126. That man . . . cannot become charity unless he

perpetually does the good of use to the neighbour from

affection and delight. Gen. art. 154, Ex.

210. That not to will to do evil to the neighbour is

to love him. Ex.

. (Thus) the first of charity is not to do evil to

the neighbour ; for not to do evil to the neighbour is

to fight against the evils in ourselves . . . And the

second of charity is to do good to the neighbour. Ex.

Neighbour. Vtd)ius.

A. SiSS''. 'Neighbours' (Jer.xlix. io) = his adjoined

and related truths and goods.

6916. 'Neighbour-riVjjia' (Ex.iii.22) = the affection

of truth whicli is with those who are in scientifics.

7835. See NEAR-/>rope, here.

J. (Fost.) 236. They fill all the vicinity-ncmw7?i-

with the idea and image of self . . .

Nemesis. Nemesis.

M. 504^. It is evident that the Divine Nemesis pur-

sues them.

Nephilim. Nephilim.
See under Antediluvian, and Flood.

A. 557- Those who immersed the doctrinal things of

faith in cupidities, and thence, and also from the love of

self, conceived direful persuasions concerning their own
greatness above others are 'the Nephilim' (Gen.vi.4).

5676. That the Nephilim were in the Land of Canaan,
is evident from the sons of Anak, who were of the
Nephilim (Num.xiii.23). 4454^.

581. 'The Nephilim' (Gen.vi.4)= those who from a
persuasion of their own height and pre-eminence, made
nothing of all things holy and true.

. A persuasion concerning one's self and one's

own phantasies increases, according to the multitude of

things which enter into it, until at last the persuasion
becomes indelible

; and, when the doctrinal things of
faith are added, then, from principles of deepest per-

suasion, men make nothing of all things holy and true,

and become Nephilim. That race which lived before
the Flood is such . . . that, with their most direful

phantasies, which are poured forth by them as a
poisonous and suffocating sphere, they so deaden and
suffocate every Spirit, that the Spirits know not in the
least how to think, so that they seem to themselves half
dead. And unless the Lord, by His Advent into the
world, had liberated the World of Spirits from such a

venomous race, no one could have been there ; and thus
the human race would have perished , . . They are there-

fore now kept in a Hell under a cloudy and dense rock
as it were, under the heel of the left foot . . . These are

they who are called 'the Nephilim,' and who make no-

thing of all that is holy and true. Mention is made of

them in the Word under this name, but their descend-
ants were called 'Anakim' and 'Rephaim.' 111. . . In
Is. XX vi. 14, their Hell also is referred to, from which they
shall rise no more. (As also in Is.xxvi. 19 ; Ps.lxxxviii.

10). This (last passage) signifies that they cannot rise

and infest the AVorld of Spirits with the venom of their

most direful persuasions ; but that it has been provided

by the Lord that the human race should no longer be

imbued with sucli direful phantasies and jiersuasions.

Those who lived before tlie Flood were of such a nature

and genius that they could be imbued . . .

582. That they became Nephilim at the time when
they immersed the doctrinal things of faith in their

cu})idities. Sig.

583. That the Nephilim were called mighty men'
from the love of self. HI.

640. The descendants (of the Most Ancient Church)
derived by inheritance that cupidities, which are of the

will, dominated with them, in which also they immersed
the doctrinal things of faitli, and thence became Nephi-
lim . . . 927'-.

1673. 'Tiie Rephaim,' 'Zuzim,' and 'Emim' were of a

similar kind to 'tlie Nephilim' (Gen.vi.4) • • • by whom
are signified persuasions of falsity, or those who from a

persuasion of their own height and pre-eminence made
nothing of all things holy and true, and who infused

Falsities in cupidities.

-. The most direful persuasions of falsity were
with those who lived before the Flood, especially with
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those called 'Nephilim.' These were such, that, in the

other life, they by their persuasions take away all the

faculty of thinking from the Spirits to whom they come

near, so that these seem to themselves scarcely to live,

much less to be able to think anything true . . . Such

were the wicked nations against whom the Lord fought

in His first childhood . . . and unless the Lord had con-

quered them by His Advent into the world, not a man
would have been left at this day upon this Earth . . .

The same are at this day, from their phantasies, encom-

passed with as it were a misty rock, out of which they

are constantly endeavouring to rise, but in vain. HI.

At this day also, especially from the Christian world,

there are those who have persuasions, but not so direful

. . . (Continued under Persuasion.)

[A.] 7686^. Those who before the Lord's Advent were of

the Church, and were evil as to life, were in such falsity

as there had not been before, and neither shall be after-

wards. The reason was, that those called 'Nephilim,'

also ' Anakim,' and 'Rephaim,' and who were of the last

posterity of the Most Ancient Church, had not as yet

been shut up in Hell ; but wandered about, and, where-

ever they could, infused direful and deadly persuasions
;

thus also into the evil in the Church ; hence these had

such falsity. Concerning these Nephilim, and their

direful persuasions. Refs. When the Lord was in the

M-orld, these were cast by Him into the Hell which is at

the left in front at some distance. Unless this had been

done, very few could have been saved ; for the falsity

which they infused was attended with a direful persua-

siveness, and was deadly, such as never had been, and

such as never again can be.

D. 4448. Concerning the Hell of the Nephilim of this

time, properly, of the Sirens.

. Held in the highest estimation (in the world)

are the Sirens who are properly Nephilim, and who are

inwardly the most filthy, being interior witches, and

adulteresses above all others. They esteem as nothing

the most wicked and abominable adulteries, and labour

continually to destroy not only the conscience, but also

to kill the body, and also burn to kill the soul to the

lowest Hell.

4449. These female Nephilim, or Sirens, have often

shown that they pervert the very sphere of the World

of Spirits, namely, in that they imbue holy goods and

holy truths, nay, the Lord, in their thought and per-

suasion ; and, wherever they are carried, they carry

with them the persuasion as if the Lord is there ; and

thus pervert the sphere, equally as did the Ante-

diluvians. Further des., 4450. 4451. 4452. 4453.

4454. Hence it is evident of what quality are the

Nephilim of this time, and what kind of a lot awaits

them in the other life ; as also that it is a flood by which

they perish, in that at this day that other part which

had been restored is destroyed in them, and is thus made
persuasive, as was [the mind] of the Antediluvians as to

both [parts]. Further des., 4455. 4456. 4457. 4458.

4459-

4933. The worst Hell ... is towards the left in front,

where are those who were called 'Nephilim' . . . and

by David 'Rephaim.' It is the worst because they had

been very greatly in the persuasion of self, and that

there is no Divine except in themselves . . .

5812. Concerning the modern Nephilim. (See Last
Judgment, here.)

5913. (Luther) was told . . . about the Nephilim . . .

E. 543^^. By 'the Nephilim,' and 'the Anakim,' are

signified those who are in the greatest persuasion of their

eminence and wisdom above others ; and, in the abstract

sense, direful persuasions. Refs.

544"'^. The antediluvians who were called 'Nephilim'

were in such a Persuasive above others ; and unless the

Lord, when He was in the world, had subjugated and

cast them into Hell, and had closed it, no mortal could

have been saved ; for they infested, and almost

murdered, whomsoever they met in the Spiritual

World. That the Lord delivered the Spiritual World

from these and the like, is meant by that He saw Satan

falling from Heaven ; and that He gave to those who
are in truths from good . . . the Power to trample upon

serpents and scorpions.

Neptune. Neptunus.

A. 2762^. When thej' described the god of the sea

[Neptune], as by the sea are signified knowledges in

general, they gave horses to him also. W.H.4.

T. 159^. See Apollo, here.

178. From this it would follow . . . that the ocean is.

a god below them, who may be called Neptune . . .

292. See Jupiter, the god, here, D.4775-.

Nerez. Nerez. 0,4995. 5024. 5065.

Nero. Nero. T.73. D.2572,

Nerve. Nervus.

Nervous. Nerveus.

Nervule. Nervulus.

A. 4040. See Brain, here,

4303. 'The sinew' (Gen. xxxii. 32) = truth ; for truths

in good are circumstanced like sinews in the flesh ;

moreover, truths in the spiritual sense are sinews, and

good is flesh. 111.

-, But when truths are distorted . . . they accede

to falsities ; hence it is that by ' the sinew of what is

put out' is signified falsity, 43 1
7-

505 1^ That there is a communication, is evident from

that great nerve in the thigh, which sends forth its

branches not only through the loins to the members

allotted to generation , . . but also through the feet to

the soles and heels. It was then disclosed what is

meant. , . by 'the nerve (or sinew) of the thigh'

which Jacob had put out of joint,

5189^. The derivative actions are represented by the

nerves which are from the fibres,

5435S, The nerves= truths, Refs,

8593. These Genii pertain to . , , that part of the

spinal marrow which sends forth fibres and nerves to

the involuntary things,

H. 95. The lungs reign there by the nervous and

motor fibres.

W. 190. In the nerves from least fibres larger ones
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are compaginated, whicli appear like filaments ; from

these congregated together is compaginated the nerve.

192. The nervous fibres, least, larger, and largest, are

homogeneous.

197. An application (of this principle) can be made to

. . . the muscles, nerves, etc. . . In all these the first

thing is singly and alone regnant in the subsequent

things . . .

207. See Fibre, here.

254. The case is like that of the fibril of a nerve,

which contracts at the slightest touch of anything

heterogeneous.

366. The fibres begin from (the cortical glands) . . .

and successively confasciate into nerves
; and the con-

fasciations, or nerves, when made, descend to the

sensory organs in the face, and to the motory organs in

the body, and form them.
^. The medullary substance everywhere begins

and proceeds thence, and from this are the nerves, from

which are all things of the body.

M. 44''. All the nerves fall at the sight of a harlot,

and are in tension at the sight of a wife.

328. Than a nerve can enter into one of the fibres

from which it is.

T. 147. Every nerve consists of fibres, and every fibre

of fibrils.

258^. When falsity touches truth, it is like the point

of a needle touching the fibril of a nerve . . . That the

fibril of a nerve instantly coils itself into a spiral, and

withdraws within itself, is known.

351^. All the nerves which proceed from (the medul-

lary substance), and pass down into the body to perform

various functions, are nothing but bundles and fascicles

of fibres. . . These are such, because they correspond to the

series into which the organism of the mind is disposed.

37 1^. Is evident from the optic nerve, in which fibres

from both brains are folded together.

D. 1730. They also infest the fascicles of fibres, or

nervules.

1734. But those who are around the fascicles of fibres,

and the interior nerves, are Spirits.

261 1. Concerning the put out sinew (or nerve) of

Jacob's thigh. 2613. 2617.

3612. I then felt a pain iii the nerves of the left

neck, so that I could scarcely turn my head on account

of the pain from the hardness of the nerve (or sinew).

The cause was that the reasoners did not want to be

present, but began to recede.

D. Min. 4742. He inflicted some pain on the perios-

teums and nerves (or sinews) there.

E. 357^'- 'They prepare the arrow upon the string'

(Ps.xi.2) = that they apply to it falsities which appear

as truths.

-3. 'The strings of the bow' (Ps.lxxvi.3)= thc

principal things of doctrine.

744^. The case is similar as with . . . the nerves in

their ultimates, from which ligatures and membranes

are spread over the interiors . . .

775^. From this medullary substance are protended

visible fibres, which, being conjoined, are called nerves,

VOL. IV.

through which the cerebrum, cerebellum, and spinal

marrow form the whole body, and each and all things

of it, and thereby effect that each and all things of the

body are ruled by the brains . . .

D. Wis. ii^. All these (organs) are mere contextures

of fibres and nerves flowing forth from both brains and
from the spinal marrow.

Nest. Nidus.

Nest, To make a. Nidificare.

A. 776^. 'Where the birds make their nests' (Ps.civ.

17). . . 'The birds' = his rational or natural truths,

which are as it were nests. '.

4776'*. Hence they know how to construct nests.

10582''. This is meant by ... 'to set the nest among
the stars' (Obad.4).

T. 375. Like impregnated birds without nests.

D. 3340*^. All animals have a sphere ; as birds for

building their houses or nests, never having been taught.

E. 281®. Their instruction in truths ... is described

by 'the eagle stirreth up her nest' (Deut.xxxii. 11).

388^. Hence it may be evident what is signified by

'all the birds of the heavens made their nests in his

branches' (Ezek.xxxi.6).

410*. That the love of self and the conceit of Own in-

telligence are meant, is evident from its being said . . .

'if thou shouldst exalt thy nest as the eagle, thence

will I cast thee down' (Jer.xlix. 16).

41 1^. ' Be like the dove that maketh her nest in the

passages of the mouth of the pit' (Jer.xlviii. 28) = the

mental view of truth from without and not from within.

. . .
' To make a nest' = the same as 'to dwell,' namely,

to lead a life ; but 'to make a nest' is ju-edicated of a

bird, and 'to dwell,' of man.

Net. Rete.

Reticular. Reticularis.

See Caul.

A. 33096. To this kind of hunting, nets are wont to

be attributed.

4489". The reticular work of the altar.

9348'*. 'To spread a net over him' (Ezek.xix.8) = to

entice by the delights of earthly loves, and by reasonings

from them.
^. As 'a snare,' 'a gin,' and 'a net'=^sueh things,

they also = the destruction of spiritual life, and thu.s

perdition . . .

9726. 'Thou shalt make for it a giating the work of

a net' (Ex.xxvii.4')= the Sensuous, which is the ulti-

mate. Ex.

. (So) everywhere in the outermosts of the body

there are reticular forms, and as it were sieves or

gratings, by which the things which approach from the

world are sifted . . . There are such most exipiisite

forms in the stomach . . . The case is the same with tlie

Sensuous . . .

9728. 'The net' (id.) = the outermost of life, which

corresponds to the interior life, which is of the under-

standing and will.

9731. 'The net shall be even to the middle of the

3M
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altar' {ver.5)= tlie extension of the Sensuous ; 'the net'

= the Sensuous.

R. 463^ They were girded with fishing nets as it

were, around the loins, through which their nakednesses

appeared.

D. 3409S. He could thus cast him into his own net.

3415. They said that they would wrap them in a net,

and cast them into the sea.

3416. All wlioni he thus collected he wrapped in a

great net, for by phantasies he induced a great net . , .

4735. See Spidek, here.

5222*^. Those who are being cast down from those

places, appear as it were to be drawn in a net . . .

D. Min. 4719. What is meant by dragging a net. . .

E. 513". The works of those who (teach others, and

reform by means of knowledges) are meant by the letting

out and the spreading out of nets. 111.

^^. 'To gather into his net' (Hab.i. i5)= into

what is evil and false.

^^ From these things it may now be evident

what is meant by 'the nets,' etc. which are so often

mentioned in the New Testament. 111.

1''. There are good natural men and evil natural

men, and the separation of these appears in the Spirit-

ual World like a net-rete sen ^(jena-let out into the sea,

drawing together the fish, and hauling them up on the

shore.

600''. 'Let down the net on the right side of the ship'

(John xxi.6)= that they should teach the good of life.

That thus the}^ would convert the gentiles to the Church

is signified by their finding abundance, so that they

were not able to draw the net on account of the multi-

tude of fishes. 513^'.

654«. See Fish, here.

Net. Sagena. A. 2449-. E.513I''.

Nettle. Urtica.

A. 273. That 'nettle,' etc. =:su3h things (as curse and

vastation). 111.

2455^. 'A place left to the nettle' (Zeph.ii.9) = vas-

tated good. ( = the ardour and burning of the life of

man from the love of self. 10300**.)

M. 526-. How can a nettle be converted into a vine

... B.I 12. T.642.

T. 78'. AVith those in Hell . . . there grow nettles,

etc.

E. 653''. The devastation of all good is signified by 'a

place of a nettle' (Zeph.ii.9).

Neuter. Neute?-. M.isie. D.5950.

Never. Nusqnain. A. 2049*, etc., etc.

New. Novjis.

Anew. E 710V0.

See under Regenerate.

A. 16. The new creation of man.

780. A new creature. Sig.

927*. A new will implanted . , .

977-. A new will and a new understanding . . .

looi. This new \'oluntary is the same as charity . . .

I438<^. Therefore unless tliey receive from the Lord
new seed, and a new proprium, that is, a new will and
a new understanding, they cannot but be accursed to

Hell ...

1555"- Thus does he first receive new life . . .

2009^. 'Called by a new name' (Is.lxii.2) = created

anew, or regenerated.

2272". New thoughts (in temptations).

3138". Man is made new by the influx of charity and
faith, but the Lord by the Divine love . . .

3212. A new state. Sig. and Ex.

-. That the Lord as to the Human was made new,

that is, glorified . . .

32^,4. What is new of representation. Sig. and Ex.

^. By ' old age ' is signified what is new . . .

3318'*. This is why man is regenerated, that is, made
new, by temptations.

^. But the Lord . . . was not made new like

another man, but altogether Divine ; for man, who is

made new by regeneration, still retains in himself the

inclination to evil . . .

3S14. A new state of life. Sig. and Ex.

^, A state ever new as to the reception and exer-

cise of good. Sig.

6. The end of a former, and the beginning of a

new state. Sig.

4063-. The new man is altogether different from the

old. Des.

4067*. The middle delights and goods by which man
is led by the Lord from the state of the old man to the

state of the new man. Ex.

4292. A new given quality. Sig. and Ex.

4299^. Conscience is the new will and new under-

standing from the Lord . . .

4328. In (their Intellectual) the Lord . . . formed a

new Voluntary, and, through this, a new Intellectual

also. Refs.

4444^. The laws, etc., given to the Israelites were not

new . . . 4449^.

4462^. Circumcision was not anything new . . .

4538^. When the Lord is making a man new . , .

4670^. 'Seventeen' = a beginning, and what is new.

4727^. Love to the Lord and charity towards the

neighbour are what make man new.

4729. This worst falsity ... is not eradicated except

by a new life from the Lord.

4904^. Should put off the old man, that is, the loves

of self and of the world . . . and should put on the new,

that is, love towards the neighbour and to God.

5079. That they were contrary to the new state of the

natural man. Sig. and Ex.

51 13". 'Until that day when I shall drink it new
with you' (Matt.xxvi.29). Ex. E.376-^.

5159. A new state with the man who is being regen-

erated begins when the order is inverted . . .
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5351-

Natural.

'Manasseh':

Ex.

the new Voluntary in the

5353. The new Voluntary comes forth by the influx

of good from the Lord. Ex.

5354. 'Ephraim' = the new Intellectual in the

Natural. Ex.
^. When, evils having been removed, man receives

the influx, he then receives a new will and a new Intel-

lectual ; and from the new will he feels delight in bene-

fiting the neighbour from no end for self, and from the

new Intellectual he apperceives delight in learning what
is good and true for their own sake and for the sake of

life. As this new Intellectual and new Voluntary come
forth by influx from the Lord, therefore he who has

been regenerated acknowledges and believes that the

good and truth with which he is aff"ected are not from

himself, but from the Lord . . .

5526". From this good there is formed with man a new
will . . .

5595. A new will in the Intellectual part . . . 6854-.

88062.

565 1-. That the old man is to be put off, and the

new one put on.

*. Then man is gifted with a new Natural . . .

5773'- With this good a new will is insinuated ; and,

with this, new freedom, thus a new proprium. Sig.

5804. Thence comes truth which is new. Sig. and Ex.

5812.

5812. The man then receives what is new of life

through this new truth conjoined with good. Sig.

5954. 'Changes of garments '= truths which are new
;

and truths become new when they are initiated to

good . . .

5972. New life. Sig. and Ex. 6036.

6392^. For this is in the new will . . .

6645. The end of a former state, and the beginning of

a new one. Sig. and Ex.

^. Those of the Church are led successively into

new states . . .

7342-. The afl'ection of this love is what makes the

new will.

8036. In (this charity and faith) are those who have
been regenerated by the Lord, and have received from
Him a new will and a new understanding.

8179^. Hence he has a new proprium . . . which is

the new will,

8400. By 'fifteen' is signified what is new . . . here,

what is new of life . . .

e_ 'Eight'= a certain beginning, thus what is

new . . . Refs.

84032. In order that a new life . . . may be insinuated.

. The life of the new man cannot enter, except

where the life of the old man has been extingiushed.

8457. A new Voluntary by the insinuation of truth.

Sig. and Ex.

. For the new Voluntary is formed from good
through truth with the man of the Spiritual Church,
and it appears with him as conscience . . .

852 1
-. For in the intellectual part there is formed by

the Lord a new will, which is, that the man wills to act

according to the truth . . .

8548. He who is not . . . generated anew by the Lord
cannot come into Heaven. 111.

8552. Therefore, unless, as to the spiritual life, man
from the Lord is conceived anew, is born anew, and is

educated anew ; that is, is created anew, he is con-

demned . . .

8754-. Afterwards, when man receives new life . . .

8772. He who knows the formation of good from
truths . . , knows the arcana of the formation of man
anew . . .

8891''. If otherwise his newness of life perishes. Refs.

9043<=. When good is in the Natural, then the man is

new . . .

90466, This is the new life . , ,

9212''. See Garment, here.

9258-. Then the good which has thus been formed

produces a new man, as the Prolific in seed produces a

new tree or a new plant. Thus all things become
new . . .

^. Good continually . . . produces itself through

truths, and ... is in the continual endeavour to produce

new good . . .

9274-. The man who is being regenerated is gifted

with both a new understanding and a new will hj the

Lord ; and, unless he is gifted with both, he is not new
. . . 9296-.

9297-. These truths are what make tlie new under-

standing of man, which makes a one with his new
will . . .

9299. The good of worship not from proprium ; but

from the Lord always new. Sig. and Ex.

9708. That man may become a new creature.

98i8'*. 'A new heart' (Ezek.xviii.31 ; xxxvi.26) = a
new will ; and 'a new spirit' = a new understanding.

T.601.

10114. Not conjoined for a new state. Sig. and Ex.
-. A new state is every state of the conjunction

of good and truth, which is when the man . . . acts from

good , . , There is a new state also when those who are

in Heaven are in the good of love , . . and there is a new
state also when the old Church ceases and tlie new one
commences,

10122'*. Then those who have not a new will from the

Lord rush into evils of every kind . . .

10124. This charity constitutes his new Voluntary,

and the faith his new Intellectual : botli constitute

conscience.

10143^. Then he has a new will and a new under-

standing, consequently a new life.

10296. With the Spiritual . . . tlie Intellectual is

preserved entire . . , and in it is implanted a new
Voluntary . . . Refs.

N. 178. He who knows these (truths) can think them,

then will them, and finally do them, and thus have new
life.
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L. 65. 'I make all things new' (Rev. xxi. )= that in

the Chnrch now to be instaurated l)y the Lord there will

be new doctrine.

S. 26^. The Lord does not pour in new truths im-

mediately . . . T.208.

P. 264*. That genuine truths are now to be disclosed,

is predicted by ... 'I make all things new.'

R. 196. 'And My new name' (Rev.iii.i2)= the wor-

ship of the Lord alone, together with new things which

had not been in the former Church.

279. 'And they sang a new song' (Rev. v. 9)= the

acknowledgment and glorification of the Lord : that He
alone is the .Judge, the Redeemer and Saviour, thus the

God of Heaven and earth. Ex.

. As (this) acknowledgment was not before in the

Church, it is therefore called 'a new song.'

617. 'They sang as it were a new song. .
.' (Rev.

xiv.3) = the celebration and glorification of the Lord . . .

in the New Christian Heaven ; here, in special, that

He is acknowledged as the God of Heaven and earth, as

He is acknowledged in the ancient Heavens. The little

expression 'as if involves these things; for (the song)

is not new.

886. 'Behold I make all things new' = that the Lord

has executed the Last Judgment, and will then create

a new Heaven and a new earth, and a new Church,

together with each and all things which are in them.

M. 151a''. What news from the earth? 182^. 207-.

532. T.692. 693. 694. 846.

182^. From these new things from the earth, they

perceive . . .

207. That they may open their new things from the

Christian world.

*. I will tell you a new thing from Heaven . . .

294. Such a thing is created in a moment . . . and

represents something new on the earth.

323. They are always perceiving and feeling new
things in whatever occurs.

381. Three new comers taken up into Heaven.

532. This is new : that the Lord has revealed

arcana . . .

B. 95. That the opening and rejection of the dogmas

of faith of the present Church, and the revelation and

reception of the dogmas of faith of the New Church, is

meant by . . . 'He who sits upon the throne said.

Behold I make all things new ; and He said, "Write,

because these words are true and faithful.'

T. 160^. Let us speak with some new comers . . .

(who) did not know but that they were still in the

natural world . . .

245-. Like those who know from heeiTsa,j-noveUis . . .

304^. The gladness which comes from the new
gTov/ths-novelUs-in the fields.

571^. They produce new seeds, like a new offspring.

576. That the new generation or creation is effected

by the Lord alone through charity and faith . . . the

man co-operating. Gen. art.

601. That a regenerated man has a new will and a

new understanding. Gen. art.

. A regenerated man is a renevred-innovatns-OT

new man.

604. The new will is above the old will ... in like

manner the new understanding . . .

640. Redemption was a certain creation of the angelic

Heaven anew, and also of the Church.

650. (This doctrine) is new in the Church. Ex.

659". There is (then) formed by the Lord a new will

and a new understanding above the old, and there the

Lord successively implants new goods through truths . . .

D. 277. Those have such phantasies who want ... to

change all things into new ones . . . Des.

E. 224. 'And My new name ' = that they will ac-

knowledge the Divine Human of the Lord.

248^. A Reciprocal with man which is his new will.

706^'*. 'New tongues ' (Mark xvi. 17)= doctrinal things

for a new Church.

857. 'A new song ' = the acknowledgment and con-

fession of the Lord, thus the glorification of Him. . .

As there was the same Lord in the Ancient Churches,

but celebrated under the name of Jehovah . . . and as

thus the song concerning Him, regarded in itself, is not

new, it is said 'as it were a new song.' Therefore it is

here called 'new,' because it is for the new Church . . .

D. Wis. iv-. Man is thereby made new : not only in

that a new will is given him, and a new understanding,

but also a new body for his spirit. The former things

are not abolished, but are removed so as not to appear,

and new ones are formed through the love and wisdom
which are the Lord . . .

New Church. Nova Eccksia.

See New Jerusalem, and Seven Churches ; and

under Heavenly Doctrine, and New Heaven.

A. 28. A new Church. Tr. 31-. 40*^.

324. A new Church exsuscitated called 'Enos.'

333. A new Church then arose, which is meant by

'Adah andZillah'. . .

408. When the Church is so vastated that there is no

longer any faith, it first begins anew
; or a new light

shines forth, which is called 'morning.' Ex. 409.

4096. (A new Church is transferred to the gentiles.

)

410.

411. That the last time of vastation must come before

a new Church can arise. 111.

436^ 'The man and his wife ' = the new Church

before called 'Adah and Zillah.'

441. The worship of a new Church. Sig.

467. ' Noah' = a new Church. 838.

526. 'A son ' = the origin of a new Church.

728^. The beginning of a new Church was represented

by the deliverance and rebuilding of the Temple.

784. But this new Church was ... in faith . . ,

931-. A new Chnrch is then always resuscitated by

the Lord.

1 148. From the time in which this new Church came

forth. Sig.
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1219. That a

Ancient Church.

new
Sig.

Church came forth from the

. Tr. 1782.

A new heaven and a new earth, that is, a new
were created, which was called the Ancient

1228^ By (their being gathered together again and
brouglit back from captivity) is meant the creation of a

new Church.

1259^. A new Church, or that of the gentiles. Tr.

1551-

1366. The Church cannot come forth anew with any
nation, until it is so vastated that nothing of evil and
falsity remains in its internal worship. Ex.

^. As a new Church was to be restored, those

were taken with whom the goods and truths of faith

were to be implanted ; with whom all the Knowledge of

the good and truth of faith had been obliterated ; and
who, as gentiles, had become external idolaters.

1778. It was shown . . . that a new Church would
revive .

1850-.

Church,

Church . . .

^. Therefore a new Church was exsuscitated with

the descendants of Jacob . . .

•*. After this ... a new Church, which is to be

called the Primitive Church . . .

. In some quarter of the globe- terr'ainim orhe-

a New Church will be raised up, the present one

remaining in its external worship, as the Jews do in

theirs . . .

2243". The Lord at the same time instaurated a new
Church which was called the Christian Church . . .

2323. There is also an 'evening,' when charity shines

forth, and consequently when faith, thus a new Church,

rises up. This 'evening' is the twilight before the

morning. . . For it is provided by the Lord that when
a Church is ceasing to be, a new Church is rising up,

and this at the same time ; for without a Church some-

where on the globe, the human race cannot subsist . . .

^. In (Gen. xix.) it treats concerning both states

of the Church, namely, concerning the rise of a new
Church, which is represented by 'Lot,' and concerning

the destruction of the old one, which is signified by

Sodom and Gomorrah . . .

2405^ See JIoKNiNu, here.

2830''. The New Temple and the New Jerusalem, in

the universal sense, = the Lord's Kingdom ; in special, a

new Church.

2853^ Whenever any Church is consummated . . .

then, of the Providence of the Lord, a new Church is

always raised up. Enum.

2895. The Word written through the Evangelists was

in a new Church.

2901. A new Spiritual Church. Tr. 2981.

8. 'Hebron in the Land of Canaan ' = the new
Church.

2902. That the Lord instaurated a new Church, and

was kindly received . . . Tr.

®. Thus a new Church from the gentiles. Tr.

2906-. 'The year of good-pleasure of Jehovah'= the

time of a new Church.

. 'The year of My redeemed'= the time of a
new Church.

2909^. That again there was a new Church, was
represented by its being ceded to Caleb for an inherit-

ance, as to field and villages.

2910^. Afterwards a new Church was exsuscitated by
the Lord, which was called the Church of the Gentiles,

and was internal . . .

^. When a Church is consummated and perishes,

then the Lord always exsuscitates a new Church some-
where ; but rarely, if ever, from the man of the former

Church ; but from the gentiles who have been in ignor-

ance. Tr.

2912. Because a new Church was to be exsuscitated

in place of the former . . .

2913. 'The sons of Heth'=those with whom [there

was to be] a new Spiritual Church. 2919. 2928. 2940.

2975-
''. It treats in this verse concerning the new

Church which the Lord instaurates when the former

one expires . . .

2915. For it treats concerning a new Church
; and,

in this verse, concerning its first state, which is such

that first of all the Lord is unknown to them ; but still,

as they live in the good of charity, and, as to civil life,

in what is just and fair ; and, as to moral life, in what
is honourable and becoming, they are such that the

Lord can be with them ; for the presence of the Lord

with man is in good . . .

2916*. That the Lord exsuscitated Lazarus from the

dead, also involves the resuscitation of a new Church

from the gentiles.

2919. A reciprocal state witli those who are of the

new Church. Sig.

2950. The Lord's joy on account of the good-will of

those who were of the new Spiritual Church. Sig. and
Ex.

2955. That 'I will bury my dead'= an emergence

from spiritual night, and vivifioation, is also for the

reason that when a former Church is dead, a new
Church is exsuscitated by the Lord in its place . . .

®. For there is always some Church on the Earth,

and, when the old one expires, and night comes on,

then a new Church rises again elsewhere, and there

comes morning.

2978. That they were regenerated, and thus a new
Spiritual Church was instaurated. Sig.

2981. 'This is Hebron '= that this is a new Church.

2986. 'From the sons of Heth'= that it was from the

gentiles.

-. It is to be known that when any Church

becomes null, that is, when charity perishes, and a

new Church is being instaurated by the Lord, rarely if

ever is this effected with those with whom the old

Church has been ; but with those with whom there was

no Church before ... So was it done when the Most

Ancient Church perished ; then tlie new Church, which

was called 'Noah' . . . was instaurated with the gentiles

... In like manner when this Church perished, then

the resemblance of a Church was instituted with the
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descendants of Abraham ... for Abraham, when called,

was a Gentile . . . and the descendants of Jacob in

Egypt became still more Gentile . . . After this Church
had been consummated, the Primitive Church was
instaurated from the gentiles, the Jews being rejected.

In like manner will it be with this Church, which is

called Christian.

[A. 2986]^. The reason the New Church will be in-

staurated by the Lord with the gentiles, is that they have

no principles of falsity contrary to the truths of faith

. . . Principles of falsity imbued from infancy, and after-

wards confirmed, must be shaken off before the man can

be regenerated, and become the Church . . .

3325^". A new Spiritual Church. Tr.

3355S. A new Church internal and external. Sig.

3579-. A new Church. Tr. 3580^. 4697. 6000".

3580". 'Jezreel' = a new Church.

3654^ A new Church in general, and with each one

in particular who is being regenerated or made the

Church. Tr.

3708". "When a new Church is being instaurated

with (the upright gentiles), the spirit of God is said 'to

rest' there.

3881^, A new Spiritual Church with the gentiles. Tr.

3898'. The reason the interior things of the Word
are now being opened, is that at this day the Church is

vastated so greatly—that is, is so devoid of faith and
love—that although men know and understand, still

they do not acknowledge, and still less believe ; except

a few, who are in the life of good and are called 'the

elect,' who can now be instructed, and with whom a

New Church is to be instituted. But where these are

the Lord alone knows ; there will be few within the

Church : it was the gentiles with whom new Churches

Avere established before.

4058*^. It treats also (in Matt.xxiv.) of the beginning

of a new Church. 4060^.

4060^. 'They shall gather together the elect from the

four winds . .
.

'
— the instauration of a New Church.

4197*. 'The spirit of life from God entered into them,

so that they stood upon their feet'= a new Church.

4230. See Last Judgmekt, here.

4231. 'Learn a parable from the fig-tree: When its

branch is yet tender, and its leaves bud forth, ye know
that summer is nigh ' = the first of a new Church . . .

. (Thus) this parable involves that when a new
Church is being created by the Lord, there first of all

appears the good of the Natural, that is, good in an
external form with its affection and truths. Ex.

". Then the old Church is rejected, and a new
Church is instaurated.

^. (Thus) prediction is here made concerning the

beginnings of a new Church.

42556. 'The new earth,' or 'Holy Land,' = the Lord's

Kingdom, and also a new Church, which is the Lord's

Kingdom on earth. Refs.

4333. These words describe the quality of the state

which will be when the old Church is being rejected,

and the new Church is being instaurated . . .

4334^. 'Until the day that Noe entered into the ark'

= the end of the former Church and the beginning of

the new Church.

6. By these words is described what would be the

state as to good and truth within the Church, when it

is being rejected, and the new Church is being adopted.

4423. How the case is with the rejection of an old

Church, and the adoption of a new Church, scarcely

anyone knows. . . Those of the old Church are not

about to perish . . . but the Church perishes principally

as to the states of its interiors . . . Heaven then removes

itself from them . . . and transfers itself to others, who
are adopted in their place. (Continued under Old

Church.)

4449. A longing for conjunction with this new
Church. Sig. and Ex. 4450^.

45166, For no new Church is instaurated, until the

former one has been vastated.

4535-. 'The new heaven and earth' = the Internal

and External of the new Church which succeeds when
the former one passes away. 5136. 5577.

^. This last time of the former Church, and first

of the new Church is what is called 'the consummation

of the age' . . . and His Advent ; for the Lord then

recedes from the former Church, and comes to the new
Church.

45886, The daughters and sons which the Hebrew
women bore = the goods and truths of the new Church,

4672. 'A boy' (Joseph) when predicated of a new
Church= its first state . . . for the Church runs through

its ages like a man . . .

4747^. Hence it is that when any new Church is

being instaurated by the Lord, it is not instaurated with

those who are within the Church, but with those who
are without it, that is, with the gentiles. Rep. by

Joseph's being cast into a pit by his brethren, and being

drawn out by the Midianites and sold to the Ishmael-

ites ; for by the brethren of Joseph are represented those

within the Church who have confirmed themselves

against the Divine truth, especially against these two

things : that the Human of the Lord is Divine, and

that the works of charity are etfective for salvation, and

this not only in doctrine but also in life. By 'the

Ishmaelites,' however, are represented those who are in

simple good, and by 'the Midianites,' those who are in

the truth of this good.

4835. (Thus) the Jewish Church was not any new
Church, but was a resuscitation of the Ancient Church,

which had perished.

4904^. Therefore the Lord instaurated a new
Church . , ,

5247^. It there treats of the New Temple, and of the

new Priesthood, that is, of a new Church , , ,

5360^. This last state of the Church which precedes

the state of the new Church, is what is properly meant

in the Word by 'vastation' and 'desolation' . . .

6000'*. ' Night' = the last time of an old Church and

the first of a new Church.

'God in visiting will visit you' = . . .the last

time of the old Church, and the first of the new Church.
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This last time is called 'visitation,' and is predicated

of ... a new Church Avhich is being born, and of an old

Church which is expiring . . .

^. 'To be visited,' here (Luke i. 68, 78)= the ex-

suscitation of a new Church, and the illustration then

of those who were in ignorance of the truth and good of

faith ; thus concerning their deliverance ; and therefore

it is said, 'He hath visited and made deliverance for

His people ;' 'He hath visited so that He might appear

to those who are sitting in darkness and in the shadow
of death.'

6895-. The Advent of the Lord takes place when the

old Chiu'ch is being rejected, and a new one is being

instaurated by the Lord : and as a new Church was

being instaurated with the descendants of Jacob, it is

said, 'In visiting He hath visited us' . . .

6. Thus the Advent of the Lord in love and faith

with those who will be of the new Church.

7844*. 'Morning' = the light and rise of a new Church
from the Lord.

7844^ See Evening, here.

8427'*. 'Tell us what is the sign of Thy Coming' . . .

The Coming of the Lord — the acknowledgment of

truth Divine by those who are of the New Church, and

the denial by those who are of the old Church. Ref.

8891^. 'Adam and Eve' — a new Church . . .

8902^. It here treats concerning the last time of the

Church, when a new Church is being resuscitated,

the old one perishing; ' Jacob ' = those who are in the

external of the Church ; and 'Israel,' those who are in

the internal.

9042^ It here treats of a new Church from the

Lord . . .

9050^°. Concerning the new Temple, tliat is, a new
Spiritual Chiirch from the Lord. Tr.

9182". Concerning the instauration of a new Church.

Tr.

9212''. 'No one addetli a piece of a new garment to

an old garment . .
.' The Lord used this similitude to

describe the truth of the new Church and the truth of

the old Church ... To sew . . . the one to the other

is to destroy both ; for the truth of the new Church is

interior truth, thus truth for the internal man ; whereas

the truth of the old Church is exterior truth, thus truth

for the external man. In this latter truth was the

Jewish Church . . . whereas the Church at this day is

in internal truths . . .

9256'. From these things it may lie evident whence it

it is that a new Church is always instaurated with the

nations who are outside the Church ; which takes place

when the old Church has closed Heaven against itself.

Refs. Hence it is that the Church from the Jewish

people was transferred to the gentiles ; and also that

the present Cimrch is now also being transferred to the

gentiles. 111.

^. The gentiles adore one only God under a

human form ; and therefore when they hear about the

Lord, they receive and acknowledge Him ; nor can a

new Church be instaurated with others. 111.

9325®. The new Church of the gentiles is meant by

'the barren and the desolate who shall have many
sons' . . .

9407*. By 'the holy Jerusalem descending from

heaven' is meant a new Church with the gentiles, after

that the present one which is in our European world

has been vastated.

9408^. By 'the creation' in the tirst chapters of

Genesis ... is meant a new Church ; for 'creation,'

there, is new regeneration . . .

9485^. It treats (in Jer.iii. 14, 16, 17) concerning a new
Church. The representative of the former Church,

which representative was then to be abolished, is meant

by 'the ark, which was not to be spoken of any more

. .
.' 'Jerusalem,' to which the nations will be 'gathered

together,' is that new Church.

9642-. It treats (in Is.xliii.6) concerning a new
Church. 'To say to the north' = to those who are in

darkness or ignorance concerning the truths of faith,

who are the nations outside the Church.

9659^. It treats (in Ezek.xl.) concerning the New
House, by which is signified the Lord's new Church.

9818'*. 'To extend the heavens and to found the

earth'- a new Church.

10134'. When the Church is in its night, in which it

is when it is no longer in love to God and in faith, then,

from the twilight, morning begins with another nation,

where a new Church is being instaurated. Ex.

". 'The morning Cometh, and also the night' =
that although there is illumination with those who are

of the new Church, still there is night with those who

are in the old one.

N. I-. 'The new heaven and the new earth ' = a new
Church both in the Heavens and on earth ... J. i-.

5. By 'the new earth' is meant a new Church on

earth ; for when the former Church is ceasing to be, a

new one is being instaurated by the Lord . . .

J. i^. It is said a new Church in the Heavens,

because there is a Church there equally as on earth ; for

there is equally the "Word there, and also preachings,

and a like Divine worship as on earth ; but with the

ditference that there all things are in a more perfect

state . . .

34^. In the end of the Church evil increases over

good, and therefore all are judged by the Lord, and the

evil are separated from the good, and all things are

reduced into order, and a New Heaven is instaurated,

and also a new Church on earth, and thus the equili-

brium is restored.

45-. It has been given me to see . . . also liow a New
Heaven has been formed, and a new Church ha-s been

instaurated in the Heavens, which is meant by 'tlie

New Jerusalem.'

46-. By 'the creation of heaven and earth' is meant

the instauration of a new Church . . .

C. J. 12. That hence it is, that after the Last Jutlg-

ment was accomplished, and not before, revelations were

made for the New Church. Ex.

L. Pref.e. It is said, The Doctrine of the New Jeru-

salem, and there is meant the Doctrine for the New
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Church, which is at this day to be instaurated by the

Lord ; for the old Church has arrived at its end . . .

[L.] 3'*. That the Lord came into the work! in order to

instaurate a new Church . . . 5,Sig. and 111.

6i. The reason these things concerning the Lord are

now first made known, is that it is foretold in the

A[)0calypse, Chapters xxi. and xxii., that a New Church
is to be instituted by the Lord at the end of the former

one, in which this will be the primary thing. It is

this Church which is there meant by 'the New Jeru-

salem,' into which no one can enter, except him who
acknowledges the Lord alone as the God of Heaven and
earth ; and therefore this Church is called 'the Lamb's
wife.' P. 263.

62. That a New Church is meant by 'the New
Jerusalem' in the Apocalypse. Gen. art.

. 'The new heaven and earth' . . . mean what is

new of the Church in the Spiritual World, and what is

new of the Church in the natural world. Ex.

63. By 'the Holy City Jerusalem' is meant that New
Church as to doctrine. Ex.

65. That in the Church now to be instaurated by the

Lord tliere will be new doctrine. Sig.

S. 14". By 'the gathering together of the elect . .
.'

is signified what is new of the Church as to love and
faith.

F. 676. By 'the evening the morning, when what is

holy shall be justified,' is signified the end of that
Churcli, and the beginning of a new one.

P. 264'*. That genuine truths, in which is the spiritual

sense . . , were not revealed until after the Last Judg-
ment . . . and a New Church, meant by 'the Holy
Jerusalem,' was to be instaurated by the Lord. Ex.

'. (Thus) the spiritual sense . . . was to be
revealed for the New Church, which will acknowledge
and worship the Lord alone, and will hold His Word
holy, and will love Divine truths, and will reject faith
separated from charity.

328^". That it is provided also that a New Church
shall succeed in place of the former devastated one. Ex.

R. Pref.2. From this New Heaven descends and will
descend a New Church in the earth, which is the New
Jerusalem. That this Church will acknowledge the
Lord alone. 111.

I. Pref. That this revelation ... is received by those
who will be in the New Church, which is the New
Jerusalem. Ti'.

2-. The Apocalypse treats . , . from beginning to end
concerning the last state of the Church in the Heavens
and on earth, and then concerning the Last Judgment,
and after this concerning the New Church, which is the
New Jerusalem. That this New Church is the end of
this work, is evident, and therefore those things which
precede treat concerning the state of the Church such as
it is proximately before that New Church.

4-. By 'the consummation of the age' is meant the
last state of the old Church ; and by 'the Advent of
the Lord,' the first state of the New Church.

9. Therefore unless a New Church, which acknow-

ledges these two essentials, and lives them, rises up, no
one can be saved. On account of this danger, the time

is shortened by the Lord . . .

i"]^. Therefore the good of life is now being taught by

the Lord for those who will be of His New Church,

which is the New Jerusalem.

43. 'I saw seven golden lampstands' = the New
Church, which will be in illustration from the Lord

from the Word. Ex. E.62.

-. For those who will be of the Lord's New
Church are only lampstands, who will give light from

the Lord.

'. By 'a lampstand' is signified a new Church
also in Zech. iv.

*. The illustration of the new Church by the

Lord from the good of love through truth. Sig.

44. The Lord as to the Word, from whom is that

New Church. Sig. and Ex.

53-. 'That day ' = the Advent of the Lord, when the

old Church has been destroyed, and the new one is to

be instaurated.

64. Arcana in the visions concerning the New Heaven
and the New Church. Sig. . . 'The seven stars '= the

Church in the Heavens ; and 'the seven lampstands '=
the Church on earth.

65. 'The seven stars are the Angels of the seven

Churches ' = the New Church in the Heavens, which is

the New Heaven. Ex. 237.

66. 'And the seven lampstands which thou sawest

are the seven Churches ' = the New Church on earth,

which is the New Jerusalem descending from the Lord

out of the New Heaven. 237.
e_ Hence it is that the universal New Church

with its various things is described in the things which

now follow by the seven Churches. 73.

67. The Faith of the New Heaven and New Church

in the universal idea, stated. B.116. T.2. Compare

F.34-

68. All these (from the Churches in the Christian

world) are called to the New Church, which is the New
Jerusalem.

69. By (the seven Churches) are described all who
are in the Christian world, who have religion, and from

whom the New Church, which is the New Jerusalem,

can be fonned ; and it is being formed from those who
approach the Lord alone, and at the same time act

repentance from evil works. The rest, who do not

approach the Lord alone, from a confirmed denial that

His Human is Divine, and who do not act repentance

from evil works, are indeed in the Church, but have

not anything of the Church in them.

70. As the Lord alone is acknowledged as the God of

Heaven and earth by those who are of His New Church

in the Heavens and those who will be of it on the earth,

in the first chapter of the Apocalypse it treats concern-

ing the Lord alone ; and in these two following ones, it

is He alone who speaks to the Churches . . . 111.

71^. From these [passages] it is evident that the

Lord alone is acknowledged in the New Church. Hence

it is that this Church is called 'the Lamb's Wife.'
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72. That the New Church, which is the New Jeru-

salem, is being formed from those who act repentance

from evil works. 111.

87, That he who understands these things should

obey what the Divine truth of the Word teaches those

who will be of the New Church, which is the New
Jerusalem. Sig. and Ex.

145. That the few things which they know . . . from

the Word, they should retain, and live according to

them, until there are made the New Heaven and the

New Church, which are the Advent of the Lord. Sig.

and Ex.

154. Pref. (All these) also are called to the Lord's

New Church.

166*, Therefore the Lord compares the truths of the

former Church, which were external, and representative

of spiritual things, to ' a piece of an old garment ;' and

the truths of the new Church, which were internal and

spiritual, to 'a piece of a new garment.'

183. That those who are in falsities as to doctrine,

provided they are not in falsities from evil, will receive

the truths of the New Church, and will acknowledge

them. Sig. and Ex.

187. The Advent of the Lord, and a New Church

then from these. Sig. and Ex.

194. That the doctrine of the New Church will be

inscribed on their hearts. Sig. and Ex.

237. 'There were seven lamps of fire before the throne,

which are the seven spirits of God' (Rev. iv. 5) = thence

a New Church in Heaven and on earth from the Lord

through the Divine truth proceeding from Him. Ex.

. By 'the seven lampstands' is meant a New
Church on earth . . . and by 'the seven stars' a New
Church in the Heavens.

348^. From those who are here treated of (the 144,000)

a New Heaven has been formed, and a New Church is

being formed, by the Lord . . . ®.

350. Celestial love, which is love to the Lord ; and

this with all who will be in the New Heaven and in the

New Church of the Lord. Sig. and Ex.

351. Wisdom from celestial love with those who will

be in the New Heaven and in the New Church of the

Lord. Sig. and Ex.

352. The uses of life, which are of wisdom from that

love, also with those who will be in the New Heaven

and in the New Church of the Lord. Sig. and Ex.

353. Mutual love, which is the love of doing good

use to the community or society, with those who will

be of the New Heaven and of the New Church of the

Lord. Sig. and Ex.

354. The perception of use and of what use is with

those who will be in the New Heaven and in the New
Church of the Lord. Sig. and Ex.

355. The will of serving and of act with those who

will be of the New Heaven and of the New Church of

the Lord. Sig. and Ex.

356. Spiritual love, which is love towards the neigh-

bour, or charity, with those who will be of the New
Heaven and of the New Church of the Lord. Sig. and Ex.

357. The att'ection of truth from good, from which is

intelligence, with those who will be of the New Heaven
and of the New Church of the Lord. Sig. and Ex.

358. The good of life with those who will be of the

New Heaven and of the New Church of the Lord.

Sig. and Ex.

359. The conjugial love of good and truth also with

those who will be of the New Heaven and of the New
Church of the Lord. Sig. and Ex.

360. The doctrine of good and truth with those who
will be of the New Heaven and of the New Church of

the Lord. Sig. and Ex.

361. The life of truth from good according to doctrine

with those who will be in the New Heaven and in the

New Church of the Lord. Sig. and Ex.

362. Dan . . . could not signify anything in the New
Heaven and New Church of the Lord, where there will

be only those who are celestial and those who are

spiritual: hence instead of 'Dan' there is 'Manasseh.*

That instead of ' Ephraim ' there is 'Joseph,' see explained

in no. 360.

363. All the rest, who are not of those enumerated,

and yet are in the New Heaven and in the New Church

of the Lord, and are those who make the Ultimate

Heaven and the External Church, whose quality no one

Knows except the Lord alone. Sig. and Ex,

434-. By 'the Woman encompassed with the sun,'

whom the dragon has persecuted, is signified the New
Church, which is the New Jerusalem.

469". For this (doctrine of the Lord) is the very

essential of the New Church. Sig.

473. The voices which the seven thunders spake . . .

being the very essentials of the New Church, are said

thrice.

-. These things being done, the New Church,

which would be the Lamb's Wife, descended from

Heaven.

476. (Thus) the Church will expire, unless a New
Church comes forth, which acknowledges the Lord alone

as the God of Heaven and earth, and therefore approaches

Him immediately. Sig. and Ex. 477, Sig. and Ex.

485. Pref. The <iuality of those who are interiorly in

faith alone in their opposition to the two essentials of

the New Church ; which are . . . Tr. (See Essence,

here.

)

e. That the state of the New Church was mani-

fested from the New Heaven. Tr.

491. That these two . . . essentials of the New Church

are to be taught even to the end and the beginning.

Sig. and Ex.

. By the '1260 days' is signified ... to the end

of the former Church, and thus to the beginning of the

New Church. Ex,

494. That he who wants to destroy these two essen-

tials of the New Church, perishes from infernal love,

Sig. and Ex.

496. That those who avert themselves from the two

essentials of the New Church cannot receive any truth

from Heaven, Sig. and Ex.
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[R.] 497*^. That those who avert themselves from the

two essentials of the New Church can see nothing but

the falsities in which they are ; and, if they confirm these

by the Word, they falsify its truths. Sig.

498. That those who want to destroy these two

essentials of the New Church cast themselves into evils

and falsities of every kind, as often and in so far as they

do it. Sig. and Ex.

500. Tliat those who are in the internals of the doc-

trine concerning faith alone will oppose themselves to,

and will attack, these two essentials of the New Church,

and will reject them with themselves, and, so far as

they are able, with others. Sig. and Ex.

501. That the two essentials of the New Church are

altogether rejected by those who are interiorly in the

falsities of the doctrine concerning justification bj' faith

alone. Sig. and Ex.

505. When all who have been and shall be in falsities

of doctrine, and thence in evils of life, from faith alone,

at tlie end of the Church which still is, to the beginning
of the New Church, have heard and shall hear concern-

ing the two essentials . . . they have condemned and
will condemn them. Sig. and Ex. 506.

509. That owing to their contrariety (to the two
essentials received in the Reformed Cliurch) the two
essentials of the New Church, which is the New
Jerusalem, are held in contempt, dislike, and aversion.

Sig. and Ex.

510. That these two essentials of the New Church, at

the end of the former one, while the New Church is

beginning and progressing, are vivified by the Lord
with those who receive them. Sig. and Ex.

,
. . By 'three days and a half,' is signified . . . from

the end of the Church which yet is, to the beginning of
the New Church

; here, with those with whom the New
Church is beginning and progressing . . .

512. These two essentials of the New Church taken
up by the Lord into Heaven . . . Sig.

523. The New Heaven and the New Church, where
they will acknowledge Him to be the Only God . . .

Sig. and Ex.

532. Pref. It treats (in Rev.xii.) of the New Church
and its doctrine. By 'the woman' is here meant the
New Church . . . The persecution of the New Church
... on account of its doctrine, and its protection by the
Lord, until from a few it increases among many. Tr.

532. A revelation from the Lord concerning His
New Church in the Heavens and on earth, and concern-
ing the difficult reception of and assault upon its

doctrine. Sig. and Ex.

533. 'A woman clothed with the sun, and the moon
under her feet ' = the Lord's New Church in the Heavens,
which is the New Heaven, and the Lord's New Church,
which will be on earth, which is the New Jerusalem. Ex.
(Continued under Church.)

534^. 'The crown of twelve stars' upon the head of
the woman = the wisdom and intelligence of the New
Church from the Knowledges of Divine good and Divine
truth from the Word.

535. The nascent doctrine of the New Church, and

its difficult reception on account of the re.sistance by
those who are meant by 'the dragon.' Sig. and Ex.

536. A revelation from the Lord concerning those who
are against the New Church and its doctrine. Sig.

542. That those who are meant by 'the dragon' busy

themselves to extinguish the doctrine of the New Church
in its first rise. Sig. and Ex.

545. The protection of the doctrine by the Lord

because it is for the New Church , . . Sig. and Ex.

546. The Church which is the New Jerusalem at first

among a few. Sig. and Ex.

547. The state of this Church at that time, that

meanwhile it may be provided with many, until it

increases to its appointed state. Sig. and Ex.
^. The reason it is of the Lord's Divine Provi-

dence that at first the Church should be among a few,

and should increase successively among many, is that

the falsities of the former Church are first to be removed
;

for, before this, truths cannot be received. For the

truths which are received and implanted before falsities

have been removed, do not permanently remain, and are

also diminished by the dragonists. The like took place

with the Christian Church, in that it increased succes-

sively from few to many. The other reason is, that

there must first be formed a New Heaven, which will

make a one with the Church on earth ; and therefore

we read that he 'saw a new heaven,' and 'the holy

Jerusalem descending from God out of heaven.' It is

certain that a New Church, which is the New Jerusalem,

will come forth, because it has been foretold in the

Apocalypse ; and it is also certain that the falsities of

the former Church must first be removed, because these

have been treated of in the Apocalypse up to chapter xx.

548. The falsities of the former Church fighting

against the truths of the New Church. Sig. and Ex.

558. (That the dragonists) have been cast down from

Heaven into the World of Spirits, and are thence in

conjunction with the men of the Earth, whom, from

hatred against the New Church, they excite to persevere

in their falsities and the derivative evils. Sig. and Ex.

559. Because (the dragon) knows that a New Heaven
has been formed, and that thus the New Church on

earth is at hand, and that then he and his will be cast

into Hell. Sig. and Ex.

560. That the dragonists in the World of Spirits . . .

have immediately set about infesting the New Church

on account of its doctrine. Sig. and Ex.

561. The Divine circumspection for the New Church,

and protection while it is as yet among a few. Sig.

and Ex.

562. That on account of the cunning of the seducers

it is cautiously provided that the New Church may
come among more, even irntil it increases to its ap-

pointed state. Sig. and Ex.

563. Reasonings from falsities in abundance to destroy

the Church. Sig. and Ex.
-. This I can relate : that those in the Church

who hereafter confirm faith alone with themselves,

cannot recede from it, except by serious repentance,

because they conjoin themselves with the dragonists.
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who are now in the AVorld of Spirits, and are in great

agitation, and there, from hatred against the New
Church, are infesting all whom they meet . . .

564. That the reasonings . . . which the dragonists

bring forth fall to nothing from the spiritual truths

rationally understood, which the Michaels, from whom
is the New Church, adduce. Sig. and Ex.

565. That they have endeavoured in vain to destroy

the New Church. Sig.

^. That by 'the seed' of the Woman are here

meant those who are of the New Church, and are in

the truths of its doctrine. 111.

574-. At last (in Dan.vii.) there is described the

Advent of the Lord, and the destruction of that Church
then, and the instauration of a New one.

583. The opportunity to teach and to do the evils and
falsities of that doctrine even to the end of that Church,

nntil-dum-the beginning of the New one. Sig. and Ex.

593. That the man of the Lord's New Church is

explored by temptations from them, as to his quality as

to life and as to faith. Sig. and Ex.

. By 'the saints' are signified those who are of

the Lord's New Church ; in special, those Avho are in

Divine truths there.

612, Pref. Evangelization concerning the Advent of

the Lord, and a New Church then. Tr.

6 1 2-. This Heaven is the New Heaven, from which
the Holy Jerusalem, that is, the New Church on earth,

will descend (Rev.xxi. 1,2).

626. The annunciation of the Advent of the Lord,

and of the New Church which will descend from Heaven
from Him. Sig. and Ex.

628. These things are now said to those who will be

of the New Church on earth, because the first of refor-

mation is to live according to the precepts of the

decalogue . . .

633^. In (Rev.xiv.6,7) it treats concerning the preach-

ing of the Gospel ; that is, of the Advent of the Lord to

instaurate the^New Church.

639. A prediction from the Lord concerning the state

of those after death who will be of His New Church
;

which is, that those who suffer temptations on account

of faith in the Lord and a life according to His precepts,

have eternal life and happiness. Sig. and Ex.

658^. 'Even to the consummation of the age'= cven

to the end of the Church, until-cZin«-the New Church,

'with which the Lord will then be.

700. That the falsities of these reasonings have been

removed with those who are in truths from goods from

the Lord, and are to be introduced into the New Church.

Sig. and Ex.

. 'Tlie rising of the sun '= the beginning of the

New Church from the Lord.

-. It treats here concerning the consummation or

end of the present Church, and concerning the instaura-

tion or beginning of the New Church, and concerning

contentions.

. The contentions (of the i>resent Church) with

those who will be of the New Church, are meant by the

'gathering together of the kings of the earth to battle.'

Bat those who will be of the New Church, with whom
they will contend, are meant by those for whom ' the water

of the river Euphrates was dried uj), that a way might

be prepared for the kings from the rising of the sun.'

This involves the like as the introduction of the sons of

Israel into the Land of Canaan, with the difference, that

for them the river Jordan was dried up, but for these

the river Euphrates . . . because these latter contend by

means of interior reasonings, which are to be . . .

removed, before the introduction is effected ; which also

is the reason why their interior reasonings are disclosed

in this Work . . .

704. Excitations of all in that whole Church, who are

in the same falsities, to attack the truths of the New
Church. Sig. and Ex.

. The reason it is to attack the truths of the New
Church, is that it is said ' the great day of God Almighty,

'

and by 'that day' is signified the Advent of the Lord,

and the New Church then. -,I11.

e_ As . . . the end of the old Church is when it is

the Advent of the Lord and the beginning of a New
Church, therefore by 'the day of Jehovah,' in very

many places, is also signified the end of the former

Church . . .

706. These things are said to those who will be of

the Lord's New Church, in order that they may learn

truths, and remain in them . . .

707. A mind to destroy the New Church, originating

from the love of command and of supereminence. Sig.

and Ex.

. Because the combat between the old Church

and the new one is meant. ^.

^. By 'that day' is signified the Advent of the

Lord, and, then, the end of the old Church, and the

beginning of the new Church. 111.

. In Zech. xii. . . it is described : That the Lord

is about to form a new Church (ver. i). That there will

then be nothing of doctrine in the old Church, and that

they will therefore flee from it (vers.2,3). That there

will no longer be the understanding of truth, except

only witli those who are in the Word, and who are of

the new Church (ver. 4). That these will learn the good

of doctrine from the Lord (ver. 5). That the Lord will

tlien destroy all falsities by the truths of the Word, lest

the doctrine of the new Church should teach anything

else than the truth (vers. 6, 7). Tliat the Church will

then be in the doctrine concerning the Lord (ver. 8).

That He will destroy all persons and things which are

contrary to that doctrine (ver. 9) ; and that then tliere

will be "a. new Church from the Lord (ver. 10). And that

then each and all things of the Church will be in

mourning (vers. 10-14).

». The contents of the following chapter, xiii.,

are these : That the Word will be for the new Church,

and will be open to them (ver.i) . . . Tliat those who are

of the devastated Church will i)erish ; and tliat those who

are of the new Church are to be purified and taught by

the Lord (vers. 8, 9).

*. The contents of chapter xiv. are these : . . .

That truth will be nniltiplied in the new Church
;
nor

will there be the falsity of evil there (vers. 10, 1 1) . . . That
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they will then accede to the worship of the Lord, even
from the gentiles (or nations) who are external natural
(vers. 16-19) . • These are the contents of (Zech.xii.

xiii. and xiv. ) unfolded, because in them also it treats

concerning the last state of the old Cliurch, and concern-
ing the first state of the new Church. And as it is said

that they are to be gathered together into a place called

. . . Armageddon, it is evident that the same things

were said in the Prophet concerning the last state of the

l)resent Church, and concerning the first state of the
New Church.

[R.]75o«. 'Even to the consummation of the age'=:

even to the end of the Church ; and then, if they do not
approach the Lord Himself, and live according to His
precepts, they are left by the Lord ; and, when left by
the Lord, they become as pagans who have no religion

;

and then the Lord is solely with those who will be of

His New Church. These things are signified by : 'until

the words of God are consummated,' and by, 'even to

the consummation of the age.

'

803, Pref. An annunciation concerning the Advent of

the Lord, and concerning the New Church from Him.
Tr.

811. The joy of the Angels of the lowest Heaven, of

the Angels of the middle Heaven, and of the Angels of

the highest Heaven, that the Lord alone reigns in the
Church which is now to come. Sig. and Ex.

813. 'And His Wife hath made herself ready '= that

those who will be of this Church, which is the New
Jerusalem, are being collected, inaugurated, and in-

structed. Ex.

814. That those who will be of the Lord's New Church
are being instructed in genuine and jiure truths through
the Word from the Lord. Sig. and Ex.

816. An Angel . . . speaking to John concerning
the Lord's New Church, and saying, that it Avas

being given to know on earth, that those have eternal

life Avho receive the things which are of that Church.
Sig. and Ex.

-. This was done in order that it might be an-

nounced on earth , , . that a New Church is to be in-

staurated by the Lord on earth, as it has been instau-

rated in the Heavens ; for the Church is first instaurated

in the Heavens by tlie Lord, and afterwards, through
the Heavens, on the earth.

^. By 'the wedding of the Lamb' is signified the

New Church, which is in conjunction with the Lord.

By 'those who are called' are meant all who receive . . .

^. The reason it is called ' the wedding supper of

the Lamb,' is that this takes place in the last state of

the Church, which is called 'evening' . . . but the first

state of the New Church is called 'morning.' In the

evening, man is called to the Church ; and, when the

called are present, it becomes morning.

831. The Lord from Divine love, and thence from

Divine zeal, calling and convoking all who are in the

spiritual affection of truth, and who are thinking about

Heaven, to the New Church . . . Sig. and Ex.

. 'To come and be gathered together to the

supper of the great God'= a calling and convocation to

the New Church, and to conjunction with the Lord'

833. That all the interiorly evil, who have professed

faith alone . . . will infest those who will be of the

Lord's New Church. Sig. and Ex.

839. I saw an army upon red and black horses, (who)

appeared like apes, with their faces and breasts turned

towards tlie loins and tails of the horses . . . They cried,

Let us fight against those who ride upon white horses ;

and they pulled the reins with both hands, and thus

pulled back the horses from the fight . . . The Angels

said. They are from the j)lace called 'Armageddon,' into

which they have been congregated to the number of

some thousands, to fight against those who are of the

Lord's New Church, which is called 'the New Jerusa-

lem.' Fully des. and Ex.
''. (The Angels) informed them, that at this day

a New Church is being instaurated by the Lord, which

is meant by 'the New Jerusalem' in the Apocalypse; in

wliich there will be the worship of the Lord alone, as it

is in Heaven : and that thus everytliing will be fulfilled

which is contained in the Lord's Prayer from beginning

to end.

859^. That the New Church to be instaurated by the

Lord will be informed in truths and goods of every kind,

and will be imbued with goods of every kind. Sig. (in

Ezek.xxxix, 17-21).

861. That, being excited Ijy the dragonists, (those

meant by 'Gog and Magog') would . . . endeavour to

destroy all things of the New Church, and its very doc-

trine concerning the Lord and concerning life. Sig.

and Ex.

876, Pref, It treats (in Rev.xxi.) concerning the state

of Heaven and the Church after the Last Judgment :

that, after it, through the New Heaven, the New Church
will come forth on earth, which will worship the Lord
alone (vers. 1-8). Its conjunction with the Lord (vers.

9,10). The description of it as to intelligence from the

Word (ver. II) : as to doctrine thence (vers. 12-21) : and
as to all its quality (vers. 22-26).

879. A New Church to be instaurated by the Lord at

the end of the former one, which will be consociated

with the New Heaven in Divine truths ^as to doctrine

and as to life. Sig. and Ex.

^. It is said 'descending from God out of Heaven,'

because [the New Church is] from the Lord through the

New Christian Heaven.

881. The New Church conjoined with the Lord

through the Word. Sig. and Ex.

. John saw (the New Church) first as a city, and

afterwards as a virgin bride ; as a city representatively,

and as a virgin bride spiritually ; thus in a double idea,

the one within or above the other . . .

886. That the Lord will create a New Heaven with a

new earth, and a New Church, which is to be called the

New Jerusalem ; and that they may know these things

for certain, and may remember them, because the Lord

Himself has testified and said it. Sig. and Ex.

895. Influx and manifestation from the Lord from the

inmost of Heaven concerning the New Church, which

will be conjoined with the Lord through the Word.

Sig. and Ex.

896. John translated into the Third Heaven, and his
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sight opened there, before which was manifested the

Lord's New Church as to doctrine in the form of a city.

Sig. and Ex.

897. That in this Church there will be the Word
understood, because translucent from its spiritual sense.

Sig. and Ex.

898. The Word in the sense of the letter, from which

is the doctrine of the New Church. Sig. and Ex.

^. Because the doctrine of the New Church,

which is signified by the 'city,' is solely from the sense

of the letter of the Word.

900^ Guards lest anyone should enter into the [New]
Church unless he is in these Knowledges from the Lord.

Sig. and Ex.

902. That the Word in the sense of the letter con-

tains all things of the doctrine of the New Church. Sig.

903. All things of doctrine from the Word concerning

the Lord and concerning a life according to His precepts

... (to which two things) all things of the doctrine of

the New Church relate. Sig. and Ex.

904. That there is given by the Lord to those who are

in the good of love the faculty of understanding and
linowing what the Lord's New Church is as to doctrine

and its introductory truths, and as to the Word from

which [these are]. Sig. and Ex.

905. Justice in it. Sig. and Ex.

906. That good and truth in the New Church make a

one, like essence and form. Sig. and Ex.

907. That all things of the New Church are from the

good of love. Sig. and Ex.

909. The quality of the Word in the New Church

:

that from it are all its truths and goods. Sig. and Ex.

910. The quality of the New Church as making a one

with Heaven. Sig. and Ex.

911. That with the men of the New Church all the

Divine truth of the Word in the sense of the letter is

translucent from the Divine truth in the spiritual

sense. Sig. and Ex.

912. That thence everything of the New Church is

the good of love inflowing together with light from

Heaven from the Lord. Sig. and Ex.

914. That all things of the New Church appear in

light. Sig. and Ex.

917. That all the truth of the New Church and of its

doctrine is in form the good of love inflowing together

with light from Heaven from the Lord. Sig. and Ex.

918. That in the New Church theie will not be any

external separated from what is internal. Sig. and Ex.

919. That the men of the New Church will not be in

the love of self and in Own intelligence, and thence in

natural lumen alone ; but in spiritual light from the

Divine truth of the Word from the Lord alone. Sig.

and Ex.

920. That all who are in the good of life, and believe

in the Lord, will live there according to Divine truths,

and will see them witliin in themselves, as the eye sees

objects. Sig. and Ex.

921. That all who are in the truths of wLsdom from

spiritual good, will there confess the Lord, and will

ascribe to Him all the truth and all the good which are

with them. Sig. and Ex. 923.

924. That no one is received into the Lord's New
Church, which is the New Jerusalem, who adulterates

the goods and falsifies the truths of the Word, and who
does evils from confirmation, and so also falsities. Sig.

and Ex.

925. That no others are received into the New Church
which is the New Jerusalem, than those who believe in

the Lord, and live according to His precepts in the

Word. Sig.

932,Pref. (In Rev.xxii.) the New Church is .still

being described as to intelligence from Divine truths

from the Lord.

932. The Apocalypse now opened and explicated as to

the spiritual sense, where Divine truths in abundance have
been revealed by the Lord, for those who will be in His
New Church, which is the New Jerusalem. Sig. and Ex.

933. That in the inmosts of the Truths of doctrine

and of the derivative life in the New Church is the

Lord in His Divine love. Sig. and Ex.
-. This takes place with those who approach the

Lord immediately, and shun evils because they are sins;

thus who will be in the Lord's New Church, which is

the New Jerusalem . . .

937. That in the Church which is the New Jerusa-

lem, there will not be any who are separated from the

Lord, because the Lord Himself will reign there . , .

Sig. and Ex.

944. By 'to come' is signified that the Lord will come,

not in person, but in the Word, in which He will ajipear

to all who will be of His New Church.

951. That those have eternal happiness who live ac-

cording to the Lord's precepts for the sake of the end

that they may be ... in His New Church through

Knowledges concerning Him. Sig. and Ex.

952^ Therefore it is said that they shall stand 'with-

out ; ' that is, shall not be received into the Lord's New
Church.

954. That He is that Lord who was born into the

world . . . and who will come with new light, which will

arise before His New Church, which is the Holy Jerusa-

lem. Sig. and Ex.

M. 43. I predict that no others will appropriate to

themselves this (conjugial) love, than tho.se who will be

received by the Lord into the New Church which is the

New Jerusalem.

82. Art thou he who wantest to seduce the world, liy

instaurating a New Church . . .

534-. Love truly conjugial with its dcliciousnesses

... is given to those who live according to the Lord's

precepts ; thus it is given to those who are received into

the Lord's New Church, which is meant, in the Ajio-

calypse, by 'the New Jerusalem.'

B. Title. Brief Exposition of the Doctrine of the New
Church, which is meant by 'the New Jerusalem' in the

Apocalypse.

44. This is the faith of the New Church in a simple

form . . .
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[B.]63e. Before the time appointed for the New
Church, when there is fulness and restoration.

68^. This marriage is the Churcli itself and is the

New Church, which is now being instaurated by the

Lord.

71-. By the Advent of the Lord is meant His Advent
in the Word, and, then, the instauration of a New
Church in place of the former consummated one. 111.

91. That unless a New Church is instaurated by the

Lord no one can be saved ; and that this is meant by
. . . 'Unless those days be shortened, not any flesh shall

be conserved' (Matt.xxiv.22). Gen. art.

92. 'To shorten those days 'means to put an end to

the present Church, and to instaurate a New one. Ex.

94. The great arcanum, why, unless a New Church is

instaurated by the Lord, no flesh can be saved, is this :

that so long as the Dragon with his crew stays in the

World of Spirits, into which he has been cast down from
Heaven, so long not any Divine truth united to Divine
good can pass through from the Lord to the men of the

Earth, without being annihilated or perverted . . . 111.

T.I 82-.

95. That . . . the revelation and reception of the dog-

mas of faith of the New Church, are meant by . . .

'Behold I make all things new,' Gen. art. (See New,
here.

)

96. The reason the Falsities of the dogmas of faith

of the present Church are first to be opened and
rejected, before the Truths of the dogmas of the New
Church are revealed and received, is that they do not

agree in a single point or moment. Ex. 97.

IC2. That the faith of the New Church cannot pos-

sibly be together with the faith of the former Church
;

and that, if they are together, there takes place such a

collision and conflict, that everytliing of the Church
with man perishes. Gen. art. T.647.

103. The faith of the New Church is described by
'the Woman encompassed Mitli the sun ..."

s. (Thus) those who have confirmed with them-
selves the faith of the old Church, cannot, except with
great danger to their spiritual life, embrace the faith of

the New Church, unless they have first disapproved one
by one, and thus have extirpated, the former faith with
its . . . dogmas. 104, Ex.

105. That if therefore (the Roman Catholics) recede in

part from the externals of their worship, and approach
immediately God the Saviour Jesus Christ, and also dis-

tribute the two kinds in the holy things of the Eucharist,

they can be introduced into the New Jerusalem, that is,

into the Lord's New Church, better than the Reformed.
Gen.art. 108.

T. Title. The True Christian Religion, containing the
Universal Theology of the New Church, foretold by the
Lord in Dan.vii.13, 14 : and in Rev.xxi. 1,2.

115. That redemption itself was. . . through these
things a preparation for a New Spiritual Church.
Gen.art.

. For at this day it is the Second Advent of the
Lord

; and a New Church is to be instituted, which

cannot be instituted unless there precedes a subjugatioin

of the Hells and an ordination of tlie Heavens . . .

^. That the subjugation of the Hells, the ordina-

tion of the Heavens, and the instauration of the New
Church, were redemption, is because witliout these no
man could be saved. They also follow in order ; for,

first, the Hells are to be subjugated, before a New
angelic Heaven can be formed ; and this must be formed

before the New Church can be instituted on earth. Ex.

154®. This arcanum is from the Lord Himself for

those who will be of His New Church.

182. That unless a New Heaven and a New Church
are conatnicted-condu^itur-hy the Lord, not any flesh

will be saved. Gen.art. 758^.

. By to perform redemption is meant to con-

struct a New Heaven and a New Church.

. At this day also the Lord is eftecting redemp-
tion, by constructing a New Heaven, and instaurating a

New Church, for the sake of the end that man can be
saved.

303-. The state of peace into which men are to come,
from the Lord, is treated of in Is.lxv. and Ixvi., and
elsewhere ; and into it will come those who are received

into the New Church which is at this day being instau-

rated by the Lord.

307^. This New Church (which is meant by ' the New
Jerusalem'), and not the former one, is 'Wife' and
'Mother,' in the celestial sense.

330-. Two canons for the service of the New
Church . . ,

344. The Esse of the Faith of the New Church is . . .

. The Coming Yovth-existentia-oi the Faith of

the New Church is . . .

. The States of the Faith of the New Church
are . . .

e. The Form itself of the Faith of the New
Church . . .

354'*. Those who will come into the Lord's New
Church (although apparently simple, will be as wise as

the wiser Angels as soon as they are taken up into

Heaven). Ill,

465. (Why the dogmas and decrees of the New
Church are contrasted with those of the present one.)

s. The decrees of the New Church are these

which follow,

508". A temple seen which signified the New Church.

Des, and Ex.

^ But in the New Church it is allowed to enter

and to penetrate with the understanding into all its

secret things, and also to confirm them by the Word,

The reason is that its doctrinal things are continuous

Truths disclosed by the Lord through the Word , . ,

, It is a canon of the New Church that , , ,

536, I will add this new thing : All those who do

what is good from religion, after death reject the

doctrine of the present Church concerning three Divine

persons from eternity, and also its faith as applied to

these three in order, and convert themselves to the Lord

God the Saviour, and with pleasure imbibe those things

which are of the New Church.
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2. But the rest, who have not exercised charity

from religion, have hearts as hard as adamant. Tliese

first approach three gods, afterwards God the Father

alone, and finally no God. They regard the Lord God
the Saviour as being merely the son of Mary . . . and

then they discard all the goods and truths of the New
Church, and presently join themselves to the Spirits of

the dragon . . .

537. Those who do the goods of charity from religion,

and thence do not do evils, before they have accepted

the doctrine of the New Church concerning the Lord.

Des. by comparisons. In Heaven they are clothed in

garments of a red colour ; and, after they have been

initiated into the goods of the New Church, they are

clothed in garments of a bright crimson colour ; which,

as they receive the truths also, glitter with a beautiful

golden radiance.

598-. What man would become in phantasy, if a New
Church, in which genuine truths are taught, were not

being instaurated by the Lord. Ex. and Sig.

599^. After redemption, the Lord instaurated a new
Church.

667. At this day the spiritual sense of the "Word has

been opened for the sake of the New Church which is to

be instaurated by the Lord.

700-. As now for the first time Christianity itself is

arising, a New Church, which is meant by 'the New
Jerusalem ' in the Apocalypse, is now being instaurated

by the Lord ... it has pleased the Lord to reveal the

spiritual sense of the Word, in order that this Church

may come into the very use and enjoyment of the

sacraments . . .

708^. 'The fruit of the vine which they were to drink

new' — the truth of the New Church and of Heaven.

753. Concerning the New Heaven and the New
Church. Cliapter. 772.

761". The Lord then departs from them to the New
Church. Sig.

764. As the present Church ... is 'night,' it follows

that 'morning' is now at hand ; that is, the first of the

New Church.

771. Lest, therefore, the man of the New Church,

like the man of the old Church, should wander in the

shade ... it has pleased the Lord to open the sight of

my spirit . . .

773. That the Advent of the Lord is to form a New
Heaven from those who have believed in Him, and to

instaurate a New Church from those who believe in

Him hereafter, is because these two things are the ends

of His Advent.

779. Whom He has filled with His Spirit, to teach

the doctrines of the New Church through the Word,

from Him. Gen. art.

. As the Lord . . . has foretold that He will

come and construct a New Church which is 'the New
Jerusalem,' it follows that He will do this by means of

a man . . .

784. That a New Heaven must be formed before a

New Church on earth. Ex. As this New Heaven,

which makes the Internal of the Church with man,

grows, in the same proportion from that Heaven
descends the New Jerusalem, that is, the New Church

;

and therefore this cannot take place in a moment, but

it takes place as the falsities of the former Church are

removed . . . which will take place with the clergy, and

so with the laity. 111.

^. 'The wheat' means the truths and goods of

the New Church ; and 'the tares,' the falsities and evils

of the former one.

786. That this New Church is the crown of all the

Churches . . . Gen. art.

787. The reason this New Church is the crown of all

the Churches ... is that it will worship one visible

God, in whom is the invisible God, as the soul is in the

body. Ex.

788. That this Church is to succeed the Churches
which have come forth from the beginning of the

world, and that it is to last to ages of ages ; and that

thus it will be the crown of all the Churches which
have been before it, has been prophesied by Daniel. 111.

789. Besides, the rest of the Prophets have foretold

in many places what the quality of this Church will be.

111.

790. What the quality of this Church will be, is fully

described in the Apocalypse. 111.

796^. (Luther) perceived that there is at this day the

end of the former Church, and the beginning of the

New Church, of which Daniel prophesied, and which
the Lord Himself foretold in the Evangelists. He also

perceived that this New Church is meant by 'the New
Jerusalem' in the Ai)Ocalypse, and by 'the Everlasting

Gospel' . . .

799. All who have led a life of charity, and, still

more, those who have loved truth because it is truth, in

the Spiritual World suffer themselves to be instructed,

and they accept the doctrinal things of the New
Church . . .

D. 4770. Concerning the beginning of the New
Church.

. It was said by many, that it has been announced

that somewhere with the nations (or gentiles) there

begins to take place a revelation from Heaven, hi that

Spirits and Angels are speaking to them, and are

teaching the heavenly doctrine, and, first, concerning

the Lord ; and that those there are embracing it, and

that thus a New Church from Heaven is arising. . .

Hence there was gladness in Heaven. (4771) This

appeared to take place to the left, in front, as if some-

where in Asia, in the vicinity of Africa. (4772) There

then appeared many thence, namely, their Spirits, who
were speaking with the Angels, and were being instructed

through Heaven by the Lord concerning such things as

are of the heavenly doctrine ;' and they said that they

were communicating these things to their people . . .

( 2_ "What the Angels said, in this connection,

concerning those within the Church.)

4773. Concerning the New Church. Gen. art. (4774)

I was led to a great palace (where) some said that a

revelation had been promised, and that they had long

expected it . . . There then appeared a kind of luminosity
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as it were in obscuiitj^ from which they divined that

the revelation is about to come . . . Then one of the

Angels . . . spoke with them, and instructed them con-

cerning the Lord . . . Those on the Earth, Avith whom
there is thence communication and influx, are about tlie

region of Africa, partly also in Asia, rather near the

Indian Sea, but not at the Sea. (4775) I was presently

brought from thence towards the right, where also I

heard [people] speaking, and expecting revelations ; and

with whom the Angels were speaking, and instructing

them concerning the Lord, and that they were about to

receive tlie entire doctrine of the Church from Heaven
;

and also that the}' were about to receive a Bible, but a

new Bible, from the Lord. . . (4776) These are in the

entrance to Africa. (4777) It was afterwards shown in

obscure vision how that heavenly doctrine would pro-

ceed in Africa. (Continued under AFRifA.) They Avere

admonished also not to receive any doctrine from

Christian emissaries ; to hear them indeed, but not to

believe them ; and therefore also that heavenly doctrine

is not divulged to those who are near the coasts ; for

Christians come thither, who introduce stumhlingblocks

• • • (4779) When I was departing from them, I heard

them praising the Lord in a great congregation, singing

Hallelujah. I was afterwards brought backwards, but

higher up, where were Spirits from the regions of the

north part of Asia ; and it was perceived that they were

of such a genius, from their life in the world, as to be

able to receive the heavenly doctrine ... I was after-

wards brought back to a region where are those who are

in knowledges . . . and it was apperceived there that all

there could not possibly apprehend that the Lord could

be the one only God . . . and thus that these can least

of all receive the heavenly doctrine . . . But in a region

further to the right there, more downwards, there

were those who were in the faculty of receiving that

doctrine . . .

[D.] 4783. As often as a new Church was to be in-

staurated, the Lord Himself has come, and has taught . . .

So also now, with those with whom a New Church is to be

instaurated, whom the Lord Himself is teaeliing through

Angels.

E. 49^. Therefore the New Church is being instaur-

ated by the Lord with the gentiles, where this (that the

Human of the Lord is Divine) is not only known, but is

also acknowledged. 52-.

62. A New Heaven and a New Church, which are in

the good of love. Sig. and Ex.

91. That all these are in the New Heaven and in the

New Church. Sig. and Ex.

. All things in the Apocalypse look as to their end
j

and conclusion, to that which is signified by ' the seven
j

golden lampstands,' namely, a New Heaven and a New
Church. Concerning these, therefore, it treats in the

last chapters. The rest of the things, which are inter-

cedent, are such things as stand in the way and are to

be removed ... on the removal of which a New Heaven
and a New Church arise and are manifest.

223. The doctrine of the New Church, Avhich is in the

Heavens. Sig. and Ex. '^.

403^^. That a New Church will then begin, which at

the beginning will be external, is signified by, 'Behold

the fig-tree and all the trees when they put forth' (Luke
xxi.29) . . . 'The kingdom of God' which is then 'near'

= the Lord's New Church ; for at the time of the Last
Judgment the old Church is perishing, and a New Church
is beginning.

405^^. It treats in Jer.xvi. concerning the instauration

of a new Church, which was represented ... by the

bringing back of the Jews from captivity . . .

418^. By the vision (of the resurrection of the dry
bones) is described the reformation and instauration of

a new Church from those who had not previously been

in any spiritual life. Ex.
'. By 'to gather together the elect from the four

winds, from the extreme of the heavens to the extreme

of them' is signified the instauration of a New Church.

Ex.

422^^. There is here described (by the vision of the

waters) a new Church in the Heavens and on earth to

be instaurated by the Lord, when all the Divine will

proceed from His Divine Human . . .

624^. That for this reason the time is protracted,

before, after the Last Judgment, the New Church is

fully instaurated, is an arcanum from Heaven, which

at this day cannot fall into the understanding, except

with a few. 111.

633. 'For forty two months ' = even to the end of the

old Church, and to the beginning of the New one. Ex.
-. The beginning of the New Church ... is signi-

fied by 'the end of forty years' (Ezek.xxix. 13).

'. The beginning of a new Church after the end

of forty years, is described by the introduction of the

Israelites into the Land of Canaan . . . and is also meant
by these words : 'to do good to thee at the last' (Dent,

viii. 16); and also by these: 'I have led you in the

wilderness forty years, to possess the land of the Amorite

'

(Amos ii. 10).

636. That they shall teach, and the things which shall

be taught, even to the end of the old Church, and the

beginning of the New one. Sig. and Ex.

. The beginning of the New Church is signified

by that 'the spirit of life from God entered into them.'

641^. When the end of the Church is at hand, then

the interior things of the Word, of the Church, and of

worship, are revealed and taught. The reason is that

the good may be separated from the evil ; for (these

things) are received by the good, but are rejected by the

evil . . . Moreover, the interior things of the Word,

which are revealed at the end of the Church, are of

service to the New Church, which also is then being

instaurated, for doctrine and for life. That it is so, may
be evident from the fact, that when the end of the

Jewish Church was at hand, the Lord Himself opened

and taught the interior things of the Word ... It has

been done in like manner at this day ; for it has now
pleased the Lord to reveal many arcana of Heaven . . .

The reason of the revelation at the end of the Church is

. . . that thereby there may be effected a separation of

the good from the evil, and also the instauration of the

New Church ; and this not only in the natural world

where men are, but also in the Spiritual World where are

Spirits and Angels ; for the Church is in both worlds,
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and revelation takes place in both, and thereby a separ-

ation, as also the instauration of the New Church.

658^. By 'after three days and a half the spirit of life

from God entered into them, and they stood upon their

feet' is signified the beginning of the New Church after

the end of the old one ; for all the good of love and

truth of doctrine has been extinguished at the end of

the Church, but it is then also being resuscitated, which

takes place with those with whom the New Church is

being instaurated by the Lord, which also is signified by
'the spirit of life ' which 'entered into them.' 664. 665.

665. Illustration and reception of Divine truth from

the Lord with some, to begin the New Church, Sig.

and Ex,
^. When the end of the Cliurch is at hand, it is

then provided by the Lord that a new Church should

succeed ; for without a Church in which is the Word
and in which the Lord is known, the world cannot

subsist. Ex.

. The reason why the beginning only of the New
Church is meant, and not yet its instauration, will be

told in the explication of the following verse.

\ The instauration of the New Church by the

inspiration of new life, or by regeneration, is signified

by 'the nerves,' 'flesh,' and 'skin,' with which 'the

bones' were clothed . . . and especially by 'the spirit'

which 'entered into them,' from which they 'lived'

(Ezek.xxxvii.).

667-. There is here described the state of those who
are against the goods of love and the tri;ths of doctrine,

when it is the end of the old Church and the beginning

of the New one. These, then, come into anxiety from

the presence of those who receive love and faith in the

Lord, from whom is the New Church, But this takes

place in the Spiritual World, and not in the natural

world. Ex.

670^. At the end of the Church . . . the interior things

of the Word are manifested which are to be of service to

the new Church for doctrine and life. This was done

by the Lord Himself when the end of the Jewish Church
was at hand . . . but still those things were not received

immediately . , . as is known from ecclesiastical history.

The reason was that they could not be received before

all things in the Spiritual World had been reduced into

order ; for (until then) the goods of love and the truths

of doctrine could not be understood nor perceived by
men in the natural world , . . These things are said in

order that it may be known what, in special, is signified

by the two witnesses being commanded to ascend into

heaven, namely, that the goods of love and the truths

of doctrine manifested at the last time of the Church

may not be injured by the evil,

^, The like was done when the Most Ancient

Church . . . arrived at its end. The representatives of

heavenly things . . . were then collected into a one by
those who were called 'Enoch,' and were reserved for

the use of the new Church after the Flood . , , With
these it was done in like manner, namely, that they

were separated from the evil by being taken into Heaven,

and thus protected, and this even until the old Church
arrived at its last, and when the new Church was to be

instaurated, Sig.

VOL. IV.

•*. In like manner has it been done at this day.

This Church, which was called Christian, has at this

day arrived at its end, and therefore the arcana of

Heaven and the Church have been revealed by the Lord,

to be of service to the New Church, which is meant by

'the New Jerusalem' in the Apocalypse, for the doctrine

of life and of faith ; and this doctrine also has been taken

up into Heaven, lest, before the instauration of the New
Church, it should be injured by the evil. This, there-

fore, is what is (here) signified ; and also by , , , 'the

boy was caught up to God, and to His throne.'

691. 'Thou hast. . . entered upon the kingdom'

=

the instauration of the New Heaven and of the New
Church, when the former Heaven and Church had been

destroyed. Ex.

695H A New Church from the Lord treated of (in

John iv. 35, 36).

"'. 'There is hope in thine extremity' (Jer.xxxi,

17)= the end of the former Church, and the beginning

of the new one. ' The sons shall revert into their own
border ' = that spiritual truths will come forth with those

who will be of that new Church.
''', These things also (Is.xlix.4) were said con-

cerning the new Church to be instaurated by the Lord.

699. 'There was opened the temple of God in

Heaven ' = the appearing of a New Heaven and of a New
Church, where there would be the worship of the Lord.

Ex.

. For in this chapter (Rev.xi. ) it has treated of

the changes of state which precede the Last Judgment

;

namely, of the separation of the evil from the good, and

of the removal of the former from the places where they

had previously been. When this is being done, there

then appears to those who are in the higher Heavens a

New Heaven and a New Church. So long as these had
been conjoined with the evil, they could not ajipear, be-

cause their interiors were closed, to prevent their being

injured by the evil . . . But when they were separated

and removed, the interiors were opened with the good

. , . (and then) Heaven and tlie Church was manifest
;

for in proportion as the interiors, which are celestial and

spiritual, are opened, in the same proportion Heaven is

manifest such as it is as to the Church with those in

whom is Heaven and the Church.

706. A Divine testification concerning the future

Church ; and concerning the reception of its doctrine
;

and by whom it will be attacked. Sig and Ex.

13_ '"\Yiiat is the sign of Thy advent, and of the

consummation of the age ' = the beginning of the New
Church, and the end of the former Church . . . and

therefore the Lord in these chapters (Matt. xxiv. Mark
xiii.Luke xxi.) instructs the disciples concerning the

successive vastation of the former Church, and concern-

ing the instauration of the New Church at the end

of it.

", 'New tongues ' = doctrinal things for the new
Church,

^^. By this sign (on the sun-dial of Ahaz) was

represented the new Church which was to be instaurated

by the Lord, Fully ex.

707. 'A woman encompassed with the sun ' = the

Church with those who are in love to the Lord, and
3N
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thence in love towards the neighbour . . . That it is the

New Church, which, after the end of this one which is

in the Christian world, is to be instaurated by the Lord,

follows. ^Ex.

[E.] 708. By 'the moon under her feet' is signified the

Church with those who are natural and sensuous, and
who are at the same time in the faith of charity, Ex.

709. 'Upon her head a crown of twelve stars '= the

wisdom and intelligence of those who are of that Church
through the doctrinal things and Knowledges of all

things of truth and good from the Word. Ex.

713. A Divine revelation concerning the attacking of

the doctrine which is for the New Church, and by whom.
Sig. and Ex.

724. 'She brought forth a male son ' = the doctrine of

truth which is for the New Church, which is called 'the

New Jerusalem.' Ex.
^. The reason this doctrine is for the New Church,

which is called the New Jerusalem, is that this 'woman'
... is she who is called 'the Bride, the Lamb's Wife,'

which was the holy City Jerusalem descending out of

Heaven from God . . .

727^^ These things (in Is.xxx.31,32) treat concerning

the time of the Last Judgment, when also there is a
new Church. Ex.

728. 'Her cliild was caught up to God and to His
throne'= the protection of the doctrine by the Lord,

because it is for tlie New Church. Ex.

730. 'The woman fled into the wilderness' = the
Church among a few, because with those who are not in

good and thence not in truths. Ex.

. These words involve that the New Church,
whicli is called 'the Holy Jerusalem,' which is signified

by 'the woman,' cannot as yet be instituted, except
with a few, for the reason that the former Church has
become a desert . . .

731. 'Where she has a place prepared byGod'=its
state that meanwhile it may be provided with more. Ex.

732. 'That they may nourish her there 1260 days' =
even until it grows into what is full. Ex.

-. There are a number of reasons why this Church,
which is called 'the Holy Jerusalem,' will flrst begin
with a few, be afterwards with more, and finally be in-

filled. The first is, that its doctrine, which is the doc-

trine of love to the Lord and of charity towards the
neighbour, cannot be acknowledged aud thence cannot
be received, except by those who are interiorly affected

with truths, who are no others than those who can see

them ; and only those see them who have cultivated

their intellectual faculty, aud have not destroyed it

with themselves by the loves of self and of the world.

The second reason is, that the doctrine of this Church
cannot be acknowledged and thence cannot be received,

except by those who have not confirmed themselves in

doctrine and at the same time in life in faith alone ; if

only in doctrine, it does not prevent ; but if at the same
time in life, it does prevent . . . The third reason is,

that the New Church on earth increases according to its

increase in the World of Spirits ; for Spirits from
thence are with men ; and they are from those who had

been in the faith of their own Church while they lived

on earth ; and no others from them receive the doctrine

than those who had been in the spiritual affection of

truth : these, alone, are conjoined with Heaven, where
this doctrine is, and they conjoin Heaven with man: the

number of these in the World of Spirits is now increas-

ing daily ; and therefore, according to their increase,

that Church, which is called 'the New Jerusalem,' is

increasing on earth. These also were the reasons why
the Christian Church . . . increased so slowly in the

European world, and did not come to its fulness until

after an age.

745. ' Now is come to pass the salvation, and the

power, and the kingdom of our God, and the Power of

His Christ ' = that now the Lord has the power, through

His Divine truth, ot saving those who are of His Church,

who are receiving it in heart and soul. Ex.

758. That those who are meant by 'the dragon',' from

hatred and enmity, would reject and calumniate the

Church which is the New Jerusalem, because it has the

doctrine of life. Ex.

759. The spiritual intelligence and circumspection

which are given by the Lord to those who are of that

Church. Sig. and Ex.

-. As all who are meant by 'the dragon and his

angels' . . . reason from appearances . . . aud thereby

seduce the simple, it has therefore been given to the

men of the New Church, which is called ' the Holy Jeru-

salem,' to view the Divine truths which are in the

AVord, not sensuously—tliat is, according to appearances

—but spiritually, that is, according to essences. There-

fore has the internal sense of the AVord been disclosed,

whicli is spiritual, and solely for those who will be of

that Church. . . The Divine truth is the Word, and

those who are of that Church are illustrated from the

spiritual light of the Word through influx out of Heaven
from the Lord, for the reason that they acknowledge the

Divine in the Lord's Human, and are from Him in the

spiritual affection of truth. By these and not by others

is the spiritual light received which constantly inflows

through Heaven from the Lord with all who read the

AVord . . .

*. Moreover, by 'the wings of the eagle' which

were given to the woman, is signified the understanding

of truth ; for all who are of that Church have the

understanding illustrated, from which they can see

truth from the light of truth ; that is, whether it is

truth or not truth : and, as they thus see truth, they

acknowledge it, and receive it in the affection which is

of the will. From this, truths with them become

spiritual ; consequently the spiritual mind ... is with

them opened ; and, being opened, it receives angelic

sight, which is the sight of truth itself from the light

of it. But verily those who are not of that Church

—

who are those who do not acknowledge the Divine in

the Lord's Human, and who do not love truth because

it is truth, thus spiritually—cannot have the under-

standing illustrated, from which to be able to see

whether it is truth or not ; but they see appearances of

truth as genuine truths, and confirm them as genuine

from the sense of the letter of the Word. (These latter

further des.

)
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764. That those of the Church which is not in truths

afforded assistance ... to the New Church, which is

called 'the Holy Jerusalem.' Sig. and Ex.

767. The hatred of those who are meant by 'the

dragon' against the Church which is the New Jeru-

salem, incensed from the perception of its being favoured

by more. Sig. and Ex.

768. And thence from the life of evil an ardent

endeavour to attack the truths of doctrine of that

Church. Sig. and Ex.

^. By these words is not meant the bringing back of

the sons of Israel into the Land of Canaan ; but there is

meant salvation by the Lord of all who receive Divine

truth from Him, of whom is a new Church.

821^. That still the good of charity will remain with

those who are the Lord's, even to the end of the Church,

and when [there is] a New Church. Sig.

8576. This song is called 'new,' because it is for the

New Church, which is hereafter to be instaurated by

the Lord.

865. 'The firstfruits to God and the Lamb '== those

in the New Church who are received by the Lord. Ex.

. For those who are received in the New Church

acknowledge the Divine Human of the Lord, and live

according to His precepts. Others are not received

into the New Church, which is called 'the New Jeru-

salem' ; for the reason that those who do not believe

this, and do not so live, are not in accord with the life

of Heaven . . .

948^ That, before the Church has been fully devas-

tated, the Word has been interiorly revealed ... is

because the New Church will then be instaurated, into

which are invited those who are of the former Church
;

and for the New Church interior Divine truth is

revealed ... It has now been done in like manner as

it was done at the end of the Jewish Cluu'ch ; for, at

its end, which was when the Lord came into the world,

the interior Word was opened ; for there were revealed

by the Lord . . . interior Divine truths, which were to

be of service to the new Church to be instaurated by
Him ... At this day also, for like reasons, the interior

"Word is opened, and Divine truths still more interior

have thence been revealed, which will be of service to

the New Church, which will be called the New
Jerusalem.
—

_
—

*. Now begins the New Church.

950". The third reason is, that the New Church,

which is meant by 'the Holy Jerusalem' in the

Apocalypse, is conjoined with Heaven through the

Divine truths of the Word which are in its spiritual

sense ; for the Word ... is conjunction when man i)er-

ceives the Word in like manner as the Angels do.

95
1
^. By the measuring of the temple is there described

the New Church as to its quality . . .

985. Thus is the New Church, which is then to be

instaurated, purified from (these evils and falsities).

1029'. The New Church which will then be instaur-

ated by the Lord, is described in Dan.ii. 44.

^. That then that Church which has become
Babylon will be destroyed, and a New Church which

will worship the Lord will be instaurated, is meant in

Dan. vii. 13,14,27. Ex. . . From those who have not

adored the Pope, nor saints and idols, but the Lord,

a New Church is being collected by the Lord.

^^. A New Church to be instaurated by the Lord

after the end of Babylonia (is signified in Is.xiv. i).

Ex.

1109^. This has been revealed at this day for tho

sake of the New Church, which is called 'the Holy
Jerusalem.'

Ath. 147. The essential doctrine of the New Church,

which is called the New Jerusalem, is this one concern-

ing the Lord ; and he who wants to be there acknow-

ledges it ; for this Church is the Christian Church

itself ; and no one is admitted thither except him who
thinks of and believes in one God ; thus in the Lord

alone.

213. When the Church was being instaurated by the

Lord, the primary thing was to acknowledge and

receive Him ... In like manner is it at this day, when
a New Church is being instaurated, which is called 'the

New Jerusalem' . . . This is the cause of this Work
;

for. without this faith, no one comes into the New
Church, nor receives anything from its doctrine ; and

thus henceforth cannot be saved. Ex.

P.P. Page i^^, 1^. [Latin edition] Refs. to passages

in the P.P. on the subject of the New Church. See also

Dan.xii. in the P.P.

123^. As this Christian Church has anived at

its end, by the Last Judgment which has been executed,

a New Church, which is called in the Apocalyse 'the

New Jerusalem,' is now being instituted by the Lord.

To this Church those things which are being published

by me at this day will be of service. It is also being

instituted elsewhere.

J. (Post.) 116. I have heard it announced, that at

this day the Church is being instituted with many in

Africa ... 118.

258. See Jerusalem, here.

352^. No one comes into the New Church, thus no

one is hereafter received into Heaven, except him who
acknowledges God, one in Person and in Essence, in

whom is the Trinity, thus the Lord ; and unless by

some combat he removes and shuns evils as sins against

the Divine laws.

5 M. 15. See Chuech, here.

Scia. The doctrines of the New Church in a Summary.

Can. Title. The Canons, or Entire Theology, of the

New Church.

Trinity v. This Trinity of God is the Trinity of the

New Church. 7.

X. That unless a New Church comes forth, which shall

abolish the faith of the old Church . . . and deliver a

new one, which is in one God, thus in the Lord God the

Saviour Jesus Christ, no flesh can be saved, according to

the Lord's words. Gen. art. 4.

5. After the Faith of the present Church has been

condemned, the New Church descends and is instituted

from the New Heaven by the Lord. Sig.
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[Trinity] 7a. Hereafter no one can come into Heaven,
unless he is in the doctrine of the New Church as to faith

and life. Ex.

Abom. Page 142. Invitation to the universal world
to the New Church.

Coro. III. Then through this New Heaven He suc-

cessively initiates and instaurates a New Church on
earth.

. From this New Heaven the Lord Jehovih
derives and produces a New Church on earth, which is

done through a revelation from His mouth, or from His
Word, and through inspiration. i8,Gen.art.

VIII. After these four Churches, a New One will arise

which will be truly Christian, foretold in Daniel and in

the Apocalypse, and by the Lord Himself in the
Evangelists, and expected by the Apostles.

XVIII. While the vastation lasts, and before the con-
summation supervenes, the Advent of the Lord is

announced, and Redemption by the Lord, and, after

this, a New Church.

XXVIII. And tlius the instauration of a New
Church.

XXXI. By His First Advent . . . the Lord could not
form from Christians a New Heaven, and, from this,

a New Church, because as yet there were no Chris-
tians . . .

XXXV. As the Lord foresaw these things, from the
necessity that man might be saved. He promised that
He would come again into the world, and would effect

a Redemption, and thus would instaurate a New Church,
which would be a truly Christian Church.

XXXVII. In like manner concerning the New Church,
which is meant by 'the New Jerusalem' . . .

L. For many reasons this New Christian Church is

not being established through any miracles ... LI.

LI I. This New Church truly Christian, which is at

this day being instaurated by the Lord, will last to
eternity, contirmed from the Word of both Testaments,
and it has been foreseen from the creation of the world

;

it will be the crown of the four antecedent Churches,
because there will be true faith and true charity.

LIII. In this New Church there will be spiritual

peace, which is glory, and- internal blessedness of
life, also confirmed from the Word of both Testa-
ments. .

LIV. These things will be in this New Church, for
the sake of conjunction with the Lord, and, through
Him, with God the Father.

LV. An invitation to the universal Christian world
to this Church

; and an exhortation that they should
worthily receive the Lord, who has foretold that He will
come into the world for the sake of this Church and
to it.

5. This is meant by these words concerning the New
Jerusalem, which is the New Church truly Christian

21. The doctrine of redemption is as it were the
treasury of all the spiritual riches, or dogmas, of the
New Church ...

^ The third thing of redemption was the revela-

tion of truths from the New Heaven, and thence the

raising up and instauration of a new church on
earth . . .

^. Finally a new church is implanted and produced

through this, the internal of which is Heaven ; and the

external is from the internal ; thus both together, with

man, is that which is called the Church.
^. All who reject the falsities of the former

Church, and receive the truths of the new Church, can

be redeemed . . .

44. For the sake of the end lest the New Church,

truly Christian, be in thick darkness concerning Heaven
and Hell . . .

Inv. Title. Invitation to the New Church.

[III.] The New Church is not instaurated until in the

consummation of the former one.

[VII.] That this Church is not instaurated and
established through miracles ; but through the revela-

tion of the spiritual sense, and through the introduction

of my spirit, and at the same time of my body, into the

Spiritual World . . .

[IX.] Invitation to the New Church, that they should

go to meet the Lord (from Rev.xxi.xxii. and also from

chapter i. etc. etc.)

25. The doctrine of the New Church does indeed bring

a remedy, but only exteriorly.

Docu. 234. II. How soon may a New Church be

expected ? Answer : The Lord is preparing at this time

a New Heaven of those who believe in Him . . . and look

to Him in their lives ... for from that Heaven the New
Jerusalem is to come down ... I daily see Spirits and
Angels, from ten to twenty thousand, descending and

ascending, and being set in order. By degrees, as that

Heaven is being formed, the New Church likewise begins

and increases. The universities in Christendom are now
first being instructed, whence will come new ministers

;

for the New Heaven has no influence over the old

[clergy] who deem themselves too learned in the doctrine

of justification by faith alone. (February, 1767.)

240. They frequently inquire of me respecting the

New Church, when it will come ? To which I answer :

By degrees, in proportion as the doctrine of justification

and imputation is extirpated ; which perhaps will be

brought about by this work. It is known that the

Christian Church did not take its rise immediately after

the ascension of Christ, but increased gradually' . . .

(March 15,1769.)

245. BB. I am certain of this : that after the appear-

ance of (the Universal Theology of the New Heaven and

of the New Church), the Lord our Saviour will operate

both mediately and immediately towards the establish-

ment throughout the whole of Christendom of a New
Church based upon this Theology. The New Heaven,

out of which the New Jerusalem will descend, will very

soon be completed . (April 30, 1 7 7 1
.

)

303. One memorable notice is to be added ; namely,

that all things of the New Church appear before one in

illustration in the light of truth ; but as soon as they

are submitted to the orthodoxy of the Church at the

present day, the light of truth becomes darkness.
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New Earth. Nova terra.

See under New Heaven.

A. 348 1^ By ' the New Earth, ' etc. iiiEzekiel, nothing

else can be signified than such a kingdom of the Messiah,

50446. 8468-.

3708". See New Jerusalem, here. 3858-*. 5044".

4171-. Concerning the Lord's Kingdom, which is the

^New Earth' there.

4255''. That 'the New Earth' or 'Holy Land ' = the

Lord's Kingdom, and also a New Church, which is the

Lord's Kingdom on earth. Refs.

N. I. Concerning the New Heaven and the New
Xarth. Gen. art.

5. By 'a New Earth' is meant a New Church on earth.

Ex. J. 3, Ex. L.62.

• R. 876. By 'the New Earth' is meant . . . the earth

of that Heaven . . .

E. 342^^. 'The New Earth' = the Church where men
are, which will be new.

768^^*. 'The New Earth' (Is.lxvi.22)= the external

Church.

New Heaven. Novum Caelum.

See under New Church ; and Canaan, at A. 7844-.

So54«.

A. 1733. 'New heavens and a new earth,' in the

Prophets and Apocalypse, = nothing else than the Lord's

Kingdom, and everyone who is tlie Lord's Kingdom, or

in whom is the Lord's Kingdom. 2117".

1850'. Then perished heaven and earth, that is, the

(most Ancient) Cliurch, and a new heaven and a new

earth were created, that is, a new Church, whicli was

called the Ancient Church.
• ^. (The next) new heaven and new earth was tlie

Hebrew Churcli . . .

1 After (the Jewish Church) a new heaven and

a new earth were created, namely, a new Church, which

is to be called the Primitive Church . . .

21 18^. The Last Judgment of . . . the Christian

Church is what is meant in the Apocalypse by 'a new
heaven and a new earth.'

33556. By 'the new heaven and the new earth,'

which would succeed in place of tlie former (Is.lxv. 17 ;

lxvi.22 ; Rev.xxi. i) nothing else is signitied than a new

Church Internal and External. Refs. 4447'". 5136.

4535-. By 'a new heaven and a new earth' (Rev.

xxi.) is meant a new Church, which will succeed when

the former one passes away; ' heaven ' = its Internal,

and 'earth,' its External.

5577. By 'a new earth' (in the Word) nothing else is

meant than a new external Church, and by 'a new
heaven,' a new Internal Church. ^j^efs. 8891^.

9325-

H. 307'-. By 'a new heaven and a new earth' (Rev.

xxi.) the Angels who are witli a man understand a new
Church.

N. I. Concerning the New Heaven and the New
Earth. Gen. art.

-. By 'a new heaven and a new earth' (Rev.

xxi. ) in the internal or spiritual sense, in which are the

Angels, is meant a New Church both in the Heavens

and in the earth.

2. Something shall (first) be said concerning the New
Heaven , . . After tlie Last Judgment had been ac-

complished, a New Heaven was created, that is, was

formed by the Lord. This Heaven was formed of all

those who after the Lord's Advent and up to this time

had lived a life of faith and charity, since these alone

were forms of Heaven. Ex. . . From these things it can

be known of whom the New Heaven was made, and

hence also the qualit}' of it, namely, that it is altogether

unanimous. Ex.

3. As this Heaven has been formed of all who had

been such, even from the time of the Lord to the present

time, it is evident that [it has been formed] of both

Cliristians and gentiles ; but as to the greatest part of

the infants of all in the univei'sal world who [that is,

the infants] liave died since the Lord's time ; for all

these have been received by the Lord, have been educated

in Heaven, have been instructed by the Angels, and

then have been preserved, so that, together with the

rest, they might constitute the New Heaven. From
this it may be concluded how great this Heaven is.

4. Further, as regards this New Heaven, it is to be

known that it is distinct from the ancient Heavens . . .

but still the latter together with the former have been

so ordinated, that they constitute one Heaven together.

The reason this New Heaven is distinct from the ancient

Heavens, is that in the (latter) there was no other

doctrine than that of love and charity, and they did not

then know about any doctrine of faith separate. Hence,

also, it is, that the ancient Heavens constitute higher

expanses, but the New Heaven an expanse beneath

theiu ... In the highest expanses are those who are

called celestial Angels, most of whom are from the Most

Ancient Cliurch ... in the expanses beneath these are

those who are called spiritual Angels, most of whom are

from the Ancient Church . . . beneath these are the

Angels who are in the good of faith, who are those who

have lived a life of faith. To live a life of faith is [to

do so] according to the doctrine of one's Church ; and

to live is to will and do. But still all these Heavens

make a one through mediate and immediate influx from

the Lord. Refs.

J. i^. By 'a new heaven and a new earth' is meant

a New Church, both in the Heavens and in the earth . . .

2. In these passages by 'a new heaven' is not meant

the heaven visible before our eyes, but Heaven itself,

where the human race is collected . . .

4. Thus by 'to create a new heaven and a new earth'

is signified to instaurate a New Church in Heaven and

on earth. 111.

346. As at the end of the Church evil increases over

good, all are judged by the Lord, and the evil are

separated from the good, and all things are reduced into

order, and a New Heaven is iustaurated . . .

496, From those who had been in truths and not in

good came forth the former Heaven which passed away
;

and from those who are in truths and at the same time

in good has been formed the New Heaven.
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[J-]59*' There are taken away from the Societies those

who are interiorly good . . . these are by turns sent to

the places of instruction before the Judgment . . . and
thence are taken away into Heaven ; for these are they
from whom is the New Heaven, and who are meant by
those who are of the first resurrection.

67^ Hence it is that a Last Judgment has been
effected twice before upon the inhabitants of this Earth,

and now a third time . . . thus also twice before a

Heaven with an earth has passed away, and a new heaven
with a new earth has been created ; for 'heaven' and
'earth' are the Church everywhere. Hence it is evident

that the 'new heaven and the new earth' which are men-
tioned in the Prophets of the Old Testament are not that
' new heaven and new earth' which are mentioned in the

Apocalypse ; but that the former came forth from the

Lord when He was in the world, and that this one is

from Him now. 111.

L. 62-. By ' the new heaven, ' and by 'the new earth,

'

which John saw, after the former heaven and the former
earth had passed away, is not meant a new starry and
atmospheric heaven which appears before human eyes,

nor a new earth upon which men dwell ; but there is

meant what is new of the Church in the Spiritual World,
and what is new of the Church in the natural world.

As what is new of the Church in both worlds . . . was
made by the Lord when He was in the world, therefore

the like is predicted in the Prophets. 111.

R. Pref.^. It is to be known that after the Last Judg-
ment, which was accomplished in the Spiritual World
in the year 1757 . . . there has been formed a New
Heaven from Christians ; but from those alone who could

receive [the fact] that the Lord is the God of Heaven
and earth . . . and at the same time had in the world
performed repentance from evil works. From this

Heaven is descending and will descend the New Church
on earth, which is 'the New Jerusalem.' 111.

. 'A new heaven' (Rev.xxi. ) is a New Heaven
from Christians ;

' the New Jerusalem ' is a New Church
on earth which will act as a one with that New Heaven.

*. The Christian Heaven is beneath the ancient

Heavens. Into it, from tlie time of the Lord, when He
was in the world, have been admitted those who had
worshipped one God under three Persons, and who at the

same time had not had the idea of three gods . . .

65. 'The seven stars are the Angels of the seven

Churches ' = a New Chm-ch in the Heavens, which is the
New Heaven. Ex.

^. Thus by 'the Angels of the seven Churches' is

meant the universal Church in the Heavens ; thus the

New Heaven in the whole complex.

66. A New Church on earth, which is the New Jeru-

salem descending from the Lord out of the New Heaven.
Sig. and Ex.

67. The faith of the New Heaven and of the New
Church in a universal idea, stated. B. 116. T. i".

238. 'In sight of the throne was a sea of glass like

unto crystal' =a New Heaven from Christians, who
were in general truths from the sense of the letter of the

Word. Ex.

342, Pref. In (Rev.vii.) it treats concerning those who

are and who will be in the Christian Heaven : and, first,

concerning the separation of them from the evil ; after

this, concerning those who are in love to the Lord and
thence in wisdom, of whom are the higher Heavens;
and concerning those who are in charity and its faith

from the Lord, because they have fought against evils,

from whom are the lower Heavens.

348^. From those who are here treated of (the 144,000
from the 12 tribes of Israel) has been formed a New
Heaven ... for they are the same as are mentioned in

Rev. xiv. 1,3,4.

^. The 144,000 . . . mean all who, of the New
Christian Heaven, and of the New Church, will be in

truths of doctrine from the good of love through the

Word from the Lord.

350. Celestial love . . . with all who will be in the
New Heaven and in the New Church of the Lord. Sig.

and Ex.

351. Wisdom from celestial love with those who will

be in the New Heaven and in the New Church of the

Lord. Sig. and Ex.

352. The uses of life, which are of wisdom from that

love, also with those who will be in the New Heaven
and in the New Church of the Lord. Sig. and Ex.

353. (For the nine other goods and truths which are

with those who will be of the Lord's New Heaven, see

New Church at these refs.) 354. 355. 356. 357. 358.

359. 360. 361.

363. All the rest, who are not of those enumerated,

and yet are in the New Heaven and in the New Church

of the Lord, and are those who make the Ultimate

Heaven and the External Church, the quality of whom
no one Knows except the Lord alone. Sig. and Ex.

486. The Lord's command that he should see and
Know the state of the Church in the New Heaven. Sig.

and Ex.

-. That it is the Church in the New Heaven
which is meant, is evident from the last verse of this

chapter (Rev.xii. 19). That at the beginning of this

chapter the measuring of the temple is spoken of, is in

order that there might be seen and Known the state of the

Church in Heaven, before that Church should be con-

joined with the Church in the world
;
(which latter) is

meant by the court outside the temple, which he was
not to measure ... It is to be known that there is a
Church in the Heavens equally as on earth ; and that

they make a one like the internal and the external with

men ; and therefore a Church in the Heavens is first

provided by the Lord, and, from that, or through that,

a Church on earth : hence it is said that the New Jeru-

salem descended . . . out of the New Heaven. By the

New Heaven is meant a New Heaven from Christians,

which is treated of many times in what follows.

523. The New Heaven and the New Church, where
they will acknowledge Him as the Only God . . . Sig.

and Ex.

529. 'The temple of God was opened in Heaven, and

there was seen in His Temple the ark of His covenant'

(Rev. xi. 1 9) = the New Heaven, in which the Lord is

worshipped in His Divine Human, and they live accord-

ing to the precepts of His decalogue, which are the two
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essentials of the New Churcli, through which is con-

junction. Ex.

533. 'A Woman encompassed with the sun ...'=:

the Lord's New Church in the Heavens, which is the

New Heaven . . .

^. As the Church in the Heavens does not subsist,

unless there is also a Church on earth which is in con-

cordant love and wisdom, and this is future, therefoi'e

there was seen under the feet of the Woman 'the moon,'

by which, in special, is signified faith, through which,

such as it is at this day, there is not given conjunction.

The reason the Church in the Heavens does not subsist,

unless there is conjoined with it a Church on earth, is

that Heaven where the Angels are, and the Church
where men are, act as a one, as do the internal and ex-

ternal with man . . .

547-. The second cause (of the New Church being at

first among a few) is that there is first to be formed a

New Heaven, which will make a one with the Church
on earth ; and therefore we read, that 'he saw a New
Heaven, and the Holy Jerusalem descending from God
out of Heaven.'

557. 'Rejoice, Heavens . .
.'= a new state of Heaven

... By 'the Heavens' is meant the Heaven from Chris-

tians ...

6i2,Pref. Concerning the New Christian Heaven,

which is described in Rev.xiv, 1-5.

612. The Lord now in the New Heaven collected

from those in the Christian Churches who have acknow-

ledged the Lord alone as the God of Heaven and earth,

and have been in truths of doctrine from the good of

love from Him through the AVord. Sig. and Ex. . .

Concerning these it has treated in chapter vii., but there

that they were sealed upon their foreheads, thus were

distinguished and separated from the rest ; here, now,

that they are collected into a one, and that from them
is a Heaven.

". The Heaven concerning which it here treats is

the Heaven collected from Christians from the time of

the Lord in the world, and from those thence who had

approached the Lord alone, and had lived according to

His precepts in the Word, by shunning evils as sins

against God. This Heaven is the New Heaven, from

which the Holy Jerusalem, that is, the New Church on

earth, will descend. But the Heavens before the Lord's

Advent are above this one . . . These Heavens communi-
cate by influx with this New Heaven.

614. The Lord speaking through the New Heaven

from Divine truths. Sig. and Ex.

. Here, through the New Heaven from Christians,

which is meant by the Mount Zion upon which the Lamb
was seen to stand, and with Him 144,000.

615. The Lord speaking through the New Heaven
from Divine love. Sig. and Ex.

618. That no others from Christians could understand,

and thus from love and faith acknowledge, that the Lord

alone is the God of Heaven and earth, than those who
have been received by the Lord into this New Heaven.

Sig. and Ex.

623. The initiament of the Christian Heaven which

acknowledges one God in Whom is the Trinity, and that

the Lord is He. Sig. and Ex.

633-. From verse i to verse 5 of this chapter it has

treated concerning the New Christian Heaven ; and in

verses 6 and 7, concerning the preaching of the Gospel,

that is, of the Advent of the Lord, to instaurate the

New Church . . .

661. 'Standing beside the glassy sea, having the

harps of God ' = the Christian Heaven in its boundaries,

and the faith of charity with those who are there.

Ex.

669. By 'the Temple', is signified . . . here, the

Christian Heaven. By 'the tabernacle of the testi-

mony' is signified the inmost of that Heaven, where the

Lord is in His holiness in the Word, and in the Law
which is the decalogue. Ex.

670. Preparation by the Lord for influx from the

inmost of Heaven into the Church, that its evils and
falsities might be universally disclosed . . . Sig. and
Ex.

674. The inmost of Heaven full of Divine truth

spiritual and celestial from the Lord. Sig. and Ex.

674a.

676. Influx from the Lord from the inmost of Heaven
into the Church of the Reformed . . . Sig. and Ex.

718. Influx now, and revelation from the Lord from

the inmost of Heaven concerning the Roman Catholic

religiosity. Sig. and Ex.

--. For by 'the seven Angels having the seven

vials' is signified influx from the Lord from the inmost

of the Christian Heaven into the Church to disclose the

evils and falsities there. Refs.

826. 'The armies in Heaven followed Him upon

white horses . . .'= the Angels in the New Christian

Heaven, who were conjoined with the Lord in the

interior understanding of the Word . . .

. The reason the New Christian Heaven is

meant, is that this is the New Heaven, concerning

which it treats in the Apocalypse.
<^. Concerning the New Christian Heaven,

through which from the Lord the New Church will be.

856. That after those who hitherto had been ... in

the Lower Earth had been taken up by the Lord into

Heaven, and the New Heaven had been increased by

them, all those who had confirmed with themselves

falsities of faith were let out. Sig. and Ex.

. This is evident from chapter xiv., where it

treats concerning the New Christian Heaven. Refs.

8656. A universal Judgment upon all the new
Heavens, upon those who were in civil and moral good

and in no spiritual good . . . which Heavens with their

earth have been completely dissipated . . .

876,Pref. It treats in Rev.xxi. concerning the state of

Heaven and the Church after the Last Judgment : that

after it, through the New Heaven, a New Church will

come forth on earth . . •

876. 'I saw a new heaven and a new earth '= that a

New Heaven from Christians has been formed by the

Lord, which at this day is called the Christian Heaven,

where are those who had worshipped the Lord, and had

lived according to His precepts in the Word ... in

which Heaven are also all the infants of Christians.
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[R. 876]^. Concerning this New Heaven it has treated

above several times . . . especially in chapters xiv. and

XV. It is called the Christian Heaven because it is

distinct from the ancient Heavens . . . These ancient

Heavens are above the Christian Heaven ; for the

Heavens are like expanses, one above another ; and in

like manner each Heaven ; for each Heaven is by itself

distinguished into three Heavens ; an Inmost or Third, a

Middle or Second, and a Lowest or First : in like manner
this New Heaven. . . In this New Christian Heaven are

all those who from the first instauration of the Christian

Church have worshipped the Lord, and have lived

according to His precepts in the Word . . . Concerning

this Heaven see various things above. Refs. In like

manner in this Heaven are all the infants of Christians,

because they have been educated by the Angels in those

two essentials of the Church . . .

878. That the external of the Heaven collected from

Christians from the first instauration of the Church was
in like manner dissipated after there had been taken out

thence and saved those who were written in the Lord's

book of life. Sig. and Ex. . . But the internal of the

Heaven from Christians was not fully formed by the

Lord until some time before the Last Judgment, and
also after it, as may be evident from chapters xiv. and
XV., where it treats concerning it; and from chapter

XX. 4, 5. The reason it was not formed before, was that

the dragon and his two beasts were dominant in the

AYorld of Spirits, and burned with the cupidity of

seducing whomsoever they could ; and therefore there

was danger in collecting them into any Heaven before.

^. Elsewhere, also, where the New Heaven is

treated of, it is said that it extended itself to the sea of

glass ... by which sea also is signified the external of

the Heaven from Christians.

879. The New Church . . . which will be consociated

with the New Heaven in Divine truths as to doctrine

and as to life. Sig. and Ex.
®. It comes down from the Lord through the

New Christian Heaven ... for the Church on earth is

formed through Heaven ... in order that they may act

as a one and be consociated.

886. That the Lord will create a New Heaven with a

New Earth, and a New Church . . . Sig. and Ex. .

955. The reason Heaven is meant by 'the Spirit,' is

that there are meant the angelic Spirits, from whom is

the New Heaven, treated of in Rev. xiv. 1-7 ; xix. 1-9;
xx.4,5.

9626. They were conducted in glory into the New
Christian Heaven, with which the Lord's Church on
earth . . . will be conjoined.

M. 2946. The Society from which (the little boy)
was sent, was a Society of the New Heaven . . .

352. That none (of the Angels of the Mohammedan
or Gentile Heavens) can be consociated with the Angels
in the Christian Heavens. Ex.

T. Title. The Universal Theology of the New Heaven
and of the New Church. (See also the head line of

every page in T.

)

86^ Nor by anything else (than the descent of

Jehovah God into the world) could the New Heaven,

which also was then made, be founded, formed, and
ordinated.

95. The acts of Redemption by which the Lord made
Himself justice, were that ... of the worthy He founded

a New Heaven, and of the unworthy a Hell . . .

108. At this day a New Angelic Heaven is being

founded by the Lord . . . from those who believe in the

Lord God the Saviour, and approach Him immediately

;

and the rest are being rejected . . .

1 1
5-. As it has been granted me to see all things, I

can describe how . . . the New Heaven has been founded

and ordinated.

-. For the Hells must be subjugated before a

New Angelic Heaven can be formed ; and this must
be formed before a New Church can be instituted on

earth . . .

118. This (Redemption) was done by the Lord, in

that He subjugated the Hells, and founded a New
Heaven.

^. (For) after the New Heaven was made, from

that Heaven descended the New Jerusalem . . .

119^. Still, they are concealed somewhere by the

Lord, and are reserved to the day of the Last Judgment,

and then are raised up into the New Heaven. 111.

536-. After a time, as they are separated from the

New Heaven, they rush into crimes . . .

619®. The spheres of spiritual Truths there are as yet

few, [being] only in the New Heaven, and with those

beneath Heaven who are separated from the dragonists.

729. Infants and children born outside the Christian

Church . . . are not commingled with those who are in

the Christian Heaven.

753. Concerning the New Heaven and the New
Church. Chapter.

772. That this second Advent of the Lord comes forth

... in order that those may be saved who have believed

and do believe in Him, and in order that from these

may be formed a New Angelic Heaven . . . Gen. art.

773-

781. That this is meant in the Apocalypse by 'the

new heaven and the new earth,' and 'the New Jeru-

salem' thence descending. Gen. art.

784. That a New Heaven be formed before a New
Church on earth, is according to Divine order. (Con-

tinued under New Church.)
. In so far as this New Heaven, vt^hich makes

the Internal of the Church with man, increases, so far

from this Heaven descends the New Jerusalem . . .

796^. As (Luther) perceived that the New Heaven
[increased] . . .

797^. After the New Heaven began to be instaurated

by the Lord, from the light from that Heaven (Melanc-

tlion) began to think that perhaps he was in error . . .

798^. This governor received (Calvin) into his house

. . . until the New Heaven began to be instaurated by

the Lord . . .

'. It was granted to speak with him, first about

the New Heaven which is at this day being founded of

those who acknowledge the Lord alone . . .
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799". These latter remove themselves step by step

from the New Heaven . . .

D. 5515. Concerning the African nation. Concerning

the New Heaven and the New Earth. Gen. art.

5543. See Last Judgment, here.

5745<^. All the good had been taken out thence, and

•had been concealed in various places, who afterwards

constituted a New Heaven.

5750^. Hence now a New Heaven.

5762. In their place others were carried up by the

Lord, who had meanwhile . . . been kept in concealment

. . . and they succeeded in their place, and are making

a New Heaven. (Continued under Last Judgment.)

The elevation of the good to constitute a New Heaven
(lasted) from the end of the month of April, into the

month of May.

5763. They who had thus ascended are of the second

resurrection, who also had been driven down and carried

away, and the others had come in their stead ; as also

all such as had died as children and had been educated

in the spiritual life ; and they constitute there a New
Heaven and a New Earth.

5882. Concerning the New Heaven.—I saw that those

who had been reserved by the Lord were elevated, to

[the number of] myriads . . .

5947". I perceived the joy of the Angels who are in

the Christian Heaven, by the communication ; whence
it was evident that there was a communication of the

whole Heaven from the Christian Heaven where the

Word is . . .

6012. Concerning new Heavens, which perish.

E. 62. The New Heaven and the New Church. Sig.

and Ex.

• 91.. That all these are in the New Heaven and in the

New Church. Sig. and Ex.

97. From Whom is life for all in the New Heaven
and in the New Church. Sig. and Ex.

1 28. That he who remains in the genuine affection of

truth to the end of his life in the world will come into

the New Heaven. Sig. and Ex.

<'. As all who are saved come into the New
Heaven . . .

258. In Rev.ii. and iii. it has treated of those who
. . . are in the Former Heaven which is to be abolished,

and of those who are in the New one which is to be

formed.

. 294". 'To create a new heaven and a new earth ' =
a New Church internal and external . . .

'^. 304-'''.

365-^. A new Heaven and a new Church. Tr. -^.

391. From these, (the 'souls under the altar') there

has. been formed a New Heaven. Ex.

397. The reason why the evil were so long tolerated

upon high places, and the good so long detained under

Heaven, was . . . that the good might be of such a

number as should suffice for a New Heaven formed from

them . . .

400". Those places, before the New Heaven was

formed upon them, were seen to undergo remarkable

changes. Des.

403!^. Those who are interiorly good, from whom a

New Heaven is to be formed, are meant by 'the basket

of good figs' . . .

691. The instauration of a New Heaven and a New
Church, on the destruction of the Former Heaven and

Church. Sig. and Ex.

699. The appearing of a New Heaven and New
Church, where is the worship of the Lord. Sig. and Ex.

7681°. A New Church from Him is meant by 'new

heavens and a new earth;' by 'new heavens,' the

Internal Church; and by 'a new earth,' the External

Church.

J. (Post.) 89. I said that in the Christian Heaven,

the same is not believed . . .

105. Had made for themselves as it were new

Heavens.

165. (Formation of the New Heaven des. See Last

Judgment, here.) E.899-.

Coro. XXXI. By His first Advent . . . the Lord

could not form from Christians a New Heaven . . .

because as yet there were no Christians . . .

10. Their conjunction into heavenly order is effected

by the ordination of the faithful into a New Heaven,

and of the unfaithful into a new Hell under it. i4,Gen.

art. 23. 44.

16. Each Heaven which is founded by the Lord after

the consummation of each Church is made triplicate

. . . Into the highest one are elevated those who are in

love to the Lord and thence in wisdom ; into the middle

one those who are in spiritual love towards the neigh-

bour and thence in intelligence ; into the lowest one

those who are in spiritual natural love towards the

neighbour, which is called charity, and are thence in

the faith of Truths concerning God, and in a life accord-

ing to the precepts of the decalogue. These three

Heavens make three expanses, one above another, and

they communicate together by Divine influx from the

Lord from the Sun of the Spiritual World . . . (Con-

tinued under New Hell.)

21^. With those who are being regenerated . . . goods

are afterwards collected into a one and disposed into a

heavenly form ; and this is like a New Heaven ...

23. (A New Heaven formed from the faithful of the

Most Ancient Church. ) 36.

44. Concerning the New Heaven formed from the

Ancient Church.

Docu. 230. Besides, the New Heaven of Christians,

out of which the New Jerusalem will descend ... is not

yet fully established. (Sep. 25, 1 766.

)

234. II. See New Church, here.

245. BB. The New Heaven, out of which the New

Jerusalem will descend, will very soon be completed.

(April 30,1771-)

New Hell. Novum infernmn.

Coro. III. After these things, from the good elevated

to Himself, He founds a New Heaven ; and from the
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evil removed from Himself, a New Hell ; and on both

He induces order, so that they may stand under His

auspices and under His obedience to eternity, 14, Gen.

art.

[Coro.] 10, See New Heaven, here.

15^. The order which the Lord induces on the Hell,

is that all there may be diametrically opposite to all in

the Heaven : whence it is evident that as the Lord rules

Heaven, He also rules Hell ; and that He rules the

latter through the former.

i6^ In the deep beneath (the three expanses of the

New Heaven) there are also three expanses into which

the Hells are distinguished, between which in like

manner there is a communication through the influx

through the Heavens from the Lord. Through these

communications there is effected a close and indissoluble

conjunction of all things in the Heavens and of all

things in the Hells ; but in the latter it is a conjunction

of all the cupidities of the love of evil ; while in the

Heavens it is a conjunction of all the affections of the

love of good. (Shown by a comparison.) From this

ordination induced on both, it follows that each stands

under the auspices and obedience of the Lord to

eternity.

21*. The second of Redemption was the co-ordination

of all things in the Heavens, and the subordination of

all things in Hell, by which the good were still more
distinctly separated and delivered from the evil ; and

this is the New Heaven and the New Hell . . .

23. A New Hell formed from the unfaithful of the

Most Ancient Church.
) 36. 38,Des.

44. From the people of every Church, at its end, has

been formed a New Heaven and a New Hell.

45. (The New Hell of the Ancient Church. Des.)

New Jerusalem. Nova Hierosolyma.

See under New Church.

A. 648. The 'New Jeriisalem' in John and Ezekiel

. . . =the Lord's Kingdom in the Heavens and on earth.

935"- 940-. 1298^. 1458^ 1463-- 1530. 16133. 29596.

3481^.

1626. (The scenery of the New Jerusalem is such as

there is in Heaven.

)

2702^^. It treats here of the New Jerusalem, or the

Lord's Spiritual Kingdom, 2928"*.

2830^ By 'the New Temple,' and 'the New Jeru-

salem,' in the universal sense, is signified the Lord's

Kingdom ; in special, a New Church.

, By 'the New Temple' and 'the New Jeru-

salem' is signified in special the Lord's Spiritual King-

dom ; and by 'Zion,' the Celestial Kingdom,

285 1 1'. The gates of the New Jerusalem, and of the

New Temple, are much treated of in Ezekiel and also in

the Apocalypse, by which nothing else is meant than

the approach to Heaven. 111.

3216^. By 'the Holy City' or 'the New Jerusalem'

. . . are signified the doctrinal things of charity and of

faith.

3708", That by 'the east,' 'west,' etc. such things

are signified, may be evident from . . . the description

of the New Temple, of the New Jerusalem, and of the

New Earth. ^\l\\.

3858". The 'Holy City,' or 'New Jerusalem, '= the

Lord's New Church. Ex.
^. In like manner as in John, so also in the

Prophets in the Old Testament, it treats concerning the

New Jerusalem, and by it in like manner is signified

the Lord's New Church; as in Is.lxv. 18, 19, et seq.;

Zech.xiv. ; and especially in Ezek.xl.-xlviii. ; where by
'the New Jerusalem,' 'the New Temple,' and 'the New
Earth,' is described in the internal sense the Lord's

Kingdom in the Heavens, and the Lord's Kingdom on

earth which is the Church.

4434^ 'The Holy City' and 'the New Jerusalem ' =
nothing else than the Church . . . 'Jerusalem' = the

Spiritual Church,
^. It treats liere (Ezek.xliv. ) of the Holy City,

the New Jerusalem, and of the Heavenly Caanan, which
= the Lord's Kingdom and His Church.

50446, 'The New Jerusalem,' 'the New Temple,' and
'the New Earth' (in Ezek. ) mean the Lord's Kingdom
in the Heavens and on earth.

5313^-. The Lord's Spiritual Kingdom is meant by
'the New Jerusalem' in Ezek., and also by 'the Holy
Jerusalem descending from Heaven,' in the Apoc. The
Lord's Spiritual Kingdom is where the principal thing

is Divine truth in which is Good , , .

6419', By 'the Holy Jerusalem descending from

Heaven' a New Church is signified.

8988'*. By 'the New and Holy Jerusalem' is signified

the Lord's New Church, which will succeed the Chris-

tian one of this day.

9407^. By 'the New Jerusalem' (Rev.xxi.) is meant

the New Church with the gentiles, after the present one

which is in our European world has been vastated.

9643^. 9717^- 9863'.

9429S. 'The Holy Jerusalem' (Rev.xxi.)=the New
Church.

9603". By 'the New or Holy Jerusalem' is signified

the Lord's New Church, In like manner by 'the New
Temple.' ,

1083 1^. This arcanum , , . is for those who will be in

the Holy Jerusalem.

H, 73^, 'The Holy Jerusalem' (Rev,xxi,) is the

Lord's Church ; and, in a more eminent sense, Heaven,

307-, By 'the City Jerusalem descending from God

out of Heaven,' the Angels understand the New Church's

heavenly doctrine revealed by the Lord, Fully ex.

N.i2.

N. Title. Concerning the New Jerusalem and its

Heavenly Doctrine,

6. By 'Jerusalem,' in the Word, is meant the Church

itself as to doctrine ; and this for the reason that there

in the Land of Canaan, and not elsewhere, were the

Temple, the altar, sacrifices, and thus Divine worship

itself . . , Hence it is that by 'Jerusalem,' in the spiritual

sense, is signified the Church as to worship, or, what is

the same, as to doctrine ; for the worship is prescribed

in the doctrine, and is done according to it. The reason
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it is called 'the Holy City, the New Jerusalem, descend-

ing from God out of Heaven,' is that in the spiritual

sense of the Word by 'a City' and 'a city' is signified

doctrine, and by 'the Holy City,' the doctrine of Divine

truth . . . The reason it is called 'the New Jerusalem'

is for the like reason that the Earth is called 'New ;'

for ... by 'the earth' is signified the Church ; and by

'Jerusalem' that Church as to doctrine. The reason it

is said 'descending from God out of Heaven,' is that all

truth Divine, from which is doctrine, descends out of

Heaven from the Lord. "j^. L.64. R.880.

J. 45®. It has been given me to see . . . how there

has been instaurated a New Church in the Heavens,

which is meant by 'the New Jerusalem.'

L. Pref. The Doctrine of the New Jerusalem con-

cerning the Lord.

. The Doctrine of the New Jerusalem concerning

the Holy Scripture. S. Title.

. The Doctrine of Life for the New Jerusalem

from the Precepts of the Decalogue. Life, Title.

. The Doctrine of the New Jerusalem concerning

Faith. F.Title.

-. It is said the Doctrine of the New Jerusalem,

and there is meant the Doctrine for the New Church
which is at this day being instaurated by the Lord . . .

62. That a New Church is meant by 'the New Jeru-

Balem' in the Apocalypse. Gen. art.

63. By 'the Holy City Jerusalem' is meant that

New Church as to doctrine, and therefore it was seen

descending from God out of Heaven ; for the doctrine of

genuine truth comes from no other source than through

Heaven from the Lord. S.43.

R. Pref.^. 'The New Jeriisalem' is a New Church on

earth, with which that New Heaven will act as a one.

8. The communion with the Angels of Heaven of

those who live according to the doctrine of the New
Jerusalem. Sig. and Ex.

49''. This arcanum is for those who will be in the

New Jerusalem.

66. A New Church on earth, which is the New
Jerusalem descending from the Lord out of the New
Heaven. Sig. and E.\.

88. In the things written to the Seven Churches is

described the state of all in the Christian Church who
are able to receive the doctrine of the New Jerusalem,

and to live according to it . . .

187^. This Church is now the New Jerusalem, into

which will come those who are in truths from good from

the Lord, to whom is this discourse.

194. 'The name of the city of my God, New Jeru-

salem' (Rev.iii. I2) = that the doctrine of the New
Church will be inscribed on their hearts. By 'the New
Jerusalem' is signified the New Church ; and by it

when called 'a city,' is signified the New Church as to

doctrine. Ex.

486'. As by 'the New Jerusalem' is signified the

New Church . . .

533. The Lord's New Church . . . which is the New
Jerusalem.

554. That by the Last Judgment those have been

removed who have opposed themselves against the

doctrine of the New Jerusalem. Sig. and Ex.

716^. The above named works for the New Jeru-

salem . . .

813. That those who will be of this Church, which is

the New Jerusalem, are being collected, inaugurated,

and instructed. Sig. and Ex.

879. 'I John saw the Holy City New Jerusalem

descending from God out of Heaven' (Rev.xxi.2) = the

New Church to be instaurated by the Lord at the end

of the former one, which wall be consociated with the

New Heaven in Divine truths as to doctrine and as to

life. By 'Jerusalem,' in the Word, is signified the

Church . . . which is called 'a city,' and is described as

a city, from doctrine and from a life according to it . . .

It is called 'Holy' from the Lord . . . and from the

Divine truths which are in it from the Word from the

Lord . . . And it is called 'New,' because He who sat

upon the throne said, 'Behold I make all things new.'

And it is said 'descending from God out of Heaven,

because from the Lord through the New Christian

Heaven ... for the Church on earth is formed through

Heaven by the Lord, so that they may act as a one and

be consociated. 876.

886. A New Church which is to be called the New

Jerusalem . , .

903. That all things of the doctrine of the New Jeru-

salem relate to these two things . . .
^.

912. Everything of the New Church, which is the

New Jerusalem . . .

914. That all things of the doctrine of the New Jeru-

salem, taken from the sense of the letter of the Word,

with those who are there, will appear in light according

to the reception. Sig. and Ex.

. By 'the Holy city Jerusalem' is signified the

Lord's New Church.

922. That those will be constantly received into the

New Jerusalem who are in truths from the good of love

from the Lord, because there is no falsity of faith there.

Sig. and Ex.

924. That no one is received into the Lord's New

Church, which is the New Jerusalem, who . . . Sig.

925.

932. For those who will be in His New Church, which

is the New Jerusalem. Sig. 933".

937. That in the Church, which is the New Jerusalem,

there will not be any who are separated from the Lord

. . . Sig. and Ex.

940. That in the New Jerusalem there will not be

any falsity of faith ; and that men there will not be in

Knowledges concerning God from the natural lumen

which is from Own intelligence, and from the glory

originating from conceit ; but will be in spiritual light

from the Word from the Lord alone. Sig. and Ex.

946. That they are associated with men as brethren

with brethren, with those who are in the doctrine of the

New Jerusalem, and do His precepts. Sig. and Ex.

952. That no one is received into the New Jerusalem
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who makes the precepts of the decalogue of no account,

and does not shun as sins any evils there named, and
therefore lives in them. Sig. and Ex.

[R.] 954. Before His New Church, which is the Holy
Jerusalem. Sig. and Ex.

962^. The New Christian Heaven, with which the

Lord's Church on earth, which is the New Jerusalem,

will be conjoined.

M, I. It has pleased the Lord ... to send me to

teach those things which will be of the New Church,

which is meant by 'the New Jerusalem' in the

Apocalypse.

26^. What wonder is it that [such things should be

seen] now also, when the Church is beginning, or when
the New Jerusalem is descending from the Lord out of

Heaven ?

43. Those in the New Church, which is the New
Jerusalem . . .

82. A New Church which thou understandest by the

New Jerusalem . . .

. The doctrinal tilings of the Church, which is

meant by the New Jerusalem . . .

B. Title. A Brief Exposition of the Doctrine of the

New Church, which is meant by 'the New Jerusalem'

in the Apocalypse.

I. After that some woi'ks and paniphlets-o^^usci^^a-

concerning the New Jerusalem, by which is meant a

New Church to be instaurated by the Lord, have been

promulgated by me within some years, and after that

the Apocalypse has been revealed, I have resolved

to give to light the doctrine of that Church in its

fulness . . .

16. There now follows a summary exposition of the

doctrine of the New Church, which is meant by 'the

New Jerusalem' in the Apocalypse . . .

99. That the New Church to be instaurated by the

Lord is the New Jerusalem, concerning which it treats

in Rev.xxi. and xxii. ; and which is there called 'the

Bride' and 'the AVife' of the Lamb. Gen. art.

T. 217. By 'the New Jerusalem' is meant the New
Church as to doctrine from the Word . . .

307s. By 'the New Jerusalem' is meant the New
Church which is being instaurated at this day by the

Lord . . .

781. See New Heaven, here.

782. That the New Church is meant by 'the New
Jerusalem descending from God out of Heaven . .

.' is

because Jerusalem was the metropolis in the Land of

Canaan . . . (and) by 'Jerusalem' is meant the Church,

lib

D. 37606. That the Land of Canaan and the New
Jerusalem= the Heaven of the Lord.

4388. Concerning the Jews and the New Jerusalem.

Ex.

5471. In the other life . . . there is the Middle, where
those are who are truly Christian ; and in its midst is

the New Jerusalem, four-square. (Shown by a dia-

gram.)

5543. Concerning the Last Judgment and the New
Jerusalem. (Fully quoted under Last Judgment.

)

5577. Many of the English in the other life have re-

ceived the Heavenly Doctrine, and thence have come
into the New Jerusalem, because they are such that

they receive the truths of faith when they see them
;

and they see them in a certain interior light, and thus

remain in them. This the English do quickly ; but the

Dutch slowly . . . J.(Post. )4.

57920^. In their place have succeeded those who have

been reserved by the Lord, wlio have been delighted

with uses, from whom is the New Jerusalem.

6053. These three things (adulteries, the love of com-

manding, and deceit) will be especially shunned by those

who will be of the New Jerusalem.

E. 223. 'The name of the city of My God, New
Jerusalem, which descends out of Heaven from My
God' = the doctrine of the New Church, which is in the

Heavens. . . 'The New Jerusalem ' = the Church as to

doctrine. Ex.

224. In . . . the Apocalypse it treats concerning those

who will be in the New Jerusalem, and concerning

those who will not be ; and those who will be in the

New Jerusalem will all acknowledge the Divine Human
of the Lord.

405-". From these things it may be evident whence it

is tliat the New Jerusalem, in which was the Temple,

was seen by Ezekiel constructed upon a high mountain

(Xl.2).

430'*. By 'the City Jerusalem' (in Rev.xxi.) is sig-

nified a New Church to be instaurated by the Lord,

and its doctrine . . . *.

431''. By 'the New Jerusalem' is meant the New
Church as to doctrine . . .

.629". By 'the New Jerusalem' is meant the New
Church ; and by 'the City,' its doctrine . . .

732-. This New Church, which is called the Holy

Jerusalem . . . 764.

758. That those who are meant by 'the dragon,' from

hatred and enmity, would reject and calumniate the

Church, which is the New Jerusalem, because it has the

doctrine of life. Sig. and Ex.

764". That the Church, which is called the New Jeru-

salem, will tarry among those who are in the doctrine of

faith separated, while it increases into fulness, even

while it is being provided among many. . . But the rest

in the same Church (which is not in truths), who live

the life of faith . . . are not dragons, although they are

among them . . . From which it is evident that the

Church from those who are not dragons is meant by
'the earth which helped the woman, and swallowed the

flood which the dragon cast out of his mouth.'

857-. In the Church which is to be instaurated hence-

forth, which is meant by the New Jerusalem, the Lord

alone will be celebrated . . .

1183^. Because the end of this Church has come, and
there is at hand the beginning of a New one, which

will be the New Jerusalem ; to which it is to be revealed

that . . .
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De Dom. 34. No one comes into the New Jerusalem,

unless he acknowledges the Divine Human of the Lord.

Ath. 65. This (to Know its God, thus the Lord) is the

first of the Church, which is called the New Jerusalem,

J. (Post.) 258. See Jerusalem, here.

359. Concerning Faith. . . This is the Faith of the

New Jerusalem. Stated.

Can. Holy Spirit v. 5. Hence it is that the New
Jerusalem, which is the Church which approaches the

Lord alone, and imbibes truths from His Word, is called

'holy' . . .

Coro. 5. The New Jerusalem, which is the New-

Church truly Christian . . .

18. By 'the Holy City, New Jerusalem,' is meant

the doctrine of the New Church, thus the Church as to

doctrine . . . That the doctrine descended, is because

the Church is the Church from doctrine and according

to it . . .

New Jerusalem and its Heavenly-
Doctrine. (T/ie Work.)

H. 73. (z) The Work referred to. 786. 3056. W.H.6.
L.Pref. 12. S. 10. Life 100. F.65. R.5^.etc. etc. D.5600-.

E. 130''. 825. etc.

R. 716. See Heaven and Hell, here.

D. 5946^. There was given (the Africans) the Works
. . . the DOCTIIINE OF THE NeW JERUSALEM, etc., iu

order that they might select those things which they see

to be useful.

New Moon. Novilunium.

A. 7093^ Occurs. 9i88''. —
1061^.

E.4035. 9393

New Temple. Novum Templum.
A. 2830^ See New Jerusalem, here. 285 1^^ 3858^

50446, 96032.

New Testament. Novum Testamoitum.

A. 2900. As concerns the Word of the New Testa-

ment, which is in the Evangelists ; since the Lord spoke

from the Divine Itself, therefore the several things

spoken by Him were representative and significative . . .

3900^. 'The secret chambers' = the Word of the New
Testament, because it teaches interior things, or con-

cerning the internal man.

9396^. That the Word of the New Testament also is

'a covenant.' 111.

R. 316^ 'New wine'= the Divine truth of the New
Testament ; thus of the New Church , . .

T. 730. 'This is Jly blood, that of the New Testa-

ment' (Matt.xxvi.28 ; Mark xiv.24 ; Luke xxii.20).

'The New Testament' is the new covenant ; therefore

the Word . . . written after the Lord's Advent througli

the evangelists and apostles, is called the New Testament

or Covenant.

Newcomer. See under Guest, Novitiate,

and Recent.

Newsmonger. Novalista.

D, 6I09^ Those who are under the soles of the feet

are newsmongers. They inquire for new things every-

where, and tell them to others. The communication is

with those things which are in the cro\vn of the head
. . . They are very numerous.

Newspaper. Novella.

C. 1896. Diversions of charity . . . for the recreation

of the mind (include) the reading of the news in news-
papers.

Newton. Newtonus, Neivtonius.

W. 82. I once heard the Angels speaking with
Newton about a vacuum. . . Newton said that he knows
that the Divine which Is infills all things ; and that he
himself shudders at the idea of nothing as concerning a

vacuum, because that idea is destructive of all things.

He exhorts those who speak with him concerning a

vacuum to beware of the idea of nothing, calling it a
swoon . . ,

D. 6064. Concerning Newton.—I have sometimes
spoken with him. He is a very sincere man, and is

among his own, and is loved. He said to me that he
now knows that the Lord is the Sun of the angelic

Heaven, and that all light is from Him, which in its

essence is Divine intelligence , . . He had Known also

that there was one life, which causes anyone to live, and
that this life appears with them as light . . , (Continued
under Colour.)

J. (Post.) 265. Concerning Newton.— I have spoken
with Newton concerning a vacuum, and concerning

colours.

266. Concerning a vacuum, he said that in the world
he had believed in the existence of a vacuum. (Con-
tinued under Vacuum.

)

267. Concerning colours, he said . . . (Continued
under Colour.

)

-. Newtoniana, occurs.

e_ These are Newton's own words, which he wants
me to communicate.

273. In the suburb (of London) to the left dwell

many of their learned, and, with them, Newton. They
descend thither by a way sloping downwards.

Nicene Council. See under Council-
conciliiim.

Nicene Creed. Symbobwi Nicenum.
T. 632. The Nicene Creed quoted. See Ath. 133.

134. Can. Trinity v. 2. In v. 30.

Can. Trinity iii. . 6. A Trinity of Persons in the

Divinity from eternity was first invented by the Nicene
Council, as is evident from the two Creeds, the Nicene
and the Athanasian . . . Ex, 7. v.

Nicodemus. Nicodemus.

A. 4904-. Mentioned. E.710^''. 72 1

^

D. 151. There was one who was some time with me,

who could perceive the more interior things . . . He said

to me that he was Nicodemus, who could understand

that they were truths ; but after some stay and conver-

sation with me, he either receded, or was among those

who do not speak.
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Nicolaitans. Nicolaitae.

R, 86. 'Thou hatest the works of tlie Nicolaitans,

which I also hate' (Rev.ii.6) = that from their truths

they know and thence do not will their works to be

meritorious, because this is contrary to the merit and

justice of the Lord. That 'the works of the Nicolai-

tans' are meritorious works, it has been given to know

from revelation.

115. 'So hast thou . . . them that hold the doctrine

of the Nicolaitans, which I hate' (ver. I5)=that there

are among them also those who make works meritorious.

Ex.

T. 378^. That the Christian Church lias been so

vexed and torn from its infancy, is evident from . . .

Nicholas, from whom the Nicolaitans were named, who

are mentioned in Rev.ii.6 ; Actsvi.5; and also by

Cerinthus.

E. 107. 'The Nicolaitans' = those who separate good

from truth, or charity from faith . . . Ex. 142.

e_ That those who separate charity from faith are

called 'Nicolaitans,' is chiefly from the sound of that

word in Heaven ; for its sound is from trutli or faith,

and not from good or charity.

Niggardly. Tenax.

See Tenacity.

A. 5177. See Avarice, here.

Night. Nox.
A. 21^. All things whatever which are proper to man

are compared to 'night,' because they are of thick

darkness.

28-. See Day, here. 936, etc.

30^. Faith from love is 'the lesser luminary,' which

dominates 'by night.' 32.

38. 'To dominate in the night' (Gen.i. iS) ... By
'night' is meant evil ; and therefore . . . evils are

called works of the night.

221-. The Lord also calls ... a state ot no faith

'night,' as in John . . . 'the night cometh when no

man can work' (ix.4).

786. ' Forty days and forty nights' (Gen.vii.4) = the

duration of temptation, in which 'nights' are anxieties.

862. The faith which precedes being not yet so con-

joined with charity, is . . . called 'night.' Faith is

also called 'night,' in the Word, because it receives its

light from charity, as the moon does from the sun . . .

931^. 'In that night there shall be two in one bed

. .
.' (Luke xvii.34) ; here the last time is called 'night,'

because there is no faith, that is, no charity. 2353'.

1712. 'Night' (Gen.xiv. I5) = a state of shade. It is

called a state of shade when it is not known whether

there are apparent good and truth, or genuine good and

truth. Ex.

1983. Sirens, who are interior witches, are those who

insidiate in the night time especially, and then try to

infuse themselves into the interior thoughts and affec-

tions of the man . . .

2335. The night which succeeds (the evening) is the

last state, when there is no faith : it also= the Judg-

ment.

2353. 'In the night' (Gen.xix.5) = the last time,

when (the Lord's Divine Human and Holy proceeding)

are no longer acknowledged
;
(for) 'night' = a time of

darkness, when the things of light are no longer seen.

The Angels did not come 'in the night,' but 'in the

evening
;

' but as it is the men of Sodom who spoke

. . . it is said 'in the night.' For 'night,' in the Word,
= the time and state when there is no longer the light

of truth, but merely falsity and evil ; thus the last time

and state, when there is the Judgment. 111.

^ 'If anyone walk in the night, he stumbleth

. .
.' (John xi. 10) ; where 'the night ' = falsity from evil

. . . for as all the light of truth is from good, so all the

night of falsity is from evil.

^. 'The night when no one can work'= the time

and state where there are evil and falsity. ( = falsity

from evil. 6ooo''.

)

^. Because . . . when the sons of Israel went out

from Egypt, there was represented the vastation of good

and truth within the Church, and that nothing but evil

and falsity reigned, it was commanded that they should

go out 'at mid-night' (Ex.xi.4) ; and it came to pass

that at mid-night all the tirst-born of Egypt were slain

(Ex. xii. 12,29,30). And as those who are in good and

truth . . . are guarded among falsities and evils . . .

that night, relatively to them, is called 'a night of the

watches of Jehovah' (verse 42).

2465*. 'In that night' (Gen.xix.33) = when all things

were in such great obscurity. *.

2905^. The, fourth state of the Church is like night :

when this has come, there is fulness, or the end.

^. When there is no longer any good and truth, or,

as is said, no faith . . . then the Church has come to its

. . . night.

2908. 'Sarah died ' = night as to the truths of faith

. . . The last time of the Church, when all faith, that

is, charity, has expired ... in the Word is called

'night.' 2910. 2912.

2917. That thus He would emerge and rise again

from the night which was with them. Sig.

e_ Before the Lord is acknowledged, it is night,

because He does not appear.

2923. 'Bury thy dead ':= that thus they would emerge

from the night ... as to the goods and truths of faith.

2925. 2931. 2948. 2955. 2961.

3325!^. The reason (the first-born were slain in the

night) was that the night=the last state of the

Church . . .

3438. 'Jehovah appeared to him in that night . . .

(Gen.xxvi.24) — the Lord's perception concerning that

obscurity . . . 'Night' = a state of shade, or what is ob-

scure. By this Obscure is signified the literal sense of

the Word . . .

3693'*. 'Thou disposest the darkuess and it becomes

night' (Ps. civ. 20) = to moderate a state of obscurity ; for

the Angels have changes of state . . .

4125. 'God came to Laban ... in a dream by night'

(Gen.xxxi.24)= the obscure pei'ceptiou of that good when

left to itself. , . 'In a dream by night ' = what is obscure.
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4175. 'The cold (devoured me) in the night' (ver.

40) = temptations . . . 'Night'=a state of no faith or

"truth.

4638*. 'At mid-night there was a cry made' (Matt.

XXV. 6) = the time which is the last of the old Church and

the first of the new one. In the AVord this time is

called 'night,' when it is treating of the state of the

Church. 6000^.

5092. 'Each his dream in one night' (Gen. xl. 5)= con-

cerning the event which to them was in obscurity. . .

' Night ' = what is obscure. In the spiritual sense,

'night'=:a state of shade induced by falsity from evil

;

thus also what is obscure, namely, of the mind. The
obscurity which is of night in the world is natural

obscurity, but the obscurity which is of night in the

other life is spiritual obscurity, (which) comes forth from

the absence of the Sun of Heaven. Ex. 5233.

6000. 'God spake to Israel in the visions of the night'

(Gen. xlvi. 2) = obscure revelation . . . for 'night'= what

is obscure ; and obscurity in the spiritual sense is that

truth does not appear. 'Night,' also in the Word, =
falsity from evil ; for those who are in falsity from evil

are in the obscurity of night ; hence all in Hell are said

to be in night . . .

^ That 'night' = what is obscure, and also

falsity. 111.

. 'To walk in the night ' = to live in falsity.

'. The last time of the Church is meant by
'night ;

' for then nothing of truth is received, because

they are not in good . . . hence the light of truth is

absorbed and suffocated in what is dark . . . and this is

signified by 'the night coming when no one can woi'k.'

Such, also, is the time at this day.
*. ' In that night . . . two in one bed . .

.

'

'Night,' here, in like manner, =the last time of the old

Church, and the first of the new one.

^. That the Lord was pleased to be taken in the

night= that the Divine truth with them was in the

obscurity of night, and that falsity from evil was in its

place : and that Peter in that night denied the Lord
thrice, also represented the last time of the Church,

when the truth of faith is indeed taught, but is not be-

lieved ; which time is night, because the Lord is then
utterly denied in the hearts of men.

«. ' What of the night ? What of the night ? . . .

The morning cometh, and also the night' (Is.xxi. 11,12).

'The morning' = the Lord's Advent, (which) was when
there was no longer any sjiiritual truth in the earth,

which is 'the night.'

'. The day when it should be 'not day, nor night'

(Zech.xiv.7) is when the Lord was born ; for it was then

evening : that is, the end of the representatives of the

Church.

^ Vastations are said to take place 'in the night'

(Is.xv. i), because then truth is obscured, and falsity

enters.

. Here, (Lam.i.2) it treats concerning the desola-

tion of truth ;
' night '— falsity.

®. 'The dread of the night' (Ps.xci.5) = the

falsities of evil which are from Hell. 9642^.

. 'No night there' (Rev.xxi.25 ; xxii.5)= no
falsity.

^ 'The visions of the night' (Dan.vii.2,7)= ob-

scure revelation. (So also Zech.i.9.)

61 10®. But. . . in Heaven there is no night, but

only evening . . . whereas in Hell there is night . . .

The night, there, is torment ; and through all the

alternations (in Hell) the night dominates : it is only

the variations of shade and of the darkness of night

which present these alternations.

6829-. This is the morning which succeeds the night

in the other life.

71021". ffhe dread of the night ' = the falsity which

is hidden.

7193^ States of temptations, and of infestations, and

also states of desolations, there, are evening and
night . . .

72 1
8'-. With Spirits, when it is the state of evening

and night, their thought is in a compulsory state ; they

are then compelled to think about the falsities which
are being injected, and from this compulsion they can-

not possibly loose themselves . . .

7680. 'The whole of that night' (Ex.x. i3)= a state

of obscure perception.

7776. 'About the middle of the night' (Ex.xi.4) =
when there was total devastation

;
(for) 'the middle of

the night' = when there is the densest thick darkness,

that is, when there is mere falsity; for 'the night' = a

state of falsity ; and 'the middle' of it= the height of

it.

7844-. But the state of these tends to night, which is

casting down into Hell.

7851. 'In that night' (Ex.xii.8) = when it is the

damnation of the evil; (for) ' night' = a state of the

devastation of truth and good ; thus damnation . . .

7870. 'In that night' (ver. 12)=: their state of evil;

(for) 'night' — a state when there is nothing but evil

and falsity . . . Hence liy 'night' is also signified the

last time of the Church ... By 'night,' also, is signi-

fied total devastation ; and likewise damnation. Refs.

From these things it is evident that the state of those

who are in Hell is called 'night ;' not that there is the

thick darkness of night with them, for they see each

other ; but because the state of truth and good which

is in the Heavens is called 'day ;' and hence the state

of falsity and evil is called 'night;' moreover there is

thick darkness there when anything of light from

Heaven inflows thither . . .

7947. 'It came to pass in the middle of the night'

(ver.29) = a state of mere falsity from evil; (for) 'the

middle of the night' = total devastation; that is, the

privation of all good and truth, whence there is a state

of mere falsity from evil.

7952. 'Pharaoh arose in that night . .
.' (ver. 30)=

that the damned . . . when they have been let into mere

falsity from evil, would apperceive aversion and fear for

those of the Spiritual Church
;

(for) ' night' = a state of

mere falsity from evil, and thence damnation . . . 7955.

7989. 'A night of watches is this to Jehovah' (ver.42)

= the presence of the Lord with those who are in truth

and good, and with those who are in evil and thence in

mere falsity. Ex. . . The presence of the Lord in what
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follows is (Icsci'ilicil by 'tlic |iill;ir . . . of ;i I'loiul liy

night . .

.

'

[A.] 7991. "Diis is that night of tho watclit's of

Jehovah' (i(l.)'=fl>at tlicii they are withlield from all

falsity and evil.

8108. 'And by night in a pillar of tiro to illnniinate

them' (Kx.xiii.2O = that when there is a state of

obseurity it is tempered by illnstration from good. Ex.

". "When (in Heaven) it is evening and night,

they have obseurity of the unilerstanding ; but this is

tempered by tho Lord by the good of love, as by a lire

which illuminates . . .

8197. 'It illuminated the night' (Ex.xiv.2o)= the

illustration of the truth from good on tho other side.

, 'A pillar of fire by night ' = a state of the

obseurity of truth tempered by illustration from good.

8199. 'The whole night' (id. ) = in the obscure state

... By 'night' is licre nu>ant that obscurity which

follows innnediately after temptations ; for those who
are delivered thence first eomo into what is obscure

before they come into what is clear ; for the falsities

and evils injected by tho Hells inhere for some time and

are dissipated only succcssivelj'. 8202.

8211''. 'Tho night' (Is.xxi.)= tho state then of man
and of the Church, that they are in mere falsities from

evil.

''. It is said 'the morning wateh,' because the

night was divided into watches, of which the last of tho

night and the first of the day was the morning watch.

8426". In Iloavon there is not tho night which there

is in Hell.

8750-. See EvKMNc, here. 8812'.

9093*. 'The night' in which Belsliazzar was killed =
a state of evil and falsity.

10134*. By 'night,' or 'twilight,' in the Word, is

signified a state of love in obscurity. . . There is not

night in Heaven, but twilight . . .

'. The fourth or last state of the Church is

called 'night.' But, when the Church is in its night,

in which it is when it is no longer in love to God ami

in faith, then, from twiligiit, morning begins with

another nation . . .
•'.

^^ 'The morning eonu'tli, and also the night' =
that although there is illumination with those who are

of tho new Church, there is night with those who are in

tho old one.

10135. With the Angels (there is) night or twilight

. . . When they are in a state of love in obscurity or in

some coldness, then they have night, or rather tho

twilight before the morning.
". Hero, (Jer.vi.5) 'evening' and ' night' = the

last times of the Church, when all things of love and
faith have been destroyed.

H. 155-. Night corresponds to a state of no love and

wisdom. But it is to be known that there is not a

correspondence of night with the states of life of those

who are in Heaven, but there is a correspondence of the

twilight which is before the morning. Tho corres{ion-

dence of night is with those who iire in Hell.

". 'Night,' in the Word, = the deprivation of

lovo and wisdom. Kefs.

J. 3S-. So tiiat he sees Divine truth as in night . . ,

C. J. 13. That tho state of tho world and of the

Church bci'tue tho Last Judgment was as evening and
night . . . Ex.

W. 73''. When times are predicated of the Church
. , . by 'night' is meant its end.

R. 153". AVhat they build by day falls down in the
night,

380. 'They servo Him day and night' (Rev. vii. 15)=
that they live constantly and faithfully according to

the truths . . . which they receive from Him.

414. 'The day shone not for the third part of it, and
the night in like manner' (Rev.viii. I2) = that there was
no longer any spiritual truth nor natural truth service-

able for dot'trine and life from the Word with them. . .

By 'the night not shining' is meant that there was no

light from tho nuion and stars. . , Tho Divine truth in

the natural sense of tho Word is like the light of tho

moon and stars in the night. . . These things are meant

by 'day,' and 'night,' in the following passages. 111.

E. 527, Ex. and 111.

864-. l?y being 'tormented day and night' (Rev.xx.

10) is signified to be interiorly infested continiuilly.

922. 'There shall be no night there' (Rev.xxi.25) = no

falsity of faith ; for by 'night' is signified what is

opposite to light , . . Hence by 'night' is signified that

which is not from the good of love from the Lord ; and

this is falsity of faith. 111. 940.

M. 79^ (They said) Arc they not works of the flesh

and of the night?

T. 760. Tliat tiiis last time of the Christian Church

is the very night in wiiich formi'r Churches have set.

(ien.art. 761, HI.

764. That after this night there follows the morning

. . . Gen. art.

. As tho present Church in Christendom is tho

night . . .

-. In these passages, by 'evening,' and 'night,*

is meant the last time of the Church. 111.

E. 98''. ' Night' = the last time of the Church . . .

167'*. 'In the nights my reins chastise me' (rs.xvi.7).

'The nights' = tho state of man when falsities rise

forth . . .

179". 'Night' = the last time of tho former Church . .

.

187-. 'Night'= a state of no faith and charity.

252^ 'Mid-night,' when 'the cry arose' (Matt.xxv.)

= the Last Judgment ; and, in general, the last of man's

life, when ho is being judged cither to Heaven or to

Hell.

285. 'Not to have rest day and night' (Rov.iv.8),

when said of the Divine Providence and guard of the

Lord, . . . =univer.sally and perpetually . . .

401-'. Tho reason it is said that tho moon and stars

were made for dominion in the night, is that 'the

night'= the light of the natural man; for the light of

this compared to the light of the spiritual man is like

the light of night from the moon and stars compared to

the light of day from the sun.
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478. 'They serve Him day and night in His T(iiii)le'

= tliat they arc constantly kei>t in trutlis in Heaven. . .

'Day and night' = constantly and in eveiy state.

«,Ex.

504'". ' Night'= Divine truth in shade.

513'". 'They had laboured all the night, .uid had

taken nothing,'' (John xxi.3) = that nothin<^ [is ell'ected

]

from self or jiroprium ; bnt all thing's from the Lord.

527". Natural light is si.t^niilied l)y 'darkness' and

'night' (l's.e.\xxix.i2).

624'*. 'Night to you for vision' (Micali iii.6)= that

tlie understanding of falsity shall lie instead of the

understanding of truth.

650^". As hy 'darkness' and by 'night' is signified

the lumen of the natural man, which is like night

relatively to tlie light of the spiritual n)an ... it is

evident what is signified by, 'Thou (Hsposest darkness

that it may be night' (I's.civ.20).

734'". Tlie isndeavour to destroy trutlis claiicicwtiiicly

is signified l)y, 'Arise, let us asei^nd in tli<' night'

{Jer.vi.5).

741". 'With my soul have I desired Thee in the

night' (ls.xxvi.9)= the life whieh is not yet in the

light of truth.

747. 'Days and nights' = contiiiually. i']x. S90.

768''. 'Night' = the light of truth sueh as is with

men on earth ; and also the light of truth such as is

with those wdio are in the Heavens and in the earths

under the Lord as a Moon . . .

890. 'Thcday' = the state of their falsity; and 'the

night,' the state of evil ; for, as to the tliougiit man is

in light, thus in day ; and aa to allection he is in

obscurity or in night . . . Hence there was upon thi^

Tent a cloud by day, and a fire by night . . .

Coro. 5. That of each Church there have been four

successive states or periods, (the last of wdiich) is meant

))y 'night.' (len.art.

. ]>ut night does not overtake the man wdio

suffers himself to be regeniu'ated ; for ho walks in (Jod,

and thenec is constantly in the day . . , HI.

6. That in each Church tlic four changes of state

have been con.secutive . . . and the fourth has been its

end ; and then was its night, or consummation, (ieii.ai I.

17. But night and winter do not contribute to the

stability of tiie world.

Night, To pass the. Pemoclare.

A. 2335. 'We will pass the night in the street'

('!cn.xix.2) = that He was as it were willing to judge

from truth. . . 'To pass the night,' here, = to judge. Kx.

31 1 1. 'Ls there room . . . for us to pass the night ('

((Jen.xxiv.23) = a state ol' remaining. 3115.

3170, 'They passed the night' (v(!r.54)=tho jteace

thereof; (for) 'to pass the night' is to rest ; and, in the

internal sense, to have [xMce. I'lx.

3240*. 'To pass the night in the forost' (Is.xxi. 13) =
to be desolated as to good. (Cfimpare 3268^)

3693. 'They passed the night there because the sun

was set' (Gen.xxviii. I i) = lifo in what is obscun;
;

(for)

VOL. IV.

'night' = a state of shade ; thus 'lo pass the night' = to

live in that state. Ex.

4213. 'They passed the night in the mountain' ((!eu,

xxxi.54) = traii(|iiil]ity. . . That those who had entered

into a covenant should pass the night in one place, was

a ritual, because a jjassing of the night /icniDrftillo-'m

one place signified that there was no Imiger any hostility
;

in the internal sense, that there was tramiuillity and

peace

li.it njijlit4261. 'lie pasHod tho night llicic

(Oen.xxxii. I3) = in that obscure slate

5156. That ho was 'not to pass the night upmi the

wood' (Deut.xxi.23)=per]ietual i<'jcctiiin ; for in tlie

evening the day eommeneeil nuvw . . .

5495^'. This Natural is . . . a jilace of rest or of

passing tho night for scientilics.

9299. 'The fat of My feast shall not pass the night

even to the morning' (Ex.xxiii. iS) = the good of worsiiip

not from proprium, but always new from the \,on\
;

(for) 'to pass the night' — that which is fiom proprium
;

for by 'night,' in llic Word, is signified evil .iiid falsity
;

thus also proprium.

10679. 'The sacrifice of the feast of tho passover sliall

not pass tho night to the morning' (I']x.xxxiv.25) = llie

good of worship not from pro]iiiiim, but IVoiii the Loid

always new.

E. 2<S2". As yet no hope of deliverance is signified by

. . . 'I will pass tho night in tin' wililerness' (rH.lv.7).

659-. 'To pass tho niglit in the wastes' (Ls.lxv.4) —
to remain aTid live in falsities.

887''. 'Full of judgment, juslice ])aB8ed tlio night'

(Ls.i.2l) = where th(! truth of doctrine ami the good of

love were in abundanee.

Nightingale. Nadenial.

D. 5905, 5906. Many of i\w. s|iiiitual cannot see those

things wliiidi are in the intiuior Heaven . . . and this

was illustrated by comparison with birds in forests,

which see and sing by night, and which then see clearly;

whereas in tin; light of day tliey lice iiway, because then

tliey do not see. The niglitingale was mentioned, an<I

jierliaps there arc many others. I5ut the inl'ernals ai'o

c()ni]iared to owls, etc.

Nightshirt. See S 1 1

1

\<\~i/ii/usiiii/i.

Nile. Ni/i/s.

A. 5196. 'Tlie river,' here, the river of Egypt, or tin-

Nile, = a lionndary . . . for the great rivers, namely, the

Eu[ilirates, Jordan, and Nile . . . were ultimate bound-

aries of the Land of (Jaiiaan . . . The Nile, or rivcir of

Kgypt, represented tlio sensuouH things subject to the

intell(u;tual part, thus tins scientifics which are from

them ; for these are tho ultimates of the spiritual IhingH

of the Lord's Kingdom.

6975. 'The waters of the river,' namely, of the Nile,

— false Hciciitifies.

9295°. 'The harvest of the Nile' (Is.xxiii.3)= good

thence (tliat is, from scientific truth) outside the (Jliurch.

R. 444". That the river of Egypt, tln^ Nile . . . was

a boundary of Canaan. III.

30
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E. 538'. The river Nile = the false Scientific.

569-^ 'The river of Egypt,' or Nile (as one of the

boundaries of Canaan, and as being outside Canaan)

signified such things as are of the natural man ... It

signified a termination of the Church, and also intro-

duction into the Church. Moreover, the Knowledges

and knowledges which are signified by the river of

Egypt, introduce . . .

'". The Scientific which is of the natural man is

signified by the river of Egypt, the Nile . . .

Ninirod. Nimrod.
A. 1 133. It treats concerning those who have external

worship, in which are interior evils and falsities. ' Nim-
rod' =such worship.

1 175. By 'Nimrod' (Gen.x.8) are signified those who
made internal worship external ; and thus by 'Nimrod'

is signified such external worship. . . To make internal

worship external is to make external worship essential

rather than internal . . . Such is the religion of those

who separate faith from charity, in that they prefer . . .

the things which are of the Knowledges of faith to those

which are of the life ; thus formal things to essential

ones. Ex.

®. Such worship is called 'Nimrod' ; and it is

born of the Knowledges Avhich are 'Cash' ; as these are

fi'oni faith separated from charity, which faith is

' Ham.

'

1 1 76. 'Cash begat Nimrod' (id.) = tliat those who
had Knowledges of interior things instituted such wor-

.ship. . . Knowledges of interior things are what they

call doctrines ... It is those who call mere Knowledges
faith, who beget and institute such worship . . .

1 177. 'He was a mighty one in the earth' (id.) — that

.such religion prevailed in the Church.

1 178. 'He was mighty in hunting before Jehovah'

(ver. 9)= that it has persuaded many; (for) faith separ-

ated from charity is such. Ex.

1
1 79. 'Wherefore it was said, As Nimrod mighty in

hunting before Jehovah' (id. )= that because so many
were persuaded, such a form of speech became proverbial

. . . As, in ancient times, they gave names to Things,

they gave this name to this worship, saying that Nimrod
—that is, this worship—was mighty in hunting, that

is, was one which captivates minds . . .

1 180. 'And the beginning of his kingdom was Babel,

and Erech, and Accad, and Calneh, in the land of

Shiuar' (ver. io)= that there were such worships. . .

the externals of which appear holy, but the interiors are

profane.

1 1856. That such worship reasons about spiritual and
celestial things, (is signified by) 'Nimrod went forth

from that land into Asshur, or Assyria.'

Ii86^ 'The land of Nimrod' (ilicah v.6) = such wor-

ship as that which is signified by Nimrod, in which the

interiors are evil and false.

Nine. Novem.

Ninth. Nanus.
A. 1988. 'Abram was a son of ninety years and nine

years' (Gen.xvii. i)= the time before the Lord fully con-

joined the internal man with the rational ; as is evident

from the signification of 'nine' as coming before ten . . .

2075-. The number nine — conjunction . . . 111.

2269. Nine= conjunction, or that which is conjoined.

D. 3270. They go to the ninth use. Ex.

E. 194-. By 'the third,' 'sixth,' and 'ninth' hour

(JIatt.xx.5) is signified a like state of life . . . 'Three' =
a full state, or what is complete even to the end. The
like [is signified by] 'six,' and 'nine.'

401^''. 'Darkness upon the whole earth, even to the

ninth hour' (Luke xxiii.45) . . . 'From the sixth hour

to the ninth '^ that there was mere falsity, and not any

truth whatever ; for. . . 'six,' and ' nine' = all things in

the comjilex ; here, falsities and evils.

Nineveh. Niucve.

A. 1 184. 'Out of that land went forth Asshur, and
builtNineveh . . .'(Gen.x.ii) . . . ' Nineveh ' = falsities

of doctrinal things. . . 'Nineveh' = falsity from reason-

ings. 1 187.

1 188. That by 'Nineveh' are signified falsities of

doctrinal things ... is evident from the signification of

Nineveh in the Word. . . There are falsities of this kind

from three origins. The first is from the fallacies of

the senses, in the obscurity of an understanding which

is not illustrated, and from ignorance : hence is the

falsity which is 'Nineveh.'
'. That 'Nineveh ' = falsities from the fallacies of

the senses, in the obscurity of an understanding which

is not illustrated, and from ignorance, is evident in

Jonah, who was sent to Nineveh, which city was

pardoned because they were such . . .

^. In like manner in Isaiah, where it is said of

the king of Asshur that he remained in Nineveh, and

that when he bowed himself in the house of Nisroch

his god, his sons slew him with the sword (xxxvii.37,38)

. . . Here, by 'Nineveh,' is signified external worship

in which there are falsities ; and Ijecause this was idol-

atrous he was slain . . . Further ill.

S. 21. (How it was that the science of correspond-

ences came to be cultivated at Nineveh, etc. ) 102.

102. The Ancient AYord was at Nineveh, etc.

E. 401^". The gentiles are signified by 'Nineveh'

(Jonah iv. ). P. P. Jonah i.

650-'^. By 'Nineveh which He will place in waste-

ness, a dry place as the wilderness' (Zeph.ii. 13) are

signified falsities of doctrine.

Nipple. Papilla.

D. 3655. The Angels (who resuscitate those who are

spiritually dead) preside over the left nipple of the

breast, and are the ribs.

Nissi. Nissi.

A. S624. 'He called the name thereof Jehovah Nissi'

(Ex.xvii. I5)= tlie continual war and protection of the

Lord against those who are in the falsity of interior

evil. . . 'Jehovah Nissi,' in the Original Language,

means 'Jehovah my standard,' or 'banner-.yjg'miwi'

;

and by a 'banner' or 'standard,' in the AVord, is signi-
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fied a convocation to war ; and, as it is said the war of

Jehovah, protection by Him is also signified. 111.

No. No.

A. 8398-. ' No ' (Ezek. xxx. 15) = the falsity from which
is evil.

E. 721^^. By 'Egypt,' 'Sin,' and 'No' (id.) are signi-

fied the scientifics and fallacies which are of the natural

man, which hinder man's reformation through the truths

of the Word.

No account, Of. Nauais.
A. 18446. They regard them as simple, vile, and of

no account.

5433'-. Hence heavenly things aie to him of no account,

and earthly things are everything to him.

5648'. Let anyone examine himself as to whether the

things here contained in the internal sense are not of

no account and loathsome to him.

M. 5^. The accessory joys (then) become first indiffer-

ent, afterwards as of no account, and finally sad and
anxious.

No account, To hold of. Flocdpeudere.

J.64«. T.i37«.

No one. Nemo.
A. 5225. 'No one interpreted these things to Pharaoh'

(Gen.xli.8) = that it was unknown what would happen

. . . for 'no one,' in the internal sense, = the negative

of a Thing, thus not. For, in the internal sense, the

idea of a person is turned into the idea of a Thing. Ex.

5253- 5310.

9165. 'No one seeing' (Ex.xxii. io)= eoncerning which

the mind is not conscious.

Noah. Noachus, Noe.

Noachic. Noachicus.

See under Ancient Church.

A. 646. By 'Noah' the Angels perceive the Church
remaining with the descendants of the Most Ancient

Church, and continued to the time of Abraham.

407"^. From the Most Ancient Church there remained

a residue even to the Flood, and it was continued after

the Flood, which residue of the Church is called 'Noah.'

466. The tenth Church, parent of three Churches after

the Flood, is 'Noah ;' which Church is to be called the

Ancient Church.

467. Noah is described (Gen. v. 29), that he = a new
Church.

468. With a Church it is the case that in course of

time it decreases, and finally remains among a few.

Those few with whom it remained at the time of the

Flood were called 'Noah.'

'K The last remains are \\hat are sig)iificd h^
* Noah. '

529. 'Noah' = the Ancient Church, or the i)arent of

the three Churches after the Flood.

530. By 'Noah' is signified the Ancient Church, or

the doctrine which remained from the Most Ancient.

531. 'He shall comfort us for our work, and for the
toil of our hands from the ground which Jehovah hath
cursed' (Gen.v. 29) = doctrine by which what had been
perverted should be restored. . . 'To comfort' refers to

the son (of Lamech), or Noah, by whom is signified a

new regeneration, thus a New Church, which is the

Ancient one; by which, or by 'Noah,' is therefore also

signified rest, and comfort from rest . . .

535. That the Church called 'Noah' is not to be
numbered among those which were before the Flood,
may be evident from verse 29 (as above). The 'comfort'
was, that it should survive and endure.

559. Therefore in order that the human race might be
saved, a new Church came forth, which is 'Noah.' Tr.

596. 'Noah found grace in the eyes of Jehovah' (Gen.

vi.8) = a new Church (through which) the Lord foresaw

that the human race might be saved. 597. 598.

598. By 'Noah' is signified not only a new Church,
but also the faith of that Church, which was the faith of

charity.

-. As the new Church called 'Noah' was not
celestial but spiritual, it is not said to have 'found
mercy,' but 'grace,' in the eyes of Jehovah.

599. It treats (in Gen.vi.) concerning the state of the
Church which was called 'Noah,' before its regenera-

tion.

600. 602. That the man of the Church called 'Noah,'

who is described by 'the ark,' was such that he could be

regenerated . . . Tr.

605. It treats now concerning the formation of a new
Church, which is called 'Noah ;' and its formation is

described by the ark , . .

608, 609. When internal respiration ceased, external

respiration gradually succeeded . . . and with (this) a

language of words ... As (thus) the state of the man of

this Church which is called 'Noah' was altogether

changed from that of the man of the Most Ancient
Church, he could no longer ... be informed and illus-

trated in the same way . . . because his internals were

closed, so that he no longer had communication with
Heaven, except such as was unconscious. Nor, for the

same reason, could he be instructed except by the ex-

teinal way ... On this account, of the Lord's Pro-

vidence, doctrinal things of faith, with some of the

revelations of the i\Iost Ancient Church, were preserved

for the use of this posterity . . .

611. 'These are the nativities of Noah' (ver.9)= a

description of the reformation or regeneration of the new
Church.

612. 'Noah was a man just and perfect in his genera-

tions' (id. ) = that he was such that he could be endowed
with charity.

617. 'Noah begat three sons' (ver. io) = that three

kinds of doctrines arose thence.

628. Every man had become corporeal, (including)

those called 'Noah' . . . for these were such before they
were regenerated. . . In the following verses their re-

generation is treated of ... In this verse is signified that
tiiere was nothing true, and, in the following verse, that
there was nothing good, except in the remains which
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were with those called 'Noah' . . . and also in the

doctrinal things which they knew. But there was no

understanding of truth, which is never possible except

where there is a will of good, . . With the Most Ancients

there was the will of good . . . and the derivative under-

standing of truth ; but this understanding completely

jjerished together with the will. A certain rational

truth, and natural good, remained with those who
are called 'Noah ;' and therefore they could be regener-

ated.

[A.] 635. But with those who are called 'Noah,' remains

had remained, which, however, could not present any-

thing of understanding and will, but onl}^ rational truth

and natural good . . . through the remains these could

be regenerated . . .

639. That by 'the ark' is signified the man of this

Church called 'Noah.' Ex. e.

640^ The Lord (then) provided that the Voluntary

should be separated from the Intellectual, and that man
should be formi'd, not as before, through the will of good,

but that through the understanding of truth charity

should be bestowed upon him, which appears as if it

were the will of good. Such was made this new Church

which is called 'Noah' . . . Besides this Church there

were also others at that time, as that which is called

'Enosh,' and others also of which no such mention and

description are extant. Here, there is described only

this Church Noah, because it was of another and an

entirely difterent nature from the Most Ancient.

653^. The seeds of charity can never be sown in ground

where falsities reign, but where truths reign. Thus it is

with the reformation or regeneration of the spiritual

man ; and so also was it with the man of this Church

which is called 'Noah.' Sig.

664. In this verse it treats concerning those to be

regenerated, and thus saved, who are called 'Noah.'

682. 'Noah did according to all that God commanded
him' (ver.22)= tliat thus it came to pass.

705. It treats here of the Flood, by which are signified

not only the temptations which the man of the Church

called 'Noah' had to undergo before he could be regener-

ated, but also the desolation of those who could not be

regenerated.

709. It treats in the preceding chapter concerning the

preparation of . . . the man of the Church called 'Noah'

as to his intellectual things which are of faith ; but here

concerning his preparation as to the voluntary things

which are of love.

726. Lest the celestial seed should perish, those were

regenerated who are called 'Noah,' and in fact through

spiritual seed.

728^. As it treats here both of the man of the Church

called 'Noah,' and his temptation, and of the last

posterity of the Most Ancient Church, which destroyed

itself, by 'in yet seven days' is signified the beginning of

Noah's temptation, and the end or last devastation and

expiration of the Most Ancient Church. 730.

731^. This (celestial seed), in those called 'Noah' . . .

gradually grew up . . .

736. As regards Noah, or the man of this new Church,

he was such that he believed in simplicity those things

which he had from the Most Ancient Church, which
were doctrinal things collected and reduced into a

certain form of doctrine by those who were called

'Enoch.' And he was of an entirely different nature

from the antediluvians who had perished, called 'Nephi-
lim' . . . Men of Ijoth these geniuses or natures exist at

this day ; but the former can be easily regenerated ; but
the latter with difficulty.

737. 'Noah was a son of six hundred years' (Geu.vii.

6) = his first state of temptation. Ex. (His second state

of temptation. 755).

741. 'Noah entered into the ark from before the

waters of the Flood' (ver.7)= that he was protected.

Ex.

765. The end of the temptations was, that there might

be reborn thence a man of the Church, or a new Church

. . . This Church . . . was spiritual, which is such that

man is born again through the doctrinal things of faith,

which, having been implanted, conscience is then in-

sinuated into him . . , and thus he is gifted with

charity . . . That the Church is now treated of may be

evident from the repetition: 'In the self-same day

entered Noah, and Shem, and Ham, and Japheth, the

the sons of Noah, and Noah's wife, and the three wives

of his sons with them, into the ark' (ver. 13) ... As the

Church is treated of, the sons are mentioned by name,

who (then )= the man of the Church ; but when they are

called 'sons,' without their names, they == the truths of

faith. 768.

767. 'They entered into the ark' (ver. 13) = that they

were saved, namely, the man of the Church, who was

'Noah,' and the rest of the Churches descending and

derived from him. 768, Ex.

770. 'Noah's wife'= the Church itself; and the three

wives of his sons = the Churches themselves which were

derived from that Church.

773. In Noah, by whom is meant the Ancient Church

in general, are contained, as in a parent or seed, the

derivative Churches . . . All these churches called 'Shem,

Ham, and Japheth,' together constitute the Church

called the Ancient Church.

782. To verse 1 1 it treated concerning the Church as

having been preserved in those called 'Noah.' It now
follows concerning the state of the Church . . .

786. 'Forty days, '= the duration of the Church called

'Noah.'

788. Noah was not the Ancient Church itself, but

was as the parent or seed of that Church. . . But Noah,

together with Shem, Ham, and -Japheth, constituted the

Ancient Church, which immediately succeeded the Most

Ancient Church. Every man of the Church called

'Noah' was of the posterity of the ]\Iost Ancient Church,

consequently was in an almost like state as to hereditary

evil as was the rest of the posterity, which perished ; and

those who were in a like state could not be regenerated

and made spiritual as could those who do not derive such

[a quality] hereditarily. Examp.
^. Converted Jews therefore fluctuate more than

others between truth and falsity. In like manner did

the first men of this Church, which was called 'Noah/
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because they were of the race and seed of the Most
Ancients. These are the fluctuations which are described

here. . . That they were few Iras been evident to me from

this : that the man of that Church is represented in the

AVorld of Spirits as a tall and slender man, clothed in

bright white, in a narrow chamber. But still these were

thej^ who conserved the doctrinal things of faith, and
had them among themselves. D. 4072-4074.

832. It follows now (in Gen.viii.) concerning the man
of the new Church, who is called 'Noah' ; and in fact

concerning his state after temptation, even to his re-

generation, and further.

838. In the two chapters which precede it has treated

of the new Church called 'Noah,' or of the man of that

Church ; and in fact first of his preparation to receive

faith, and through faith charity ; next of his tempta-

tion ; afterwards of his protection when the Most
Ancient Church was jierishing. Here, now, it follows

concerning his state after temptation, and in fact con-

cerning the order . . . and at the same time concerning

the order . . . with all who are to be regenerated . . .

* 841. 'God remembered Noah' (ver. i). By 'Noah' is

signified, as before, the man of the Ancient Church . . .

851^. The rest of the spiritual man is expressed by a

different word, from which he is named 'Noah,' which

properly means 'rest.'

863. 'Noah opened the window of the ark which he

had made' (ver.6)= the second state, when the truths of

faith appeared to him.

865. 'He sent forth a raven . .
.' = that Falsities still

made disturbance. Ex.

871. 'He sent forth a dove . .
.'= a state of receiving

the truths and goods of faith. . . In what follows it

treats concerning the three states of the man of this

Church after temptations, which are signified by his

sending forth the dove three times. See 874. 875. 876.

877. 878. 880. 882. 883. 884. 887. 889. 890. 891.

896. 'Noah removed the covering of the ark, and

saw' (ver. 13) = when falsities had been removed [there

was] the light of the Truths of faith, which Truths he

acknowledged, and in which he had faith. Ex.

902. 'The earth was dry ' = that he was regenerated.

904. 'And God spake anto Noah' (ver. 15) = the pre-

sence of the Lord with this man of the Chui'ch. Ex.

905. 'Go forth from the ark '= freedom. . . (For) so

long as Noah was in the ark, and surrounded by the

waters of the Flood, the signification was that he was in

captivity, that is, that he was agitated by evils and fal-

sities. Ex. 914, Ex.

906. 'Thou and thy wife' = the Church.

915. By 'Noah and his sons' (ver. 18) is signified the

man of the Ancient Church . . .

920. In this verse ('Noah built an altar to Jehovah

. . .') is described the worship of the Ancient Church in

general , . . Ex. 921.

981,982. 'God blessed Noah and his sons' (Gen. ix.i)

= the presence and grace of the Lord [with] the Ancient

Church.

1019. The Truth of those Things which follow con-

eei'ning the Spiritual Church, is meant by 'Noah and

his sons with him' (ver.8). 1021. 1024.

1025^. For there was no Noah ; but the Ancient

Church was so called.

1058. 'Noah,' here (ver. 1 7) = the Spiritual Church in

general, because Noah alone is named.

1061. 'The sons of Noah who went forth from the

ark' (ver. 18) = those who constituted the Ancient Church,

who were regenerated.

1065. 'These three were the sons of Noah' (ver. 19) =
these three kinds of doctrines, which are those of

Churches in general.

1068. 'Noah began to be a man of the soil' (ver. 20) =
in general man instructed from the doctrinal things of

faith. Ex.

1069. 'He planted a vineyard' (id.) = a Church

thence.

1071. 'He drank the wine' (ver.2i) = that he wanted

to investigate the things which are of faith.

1072. 'He was drunken' (id. ) = that he thereby fell

into errors.

1073. '^® '^^3,s uncovered in the midst of his tent'

(id. ) = thereby perverted.

1090. 'Noah awoke from'his wine' (ver.24) = that he

was better instructed.

1 104. 'Noah lived after the Flood 350 years. And
all the days of Noah were 950 years ; and he died' (vers.

28, 29) = the duration of the first Ancient Church, and at

the same time its state.

1 126. They said that a man clothed in white signi-

fied those who were called 'Noah,' or Avho were the

first of all of the Ancient Church . , . and that they

were thus represented because they were few.

1 140. By Noah and his sons, Shem, Ham, Japheth,

and Canaan, nothing else was meant than, abstractedly,

the Ancient Church as to its worship ; namely, by

'Shem,' internal worship; by 'Japheth,' external wor-

ship corresponding; by 'Ham,' internal worship cor-

rupted; by 'Canaan,' external worship separated from

internal . . . And therefore by 'Noah' nothing else was

meant than the Ancient Church in general, as a parent

comprehending all.

1 145. 'These are the nativities of the sons of Noah"

(Gen.x. i) = the derivations of the doctrinals and wor-

ships of the Ancient Church, which, in general, is

' Noah.

'

1238. Noah, Shem, Ham, Japheth, and Canaan never

existed. But because the Ancient Church in special,

and, in general, every Church, is such that there is a

true Internal, a corrupt Internal, a true External, and

a corrupt External, therefore these names were given in

order that all the difierences in general might be referred

to them and their sons, as to their heads . . .

'K This first Ancient Church, signified by Noah

and his sons, was not confined to a few. (Continued

under Ancient Church.)

1254. 'These are the families of the sons of Noah

(ver. 32) = the worships of the Ancient Church in par-

ticular.
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[A.] 4334''- 'Until the day that Noe entered into the

aik' (Matt.xxiv.38) — the end of the former Church, and

the beginning of the New one ; for by 'Noah' i.s signified

the Ancient Church in general . . . and by 'the ark,'

the Church itself. Refs.

9960^^, 'Noah' represents the man of the Ancient

Church in the beginning ; and these were such (as is

signified by the drunkenness of Noah),

P. 328-. The Ancient Church is described by Noah
and his three sons, and by the descendants from them.

It was a large Churcli, and was extended through many
kingdoms of Asia . . . With these was the ancient

Word . . .

D. 4071". The ancient Church preserved its axis, who
was Noah . . .

4074. By 'Noah' is signified the Church which lasted

in the posterity from the Most Ancient one as a nucleus,

or axis ; and by 'Noah' were signified these remains.

E. 644^. By 'Noah' and his sons is signified a Xew
Church which is to be called the Ancient Church, and

its instauration after the devastation of the Most Ancient

Church.

. The saving of the Noachic family.

650-*'. By the Noachic Flood is described the destruc-

tion of the Most Ancient Church, and also the Last

Judgment upon the men of that Church ; and by 'Noah

and his sons' is meant and described the succeeding

Chiu'ch, which is to be called the Ancient Church . . .

724-8. See Job, here.

Q. ix. The reason Noah is mentioned in Ezek.xiv.

(although there was no individual man called Noah) is

that he was mentioned in Genesis ; and hence the same

is signified in the Prophet as in Moses ; namely, that

the man with his three sons were significative of the

succeeding Church.

Coro. 2. That . . . the second Church (on this Earth)

is to be called the Noachic one.

34. The fifth state (of the Most Ancient Church, was

the separation of the good from the evil . . . This state

is described by 'the Flood' . . . and by 'Noah and his

sons,' by whom are meant all the good who were saved.

39. Concerning the Noachic Church, or the Ancient

one of this Earth. Gen. art.

. As every Church is a trine : inmost or celestial,

middle or spiritual, and external or natural, therefore

Noah had three sons; and by 'Shem' is signified the

Celestial Church, by 'Japheth' the Spiritual Church,

and by ' Ham ' the Natural Church.

45. The Hells from the men of the Noachic or

Ancient Church consist for the most part of magicians.

Des.

Noble. Nobilis.

Nobility. Nobilitas.

Ennoble. Nobilitare.

Ennobling, An. Nobilitatio.

A. 5113"'. 'A noble vine' (Jer.ii.2i) = tlie man of the

Spiritual Church.
^^ 'The noble vine' (Gen.xlix.ii) = the Intel-

lectual which is of the Celestial Church.

5622. (These nuts) are of a less noble tree, and the

things which are exterior are signified by such things as

are less noble . . ,

6393^. Those who love to serve without recompense

. . . are preferred to more noble uses . . .

C J. 39''. Something here concerning the noble (or

notable) English nation.

S. 77^. The Churcli is noble if in genuine truths,

ignoble if not . . .

iio®. The Word is held holy by a noble (or notable)

nation among the Papists. (This statement is omitted

in T.270.)

P. 257-*. This noble nation (which holds the Word
holy) is the French nation. R. 745-.

M. 14S*. They compared (it) to noble fruit . . .

161'^. As the love is then ennobled, it remains in its

strength . . .

20ie. From the ennobling of this form are born noble

fruits . . ,

505''. In this Hell there are many of noble descent . .

.

T. 814. Hence this noble (or notable) nation (the

Germans) devote themselves little to things of judg-

ment . . .

D. 3925. Concerning a noble offspring of the Most
Ancient Church. 4068.

E. 675'. By 'the noble man' (Luke xix. 12) is meant
the Lord.

1084-'. The purest sap, which is also nobler, for the

fruits . . .

. Aliments of such diverse purity and nobility,

1226^. In tlie deserts and Hells I have seen manj- of

noble descent who in the world had given themselves

up to idleness . . .

De Conj. 13. In those caverns there are noble wives,

nay, those of such men as had been of the first nobility
;

but all there are driven to labours . . .

92. Harlots of noble family . . . are cast into the

marshy lake . . .

Nod. Nod.
A. 398. 'In the land of Nod' (Gen.iv. i6)= outside of

truth and good; (for) the word 'Nod' means to be a

wanderer and a fugitive ; and to be a wanderer and a

fugitive = to be deprived of truth and good.

Nod. Nutus.

Nod, To. Niitare.

A. 8626-. The least of Divine power masters (them)

at every nod . , .

10823, At pleasure-ex nutu.

H. 228. At its pleasure-«d omnem nutum.

453-. At their command-cic? suum nutum.

5286. It totters till it falls,

593^, The Divine proceeding . , , sees everywhere

where anything is tottering,

W. 136, The will and understanding rule the body

at their nod, ,
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R. 396. The state of the Church with them tottering

to destruction. Sig. and Ex.

M. 58". Regards other women with disinclination-

iiutii inanlmato, and his only one with inclination- »mO(

animato.

1256. Depend on the pleasnre-« nut ihux-of their

wives.

"the princes of Zoan,' and 'the princes of Noph' (Is.

xix. 13).

D. 3179®. To those who are suffused with shame there

appears a head nodding in front.

4686^. When a man is not far from the end of his

life his head droops. 4687.

E. 400^ 'The earth in staggering staggers like a

drunkard' (Is.xxiv. 20}.

1029-. Indignant if not allowed as gods to dispose all

things at their nod.

1053^. Takes other servants in their place if they do

not serve at his nod.

D.Wis. ii^. The will together with the understanding

actuates the muscles at its nod.

Noise. Strepitiis.

See under Sound.

A. 2129. A noise was heard as if of many waters, and
a conflict among them . . . which originated from the

confusion of opinions concerning certain Truths . . .

Des. and Ex,

6015*. 'The noise of his wheels' (Jer.xlvii. 3)= sen-

suous things and their fallacies which urge on.

R. 411^. I heard a noise from them as of wood split

up by the lire in a furnace.

T. 71. I once heard beneath me as it were the noise

of the sea. Ex.

137^^. At these words, a noise was made ; but it was

stilled by light descending from Heaven.

D. 4648. Whenever he moved, a noise was heard

beneath, like the noise of punishings. Ex.

E. 323^. 'I will make the noise of thy songs to

cease' (Ezek.xxvi. i3) = vastation as to the Knowledges

of good.

326". 'The noise of songs' (id. ) = the joys of confes-

sions.

706-^. 'The noise of the peoples' (Ps.lxv.7) = contra-

ilictions by falsities.

714I6. 'The voice of a noise,' and 'a great tumult out

of the land of the north' (Jer.x. 22)= falsities combating

against truths, and evils against goods.

Noisome. See under Harm and Hurt.

None. Nullus.

A. 579. Occurs. 1843-. 7401. H.82. 293. etc. etc.

D. Wis. xii. 4-. Beware of thinking of the infinite as

of nothing.

Noon, Noonday. See under SouxH-wtv-/-

dies.

Noph. Noph.
A. 5044'*. Truths in the ultimate of order falsified are

E. 654'''". 'The princes of Zoan have become foolish,

the princes of Noph have been carried away' (id. )= that

the truths of wisdom and intelligence fronr spiritual

light in the natural man have been turned into the

falsities of insanity. Zoan and Noph were in the land

of Egypt, and signified the illustration of the natural

man from spiritual light.

Nordberg. Nordberg. D.4543. 4S11.

North. Septetitrio.

Northern. Septentrionalis.

See under Quaiiteh.

A. 195^. The darkening thence is signified by 'the

people of the north' (Jer. xlvi. 24).

426^. That which 'comes from the north' (Jer.xv. 12)

= w'hat is sensuous and natural ; for, relatively to what
is spiritual and celestial, what is natural is as thick

darkness, or as is the north to light and the south.

737-. 'The north' (Ezek.xxxix. 2) = falsities.

1 1546. 'The sides of the north,' in the opposite sense,

= perverted doctrinal things.

1326*5. 'The north' (Jer.l. 3)= thick darkness, or no

truth.

1458-. 'The north' (Is.xliii.6) = those who are in

ignorance.

1605. 'Towards the north,' etc. (Gen.xiii. 14) . . .

'The north ' = those Avho are outside the Church, namely,

those who are in darkness as to the Truths of faith ; it

also= the darkness with man.

2009''. Those who are 'from the north' (Gcn.xvii.5)

are those who are outside the Church, and in ignorance

concerning the name of Jehovah, who nevertheless call

upon His name when they are living in mutual charity,

and adore a Deity the Creator of the universe . . .

2468^ 'The king of the north' (Dan.xi.40)=: those

who are in evils and falsities.

2702^ 'The land of the north' (Jer.xxxi.8) = the

ignorance or desolation of truth.

2851". 'A smoke out of the north' (Is.xiv.3i)= tliat

there is falsity from Hell.

'-. 'The door of the inner gate that looketh

towards the north' (Ezek.viii.3) = the place where there

are interior falsities. 'The door of the gate of the

house of Jehovali towards the north' = the place where

there are interior evils.

3322-1 'The king of the north '= falsities ; or, what is

the same, those who are in falsities. 3448^.

3708. 'Thou shalt break forth ... to the north and

to the south' (Geu.xxviii.i4) = the infinite extension of

truth; thus all states of good and truth. . . 'The north'

= truth as yet in obscurity. 111.

^ 'From the north and from the sea' (Ps.cvii.3)

= those who are in ignorance of truth.

*. 'The north' (Is.xlix, 12)=: those wlio are in

obscurity as to truth.

". 'To run to and fro from the north even to the
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east' (Amos viii. 12)= from those Knowledges which

are in obscurity to those which are in light.

[A. 3708]". 'The north' (Jer.iii. 12, i8) = those who are

in ignorance of truth, and yet are in a life of good.

. 'The north' (Jer.xvi. i5)=ignorance of truth.

". 'The land of the north' (Jer.xxxi. 8) = ignor-

ance of good, because of truth. . , The parts of Canaan

which were distant from Zion and Jerusalem represented

what is obscure as to good and truth ; all this which is

in obscurity is called 'the land of the north,' and also

'the sides of the earth.'

io_ Moreover as all the good which inflows with

light from the Lord is terminated in the obscurity of

man, the north is also called 'an assembly.' 111.

. 'The north' (Fs.lxxxix. i2)= those who are

more remote from the light of good and truth.

", 'The land of the north' (Zech.vi.6) = those

who are in ignorance of good and truth, but in a life of

good, in which are the upright gentiles . . .

12_ <Out of the land to tlie north' (Jer.xxiii.8) =
from the obscurity of ignorance of good and truth.

. These are said to be 'from the north' (.Ter.xv.

12) because from the Natural where there is relatively

obscurity and a terminus.

^*. That 'the north,' and 'the west,' in the

opposite sense, = falsity and evil. 111.

-^. (From these passages) it is evident what is

signified by 'the north' in the opposite sense ; namely,

the falsity from which is evil, and the falsity which is

from evil , . .

-^. From the obscurity which is of the natural

man there arise both truth and falsity. Ex. . . Hence it

is that with the former 'the north' = truth, and with

the latter falsity . . .

'^'^. That 'the north' = the thick darkness of

falsity . . . is evident from Dan.viii. . . Concerning 'the

king of the south' and 'the king of the north' ; where

by 'the king of the south' are signified those who are in

the Knowledges of truth ; and by 'the king of the

north,* those who are in falsity (Dan. xi.) . . . 'The

king of the north ' = those who are at first in shade, and

afterwards in the thick darkness of falsity . , .

4592^ 'Evil out of the north' (Jer.vi.i)= from man's

Sensuous and the derivative Scientific.

6385^. 'The king of the north ' = falsities from evil.

83 1
3'^ 'A people out of the land of the north' (Jer.

vi. 22) = those who are in falsities from evil.

8408^. 'The north' (Jer.i. I3) = the Sensuous and Cor-

poreal of man, from which 'evil' springs.

9042-. 'To bring them out of the land of the north'

(Jer.xxxi. 8) = out of the obscurity of faith.

9642. This state of truth in shade is signified by 'the

north.

'

-. 'To say to the north' (Is.xliii.6)= to those

who are in darkness or ignorance concerning the truths

of faith, who are the gentiles outside the Church.
^.

' The king of the north' — reasoning from scien-

tifics concerning truths.

9648. 'For the other side of the Habitation to the

angle of the north' (Ex. xxvi. 20) = towards the exteriors

of that Heaven where truths are in obscurity. . . 'The

north ' = the exteriors where truth is in obscurity.

. There are four states to which correspond the

four quarters . . . The north corresponds to a state of

truth in shade. . . The state of truth to wliich the north

corresponds is an exterior one . . .

9668^. In Heaven ... to the north are those who are

in the shade of truth.

9685. 'Thou shalt put the table at the side of the

north' (Ex.xxvi.35) = good in obscurity. . . 'The north'

= what is obscure as to the truths of faith ; and, when
tnrth is in obscurity, good also is in obscurity with it.

For, in the Lord's Spiritual Kingdom, good appears

through truth . . . Hence it may be evident why that

table was placed at the side towards the north.

9750. 'And so at the corner of the north in length'

(Ex.xxvii.ii) = where the good of truth is in obscurity.

'The corner of the north' = where truth is in obscurity . . .

9927". 'The north' (Ezek.xlvi.) =: the state of the

truth of faith in the external man.

10061^ 'Tlie north' (Ps.lxxxix.)=:thosein the Church

who are in an obscure state as to truth.

10105''. 'The north' (Jer.i. 13, 14) = an obscure state

as to the truth of faith ; and also thick darkness from

falsities.

10179. 'Breadth' is reckoned from the south to the

north ; and by 'tlie south' and 'the north' is signified

truth from one terminus to the other. Such is the case

in Heaven . . . Those who are in the obscure light of

truth are in the north.

10189. For the sides, which are called 'ribs,' look to

the south and the north . . . and by 'the north' is

signified truth in shade.

-. In Heaven ... on the left hand are those who

are in the shade of truth, thus those who are in the

north.

10261^. Those are said to be 'at the north' (Zech.

xiv.4) who are in falsities.

H. 141. In Heaven ... at the right is the south, and

at the left is the north ; and this in every turning of

the face and body. 142.

148. To the south and north dwell those who are in

the derivative wisdom ... to the north those who are

in the obscure light of wisdom.

149. In like manner in each Society of Heaven . . .

to the north are those who are in less light of wisdom

and intelligence.

150. Hence . . . the north = wisdom and intelligence

in obscure light.

151. The north (to those in Hell) is on the left.

e, Tliose (infernals) who are in the falsities of

evil dwell from their south to their north.

513. Instructions are given . . . especially by those

Angels who are in the northern and southern quarters ;

for those angelic Societies are in intelligence and wisdom

from the Knowledges of good and truth. The places of

instruction are to the north . . .

558-. Evil Spirits whose dwellings are in the middle

quarter between the north and the west . . .

587*. There are many Hells in the northern and

southern quarters. In these are those who . . . had
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been in the love of the world, and thence in evils of

various kinds . . . The worst Hells of this kind are in

the northern quarter . . . Their direfulness increases

in proportion as they are nearer to the western

<iuarter . . .

596. That (kingdom of Hell) which is opposite to the

Spiritual Kingdom is in the northern and southern

juarter ; and those who are there are called Spirits.

J. 48. The Germans (appeared) towards the north.

58''. In the north dwelt those (Baliylonians) who had

excelled less in cleverness, and had confirmed themselves

less in their religiosity, from the fact that they had

been in an obscure faculty of seeing, and thence had

been in blind faith. There was not so great a multitude

there as in the south. Further des.

61-. The Last Judgment upon those in . . . the

northern quarter, where also there was a great city,

Des.

C. J. 42-. In the northern quarter (of London there)

dwell those who surpass all the rest in loving the

freedom of speech and \vriting.

79. After the Last Judgment the Jews were trans-

lated into the north . . . L).56i9-.

F. 53. 'AVaters ascending ont of the north' (Jer.

xlvii. 2) = falsities from Hell.

W. 121^. Those who are in a lower degree of wisdom

dwell in the north. Hence 'the north ' = wisdom in

Jihad e.

1 25-. Those who are less in wisdom see the Lord

obli(|uely to the left ; therefore these are in the north.

R. 20^. 'The king of the north' = those who are in

falsities. (= those who are in daikness from evil.

E.31M E.35521. 514".

442^. These (here treated of) pass their time in the

northern quarter . , . 456".

484. I heard a sound as of a mill ; it was in the

northern quarter . . .

^. In the northern (quarter ... I heard as it

Avere a noise of waters . . .

901. 'On the north three gates' (Rev. xxi. 13) = that

the Knowledges of truth and good ... by which there

is introduction into the New Church, are for those

(also) who . . . are less in wisdom or the affection of

truth. Ex.
^. Those who are less in wisdom from the affec-

tion of truth . . . dwell in the north.

M. 3. (Two companies of Spirits from the north :

their sentiments concerning eternal happiness.)

5. They were introduced to an assembly in the north-

ern quarter . . .

77^ If polygamists invade, they are cast out into the

darkness of the north. . . The darkness of the north is

dulness of mind, and ignorance of Truths.

78. The people of the Iron Age pass their time in the

north on the side of the west . . .

82. A man came running vehemently from the

northern quarter . . .

261. In the higher northern quarter near the east . . .

there are places of instruction for boys, for youths, for

men, and also for old men. Into these places are sent

all who die as infants, and are being educated in

Heaven . . . This tract is near the east, in order that all

may be instructed through influx from the Lord . . .

268". They were looking towards the west and the

north.

T. 134. A black cloud coming out of the north . . .

160'-. I saw in the north a paved way, so crowded

with Spirits that there was scarcely room to step between

two. Ex.

185^. I was brought in spirit into the north. (The

frozen scenery of the boreal Spirits des.)

476. In boyhood, as man learns the first lessons of

religion, he gradually (as to his spirit) leaves the north

for the south . . . For in the Spiritual World ... in the

north dwell those who are in ignorance.

D. 4739- Concerning the north, and concerning those

who dwell there. Des. . . Those who are there are those

who have been in natural truth, and have lived a good

life in it or according to it.

5233. See Last Judgment, here. 5346^. 5476.5503.

5654-

5482. In the northern quarter, towards the west,

there are those who are dull . . . but towards the east

there, dwell those who have insinuated and seduced by

lies, thus who have been cunning and malicious in that

way . . .

5674. To the north (in the other life) are those who

are not in light, thus are in worldly things, and in

riches ; thus who are relatively in darkness and pov-

erty.

5692*^. Therefore the most cunning and deceitful are

near the north there, where are the most stupiil. Such

are their Hells.

E. 21. When Europe is mentioned, the Angels per-

ceive the north.

175". 'The north' (Jer. vi.) = falsity from evil.

208^. 'The north' (Jer. i.) = falsity ; here, tlie falsity

from which is evil.

239^^ 'The north and the south' (Is.xliii.)- where

the truth of faith is in obscurity, and in clearness.

1'*. 'The land of the north' (Jer. xxxi.) = where is

the falsity of ignorance.

275''. 'A people coming from the north' (Jer.l.)=
those who are in falsities from evil.

298. To the left there, is the north . . . an<l by 'the

north' is signified Divine truth in shade.

316*^ By 'the west, the north, and the south,' to-

wards which the ram pushed (Dan.viii.4) are signified

the goods and truths which those receive who are in

charity and the derivative faith, and by which they dis-

perse evils and falsities.

340^-. The multiiilication of truth thence is signified

by its 'spreading itself towards the north and the

south' (Gen.xxviii. 14).

SSS"- By '*^^'^ north' (Zech.vi.) is meant what is ob-

scure of truth with them.
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[E. 355?^- By 'the north' from which he will come
(Ezek.xxvi.7) is signified the source whence all falsity

comes ; in special, the Hell from which it arises.

1*. 'The land of the north' (Jer.vi.)= whence are

falsities. . . For by 'the north' is signified that which is

remote from truths.

^". 'The sides of the north' (Ezek.xxxviii. 15)=
what is remote from goods and truths ; and thus whence
come falsities of evil.

357^6. 'The land of the north' (Jer.l.) = the Hell

where there is nothing but falsity.

386", 'From the north to the east' (Amos viii. 12) =
on every side where there are truth and good ; 'the

north '= where truth is in obscurity.

38811. By 'the north' (Zeph.ii.13) is signified the

natural and sensuous man, and the Scientific which is

there.

40128. <rpi^(, north' (Is.xli.25) = wlmt is obscure of

trutli ; thus those who are outside the Church . . .

405-3. 'The north' (Zech.xiv.4) = wherc are those who
are in the falsities of evil, because in darkness.

^''. 'The sides of the north' (Ps.xlviii. 2) = truths

from celestial good . . . because those who are in the

Lord's Celestial Kingdom, in Heaven, dwell in the east

;

and those who are in truths from this good, towards the

north there.

-^. 'Thesides of the north' ( Is. xi v. 13) = the truths

in the Lord's Celestial Kingdom.

412^". By 'Cry ye to the north' (Jer.iii. 12) is signi-

tied to those who are in falsities and the derivative evils

. . . because those who are in falsities and the deri-

vative evils, in the Spiritual World, dwell in the
northern quarter.

-**. 'The north' (Ezek.xx.47) = the exterior or

ultimate things of the Church . . . because, in the

Spiritual World ... in the northern quarter are those

who are in what is obscure of truth from the Lord ; and
beneath them in the Hells there, those who are in fal-

sities, but not in any natural lumen by which they have
confirmed their falsities.

417^. In the northern quarter dwell those who are in

the obscure liglit of truth.

418". Into the two quarters northern and southern,

the Lord inliows with Divine truth more strongly than

with Divine good ; whence these are more in wisdom
and intelligence.

419^^. With those who dwell below the Heavens upon
the earths . . . the determinations of the winds are from

the quarters into which the Divine inflows, especially

from the north.

422^. Those Angels and Spirits who are in truths from
the good of love to the Lord dwell in the south and the

north . . . The Divine truth which inflows from the east

into the west is in its essence the good of love ; whereas

that which inflows into the sides both ways is in its

essence truth from that good ; hence those who dwell in

the south and in the north . , . are in the light of truth ;

those who are in the south are in the clear light of

truth, and those who are in the north are in the obscure

light of truth. The light of truth is intelligence and
wisdom. . . . Therefore (in the Word) 'the south '= truth

from the good of love in clearness; and 'the north,'

truth from that good in obscurity.

*. But ... in the southern and northern quarter

(under the Lord as a Moon, which is 30 degrees distant

from the former one) are those who are in truths from
the good of charity towards the neighbour, which are

called the truths of faith. These quarters also are

sometimes mentioned in the Word . . .

433^^ 'The land of the north' (Jer.iii. i8)= a state of

ignorance, and (also) the falsity of religion.

438*. The tribe of Asher encamped on the north,

because in Heaven those dwell to the north who are in

the affection of spiritual Knowledges from the good of

charity.

449". 'The north' from which 'evil looks forth' (Jer.

vi. I ) = the falsity of evil.

5i8'''*. 'Waters from the north' (Jer.xlvii.2)=:the

falsities of doctrine which are from Own intelligence.

Coro. 34-.

38_ 'The north' (Jer.xlvi.6)= those with whom
there is falsity, and the source of it.

539^ 'The north' (Is.xiv.3i) = the Hell where and

whence are falsities of doctrine and falsities of faith. . .

Hence 'a smoke eometh from the north '= vastating

falsity from the Hells.

569^^. 'The north where they have stumbled and

fallen' (.Ier.xlvi.6) — the source of these falsities,

573'-. 'The king of the north'= those within the

Church who are in the falsities of evil. ( = those who
are in knowledge from the Word, and yet not in life . . .

717'".) 811I'.

600". In Heaven ... to the left is the north . . . and

in the north are those who are in the obscure light of

truth from good.

^". 'The north and the right hand thou hast

created' (Ps.lxxxix. 12) . . . As these things, or those

who are in them, are in the north and in the south . . .

it is said 'the north and the right hand.'

650-'®. 'The north upon which Jehovah will stretch

out His hand' (Zeph.ii. I3) = the Church which is in fal-

sities.

652-. Those who are in an obscure perception of truth

dwell in the northern quarter (of the cities in the

Spiritual World), and also walk there. J. (Post. ) 12.

714^^. 'The land of the north' (Jer. x. 22) = where are

those who are in the falsities of evil.

717^'. The reason of this signification of 'the king of

the north,' is that 'the north' = night, and also a cold

light, such as is the light in winter, from which . , .

there is no fructification.

7211". 'The north' (Jer. xxxi. 8) = falsities.

-'. 'A people coming from the land of the north'

(Jer.vi. 22) = those who are in the falsities of evil ; and,

abstractedly, the falsities of evil which are in the

Church then vastated. ( = those in Own intelligence

who falsify the Word. 734^".)

724-". 'The north' (Is.xliii.5) = the truth of doctrine

in obscurity, such as is with those who from ignorance

of truth are in falsities, and still long for truths. 768".
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8179. «The north' (Is.xiv.3i) = Hell.

971. The Sph-itual Kingdom consists of the Heavens
. . . which are iu Divine truth ; and these Heavens are

in the southern quarter and in the northern quarter.

J. (Post. ) 268. To the north (of the London there)

tlwell those who are not lettered, and who are in the

highest freedom of speech, which they love.

Nose. JVas7is.

See Nostril, and under Odour, and Smell.

A. 3103. The ornament-TOo?w7c-ofgold' (Gen.xxiv.22)

was placed i;pon the nose, as is evident from . . . verse

47 ; for the reason that the nose signified the life of

good, from the respiration which is there, which, in the

internal sense, is life ; and also from the odour, which

is what is grateful of love . . .

3869". 'To remove the nose and the ears' (Ezek.xxiii.

25)= to remove the perception of truth and good, and
the obedience of faith.

5058-. The upper part of his nose appeared filthily

furrowed ...

8286^. Hence it is that by 'the nose,' when predicated

of the Lord, is also signified wrath ; thus the punish-

ment, vastation, and damnation of those who are in

evils and falsities. 111. E.741^2.

10163. (In the Second Earth) their eyes and nose are

small, (which) with them is a beauty.

10754^. (In the Fifth Earth) with the men, the nose

is more snowy than fleshy in colour.

H. 354^- The head (with those who have confirmed

themselves against the Divine and in favour of nature)

appears callous, as if of ebony, even to the nose ; a sign

that they no longer have any perception.

W. 254^. The natural man who has lieen made sen-

suous through evils and the derivative falsities, in the

light of Heaven appears . . . with nose retracted. The
leason the nose is drawn in, is that the nose corresponds

to the perception of truth.

P. 310. In the Spiritual World it is said of (these

sensuous ones) that, as they confirm themselves, so do

they close up the interiors of their minds, even to the

nose at last ; for the nose= the perception of truth . . .

•^. Such do they become who in the world do not

believe that there is anything of Divine Providence, and

who explore nothing with others than their cupidities

and desires, and thus lead them until they dominate

over them . . . Seen in the light of Heaven, they appear

without a nose . . . They are more sensuous than all

otliers.

R. 611^. The understanding, when closed up by re-

ligion . . . has nothing in it but thick darkness, (which)

. . . establishes a barrier against all spiritual light in the

Corporeal Sensuous, far below the Rational . . . that is,

puts it close to the nose, and fixes it in the cartilage of

it ; owing to which it cannot afterwards have even a

scent of spiritual things . , . By scent I mean per-

ception.

D. H26b. These serious Spirits were said to act into

the interior left part of the nose ; for on the septum of

the nose, as an axis, the rest of the things of the face

depend, as circumferences.

1376. His nose was rather sharp, and had so decreased

with age that scarcely any nose remained, only some of

the tip.

6016. Therefore they have no nose, and some of them

but little of a nose ; for they cannot have perception.

D. Min. 4732-. The upper part of his nose was seen

to be filthily furrowed with a filthy wound . . .

E. 272^. 'A nose-jewel-moui/c-upon the nose' (Ezek.

xvi. I2) = the perception of good.

324!*'. 'In thy nose' (Deut.xxxiii. io) = to perception.

923"*. 'A hook in his nose' (Is. xxxvii.29) = that he
will be stupid and silly ; for 'the nose ' = perception, and
'a hook' the extraction of it

;
properly, immersion in

the Corporeal Sensuous, which, separated from the

Rational, is stupid.

1056-'. Lastly, the natural mind is closed, even to the

sensuous mind, which is expressed in Heaven by its

being said. Even to the nose ; and thus they become
merely sensuous, who are the most stupid of all iu

spiritual things . . .

Nose-jewel. Monile.

A. 3103. 'The man took an ornament of gold' (Gen.

xxiv. 22) = Divine good. . . It was customary ... to

give the bride an ornament of gold and bracelets . . .

and the good of the Church was represented by the

ornament . . . the ornament of gold was placed upon

the nose. (Continued under XosE.) 3132.

-. That 'a nose-jewel' was an ensign of marriage

as to good. 111.

*. 'A nose-jewel' (Hos.ii. I3) = an ensign of the

good of the Church.

4551^. The ear-rings were of two kinds . . . those

which were applied above the nose to the forehead were

ensigns representative of good, and are called 'nose-

jewels.'

9930". 'A ring upon the nose' (Ezek. xvi. I2) = the

perception of good. E.272*.

10540'. 'A ring' (id.)=:truth as to perception.

E. 195'. 'The bracelets,' 'chain,' 'nose-jewel,' etc.

(id.) are insignia by which are signified sjiiritual things

of various kinds. . . That 'nose-jewels' and 'ear-rings'

are representatives of perception and obedience. Ref.

577'. 'A ring upon the nose' (id.)= the perception of

truth from good.

Nostril. JVan's.

See Nose, and under Mucus, Odour, and Smell.

A. 94. 'To inbreathe into his nostrils the breath of

lives' (Gen. ii. 7)=: to give him the life of faith and love.

96. By 'the nostrils' was understood whatever was

grateful, from the odour, which=: perception. 111.

4403<=. Those who are at the nostrils are those who

enjoy perception.

4622. Concerning the correspondence of Odour and of

the nostrils with the Grand Man. Gen. art.
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[A.] 4624. To the province (of the sense of smell and

thence of the nostrils) pertain those who are in general

perception, so that thej' may be called perceptions. To
these corresponds the smell, consequently its organ.

Hence it is that to smell, to scent, to be keen-scented-

ftagax, and also the nostrils, in common discourse are

predicated of those who by divination come near the

Thing, and also who perceive.

4625". I have spoken with those who, in the Society

into which I was sent . . . pertain to the province of the

nostrils, from which it has been given me to know . . .

that they are perceptions ; for they perceived whatever

lias happened in the Society in general ; but not so

much in particular as those who are in the province

of the eye . . .

4627. But those who relate to the interiors of the

nostrils are iia a more perfect state as to perception than

those who relate to the exteriors of them. (A represen-

tative of them seen.)

^. The abodes of those who constitute the j^ro-

vince of the internal nostrils were there ; for they were

of the female sex ; and the clearness of the perception of

those who dwell there is represented by such holes. Ex.

D.4028.

". Those who were cast down (from among them)

relate to the mucus of the nostrils, who are dull and

stupid. Des.

*. There was then shown me the lucidity in which

those live who relate to the internals of the nostrils.

Des. It was also shown that they have holes opening

at the side, through which they see as it were the sky

with stars in the azure. (Further representatives of the

perceptions in wliich are those who correspond to the

smell of the internal nostrils.) Des. D.4031.

5180. The region (of these Spirits) was observed from

the plane of the sefttum of the nostrils rising up towards

the plane of the left ear.

6013^. The nostrils (are formed) to the sense of the

fluent parts in the atmosphere. 6057.

8286. 'The wind of Thy nostrils' (Ex.xv.8) = Heaven
. . . because by it is meant the breath of life, thus the

Divine life ; and as this makes the life of Heaven, by

'the wind of the nostrils of Jehovah' is signified

Heaven.
^. It is said 'through the nostrils' (Gen.ii.7), be-

cause the respiration is through them, and through the

respiration there is life.

*. As by the presence of Heaven where the Lord is

evils and falsities are cast into Hell, this effect also is

signified by 'the wind of the nostrils of Jehovah.' 111.

90498, The nostrils correspond to the perception of

truth.

9936. The interiors . . . which are of perception (have

their province allotted) in the province of the nostrils.

H. 96-. Those in the Grand Man who are in the

nostrils are in perception.

97. Hence by 'the nostrils' (in the Word, is signified)

perception.

W. 383^. As the respiration passes through the

nostrils, by them is signified perception ; and one who

is intelligent is said to be a man of sharp nostril ; and

one who is not intelligent to be of dull nostril. D. Wis.

vi^.

M. 132^ 'In the nostrils' (Geu.ii.7)=into the per-

ception that the will of good and the understanding of

truth—and thus 'the soul of lives'—was in him.

I. 8^. 'To inbreathe into the nostrils the soul of lives'

= to implant the perception of good and truth.

T. 159^. They were so enraged that smoke and fire

came out of their nostrils.

i86e. When they hear these truths they compress the

nostrils, lest the odour of them should . . . excite

nausea ; but they open all their senses to falsities, and

draw them in as whales do water.

371^. There is a like reciprocal mutual conjunction

... of odour and the nostril.

569^. With his nostrils stopped up he went near those

who were in the odour of Heaven . . ,

D. 939. The mamillary processes imbibe the phlegm

of the medullary substance of the brain through their

interstices, and execrete it into the nostrils . . . 1267.

1 793-. These are altogether external men, because

they obstruct the respiration through the nostrils ; and

therefore it is determined through the mouth, and thus

into the pharynx, otherwise than is wont to be the way
of natural respiration, which is through the nostrils, by

reason of the concordance of the brain and its animation

with external things . . .

3322"^. Such a respiration (of the Most Ancients)

flowing out through the lips, and entering through their

mouth, thus through the nostrils, and through the

Eustachian tube into the ear . . .

51436. They inflicted on my left nostril an uncom-

fortable coldness . . .

E. 419''. For 'the spirit,' and 'wind,' of 'the nostrils,'

in the supreme sense, = Divine truth. 111.

427. The nostrils correspond to pei-ception.

684^-. 'The spirit of our nostrils' (Lam.iv.2o) = the

life of the perception of good and truth.

1080". The perception of the mind corresponds to the

odour of the nostrils . . .

D. Wis. vi'*. The nostrils, from the correspondence

of the respiration through them, = perception . . ,

x. 5®. The continuation (of the lungs) thence is into

the nostrils and the tongue . . .

Not. I^on.

A. 2334. 'They said. Nay' (Gen.xix.2) = the doubting

which is wont to be of temptation.

2945. 'Nay, my lord, hear me' (Gen. xxiii.li) = that

. . . they were in obscurity of faith . . .

3428^. (Wisdom thought to consist in proving that it

is not so.) 3833.

3990. 'Not to give anything' (Gen.xxx.3i)=not to be

brought . . .

5225. 'No one,' in the internal sense, is the negative

of a Thing, thus not . . . 5253.
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5256. 'Saying, Not to me' (Gen.xli. i6) = that it was
not from the human alone.

5434. 'To say to him, Nay, my lord' (Gen.xlii. io) =
that they M'ere not seeking for gain.

5444. 'And one is not' (ver. I3)= that the Divine

Spiritual a quo does not appear.

9166^. Hence the celestial Angels . . . merely say

Yea or Nay. The reason is, that they perceive and see

truths from the Lord.

10124^. These are they who are meant by the Lord in

Matthew : 'Let your discourse be, Yea, yea ; Nay, nay
;

that which is beyond these is from evil' (v. 36, 37) ; for

to reason from truths as to whether it is so is not from

good, because then truth is not perceived, but is only be-

lieved from authority and the consequent confirmation

by one's self . . .

Life 58. Li the second Table ... it is said that man
shall not do this or that evil . . . The reason is that man
cannot do any good from himself, but when he does not

do these evils, he then does good not from himself but

from the Lord. (Compare T.329.)

Note. See under Tone.

Nothing. Nihil.

A. 1271. They infused into them to say that they
were nothing . . .

1396. A certain Spirit who wanted to arrogate merit

to himself . . . said that he was nothing . . .

3938^ For that which is unknown is believed to be

nothing.

4981. He then makes (honours and riches) as no-

thing . . .

5025c. The natural man . . . regards (spiritual influx)

... as nothing . , .

5094^. The sensuous man . . . supposes that to be

nothing which he does not see and touch.

5i25<^. The happiness and blessedness Avithin the de-

lights of sensuous things he regards as nothing. That
which is unknown to anyone is believed not to be.

5145'*. When (good and truth, or justice and equity)

are held to be relatively as nothing . . ,

5i85<'. When (the Spirits of these ducts) are in their

natural state, they think nothing. To think nothing is

to think obscurely about many things at once, and no-

thing distinctly about anything.

5224-. To him . . . internal things are as nothing.

• 5651. That whatever is in each Natural is as nothing.

Sig. and Ex.
^. In order that man may become spiritual, his

Natural must become as nothing, that is, so that it can

do nothing whatever from itself . . .

5985. As the Subject (S[)irit) thinks or speaks nothing

wliatever from himself . . . those who inflow sui>pose

that the Subject is as it were nothing . . .

c. It once happened tliat he who said that the

Subject was nothing was made a Subject ; and then the

rest said concerning him that he was nothing, at which

he was very angry.

6000''. The things of Heaven, to these persons, are

relatively as little or nothing.

8995^. When a man . . . holds himself, and also the

world, as nothing ; and if he regards himself as any-

thing, it is in order that he can serve the Lord (he is

regenerate); but the contrary had been the case with

him ; for, when he looked to himself, he had held the

Lord as nothing, and if as anything, it was only in

order that he might have gain and honour therefrom,

9131. 'If he has nothing' (Ex.xxii.3) — if not any-

thing remains of the good and truth taken away.

9981. 'Hoping fornothing' (Luke vi.35). Ex.

10185C. If the communication were taken away, all

things of the Earth would fall into nothing.

10236^. (Such) believe nothing.

®. The tilings which do not appear before their

senses they believe to be nothing.

W. 55. It is said that the world . . . has been created

out of nothing ; and concerning nothing the idea is

cherished as of utterly nothing ; when yet from utterly

nothing, nothing is made, nor can be made. . . From
nothing, which is not, to create that which is, is quite

contradictory.

82. See Newtox, and EMPTY-rac?n/.s, here. J. (Post.)

265.

282. That the Lord from eternity . . . created the

universe and all things of it from Himself, and not

from nothing. Gen. art.

283. (For) not anything can be made out of nothing
;

for nothing is nothing ; and to make something out of

nothing is contradictory.

373''. A vacuum is nothing, and in nothing nothing

is done ; and from nothing nothing comes forth.

P. 19-. As the evil have nothing of jiower, the

universal Hell before the Lord is not only as nothing,

but is utterly nothing as to power.

309. (They said, ) Would not a man thus be nothing

and emptiness ?

'. Of all these it can (truly) be said that they are

nothing and empty . . . and therefore such are called

'dead,' also 'nothing and empty' ( Is. xl. 17,23).

M. 444. The two Angels said . . . Leave out these

things, because they are nothing. But I replied, This

(scortatory) love ... is not nothing, because it exists-

datur.

^. Evil is not from creation ; and yet evil, regarded

in itself, is not nothing, although it is nothing of good.

AVhen this least degree of good becomes nothing, evil

rises up on the other side . . .

T. 76. (We had thought) that all things were created

by God out of nothing ; and j'et we now perceive that

from nothing nothing is made . . .

*. All things lead to the conclusion that God did

not create the universe out of nothing
;
because, as you

said, From nothing nothing is made . . .

D. 910. A Spirit who as if in sleep said, I am nothing,

I am nothing . . . (from fear of robbers). Ex.

2043. What is signified by being nothing. Gen. art.

. Spirits who did not understand what was
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meant by its being said that we are to be annihilated,

or to become nothing . . , have often said to me that I

was nothing, and should become nothing . . . But it

was given me to reply to them that I desired this,

namely to be nothing, nay, utterly nothing ; for then

I should first begin to be something.

[D.] 2044. They were afterwards instructed that

nothing signifies this : that a man should lose all that

is his own ; that is, his cupidities, thus his iniquities
;

and thus that he should come forth as another person
;

and that they could not be anything until they had lost

that which was theirs ; and that in the proportion in

which they lose it, or are annihilated, they begin to be

something ; and that then they would have whatever

they should ever long for. Further ex.

2060. Why a man or a Spirit ought to know nothing

from himself; and that he is then wise for the first

time. Ex.

. This is the same as to say that he who is

nothing is something ; or, that in proportion as he is

nothing, he is more than nothing ; because then first

the Lord is with him . . .

2327. When this proposition had been confirmed l)y the

Angels, (the Spirits) . . . confessed that they are nothing

;

and it was said to them, that such a confession [made]

with intellectual faith is the beginning of humiliation.

2418. Concerning the understanding and perception

of evil Spirits . . . concerning the fact that they are

nothing.
e_ AVhat is said as to their being nothing they

tolerate less than other things of the doctrine of faith
;

and this from the love of self; others, partly from

ignorance.

2465. AVhen the Spirits said that thus they are

nothing, it was replied that it is true ; and that it is

enough for them that they seem to themselves to have

ability, think, speak, and act, as from themselves, and

to be their own. What more do they want ?

2467. Some were indignant that thus they were

nothing, and thus are not able from themselves to lead

themselves ; which is a familiar thing with almost all

Spirits, excejit the best ones. [One of them] said that

he did not want this to be shown so manifestly, that

lie was so led and thus was nothing ; and that it is

.suflScient if he knows this, and can say that it is so.

But it was given me to reply, that it is not enough
;

but that it is necessary to believe it. 2671".

2470. I have manifestly peiceived that nothing else

is required with man, than to be a yielding vessel . , .

In order that man may not be resistant, but yielding,

it is needful for him to be faith ... to be nothing

. . . and to suff'er himself to be driven. He thus acts as

it were from himself, with ineifable happiness. . . This

was confirmed by the Angels, who say that they are in

such a state, when it so pleases the Lord.

2520. Heaven consists ... in everyone regarding

himself as nothing.

2944. Certain Spiiits said, that they wanted to reduce

me so that I should be nothing. Wherefore it was
replied to them that they themselves confess that there

is a nothing . . .

3430. He who thus appeared . . . said that he was
nothing . . . and this often . . . and therefore . . . evil

Spirits could not do any evil to him ; for it was from
his persuasion that he was nothing, and that his life

consisted in this. But how he was nothing ... I could

not perceive, but only that it was not from humility

towards the Lord ; nor from the fact that in him there

was nothiug except what is evil and filthy ... for [such]

suppose themselves to be thus pure . . . 3431, Ex.

3579. Concerning Spirits who say that they are

nothing, and yet want to be everything ; or concerning

the Antediluvians. Gen. art.

3587. They held with themselves this : that all others

compared to them are nothing , . . This Persuasive

penetrates others . . .

3645. That in the World of Spirits every one supposes

another to be nothing. Ex.

3648^. (This pontiff') wanted to humble himself,

saying that he was nothing . . .

3786. Spirits speaking through another consider that

other ... as nothing . . .

3816. A certain Spirit said to me that I am
nothing . . .

3907. Without the Lord's love and His derivative

mercy, not only would each and all things be indeter-

nunate, but utterly nothing
; and therefore the Lord is

all in all.

3939. What it is to be nothing. Ex.

. It was perceived that to be nothing signifies to

be nothing but evil ; for, in itself, evil is death, and
therefore relatively to life it is nothing. That good

and truth is everything, is evident ; and therefore evil

and falsity is nothing. Hence humiliation goes to the

point that one is nothing, with the internal confession

that there is nothing of good and truth in self ... It

signifies, also, that, relatively to the Grand Man, one is

only the very smallest particle, so as to be as it were

nothing . . . As, then, relatively to the Grand Man, he

is almost nothing, he is in the Truth of faith when he

holds himself as nothing relatively to a General, what-

ever it be, which is good and true.

4067. W^hat it is to be nothing. Ex.

, The most deceitful ones above the head . . .

said that they cannot destroy me, because there is

nothing ; but if there were anything, they could . . .

®. Thus is he safe, who in the Truth of faith,

believes himself to be nothing.

4100. Concerning nothing. — Spirits are especially

unable to tolerate the expression that they are nothing.

But it was said to them that they are always something,

but that (something) is from the Lord . . .

4228. They said that I am nothing, because I am
carried to think, to speak, and to all things ; and thus

there is nothing from me. (The advantage of being in

this state, Ex.

)

4341. What it is to be nothing.—A certain upright

Spirit . . , said that he was nothing ... I perceived

that he had the conception of being nothing as relatively

to the multitude of Spirits and of the whole universe.

But it was given to say that this is one conception, but
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that there are many others ; namely, that he has no

power from himself ; also that he has no thonglit from

himself; then, that ho has no life from himself;

especially, that, from liimself, he is a dead thing, filthy,

and nothing but evil, and tlius that all good is from

the Lord ; and that these are the ideas of nothing.

4434. That Spirits have absolutely nothing of ability,

and thus that they are nothing. Ex.

E. 328^*'. 'Asshur oppressed them for nothing' (Is.

111.4) = the falsification of these things through the

reasonings of the natural man. , , 'To oppress for

nothing' = falsification ; for falsities are nothing, be-

cause there is nothing of truth in them.

Notice, To. Aninmdvertere.

Animadversion. Animadvertentia.

See under Apperceive.

A. 24-^. The second thing which a man notices when
he is being regenerated . . .

219. 'The voice of Jehovah' = . . . conscience, or in-

ternal animadversion . . .

295. They took notice that they were in evil : this is

called 'nakedness.'

450. They took notice witli shame that . . .

1270^. On awaking, I noticed that they were near me.

131 1-. As it appears at first as if the Lord does not

see or notice that the evil exists . . .

1410. 'Jehovah said to Abram' = thc first animadver-

sion (or act of taking notice) of all . . .

^. As when in the Ancient Church anyone was
made to take notice through conscience, or through

another dictate, or through the Word, tliat it was so,

then it was said in like manner that 'Jehovah said.'

1426. What is said from the first verse to this, repre-

sents and signifies the first animadversion that He was

putting on celestial things, and thus Divine ones.

1491^. Animadversion comes through knowledge.

1820'-. As soon as they notice the smallest thing

wliich a man loves, or apperceive as it were by scent

what is delightful and dear to him . . .

1884^. I noticed that I was in another place. H.441.

1936. It noticed that it ought not to trust to itself.

Sig. and Ex.

2488. The Spirits witli man know and observe the

smallest things of his memory and thoughts . . .

2831'. The celestials know at once from a certain

internal animadversion whether it is good and whether

it is true ; for the Lord insinuates this, because they are

conjoined with the Lord in love ; whereas spiritual men
have not such a })erception of good and truth . . .

2953<'. It is noticed at once by the Angels that a

man's ideas are from the Word.

4658. I observed that there were Spirits who . . .

5075^. The understanding is called the internal sight

. . . Animadversion and oljcdience are called hearing

and hearkening ; the apperception of a Thing, smell

;

and so on.

6258. 'He could not see' = no animadversion.

6484<=. Brute animals have like senses, a like life, and
also animadversion and prudence.

6663-. He who defends his opinion against others who
attack it, confirms himself in it more and more, and also

finds many things confirmatory of his opinion which he
had not noticed Ijefore . . .

7281. ' In stretching out My hand upon the Egyptians'
= when they observe in themselves the Divine power.

8542. If they observe that any begin to think wrongly
about God, they first admonish him . , .

1 02 1 7. The same word as that by which 'to number'
is here expressed, in the Original Language n:eans to

survey-^ij.s<r«re, to estimate-cejisere, to animadvert.

10736. After I had observed that I was in the starry

heaven as to my spirit . . . For this may be observed

from the changes of state . . .

10813^. That they fled at the mere idea of absolute

command or domination, I observed from the fact

that , . .

H. I09<^. When I have been in gardens ... I have
noticed the correspondences in Heaven . . .

143^. Tlie presence of the Lord was observed before

my face.

452^. When (after their decease) they take notice

that they are alive . . .

W. 266-. Let everyone consult himself, and he will

observe that it is so.

341-. Once in my garden I observed that . . .

382. Everyone can observe in himself that . . .

P. 34. How the body operates these things is ob-

served ; but not how the soul.

42. Tlie more distinctly he appears to himself as his

own, the more evidently he animadverts that he is the

Lord's. 44.

58^. The Angels take notice also that the conjunction

is only what may be called adjunction.

71-. Whoever attends to his acts of will . . . will

observe that such a determination comes in between.

234. The Divine Providence . . . where it observes

man to swerve . . .

235". Those who have confirmed themselves in favour

of human prudence ... in whatever they see, hear, and

read, notice nothing else . . .

T. 449. If they do not observe the same things in

the person after death, they at once recede from the

friendship.

459'*. I noticed this from their faces.

504-. I noticed that smoke, as it were, ascended from

Hell . . .

526. Whereinsoever ye shall perceive yourselves to

have offended . . .

eSQi^. In the Spiritual World I have often observed

this transmutation and turning.

796'. As Luther observed that the number of those

who resorted to him diminished daily . . .

D. 892. There is a certain interior perception, or
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animadversion, in those who are led by the Lord, as to

the things which are to be done Avith them, especially

in the doing . . .

[D.] 3842. From the animadversion given me by the

Lord, I perceived tliis so manifestly ... If tlie animad-
vei-sion had not been given, I should not have at all

perceived whence (the influx came).

4627^. Hence from light are thought, appercejition,

reflection, animadversion, etc.

^^. I have observed from frequent experience . . .

5640. (Those) in a lower sphere . . . have not interior

perception, nor animadversion from Knowledges.

D. Min. 47216. The animadversion of resistance, or

its reception, is sometimes suHicient.

Notion. Notio.

A. 449. AVhat notion thej- have conceived of

Heaven . . .

3857'. (Being in worldly and corporeal aff'ections,

man) can have notions concerning celestial and spiritual

ones.

4269. General notions must precede . . .

4301^. In order that some notion may be had of this

Thing . . .

4893-. Those things fall into tlie shade (of the under-

standing) which do not coincide with the things of which

it before had some notion.

4901-. (Spirits) have thought from states of life, and

this without notion of times.

. Hence no notion of time enters their thoughts
;

but a notion of state and its progressions. Notions

are taken from those things which are and come forth

before the senses.

5354'". The Intellectual of the Church is the under-

standing with the men of the Church concerning trnths

and goods . . . thus their notion, concept, or idea, con-

cerning them.

H. 162. Nevertheless the Angels have no notion and
idea of time and space . . . 191. 195.

T. 4^. As the idea concerning God, with all notion

of Him, has been torn to pieces . . .

D. 982. Even general notions (of this science) would
All innumerable sheets.

1 126. Those things which are of life . . . are succes-

sively inserted into this general notion.

1935. For each notion contains infinite things . . .

2697. The notion of this has been sometimes given

me in sleep.

3476'. Therefore the notion of time and space does

not exist with Spirits, except with those who are

corporeal . . . and even with them there is no reflection

upon such things, and without reflection there is no
notion of such things ; as may be evident from man in

the body : when he is not reflecting upon such, and
corporeal, things, neither is he then in the notion of

them.

3477. As they (then) have no other notion than that

of time . . . they deduce absurdities . . .

3482. I have been led into a certain perception of

forms, the notion of which far surpasses . . , the notions

taken from geometrical things ; for the forms ... so

surpass the forms of geometrical notions, that thej'

cannot possibly be perceived from them. 3484.

3945. Concerning the notion of love and of heaven.

. An idea or notion of it occurred exceedingly

gross, which ideas and notions can scarcely be described

. . . But when the persuasive life of Spirits occurred,

the idea or notion was subtle . . .

3954". That he should have the notion (of the spirit)

which he has now, had been impossible . . .

5623. As the Sun is not such as it is in the world,,

they can have no notion of time ; but only of state . . .

5625. How that natural thought, and especially

sensuous thought, cannot recede from the notion of

space and time.

5627. Still, they have a notion of heat and cold, and
also of light and shade ; but not from time ; but from

the state of their life.

E. 388^-. From this general notion concerning the

contents, it may be seen . . .

Nourish, To. Nntrire.

Nourishment, Nutrition. Nutritio.

See Xuji.sK.

A. 1973®. Knowing and learning are as it were the

food (of Spirits) by which they are nourished.

3951^. As with the nourishment of man ; nutrition

has for its end that there be a sound mind in a sound

body. If a man deprives tlie body of its nourishment,

he deprives himself also of the state of the end ; and
therefore he who is a spiritual man does not despise

nourishment, nor the pleasures of it either ; but he

does not have it for the end, but for a means of serving

the end.

4459*^. For example : the nourishment of the body,

and the nourishment of the soul. He who is in merely

external pleasures, takes care of his skin, indulges his

stomach, loves to live sumptuously, and places the

height of pleasure in eatables and drinkables ; but lie

who is in internals, also has pleasure in these things, but

his regnant aff'ection is that the body may be nourished

with foods with pleasure for the sake of its health, to

the end that there may be a souud mind in a sound

body ; thus principally for the sake of the health of the

mind, to which the health of the body subserves as a

means.

4792. As food and nourishment corresi)ond to spiritual

food and nourishment, the taste corresponds to the

perception and aff'ection thereof. (Continued under

Food.)

4795. In so far as the tongue subserves nourishment,

it corresponds to the affection of knowing, understand-

ing, and being wise as to trutlis . . .

4976". Man in the other life is not nourished by any
natural food and drink ; but by spiritual food ami

drink, (which are) good and truth . . .

^. Hence it can be seen . . . how the truth of

faith without the good of charity cau nourish tlie
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internal man, in that it is as drink alone does without

food . . .

5147. Full of celestial good for the nourishment of

the Natural. Sig. and Ex.

*. That such things yield nourishment to the

spirit of man, when material foods are [doing so] to his

body, may also be evident from the fact, that foods

without delights conduce but little, but with delights

they nourish. The delights are what open the passages

or ducts which receive and convey into the blood ; but

things undelightful close them. These delights with

the Angels are the goods of love and of charity . . .

5293. Food, in the internal sense, properly signifies

those things which nourish the soul of man ; that is,

which nourish him after the life of the body . . , These

are the things with which the Angels are nourished,

and which are therefore called s[)iritual and celestial

foods . . . The mind of man is nourished with no other

food. (Continued under Food.)

5360. These are the things with which Angels and

Spirits are nourished. (Continued under Food. )

5576. Famine there ... is famine for such food as

nourishes their minds . . . Wonderful to say, the Angels

are nourished by this food. (Continued under Food.)
''. He who enjoys material food for the nourish-

ment of the body, is better nourished by such food if at

the same time he is cheerful in sjjirit, and is engaged in

conversation about such things as are favourable thereto.

(Continued under Food.)

6078. If man takes food [in the intervals] between

speaking and listening, the vessels which receive the

chyle are opened, and he is nourished more fully than

if alone. Spiritual truths, and instructions in them,

would have such an effect with men, if they were in the

affection of good.

. But in order that scientifics may yield health-

bringing nourishment to the soul, there nmst be in

them life from the goods of truth . . .

61 10. Truths and goods, and the Knowledges thereof

. , . are the celestial and spiritual foods with which (the

Angels) are nourished . . .

6158. 'For seed of the ficld'= for the nourishment of

the mind.

\ When the mind is in the genuine sense a man,

it is nourished and supported by truth and good ; and,

as truth and good are signified by 'seed,' nourishment

also is signified by it . . .

7996®. See FEAsr-coiiviriuvi, here.

8352^ The nourishment of the spiritual life is good

and truth . . . On account of this correspondence, food

and drink nourish the body better and more suitabl}-,

when at supper or dinner a man is at the same time in

the delight of conversation with others about things he

loves. (Continued under Food.)

8410. ' Bread' = the primary thing which nourishes

the soul . . .

9003'. When man becomes a Spirit . . . his nourish-

ment or support is not from natural meat and drink,

but from spiritual ; which, to an evil Spirit, is falsity

from evil ; and, to a good Spirit, truth from good. The

nourishments of human minds, while they are living in

the body . . . are no other ; and hence it is that all

things which relate to food, as bread, flesh, wine, water

. . . =such things as are of spiritual nourishment.

9013. He who is in deceit meditates on evil, and
thereby nourishes his understanding . . . and thus

destroys everything there wliich is of man . . .

H. 274. Moreover, knowledge, intelligence, and
wisdom are spiritual nourishment, as food is natural

nourishment . . .

340-. For intelligence and wisdom are spiritual

nourishment itself ; and therefore the things which
nourish the minds (of infants there), nourish also their

bodies, and this from correspondence ; for the form of

the body is nothing but the external form of the in-

teriors. M.411^.

479''. For every love wants to be nourished by its own
things ; an evil love by falsities, and a good love by
truths.

Life 37. In order that good may come forth, it

desires . , . truths : from these are its nourisliment and
formation. 39.

W. 331. Uses to sustain the body relate to its

nourishment, etc. . . The uses created for the nourish-

ment of the body are all things of the vegetable kingdom

which are for food and drink (eni;m. ) also all things of

the animal kingdom which are eaten (enum.).

333". Nutrition is to be applied (by correspondence)

to the goods of love ; clothing, to the truths of wis-

dom . . .

420-. That the blood nourishes itself with conducive

things from the indrawn air. Ex.
^. That the blood in the lungs purifies and

noiu'ishes itself correspondently to the all'ectious of the

mind . . .

P. 233^, In the memory there are , . . spiritual foods,

which are meant by truths, and, in themselves, are

Knowledges : in proportion as man takes out thence by

thinking, and as it were ruminating, them, in the same

l^roportion his spiritual mind is nourished. The love

of the will is that which longs for . . . them, and causes

them to be imbibed, and to nourish. If this love is

evil, it , . . longs for unclean things ; but if good, it

longs for . . . clean ones ; and those things which do

not agree, it separates, dismisses, and casts out ; which

is done in various ways.

T. 494. The soul is in the suprenies, and its nutrition

is from no other foods than spiritual ones . . .

709. Every man . . . can know that there are natural

nourishment and sjiiritual nourishment, and that

natural nourishment is for the body, and spiritual

nourishment for the soul. 111. Now, as the body dies,

and the soul lives after death, it follows that spiritual

nourishment is for eternal salvation. Who cannot see

from this, that these two nutritions are by no means to

be confounded ? . . .

D- 4757'- The Y\^ord contains in it the most arcane

things which are open in the three Heavens in order
;

and the Divine wisdom is in it ; and thence is their

celestial and spiritual nourishment . . .
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[D.] 6088". As the food is from a spiritual origin . . . and

as Spirits and Angels . . . are endowed with a spiritual

liody, therefoi'e such spiritual nonrishment is of service

to them , . .

6095. The Africans imbibe truths from longing desire

more than others : this they call being nourished . . .

E. 329^. Spiritual nourishment is from the good and

truth which proceed from the Lord ; as all the nourish-

ment of the body is from meat and drink . . .

386. The spiritual life itself equally needs its nourish-

ment and sustenance . . .

403^". That there is no spiritual nourishment. Sig.

4446. 'An inn' is where meat and drink are bought,

by which are signified the Knowledges of good and

truth, and thence the spiritual nourishment which is

given by instruction.

507. For whatever is born in gardens and fields, and

subserves for the nourishment of either man or beast,

has a correspondence with such things as subserve for

the nourishment of the animus and mind ; Avhich

nourishment is called spiritual nourishment.

617*. To be spiritually nourished is to be instructed

and imbued, consequently, to know, to understand, and

to be wise. Unless man enjoys tin's nourishment to-

gether with the nourishment of the body, he is not a

man, but a beast ; which is the reason why those who
place all delight in eatings and feastings, and wlio daily

indulge the palate, are obese as to spiritual things, how-

ever well they can reason about the things of the world

and of the body ; whence, after death, they lead a life

ferine rather than human ; for in place of intelligence

and wisdom they have insanity and folly.

710^ 'My mother's breasts '= spiritual nourishment

in such things as are of the Cliurch.

725^ As all spiritual nourishment is from the truths

Avhich are from good, the law was delivered, that 'a

male among the priests should eat tlie holy things' . . .

(by which) was signified spiritual nourishment.

727-. 'Thou settest a table before me . .
.' = spiritual

nourishment through Divine truth . . ,

750^''. As by 'the manna' is signified spiritual

nourishment, it is also the faith and understanding or

intelligence of man which are spiritually nourished
;

and, as the sons of Israel had no natural nourishment,

they said, 'Our soul is dvj , .
.

' By 'there is nothing

but manna before our eyes' is signified that there is

only spiritual nourishment ; and, as they loathed this,

the flesh of quails, or of selav, was given them, by which

flesh is signified natural nourishment.
• ^^, By 'eatiug,' 'drinking,' and 'food,' is signified

spiritual nourishment, which is the nourishment of

faith, and, with this, the nourishment of the under-

standing, whence is intelligence in spiritual things . . .

780^*'. "When they were instructed concerning goods

and truths from the Word, even to the full nourish-

ment of the soul. Sig.

911". By all things which are of natural nourish-

ment, as wheat, barley, oil, wine, and many other

tilings, are signified such things as are of spiritual

nourishment . . . and the things which are of spiritual

nourishment, in general relate to good and truth, and
the Knowledges of them ; thus to doctrine, and to life

according to those Knowledges. 111.

Novitiate. Novitius.

New-comer. Novus advena.

See under Choir, and Soul.

A. 318. A certain (novitiate Spirit) supposed himself

to be in the world ; and when it was given him to know
that lie was in the other life, and that now he had not

anything ... he was aff'ected with anxiety . . . He was

transferred among celestial Spirits, who were of the

province of the heart ; these performed all oflices for

him . . . Being again left to himself, he began from

charity to think how he could repay such great kind-

ness ; from which it was evident that while in the life

of the body he had been in the charity of faith, and

he was therefore at once taken up into Heaven.

D.2030. 2042.

1 106^. AVhen the time of vastation has passed, they

are taken up into Heaven ; and, as novitiates, are

instructed in the truths of faith ; and this by the Angels

by whom they are received.

1641^. Good Spirits love nothing more than to instruct

novitiates . . .

1708. 'The trained men,' or novitiates, of Abrani, =
the goods in the external man which can be conjoined

with the interior man,

2016. The Angels confess (that all good and the

derivative truth are from the Lord) before novitiate

Souls . . .

22096. This might be evident from novitiate Spirits,

who take the gi-eatest delight in the appearances which

they have brought with them from the world ; saying

that if these were taken away from them they do not

know whether they could think.

2704®. The Angels perceive nothing more blessed and

happy than to teach novitiate brothers, and imbue them

with the truths and goods which are of heavenly order.

3704^. Novitiates who are coming into Heaven (are

taught) with solicitous care that there is one God ; and

those who had been within the Church, that all the

Trine is in the Lord.

4415. Recent Souls, or novitiate Spirits, namely,

those who some days after death are coming into the

other life, are very greatly surprised that there is light

there . . . These, if they have been good, in order that

they may be instructed, are elevated to heavenly So-

cieties, and from Society to Society . . .

H. 391. There are some Societies who protect

novitiate Spirits—who are those who come recently

from the world—from infestations by evil Spirits.

520. The ways which lead from the places (of instruc-

tion) to Heaven, and through which novitiate Angels

are introduced. Des.

P. 290". Novitiate Spirits wonder at this my state
;

not seeing otherwise than that I do not think and will

anything from myself, and am therefore like some empty

thing . . .

R. 153. I. When they are dead, and revive as to the
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Spirit, which generally happens on the third day after

the heart has ceased to beat, they appear to themselves

to be in a body like that in which they had been ... so

that they know no otherwise than that they are living

in the former world ... II. After some days they see

that they are in a world where there are various Societies

instituted, which "World is called the AVorld of Spirits

. . . III. The novitiate Spirit, or spiritual man, is con-

ducted and transferred into various Societies, both good

and evil, and is explored as to whether he is affected

with truths, and how ; or whether he is affected with

falsities, and how. IV. If he is affected with truths,

he is led away from the evil Societies, and is led into

good Societies, and also into various ones, until he comes

into a Society corresponding to his natural affection
;

and he there enjoj's the good which agrees with that

affection : and this until he puts off his natural affection,

and puts on a spiritual one ; and he is then elevated into

Heaven. But this takes place with those who in the

world have lived a life of charity, and thus also a life of

faith ; which is, that they have believed in the Lord,

and have shunned evils as sins. Y. But those who in

doctrine and in life have confirmed themselves in faith

even to justification by it alone . . . are led away from

the good Societies, and are led into the evil Societies,

and also into various ones, until they come into a Society

corresponding to the concupiscences of their love : for

he who loves falsities cannot do otherwise than love

evils. (Their subsequent experience described at gi-eat

length.)

565. (The dragonists) attacking novitiates with the

design of seducing them. Sig. and Ex.

875^. There was with me then a novitiate Spirit who
inquired . . . And the Angel replied . . .

M. 44. I once saw three novitiate Spirits from the

world, who were wandering about, examining, and
making inquiries. They were in wonderment that men
lived altogether as before ... In order that they might
be deprived of all doubt that they were truly men, they

by turns looked at and touched themselves and others,

and felt at objects, and by a thousand things confirmed

themselves that they were now men as in the former

world ; besides that they saw each other in a In'ighter

light, and objects in a superior splendour, and thus more

perfectly. ( -.) Then by chance two angelic Spirits

met them, and stopped them, saying. Whence are you ?

And they replied, AVe have deceased out of a world, and

again we live in a world ; thus we have migrated from a

world into a world. We are now wondering at this.

And then the three novitiates interrogated the two

angelic Spirits concerning Heaven ; and as two of the

three novitiates were adolescents, and from their eyes

there darted out as it were a spark of lust for the sex,

the angelic Sjiirits said. Perhaps you have seen women
;

and they replied. We have. And as they had made
inquiry about Heaven, they said these things : In

Heaven there are all magnificent and splendid things,

and such as the eye has never seen ; and there are

virgins and youths there ; virgins of such beauty that

they may be called beauties in beauty's own form ; and

youths of such morality that they may be called

moralities in morality's own form ; and the beauties of

the virgins and the moralities of the youths correspond

to each other, as forms mutual and coadaptable. And
the two novitiates asked whether in Heaven there are

human forms altogether similar to those which are in the

natural world ; and it was replied that they are alto-

gether similar ; nothing is taken away from the man ;

and nothing from the woman . . . retire, if you like, and

examine yourself as to whether anything is wanting . . .

(Continued at length under Love of the Sex.)

182. I saw them ascending as before from the Athenian

city and its confines, and in the midst of them three

novitiates from the world. These three were from

Christians, one a priest, one a politician, and the third

a philosopher. . . ( ^. After entering the Palladium,

the three novitiates tell tliem the news from the earth ;

first about Swedenborg, and the revelation concerning

the Spiritual World given through him, and then of

the reception accorded thereto by the people of the

Earth.) T.693.

461. I once spoke with a novitiate Spirit, who, when

he was in the world, had meditated much about Heaven

and Hell. By novitiate Spirits are meant men newly

deceased, who, being then spiritual men, are called

Spirits. He, as soon as he entered the Spiritual World,

began to meditate in like manner about Heaven and

Hell . . . When he observed that he was in the Spiritual

AVorld, he at once asked where Heaven was, and where

Hell . . . And they replied, Heaven is above your head,

and Hell is beneath your feet ; for you are now in the

World of Spirits . . . But as to what and of what quality

are Heaven and Hell, we cannot describe in a few words.

And then, as he burned with the longing desire to Know,

he threw himself upon his knees, and prayed devoutly

to God that he might be instructed. And behold an

Angel appeared at his right hand, and raised him, and

said. You have supplicated to be instructed about

Heaven and Hell. Inquire and learn what delight is
;

and you will know ; and, having said this, the Angel

was taken up. (Continued under DELjauT-Jucnndnvi.)

T.570.

8_ ^viien (the three devils) saw the novitiate

Spirit with the Angels, fury came upon them . . .

T. 12. Once, while speaking with the Angels, there

were present some novitiates from the natural world.

Seeing them, I wished them a happy arrival, and told

them many unknown things about the Spiritual World.

(They state their opinions concerning God and nature
;

and receive much instruction from Swedenliorg on these

subjects.)

16. I saw some new-comers from the natural world

. . . talking together about three Divine Persons from

eternity ; they were dignitaries of the Church, and one

of them a bishop. (They state to Swedenborg their

ideas on this subject, and then are instructed by him.)

797-. As soon as Melancthon entered the Spiritual

World, a house was prepared for him like the house in

which he had stayed in the world. Tliis is also done

with most of the new-comers, from which they know no

otherwise than that tliey are still in the natural world,

and that the time which has passed since their death

has been only like a sleep. In his chamber also all

things were like : a like table, etc. . . and therefore,
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as soon as he came thither, he at once, as if he had
awakened from sleep, placed himself at the table, and
continued to write. (Continued under Melancthon.)

[T.797]^. When any novitiates from the world entered

his chamber to speak with hira and to see him, he

summoned one of the magical Spirits . . . who then

adorned his chamber . , .

D. 299. The Angels are greatly gladdened at new-
comers, and with the greatest assiduity want them to

be associated ; but, from that exquisite perception, they

at once know and perceive whether he is such that he

can be among them ; if not, they grieve ; but still they

labour with the greatest assiduity to initiate him ; but,

when there is no concord, they separate themselves, and
so it is again given to the Soul to be transferred around
as in vehicles . . .

357. I have observed that Spirits as yet novitiate . . .

are snatched along in a spiritual stream ... I have ob-

served the resistance of these Spirits ; but still they were

compelled to be among them, and little by little they

were drawn towards interior things . . .

E. 2o8^ When novitiate Spirits are being introduced

into a heavenly Society, there is opened to them by the

Lord a way wliich leads to it ; and, when they come
thither, there appears a gate with a door at tlie side

where are guards, who intromit him ; and then others

appear who receive and introduce him.

5 M. 4. When any man goes after death into the

Spiritual World, which for the most part takes place on

the third day ... he appears to himself in a like life to

that in which he had been in the world, and in a like

house, chamber, and bed ; in a like covering and cloth-

ing ; and in a like company within the house ; if he
has been a King or Prince, in a like court ; if a husband-
man, in a like cottage . . . This happens to everyone
after death ... in order that death may not appear to

be death, but a continuation of life ; and in order that

the last of natural life may become the first of spiritual

life, and, from this, may progress to its goal, which
must be either in heaven or in Hell. (5. ) The reason

such a fresh likeness of all things appears to the deceased,

is that the mind remains the same with them , . . and
as the mind is not solely in the head, but is also in the
whole body, [the novitiate] has a like body . . . and as,

after death, he is the same man, there exist like things
according to the ideas of his mind which he possessed in

the world when at home ; but this lasts for some days
only. . . (6.) When novitiate comers are in this first state

in the Spiritual World, Angels come to them for the sake

of -wishing them a happy arrival, and at first they are

exceedingly delighted from their conversation with them,
because they know that they are then thinking no other-

wise than that they are still living in the former world
;

and therefore they interrogate them as to what they
think about the life after death ; to which the strangers

reply in conformity with their former ideas. . . (7.

)

The Angels (then) say, Welcome, we will make manifest
to you a new thing . . . that every man lives a man
after death in a body exactly as lie had lived before. To
these things the novitiate Spirits retort, That is impos-
sible. Whence has he a body ? Does it not lie dead in

the grave with all things belonging to it ? To these

things the Angels merrily reply, We will demonstrate
this to the eye. And they say. Are you not men in a

perfect form ? Look at yourselves, and feel at yourselves.

And yet you have died out of the natural world. The
reason you have not known this until now, is that the

proximate state of life after death is exactly like the last

state of life before death. On hearing these things the

new guests are astounded, and exclaim from joy of heart,

Thanks be to God that we are alive ; and that death has

not extirpated us ! I have often heard novitiates in-

structed in this way concerning their posthumous life,

and exhilarated by their resurrection.

Now. Mine.
A. 6984. 'From now,' or from to-day (Ex.iv. lo)=

what is eternal ; thus to eternity ; because it involves

the subsequent time. Refs.

T. 508^. Now it is allowable . . .

E. 899. 'Blessed are the dead who die in the Lord
from now' (Rev.xiv. I3) = their resurrection into eternal

life . . . The reason it is said 'from now,' is that those

are meant who have lived this life heretofore, and will

live it henceforth. Ex.

Noxious. See Hurt.

Nucleus. See Kernel.

Number. See under More.

Number, A. Numems.
Num.ber, To. Numerare.

Num.eral. Ahiineralis.

Numeration. Nuiueratio.

Numerous. Numerosus.

See One, Two, Three, etc.. Twenty, Thiuty,

Forty, etc.. Hundred, Thousand, and jMyriad.

A. 481. ' 130 years' (Gen. v. 3) = the time before a new
Church arose . . .

4872. The Most Ancients had their numbers, by

which they signified various things of the Church, as

the numbers 3, 7, 10, 12, and many which wei'e com-

pounded of these and others ; and thus they compre-

hended the states of the Church ; and therefore these

numbers contain arcana ... It was a computation of the

states of the Church. The like occurs also in the Word
imssira, especially in the prophetical one. In the rites

of the Jewish Church also there are niimbers, of both

times and measures . . . which everywhere signify holy

things according to their application. . . In what follows

... it shall be told what the simple numbers signify up

to 12. Unless these are first known, what the composite

numbers signify cannot be apprehended.

493. Whenever they are applied, by the numbers of

the days and years, and also by the numbers of the

measures, is signified something abstractedly from the

times and measures, according to the signification of the

number. Examps. . . Here the numbers are such as

signify a something which is peculiar abstractedly from

those things to which they are applied ; and when

they are abstracted, there are then the states which are

signified by the numbers.
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520. 'All tlie days of Enoch were 365 years' (Gen. v.

23)= that they were few.

575. 'The days of man shall be 120 years' (Gen.vi.3)

= that he ought to have the remains of faith.

. Here in like manner there occur numbers of

years, which no one can ever know the signification of,

unless he knows what lies hidden in the single numbers
from I to 12, and so on. Ex. . . But what the number
120 involves, is evident solely from 10 and 12, from the

multiplication of which it is composed ; namely, that it

= the remains of faith. Ex.

647. The numbers '300,' '50,' and '30' = remains,

and, indeed, few. Tliose who are in the internal sense,

as good Spirits and Angels, are outside of all those things

which are terrestrial, corporeal, and merely mundane
;

thus are outside all things which belong to numbers and

measures ; and yet it is given them by the Lord to per-

ceive the Word fully . . .

648. That the numbers and measures in the Word =
celestial and spiritual things, may be manifestly evident

from the measurement of the Xew Jerusalem and Tem})le

in John and Ezekiel.

^. Here, also, the numbers, regarded in them-

selves, signify nothing but the holy Celestial and Spirit-

ual abstracted from the numbers. So all the numbers

of the dimensions of the ark ; of the propitiatorj"^ ; of

the golden table ; of the habitation ; of the altar ; and

all the numbers and dimensions of the temple. III.

716. In the internal sense, there is nothing whatever

which is from numbers
; as here ; for they who are in

the internal sense, as Angels and angelic Spirits, do not

even know what number is . . .

6. From these things also it is manifestly evident

that the numbers in the Word . . . never signify

numbers.

730^. (A round number taken instead of the exact one.)

737. 'Noah was a son of 600 years' (Gen.vii.6) = his

first state of temptation ; as is evident from the fact,

that here, uj) to Heber, by the numbers, and by the

ages of the years, and by the names, nothing else is

signified than Things . . . That here '600 years '= the

first state of temptation, may be evident from the

numbers which dominate therein ; which are 10 and 6,

twice multiplied into tliemselves. A greater or less

number from the same [factors] changes nothing. 755.

813. '150' (Gen.vii.24) = the last and first terminus.

. . , (For) ' 15' =so few as to be scarcely any ; thus still

more so the number 150, which is composed therefrom

by multiplication into 10, which = remains. The multi-

plication of a few—as the multiplication of a half, a

fourth, or a tenth—makes it still less, so tliat at last it

becomes almost nothing, consequently the end or the

last terminus. The same number occiu's in the follow-

ing chapter (viii.3), where it is said : 'the waters

receded at the end of 150 days,' wliere it signifies tlie

like.

^. The numbers in the Word are to be understood

in a sense entirely abstractedly from the sense of the

letter. They are inserted only to connect together the

historic series. . . Thus where '7' occurs, it = what is

holy, quite abstractedly from the times and measures

with which it is wont to be adjoined. For the Angels,

who perceive the internal sense of the Word, know
nothing of time and measure, still less of the number
designated ; and yet they understand the Word fully

when it is being read by man. And therefore when any
number occurs anywhere, they can never have the idea

of any number, but of the Thing signified by the number.
So here, by this number, they understand the last

terminus of tlie Most Ancient Church ; and, in the fol-

lowing chapter (ver.3), the first terminus of the Ancient,

or new, Church.

S49. '150 days'= a terminus . . . here, the terminus

of the fluctuation, and of the new life.

893-. 'It came to pass in the 601 st year' (Gen. viii. 13)

= the last terminus; (for) the number 600. . . =a
beginning ; and, indeed, thei-e, the beginning of temp-

tation : its eud is designated by the same number, a

whole year having passed . . . and therefore it is added,

'in the first montli, the first day of the month;' by
which is signified the first terminus. Ex.

901. Xo numbers in Heaven.

1429. That the numbers of the j'ears of Abram, in the

internal sense, = other things . . .

1709. '318 men' (Gen.xiv.i4)= their quality, namely,

tliat they are the holy things of combat. The number
18 involves this, as also the number 300; for these

numbers are composed from 3 and 6 ; and '3' = what is

holy, and '6,' combat.

1808. 'Number the stars' (Gen.xv.5) = the representa-

tion of goods and truths by a view of the constellations,

1809.

1847. '400 years' (ver. 13)— the duration and state;

namely, of temptations
;

(for) '400'—which number=
the same as 40—•= the durations and states of teni])ta-

tions ... In the literal sense these words have regard to

the duration [or stay] of the sons of Israel in Egypt ; and

that this was 430 years is evident from Ex.xii.40
;

although the duration was not so great from the coming

of Jacob into Egypt, but from the sojourning of Abram
there. The number 430 is said, because this number

involves temptations, which they represented by their

servitude in Egypt ; and also afterwards by the 40 years

afflictions in the desert.

1856. Whether a number be greater or less, provided

it be of the same stock, it involves the same. Examp.

1941. 'It shall not be numbered for multitude' (Gen.

xvi. 10) = multiplication beyond measure. Ex.

1963. From these three numbers (40, 6, and 10) is

composed the number So and 6, which involves such

things, and which thus signifies the state of the Lord as

to the celestial goods acquired through tlie combats of

temptations. For all the numbers in the AVord=
Things. Ex.

1988. 'Abram was a son of 90 years and 9 years' (Gen.

xvii. i) = the time before the Lord fully conjoined the

internal man with the rational ; as is evident fiom the

signification of '9' when it precedes '10;' or, what is

the same, '99' when it precedes '100;' for Abram,

when Isaac was born to him, was 100 years of age. . .

All numbers whatever, in the AVord, = Things. Examp.

2106.
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[A. 1988]-. So is it -with the number '99 ;' and that it

signifies the time before the Lord fully conjoined the

internal man with the rational is evident from the sig-

nification of '100 years.' (Continued under Hundred.)

2075. 'Shall Sarah, a daughter of 90 years, bear?'

(vei". 17) = that truth conjoined with good will do
this . . .

". The number '9'= conjunction, and still more
the number '90,' which is composed from 9 multiplied

by 10; for ' 10' = remains through which is conjunc-

tion . . .

2227. 'Abraham in being shall lie for a nation great

and numerous' (Gen.xviii. i8)= that from the Lord will

be all good, and all the derivative truth . . . 'Numerous'

is predicated of truth. ^.

2252. The numbers tliemselves ; as, here '50;' and,

in what follows, '45,' '40,' '30,' '20,' and '10,' by those

who are in the internal sense, are never perceived as

numbers ; but as Things, or states, liefs.

'''. The Ancients also designated the states of

their Church by numbers, and what the nature of their

computation was, may be evident from the signification

of the numbers in the places cited. They had the sig-

nification of the numbers from the representatives

which come forth in the World of Spirits, where, when
anything appears as numbered, it does not signify any-

thing determined by the numbers ; but the Thing, or

state . . .

*. For from the Ancients (the Israelites) had cer-

tain (or fixed) representative and significative numbers,

which they observed, and which were also commanded
in their rites ; but most did not know what they signi-

fied.

2269. The simple numbers retain their signification

even when they are multiplied ; and thus the greater

numbers have a signification like that of the less.

Examp.

2575-*. Yet by the numbers, equally as by the names,

in the Word, are signified Things. Refs.

2625^. By the numbers, in the Word, are not signified

numbers ; but certain states in special.

2905. '100 years and 20 years and 7 j'ears' (Gen.

xxiii. I )= their fulness. Ex.

2959. 'Land of 400 shekels of silver' (ver. I5) = the

jjrice of redemption by truth. . . Because '40o' = vasta-

tiou.

. As '400,' when predicated of time, as '400

years,'=the duration and state of vastation, so when
'400' is predicated of shekels, it= the price of redemp-
tion.

-. That '400 years '= the duration and state of

vastation. 111.

. (Why Israel was said to be 400 years in

Egypt.)

29666. With those who believe all good and all truth
to be from the Lord, the price of redemption is signified

by '40,' and in a higher degree by '400.'

'Mene,' or 'He has numbered,' is predicated

32396. The half of a number involves the same as the

31046

of truth

whole one ; for multiplication and division, provided

there is what is like therein, do not vary the Thing it-

self as to what is essential.

3252. ' 100 years and 70 years and 5 years' (Gen.xxv.

7) = the things which are of its state. Ex.
6. For in number, as number, there is nothing

holy.

3275. '100 years and 30 years and 7 years' (ver. 17) =
the things which are of that state.

3325^. ' 144' (Rev.xiv. i), or 12 times 12, = thosewho
are in the faith of charity.

3812''. 'I can number all my bones' (Ps.xxii.i7) = to

want to dissipate Divine truths by reasonings and
falsities.

3858". 'i2' = all things in one complex; in like

manner '144 ;' for this is 12 times 12. 6419'*.

39606. Half a number, and the double of it, are of the

same signification in the Word, when it treats concern-

ing the same Thing.

4177. For a number doubled, and multiplied into

itself, does not take away the signification.

4248. 'And 400 men with him' (Gen.xxxii.6) = the

state of good now, that it may take the first ]Aa.ce
;

(for)

'400,' properlj', = temptations and their duration.

4341-

4264. All the numbers in the Word =: Things . . .

-. Sometimes the speech of the Angels, when it

has fallen down into the World of Spirits, has fallen

into various numbers ; and where numbers are read in

the Word, by the Angels there are understood Things
;

for number never penetrates into Heaven ; for numbers

are of measure and space, and also of time ; and these

are of the world and of nature, to which in the Heavens

correspond states and the changes of states. The Most

Ancients . . . knew what was signified by the single

nrmibers, and also by the composite ones; and hence

the signification of them was derived to their descend-

ants.

4495. That the numbers 3, 7, and 12 involve arcana,

cannot but be evident to everyone who searches into

the Word as to its interiors ; and if there is an arcanum

in these numbers, it follows that there is in the rest of

the numbers which are in the Word ; for the Word is

holy everywhere.

-. Sometimes, when I have been speaking with

the Angels, numbers have been seen, as it were written

before the eyes, like those which are seen on paper in

clear day ; and it was seen that the Things themselves

which were being spoken of fall into such numbers
;

from which experience also it has been given to know
that every number in the Word contains some

arcanum. 111.

. The number 666 is from a ternary and sextary

number.

4518. 'I am mortals of number' (Gen.xxxiv.3o)=
easily

;
(for these words) = few ; but when quality is

meant instead of quantity . . . there is signilied

easily . . .

4617. '100 years and 80 years' (Gen.xxxv.28) = the

(juality of the state
;
(for) all the numbers in the Word
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= Things (Eefs.); thus 'loo years and 80 years' = the

quality of the Thing, or the quality of the state, which

is being treated of. 'ioo' = a full state; and '80' =
temptations ; here, through temptations ; besides many
things which cannot be known ; for the numbers have

their signification from the more simple numbers , . .

as this number from 12 and 15, and also from others

still more simple.

4670. That all the numbers in the "\Vord = Things

and states. Kefs.

^. It appears, indeed, as if numbers of years . . .

= nothing else, because in these there is something more

historical than in the other numbers ; but still that

these also involve Things and states, may be evident

from . . .

5265-. That '7' = holy things, is from the significa-

tion of numbers in the World of Spirits. Every

number there involves some Thing. There have some-

times appeared to my sight numbers, simple and com-

pound, once also in a long series, and I wondered what

they signified, and it was said that they came forth

from angelic speech ; and that Things also are some-

times wont to be expressed by numbers ; which numbers

do not appear in Heaven, but in the AVorld of Spirits,

where such things are presented to the sight. This

was known to the Most Ancients, who were celestial

men, and spoke with Angels, and hence they formed an

ecclesiastical computation by numbers, by which they

expressed universally those things, which by words they

expressed singularly. But what each number had in-

volved did not remain with their posterity, solely what

was signified by the simple numbers, namely, 2, 3, 6,

7, 8, 12, and thence 24, 72, and 77 ; especially that by

7 was signified what is most holy, namely, in the

supreme sense, the Divine Itself ; and, in the represen-

tative sense, the Celestial of love. Hence it is that the

state of the celestial man is signified by 'the 7th day.'

^. That numbers = Things, is manifestly evident

from very many numbers in the Word. Refs.

^. The number 144 is from 12 multiplied into

itself ; and from these comes the number 72.

5291. The half and the double, as to the numbers in

the Word, involve what is like ; as 20 the like with 10

;

and 4 the like with 2 ; 6 with 3 ; 24 with 12, and so on
;

and the like also by numbers still further multiplied
;

as 100 and also 1000, with 10; 72, and also 144, the

like with 12. What, therefore, the compound numbers

involve, can be known from the sim^jle numbers from

which and with which they are multiplied. What, also,

the numbers more simple involve, can be known from

the whole numbers ; as what 5 involves, from 10 ; and

what 2h from 5 ; and so on. In general, it is to be

known that numbers multiplied involve the like, but

more fully ; and that numbers dividedjnvolve the like,

but not so full.

2. '5' has a double signification. . . It --a little,

from its relation to those numbers which = much,

namely, 1000, and 100, and thus also 10, which, from

them, also= much ; . . . That '5'= remaius, is when it

relates to '10,' and 'io' = remains.

^. What the ideas are, or what the Things are,

to which numbers correspond, can indeed be known ;

but whence is this correspondence, is as yet hidden ; as

whence is the correspondence of 12 with all things of

faith ; and the correspondence of 7 with holy things ;

and also the correspondence of 10 and also of 5, with

the goods and truths stored up in the interior man by

the Lord, and so on ; but still it is enough to know that

there is a correspondence, and that from this corre-

spondence all the numbers in the Word signify some-

thing in the Spiritual World, consequently that the

Divine inspired even into these lies stored up therein.

Examps.
^''. The brazen sea was 10 ells from lip to lip, and

5 ells in height, and 30 ells in circumference, in order

that holy things might be signified both by the numbers
'10' and '5,' and by '30,' which number of the circum-

ference does not indeed answer geometrically to the

diameter, but still it spiritually involves tliat which is

signified bj'^ the compass of that vessel.

^\ That all numbers= Things, in the Spiritual

World, is manifestly evident from the numbers in

Ezek. .

'.

5346. 'Till he ceased to number it, because there was

no number' (Gen.xli.49)= of a quality in which is the

Celestial from the Divine ;
(for) truth in which is the

Celestial from the Divine, is indefinite, thus without

number. The Lord alone had such truth when He was

in the world . . .

5708. For as numbers multiplied signify the like with

their simple numbers, so numbers divided [signify the

like with] those multiplied ; as 5 with 10, and also with

20, and likewise with 100, and with 1000, and so on.

^ 5 measures were given to Benjamin ... on

account of the signification of the Thing in the internal

sense ; because 10 measures could not be given ; for

these would have been exceedingly superfluous.

. The Ancients also knew, by traditions from the

Most Ancient Church, what some numbers signified
;

and therefore they used those numbers when anything

occurred of such a quality . . .

5955. 'To Benjamin he gave 300 of silver' (Gen.xlv.

22) = that the medium had what is full of truth from

good. . . '300' = what is full . . . The reason '300' =
what is full, is that it arises from 3 and from 100 liy

multiplication; and '3'= what is full, and '100'=
much ; for what the compound numbers involve, is

evident from the simple ones from which they are.

'3CX),' when mentioned elsewhere in the Word, also in-

volves the like. 111.

6096. '30 and 100 years' (Gen.xlvii.9) = the state and

the quality
;
(for) all the numbers in the Word= Things

;

thus the state and quality of the Thing which is being

treated of; and therefore this number in special = the

state and quality of the life which had been in Jacob

hitherto . . .

6175. 'The days of Jacob, the years of his life, were 7

years and 40 and 100 years' (Gen.xlvii.28)= the general

state and its quality, as may be evident if the numbers

'7,' '40,' and '100' are evolved. Refs. But the

numbers compounded thus cannot be easily explicated
;

for they contain more things than can be reduced into a

sum [total], and be expressed to the apprehension.

These numbers contain in general the entire state of the
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Thing represented by Jacob, and the i|uality of it. The
Angels see tliese things in one complex, merely from this

number ; for all the numbers in the Word fall, with

them, into the ideas of Things ; as also has been evident

from the fact, that sometimes numbers in a long series

have been seen by me, and it was then said by the

Angels, that they involved in a series the Things about

which they had spoken among themselves. Hence also

the Most Ancients . . . had a computation, also constant,

from numbers, into which were introduced heavenly

things not so well comprehensible in ideas of the

natural mind. But after their times these things

perished together with the perception of heavenly

things, and there remained only the Knowledge of what
was signified in general by the simple numbers ; as 3,

6, 7, 12, but not so [well] what the compound numbers
signified . . .

[A.] 6582. 'Joseph lived no years' (Gen.l.22) = the

.state and quality ... of the Thing
;
(that is) the state

and quality of the life of scientifics from the Internal.

6594.

6648. 'They were multiplied and became numerous
exceeding exceedingly' (Ex.i.7) = that they increased

the most as to truths from good. . . 'They became
numerous'= a further derivation; thus an increase of

truth continually . , ,

^. The Things of wisdom are infinite in number.

6654. 'The people of the sons of Israel is many and
numerous above us' (Ex.i.9) = that the truths of the

Church prevail over alienated scientifics. . . 'Numerous'
is predicated of truth.

72846. All numbers --Things, and indeed the state

and quality. Refs.

7285. 'Aaron was a son of 8^ years' (Ex.vii.7)=;the

state and quality of doctrine. . . But the state and
quality in special cannot be known, except from the

reduction of this number into its simple numbers, and
then from the ajiplication to those with whom is the

doctrine.

7836. 'In the number of the souls, everyone to the

mouth of his eating, ye shall number upon the small

cattle' (Ex.xii.4)= thus the impletion of good for inno-

cence from so many truths of good, according to its

appropriation; (for) 'the number of the souls ' = so

many truths of good ; for 'number,' in the Word, is

predicated of truth . . .

7900. For the simple and the compound numbers
involve the like.

7973. 'As it were 600,000 of foot men' (Ex.xii.37) =
all things of the truth and good of faith in one complex.

(For) the number 600, 000= all things of faith in one

complex ; for this number arises from 6 and also from
12 ; and ' I2'= all things of faith and charity ... (and)

a greater and a lesser number, or one multiplied and
divided, involves what is similar with the simple numbers
from which it is. This is manifestly evident from the

number 12. This number, whether divided into 6, or

multiplied into 72, or into 144—that is, 12 into 12—or

into 12,000, or into 144,000, = the like. 111.

7984. '30 years and 400 years' (ver.4o) = the quality

and state of them
;

(for) '30' =a full state of remains,

because this number arises from 3 and 10 multiplied

together, and by '3' is signified a full state, and by '10'

remains ; and '40o'= the duration of vastation, and the

derivative conjunction of good and truth. That all

numbers= Things and states ; and a composite number
the like with the simple ones from which it is composed.

Ref.

8148. 'He took 600 chosen chariots' (Ex.xiv.7) = all

and each of the doctrinals of falsity which are of faith

separated in their order
;

(for) the number '600' = each

and all things of the truth and good of faith in one

complex . . .

8400^. That all the numbers in the Word = Things.

Refs.

8469. 'The number of your souls' (Ex.xvi. i6) = a

ijuantity [sufficient] for all in the society. Ex.

8472, 'The numerous and the few' (ver. I7)=tlie

difference of power. Ex. ^. 8474.

8715. That princes were ordinated over 1000, over

100, and over 10, represented, abstractedly from all

number, many things in the first, second, and third

degree, in like manner as in the Word elsewhere. 111.

». For the lesser numbers = the like with the

greater ones multiplied by a like number. Refs.

8988^ 'i44' = the like as '12'
; for 144 is a number

composed from 12 multijilied into 12; (and) by these

numbers are signified all truths in the complex.

9011''. 'A number that a child may describe' (Is.

X.I 9)= few.

9198^. 'That 3 years and 6 months' (Luke iv. 25) = to

the full, is evident from the signification of '1260 days'

in Rev.xi.3 ; xii.6, which days make 3 years and 6

months, and which = to the full, or even to the end.

In like manner from the signification of '3 days and a

half (Rev.xi.9, 10) ; and also from the signification of

'time, and times, and half a time' (Rev.xii. 14; Dan.

xii.7), which = to the full, or even to the end.

9326. 'The number of thy days I will infil' (Ex.xxiii.

26)= even to a full state. . . 'To infil the number' = to

the full.

9600. For numbers multiplied= the like with the

simple ones from which they are.

9603^ '12,000' (Rev.xxi.) = all truths and goods in

the complex ; in like manner '144' . . . H.197.

10127-. It is to be known that all numbers in the

Word= Things, which is very well known in the other

life, where sometimes papers are let down from Heaven

to the Spirits beneath full of numbers, and those of the

Spirits who receive influx from the Lord know thence

the things which are signified, in a continual series, as

if they were written with letters . . , Some of the Most

Ancients, also, who as to their interiors were in consort

with the Angels, involved in numbers the Things of

their Church, and heavenly arcana, and stored them up

as a memorial for themselves.

1 02 1
7. 'As to the numbered of them' (Ex.xxx. 12)-

as to ordination and disposition
;

(for) 'to number,'

when said concerning all things of the Church, which

are the truths and goods of faith and love, = the ordina-

tion and disposition of them ... 'To number'= this,
'
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because to number involves a survey, and that which is

surveyed by the Lord, is also ordinated and disposed

. . . 111.

-. 'To number,' in these passages, = to ordinate

and dispose. Ex.

^. (From this) it may be evident why David was

not allowed to number the people ... because it belongs

to the Lord alone to oi'dinate and dispose the truths and
goods of faith and love with everyone in the Church
and in Heaven . . .

'. 'To number days' (Ps.xc. i2) = to ordinate and
dispose states of life ; and the days are said to be

'numbered' when they are ordinated and disposed;

thus when they are conipleted-^?i/^i'. 111.

. 'Numbered' (Dan.v. 25)= what is conipleted-

(ih-sulutuni ; as when a line is drawn under a number on

finishing a calculation.

". The reason why 'to number '= to ordinate and
dispose, is that by 'number' is signified the quality of

a Thing and of a state ; and the quality is determined

by the number adjoined ; hence 'to number' = to

qualify ; and the qualification of a Thing in spiritual

things is effected by ordination and disposition by the

Lord. 111.

^ 'To compute the number of the beast' (Rev.

xiii. i8) = to explore and know these ialsified truths of

the Church; 'the number of a man' = the Thing and
the state of that Church ;

'666' = its quality as to all

truths falsified from evil, and also the profanation of

what is holy, and likewise the end . . . for the number
'6'= the same as the number '12,' because it is the half

of it ; and ' I2' = all the truths and goods of the Church
in the complex ; and hence, in the opposite sense, all

evils and falsities in the complex. The trijjlication of

the sextary number involves also the end ; and the end
is when truth has been completely profaned.

^. From these things it is manifestly evident that

numbers in the Word involve Things and states, and
signify the quality according to the determined num-
bers. 111.

102 1 8. 'And they shall give everyone the expiation

of his soul in numbering them' (Ex.xxx. I2) = purifica-

tion or deliverance from evil through the acknowledg-

ment and faith that all the truths and goods of faith

and love, and their ordination and disposition, are from

the Lord, and nothing from man. Ex.
-. It was prohibited to number the sons of

Israel, because 'to number' = to ordinate and dispose,

and by the sons of Israel, and by the tribes into which
they were distinguished, were signified all the truths and
goods of faith and love in the complex ; and because the

ordination and disposition of these was of the Lord
alone, and not of man, therefore to number them was a

prevarication, such as there is with those who claim to

themselves the truths which are of faith and the goods

which are of love, and the ordination and disposition of

them. . . These are such as justify themselves by this :

that they ascribe to themselves for merit all things of

taith and love, and consequently believe that they merit

Heaven i'rom faith and from works from self. This evil

was involved in the numbei'ing of the people by David

. . . 10219'*.

^ In order, therefore, that they might be delivered

from sin in numbering the sons of Israel, the half of a

shekel was given for ex])iation ... 102 19.

102196. What is full was signified alsobj^ 'the 70,000

men' who died.

10225. The first state of man is from Ijirth to the

fifth year of his age : this state is a state of ignorance,

and of innocence in ignorance, and is called infancy.

The second state is from the fifth year of age up to the

twentieth ; this state is a state of instruction and of

knowledge, and is called childhood. The third state is

from the twentieth year of age to the sixtieth, which

state is a state of intelligence, and is called adolescence,

young manhood, and manhood. The fourth and last

state is from the sixtieth year of age and upwards, which

state is a state of wisdom, and of innocence in wisdom.

( -.) These successive states of the life of man are

signified by the numbers of the years of the age, '5,'

'20,' and '60,' in . . . Lev.xxvii.2-7. (These four

states fully ex.)

10235''. The diameter (of the brazen st'a) of '10

cubits'= what is full : and the circumference of '30

cubits' = a plenary complex; 'the 200 of baths' — the

conjunction of good and truth ; thus purification and

regeneiation . . . '200o' = the same as '2' ; for multiplied

numbers = the like with the simple ones from which

they are ; and '2'= conjunction.

10253. '500' (Ex. XXX. 23) = what is full. . . The

reason '500'= what is full, is because this number is

composed from 5 and 10 multiplied together twice ; or

from 5 times 100 ; and by '5' is signified much, in like

manner as by '10,' and by '100'
; and hence by '500'

is signified what is full.

-. That numbers= Things, is manifestly evident

in Ezekiel xl.-xlviii.

^. That '500' = the whole, from one end to the

other, thus what is full, is evident in Ezekiel there. 111.

From these things it is evident that '500' = the whole

in the complex, or everything holy from one end to the

other ; thus what is full . . .

*. That '5oo'=much, and its tenth part, or '50,'

= somewhat, relatively, is evident from the Lord's words

to Simon in Luke vii.4i-end.

10255. 'Half thereof 50 and 200' (Ex.xxx.23) = as

much as is correspondent
;

(for) a number, the half of a

former one, = something, and as much as is sufficient, or

as much as is for use, thus also as much as is corre-

spondent. Hence it is that '50 and 200,' being the

half of the former number 500, = as much as is corre-

spondent. For example, when 'io'=all, its half, or

'5,'=:some; when 'io' = what is full, '5' = as much as

is sufficient ; but when ' io'=:much, '5'= soniethiug . . .

-. Whether a nimiber be greater or less, is of no

consequence, because the greater numbers= the like

with the lesser ones from which they are.

. From these things it is evident that this

number, which is the half of the former one, does not

= the half of the perception of interior truth relatively

to the perception of exterior truth ; but as much as is

correspondent ; for Things in the Heavens are not

measured and numbered as are Things on earth ; because

in the Heavens there are not spaces, nor times, but in

place of them states, which are perceived as to quality
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and quantity, without respect to any numeration ; for

numeration and mensuration involve such things as are

of space and of time . . .

[A.] 10259. '500' (ver.24)= what is full. The reason

why '500 in the shekel of holiness' were taken of myrrh,

and 500 of cassia, but only 50 and 200 of aromatic cinna-

mon and aromatic calamus, was that 'myrrh ' = sensuous

truth, which is the ultimate truth in order ; and 'cassia,'

the truth which proceeds immediately from good, which

is inmost truth ; whereas 'aromatic cinnamon,' and

'aromatic calamus,' = the interior truths, which are

middle ; and of the last and the inmost there must be

what is full, but of middle things as much as is corre-

spondent ; for middle things must hold themselves

coi'respondently to what is first and last.

10262-^ In the Spiritual Kingdom there correspond

the numbers '12,' '6,' and '3,' because by these numbers

are signified all things ; and, when they are predicated

of truths and goods, all things of truth and good in the

complex . . . The reason these numbers involve like

things, is that the greater nnmber8=tlie like with the

simple ones from which they come forth by multiplica-

tion. Refs.

10492. 'There fell in the people in that day to 3000

of men' (Ex.xxxii.28)= the plenary closing up of the

Internal. . . '3000'= what is plenary ; for by '3' is

signified what is full and complete ; in like manner by
'3000'; because the gi-eater numbers= the like with

the lesser ones from which they come forth by multipli-

cation.

10624. For in the Word all numbers =: Things ; and

some numbers pertain to the spiritual class, and some

to the celestial class. The numbers 3, 6, and 12, per-

tain to the spiritual class ; and the numbers 2, 4, and

8, to the celestial class. The numbers which are of the

spiritual class are predicated of truths or falsities ; those

of the celestial class, of goods or evils . . .

io652<'. '24,000' (Xum.xxv.9) = all truths and goods

of truth in the complex, in like manner as ' 12,000.'

H. 73^. '144' = all truths and goods in the complex.

£.6297.

263. I have seen writings from Heaven of mere

numbers, written in order and in a series, just as in

wi'itings of letters and words ; and I have been instructed

that this writing is from the Inmost Heaven ; and that

their celestial writing ... is presented in numbers with

the Angels of a lower Heaven when the thought from it

flows down ; and that this numeral writing in like

manner involves arcana, some of which cannot be

comprehended in thought, nor expressed in words. For

all numbers correspond, and according to the correspond-

ence signify, equally as words
;
yet with this difference :

that numbers involve generals, and words singulars
;

and, as one general involves innumerable singulars,

hence it is that numeral writing involves more arcana

than literal. From these things it has been evident to

• me, that the numbers in the AVord signify Things

equally as do the words there ... In that writing in

Heaven there is always prefixed the number on which
those which follow in the series depend, as on their

subject ; for that number is as it were the index of the

Thing which is being treated of, and from which is the

determination of the following numbers to the Thing in

special.

. (The simple and the compound numbers enum.)

379''. The beatitudes of love truly conjugial can be

enumerated to many thousands, of which not even one

is known to man . . .

J. 41^. The books of the Old Testament . . . have

been conserved entire even to a jot ... by the care of

many who have numbered the most singular things

there.

S. 43-. By the number '144' are signified all the

truths and goods of the Church from doctrine from the

sense of the letter of the "Word ; in like manner as by
'12.'

"ji^. It is the like with numbers : neither are these in

the Word which is in Heaven ; but instead of them are

the Things to which the numbers which are in our

Word correspond.

F. 60^. 'His number is 666'= all the truth of the

Word fiilsified.

P. 244. That David numbered the people . . . from

which so many thousands of men perished . . . Ex.

336. Infinite in number . . .

R. 10. That numbers= Things, or rather that they

are like certain adjectives to substantives, contributing

some quality to the Things, is because number in itself

is natural ; for natural things are determined by num-
bers ; l)ut spiritual things by Things and their states ;

and therefore he who does not know the signification of

numbers in the Word, and especially in the Apocalypse,

cannot know many arcana which are contained therein.

287. 'The number of them was myriads of myriads,

and thousands of thousands' (Rev.v. ii)=all in truths

and in goods. By a number in the natural sense is

meant that which has relation to measure or weight

;

but by a number in the spiritual sense, that which has

relation to quality . . . and 'a myriad' is predicated of

truths, and 'a thousand,' of goods. The reason ... is

that a myriad is the greater number, and a thousand

the less ; and truths are manifold, but goods simple . . .

111.

3 1
3-. By 'Mene,' or 'to number,' is signified to know

the quality of it as to truth.

348. 'I heard the number of the sealed, 144,000'

(Rev.vii.4) = all who acknowledge the Lord as the God
of Heaven and earth, and are in the truths of doctrine

from the good of love from Him through the Word. Ex.

By the number '144,000' are meant all these ; for the

like is signified by this number as by ' 12' ; for it arises

from the multiplication of 12 into 12, and then from

multiplication by 100 and by 1000 ; and any number

whatever, multiplied into itself, and then by 10, 100, or

1000, = the like with the number from which it is;

thus the number 144,000, the like with 144 ; and this

the like with 12, because 12 into 12 make the number

144. In like manner the 12,000 sealed from each tribe,

multiplied into 12, makes 144,000. (Continued under

Twelve.)
^. That all numbers= the adjunctives of Things,
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determining their quality or quantity, may be mani-

festly evident from the numbers in the Apocalypse . . .

363. 'A great multitude which no one could number'

(ver.9) = all the rest . . . whose quality no one knows

excejat the Lord alone.

. 'To number,' in the spiritual sense, = to Know
the quality , . . 364, Ex. and 111.

427". Times . . . estate ; and the numbers determine

its quality.

448. 'I heard the number of them' (Rev.ix. i6)= the

quality of them perceived ... By 'number' is signified

the quality of the Thing and state.

491. By the '1260 days' (Rev.xi.3) is signified to the

end and the beginning ; that is, to the end of the former

Church, and thus to the beginning of the New one . . .

Because by this number the like is signified as by 3 :

for the number 1260, reduced into years, makes three

years and a half; and by '35' is signified the end and

the beginning. 547. E.636. 732.

608. 'Let him that hath intelligence compute the

number of the beast' (Rev.xiii. i8) = that he who is in

illustration from the Lord can Know the quality of the

confirmations of that doctrine ... 'To compute the

number '= to Know the quality : by 'number' is signi-

fied the quality . . . And as the quality which is signi-

fied by 'the number,' is the quality as to truth . . .

E.845.

609. Tor it is the number of a man' (id.)= the

quality of the Word and thence of the Church.

610. 'His number is 666' (id. ) = this quality—that

all the truth of the Word has been falsified by them.

... By '666' is signified all the truth of good; and,

as this is said concerning the "Word, there is signi-

fied all the truth of good in the Word, here, falsified,

because it is the number of the beast. The reason this

is signified, is that '6'= the like as 3 multiplied into

2 ; and '3'= full and all, and is predicated of truths
;

and '2' = the marriage of good and truth. And as 6 is

composed of these two numbers multiplied into each

other, it therefore= all the truth of good in the Word
;

here, falsified. The reason the number 666 is said, is

that 6 is tripled iu this number ; and triplication com-

pletes. The multiplication by 100, whence comes the

600 ; and by 10, whence comes the 60, changes nothing.

See 348.

612. 'With Him 144,000' (Rev.xiv. i) = all those who
acknowledge the Lord alone as the God of Heaven and

earth, and are in truths of doctrine from the good of

love from Him through the Word.

613. For by 'the 144,000 sealed out of the 12 tribes

of Israel,' are meant the Angels of the higher Heavens,

who are all in the good of celestial love.

618. 'No one could learn that song but the 144,000'

(ver.3) = that no others . . . could understand . . . that

the Lord alone is the God of Heaven and earth, than

those who have been received by the Lord into this New
Heaven. , . By 'the 144,000' are meant those who
acknowledge the Lord alone as the God of Heaven and

earth.

654. 'For 1600 furlongs' (ver.2o) — merely falsities of

evil. . . By '1600' are signified evils in the whole

complex. For by '1600' is signified the same as by

'16'; and the same by '16' as by '4'; because 16

arises from 4 multiplied into itself : and 4 is said con-

cerning good, and concerning the conjunction of good

and truth
;
[and thence, in the opposite sense, concern-

ing evil and concerning the conjunction of evil and

falsity, as here. And as the multiplication of a number

by 100 does not take away the signification, but exalts

it, hence by '1600 furlongs' is signified the mere falsitj'

of evil. That all the numbers in the Word = Things.

Ref. And that a number=the quality of the Thing.

Refs.

660. 'The number of (the beast's) name' (Rev.xv.2)

= the falsification of the Word. ( = the like thereof as

to love and faith. E.933.)

738. For the numbers in the Apocalypse, and, in

general, in the Word, = the quality of the Things with

which they are coupled ; they are like certain adjectives

coupled to substantives ; or like certain predicates

adjoined to subjects . . . Here, therefore, '5'= all the

rest, because '7' = all the holy things of the Word ;
and

it follows 'one is' and 'another will come' ; thus that

there are two out of all which remained. Hence it is

evident that by '5 have fallen' is signified that all the

rest have been destroyed.

842. 'And bound him 1000 years' (Rev.xx.2) = that

. . . there should be no communication with them for a

while or for some time. . . The reason why by ' 1000

years' is not meant 1000 years, but for a while or lor

some time, is that 1000, without other numbers added,

signifies this in the Spiritual World. He who believes

that '1000 years' =1000 years, does not know that all

the numbers in the Word= Things, and so may be

mistaken, especially in the Apocalypse, concerning the

sense of the Things where numbers occur ; as 5, 7, 10,

12, 144, 666, 1200, 1600, 12,000, 144,000, and many

others: in the latter of which numbers 1000= only

something LiuaMfymg-adjcctii-um ; and when 1000 is

employed to designate times, it-— somewhat more; but

where it is mentioned alone, as here, it= a while, or for

some time. That it is so has been told me from Heaven ;

where, in the AVord which is there, no number is read,

but the Thing instead of the number ;
and instead of

'1000,' 'a while.'

860. 'The number of whom is as the sand of the sea'

(ver.8) = the multitude of such. Ex.

907. 'He measured the city with the reed unto

12,000 furlongs' (Rev.xxi.i6) = the quality of that

Church from doctrine ... By '12,000 furlongs' are

signified all tho goods and truths of that Church.

'i2,ooo'= thc like things with '12'; and 'i2' = aU

goods and truths, and is said concerning the Church.

Ref.

909. 'He measured the wall of it, 144 cubits' (vcr. 17)

-. . . the quality of the Word in that Church, that

from it are all her truths and goods.

D. 765. By vision there was shown mc 57, or 1657.

The numbers were written before the eyes ; but what

they signify I do not fully know.

906. A certain Angel represented . . . how many
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genera of felicities there are iu the interior Heaven . . .

which being enumerated . , , within the first 4 or 6

minutes, were iu number 468, or almost 500. Hence,

I suppose [the signification of] the number 500,

[D.] 2690. A vision concerning the number of certain

years . . . When I was in bed, with closed eyes, there

was seen clearly as in light, and more so, before the

eyes, and indeed at a distance from the right eye, a

little upwards, at first the number of the years 1-48
;

and, when this number disappeared, at a greater dis-

tance, the numbers 1-53, 1-94 : the numbers between

the I and the 48, and also between the I and the 53,

and the i and the 94, were not observed . . .

3935. "When I took away the numbers by which I had

designated the things extracted . . . they complained

that thus they would not have anything which thej-

could think. I supposed that such was a foot to

them . . .

5571. Concerning numbers in Heaven.—Sometimes
numbers appear ; a paper filled with them ; and also on

the walls, which — such things as the celestials are

thinking ; but scarcely anyone can know them except

those who are from such a Heaven. "When the numbers
are simple, they then signify according to those things

which are described in the Arcana Coelesfia ; as 2, 3, 4,

5, 6, etc. up to 12 ; but when they are compound, they

have another sense ; as 358, 90356 : these = God be with

thee, and each number something . . . These numbers
determine the meanings into such a series. Those who
are from that Kingdom understand at once, and this

without information, as it were from themselves. Every

idea has its own number. In general, the even num-
bers correspond to good ; as 2, 4, 8 : and the odd
numbers to truth ; as 3, 9.

5584. Hence what all the numbers signify comes from

the Celestial Kingdom . . . Hence the numbers in the

"Word ; as 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, to 12, and so on. I have

seen writings from numbers aloue sent thence. But the

numbers are differently written there . . .

5604. In the "Word (in Heaven) there are not names,

nor numbers, but in their place Things.

5621. "Why the Jews Avere impelled to number all the

several letters.

D. M. 4S30. (A writing seen in which numbers were

intermingled.)

E. 336. Number= q\mntity and quality
;
quantity in

the natural sense, and quality in the spiritual sense
;

the number applied determines them. But still by all

the numbers in the "Word is signified something of the

Thing . . .

^. For numbers multiplied by a like number=
the like with the simple numbers by which they have
been multiplied.

. Moreover, when two multiplied numbers, the

one greater and the other less, which= the like, are

mentioned together ; as when 10 and 100, or 100 and
1000, then the less is said of goods, and the greater of

truths. The reason is that each good consists of many
truths . . .

373^. 'Numbered, numbered' {' Mene, 9?iewe') = ex-

ploration as to good and as to truth. 453'*.

384-. "When the discourse with the Angels has been

concerning the conjunction of good and truth, or of love

and faith, and that discourse has been determined into

numbers, there has gone out the number 4, sometimes

also the number 2, or the number 8, or the number
16, because these numbers = like things; for numbers
multiplied and divided into themselves = like things

with the numbers liy which they have been multiplied

or divided.

386'". (David was punished for numbering the people

because) the people of Israel represented . . . the Church
as to all its truths and goods; and 'to number' = to

know its quality, and then, according thereto, to

ordinate and dispose those truths and goods ; and no

one can know and do this except the Lord ; and the

man who does it, deprives himself of all good and truth

and s}uritual life . . . 453".

429. 'I heard the number of the sealed' =:the quality

of those who are in good, and who are separated from

the evil. 'The number '= the quality of the Thing
treated of.

^. By number and measure, in the spiritual sense

of the "Word, is meant the quality of the Thing which

is being treated of; the quality itself is determined by
the numbers which are expressed . . . (for) spiritual

things are not numbered or measured ; but still they

fall into numbers and measures when they fall out of

the Spiritual AVorld . . . into the natural world . . .

^. That the spiritual things of Heaven, such as

are those which the Angels are thinking and speaking,

fall also into numbers, has often been shown me. They
have spoken among themselves, and their speech has

been determined into mere numbers seen upon a paper
;

and they have afterwards said that their speech had

been determined into the numbers ; and that those

numbers, in a series, contained all the things which

they had spoken. I have also been instructed what

they siguified . . .

430. ' i44,ooo'= all things and all persons, and is

predicated of truths from good. Ex. *,Ex.

". There are simple numbers which are more

significative than the rest, and from which the greater

numbers derive their signification ; namely, the numbers

2, 3, 5, and 7. 2= union, and is said of good
; 3 = full,

and is said of truths; 5 = much, and something; and

7 = what is holy. From the number 2 arise the numbers

4, 8, 16, 400, 800, 1600, 4000, 8000, 16,000 ; which

numbers = the like with 2, because they arise from the

simple number by multiplication into itself and by
multiplication with 10. From the number 3 arise 6,

12, 24, 72, 144, 1440, 144,000, which numbers also =
the like things with 3, because they arise from this

simple number by multiplication. From the number 5

arise 10, 50, 100, looo, 10,000, 100,000, which numbers

also= the like with 5, because they arise therefrom by

multiplication. From the number 7 arise 14, 70, 700,

7000, 70,000, which ntimbers also = the like with 7,

because they arise from it.

-4. The like is also signified by the number

144,000 ; for a greater or lesser number, provided it is

from a like origin, has a like signification ; for a greater

number is employed when there will be a greater
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multitude, or when it embraces mauy genera together
;

as 144,000, which embraces all the genera of truth from

good, which are signified by the 12,000 sealed from each

tribe ; and as the measure of the wall, which is said to

be '144 cubits,' because it includes lioth the gates and
the foundations, Avliich are 12 in number.

^^ '5000 men, besides women and children'

(Matt. xiv. 21)= all who are of tlie Church in truths from

good; 'men'=those who are in truths; 'women and

children,' those who are in goods.

433. '12,000' = all men and all things.

434H 'Number' (Deut.xxxiii.6) = a little and a few.

438''. '500 and 4000' (Ezek.xlviii.34) = all truths

from good ; and ' 18,000' = all truths of doctrine girding

and guarding.

453. 'Which no one could number' (Rev.vii.9)= that

the quality and quantity of the good and truth with

them the Lord alone knows. 'Number' = the quality

of the Thing; and hence 'to number '= to know the

quality of the Thing , . .

^. 'To number' (Ex.xxx.12) = to know their

quality, or the quality of the Church with them, and to

ordinate and dispose according thereto , . .

*. 'Numbered' (Is. xxxviii. 10) = explored and

concluded.

^ That 'to number,' and 'to be numbered,'

have a different signification in the spiritual sense of

the Word . . . may be evident from the fact that in

Heaven with the Angels there are not numbers and

measures in their spiritual idea ; that is, that they do

not think from numeration or mensuration ; but from

the quality of the Thing ; which thought of theirs falls

into numbers and measures when it falls down from

thence into the natural sphere . . .

". That 'to number,' in the AVord, =to know the

quality of a Thing, and to ordinate and dispose accord-

ing thereto. 111.

1". 'To number the towers (of Zion)' (Ps.xlviii.

1 2)= to ponder on the higher or more interior truths

which are of that Church; 'to number' = to see and

ponder on their quality.

^^ That 'to number' also = to dispose evilly,

consequently to destroy by means of falsifications. 111.

^^. From these things it may be evident what is

signified by 'to number days,' 'steps,' and 'Iiairs. ' 111.

... By 'to number,' here, is signified to know the

quality from the least to the greatest, and according

thereto to ordinate and dispose ; that is, to provide.

506^. Numbers multiplied into themselves, and
divided by themselves, =like things with the integers

from which they are.

532. As all the numbers in the Word = Things and
states, and the compound numbers derive their significa-

tions from the simple numbers of which they are

compounded ; and as the simple numbers are especially

2, 3, S, 7, it is important to show what these numbers
in the Word signify . . .

''. From the simple number 3 many compound
numbers derive their significations ; as 6, 9, 12, 60, 72,

wliieli from that = all truths and goods in the complex ;

in like manner the numbers 30, 300, 3000 . . .

SS6\ 'No number' (Joel i. 6) is predicated of the

power of falsity.

574. 'I heard the number of them' (Rev.ix.i6)=
their quality perceived. . . 'The number ' = the qualitj'

of the Thing which is being treated of . . .

633^, The vastation of the Church with the sons of

Jacob by the 400 years of servitude in Egypt. Sig. By
'400' the like is signified as by '40 ;' as the like is

signified by '1000' as by '100;' and the like by '100'

as by ' 10.'

658-. By a number halved, as also by a number
doubled, the like is signified as by the number of which

it is a half or the -double . . .

676. 'There were slain in the earth(|uake the names
of men 7000' (Rev. xi. 13) = that in that change of state

there perished with them all the truths of good, and
thus all things of Heaven and the Church. . . '7000' =
all things of Heaven aud the Church ; for by ' 7 ' are

signified all things, and it is predicated of the holy

things of Heaven and the Church . . , and its significa-

tion is retained when it is multiplied by 10, or 100, or

1000 ; for these numbers= all things.

734^^. 'To number the army of the war' (Is.xiii.4)=
to ordinate truths from good against falsities from evil.

768^-. 'To be numbered' (Ps.xxii.3o) = to be ordinated

and disposed ; here, to be adnumerated or added to
;

thus to be His.

841. 'Number' = the quality of the truth of faith and
the derivative intelligence ; hence by 'the number of

the name' (Rev.xiii. 17) is signified the quality of the

truth of faith and of the derivative intelligence, from

the quality of the good of love and the derivative life ;

here, in the opposite sense. 933.
e. The reason 'number' = the quality of truth

and the derivative faith, is that number involves multi-

tude . . .

846. 'Number' = the quality of the faith.

847. '666' = all falsities and thence all evils iu the

complex. Ex.

851. 'With Him 144, 000' = according to truths in

the whole complex. Ex.

924. '1600 furlongs ' = evils in the whole complex.

Ex. 928.

1063-. All the numbers iu the Word = the qualities

of the Tilings which are being described.

D. Wis. i^. (300 learned men collected, of whom 260

entered the way of foolishness, and only 40 the vrny of

wisdom.)

Nun. Noima.
M. 513. See MoxAsTEUV, here. I).6iio'''-.

D. 5469a. See Last Judgmext, here.

Nuptial. See under Wedding.

Nurse. Nutrix.

See under Suck.

A. 3183. 'And lier nurse' (Gen.xxiv.59)= from the

innocence appertaining thereto,

who gives suck, = innocence. Ex.

'A nurse,
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[A. 3183]^. 'Kings thy nvLTBing-fathers-mUritii' (Is.

xlix. 23) = intelligence . . .

4563. 'Deborah the nurse of Rehekah' (Gen.xxxv.8)

= hereditary evil. A nurse, in so far as she nourishes

and suckles an infant, properly= the insinuation of

innocence through the Celestial Spiritual; for milk =
the Celestial Spiritual ; and the infant whom she suckles

= innocence. (Continued under Deborah.)
^. This hereditary evil yields them nourishment,

or is as a nurse up to the time when they have judg-

ment . . .

6740. 'A nurse -woman from the Hebrews' (Ex.ii. 7)

= that good from the Church itself was to be insinuated

therein. 'A nurse woman ' = the insinuation of good
;

for by the milk which the nurse insinuates is signified

the good of truth . . .

-. That 'a nurse' = the insinuation of good.

111.

. 'Kings thy nursing-fathers ' = the insinuation

of truth, which is of intelligence ; 'ipieens thy nursing-

mothers'=the insinuation of good, which is of wisdom.

E.175'.

. 'Thy daughters are carried at the side by

nurses' (Is.lx.4) = the goods which are continually

being insinuated. 9256®.

loiio'*. At that time man has the good of innocence

and the good of love towards his parents, and towards

his nurse . . .

H. 277-. Infants love their parents, their nurse . . .

M. 393^. Sometimes infants are loved by their nurses

more than by their mothers . . .

T. 441. They are like nurses who suckle infants

solely for the hire . . .

D. 5 1
58-. Like a mercenary nurse . . .

5668. (Infants there) are with nurses, whom they

call their mothers.
11. Nurses are given them who in the world had

loved infants ; and also to mothers in like manner ; and

a perception is given as if they were their own infants
;

but it is not given to any others than those who are in

good, and can receive influx from Heaven.

Nut. JVux.

A. 5622. 'Turpentine nuts and almonds' (Gen.xliii.

1 1) = the goods of life corresponding to those truths. Ex.

M. 364. (Example of a nut or almond, aud their

kernels.) E.1058-.

Nyctalopia. Nyctalopia. T.346e. D. Love

Nygatan. Nygatan,

D. 5711. See Last Judgment, here. 5721.

Nymph. Nympha.
A. 2758-. From the transformation of worms into

nymphs or chrysalids . . . 884S. H. 108-. D.3472.

W. 354. Worms . . . there become chrysalids, aure-

liae, erucae, nymphs, and at last butterflies.

EXD OF VOLUME IV.
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KEY TO THE ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THE CONCORDANCE.

SINGLE-LETTER ALPHABETICAL LIST.

A. Arcana Coelestia.

B. Brief Exposition.

C. Doctrine of Charity.

D. Spiritual Diary.

E. Apocalypse Explained.

P. Doctrine of Faith.

H. Heaven and Hell.

I. Influx, or Intercourse of the Soul and Body.

J. Last Judgment.

L. Doctrine of the Lord.

M. Marriage Love, or Conjugial Love.

N. New Jerusalem and its Heavenly Doctrine.

P. Divine Providence.

Q, Nine Questions.

R. Apocalyjjse Revealed.

S. Doctrine of the Holy Scripture.

T. True Christian Religion, or Universal Theology.

U. Earths in the Universe.

"W. Angelic "Wisdom concerning the Divine Love
and W^isdom.

SUPPLEMENTAEY LIST.

Abom. Abomination of Desolation, etc.

Ad. Adversaria.

Ang. Idea. The Angelic Idea concerning

Creation of the Universe by the Lord.

the end of the D.Wis.)

De Athanasii Symbolo.

Continuation of Last Judgment.

Canons.

Conv. Conversation with Angels.

Coro. Coronis.

D.Min. Diarium Minus, or Lesser Diary.

D.Love. Divine Love (Posthumous).

D.Wis. Divine "Wisdom (Posthumous).

DeConj. De Conjugio.

De Dora. De Domino.

the

(At

Ath
C.J.

Can

De Just. De Justificatione, etc.

De "Verbo.

Docu. Tafel's Documents concerning Swedenborg.

Ecc. Hist. Ecclesiastical History of the New
Cliurch.

Hist. Crea. History of the Creation.

Inv. Invitation to the New Church.

J. (Post.) Last Judgment (Posthumous).

Letter. Letter to Hartley.

Life. Doctrine of Life.

5M. Five Memorable Relations.

P.P. Prophets and Psalms.

Scia. Doc. Sciagrajihia Doctrinae Novae

Ecclesise.

'W.H. White Horse.

MISCELLANEOUS ABBREVIATIONS.

Comp. Com,parisons occur in the sections referred to.

Def. Defined. A definition is given.

Des. Described. The subject is further described.

Enum. Eyiumerated. There is an enumeration in

the passage referred to of the things mentioned

in the quotation.

Ex. Explained. The subject is further explained.

Exarap. Example. An example is given to illustrate

the statement.

111. Illustrated. The subject is illustrated by passages

from the Word.

Refs. References are given to other jiassages of the

"Writings.

Sig. Signified. The subject is signified by some
passage from the "Word here quoted. I

All references at the end of quotations mean that the statement is wholly or partially repeated there-

References to "Works without a letter to indicate the "Work referred to are references to the "Work

last referred to.

The small figures at the upper right hand corner of the larger reference numerals are explained cu

p. vii. of the Introduction.

Tr. Treated of. The subject is treated of in that

part of the "Word which is under con-

sideration.

= This is to be read signifies.

' ' Quotation marks are used exclusively for quota-

tions from the "Word.

[ ] Brackets indicate a word or words which have

been introduced either by the Latin Editor or

by the Compiler.

( ) Parentheses indicate that the matter is to be

found in the original, but expressed in diff'erent

words.

e. after a number denotes that the reference is to

the very end of the section referred to.



KEY
To tlie Numbering of the Paragraphs iu the ' Doctrine of Charity," as

between the Numbering used in the Concordance, the Original Latin,

and the London and iVmerican Transhitions.

Concord.
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